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In the workings of a colliery it occasionally occurs 
that it is necessary a current of fresh or intake ait* may 
have to cross a current of return air, and it is requisite 
and essential that the two currents should not inter
mix with each other ; and this passage is affected l>v 
mean-* of an air-crossing, one current passing either 
above or below the other, but usually the return cur
rent is taken above the intake current, though not 
necessarily so. In case the crossing occurs in a main 
intake road where there is a considerable volume of 
fresh air going into the workings and where the cross
ing will probably have to last some considerable time, 
in some instances for a number of years, it is usual to 
fiut in a substantial air-crossing, and these are general-
y built with brick or stone side walls, with a brick 
arching built across from the side walls, the return air 
usually passing over tbe top of the arching. In case 
the seam is liable to a heavy thrust or pressure from the 
strata lying either immediately above or below the 
seam of coal, and from which the brick arching would 
be likely to suffer damage and become leaky, instead 
of the arching it may be of advantage to put on a 
wooden top for tbe crossing, as this is less liable to de
rangement by the pressure and likewise more easily 
remedied when it does become injured ; besides oc
cupying le-s height than the arching, and being cheaper 
also. The side walls are built of suitable thickness, say 
from 12 to 24 inches, according to the strength 
considered necessary, and the space between them be- i 
ing from say 6 to 10 or 12 fee: to suit the purposes for 
which the road is required, such as kind of haulage and 
size of airway needed. In case a brick arching is de- ! 
cided on, the two side walls are built up about 3 or 4 I 
feet in height, commencing them on as solid afounda-
tion as can conveniently be got. The arching may 
consist of 2,;., or 4 courses of bricks according to the 
strength required. The nearer the shape of the arch
ing is to a true semicircle, the stronger it will be. 
Perhaps the best air-crossing considered from a point 

of strength is the "natural air-crossing," which is one 
made in the adjacent strata, as it may be a stone drift 
or tunnel driven from the seam and passing either 
above or below the intake airway. This is perhaps a 
costly method, but in case of an explosion occurring a 
considerable advantage would be likely to be derived 
from a natural crossing, as the force of the explosion 
might be insufficient to cause such damage as to allow 
fresh air to escape at this point into the return airway. 
Natural air-crossings are, however, very rarely made; 
iti? much better to try and avoid explosions them
selves, than think of counteracting their damages. 
The wooden topped air-crossing is one that is much 

adopted, and consists of the two side walls, similar to 
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those in an arched crossing but built s o m e w h a t higher, 

say 5, fi, or 7 feet in height, t In the top of each of these 

walls a w o o d e n b e a m ot hulk is built in. the b e a m be

ing about 12 inches wide by .. n r 4 inches thick, and the 

length of it a little longer than the air-crossing is to be. 

T h e n cross-pieces of w o o d are laid from b e a m to b e a m . 

these cross-pieces generally being about !(" or a foot 

wide, a n d S " thick : their joint-* m a y be tongued and 

grooved to m a k e t h e m air tight, or simply planed a m i 

laid close to each other with a thin lathe of w o o d nailed 

GROUND PLAN 

•os sary 

over the joints o n either the top or botto m side of 

them , or perhaps better o n both sides, so as to m a k e 

t h e m as air tight as possible. T h e cross-pieces are 

spiked at both ends tothe b e a m s o n which they rest, to 
keep t h e m in position. 

It is occasionally necessary to construct an air-cross

ing in a set of workings near the face a n d to bust 

generally o n such occasions for only a short time. This 

perhaps m o s t frequently happens in working out the 

FIRE-DAMP 

h a v e to stand in use for a m u c h longer period. T h e 

ordinary \" brattice w o o d is used. T h e t w o sides are 

fitted up a n d nailed to props set for tbe purpose. T h e n 

the lop is put o n a n d the w o r k finished b y plastering 

it|' all the j-Mntc with hair h m : Thic in cist.:; ofthick 

seams m a v be d o n e without taking d o w n a n y roof-stone 

to allow the return-air to pass over the top ofthe cross

ing, hut in case there is not sufficient height for this in 

the ordinary thickness of the seam, it m a v b 

to take d o w n s o m e stone for the required" height. 

T h e three a c c o m p a n y i n g sketches s h o w the plan of a 

valve air-crossing. It ha-* been built with the h o p e 

that it m a y be of service in preventing the great delay, 

so frequently experienced at crossings, in attempting to 

restore the ventilation after explosions, w h i c h delays 

are, n o doubt, the cause of a great m a n y deaths. 

Perhaps the only m o r e perfect crossing than this, is 

that formed by a drift overlapping the fresh air drift, 

or natural crossing; but it is not always convenient to 

have such crossings, as a strong roof to form t h e m in is 

few cases crossings have been formed by an old 

put together in segments, m i n u s its ends. 

FIRE-DAMP. 

As carbureted hydrogen gas is the most important 

o n e m e t with in coal mines, it m a v be useful to give 

further particulars of it. It is w e l l ' k n o w n to all con

cerned in mining, i n a s m u c h as it is m o s t frequently 

m e t with, a n d as having been a m e a n s of causing the 

loss of so m a n y valuable lives. W h e n found in a n y 

nsiderable quantity it constitutes perhaps the greatest 

niger the m i n i n g world can h a v e to contend with. It 

i*- given off m o r e or less freely by almost all coal seams, 

a n d also from the adjacent strata. It appears to be 

pent u p in the small [ioresoftbeco.il a n d stone, a n d 

w h e n the working of t h e m takes place the gas is libera

ted anil becomes m i x e d with the surrounding atmos

phere. F r o m its lightness it finds its w a v to the roof of 

the workings, as it is lighter than air bv almost one-

h a l f — 1,000 cubic feet of fire-damp at 32° Fahr., a n d 3 0 " 

barometer, weighing 4-j'22 U.S., whilst the s a m e q u a n 

ti tv of air under the s a m e conditions weighs ,S07.t lbs. 

It has rather a pungent smell, s o m e people resembling 

it to the smell of garlic. Fire-damp strictlv speaking 

does not consist of this o n e gas (carbureted "hydrogen), 

but others are intermixed with it, though perhaps only 

to a small extent. Carbureted hydrogen constituting 

over 0 0 % of fire-damp, as will be seen from the follow
ing table : 

N'R m e of Collie 

Wallseud, from Pipe on Surface ... 
Jarrow, Henshum >cara 
Hebburn " *• 
Jarrow. Low Main ^eam . ., .. 
Jarrow, Five tjuurier Seam 
Oakwellgace, 
Hebburn, Seam _:. feet below Bensham 

:T>,. 

-o:. 

1-7 

H 

- _ 

0*3 

. 
= 1IXI-0I] 
= 10000 
= 10000 
= 99*30 
= 100 00 
= 100*00 
= 10000 

pillars of coal in a " B r o k e n Flat or District." It is 

usual in such cases to construct the cro-sing wholly of 

w o o d a n d on a small scale, as c o m p a r e d with crossings 

over which large volumes of air have to pass a n d which 

W h e n m e t with this gas has to be diluted a n d so 

rendered harmless b y a sufficient a m o u n t of frash air. 

S o m e t i m e s it c o m e s off as a blower without a n y previ

ous warning, and some blowers have been known to 
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render foul large areas of workings and large volumes 
of fresh air in a very short time ; such force have they 
come away with sometimes from the seam of coal itself 
and at other times from the floor ov roof stone. Then 
again in extracting the pillars of coal or in the " broken 
workings " large volumes of fire-damp are known to ex
ist in tbe goaves or exhausted districts. 

In detecting fire-damp the usual method is to use a 
locked safety-lamp, on the flame of which the pres
ence ofthe gas can be seen : on nearing a place where 
it is thought likely for the gas to he, the flame of the 
lamp should be carefully lowered by pulling down the 
wick until a small light is attained and Ihe lamp then 
slowly raised, at the same time keeping a careful watch 
on the flame. Should fire-damp he present it will 
quickly become known through ils uction on tlie-Maine, 
which will slightly ri.-**e in length as though something 
were drawing it upwards. If the wick of the lamp be 
further lowered to a very small light the ga- may be 
seen to burn within the gauze with a blue flame and 
surrounding the ilameof the lamp. It requires practice 
to become able to detect the gas, and every possible 
care should be taken that no harm befalls tbe lamp, 
and that no inexperienced person is allowed to go 

END V/£W. 

where gas is, by having everyplace known to contain it 
properly fenced off, in order that no unauthorized per
son may approach it. The consequences of an ex
plosion of fire-damp are sometimes most terrible—and 
few people who have not had an experience of seeing 
the effect? of one can form an idea ofthe results. The 
intensity of an explosion depends on many circum
stances, such as the amount and composition ofthe gas 
present, nature ofthe workings—whether dry and dusty 
or damp, and if dry and dusty then the nature and 
amount of coal-dust may greatly intensify the ex
plosion. Fire damp, when mixed" with air, acts in a 
varying manner when ignited, according as tbe mixture 
of the gas and air varies. It has been discovered that 
when mixed with air in the proportion of one volume 
of fire-damp to 9.] volumes of an* the mixture is at its 
most explosive point.—as tbe quantity of air increases 
or decreases from this proportion so the explosive fore'e 
or power diminishes ; till at 5 volumes of air to one of 
gas it explodes but weakly, and similarly with 13 
volumes of air to one of vgas an explosion would only be 
slight. The force that is displayed by an explosion 
may be almost said to bt incalculable, owing to a want 
of knowledge of the amount and chemical mixture of 
the explosive gas, though it may be worked out in 
theory, as is shown in the following, by a well known 
mining engineer : 
1 lb. of O H , burning to CO, and H 2 0 gives off 23,550 

units of heat. Suppose the initial temperature to be fi2° 
Fahr. = 521° absolute. 
1 lb. CH, = 12 oz. ofC -Moz.ofH. 

12 oz. of C + 32 oz. ofO =2-75 lbs. CO.,. 
4 oz. of H -+- 32 oz. of 0 ***= 225lbs. 11,0. 

Ami G4 oz. ofO are contained in about 17 lbs. of air. 
W e have then, taking specific heat at constant vol

ume, 
COa 2*75 X '1711 = *470 units of heat to raise 2-75 lbs. of CO„ one degree. 
H 3 0 2*25 X *364 = 819 " " 2*25 lbs. of H_,0 

1300 _bs. ofN" 

chimney when burning in pure air ; but the top ofthe 
flame should be exactly level with the top of the 
chimney. After having carefully adjusted the flame in 
pure air, on biking tbe lamp into a mixture of fire
damp and air the spirit flame shows an elongated 
flame of light, a good deal larger tban would be seen in 
the case of the ordinary vegetable or animal oils being 
used. The greatest possible care should he taken in 
treating this lamp and it ought never to be taken into 
a place where the atmosphere consists of anything even 
approaching a very explosive mixture. The inventor 
of the lamp—Herr Pieler—only intended it for use in 
the laboratory, to be used in connection with samples of 
air taken from the mine. The ordinary gauze ofthe 
lamp isprolectcd by means ofa thin iron shield covering 
the whole ofthe lamp and fitted with holes at the top and 
bottom, thus shielding the flame from the current. A 
small graduated glass window* is fixed in the iron shield 
to enable the flame to be watched. The reservior of 
the lamp is filled with alcohol, care being taken not to 
overcharge it. On lighting the lamp it needs to have 
tbe flame adjusted most carefully "in a dark place," so 
that the top of it shall exactly reach the upper edge of 
the conical chimney. As much depends on this ad
justment it requires considerable practice to become 
abb-to do it accurately. If the lamp becomes heated 
its accuracv cannot bedepended on, and further it very 
quickly becomes dangerous. In an atmosphere with so 
small a. volume as * per cent, of fire-damp present, 
there is seen above tlie upper edge of the small conical 
chimney, a faint dun-colored light whose edges and 
tapered point are rendered indistinct by the reflection, 
and whose height, is about 1-J inches. 

Fire-damp, if breathed in an undiluted state, would 
soon cause death—and even in a strong mixture of it 
and air a curious sensation is at once felt by any one 
who enters into it; the head becomes light and the 
drums of the ears feel as though they were being 
tightened. The presence of this gas in mines is one of 
the reasons that has caused the ventilation of them to 
be one ofthe crucial points in their management. 
The following will show the result as regards the gases 

in the case of an explosion of fire-damp and air : 
Suppose there are 2 volumes of fire-damp or 2 CH 4. 
C requires O, — 2 volumes of oxygen, forming 2 

volumes CO a 

H , also requires Oj = 2 volumes of oxygen, forming 
4 volumes of H 20. 
And C H , therefore requires 4 volumes of oxygen. 
But 1 volume of air contains'21 volume of oxygen, 

and 19 volumes of air will be required for 4 volumes of 
oxygen, therefore 9o volumes of air are required for 1 
volume of CH,. 
The composition of after-damp, the resulting gases, is 

1 volume C 0 2 -f- 2 volumes H a 0 (steam) -j 7| volumes 

Of course the resulting after-damp will vary some
what owing to ihe variation in the explosive mixture ; 
all the marsh gas (CH,) will be effected and its com-

18 
X -1727 — 2*245 

3-534 

: (>fJ63° Fahr. 

and the volume it will seek to attain • =13'8, 

Then the degrees the mixture will be raised are 

23550 

3'534 
.".2! 66fi3 

521 

that is the steady pressure due to the explosion *= 13*8 
atmospheres ; but to this must be added a considerably 
increased force due to shock, tbe amount of which can 
not be calculated. W h e n it is remembered that 13'8 
atmospheres are equal to 30,000 lbs. per square foot, 
whereas the force ofa hurricane moving at the rate of 
100 miles an hour is only 50 lbs. per square foot, some 
idea of the terrific force ofan explosion may be realized. 

W h e n fire-damp is present in tbe air to the extent of 
onlv "2% in volume it just becomes detectable with an 
ordinary safety-lamp, and when present in greater pro
portion it is more easily detected. In some mixtures 
the flame ofa safety-lamp is immediately extinguished. 
A more recently discovered method of examining the 
air in collieries by means of a safety-lamp burning 
alcohol enables a smaller quantity of fire-damp to be 
detected than with the ordinary safety-lamp. Perhaps 
a few words on this recent improvement may be par
doned. The new lamp consists essentially of an 
ordinary Davy lamp on a slightly enlarged scale, and 
instead of burning Colza oil is made to burn methy
lated spirits of wine, but preferably alcohol. A wick of 
a circular shape, and improved if made of silk, is em
ployed and passed over a round tube, the height of 
which is regulated by means ofa screw passing through 
the bottom of the lamp. A short conical chimney is 
placed round the flame, and the latter is so manipulated 
by the screw as not to appear above the top of this 

MEASUREMENT OF AIR-CCRRIiNTS. 

Three principal methods have been in common use 
to ascertain the amount of air traveling the diflerent 
airw.iys in mines, but two of them are now generally 
discarded. 
First. Walking along a passage at the same rate as 

the passing air, noting tbe distance traveled in a cer
tain time, and so computing the quantity ol air passing. 
This method is one of the old-fashioned ways of 

measuring the quantity of air, before the more im
proved method had been thought of. Any one will 
see that it can only he considered a rough and uncer
tain means and not at all satisfactory, so far as accuracy 
is concerned ; and especially as compared with the 
efficiency that has been attained in the present day. 
The modus operandi was as follows : A length of air
way of 100 or 200 yards wa1- selected that was of as even 
and regular dimensions as could be chosen, the nearer 
the whole length of the selected portion was ofa cer
tain area the better ; then a man with a burning open 
light, say a candle, walked the length of the selected 
portion, going with and at the same rate as the air-cur
rent, being guided in this by tbe flame of the candle 
which was held in such a manner as to be fully ex
posed to the current of air, and proceeding at such a 
rate as to keep the flame of the candle perfectly ver
tical and unswayed, either by the rate of his progress 
or by the traveling air ; tbe time occupied in traveling 
tbe distance being noted in seconds by means of a 
watch. Then taking the average sectional area of the 
airway so walked over and multiplying it by it<= length 
and dividing by the average time occupied in walking, 
ascertained by a few trials, the resultwas tak en as the 
quantity of air flying, generally expressed in so many 
cubic feet per minute ; for instance : 
Suppose the length of airway traveled to be 600 fee 
Average sectional area of airway to be 40 square fee 
Length of time occupied in traversing it to be 

minutes. 

Then -= 8000cubic feetofairper min

ute. 
The sectional area would be ascertained by measur

ing the passage at stated intervals of say 10 or 15 yards, 
and taking an average of all tbe measurements. Of" 
course this method is open to many objections, and 
should not be practiced at the present day. 
Second. The next way is that of ascertaining the veloc

ity of the air by means of observing the rate at which 
particles travel that are held in suspension in the air. 
The general way of measuring the volume bv this 

means was to select a portion of the air passage as in 
the latter case, of as even area as possible. Then to 
explode a small quantity of gun-powder at the starting 
point, and note how long the smoke given off was in 
reaching tbe other end ofthe selected portion of the 
gallery, and the quantity of air is calculated in the 
same manner as in the previous case. This method is 

position disturbed, and in all probability carbonic 
oxide (CO) is formed as a result of most explosions, 
It will be observed that none of the gases formed by an 
explosion are able to sustain life, and they are very 
poisonous, and many deaths occur owing to this cir
cumstance ; and oue ofthe chief dangers the explorers 
have to contend with is the deadly after-damp. 
The only effective method of dealing with fire-damp 

is to dilute it with air and so render it harmless, this 
being the only safe and reliable method ; and every at-
te tion must be paid to the matter of ventilation in 
order to render it successful. In olden days it was a 
common practice, when the volume of fire-damp would 
be small and the quantity in a working place known, 
to set it on fire purposely and so get rid of it; or a man 
would take off his coat and dash it about among the 
gas a few minutes to disperse it—perhaps only to collect 
again in either case—but tbese means have long since 
been condemned and forbidden. 
In order to drain goaves or old workings of fire-damp 

bore-holes from the surface as a means for an outlet have 
been suggested, but the cost of this method and the 
uncertainty of the bore-holes giving vent render them 
impracticable. In a very few instances the gas has 
been piped from a blower or a goaf to tbe upcast shaft 
or to the surface, but this likewise is found to be beyond 
the limit of utility. I have known gas piped from a 
blower underground, brought to the surface and utilized 
for raising steam in the boilers at a colliery. A tract 
of virgin ground might be drained possibly by bore
holes from an upper seam, but it is very seldom this is 
resorted to. 

still in practice to a certain extent, and in ascertaining 
the velocity and quantity of air in shafts is still the 
usual mode. 
Third. Tbe third and best means is effected by the 

anemometer ; an instrument invented for the purpose. 
The anemometers mostly used are constructed with 

vanes, which are made to revolve by the pressure ofthe 
passing air acting on their surface. They are some
what delicate instruments and should be used with care. 
By mechanism the number of revolutions of the vanes 
is recorded on a dial marked on tbe face ofthe instru
ment. The experimenter stands in tbe airway, holding 
tbe anemometer in his hand and in such a position 
that it is fully exposed to the current of air. Bymeans 
of a lever, something after the same style as is used in a 
stop-watch, besets the mechanism in motion on receiv
ing a signal from a person who is acting as time-keeper. 
The instrument is allowed to run for one, two, or three 
minutes, as may be determined on, and the poiuts on 
the dial face are brought to a standstill at tbe end ofthe 
allotted time by means ofthe stop-lever. The number 
of revolutions made is read off, and with the sectional 
area ofthe airway at the point of measurement, we 
have the necessary figures for the calculation, as each 
revolution of the anemometer represents one lineal 
foot in the passage of the current of air. Take for in
stance the figures 

Sectional area 50 square feet. 
No of revolutions of Inst rumen I in 2 nil mites as -145. 

..i) Mr. 

Then * 2 = ni 1 2 5 putlic feetofair per minute. 

It may be mentioned that in careful calculations some 
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other points have to be taken into consideration, such 
as correction of instrument for friction, atmospheric 
Pressure and temperature of air, an allowance for the 
iction caused by the passage of the air through the 

mine.andanallowanee for the presence of the measurer's 
bodv being in the ainvav. 
The following rules are given by Professor Menvale 

for general use in measuring, air-currents : 
1. Use tbe recorded revolutions of the anemometer 

as correct; do not bother with any formula (for fric
tion). 
2. Measure always at the same time of day, say noon, 

when the men are at dinner, the tubs at rest, the doors 
mostly likely shut, and the ventilation moving along 
its proper channels. 
3. Always use the same places in the airways and see 

that thev are as regular and straight as possible. 
4. Take the record at several points, say at top, bot

tom, and center and the two sides, and use the average 
of these records for the velocity of tbe current. 
A good idea is to have these rules printed in the 

book used for recording the results of measurements, 
and carried by the person whose duty it is to measure 
the air. 

1. Sectional area is to be entered in tbe book at the 
time ef each measurement; height X width *= area. 
2. The person measuring must bold the anemometer 

at arm's length in front of his body, and keep the face 
ofthe instrument square on to the current of air and 
keep moving it slowly up and down and across the 
whole area ofthe passage. 
3. The index figures of the instrument to be entered 

continuously. 
4. Take tlie velocity for one minute and make com

plete entry. 
5. Take "tbe velocity for two minutes and divide by 

two, should the average be near that of the first read
ing, enter the average as tbe velocity. 

For careful measurements in all cases add or subtract 
as the ease requires, the correction due to the instru
ment for friction. This correction is necessary as the 
instruments do not record the actual velocity ofthe 
air, especially in feeble currents. A certain force of air 
is required in the starting of the instrument to over
come friction aud put the anemometer in motion, tbe 
force varying with every separate instrument made; 
some revolving in a current as slow as 30 feet a minute, 
but most of them require a velocity of 50 feet—though 
40 feet is the accepted average required to start them. 
The formula of correction used for true velocities is 

V __ 007 X R + 40. 
V = True velocity. 
E = Recorded revolutions. 
40 = Feet allowed to start instrument. 
The following is an extract from an unpublished 

paper hy T. J. Taylor, Esq., an eminent North Country 
mining engineer in bis day : 

1. Shallow coal seams have lost their fire-damp by its 
escape to the day. It is replaced in those beds by 
water and carbonic acid gas. 
__. Iu mines which are deeper than those of the first 

head, the communication with the day is more intri
cate and difficult. Nevertheless in them also, the gas 
continued to escape so long as its tension much ex
ceeded that of the atmosphere, and what remains is 
that of feeble expansive power which indicates ex
haustion to a point that just balances the atmosphere. 
Here is situated the region of common blowers, the 
-study of which has, by an inadequate generalization, 
deceived us into a belief that the state of the barome
ter has a good ileal to do with explosions ; whereas no 
more in reality is established by the circumstance of a 
coincidence between its fluctuations and the issue of 
fire-damp than this, that the original supply of gas is in 
such situations very nearly spent off by the system of 
natural drainage alluded to. 

Under this second bead are to be ranked the masses 
of liberated gas in goaves and old workings, as well as 
the common blowers of fire-damp and sty the. It may 
be added, that in connection with the first and second 
heads, barometric observations are very useful ; but to 
the third, and really dangerous category, they are in
applicable. 
3. In the next gradation of depth we have the fire

damp of great tension, tbe high pressure gas, as it may 
be called, distinctively from tbe little compressed gas of 
the second head. W e are now at a depth where the 
dryness ofthe beds indicates them to be unreached bv 
fissures from the day, and existent in a state that may 
be considered uninfluenced, as yet, by external causes 
of change. It is here, therefore, and not until we 
arrive here, that an opportunity occurs of studying the 
fire-damp in its more dangerous form. What we have 
previously ascertained is correct enough so far as it 
goes, but very imperfect; and, as already intimated, tbe 
cause of a generalization on tbe subject, which is far 
from being sufficiently comprehensive. 
In these deep mines, so long as no more than the 

capillary issue goes on, the gas is yielded gradually, 
and is quite manageable; there is then no collected 
mass of it; it is entangled in the cellular structure of 
the coal, and encounters too much resistance to escape 
at all freely. W e have, however, seen, that even under 
these circumstances, a gradual and continuous issue 
takes place until the tension becomes very high, pro
vided the gas issues into a confined receiver. And it 
evidently does not matter, in principle, whether such 
receiver be the artificial space of a mine barred up by 
water, or a natural cavity in that mine equally pro
tected with the other from communication with the 
open atmosphere. 
W e may remark, however, that the tension is likely 

to be greater in tbe natural receiver than the artificial 
one, since the chances are that in an extensive mine-
space, there may be some crevices through which the 
gas escapes as its tension increases. 
It is scarcely necessary to say that natural cavities 

are to be found in mines ; they exist, in reality, both in 
roof and thill, above, below, and also in the beds of 
coal; their formation, we must conclude, is due to those 

disturbances which have so much shaken the earth's 
strata, ami they are most common in the neighbor
hood or along "the line of faults, being precisely the 
situation where bags of foulness are most frequently 
met with. 
It does not follow that every cavity will yield, on be

ing reached, its stock of high-pressure gas ; on the con
trary, the gas may be forced by its pressure through the 
cleavages ofthe coal as the workings approach it; and 
when the cavity is reached, there may in this case be 
little or no gas given ofl'; sometimes a fissure or a fault 
may communicate at a distance with the cavity 
in which case the drainage is also gradual on 
account of the resistance which has to be overcome. 
But that the mine does contain in its cavities, and at 
its first opening, this high-pressure gas, is an obvious 
deduction from the premises. And whenever the in
tervening coal and strata accompanying it are compact 
enough to act as a dam, the gas will at length be 
reached and given off at this high rate of tension. 

[TO III- CONTINUED.] 

ABSTRACT OF A PAPER BY MR. RICHARD SUT
CLIFFE, M. E, 

[Procoei igs Manchester Lii_ologle.il Society.] 

Seeing that a number of colliery owners in different 
parts of the country proposed sinking new pits, mostof 
which were intended to reach a very considerable 
depth, and therefore must occupy a long period of time 
before winning the coal, he began to study and enquire 
to see if there was no means of improving upon the 
slow method of sinking as at present prevails, and he 
came to the conculsiou that it was quite easy to devise 
a more speedy, safe, and cheaper system by the adop
tion of machinery instead of hand labor, and bv re
placing tlie present practice of sinking in the middle of 
the pit, by what bethought to be a more rational mode 
of cutting-out and setting free the layers of strata, all 
around the pit bottom in advance of tbe sinking. To 
accomplish this he bad designed and patented a 
machine which could be worked by means of com
pressed air, electricity, or such other motive power as 
the user might decide to adopt, but he preferred the 
former (compressed air) on account of its eoolingeffects 
on the pit bottom, as well as its general utility in a 
mine. The machine consisted of a frame of steel or 
iron girders, firmly secured together with angle brackets 
at the center, and cross girders at one end to carry 
bearings, which took the driving shaft. Four shoes 
were fitted oue at each end to the girders, and allowed 
to slide freely on thesame to the ex ent of 2 or 3 ins., 
and having a flange at each side of the webs of the 
girders. Brackets were also secured to the sides of the 
girders near the ends, and these brackets contained two 
flanges each, between which flange-; a nut was fitted, 
and worked by means ofa ratchet, and in these flanges 
were suitable holes through which a screw passed, and 
was coupled to the shoe nt each end of the girders. The 
air engines, or their equivalents, were fixed on the 
girders so as to gear into the cog wheel, which was 
keyed on the shaft, as was also the pinion, which 
meshed or geared into an annular rack and rotated it 
when the engines were set in motion. The size of the 
engine cylinders was about 8 in. by 12 in. An annular 
rack composed of four or more pieces for convenience in 
handling, and with wliich was cast a vertical flange or 
shroud about 2 ft. deep and 1 in. thick, to take girders 
and their strengthening stays. To the underside of 
the girders were secured four strong brackets, one at 
each end. fitted with journals which carried runners, 
upon which runners the annular rack traveled, carry
ing with it the whole of tbe under portion of the 
machine, a cutting barrel or cylinder composed of eight 
segmental steel castings, four of wliich were extended 
upwards to take slides which worked within the 
girders, and also the pistons of hydraulics. Un tlie 
under end of tbe cutting barrel were cast tool boxes or 
sockets, to bold cutting tools, and on the internal side 
of the barrel were spirally-placed ribs at frequent in
tervals, which served to keep the annular channel clear 
of broken earth or debris by scooping out the material, 
and they also assisted to preserve the rotundity of the 
barrel by strengthening it. Also for the latter purpose 
an internal flange was placed at the top of these ribs, 
and four hydraulics for the purpose of regulating the 
feed and withdrawing the cutting barrel from the 
groove cut, or to lower the girders and their connections 
for a fresh cut. W h e n the machine was being made 
ready for a cut, tbe girders were securely and firmly 
fixed in a horizontal position by pressing the shoes, 
which were packed with wood, to increased friction and 
absorb vibration, against the sides of the pit by means 
of tbe screws and nuts, care being taken that a small 
space was left between the annular ring in order that 
the weight might be lifted off the cutting pieces before 
starting the machine, and when working it should be 
allowed to feed as it cuts. W h e n out to their full ex
tent the shoes should be released from the pit sides 
and the upper portion allowed to descend, either by 
means of the hydraulics or the capstan rope, on which 
the whole machine might hang. Small flexible tubes 
were conveyed from a small plunger and fixed at the 
engine to the hydraulic., so as to be able to work them 
from the engine when desirable instead of by band. 
The girders in this machine were arranged to allow two 
sinking buckets to pass, one on each side, but where it 
was desirable to have only one sinking rope near tbe 
center of the pit, the girders could be placed parallel 
and kept sufficiently apart, .\ssuming this machine to 
have twenty single and twenty double cutting pieces 
acting at the same time in the groove and making one 
revolution per minute in the pit bottom, it should cut 
at least 30 in. per hour in ordinary sinking stone, and 
with tbe stone set free all around layer after layer could 
be filed away without any powder. Sheet-iron shields 
were allowed to hang from the stationary girders to 

protect the workmen from the rotating portion ofthe 
machine. W h e n it was necessary to cut a walling bed, 
special cutters were secured to the machine, and these 
cutters expanded outwardlv as the cutting barrel de
scended from tbe annular rack. Mr. Sutcliffe next 
proceeded to describe his new method of sinking. In 
order to expedite the raising ofthe sinking material he 
used guide ropes, and in the following manner : Sus
pended on four guide ropes were two parallel beams 
of timber tied together at each end by iron plates, in 
which were fixed four set-screws, which pressed against 
the sides of the pit in order to steady tbe guide ropes 
and beams in their proper position. On these beams 
were secured flooring deals so as to cover the whole, of 
tbe pit except tbe openings required for the sinking 
buckets, air pipes, etc., in "order to facilitate working 
thereon and to afford additional protection to the sink
ers underneath to that supplied by tbe special _ walling 
scaffold to be used in putting in the walling simultan
eously with the sinking. For tbe walling or lining of 
the shaft he employed concrete, and to do so he placed 
on the flooring deals above referred to a temporary 
walling crib, composed of iron or steel, and made in 
four pieces or segments, which were connected together 
by four bolts or screws and nuts, with suitable brackets, 
as shown. Tbe top ot this temporary Availing crib was 
placed on a level with the wall bed or annular step, 
and there expanded by the screws or bolts and nuts 
until made securely fast from pressure against the sides 
ofthe pit. When segments of wood were placed upon 
it in order to facilitate the closing ofthe next lift below 
to be afterwards put in underneath, a course of bricks, 
or blocks, with quick-setting cement, or a low course of 
rich concrete was next set partly resting on the annu
lar step cut for walling bed, ami partly on the tempor
ary walling crib. On the inner side of the wood pack
ing was next placed a circular course, of casing com
posed of angle iron frames, lined with corrugated sheet 
iron having the undulations placed horizontally in 
eight segments ofa height of 3 ft. bolted together and 
liaving a wood packing piece in one vertical joint to 
facilitate the withdrawal of the same. The freshly-
made concrete was poured in behind this casing, taking 
care that it was properly placed and packed all round 
hy a careful hand and suitable utensils, and when filled 
and packed to the top another course of casing was 
placed on the first and filled in at tbe back with con
crete in like manner, anil so ou, placing course upon 
course and tilling them with concrete at the back, until 
the bottom of the lift of lining or walling above is 
reached and closed up to. W h e n the lift of walling to 
be put in was a long one, the annular steps might be 
cut at intervals of from eight to twelve yards, so as to 
distribute the weight of the walling on the surrounding 
strata for extra security, instead of allowingit to rest en
tirely on the material composing the lining of the pit. 
It would he at once seen that a short time sufficed to 
allow the withdrawal of tbe temporary walling crib, 
when it cotil 1 be lowered with the guide ropes and re
set for another lilt ol' walling, leaving the corrugated 
casings above, secured by the undulations in thi:' lining, 
until required for the fresh lift, when they could be 
brought down and reset at tbe same time as sinking 
proceeded. In conclusion, he might say he expected 
and believed that si.x yards per day of three shifts 
could be sunk and lined as safely and as easily as the 
amount now attained in ordinary sinking. 

N e w Electric Mining* Lamps. 

At a meeting ofthe Inventor's Institute, held at t.'bancey 
Lune, London, Messrs. Charles N. <iiiwseu.es and Walter 
L. Strong exhibited a new miner's electric lamp for which 

" Its weight dot's not exceed 3 lbs. 12ozs.; it gives a regular 
and constant lighl for fourteen hours ; the cost of mainte
nance for a week's work, calculated at from Tl to SO hours, 
does not exceed 5d., all charges Included ; the cost of con
struction of each lamp does not exceed --is.; the battery can 
bo guaranteed to last for tive years ; and the interior resist
ance does not undergo any alteration dining that, period. 
It is claimed that, whilst eliminating all sources of danger, 
whether bv an explosion or fire, the new lamps give greater 
light, and that light is produced at a cheaper rate than the 
ordinary lamps in general use. The safety-lamp now used 
in tho mines gives an illuminating power equal to -Vtb ofa 
candle. Supposing this power can he regularly maintained 
for twelve hours, the lamp will then have given a total 
light of } = ths ofa candle. The new electric lamp has an il
luminating power estimated at three-fourths of a candle, 
consequently its total light in the same period is equal to 
eight candles ; that is, a light nine times gt*eater in quantity 
and eleven times greater in effect upon the surface to be il
luminated in consequence of the power of diffusion. The ex
isting ordinary miners' lamps, giving -,Vh candle power, 
cost 3-Jd. per week. The new electric lump, giving nine 
times that light and offering every security, cost 5d. per 
week, thus showing a great economy over the ordinary 
lamp, and wliich to give an equal light would cost 3J X 9 
= 31J pence." 
At a recent meeting of tlie French Academy ol Sciences a 

full description was presented of an accumulator miners' 
lamp. The lamp weighs 1.lino grammes complete (about "ih 
lbs.) and is of about once. p. It runs nominally for 12 hours 
with complete regularitv, but its actual lighting power con
tinues effective up to 14 or even 16 hours. Five hours suf
fices for the rech'irge, a current of one ampere and four 
volts being required. The lamp is furnished with an ac-
i-nmulator formed of two little cells of ebonite, each contain
ing fiveplates three inches long and one and four-fifths inches 
wide. Two of these are positive plates of solid lead peroxide 
weighing about ISO grammes (about Li ozs.) and having a 
eapacity'of seven ampere hours. Tbe other three plates are 
of spongy lend. Frequent charge and discharge is fuiind to 
rather improve the quality ofthe positive plates up to a cer
tain limit, and there is very little tendency to ilisintegration. 
The exterior case of the lamp is of galvanized steel, and a 
spaceof about. 2-1 incbes is reserved between this metallic case 
and the battery itself. This is provided with rubber cush
ions to avoid injury from shocks. 

Forty-three mineral producing counties in Georgia, 
Alabama and Tennessee, in a convention of more than 
100 delegates, held at Chattanooga, Tenn., havedecided 
to make a tri-state exhibit at the World's Fair, 
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THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF 
COAL MINING ON THE PIL

LAR SYSTEMS.* 
11V W. S. ORBSLBY, M. E. 

[Written for tbe Colliery Engineer]. 

Figs. 27 and 27a will afford some general idea of the 
way In which a thick highly inclined coal bed is some
times worked in France. Fig 27 is •_, cross profile ofthe 
6eam and system, while Fig. 27" is a map ur horizontal 
diagramatie view across a part of the workings about 
the middle of the profile Fig. 27. The seam is about 40 
ft. thick, on a 20° pitch. The main openings are not 

with the direction of the "butt" entries. The Figs-
show the position of the track, where the props are 
stood; position of " breakthroughs" for air, rooms go
ing forward, (an undercutting machine in one of them,) 
entrv pillars anil stumps lett iu or to be removed, a 
rib being drawn, and the fallen in gob. 

Fig. 28a is taken through the second room from right 
Two miners work in each room or on a rib, and will get 
from 4 to 8 tons, of 2,000 lbs. per shift, according to the 
nature of the seam and other circumstances. The yield 
per acre by this system will of course vary in different 
places, but may be put down a little over"l,100 tons per 
ft. thick on the average. 

Kig •_"i. Machines are here employed not only to 
undermine the face ofthe coal but also to drive the en
tries and start the rooms. Tlie coal here may be flat or 
inclined. It is supposed to be worked nearly full " face," 

no 27 

FtC- Zr 5u £<tcUe. £j.O' 

made in the coal, but in the bottom rock or floor(asand-
stone), Fig. 27 showing the gangways thus Q Q Q 
These are driven about every 20 ft. apart vertically and 
the seam is crosscut to the top rock, roof or hanging 
wall about every 48 ft. and 20 ft. thick of coal worked 
out on a withdrawing method, in step-fashion to the 
floor, tbe gob being closely packed with refuse sent in 
from the surface or quarried in the mine as tbe mining 
out of the coal goes on. The packing material is con
veyed into each section or lift through gravity planes. 
Usually three separate "lifts" or "heights'" are in 
work at the same time, namely, tbe highest which will 
be nearly exhausted; the middle in full operation; and 
the lowest being opened up. 

Without quite a number of profiles and different 
views it is impossible to fully illustrate this very in
structive and interesting mining method. W e hope to 
refer to it again at a future time. A modified form of 
this system (where the -.-am ha- two splits divided bv 
by several yardsof rock) is usedat I.lan/v, in France, each 
bench being about 51 it. thi. I and the pitch 25° to 311° 
Here, they drive galleries or gangways in the middle 
ot each split 4(> feet apart vertically (the height of each 
lift) and work crosscuts every 46 feet, ofl' which are 
opened short horizontal forward ranges or stalls, taking 
7£' high of coal in each cut or step. The excavations 
are well gobbed or stowed with sand, earth, clay, etc., 
taken into the mine. 

Each pair of gangways serves two heights—one to 
the rise and one to the dip. The cars are manipulated 

r machinery, small engines 
of working places. These 
il those containing the refuse 
,'orking-places; or lower the 

. f working to the dip. The 
engines being in the gangwavs. In gobbing the 
worked-out places, dry or pack-walls are first built 
along the face and then the rubbish thrown in behind. 
This procedure enables the props to be drawn where 
possible without letting down theoverlvingcoal. Each 
working-place is practically a cut de sac (no air is cir
culated in it) but where gas is troublesome 12-inch 
galvanized pipe is carried in for main air course. The 
workings, even the stalls, are lighted by electricity. 
These mode- uf coal mining have, as it will he seen, no 
reference to the natural beds, benches, or stratification 
ofthe --euiiir. ; the seam being worked out in horizffrttal 
sl':-.:" no matter what pitch. [Seedotted whitclinesFig 
27.1 By methods, not unlike the above, thick min
eral veins or metalliferous deposits lying at various 
angle- ai.' mined . lb.- o n - ,,l iron and .-opno- m i,;n1ir 

ular. 
Figs. 28 and 28a are map and profile of some details 

of room and pillar working in Hat seams. The coal is 
mined on the "face" or at right angles or nearly so 

•Commenced lu No. 8, Vol. XI,, /. ... the issue of March, 189] 
Buck nil inhere may he hud by u.bin.,sink- The < olllery Eudnecr 
Co., Coal Kxehanjce. Serunton, I'u 

and tbe bulk of it got in kind of long walls, as are in 
tended to be shown by the parallel dotted white and 
black lines. The main entries then are driven on the 
"end" and the productive, or branch entries, on the 
"face." The idea here is that all the entries are 
machine-driven, either by the Stanley or some other 
type. To work aroom,a narrow heading is put through 

between the entries by machines, driven both ways if 
preferred, and a track laid right through. The full 
length of the room is then undercut, on one or both 
sides, and preferably by machines, and the coal broken 
out as in a Longwall face, taking one cut after another 
until the place is wide enough- until the roof becomes 
too weak to stand and must be allowed to cave. While 
one room is being worked in this way the next is being 
opened up, or in a less or more forward condition, and 
so on, acvancing or retreating from or towards the 
openings, a-- circumstances suggest as the better way to 
work. One important feature of this method is that 
the traffic is all in one direction, because the empties go 
into a room at one end, aie loaded ami /KISS on out at 
the other. Ribs or pillar-between tbe rooms (" Long-
wall rooms" would he a good term to use) are formed 
as thick as found nece-sary and may be drawn by using 
proper precautions in timbering, eta In the Fig. five 
Longwall rooms are driven through, but in the first one 
only have long cuts been mined otf the side of the open
ing beading. It is evident tbat facilities are afforded 
by this system for getting large quantities of coal in 
the best condition at a low cost ami from a very small 
area of mine-workings open at one time. As to the 
speed of driving tbe heaclings, Stanley's machine 
(which cuts a circular core from 5 ft. to 7 ft. in diameter, 
or reduces to small the entire coal cut out) in clean coal 
will do from 35 to 45 lineal ft. a day, if not more 
U p in the long cuts the undermining and breaking-

out is done at night so that the loaders may work by 
day. Several hundred tons of coal may be sent out 
daily from each place. 

Fig. 80. I'ruble of three "chambers " (rooms or breasts) 
with gangways, in a twin or split seam of Anthracite. 
The -ciiiii- are beginning in pitch rapidl. on the left, 
and, in order to make one gangway serve the two splits, 
chambers are worked one over another and the coal in 
the upper is put through a short "rock chute," to the 
gangway which is driven in the lower split. 

It may be remarked here, that twin seams are usually 
worked as one until the "dividing rock" or " parting" 
exceeds 3 or 4 ft. when it answers best to work each split 
as a separate seam, the chambers and tbe pillars being 
formed one below or above the other, according to 
which split is worked first. And in working such seams 
it is usual to take the lower split first, going in with the 
bottom coal, dropping the dividing measure, and work
ing the top coal backwards or retreating on the top of 
the fallen c/.'.-ris. Local conditions may, however, ob
tain so that when the bottom split has been worked (by 
chambers), the dividing slates fall tn mu.*st> upon the 
floors of abandoned places, anil the top split is then 
taken out advancing by working upon tbe top of fallen 
slate. W e are of course speaking now of where the 
pitch is quite moderate—where the mine car goes to the 
face—a dip of not more than 12 degrees. Chambers 
so worked, and where the inclination of the seam is 
very regular and slight, may be carried in as much as 
i>00 feet from gangway. 

[TO RE CONTINUED.] 

Labor Saving Records. 

The "Labor Saving Records," for sale by Chal
len, at No. 10 Spruce Street, New York, save every 
business and profession labor and money by keeping 
account of each transaction for future reference. H e 
has on band or will make to order Labor Saving Books 
for every business or profession. 
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COKE MAKING. 

In tbe Western Kentucky Coal Fields. 

BY JNO. B. ATKINSON, EARLINGTON, KY. 

(June, 1890, .Meeting of the° "Engineering Association of the South.] 

i.Cost of the coals found in the Western Kentucky 
field are coking coal-, and readily coke in the Bee-hive 
oven. T h e two most regular and valuable veins of 
coal so far developed in this field, B, and 0, vary but 
little chemically and physically at the various open
ings in Hopkins, Ohio, Muhlenburgh, Webster, and 
Union Counties, while the lower veins vary much, 
both chemically and physically at the various open
ings in tbe above-named counties. 

Vein B, after being crushed and thoroughly washed, 
averages 5'0 per cent, ash and 21) sulphur in the coal. 
Vein I>, under same conditions, shows 6*0 percent, ash 
and 2*5 sulphur. 

T h e sulphur in all the coals in this field that causes 
trouble in the coke, is that which is chemically com
bined with the coal, anil m a y be termed organic sul
phur, and this cannot be separaled by washing. T h e 
pyrites can be eliminated without great difficulty by 
\v;isbing. 

The coals of this field are different from ordinary cok
ing coals, in the fact that the reduction of ash, after a 
certain condition is reached, does not reduce the 
sulphur. 

Testing the lower veins, at one opening is found coal 
that will m a k e coke with ~'->7'2 per cent, ash, and 1*4X2 
per cent, sulphur: while at another opening in the 
same vein, but a few hundred feet away, the coke m a d e 
from the coal will show 8*893 per cent, ash, and 2"55G 
per cent, sulphur. Still another opening will show 
18'542 per cent, ash, and 2'5b7 per cent, sulphur. T h e 
best results obtained from the lower veins showed in 
the coke 4'953 per cent, ash, and L168 per cent, sulphur. 
Could this limit of ash and sulphur be maintained, 
then would this field take a high position a-1 a producer 
of coke equal to the best for metallurgical purposes, 
its nearness to great markets giving it great advantages. 
But the great uncertainty of the quality of tlie coal in 

ous coking and coal-washing plants in Europe, hoping 
to learn something in tbe way of desulphurizing coke. 
In Upper Silesia, Oermany, coal-washing plants, m a d e 
by Jlessrs. Simon and Luhrig, of Manchester and Dres
den, were found perfect in operation and results—far 
superior to anything yet attempted in this country. All 
the sulphur, slate, and clay physically mixed with the 
coal were taken out, but no attempts were m a d e any
where to attack the organic sulphur, and nothing was 
learned as to h o w to m a k e better coke in Western 
Kentucky iu the way of desulphurizing il. 

M u c h has been written ofthe value of steam as a de-
sulphurizer of coke, aud tbe writer learned of an effort 
m a d e in England to do this, by admitting steani through 
the bottom of the oven and cooling the red-hot coke, 
instead ofthe usual way of wetting d o w n with water. 
A visit was m a d e to the place where the works were 
said to be, but the visit only demonstrated that the firm 
had failed tinanciallv and Lleparted for parts u n k n o w n , 
leaving sulphur still a fixed fact in the coke. In all 
the researches of the writer this was the only practical 
attempt to desulphurize coke with steam. O n e ofthe 
• ivens at Earlington was fitted with a system of per
forated pipes under the tile floor, a perforation at each 
corner of the tile, the tile being twelve inches square. 
W h e n the oven was burned and ready to be drawn, the 
pipes were connected with a boiler and the steam 

turned on. T b e coke 
cooled at the bottom 
first, the cooling pro
cess gradually reach
ing the top. Around 
the sides of the oven 
the coke was not 
reached by steam, and 
the water was turned 
on this coke. Samples 
of the coke cooled by 
steam showed 2 84 pi r 
ceut. sulphur while 
samples of the coke 
cooled by water gave 
2*9 per cent, sulphur. 
Practically no reduc
tion of sulphur. 

In another experi
m e n t the bottom of 
the oven was kept 
continually wet by 
means of perforated 
pipes, while tbe oven 
was burning. It was 
hoped that tbe steam 
from this moisture, 
wdien passing through 
the red-hot coke in its 
effort to escape, would 

be decomposed, and the hydrogen in passing, seize 
upon an atom of sulphur "and take it out, while 
the oxygen was supposed to pick up a small 
piece of carbon at the same time, with result
ant of less sulphur and more ash in the coke. 
But alas ! tbe hydrogen either shirked its duty 
or the sulphur was too coy. T h e water disappeared, 
but the sulphur stayed in full force, and so far this 
effort was a failure. 

In another experiment a portion of red-hot coke was 
cooled in tbe oven by steam through the hose, instead 
of water. Another portion ofthe coke was drawn red-
hot and cooled in the air, while a third portion was 
cooled with water in the usual w ay with the following 
results: 

Steam 2*.86 *. Sul. 
Water 2-6G5 •. Sul. 
Air 2'7.9 i Sul. 

and great beating a m i gaseous properties. T h e flux 
used w a s the Na-hville lime rock, m i x e d with m u d . It 
was a very wet time and the sweepings of the quarry 
were used, as it were, the furnace going out of blast im
mediately. 

T h e f o u n d r y m a n selected three samples of pig-iron, 
at the writer's request, the best, the poorest, and inter
mediate, 

Examination of these samples showed : 

R SYSTEMS. 

Sulphur tj'-iat) 0*014 U-lS'.t 
Phosphorus 1*246 1*238 l.-ll 
Carbon 2*666 2*61S 2*212 

The coke is in part responsible for the sulphur in this 
pig, a quality of pig equal to m u c h n o w m a d e in the 
South and West, and the writer believes that, with the 
better coke of to-day, with good ores and a proper lime
stone, the sulphur can be largely reduced in the pig, 
and Western Kentucky take an important part in the 
wonderful progress ofthe South in making iron. 

Coke m a d e from unwashed slack of vein I> gives: 

Fixed carbou.. 
Ash 
Sulphur 

Amongst other experiments, the slack coal, before 
coking has been treated to a strong solution of salt. 
Again, finely powdered fluor-spar has been intimately 
mixed with it, then layersof limestone alternately with 
layers of slack have been tried in the oven. 

N o n e of these experiments have reduced the sulphur 
in the coke. U p to this time coke has been m a d e from 
slack coal only. T h e washing plant at Earlington is 
placed m i d w a y between the tipples of D and B veins. 
T h e slack is carried to this plant from either tipple and 
d u m p e d into a c o m m o n hopper and elevated to the 
sluice washer wdiere it meets a streain-of water. This 
sluice consists of two troughs, each 30 inches wide bv 12 
inches high, by 30 feet long at an inclination of 1 inch 
to 26 inches. O n e trough is used whilst the other is 
cleansed. Most of the pyrites, slate and clay, are de
posited on the bottom of the sluice, the clean" slack be
ing carried to tlie lower end ofthe sluice by the water, 
where it passes over a screen into a Deshler jig wash
er, the water passing through tbe screen, and' into the 
washer below the wasberscreen. This jig washer takes 
out the dirt that entered the washer with the slack, 
and the clean slack with the water passes into a trough 
and flows to the bins. M u c h fine slack is saved in this 
way. T h e continually increasing pile of washed slack 
in the bins acting as a partial filter, the water flowing 
ofl'through perforated drainage pipes on the sides and 
in the floor of the bins. T h e bottom of the washing 
sluice is 4S feet above the railroad track on which the 
coke is loaded, this height being necessary to permit 
the washed product to flow into the storage bins, 
from which it is d u m p e d through the floor ofthe bins 
into the charging larry. T h e waste from the sluice and 
jig washers is carried by water through troughs to 
the waste bank. 

W h e n run of mines coal is crushed and used, I 
should use only the jig washer. In a recent experi
ment with five tons of B coal crushed and washed the 
resultant coke showed: 

Volatile matter 1*162 
Fixed carbon 87 893 
Ash io-g45 

FtG 3o $tcU.e So ' 
THE PKI.NCII'l.KS 

these lower veins will possibly prevent any extended 
development for coking purposes, the good coal of to
day running into the very inferior coal of to-morrow. 
During the year 1S82, two Bee-hive ovens were built 

by the St. Bernard Coal Company for experimenting 
with the coals ofthe Western Kentucky fields. A ci ude 
system of washing tbe coals was used with fair results, 
physically, in the coke produced, but it was soon dis
covered tbat much of tbe sulphur of the coals was or
ganic, and impossible to remove by washing. During 
1887 twenty-one ovens were built, together with a 
washing plant and coke crusher. The idea was to con
vert the waste slack ofthe mines into crushed coke to 
be used in the place of Anthracite coal for base-burning 
stoves and heating furnaces. It. was soon discovered 
that the coke was valuable for smelting silver and lead 
ores, for making steam, drying brick-kilns, where wood 
was formerly used, and for many other purposes, be
sides being crushed for domestic use. The coke made 
had a beautiful luster; very hard, butsomewhat brittle, 
but with strength to bear any furnace burden. In 1888 
twenty-two ovens were added to tbe former plant. 
During the winter of 1887-88, the writer visited vari-

In another ex
periment a solu
tion of chloiide of 
manganese w a s 
used to cool the 
coke, with no ben
eficial result. 
After many ex

periments it has 
been determined 
that, by careful 
washing, a coke 
can be made from 
veins B and D, 
with an average 
ash of 12 per cent. 
and sulphur 2*3 to 
2'ti per cent. 
A new washing 

plant, now in oper
ation at Earlington 

gives for the first examination of twelve ovens, the 
following analysis: 

Iter 

OF COAL .UNIX.- ON* THE PILLAR SYSTEMS. 

Ash 
Sulphur. 
Color of ash, reddish-brown . 
True specific gravity 
Apparent specific gravity 
Per cent, of cells by volume 
Weight per cubic foot 

... 1*351 ' 
..S..N.I21 • 
..!.••._•_. •'. 

... 2-52:. ; 

.. 1*68 

.. 0*90 

..I.7-5H 

During tbe past summer, arrangements were made to 
test tbe coke in a blast furnace. The coke was used 
after charcoal, and 155 tons of pig-iron made. The ores 
were Tennessee brown ores,containing much silica and 
phosphorus. The coke used had lain upon the yard 
fully nine months, exposed to tbe weather. 
It contained: 

. 2'222 
O-dtr.i 

. 2'*-.0 
Analysis of the ash : 

Silicon 1.37 
I'frox. iron 3177 
Alumina... 2 .05 
Lime 0.91 
Magnesia 0'M2 
Phosphoric acid.. 0021 

Some time ago I sent several barrels of B coal to 
Messrs. Simon and Luhrig, of Dresden, w h o washed 
and coked it. T he resultant coke showed in one case: 

Volatile matter 0765 
l-'ixed carbon 89*117 
Ash 10*118 
Sulphur 2'196 

Another sample showed: 

Volatile matter 1-090 
Fixed carbon 88*5-16 
Ash 10*36-1 
Sulphur 2*196 

Another sample showed : 

Volatile matter 1'020 
Fixed carbon 88*049 
Ash 10*931 
Sulphur 2-346 

The fixed carbon and ash obtained from m y best re
sults at Earlington compare favorably with these ob
tained in Oermany, but the sulphur is greater, due pos
sibly to tbe fact" that the G e r m a n experiment was 
necessarily conducted with a small a m o u n t of coal. 

In the recent experiment with run of mines coal 
from vein B, the coal was very carefully weighed before 
crushing and washing, and the resultant coke showed 
but 4.i'73 per cent, of tbe original weight of coal. T h e 
fixed carbon of vein B, being 49'50 per cent, this result 
shows a loss of 2'77 per cent, of coke as compared with 
the theoretical amount. 

All the Western Kentucky coals are low in fixed car
bon, not often exceeding 51 per cent. This is a matter 
of great importance to those w h o m a y attempt coke 
making in this field. 

T h e coke used in making iron and m a n y of the ex
periments heretofore referred to, was m a d e from slack 
coal washed in the sluice -washer only, being m a d e 

h o w e d remarkable strength in the furnace I before the present washing plant was built. 

..82*578 •• 
Moisture and volatile matter 
Fixed carl ion 
Ash 14*676 
Sulphur 2*797 
Phosphorus Trace. 

! 
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SAMPLING ORES "WITHOUT USB OP 
MACHINERY. 

[Cleveland Meeting, ,lu Institute of Mining 
Ensineers. | 

The taking of proper samples of crude ores seems to 
be less thoroughly understood, or less carefully prac
ticed, than its importance requires. W e all k n o w h o w 
often we encounter the reports of very accurate assays 
and analyses, tbe weight of which, as evidence, wholly 
depends on the method of obtaining the sample, and is 
very probable nil, because there has been no proper 
sampling. Passages might be cited from technical 
books, and from current technical literature (all the 
work of writers w h o m w e delight to honor) to show 
that even among high scientific authorities there is too 
little acquaintance with the practical art of the sampler. 
There is no metallurgical or chemical establishment 
which does not frequently receive samples truly repre
senting nothing. They consist usually of bits of ore, or 
what uot, selected because they are worse or better than 
the average of what they are meant to represent. A n d 
they are worthless, no matter w h o m a d e tbe selec
tion. W h e r e conscious choice is permitted to enter in
to the operational fair sample will not result, unless by 
a miracle. 

The work of sampling is often looked upon as within 
the realm of hoys and of pensioners only. At least, 
though the manual labor be left to subordinates, the 

Spread it thinly upon the floor ; n o w examine it. If 
there be any lumps which look larger than tbe general 
run, place the anvil upou the pile, and between that 
and the h a m m e r break those lumps. Tbe next step is 
to thoroughly well mix the sample. Begin at one 
edge of it and shovel the ore over upon itself. M o v e 
around to the opposite side of the pile, and from that 
side shovel tbe ore again upon itself and back to its 
original place upon the floor. Having it well mixed, 
form it into a flattened cone and sweep all the dust up
on and around the pile. Y o u have n o w to halve and 
quarter the sample as follows: 

C o m m e n c e at any point and shovel a road through 
the center of the pile, casting the shovelfulls alternately 
right and left as you proceed. This m o v e m e n t will re
sult in cutting the pile into two elongated nearly-equal 
ones. Beginning at tbe middle of one of them, 
shovel a road through it in the same way as was done 
before. A n d in precisely the same way cut the other 
pile in two; sweep upon each pile the dust belonging 
to it. These movements will result in four piles1, as in 
Fig. 1. 

If the sample were well mixed, when and as directed 
in these notes, then will each ofthe quarters A B C D 
have the same composition as have alt the others. But 
if, upon inspecting them, you judge one or another to 
be poorer or richer than the others, you will have then 
sufficient evidence that the work has been badly per
formed. In that condition of affairs, mix well together 
all the piles, and once more halve and quarter them. 
Having m a d e all the quarters ofthe same composition, 
it follows that any two of them m a y safely be accepted 
as representing the original 2,000 pounds of rough 
sample. This opens a road leading in the right direc
tion, since it enables us finally to get rid of half the 

principles on which it is conducted and the safeguards 
with which it is surrounded are not unworthy of the 
studv of experts ; and experts should be ready"to teach I sample. AVe m a y cast out two of the quarters and re 

" rce them in practice. For ex- bain the other two for the sample. It is a matter of in
difference which two are retained, say A and B. 
R e m o v e from the floor C and P, together with the dust 
belonging to them. 

W e have again to break tbe larger stones, until there 
remain none larger than walnuts. Place the anvil be
tween tbe piles, within easy reach of them. Take a 
stone from A, break it; take one from B, break that. 

these principles and enfor 
act sampling is the indispensable first step toward; 
learning the value of any boxful, carload, or shipload of 
ore. 

I propose to give a simple acccunt of the method of 
sampling by hand, such as I have always pursued. 
There is nothing new about it. So far as I know, it is 
the immemorial old method, as old at least as Cornish 
copper mining. Perhaps m y fellow members in the 
Institute m a y suggest improvements in it. If not, it 
will constitute a record in our Tranaacliom to which lay
m e n and beginners m a y be referred. 

There are two principal processes to he considered : 
First, how* to take the gross sample of the lot of ore ; 
second, h o w to proceed with that sample. Really, there 
is no iron bound rule governing tbe first step; each 
m a y have a way of bis o w n ; yet most samplers proceed 
in much the same vvay. But once having the rough 
sample, there is no question as to what shall be done 
with it. It is to be worked d o w n after the orthodox 
fashion. It must be broken and mixed and quartered 
until onlv a few ounces remain. The sampler bottles 
this residue ; tbe chemist does the rest. 

Assume that w e have a rough sample, weighing a 
ton, of anv ore with its gangue. Assu:_ie that by some 
manner of magic w e can at once reduce tbe whole of it to 
dust. Evidently, if w e could mix it long enough and 
well enough upon a clean, tight floor, it would "finally 
become homogeneous. In that case, w e could fill halfa 
dozen small bottles from any part of the pile, and they 
would be fair samples. But tbe work would have to 
be admirably done ; so well done that a single g r a m m e 
taken from the pile would properly represent the en
tire ton of sample. Really this would entail a great 
deal of labor. A m i if the rough sample 
weighed 15 tons or more, as it would if taken from a 
shipload, the bare labor of mixing that quantity of 
dust until homogeneous is wearying even to think of. 
W e cannot proceed upon tbe proposition that a final 
sample m a y be obtained in any such way. Yet upon a 
rock similar to this m a n y are wrecked. 

To take, for illustration, a definite case, let us assume 
that w e have to sample a 10-ton pile of 10 per cent. 
copper ore, prepared for market. It will L-onsist of 
masses generally tbe size of one's flst, but of all smaller 
masses and even of dust. W e shall require for the 
work a clean, tight floor or pavement, an iron mortar 
and pestle, a shovel, a small hammer, a piece of iron 
for an anvil, and. lastly, a broom. Besides these w e 
shall find convenient a wheelbarrow or a barrel or box 
of some kind. 

For convenience and force I will put m y description 
into tbe form of homely directions, such as I might 
give to m y workman. 

Begin bv shoveling the pile roughly into the form of 
a flattened cone or a flattened pyramid ; say w e choose 
tbe pvramid. N o w m a k e a trench straight'throngh the 
Pile, cutting it into two nearly equal parts. A n d again 
bv a trench (at right angles to tbe first) divide these 
halves info four nearly equal quarters. A part ofthe 
ore taken from these trenches will form tbe sample re
quired. Proceed as follows : 

Tfavinc the wheelbarrow ready, begin at tbe middle 
of anv side of tbe made-up pile and cut the first trench. 
Cast the first shovelful to the right, the second to the 
left, the third into the wheelbarrow. Repeat this 
order of shoveling until the barrow is full, then empty 
it upon the well-swept floor intended to receive tbe 
sample. Continue in tbe same way until the trench 
has passed through the pile, when there will result two 
rather long and narrow piles. Begin the second trench, 
extending it across the middle ofthe two piles, casting 
the first shovelful right, the second left, tin- third into 
the barrow. Proceed in the same way as with the first 
trench. W h e n done, you will have shoveled about 
fi.OflO pounds of ore. As every third shovelful was 
thrown into the barrow, there will result about 2,000 
pounds of sample upon the floor. That this is a fair 
samnle ofthe original pile is based upon tlie assumption 
tbat each third shovelful thrown into the barrow was like 
the first and second ones cast into the piles. Tbe hy
pothesis is reasonable and freely to be trusted. 

Having the sample, proceed with it after the regula
tion method, as follows: 

FIG l. 

Plan of ore piles after ipiarterin**-. 

Continue in this way, taking stones alternately from 
each pile, until all are reduced to the size state'd. B y 
proceeding in this way the sample is more or less 
mixed while being broken. Complete the mixing as 
before, by shoveling all of the-sample forth and back 
over the floor. Form it once more into a flattened 
cone, and sweep the dust upon and around it. Divide 
the cone into two halves, and those into four quarters, 
precisely as you before did, and as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
You have n o w to reject two of these quarters. The un
written law of the sampler says that it must be those 
holding the positions A and B, because those were re
tained in the last quartering. R e m o v e A and B from 
the floor, retaining C and D for tbe sample. These 
would n o w weigh about 500 pounds. 

Proceeding as before, break d o w n the lumps of ore 
until none are left larger than say 1-inch cubes. Again 
mix well the sample, m a k e it into a pile, sweep up 
the dust, halve and quarter the pile. Reject two 
quarters (C and D, of course), retain two, precisely as in 
former quarterings. 
Once more break the tumps, this time d o w n to half-

inch cubes. M i x well the sample, make it into a pile, 
sweep up the dust, halve and quarter, reject two quar
ters. The two quatrers retained would weigh about 
125 pounds. Break it d o w n until comparable to fine 
gravel and coarse sand. M i x and quarter once more. 
The two quarters this time retained would weigh 

about 60 pounds. With the mortar and pestle break 
this to something approaching coarse sand. Again mix 
and quarter. The quarters this time retaiued are to be 
ground yet finer, mixed and quartered. 

If you have no mortar and pestle, tbe h a m m e r and 
anvil m a y be substituted throughout. After getting 
the material into the form of coarse sand, it is best to 
mix and quarter it upon a sheet of paper, even an old 
newspaper. 

ile would weigh about 15 
would be in size like coarse | 
v, without further breaking, 
or until its weight did not 
through the mortar and 

tin At tiiis po 
pounds; its large 
sand It would be 
to mix and quarter it twice, 
exceed 4 pounds. R u n thi; 
then mix and quarter it twice, or d o w n to 1 pound 
weight, Grind this to something approaching powder, 
and, for the last time, m i x and quarter it. Have ready 
6 wide-mouth 1-ounce bottles. Place them in a line, 
side by side, upon a sheet of paper. From the other 
paper pour the ground sample in a small stream, forth 
and back across the mouths of tlie bottles, until they 
are all full up to tl eir shoulders. Cork, seal, and label 
them and the sampling is done, and properly done. 

If there should lurk in your mind a suspicion tbat 
this half-pound residue of' dust m a y not, after all, 
properly represent the rough sample with which you 
began, go back over the work, and try to decide precise
ly where in the quarterings the sample retained ceased 
to be a sample. If you can decide upon that point 
exactly, then you will k n o w just where you failed to 

do your work properly. The error will be with you 
and not in the method. 

It does not, in the slightest, matter of what solid a 
sample m a y consist, or h o w m u c h or h o w little it m a y 
be, it should be worked d o w n in the manner just de
tailed. Whether a sample consist of 20 tons or of 1 
ounce, it matters not, except as to breaking and grind
ing. 

A word m a y b e added as to larger and rougher ore-
piles than have as yet been mentioned. It is not 
unusual for one to have a pile of 100 tons, or 200 tons, 
which one would like to sample. Such piles are apt to 
consist of lumps larger than a man's head, together with 
masses of all smaller sizes. W h e r e a pile is formed by 
dumping ore uniformly upon its top, tbe likelihood is 
that tbe pile is homogeneous. In such a case, it is safe 
to m a k e short cuts info it at several points around its 
base, and to consider as sample the ore so gotten. It is 
safer to m a k e one cut tbroLigh the pile, retaining as 
sample each third shovelful, as in the case ofthe copper 
ore we have just considered. In forming ore-piles ofthe 
weights given, it is a good custom to put upon a sepa
rate platform each tenth or twentieth barrow-load 
coming from the mine ; the small pile will prove a fair
ly good sample of the large one. But no matter h o w 
it m a y be gotten, the rough sample is to be broken and 
mi.ved and proceeded with after tlie regulation method. 

N o account is here taken of moisture-samples or of 
sampling train-loads or ship-loads. This paper is meant 
to help beginners, but it would be, in the writer's judg
ment, a benefit to others also, if our members, w h o are 
practically acquainted with sampling would present 
their o w n methods with regard to the various branches 
ofthe art. The precautions especially required in samp
ling rich silver ores, for instance, might well be made 
the subject of comparison and discussion. 

DISCUSSION. 

R. W. Raymond, New York City : I am glad that this 
subject has been brought tothe attention of the Institute. 
Mr. Glenn lias hy no means overstated its importance ; and 
yet, with the exception of the paper of Mr. D. W . Brun ton 
[Trans, xiii., 639) describing a mechanical ore sampler, lean 
recall little or nothing in our Transactions concerning it. 
The practice in the West, with regard to silver ores, etc., is 
affected by various considerations. As a general rule, 
such ores are either already line or ate crushed before 
treatment. I think it is now generally admitted thata 
good mechanical sampler connected with the crushing-
machinery takes a fairer average sample (usually one-fifth 
or one tenth ofthe total lot of ore, according to the richness 
and the consequent importance of exact determination of 
value as a basis of payment to the minei) than can be got 
by throwing aside the fifth or tenth shovelful in unloading. 
At all events, the mechanical sampler cannot be suspected 
of bias, conscious or unconscious, provided it is so con
structed as to deliver impartially the coarser and finer 
particles ofthe stream of ore passing through it. Disputes 
are therefore avoided by using it. 
But for many classes of ore the sample is still taken with 

the shovel: and it is after this has been done, whether 
mechanically or by bund, that the process begins, which 
can properly be compared with that described hy Mr. Glenn. 
The ditterences between this process and his are re.-uired 
by the following principal considerations : 
1. The material ; namely, ores carrying, besides lead or 

copper, more or less silver and gold, is so much more valu
able that small errors in determining its contents may be 
the source of large loss to the buyer or seller. 
U. It is almost always finer than the crude material con

templated hy Mr. Glenn. Either it has been crushed before 
the sampling begins, or it is so generally fine when received 
that the preliminary stages of sampling may be, in the 
judgment of the manager, peifornied without crushing. 
This, however, always involves a risk, the assumption of 
whicli by a prudent manager, is justified only when the 
conditions are favorable ; for instance, when the character 
of the ore is well-known ; when its grade is not too high; 
when the difference in richness between coarser and finer 
pieces is not great; when careful experiment has shown 
that sampling without a preliminary crushing is.sufficiently 
accurate; when avoiding the extra cust of crushing would 
be an important saving, or when the crushing machinery 
of the establishment is fully occupied with material which 
must he reduced before sampling. The nature of the con
tract between the smelter and the miner is another element 
to be taken into account. Perhaps the ore is not to be paid 
for strictly according to sample-assay (a thing which now 
and then happens, though not often, in the purchase of 
large dumps at a round price, or the treatment of ores on 
joint account, to he settled by the nei results, instead of 
the preliminary assays, or under special contracts, in which 
the loan of money or other inducement to the miner hi_s 
secured special terms). Perhaps, again, the smelter owns 
the mine, and can thus afford to save current expense by 
taking some risks in sampling Ins o w n ore which he would 
not take with ore for which he had to pay according to the 
sample-assay. 
I think it may be said, however, that the sampling works 

proper, that is, those which are not parts of smelting works. 
hut stand between the smelter and the miner, as agents for 
the latter in the sale of ore, warranting to the purchaser 
the accuracy of their determination of its contents, always 
crush everything they receive. And 1 think it maybe said, 
also, thar when the capacity of crushing and sampling 
apparatus is adequate, and the arrangements i'or receiving 
and handling ore are so perfect as to avoid both demurrage 
on railway cars and rc handling of material, the crushing 
and mechanical sampling of all lots received is not only 
better, but cheaper, than shovel-sampling of crude cargoes. 
The matter may indeed be left to the discretion ofa com
petent manager ; but the most competent, mangers are not 
anxious to multiply the matters which are left even to their 
own discretion, still less to the discretion of subordinates. 
There are innumerable tilings which have to be watched 
daily and hourly around great smelting works; and it is 
a relief when any one department can be placed in the cate
gory of comparative routine, calling for fidelity rather than 
discretion. Moreover, the exact determination of all the 
elements of an ore ofthe class here contemplated is as iui-
portant on technical as on commercial grounds. Without 
it, the metallurgist can (.either calculate hischargessuccess-
lully nor he held responsible if hc fails to do so. And the 
sample taken of each new lot of ore received is not only 
assayed for its valuable contents, such as lead, copper, silver, and gold, and for sulphur, iron, silica, and zinc (which may alt'ect the price to bu paid for if), but also analyzed for all its earthy bases, so that i t may be properly mixed for smelting with other ores or fluxes. N o w it is unite likely that the gangue minerals of an ore may break very differently, according to their natural hardness or cleavage, in the ordinary processes ul' mining and shipment-
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Moreover, the same car load from a given mine may con
tain ores from diflerent slopes, varying so greatly in 
character and condition that even if the average of gold or 
silver were reasonably uniform, the average of silica, lime, 
magnesia, baryta, etc.. would not be so, and the lumps 
might be entirely diflerent in these particulars from the 
finer stuff. 
With these digressions and explanations, 1 repeat the 

general statement that the ore to be sampled in the West is 
generally fine. But for the rough sampling of ore at the 
mine, or in localities where proper crushing cannot be 
done, the procedure described liy Mr. Glenn seems to he a 
good one for the preliminary stages. 
3. Notwithstanding the general fineness of the crude 

pile, and no matter to what degree it may have been re
duced by crushing (short of tlie final reduction to impal
pable powder), there is still a distinction between coarser and 
finer particles, and in the majority of cases this distinction 
is one of value as well as size. Many of our western ores 
carry silver, for instance, not only as nn accessory ingre
dient of galena, but also in the form of finely-disseminated 
"true silver-ores" accompanying the galena. These are 
usually not only in line crystals or specks, to begin with 
(often not distinguishable to the naked eye), but brittle be
sides, so that the shocks and abrasion of mining, transpor
tation,crushing and handling reduce them to still smaller 
size. In the stamp-mill they make " slimes." In con
centration they ore very likely to escape and leave the 
headings impoverished, though clean from gangue—" poor 
but honest," so to speak. In sampling, they present the 
greatest danger of error. 
Something similar might be said concerning the teiHir of 

gold in many ores. Although true gold-ores are not 
common, yet in a lot of ore consisting largely of auriferous 
pyrites, for instance, there will certainly he more or less 
oxidized material, h: which there is fine, free gold. I con
fess, however, that so far as my observation goes, this is not 
the source of as serious difficulty in sampling as are the 
brittle ores of silver. That is a point on which I hope some 
of our members who have had wider practical experience 
with the sampling of gold-hearing ores will throw further 
light. My own knowledge comprises mure particularly the 
practice of lead-smelters ; andin that practice tbe gold in 
the ores purchased, though it is determined and paid for, 
has not been hitherto a point raising special questions of 
difficulty. Or rather, the precautions taken as to the fine 
dust of silver ores cover the question of gold also, so that 
this has not called for separate consideration. Moreover, 
almost all the distinctively gold-bearing ore ofthe country, 
as well as a great part of tlie silver-ore, is reduced by wet-
crushing for amalgamation or other subsequent treatment, 
and consequently sampled by battery-assays—a process 
which is not here under consideration, and which does not 
encounter ihe precise difficulty just described. I am in
clined to think tbat in lots of crude fine ore, or of ore dry-
crushed tin* sampling, oxidized material containing gold 
would notpresent as much difficulty as silver ore, because 
it is less likely to form fine flying or sifting or rolling dust. 
The iron oxide tends rather to pack or adhere—at least to 
lie where it falls—unless it has been artificially dried and 
pulverized. 
But the difference of value between coarse and fine par

ticles may be due to other minerals than those already 
mentioned. And tliere may even be cases in which the 
greater value is iu the coarser material. I need not, how 
ever, enlarge further under this bead. 
4. Ohviously such a difference would have no elfect, if 

the whole moss to be sampled were so thoroughly mixed 
that the proportions of different-sizes were uniform through
out. But this is not practicable, because tlie coarse and 
fine particles behave differently as to rolling and sifting 
over or through the pile upon whicli they are shoveled. 
Consequently, it becomes necessary, in order to secure a 
correct final average, to make the distribution of sizes 
in each pile formed symmetrical, since it cannot be made truly 
uniform. At a laterstage, as will be seen, the whole ofthe 
sample thus secured is reduced to powder. Yet still the 
precaution of making symmetrical piles for quartering is 
continued to the last. 
With these explanations f will describe the quartering of 

a sample of ore (say one fifth or one-tenth ofa gross loi) as 
practiced at some ol the leading works in the West 
The mass is first shoveled into a ring on the sampling-

floor, and this ring is then shoveled toward the center, 
each shovelful heing carefully delivered upon the summit 
ofthe pile in thecenter, so that they shall roll equally in 
all directions. A conical heap having thus been formed it 
is pulled down and spread out. The wurkmen walk round 
and round the pile, pulling with the shovel, as it were, the 
ore towards them so that it rolls outward. The lower six-
inches ofthe pile is not disturbed, and when this process is 
finished, the conical heap has become a truncated cone of 
larger base-area and six inches height. This flat heap is 
now quartered by pressing a stick or a board held edgewise 
down into it so as to mark the diametrical divisions. Two 
opposite quarters are cut out with the shovel and removed 
The other two are again mixed, formed into a conical heap, 
and flattened out as before. This procedure is repeated 
until the quantity has been reduced to one or two wheel
barrow-loads, when, if the material has never been 
mechanically crushed, it is crushed in the rolls to say balf-
inch maximum tn'ze. The quartering is then continued till 
the sample has been reduced to a panful. Thisis ground 
say tobU-mesh size (after a partial preliminary drying, if 
necessary to facilitate tbe grinding in a rotary fine crusher) 
and then taken to the assay-laboratory," where it is 
thoroughly dried (say for twenty-four hours ai _.1__° P ) ami 
rubbed fine until the whole will pass tlirough an 80-mesh 
sieve. Quartering is then resumed and continued until 
thê  sample is only sufficient to fill three bottles, one of 
which is for the assay ofthe works, one for the customer 
and the third for the umpire-assov, if such should be re
quired. 
The details of this practice may vary in different works 

and I trust our members, many of whom are engaged in 
such work, will give us, in the way of criticism or sugges
tion, the benefit of their experience It is perfectly evi
dent, as Mr. Glenn says, that a vast amount of skill and pre
cision is daily wasted by ourchemists in the delicate anal
ysis of samples that mean nothing To cite a single instance 
I have recently studied with much interest the various 
paper;-in our Transactions concerning the practical results of 
the magnetic concentration of iron-ores. In Mr Birkin-
bine's paper, presented at the Xew York meetiit" there is a 
simple formula, by whic-h he calculates from the percent-
agesofiron in the crude ore, tlie concentrates, and tbe tail
ings the quantity of crude ore required to furnish a ton of concentrates; and he applies this formula in testing the comparative economy of different magnetic concentrators But in several instances the actual quantities of crude ore concentrates, anil tailings have been reported, and they do not agree with the results of calculation bv this formula Now the formula is mathematically accurate and there is no reason to doubt the accuracy of the chemical work It follows that the samples, either of the crude ore of the concentrates, or of the tailings, could not have been accurate It is certainly to be desired that future tests of such work 

should include more thorough sampling, and that future 
accounts of such tests, should include descriptions of the 
method of sampling employed. In the absence of certainty 
us to tbe fundamental data, the application of mat hematics 
to the discussion of results seems to belabor thrown away. 

ELECTRIC MINING M A C H I N E R Y . 

At the tent 
Civil Engine. 
Mining Mach 
W . Atkinson, 

ordinary meeting of the Institution of 
s (England), a paper was readon" Electric 
icrv," bv Messrs. Llewellyn B. and Claude 
Vssoc. M M . Inst. 0. E. 1 turing the last four 
iora had been connected with the appli

cation of electricity to mining, and bad spent a con-
siderabk- amount of time underground, in experimental 
work and in teaching those who woulil have charge of 
tbe electrical machinery. 
| It was pointed out in wdiat way the conditions of 
. mining work differed from those existing in other in
dustries, and bow they bad been dcj4ilt with, and some 
ofthe machinery now actually employed was described. 
The use of compressed air was then discussed, and the 
results of experiments were given, showing that the ef
ficiency of this method of transmitting power was 45'S 
per cent, for an air pressure of 19 lbs. per square inch, 
decreasing to 25S per cent, for an air pressure of 40 lbs. 
From more recent experiments by Professor Kennedy, 
F. R. S., M. Inst. C. Iv, it was found that in practice an 
efficiency of 31 percent, might be realized, or 45 per 
cent, if the air was heated before being passed into the 
motor. In the case of tbe electrical transmission of 
energy, except when distributed into very small 
units, there was little difficulty in obtaining 50 
per cent, of the power expended iu tbe engine, and 
there were cases in which an elficiency of 75 per cent, 
had been realized. One of tbe most important points 
with regard to the employment of electricity in coal 
mines was whether a motor would be likely to cause an 
explosion. It was necessary in tbe case of a machine 
which, perhaps, might have to work for several hours 
without attention, to guard against the possible accumu
lation of an explosive atmosphere around the brushes. 
For this purpose the authors had enclosed either the 
, whole armature or the commutator only in a practical-
1 ly air-tight casing, and the method had been success-
: fully applied to a motor of 40-horse power. The tem
perature bad been kept down to 70 degs. Fahr. above 
that of tbe atmosphere by allowing a sufficiently large 
cooling surface, namely, 2*3 square inches per watt. 
To meet the objection that if the Are-damp should leak 
into these covers the resulting explosion might be as 
disastrous as if they did not exist.it was pointed out 
that whenever the proportion of marsh gas to air ex
ceeded 3 to 4 per cent, combustion would take place 
quietly, and the result
ing carbonic acid would 
tend to prevent explo
sion in the case of fur
ther leakage. More
over, the authors pro
posed, in special cases, 
to introduce a constant 
supply of carbon diox
ide from a steel cylin
der into tbe interior of 
the casing, thus prevent
ing the ingress of an 
explosive m i x t u r e. 
Similar methods were 
adopted for enclosing 
the switches,and spark
ing was prevented by 
providing a resistance 
coil of small sell-induc
tion, which was always 
connected to the ends 
ofthe magnetizing coil 
so as to form a path 
through which tbe cur
rent in the latter might 
continue even when tbe 
main circuit was brok
en. The switch it-elf 
also had a resistance 
coil connected to the 
several points with 
which it made contact, 
so that by slowly open
ing the circuit sparking 
was practically done 
away with. Tlie appli
cation of electricity to 
pumping in mines was 
then described and il
lustrated. The use of 
belts for driving was 
not recommended on 
account of the want of 
space and the difficulty 
of keeping them in good 
condition in dirty and 
wet situations. " The 
employment of electric 
power for actuating 
coal-cutting machinery 
was suggested in 1873 
by Mr. Henry Wilde, 
and first practically ap
plied by Mr. F. Mori, 
in 1SS7, whose machine 
was illustrated. It had 
a cutter ofthe bar type, 
revolving upon its axis, and was driven by a 
dynamo having a normal output of 10 horse power, 
situated at a distance of about a mile. It was built bv 
Messrs. W . T. Goolden and Co. Their next machine 
was one in which the armature shaft itself was made to 
carry the cutter bar. Later ilevelopments of these 
electrical coal cutters were given. The proper form and 
dimensions ofthe cutters were then discussed at some 
engtb, the authors preferring the bar type to that in 

which the tools were fixed into the periphery ofa disc, 
not only as being less liable to be held fast by a fall of 
coal, but as cutting to a much greater depth. The 
cutter bar ran at a rate of 500 revolutions per minute, 
and on an average, including stoppages, from 20 to 30 
square yards per hour might be cut in fairly hard coal. 
Al Lord St. Oswald's Colliery, at Nostell, 55" vaids were 

! bared to an average depth of 3 ft. 8 in. in seventy-five 
| minutes. The relative cost of cutting coal in this way 
and hy hand showed a difference in favor of Ihe 
I machine of Is. lid. per ton. An electric boring machine 
was described, and also an arrangement for driving an 
IngersoU percussive rock-drill by electricity, as well as a 
special form of dynamo adapted for use in transmitting 
power for electric mining work, with a high voltage. 
Tbe authors arrived at tbe following conclusions: 

(a). Tbat electric power was destined to become an 
important factor in mining mechanics, on account of: 
(1). The facility with which it could be used with 
machines whicli required to be moved from time to 
time; (2), tbe great economy in first cost and reduced 
cost of working owing to its efficiency being higher 
tban that of compressed air, or any other medium of 
power fran-mission ; (3), the smaller cost of maintain
ing the cables, as compared with piping, on shifting 
floors in roaLlways, etc. 
(/•)• That the methods described were sufficient toob-

viate all objections to the use of electric motors in coal 
mining, whether by excluding inflammable gases or 
by constructions which would allow of their safe com
bustion. 
(••). That the experiments, trials, and practical work, 

extending over four vears, showed that: (1). Electrical 
1 pumps might be used with advantage and economy for 
mine draining; (2), electrical coal cutters could replace 

! band labor, with saving in cost, and increased produc
tion tif coal; (3), electrical drilling machines were 
available in place of machinery worked by hand or 
compressed air. 

Electric Percussion Drills. 

The following is an extract from a letter received by 
H. Ward Leonard, ofthe l.dison Oeneral Electric Com
pany from the engineer in charge of the " Last Chance " 
Mine, at Wardner, Idaho : 
" Operating two air drills for twenty-four hours, re-

I quired five cords of wood, while, for running four elec
tric percussion drills for lite same length of time, each 

1 drill doing more work than the air drills, it required 
! only one and one-half cords of wood. The electric per-
; mission drills have been found to do more work than 
• air drills, and in consequence tbe air drills have to be 

replaced bv electric drills. 
" The nir' plant was situated 1.000 feet higher up the 

mountain than was required with the electric drill and 
the fuel had to be carried to tbe air plant this increased 
distance over tbat necessary for the electric percussion 
drill." 
W e show herewith a view of tbe electric percussion 

drill on a shaft column as taken from a photograph in 
the " Last Chance" Mine. 
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This department is intended for the use of those who with to express 
their views, or ask, or answer, questions on any subject relating io 
mining. Correspondent need not hesitate fo write for supposed 
want of ability. If the ideas are expressed, we iritl cheerfully make 
any needed correction in composition thai may be required. Com
munications should not be too k-ngthy, and personal reflections 
should be carefuUy avoided. 

AU communications should _>. accompanied u-ilh the proper name and 
address of ihe writer—not necessarily for publication, but as a 
guarantee' of good faith. 

The Editor is not responsible for views expressed in this De-part-men 
iJQC Correspondence should, be in as simple language, and an free 

of technical signs and formuhv as passible, eon.sisl.ent with clear soul 
Hon. Catch-questions will not be published. 

Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIK:—Please insert the following plan for ventilu,ting 
mine submitted by Arthur Crossland in the June issue 
of T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R : 

Al/} CURRCNT— 
AIR fLITS 
ovencjisre 

Irtl/LE SWBL£S 

I would use to ventilate this mine a Guibal fan 12' 
W in diameter, and -V S" in width. It should produce 
25,000 cu. ft. of air, making 210 revolutions per minute 
with a water-gauge of 2.} inches. This ought to be suf
ficient to overcome any emergency which might occur 
in tbe mine. I would have it a force fan. 

Yours, etc, 
JACK. 

Delanev, Pa., June 22d. 

Ventilation. 

The Colliery Engineer: 
S I R :—I submit the following in answer to " T. S. C," 

of Gardner, Ills.: 
(1). AVe can solve this question by the use ofthe 

formula 
K I a A 

j - -, and as K, o, and q, are the same in each airway they w 
I 

mcel, we have left-

Assuming 1,000/ to be the length of the 6' X 6' 

airway, then 

: 702' 

I _ 1,000 
353 ~~ 3fi:- ' 

and by transposing 
1,000 X 35a 

36:f~ 
length of the 5' X 7' airway, and 

1,000 X 323 
SG3 

length of the 4-' X 8' airway. 
(2), Manchline, on p.ige 87 of his book, gives the fol

lowing formula: 
•000385 X 1 

where, a = equivalent orifk-e in sq. ft., q = cubic feet of 
air per minute, and w *— height of water-gauge in 
inches. T he pressure required for the large airway = 
'32 lbs., and for tbe small airway 2'41 lbs., then 2*41 — 
•32 — 2*09 lbs. to be spent on the regulator. This is 
equal to a water-gauge of 2*09 -*- 5'2 — -4019, then 

•000385 X 12,000 = 7.2g/+ 

1/:4019 
Yours, etc., 

M . 
Hollowayville, 111., June 19th. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 
S I R :—Would you kindly place the following question 

in your columns for answer and explanation : 
In a shaft 100/ deep a pump is placed with 5/ suction 

and 95/ discharge. Will it require more, or less power, 
if the pump is placed up the shaft with 20/ suction and 
80/ discharge? 

Yours, etc., 
BEGINNER. 

Mount Pleasant, Pa., July lst. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR;—Plea-=e insert the following in answer to 

" T. S. C," of Gardner, 111.: 
The formula used in finding the rubbing surface is 

S - 2« 
K v2' 

and when S is found and dimensions of airway 
are given the length is easily obtained. In this question 
P K and 0 are the same and by canceling these factors 
tbe formula becomes 

Assuming the length of the large airway to be 1, the 
length ofthe second would be 

'91, and the length of tbe 

:: 1 : -702. 

V 

1 *03 
l 3 : PO 

third would be 
1-125 , 
"f! : 1-1252 

Therefore, the comparative lengths are 1, '01, '702, 
(2). Their lengths are as 1 is to 2'25, then 

^JV^"2 : V"P :: 36: 25, 
and the V 25 is 5, the size of the regulator. 

Yours, etc., 
A. B. 

Hanna City, 111., June 10th. 

Ventilation and Mining;. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—Will some of your correspondents kindly 

answer the following questions : 
(1). In Wilson's book on mine ventilation the follow

ing formula is given to find the perimeter of an ellipti
cal shaft: 

'A2 -fa 2 _•_ A_-f a 
.. ___— X 31416. 

Plea«e explain it by working it out fully. 
(2), In opening out a gangway to the width of a 

double track or turnout, how would you increase the 
length and diameter of your collars? 

(3). If there are two airways of the same length one 
being 12' by 6/, and the other O' by O', what pressure 
applied to the former would give the same quantity of 
air that a pressure of 10 lbs. per sq. ft. gives to the 
latter ? 

Yours, etc.. 
A. L. G. 

Audenried, Pa., June 22d. Mensuration. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

S I R : — I submit tbe following in an«wer to question (2), 
by " Inquirer, " in the M a y issue : 
'The perimeter is found as follows: 

8* + 5B = 80, and 89 -*- 2 __= 44'5. 
1/44-5"= (V<,7"'. 

And, 8' + 5' = 13' -•- 2 = 6'5', then 
•-y',7' J- 6-5' = 1B_7' -*- 2 = 6-585', which multi

plied by 3T416 = 20'087/ perimeter 

Nanticoke, Pa., June 30th. 

Yours, etc., 
J. A. 

Sustaining* Life Under Pressure of Air. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 
S I R ; — I n answer to questions by "Rescuer," of 

Jeanesyille, Pa., in the June issue, please insert the fol
lowing : 

(1). There is a slope 624 feet long having a perpen
dicular depth of 100 feet and it is filled with water. 
Breasts are driven up 416 feet in length and 100 feet 
perpendicular height from a gangway which is level 
from bottom of slope. The compressed air holds tbe 
water back 80 feet from face of breast. 

H o w many cubic feet of air is in one ofthe breasts 
which is 4 feet high and 30 feet wide, and what would 
be the volume of this air if tbe pressure of water were 
removed ? Allow the temperature to be 62° Fahr., the 
weight of a cubic foot of air to be '0763122 lbs., and of 
water 62 355 lbs. 

The head of water standing over the chamber con
sidered will be 

an \y inn 

-iHH+60 = 79_'. 

Ami 
416 

79*2 X 62*5 
: 41*3 lbs. per sq. in. pressure above 

144 
the atmosphere. 

41'3 + 147 -=•= 56 lbs. total pressure, wdiich equals 3"8 
atmospheres. 

0 = 9,600 cu. ft, volume of breast, and 
= 36,480 cu. ft., with air at natural press-

Now 
4X30X 

9,600 X 3'8 
ure. 

(2). Plow long would the amount of air contained in 
a breast as above described, maintain tbe lives of four 
m e n ? I gave a similar question which was published 

in the Mining Herald five years ago, taking figures and 
conditions from an accident in Wales where the shaft 
workings broke into a creek and some of the miners 
were enclosed for ten days. By cutting through a 
pillar 40 yards thick from an adjoining colliery all 
were rescued alive, but one of the rescuing party was 
killed by the pressure of the air driving him against 
the sides of tbe opening as they broke through. 

A grown m a n at rest requires '25 to *35 cu. ft. of air 
per minute, which when breathed vitiates from 4 to 5 
cu. ft, so that from a sanitary point of view the air 
could be breathed for 38 hours only. 

However, under these circumstances taking J cu. ft. 
per m a n per minute, there is enough oxygen to sustain 
life for 008 hours, or 25 days. 

Of course it all depends on wdiether the m e n are of 
sufficiently healthy physique to withstand the un
healthy conditions for so long a time. 

Yours, etc., 
HUCKLEBERRY. 

Montreal, Canada, June 17th. 

Answers to Miscellaneous Questions. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to "In
quirer,'' whose questions appeared in the M a y issue of 
your journal: 

(1). B y " P a" is meant the total pressure or the 
area multiplied by the pressure per square foot. There 
is no other method to find the velocity under tlie above 
conditions. The formula mav be reduced, however, to 

v-JL_ 
> K s 

(2). By hypr-thesis the perimeter of the ellipse is 
equal to the arcs D B G and D E C , with a radius equal 
to B O = E H. 

In the diagram let I) C represent chord of arc D B C, 
and A Fits bisector. Then will D B = B C; and tbe 
angle B N D = B N C. Now D O B = O D A - f O A D 
(beingsupplements to 13 0 A); and O D A = O A D, 
therefore D O B = 2 (O A D). 
Again O A D _= N D B (being measured by equal 

arcs); hence B O D = 2 (N D B). Then, 
"625 tan. 32° in 
round numbers, hence 
D O B = 64°, therefore D O B + B O C = 64°X2 = 

128°, again, 
B A : B D : ; B D ; B N , then 

%~ _ B A. But, 
B IS 
B D J = B N*- -f D N- = 2*52 -f 4'2 = 22'25, hence 
22'25 

=-^= _ tan. B D IS = — 
I) IN 4 

1 = B A, and S'tt ! = O B ___ 4'45. 

Again, 8'9 X 3'1416 = 27'96024, circumference, and 
27'96024 -_- 360° __= "076 length of one degree. There
fore 

•076 X 128 = 9'728 = D E C, then 
9-728 X 2 4= 19'556 = D E C B, or perimeter of ellipse. 
An' approximate rule to find the length of an arc is 

8 c — C 
——--r— _= arc, when 

c A chord of half arc. 
C = chord of arc. 
Applying the above rule we have 

c= 1/22-25 _4'71, then 
(4*71 X 8 ) - 8 V 3 

X 2 _ 1978 the perimeter. 

Avoca, Pa., June 18th. 

Yours, etc., 
R. U. S. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—Please insert the following in answer to 
question by " Thomas H, Pictou," wliich appeared in 
the June issue: 

[Solution is similar, and same result obtained as that 
of " J. E. J.," received on June 2 4 t h . — E D ] . 

Yours, etc., 
J. D. 

Clay City, Ind., July lst. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I would like some of your readers to answer 
the following question: 
Can a siphon have too much fall for its lift, and 

why ? 
Yours, etc., 

Elizabeth, Pa., June 22d. 
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The Practical W o r k of Eng*ines, 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR :—I notice in the July issue of your journal that 

" Equity," suggests that" I apply the same rule to direct, 
as I do to geared engines," I would say tbat I did so in 
m y communication, with the exception that I deducted 
one-third ofthe load for frictional resistance in first 
motion engines, and one-half in geared engines. In 
either case m y rule formulated would be: 
For first-motion engine 

A X P X V X -67. 
For geared engine 

A X P X V X '5, 
A = area of cylinders. 
p = i1 of boiler pressure. 
V ____ velocity ratio. 
The decimals are constants. Taking the data given 

by " Equity " and using tbese rules we have : 
'904*S, area of cylinder. X -10 lbs., which is 5 of boiler 

pressure — 36,192 lbs., and 
36,192 lbs. X ^fif' or '28 nearly, 
velocity ratio, — 10,13376 X "67 = 6,789'0192 lbs. 

The actual ability of " Equity's" engine is 7,i'88 lbs., 
so that m y rule would lie on the safe side by 1,199 lbs., 
nearly. 

If we take the data given by "Equity," but use J-.l 
of boiler pressure as " Mechanical Engineer" does, and 
use " Mechanical Engineer's" rule we have: 

452*4, area of cylinder, X 55 lbs., which is }', 
of boiler pressure, — 24,882 lbs. 
And 

24,882 X 20" = 497,(140 -s- 72" = 6,911 lbs. 
So that there is only a difference of 122 lbs. of load 

between " Mechanical Engineer "and myself. " Mechan
ical Engineer" is fully 1,000 lbs. on the safe side if we 
take "Equity's" figures as the actual ability of his 
engine. 
The theory given in these formuke are stated laws of 

mechanics, but the assumptions are the results of ex
perience. The actual load given by "Equity" shows 
that the practical part is in error—what shall" be done ? 
Shall we assume the coefficient of friction to suit this 
one case, or shall w e go by the old golden rule wliich 
our fathers in England and Scotland used after many 
years of practical experience ? If engine builders have 
a higher state of perfection in their engines in these 
latter days they should let us know it so that we can 
deduct the proper amount of load for frictional resist
ance. 

I feel indebted to " Equity " for the data he has laid 
before us and I hope many will follow his example. 
With the permission of m y superior officers I intend at 
an earlv date to make a like experiment which will be 
laid before your readers. 

In conclusion I would say in one or two articles (not 
the one " Equity " refers to) I sent your journal I did 
wrong in using the double stroke of piston as diameter 
of crank circle. Those examples will easily be detected 
as I made a full statement ofthe law on the subject as 
given by Ball. The results given, divided by 2, will be 
correct answi-rs 111 those cases. 

Yours, etc., 
H. L. I>. W, 

Letbbridge, N. W. T., Canada, July 24th. 
Mensuration. 
_Etfi.or Colliery Engineer; 

SIR:—Please insert the following in reply to 
"Inquirer," question (2). 

(Same as solution of" F. B.," of Macean, Cumberland 
Co., N. S., inserted in July issue). 

Yours, etc., 
J. D. 

Clay City, Ind., July 2d. 
Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I submit the followinganswers to questions by 
"Inquisitive" in tbe April issue: 

(1) Using Atkinson's co-etficient, what would the 
w. g. be in a mine having 3 circular shafts, two down
cast, 11/ and 10' in diameter respectively, and one 
upcast 800' deep, 8' in diameter, the quantity being 
100,000 cubic feet per minute? 
Since the depth of the downcast shafts is not given, 

we shall assume it to be S00/. Now, in order to find 
the quantity passing in each shaft we shall apply the 
rule—the quantity passing is proportional to tbe 
square root of the result of the area divided by the 
rubbing surface multiplied by the area, or 

V X a, 
which for tbe 10' shaft is "49502 cubic feet, and for 
the 11/ shaft, is '57,175. These results being the rela
tive quantities for each shaft; we find the actual quan
tities by proportion for as the total relative quantity 
is to the relative quantity in each shaft, so is the total 
actual quantity to the actual quantity in each shaft, 
thus for tbe 10' shaft 
1-06677 : *49502 :: 100,000 . (.•*), or 46,394 cubic 

feet, and for tbe 11' shaft 
1-06677 : *57175 :; 100,000 : (:e), or 53,606 cubic ft. 

46,394 + 53,606 -̂  100.0U0 cubic feet. 
W e find the pressure for each shaft by tbe formula 

p_K8_V-. For the 10' shaft we'find P = 
For the 11' shaft we find P = 

: 2*417 
= 2-001 
4-418 lbs. 

This is equal to an average pressure of 2'209 lbs. in 
each shaft. Although this is a high pressure, it is 
small compared with that encountered when attempt

ing to force 100,000 cubic feet of air through one 8' 
shaft. 
The area of the upcast is 50-2650 square feet, and 

the whole quantity passing divided by this gives 1988 
feet passing through one square foot per minute. 
Then, by tbe formula 

0 _ K S V" 
W e find that we have a pressure of 36-025 lbs. per 
square foot. By adding this to the pressure in the 
downcast shafts we have 

36*025 + 4-418 = 40*443 lbs., and this divided 
by 5*2 lbs. gives a w. g. of 7*78. 
This, of course, is for the shafts alone, and is not 

obtained in practice. It represents a horse-power of 
122*5, and assuming that 7 5 ^ of useful effect can be 
realized from an engine, it will require one of nearly 
163 horse-power. 
(2) Would the w. g. resulting from this ever be met 

with in practice? 
This w. g. would not be met with in practice, as 

the velocity in the upcast is too high, as it is impos
sible to force such large quantities of air through such 
small passages. 

(3) Is it possible for such a quantity of air to be 
circulated under the above conditions? 
It is not possible to force such a volume of air 

through one outlet, it would be necessary to provide 
more or larger outlets. 

Yours, etc., 
S. U. P. 

Red Bank, Pa., June 24th. 

Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

S I R : — I submit the following plan in answer to " S. 
U. P.," in the June issue : 

SIGNS 
OVERCASTS XX 
REGULATORS ••• 
STOPPINGS — 

There could be a double door placed betwe 
nd No. 2 inlets (No. 1 inlet being the low. 

•een No. 1 
(No. 1 inlet being tbe lower one as 

shown in figure), if the south side coal was brought to 
No. 2 inlet only. This would avoid the least confusion 
in tbe two currents, the regulators could be more easily 
arranged, and less of them would be required according 
to tbe length of each split, other things being equal. 
But if all tbe coal is brought to No. 1 inlet, or to both, 
so as to suit outside arrangements, then tbe passage 
from one inlet to the other should be kept free from 
doors, and regulators used as shown. 

Yours, etc., 
JOSEPH CAIN. 

Whitwell, Marion Co., Tenn., June 26th. 
Examination Question. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—I submit tbe following in answer to " J. W . S.:" 
The weight ofa cubic foot of air in the downcast is 

found as follows 
_ 1-3253 X_3I 
~ 459 -f 40 " 

•07967 lbs. 

T-= 

Tbe motive column = _-_„, = 65/. 
0790. 

The temperature ofthe upcast will equal the depth of 
the shaft multiplied by 459 plus the temperature ofthe 
downcast, divided by the depth ofthe shaft minus the 
motive column, then subtract 459, 

400 > (459_+_40) 
400 — 60 

Proof, 
1 _O-JO A ™ x 40Q _ 31.8 lbB weight of column 
459 + 40 • ' 

in downcast. 
1-3253 X J50 
459 -4- 136-8 

in upcast. Thus, 31'8 — 260 = 5*2 Ibs. the ventilating 
pressure. 

NOTE.—The quantity passing is an unnecessary factor 
in the question as it will vary with the area and rub
bing surface, the pressure remaining constant. In 
other words, a larger shaft will pass a larger volume 
than a smaller one with the same pressure. 

Yours, etc., 
T. S. C. 

Gardner, 111., July 23th. 

- 459 =-= 136-8°. 

X 400 — 26'6 lbs, weight of column 

Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—Please insert tbe following in answer to " A. S.," 
of AVilkin-diurg: 

To find the pressure we must first find the weight 
of a cubic foot of air in each shaft, and multiply tbe 
difference by the depth of shaft. By using the formula 

_ P3253 X B," 
~ 459 + T 

and assuming f he barometer to be 30", we find the 
weight ofa cubic foot of air in the downcast to be 
07952, and in the upcast to be "05729, then 

•071)52 — '05729 = "02223, 
which multiplied by the depth of the shaft, 500', gives 
11'115 lbs., the pressure. Then by the formula 
/P_ 
we find the volume to be 16,332*5 cubic feet per minute. 

Now, when tbe length is increased 4,000' the volume 
will vary in inverse proportion as the square root of 
the length. In both calculations the depth of shaft is 
added to the length of airway making the first airway 
1500' longand the second 4,500' long, then as the lengths 
are as 45 is to 15 we have the proportion 
^45 : v'15 :: 16,332*5 : ..-, 
or 9,506"9 cubic feet the volume in long airway. 
The lengths are only considered to the furnace, the 

velocity will be greater in the furnace shaft 
on account of the expansion of the air. The difference 
in temperature is 193*9°, and as air expands T},^ of it
self for each degree of heat added the volume becomes 
193*9 . , 

greater in the upcast, or 6,899-68' = expansion, 
and 

16,332"9 -4- 6,899-68 = 23,232*5S, 
which gives a velocity of 929*3' per minute wdien pass
ing through short airway. 

Yours, etc., 
S. IT. P. 

Red Bank, Pa., July 29th. 
Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—Please insert the following for solution iu your 
next issue : 

If an airway 6' >' 6', and 15,000' long, can pass 
12,000 cubic feet per minute, what should be the 
length of a square box with an area of 28'5714 
sq. ft. and a rubbing surface equal to 18,000 sq. ft. placed 
in an airway 7' X 8', and 600' long to pass the same 
quantity—: lie section between the box ami the airway 
to be closed? 

N O T E . — T h e box may be taken as a separate airway. 
If Jas. Stirling should happen to see this question, I 

would like him to solve it by the same principle as he 
solved the regulator question in your July issue. 

Yours, etc, 
S. M. RoilERTS. 

Avoca, Pa., July 29th. 
Ventilation. 
Editor t 'olliery Engineer : 
SIR:—Will some of your readers kindly answer the 
following questions: 

(1). In an elliptical shaft, whose diameters are 8' and 
14' respectively, and whose depth is 600', with a volume 
of 43,982*4 cubic feet of air passing per minute, what is 
tbe velocity? 

(2). Using Atkinson's coefficient of friction, what 
would be the pressure and water-gauge resulting? 

Yours, etc., 
S. U. P. 

Red Bank, Pa., July 30th. 
The Practical Work of Engines. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—"Equity," who writes in the July number, 
evidently mistakes the principle of moments from that 
of work in comparing the formula' with " the practical 
work of engines." 
The load whicli an engine can pull at a certain speed 

is a different quantity from that which it can start. I 
beg leave to offer this solution to his quandary : 
The steam pressure total upon the piston multiplied 

by the lever arm of its application, cannot be exceeded 
by the products of tbe load I_, by its lever arm. This 
is a question of static equilibrium, whence, for the 
direct acting hoister the relation is : 

2 A o P C / = L E '- friction, 
which with the figures given, F = :}, gives L = 10,000 
as the maximum load which the engine can start. 
If we desire to investigate the dynamic equilibrium, 

an element of time enters which has therefore the re
lation 

D L -f friction -___> 4 A a P R /, or 
L = 6,347, if F is -J, and f the coefficient of engine 1, 
with a second motion engine, the formula, respectively 
is: 

A a P C yf= L R .v + friction, 
in which x and .'/ are the number of teeth in the pinion 
and drum wheels. 
" Theory " is but a formulation of tbe phenomena of 

"practice" and its statements properly applied and 
properly understood need not give any such confusion 
as " Equity " is laboring under. If " theory " were so badly in error as be fears, it would have, long since, been replaced by a more serviceable "practical" formula. Yours, etc., THEORIST. Golden, Col., July 27th. 
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Arithmetic. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I submit the following in reply to "S. U.P.," 
of Red Bank, Pa.: 

The general rule for extracting the root of any 
number is 

(1). Prepare the given number for extraction by 
pointing off as the root directs. 

(2). Compute tbe first figure in the root by trial, 
and, in this case, raise it to its fourth power and sub
tract the result from the first period in the dividend. 

(3). To the remainder annex the first figure in the 
next period, treating this as a new dividend. 

(4). Raise the root already found to tbe given power 
less one, and multiply this by the index of the given 
power, the result will be the new divisor. 

(5). Find a quotient figure by division, and annex it 
to the root. 

(6). Involve the new root thus found the number of 
times indicated by the given power, and subtract this 
result from the number of periods in tbe given number 
as are represented by the last figure brought down. 

(7̂ . To the remainder bring down the first figure of 
the next period for a new dividend. 

(8). Find a new divisor as before, and thus proceed 
to the end. 

For example what is tbe 4th root of 56,249,134,561 ? 
5li2,4913,4501 (487 
256 

256)^064 Dividend. 
5.308,415 Subtrahend. 

442,363 ) 3,164,974 Dividend. 
56,249~,134,561 Subtrahend. 

4 X 4 X 4 X 4 = 256 =•= Divisor. 
48 X 48 X 18 X 48 = 5,308,416 = Subtrahend. 
48 X 48 X 48 X 4 = 442,36S — Divisor. 
487 X 487 X 487 X 487 = 56,249,134,561 = Subtra

hend. 
Yours, etc., 

F. AY. 
Grassy Run, Pa., July 27th. 

Answers to Miscellaneous Questions. 
Editor f 'oiliery Engineer : 
SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to Joseph 
Quigley, whose questions appeared in the June issue: 

(1). What is the longest rail or prop tbat can be 
taken down a shaft 6' X 6'and 8' high in tbe bottom? 
If a line A K was taken down, the point where it 

would meet at 0, would be the middle of that line, 
which proves to be twice D G. Now, the length of the 
prop B u 11 c will depend upon its thickness; suppose 
the thickness ofthe prop B c, to be 1 foot. 

Now, N A is parallel to D G and c H, and H N, G M, D E, 
and B c are parallels. 
Again, D E •*•*•= G H, and 

G K = D o, and the angle 
c, M K = the angle D E O , 
then triangle D E o = tri
angle G M K, and EO = M K, 
and M E = o K = 11 G — 
-/(OD)** +"(O G)'2 = 

V<A + 82 = 10, 
and A K = 20 K = 20. 
Then angle M G o + 0 G 

B = right angle, M G K -|-
M G o = right angle ; then, 
O G D = M G K = N H K ; 

_tan. D c 8 

Again, the angle 15 AC — 
N n K, therefore _ C A = S K 

Hence, 1 
. 4 and 1 X 

Then, 

i-- G D ; tan. A C B 

!>' *.' 
X '"5 = 75, or (la 

4 
— ,, , or (tan. 

20 — 2,1,, = 17]! = N n or length of prop. 
Reducing the above work to a formula, we have 

, _- /w T 11 T\ 

2 •_* + w-'=( - + --). 
H -= height at bottom of shaft, 
w -=*- width of shaft. 
T — thickness of prop. 
All taken at thesame denomination. 
NOTE.—In the above demonstration no allowance 

has been made for width and breadth. 
(3). What actual quantity of air can be expected from 

a fan of 20 feet diameter 7 feet in breadth of blades, 
with an orifice of 8 feet, and velocity of 50 revolutions 
per minute? 
It is impossible to know what quantity of air any fan 

will produce without knowing the condition of the 
mine (or water-gauge due to the resistance of the mine), 
and water-gauge due to resistance of fan. Also the per
centage such fan is given. 
In regard to the latter part of the question, which 

reads as follows : "The area of an airway at entrance 
of upcast to the fan is 90 feet and an anemometer ap
plied at that point, indicates more air tban the capacity 
of the fan as computed from the above dimensions. 
Can such ever be the case? If so, I do not understand 
the cause, and would like the opinion of some of your 
readers on it. 

I say that no machine can produce more than its capacity. If theory don't correspond with practice, I say that it is not a correct theory. 

= 596*29°, subtracting tbe constant 

If Mr. Quigley will be so kind as to show us how he 
made his calculation and experiment, then perhaps it 
will be possible to show him where he is wrong. I 
would refer Mr. Quigley to D. Morgue's " Theories and 
Practice of Centrifugal Ventilating Machines," by A. L. 
Steavenson. 

Yours, etc., 
R. M. S. 

Avoca, Pa., June 17, 1891. 
Correction. 
Eelitor Colliery Engineer : 
S I R : — M y pump formula in tbe April issue was in

correctly stated. It should have been D** L N \ ' '034 — 
gallons, and removing decimal poiut one place to right 
= lbs. A m much obliged to "the two gentlemen for 
their corrections, but think that "Tyro" made the 
thing more absurd than it really was by moving the 
decimal point to the left instead of the right, as I 
stated it. 

Yours, etc., 
J, V. 

l'unxsutawney, Pa., July 26th. 
Examination Question. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In answer to problem by "J. AV. S.," of AVest-
ville, Pictou Co., N. S., the first thing necessary is to 
find the weight ofa cubic foot of air in tbe down
cast, which is done by the use of the formula 

w _ 13253 X B, 
V — T-|- 459 

assuming the barometric pressure to be 30", we have 
1-3253 X 30 
40° + 459° " = -0796773-

Now 5'2 --400= -013= difference in weight ofl 
cubic foot of downcast and upcast air, therefore 

W—p, or -013 = AV = "0666773, and 
1-3253 X B 

W 
450°, we have 137'29° as temperature of upcast. 

Yours, etc., 
J. V. 

Punxsutawney, Pa., July 26th. 
[Similar solutions to this question were received 

from "S. U. P.," of Red Bank, Pa., July 29th, and 
from David P. Brown, of Adelaide, Pa., Julv 30th 
-ED.] 
Mensuration, Mining, and Ventilation, 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—Please insert tbe following questions in the 
Correspondence Department of T H E COLLIERY E N G I 
NEER: 

(1). The inside measurements ofa pit car are length, 
6' 6"; depth, 2' 6"; the bottom section 1' in height, 
and 3' 2 " in width; the top measurement of upper 
section is 4'in width, bow many bushels of coal will it 
contain, computing 2,688 cubic inches lo the bushel? 

(2). H o w would you proceed to develop a coal field 
of 1,000 acres, 4' thick and lying 500' below the surface, 
with an inclination of 1' in 300' AY est to East. Also 
give a description of all the necessary appliances re
quired, the output to equal 1,200 tons daily. 

(3). In a mine generating a large amount of fire-damp, 
where tbe coal vein dips 10' in every 100', what venti
lating apparatus would be best, and where would you 
erect the same? 

(4). If amine generated 200 cubic feet of fire-damp 
per minute, and 1,000 cubic feet of black-damp, tliere 
being 120 persons employed, how much air would be 
required to keep the workings in a healthy condition? 

Yours, etc., 
MINER. 

Philipsburg, Pa., July 27th, 
Arithmetic. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—In answer to " S. U. P.," of Red Bank, Pa., I 
would say that the simplest rule for extracting the 4th 
root is by logarithms. For example the log. of 28,561 =--. 
4*455769, which divided by index of root 

4*455760 
4 

- 1113943, 

which is tbe log. of 13 the required result. 
I would like to say to all readers and students of 

mining that T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R P O C K E T - B O O K 
contains a table of logarithms, and a large amount of 
formula, not to be found in any one book published, 
and is just the book for students of mining who cannot 
afford a large number of books and who wish to ad
vance themselves. 

Yours, etc., 
J. V. 

l'unxsutawney, Pa., July 26th. Certificated Mine Bosses and Mine Superintendents. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

Su.:—In the last issue (July) of T H E COLLIERY E N 
GINEER, " L.," of Mansfield, Pa., seems to take great ob
jections to mine superintendents passing an examina
tion. I would ask him if he thinks it would lie a degre-
dation to do so, or does he think that a mine superin
tendent is simply a figurehead to draw his fat salary 
every month. One is led to think by his letter that a 
superintendent has no care for the manage
ment of the valuable mining property, or for 
the protection of precious lives. He seems to 
think that any kind of a man will do for mine 
superintendent—men even who have no tastes orability 
for mining pursuits, but whose only object is a remun

erative situation, and who are entirely dependent upon 
the mine bosses under them for carrying on the work 
in and around the mines. I again would say tbat I know 
.•.fort's of just such mine superintendents, and "I have 
not had a great many changes, neither have I had a great 
many superintendents over me." But I have come in 
contact with a great many. Mine bosses need not fear 
" L.'s" assertion, viz.: "I think if the superintendent 
has to hold a certificate of competency, it will benefit 
his position by giving him more pay, and will lessen 
that of the mine boss by giving him less pay and all 
the hard work." That is just the position the mine 
boss stands in now. 
In conclusion I will say that m y mining e:vperience 

convinces m e that the educated practical man isthemost 
successful manager, when all other things are equal. 

Yours, etc., 
M. 

Ohio, July 23d. 
Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—I submit the following in answer to Thomas PI. 

Pictou's questions on ventilation which appeared in the 
June issue : 

[This solution is similar to that by "J. E. J.," of 
Moosic, Pa., which was inserted in the July issue. The 
result obtained is the same, 408'58'.—ED.]' 

Yours, etc., 
T. S. C 

Gardner, Ills., July 7th. 
Arithmetic. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In reply to " S. U. P.," of Red Bank, Pa., I 
would say that the simplest method of extracting the 
4th root ofa number is to extract the square root of the 
square root. Thus 

V"28,561 = 169, and l/_69 = 13, therefore 
V 28,561 = 13. 

Yours, etc., 
A. B. C. 

Pittston, Pa., July 24th. 
[Similar solutions to this question were subsequently 

received from " W . N. S.," of Falls Creek, Pa., and " J\ 
E. J./' of Moosic, Pa.—ED.] 
Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—Please insert the following in answer to " A. 
S.," of AAllkinsburg: 
SIR:—Supposing we have 2 shafts of equal depth, 500-

feet each, and 5' x 5' area. The average temperature in 
the downcast shaft is 41°, and in the upcast or furnace 
shaft, 234"9°. What amount of air will this furnace 
power produce in an air-course 1,000 feet in length, and 
5' x 5' area? And what amount of air will this same 
power produce in an air-course of tbe same size, and 
4,000 feet in length ? 
The pressure produced under the above conditions is 

found thus: 
1-3253X30 X 500 _ P3253 X 30 X 500 

459 + 41° 459-4-234-9 ~~ l lbSl 

Now, 

V = A 1 

71)!)-!! 

Substitu'.ing their values we have 

I 11-11X25 
V -0000000217 X 20,000 

and 799'9S5 X 25 = 19,999-625 quantity in the short air
way. 
Airways with the same power pass quantities accord

iug to 
1 

n Xa" 
then for the first airway we have 

1 
= 1. 

For the second 
f 1 X 1" 

1 
= •63. 

1 4 X 1 
The quantity passing in the long airway will be 

19,999-625 X '63 = 12,599763 cubic feet. 
Yours, etc., 

A. B. 
Hanna City, 111., July 21st. 

Examination Question. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to "J. 

W . S.," of AVestville, Pictou Co., N. S.: 
First find the motive column from the pressure, thus 

5*2 
..,, = 1 water-gauge. 

Assuming water to be 833 times heavier than air, we 
have 

S33 X 1 _ 
12 ~ •'•' 4 ' 

tbe length ofthe motive column producing ventilation. 
As air expands , .!,,, of its volume for every degree of 

heat added to its temperature we have 
4o9 
as the rate of expansion in the upcast, shaft, due to the 
addition of 1° of heat. But from the motive column 
we can see that it must be expanded 69-4 ft. Therefore 
it must be raised as many degrees as the rate of expan
sion due to 1° is contained times into the motive 
column, thus 
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69'4 -4- -871 -= 79*67° the number that must be 

added to the temperature, or 
79'67° -j- 40° =--119-67° tbe average temperature 

required in the upcast shaft. 
Yours, etc., 

J. I. P. 
Whitney, Pa., July 24th, 
[A solution to this question using thesame principles, 

and obtaining the same result was also received from 
D. M. Harr, of Hoult, W . Va., July 26th.—En.] 

Mechanics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Will some of your correspondents kindly 
answer the following question in your next issue, as I 
am very anxious to have it solved : 
At what inclination must a self-acting incline 700' in 

length be laid in order that a trip of three cars may be 
run in two minutes, a full car weighing 3 tons, an empty 
car . ton, tbe rollers anil sheaves 700 lbs., and the rope 
200 lbs. 

Yours, etc., 
LEARNER, 

AVestville, Pictou, Co., N. S., July 13th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I send in the following plan of ventilation as re- j 
quested by Mr. Arthur Crossland : 

459° = 137°. 
1-3253 V 30" X 400-

26*1.7 

The quantity passing is not a necessary factor in solv
ing tbe question. 

Yours, etc., 
A. B. 

Hanna City, 111., July 21st. 
[Answers to this question, precisely the same as 

above, were receive'! from " P.," of Whitney, Pa., July 
27th, and from Thomas Mather, of South' Fork, Pa., 
July 30th, as they are tbe same thev are not inserted, 
- E D . ] 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to T. AV. 
Hale, of Scranton, Pa., whose ijuestion appeared in 
the May issue: 

I would say that if this is a true plan of underground 
colliery entries, it is tbe first local mine I ever saw that 
had enough openings, for certainly this has enough. 1 
have numbereil some of tbe double entries on plan, 1, 
2, 3, 4, etc., as it may not be necessary to arrange them 
in separate currents for tbe distance they are to be 
driven, by so doing we avoid 5 overcasts, and add 5 
doors, but if tbe mine is a gaseous one it would be best 
to have the overcasts ami avoid the doors. I believe it 
is wise to avoid doors at all times wherever possible. 
I would have the haulage ways in the intake entries, 

which are the middle entries. These entries should be 
wide enough for double track, and the endless-rope 
system could be adopted, using the tail-rope system for 
slants. 
For 400 men and 20 mules it would require not less 

than 10(1,000 cu. ft. of air per minute. The selection of 
a fan requires careful consideration, I would use a 
Guibal exhaust fan. 
All splits equal in length will not require regulators, 

so it may be possible to do away with some of the 
regulators shown. 

Yours, etc, 
JOSEPH CAIN. 

Whitwell, Marion Co., Tenn., June 20th. 

Algebra. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—AA'ill some of your correspondents kindly work 
out the following algebraic equation : 

A -f y = 7, and x 4- •/- ••= II, 
what are the values of x and y? 

Yours, etc., 

A. B. C. 
Pittston, Pa., July 24th. 

Examination Question. 

.Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I submit the following in answer to question 
by "J. AV. S.." of Westville, Pictou Co., N. S.: 
A furnace at tbe bottom ofa shaft 400' deep produces 

15,000 cubic feet of air per minute with 5*2 lbs. pressure 
per square foot. The temperature in the downcast 
Bhaftis 40° F., what is the temperature in the upcast 
shaft ? 
Assuming tbe barometer to stand at 30", we will find 

the weight ofa column of air 1' square and 400' deep 
in the downcast by the following rule : 

P3253 X 30" X 400' 
459 + 40° =31-871bs. 

Supposing the shafts to be the same depth, the ven
tilating pressure being 5'2 lbs. the weight of a similar 
air column in the upcast will be 

3P87 — 5*2 = 26"67 lbs. 
Having found the weight ofthe air column in the up

cast the temperature is found by the formula 

The area of I> G B = IOO12 X 3*1416 X . = 23,562 
square ft 
The sum of the angles that can be formed around 

the point F = 4 right angles. The angle E F A = a 
right angle, and the exterior angle = 3 right angles or 
270°. Tbe line O C bisects it; then, A F C = E F C 
= 135°. 
In the triangle A F C, A F = 25'; A C ***•= 75' ; and 

A F C = 135°. Therefore 
A O : A F :; Sin. 135° : Sin. C, or 
75 : 25 :: 70111 : "23571; C = 13° 38'. 

Tbe angle A = 1S0° — (135° -f 13° 3S') — 31° 22' ; 
the angle C A B = Ol)° — 31° 22' = 58° 38' 
The area of the sector A C B = 75,J X 31416 X 

58° 3 8 ' _ 
.,,.,-, — 2883 square feet. 

The area of tbe triangle A F C = A C . Sin. A = 
75 X 651 = 438*25. 

Sin. 31° 22' *= -52051 X 25 = 13*01 - Sin. A. 
The area = 23562' -4- 2 (2883 -f- 488*25) = 30304*5 

square ft. surface the horse can graze over. 
Yours, etc., 

A. B.C. 
Pittston, Pa., Julv 24th. 

Pumping* 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following problem for solu
tion in the next issue of your journal: 

W e have an air-receiver in ©ur mines which is sup
plied with a six-inch pipe, leading out of this receiver is 
one three-inch pipe with a T, from this T we are sup
plying two lines in different slopes—the Sumner and 
Rock. Now ten feet from the T, or receiver, Lin the 

r>UMNER 

Rock slope side the three-inch pipe with one valve and 
two elbows making three turns with T, we tap a 
six-inch pipe which runs 1,800'. N o w then 100' from 
the six-inch pipe we wish to run a pump, should we 
make the connection from the six-inch pipe to the 
pump which is the 100' with two three-inch pipe-;, 
(which can be reduced down to 2^ inches to make con
nection to tbe pump) or would one three-inch line do 
as well leading from the six-inch pipe to the pump, 
which is 100', taking into consideration the condition 
of the supply from the receiver as above stated ? 
Again, suppose we make the connection from the re

ceiver to tbe six-inch line with two three-inch pipes, 
and run from six-inch pipe to pump with one three-
inch line, will we have better results. 
If not too much trouble, I would be pleased to receive 

an early reply to the above questions. 
Yours, etc., 

J. T. ROGERS. 

Pratt Mines, Ala., July 18th. 

Mr. Thomas Foulds, of Treverton, Pa., an old-time 
colliery official, has invented a metallic railway tie. 
The support, or under side of tbe tie is corrugated. A 
broad and fiat surface is given for tbe support of the 
rails. The plate is of such width as to preserve flanges 
upon either side of the corrugated bearings which are 
V-shaped. These flanges are provided with holes to re
ceive bolts or fastenings for holding the rails to the plate. 
The corrugated bearings are for supporting and resist
ing any breaking strain or pressure while a train is 
passing over the rails. They are closed at the ends by 
caps, so as to prevent dirt or stones entering, and also to 
materially enhance the supporting power of the bear
ings. 

The Coal and Iron Region of North Carolina. 

Mr. Rody Ma her, of Bedford Co., this State, writes 
us from Greensboro, N. C, as follows: 

" M y visit to North Carolina began at Greensboro, 
and here let m e say, m y surprise began, for I did not 
expect to find it sucli a busy, prosperous and growing 
city. 1 recommend our young men who are contem
plating a change, to go to Greensboro. There area 
number of Northern people here, and all are doing 
well. 1 could write a great deal about this " City of 
Flowers," but coal and iron, is what I want to tell you 
about. 

Here I found tbe "Greensboro Coal and Mining 
Co." recently organized, with mines at Walnut Cove, 
Stokes County, about thirty miles distant. 

I visited this property, and was so interested that I 
remained several days, long enough to make a thorough 
examination. 1 will not tax you with a detailed ac
count of all I saw, but will say I was most agreeably 
surprised. The development of the property was 
only fairly begun, but the coal, taken out near the 
surface, is of such good quality, as to encourage ac
tive operations. It is semi-Bituniinous, and I think, 
will coke well. In burning, it produces great heat, and 
leaves no clinker. W h e n sufficient depth is reached, 
the coal must prove of very fine quality. This is the 
" fan River Coal Field," and tlie property must have 
been developed years ago, but for the lack of trans
portation facilities. Now two railroads are in close 
proximity, and the demand for this kind of coal is 
enormous. ̂  The Company has shipped only a small 
quantity, for experimental purposes, but have daily 
enquiries from coal consumers. The work is progress- . 
ing as rapidly as possible, and they expect to begin 
shipping in a few weeks. There are several good 
seams, and this Company may work two at the same 
time, to enable them to supply the demand, especially 
so, if it cokes well, as they will then supply the 
(ireensboro Steel furnaces. 
The iron properties, in the same County, are very 

valuable. 1 was shown some of the finest magnetic 
iron ore and manganese I ever saw. These" iron 
properties, are the finest in the South, and as the ore 
is so conveniently located for mining, the Company 
that develops them will reap an enormous harvest. 
Tbese properties, consisting of several thousand acres, 
have been secured, and a Company is about to be or
ganized, to develop them." 

Explosion of Gas. 

Thirteen men were burned by an explosion of gas at 
the Lehigh \Talley Coal Co.'s York Collierv at Potts
ville, Pa., on the Nth instant. One will probably die, 
the others will recover. 
The explosion occurred in a tunnel in the second 

lift of the slope. A shot fired had cut into the vein 
toward which the tunnel was being driven, and also 
liberated a strong feeder of gas. As'soon as the smoke 
had cleared away the men returned to the face, with 
naked lights on "their hats and fired the gas. The 
coal and timbers caught fire, and it was with consid
erable difficulty tbat the injured men were taken out. 
After the work of rescue was finished, tbe fire was ex
tinguished. Mine Inspector Gay visited the colliery 
the day before the accident, and while in the tunnel 
warned the men that they were approaching tbe coal, 
and directed that they go in with safety-lamps after 
each shot. Disobedience of this order was the cause 
of the accident. 

Mr. H. A. Kingsbury, for many years purchasing 
agent for tbe Lackawanna Iron and Coal Co., has 
opened a store room and office at No. 4:15 Spruce Street, 
this City, for the sale of Mine and Mill Machinery and 
Supplies. Among the spL-cialties bandied by Mr. 
Kingsbury, at manufacturers' prices, are the standard 
brands of gum belting, and mechanical rubber goods, 
manufactured by tbe Gutta Percha and Rubber Manu
facturing Co.; Chas. A. Schieren & Co's leather belt
ing ; the Jno. A. Roebling's Sons Co.'s wire ropes; 
safety-lamps of all descriptions; Gilbert's universal 
and interlocking wood split pulleys ; boilers, engines, 
and pumps of all descriptions ; iron and sleel in bars 
or sheets ; water and gas pipe ; chute plates ; forgings ; 
shafting, and hangers; and in fact all kinds of ma
chinery and supplies used in mine or mill work. Mr, 
Kingsbury's experience with the Iron and Coal Co. 
has specially fitted him for the business in which be 
has engaged, and we heartily commend his establish
ment to our readers as one in which they can secure 
first-class goods at prict's that will compete with any 
establishment in the country. 

Tbe Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, New York, 
Chicago, and Boston, are doing an immense business in 
their standard hoisting engines. They are enlarging 
their present works in Brooklyn, N, Y., and have just 
opened a branch house in Pittsburgh, at 99 First Ave
nue. It will be in charge of Mr. A. G. Harmes, of that 
city, and anyone desiring anything in the line on hoist
ing machinery will do well to give him a call. Our 
readers are cordially invited. 

Mr. AV. L. Bellis, of Cleveland, Ohio, manufacturer of 
the Bellis Mining Collar, writes us as follows : 

" Enclosed please find check in payment of bill of 
July 1st. Among recent new orders are those from 
Abbott and Blakslee, Coal Glen, Jefferson County Pa.; 
Tbe Cresson and Clearfield Coal and Coke Company, 
Frugality, Pa.; The Moundsville Coal Company, of West 
Yirgina; John Cooper & Co., Coopers, AVest Virginia, 
(two orders) ; St. Bernard Coal Company, Earlington, 
Ky.; H. S. Odbert, Canal Dover, Ohio; The Davis 
Mining Co., Davis, West A'ir-ginia, and many others. 
All purchasers speak in the highest terms of the collar, 
and have adopted it for general use. M y advertisement 
in T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R is the best one I have out." 
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T H E C O A L P R O D U C T I O N O F T H E 

U N I T E D STATES. 

E have compiled from the Census Bulletins 
compiled by Mr. John H. Jones and issued 
under the supervision of Dr. David T. Day, 

special agent in charge of the Division of Mines and 

Mining, an interesting table, which shows the wonder

fully rapid development of our vast coal resources. 

A study of thin table reveals some interesting facts. 

It shows that coal is mined in 29 of the 44 states of the 

Union, and that the coal fields are so located aa to be 

convenient not only to the presentgreat centers of pop

ulation, but also convenient to the portions of our 

territory that are most rapidly lieing populated by im

migrant*, from the North and East, and emigrants from 

Europe. 
The coal production has almost doubled in the pant 

decade, though the population has only increased 

24'57%. As the coal mined wa." all utilized it is evi

dent that not only has the domestic consumption large

ly increased, but the consumption of coal for steam, 

purposes in manufacturing establishments must have 

been increased in a ratio at least twice as large as that 

shown for the growth of the population. Compara

tively none of this coal was exported. 

In I860 the Anthracite coal produced comprised 

about 4 0 % of the total amount mined. In 1889 it 

represented about 32*30% of tbe whole production. 

That the ratio remains so high for Anthracite is re

markable, as the region producing it is of limited area, 

and the development of the western and southern 

fields placed a competitor in many markets, that owing 

to closer proximity and less cost of mining, could be 

sold at much lower prices. There were two features, 

however, that tended to keep the higher priced Anthra

cite from falling lower in the percentage, and they were 

its favorable location, so near the great centers of popu

lation and manufactures in the East, and its superiority 

as a domestic fuel. It will be seen from the table tbat 

while the production of Anthracite incre_u.ed but 59% 

the production of Pennsylvania Bituminous coal in. 

creased about 97%, and this greater increased produc

tion of Pennsylvania Bituminous, in connection 

with the remarkable increase in the neighboring States 

of Ohio, West Virginia, and Virginia, has material

ly restricted the growth of the Anthracite trade in 

eastern markets, and has been the cause of the low 

prices at which Anthracite has been sold and is now 

selling. 

Tbe development of the western and southern fields 

has also tended to restrict the market for Anthracite 

not only by meeting it in southern and western markets 

as a competitor, but by also wresting a large portion of 

the western and southern trade from the Pennsylvania 

Bituminous, and thus diverting it into eastern markets 

to compete with Anthracite, 

Another interesting feature of the table is the num

ber of employes at American collieries. The total 

number of 290,974 employes shows that a population 

of nearly or quite 1,200,000 people is directly depend

ent on the working ofthe coal mines; for a ratio of 

four to one in this instance is a very moderate one. 

The number of collieries given represents only those 

that ship their product to market by rail or water. 

The small mines worked for local sales are not in

cluded. 

R O A D T A X E S IN T H E A N T H R A C I T E 

REGIONS. 

J U D G E RICE, of Luzerne County, Pa., recently 
rendered a decision in the ease of Coxe Bros. & 

Co. and the supervisors of llazle and Foster Town

ships, in which he holds that Messrs. Coxe Bros. e-. Co. 

have the right to work out their road taxes, amounting 

to nearlv $4,000. The Xcranton Republican, in its issue 

•. for the 7th inst., designates the law under which this 

decision was made, "an absurd law" and criticises 

Hon. Eckley B. Coxe for taking advantage ofit. In the 

• course ofthe editorial it is stated that "The lower end 

- of Luzerne County is flooded with the cheapest kind of 

cheap foreign labor, brought there, by Mr. Coxe and 

other coal operators, and it will probably not cost Mr. 

; Coxe more than $2,500 to work out tbe $4,000 of his 

. road taxes." 

It is surprising that the Republican is so ignorant of 

the state of affairs in many ofthe townships in each of 

, the coal counties of tbe State, and also ignorant ofthe 

notorious fact that many township officials are best de

scribed by a term sometimes applied to them in 

Schuylkill County, viz.: "Township Robbers." Taxes 

for years, in some of these townships were either stolen 

outright or paid to cliques who did a minimum amount 

of work on tbe roads for a maximum price. The roads 

have been in miserable conditions at all seasons of the 

year, and as the heaviest taxpayers are the most fre

quent users of the roads, they naturally want them 

kept in good condition, especially when they pay the 

tax to have it done. With this object in view, the 

Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Co., the Le

high Valley Coal Co., and the Girard Estate have for 

years been working out their road taxes in Schuylkill, 

Columbia, and Northumberland Counties. The work 

is always done under the direction ol the township 

supervisor, but a check is kept on him by tbe employ

ment of a time-keeper, whose wages are paid by the 

corporations in addition to the full amount of the taxes 

levied. The result is better roads because some 

return is obtained for the money expended upon 

them. In Lackawanna and Luzerne Counties, thesame 

system has prevailed to a lesser extent and always with 

beneficial results to the taxpayers. In Pittston Town

ship, Luzerne County, and Carbondale Township, 

Lackawanna County, it has resulted in the full amount 

of money paid as road tax being spent intelligently 

on tbe roads, and prevented it from being diverted to 

line ihe pockets of dishonest township officials. 

Mr. Coxe in working out his road tax benefits the 

public. The roads will be k.pt in repair to the extent 

ofthe amount of his taxes at least, and the public will'. 

have better roads in llazle and Foster Townships tban 

they have had for years. Mr. Coxe will have the-

trouble and expense of seeing the taxes judiciously ex

pended but bis own teams will also have the advantage 

of good roads. 

As for the cheap labor in the lower part of Luzerne 

County, it was not brought there by "Mr. Coxe and 

other operators," any more than tbe better class of 

Irish, Welsh, and German emigrants were. They came 

at first in small numbers, and came voluntarily. Each 

Plun found that work was plenty and wages higher 

than he ever dreamed of at home, and each one of 

them became an emigrant agent, and induced others to 

come, and later arrivals are doing the same thing-

Their presence in the coal regions is due to our loose 

emigration laws. If any of them work on the town

ship roads, it is because the supervisors employ themr 

and they are paid the same wages as other laborers, 

when supervisors do not charge them premiums on 

their jobs. The supervisor has the power to employ 

the workmen, Messrs. Coxe Bros, only ask the right to 

pay them, and keep a check on the time-book. 

In connection with this matter the Republican com

mends Mr. Albert Lewis and Genl. Paul Oliver for the 

construction ofa road from Laurel Run to Bear Creek, 

in Luzerne County, which is an excellent piece of work, 

and was built at the expense ofthe gentlemen named. 

Inasmuch as the road mentioned is a greater con

venience to Messrs. Lewis and Oliver than to anyone 

else, we cannot see how they are entitled to more credit 

than Mr. Coxe is, as he is spending time and money to 

secure good roads and thus benefiting all residents of 

the townships affected and thousands of others who are 

compelled to use the roads. 

TABLE SHOWING A CONDENSED CENSUS OF T H E COAL INDUSTRY OF T H E UNITED STATES. 

STATES. 

Pennsylvania - Biturninou.. ......:...'..... 

Totals 

Production in 
Short Tons in Year 

1889. 

45,5-14,970 
3(5,174,089 
12,104,272 
9,970,787 
6,231,880 
1,061,704 
3,378,484 
2,9:59,716 
2,845,057 
2,567,823 
2,309,775 
2,360,536 
2,230,763 
1,025,680 
1,388,047 
993,724 
865,786 
732,832 
486,983 
363,301 
279,584 
236,001 
226,156 
186,179 
128,210 
67,431 
30,307 

140,747,591 

Production In 
Short Tons, in Year 

1880. 

28,640,810 
18,425,163 
6,116,377 
0,006,595 
1,829,844 
1,461,116 
328,972 

2,228.917 
1,454,327 
844.304 
946,288 
462,747 
771,142 
495,131 
589,595 
145,015 
43,079 

22-1 
14,778 

1M.994 
280,155 

100,600 
200 

71,336,582 

Increase. 

16,904,151 
17,748.926 
5,988,895 
3,968,192 
4,402,036 
2,600,588 
3,05-1,512 
710,798 

1,3911,730 
1,723,519 
1,453,487 
1,897,789 
1,459,621 
1,430,558 
799,352 
848,709 
822,707 
752,832 
480,983 
368,077 
'26-1,SOO 
236,601 
71,102 

•••93,976 
128,216 
"33,369 
30,107 

69,411,000 

Number of Persons 
Employed at 
Collieries. 

125,229 
53,780 
23,934 
19,3-13 
9,778 
9,198 
6,762 
3,734 
0,448 
6,789 
5,144 
4,645 
5,065 
4,108 
2,692 
1,8-17 
1,555 
1,867 
1,034 
857 
58S 
565 
733 
443 
5-19 
261 
76 

296,974 

Number of 
Collieries. 

2,039 

* Decrease. 

N O T E . — T h e produetiou given in first column is for calendar yea! 1889. That In the second column is for the year ending May 31,1 
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S E N S A T I O N A L J O U R N A L I S M A N D T H E 

COAL MINING- INTERESTS. 

I T is not astonishing that the mass of the 
American public possesses distorted and ridiculous 

views of the state of society and the relative 

positions of employers and employe*, in the coal 

fields. It is hard to see how it can possess any other 

views because its ideas are shared by and have 

been imbibed from "the Great American Educational 

Mediums "—the daily press. 

The dispatches which convey thi-i false information 

are in many instances sent tu metropolitan dailies 

by correspondents located in the coal regions, who are 

paid for their services in proportion tn the amount of 

sensation they can inject into their telegrams. They 

frequently convey tbe idea to general readers tbat col

liery owners and colliery officials are as a rule a set of 

inhuman fools. W e use tbe expression, harsh as it may 

seem, because it is tbe only one that aptly tits. The 

dispatches chronicling mine accidents are frequently 

couched in such terms as to leave the reader to infer 

that the colliery owners and otlicials have no regard 

either for human life or property. If such was the case 

they would certainly be inhuman fools. But, tbe col

liery owners and otlicials are men that stand deserved

ly hi*_:h in even* mining community. They not only 

use every possible means to prevent accidents for Hu

manity's sake, but do so for economic reasons as well. 

In the same manner the mine workers are indirectly 

traduced. The general impression throughout agricul

tural and manufacturing districts is that the miners are 

aset of roughs but little better than criminals. The 

reverse is the truth ; there is no class of workingmen 

that are possessed of larger hearts or have a higher 

regard for morality than American coal miners. 

If, owing to extensive mining operations, a slight de

pression of the surface occurs, it is heralded over the 

country as a great cave-in, by which whole towns were 

endangered, etc., eto. The facts usually are tbat a small 

portion of comparatively worthless surface is sacrificed 

to win coal beneath it that is of infinitely more value, 

and the colliery officials and mining engineers expected 

what slight caving there was. 

Many reputable journals do not want such matter 

from their correspomlents, but the news editors not 

having knowledge of the subject are imposed upon. 

There are other journals that require just such matter 

from their correspondents because their circulation is 

built up by appealing to the morbid taste for sensa

tional news of a certain portion of the public. 

In gome instances, colliery owners and colliery 

officials are themselves to blame. Because exagger

ated stories have been printed, they refuse to give re

porters the facts connected with important happenings 

around their collieries. The reporters are therefore 

compelled to get their information from unreliable and 

ill-informed sources and this in many instances causes 

the publication of misstatements. It would be far bet

ter if all colliery otlicials would make it a point to give 

full and correct information to the correspondents and 

then hold them responsible for misstatements. 

The local papers of the coal fields are not free from 

this fault of incorrectly reporting accidents and other 

colliery happenings and in their case there is not so 

much excuse as in the case of metropolitan journals. 

It is strange that editors, many of them born and 

raised in mining communities, will permit the publi

cation of incorrect and often ridiculous statements in 

their journals. They have every opportunity to get 

correct information, but they neglect to do so, and 

many of them show a lamentable ignorance of mining 

matters when commenting editorially on such subjects. 

The most important qualifications of a competent 

editor is a close acquaintance with the subjects of great

est importance to the community in which his journal 

is published. Yet, there are comparatively few editors 

in the coal regions who have even a superficial knowl

edge ofthe technicalities of coal mining, notwithstand

ing the industry is the source ofall the prosperity ofthe 

towns in which they reside. It is a very easy matter 

for them to post themselves, and there is no excuse for 

their publishing inaccurate and misleading statements. 

These sensational articles are mischievous in many 

ways. They perniciously affect tbe capital invested in 

coal mining, the labor employed therein, the value of 

real-estate in the mining communities, and the general 

business interests ofthe regions. 

They affect capital liy exciting tbe minds ofthe public 

against tbe operating interests, and make easy the work 

of mischievous demagogues who seek to further their 

own ends by injuring or ruining both capital and 
labor. 

They affect tbe labor employed in the mines by mak

ing it appear that colliery employes are devoid ofall 

morality, and are in general but one degree removed 

from the brute, when the actual fact is that the stand

ard of morality in mining communities is superior to 

that of either manufacturing or agricultural communi

ties, and the standard of intelligence among the miners 

is higher than that of most other classes of labor. 

They affect the value of real-estate and business in 

tbe coal fields by making it appear that lawlessness 

I prevails and that the working ofthe mines endangers 

the surface and all surface improvements. 

Taken all in all, the business interests of the coal 

regions of the United States are seriously affected by 

these false and sensational publications, and it is tbe 

duty of every citizen of those regions to assist in reme

dying tbe matter. The editors ofthe local journals can 

assist in the work by making it a point to publish only 

correct reports of colliery happenings and news intelli

gently written up. 

The colliery owners and colliery officials can assist 

by making it. a point to give the newspapers full and 

correct reports of all important occurrences, and the 

general public can assist by calling sensational resident 

press agents to account for their work. 

If all classes will combine to effect this result tlie 

prosperity of their communities will be enhanced, and 

capital and business will be attracted to the coal 

regions, instead of being seared away. 

CERTIFICATED MINE FOREMEN. 

THAT the employment of certificated mine fore
men has been attended with increased safety in 

the coal mines of Pennsylvania can easily be 

proven by reference to tbe Mine Inspectors' reports, 

Vet there are men who, professing to be friends of 

the miners, advocate the abolishment of this section 

of the mine laws. The greater safety in mines due 

to the employment as mine foremen of such men 

as have by a careful examination proven themselves 

qualified to fill the position (many bosses hold service 

certificates) should ensure tbe perpetuity of the plan 

in Pennsylvania and its adoption in every other coal 

mining State in the Union. 

Complaints are made by some that the examina

tions are too rigorous. W e do not think they are. 

A successful mine boss is a man of broad views, and 

the more intimately he is acquainted with the sciences 

connected with mining the better he is equipped to 

manage the colliery with safety and economy. W e 

wish it understood tbat we consider the theoretical 

portion of his education of fully as much importance as 

his practical knowleLlge or experience." Theory is 

merely some one else's practical experience recorded 

for the use of others, and the more of such theory a 

mine boss obtains tbe better is he qualified to fill his 

position. 

Tbe mine foreman who has no knowledge of min

ing, except that gleaned in his own narrow experience. 

does not amount to much. And the one who is fa

miliar with theories and has had no practical expe

rience, is wanting in the ability to make use of his 

knowledge. What is required in tbe successful mine 

foreman is a judicious combination of theory and 

practice. The object of the examinations is to prove 

that each candidate possesses these qualifications. 

These examinations when the law went into effect 

in Pennsylvania, some five years ago, were compara 

tively simple. Since then they have been made more 

rigorous, aud this is right. 

To be a success the mine foreman should be famil

iar with the practice and theory of mine ventilation. 

That he knows that the simple formula 

is so, is not enough. H e should know why it is so. 

H e should understand the laws of friction of air in 

mines; and to be able to calculate what current ve

locity or pressure he may require, he should thor

oughly understand mensuration. His knowledge of 

the gases met with in coal mines should not cease 

with knowing tbat certain percentages of fire-damp 

in the air are explosive, and that certain percentages 

of other gases are poisonous. Neither should it end 

with a knowledge of their specific gravities. He 

should know all about the conditions governing tbe 

occurrence of gases in mines, and as it is impossible 

that any individual can obtain this knowledge by bis 

own experience, a mine foreman must be a reatler 

and a student to be qualified for the place. -Vs well 

put a child in charge of a powder magazine, as a nian 

who does not read, and in his ignorance professes to 

despise book learning, in charge of a gaseous col

liery. 

The mine foreman should understand not only the 

use of tbe various safety-lamps, but their construction 

and principles as well. Otherwise he will not know 

when a lamp is in safe condition or how to make it 

safe. H e should have an elementary knowledge of 

geology, and the more he knows of tbe L'eology of the 

coal field he works in tbe better. lie should under

stand mechanics, so as to be able to take advantage 

of every thing that will make tlie extraction of coal 

safer, and more economical. H e should understand 

tbe principles involved in the construction and oper

ation of steam boilers, and engines. His knowledge 

of pumps should be thorough. He cannot be too well 

versed in practical and theoretical mechanics. H e 

should have a thorough knowledge oi surveying, and 

should be able to read a mine map at a glance, and if 

necessary, bring the surveys up to dab\ 

Some of our readers will say, " you would require 

a mine foreman to be not only a practical miner, but 

a mining engineer, a mechanical engineer, and 

chemist as well." W e heartily wish be could be all 

four. W e do not think that the examinations should 

be so strict as to compel the candidate to fully reach 

the standard outlined above, but we do think they 

should determine that he has an elementary knowl

edge of the branches mentioned. If be has this 

knowledge be will, as a rule, thirst for more, and will 

not cease bis studying because be has a certificate. 

lie will know that the little knowledge he possesses 

makes his work easier, and his services more valua

ble. He will realize tbat if he continues his studies 

he will know still more, and be able to grapple suc

cessfully with more serious obstacles, and thus be 

worth more to his employer anil merit promotion and 

increase of salary. Tbe most successful colliery offi

cials are not those who have merely studied enough to 

secure certificates. They are those who keep on 

studying both books and the works of others. They 

donot expect to learn all from their own narrow ex

periences, and seek to profit by the experiences of 

others. The old saying, that "experience is a good-

teacher," is a true one, but it is not true of our in

dividual experience only. W e can learn more from 

the experience of others working in the same line as 

ourselves because there are more workers, and there

fore more experiences to study. All that the student 

who is preparing himself for examination learns from 

books is the experience of others who have gone be

fore, and with the advantage of their experience, and 

his own, he will be well equipped for his work. Tbe 

mere possession of a State certificate of competency 

does not fit a man for successful mine management 

There are other qualifications necessary, and without 

them no man can secure a position, or if he does, he 

will not hold it long. But this can be truthfully said : 

Every man of good habits and good judgment, who 

possesses the faculty of handling men, and who does 

not cease his studies, and observations, will eventually 

reach the desired goal, and be a success. 

Some time ago we received the following letter from 

a subscriber in the Wyoming Valley : " Please stop 

m y COLLIERY E N G I N E E R ; I don't need it no more as 

I past tbe last examination." This man is not likely 

to be employed as a mine foreman. He has made 

the mistake of considering his mining education com

pleted, when it has only commenced. 

OA\A\EHT /\]SD \J OTICE. 

>-pHE statement is frequently made that the use of 

*~ safety-lamps is injurious to the eyes of the miners 

though till recently no corroborative evidence accom

panied tbe statement. However, the matter has been 

practicallv tested in Great Britain, by Dr. J. Court, of 

Stavely, who investigated the matter on behalf of the 

Derbyshire miners, and bis examination ofa number of 

miners working with safety-lamps and an equal 

number using naked lights will throw considerable 

light upon the question. As nearly one-half the coal 

raised in the Midland district is worked bv the use of 

safety-lamps, Dr. Court undertook to see 500 persons 

using the former and 501) using the latter. The exami

nations show that out of 524 persons using safety-lamps 

there were 164 afflicted with nystagmus, 127 had ni<**ht 

blindness, and 61 photophobia. This clearly proves that 

there is a serious amount of disease, and in striking con

trast with tbe disease found amongst tbe 573 miners 

using naked light, of w h o m only 32 had nystagmus, 1 

had photophobia, and 12 night blindness. This differ

ence is made greater still when it is borne in mind that 

out of tbese 32 cases of nystagmus 29 of the men had 

previously used safety-lamps, and the one man with pho

tophobia and 11 ofthe casesof night blindness had also 

been employed in mines worked with the safety-lamps. 

In other words, of the 544 men who had always used 

naked lights, there were only 3 who had nystagmus, 

and they worked with candles. Amongst tbe torch-
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light men, 228 in number, there was not a single case 

Dr. Court is of opinion that the insufficient light of 

the • afely-lamps is the chief, if not tbe sole, cause of 

nystagmus, night blindness, and photophobia. 

A T a recent meeting ofthe Lancashire Branch ofthe 

•**- National Association of Colliery Managers, the 

chairman. Mr. J. H. Tonge, of Hulton Collieries, read 

an interesting paper on the effect of varying atmos

pheric pressures on gases in coal mines. H e said, con

sidering tbe eflect of varying atmospheric pressure in 

mines, there appeared to be a divergence of opinion 

amongst mining engineers, and others whose attention 

had been directed to Ihe subject, as to tbe diflerent ef

fects in a mine generating gas of a rising or falling 

barometer. Numerous experiments tended to prove 

that gas in the strata existed under very varying press

ure. H e thought they might, from experiments and 

from sudden outbursts with which most colliery 

managers were familiar, assume that this outward press

ure of the gas depended almost entirely upon the 

nature ofthe strata. But what they had really to fear, 

when gas existed in the strata—was tbe removal of 

strata— be it coal, shale, mineral rock, or whatever 

might have formed the barrier—at a moment when 

some defective or open lamp stood directly in the path 

of tbe liberated gas. Under such circumstances the 

volumes of gas rushed forth at such a rate that it ef

fectually refused to allow tbe pure air to mix with it. 

H e would feel safe in saying it was probable tbat 

gas existed in tbe goaves of many collieries to such an 

extent that a sudden lowering of tbe barometer would 

mean an explosion unless—and this be thought a 

point well worthy of attention—the liberated gas could 

get to the upcast shaft without coming in contact with 

a naked light. H e further believed that gas might ex

ist in any ofthe mines—and did actually exist in some 

—under such conditions that nothing but the strict ex

clusion of naked lights from its path, nothing but the 

most perfect system of lighting, could ensure safety. 

The official who neglected or treated this question 

lightly deserved the severest censure; he who could 

improve and perfect their lighting system would deserve 

well of his country. 

I T probably does not occur to the average reader of a technical paper that the expenses incident to its 

publication are much greater than those of ordinary 

newspapers, though the subscription price is less. If 

the leading technical papers of the country had only 

such an income as is derived from sub-cribers they 

would either degenerate into insignificance or cease 

publication. It is the advertising patronage tbat makes 

such journals profitable, and enables the publishers to 

furnish first cla.t literature to their subscribers, by em

ploying first-class talent. W e are constantly receiving 

letters from all parts of the country commending and 

extolling this journal. Tbese are very pleasant evi

dences that our efforts to make T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R 

the leading mining journal of the world are appreciated. 

However, our friends can show their appreciation in an

other way, and a more effective one. Every advertiser 

in the.journal, through bis patronage, not only brings 

his goods to your attention, but he assists in building 

up tbe standard of the journal. Therefore, as long as 

his goods are as cheap and as of good or better quality 

than others he should have your patronage, and you 

should, when sending him either inquiries or orders, 

mention the fact that you saw bis advertisement in 

T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER. All our advertisers are sub

stantial firms and are the leading firms in their li es in 

the country, and they are entitled to your patronage. 

W E have received from Mr. Morgan G. Thomas, 

Inspector of the Third Mining District, of Iowa, 

advance sheets of his annual report, in which he very 

strongly sets forth the necessity of a geological survey 

of the State. Mr. Thomas shows in an intelligent 

manner the advantages that will accrue to all classes 

of the States' population by having the mineral re

sources of the State intelligently examined into and 

reported on. The coal resources of Iowa, alone, are 

far greater than many of its citizens know, and if the 

citizens of the State, who are most interested in its 

welfare, have no knowledge of the extent of their 

most plenteous mineral, capital anil enterprise from 

other States can not be attracted, because strangers 

can not be expected to be familiar with conditions 

that are not known to the residents of tbe State. Tbe 

same truth will apply to other minerals, and Mr. 

Thomas should have the support of every intelligent 

citizen of the State in bis efforts to have a geological 

survey started and maintained. Another excellent 

suggestion that he makes in his report is the estab

lishment of State mining schools. Iowa's mining in

terests are being rapidly developed, and they should 

be developed intelligently. The only way this can be 

done is by tbe application of skill and intelligence 

as well as brute force. The miners themselves cannot 

afford to maintain such schools, but the State can, 

and the State will profit by establishing them. More 

coal is lost by unskilled working each year in Iowa 

tban would pay for the maintenance of a dozen such 

Fchools. As this coal represents a large portion of the 

States' wealth, it is evident tbat it will profit by the 

establishment of free mining schools as suggested by 

Mr. Thomas. 

•""pHE Fall Meeting of the American Institute of 

•** Mining Engineers will be held at Glen Summit, 

Luzerne Co., Pa., beginning October 61b. Aside from 

tbe regular attractions, both scientific and social, that 

render the meetings particularly enjoyable, the happy 

selection of beautiful Glen Summit, with its excellent 

hotel accommodations, will make this meeting particular

ly enjoyable. Glen Summit is on tbe top ofthe AVilkes-

Barre Mountains. It overlooks the beautiful Wyoming 

Valley on one side, ai*yj on the other sides tbewild 

mountain scenery is unsurpassed in America. At the 

time of the meeting the foliage will be very beautiful, 

and will vary in tints from the dark green of the 

massive evergreens to the brilliant scarlet and vellow of 

the maples and other varieties of mountain trees. The 

Glen Summit Plotel is one of the largest and most 

popular summer hotels in the country, and the natural 

attractions surrounding it are equal to those of any 

mountain resort in America. Its location is particular

ly convenient to Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, and all other 

points of interest in the Wyoming and Lackawanna 

Valleys, on one side, and to the principal points in the 

Lehigh region on the other side. The train service, 

passing the hotel is excellent, as it is on the main line 

ofthe Lehigh Valley Railroad. 

THE ANTHRACITE TRADE. 

Mr. C. D. Simpson Proposes Control of the Trade 
"Which "Will Control. 

The Anthracite coal trade is very quiet, but pros
pect" are very favorable for a good fall trade. The 
sales-agents of the large companies met on the 29th 
ult., and agreed to limit the tonnage for August to 
3,000,000 tons, and there is good reason to believe that 
the coal producing interests will this month use every 
effort to keep the production down to these figures. 
In pursuance of this plan, the Philadelphia & Read
ing Coal and Iron Co. suspended operations at all its 
collieries on tbe (ith and 7th, and it will carry out this 
programme of shutting down on the last two days of 
the week until tbe market is in satisfactory shape. 
The other large companies will also do their share. 
The production for the week ending August Sth was 
72S.054 tons, and for the year to tbat date was 
22,557,095 tons, an increase over last vearto the same 
date of 2.800,200 tons. The determined effort at re
striction wliich will now be made is a necessary one. 
But some method should be adopted to repnla'te tbe 
busine.s. Mr. ('. 1'. Simpson, ofthe firm of Simpson e-i 
AVatkins, of this city, in a recent communication to 
The < 'oal Trade Journal, shows tbe great necessity for 
this and makes practical suggestions as follows : 

" 1 have no faith in the theory that lower prices for hard 
coal would broaden the market enough to give us full time 
work at profitable prices, for within certain narrow limits 
I think that the consumption demand is definable, sub 
ject of course to such an advantage (advantage to Anthra
cite) as the cuke strike which probably added something 
under a million tons to the demand this year. So even if 
tolls to tide-water were made $1, we should still need re
striction during the first six months of tlie year. Of course 
a joint commission having charge not only of all coal 
mined but of routes and prices, would be of incalculable 
benefit to ihe whole trade, but such a radical change in 
methods is yet out of the question, the discussion should 
be confined to some simple plan at the start. 
Even under our present theory each transportation in

terest knows its allotment whatever the gross tonnage for 
the year may he; why then should there he overproduc
tion and forced sales earlv in the season':' Can there he a 
feeling that prices are likely to decline later on? W e 
know that dealers hesitate tu buy at early spring prices 
having been taught by experience that prices are often if 
not usually lower iu July and August than in April and 

May. Here then I put our first radical mistake. Tbe 
matter should be arranged as practically to guarantee to 
buyers that spring prices would be Tlie lowest ofthe season. 
If this were well understood large orders woidd be re
ceived early, mining, selling and transporting of coal 
would he more evenly distributed throughout the year, and 
the amount of coal now requiring expensive storage but 
then taken care of by dealers, would surprise all of us. 
But why is this not done now ? I have talked with many 
in the trade and while individually they all agree on the 
main points, collectively they seem helpless, although 
something of this kind has been worked at since 1886. The 
simple thing to do as a remedy is to see tbat spring prices 
are actually the lowest of the season and that these will gradu
ally be advanced. The sales-agents now spend part of their 
time in accusing each other of cutting prices. I suggest 
the employment of a clear-headed, honest, dignified man, 
not interested in mining but familiar with the trade, who 
shall make the allotment i'or each week's mining, after ad
vising with representatives of each interest; this man's 
advice to be strictly followed. He would by means of his 
position be in touch with the whole trade and the best 
judge of the general situation. While I think there would 
be little occasion for such a thing, he might in addition 
investigate charges of price cutting so far as the interests 
of the trade at large might require it. Agreement on ton
nage is the main point I would insist upon : agreement un 
price is secondary and might indeed be omitted altogether, 
if the former be lived up to. Supply and demand govern 
prices; we cannot get from under this law of all commerce, 
if we would. So if we take care of the spring prices by 
sufficient restriction, the later prices will take care of 
themselves." 

Mr. Simpson in stating the Anthracite coal trade 
will prove most profitable when conducted on the prin
ciple of securing fair prices instead of relying for prof
its on a larger output secured by a policy of encour
aging consumption with verv low prices is not mere 
supposition. In the years 1877 and 1879 there was 
unlimited production and competition. Although the 
cost of mining coal those years, owing to the large 
production, was verv considerably reduced, yet tbe 
prices fell off in far greater ratio, and the losses of all 
interested were so great that the companies gladly 
settled their differences and returned to the policy of 
restriction. Mr. Simpson is not theorizing. H e is 
stating the results of experience. It has been proven 
that the capacitv to produce Anthracite coal is 
greater than the "markets can be made to absorb 
even when prices are so low as not to 
repay the cost of mining and transportation and that 
the trade can only be profitably conducted with restric
tion. 
The trade is now supposed to be directed and man

aged but, it is so poorly controlled that buyers are not 
protected in the regulation of prices. Mr. Simpson calls 
attention to the greatest, difficulty when he states that 
"dealers hesitate"to buy at early spring prices having 
been taught by experience that prices are often if not 
usually lower in Julv and August than in April and 
Mav."' His suggestion that matters be so arranged as to 
guarantee to buyers that spring prices will be the lowest 
ofthe season is eminently practical. In order to do 
this it will lie necessary to have the whole trade in such 
control as to be able to regulate the output beyond perad-
venture. This will require the strengthening ofthe ar
rangement among tbe coal companies liy which thetrade 
is now unsuccessfully regulated. The suggestions of Mr. 
Simpson's lettershouhl receive the careful consideration 
ofall interested in the business since there is not likely 
to be much money in mining Anthracite coal until they 
are carried into effect. 
The Bituminous Trade. 

Tbe Bituminous coal trade is dull. Large quantities 
are being mined and shipped to markets to fill old 
yearly contracts. There is but little new business 
being done, but prices are fairly good. Consumers, as a 
rule, have large stocks on band, having taken advantage 
of tbe low water freights that have prevailed for some 
time, not only on the coast but on the lakes as well. 
As a rule, harmony prevails in all regions, and there 
are no serious labor trotibles to record in any of the 
American coal fields. 

The Coke Trade. 

The coke trade is quiet and prices still continue low. 
But lr,% of the ovens in tbe C'onnellsville region were 
in blast during tbe past month, and production at 
these was restricted by running but four or five days 
a week. The Council seillc Courier, in its issue of the 
7th inst., quotes prices as follows : furnace coke, $1.90 ; 
foundry coke, S2.30 ; crushed coke, S2.05 ; all f. o. b. cars 
at ovens, per ton of 2,000 lbs. 

Tbe new metal "Perfection Bronze," manufactured 
by tbe Eastwood Mfg. Co., of Belleville, N. J,, has been 
proven by practical tests in the highly acidulated mine 
water of the Anthracite regions to be practically inde
structible, and it is bound to become tbe favorite metal 
for pump rods, pump barrels, valves, etc. etc. The 
company manufacturing it is prepared to furnish it 
either in bulk or castings as desired, and we recom
mend those of our readers who are having trouble with 
their pumps or other machinery to correspond with the 
Eastwood Co. 

ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 
Statement of Anthracite coal shipments, for month of June, 1S91, compared with same period last year. 

Compiled from returns furnished by the Mine Operators, by John H. Jones, Chief of Bureau of Anthracite 
Coal Statistics. 

Prom Wyoming Region, 
from Lehigh Region, 
[•'rom Schuylkill Region, 
Total ~ - ^ -

J U N E 
1891. 

J U N E 
1890. 

FOR YEAH. FOR YEAR 

1891. 1890. 

2 in-l,0f>.'IK) I .Mas, 70S 11.1 Inc. 
584,100'03 571,199-OG Inc. 

1,0112,079*00 1,005,054-12 Inc. 
3,780,242-03 3,44."...-.02'OS Inc. 

DIFFERENCE. 

L.i,.,:i5l*)ti !i.;,s-l,'J,'iL'-|l 7,K*V-.,7.I2-iKHric. 1.72S,._n*ll 
12,90017 2.!M:I;.,7211:. 2,9..0,i.;i.Vlu Dec. 2G.S9317 
2G,424'0SJ 5,477,119-1.7' 4,n70,fiO,r)*Oa;inc. 897,513*19 

334,6791517,905,01.111 15,365,952-18 Inc. _2,-W9,l-10'13 

T h e stock of coal o n b a n d at tide-water shipping points, J u n e 30, 1891, w a s 678,144 tons; o n M a y 31st, 
1891, 602,874 tons ; decrease, 14,730 tons. 
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CERTIFICATED MINE OFFICERS IN IL
LINOIS. 

An Ad to provide for 
and tony ulah ih. i 

The L a w Recently Enacted Requiring* Mine Foremen 

to Have Certificates of Competency. 

Examination 0/ mine managers, 
ployment. 

S E C T I O N 1. B, it enacted bi/ tin People A Ihe Ante of 
Illinois, represented in the Gt nrrnl Ass, mbly : That in order 
to secure greater efficiency in the management of coal 
mines, and a higher standard of qualifications in those 
who have immediate responsibility for the health and 
safetv of persons emploved in coal mines, it shall be un
lawful, except as hereinafter provided, after the first 
day of January, 1892, for any person to assume or at
tempt to discharge the duties of mine manager, at any 
coal mine equipped for shipping coal by rail or water, 
or any mine whose output may be twenty-five or more 
tons per day, unless he shall hold such a certificate as 
to bis qualification for that position as may be required 
by this act from tin' State Board of Mine Examiners: 
Provided, that tbe term mine manager is here intended 
to mean any person who is charged with the general 
direction of the underground work, or of both the 
underground and top work, of any coal mine, and who 
is commonly known and designated as mine boss, or 
foreman, or pit boss. 

SEC, 2. The certificates provided for.in tbe (irstsection 
of this act may be either certificates of competency or 
certificates of service, and any person may acquire such 
certificate by appearing before the State Board of 
Examiners appointed by the commissioners of labor 
for the examination and inspection of mines, and sub
mitting to such an examination as to his competency, 
or length of service, as may be prescribed by this act 
and tbe said examiners. 

SEC. 3. Meetings of said boards shall be held at such 
times and places, and shall be conducted under such 
rules, conditions, and regulations as the members of 
said Boards may deetnmost efficient for carrying into ' 
effect the spirit and intent of this act. Said Board 
shall, after each of its several meetings, make report of 
its action and of its term of service to the State Com
missioners of Labor, and tbe sum of three dollars a day 
and traveling expenses for each day devoted to tin-
service required by this act, which shall not exceed 
eighty days in all during any one year, shall be paid 
to each of the members of said board upon vouchers 
sworn to by them and approved by the Governor, and 
the Auditor of Public .Vccounts is hereby authorized to 
draw his warrant on the Treasurer, payable out of any 
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, in 
favor of the said members of the Board of Examiners 
for the amounts thus shown to be due them. 

SEC. 4. Certificates of qualification or competency 
shall be conferred upon any citizen ofthe United States 
who shall submit to and satisfactorily pass such an ex
amination as to his fitness for the duties and responsi
bilities of mine managers as said examiners shall pro
vide; and certificates of service shall be conferred upon 
any citizen of the United States who shall pivsent 
satisfactory evidence of having had at least four years' 
practical experience in coal mines, and of having 
served as mine manager continuously and satisfactorily, 
and for the same person or firm, for one year next pre
ceding the passage of this act, but the bolder of such 
certificate shall not be eligible to employment by any 
other person or firm until be shall also haveobtained a 
certificate of competency upon examination. The certi
ficates herein provided for shall be issued by the State 
Board of Examiners, and be registered in the office of 
the Commissioners of Labor at tbe eapitol, where a record 
ofall certificates issued shall be kept. Such certificates 
shall contain the full name, age, and place of birth of 
the recipient, and also the length and nature of bis pre
vious service in and about coal mines. All applicants 
for tbe certificates herein provided for shall, before be
ing examined, pay to the Board the sum of one dollar 
each, and those who receive certificabss shall pay 
an additional sum of two dollars each, all of which fees 
shall be accounted for and covered into the State 
treasury. 

SEC. 5. After January 1, 1802, no owner, operator, or 
agent of any mine to whicli this act applies shall em-
ploy any mine manager who does not hold either 
the certificate of competency or service herein pro
vided for, and if any accident shall occur in any mine 
in whicli a mine manager shall be employed who has 
no certificate of competency or service as required by 
this act. by which any miner shall be killed or injured, 
he or his heirs shall have right of action against such 
operator, owner, or agent, and shall recover the full 
value of the damages sustained : IVocided, that in case no 
suitable or satisfactory certified mine manager can be 
obtained by any operator at the date herein specified. 
such operator may place any competent man in tem
porary charge of bis mine to act as mine manager un
til such time as a suitable certified manager may be 
found: Prodded, tbat the time be not more than three 
months from the date aforesaid. Tbe said Board of 
Examiners shall be furnished by tbe Secretary of State 
with the necessary blanks, blank books, and stationery. 
Any violations of the provisions of this act shall be 
deemed a misdemeanor and be punished accordingly. 
Approved June 18, 1891. 

Mine Inspectors' Examination. 

An examination for two Inspectors was held at 
AVilkes-Barre, Pa., during the week commencing 
August 3d, bv the following Board of Examiners: 
Chairman, John B. Law, C. E., Pittston, Pa., L. 0. 
Emmerich, C. E., Hazleton, Pa., Geo. Frye, Dunmore, 
Pa., Martin McCormick, Dunmore, Pa., and Lewis 
Harris, AVilkes-Barre, Pa. Mr, Andrew Bryden, of 
Pittston, Pa., was appointed Secretary by the Board. 
The positions to be tilled were caused by the expira
tion of the term of Patrick Blewitt, and tbat created 
by the division of Mr. Blewitt's, or tbe First district, 

with the addition of several collieries from the Second 
district. • 
There were fourteen applicants, as follows : Anthony 

J. Gallagher, Wilkes-Barre ; Patrick Blewitt, Scranton; 
AVm. E. Howell, Plymouth; Thomas Protheroe, Dun
more; John T. McDonald, Forty Fort; W m . II. Hos-
kins, AYilkes-Barre; Jenkin T, Reese, Scranton; E<1-
ward Roderick, Stockton : I>. O. Pritchard, Nanticoke; 
Thomas S. Morgan. Scranton; E. W . Scharar, Scran 
too; Alexander Aikman, Scranton; David E. Jones, 
'Ocn Lynn; Anthony Ford, Pittston. 

Complimentary Banquet to Ex-Inspector King*. 

Mr. Austin King, who resigned tbe inspectorship of 
the Eighth Bituminous District of Pennsylvania, to ac
cept the superiutendency ofthe Leisenriiig No. :: Shaft 
and coke plant of the ll. ('. Frick Coke Company, was 
tendered a banquet at the 1'assmore House, Philips-
burg, Pa., on the evening of July 80th, by a number of 
tbe minei-s of his district. Tbe occasion was a most en
joyable one and the speeches made were the sincere ex
pressions of the good will of theminers ofMr. King'sdis-
trict. During the course of the evening Mr, R. A. Kins-
loe, editor of Ihe Magi-/Corner's Journal, presented Mr. 
King, on behalf of the c o m p a n y assembled, the follow
ing address, which was handsomely printed on white 
satin : 

AN ADDRESS TO AUSTIN KINO, 

LATE JUNE INSl'ElTOR 01* THE ElCllTM lUTl'.MlNQVS COAI. DISTRICT 

OF PENNSYLVANIA, MADE Al' A BANQUET (UVEN IN UIS 

HONOR, IN I'll U.I PSBl'filJ, JULY 30, 1891, BV A N I'M BER 
OF HIS APPRECIATIVE FRIENDS AMONL1 

llli: MINERS. 

SIR : — You are this evening the guest of only a few of the 
thousands of miners, as well as others, who, had tlie op
portunity been extended them, would have been present 
and given personal endorsement to the sentiments con
tained in thi--address. It is sometimes, and by some per
sons, held that to-give the meed uf praise to a deserving 
official or public servant is unnecessary, if not out of place, 
because the faithful .illiciul or public servant is self-satisfied 
with tlie consciousness of having performed his duty, and 
having done only bis duty, no more or no less, is entitled 
to nothing furtlier, except the material reward such service 
brings. That is. possibly, true from the standpoint of une 
who, seeking to know his ditty, performs it without fear. 
favor, or affection, vet hardly true from the standpoint ol' 
those wlci have been the beneficiaries oi his services. Your 
heartily thai in doing yonrduty, in accordance with your 
understanding "l the several provisions ofa not-at-all oner-
mis law, are entitled to carry away with you some token of 
their esteem and appreciation for your uniform course in 
insisting that tbe law should he obeyed, no matter whether 
it affected this or that operator, or this or that boss, or this 
or that miner. In the performance of your various duties-
no doubt often unpleasant—you were no respector of per
sons, and that you were not able in each instance to better 

"metallic" paint. Twenty years' experi 
monstrated bevond question that a tin root 
with Dixon's Graphite paint will not requ 
in ten to fifteen years. This makes it the 
ical paint n o w in the market. 

Lig-htning* Enters a Mine. 

Mr. SVL W. Jenkins, of Sharon, Pa., who 
epted the position of snpi * fo 

id i lav 

wordei 
Had the law been 

ements-great and 
y speaking, would 

have been more pronounced und nmre numerous. In the 
matter of air, alone, there is hardly a mine in which an im
provement has not taken place under your administration, 
and on account of your watchfulness; and in the matter of 
accidents, that these have not been less frequent is largely 
owing to the persistence with which m a n y miners disobeyed 
your very plain orders, For tlie miners to fail to make 
some public acknowledgement ofthe good things you have 
done fur them, and indirectly for the operator;., would. 
whatever you m a y say or think about, be a failure on our 
part to give you that encouragement for furtlier faithfulness 
to which the conscientious workman in every sphere is 
entitled, as well as an encouragement to the others who 
may come after you, to acquit themselves as you have 
acquitted yourself—not to say this much would lie it failure 
on our part to show tbe measure of appreciation that is due 
from us as a recognition of merit and worth wherever the 

labor, the reward tbat always follows aide, honest, and con
scientious ilischarge of duty, together with genial, courteous 
intercourse with those w h o m you work, will be yours, 

A F e w Words About Painting*. 

There is a class of oils which, when thinly spread, in 
contact with the air undergo a certain chemical change 
called "drying." Linseeif oil has this "drying" 
property in a high degree; hem-e its value iu the 
preparation of oil paints. The drying property of the 
oil is increased by the addition of what are called 
" dryers ; " they enable the oil to become more quickly 
converted into a tough, elastic solid. Too much dryer 
causes the paint to peel or blister. Paint properly 
spread should be in a thin layer, as the paint begins to 
dry first at the surface. Paint laid on by an unpracticed 
hand may require weeks to dry, whereas, if the coat 
had been properly applied, it would have dried in 
eight or ten hours. Paint too heavily laid on will show 
the want of skill in the hand tbat applied it by its 
"pitted" and wrinkled appearance. 
The amount of paint required to cover a given sur

face will vary with tbe temperature at which it is ap
plied, and will also be modified by the nature and 
character ofthe surface to be covered, and whether the 
surfaces are horizontal or vertical. Lastly, all other 
conditions being the same, the amount of paint re
quired to cover any given surface will vary with the 
skill of the band that applies the paint. This has been 
most strikingly illustrated in a large number of tests 
tbat we have caused to be made in order to determine 
the spreading power of Dixon's Graphite Paint, manu
factured by the Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, 
N. J., in comparison with tbe lead and mineral paints. 
Innumerable tests, made by painters who have had no 
self interest in the matter whatever, have shown that 
when used side by side, and under conditions similar 
in every way, Dixon's Graphite Paint will cover three 
tirnes more surface than any lead paint, and from two 
to three times more surface tban any " mineral" or 

man ofthe H. K. AVick Coal Mine, at Chestnut Ridge. 
Pa., had a singular experience with lightning during 
a storm on July 14th. Mr. Jenkins and Air. McKnight 
were in the mine during some surveying, there being no 
minora at work. The former had his instrument in the 
center ofthe track while the latter was a short distance 
from him. They heard it thunder and knew there was 
a storm above. Suddenly a ball of fire came rolling 
along the rails, and when near Mr. Jenkins it jumped 
from the rail ami exploded with a loud report, the fire 
going in every direction, a spark striking his right baud 
which benumbed the whole arm. Mr. McKnight had 
been standing with one heel near or against the rail, 
from which he received a severe shock. At the time 
tbe men were fifty feet under ground and two hundred 
feet from tbe shaft. On ascending they found that the 
engine house had been struck, and the engineer, 
Mr. Kennedy, stunned. Mr. Kennedy stated that when 
he rallied from tlie shock, which bethought was within 
two or three minutes, be found some clothing that bad 
been hanging on tbe waU burned and the boards on fire, 
which he extinguished with a bucket of water. 

Tin Evening Chronicle, that very lively Pottsville pa
per, is authority for the statement that Inspectors Mc-
Murtiie, of Ashland; Stein, of Shenandoah, and Gay, 
of Pottsville, helil their regular weekly meeting at the 
latter city on Saturday. The boys are in the habit of 
meeting around and having contlabs, and tbe state
ment would not attract unusual attention were it not 
for the fact that the receipt of the Shaw machines is 
given as the subject under discussion. "The machine 
is not to be taken into the mines," continues The Chron
icle, " it remains in the office of the mine inspector. 
This official gathers the gas by means of rubber bags, 
which have a pumping apparatus attached." Such 
being the case, we don't wonder tbe inspectors met and 
talked it over. The Black Diamond knows these gen
tlemen very well. They are all three great, bioad-
shouldered, noble-hearted men, capable of lifting a 
baby with infinite tenderness or resenting an insult 
with ferocious severity ; but when it comes to carrying 
bags of gas around the country the subject certainly 
requires careful consideration on their part. Oh ! for 
another excursion ! one of the features of which shall 
be a procession of mine inspectors, each with a well 
filled gas-bag. I )h ! for a glimpse of the expression on 
Inspector 'lav's face when he brings home bis first 
charge. — Black l>ia>u.,.«t. 

3 ° ° K REVI 
IEW. 

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION H A N D - B O O K , by F. B. Badt, 

Chicago, Electrician Publishing Co. This little book 
belongs to the Hand-Book series, which, owing to con
venient shape ami condensation of matter has been so 
favorably received during the past few years. Prof. 
Badt, the author, is a practical electrician and before 
locating in America was a First Lieutenant in the 
Royal Prussian artillery. lie has made electricity a 
life study, and bis Electric Tcunsutixsion IFand-liook is a 
valuable contribution to technical literature. It is 
just such a hookas ha- been needed by electrical stu
dents and all persons interested either directh or in
directly in the subject of electrical transmission of 
power,"and we predict for it a large sale. It is neatly 
bound in cloth and sells at the reasonable price of one 
dollar. Orders will be promptly filled by T H E COL-
I.IERV E N G I N E E R CO. 

H A N D Y LIST or B O O K S ON M I N E S A N D M I N I N G . — A 
Reference Catalogue by II. E. Haferkorn. Milwaukee, 
II. E, Haferkorn; London,'.ay and Bird. This is a 
convenient publication embracing an alphabetical 
reference catalogue, arranged under authors and sub
jects, and including analytical references to the contents 
of important works, together with a list of periodicals 
and annuals devoted to mines and mining. It is a 
reference book that will be found of great value to all 
persons interested in mining literature, as it contains 
a complete list, up to date, of all works on any branch 
of mining. 

W e have also received tbe following publications, 
whicli we are compelled to-notice by title only; 

U. S. C O A S T A N D GEODETIC SURVEY.—Report 1K89; 
Journal and Proceedings of The Royal Society of New 
South Wales; Proceedings of the U. S. Naval In
stitute, Volume XA _I; School of Mines Quarterly, 
Columbia College, X. V., April 1891; The Journal of 
the Franklin InstitLite, Jul;- 1891; Annals des Pouts 
et Cbaussees, Paris, January to June, 1891, and Per
sonnel 1891; Norsk Teknisk Tidsskrift, Kristiania, 
de Argang, 1 ste Plefte and 2 del Hefte; Foldtani 
Kozlony, Budapest, lanuary to May 1891 ; Twenty-
seventh Report of the Oberbessischen Gesellschaft 
fur Natur und Heilkunde; Bulletin de la Societe 
Scientilique Industrielle de Marseille ; Journal of the 
Royal Institution, of Cornwall, ATolume X, Parts 1 and 
2; Proceedings of the Cleveland (England) Institution 
of Engineers, Session 1890-1891, No. 6; Journal of the 
British Society of Mining Students, Vol. XIII, No. 5; 
Transactions of Tbe Mining Institute of Scotland, Vol. 
XIII, Part 1 ; Transactions of the American Institute 
of Electrical Engineers, June and July, 1891; Transac
tions of the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders 
in Scotland ; Bulletin de la Societe Industrielle du 
Nord de la France. 

_. 
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MINING AS IT WAS, 

As it is Now, and as It Ought to Be. 

BY WM. .;[LLI1_. 

(Transactions uf the Western Pennsylvania Central Mining In
stitute). 

It is not the object of this paper to treat of the 
ancient history of mining, for I presume you are al
ready acquainted with the rude appliances tbat were 
adopted for getting tbe mineral from the mines and the 
methods adopted of ventilating and lighting them. 
But the reader of such history will no doubt be sur-

Erised as be reviews the primitive appliances that were 
rought forth from time to time, to meet the various 

difficulties that were ever presenting themselves before 
tbe pioneers of this great industry of coal mining. 

Each of these innovations were brought fortb by a 
brighter and clearer mind tban that of bis fellows, but 
the conservative spirit ofthe miner exerted itself then 
the same as it does now. So that it required no small 
amount of persuasive force in order to introduce any 
new method or appliance tbat would be of any practi
cal benefit to them. 
W h e n mines became dangerous, and could no 

longer be worked on account of fire-damp being 
generated, a premium was offered to the miner that 
could work best in tbe dark, after which tbe weak 
phosphorescent light offish skins, or the small intermit
tent spark of the steel mill was given them to over
come tbe difficulty, but these all failed to accomplish 
the purpose, and only added misery to tbe dangers that 
they werealready surrounded with. Explosion followed 
explosion until Sir Humphrey Davy's attention was 
called to tbe matter and his aid solicited in order to 
prevent the great sacrifice of human life and destruction 
of property. H e came to tbe rescue and conquered, for 
by his invention thousands of acres of coal were 
worked tbat could not have been operated and hundreds 
of lives have been saved by the use of tbe safety-lamp 
in gaseous mines. Various lamps have been presented 
to the mining world, each inventor claiming tbat his 
lamp possesses advantages that none other possesses, and 
that be has brought about tbe millennial dawn as far 
as the lighting of mines and the safety of the miner is 
concerned; but all these improvements of the safety-
lamp are based on the principles of the Davy. W h e n 
this great philosopher wrote to a friend on this subject, 
he said : " I never received so much pleasure from the 
result of any other of m y chemical labors, fori trust tbe 
cause of humanity will gain something by it." The 
same conservative nature that possessetl our predecess
ors in the art of mining, seems to be hereditary, for tbe 
miners, and officials now in the profession, seem to 
stick tenaciously to tbe old forms and customs of our 
forefathers. Certainly we have made great improve
ment of late years, and especially since the introduction 
ofthe present mining law; and notwithstanding the 
very serious accidents that have taken place of late, I 
don't hesitate in saying that the miners are more intel
ligent and a better class of managers and officers exist 
at our mines tban there did a few years ago. The 
mines are better looked after and in a better sanitary 
condition than they once were, yet there is room for 
improvement and we ought not to be slow to take 
a 1 vantage of it. W e should not foster and cherish 
any pet theory or system if a better can be adopted. 
There is one particular point tbat 1 will try to bring 

out in this paper, and will lie glad to bear tbe opinions 
ofthe gentlemen present on the subject, and that is the 
present system of ventilation, as is carried on in very 
many of "the mines in working operation in Western 
Pennsylvania. 
The system that I refer to is the wheel system, or of 

coursing the air from one end ofthe mine to the other, 
in one volume and in one continuous route. By this 
system the noxious ga°esare collected in the course and 
are passed from room to room and from the first miner 
to the man in the last working place, and bow often 
have you heard tbe remark and seen the wan face that 
was once flushed with tbe vigor of health appealing for 
a room in the first of the air, because his system was 
wrecked, his constitution was weakened, and he was 
no longer able to fight and overcome the deadly 
poisonous gases that were passed on to him when he 
bad to labor where be received tbe last ofthe air under 
this obnoxious system. 
Another point in connection with the laying out of 

tbe mine is tbe driving tbe butt headings or 
entries so far without breaking off the face entries 
again. I think it would be much better if the mine was 
laid ofi" in districts or sections, each district being 
separate and distinct from the succeeding district, a 
solid rib or pillar being left in between them, the 
breadth of such pillar depending on the character 
of the coal and the nature of the overlying strata. 
By this method of working, the mine will be better 
adapted for splitting the air current and giving to each 
district or section fresh air direct from the intake. 
Less trap-doors would be required and the continual 
danger and expense of attending and maintaining such 
doors would be considerably reduced. For who has 
not heard the remark after an accident had occurred 
that such a door bad been left open by the carelessness 
of some employe ofthe mine, or where is tbe manager 
or official who has charge ofa mine that is generating 
fire-damp whose heart has not been filled with awe, 
and consternation, when he thought of tbe possibility 
of a main door being left open, and the air current 
diverted from its course. AVhereas if cross-overs or air-
crossings were used wherever practical and possible, 
these dangers would be obviated, the expense would 
be lessened, and the position of tlie manager would be 
made more comfortable than it is at present in such a 
mine a--* I have described. 
In addition to giving each district of the mine pure 

air and the other advantages that I have already named, 
we would get a greater quantity of air than we 

have at present with the same pressure anrl with the 
same amount of power expended, or if we have already 
sufficient air by the present system of ventilation, less 
power will be required when the air is split to produce 
that quantity. If gas is generated by this system of 
working and ventilation it can be confined to that dis
trict where it is being given ofl' and handled with much 
more efficiency tban at present, anil should an accident 
occur (which may under tbe ablest management, 
and under the best conditions) the force would be ex
pended in a great measure upon the district where it 
took place, and as a result the loss of life would not be so 
great, and the destruction of property considerably 
lessened. Instead ofthe dangerous gases being swept 
around from one place to another, increasing in volume 
and in force, they can by proper management be carried 
direct to the return airway where no naked lights 
ought to he. W h e n I think of this subject I am sur
prised tbat it is not more generally adopted, for its 
simplicity and for its many praetiad advantages over 
the coursing system of ventilation. I do not wish you 
to infer that this is any new system, or that I claim to 
be the originator of such a method, for air-crossings 
were used 60 years ago, and a knowledge of splitting 
the air was known to a few at that time. Pillars and 
ribs can be extracted much safer, where the air current 
is divided, for a separate split can be put on to such ribs 
or a current can be brought after it has done its work in 
ventilating tbe rooms in a district and made to circulate 
through the pillars ; but on no account should air after 
it has passed over a gob, or a place where ribs are 
drawn, be made to circulate through a district where 
the men work with naked lights and where the new 
workings are in operation. For it may become charged 
with gas and catch by the light of a miner or of a driver 
,as he passes along, not thinking of the danger or of the 
result should such an accident take place. 
Or what advantage is it in giving the men that are 

working the pillars, and drawing the ribs, safety-lamps, 
if we allow the foul air to pass directly on to some 
other place where a naked light is in use'. There is 
nothing practical about it, nor is it safe to adopt such a 
course as tbe most of you know. l a m rather inclined 
to think that many who hold certificates of compe
tency to-day, had they ventilated their mine plans in 
such a manner before the examining Board would have 
been found wanting, If such knowledge is necessary 
to satisfy an examining board surely its practical ap
plication is necessary to protect life and property. 
Old workings can be kept comparatively clear of gas 

by coursing the air through them as it passes to the up
cast, after it has done its woik in tbe interior of the 
mine, or a fresh current of air can be admitted in order 
to prevent such places from becoming a pent-up maga
zine, which only needs a fall over a large area, or a re
duction in the pressure of the atmosphere to force it 
out, and foul the main roads and traveling ways. 
Another thing necessary to make mining as it ought 

to be—safe, healthy, and pleasant—is to remove the 
dangers as far as practicable. Coal-dust is one of 
these dangers, at least we believe it to be, and 
think our knowledge is not without foundation, for 
this subject has produced surprise, and startled us 
from time to time, for now and then an explosion takes 
place, resulting either in loss of life or destruction to 
property, and can only be accounted for by tlie ignition 
of coal dust. The law by which this danger arises is 
that if the small particles of a combustible substance, 
such as coal-dust, are scattered diffusively in a volume 
of air, and if tbe proportion of air and dust are such, 
that the oxygen can burn up the dust, and proiluce a 
volume of flame equal to the space occupied by tbe dust 
and air then an explosion will ensue if the air contains a 
very small percentage of gas. In kindling a fire it will 
be observed that the sticks burn freely when the inter
spaces are such that air can freely circulate through 
them, so with coal-rlust, it is coal in a fine state of 
division, each particle presenting a comparatively 
large surface to the air and is therefore easily burnt. 
Therefoie let us try to remove this cause and tbe 

direful eflect will cease. Mining as it ought to be needs 
close attrition by men of keen intellect, quick judg
ment, and possescin^ i dioeiplmed and well train-d 
mind. Not to be trying this plan to see how it works, 
and adopting that to ascertain how it pans out, but to 
weigh the facts in the particular ease and when once 
your inference has been drawn, be firm in your de
cision and act on it. And as we heard at our last meet
ing that discipline is an important element to make a 
successful manager, it is just as essential to make mining 
what it ought, to be. While you are firm and decided, 
be kind and ready to impart tbat knowledge which you 
possess. 
If a miner asks why it is necessary to fence ofi' a place 

where gas has suddenly made its appearance do not de
ceive him by telling him there is nothing in there to 
do any damage, but rather tell him what is there, and 
the properties of such a gas, and tbe consequence of 
it becoming ignited, strive to stir a spirit of emulation 
among your employes to become conversant with the 
properties of the gases and the laws that govern the 
ventilation of mines; by so doing a better state of 
things will exist, fewer accidents will take place, and 
then we will have the science of mining placed on an 
elevated platform where it ought to be. 

Electric Mining Machinery. 

On our advertising pages is announced the formation 
of a new corporation under tbe title, H. Ward Leon
ard A Co., whose principal office will be in New York 
City, and whose business will be that of Electrical 
Engineering generally, with special attention paid to 
electrical motor appliance--*, the transmission of power, 
the installation of Central Station lighting and power 
plants, the concealed wiring of large office buildings, 
hotels, etc., and plants in which advantages can be 
obtained by a combination of apparatus of various 
companies, such as alternating current systems, stor
age batteries, arc lights, etc. 

A feature of the business of this concern which is 
entirely novel, will be the supplying of expert in
formation regarding engineering matters, the opera
tion of different plants and upon tbe best methods 
and system of accounts in connection with the opera
tion of electrical plants. Such information will be 
supplied by correspondence at a very moderate charge 
per annum. 
This Company will be actively in business before 

September lst. Their offices will probably be in the 
Columbia Building, No. 29 Broadway, New York City. 

Bittenbender's Improved Mine Drills. 

Owing to the great capital employed in coal mining in 
the United States and particularly in Pennsylvania com
petition has been sharp, and consequently inventive gen
ius has been very active in producing labor-saving 
machinery and devices to lessen the cost of production. 
Naturally enough, the mine owners were first to seek 
the advantages wliich labor-saving devices offered, and 
having the capital to buy whatever was of practical 
value, inventors, as a rule, naturally concentrated their 
eiforts on producing machinery tbat would commend 
itself to them, and but little attention was paid to 
inventions that would tend to lessen the labor and 
make work easier for the miner. In fact up to a very 
recent date nothing better than tbe long heavy iron 
bar with a steel bit was in use for hand drilling, and 
many of these cumbersome and inconvenient tools are 
still in use. But they will soon be superseded by the 
drilling machines, which, though costing but little more, 
render tbe work of tbe miner much easier and enables 
him to accomplish much more work per day. For 
about six years, Mr. Fred. T. Bittenbender, of Nanti
coke, Pa., was employed as an engineer at a coal mine, 
and he paid particular attention to the methods in 
vogue among the miners at their daily work. The old 
method of drilling with the old bar drill struck him as 
slow and laborious, and he at once set bis inventive 
genius and practical mechanical skill to work to en
deavor to produce a toot that would be more practicable 
and lessen the labor. The result was the invention of 
the "Improved Coal and Rock Mining Drill," a machine 
which will drill five or six boles with the expenditure 
of less labor and time, tban will be expended in drill
ing one hole by the old method. 
The miners were quick to appreciate the invention 

and the demand for them became so great that Mr. 
Bittenbender deckled to give up his position as engineer 
and engage actively in the manufacture of his drills. 
This was about six years ago, and the little blacksmith 
shop which then constituted his "factory," has now 
grown into a building 110 ft. long by 30 ft wide, sup
plied with engines and machinery capable of turning 
out over 200 drills pier month, and as tbe demand is 
continually increasing further enlargements must soon 
be made. 
The "Improved Drill" is bound to become very 

popular, owing to the superior advantages it possesses. 
It is cheap, simple, durable, and easy to operate, Every 
machine that leaves the shop is accompanied by a 
written guarantee against destruction within three 
months, and as a matter of fact, Mr. Bittenbender states 
that they have had to repair scarcely any of the drills 
within the past three years. AV it h such a record it is 
easy to see how this drill has made its own reputation, 
and when it is undeistood that the trade is not 
"drummed" its sales show that real merit must exist. 
These drills are now in use in all parts ofthe country. 
The drill is so perfectly shown by an illustration in 

Mr. Bittenbender's advertisement on another page that 
a further description would be useless. AVe will only 
add tbat the leed bars are made with fi, 8, 10, 12, and 14 
threads per inch, a range which thoroughly fits the 
drill for all grades of hardness in coal or rock. 

Mit. AV. S. GRIMLY, M. E., of Erie, Pa., has been to Sagi
naw, Mich., on professional business in regard to improv
ing the mode of mining and other matters connected with 
the Saginaw Bay Coal Company's mines at Sebewaing, 
Mich. This month he proceeds to tbe mines ofthe Shawmut 
Coal Company, Elk County, Pa., to advise on a Longwall 
system for a three feet vein, in connection with electric 
undercutting machines. 
Mit. C. A. BYEKS, of Williamsport, Pa., has succeeded Mr. 
M. J_. Taylor as general manager of the Flic Coal and Coke 
Company, at Glen Fisher. Pa., and the title ofthe company 
has been changed to the Fisher Coke Company. 
BAIHD HALBERSTADT, E. M., of Pottsville, Pa., who has 

been appointed assistant geologist on tbe Geological Survey 
of Pennsylvania will complete a Bituminous Map of Penn
sylvania similar to the map ofthe Anthracite region already 
issued by the survey. All ofthe mines will be located on 
the map, and in the report to accompany it there will be a 
short account of each mine, section of tlie bed worked, 
together witli other valuable information. 
ME. AUSTIN KINO, Inspector of the Eighth Bituminous 
District of Pennsylvania, resigned the position on the first 
inst. to accept the superin.endeney of the bcisenring No. 3 
shaft of the H. C. Frick Coke Company. Mr. King has been 
succeeded as Mine Inspector by Mr. D. I-I. Thomas, of 
Bitumen, Pa. 
MR. BERNAKH C._i_i,AL.iiAN,of Leisenring, Pa., ex-Inspector 
of Mines, has been appointed superintendent of the Leisen
ring No. 2 plant of the H. C, Frick Coke Company 
MR. II. C. ZACIIARIAS, Assistant Engineer ofthe Philadel
phia and Beading Coal and Iron Company in charge ofthe 
Shamokin District, resigned on the 1st inst. to accept tbe 
superintendency of the Silver Brook Coal Company's col
liery at Silver Brook, Pa, Mr. /.acharias hi.s been succeeded 
by his first assistant Mr, K. C. Farrow. 
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PRIMARY 

EDUC™NAL 
1 DEPARTMENT 

FOR CANDIDATES FOR 

MINE FOREMEN'S CERTIFICATES 
AND FOR 

STUDENTS OF MINING. 

This department is Intended for miners and others, who in their 
yo9th hare not been able to a/lend school and who are now desirous 
to inform Otemsetves in the sciences related to minimi and to learn how 
to aimvcr tlie questions in ventilation, surer i/ivn, and mechanics which 
are asked at the examinations for mine foremen's certificates, and 
•which it is important for them to understand as foremen ami officers 
of mines. Alt the questions asked at the different examinations (or 
mine foremen and for mine inspectors in this country tire printed and 
answered in this department. The principles incalrct are explained 
in detail so as lo be easily understood and many calculations are 
worked out at length for the benefit of those who are not familiar with 
figures. 

PENMANSHIP. 

In referring to Figures 12 and 13, we will call the 
letters 1, 2, 3, "and 4, beginning at the left. Letter 1. 
Fig. 12, represents tbe letter B drawn on ideal 
principles, tbat is to say, in this letter all the laws of 
penmanship are fulfilled, Letter 2 js intended to il
lustrate how Hie principal curves in the letter are 
generated; it will be seen that the two bottom scrolls 
consist of ellipses having their major axes parallel to 
the mean axis of tbe stem of the letter. This is easy 
enough to comprehend, but the ellipse that lends most 
beauty to the construction of the letter B is the 
large "upper ellipse. N o w in constructing the letter B, 
few persons give this ellipse its right inclination, they 

either droop tbe axis of the ellipse too much, as in 
Letter 8, or incline it upwards as in Letter 4. By ref
erence to Letters 1 and 2, and especially Letter 2, the 
right inclination of each ellipse is clearly shown. By 
paying attention to belter 2 any person may in a few 
minutes be able to execute it with majesty and grace. 
In Letter 3 it will be observed the large bottom 

scroll ofthe stem is an outrage on the first law of pen
manship, namely, that all strokes should be parallel, 
In Letter 4, however, the deformity entirely arises 
from giving the upper ellipse the wrong inclination. 
In Letter 1, Fig. 18, tbe bottom ellipse ofthe letter B 

has the wrong inclination, or in other words, it is not 
parallel to the mean axis of the stem, hence the de
formity that is offensive to the eye. In Letter 2 the 
bottom ellipse is inclined in an opposite direction to 
the major axis Lif the bottom ellipse of Letter 1, hence 
these wrong inclinations have given to Letters 1, 2, and 

ting appearance. In letters 2 and 
,re a little too large, but in Letter 
; nearly a circle, and although the 
oraxis is correct, it nevertheless is 
. Nothing is more important to a 

person in pursuit of knowledge than correct ideas of 
form, and nothing is more likely to refine and develop 
the observing faculties than a study of the let 
alphabet a< we are now presenting th"'" 

3, a positively uni 
3 the upper ellips-
4 the ellipse beco 
inclination ofthe 
a manifest defoi 

letters ofthe 

ARITHMETIC. 

It is important to be able to numerate or to operate 1 
with whole and decimal numbers, as rapidly as with 
whole numbers alone. W e are afraid that to many 
beginners the strangeness of the language employed, be- 1 
clouds the eves of their mind more than the inherent 
difficulties of the subject; to speak of decimal fractions 
is to some people repubive, and we honestly believe, 
that if our beautiful Saxon words had been compounded 
to express these terms and principles, the people of Eng
land would have been further advanced in elementary 
education than they are. 
The word decimal means something relating to ten, 

therefore we might have said tenal fractions instead of 
decimal fractions, or fractions of tens or tenths. Per
haps the most acaurate way of expressing what is here 
meant would have been to call them tenth fractions. 

Now the learner, to understand these fractions, cannot 
do better than to make use of his own hands and 
fingers. AVe have five fingers on each hand, or a total 
often fingers; now each single finger is one-tenth of 
the whole of our fingers and might be expiessed as '1 
of our fingers; two of our fingers might be expressed as 
two-tenths, or 2 of our fingers; three of our tingei*s 
might be expressed as three-tenths or :. of our lingers ; 
and four fingers might be considered four-tenths of the 
fingers, or '4. Operations with decimal fractions are 
performed in the same way as operations with ordinary 
whole numbei's, tbe only difference arises out of the 
use ofthe decimal point, Xow suppose a person to be 
required to add 838 to 22, he would certainly place tbe 
figures as 

333 
22 

Now let us suppose that instead of placing the figures 
as has been done in tbe example given, the operator 
was to place the figures representing 22 under the wrong 
figures representing 833, it would then be made to ap
pear tbat. 333 added to 22 were equal to a sum of 553, as 

below 

22 
558 

But say you, this is a mistake, you put the figures 22 
in the wrong place. Most decidedly that has been 
done, ami if the learner is acute enough to notice this 
false arrangement, he will be equally sharp enough to 
properly locate whole and decimal numbers for ad
dition. 
Supposing again we are going to add 333 to 2*2, now 

if no regard is paid to tbe value of the figures in rela
tion to the decimal point, errors of the most startling 
kind must occur; for example, 33 is nothing more than 
33 and 33'3 is 33 and a little more, that is fo say, it is 
less than 34. N o w 2*2 is only 2, and 2 tenths ofanother 
unit. Now, if these figures were properly located for 
addition, they would appear as follows : 

333 

35_ 

But supposing now that fractions were added to 
whole numbers, what serious mistakes would occur 

Now see what a mess this is, what is this 553? It 
really is nothing; because anybody's common sense 
can tell them if 33 be added to 2 the sum will be 35. 
Xow add the two decimal parts together—two-
tenths and three-tenths—and they will produce five-
tenths ; then when 33*3 is correctly added to 2*2 the re
sult is 35 and a half, '5 being five-tenths of 1. 
To some of our advanced reailei-s our explanation 

may appear somewhat playful, but in educating the 
judgment ofa learner it is necessary that you should as
sume that he is beginning to learn from zero. 

CHEMISTRY RELATING TO MINE 
VENTILATION. 

An elementary body is one tbat is not reducible by 
any known process, into any other tban the single or 
simple unity form of an element. 

For example: Water is a compound body, and can
not be called an element; it is reducible into oxygen 
and hydrogen. Now oxygen and hydrogen are each of 
them elementary bodies, and therefore cannot be re
duced. 
The elementary bodies found in the gases of mines 

are five in number, and are as follows ; 

< ixygen. Nitrogen, 
Hydrogen. Carbon. 

Sulphur. 

Each of tbese elements can exist in a free state 
that is, uncombined with any other element. 

For example: Sulphur can exist at ordinary tem
peratures as pure sulphur, which is a solid. Carbon 
can exist nt all temperatures as a solid in a perfect 
vacuum. Nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen in a free 
state, are always found as gases. 

/), r.nititx ofthe gases. Hydrogen is tbe lightest known 
element, and its specific gravity is always taken as un
ity, that is, if a cubic inch, a cubic foot, a gallon, or any 
other measure of capacity be taken, tbe one such 
measure of hydrogen would lie one. Oxygen is sixteen 
times heavier than hydrogen, aud its specific gravity 
is said to be sixteen. 
The gases oxygen and nitrogen, and the vapors of 

sulphur and carbon are, volume for volume (at tbe 
same temperature'), weighed against hydrogen, as fol
lows : 

Hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, carbon (say 
one gallon of each). 

Hydrogen 1 
Oxygen lb 
Nitrogen 1-J 
Carbon 12 
Sulphur.' 32 

The elementary gases are, for expediency and brevity, 
designated in tlie language of chemistry by their re
spective initial letters, which are known as the symbols 
of the elementary gases. 

Hydrogen // 
tIxygen 0 
Nitrogen _- V 
Carbon C 
Sulphur S 

Combining proportions ofthe elementary gases. First. 
AVater which is a liquid, and a gas as watery vapor. It 

is a chemical compound H..O, that is, two volumes of 
hydrogen combined with one volume of oxygen. 
Second. Carbon dioxide (commonly known as car

bonic acid) is a chemical compound Ctb, that is, one 
volume of carbon (as gas) combined with two volumes 
qf oxygen. 
Third. Carbon monoxide (commonly known as car

bonic oxide), is a chemical compound C O, tbat is, one 
volume of carbon (as gas) combined with one volume 
of oxygen. 
Fourth. Methyl hydride (commonly known as marsh 

gas, fire-damp, and light carbureted hydrogen), is a gas, 
ami is a chemical compound C II, that is, one volume 
of carbon (as gas) combined with 4 volumes of hydrogen. 

Fifth. Hydrogen sulphide (commonly known as 
snlphureted hydrogen), is a chemical compound H..S, 
that is, two volumes of hydrogen, combined with one 
volume of sulphur (as gas). 
Atmospheric air is not a chemical compound, but a 

mechanical mixture of two elementary irascs and three 
compound gases, the latter three in small quantities, 
viz., the elementary gases, nitrogen and oxygen, and 
the compound gases, watery vapor, carbon dioxide, and 
ammonia. 
The quantities of the compound gases, carbon dioxide 

and ammonia, are verv small (carbon dioxide 4 in 
lD.OOO parts, and ammonial, in 1,000,000 parts), and 
may lie here neglected, but not so with water ga<* or 
watery vapor, whicli plays a most important part in 
mine ventilation, as will be shown further on. 
The relative values or " weights" of nitrogen and 

oxygen in atmospheric air are in 100 parts. 

Nitrogen, 77 parts. 
Oxygen, 23 par s. 

Atoms aud Molecules.—An atom is assumed by the 
chemist to be the ultimate indivisible condition of an 
elementary body, consequently two or more atoms 
combined would be a condition of divisibility ; this 
condition of divisibility is called a molecule. 
Relative weights, specific gravities, and absolute weights oj 

the ga»es.—Relative weight is a term used in chemistry 
whepeby it is shown that the specific gravity ofa com
pound gas is not the mean or average weight of the 
constituent atoms in tbe molecule, but a weight result
ing from the condensation of a group of atoms into a 
volume equal to the volume of two atoms of hydrogen. 
For example : Carbon dioxide is C02. Now here we 
have three atom-s and if no condensation resulted, the 
molecular weight would be 

C -f O -r O 12 -f 10 -! Ki 

:. 3 
1-H 

= v = 22 

The true relative we:ght, however, is 

C + O + O _ 12 4- IG + 10 
2 ~ 2 

relative weight. 
From this we get Ihe general law ;it once simple and 

easy to deduce. All the compound gases found in 
mines have a relative weight, which is found by divid
ing the sum ofthe weights of the constituent atoms by 
two. 

H = ], O = Hi, N --- 14, C = 12, S = 32. 

Methyl hydride = CH,. 

C , II + H 1- H 4- II _ 12 -I- 1-1-1-4-1X1 

- !? = *> r. 

1 j II i s 

C + O . 
2 

N + O _ 

H 

;e weight. 

drogen sulphide — H3 S. 

1 ],' ' ~ ",'! 17, relative weight 

rbon monoxide C O. 

=-. ~ = 14, relative weight. 

Nitric oxide = N 0. 

U J--**3-? =15,re_ 
Watery Vapor =* H, O. 
- H 4- <J _ 1 + 1 + 16 _ 

• weight. 

18 
',), 

relative weight. 
To atmospheric air tbe above law does not apply, as 

air is a mechanical mixture. 
The proportions of nitrogen and oxygen being by 

weight as previously shown, nitrogen 77, oxygen 23, 
and as N = 14 and 0 = Ki, it follows that the specific 
gravity of air when weighed against hydrogen is 

+ Kio 
= 14-42 

that 
100 

give the specific gravity ofair. 
Note then, we find that in mine ventilation we have 

to deal with five elementary bodies: nitrogen, oxygen, 
hydrogen, carbon, sulphur, and seven compound gases, 
viz.: 

Carbon Monoxide, Methyl Hydride, 
Carbon Dioxide, Watery Vapor. 
Hydride of Ethvl, Hydrogen Sulphide, 

Nitric Oxide, 

and one mechanical mixture, atmospheric air. 
The specific gravities of gases are found by weighing 

them in equal volumes against hydrogen, thus H = 1, 
then 

Carbon Monoxide = 14 Watery Vapor = 9 
Methyl Hydride = 8 Carbon Dioxide = 22 
Hydride of Ethyl = 15 Hydrogen Sulphide = 17 
Nitric Oxide = 15 

Atmospheric Air = 14'42. 

The absolute weights of the gases may be found by a 
simple proportion, the weight of a given volume of air 
being known. 
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T H E C O M P O S I T I O N A N D ' CLASSIFICA
TION O F C O A L . 

Q. 1. AVha. is coal V 
A. Coal i- mineralized vegetable matter. 
•Q. 2. What is coal composed of? 
A Coal differs very much in ita composition, so far 

as the proportions ofits constituents are concerned, but 
the essential elements are the same in all cases, namely, 
carbon, hydrogen, and small quantities of nitrogen, oxy
gen, sulphur, silica, lime, and alumina. 
Q. 3. H o w may the constituents of coal be classified, 

so far as their solidity and fluidity is concerned ? 
A. The constituent of coal, when burnt, assume 

two forms, first the solid, as coke or cinder; second, 
volatile matter, such as the gases and oils that are ex
pelled bv beat. 

Q. 4. H o w may the constituents of coal be classified 
according to their value in the fuel ? 

A. They may be classified under three heads—first, 
carbon and hydrogen, which supply heat and light; 
second, tbe eon--tItuents that reduce" tbe value of coal, 
such as sulphur and nitrogen; third, tbe worthless 
constituents such as tbe silica, oxides of iron, magnesia, 
lime, and alumina, all the latter constitute the ash. 

Q. 5. What is the average percentage of combustible 
matter, injurious or destructive matter, and ash in coal? 
A. The'proportions vary so much in different varie

ties that only an average can be given; carbon and 
hydrogen may be taken at 92 per cent., sulphur at 1 
per cent., and ash at 7. 

Q. (i. H o w may coals be classified according to their 
appearance when broken ? 

A. They may be classified as indefinite in cleavage, 
such as lignite coal; cuboidal, as the Bituminous coal; 
and conchuidal, as the Anthracite, and some varieties of 
cannel caal. 
Q. 7. H o w may coal be classified according to their 

relative age? 
A. They may be classified according to their relative 

ages, as lignite or brown woody coal, such as are.found 
at the bottotn-i of peat bogs, or interstratified with the 
latest or newest rock formations, as found in all parts 
ofthe world. Lignite, by age, slowly changes into Bitu
minous coal, and cannel coal appears to be ofthe same 
age as the Bituminous seams. 

Anthracite coal cannot be said to be older tban the 
oldest Bituminous coals, because the same seam, as 
found in South Wales, will change from a Bituminous 
coal at tbe rise near the outcrop, to an Anthracite coal 
where it dips beneath a thicker cover of the rocks. 
Graphite is the oldest variety of mineralized vege

table matter known, and is found interstratified with 
tbe oldest rocks, such as the Silurian group and groups 
of even greater age, such as the Laurentian, in Canada. 

Q 8. H o w may coals be classified according to their 
mode of burning? 
A. They may be classified as flaming and non-flam

ing, Lignite, Bituminous, and Cannel coals, all belong 
to the flaming varieties, giving off much smoke. There 
is only one non-flaming variety, that is Anthracite. 
Q. 9. H o w may coals be classified according to their 

commercial uses? 
A. They may b.1 classified as household coals, gas 

coals, and steam coals, 
Q. 10. H o w may coals be classified with regard to 

their condition when subjected to a high temperature? 
A. They may under these conditions, be cia-sified as 

caking anil non-caking. 
-Q II. H o w do you account for some Bituminous 

•coals being non-caking'.' 
A. The non-caking variety seem to contain oils that 

are easily volatilized by beat, and contain a small per
centage of tar, pitch, or resinous matter ; the coking 
variety appears to be made up of minei alized vegetable 
matter that was originally very rich in solid resin. 

1) 12. Can non-caking coals lie made to cake by arti
ficial treatment ? 

A. Yes ; non caking coals if broken into slack fiy a 
disintegrator, and mixed with about5 percent, of finely 
ground pitch, will cake in a coke oven. 

Q. 13. Is lignite coal of much commercial value? 
A. As a general rule it must be said that lignite is of 

comparatively little commerical value for two reasons, 
first, it contains a high percentage of water and neu
tralizes the heat which is largely consumed in convert
ing tbe water into steam ; second, in proportion to its 
weight it generally contain-, a higher percentage of ash 
than other coals. ' 
Q. 14. What reason can you assign for the percentage 

of ash in lignite being greater than that found in ordi
nary Bituminous coal? 
A. Lignite, so far as we know, is found in the temper

ate regions ofthe earth where climatic conditions have 
not been favorable for a rich and rapid development 
of woody tissue, at the period of the formation of the 
seam. The rich coal seams afford abundant evidence 
of being composed of the remains of vegetable matter, 
which flourished during the period of its growth, in a 
•warm moist climate. There, however, can be no doubt 
that S'ini • -earn-* of lignite, characteristic of tropical re
gions, w ill be a- rich as the best Bituminous coals, hut 
climatic conditions render them at present inaccessible 
1.1 iii. 

dal -fr of Bitu 
oal at 

al str 

.als is 
ghtai 

the lc ontal plai 

<t 15. II 
of Bitumin 

A The c 
rc-ult of pl 
to each other. 
ti in. How do you accc 

of fracture id Bituminous coal'.' 
.\. The horizontal plane . of fracture in Bituminous 

coal coincide with the planes of stratification ; the coal 
has been increased in thickness bv leave- oc sheets 
sometime.- called lamina. During the growth ofa great 
peat bog I here would prevail storms and tempests just 
as now : heavy rainfalls would develop water torrents 
carrying with them in suspension small particles of 
earthv matter, which deposited on the vegetable matter 

as a thin layer, made partings or partitions by which 
the coal lias been split into leaves or sheets ; in short, 
these partings have produced stratification, Some
times storms had raged of a more violent character, and 
the flowing waters had carried into the bog an enor
mous quantity of earthy matter, and made partings vary
ing from an eighth of an inch to an inch and more in 
thickness, and" these partings arc now known to tbe 
miner as bands in the seams. 

MECHANICS IN MINING. 

It is very important to understand with great clear
ness the relationship of circular and square measure. 
Suppose a square to measure 12 inches on each of its 
four sides, and a circle to measure 12 inches in diameter. 
N o w it is clear tbat the space enclosed by the four sides 
of the square must lie larger tban the space enclosed by 
the circumference ofthe circle; consequently we speak 
of tbe contained spaces as 144 square inches for the 
square, and 144 circular inches for tbe circle. From this 
it must be clear that the value ofa circular inch is less 
than that ofa square inch in the proportion of 1 to 
7854 ; that is to say, if a square be 1 foot on every side, 
tbe four sides will enclose a square foot, or, if a square 
be 1 inch on every side, tbe figure will enclose a square 
inch. In the same way a circle 1 foot in diameter may 
be called a circular foot; That is to say, tbe circumfer
ence of the circle encloses a space equal to -7854 of a 
square foot. The same contrast may be applied to 
square miles or square anything else. 
Another matter must be carefully noticed, viz.: If 

the squaie be equal in square inches to the area en
closed by a square whose side is 12, 144 circular inches 
will be the area enclosed in circular measure by the cir
cumference of a circle whose diameter is 12; but 144 
circular inches are le.-s in value than 144 square inches 
in the proportion of 1 to "7854 : therefore 144 X '7854 = 
1130970 square inches. From this we conclude that the 
square of the diameter of any circle is equal to its area 
in circular measure, and the circular can be converted 
into square measure by multiplying by '7854. As a 
knowledge of circular relationship constantly is required 
wc hope we have made the matter plain. 
Q. AVbat is the area in square measure of a circle 

whose diameter is 13 ? 
A. A\re first find the area ofa square whose sides are 

13 inches, and multiply the result by '78-34, thus 

13 X 13 = 109 X '7854 = 1327320. 

Q. The bucket of a pumping set is 15 inches in 
diameter, the length ofthe stroke is 5 feet; how many 
cubic inches of water does the pump lift in one stroke ? 
A. The square inches of the end of the bucket are 

found by squaring the diameter 15// and multiplying 
the result by "7854, thus 15 X 15 X '"854 = 176715 sq. 
inches. The length ofthe stroke is 5 feet or 60 inches, 
which multiplied by 176715 sq. in. will give tbe num
ber of cubic inches in tbe bucket, or the cubic inches of 
water the pump will lift in one stroke. Thus 

17G-715 X 60 = 10,002*9. 

Q. H o w many cubic feet are there in 10,002*9 cubic 
inches? 
A. There are 1,728 cubic inches in one foot, and 

10,0029 -*- 1,728 — 6-1359 + cu. ft. 
Q. H o w many gallons are there in 10,002'9 cubic 

inches? 
A. 45'9 gallons, there being 231 cubic inches in the 

standard V. S. gallon. 
Q. H o w many square feet of rubbing surface are there 

in a circular shaft 18 feet in diameter, and 1,500 feet 
deep? 

A. Tbe circumference of tlie shaft is in this case 
called the perimeter. Now tbe perimeter infect, multi
plied by the depth ofthe shaft in feet, will be equal to 
the rubbing surface demanded. The diameter in feet 
multiplied bv 3*1416 gives the circumference, or perim
eter ofthe. circle in feet,-thus IS X 3'141fi = 56"54SS 
linear feet, and 5fi*54SS X L500 = 84,823'2 square feet 
ol rubbing surface. 
Q. Suppose a brattice to be introduced in the former 

question, and that tbe brattice is 15 feet wide, bow 
much will this increase the rubbing surface of the air? 
A. As tbe air will rub on both sides of this brattice, 

tbe rubbing surface due to it will be found as follows : 
2 X 15 X 1,500 = 45,000, the rubbing surface due to the 
brattice ; but the total rubbing surface due both to the 
shaft ami the brattice will be 45,000 4- 84,8232 = 
129,8232 square feet of rubbing surface. 
Q. H o w many thousand bricks will be required to 

line a 14-foot shaft for a depth of 780 feet, the brick on 
tbe inside face or small side being 4 inches by 9 inches, 
the joints being made with ,! of an inch of cement? 
A. First, find tbe square feet in the inside surface of 

tbe walling, as follows: 14 X 31416 X 780 = 84,30(1-272 
square feet. N ow each brick will measure on the face 
9i X 4i, that is allowing for cement in the joints, and 
the area of the face of each brick will be found in 
square feet as follows : 

8 
then 

7.". . 83 1 _ 2,409 803 

8 '• 8 144 ~ 0 216 0 r 3,072 B(1' '*' 

Now, if this fraction ofa square foot, be divided into 
tlie surface of the--baft in square feet, the result will be 
the answer required : 

34,300*272 : = 131,214 bricks (0 line the 

shaft in question. 
n. A circular shaft is Id feet in diameter, and during 

the course of sinking, from some c.m-e the shaft feeder 
ba- II bd the shaft with water to a depth of 312 feet; 
how manv gallon.-and cubic feet of water are there in 
the shaft? 

\. To tin,I the cubic feet of water in this shaft, we 
square its diameter Hi, and multiply the result by 

Hi • 10 '-• *7854 - 2011)1124 

the SLjuare feet in the area of the section of the shaft. 
Now if the area of the section be multiplied by the 
depth of tbe shaft in feet, the result will be tbe volume 
of water in the shaft in cubic feet, that is to say 

2010024 X 312 =-. (.2,731-4688 

cubic feet of water, which multiplied by 1,72S gives 
cubic inches thus 

62,731-4088 X 1,72S = 10S,399,97S-0804 

and this divided by 231 tlie number of cubic inches in 
a standard Unite.! States gallon gives the required 
number of gallons, thus 

108,399,978'0S64 -*- 231 *= 469,204 gallons. 

Q, H o w long would a pump be in pumping the shaft 
in the former question dry, supposing no feeder con
tinued to run into it, the pump being 12 inches in 
diameter, and liaving a o feet stroke and making 6 
strokes per minute? 
A. If we knew the number of gallons the pump could 

lift per minute, we would only require to divide the 
gallon., of water in the shaft, by tbe number of gallons 
tbe pump could lift per minute. N o w in solving this 
question, we require first to find the gallons the pump 
can lift per minute. This can be determined in different 
ways. For example: • 

12 X 12 X -7854 = 113-0976 square inches. 

in the area of section of the pump. Now if the area of 
tho section ofthe pump be multiplied by the length of 
the stroke in inches, tbe result will be tbe cubic inches 
of water lifted in one stroke as 

113'0970 X 60 = fi,785856 cubic inches. 

Now, if the cubic inches be multiplied by tlie number 
of strokes per minute, the result will be, the cubic 
inches of water lifted per minute, which is equal to 
6,785-850 X 6 = 40,715*136 cubic inches per minute. 
Now, there are 231 cubic inches in a gallon, there

fore, 
40,715*130 -,,-.„_- ,, 

= l/O-'ih gallons per minute. 

But as no pump'could lift this theoretical quantity 
an allowance of 10 percent, ought to be made for leak
age due to the bucket and tbe valves, therefore, 

170256 X -9 — 158*03 = quantity actually 
lifted by the pump per minute. Now, if the 
total number of gallons in the shaft be divided by 
what, the pump can actually lift per minute, the result 
will be the lime in which the shaft without a. feeder 
would be emptied, therefore, 

409 264 
-—-f- = 2958-2 minutes or 49J hours. 

Answer required. 
The same question can be answered by finding the 

cubic feet the pump can lift per minute, as follows: 
The diameter being 1 foot, then, 

1 X 1 X -7854 X 5 X 6 X "99 = 2P205S 

cubic feet tbe pump will lift in one minute, Now, if 
the cubic feet of water in tbe shaft be divided by the 
cubic feet of water the pump can lift per minute, 
the result will be the time in minutes the pump will 
clear the shaft, 

62,731-4688 _,,,_.„ „ . 
- .„• -...••,- = 29oS _ minutes. 
2P20o8 

as before, or 49$ hours. 
H o w many cubic feet, cubic yards, and gallons of 

water are there in a 14 feet shaft, with the water 468 
feet up the shaft? 
A. W e will first find the cubic feet by squaring the 

diameter, multiplying the result, by 7854, and this re
sult by the depth 408 feet, thus 

14 X 14 X -7854 X 46S =*•" 72,043 cu. ft. 

Now 27 cu. ft. make onecu. yd., then 

72,043 -i- 27 = 2,008 cu. yds. 

To find the number of gallons we reduce the cubic 
feet to inches and divide, by 231, thus 

72,043 / 1,728 -*- 231 = 538,919 gallons. 

Q. There are 3,500 cubic yards of water in a shaft, 
tbe depth of the water being-ISO feet, what is the diameter 
ofthe shaft ? 
A. There are 27 cubic feet in a cubic yard, conse

quently 3,500 X 27 = 94,500 cubic feet. N o w 94,500 
cubic feet divided by the depth of the shaft in feet, 
which is 480, will give tbe sectional area of tbe shaft in 
square feet, or 

.'.-,.. — 196875 square feet. 
480 

N o w to convert square feet into circular feet 
196-875 

•7854 

Now the square root of the circular feet will be equal 

to the diameter ofthe shaft or 1 250'0084 - 15'83 feet, 
the. diameter ofthe shaft. 
Q. AVbat are the contents in cubic feet and gallons, 

ofa cylindrical boiler with hemispherical or egg ends, 
the total length is 40 feet and the diameter 5 feet? 

A The area of the circular section ofthe boiler will 
be found as follows: 5 > 5 ; "7854 = 19635 square feet. 
Tbe contents of the cylindrical portion will be found as 
follows: 19635 • 35'= 687-225 cubic feet. Now if the 
two hemispherical ends be conceived to jointly make a 
sphere, then the cube of tbe diameter of the sphere, 
which is 125, multiplied by one-sixth of pi, or 3*1416 the 
result will be the content- ofthe sphere—thus • 

! " "' - ,26=65-45. 

ere be added lo the con-
tents ofthe boiler, 
vt, or 5,CS0'4 gal-

ubic foot, therefore, 

_50-0liS4 circular feet. 

6 

Ni,\v if tlie contents "I'll 
tents of the cvlinder we have tl 
or G.V45 | G8.'22o = 752(175 ci: 
Ions. There are-•__ gallons in 

752-G75 G25 = 4,704'21S75 gallons. 
(', Suppose the boiler in the previous question to he 

built into its seat in sneli a wav that half of its surface 
will constitute the heating surface for the action of the 
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find how many square feet of heating surface will this 
represent ? 

A. To find the heating surface ofthe cylindrical por
tion proeed as follows : .Multiply the circumference of 
the cylindrical portion by half the length of the 
cylinder, or the length of the cylinder by half tbe 
circumference, and tlie product will be the heating sur
face ofthe cylindrical portion, then 
SMC <5X.S6 =274.89 
square feet of heating surface due to the cylindrical 
portion ofthe boiler. 
N o w if we calculate tbe two ends as a complete sphere, 

the half of the surface ofthe sphere will be tbe portion 
exposeil to the heat ofthe fire. The surface ofa sphere 
is equal to the surface of a hollow cylinder, whose 
length and diameter are equal to the diameter ofthe 
given sphere, consequently the surface of the sphere is 
found as follows : 

5 X 5 X 3-1410 N o w if half the surface ofthe sphere be added to half 
tbe surface ofthe cylinder the total will be the heating 
surface ofthe boiler, thus 274'S9 f 29*27 = 314T6 square 
feet of heating of the boiler. 
Q. Theoretically .1 square feet of heating surface 

generates steam capable of doing tbe work of one horse 
power. About collieries where coal is used extrava
gantly or wastefully, 0 -"-quart feet of beating surface is 
made to do tbe work of one horse pow r, but let the 
equivalent ofa horse power in this case be 9 feet, what 
then is the equivalent horse power of the boiler in the 
previous question ? 
A. 

3 1 4 1 6 -mi 
= 34 0 horse power. EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AN

SWERED . 

QUESTION SS.—Asked at Ihe Examincdion for Certificated 
Mine Bosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, 
on October 28, 29, SO, and Sl, 1889. 

A mine employing 250 men and 10 mules is venti
lated by two splits, each split receives the same quantity 
of air, what size would the airways have to be to pass 
the quantity of air required by law, the velocity being 
5 ft. per second, allowing 500 cubic feet for each mule? 
W h a t is tbe total quantity passing in the mine, tbe 
mine being located in the Connellsville Coke Region? 

A N S W E R . — T h e mine law requires a minimum of 100 
cu. ft. per minute for each person employed, and as 
much more as the circumstances may require. A^, in 
this region there i= considerable gas evolved the mini
m u m amount is not enough, and at least 200 cu. ft. 
should be furnished per employe. Then for the 2-50 
men, there will be 250 \' 200 or 50,000 cu. ft, required. 
Adding to this, tbe 500 < 1(1 or 5,001) cubic feet required 
for each mule, we have a total of 55,000 cu. ft. required, 
or 2, ,500 cu. ft. in each split. 
A velocity of 5 ft. per second is equal to 300 ft. per 

minute. To pass this each airway will have to be 
27,500 
300 or 91-06 aq. ft. area. 

Therefore, if square, the airway must be l 9P66 9*6 
ft. square. 
QUESTION 84.—Asked at the Examination for CWificated 
Mine Bosses iu the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, on 
October 28, 29, 30, and Sl, 1889. 

If the mine described in the preceding question was 
ventilated by furnace power producing a pressure of4 
lbs. per square foot, what would be the length of the 
motive column in feet, the weight of a cubic foot of air 
at the inlet to be 0*06Kli lbs.? 

A N S W E R . — A s the power produces a pressure of 4 lbs. 
per square foot, that represents a difference in pressure 
of 4 lbs. between the column of air in the downcast, 
and the column in tbe upcast, then _LS a cubic foot of air 
in the downcast weighs 00086 lbs., and as the motive 
column is the length of a column of air in the down
cast shaft which would be equal in weight to the differ
ence in weight of tlie air in the downcast and upcast 
Shafts, we find its length by dividing 4 by 0*0686, which 
gives us 58'3 ft. as tbe length of the motive column. 

QUESTION 3$.—Asked -it the Examination for ('ertificated 
Mine Bastes in the Bituminous Regions of,Pennsylvania, 
on October 28, 29, SO, and 31, 1889. 

AAThere and how should safety-lamps be used ? 
ANSWER.—Safety-lamps should be used by a compe

tent fire-boss every morning, not more than three hours 
before the w o r k m e n enter the mine, to examine all ac
cessible portions of the m i n e for fire-damp. T h e y 
should be used by tbe w o r k m e n in all places where 
dangerous accumulations of gas are likely to occur. 
They should only be used by m e n of enough intelli
gence to understand their use, and should be kept 
locked w h e n in use. 
QUESTION 36.—Asked al the Examination far Certificated 

Mine Bosses in die Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, on 
October 28, 29, SO, and Sl, 1889. 

The units of work producing ventilation is 165,000; 
what is the horse power ? 

A X S W E R . — The units of work represent the foot
pounds applied to circulate air, and 83,000 foot-pounds 
equal one horse power. Therefore 165,000 -*- 33,000 — 
5 horse power. 

QUESTION 37—Asked at the Examined ion for Certificated 
Mine Bosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, on 
October 28, 29, 30, and 31, 1SS9. 

How <loes a furnace produce ventilation, and in what 
class of mines are they most effective, and why ? Show 
how to find the ventilating pressure ari.ing from the 
use of furnace ventilation. 

ANSWER.-—-V furnace produces ventilation by expand
ing the air in tbe upcast, and rendering it lighter than 
the cooler air iu the downcast. If we e-uppose we have 
two shafts of equal depth sunk to a coal bed, with a 
communication between them at bottom by means of 
an underground channel, and the shafts and channel 
be filled with air ofthe same density and temperature, 
there would be no circulation and the air would remain 
stagnant. By imparting heat, however, to one of the 
shafts, tbe equilibrium will be destroyed; the effect 
will be to expand the air in the warmed shaft and 
render it lighter than that in the other,and, consequently 
cause a current down tbe colder shaft, along the drift, 
and up tbe warmer shaft; if the heat be continuously 
imparted, as in the case ofa furnace, a constant current 
will be the result. Furnaces arc most effective in deep 
mines. It is reckoned that the quantity of air produced 
by furnace ventilation, is as the square root of the dif
ference between the temperature of the downcast and 
upcast shafts, and also as the square root, of the depth 
from the surface, so tbe higher the temperature and the 
greater the depth at whicli the furnace is placed, the 
greater will be the quantity of air it will put in circula
tion. 
The ventilating pressure arising from the use of fur

nace ventilation is found by ascertaining the difference 
in weight between the coluinns of air in the downcast 
and upcast shafts. The column of air in the downcast, 
which would represent the difference in weight between 
the air in tbe twoshaf.s, is called the " motive column." 
Or. if the difference per square foot in tbe downcast 
and upcast he multiplied by the quantity of air passing, 
and divided by 33,000, we will get the horse power. 

Thus, if tbe di tie re nee of pressure per srpiare foot be
tween tbe two shafts amounts to 4 lbs., and the 
quantity of air passing is 55,000 cubic feet per minute, 
the ventilating power is 

4 X 55,000 
33,000 

Again, if the temperature of the downcast be 50 de
grees, and the temperature ofthe upcast be raised from 
75 degrees to 150 ilegrees it will double the quantity. 
For we find that at first the difference in temperature 
is 25 degrees, and afterwards it is 100 degrees. There
fore, as the amount of ventilation effected is as the 
square root ofthe difference between tbe temperatures 
ofthe downcast and upcast we have 
I 100 > l' 25 or 10 -*- 5 2. 
To find the weight of the air in the two shafts, we 

use tbe following formula : 
where B — the height in inches of the barometer, 
and t ----- the temperature by Fahrenheit's thermometer. 
This rule is arrived at from the fact of 459 cu. ft. of air 
at i) degrees Fahr. weighing 39*76 lbs. when the pressure 
is 30 in. of mercury, of the density due to 32 degrees, 
the weight being only .,'„ of this or 13253 Ibs. when the 
pressure is only 1 inch, and 459 ft. of air at 0 degrees 
expanding exactly one cubic foot for each degree of beat. 
added. Then to find the difference of pressure per 
square foot in the two shafts of a mine, we proceed as 
follows; 
Suppose the average temperature of the air iu flic 

downcast is 44 degrees, upcast 200 degrees, barometric 
pressure half way down say, 801 in.; depth of shafts, 
700 ft. 

(t). In thedowncast, the weight of one cubic foot = 
1 32o3_X ..01 = .og03G .b a n d 70Q .Q8036 _ _G-25 ]fe 
4o9 4- 44 

as total pressure per square foot. 
(2). In the upcast, the weight of one cubic foot -= 

discharge the water up through a drill-hcle perpendic
ular or up the slope, considering expenditure of power 
only, and what sized pump would you use, and what 
make of pump would you prefer? 

ANSWI.R.—The vertical lift, via tbe slope would be 
-''»" or ,00 ft., 

the same as by the drill-hole, and as by using the drill
hole, I would only have ^ as long a pipe line, and 
consequently only ,'„ the rubbing surface to cause fric
tion, I would discharge the water through the drill
hole. 
Regarding size of pump, we will assume that we 

have an average effective steani pressure of 40 lbs. per 
square inch, and the pumps would work 100 ft. per 
minute. 
Then we have the formula : I) V_£ 
D = diameter of pump in inches. 
< T — number of gallons to be delivered per minute. 
L — length of stroke in feet. 
N =- number of strokes per minute, 
L N = speed of pump per minute. 
Then as we have 200 gallons per minute, and we 

would use a double-acting piston pump each pump 
would have to handle 100 gallons per minute. Then 1) Kill 

6'66 H. P, 

As this formula gives the net diameter ofthe pump 
plunger; it is usual to increase the area of the ulunger 
1 to allow for leakage etc. 
Then the area of tbe pimp plunger should be 

5*5 X 5'5 < 7S51 = 23*76 sq. in. 
and 2870 X L25 = 20*7 in, a. area of each cylinder. 
Then as the area of a circle equals tbe square of the 
diameter multiplied by '7854, we find the square of the 
diameter is 

Then I 37S2 = <i'l-5 —. Therefore the diameter of 
the pump cylinder should be 615 inches, or say 6V 
inches. Now, as to the steam end, the area of the 
0.1 inch water cylinder is 6"25 X 6*25 X '7854 or 30'68 — 
inches Then the pressure on each water piston due to 
a head of 200 ft. of water is equal to 200 X "434 < 80-68 
= 20i'3 02 lbs. (See p. 102, COLLIERY E N G I N E E R POCKET-

B O O K ) . N o w as the effective steam pressure is 40 lbs. 
per inch, the theoretical area of the piston to balance 
this weight should be 

2(Ki3-92 
40 _q. inches 

- W * = '06138 and 700 •0613S = 42llfi(i lbs 

as the total pressure per square foot. T b e difference of 
pressure is 56'25 — 42 U00 — 13'284 lbs. or the pressure 
per square foot producing ventilation. 

QUESTION 38.—Asked al the Examination for Certificated 
Mine Bosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania 
on October 23, 29, AO, and 31, 1889. 

When an aircourse is of irregular form how do yon 
determine the area? 

A N S W E R . — D i v i d e it into a n u m b e r of triangles, or 
parallelograms and triangles, and find tbe area of each 
of these simple figures. T h e n add these areas together 
for tbe total area ofthe airway. 

T h e areas of the parallelograms — the base multi
plied by the perpendicular height. Tlie area of 
triangles is found by either multiplying the base by 
one-half of the altitude, or add the lengths ofthe three 
sides together, divide the s u m by two; from the half 
s u m subtract each side separately; multiply the half 
s u m and three remainders continuously together, and ' 
take the square root of the product. UESTION 39— Ash 
Mm,- Bossm in th, I-
<,,, Octolier 28, ..', .,'" 

,/ „l ll„ 
itltlltillO 

and .11 
Regions of P, 

tilifieatid 

isylvania, 

A mine makes 200 gallons of water per minute, said 
water being caught in a s u m p 200 feet perpendicular 
below the surface, and also located 2,000 feet from 
m o u t h of slojie, tlie slope dipping 1 in 10, would you 

In practice w e add one-half for resistance, and there
fore tbe area of each steam piston should be 6057 X 
1'5 or 99'86 sq. in., and the diameters should be 
199-86 

V * 7 S 5 4 ° r 11'2S '"' 
say 11' inches. 

I would th refore use any standard duplex p u m p 
with U J 'n- steam cylinders and 6.) in. water cylinders, 
that was advertised in the columns of T H E C O L L I E R Y 
ENGINEER, 

QUESTION 'tl.—Ashed al. the Examination for Certificated 
Mine Bosses ,n 'he Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, 
on October, -*_?, !'.', .in, and Sl, 1SS9. 

A mini- generating explosive gas has not been en
tered for some time, what means would you take to en
able workmen fo descend, and suppose furnace ventila
tion was proposed? Describe fully the method you 
would adopt in lighting the furnace and clearing the 
mine of fire-damp. 

A N S W E R . — I would allow no workman to descend un
til a competent fire-boss had examined the mine and 
ascertained how far he could enter with safety. I 
would then allow only enough men to enter to repair 
brattices, doors, etc., and would pick only cool-headed 
men that were perfectly familiar with the safety-lamp 
and working in gas for this purpose. I would re
store ventilation as rapidly as possible ami would not 
allow the regular working force to descend until the fire-
boss had reported the whole mine in a safe condition. 
If furnace ventilation was iifed I would first endeavor 
to secure a fairly good current of fresh air through the 
mine by the temporary use ofa steam-jet in the upcast 
or a waterfall in the downcast, and if the mine was a 
large one ventilated by several splits, I would shut off 
all but one from the current, until I bad first cleared 
all gas out of tbat split with either the steam-jet or 
waterfall, and second had m y furnace lighted and the 
air in the upcast shaft heated to a temperature suf
ficiently high to create a current strong enough to 
dilute and carry off the gas in all splits if the mine was 
in its normal condition. I would then divide the cur
rent, and allow a portion of it to sweep through another 
split. W h e n this had been cleared, I would add an
other split, until I had, upon careful examination, 
found the entire mine free of gas. As m y furnace 
would work in connection with a dumb drift, tbe light
ing of it, and tbe clearing of the mine of explosive 
gases, would thus be rendered a safe operation. 

QCESTfON 'A.—Askvdat the Examination for Certificated 
Min,. Bosses i„ Ihe Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, 
on. October .A, 29, Af aud 31, 1889. 

Describe the dangerous gases found in coal mines 
bow they are produced, the dangers aftendingthe pres
ence of each and how each ma)- be detected. 

ANSWER.-—This question was fully answered in our 
issue of December last, page 105. 

i 
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An Ancient Lock. 

An Egyptian lock has been found which was in use 
more than 4,000 years ago. The old Egyptian lock was 
not made of metal, like those we use nowadays, but of 
wood, aud the key that opened it was wooden,"too. On 
one side of tbe door to which it was fastened there was a 
staple, and into this staple lifted a wooden bolt that was 
fixed to the door itself. When this boll was pushed into 
the staple as fur as it would go, three pins in tbe upper 
part of the staple dropped into holes in the holt and held 
it in its place, so that it could not be moved back again 
until the pins were lifted. Tbe key was a straight piece 
of wood, at tbe end of which were three pegs the same 
distance apart as the pins which held the bolt firm. 
AVhen the key was pushed into 'he holt through a hole 
made to receive it, 'lie peps came into such a position that 
they were able to lift the pins that fixed the bolt, and 
when these were lifted, the bolt coidd lie lifted out of the 
staple. The most modern locks work on a similar prin
ciple.—Metal and Iron Journal. 

The Tool and Handle in One Piece. 

The difficulty in making an effective strong joint be
tween a tool and its handle has long been felt, and the 
disadvantages (bus involved are well understood, not only 
in respect to looseness in the joint but to the pLisitive lack 
of pow^i- But the invention of ihe Mannesmann pro
cess for the production of tube? din-ci I'r-uu metal blocks, 
would now appear to have rendered both po-sible ami 
desirable the making of a tool combined with its handle; 
that is, by means of that process, tabes are produced 
having solid portions fit one or more points of their 
lengths, and these tubular rods may lie made in any con
venient lengths, wilh solid portions at regular or irregu
lar distances apart, so that by cutting through such 
solid portions tlie rod can. of course, be divided up to a 
corresponding number of blanks for tools. by cutting 
such bars through at convenient points, as the size or 
length will show to be best, each section will •.-n-i-r of a 
hollow part, which may be suitably shaped or bent to 
form tbe handle, and the solid part,'which i_-an be shaped 
into tbe tool head by forging or stamping. Various tools 
arc so formed, and it is obvious thai they possess a great
er degree of strength and durability than tools of which 
the handles form a separate piece. 
A New Rotary Engine. 
In a new construction of rotary engine it is claimed 
that tbe motive power is utilized "to tbe greatest possible 
advantage. In this arrangement the frame supports a 
cylinder made in the shape of a ring having an annular 
recess, closed at one skle by a ring-shaped head, while 
the outer edge of a r-iston "extends centrally into this 
recess on the inner side ofthe cylinder, the piston being 
made in tbe shape of a wheel on a shaft turning in suita
ble bearings of the frame. Tbe wheel-shaped piston lias 
recesses or bucket, in its periphery against wliich the 
steam is tan gen ti ally directed through angularly arranged 
inlet ports in tbe cylinder. Tlie outer ends of these 
ports ore connected by short branch pipes with a pipe ex
tending almost entirely around the cylinder, this latter 
pipe being also connected at one end with the steani sup
ply source and closed at its other end. The scries of inlet 
ports follow each other at equal distances around the 
cylinder, and following them is an exhaust port connect
ing with a pipe leading to tbe outside. By this arrange
ment all but one ofthe buckets in the periphery of the 
piston are kept constantly filled with live steam, each 
discharging as it reaches the exhaust port. To insure the 
steam-tight rotation of the piston in tlie annular recess 
ofthe cylinder, packing rings ore provided, to be pressed 
against the sides of the cylinder by set-screws at suitable 
distances upart in each outer side of the cylinder. 
Maxim's Flying Machine. 
Jlr. Hiram Maxim, well known for his many ingen
ious inventions, who is, moreover, a very practical and 
successful mechanic, has for some time past devoted con
siderable study to the subject of aerial navigation. His 
practical experiments in this direction, which have been 
many and various, appear to have crystallized into the 
form of a machine which might be called a steam kite. 
Tbe experimental device consists of a thin sheet or kite 
4 feet wide and 13 feet long, which is propelled by a screw 
capable of 2,500 revolutions per minute. According to 
info-mation given by Mr. Maxim this machine, when 
properly inclined and pushed forward by the screw at the 
rate of 30 miles per hour, will maintain itself in the air ; 
if the forward speed is increased to 35 miles per hour, it 
begins to ascend; at 90 miles its risine power is quite 
strong. 
Mr. Maxim says he 1ms already expended $45,000 on 

tbese tests, and is now at work on a large machine of 
silk and steel, with a plane 110 feet by 40 feet, with 
two wooden screws 18 feet in diameter." A petroleum 
condensing engine will furnish the power. In his pre
vious experiments he found that one horse power would 
carry 13.. pounds 75 miles per hour. He bad proved 
that the screw would lift forty times as much on the pro
pelled plane as it could push. A motor he says has been 
built, weighing 1,800 pounds, which pushes 1,000 pounds, 
and will consequently lift 40,000 pounds. The estimated 
weight of his engines, generator, condenser, water supply 
(1. gallons), petroleum (40 pounds per hour) and two men 
is about 5.000 pounds, Thus with a steani kite weighing 
in all 0-800 pounds he calculates on having an ascending 

' ' ""'io pounds, or 23,200 pounds more than 
iay eleven tons. It is devoutly to 

tbe dead 
hoped tha 
the succes: 

Mr. Maxim will soon be able to demonstrate 
of his great passenger kite.—Scientific Ameri-

H o w an Axe Is Made. 

The lirst step in tbe operation of making an axe, is the 
formation of the axe-head without the blade. The glow
ing fiat iron bars arc withdrawn from the furnace and are 
taken to a powerful and somewhat complicated machine, 
which performs upon them four distinct operations—shap
ing the metal to form the upper and lower part ofthe 
axe, (lien the eye, and finally doubling the piece over so 
that the whole can be welded together. A workman 
stands by, seizing the partially-fashioned pieces one after 
another with a pair of tongs, and hammering the lower 

edges together. Next the iron is put in a powerful nat
ural-gas furnace and heated to a white heat. Taken out, 
it goes under a tilt-hammer and is welded together in a 
second. This done, one blow from the "drop" and the 
poll of the axe is completed and firmly welded. 
When the axe leaves the drop, there is some superfluous 

metal still adhering to the edges and forming what is 
technically known as a " fin." To get rid of this fin, the 
axe is again heated in a furnace, and then taken in hand 
by a sawyer, who trims the ends and edges. The operator 
has a glass in front of him to protect his eyes from the 
sparks which fly off as the hot metal is pressed against 
tbe rapidly-revolving saw. The iron part of the axe is 
now complete. 
The steel for the blade, after being heated, is cut by 

machinery and shaped with u die. It is then ready for 
welding. A groove is cut in the edge of the iron, the steel 
for the blade inserted, and tbe whole firmly welded by 
machine hammers. Next conies the operation of temper
ing. The steel portion of the axe is heated by being in
serted in pots of molten lead, the blade only being im
mersed. It is then cooled by dipping in water, and goes 
to the hands of the inspector. An axe is subject to rigid 
tests before it is pronounced perfect. The steel must be 
of tbe required temper, the weight ofall axes of the same 
sizes must be uniform, all must be ground alike, and in 
various other ways conform to an established standard. 
Tlie inspector who tests the quality of the steel, does so 
by hammering the blade and striking the edge to ascertain 
whether it be ton brittle or not. An axe that breaks 
during tbe test is thrown aside to lie made over. 
Before the material of an^xe is in the proper shape, it 

has been heated Ci\e limes, including the tempering 
process, and the axe, when completed, has passed through 
iln bands of about forty workmen, each of whom has 
done something toward perfecting it. After passing in
spection, the axes go to tbe grinding department, and 
from that to the polishers, who finish them upon emery 
wheels,— The Manufacturer and Bulkier. m'Smmmmi.^ 

^^^L:.EBO^M 

Electricity and Industry. 

In the census taken ten years ago, a department was 
devoted to the subject of power used in manufactures, 
but its reports and tables dealt only with steam ami 
water power, and made no mention of electricity. During 
the ten years that have intervened, the application of 
electricity to industrial purposes has been wonderfully 
rapid. About two years ago, Electric Power, a New York 
journal, printed a list of 150 industries to which tbe 
electric motor had actually been applied in this country, 
and one of the editors expresses the opinion that if'a 
list were now prepared with equal completeness, it would 
show that the electric motor has found employment in 
connection with nearly 300 branches of productive indus
try. The electric motor has been successfully used to run 
the sewing machines of girls employed in glove making 
in their own homes, and with the reported .result of en
abling each worker to accomplish more and better work 
In less time, and under conditions more favorable to health 
and causing less fatigue. 
With these facts before us, the introduction of electricity 

as a power applicable to a great variety of industries, and 
available in the private house and at the individual work
bench, is no longer a dream or a prophecy, but an actual 
realization, of which the possible future development and 
industrial influences cannot be foretold. One of the 
principal articles of belief of the cheerful economic creed 
so ably propagated by Mr. Edward Atkinson, is that 
natural forces are constantly tending to a distribution of 
population more favorable to individual welfare. That 
where men have been too much isolateLt on great farms 
and sparsely settled tracts of land, the tendency toward 
higher cultivation of smaller areas, is operating to bring 
them into closer and better relations with the world, and 
that, on tbe other hand, where population has become 
too closely concentrated, in crowded cities and towns and 
over-crowded tenements, the development of rapid transit 
is operating to secure a distribution over a larger area, anel 
to correct (he evils incidental to a congestion of popula
tion at industrial centers. 
In the latter direction, nothing could be more efficacious 

than the gradual adoption, in many industries and at 
many manufacturing centers, of 11 form of power pecu
liarly suited to such distribution, as would do away with 
the necessity for crowding hundreds of operatives together 
in the work-rooms of great factories. Such a change 
could be made to bring with it an amelioration of many 
of the conditions which now occasion most complaint, 
and to secure foT a great mass of workers, more whole
some and cheerful surroundings, less crowded and better 
lighted and ventilated. Such a change seems like a dream 
ofa return to the days of the hand-loom and spinning-
wdieel, and its possibility is an answer to much of the 
sentimental lamentation constantly heard about the 
changes which time and development haye wrought in 
the condition of tlie toiling masses. Progress in the ap
plication of electricity to the cmploymentsof men, is but 
one of innumerable evidences that an improvement in 
social and industrial conditions is to he sought in tbe 
higher development of mechanical invention, and in tlie 
advancement of science, rather than in vain regrets for 
the simpler life of the irrevocable pasl.—A'. Y. Commercial 
Bulletin. 

Underground Wires. 

The greatest sufferers by the burial of the wires are the 
telephone companies whose system connect with the long 
distance lines. A short length of underground cable has 
little or no effect on telephonic transmission, but when a 
few miles of underground cable are joined on to several 
hundred miles of overhead line, the eflect is very marked 
tbe speech becoming muffled, thick, and indistinct All 
cities ought to make allowance for this apparently insup
erable difficulty, and allow the wires of the longdistance 
system to be carried overhead. For local telephone 
work, underground wires work admirably. The telephone 
system of New York from the Battery to the Harlem 
River is entirely underground, and tliere are to-day under 
the streets of New York considerably more than 20,000 
miles of wire used for telephonic communication. 
The type of underground cable now in general use 

should have a very long life. Tbe lead covering is prac
tically indestructible; if laid in iron pipes it cannot be 
affected even by galvanic action, because iron is electro
positive to lead, and tbe iron.would be attacked. As the 

insulating material is hermetically sealed within the lead 
covering, it is safe from deterioration as long as the lead 
remains sound. So flint unless it is found that the in
sulating materials deteriorate by reason of the action of 
the current, the depreciation on underground cables of 
this class should be placed at a very low figure. In con
trast, the depreciation of overhead lines is very consider
able, especially in (owns where the wires are exposed to 
the action of smoke and gases besides tbe influence of ex
tremes of weather. 
In large towns and cities the underground system is 

among the established order of things, while freedom must 
be conceded for overhead wires in tlie open country and 
on restricted routes—Herbert Laws ]Vebb,in The Engineer
ing Magazine for August. 
A Novel Electrical Bell. 

The Journal des Applications EleelAques for last month 
describes a novel form of electric hell, in wliich the 
vibrations arc maintained, not by hammering, but by 
means of synchronically intermittent electro-magnetic at
tractions. The bell or gong itself, which is made of steel, 
carries upon its outer eilge 8 very small plate of platinum; 
and this plate, when tbe apparatus is at rest, just touches 
another platinum contact, that is attached to a fixed 
spring. Within tbe bell, and almost touching its edge, is 
a short fixed electro-mag net, and this is put into electrical 
circuit with tlie platinum contact pieces. Now, when the 
current is passed, it is obvious that the steel bell will be 
successively attracted and released with great rapidity; 
similarly to the contact breaker of a Rumkorff coil. The 
amplitude of its vibrations will, of course, depend on the 
strength of the current, and upon the adjustment of the 
spring contact. The hell is so placed as that when in full 
vibration it does not quite touch the face of the bar mag
net. Hence there is practically nothing to interfere with 
its vibration; and the disagreeable clashing ofthe ordi
nary electric hammer is replaced by a pure musical note. 
AVhen the hell is mounted in a resonant box, it can be 
heard distinctly from a long distance, and the arrange
ment is highly recommended by our contemporary for 
adaption to orchestral music. 
A New Application of Electricity in tbe Purification 

of Water. 
r-oftening water for industrial par
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Hydrated oxide l'.ad is placed in a filter press which is 

traversed by the water to be purified, and this produces an 
effluent showing only one or, at most, two degrees of hard
ness, ln this way all the carbonates, sulphates, and 
chlorides are precipitated. 
Now, 111 order to work this process economically, it is 

necessary to produce the hydrated oxide of lead cheaply, 
and the following method bos been devised by Villon for 
this purpose: 
Sodium nitrate is dissolved in water, and the solution is 

placed in a vat divided into two compartments by a 
diaphragm; lead electrodes of large surface are placed in 
tbe solution, and thecurrent from a dynamo then passed 
through. The sodium nitrate is decompc-sed, caustic soda 
being formed in the negative compartment aud nitric acid 
at the positive pole, from whicli it dissolves a certain 
quantity of lead forming lead nitrate. 
After the current has been passing through the liquid for 

a certain time, the solutions that result from tlie various 
decompositions are run from the two compartments into a 
second vat. and then mixed mechanically by means of an 
agitator. The soda precipitates hydrated oxide of lead, and 
itself forms sodium nil rate; the liquid is then filtered, and 
the sodium nitrate solution which runs through the filter 
is again subject M electrolysis. 
AVhen the hydrated oxide of lead has been in use for 

some time it is then replaced by fresh oxide; the proper 
time for replacing the contents of the filter press is indicated 
by the degree of hardness ofthe water.—Electrical Review, 
London. 
Electricity vs. Steam Railways. 
While electricity may not yet be able to take the place of 
steam as an economical motive power for railway trains, it 
is demonstrating its ability, when properly managed, of 
cutting into the business of existing steam railways. The 
illustration of this is to be found in thepnssenger travel be
tween Sf. Paul and Minneapolis. Until recently the steam 
railroads have controlled this business, and, with theexcep-
tion ofthe fures charged, have given a fairly satisfactory 
service but an electric road is now running" between the 
two cities connecting with the street tines of both, and in 
the half year which it has so far server! the public it has 
taken such a large portion ofthe patronage from the steam 
railway that the latterjyill probably withdraw from com
petition for the local passenger traffic between tbe two cities. 
The reason for this is plain. The steani railroads charged 
30 cents for u single trip of ten miles, and 50 cents for a 
round trip, while the electric road has been put on a pay
ing basis while charging but 20 cents per round trip. In 
addition to this difference in fares, tbe electric road runs its 
cars more frequently and gives transfers to other street 
railways in either city. Tbe electric company is making 
preparations to handle a very extensive trafiic and 
will soon be able to run trains under one minute head
way. The ..(.-horse power motors first used will be replaced 
by new ones of 50-horse power, and the cars will he run at 
higher speed than at first. Similar conditi ns of travel in 
other places will doubtless be met in the same way, and 
before railroad men realize it, electric railways will be 
running, the character of whose traffic will bear a very 
strong resemblance to that of steam railways. In this 
growth the fact may lie developed tbat a comparison be
tween steam and electricity will not always lead to the 
results obtained in the experiments thus far made.—Metal 
and Iron Journal. 
An Electric House at the World's Fair. 
Some months ago we made tbe remark that there ap
peared to he no limit to the possibilities of electricity. 
W e can now add that if men like Mr. Edison have their 
way there never will he. One of the wonders promised 
for the Chicago Exhibition is an electric home. A min
iature borne, worked entirely by electric'tv, will be shown 
with bells and lights, and doors and windows with burglar 
alarms, which will immediately illuminate tlie entire 
dwelling in the event of an attempted ingress. Tbe rooms 
are to be warmed bv electric radiators and cooled by elec
tric fans. The cooking will be done in an electric"range 
at the top of Hie house, and the food will be lowered to the dining-room by an electric dumb-waiter, and the dishes will be afterwards washed bv an electric dish-
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washer, in which a child can wasli 10,0(10 dishes a day 
without breaking them, If these little matters can be ac
complished w e shall quite believe the promises that are 
made, that the washing ami ironing of linen, and the 
scrubbing of tloors and tbe cleaning of windows will also 
be performed by electricity. W e shall think nonetheless 
of this wonderful power if it docs not fully accomplish 
all that is claimed for it. lint if Edison has pledged 
himself to the programme, it certainly will be accomplish
e d — Colliery Manager. 

the artificial corrections of geography were generally 
crude and temporary efforts. Tbese canals were from tl 
to 7 feci deep, and traversed the course of drainage up 
bill and d o w n for s o m e hundreds of miles. T h e canal 
barge furnished tbe modest navy, ami the horse and mule 
the moving power. For a time these canals served their 
purpose, till the iron horse and the railway track relieved 
ibe ni of business and future service. To-day ci renin 
stances are changed and under new conditions of indus
trial development the ship canal is a stalely sequence to 
the slow-going barge and the cumbersome lock. W e arc 
improving 011 geography. W h e r e nature m a d e an isthmus 
a besseps, a Menocal and a Miller are using science and a 
dredger to m a k e a canal. Increasing population, rapid 
industrial development and the necessities of interna
tional c o m m e r c e are making rapid transit an economic 

Tli. ale 

The Suez Cannl Too Small. 

"The most important deduction." says the Engineer, 
" to be obtained from the annual report of M. Ferdinand 
de Lessens to the shareholders in the Suez Canal is (lint 
tbe facilities of the waterway are rapidly falling behind 
the enormous increase of traffic, and that before long 
probably even the relief afforded by Ibe recent diminu
tion iu the time required for transd, will be found in
sufficient. The report shows that during the year no less 
than 3,389 vessels passed through the canal, giving a 
total receipt of -t;2,697,0IX). The principal work carried 
on in the period covered hy the report has been the 
widening Lit ihe maritime canal liy 15 metres. This work 
has been carried from the tenth mile, from Port Said to 
the fifteenth, and it is intended during the present year 
to carry it as far as the twenty-second mile. Tbe other 
widening works also in coui*se of execution have been 
continued vigorously, and the new basin at Burt Said has 
been excavated to its lull width for a length of 300 m. 
The crowding of the canal is so severely felt (hat tbe en
gineers have determined to abolish the Supply of stores, 
etc., by water to tbe stations of the company between 
Port Said and Ismaila. Tbe boats aud barges at present 
employed will therefore be displaced in favor ofa steam 
tramway, which is now in active construction. The 
Egyplian government has entered into negotiations with 
the company for the employment of this tramway as a 
public line for tbe transport of passengers and merchan
dise. One other noteworthy feature of the report is tbe 
statement that the development in the petroleum com
merce of Port Said Ins rendered it necessary to undertake 
the construction of an isolated dock at that place for the 
accommodation of this traffic At the annual meeting 
•of the company in Paris the whole of the resolutions pre
sented liy the committee of management were approved, 
and M M . Chabrieres-Arles, Boucard, Guichard, and Lord 
Brassey were elected directors." 

The R o m a n s as Engineers. 

The Romans were the first great engineers, and in their 
own particular manner have never been excelled. Their 
genius was more of an engineering quality than architect
ural, and it is in this department thev erected their most 
successful structures. Architecturally, though of wonder
ful variety and imposing magnitude Roman art was rich. 
too great a combination of diverse elements to be thoroughly 
artistic and in keeping with refined taste. The barbaric 
Etruscan element in the R o m a n character which found 
visible expression iu their gladiatorial and bloody shows, 
was too strongly rooted to be eradicated even in tbe cen
turies of independent Roman existence. The many lands 
which Roman conquerors placed under their city's sway 
made them familiar with a great variety of architectural 
forms they did not hesitate to avail themselves of, and 
the result was a combination, wonderfully rich and im
pressive, hut often violating the canons of architectural 
«rt. Measured by the faultless standard of the Creek, its 
immediate predecessor and the model it most closely fol
lowed, Roman art leaves much to be desired from the 
aesthetic standpoint. But however unsatisfactory the 
Romans were in architectural design, and it must not be 
forgotten that afterall itis the purist who chiefly finds 
fault with ibem, they more than made up as constructive 
builders. Construction was the Romans' chief point of 
excellence, and they brought to this work a native genius 
-and an insight into engineering requirements ofa very 
high order.—Barr Fereee, in the Engineering Magazine for 
August. 

The Suwanee and the Mississippi. 
One of the latest proposed improvements in our national 
waterways is the connecting of the Suwanee River with 
the Mississippi. The estimated distance is 560 miles, and 
•depth of water en route 9 to 12 feet at mean low water. 
The establishment of this connection with the diversion 
of traffic by the opening of the Florida canal would add 
to the commercial facilities of all the country tributary to 
the water courses, and would also be of vital importance 
as a means of coast defence. All obstacles are said to lie 
removable in our present advance in engineering science 
and mechanical appliances. The distance from the Suwa
nee River to St. Marks is from 70 to 90 miles acco**din" 
tothe route selected, the one being a direct and the other 
•a dredged line. From St. Marks to the Mississippi the 
water line is almost continuous, but requiring improve-' 
ment. The Oclockony and Crooked Rivers require 
straightening und the removal of sundry bars, which are 
not __suppo--ed to be difficult, and are entirely practicable. 
In St. George's Sound, near Apalachieola, an oyster bar 
needs to be removed, and then the Apalachico'la River 
is reached with 12 feet of water on the bar. The distance 
from St. Marks, Florida, to Apalachieola, Fla., by the coast 
line, is about 01 miles; by the Oelockonv anil Crooked 
Rivers, about 10 miles longer. From tbe Apalachieola 
River to the Mississippi the distance is about40o miles, and 
it will require about 30 miles—possibly less—of canaling 
to make land-locked connection between the two rivers 
This project is in unison with the spirit of modern en
terprise, and though at present but a proposition, may be 
•accepted as a possible future fact.— The Age of Steel. 
The Era of Canals. 
The American canal was inaugurated in the beginning 
•pt the present century. They were made for purposes of 
inland transport, and were in coincidence with the exi
gencies of the situation. Railways were immature both 
in con struct 1011 and service, and with the blind guess at 
natural advantages that is in every historic case the pio
neer of better facilities, the utilization of waterways and 

necessity is cosmopolitan. Germany connects the North 
Sea with tbe Baltic: Greece digs a channel across the 
Isthmus of Corinth ; England leads the Mersey from Liv
erpool to Manchester, and proposes a deep cut through 
the peninsula of Malacca to shorten Ihe ocean VL.yage be
tween India and China. All these attempts converge in 
a reconstruction of i.iternatiunal relationships, and prac
tically illustrate what we have repeatedly staled in The 
Agcof steel, thai the industrial and commercial affinities 
of nations m e really the pivot on which swings the des
tiny of the human race. 
In a boon- sense we are helping to lill out tbe divine 

programme. AVe have joined the Chesapeake with tlie 
Delaware, and have made the Great Lakes a chain of in-
hind seas. It is but a question of time when ocean steam-
i-rs can load at Chicago and discharge their cargoes in 
Liverpool, and New York have an unbroken waterway tu 
Lake -Michigan. Florida will yet be an island, and the 
vessels of the Gulf Stream pass through its everglades and 
merc-Tal ^necessity will add the-hip canal m the triumphs 
of civilization ami the service of international com
merce. 
The Future Railway Map. 

Railways are rapidly changing international relation
ships and the character of nations. Isolation and the 
prejudices it engenders is going, as feudalism and slavery 
have gone, into the ash-pit of history. Nations now are 
neighbors, and notwithstanding all political jingoism to 
the contrarv, it is becoming an economic and historic fact 
that as we shorten distances and develop commerce we 
reduce the possibilities of misunderstanding and rupture. 
In this kind of evangelization the railroad has been one 
of tbe most vital and important factor- It has done 
much, ami is destined to do more. The steel rail will 
yet be a planetary institution. It is annexing the globe, 
and when complete will radiate from tbe equator to the 
poles. It is just 24,000 miles round the waist of Mother 
Earth, and when tbe Bessemer girdle is complete some 
20,000 miles can be traveled in a palace car. From New 
York and other Eastern points we can travel to San 
Francisco, thence to Alaska, can cross what wdll be but 
an ocean ferry to Siberia, and on to China and India. 
The gorges of Afghanistan will pass in panoramic grand
eur before tlie traveler as he glides along to Russia in 
Europe; Berlin. Paris and London will be scheduled in 
Ihe same time-table, and an Atlantic trip of tive days will 
see the cosmopolitan American in sight of the Hudson. 
It is simply a question of time, and in less than two dec
ades will probably be an historic fact. The Siberian rail
way is being pushed with vigor, and tbe American link, 
missing in Alaska, will, without a doubt, lie supplied in 
a few years, and the railway map of the planet be com
plete.— The Age of Steel, 

So, w h e n w e have a great m a n y of these little masses 
closely packed together ami moving rapidly, they will have 
an opportunity tn strike one another and thus produce 
light and heat in a greater degree than can happen in those 
other so-called ' stars," where I he dust is sparser and tlie 

This is an idea which has lately been suggested, and I re
fer to it here because it appears to m a k e clear a great m a n y 
points on wliich children even ofa larger growth have long 
been puzzled. 
In this way, w e pass from what w c see in the heavens as 

patches of milk-white light, called nebuhe, to other bodies 
even hotter than our sun. and w h e n the stage Is reached in 
which w e see specks of light merely, and deal with "stars," 
properly so called, w e get o hot body wliich increases in 
temperature as all the little particles arrive at thecenter, 
until the motion ofall of them has been changed into heat, 
and a ball of vapor results, very, very, hot. 
A s soon as tliesupp.3 of beat ceases*-, the mass begins to 

cool. Our sun is such a cuulini* mass. T h e cooling goes on 
until at last a b o d y such ns our o w n earth is formed. This 
is w h y il is that the chemical composition of the sun and 
earth are so similar. 

If this is what reallv happens w e can easily explain the 
colors ofall tbe stars. Each singe of heat in a'star has its 
o w n special color. It is true that sometimes verv nearly the 
-ame color is produced at two different stages of heat; but 
aside from thi-. w e know that verv white stars are at the 
condition of their greatest heal, and that yellow stars are 
cooler, though some are old, s o m e young; and that very 
red, bin especially blood-red stars, are tottering on the 
verge of invisabilitv, bavins run through all their changes. 
—Norman Lockucr. 

T h e I m p r o v e m e n t of Predictions. 
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Romance of the Sky. 

By the increased power of telescopes, the number of stars 
within our ken has been increased from 2.000. tbe number 
which may he seen in both hemispheres bv the naked eye, 
to probably about 80,000,000. Tbe star nearest to the earth, 
a Centauri, is about 275,000 times as far from us as the sun 
is, and Sirius is about twice as far away as that; if, how
ever, we could view these bodies at an equal distance, a 
Centauri would appear nearly twice as bright as our sun, 
and Sirius -10 times as bright. 
Star 61, Cygni, has a velocity of not less than 30 miles a 

second, or 3,000,000 miles a day. So far, then, we find 
that tbe stars are at different distances; that they are of 
different sizes, and that, instead of being fixed, they are all 
in movement. 
Such bodies are masses of glowing gas, the materials of 

which are. for the most part, precisely the same as those of 
which our earth is built up. the great difference between 
such stars and tbe earth at tbe present time being that they 
are hot, while the earth is cold. 
Tlie sun is so hot at present that its outer atmosphere, in

stead of being composed of cool oxygen and nitrogen and 
water vapor.as happens with our own, consists of brightly 
shining hydrogen gas and iron vapor chiefly. The iron isim't 
siil id and it is not molten, but exists as iron steam at, perhaps, 
a distance ot 200,000 miles above tbe shining orb that wesee 
and call tbe sun. This, I think, may be taken as a fair in
dication that the sun is a very bot body, especially when 
we remember that as its center is approached, tbe tem
perature must always increase. 
I have said this much about the sun, because it is very 

natural to ask whether all stars are like the sun. It used 
to be thought that they were, but I, for one. do not think 
that this is so. AVhen we come to examine the bodies which 
shine iu the sky, those dim patches of gray light called 
ne'uihe, as well as many of the stars t'lemselves, the prism 
tells us that the light which they send to us is very dillerent 
from the light sent to ns by tbe sun and by other stars, the 
light of which is exactly like sunlight 
A great deal of work recently done shows that probably 

many stars, instead of being like the sun, are built up, as 
the comet, are. of enormous clouds or swarms of little 
bodies, some of them, perhaps, no bigger than grains of 
dust, the different quantities and qualities of the light given 
out depending upon the motions of these little particles 
and the average distance between lliem. 

casts of local rain can be improved by greatly 
i number of local stations, and that observa

tions lakeu biL'b in the air will greatly aid the advancement 
of weather science. H e is at present actively engaged in 
establishing local centers of weather prediction, it lieing 
part of his plan to especially emphasize the Importance of 
local indications, ft has been discovered during recent 
years, while carrying forward the signal service work, that 
the predictions at Washington for the country in generaf 
were not equal to the special predictions made at local 
centers. This was shown in the excellent results achieved 
by Sergeant E. B. Dunn, of New York, and J. AV. Smith, of 
Boston. The admirable local predictions made by Mr. H. 
if. Clayton,of tbe Blue Hill Observatory—Mr. A. Lawrence 
Rotch, director-near Boston. Massachusetts, also empha
size the importance of these local stations. Washington is 
merely the executive office. New York and Boston are the 
most important stations for observation, owing to their 
vast marine and commercial interests and the widely 
diffused suburban population a fleeted by the local weather 
forecasts for these cities. The investigation of local storms 
by the N e w England Meteorological Society—Professor 
AVilliam M. Davis, director—has shown that a line of rain 
a few miles in width hut many hundred miles in length 
may steadily advance over an immense extent of terri
tory. It is clear that when the Weather Bureau has in
creased the number of local centers of weather prediction 
the approach of rain will be announced with such an 
improvement in the vcrilicalions that the results will be 
of great value. 

Under the Earth. 

The workmen in the deepest mines of Europe swelter 
in almost intolerable heat, ami yet they have never pen
etrated over one seven-thousandth part of the distance 
from the surface to the center of tiie earth. In (he lower 
levels of some of tbe Comstock mines tbe men fought 
scalding water and could labor only three or four hours 
at a time until the Sutro Tunnel pierced the mines and 
drew off some of the terrible heat, wliich bad stood at 
120 degrees. The deepest boring ever mudc, that at Sper-
enherg, near Berlin, penetrates only 4,172 feet, about 1,000 
feet deeper than the famous artesian well at St. Louis. 
While borings and mines reveal tous only a few secrets 
relating solely to the temperature and constitution ofthe 
earth for a few thousand feet below the surface, we are 
able, hy means of volcanoes, to form some notion of what 
is going on at greater depths. There have been many 
theories about the causes of volcanoes, but it is now gen
erally held that though they are produced by tbe intense 
heat of the interior of earth, they are not directly con
nected with the molten mass that lies many miles below 
tbe immediate source of volcanic energy. Every body 
knows that many rocks are formed on the floor of the 
ocean, and it has been found that a twentieth to a seventh 
of their weight is made up of imprisoned water. Now, 
tbese rocks are buried in time under overlaying strata 
which serve as a blanket to keep in the enormous heat 
of the interior. This heat turns the water into superheat
ed steani, which melts tbe hardest rocks, and when the 
••team finds a fissure in the strata above it breaks through 
to the surface with terrific energy, and we have a volcano. 
W e find that these outpourings that have lain countless 
ages many thousands of feet below the surface are well 
adapted to serve the purposes of man. Many a vineyard 
flourishes on the volcanic ashes from Vesuvius, and vol
canic m u d has clothed the hills of New Zealand with fine 
forests and its plains with luxuriant verdure. The most 
wonderful display of the results of volcanic energy is seen 
in the northwestern corner of our own land, a region of 
lofty forests and of great fertility.—Goldthwaite's Geograph
ical Magazine. 

A Useful Invention. 

One ofthe most ingenious and at the same time prac
tically use ul a m o n g tlie automatic machines wliich have 
been introduced of late is a device which forms, fills, 
weighs, and seals packages in those establishments where 
large quantities ot goods, such as line-cut tobacco, soda, 
starch, & c , are constantly put up. T h e operation by 
which this result is accomplished, though decidedly novel, 
is not at-all complex in any particular, the machine con
sisting merely of a series of forming blocks, receptacles, 
folders, g u m m e r s , and feeders, all working in mutual har-
m o n v . so that the packages are smoothly and continuously 
produced. T h e forming blocks successively size the paper, 
which instantly afterward is wrapped around them, folded 
and g u m m e d at the end ; the paper sacks are then plunged 
into receptacles filled with the commodity for which they 
are intended, finally folded on top and sealed.—New York 
Sun. 
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Kauri G u m and " Swaggers." 

Kauri gum is an amber-like fossil resin, which is used 
as a base, instead of gum-mastic, for line varnishes. 
Kauri gum digging is one of the industries peculiar to 
New Zealand. In former ages vast forests of the Kauri 
pine must have been burnt in the north part of the North 
Island, and tbe resin melted down into the ground and 
became deposited in lumps. These lumps vary in size 
from a thimble to an anchor, and can be dug up by any 
one able to handle a spade. Gum land is considered 
worthless for any other purpose, but as it yields to the 
value of nearly two millions a year for export, and the 
supply seems inexhaustible, it has an unquestioned worth 
of its own. As no apprenticeship is needed to make 11 
gum-digger, and no capital hut a shovel, the unemployed 
take to it when they have nothing better to do; waifs 
and strays also, because of the element of uncertainty in 
it that appeals to the gambling instinct. The regular 
army of labor looks down on the work, and classes the 
workers with the " sundowners," or "swaggers." who 
roam over the country in search of employment, terribly 
afraid lest they may find it. To run as little risk as pos
sible, they take care not to appear at farmsteadmg or 
station till a little before sundown, sauntering then into 
the yard, swag or red blanket rolled into a pack on their 
back, requesting, in humble or insolent tones as may be, 
food and a night's lodging. The request is always 
granted, as the farmer or squatter has no wish to quarrel 
with men whose friends may drop accidentally a lighted 
match near his ricks on a dark night. They may be told 
to chop a little wood or do some chores in the morning. 
in exchange for their supper ; hut as a rule they feel that 
this implies a reflection on tbe hospitality of their en
tertainers, and before the household is astir, they have 
folded their swag and silently stolen away. It is only 
fail to add that I have beard of this class ofthe popula
tion not at first-hand. The "swagger" has probably a 
different story to tell from the squatter. So, doubtless, 
has the Kauri guru digger , but neither had I the good 
fortune to fall in with any member of that interesting 
profession. It is difficult to understand why in a country 
like New Zealand there should be so many tramps, but it 
is unnecessary to enter on social questions at present.— 
From " New Zealand," by G. M. Grant, in Harper's Magazine 
for August. 
Increase of Suicide. 
There seems no doubt that a notable increase of cases 
of suicide is in progress among civilized nations. Com
parative statistics are hard to obtain and are often open to 
question, but that the present century has witnessed a 
steadily increasing proclivity to suicide in Europe seems 
indisputable. A recent writer computes the suicides of 
Europe at sixty thousand annually, and believes that while 
this number represents tlie recognized cases of suicide, we 
should require to double it in order to reach the true fig
ure, and to include secret or unrecognized cases. Germany 
affords the largest relative proportion of cases, France and 
England follow next in this order, while Spain, Ireland, 
and Portugal are very little given to suicide. The Sla
vonic race is the least suicidal in Europe. Asa general 
rule, suicide is relatively more frequent among the civil
ized and cultured tban among the ignorant and barbarous. 
The list of notable suicides is a long one, and includes 
men in the very front rank of literature, science, art, poli
tics, and war. 
The causes of suicide are numerous and obscure. Prob

ably no question opens up more diverse or more abstruse 
problems in sociology than the inquiry into the reasons 
that tend to make men weary of life. Racial idiosyncrasy 
(itself a very obscure subject, and capable, no doubt, of 
further analysis), degree and quality of the civilization at
tained, type of intellectual development, religion, the 
severity of the struggle for existence, disease—all these 
play their part in determining whether a larger or a small
er proportion of persons of unstable brains will elect "to 
bear the ills they have" or " Oy to others that they know 
not of." Alcoholism is alleged to be the chief obvious 
cause of suicide in Northern Europe; but before we can 
admit this doctrine we should require to investigate the 
causes of alcoholism itself, to determine how far it is itself 
a symptom of nervous instability, or an index of misery, 
over-pressure or boredom. No error in sociological in
quiry has been more wide-spread or pernicious than the 
tendency to accept alcoholism as an ultimate fact, requir
ing no further explanation or analysis, and to trace to 
the fact of alcoholism all the deplorable evils which follow 
in its train, without regard to the predisposing causes or 
the associated conditions. Thesame hereditary or racial 
peculiarities that incline one individual to alcoholism 
minus suicide, may incline another to alcoholism plus 
suicide. 
It is very striking that absolute want and destitution do 

not seem to he frequent causes of suicide. Tlie abjectly 
poorandthe utterly ignorant do not in any considerable 
numbers seek to terminate their misery by self-destruc
tion. To incline to suicide there would seem to be re
quired a sharp disparity between either the present and 
the past social condition of the individual or between his 
desires and his attainments. The hereditary or chronic 
pauper, however miserable bis state, rarely thinks of vio
lently terminating bis sufferings, probably because be has 
become accustomed to them, or has only a vague realiza
tion of the difference between what is and what might be. 
On the other hand, the man who has fallen from comfort 
and social consideration to utter need is in danger, he

re in the main intellectual, and that their legitimate sat
isfaction tends to wean the individual from the gratifica
tion of the senses. The conclusion to be drawn is, not 
that the perils of education outweigh or even seriously 
detract from its advantages, but that as education spreads, 
adequate provision must be made for the satisfaction of 
those new wants which this spread involves. 
AVe are apt to attribute the growing tendency to suicide 

to the nervous wear and tear of an age of over-pressure, to 
the railway, the steamboat, the post, tbe telegraph. This 
has become one of the commonplaces of the day, but it is 
only one side of the question. Suicide is common in 
stagnant China, whether from religion, misery, boredom 
or that weariness of life which seems one of the inevitable 
concomitants of an ancient civilization. There is under
pressure as well as over-pressure. Legitimate and normal 
development is foreign to both. 
W e have mentioned religion, and no account of suicide 

could be at all adequate which neglected this essential 
factor. Every classical scholar knows how profound is 
the difference between the ancient and the modern mind 
on this subject, and this difference is due mainly at least 
tothe teachings of Christianity. The ancient Greek and 
Roman saw nothing wicked, but rather everything mer
itorious, in voluntarily terminating a life which had been 
robbed of all happiness and value by domestic, personal 
or national calamity. Aristotle, Demosthenes, Cato,Seneca, 
and Hannibal sought refuge in suicide, from overwhelming 
misfortune, and their example, so far from being con
demned by heathen writers, was held up to admiration 
and imitation. Christianity, however, from Ihe first put 
its darkest stigma on self-murder, and contributed power
fully to the dissemination of 

which now surrounds 
ject of suicide.—Lancet. 

that sentiment of horror 
-probably very salutarily—tbe sub-

As to Thermometers. 

The aperture in the tube of a thermometer is smaller 
than the finest hair. Though it appears to be round, it is 
not; if it were, the mercury could not be easily seen. It 
is, therefore, made flat, and then the glass magnifies it so 
that it seems to be quite large. To bring it out still more 
distinctly, a maker of Boston recently conceived tbe idea 
of backing the tube with a thin film of white sizing. This 
device is now generally adopted by the foreign makers. 
Mercury is generally used in thermometers because itis 

more regular in its contraction and expansion. Itis, in
deed, impossible to make a spirit thermometer that will 
be as trustworthy as one in which mercury is used. In a 
mercurial thermometer the degree marks are all the same 
distance apart, because tbe expansion under all conditions 
is uniform ; but in a spirit thermometer the degrees are 
wider apart at the top, because tbe expansion increases at 
a greater ratio after a certain temperature is reached. 
Though not so trustworthy, spirit thermometers are nec
essary, as mercury freezes at forty degrees below zero. 
Spirits of wine is generally used, and is colored red, so 
that it will be more visible to the eye. 
In a correct thermometer, the scale is graduated to tbe 

requirements of the tube to which it is fitted, so that 
every correct thermometer must have a special scale of its 
own. That is to say, it wouldn't do to put the tube of one 
thermometer in the frame of another. Of course, in the 
very cheap grades of thermometer., such accurate adjust
ments are not made, and, therefore, their records are only 
approximately correct. The best thermometer tube made 
will cost about five dollars; but a thermometer maybe 
made to cost almost any price, according to the way ' 
which it is mounted. 
As every one knows, the Fahrenheit scale is that most 

commonly used in this country. Fahrenheit arbitrarily 
assumed a limit of cold which he termed zero. This 
makes tbe freezing point thirty-two degrees above _ 
and the boiling point two hundred and twelve degrees 
above zero. As a matter of fact, however, in northern 
latitudes the temperature in winter frequently falls below 
the zero point, so that there is no scientific reason why the 
zero point in the Fahrenheit scale should be wdiere it is, 
A much more scientific scale is that known as the centi
grade, which marks tbe point at which water freezes a. 
zero, and divides the space between that and the point at 
which water boils into one hundred degrees. In the Reau
mur scale zero marks the freezing point and eighty above 
zero the boiling point. Many self-registering thermome
ters are now used. These instruments mark tbe highest 
or lowest temperature reached, as the case may be, so that 
one may return at night feeling assured that the weathei 
can play no pranks without bis learning of them.—Scien
tific American. 

The Value of Education. 
The assertion of Charles A. Dana, in his speech on 
Horace Greeley, that he was a man of no education at all, 
except what be had acquired himself, and that this was a 
great disadvantage to hirn, has elicited considerable dis
cussion pro and con. Mr. Dana recognized Greeley's re
markable abilities, and a fair construction of his language 
is that the subject of the oration could have made his 
abilities of far greater effect if he had started with the 
advantages of college training. Nevertheless such 
sweeping declaration as, "there is no greater misfortune 
for a man of extraordinary talent than to be educated by 
himself because he is of necessity a very poor school 
master," warrants some of the sarcastic retorts takinj 
"the remarkably successful career of Greeley as an illus
tration of the disadvantages of self-education." The fact 
is that a great deal of dispute about the advantages or 
disadvantages of self-education is necessarily befogged by 
an uncertainty of terms. Taking the word in its broadest 
sense, all men who have earned eminence in any sphere 
of effort are self-educated. Whether in political or social 
philosophy, scientific, investigation or commercial effort, 
every successful man knows he has gained his greatest 

education starts the graduate into actual life with au idea 
that the comprehension of the digamma. or theoretical 
familiarity with conic sections, places him on a plane of 
mental superiority above men who have learned the les
sons of actual work, then Mr. Dana's critics are right.. 
The first thing a student who has received such an educa
tion has to do is to unlearn his lessons, and it sometimes-
takes him all his life to do it.—Pittsburgh Dispatch. 

cause he vividly realizes tbe contrast between the present ! knowledge and bis most complete grasp of details of hi: 
and tbe past. Somewhat parallel is the fact that it is the , special work by the thorough lessons ol practical experi-
more intellectually gifted races that are most prone to [ ence. If a man is not self-educated in the sense of learn-
seek refuge in suicide. The intellectual German or tbe * ing for himself the lessons of life, the judgment of bu-
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The Value of Walking* to Health. 

Few things, if any, are so effectual in building up and sus
taining tbe physical organization as walking, if resolutely 
and judiciously followed. It is a perfect exercise. It taxes 
the entire system. AVhen yon walk properly every mem
ber and muscle, every nerve and fiber has something to do. 
The arms swing backward and forward, keeping step, as it 
were, with the legs ; the chest expands and contracts as the-
lungs fill and discharge ; the drummer boy pulse beats a 
tune for the march ; the legs curve and straighten ; the feet 
ise and fall, while the head rides over all—but not as a. 
dead head. Every sense it has is employed, every faculty 
alert. The nostrils expand to quaff the breeze; the ear 
turn to every sound ; the eyes roll in their sockets, sweep
ing from left to right, from earth to sky; the brain is at 
work through all its parts. Progress under such conditions-
is the very eloquence of physical motion, AVhatis the effect? 
The flesh is solidified ; the lungs grow strong and sound ; 
the chest enlarges ; the limbs are rounded out; the tendons 
swell and toughen; the figure rises in height and dignity, 
and is clothed with grace and suppleness. Hunters, who-
walk much, are tall and straight, while sailors, who scarcely 
walk at all, are low and squat. The whole man is devel
oped, not the body merely. Tbe mind is broadened by the-
contemplation of creation's works, the soul is enlarged, the-
iniagination brightened, the spirits cheered, the temper 
'weetened. Tbe moral forces are strengthened equally with. 
the physical. A loftier reverential feeling is awakened, if 
not a profound religious sentiment. No one who rightly 
walks the fields and groves, or climbs the heights beneath 
the heavenly dome, with its blazing sun by day and its-
moon and countless stars by night, but is irresistibly 
drawn toward the Infinite, as he " looks through Nature up. 
to Nature's God."—A Sexagenarian, in Be/fords. 

The Summer Sea. 

Commend us, at this sultry season, to a quiet spot on the-
margin of the sea. The fashionable bathing-places are de
lightful, no doubt, to persons wdio would consider it undig
nified to shake bands with the sea-gods except in 
kid gloves; but those who love the ocean for itself 
prefer to enjoy its buffets and its breezes where there is-
more elbow-room and less ceremony. AVhen one reflects-
that the Atlantic sea-board extends from latitude forty-four 
almost to the edge of the northern tropic, it seems 
absurd that multitudes professedly in search of health. 
and ease should consent to be penned up, season after 
season, like sheep in shearing-time, in five or six pet 
localities not a whit superior in natural advantages to hun
dreds of others that may be found within convenient dis
tances ofthe great centers of population. But if the world' 
of fashion were disintegrated, the fragments would be of 
small account; it is only wdien massed together that its-
gorgeous splendors provoke the envy which is so dear to its 
votaries. 
Sea-air is somewhat too pungent for weak or unsound 

lungs; but where there is no pulmonary disability or dis
ease, it is the finest, invigorant in the world. And how 
gloriously the Atlantic bath supplements (he Atlantic 
breeze, EliAr vi/te passes into the system tlirough every 
pore. The circulation is quickened and a salutary chemical. 
change is wrought in the blood itself. 
Nothing in nature presents such an endless variety of 

forms ami phases as the sea. The earth changes its aspect 
only with the seasons, but the ocean is more changeful evem 
than the clouds. Its lights and shadows shift momently, 
and ofall its myriads of acrobatic billows, no two perform 
their somersaults alike. How glorious to stand on the yel
low beach and see, rank on rank, the white knights of 
Neptune, with foam-plumes streaming from their emeiald 
helms, come charging in ! AVhat is the shock of armies to 
the collision between raging sea and rock-bound shore! 
AVbat are all the trumpets that ever pealed defiance in the-
fietd to the shout of the multitudinous waves as they dash 
themselves against tbe gray ramparts that have baffled 
their onset since time began ! " Calm or convulsed," the sea 
is a perpetual poem.—New York Ledger. 

Hot Weather Suggestions. 

At tbe opening ofthe heated term a few good resolutions-
should be made. Among the first should be one to culti
vate tranquility of mind. Nothing more conduces to com
fort of body. In hot weather a fiery argument is almost as 
productive of a raised physical temperature as is a brisk 
walk in the blazing sun. Moreover, its effects are less rapid
ly dissipated, for it is easier to sit d o w n and get cool after 
bodily exertion than it is to so subdue the perturbed m i m t 
that it will not cause a series of " hot flushes " for possibly 
hours after a vehement discussion. 

T h e same rule that applies to undue exercise ofthe tongue* 
and temper should be observed in intellectual pursuits con
ducted in the dog days. D o not attempt to shirk steady-
work in this line, but let all you do be done methodically 
not spasmodically. Adherence to the G e r m a n motto* 
' W i t h o u t haste, without rest," relentless as it seems, is 
really less weYirying than a series of violent efforts resulting 
in a fatigue which can be relieved only by utter repose. 
So m u c h for the mental attitude in hot weather. The-

bodily condition is of equal importance. M a n y people 
seem to think that ease iii s u m m e r can only be obtained by 
laziness, that e m p l o y m e n t of any sort is the mortal e n e m y 
of bien-etre, and so devote the whole of tbe long days to what 
is expressively termed "loafing." W h a t wonder if for 
them tbe weeks drag drearily, and that they lin 
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b u n k of bread ami cheese, a pipe, and a quart pot. T b e '. 
former has aspirations which cannot be stilled without j 
danger, and the gratification of which m a y be beneficial, 1 
not only to himself, but to Ids fellows. T h e enormous I 
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OIL ENGINE. 
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-crank by tbe roils _> and -I. and beam •'>. An air p u m p ii. 
driven by a rod from tbe main beam 5, compresses air and 
stores it in a reservoir 7. A small plunger p u m p K. on tlie 
governor stand, is worked by an eccentric on a shaft M be
low the main crank shaft, Shall M is driven by gearing at 
one half ihe speed ofthe main shaft. In this p u m p the 
usual clack valves for supply and discharge are not used, 
and their place is supplied by a small slide valve driven by 
another eccentric on shaft M. The connection between the 
plunger of tbe p u m p K ami its eccentric rod is lu se, to per
mit great lost motion. Tbe governor moves a tapering 
key up and down between them, varying the lost motion 
-and consequently the stroke of the plunger—thus regulat
ing the amount of oil forced into the working cylinder, 
•through the pipe!). A burner H) is kept constantly glowing 
in the top end of the cylinder, to fire tbe charges as they 
-come in. This burner is a small metal shell filled partly 
with asbestos and loose spirals of platinum wires, and is 
-supplied with air freun tbe reservoir, and oil from 1 cup I. 

lining, which is kept at a high temperature by tbe liame 
The piston is composed of two parts, a shell lo, wliich is in 
contact with lire, ami tbe piston proper 13, which is. pro
vided wilh packing rings 14. The fining of the cylinder is 
made to fit tbe piston shell 10 as closely as possible witmuil 
touching it. The regenerator I is filled with -mall spiral 
pieces of refractory material, which absorb heat from tbe 
burnt gases as they are pushed out hy the main piston, 
through the ex haust-valve 29, and give it out as.iin fo the air 
pushed through the valve 2S by the air p u m p piston 25. Tbe 
amount of oil injected at 11 is governed by a common cen
trifugal governor. Tbe ma.n cylinder is provided with a 
jacket 3, and tbe space between them is tilled with water. 
Owing to the high temperature of ibe cylinder the water is 
made into steam, and it passes out by tbe pipe 42 to a valve 
44, At each stroke of tbe engine this valve is opened and 
tbe steam blows into the regenerator along with the air 
driven in by the air pump. There is no explosion in tbe 
cylinder as in common gas engine, but a very rapid com
bustion, which greatly expands the air and products of 
combustion, and produces pressure upon the piston. Tl 
lining ol tbe cylinder bead quickly becomes red hot, an 
ignites and gasilies (be injected oil, and no firing burner 
needed after the engine i- started. 

S L A T E PICKER 

No. 450,482, ECKLEY II COXE, DIUITON, PA. Patented 

April LA 1891. The screen frame A and screen plate II 
is ihe same as that previously described in T H E COLLIERY 
ENGINEER for January, 1891. The screen is shaken by the 
cranks G (i and is suppirted on conical rollers E as before. 
The new feature is the slate picker I, occupying the front 

This burner is lit by a torch inserted through a window 
11 in tbe side of the cylinder, when starting engine, and re
mains incandescent as long as the engine runs. The inlet 
valve 13 and exhaust-valve 12 in the top ofthe cylinder are 
operated by tbe lever F. which is moved bv suitable rods 
and a cam on the shaft M When valve 13 rises it allows a 
gust of compressed air lo blow the oil supplied bv pipe 9 
down the banging tube to the deflector shown at its lower 
-end, which throws it upward toward the cylinder head in 
fine spray, past tbe burner in which fires it. This occurs 
when tlie piston is near tbe t"p of its stroke and the air in 
the cylinder is greatly compressed. The instantaneous 
heating of this body of air produces a powerful pressure 
which drives tbe piston B downward. As it rises the ex
haust valve 12 is opened and the spent air and gases are ex
pelled. During (he next downstroke the valves 12 aud 13 
remain closed, and the cylinder rills with fresh air through 
the poppet valve in the piston. As it rises again it com
presses tbe entrapped air. and at the top of the stroke an
other charge of oil spray is blown in and fired as before. ! R w I 
It will be seen that the engine is independent of gas works, 
and can fie used anywhere thatoileun beprocured, and pro
duces no dust, no ashes, or danger of explosion. 

H E A T ENGINE. 

No. 436,781. JAMES HAUL-REAVES, FARNWORTII, 

L A N D . Patented Sej,t. .'S, 1890. Oil or other liquid is fi 
by a small plunger-pump, not shown, through tbe injector 
11, into the back end of the cyliuder at each revolution of 
the engine. Air to silppori combustion ofthe oil is forced 
in by tbe pistun 25 ot ibepump 21. through a valve 2S and 

ball" of the pan. It is composed ofa series of parallel bars i 
set with their top surfaces inclined, and the edge of each 
bar lapping under the next, but leaving a narrow slot be
tween them. Tin-Oat piece- of-bite either pass through 
tbese slots, or are caught by them ami prevented from pass
ing off in to the next screen with the coal. Tbe shite which 
passes through passes off by the trough K. 

O R E C O N C E N T R A T O R 

latter is located between the outer edge ofthe vessel and its 
axis which is in the center ofthe ball-joint K L1. A rope N 
is connected by one end with the outer edge ofthe vessel L, 
tbe said rope passing over a pullev <) to a weight P. Now, 
when the shaft G is rotated from the main driving shaft C 
*he vessel L revolves and at the same time it is turned on 
its own axis by being connected with the rope N, carrying 
roc w eight P, so that the vessel turns once on its own axis 
while revolving once. The belt is shifted on the cones to 
impart a faster or slower rotary motion to tbe vessel L 
while revolving as above described. It will lie seen tbat 
tbe sleeve ,1, supporting the vessel on the bar I, can be ad
justed on the latter, so as to increase or diminish the dis
tance between the axis of the vessel, and the axis ofthe 
shaft G, said distance never being greater than the distance 
between tbe outer edge ofthe vessel ami its own axis. 

SETTLING A N D A M A L G A M A T I N G PAN. 

No. 440,552. WILLIAM A. MEHKALLS, KANSAS CITY, Mo. 

Patented March.il, 1891. This pan is provided with a re
volving stirrer .1 which is turned by gearing L L1 as 
shown. The stirrer i-lifteib mt of the pan, and lowered down 
to its work as gradually as desired, by means of steam or 
water pressure ill the cylinder II. The center spider I, ofthe 
stirrer, turns freely 011 tbe top end ofthe piston rod/1, and 
by regulating the pressure applied through the pipe" h, the 
stirrer can be made to operate at any depth. Instead ofthe 

stirrer shown, settler plow* . 
equally well. lu case ofacci 
belt breaking—by one turn < 
spider and its adjuncts can 
settling pulp, and thus the d 
tbe mass avoided, and as cm 
pans operated, say by right a 
much time and labor are con 
the purpose of raising and lowering the spider and its ad 
juncts, this invention is a great improvement. 
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LIXIVIATION A P P A R A T U S . 

No. 440,814. SAMUEL W. CBAGG, BALTIMORE, MP. 

Patented April 7, 1891. The gold and silver bearing ore if 
ground or pulverized and subjected tn a chloridizing mast
ing. II is then introduced into the hopper of the vat A, 
from which it passes to the trough 0. On entering tlie said it isdi 

"the pi] 
ided 

No. 450,013 )ND u J O H N GORDON, 

1891. Tbe con-
JII tbe fact that if 
ining water and 

g between 
ige ofthe vessel, they 

one falling in front of 
Vt the same lime leaching water 
:b from an elevated tank (not 

shown) IIIIMIIUIJ tbe -.11,1 pipeg and meeting with the finely 
ground oreenn-ies it in opposite directions in the trough. 
Tbe effect of these reverse currents is to thoroughly mix 
the ore and the water. The pulp thus formed overflows 
the sides of the trough or through tbe aperture c and fulls 
on the wooden grating •• and passes through it into tbe in-

tbe regenerator 4. 
exposed to fire lb 
generator 4, are 

Tbe part ofthe main cylinder which is 
the back cylinder bead 9, and the re
al! lined with non-metallic refractory 

will arrange themselves in the order of their specific gruvi 
Water in motion will lift and carry substances of mi 
greater specific gravity than its own, the velocity of the 
water determining how heavy a body can be carried. The , 
motion of the particles in (be vessel among them- | 
selves is greatly facilitated by lu ruing tbe vessel 
at the same time tbat it is rotated on its own 
axis. '.Ui (lie upper end of the shaft G is secured a 
carrier H, on which is held adjustably u horizontally ex
tending bar I. carrying at one end a counterbalancing terior of tbe vat in minute dn 
weight I1, and supporting at its other end a sleeve J, held ad- falling on the first or top row 1 
justably on tbe bar I by a set screw J1. On the top of tbe faces and drip onto the next ro 
sleeve J is a ball K carrying a vessel L. having the shape of over all tbe bars of the section. These bars are made of 
an inverted cone, shown in figure. The-outeredgeof this wood, dry white pine, and are varnished with asphaltum. 
vessel L extends beyond the axis ofthe shaft G, so that the It then falls through a current of atmospheric air circulat

es or tlim slreams, wb 
bars, pass over their : 
* below, and so on, passing 
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ing between the sections and strikes the first row of bars of 
the second section, and, passing over these bars, drips from 
one row to the next one below, and so on, from one section 
to the next one under it until it falls on tbe filter. T h e 
passage of tbe pulp over these round surfaces, which are 
separated from each other, greatly facilitates the breaking 
u p of tbe chlorides and the salts of the base metals. All 
the globules of gas formed in tbe water are broken and all 
deleterious gases generated by the decomposition of the 
chlorides or salts of tlie base metals—such, for example, as 
sulphureted hydrogen—which would precipitate gold, are 
diluted by the currents of air circulating in the vat and are 
carried off. T h e pulp drips on to the end less cloth or apron G, 
which is carried forward by (he horizontal rollers I, around 
which it is stretched. Both aprons G and II are driven 
continuously forward by belting as shown. There is thus a 
continual renewal of the filter surface under the vat, 
and as a very small quantity of pulp not exceeding a six
teenth of an inch in thickness, is deposited at any one place 
on the cloth, the liquor is soon filtered and passes into the 
trough L. A s tbe filter-cloth carrying the pulp passes out 
from under the vat A the pulp m a y be sprayed with water 
to wash out any ofthe leaching water or soluble salts re
maining in it. This wash water is also collected in the 
trough. A s the apron G advances and passes over the roller 
L the pulp falls or is scraped off into tne hopper Q, from 
which it passes through the mixer B into the second vat B, 
where it is treated in a similar manner, with a solution of 
sodium or calcium hyposulphites supplied from an elevated 
tank, not shown. T h e tailings are sluiced a w a y in the 
trough N. Each tank is covered by a hood and has a pipe 
to carry off the gases liberated below. 

C O R E DRILLING A P P A R A T U S . 

No. 450,656. MOSES BEAL, ELYRIA, OHIO. Patented 

April 21, 1891. The drill employed is a steel tube S", with 
teeth at its lower end. It is attached to a tubular drill-rod 
S in the usual m a n n e r and is rotated by the bevel gears C 
and IA, by power applied to the shaft B. AVater is supplied 
to the drill through the tube S and stuffing-box _• as 
usual. T o keep the core from breaking, a rod /• runs d o w n 
inside tbe drill-rod S and ends in a point which engages tbe 
top end ofthe core. T h e roil carries a loose collar hl which 
touches the inside of the drill, and is centered by it. T h e 

core is steadied by the point of tbe rod h, and prevented 
from fouling with the drill—thus securing long sections of 
unbroken core. T h e extractor E is a sheet-metal tube open 
on one side, of som e w h a t smaller diameter -'ban tbe core, 
and is provided with teeth _*n bent inward. It is easily 
forced over the core, but as soon as force is applied to lift it, 
the teeth e11 take hold and tear the core loose, and retain it 
within the tube, and it is raised to the surface. T h e loose 
collar /.' has large notches in its edge to pass the water and 
borings. 

S C R A P E R F O R COAL-DRILLING M A C H I N E S , 

No. 448,829. HORACE B. AVY.MAN, DOVER, N. H. Pat

ented March .'.J, 1891, This scraper is designed to clear 

away the chips from machines which use a gung of drills 

for undercutting coal. The drill-shaft B has a saddle C, 
which rests upon said shaft and is of such shape as to partly 
inclose the shaft back ofthe drill and extends d o w n below-

mttrt 
F,G. 2. 

the shaft. This saddle i 
to it at a point below 
having substantially th. 

illably 1 .•d or hinged 
uiier of scrapers D 
hc hole cut by the 

drill, SB. aper; ling free to g on their hinged con-
not to one side. T h e 

saddle C, as before mentioned, rests upon the drill-shaft B 
and is reciprocated lengthwise with the shaft by the usual 
mechanism, and tbe scrapers being directly below the shaft 
and on the s a m e line therewith, the cutliugs w ill be cleaned 
from the path of tbe drill. W h e n two or more drills are 
used, they are conneetcd together by a suitable frame, the 
front end of the frame being s h o w n at 10, Fig. 2ol the draw
ings, the drill-shafts passing through holes in the end ofthe 
frame, as more clearly s h o w n in Tig. 1. T o this frame at 
its front end is bolted a shield F to prevent tbe coal-dust 
from falling on the saddle and working in between it and 
the drill-shaft. .\ nen two or more drills are used, they are 
so placed with relation to each other that the cutting-path 
of one drill laps into the cutting-path of the adjoining 
drill, as s h o w n in dotted lines, Fig. 2, of the drawings, 
thereby removing the partition between the two drills and 
making a continuous mortise in the coal, ofa length erpial 
to the space occupied fiy the gang of drills used. 

GRINDING MILL. 

No. 449,118. EDWIN C GRIFFIN, AVEST NEWTON, MASS. 

Patented March Sl, 1391. The ore is ground between tbe 

ring die 2 and the gyrating roll L Tbe roll is thrown out 

and held against the die by centrifugal force. The ore is 

fed into the grinding chamber by the spout 32, and is stirred 

up and thrown against tbe die by scrapers 33 on the bottom 
of the roll. F a n wings 39, attached to the roll shaft 3, blow 
the finely ground stuff through the screens 34 into the cas
ing 35, and from there it passes d o w n holes 37 to a conveyor 
3(1. T b e roll shaft is support, d by a circular bearing ring IS 
under tbe ball 111 which is fast to the shaft 3. T b e ring rests 
on the h u b 14 ofthe pulley 13 and turns with it. T h e hall 
lias two trunnions 22 provided with gibs or brasses 23 which 

excess of heating action. It has been found in praclice es
sential to vaporize the oil by gradual increase of heat in 
order to secure the greatest yield. It has further been found 
impracticable to have all the vaporizing surfaces and con-

llu .flow nterior of tbese stack retorts B are ar-
!y at right angles to each other. A n oil-
11 through tbe wall of said stack and sup 
iost of said retorts. T h e ends ofthe latter 
the wall ofthe stack and allow connecting 
iveniently attached. Every retort, except 
mected hy one of tbese pipes to tlie retort 
every instance the connecting pipe D is 

wholly outside of said stack. T h e lowest retort discharges 
gas through a pipe t> at one end, and liquid with other re
sidual material through a pipe bl at the other end. T h e oil 
in descending from Ibe uppermost retort to I be lowest isex-
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ing the blast ofthe products of ci 
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it cooled by w a y of neutralizing any 

play in vertical grooves 20 in the enlarged upper part 17 of 
the pulley hub. This arrangement makes a universal joi 111, 
and permits the shaft to stand at any angle. T h e roil is 
turned positively by tbe pulley, at the s a m e time that it is 
s w u n g around against the wdiole face of the die. T h e 
pulley turns on a hollow bearing 12, which is screwed onto 
the collar 10. This collar carries washers 11 which afford a 
bearing for tbe lower end of the pulley hub, and it is ad
justable by screwing it upon the sleeve 9, which has 
trunnions G resting on the lugs 7 ofthe main frame. Set-
screws S serve to center the sleeve and shaft bearing. T h e 
suction produced by the fan blades below draws the dust 
and grit a w a y from tbe bearings. 

G A S A P P A R A T U S O P E R A T E D B Y W A S T E HEAT. 

No. 437,315. JOHN MCKAY, TITDSVILLE, PENNA. Pat

ented Sept. SO, 1SH0. Tbe main flue A receives the waste 

heat from furnaces of any kind—or as shown in the draw

ing, from the generators R, ofa watergasproducer. Across ' 

nections within the stack, as the smaller connections are 

liable to clog up, thus lessening the yield and causing con

siderable delay. The gas thus produced may be used by it

self or employed for enriohing coal gas, or, as illustrated 

in Fig. 3, for carbureting water-gas. 

C O A L CUTTING M A C H I N E . 

No. 450,971. JAMES H. MCEWEN AND BURR E. CART-

WRIGHT, RIDGWAY, PENNA. Patented April 21, 1891. The 

cutters are attached to an endless chain D1 which runs 

around an arm 0, and is driven by a sprocket-wheel E on 

tbe lower end ofthe vertical shaft ., An electric motor, not 

shown, rests on the pads a1 shown on the top view, and turns 

the shaft a. The motion is conveyed to the shaft I and 

cutter chain by the bevel gears d. and/, and by a spur pinion 

(not seen) on the shaft g wliich drives the gear k. The* 

machine runs on two rails B B. of any desired length. The-

front rail is provided with a rack which is engaged by 

the pinion 30 on the lower end of shaft 38. Motion is 

conveyed to it from the motor shaft a, by bevel gears e 
and 2**., w o r m gears 30 an,] 27, spur gears 31 and 3.2, and the 
bevel gears 3b and 37. T h e w o r m gear 27 also drives the 
shaft 16, which carries the bevels 8 and 0. B y engaging 
these wheels with 0 or 7 two speeds, in opposite directions. 

can be given to the w o r m 2 whicli turns the w o r m wheel 1. 
Th e cutter bar (.'is attached to a long hub or,sleeve which runs 
through the boss A o n the main frame. T h e wheel 1 is keyed 
on the lop cndofthissleeve.and by turning (he w o r m 2 the 
cutter bar and chain is s w u n g around as desired. In start
ing work, the machine is placed on the rails B B close to 
the lace, with the cutter bar in the position shown. T h e 
motor is started, and the bevels b a n d 9 are (brown into 
gear by the handle 18 and lever 1!). T h e cutter chain is 
s w u n g slowly against the face and it cuts its w a y into the 
coal until it stands at a right angle to tbe tracks. Thelever 
10 is m o v e d to middle position leaving the w o r m 2 idle. 
T h e feed-gears 31 32 are n o w started and the whole machine 

feeds forward along the rails B B to any desired distance. 
\\ hen the end ol the cut is reached, the gears 7 and S are 
engaged and (he cutter bar is rapidly s w u n g out ofthe cut. 
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AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON THE 
PRINCIPLES OP COAL-MINING. 

For the Use of Candidates for Mine-Foremen's Cer
tificates, Mining* Students, Mine-For em en, Mine-
Superintendents, Mining*-Engineers, etc. 

BY A. A. ATKINSON, DURHAM, ENG. 

(Copyrighted by Tlie Colliery Engineer Company, May, 1889.) 

The hist series finished with a paper by the late 
Mr. T. .1. Taylor, and the following is another unpub
lished paper by the same gentleman, and it has some 
reference lo the former one : 

1. It has been shown that there are two distinct 
conditions of the existence of firedamp in mines; 
one consisting of liberated gas, the emission of which 
is influenced by the state of the barometer; the 
other, and really dangerous condition, consisting of 
gas of a tension greatly superior to that of the at
mosphere, 

2. T he receptacles of the (ire-damp are the cellular tis
sues of the coal, and the cavities which are found to 
a greater or less extent in mines, more particularly 
along tbe lines of disturbance and fracture of the 
strata. 

3. Tbe emission of gas from the cellular tissue of 
the coal is slow and gradual, and such is tlie usual 
and manageable form of issue; it being neither by 
this form of its emission, nor by that of the liberated 
gas, that the great explosions of the mines of the 
North of England have been occasioned, 

4. In the mines of class three, described in the first 
paper (the deeper mines with fire-damp at a great 
tension), a state of high tension is not casual nor ac
cidental; but it is the natural condition in which 
fire-damp subsists, provided there are no means of 
spontaneous drainage. T h e cavities mentioned under 
head two, are filled with gas, the m i n i m u m tension 
of which is 4-1 atmospheres, but the actual tension 
probably m u c h greater; and when the intervening 
strata are compact enough to act, entirely or partially, 
as a dam, or w h e n the rate of excavation is faster 
than that of drainage, the gas of these reservoirs will 
be discharged into the mine in a state, the tension of 
which has an indication in the displacement from the 
fece of a block of coal of six tons at Jarrow. in 1830, 
and one of eleven tons at Walker, in 1S45. 

5. There are numerous ascertained instances of tbe 
discharge of high pressure gas into mines, and other 
cases in which it was obvious that such issue had 
been the cause of explosion; but in the majority of 
cases it is difficult to discover the source of issue w h e n 
explosion ensues, and as no living witness remains 
of the fact, a peculiar degree of obscurity senerallv 
hangs over the immediate cause of these accidents. 

(3. Cases are cited in which air currents of 4'39 and 
6} feet per second were quite inadequate to dilute a 
stream of gas; and it is further shown bv calculation 
from experiment, that our existing ventilating agen
cies are extremely feeble in comparison with the an
tagonist they have to contend against; and that if w e 
were enabled to increase even tenfold the efficiency 
of these agencies, the ventilation would still be quite 
inadequate to meet the danger. 

7. The cases of heavy explosions in tlie North of 
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England have occurred, without a proved exception, 
in the whole mine, where the ventilation is the most 
perfect, but where the occurrence of eruptions of gas 
is most likely to be met with. 
8. While good ventilation is, and will continue, 

essential for removing tbe ordinary and manageable 
gaseous products ; and while it m a y be looked to as a 
security against the gases of mines of the first und second 
classes (first paper) it is yet manifest from tbe pre
mises that w e require some further means of protection, 
in the case of mines classed under the third head (the 
deeper mines); and though further research m a y lead 
to yet undiscovered measures of safety w e are yet 
bound, in the meantime, to use the means in our 
power, and already devised, as a safeguard against 
explosions in those mines. 

9. These means consist of the universal employment 
of the safety-lamp in the mines of the third class. 
Without giving a preference to any particular lamp, 
the experience of above thirty years in the mines of 
tbe North of England, has proved the principle of 
tlie Davy lamp to be an inestimable boon. 

10. The expense of lighting mine*-* with safety-lamps 
is, on the whole, less tban that of lighting with can
dles; and though it is desirable to exclude naked 
lights as m u c h as possible, yet the use of explosives, 
under proper regulations, is not inconsistent with that 
of safety-lamps. 

11. With the safety-lamp exclusively in use through
out the mines of the third class, it is a legitimate con
clusion that w e should, in future, be as free from ex
plosions in tbe whole mine as w e n o w are in the pillar 
districts. 

In the occurrence of an explosion of fire-damp the 
high temperature to which the explosive gases are 
raised, causes them to immediately assume a volume 
nearly double of that which they occupied before ex
plosion; it checks tbe circulation of the air through 
tlie mine, and often destroys all obstacles opposed to 
its expansion. Immediately afterwards, the greater 
part of the water-vapor or steam condenses, ami forms 
a relative vacuum, into which the atmospheric air 
rushes, and restores the equilibrium of pressure. These 
phenomena ensue so rapidly, that the w o r k m e n feel 
the shock and immediately experience the passage 
of the flame. 
The following tables show the complete combustion 

of 100 cubic feet of fire-damp, and tbe resulting 
products : 

.MIXTURE 15F.TOI.I_ EXPLOSION. 

Cubic Feet. Per Ceut. 

,ir I Nitrogen ... 740 
Air' "1 Uxygen ; 200 

Tolal ; 9-10 

Fire-damp ! 100 

Total 1010 

'.Ilr-IN 

9-62 

Pounds. 

58*03 

7..S8 : 94*42 

4*18 I 5*58 

M 

. _ 

Nitrogen 
Oarlionic Acid Gas.. 
Water-viipor(steam) 

Total 

X T U R E AFTER EXPLOSION. 

_. 
By Volume. 

Cubic Feet. Per Cent. 

740 
100 
200 

1040 

71-15 
9 02 
19-23 

100*00 

. 
By Weight. 

'Cubic Feet, 

12*29 
1004 

1 
80*31. 

Per Cent, 

72*21 
15-29 
12*50 

100*00 

If the mixture of air and fire-damp is not in the 
proportion to cause an explosion, its ignition m a y not 
be attended with danger, and m a y only produce a 
flash. But the most terrible cause of destruction to 
life is the after-damn, which m a y spread through the 
whole mine, and kill more victims by its poisonous 
effects than tlie explosion itself. 

If in the mixture to be exploded, tliere is present 
any excess of air or lire-damp, above the quantity 
necessary to ensure the complete combustion, the ex
cess will remain in an unchanged state after the ex
plosion, and he mixed with the after-damp. But 
there can never be such an excess of air before ex
plosion as to render the after-damp fit to breathe, be
cause the limits are such that, if there is an excess of 
air, no explosion can take place. 
The following tables show the products of the ex

treme cases of explosion, with an excess of either 
gas : 

MIXTURE BEFORE EXPLOSION, 

*•<-• {Sfffi. 
Total 

Excess of Air. 

Cubic Feel 

29S 
lin" 

1400 

MIXTURE AF 

Per Cent. 

19-80 
73*47 

93*33 

Excess of Fire-damp. 

Cubic Feet. 

85 
315 

•100 

rER EXPLOSION. 

Per Cent. 

17-00 
03*00 

80'00 

100*00 

Excess of Fire-damp. 

Cubic Feet. Per Cent. Cubic Feet. Per Cent. 

Oxygen 
Nitrogen 
carb.mie Acid ..'as 
Water Vapor. 
Fire-Damp 

OS 
1102 
100 
2U0 

6-53 
73 *47 
6'07 
13*3:) ' 

! 

315*0 

85*0 
57 -5 
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Either of the damps resulting from the explo
sion of the above mixtures of fire-damp and air, are 
wholly unfit for and incapable of supporting life and 
combustion. As the water-vapor produced by the 
explosion, is almost wholly condensed in a very short 
time, it leaves as a residue, at the most of only 98 
parts of oxygen to 1,202 parts of nitrogen and car
bonic acid gas, or say 7'54 per cent, of oxygen. Rel
atively, the after-damp resulting from the explosion 
of a mixture containing an excess of fire-damp is 
much more poisonous anil injurious in its effects than 
that resulting from an excess of air : but they are both 
incapable of supporting life or combustion. 
The following are some short and clear instructions 

for the recovery of suffocated persons: 

Miners are exposed to asphyxia when the circula
tion of tbe air is not sufficiently active, when the 
substance exhales a quantity of deleterious gases, 
when they imprudently penetrate into old and 
abandoned workings, and when there is an explosion, 
or when the air is deprived of its oxygen. 
The symptoms of asphyxia, always easily known, 

are sudden cessation of the respiration, of the pulsa
tions of the heart, and of the action of the senses ; 
the countenance is swollen and marked with reddish 
spots, the eyes are protruded, the features distorted, 
and tbe face is often livid. 
It is necessary to succor an asphyxiated person with 

the greatest promptitude, and to continue the reme
dies with perseverance as long as there is not a cer
tainty of death. 
The best and first remedy to employ, and in which 

the greatest confidence ought to be placed, is the re- I 
newal of the air necessary for respiration. 
lst. Promptly withdraw the asphyxiated person 

from the deleterious place, and expose him to pure air. j 
2d. Loosen the clothes round the neck and chest, i 

and dash cold water on the face and chest. 
3d. Endeavor to make him swallow, if it be possi 

ble, cold water acidulated with vinegar. 
4th. Clysters should be given, two-thirds of cold 

water, ami one of vinegar; to be followed with others 
of a strong solution of common salt, or of senna and 
epsom salts. 
5th. Attempts should lie made to irritate the pitui

tary membrane, with the feathered end of a quill, 
which should be gently moved in the nostrils of the 
insensible person, or to stimulate it with a bottle of 
volatile alkali placed under the nose. 
(ith. Introduce air into the lungs by blowing with the 

nozzle of a bellows into one of the nostrils and com
pressing the other with tbe fingers. 

7th. If these means do not produce the effects ex
pected, the body of the asphyxiated person remaining 
warm, as that generally occurs for a long time, it will 
be necessary to seek the aid of Doctor Sylvester's 
metnod of producing artificial respiration, as follows ; 
Place the patient on his back, on a flat surface, in
clined a little upwards from the feet; raise and sup
port the head and shoulders on a small firm cushion 
or folded article of dress placed under the shoulder 
blades. Draw forward tbe patient's tongue and keep 
it projecting beyond the lips; an elastic band over 
the tongue and under the chin will answer this pur
pose, or a piece of string or tape may be tied round 
them, or by raising the lower jaw the teeth may be 
made to retain the tongue in that position. Remove 
all tight clothing from about the neck and chest, es
pecially the braces. Then standing at the patient's 
head, grasp the arms just above the elbows, and draw 
the arms gently and steadily upwards above tbe head, 
and keep them stretched upwards for two seconds 
(by this means air is drawn into the lungs). Then 
turn down tlie patient's arms and press them gently 
and firmly for two seconds against the sides of the 
chest (by this means air is pressed out of tbe lungs). 

• Repeat these measures alternately, deliberately, and 
perseveringly, about 15 times a minute, until a" 'spon
taneous effort to respire is perceived; iminediatelv 
upon which cease to imitate the movements of breath
ing, and proceed to induce circulation and warmth. 
8th. To promote warmth and circulation rub the 

limbs upwards with firm, grasping pressure and energy, 
using handkerchiefs, flannels, etc. Apply hot flan
nels, bottles of hot water, heated bricks, etc., to the 
pit of the stomach, the arm-pits, between the thighs, 
and to the soles of tbe feet. 

.Ith. I >n the restoration of life a teaspoonful of warm 
water should be given ; and then, if the power of 
swallowing has returned, small quantities of wine, 
warm brandy and water, or coffee, should be given. 

10th. These remedies should be promptly applied, 
and, as death does not certainly appear for a long 
time, they ought only to be discontinued when it is 
clearly confirmed. Absence of the pulsation of the 
heart js not a sure sign of death, neither is the want 
of respiration. 
The following are some definitions and technical 

explanations of some of the leading phenomena in 
connection with mining ventilation, and may prove 
useful to any who have an examination to pass on 
the subject: 

NATURAL VENTILATION. 

Natural ventilation is ventilation taking place with
out the aid of artificial means; it is due in a coal pit 
to the increasing heat of the earth as we descend. 
This natural heat rarefies the air in the pit, which 
thus becomes (in winter especially) lighter than the 
atmosphere. This warm air finding itself at the bot
tom of one of the shafts, gradually ascends, and cau
ses to flow down the other shaft a slow current of 
cold air; this alters the barometric balance of the 
column of air in the two shafts, and a slight current 
is established, passing through tbe galleries and work
ings, which is liable to be reversed, or stopped by the 
slightest disturbance; in fact, it is trusting the venti
lation of a jut to the caprice of the winds. 

FFUNACI. VENTILATION. 

In furnace ventilation, a furnace is placed at the 
bottom of the upcast, which heats and rarefies the air, 
thus increasing the difference of weight in the two 
columns in the upcast and downcast shafts. This of 
course acts in assistance of the natural warmth of the 
earth; this kind of ventilation is much less liable to 
disturbance from atmospheric changes, although far 
from exempt from their influence. 

THE STEAM-JET SVSTEM OF VENTILATION. 

The steam-jet acts in a manner totally diflerent. It 
is a mechanical force applied to propel the air through 
the shaft. W h e n a jet of high pressure steani is blown 
into an atmosphere at a state of rest, it produces a 
violent disturbance in that fluid. The particles of 
steam are in rapid motion ; and since the first law of 
motion is, that a body in motion continues to move 
for ever or until stopped by something else, when 
stopped it communicates its force to the body stop
ping it. Tbe force of the jet of steam is expended on 
the air on which it strikes and through which it 
passes; and this force is applied to the air as fully as 
if it were applied to a piston in a steam engine. Thus 
by this method we have the steam power applied di
rectly to the object we require to move, avoiding all 
the friction of an engine. Tbe force thus obtained is 
used in forcing the air-up or down the pit, or both, 
according to the requirements, and is under more per
fect control, and is a more powerful agent when prop
erly employed than the furnace; the furnace not pro
ducing above three inches of disturbance of the 
water-gauge level, tbe jet has been shown to produce 
fifteen inches of mercury, which is equal to 15 feet 
ol the water gauge. It requires no machinery, but a 
simple pipe in connection with the steam. 

Splitting the air is to divide the original trunk or 
column of air into separate branches, proportioned 
to the extent and nature of each particular working 
district. It is arranged by doors and stoppings suf
ficient to admit and regulate tbe quantities supposed 
necessary for each. Some of these splits, or branches, 
run a course of only a mile or two, or perhaps less, 
and others as far as perhaps eight or ten miles. They 
are "coursed" in the working places up and down 
the boards or workings, and are directed against the 
face of the works in each working place oy "brat
tices," which take the air close up against the solid 
coal, or by allowing it to fall short of the coal by short
ening the brattices. These currents dilute and sweep 
away any fire damp tbat may come off and keep tlie 
mine safe and healthy. The air used to be "coursed 
up to the year 1813, through the whole passages and 
galleries of a mine, as if through a tortuous pipe. 
From the time of its entiance to its exit, it sometimes 
ran thirty miles, carrying all the impurities of the 
mine with it. In that year W m . Buddie introduced 
" splitting the air," by dividing it into several great 
streams that swept each particular district, as just 
stated. It requires judicious management to direct 
proper quantities to each of these districts, for while 
tbe more splitting is practiced, the stream will be 
fresher and purer; yet when done to a very great ex
tent, the small columns become so weakened as, like 
small streamlets of water, scarcely to be able to strug
gle forward and do their work amidst the obstructions 
and difficulties in their courses. This is the present 
mode of carrying air through the workings. The 
doors, stoppings, and regulators act as valves, and, 
like those in the vessels of the vital fluid ofthe body, 
they direct, curb, and regulate the vital fluid (i. e.. 
the air currents), in the mines. 
Upon this internal machinery, in addition to a full 

and healthy supply of air at its source, the entire 
safety of tbe mine depends. If any part of it falls 
into disorder or is neglected, congestion and accumu
lation in some district takes place; this diseased lo
cality being then accidentally, or negligently touched 
by flame, bursts forth in its whole mass into instant 
explosion. 
Thus abundance of air well directed is tlie source 

of life and safety to a mine. 

The quantity of beat generated by tlie furnace is 
directly as the fuel that can be consumed in a given 
time. The amount of rarefaction or power of the 
upcast will always be directly as the temperature of 
tbe column of air passing up in a given time, which 
temperature will vary in proportion to tbe quantity. 
The amount of heat of the furnace is a constant 
quantity, which will be spread over a more or less 
quantity of air. Tin; power of the upcast rises in 
"an arithmetical ratio;" the friction or drag of a 
current of air through the workings of a coal mine, 
offers a resistance equal to the squares of its veloc
ity. Now it is manifest there will soon be a point 
where tbe resistance overtakes the power. Tbe power 
being as an arithmetical ratio; while the resistance 
increases in a geometrical ratio, the "furnace limit" 
will lie the point where these two powers balance each 
other. This limit coincides in practice much earlier 
than would appear on calculation, which seems never 
to have been noticed. This element is the resistance 
ottered to the air going through a mine liy the "vena 
contracta." It amounts to a serious quantity in the 
workings of an ordinary coalmine. This amount of 
extra resistance, added to the friction arising from the 
rate of current, adds considerably to the rate of in
crease of the drag. I believe it is to Mr. Golds-worthy 
(itirney we are indebted for pointing out this impor
tant fact for the first time. 

NATURAL HRATriCE. 

The resistance or drag of a current of air passing 
through the workings of a coal mine is, as stated be
fore, as the square of its velocity. AVhen this re

sistance is so great that the pioper quantity of air 
cannot come through the galleries of a mine to fill 
the exhaustion produced at the bottom of the upcast 
shaft, it will come down through the shaft itself, as-
the easiest channel. It will come down on one side, 
leaving room on the other for the hot air to ascend*; 
the stationary particles of air between the two moving 
currents forming an imaginary aei'al plate ; this plate 
has been called " the natural brattice." 

FURNACE PARADOXES. 

The amount of resistance of currents of air coming 
through the workings increase as the squares of their 
velocity; the power of exhaustion by.the upcast shaft 
is directly as its temperature. If the quantity of air 
passing through a mine be reduced by increased fric
tion or obstruction, tbat smaller quantity of air will 
be raised to a higher temperature by the furnace in 
the upcast shaft, and the exhaustion arising from its 
increased temperature will produce a greater amount 
of " fort:e." The water-gauge is a measure of this 
force of exhaustion or power of tbe furnace. Under 
the above circumstances tbe water-gauge will rise and 
indicate a greater power, while the amount of ventilation 
is reduced. This is a seeming fallacy ; it is not a. 
fallacy ; therefore, is called the " Furnace Paradox." 

THE WATER-GAUGE. 

The water-gauge is a tube of glass bent in the form 
of tie letter U, one end of which communicates with 
the upcast and the other with the downcast or intakes 
by a pipe; it contains a little water at the bottom of 
tbe bend, and is an indicator of the amount of power ; 
its extent of break of level in the two legs is a meas
ure of the actual force which is necessary to overcome 
the "drag of amine." W h e n this force is known, its 
rise or fall indicates whether proper ventilation is 
going on in the extreme workings, or not; thus if the 
air comes through the workings by a shorter passage 
than it ought to do, the water-gauge will immediately 
fall. In an explosion, occasioned by leaving a door 
open between tbe downcast and upcast shafts, the 
water-gauge would have pointed it out. If the water-
gauge rises above its working point, it shows obstruc
tion existing somewhere in the woikings. If it 
stands at its working point, it shows that ventilation 
is going right. It is a most useful instrument; it is a 
measure of the actual power required for ventilation,. 
and in the possession of a practical man, will tell him 
nearly where, and how, ventilation is going on by 
simple inspection, ln connection with the anemom
eter, the water-gauge is most valuable. 

GAS DRIFTS. 

A system of gas drifts along the rise of the coal de
posit, intersecting its cleavages, banks, and intersticesr 
and taken to the upcast shaft, might be, and in some 
cases has proved to be a practical and scientific means 
of removing the light carbureted hydrogen gas from 
the coal, without permitting it to descend into the-
workings. 

EFFECT OF SEASONS ON FURNACE VENTILATION. 

In winter the atmosphere is colder than tbe air of a 
coalmine; consequently tbe air in the mine forms of 
itself a natural upcast, and a certain amount of dis
turbance, or power, is thus produced. In summer. 
when the temperature of the air equals that in the 
mine, this power will cease; this generally occurs in 
spring; ventilation often ceases in naturally venti
lated mines, and an explosion may follow in conse
quence. If a furnace be used for ventilation its power 
in winter is increased by the weight of the cold air 
in the downcast; but in summer this weight is taken 
off. In case no extra care and watchfulness are taken 
to meet the change, disagreeable results may ensue at 
this season of tbe year. If the furnace at its maxi
m u m power in the winter, with this assistance, is but 
just suflicient to prevent tlie fire-damp arriving at its 
explosive point, it will be unable to do it in summer,. 
when its power is thus weakened. 

THE BAROMETER. 

___ This instrument is useful to show [any change of 
weight of the atmosphere. 

THE DIFFERENTIAL BAROMETER. 

This is more delicate in its movement than an or
dinary barometer; it may be made almost to any 
ratio of delicacy. It would show a change taking 
place in the weight of the atmosphere long before it 
could be seen in the ordinary barometer, and there
fore be more valuable in a coal pit. On tlie fall of the 
barometer firedamp issues out of the goaves and 
recesses of the coal in larger quantities than usual, so 
that ventilation requires to be increased under such 
circumstances. The barometer is said to be more use
ful in a coal pit than in a ship. It indicates impend
ing storms, or change of weather; and the more deli
cate it is the better. The index of the differential 
barometer can be made to range easily from 50 to 100-
times through a greater space than the ordinary mer
curial level ; and therefore slight changes in the-
weight of the atmosphere can be read oft' by this in
strument, which are inappreciable in the common ba
rometers. 

THE ANEMOMETER. 

The anemometer is a valuable instrument for meas
uring the quantity of ventilation ; it shows the exact 
rate of currents and registeis them by an index like 
a gas meter; by this instrument the actual quantity of 
air passing may be known ; and at tbe same time by 
the water-gauge, the absolute force or power required to 
move or pass that quantity may be known; so that 
by these two instruments the amount, power, and 
probable state of ventilation may be ascertained. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 
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THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF 
COAL MINING ON THE PIL

LAR SYSTEMS. • 

[Wr * Engineer]. 

Fig. 31 is a plan of a couple of breasts in an Anthra
cite seam ofa tender nature and with a bad top, where 
the pitch is such that the coal after being mined will 
slide of its own weight to tlie gangway. Narrow head
ings or " chutes " are worked up (in the bottom benches 
of the seam) at right angles to the gangway and an air 
heading a few yards above it, to the full height of the 
lift, say 270 to MOO ft., holed through for air about every 
60 ft, and with a sheet-iron trough or spout about 4 
ft. wide, laid on bottom between the props. W h e n the 
full distance has been attained the places are widened 
outon one side and worked backwards down hill, as 
shown in cut, the coal rushing down the iron chute to 
the wooden platform at foot where it is shoveled into 
cars. The miners get up and down the places behind 
the props. Half-inch plate-glass has been used in place 
of sheet-iron for Moors of coal chutes in the mines con
taining acid waters which destroy iron very rapidly. 
The floors of many Anthracite seams are, however, of
ten nearly as smooth and slippery as glass or sheet-iron. 
For preventing too much leakage of air between the 
gangways aud headings above wooden brattices or can
vas checks are erected in tlie lower part of the chutes 
just above tbe platforms with a trap door in them (if of 
wood) for men to p iss tlirough. ?_?? EIW._ 
Figs. 32 and 32a are illustrative of another Anthra

cite mining method, or rather a variety, in detail of 
breast-work. It is devised to meet the difficulty of deal
ing with the falling top-slate, bony-coal, or other refuse 
made in mining, by keeping the same in the mine 
where the pitch is heavy (shown 45° here). As the 
Elan, Fig. 32, shows, the coal is thrown down the tim-
ered man ways or side-chutes, and the separated refuse 

and fallen top accumulates and is cast into the gob or 
space between the coal-chutes, suitable timber platforms 
being fixed at intervals as the work goes on near the 
face for the miners to stand upon, The system has its 
special dangers as well as advantages which will be ap
parent to every practical mining man. Tbe direction 
of the ventilation is shown. The profile, Fig. 32K, is 
taken on lines A B C D, Fig. 32. 

Fia 3/ Sccofe AO' 

Fig. 33 requires but little explanation. It is a profile 
up the center of an Anthracite mine breast where the 
pitch becomes too steep for the mule to take the wagon 
to the face and yet not steep enough for the coal to 
slide of itself in sheet-iron chutes to gangway. The 
plan illustrated is to use small airs called "buggies" 
(they hold about :| of a ton) in manner shown, i. •_*., to 
chute or dump tbe coal several times from one level to 
another until the gangway is reached, the refuse being 
employed for carrying the buggy-
track upon from dump to dump. 
Where refuse is scarce timber 
trestles may be used. The very 
frequent and rapid changes of dip 
or pitch of Anthracite seams in 
Pennsvlvania mav be such that in 
one single lift of say 300 ft. from 
gangway to gangwav (see Figs. 15. 
16, and 19,) nearly all the different 
modes of mining a breast may 
come into play one after another. 
At starting, for instance, the coal 
may be nearly flat, but commence 
rising a few yards in and the pitch 
increase more and more until ver
tically may be approached ; or vice 
versa. 

Fig. 34. Plan and cross-section 
showing a method of working a 
thick heavy-pitching coal seam on 
the plan of" close stowing or com
plete packing as the coal is cut out and taken away. It 
has been successfully applied to verv soft semi-Bitumin
ous coals in China, and probably in other quarters 
besides. The preliminary or opening up work consists 

•Commenced iu No. S. Vol. XL, i. _., tbe issue of March, 1891. 
Back numbers may be had hy a.lilri.sMii- Th.- < ollierv Engineer 
•UO., Coat Exchange, Scranton, Pa. 

in sinking shafts, or making slopes on the vein or veins, 
and driving tunnels to intersect them ; cross sections of 
the latter being shown on plan at T T . Gangways G 
G, both illustrations, are then driven to form "lifts" 
with chutes R R driven full pitch connecting them for 
air, etc. In the drawings given it will be seen that the 
second or lower of the two lifts is being worked. 
Between and above tunnels T T large solid pillars are 
left to protect them and other openings. I [ are in
clined planes connecting the upper or middle gangway 
with tbe surface, and these are used for taking stone, 
etc, from quarry or other convenient source into the 
mine by gravity, for tilling the gob up solid in manner 

THE DURATION OF THE ENGLISH 
COAL SUPPLY. 

An Abstract of the Address of President Henry 
Hall, Inspector of Mines, in tbe Transactions of 
the Manchester Geolog-ical Society, Volume XX., 
by J. H.. Mining Institute of Scotland. 

Twenty yeai-s have passed since tbe Royal Commis
sion reported on the coal supply ofthe country. H o w 
far has the estimate then made been verified by experi
ence during these years? The maiu questions the Coin-

to be described. On each side of shaft or tunnel pil
lars a heading is driven parallel with and a few yards 
ato.e tbe bottom gangway or water level, and when 
through from chute to chute, and batteries and loading 
places, etc., have been fixed, then regular coal digging 
commences on the high side and is carried on regularly 
and methodically up the pitch as shown in figure, the 
refuse for filling the excavations being dumped at 
upper gangway down every alternate chute marked R 
R. From the bottom of these chutes the rubbish is 
taken and spread layer upon layer as each skip or slice 
of coal is cut away and removed. The coal is drawn off 
through timbered or rock-built spouts or chutes in 
center of each panel or stall-face, as at E. Access for 
men to working places is bad tlirough the ladderways 
or manways previously put through for the purpose ; 
the coal-chutes being made where the manways were 
driven. AVhen the upper gangway is worked nearly 
up to, the faces are stopped, leaving the " chain pillar " 
stumps to be got out the last thing before abandoning 
the lifts. In this way of working many advantages are 
derived, which, briefly stated, are these: (a) The coal 
seam is thoroughly proved before the bulk of the coal 
is mined, (b) Nearly all the seam is worked and sent 
out. (e) Refuse in the coal is kept in the stalls and not 
run out with the coal. {d) Squeezes or crushes cannot 
take place, because every place is completely filled up 
solid as the work advances. (_*} Practically there are 
no " fast ends," and every advantage can be taken of 
the cleat or cleavage-places to save labor and produce 
the maximum quantity of lump. (/) Suits thin as well 
as thick seams. (#) Overlying seams are not injured 
by working beneath them, and the surface is kept in
tact. (/•) All the coal may be taken out beneath im
portant buildings on surface, rivers, etc., without fear of 
damage, etc. The length ofthe stalls or working faces, 
i. _*., between each rock chute R R is, of course, set out 
to suit the conditions of each seam ; and the distance 
one stall or room advances in front of its neighbor may 
be regulated at will ofthe superintendent. The coal is 
removed from the place where it is cut to the dump 
cither in small mine wagons, in barrows, or slid down 
sheet-iron on a suitable grade and shoveled into chutes. 
It seems probable that this system of coal-mining, or 

mission had to consider were(l) The available quantity 
of coal, and (2) The rate of consumption. The report 
fixed tbe quantity of coal available in the known coal
fields, atdepths not exceeding 4,000 ft. (which the Com
mission considered the limit, of practicable working), at 
90,207 millions tons. In addition to this quantity, it 
was estimated that 50,273 millons of tons, covered by 
Permian rocks, lie above the 4000 ft. limit, making a 
total of 140,480 million tons. The quantity of coal be
tween 4,000 and 6,000 ft. deep is estimated at 29,000 
millions of tons. The Commission considered the ques
tion of tbe possible existence of coal under the Cre
taceous rocks of south-eastern England, where it was 
recently reported that the coal measures had been 
pierced" by a bore-hole, and came to the conclusion that 
tlie evidence was not sufficient to justify any credit for 
coal therein being taken in the report. It is obviously 
the more difficult problem to estimate the duration of 
the estimated coal supply. Two bases of calculation 
were used by the Com miss ion ere—first, that the con
sumption would bear a fixed relation to the population, 
which was estimated at about 4<) tons per head per 
annum. On this assumption, they estimated that the 
146,730 millions of tons would last for 360 years. The 
second method was to allow an annual increase in pro
duction of three million tons, being the average rate of 
increase during the preceding fourteen years. On this 
basis, the coal would be exhausted in 276 years. 
Taking the first method of calculation, Mr. Hall cal

culates that the consumption estimated by the Com
missioners for 1891 is 10 per cent, less tban the actual 
consumption in 1888. According to the second method 
the output of 1888 was estimated at 104 million tons, 
and the production was really 170 million tons—a dif
ference of only rather more than 3 per cent. During 
the past ten years, the annual increase in production 
has been, on the average, four million tons in place of 
three-and-a-half millions—the average of fourteen years 
immediately prior to 1869. If this rate of increase be 
continued, the 276 years of the Commissioners will be 
reduced to 240. All these calculations are based on the 
assumption that workings may be carried to a depth of 
4,000 ft., where the estimated" natural temperature is 
116° Fahrenheit. This, Mr. Hall believes, ought to be 

modifications of it, will come much more into use in the I 130°, and he places the reduction of natural temperature 
future in localities likely to favor its adoption. The possible by ventilation at 15°, against 7° mentioned in 
leading feature of it lies in substituting or replacing the j the report of the Commission, and so makes the prob-
coal, as taken out, with material put in compact and able temperature of the workings at 4,000 ft. 115°. 
solid from floor to roof as the work advances. : Now, workmen complain of heat where temperature 

. rises above 80°, and the conclusion reached is that, with 
[TO B E CONTINUED.] I our present appliances, coal can only be worked at 
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great expense, if at all, 
at greater depths than 
that whicli gives a 
natural temperature of 
100°. 

It may fairly 
questioned whether 
any considerable 
quantity of coal Gin be 
got from beneath per-
mian rocks, and con
sequently the avail
able supply is reduced 
to 90.207 million tons, 
if coal worked beneath 
the permian be set 
against what may be 
found unworkable at 
depths less than 4,000 
feet, and on this as
sumption there will be 
no more coal workable 
in 171 years from the 
present time. 
From particulars fur

nished bycertain mine 
o w n e r s , it appears 
that the costof coal in 
18S9 has been only 9d. 
per ton above the cost 
inlSO'.i, while the costs 
in 1879 and 1809 are 
about equal. The dif
ference in the former 
case is probably due 
to increased cost in 
labor. 

AMMONITE. 

Recently a series ,,f 
experiments with a 
new explosive (Am
monite) were made at 
Risca, Wales, under 
the auspices of S i r 
George Elliot, M. P., 
and tbe Miners'Safety 
Explosive Companv, 
Limited, The SouUi 
Wales Daily New 
scribes the experi
ments as follows: " A 
large section of a 
boiler was mounted on 
a gravel bod near the 
Risca Artillery shed. 
The boiler was Hi feet 
by 5 feet, and each 
end was closed by a 
heavy tarpaulin sheet, 
such aa are used in col
lieries. Coal gas was 
admitted into this 
from a 2-inch main, 
and the bottom of the 
boiler was strewn to 
the depth of several 
inches with coal-dust. 
The dust was agitated 
by a flapper, worked 
by a chain, which 
mixed it well with the 
gas and the air into 
what ought to have 
been a terribly rterv 
condition. A small 
aperture in tbe m 
die of the boiler, a 
closed by a colliery 
sheet, was provided 
that the mass might 
be tested with a safety-
lamp. W h e n this had 
been done the cart
ridge of ammonite, 
buried in the 6 inches 
of coal-dust in the bot
tom of the boiler, was 
fired by electricity 
froman adjacent! 
ing. The spectators 
bad all withdrawn to 
a safe spot on the slop
ing hill side, and wit
nessed again and 
again the sheets fly 
from either end as t 
explosion took place. 
In all nearly a dozen 
exhibitions were given 
with the boiler, and 
in these the explosive 
energy was varied by 
the use of dynamite, 
securite, stonite 
tonite. Then, after a 
half a dozen experi
ments, the coal-dust 
was cleared out, and 
the cartridge merely 
t a m p e d , or covered 
with small coal, and 
gas introduced to the 
proper a d m i x ture. 
The last shot was with 
carbon ite—an explo
sive used at the wish 
of one of the visitors. 
This gave the nearest 
approach to amnion- PRINCIPLES AND IAL MINIXt; ON THK PILLAR SYSTEMS. 
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ite, namely, no flame as far as could be seen. Dyn
amite gave lurid red tongues of flame from either end of 
the boiler, fringed with black, carbon-laden smoke. 
Tonite was even more fiery in the moment of its dis
charge than dynamite, and the sheets were ignited,and 
also the rope used to fasten them on to the ends. Am
monite showed to great advantage, and no appearance 
of flame could be detected in tbe smoke and dust which 
belched forth from the ends. In each instance the test 
of the safety-lamp was applied to the mixture in the 
boiler to prove that it had arrived at the explosive 
point. The experiments were considered to be conclu 
sive and satisfactory. Then the value of ammonite in 
withstanding concussion was illustrated. A 00-lb. steel 
block was suspended over an anvil and dropped 
through guides from heights varying from 8 ft. to 23 ft, 
Dynamite, tonite, stonite, carbonite, gelignite, and the 
most recent of all. arthurite, all exploded : but although 
the height ofthe fall was increa-.ed from 10 ft. to 23 ft., 
ammonite declined to explode either in the cartridge 
or placed as loose powder on the anvil. Arthurite also 
did not explode tbe first time the hammer fell, but this 
was owing to the weight becoming hitched. W h e n 
raised a second time on the arthurite, a faint explosion 
took place. This series of experiments was held to be 
conclusive and satisfactory, and here ammonite clearly 
scored. In some other experiments, however, where a 
lighted fuse was used, fire certainly was generated— 
whether from the fuse itself, from the cartridges of am
monite, or from tbe concussion causing sparks to fly 
from stones or pebbles, it is not allowable to say, seeing 
that doctors differ. The presence of tire was distinctly 
evident to several gentlemen when two stockades of 
sleepers were cut down hy a line of ammonite car
tridges. Probably better result, would have been 
obtained had the cartridges been fired by an 
electric spark. The other experiment included the 
destruction of a section of railway by four 6-ounce 
cartridges, the smashing of two wrought-iron plates 
f*// and |*// thick, respectively, by 6-ounce and 8-ounce 
cartridges, the exploding of a bundle of cartridges under 
water creating a good sized geyser, firing bullets at 
ammonite, immersing it in ice, burning it in a brazier, 
and firing 16 ounces of gunpowder, surrounded by a 
case of ammonite cartridges without exploding them. 
Proof up to the hilt was afforded when the fragments 
of the cartridges were collected together and fired in 
the approved fashion to create a big concussion, which 
shook the ground, loosened the plaster of the walls, and 
reverberated like respectably loud thunder amidst the 
neighboring hills." 

PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS IN MINES. 

A Prize Essay on Practical Means to Ensure Safety 
in Coal Mines. 

15Y AUSTIN l.lNi;, PHILIPSflURG, PA. 

[Shortly after the disastrous explosion at the Mani-
mouth Mine, the Pittsburgh Times offered a prize of 
!?100 for the best essay on the above subject. The 
judges were Messrs. M. P. Kane, John F. Farrell, and 
Thos. Lynch. Of the 272 essays submitted, they con
sidered that of Mr. King, the best, on the grounds that 
the ideas suggested were cheap, certain, and practica
ble.] 
The services of a superintendent and of a mine 

boss should be secured, both of w h o m are possessed of 
a practical and theoretical knowledge of mining in all 
the |diases likely to be presented or circumstances 
likely to occur in the particular coal field operated in ; 
ami combined with this they should be men of integ
rity, sobriety, tact, and executive ability, to enable 
them to manage successfully any difficulty that might 
arise in the operation of the mines, whether it was 
one of engineering of mines—other than professional 
work—or one of handling or dealing with men and 
enforcing obedience to such rules and regulations as 
the best practice and theory suggested for their per
sonal safety anil safety of the property. The super
intendent should be a man of superior attainments, if 
possible, to tbe mining boss, so tbat should an unusual 
occurrence arise in the mine he could, if unable to 
cope with it alone, seek his superintendent's counsel 
and implicitly rely on his judgment when he gave 
instructions relating to it. 
The mine boss in a gaseous mine should pay special 

attention to tbe reports of the fire bosses and note in 
his travels through the workings whether the places 
showed evidence of the regular visits of the fire boss, 
whose duty it was to daily examine them. H e should 
also give particular attention to any violations by those 
under him of the regulations or laws governing the 
working of the mine, and administer the proper pen
alties for such violations as had been prescribed by 
the mine rules, or deemed advisable by consultation 
with the superintendent or mine inspector of the dis
trict when not already provided for. H e should be 
unceasing in bis vigilance and endeavor to foresee any 
possible danger, and thus be prepared to prevent 
rather than remedy the evil. 

Subsidence Due to Coal Working. 

(From the .lourtinl of the British society of Mining Student..! 

In a communication to The British Society of Min
ing Students, Mr. W . S. Gresley, of Erie, Pa., writes as 
follows regarding the subsidence due to coal working 
in the Anthracite regions of Pennsylvania : 
"No w , in the Anthracite regions of Pennsylvania, 

the character of the coal measures is so peculiar, both 
in hardness and position, that the effects of working 
out the coal seams are peculiar and very different from 
those of ordinary coal fields. 
" Where you have a seam, say 40 feet thick, outcrop

ping at an angle of 70° to 80°, the working away of 
the coal in chambers or narrow stalls in the mine 
below will very frequently cause the whole seam and 
surface over it at the outcrop, to run in, form 'caves,' 
or ' crop falls,' as they are termed, and leave great 
yawning chasms all along the hill sides. I measured 
one that was 150 feet wide the other day, there hav
ing been 55 feet thick of coal run in from it. (In 
another occasion the spot was pointed out to m e 
where a miner's house and two m e n in it went down 
bodily with one of these 'caves-in,' and were lost. 
" I was informed bv a Mining Engineer of reputa

tion, that at 600 feet deep, 50 feet thick of the ' M a m 
moth ' seam on a dip of 25° were taken clean out, 
and the surface went down about 8 feet. 

"At another colliery I was told that taking out 
12 feet of Anthracite in one seam, at 150 feet to 200 
feet deep, only lowered the surface 8 inches as proved 
by railway tracks on top. 
"It is the opinion of many mine superintendents 

in this Anthracite field, that the clearing out of a 
seam, say 7 feet thick at 200 feet below another 
workable seam, will not affect the latter or the surface 
above in the least. These gentlemen claim, that the 
fall of the roof and strata above, take place in such 
a manner that the broken rocks, &c, soon fill up the 
excavations and ' choke themselves' as the saying is. 
But, notwithstanding, the binds are about as hard as 
roofing slates, the sandstones as strong as granite, 
fire-clay so hard it won't soften with water or 
' weather' on top—the coal almost as hard as plate-
glass ; and that very thick beds of compact quartz 
conglomerate are interstratified with the other meas
ures ; so that the fallen roof, &c, can't become much 
compressed by top weight; there is something in 
what they say, though 1 can hardly believe that no 
surface subsidence goes on even in the case of the 
thinner seam workings. The wild and rough charac
ter of the mining regions of course makes it difficult 
and unnecessary to find out what subsidence does 
take place." 

A new plummet for use in deep shafts is described in 
the Lehigh Quarterly. It consists ofa vertical core 12 in. 
long, with eight radiating flanges, 9 in. high by 3 in. 
wide, of) in. metal. At the bottom there is a circular 
disc acting as a web. This bob weighs 20 lbs., and has 
a surface area of about 630 square inches. A n ordinary 
bob of equal weight would have a surface area of about 
90 square inches. In an ordinary dry shaft 500 ft. 
deep this form of plumb-bob will settle, under usual con
ditions, in about one hour, instead of five or six hours 
as with the older form. 

ACCIDENTS IN SHAFTS. 

Prevention of accidents in shafts should be guarded 
against by the use of the different safety appliances 
now prescribed by law, (1) such as safety-gates at top 
landings, safety-catches on cages and good cover over
head on them, good ropes and chains, and in addition 
(2) by timbering shaft from top to bottom with timber 
of suitable size, strength and durability ; (3) by using 
a reversible fan for ventilating purposes and making 
the hoisting shaft the upcast so that ice could not 
form in it. If ice formed in downcast or fan shaft, 
tlie fan could be reversed long enough to thaw it out; 
(4) by careful daily examination of hoisting machinery, 
and of ropes, and by shortening the latter at proper 
intervals so as to remove that part of rope bearing 
most strain, because resting on the pulley and by daily 
examination of devices and bridal chains and the 
annealing of same at proper intervals ; (5) by prohibit
ing tbe carrying of mining tools on cages by persons 
ascending or descending; (0) by the construction of 
safety-blocks so arranged that cars could not be pushed 
into shaft accidentally ; (7) by keeping copy or code of 
signals printed in large type in engine-room and top 
and bottom of shaft, and so placed as to lie always in 
full view of persons required to use them, and by em
ploying no person at top or bottom of shaft who did 
not understand English "as she is spoken;" (8) by 
refusing to employ any person as hoisting engineer 
unless well and favorably known; (9) by using an 
automatic steam brake on winding drum, safety-hooks 
and catches fixed to head frame to prevent over
winding. 

ACCIDENTS IN SLOPES. 
There are but few slopes in Bituminous coal mines 
of Pennsylvania where persons are lowered into or 
hoisted out of slopes; but where this is done, (1) the 
same careful examination of ropes and chains and 
hoisting machinery, as suggested, for shafts; (2) and 
in addition, persons should lie carefully lowered and 
raised, the tracks should be kept clean and in good 
order; (3) roof and timbers should be regularly and 
properly inspected by mine boss; (4) whitewashed 
shelter holes, not exceeding thirty feet apart, should 
be provided for the use of those whose labor required 
their presence on the slope ; (5) the same precautions 
as to signals and safety-blocks should be adopted as 
at shafts. Where persons are not lowered into or 
hoisted out of slope mines a separate traveling way 
should be provided, which should be well drained and 
free from all steam or discharge pipes. 
ACCIDENTS IN DRIFT OPENINGS. 
These may be guarded against (1) by compelling 
inspection of roof and sides in all hauling roads and 
pillars if known to be weak—at least three times a 
week ; (2) h*y providing a separate traveling way where 
hauling is done by machinery or inclined planes are 
used. Where this is not feasible, white-washed shelter 
boles should be provided every thirty feet. Where 
mules or horses are used for hauling purposes shelter holes should be provided at distances not exceeding sixty feet apart; the shelter holes in both cases to be made in the rib regardless of the distance of the rib from the track ; (3) by refusing to permit the use of a steam locomotive where it was necessary for persons to travel into or out of a mine. 

AiClDENTS WHILE WORKING. 

Having gone over the accidents likely to occur, to 
persons going into or out of the mine we will n ow 
consider the dangers persons are exposed to when 
working in mines, whicli for our purpose may be gen
erally classed under six heads, namely : (1) Falls of 
roof and coal; (21 injuries by mine wagons; (3) ex
plosions of fire-damp; (4) miscellaneous accidents; (5) 
explosions of coal-dust : (l>) drowning by water. 

A list of fatal accidents which have occurred in the 
Bituminous coal mines of Pennsylvania, ami which 
were compiled from the reports of the inspectors of 
mines for the years of ISS4 to 18K9 inclusive, is here 
given to assist us in forming a correct idea regarding 
their number and the causes producing them : 
Character of Accident. Number. Per Cent.. 
Fulls of roof und coal M0 64-2 
Mine wagons.. 71 141 
Fire-damp explosions -. -'.1 ',i*7 
Mi.eelliiiieous cnusc. -HI s-7 
fust explosions 17 :;-2 
Total 528 %-9 
If we only take the accidents that happened in dis
tricts in which (ire-damp is generated, ami also leave 
out the number killed at Kettle Creek explosion, which 
was attributed to coal-dust, the list will appear as 
follows : 
character of Accident. Nuraher. Percent. 
Falls of roof mid coal.. 2*_7 l!l*68 
Mine wagons 56 15*22 
Fire-dump explosions.... ill WM 
Miscellaneous causes 34 _c24 
Total :.t* W9S 
EXPLOSIONS OF GAS. 
We will consider first the explosions of fire-damp in 
mines, because this form of accident is particularly 
dreaded on account of the large number almost in
stantly killed by them. The cause of fire-damp ex
plosions, or explosions of any kind, should receive 
greater attention and consideration than any other for 
tbe reason that no matter how intelligent, careful, or 
circumspect a man or number of men may be who 
work in a mine gem-rating explosive gases (and when 
such gas may be present in such quantities during 
working hours in working places, roads, and airways 
as to be ignitable) they are always liable to be the 
victims of some foolish or overt act that would cost 
them their lives, and as tbe strength of the weakest 
link in a chain measures the strength of tbe whole 
chain, so their safety is measured by tlie probable mis
conduct of some ignorant, vicious, or semi-idiotic person 
who cannot realize the awful consequences of his mis
behavior. 

To avoid such disasters, (1) ample means of ventila
tion should be furnished, always preferring it in the 
form of a fan, which should be placed at a safe and 
convenient point; (2) the work should be laid ofl" in 
separate ventilation districts, giving each district a sep
arate current of air and having a separate return there
from to bottom of upcast, said return to be maintained 
solely for that purpose and only to be traveled by mine 
officials for inspection purposes. The object-, attain
able by this method of ventilation would be to in
crease the total volume of air circulating in mine to 
insure purity of air current (as far as practicable in 
mines) on its entrance to each particular district and 
to limit the extent of an explosion, should one occur 
afterward ; (3) the overcast, or air bridges should be 
constructed in the natural strata if the material was 
suitable for this work ; if too expensive to construct in 
this way, then they should lie constructed of iron in 
segments which should be of a known or calculated 
strength so as to resist being collapsed or blown out in 
case of an explosion ; (4) no crosscuts should be made 
in main beading pillars or boundary pillars of a venti
lation district, except at such points as were necessary 
for hauling purposes ; the headings should be aired as 
they advanced from cross-heading to cross-beading, or 
fioin .flat to flat, by means of incombustible brattice 
put up for that purpose. This precaution would great
ly reduce the number of stoppings to maintain air
tight, or to be blown out (in case of an explosion) and 
would thus greatly facilitate a rescue under such cir
cumstances. By a judicious use of this brattice in 
cross or flat headings the number of stoppings in them 
would be reduced one-half or more, with the before 
mentioned advantage, and with little or no extra cost 
where pillars are large and yardage is paid for cross
cuts. 

Next the services of one or more tire bosses should 
be secured, whose qualifications should come up to 
the following standard : H e should possess a good 
practical knowledge of mine gases—and especially of 
fire-damp—know their composition and specific gravi
ties in order to be able to know where, under ordinary 
circumstances, to find them, to be able to form a good 
idea of the amount of -dr required to dilute1 any ex
plosive gases he might encounter in his daily examina
tions ; should be acquainted with the method of 
ventilation used in the mine and the direction of and 
distance traveled by any explosive gases that might be generated in his examination district or in the mine. H e should lie a total abstainer from all intoxicating drink, should not be shortsighted or color-blind, should be cool and courageous under all circumstances connected with his duties. Tlie fire bosses should be provided with a type of safety-lamp that would combine sensitiveness in testing with the quality of resisting the passage of flame through the gauze in currents passing at high velocities. It should also be provided with a shut-off to aid in extinguishing the flame in ca3e a large body of gas was suddenly encountered. There should also be a small key fixed to the side of safety-lamp, near the top to unlock a device fixed to roof of working place by a small wooden plug driven in a hole one inch in diameter bored in the roof with a small auger. The device would consist of an ordinary clock face, say four 
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inches in diameter, with a circle on the outside on 
which the number*-. 1 to 31 inclusive were marked and 
three pointers. After the workman entered his room 
or heading he could see that the fire boss had been 
there (tbe cover being open) from the position of the 
pointers on the dial. If the lire boss had examined 
the place on March 20 at 3.30 in the morning the long 
pointer 011 the dial would be over the figure 20, the 
hour linger between the letters 4 and 5, indicating at 
minute finger at letter indicating six as on an ordinary 
clock face. The object to be attained by tins is to fur
nish absolute proof that tbe fire boss'safety-lamp has 
been in such a position that if any gas was near the 
roof lu. could not help seeing it. This device could 
be moved forward as the work advanced, according as 
the coal scam inclined or tbe condition of the roof 
might suggest. The fire boss could, under ordinary 
circumstances, make the examination ami fix figures 
of dial in 30 seconds (the dial should always be placed 
in tbe highest point practicable in tbe working place.) 
H e should not be required to travel between places 
to be examined faster than two miles per hour. After 
an examination of the working places and also of those 
not worked in for the time being tbat are in any way 
contiguous to them or are ventilated by any air cur
rent that mav afterwards pass in any place that may 
be worked or traveled in by workmen in the mine and 
all has been found safe, the lire boss should remain at 
the " station " and should see that 110 lamp passed him 
that diil not satisfy him as to its safety. 

Xo men should" be hired to work in a mine genera
ting explosive gases who did not possess some prac
tical knowledge of the use of tbe safety-lamp. If men 
were needed and men possessed of this practical 
knowledge could be had. pains should be taken by 
those in charge of mines to explain to them the reason 
why the light was so guarded and try to impress on 
their -minds the great danger of tampering in any 
way with the lamp, and the awful things that might 
happen to themselves and fellow workmen if the lamp 
was handled or damaged in such a way as to mane the 
passing of the flame through the gauze possible and 
also show them how to shield their lamp in air trav
eling at a higa velocity. The lamps furnished to 
workmen should be examined and tested before giving 
to workmen to enter the mine, and should be able to 
withstand safely a strong current of air and at the 
same time give a light equal to tbe Clanny. No com
mon Davy, Clanny, or Stephenson (Geordie) lamp, or 
lamps of "like character should be allowed to be taken 
into the mine, because they have been proven time 
and again to be unsafe and unreliable. Blasting 
should also be prohibited in any portion of the mine 
where fire-damp existed or was likely to be liberated 
by the blast or in the vicinity of gobs and falls that 
were not easily accessible to examination for the de
tection of gas, or where coal dust was deposited in any 
material quantity on tbe floor and sides as the (lame 
of the shot might be propagated by it into inacces
sible portions of mine. Tamping shots with coal 
should also be prohibited for the same reason. Tbe 
laws forbidding the taking of matches, fuse, smoking 
pipes or any other combustible material into mines 
where safety-lamps are used, or the propping open of 
or doing damage to any door, regulator, or overcast 
used to direct the air currents in the mine, or tamper
ing in any way with any safety-lamp, removing danger 
signals, etc., should be fearlessly and rigidly enforced. 

ACCIDENTS BV FALLS OF ROOFS. 

The best preventative for this class of accidents 
would be to (1) employ special or selected workmen to 
work or timber places where roof is " full" of slips, 
seams, or cracks, men known for tlie care exercised by 
them in their daily work; (2) to provide ample and 
suitable timber, proper caps and collars, which should 
be delivered on short notice to where it was required ; 
(3) to compel workmen hy rigid enforcement of rules 
to properly set their timber and keep it propped suf
ficiently close to tbe face of working place to secure 
safetv tinder all ordinary circumstances and to with
draw' the workmen from place if it shows signs of any 
approaching cave-in; (4) where drawing props is a 
necessitv, either from an economical standpoint or to 
avoid squeezes or creeps, the work should be per
formed by one thoroughly acquainted with the char
acter of the work and nature of the roof, and he 
should be provided with a "timber-bar" and chain 
to draw post in very dangerous positions. 

_YCCIDENTS BY* FALLS OF COAL. 

The accidents under this head may be prevented 
very materially (1) by increased vigilance on the part 
of the miner in looking for smooths, slips, and crevices 
in the coal, but where undercutting is required ; (2) 
coal-cutting machinery should be put in to perform 
that labor.' If this could be done in all coal seams the 
accidents under this head would be reduced fully 80 
percent. Where machinery cannot, with profit, be 
so used, miners should be compelled to set sprags to 
coal face at a distance not exceeding seven feet apart, 
whether it appears necessary or not, and the mine boss 
or mine inspector, if able to prove negligence in this 
respect (or in properly posting and securing his work
ing place) should make complaint at once to the near
est justice of the peace—who should be given jurisdic
tion in such cases—ami fined the sum of from $5 
to $25; the fines so paid to be turned over to the 
miners' hospital fund of the district in which the mis
demeanor was committed. Observation shows that 
about 50 per cent, of the accidents from falls are owing 
to carelessness or indifference on the part of the per
sons injured. 

ACCIDENTS FROM MINK WAGONS. 

These may be very largely prevented by the adop
tion or putting into practice the suggestions made with 
reference to drift openings, together with the provision 
(where condition of roof will permit) that tne head
ings, or hauling roads be made sufficiently wide, so 

that with tracks placed to one side of the center there 
would be two to three feet of space between the load
ed cars and one side of heading all along. Tbe haul
ing roads should always be made wide enough to allow 
a driver to pass a moving trip of cars safely to put on 
or take off brakes or for the use of sprags, where tbe 
grade requires it; then having roads properly cleaned 
and well drained there would be little or no induce
ment to ride on or between cars. No persons should 
be permitted to ride on cars on any incline unless 
special provisions have been made for that purpose. 

DEATHS Fill IM DROWNING. 

Deaths from drowning by holing into old or aban
doned workings containing large bodies of water have 
fortunately been small in number, but the danger is a 
fast increasing one from the fact that mines are being 
worked deeper each succeeding year, and that lakes 
of water, many acres in extent, surround some coal 
properties and" overlie others. This is all the more 
alarming when we consider that in many cases no 
maps of these water-filled workings are to be had and 
if some maps are preserved their accuracy is not to be 
trusted or relied on, because there is good reason to 
believe tbat working places were advanced more or 
less after the survey had been made or probably some 
portion filled with water at tbe time and not on the 
map at all. To provide against disasters a large mar
gin should be allowed for tbe correctness of the maps 
of old workings that contained either water or gas in 
dangerous quantities. A law should also be enacted 
compelling engineers of mines, mining engineers, and 
mine surveyors to sign and date maps or portions of 
maps made by them, after their surveys, and bold 
them responsible for any loss of life or property that 
was occasioned by any defect or inaccuracies proven 
as theirs. This woulil give a stimulus to intelligent, 
accurate engineering, and would relegate botches or 
barnacles of the profession. 

ACCIDENTS FROM DUST EXPLOSIONS. 

A comparatively newly discovered or newly dem
onstrated cause of explosion has made itself manifest 
in our Bituminous coal mines. I refer to that of coal-
dust. It was the chief agent of destruction in the 
Kettle Creek explosion, ami in that case the mining 
world was furnished the best proof of its deadly char
acter when once raised and ignited, for at this mine 
no fire-damp was ever seen before or since, and had 
only been opened a few months, and had a score or so 
of working places. [These facts are merely cited for 
the benefit of your readers should it be m y good for
tune to merit the publication of them.] That coal-
dust caused the death of a large number of persons 
at Mammoth was everywhere apparent to the rescuers 
and to the experts who visited the scene afterward. 
This source of danger is present in all dry, or partly 
dry mines, and should be guarded against by the pro
hibition of blasting in localities where dust has ac
cumulated in dangerous quantities until the dust has 
been removed and the place and vicinity thoroughly 
moistened by sprinkling water thereon. Sprinkling 
should also be regularly practiced on roads where dust 
accumulates. 

MINE FIRES. 

These may be prevented by prohibiting naked lights 
from being taken into stable or feed rooms or where 
timber is very tinder-like, by keeping pump rooms 
and cabins in pits clear of all oily waste, and where 
cars are oiled at bottom of pit some absorbent should 
be used and the floors cleared from time to time and 
fresh absorbents scattered on floor of mine. Sand or 
gravel is suitable for this purpose. Where a place is 
in danger of being set on fire from ignition of gas 
blowers by shots, as near clay veins, for example, holes 
should be drilled ahead and the gas allowed to drain 
off. If the necessity of driving the heading wilt not 
permit this delay, then the place should be driven 
through the danger point by picks. Only such brat
tice as is incombustible should be allowed to be used 
in mines. 

NATURAL GAS PIPE LINES. 

The location of these lines should lie accurately de
termined and plotted on mine maps of mines over 
which thev pass. The strata under them should be 
left intact by leaving ample pillars of coal in for sup
port. 

OIL AND GAS WELLS. 

The General Assembly should authorize the ap
pointment of a competent corps of engineers to survey 
and accurately locate the position of all oil, gas, or 
salt welLs, as far as can be ascertained from deeds, leases, 
or information gathered from other sources, that have 
been drilled in the coal measures of the State. The 
maps should be drawn to a scale not exceeding 400 
feet to one inch, and they should be deposited with 
the recorder of the respective counties represented 011 
them as public documents, so that ready reference 
may be made to them at any time. Mine managers 
can thus guard against striking them unawares and 
prevent the mine from being deluged by water or gas. 

In conclusion, 1 would say that the greatest prevent
ative of accidents in mines is the use of ordinary 
caution on tbe part of workmen and the rigid enforce
ment of rules, and tbe infliction of due punishment 
by the mine officials. This last may seem harsh, but 
m y experience of 30 years in mines only serves to 
strengthen m y opinion as to its necessity. It is much 
better to suspend or discharge a man for violation 
of rules providing for his safety than carry him home 
on a stretcher, crippled perhaps for life, or dead. Op
erators, too, should give their subordinate officials a 
standing order to do all possible to avoid accidents 
and see that their mines were well ventilated. W h e n 
not entirely taken up with other business they should 
visit the mines in person, enter them and see that 
their workmen are cared foras he desires they should be. 

SINKING THROUGH WET GRAVEL AND 
QUICKSAND NEAR NORWAY, MICH. 

[Cleveland Meeting, June 1891. American Institute of Mining 
Engineers.] 

An extensive swamp covers a large part of the town-
site of Norway and adjacent land. Through this swamp 
run two parallel ore formations. In tlie north one is 
the Aragon Mine. The south one passes into the 
swamp on the Harrison property. On the edge of the 
swamp, about 1,000 feet from" the Aragon Mine, a 
diamond drill, in the fall of 1889, located the ore-bear
ing formation and a probable ore body. To explore 
further and develop this ore, the Penn Iron Mining 
Company proposed, in the Spring of 1890, to sink a 
shaft. 
The drill had shown tbe depth ofthe glacial drift to 

be more than 60 feet. A test pit near the location of 
the proposed shaft bad struck, at a depth of 20 feet, an 
amount of water which a 200 gallon pump was unable 
to lower. At the Aragon, a few years before a shaft 
had been sunk to bard pan with great difficulty and 
many delays by tbe usual method of driving laths. 
Under the conditions it was decided to sink a caisson 

or drop shaft. Two 40-horse power boilers, a Lidger-
wood engine with 4-foot drum, and a good derrick 
were set up ; and two No. 10 Knowles pumps rated at 
400 gallons a minute, were brought on (he ground. The 
pumps had been purchased for another purpose, and, 
being brass-lined, were not well suited for the work in
tended, but they were available. 
Tbe dimensions adopted for the top of the shaft were 

6 feet by 13 feet inside. To give sufficient space for 
pumps and working, and to aid the shaft to settle, it 
was made 4 feet larger each way at the bottom. The 
shaft was divided, to within 12 feet ofthe bottom, into 
three compartments, the middle one uniformly 4 feet 
wide. This compartment was used for hoisting, a 
ladder-way and pipes. The pumps were placed one 

Fig. I. 
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HARRISON SHAFT. 

in each end-compartment. Above the pumps the end-
coinpartments were planked up to be filled with sand 
to increase the weight. A ventilation box was put in 
one corner. The bottom of the shaft was left unob
structed for working purposes, and sufficiently high to 
allow two additional pumps to be put in under the first. 
(See Fig. 1). 
The bottom pieces, made of oak aud constituting 

what is called the shoe (see A A Fig. 4), were 15 inches 
square, but the bottom inside was beveled off to 6 inches. 
Above the shoe, white pine timbers (B B), 12 inches 
square, framed in sets, were laid close and bolted to
gether and to the shoe with eight 5-foot bolts. The 
successive sets were reduced 1 inch in length and width, 
until at 48 feet above the bottom their dimensions 
corresponded with the top. Corner posts, 12 inches 
sqiu-.re, of unequal lengths so as to break joints, were 
bolted to every other side piece and end piece. The 
bolts, being put in from the inside and having the nuts 
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countersunk, were easily unscrewed a n d recovered 

w h e n the corner posts were removed. Like the corner 

posts, side posts (D D ) were put in, one at each corner 

ofthe middle compartment. Twelve-inch dividers (I.) 

were used every 5 feet. 

After the ground hail been leveled the timber.-- were 

built u p a m i bolted as far as the derrick and bucket 

would permit, nearly 30 feet. T h e seams were then 

carefully caulked outside, a n d 3-inch planks ((') in un

equal lengths were spiked on. to protect the caulkingand 

timbers a n d to strengthen tbe shaft. A shaft of this 

character is liable to be pulled apart if not very 

strong. 

Steam hose w a s used at first to connect the pipe on 

tbe ground, c o m i n g from tbe boilers, with tbe pipes in 

the shaft. But afterwards lengths of pipe with double 

elbows were substituted. T w o lines of steam pipe from 

the ground to the p u m p s were necessary, in order that 

one could be used while Ihe the other w a s being altered 

in building the shaft up. 

T h e shaft erected, the p u m p s in place, and even-thing 

ready, ground inside the shaft w a s broken M o n d a y 

morning, J u n e 2, IS90. As the tup was dry the buckets 

c a m e u p fast, and b y next m o r n i n g Die shall h a d g o n e 

d o w n 0 feet. O n Friday, the fifth day, at 15 feet," the 

p u m p s had to be started. T h e firsl week's w o r k re

sulted in IS feet sunk. During tlie first three days of 

the second w e e k 0 feet m o r e were sunk. It was n o w 

evident that both our p u m p s b u d to tun fast hi keep the 

water out, and if o n e should break d o w n or the water 

should increase, w e would be d r o w n e d out. Therefore, 

before sinking the p u m p s below the water-level, w e 

stopped to get m o r e power. 

T w o portable boilers of 35 a n d 100 horse power re

spectively were bought, delivered, and connected, a n d 

t w o N o . 10 C a m e r o n p u m p s without air-chambers were 

placed 4 feet under the K n o w l e s p u m p s . During the 

stop the shaft w a s built up again a- high as possible. 

W e lost thus 15 working davs, but started afresh M o n 

day, J u n e 30th, with doubled power. During the next 

three days w e sunk 7 feet. T h e n the K n o w les pump-. 

gaveout. Eight days of sand and gravel had completely 

w o r n out the brass linings, It w a s necessary to take 

out tbe linings and put in larger pistons, which repairs 

c o n s u m e d two davs. 

O n Saturday, Julv 5th, w e started again, a n d to the 

e n d of the following w e e k w e sank Hi feet in 7 work-
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terior had beeu thoroughly caullted, the water was de

creased to about "11 gallons. After the shaft had been 

s u n k further and beai-ers [.ut in, a small station w a s 

cut al one end a n d the water was gathered to a No. S 

Cameron pump. Below thi--the .haft was sunk with a 
No. J ru.in.rnn which now works about an hour anil a 

The th fo .I'.I th. bottom may be 

ilte dt alter It rested ; 

14 days to sink 11 feet in slates ; 

is days to timber a n d c e m e n t ; 

Ki days to r e m o v e p u m p s , caulk, a n d arrange shaft for 

regular sinking ; m a k i n g a total of oh days. 

To this w e must add: 
bl davs lost bv failure of pumps ; making a total of 
oil days oi- eleven weeks. 
This makes tbe total of both periods ofthe work 129 

davs. oi-:, months. At the end of this time. November 
1st, Ibe shaft wa- SI feet deep and in shape for sinking 
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HARRISON SHAFT. 

ing days, during which time everything went well 
The pumps were kept busy ; three running constantly 
and the Knowles pumps often making 100 strokes a 
minute. The quantity of water was estimated at 1,500 
gallons a minute. During tin' week the sand boxes 
were filled to keep the shaft d o w n to the bottom of the 
excavation. The sand and gravel came i 
shoe, and the surface about the shaft settle 
pit which continually grew larger. 
July 12th, the shaft was d o w n 50 feet, ai 

necessary again to build it higher. This 
A drill in the bottom gave us some encou 
at 10 feet it struck something hard, litnii 
days w e sunk 7 feet and found hard pan ii 
tbe shaft. At this point the shaft did not settle i 
ly. Sometimes it would hang, and then it 
drop with a great inrush of sand and water, evei 
the ground was out a foot or more from under the shoe. 
To increase still further the weight of.the shaft 30 tons 
of rails were laid on the top ; and props hail to be 
placed against the shaft at different times to keep it 
traight. It took IS days to go through thi 

but parts uf two days were spen 
aft and one day by an accident 
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HARRISON SHAFT 

ami tlie top of flu- shaft was about 0 feet below the 
original surface level. The shaft was but little nut of 
plumb, the top set having to be raised 2 inches at one 
end to level it. The corner posts were taken out the 
bolt-holes plugged and the shaft caulked on the inside 
This work took s .lays. 

The next 14 days were spent in sinking 11 feet 
further into the ledge. It was unsafe to make heavy 
blasts, and the pumps, after their severe strain witli 
lengthened suctions were barely equal to their task. 
The bulk of the water from under the shoe was 
gathered together by troughs of boards ami clay, but 
still water was falling everywhere. 
| The work of sealing up the bottom of the drop-shaft 
was now undertaken. A set, 0 feet by 13 feet inside, of 
12-inch square timber, was carefully placed in line 
with the top set ofthe shaft, about l>". feet below the 
shoe. This was thoroughly blocked against the rock 
all around with wedges. Six sets (F fr") ofthe same 
size were placed on top of the first and each bolted to 
the next. Behind the sets as they were built up, was 
pnl a thin laver of clay over the wedges and then con
crete of equal parts of sand and Hilton cement. The 
middle ofthe top set (G) was about opposite the bottom 
of the shoe. Through this set, twenty 2-inch holes had 
been bored. Behind the holes a layer of gravel and 
broken stone, 4 inches deep, was laid, leaving a free 
passage for the water. I'pon this perforated set were 
put three other sets (II II) of increasing inside dimen
sions, so that the top set was against and bolted to the 
drop shaft. The space behind these sets was filled 

1 with concrete as before. Thi- timbering a n d cement-

i ing in such a flood oi' water was a tedious process a n d 

! took 18 days. 

It was all done, a n d w e were ready to plug up the 

i holes, w h e n the p u m p s failed. O n e H a d been r e m o v e d 

to m a k e r o o m for lowering the timbers. T h e piston-rod 

I of another broke a n d a third w o u l d not draw. In a few 

• minutes the p u m p s were flooded and the water 

' gradually rose to its old level. T h e n followed ten days 

| in recovering the shaft by m e a n s of other p u m p s . T h e 

| perforated set could not be cleared of water, as the 
; broken p u m p was the lowest a n d other- could nut be 

got d o w n low* enough. T h e first lew holes were plugged 

without difficulty under two feet of water, but tin- last 

SINKING APPLIANCES AT LLAN-
BRADACH. 

By W. Galloway, in the Proceedings of the South 
Wales Institute of Engineers, Vol. XVI , Ab
stracted by J. H , of the Mining Institute of 
Scotland. 
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S o m e difficulty with the water supply 

cut down the steam pressure so low"' as to . 
pumps, and before steam was raised again th 
completely drowned and could not be reache 
anxious quarter of an hour was passed before fi 
then another, and then a third pump started 
own accord under water. 
The ledge was struck August .th, and two da 

the slates were exposed all across the shaft. Fc 
more were spent getting the shaft down 2 feet 
into solid rock. 
The time spent in sinking mav be summarize 

lows : 
4 days sinking 15 feet above water-level; 
17 days sinking 42 feet tlirough wet gravel and quick

sand ; 
10 days sinking 14 feet through hard pan ; 
4 days sinking 2 feet in slates ; making a total of 
41 davs sinking 73 feet. 
To this must be added : 
6 days required to build up tbe shaft and 
2 days weighting the shaft with rails; making a total 

of 
_ 40 days, or one day over eight weeks actual working 
time. In addition to this we lost 
12 days in increasing our power and 
2 in repairing pumps ; making the time consumed 
63 days, or ten and a half weeks. 
W e now, August 14th, had the shaft down firmly in 

the ledge ; but the most delicate part of the operation 

termine w ith some degree of • 
tiic future colliery. It is als< 
upcast when the winding shaft 
known that a considerable thi 
sandstone series, which is invariably found heavily 
watered, required to be passed through, and surround
ing collieries have heavj pumping fittings. The ab
sence of any means of determining the probable 
quantity of water to be dealt with in sinking led to 
special provision for winding the water to the surface. 
The contract provided for certain allowances whenever 
the water exceeded 1,000 gallons per hour, whether 
pumps were provided, or not. Tin* largest quantity 
met with was 7,5(10 gallons an hour in the shall bot
tom. Down tt> a depth of 13~> vards the total growth 
was 9,000 gallons an hour, of which .".,000 gallons was 
walled out bv brick and cement walling, ' It would 
have been impossible to proceed with' the sinking 
without pumps had it been necessary to fill the water 
into the kettle bv Ihe ordinary means of bailing. 
This bailing the author says he has long regarded as 
a disgrace lo the art of mining, and so he devised what 
he calls the " Pneumatic Water Barrel." It consists 
of a cylindrical vessel of sheet-iron, 4 feet 2 inches 
in diameter, and S feet deep, closed at the top by an 
air-tight man-hole door. The bottom is 5 inches above 
the lower edge i.d the cylinder, and has a circular 
hole in it 18 inches iu diameter. This hole is closed 
by a faced valve of cast-iron, mounted with a sheet 
of leather, capped and tightly clasped bv an iron 
hoop. The valve is attached to a spindle by a ball 
and socket joint, by which it is kept in position, but 
allowed a certain amount of play so that it may read
ily accommodate it-elf to its seat. The cylinder is 
thus an air-tight vessel, the interior of which has 
cum nic;-lion with the exterior at sphere only by 
means of a pipe, extending fiom close to the top of 
the cvlinder iu the inside, to the outside uf Ihe vessel 
half-wai down. The outside end of the pipe is fitted 

lentical with that 
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HARRISON SHAFT. 

The result was entirely satisfactory. The water at 
once fell to about 200 gallons a minute. After the 
pumps and side posts had been removed and the in-

inte 
air-] 
connected to the vacuum 
stantaneous coupling of the barrel. A vacuum equiv
alent to 20 to 22 inches of mercury is thus obtained 
inside the barrel, and the water rushes in through the 
bolt valve. A glass gauge tube on the outside of 
the vessel shows when it is full. The tube is de
tached, and the signal given to raise the barrel. W h e n 
it reaches tlie surface a bogie is run under it. and it is 
lowered on a conical block of wood, which raises the 
valve, and tlie water escapes. With 7,500 gallons of 
water an hour thus raised, the rale of sinking was 4 
yards a week. W h e n the growth was only 500 gallons 
an hour, the progress attained was ii-\ yards pei* week. 

T w o winding engines were i reeled and used in 
_inking—the principal engine for winding water and 
material from the shaft hull , and an auxiliary for 
lowering walling matei ial. ami latterly used to raise the 
water collected by a cistern, first at 135 yards, and 
afterwards at 190 yards deep. Tlie latter engine was 
a compound one, built to the specification of the 
author, w h o wished to try experimentally a contriv
ance be bad desired to meet the difficulties already 
experienced iu applying compound engines to wind
ing. His Milutioii is to introduce a reducing valve be
tween the feed pipe of the high-pressure cylinder and 
the pipeconnectingtbe high and low pressure cylinders 
with the object of maintaining the pressure in this 
connecting pipe w h e n the engine is standing about 
equal to tbe average pressure therein when the engine 
is at work. Tbe result has been entirely satisfactory, 
Tbe guide ropes in the shaft are used to suspend tbe 
walling stage, which is always in the shaft, thus af
fording protection to the sinkers, and permitting the 
winding of water through a central opening fi feet 0 
inches square, while walling is going on. This stage 
is double the walling stage proper, having a roof 10 
feet above it. Tbe guide ropes are bound on drums 
of a steam crab, and can be wound or unwound sim
ultaneously or separately. 
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E N G I N E E R I N G P H O T O G R A P H Y . 

A Paper Read Before the Lancashire Branch of the 
National Association of Colliery Managers, Eng. 

I think it will perhaps be better to offer some ex
planation, and to describe the reason why it became 
necessary to introduce engineering photography, As 
an example take an engineering establishment where 
itis first necessary and essential at the commence
ment of an undertaking, say in a mechanical arrange
ment, to make a general drawing showing such ar
rangement in its entirety, thereby enabling the de
signer to assemble such me-chanism to the best ad
vantage for accomplishing the desired objects. Now 
from tliis general drawing the details for pattern, 
smiths, turning, fitting and erecting shops are got out 
on a larger scale so as to facilitate the manufacture 
and manipulation of the several parts of the mechan-
ism forming such arrangement. And taking into con
sideration that the different parts or details of such 
arrangement must all be in a state of progress at the 
same time, it is requisite that a general drawing 
should be in tbe hands of the foreman of each de
partment at the very commencement of the operation 
of manufacture, thereby enabling him to sec at once 
if necessary for what part of the arrangement the de
tails that be has in hand are for. A general drawing 
has to be kept in the drawing office for the draughts
man's reference, anil perhaps a similar drawing to be 
sent to tbe customer for w h o m we are making the 
arrangement, so as to enable the necessary provisions 
being made for tbe erection of such arrangemcuts, 
say such as excavations, foundations, framework. Ac. 
Taking these circumstances into consideration, it is 
apparent that neces-ity compels us to have a multi
plicity of these drawings, which would take, say in 
the case of a pit heapstead, with tipping, shaking, 
sorting, and picking arrangements, with all necessary 
provision made for reception of same, a considerable 
length of time to complete, say a drawing in the first 
place, and six fac simile tracings on either paper or 
cloth. These six tracings would take one man from 
three weeks to a month to complete, as much care 
having to be taken in one as in the other. N o w it 
became apparent from this, that there was a consider
able amount of expense incurred in the multiplicity 
of drawings as here described, which might be cur
tailed by a more rapid production of copies from any 
drawing. These remarks of course, not only apply to 
engineering establishments, but to colliery surveying, 
architects, and others who also require to have a mul
tiplicity of copies from the same drawing. Now, to 
make a multiplicity of drawings or copies from any 
drawings tbe cheapest, most accurate, and most rapid 
method is undoubtedly by means of photography, of 
whicli there are several processes. Six effective and 
invaluable processes I will here enumerate: First, 
F. P., Ferro Prussiate Process, which produces white 
lines on blue ground, requring nothing but a develop
ing bath of cold or tepid water. Second, Holland 
Eapide, Ferro Prussiate Process, printing in any light. 
Third, B. L. process (invented by a French chemist, 
Prof. Pellet), known as the Cyanotype process, and 
produces blue lines on white ground under any con
ditions of weather during daylight, requiring two acid 
baths. Fourth, Ferric Cyanide process, produces blue 
lines on white ground, requiring one acid bath only. 
Fifth, B. W., black white produces black lines on 
white ground, requiring one acid bath only. Sixth 
process, Black Cyanotype process, black lines on 
white ground under any conditions during daylight, 
requiring three acid baths. Of the processes enumer
ated, tbe three principal ones at present in vogue in 
engineering and other establishments are tbe F. P., 
Ferro Prussiate, the L. B. blue line, requiring one acid 
bath only, and the- B, W., black white, requiring one 
acid bath only, or namely the first, fourth, and fifth 
enumerated. These three processes being mostly in 
demand, I purpose explaining the mode of procedure 
and manipulation of these three processes fully, which, 
I think, will be sufficient and quite within the scope 
of this paper. Perhaps I bad better here mention, 
for the benefit of the uninitiated, that it is still nec
essary to make a pencil drawing of tbe subject ar
rangement we desire to photograph, from which we 
make a tracing on either clear tracing paper or cloth. 
Those papers with bluish-white lines are preferable, 
and give the best results. Yellowish-tinted papers or 
cloths should therefore be avoided. The lines on tbe 
tracing should be made of well-rubbed Indian ink, 
with a little Prussian blue added. This latter takes 
out the brownish cast. Center and dimension lines, 
of course, should be dotted or broken, and made with 
either raw or burnt sienna, as tbese latter colors 
always give the best results. This tracing is called 
the negative, from which an ad infinitum number of 
copies can be made. The negative is made in pre
cisely the same way for all the processes. Printing is 
done in every respect in the same way as the ordinary 
photographic silver-print, the tracing forming the 
negative. The papers on which we take the impres
sion or copy from the negatives are called sensitised 
papers, having a chemical solution on the prepared 
surface. Sensitised papers for any of the processes can 
be bought from whole-ale producers, who have special 
mechanical appliances for tbe sensitising of papers, 
consequently their purchase from manufacturers will 
come in cheaper for consumers than if they bought 
paper made and put on their own solutions. As an 
illustration of the mode of sensitising paper in a 
primitive way, I will describe the preparation of paper 
for the F. P. Ferro Prussiate process, as was in vogue 
at engineering establishments who made their own for 
the particular process. Sensitising solution : (a) Cit
rate of iron and ammonia 100 grains, water 1 oz.; {b) 
red prussiate of potash, 70 grains, water, 1 oz. 

These solutions will keep indefinitely before mixing, 
• but when mixed they should be used at once or left in 
! the dark. Preparing the paper: Mix equal quantities 
of a and b, and apply to one side of paper with a 
sponge. The sponge should be well filled with the 
solution, which should be liberally applied to the 
paper for about two minutes. Then squeeze out the 
sponge and wipe off all the solution from the surface 
of the paper, care being taken to use the sponge lightly 
and judiciously, without abrasing the surface. The 
paper, which is now of a bright yellow color on tbe 
prepared side, should be hung up to dry in the dark. 
Manipulation of the F. P. Process: The sensitised 
paper should be cut rather larger than the negative 
tracing. The tracing is now placed face downwards in 
the printing frame ; on the back of this is placed the 
sensitised paper; prepared side next to tracing, folds 
being carefully avoided. A piece of felt, pad, or cloth 
covreing is placed on both, for equali/.ingtbe press
ure. Tbe hinged crossbars are now pressed down 
upon an intervening board, the board receiving the 
pressure of the crossbar springs, the crossbars being 
secured at the free ends by catches. It is essential 
that the tracing be in uniform contact with the glass. 
The printing frame is taken out of doors and the glass 
turned towards the direction of the sun so that a clear 
light falls upon the printing frame glass, intervening 
shadows to be avoided. #The frame is left out until 
the margin of the sensitised paper shows a grey me
tallic color. Exposure: The fuller the exposure tbe 
darker the blue tint of the copy when completed. 
W h e n the fine lines on the tracing appear blue on tbe 
copy, the exposure will be sufficient. If the lines ap
pear yellow the exposure should be continued. Under 
exposure results in a light milky blue background. 
Over exposure results in the lines being indistinct and 
of a bluish-white color. Time of exposure : In clear 
sunshine, 4 to 15 minutes, in fair weather 15 to 30 
minutes, in dull weather up to one hour, and even 
more. Developing: After sufficient exposure the 
copy is taken out of the frame and immersed in a 
basin or trough of cold or tepid water, and left there 
until 'he blue lines come out perfectly white. Copies 
should be fully immersed, and if several are washed 
together the water should be changed once or twice. 
After a final rinsing in clear water the paper is hung 
up over a roller to dry, or, if necessary, dried by blot
ting paper. All the operations should be executed in 
a darkish or subdued light, and except when exposed 
to the action of the sun in the printing frame no direct 
daylight should fall upon the paper, as it is apt to dis
figure the copy by producing a yellowish brown cast. 
Corrections or additions in white can be made with a 
drawing, etching, or quill pen dipped in a solution of 
40 grains of carbonate of potash to one ounce of water, 
or by means of an acid ink specially prepared. After 
using this solution or ink the line put in should be dried 
by blotting paper, or the lines will spread and become 
blurred and unsightly. A white line maybe taken 
out by going over with a small camel hair brush dip
ped in the sensitising solution, exposing to the sun 
and washing as before. This process is about the 
oldest extant, and is much in use, anil it can be safely 
claimed for this process that it is the easier to manip
ulate than any other process, as only two distinct op
erations are necessary, namely, exposure and develop
ment. Cost of Ferro Prussiate outfit, £5 10s. Printing 
frame glass view 40 by 27, superior water bath 42 by 
30 foot, roll of 32 inches, sensitised paper. Cost in
cludes carriage. As supplied by J. Halden and Co., 
Manchester. Manipulation of B. L. Blue Line process 
(blue lines on white ground): One chemical bath 
only required. Exposure is made in exactly the same 
manner as the Ferro Prussiate, great care being taken 
to shield the paper from tbe light before it is in the 
printing frame, the cutting and framing to be done of 
course in a subdued light. Sufficiency of exposure is 
led up to by various changes in the appearance of the 
sensitised paper. AVhen the lines appear a distinct 
yellow on gray ground exposure is complete, with
draw from frame, and float on salt developing bath. 
The time of exposure depends on intensity of light 
available. In bright sunshine from one to two min
utes, in fair weather from three to six minutes, in 
dull weather from ten to twenty minutes, and even 
more. Development: It is necessary before taking 
the print to the bath to turn up the edges all the way 
round for about half an inch from face to back. This 
forms a kind of tray, thereby preventing the develop
ing solution from getting on the back, which would 
disfigure its appearance. The print is then floated on 
the developing bath, with its face down upon same, 
and to ensure the whole of the surface being in con
tact with tbe solution a dry, soft brush should be ap
plied with slight pressure over the entire back of :t, 
or the print may be drawn and agitated across the 
surface of the developing solution, the print to be 
raised from time to time for purposes of examination 
during the progress of development. The drawing 
will, in a minute or two, appear in distinct .bluish" 
green lines on a ground of yellowish green. Washing : 
The photo is now laid face upwards in a trough of 
clean_ water, and a brush or soft sponge passed gently 
over it until the lines standout welland clear, dark-
blue lines on white ground, and every other trace of 
blue has disappeared. Then leave the photo for about 
five minutes in the water trough to soak, and renew 
the water once or twice as may be required, after 
which it is taken out and hung up over a roller to 
dry. Care should be taken that no finger marks are 
made on the photo, and tbat the surface of the paper is 
not cracked or broken. Spots and stains can be re
moved and corrections made in the drawing when 
necessary by blue solving. Bath consists of equal parts 
of red ami yellow prussiate of potash, 10 P. C. solu
tion dissolved in tepid water. It will be seen thatonly 
three distinct operations are necessary by this process, 
vi/..: exposure, development, and washing, and is un
doubtedly a great improvement over the other B. L. 
process, No. 3, enumerated. As for that process five 

distinct operations are necessary, namely: First ex
posure in printing frame to light. Second, floating of 
copy on yellow prussiate solution (development). 
Third, immersion of copy in first watt r tray. Fourtli, 
immersion in acidulated" bath of either Hulphuric or 
hydrochloric acid (bleaching). Fifth, brushing and 
flushing in second water tray, and finally drying. It 
will therefore be seen the B. L. process (one acid bath) 
has dispensed with a somewhat tedious manipulation 
that was necessary formerly for the production of a 
blue line on white ground photo drawing. A recom-
mendable feature of this process over Ihe Ferro Prus
siate is that coloring is permissible. Cost of Blue line 
process outfit £8 8s. to print copies 40 inches by 27 
inches, wliich outfit includes printing frame, glass 
view 40 inches by 27 inches; lined bath for salts, 42 
inches by 30 inches, water bath 42 feet by 30 feet; 
felt roll of 30 inches. Blue line paper, developing 
salts i pound mixed blue solving. B, W . Black 
White Process, producing black lines on white ground 
(one acid bath only required). Manipulation : Ex
posure as other processes. The point of sufficient ex
posure is led up to by various changes in the appear
ance of the sensitised surface. Its color before ex
posure is yellow. Under exposure tbe color gradually 
fades. Exposure is sufficient when the sensitised 
paper is white under the blank parts of tbe tracing, 
and the lines appear yellow on the prepared paper. 
Development: After taking from the frame, immerse 
the print in a gutta percha lined bath containing acid 
and water until tbe yellow lines become black. The 
print is then taken out, ami immersed and rinsed in a 
bath of clean water. The print can be gently brushed 
to get rid of the superficial mucilage, and should be 
washed copiously with clean water to remove all traces 
of tbe chemical solution, or the print may be left to 
soak in the clean water bath for about ten minutes. 
If tbe print be hungup before a thorough washing, 
the acid on the lines will run and smear the copy. 
After a thorough washing the print is hung up to dry. 
Contents of acid bath should be three-quarters of an 
ounce of acid to one gallon of warm water. The acid 
is a mixture of gallic and oxalic acids with a little 
alum. It is essential in this process that the exposure 
should be well watched, as the paper is very sensitive ; 
a little over exposure results in the lines being taken 
out, and in other cases left ragged. Under exposure 
results in a back ground of more or less violet hue or 
tint. Time necessary for exposure similar to B. L. 
process. The B. W . process, as compared with most 
processes, is very modern, being perfected in France 
about 1880. Tbe simplicity of manipulation necessary, 
the clearness and utility of its results &nd its very 
moderate cost, have placed this process far in advance 
of all others. The following advantages can be safely 
claimed: First, it is the nearest approach that can be 
got in appearance to an ordinary or original drawing, 
the only difference being that we should perhaps draw 
center lines in red and dimension lines in blue. In 
the photo., of course, these lines would appear black. 
Second, copies can be colored and treated in every 
respect like an ordinary drawing. This latter facility 
can not be overestimated, as for instance, in large 
drawings on a small scale, the great assemblage and 
intersection of lines make the drawing to one unac
customed to dealing with them very intricate, but 
when colored in the various colors known as different 
materials, it makes the drawing easier to understand 
and more explicit throughout. As far as coloring is 
concerned, this can be done in the B. L. process, but 
the appearance is not near so good as in the process 
last described. It may be added that the great value 
of this process has been recognized, and its adoption 
accomplished by the leading engineers in threat Brit
ain, Australia, the Continent, and tbe United States 
of America. Cost of B. W . outfit, £8 15s. Od. Print
ing frame glass view 40 inches by 27 inches, lined bath 
for acid 42 inches by 30 inches, water bath, felt, roll 
of B, W . paper 30 inches wide, B. W . acid .1 pound (as 
supplied by J. Halden and Co., Manchester). Of 
course the cost of any of the outfits will vary a little, 
and be subject to fluctuation in cost of material. Hints 
that should be known: Sensitised papers should be 
kept in a dry dark place, where the sensitising will 
remain good" for* several months. The contents of 
acid baths will, when kept covered, last for a fortnight's 
operations. Tbe liquid should be an inch and a half 
deep in the bath. There should always be a good 
supply of water, which should lie led into tbe trays or 
baths liy india-rubber tubes, about one inch diameter, 
the overflow, or emptying pipe, to run into a drain, 
when the supply pipe can be regulated iu accordance 
wdth the discbarge, thereby enabling fresh water to 
be constantly running into the washing trays or baths. 
Copies should be laid to dry across semi-circular rollers, 
about three inches diameter, in preference to suspend
ing them from horizontal boards by wooden pegs. 
Copies should not be dried by steaming before a fierce 
lire. It turns the copies yellowish and renders the 
paper brittle. Chemical stains can be removed from 
the hands by a very weak dilution of caustic potash. 
W h e n a pair of india-rubber gloves or finger stalls are 
used these stains are avoided. The zinc'bathsto be 
occasionally scoured with fine sand, and a weak solu
tion of caustic potash, or soda. The gutta-percha 
lined trays should never be allowed to remain empty ; 
if not in use they should be filled with water. 
A considerable number of questions were asked Mr. 

House, and were satisfactorily answered. Mr. Mehers 
proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. House for bis valu
able paper, which had been an intellectual -treat. Mr. 
Broome, in seconding, said the association was made 
the more valuable when they had such papers read 
before it. The paper combined both tlie theoretical 
and the practical, ami the information contained in it 
was all the more valuable coming as it did from the 
bead draughtsman of a well known and active firm in 
Wigan. The motion was heartily passed and acknowl
edged, and, a similar compliment'having been paid to 
tbe chairman, the meeting terminated. 
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any needed correction in composition that ma*/ he required. Com
munications slundtt mil he too length IJ, and persona/ reflect ions 
should be carefully avoided. 

AU commniu'cati'iiis should he accompanied with Ihe proper name aud 
address of Ihe writer—not necessarily far publication, hid as a 
guarantee of ootid faitll. 

Thi" Editor is mil responsible for views expressed in this Department 
H&~ Carrrttpandcnce should he in .r,. simple Itingttage, awl asfecc 

of technical m'ffM and forniidie as possible, consistent with char solu
tion. Catch-questions wilt not he published. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engine, e * 

Sit;:—Please insert the following in answer to 
"E . R. S.," of Winhurne, Pa., whose question appeared 
in the June issue : 
In an airwav of the following dimensions what 

quantity of air in cubic feet per minute will heobtai I 
wdien there is a water-gauge of is:, inches : 0' H' 
1,000', 9' 3!/ • 1,100', -V -> |,500', ::' ' S' -
1,550? 
This question may be answered in several diflerent 

wavs of which I submit two. 
First, bv finding the relative amount of pressure ab

sorbed by each section of the airwav and then finding 
the quantity that the pie-sure.- wilfpass iu their several 
sections. 
The relative pressure is found thus: 

formula ; , = relative pressure, 

because /.* s f- = p as, and as the same quantity must pass 
through each section, /, and 7 will cancel ami we will 
have 

Mining Engineers, in 1890, and again during the last 
winter's meeting of the Institute, I called attention 
to the necessity of such a law for Ihe coal mines of 
Ohio. To mv" astonishment, the Chief Inspect.»r of 
Mines, Mr. Mazelline, and several of his assistants, set 
up a vigorous opposition to such a scheme, Mi*. Ha-
zeltine asserting:!- the results of his experience that 
the more illiterate a mine boss was. the better boss 
he made. 
I wa- glad to see some discussion follow m v article 

iu T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R 011 this subject, and hope 
I to see it thoroughly ventilated bv some of your able 
I correspondent*. 

In m v opinion, mine bosses and mine inspectors 
, should be required to undergo examination and re-

! their duties. ' 
1 I feel proud of the success of mv old friend, Mr, 
Austin King. lie is an example of what an intelli
gent miner can do for himself if given a chance. By 

! the way Mr. Hazeltine quoted Mr. King as-opposed 

| if Mr. King think- sn now, he ha-" changed Ids opin-
| ion since he left Ohio. 

I trust mv friend, Mr I hi/..It inc. will lake no offence 
'in mv quoting him in this letter. The question is one of 
' public interest to mining, in which be ami I have 

relative pressure. 
28,000 

First section -,, = *: 

Second section " !' = *S830 — relative pressure. 

Third section ',_ , — '8396**= relative pressure. 

Fourth section ' ' — 24(367 = relative pressure. 

44425 

W. G., 1'85 < 5*2 = 002 = the sum of the pressures 
due to each section. 

Then 
44425 : '2532 :: 002 : -54S true pressure. 
44425 : '8830 :: 002 : 1'912 true pressure. 
44425 : -8396 :: 0"G2 : 1 "SIS true pressure. 
4-4425 : 2 4ii07 :: 9'62 : 5'341 true pressure, 

9619 
Then by the formula : 

48 :548 

'•0217 • 28,000 

0217 27.500 

Third section \l ;i', 1S1S -' 35 9'9S9 
VU2I7 30,000 

Fourth section -\ "4 '* 5'341 ' 2-1 ____- 9*984 
N 1)217 34,100 

So the quantity passing is nearly 10,000 cubic feet per 
minute. 
Second, in airways passing equal quantities, s will vary 

as their areas cubed ; now let ns assume that an airway 
20 feet area is to pass the same quantity as the airwav 
given in the question, then .-• for 

First section — 4S1 

Second section =:.].', 
Third section = Sir-
Fourth section = 24*' 

,000 : 

v- : 20*' :: 30,000 : 0,717'2l) 
4* : 2ii*1 :: 34,100 : 19,733*8 

Rubbing surface of assumed airwav, 35,51o"14 
Then 

Jt« x „__,__ J '^x.so 
Vit -A ' \ -0217 35,51514 

9,992, quantity passing. The slight difference is due 
to the fractions. 

The answer given by " S. U. P.," in your August 
issue, is too great a quantity as it would require a press
ure of more than 16 lbs. to pass 12,!i62 cubic feet of air 
per minute in the airway given in the question. 

Yours, etc., 
T. S. (I. 

Gardner, III., August 24th. 

Certificated Mine Foremen. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR : In the August number of your invaluable 
mining journal, I find some well considered editorial 
remarks touching "Certificated Mine Foremen." 
There is no such thing as perfection, and objections 
can be raised to tbe operation and results of Certifi
cated Mine Bosses; but that the advantages greatly 
outweigh the disadvantages of this system must be 
admitted by every one desiring to see increased safety 
in subterranean mining. 

At the summer meeting of the Ohio Institute of 

alu ept atte 
Wishing T H E Coi LIERV FXGIXEEI- increased success. 

Fraternally MHO*-. 

ANDREW ROY, 
I den Roy, I >., August 24th. 

Mechanics. 

Editor Colliery Engine, r : 

SIR:—Will some of your readers kindly answer the 
following question : 
On an incline rising 1 in 10, the loads weighing 12,000 

pounds, and the ems'ties 3,(100 pounds, the drums, ropes, 
and sheaves 5,000 pounds; the friction ofthe cars 
equal 1% of their weight, and the friction for drums, 
ropes, and sheaves ,',, of their weight. W h e n they are 
lieing let down by a brake, it hikes 4 minutes to run 300', 
now what is the amount of friction applied by the 
brake'.' 

Yours, etc., 
J. T. G. 

Braidwood, 111., August 25th. 

Blasting-. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—I wish some of your correspondents would 
answer the following question : 
There is a blast-hole charged with powder and 

tamped ready for firing. The needle is withdrawn and 
from tbe hole or orifice molded by the needle 
there issues lire-damp. W h e n this lire-damp or gas is 
ignited at the mouth of the needle will it explode Ihe 
powder at the end ofthe bole? State reasons, whether 
the answer is in affirmative or negative. 

Yours, etc., 

JOHN KANE. 
Coal Bluff, Indiana, August 15th. 

Pumping. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Permit m e to send you a few lines in reply 0 
"Tyro's" article, in your last issue, regarding " Pump
ing:" 

tin 
of the in 

The volume of water dischar 
tained by multiplying the eubi 
by the number of strokes per i 
tents being the product of the sectional area of the 
[lump and the length of stroke. W e bine therefore the 
following formula : 

D- ,- '7854 •' S X N 

Area 

all i plan tit ies are in inches or in feet. If we wish to ob
tain gallons discharged the formula becomes 

D2 -• •7854 X L X N 

231 

cubic inches orfeet where 

D= X L X N '0034 — 

The example 

Pumping 
Editor Colliery Engineer.-

Sin:—Please insert the following in answer to J. T. 
Rogers' question in the August issne : 
The receiver and 3" T should be connected by a 4" 

proper results, as to 

npe fo 
• to both slopes at same time, and the 
mediate, l,S0O' is quite right as it offers 

less resistance 1>> How of air. Nothing would he gained 
by using two 3" pipes from li'' pipe to the pump, un
less a pipe giving corresponding area is used direct 

ilk, Ci Au 

Yours, etc., 
.1. E D W A R D SI. 

20th. 

woi-ks out therefore as follows 
30 < -01134 = _!>_•_. gallons 

per minute, instead of 32-04 as stated. 
I me of Keuffel & Esser Co.'s (Xew York) .2.50 pump 

indicators gi.es this result at a glance without any com
putation whatever. 

Yours, etc., 

W M . COX. 

Bay View Hotel, Tomkinsville, 
Staten Island, X. Y., Julv 21st. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—In m y answer to Mr. Arthur Grassland's ques-
tion in the August issue, where I said the quantity of 
air should not be less than 100,000 cubic feet per min- ' 
ute, I should have said 130,000 cubic feet. 

Yours, etc., 
JOSEPH CAIN. 

Whitwell, Marion Co., Tenn., August 22d. 

Examination Question. 

Edit..r Collier;/ Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert tbe following in answer to ques
tion by J. AV. S.: 

[The solution sent in is similar to that of "A.B.," 
which was inserted in the August issue.—ED.] 

Yours, etc.. 

F. B, 
Maccan, N. S., August 2d. 

Examination Question 

Editor toll,, eg Engineer : 

Sin:—I submil the following in answer to question 
bv "J. W. S.," of Westvillc, 1'ictou Co., N, S.. in your 
July issue-
5-2 : 07113, (weight ofa cubic foot of air at 112° F. and 

30" bar eter] = IIS1.V, Ihe motive column that will 
produce ,V2 lbs. pressure: and US'15 -:- 400 = 1703. 
Then 

430° + 40° — -100 X 4 703 = S41)..° -;- 40° — 124-08° 
I'., Ihe temperature in ihe upcast. 
By Ibe foil,™ in- formula we can prove the work. 

M = D T"' 
459 -, / 

M — motive column. 
D-= depth of shaft. 
T --= temperature in upcast. 
I = temperature in downcast, then 

124-9S0 — 10° 
4Vi° _ 40° — T703 - 401) = 0S12 X-0763-= 

5-19755.* lbs., or5'2 lbs. nearly. 
Yours, etc., 

H. L. D. W. 
Lethbridge, N. W. T. Canada, August lst. 

Mechanics and Surveying*. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—I send the following solutions in reply to 
Samuel Lewis, of Scranton, Pa., whose questions" ap
peared in the July issue : 

(1). What is the reason for reducing the column pipe 
of an engine ? In a given case the diameter of the en
gine is 10" and of column pipe 8". There is a short 
reducer set in the column near tbe pump, what is this 
for, and what is gained by it? 
The diameter of the water cylinder equals 10", and 

of the column pipe 8", which under ordinary circum
stances may be considered a fairly practical size. The 
relative capacities or areas are 10"- and 8""**, or the 
mean areas are 

pump — 7S*54. 
pipe — 50'2656. 

The area of the piston rod must be deducted from 
one stroke, or one-half from each stroke. W e will 
assume it to be a 3' rod, then tbe area is 7'00-S'. 

78'5 — 35 •= 75, then under ordinary cir
cumstances a pump may be expected to give about "85 
per cent, of efficiency, which would reduce the relative 
capacity of the water cylinder to about 6375, then the 
area of pipe being 50'25, the flow of the water in the 
pipe would have a speed of 63-75, while the piston 
moves 50'25, then tlie piston must stop at tlie end of 
each stroke, so it may be seen (hat the pump, if not 
working at full power, can do the work. However, a 
M" pipe would have an area of li.'i'O, am] to obtain the 
best possible results large pipes are required, for the 
friction is increased as the square of the speed, and 
directly as tlie length of tbe pipe. 

(2). In answer to his second question, I would say 
that the inner branch of the siphon remains full and 
tbe outer branch will be emptied at about half the 
rate of flow when working, for as the water runs out 
air will force its way in at the end of discharge, and 
will occupy about half the area. 

Yours, etc., 

F. B. 
Maccan, N. S.t August l.-t. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR: —I submit the following in answer to S. TJ. P., 
of Red Bank, Pa.: 

(1). The velocity is found bv dividing the volume 
by the area of the shaft, thus 

4:;!is2-4 -:- 87'9048 500' per minute, tlie ve
locity. 

(2). The formula used in linding the pressure is 

,ve have 
•00(10000217 •' 2111P552 X 500' 

,S7'.ii;4.---. 

iressure per foot, a n d 10'6764 .-̂  5 
W . < 

: 10-0764 lbs. 

= 2'0o.'J-l inches 

Yours, etc., 
L E W I S C. III/GIIES. 

Avoca, Pa., August 20th. 

Algebra, 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—In answer to question by " A. P.. C," of Pitts
ton, Pa., in your August issue, I would say that I find 
the value of x to be 2, and of y to be 5. 

Yours, etc, 
Sunsci-iiiER. 

Connellsville, Pa., August 19th. 

http://gi.es
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Siphon. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I send the following in reply to "Miner," of 
Elizabeth, Pa.: 
Can a siphon have too much fall for its lift, and 

w h y ? 
I have good reasons to believe that it can, as I had 

an opportunity to test the matter some time since.̂  A 
siphon was laid in a mine, the length of the pipe 
from inlet to summit being 300'; vertical height 12', 
and the discbarge 35' below the summit. For an ex
periment 1 added enough pipe to the discharge to 
make it 35' below the inlet, or 47' below the summit 
and found that the siphon would cut off, or stop flow
ing in three or four hours, while I knew it to run a 
week or ten days continually before the fall was in
creased. W h e n the fall was reduced tbe siphon work
ed as well as ever. 

Now, I may be wrong in m y surmise, but the most 
satisfactory solution I could arrive at for the difficulty 
was this : " In a siphon we have only the atmospheric 
pressure of 147 lbs. persquare inch to overcome the 
friction of the pipe, and to lift the water, or rather 
force it to the summit. In order to create a vacuum 
we must have the discharge lower than the inlet. 
From inlet to summit we have two forces to overcome, 
i. c, friction and weight, or force of gravity, while in 
the discharge there is only friction, the force of grav
ity assisting the flow, the atmospheric pressure being 
overbalanced before tbe siphon will flow. Now, as 
the velocity increases, friction increases also requiring 
more power, also there are more pounds to be lifted. 
As the fall is increased we get more weight, or press
ure, and this increases the velocity until the friction 
due to increased velocity will eventually absorb the 
atmospheric pressure, and the water will run away 
from the summit fastei than it can be forced to 
summit from inlet. 
The above may not be the correct explanation of a 

fact, but it is a fact tbat a siphon may have too much 
fall for its lift, as I have proved by experiment. 

Yours, etc., 
S. U. P, 

Red Bank, Pa., August 22d. 

Ventilation and Mining. 

Editirr Colliery Engineer: 
SIR :—I submit the following in answer to the three 

questions asked by "A. L. <_..," of Audenried, Pa., in 
your August issue: 

(1). In the formula given 
A = the major axis, or 10' 
a *= the minor axis, or 8' 

Substituting tbese values in the given formula, it 
becomes 

/256 4- 64 + 1 0 + 8 

2—g 2- - X 3T416. 

Collecting we have 
256 + 64 = 320 -_- 2 = 160, and >/ 160 = 12*6491 +. 
10 + 8 = 24 -f- 2 = 12, and 12-6491 + 12 = 246491, 

and this divided bv 2 =• 1232455 X 3T416 = 
38-7PJ80628' = perimeter of the ellipse. 

(2). In opening out a roadway for a turnout, it would 
probably be necessary to double the length of the 
collars. The condition of roof, etc., being the same, 
the new collar would have to support twice the 
weight. In the "Colliery Engineer Pocket-Book," 
page 22, I find this example: If a collar 6 f_et long, 
8" diameter, supports a certain weight, what must be 
tbe diameter of a collar 12' long to support the same 
weight? The answer given is 

fQ: •*-* 12 :: 8" : x, or 10" +. 
That question calls for the support of the same 

weight, but we have to provide for double the weight, 
consequently 

6 : '12 :: 10JI : 2000, and 1, 2"000 = 12'6" diam
eter of collar to support twice the weight. 

(3.) Pressure varies as the square of the velocity, 
therefore a velocity of 1 in the 9' \ 9' airway means a 
velocity of P125 in the 12r X 0' airway. Then 

1** : 1T25'** ;: 10 : .*', or 12'65625 -- new pressure. 
Yours, etc., 

J.V. 
Punxsutawney, Pa., August 24th. 
[Answers to tbe above questions similar as regards 

the principles used were received from J. T. G., of 
Braidwood, 111., August 25th, and David P. Brown, of 
Adelaide, Pa., August 27th.— En,] 
Ventilation and Mining*. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to "A. 
L. G.," of Audenried, Pa.: 

(1). In the formula let A = 14, and a ̂  8, then it 
becomes 
Jl4^+~8'J~ , U + 8 
^ 2 2 

X 31416 *= 35-185 +, perimeter. 
(2). We will assume the collars to be 7' between 
the notches, and 10" in diameter, then lor the double 
track or turnout they would be 14' between the 
notches. The diameter required for the collars over 
the double track under similar conditions would be 
found thus 
*L>^ = 2,000, and 

!5'2,000 = 12-5" the diameter, if the 
weight were the same; but where the width of the 
place is doubled, if the top follows the same law, the 
weight will also be doubled. This would cause the 
roof to weaken and the average weight upon the timber 
to increase as the width, the same as the resistance of 

the timber decreases. Therefore we would conclude 
that a 14' collar would have to support double the 
weight of a 7' collar, because the space was doubled. 
By this assumption the 14' collar would have to be 4 
times as strong ; twice as strong for the double length, 
and twice more for the double weight. If the 7' collar 
is 10" in diameter then the 14' collar should be L__. 
1 : 4 :: 10n : 4,000 ; f 4,000 = 15*S", 
or nearly 10" in diameter. 

(3). According to tbe conditions of the question q = 
q, that is a v = a v. or 
/Fa (Po , 

a A/TV" = o. -y .-•- a n o as s — s> w e have 
a yPa = a r/P«, or squaring both sides 
of the equation P a;1 = P cr, whence 

substituting the given values we have 

P __ I" X«_ __ „.,, lb,, 

therefore the pressure required is 14'22 lbs. per sq. ft. 
Yours, etc., 

P. 
Whitney, Pa., Aug. 29th. 

Give a description ofall necessary appliances required, 
also the number of men necessary to produce this out
put continually. Assuming 250 gallons of water to ac
cumulate per minute, what size of pump would be re
quired to keep it emptied out? 

(3). Is there any safe practical method of detecting 
explosive gas in "mines other than by tbe use of the 
safety-lamp? Explain fully. 

(4). A furnace at the bottom of a shaft 400' deep pro
duces 15,000 cu. ft. of air per minute with 5*2 lbs. press
ure per sq. ft. The temperature in the downcast shaft 
is 40° F., what is the temperature in the upcast shaft, 
which is 450' deep. 

Yours, etc., 
M. 

Mansfield, Pa., August 2Sth. 
Mining*. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Will any of your readers kindly give plan and 
directions how to erect a door in a 4 V vein to be opened 
by mules traveling both ways.? 

Yours, etc., 
SUBSCRIBER. 

Lehigh, Ind. Ty., August 28th. 
Ventilation. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—Please publish the two following questions in 

your next issue: 
(1), A n airway 8' X 8' X 1000' is passing 40,000 cu. 

ft., of air, what diameter should a circular airway 
1200' long be to pass one-half the quantity, the press
ure remaining the same? ' 

(2). A mine is ventilated by natural ventilation pass
ing 10,000 cubic feet of air per minute with a pressure 
of 5'5 pounds, the temperature in the downcast being 
42°. Tbe air current is reversed by erecting a furnace 
at bottom of the downcast producing 14,000 cubic feet 
of air per minute, what is the effect on the pressure 
and temperature? 

Yours, etc., 
A. B. 

Hanna City, 111., August 22d. 
Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to 
"S.U.P.," of Red Bank, Pa.: 

(1). The velocity is found by dividing the quantity 
of air passing bv the area, thus 

43982-4-*-95'0334 = 462 S0991' the velocity. 
(2). Tbe pressure is found by the formula 

P — '. , substituting their values 
and multiplying we have 

96-37309 ->- 950334 — P014106 lbs., pressure, 
and 1014106 -*- 5 _ = 0'19502 -= water gauge. 

Yours, etc., 
I.E.J. 

Moosic, Pa,, August 27th. 
Efficiency* of Fans. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—A fan 16' in diameter, which is making 130 
revolutions per minute, gives a water-gauge of 3-2", 
what is the fan's efficiency? 

Yours, etc., 
M. 

Braidwood, 111., August 27th. 
Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I submit the following in reply to "S. TJ. P.," 
of Red Bank, Pa. 

(1). Let 
a =*•= semi-major axis. 
>• = semi-minor axis. 
II = 3-1416. 
Then 

l " X « X ^ 87'9648 area, and 
43982-4 -> 87-9648 = 500/ velocity. 

(2). W e can find the perimeter by the formula 

VW + 8* , 14 + 8 
2 2 X 3-1416, which is 35'29 

2~ 
nearly, then 

35*29 >' 600 — 21,674, or s. 
And by the formula 

v . " _= w. g. - "257055" +, or P33669 lbs. 
Yours, etc., 

J. V. 
Punxsutawney, Pa., August 24th. Examination Questions. 

Editor Colliery Engine r: 
SIR :—Will you kindly publish the following 

questions for answer in your valuable journal: 
(1). Suppose we increase the wires of the gauze of a 

safety-lamp three times their usual thickness, what ef
fect, if any, would it have on the safety of a Davy 
lamp ? 

What kind of oil would you prefer to use in safety-
lumps, and state the reasons why ? 

(2). H o w would you proceed to develop a field of coal 
1,000 acres in extent lying 500' below the surface, the 
coal-bed being 4' thick with an inclination of 1 in 300 
west to east. The output to equal 1,200 tons per day. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—Will you please insert the following questions 

in your next issue for some of your able correspondents 
to answer: 
A mine (drift opening) is ventilated by furnace. The 

outside temperature is 41° F-, and tbe upcast shaft, 
which is 100' in depth, has a temperature of 191° F., 
the dimensions ofthe underground airway are 7' X 9** 
X 4,000'. 

(1). Using Atkinson's co-efficient of friction what will 
be the volume of air obtained under the above con
ditions ? 

(2). What will be the length of the motive column; 
(showr method and formula by which length is ascer
tained) ? 

(3), What horse power will be expended by the fur
nace in producing this volume of air? 

(4). Suppose the length ofthe airway is increased to 
9,000', what would be tbe quantity obtained, the area 
and pressure remaining the same? 

(5), What will be the horse power expended, when 
the length is increased? Explain cause of difference 

i in horse power, if any ? 
Yours, etc., 

S. U. P. 
Red Bank, Pa., August 22d. 

Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

S I R : — I send the following in answer to question (1) 
submitted by " A. L. G.," of Audenried, Pa., in your 
last issue : . 
Tbe formula referred to is simply this: To half the 

sum of the two diameters add the square root of half 
the sum of their squares, multiplying the last sum by 
1-5708, which is half of 3-1416 ; the product will be the 
perimeter. 
Forexample, suppose an elliptical shaft, the diameters 

of which are 8' and 14' respectively, then 
8 + 14 -H 2 = 11, or half the sum of the two 

diameters. And 
8s + 14-^-2-= 130, half the square of the 

two diameters, then 
-i/130 = 11 "4 + the square root of half the 
sum. Whence 

11 + 1P4 X 1-570S = 35T8592' the perimeter 
required. 
Another formula is to multiply tbe sum of the two 

diameters by P5708, and tbe product will bethe perim
eter nearly, thus 

8 + 14 X 1-5708 = 34-5576', perimeter. 
Yours, etc., 

Avoca, Pa., Aug., 20th. L E W I S P. H U G H E S . 

Mensuration and Mining*. 
Editor Collier// Engineer: 
SIR:—I submit the following Ln answer to questions 
1, 3, and 4, asked by " Miner," of Philipsburg, Pa., in 
your August issue: 

(1). The inside measurements ofa pit car are length, 
6/ 0"; depth, 2' 6"; the bottom section 1' in height, and 
3' 2 " in width ; the top measurement of upper section 
is 4' in width, how many bushels of coal will it contain, 
computing 2,68S cubic inches to tbe bushel ? 
First, we will find the cubical contents of the bottom 

section of the car, reducing the measurements in feet 
to inches, we have 
Length = 7S" ; width •=* 38", and depth 12" then, 

78" X 38" X 12" — 35,568 cu. ins., 
and for top section 
Width ---48"; bottom width 3S", and depth = 

18", or 30" — 12" = 18". Tbe average width of top 
section is found thus 

4y// | 3K" -+- 2 -̂  43", then 
43" X 78" X 18" = 60,372 cu. inches. 

Adding this to cubical contents of bottom section we 
have 

35,568 + 60,372 -̂  95,940 cu. ins., and 
95,940 -_- 2,688 = 357 bushels nearly. 

(3). In a mine generating a large amount of firedamp, where the coal vein dips 10' in every 100', what ventilating apparatus would be best, and where would you erect the same ? I would select a Guibal fan ; split the current so as to ventilate each district from the downcast, having the foul air pass direct to the upcast. I would, if possible, 
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place the fan so as to have the outlet on a rise from the 
downcast, by doing so the gas would be more easily re
moved if the ventilation is ascensional than when the 
current is forced down the dip. Tlie gas being lighter 
than air, wUl rise, and the air inside being lighter than 
on the outside especially in Winter, it would be more 
easily directed to the rise than to the dip. As to 
whether the fan should be a blower or an exhaust, 
I would be guided by circumstances ami in any case 
make it reversible so that in case of fire in either shaft 
the fan can lie reversed, and the smoke drawn out un
til the men can be gotten out safely. Another advan
tage to be gained would be in case the fan exhausts it 
could be reversed at night to clear the downcast of ice 
in the winter time. 

(4). If a mine generated 200 cubic feet of fire-damp 
per minute, ami 1,000 cubic feet of black-damp, there 
being 120 persons employed, how much air would he 
required to keep the workings in a healthy condition ? 
Two hundred cubic feet of lire-damp per minute may 

be diluted and rendered harmless by having say, 4,000 
cubic ft. of air in circulation, this would be in a pro
portion of 1 in 20, as the mine gives off 1,000 cu. ft. of 
black-damp per minute, and a mixture of 7 A of black-
damp will render fire-damp non-explosive. The 200 
cu. ft.given off in this case is not explosive as 1,000 
cu. ft, of black-damp would " damp " 14,285 cu. ft. of gas, 
but since a mixture of 8r. of black-damp is dangerous 
to breathe, aud IO'- will extinguish lights, it will 
require a volume of 10,000 cu. ft. of air to bring the 
mixture to the point wherea light will be extinguished, 
and 12,500 cu. ft. to make the mixture S'i damp, then 
in order to make the air safe it would require at least 
50,000 cu. ft, of air and then there would be 2% of damp. 
According to law 120 men would require 12,000 cu. ft. 

of air. and, sa)*, 8 mules allowing 500 cu. ft. for each 
mule, which would make 

8 < 500 = -1.00(1 cu. ft., or 16.000 cu. ft. 
in all if only a normal amount of gas was given off, but I 
in this case it will be necessary to have at least 50,000 
cu. ft. 

Yours, etc., 

S. U. P. 
Red Bank, Pa., Aug. 22.1. 

Ventilation. 

Eiilor Colliery Engi net r: 

SIR:—I submit the following in answer to question 
by S. M. Roberts, in your August issue : 
The length of the box is" S4P86S' +, and is found 

as follows: 
Since tlie area and rubbing surface are given, we 

must find the perimeter and divide the rubbing sur
face by it, tbe quotient will be the length, thus 

l 2ST.714 = 5-34525' - one side of the 
box; 534525 • 4 = 213S1 = perimeter, then 

18000 -:- 21-381 = 84P80.S'. 
I have winked this out as a separate airwav. 

Yours, etc., 
I, P.H. 

Avoca, Pa., August 27th. 

Spencer, State Geologist of Georgia ; Prof. E. A. Smith, 
State Geologist of Alabama ; Prof. J. A. Holmes, State 
Geologist of North Carolina; Mr. Arthur Winslow, 
State Geologist .if Missouri; Mr. E. T. Durable, State 
Geologist of Texas ; I'rof.-1. Lindahl, State Geologist 
of Illinois. Maj. Powell was elected chairman of the 
meeting. Mr. Winslow was elected secretary. After 
a few preliminary remarks in explanation of tbe rea
sons for calling the meeting, Mr. Winslow read a paper 
suggesting a plan of organization and explaining the 
objects of and tbe results to be derived from such an 
official association. As prominent among the import
ant objects of the Association the following may be 
cited : 

1. The determination of the proper objects of public 
geologic work. 
2. The improvement of methods. 
'.'.. The unification of methods. 
4. The establishment of the proper relative spheres 

and functions of national anil state surveys. 
5. Co-operation in works of common interest and 

the prevention of duplication of work, 
6. The elevation of the standard of public geologic 

work and the sustenance of an appreciation of its 
value. 
7. The inauguration of surveys by States not having 

such at present to co-operate with the other state sur
veys and with the national survey. 
As au immediate result of this meeting a committee 

of six was elected to consider tbe matter of organiza-
tinu. with the power to frame a constitution and by
laws, to be reported to tbe association at a time and 
place to be selected bv tbe committee. This committee 
consists of Maj. J. AV'. Powell, Director of tbe United 
states i leological Survey, Chairman ; Prof. E. A. Smith, 
State Geologist of Alabama: Prof. .T. A, Holmes, State 
Geologist of North Carolina; Dr. J. C. Branner, State 
Geologist of Arkansas; Mr. Arthur Winslow, State 
Geologist of Missouri, and Prof. W . II. Win-hell. State 
Geologist of -Minnesota. 
It is a matter of sincere congratulation that the 

Association, whose organization has been an oft-moot
ed question, is now in a fair condition to become an 
established fact ; that it will serve as an invaluable 
agent in securing harmony and efficiency in the im
portant public work will be readily appreciated. 

A Well Managed Mine 

A friend who recently visited Blue Creek Mines 
Slope No. 5, of tbe DeBardeleben Coal ami Iron 
Company, at Adger, Ala., sends us tbe following: 
The work of sinking Slope No. 5 was started four 

years ago under the superintendence of Mr. L. AV, 
Johns, the present superintendent. In .hine, of this 
year, the mine was tlie largest producer in Alabama, hav
ing -diipped 19,567 tons in 21i days. The slope is 1,000 ft. 
long, with an average dip of 14°, to the basin, which at 
this point is 100 ft. wide. AVhen the slope had reached 
tbe basin, Mr. Johns employed Mr. James Hillhouse Sr. 
as inside superintendent, and in doing so he secured a 
most competent official. 
Mr. Hillhouse started! six headings, two six hundred 

feet from the top ofthe mine, one east, and one west, 
and 4 in the basin, 2 east and 2 west, each of which are 
now over 4,000 ft, long. A slope was driven up the 
pitcli on the other side of the ba-dn 1,500 ft. Four 
headings were started froni this slope, at distances of 
300 ft. and 000 ft. from the bottom. Tbe coal from tbese 
headings is run down to the foot of the main slope bv 
gravity, the loaded cars hoisting the empties. < Iwing 
to the basin widening and dipping to tbe west, Mr. 
Hillhouse has driven a slope down the center of it, and 
the coal from it is hoisted by a pair of engines and 
landed at the bottom of the main slope. Every thing 
is so well planned and conducted tbat things run "like 
clock work." 
The ventilation is effected by two 15 ft. fans and is 

excellent, the mine being probably one of the best ven
tilated in the State, and .Air. Hillhouse deserves credit 
for and is justly proud of this fact. 
Mr. James Hillhouse. dr. son of the Inside Superin

tendent, who has just completed a course of mining 
engineering at the Stale University, is employed as 
Mine Boss and Assistant Engineer, and as lie has 
worked in all capacities from a slate picker in Pennsyl
vania up to his present position, he has before him a 
bright future and will probably become one ofthe lead-
colliery officials ofthe State. 

A United States Association of Government Geolo
gists to be Formed. 

A meeting was held at the Columbian University, 
AA'ashington, D. (_.., on the 28th ult., which promises to 
result in the formation of an association for the ad
vancement of geological work, and especially of othcial 
geological work. This is an official organization of the 
directors of tbe State and National' Geological Sur
veys. 
there were present at this meeting Maj. J.W. Powell, 

director of the United States Geological Survey ; Prof. 
James Hall, State Geologist of New York; Prof. J. M. 
Safford, State Geologist of Tennessee; Prof. J. AV. 

Mining Classes. 

An evening class, which has for its object tbe train
ing of candidates for the next competitive examina
tion for Aline Foremen's Certificates, under the new 
Anthracite Mine Law of Pennsylvania, is commencing 
in AVilkes-Barre, Pa., under the supervision of Air. 
Alexander Dick, M. E., English Government Certifi
cated Colliery Manager. Mr. Dick has conducted 
similar classes with success in Great Britain, and he 
expresses bis determination to use all efforts in ob
taining a good percentage of successful students at 
tbe forthcoming examination. The great benefits to 
be derived from such a class have never before been 
offered to tbe miners of this district, and as it is to lie 
hoped that the opportunity may be embraced right 
now* we strongly advise all whose ambitions rise above 
a " breast of work" in the mine to place themselves 
in immediate communication with hiui. 
As will be seen by our advertising columns, Mr. 

Dick is also starting correspondence classes, a method-
of teaching which has been adopted in England and 
Scotland with great success. As we understand the 
modus cjju randi, any pupil can by means of these classes 
be placed in direct contact with the teacher, no matter 
how far away he may be residing, and now that the 
States of Alabama and Illinois have followed the load 
of Pennsylvania in making competitive examinations 
compulsory, such a class is sure to prove of immense 
advantage to mining student-, as we have no doubt 
the other mining states will, in course of time, follow 
suit. 

L.w Rate Harvest Excursions. 

Tbe Missouri Pacilic Railway and Iron Mountain 
Route will run a series of low* rate Harvest Excursions 
to Southwest Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, Texas, and 
all points West and Southwest, August 25th, September 
loth and 29th. Tickets good for thirty days to return 
with stop-over privileges for the inspection of land. 
Further informalion furnished by any of the company's 
agents or II. C. Townsend, General Passenger and 
Ticket Agent, St. Louis, Mo. 

Water Supply for Collieries and Coke Plants. 

Tbe development ofthe various coal fields always has 
more or less effect on the sources from wliich the water 
supply is drawn, and unless the fountain-head is out
side of tbe coal measures, the extensive underground 
workings tap ant] drain tbe springs. After the water 
once enters the mine and flows along in contact with 
the minerals, it takes up foreign substances both by dis
solving them, and by being fed by small streams or 
droppers strongly impregnated with them. This 
renders the mine water unfit for use in boilers, or in 
fact for any other use where it comes in contact with 
iron. It not only eats out the pipe, but it soon destroys 

I the machinery with which it comes in contact. 
Therefore the water supply for steam raising pur-

i poses must, if possible, be obtained from points far 
enough removed from the center of mining operations 
to ensure a constant and ample supply. If possible, 
the water necessary for other purposes, such as wash
ing coal, and cooling coke, should also be drawn from 
sources iincontaniinated by mineral acids. This is 
necessary to ensure long life to the pipe lines, and to 
valves both of which are as a rule expensive. 
Tbe expense of bringing a sufficient water supply to 

the point of utilization is in many instances much more 
expensive than it would be if the colliery owners and 
superintendents would, instead of using metal pipes, 
use first-class guaranteed wooden water-pipes. 
Although wooden water-pipes are of earliest origin, 

their advantages ami usefulness for this purpose have 
only recently been appreciated by colliery officials. 
They are now largely used in the Anthracite regions, 
where, owing to large steani plants, a great deal of 
water is daily converted into steam. They have been 
found to last longer than iron pipe, are easier laid, as 
thev are more flexible, and cost much less. The trench 
does not have to be dug with so smooth a bottom and 
irregularity in alignment does not effect tbe joints. 
In a recent conversation with Mr. Frank t. AVyckoff, 

ofthe Wyckoff Pipe Co., of Williamsport Pa,, he in
formed us that his company turned their pipes direct
ly from the log, and made a specialty of extra strong 
pipe wliich they guaranteed. Their pipe is made extra 
thick and the demand for it for all purposes, where the 
water head does not exceed two or three hundred feet 
is enormous. Their total sales from January 1, 1891, to 
date have been over hall a million feet, and of this 
amount, over 50,000 ft., or about ten miles, have been for 
colliery use. 

When once used the merit ofthe pipe manufactured 
by the Wyckolf Pipe Co. becomes so firmly established 
that subsequent orders always follow, and we advise 
our readers to look into and test it in a practical way. 
Inquiries addressed to the company at AA'illiamsport, 
Pa., will always receive careful and courteous attention. 

Merit Appreciated. 

The new type heavy hoisting engine which the 
Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, lately placed 
upon the market, has received a flattering reception. 
Thirteen of them have already been sold in less than 
a year. The following endorsement from the presi
dent of the A'ermont Marble Co., Proctor, A't, Fletcher 
D. Proctor, son of the present Secretary of War, is 
notable: 

.Inly 31st, 1891. 
L I D G E R W O O D M A N U F A C T U R I N G Cn., 

Xew York, X. Y. 
i•'< nth an n :—The two drum hoisting engine which 

vuu sent us last spring, is a success, ami we do not 
besitate to recommend it for what you claim for it. It 
runs two derricks with one engine, hoisting twenty 
ton blocks, without any trouble, 152 feet in a minute 
ami a half. This with a steam pressure of about 00 
pounds, 300 feet away from tin- engine, and I am sat
isfied that with a stronger pressure it would hoist this 
weight in from a minute to a minute and a quarter. 
The workmanship of tbe engine and power is perfect, 
and we can heartily recommend it. 

Very truly yours, 
(Signed) V E R M O N T M A R U L E CO. 

Fletcher D. Proctor, Pres. 

Messrs. Crawford and McCrimmon, of Brazil, Indiana, 
report that their mine fans are meeting with great suc
cess wherever introduced. They are so constructed that 
they can be readily changed from the exhaust to forc
ing fans or nice versa. They are now in use in every 
important American coal field, and are giving great 
satisfaction. Besides the construction of improved fans 
and fan engines, Messrs. Crawford and McCrimmon 
manufacture general mine machinery. Their Deluge 
mine pumps, hoisting and haulage engines, and station
ary engines for all purposes are built on correct prin
ciples froni best materials and the strongest proof of j 
their excellence lies in the fact that whenever tbe pur
chaser ofa Crawford and McCrimmon fan, engine, or 
pump, found it necessary to enlarge bis plant, he in
variably patronized tbe firm. Their prices are reason
able, and they will cheerfully furnish estimates on all 
kinds of mining machinery. 

During a recent visit to the Clearfield region, we 
particularly noticed tbe large number of Beagle Mine 
Hames in use at the collieries, and as tbe general agent 
for the hames carries an advertisement with us, we 
asked several prominent colliery official- bow they 
liked them. The answer was invariably "first rate. 
They are tbe best hames we have ever had." AVe 
therefore advise our readers to write for prices and in
formation to George AYi-e, General Agent, Jeddo, Pa. 

Firemen's Tournament at Atlantic City, N. J.—Half 
Bates yia Pennsylvania Eailroad. 

The Firemen's Tournament to lie held at Atlantic 
City on September 29th, 30th. October 1st and 2d, 
promises to be one ofthe most interesting events of its 
kind ever held in this country. Invitations have been 
sent to all the prominent lire companies of the East to 
be present and enter the lists, and the number of en
tries already registered assures a brilliant success. The 
programme of events is a most elaborate one and in
cludes everything that pertains to the firemen's art. 
Hose races, team races, steamer trials, prize drills, and 
other firemen contests, together with concerts, torch
light procession, and a grand parade. Beside this, the 
arrangements for the entertainment of the visitors are 
very elaborate. 
For tbe better accommodation of visitors and contes

tants the Pennsylvania Railroad Company will -dl 
excursion tickets to Atlantic City from all principal 
stations on its system at a single fare for tbe round trip. 
Tbe tickets will be sold September 25th to October 2d, 
valid for return until' ictober nth, IS91. The facilities 
presented by tbe Pennsylvania Railroad for reaching 
j\.tlantic City quickly and comfortably are too welt 
known to need comment. 

T H E Jeffrey Mfg. Co., of Columbus, Ohio, have in 
the hands of the printers, a revised Illustrated Cata
logue and Price-List, showing all the chain links and 
specialties manufactured by them, A wrought chain 
is one of the latest additions to their already large list 
of chains. This Company has the largest line of 
chain links, from which to select, of any manufacturer 
in the world, and their list should be consulted by 
dealers and users of such machinery in general. 
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T H E FIRE-BOSSES M U S T H A V E 

T H E S A M E CERTIFICATES A S 

M I N E F O R E M E N . 

O N the 24th ult., Hon. Fred. VV. Gunster, Assistant 

Law Judge of Lackawanna County, handed down 

an opinion in the case, which Inspector of Mines 

Patrick Blewitt, and Mr. William Connell, Chairman of 

the late Commission to revise the Anthracite Mine 

Law, bail submitted to secure a legal interpretation of 

the provisions of the new Anthracite Mine Act in re

gard to the qualifications of persons who perform the 

duties of fire-bosa. Judge Gunster decides that they 

must have certificates of qualification tlie same as the 

mine foremen. The opinion in full is as follows : 

The defendants are the owners of a coal mine in this district over 

which the plaintiff., Mine Inspector. They have a mine foreman 

und also a qualified lire boss. At times when the mine foreman 

cannot personally carry out the provisions of the act of assembly 

entitled " A n Act lo provide for the health and safety of persons 

employed in arid about the Anthracite coal mines uf Pennsylvania 

ami for the protection and preservation of the property connected 

therewith." Approved June 2d, 1891. They require tbe tire-boss lo 

perform the duties prescribed by Rule 5, of article XII of said ,\ct. 

The question presented for consideration Is whether these duties 

may be performed by a lire-boss, w h o bus qualified as such by tiling 

a certificate of experience as requested by Section 'J of Article VIII, 

but who is not registered as a holder ola certificate of qualification 

as mine foreman or assistant mine foreman prescribed by Section 4 

of ArLiele VIII of said Act. Rule ."i referred lo is as follows : 

'In mines generating explosive gases, tbe mine fnreman or his 

assistant shall make a caTeful examination every morning ofall 

working places and traveling rouds, and all other places which 

might endanger the safety of Ihe workmen, before the workmen 

shall enter ihe mine, and such examination shall be made with a 

safety-lamp within three (3) hours at most, before time for com

mencing work, and a workman shall not enter the mine or his 

working place until the said mine or part thereof, and workiug 

place are reported to be .safe. Every report shall be recorded with

out delay iu a book which shall be kept ut the colliery for the pur

pose and shall be signed by the person making the examination.' 

These duties are among the most important if uot the most im

portant to be periormed in the Anthracite coal mines. They call 

I for a high order of intelligence aud skill and it is only necessary to 

mention ihem to realize the importance of ascertaining by w h o m 

I th. y may be performed, 

| The practical difficulty in answering the question lies in detor-

• mining w h o are intended in the term "mine foreman or his assist-

j ant" used in the rule. It is coutendedon tbepartof the defendant 

that a lire-boss w h o has filed a proper certificate of experience is 

mil prohibited from actieg as mine foreman or assistant mine fore

man, and that even if he is prohibited from so doing, the minefore-

man, whenever he cannot personally carry out the provisions of 

the Aet of the Assembly, may be authorized by the owner of the 

mine to employ competent persons to act as his assistants, and that 

if he employs tbe fire-boss as assistant be is such an assistant as is 

contemplated by Rule 6. There are isolated portions of the Act 

which seem to give color to this contention, but wc do not think it 

can be sustained. The faults chiefly relit, d ou by the defendants 

are Sections 1 and 9, Article 8, and Rule 2, Article 12. They are as 

follows . 

Section 1. Article 8—" It shall uot he lawful, neither shall it be 

permitted for any person or persons to act as mine foreman or as

sistant mine foreman of any coal mines or colliery unless they are 

registered as a holder of a certificate of qualification or service 

under this act." 

Section 9. Article 8 — " And no person shall be permitted to act as 

fire-bo.s in any coal mine or colliery, except he has had five years 

practical experience iu mines as a miner, three of which be shall 

have as a miner wherein noxious and explosive gases are evolved, 

and the said fire-boss shall certify to the same before entering upon 

his duties before an Alderman, Justice of the Peace or other person 

authorized to administer oaths, and a copy of said deposition shall 

be tiled with the District Inspector of Mines wherein said person is 

employed." 

Rule 2. Article 1 2 — " Whenever a mine foreman can not person

ally carry out the provisions of this Act so far as they pertain to 

him, the owner, operator, or superintendent shall authorise him to 

employ a sufficient numbeT of competent, persons to act as his as

sistants who shall be subject to his order." 

The words, "orservice under this act," contained in Section 1 

eerlainly tend to confuse, but we do not see how they can be con

strued as applicable to a fire-boss. If they can, theu a tire-boss can 

act as mine foreman without further qualifications. Strictly speak

ing there is no such thing _:s a certincateo. service recogui.ed by this 

aet though the certificate of practical experience which a fire-boss 

is required to tile, is something similar to It. But lire bosses are not 

registered and their certificates are not recorded, while mine fore

men and assistant mine foremen are registered and theircertiiicates 

recorded in the office of Ihe Secretary of Internal Afl'aiis, Tbe 

words were evidently inadvertently copied by the scrivenor from 

the Act of 1885, in which they are used in connection with mine 

foremen, w h o were granted certificates of service in case they had 

aeled at any mine as mine foreman under said act for at least one 

year prior tu July 1, 18815, Act June 30, 1885, Article 8, Section 4. 

This is the more apparent from the fact that tbe position and 

qualifications of a Are boss do not appear to be mentioned in the 

Act of 1885, while under its provisions there were certificates of 

qualification and certificates of service for mine foremen. But 

what seems to m e as conclusive upon the question before m e is the 

fact that an assistant mine foreman -Is put upon the same basis as a 

mine foreman by the act of 1891. lie must pass the same examina

tion, give satisfactory evidence ofthe same amount of practical ex

perience as a miner and of good conduct, capability and sobriety 

and be registered as a holdei of a certificate of qualification. Un

less he complies with these requirements the command is absolute 

that it shall not be lawful, neither shall he be ]iermitted to act as 

assistant mine foreman. This was not so under the act of 1885. 

Neither the position of assistant mine foreman, thcqualilicationsfor 

it nor its duties are mentioned in it. It is true that Rule 2 of the 

act of 1885, authorizing the mine foreman to appoint assistants in 

certain cases is identical in language wilh Rule 2 of the act of 1891, 

hut the act oi 1891 has in it a new element and must be continued 

with that element in it, and in the light of antecedent legislation 

und experience. The command that no person shall be permitted 

to act as assistant mine foreman unless he is registered, and a 

holder of o certificate of qualification, is without qualification. It 

was put into tbe act for a purpose, and that purpose obviously was 

to secure greater safety to health and life and property. It would 

beofnoavail if the mine foreman whenever hc cannot personally 

attend to his duties, could appoint anyone w h o m he thought com

ix-tent, lo assist him whether such assistant was qualified or re

gistered, or not. 

W e are ofthe opinion that the (Ire-boss or person who performs 

the dulies prescribed by Rule 5, Article 12, ofthe Actof June 2,1391, 

is required to be registered, and the holder of a certificate of quali

fication prescribed by Section 4, Article 8, of said act, and in accord

ance with the terms of the cuse stated, direct judgment to be entered 

in favor ofthe plain tiff for the sum of six cents and costs. 

This opinion is a clear explanation of the provisions 

of the Act and if appealed from will not be reversed. 

What was intended by tlie framers of the law was a cer

tificate of qualification for mine foremen and assist

ant mine foremen secured hy passing an examination 

and a certificate of experience for fire-bosses, but the 

Committee failed to change Rule 5 of Article XII which 

provides that the examinations for gas must be made 

by the mine foremen or their assistants. The new law 

provides for fire-bosses who must file a certificate of ex

perience before they can serve, but it says that 

the duties of the fire-bosses shall be performed by the 

foremen or assistant foremen who must have certificates 

of qualification secured by passing an examination. 

Judge Gunster decides that the fire-bosses cannot make 

the examinations for gas because in doingso they are per

forming the duties of the assistant foremen which must 

be performed by persons holding certificates of quali

fication. It was not the intention of the Committee 

that the law should have this effect, but through the 

failure to change Rule 5 of Article XII so as to permit 

the fire-bosses to make the examinations for gas the 

law has this effect and since it cannot be altered it 

must be obeyed. 

To avoid, if possible, the necessity of requiring the 

fire-bosses to stand the same examination as the mine 

foremen, a consultation was had, we understand, by a 

committee with the representative of tbe Attorney-

General, and as tbe result of that conference at a joint 

meeting of members of the different Examining Boards 

ofthe Anthracite districts held at Hazelton, June 29th, 

the following resolutions[_were adopted : 

" Whereas, His the opinion of Ihe Attorney-Oeneral of the Common

wealth of Pennsylvania 'That Ibe persons now holding Certif

icates of Service or Qualification as Mine Foremen under the Act 

of June 30,18*5, must qualify under the Act of June 2d, 1891. 

"Rewired, That all persons now holding Cerlifi atts ol QualiEca-

tion or of Service under Ihe Act of June 80,1885, shall be entitled to 

receive Certificates of Qualification under the Act of June 2, 1891, 

provided the Board of Examiners are satisfied that applicant are 
competen t. 

" Resolved, That all persons now holding Ihe position of Assistant 

Mine Foreman or Fire-Boss, or who desire to fill the said position, 

shall, upon presenting an aflidavit certifying that he has had five 

years practical experience as a miner, Ihrec of which as a miner in 

a gaseous mine, be entitled to have a Certificate of Qualification as 

Assistant Mine Foreman. 

" Resolved, That the Examination of Applicants for Certificates 

shall be held Monday aud Tuesday July 6th and 7th, 1891." 

W e understand the Examining Boards with the ex

ception of that of the former Firtt District (Insptctor 

Blewitt's) have acted in accordance with these resolu

tions and that certificates of qualification as assistant 

mine foremen have been recommended for persons who 

have filed an affidavit certifying that they have had 

the necessary experience. In Inspector AVilliams' Dis

trict 179 persons were recommended for certificates as 

assistant mine foremen, the blanks for that purpose hav

ing been furnished by the Secretary of Internal Affairs. 

In Inspector Blewitt's District applicants for assistant 

mine foremen's certificates were examined on the same 

questions as were asked the candidates for mine fore

men's certificates, but they were not required to make 

as many points to pass the examination. Eight of tbe 

applicants will be recommended for assistant mine fore

men's certificates. In the light of Judge Gunster's de

cision, however, neither of these courses is legal. The 

Judge holds that the act does not contemplate two 

classes of certificates and that the fire-bosses and assist

ant" foremen must have the same certificates as the mine 

foremen. 

There are over five hundred fire-bosses in the An

thracite collieries, very few of w h o m have certificates of 

qualification and all who have not are illegally filling 

their positions. There are probably live hundred per

sons who have certificates of qualification obtained hy 

passing tbe examinations since the Act of 1885 went in

to effect, who are not now filling positions either as 

bosses or fire-bosses. It is a question, however, if all 

tbe fire-bosses who are illegally performing their 

duties were removed whether it would be possible to 

fill their places with competent persons legally quali

fied. A fire-boss to efficiently perform his duties must 

possess good sight and hearing, lie a close observer, have 

good judgment and have had experience in making 

examinations, and he must also have a thorough knowl

edge of the workings, methods of ventilation, etc., of 

the colliery in which he is employed. This informa

tion cannot be picked up in a clay and these qualities 

are not possessed by all, and in consequence many 

operators'and superintendents will be loath to discharge 

their fire-bosses and to fill their places with inex

perienced men, notwithstanding tbe latter may have 

certificates and are qualified legally to fill the positions. 

H o w this difficulty is to be gotten over it is not easy to 

see. It will not be safe to discharge the fire-bosses and 

fill their places with men who are strangers to the 

workings. The best plan will be to give the fire-bosses 

an opportunity to obtain certificates. 

The assistant bosses and fire-bosses should have all 

the knowledge of the art of mining and the sciences 

related to it that is required of persons who pass our 

present examinations for mine foremen. A number of 

the most destructive accidents that have occurred can 

be traeed directly to the incompetency or carelessness 

of fire-bosses. It is a fact that there are more per

sons killed in proportion to the number of tons of coal 

produced and the number of employes in the Anthra-

mines of Pennsylvania than in any other coal district 

in the world. Some of the conditions attending mining 
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here make the occupation more dangerous than else

where, such as the large amount of powder used in 

getting the coal and the greater thickness of 

the seams, hut there are also conditions which are 

more favorable here than in other mining districts. 

There has never been a great explosion in which the 

whole mine was involved and a great many lives lost 

for the reason probablj that our dusts arc not as ex

plosive as Bituminous dusts are. Tn reduce tlie number 

of accidents in Anthracite collieries better education as 

to the phenomena attending the occupation among 

both mine officers and miners and stricter discipline is 

needed and any le<_-al requirements which will increase 

the knowledge of tbe fire bosses will be beneficial in the 

end, although it may cause some inconvenience now. 

Any person can pass an examination if he will try. 

The next examination may not be held until next June 

and by tbat time if the lire-bosses will apply them

selves they can qualify tn obtain certificates-

AVhen the fact is taken into consideration that the law 

has been passed with provisions (not intended by the 

Committee or the Legislature) we think no one will ob

ject to giving the fire-bosses an opportunity to qualify 

for their positions. If they cannot qualify after having 

had an opportunity to prepare for the examination 

then they will have to be removed, and amongst those 

who have certificates of qualification now a sufficient 

number can be found eompetent and willing to till the 

places tbat will thus become vacant. 

The standard of the examinations should not be 

lowered, however, to enable tbe fire bosses to pass. 

The main thing to find out in a candidate who pre

sents himself for examination is, does be underslainl 

the principles involved. It is not so important that he 

be a good penman or an expert figurer if he has tbe in

telligence to understand the prineiples which underlie 

the phenomena which he encounters, but that be has 

this knowledge should be insisted upon and no person 

should be given a cerlificate who does not possess it. 

W e think any intelligent miner or fire-buss who will 

apply himself during the next nine months can learn 

everything that it is necessary for him to know to pass 

an examination to obtain a certificate of qualification 

and the standard of tbe examination need nut be 

lowered to enable him to do this. 

COAL AND IRON AT THE CHICAGO 

EXPOSITION, 

OXE ofthe largest and most interesting depart

ments of the AYorld's Columbian Exposition, 

will be that of Mines and Mining. Here will 

be grouped in an artistic manner all the mineral 

products of the earlh's strata. Everything useful or 

beautiful, from coal and iron to the precious metals 

and finest gems will be shown. The whole world will 

contribute to make tbe display a grand one, but Amer

ica, with her wonderful mineral resources, must lead 

all other nations. 

H o w extensive tbe mineral exhibit from other coun

tries will be cannot be estimated as yet, but the ex

hibit of this country, not only as a whole, but of each 

state and section, will be most complete. Chief Skiff, 

ofthe department of Mines and -Mining, is working 

hard to secure an exhibit that will surpass in size 

grandeur, and utility, anything heretofore attempted. 

Most ofthe matter so far published relating to the 

exhibit in this department has been concerning tbe 

precious metals, gems, and rare collections of minerals, 

and this has led many to believe that the baser metals 

and minerals were to be neglected. Such an inference 

is entirely wrong. The management realize their great 

industrial importance, and it has been determined to 

organize a sub-department to take special charge of 

the coal and iron exhibit, and later, a similar sub-

department to take charge of the copper and lead ex
hibits. 

The coal industry of the United States is of gigantic 

proportions, involving the investment of many mill

ions of capital, and the subsistence of probably a 

million and a half of people. The census bulletins 

recently issued, show the production of coal in the 

United States, in 18S9, to have been over 140,000,000 

tons, the value of which at the mines was over 

?150,000,000. Twenty-nine of the States and Territo

ries are coal producing. Large as is our present an

nual production, it is small in comparison with the 

possibilities. Our coal resources are practically inex

haustible, and many large fields have not as yet been 

developed. \'ast areas of coal measures, thousands of 

miles in extent, are distributed over our national area, 

and in the AVest and South the coal mining industry 

is rapidly increasing in importance. 

The exhibit of coal at the Exposition, will of course 

be qualitative, rather than quantitive. Not only will the 

different varieties of coal, which tin- different localities 

produce, be shown, but chemical analyses of each, and 

the results of physical tests determining their ecom mic 

value, and adaptability to various uses, will be shown. 

The coal resources of the different States and sections 

will be shown by geological maps and drawings, show

ing configuration, stratification, etc., which will make 

apparent at a glance, the extent and accessibility ofthe 

various beds. 

So, too, as regards iron. Tin- must strenuous efforts 

will be made to have an exhibit worthy of that great 

branch of industry. This country is now the first 

nation in the world in iron production, hat ing recent
ly forged ahead of Great Britain, its only real competi

tor, t lur production of pig iron now exceeds 10,000,000 

tons annually, or nearly four times what it was ten 

years ago, and the production of steel now aggregates 

about 5,0tio,iXi0 tons a year, a growth of nearly 300 per 

cent, in tbe decade. The development of tlie iron re

sources of tbe Southern States bus been especially 

great and rapid. Tbe display at the Exposition will 

be prepared and collected under the fullest apprecia

tion of the magnitude and importance of the iron in

dustry. There will be shown all the many varieties of 

ores, with full data as to the location and extent of 

their beds, tbe analysis of each ore, and, so far as pos

sible, tbe different processes of treatment in the man

ufacture of iron and steel. 

Another exhibit wliich will be very extensive and 

varied will be that of building stone. Granite, lime

stone, marble, sandstone and bluestone, in scores of 

varieties, and scores of colors, will be shown by the 

finest specimens procurable. Nearly every State has 

quarries of native material of excellent quality. From 

one to half a dozen of the twenty or more recognized 

varieties of granite, for example, are quarried in twen

ty-eight States, Massachusetts, Maine, California, and 

Connecticut being the largest producers. The value 

of the granite output in 1889, was $14,464,095, an in

crease of more than 99,000,000 over that of 1SS0. Lime

stone is quarried in almost every State, Pennsylvania 

and Illinois taking the lead. The value of tlie output 

in 1S89 was 919,095,179. This is exclusive of the out

put of marble, which, as is well known, is a species of 

limestone, the quarrying of which in a number of the 

States is an important and extensive industry. Sand

stone, including bluestone. was quarried in 1889, to tbe 

value of $11,758,081, nearly every Slate being a pro

ducer. Tlie exhibit of building stone. Chief Skill'in

tends, will be given tbe importance it justly demands. 

Thousands of specimens, many of them highly polish

ed, and very beautiful, will be shown, and accompany

ing each will be the results of tests made to determine 

strength, durability, and other merits as construction 

material. The exhibit, which will be made in tlie 

Mines and Mining department, will, it is believed, 

mean very much in tbe matter of rapid development 

of newly discovered mines and quarries, and the at

traction of capital to many which, through lack of it, 

have been but little worked. 

f OMMEHT /\HD NOTICE. 

•"npHE United States is entering on what promises to 

be the most prosperous year in tbe history of the 

Nation. The crop situations here _.nd in Europe are 

such as to assure this. Our crops are the largest ever 

known, and far exceed the most sanguine estimates, 

while those of Europe are remarkably small. It is 

practically settled that Europe will need to import 

between two and three hundred million bushels of 

wheat from America. Our production this year has 

been so great that this large amount can be spared 

without enhancing the price of breadstuff's at home. 

The farmer will reap his profits from the greatly in

creased production of his land and Europe's necessi

ties. Tbe mining and manufacturing interests will be 

benefited by an increased demand for their productions 

from the agricultural classes, and from the enhance

ment of the volume of general business incident to a 

largely increased export trade. The surplus of wd.eat 

alone in tbe Cnited States and Canada will this year 

aggregate fully 200,000,000 bushels. It assures a re

vival of prosperity in whicli all classes of people will 

share. But in order to realize all tbat is possible 

from the splendid opportunity, it is necessary tbat all 

schemes which may have an effect to obstruct the nat

ural course of trade be avoided. "Under natural con

ditions great prosperity is assured. Speculation can

not entirely spoil the prosperous future, but it can 

materially lessen its value, and all efforts to corner the 

grain market should be deprecated. Prosperity to the 

agricultural interests means prosperity to all interests. 

^ H E number of accidents in Northern England is 

proportionately less than in other portions of 

Great Britain or than in this c. untiv. The reason 

is believed tn he because of the deputy over-man system 

as carried nut in that section of England. The deputies 

set nil the timber, ihe miners tint being permitted to do 

Ibis work. As the s-etting of the timber is the special 

duty of this class of sub-officers it i.- performed, and as a 

consequence Ihe number fi' deaths and injuries from 

falls of sides and roof in these collieries is Pss than in 

others. Then it is contended that the presence of the 

deputies in the workings greatly assists in the maintain

ing of discipline ami discipline is Ibe most important 

means of preventing accidents. 

A/Tl;. P. M. WARDELL, Inspector of Mines for the 

Yorkshire and Lincolnshire (England), districts, 

relates these facts in relation to an explosion of 

coal-dust which took place on Ihe surface, where gas 

lid not contribute in the smallest degree to producing 

the result-- : 

"The crank shaft of a slack crusher vertical engine broke, and 
it was necessary to hang a pair of rope blocks near the roof of the 
engine house in order to raise tbe fly-wheel sufficiently to admit of 
the removal .if tlie shaft. A man was sent lo the top ofthe engine-
house to fix the blocks, and in order to place a plank from which 
they were to be fixed perpendicularly above the lly-wbeel, be com
menced to turn it over. This plank had not In en touched for 
several months, and bad become heavily lnadcd with very fine coal-
dust from the crusher underneath. A titter was, al he lime stand
ing on the engine, and other men were present on tbe floor of the 
engine house. They all had ordinary torch-flaming lamps, The 
dust, on the plank being moved, fell on to tbese lamps, and an ex
plosion immediately followed, the men being seriously burned. The 
explosion was ofa violent character, und blew the slates from the 
roof of the engine bouse. 

TX/TR, AV. B. SCOTT, Inspector of-Alines for the South 

Staffordshire District, of England, makes the fol

lowing practical suggestions in his annual report: 

" There would appear to be an opportunity for county councils of 
those counties in which mining is carried on, and for town councils 
of county boroughs within whose bounds the same industry 
flourishes, to apply a portion ofthe grant which they have received 
for the purposes of technical education to Ihe support ofa peripatetic 
lecturer, who could visit the local centers in the county or borough, 
or in a group of counties and boroughs, and there deliver lectures 
upon mining. This would he a great boon and convenience to 
those students, aud to the practical workers who are striving to rise 
from Ihe ranks, who find it difficult from expense and want of time 
to gain the necessary theoretical part of their training." 

We would suggest to the leaders of tbe Knights of 

Labor tbat if they desire to secure legislation which 

will be of great advantage to the miners of the State 

they should direct their efforts to securing tbe establish

ment of schools for the instruction of miners in the 

da gers attending their occupation and how to avoid 

them. The State should maintain night schools for the 

benefit of those miners who wish to improve themselves, 

and it should also maintain a central college, the same 

as the State Agricultural College, which the students of 

night schools could attend to thoroughly inform them

selves in tbe sciences related to mining. If legislation 

authorizing such a system of night schools and a State 

College cannot be obtained perhaps the passage of a 

law can be secured to provide for traveling lecturers as 

suggested by Inspector Scott. The men must be 

educated as to the dangers they meet in their toil and 

as to the best means to avoid them, and strict discipline 

must lie enforced before any considerable reduction in 

tbe number of accidents can occur. 

"iVTR. ARTHUR WINSLOAV, State Geologist, of Mis

souri, reports that during tbe month of July the 

survey under his charge have been studying tbe oc

currences and distribution of coal in Carroll, Chariton 

Howard, Monroe, Buchanan, Nodaway, Gentry, and 

Daviess Counties. Work on the iron ores was begun 

during the latter part of the month and inspec

tion was made in- Callaway and AVayne Counties. 

Zinc and lead were examined and were reported upon 

in Newton, McDonald, Barry, and Lawrence Coun

ties. An estimate is being made for the survey of the 

total amount and value of the mineral products of tbe 

State up to the present date. 

QUE "PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT." 
The following is an extract from a letter received 

from Mr. John Kane, of Coal Bluff, Vigo County, 
Indiana. Mr. Kane saw tbe advertisement of T H E 
COLLIERY E N G I N E E R in The National Labor Tribune, and 
having sent for and examined a sample copy be became 
a subscriber. Mr. Kane writes : " Your Primary Edu
cational Department is peculiarly adapted to the needs 
of the uneducated miner. There is by far too much 
space wasted on practical miners in articles couched in 
language and signs which, to them is so much hiero
glyphic matter. The result is tbat men who are thirst
ing for such knowledge as is contained in the articles 
turn away from them discouraged and disappointed be
cause they lack the training to understand the 
technical " terms and signs employed. The ar-
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tides referred to are oftentime full of valuable infor
mation anil are perfectly in place for persons who have 
had educational advantages. 

" I hope yon will continue your Primary Educational 
Department and that each number will sustain the re
putation bf tbe preceding one. Tbe result will be, if 
the merits of your journal are generally made known, a 
higher grade of efficiency among tbe miners of the 
country, thus making the occupation less hazardous 
.than when the knowledge of the sciences related to 
mining was confined to a few, such as mine inspectors 
and others whose visits to any particular mine are at 
intervals so far removed as oftentimes to be of little or 
no value." 

CERTIFICATED MINE FOREMEN. 

Tlie last issue of The (foal Trade Journal contains a 
communication from a correspondent who signs 
" S. T. Z." In speaking of tbe Pennsylvania law re
quiring certificated mine foremen he says: "It is a 
well-known fact tbat the examinations as required by 
law are a veritable farce, for instead of increasing tbe 
efficiency of the employes, it is openly stated that a 
poorer class of men are in these positions tban was tbe 
case before the radical reform was inaugurated." 
Such a statement could only emanate from a man of 

the densest ignorance concerning tbe conditions exist
ing in Pennsylvania coal mines. Since 188H, when the 
law requiring certificated mine foremen went into 
effect, there lias been 2P7 per cent, more coal mined 
per fatality tban during the preceding sixteen years, 
though mine inspection was provided for by law dur
ing that period. The ratio of fatalities per 1,000 em
ployes, previous to the advent of certificated mine 
foremen, was 2P5 per cent, greater than it has been 
since. These figures can be verified by the official 
reports ofthe various mine inspectors. In contrasting 
these results it must also be borne in mind that the 
dangers incident io coal mining have increased in 
recent years owing to the workings reaching greater 
depths, and the fact that an ordinary colliery to-day 
produces fully twice as much coal as it would twenty 
years ago. This necessitates tbe greater use of machin
ery, and greater liability to accidents from that source. 
As we write, the General Mining Superintendent of 

one of tlie large Anthracite companies is in out* office, 
and we asked him the following question: "Major, 
how does the present certificated mine foreman com
pare, as regards efficiency, with the old-time mine fore
man ?" His answer was: '• There is no comparison 
between them. The mine foreman of to-day is infinite
ly more competent." 
The statistics of the mine inspectors and the opinions 

of operators and superintendents both conclusively 
prove that " S. T. Z.," either knows nothing ofthe sub
ject on which he writes, or he is a disappointed candi
date who foiled to pass an examination. 

The Anthracite Trade. 

The Anthracite coal trade lias improved slightly since 
our last issue, and a gradually increasing demand is per
ceptible in all prominent markets. This improvement 
will be more marked during the ensuing month and 
the close of September promises to show a really active 
market and well maintained prices. Restriction was 
rigorously enforced during August and the production 
was kept down lo tbe agreed amount of 3,000,000 tons. 
Tbe companies are firm in their determination to im
prove the condition of the market by restriction, and 
buyers are beginning to realize that they must speedily 
lay in their winter stocks or pay much higher price's 
for coal in the three last months of the year. Tbe com
panies have seen tbat strict adherence to the policy of 
restriction during August has materially improved" the 
trade conditions, and unless something entirely un
locked for at present intervenes, harmonious action 
will be the rule, and the trade for the balance of the 
year will be on a firm basis and prices will be well 
maintained. 
Tbe sales-agents held a meeting on the 27th ult,, and 

adopted the proposal made at the previous meeting, to 
limit the production for September to 2,500,0110 tons. 

The Bituminous Trade. 

Tbe Bituminous trade is gradually lightening, due to 
the near approach of fall and winter weather. Pitts
burgh operators consider prospects for the balance of 
tbe year good, and are jubilant over another rise in the 
price of natural gas which will naturally force more 
local consumers to return to coal. The outlook at 
western and southern markets is good, In some 
markets, notably Chicago, •stocks are large and prices 
easy, but the general impression among dealers is that 

the fall trade will be very active and that fairly good 
prices will be obtained. The stocks on hand at Buffalo 
arc light, and tbe demand is also." Tbe outlook for the 
ensuing month, however, is favorable for increased 
business and slightly better prices. Large shipment-* 
are being made to N e w England on old orders, owing 
to prevailing low .freight rates. Coal is freely offered 
in the Boston market at very low prices, particularly 
coal of inferior reputation. The New York market is 
fairly active. The demand for standard varieties is 
good, but inferior varieties are being offered at prices 
that vary from fairly good to ridiculously low. 

The Coke Trade. 

The coke trade is steady and the prospects for tbe 
future are good. The conditions existing in the iron 
trade always influence coke, and as tbe iron trade is 
steady, the coke trade is also. The Connellsvillc 
operators, who practically control tbe trade, have wisely 
adhered to a policy of restriction that keeps the market's 
in good shape. Prices for Connellsville coke are firm, 
as follows: Eurnace coke, $1.90; foundry coke, $2.30; 
crushed coke, $2.65 ; all f. o. b. cars at ovens. 
In its issue of the 28th ult., The Connellsville Courier 

says : 
"The coke trade dropped off a few points last week. 

Production was restricted about 7,000 tons and ship
ments were scaled down accordingly. The number of 
ovens in blast, however, remains about the same. 
Better times and better trade are anticipated very 
shortly, and the operators expect to have use for all the 
ovens now fired. Plence they are keeping them hot 
rather than blowing them out. The iron trade journals 
predict a more active demand next month. Cars con
tinue in good supply and labor is plenty. 

Consolidation of Asbestos Firms. 

For several years The Chalmers-Spence Co., manu
facturers of steam pipe covering, have advertised in 
this journal, and have done an extensive business 
among American collieries. This business was inva
riably satisfactory to all concerned as their work and 
goods always gave the greatest satisfaction. In order 
to increase and improve the quality of asbestos pro
ducts, and to decrease costs, this company lias in con
junction with the H. AV. Johns Mfg. Co., Asbestos 
Packing Co., Shields & Brown Co., and Chas. AV. 
Trainer & Co., formed a consolidation under the cor
porate name of the H. AV. Johns Manufacturing Co. 
The officers of Tbe Chalmers-Spence Co. will take a 
leading part in the management of tbe new company, 
and tbe services of the principle agents and salesmen 
will be retained. This consolidation is bound to be of 
advantage to both the consolidating concerns and 
purchasers of their products, and we particularly de
sire to call the attention of our readers to the change 
in the advertisement of The Chahners-Spence Co., 
wdiich is now signed by the PL W . Johns Mfg. Co. 
The Philadelphia branch has been removed from 24 
Strawberry Street, to 170 and 172 North Fourth Street. 

A n Improved Fuse-Cap Fastener. 

Mr. N. AV. Moody, of Fresno, Fresno County, Cal., 
has recently patented a device which is especially de
signed as an improved implement for fastening the 
caps on fuse employed in exploding giant powder. 
The pliers are formed of two similar parts, connected 
by tbe pivotal rivet, each part having a cheek with 
notches, at the sides of which are cutting edges for 
cutting the fuse. The curved jaws beyond tbe cheek 
pieces, when closed, form a circular aperture, around 
which the jaws are beveled, one jaw liaving a tongue 
which fits in a groove in tbe other jaw. The pliers are 
employed for contracting the end of the cap on the 
fuse firmly and absolutely water-tight, thus avoiding 
the dangerous operation of digging out wet and unex-
ploded loads. Miners who have used implements of 
this class will appreciate the improvements in the one 
designed by Mr. Moody. The instrument crimps the 
cap on the end of tbe fuse firmly. The fuse-cutter is 
simple and efficient. This implement is neatly gotten 
up of the finest cast-steel and nickel-plated. It is 
small and light, but strong and well adapted for its 
purpose. 
It is well known tbat numbers of miners arc killed 

annually in the United States and elsewhere while 
going through the dangerous operation of digging out 
wet and unexploded loads, to say nothing" of those 
losing an eye or a limb in the same way. Accidents 
of this nature could be avoided, and tbe handling of 
Giant Powder made comparatively safe, by the use of 
an instrument such as this invented by Mr. Moody. 
Mining companies would also relieve themselves from 
tbe liability of damage suits were the use of such an 
instrument adopted by them. Another item of inter
est and benefit to miniug companies is the time saved 
in preparing the cap and fuse for use. Instead of 
taking time to use soap and a string or tar, after tbe 
usual effort to fasten the cap to the fuse, this imple
ment enables the miner to cut the fuse and fasten the 

capon firmly, and absolutely water-tight; and this is 
done in a few seconds, which means no loss of time at 
all. Any one familiar with blasting operations can 
appreciate the advantages of this implement. 

MINE FOREMEN'S EXAMINATION. 

A List of the Successful Candidates. 

The following is a complete list, by districts, of the 
applicants who" passed tbe mine foremen's examina
tion held in the Anthracite regions of Pennsylvania, 
on July 6th and 7th, 1891 : 

First District, Patrick Blewitt, Inspector—Matthew 
Gray, Michael J. Murray, and P. S. Malia, Dunmore; 
Richard Williams, Peckville; W . II. Walters, Oly-
pbant. 
Second, District, H. McDonald, Inspector—Thomas 

Smiles, Jr., John Joyce, Thos. O'Brien, Gilbert S. Jones, 
John Bone, Alexander McCormick, Patrick Eagan, 
(iottlieb Smalt/., Piltston ; Plugb McCutchen and 
Daniel A. Sullivan, Miners Mills; Michael Gilboy, 
Duryea. 
Third District, G. M. AVilliams, Inspector—John Ar-

nott, Nanticoke ; Enoch I. Jones, Wilkes-Barre ; Henry 
Li. Hughes, and A. Casewell, Larksville; Daniel B. 
Lewis, James Roberts, Thomas H. Picton, John H. 
Evans, and David W . Morris, Plymouth ; AYm. F. Rees, 
Alden. 
Fourth District, John M. Lewis, Inspector—Stephen 

Cairns and Geo. W . Meneeley, Sandy Run, Luzerne 
County; James Lawson. Freeland, Luzerne County; 
Tobias Seiwell, Oneida, Schuylkill County: Isaac M. 
Davies, Lansford, Carbon County. 

Fifth District, AVm. Stein, Inspector—Thomas AVhit-
taker, Yatesville; Benjamin Williams, Silver Brook; 
Plenry F. Javins, Shenandoah ; Charles Harlor, Raven 
Run; George Richardson, Maple Dale; Thomas D. 
James, AVm. Penn ; John Conway, Suffolk ; Lawrence 
Murphy, Lost Creek; John Sc'bwint, Shenandoah; 
Edward J. McDonald, Colorado; Patrick Fenton, 
Buck Mountain; F. H. McCormick, Shenandoah; 
Saniual Piatt, Wiggans; Richard Rosby, Gilberton 
John Garvey, Gilberton ; Stephen Gervill, Mabanoy 
City ; Thomas T. AVilliams, Audenried; Thomas Bed-
dow, Mabanoy City ; David Jones, St. Nicholas. 
Sixth District, William McMurtrie, Inspector—Valen

tine Kline, Mt. Cannel; James Daily, Locust Gap; 
Henry Achman, Locust Gap; J. 0. Brown, Sba-
niokin ; Charles Gallagher, Centralia; John 
Phillips, AVilliamstown ; Nicholas Brecker, Locust 
Dale ; John E. Davis, Ashland ; John Mainey, Sha-
mokin ; F. AV. Luckenbill, Shamokin ; Evan Jenkins, 
Centralia; Robert Ansty, Locust Gap; Henry Carl, 
Locust Gap; James Finley, Shamokin; Henry AVelker, 
Shamokin; Thomas Ramage, Green Ridge; AVilliam 
Krab, Locust Dale. 
Seventh District, Samuel Gay, Inspector—Lewis 

Minabach, Tremont; George Young, New Boston; 
Charles Forney, St. Clair ; James Flemming, Donaldson ; 
AA'. F. Jones, Minersville ; John Conville, Brancbdale ; 
Michael Murphy, Heckscherville; Patrick Conville, 
Tower City; Andrew Gantley, Branchdale; AVilliam 
Beverage, Swatara ; Joseph H. Zimmerman, Pottsville ; 
Thomas M. Brennan, Heckscherville; John Kelly, 
Minersville ; James Reese, Morea ; David Griffith, St. 
Clair; Eli Snyder, St. Clair; Jr.mes Tracey, Forestville. 

Mining* Lamps. 

Mining lamps arc small things and are not expensive, 
yet they are as great an improvement over candles as 
any other modern appliance is over the appliances 
used around collieries forty or fifty years ago. 
Though simple in construction and cheap in price, 

they are not always of a uniform standard of excellence. 
Therefore, it is well, when ordering mining lamps, as in 
other specialties, to know that you are dealing with a 
responsible manufacturer, and one who is not ashamed 
to stamp his name on his products. 
The stamp of "T.F.Leonard, Scranton, Pa.," on a 

mine lamp, ensures the purchaser that he is getting a 
lamp that is perfect in construction and made of the 
best material. All Mr. Leonard's lamps are seamless. 
They have stood the test of years, and are regarded as 
standard lamps wherever used. They are made with 
either single or double spouts, and with either single 
or double hooks. His facilities for manufacturing 
them are such that large numbers are turned out daily 
and none but bent materials are used in their construc
tion. His prices, owing to improved machinery and 
convenient shops, are as low as any other makers, and 
we advise our readers to write him for circulars and 
prices. 

The Stratton Separator. 

Manufacturers and steam users generally will be in
terested in the following communication : 

P U H D U E PNIVEKSITV, Ln Fayette, Indiana. 
Tin.: STRATTON Si-awitA-ron Co., 

32 Cortlandt Street, New York. 
G E N T L E M E N : AVe have been using for about a year one 

of your 4-inch separators in connection with the com
pound engine in our Engineering Laboratory. 
Steam for this engine is supplied by boilers located 580 

feet away, and notwithstanding the long length of pipe 
tlirough which it is thus required to pass, it was never 
found, by repented calorimeter tests, to contain as much as 
'd'/n of moisture when it passes out of the separator, re
gardless of the amount of water previously held by the 
steam. 

Very truly yours, 

W M . F. M. GOSS, 

Professor Experimental Engineering. 
MR. JAMES F. BEATTIE, formerly of the Newburgh 

Orrel Coal and Coke Co., of Newburgh, Preston Co., 
AV. A'a., has accepted the Supcrintendency of the 
Gaston and Barnsville Mines and Coke AVorks, at 
Fairmont, AV. Va. 

ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 

Statement of Anthracite coal shipments, for month of July, 1891, compared with same period last year 
Compiled from returns furnished by the Mine Operators, by John H. Jones, Chief of Bureau of Anthracite 
Coal Statistics. 

; JULY JULY I n ^ ™ , , . ™ i F O B Y E A K F O B Y E A H I n 

1891. ! 1890. ! ^""'-EKEKCE. 1891_ l g 9 0 t DIFFERENCE. 

From Wyoming Region, - I 2.024,94118; 1,758,12407 Inc. 2G8,8J7'11 U,609J19__9 0,613,85607 Inc. 1,995,338-02 
From Lehigh Region, - - - 569,48712 532,843-18 Inc. 3G.G4S-1-- 3,473,209-05 3,463,459-08 Inc 9 749 17 
From Schuylkill Region, - - | 1.196,91000| 1,019,11013 Inc. 177,75.1)07 6,674,02907 5,598,716-01 Inc! l,075,_13-06 
Total _-_ -_ - _ - - -1 3,791,339-lOJ 3,;.lii,078\lS Inc! 481.2O0-12l_!_l,75t.,43:;-ni ls,'_7i;,(KSri(_ Inc. 3,080,401 05 

The stock of coal on hand at tide-water shipping points, July 31st, 1S91, was 70:.,<i;_4 tons * on June 30th 
1891, 678,144 tons; increase, 25,490 tons. ' 
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N E W MINING COMPANIES. 
Names and Post-Office Addresses of the New Min

ing Companies Incorporated in the United States 
Since our Last Issue. 

Osceola Consolidated Mining Co., San Francisco, Pal. 
Crescent coal roinpanv. What Cheer, Iowa. 
Verann .Minim. Compauy, Nevada, Mo. 
Motor Minim; Company, Helena. Mont. 
TheUniledStatesMineB-uipmentCo., Chicago, ill, 
Algoma Nickel Company, Chicago, 111. 
Essex Iron Company, 15 Cedar St., New York N. V. 
The Beckla Consolidated Gold Mining 

Company. Gold Park, Eagle Co , Colo. 
The Peck Mon Una l otnpany, Chicago, 111, 
Dutton Phosphate Company, Gainesville, Fla. 
Williamson MInlngand Mfg. Co.. Williamson, W. Va. 
The Southeastern Georgia Timber Land 

Company, Philadelphia, Pn, 
The Atcheson Coke Company, Dunbar, Fayette Co., Pa. 
The Great Western Consolidated Min

ing i imipiiny. Great Falls, Mont 
The Kentucky and Texas Mining and 

luv-t in Company, Denver, Colo. 
Laeooi hve Phosphate Company, Ijicoocnee, PascoeCo., Fla. 
Eureka Rlock Coal Company. Chicago, 111. 
The Summit Minim, iimi Milling Co., Nethart, Mont.. 
l.ranU." Hill Mining Company, Barker, Mont. 
New England Mining Company, Portland, Me. 
The st tlelene Pbosphnm Cmpmiy. Portland. .Me. 
Tho Em fi re Mining ami I'edm-lion Co., Silver! on, Colo. 
The .South Americau Mining und Mill

ing t'ompnny. Denver, Coin 
The La Vela Coal Company, Denver. Coin, 
('av-.i-.-ii Lake P-alt Company, Ludlowville, N. V. 
Gull -(renin Mi..splint. c.nipnny, Tallahassee, Fla. 
Chenango Minim; i 'onjpany, Joplin. MM. 
Tykr Minim.- ' ompnn-. mf Oregon), Wardner, Idaho 
Crevasse Mountain Mining Company, Helena. Mont. 
Enterprise Company, New York, X. Y. 
Castle Cattle nnd Cuke Company. Castle. Mi mi. 
The Tuerto Mountain Copper and Gold 

Company. Santa Fe, N. M. 
Minneapolis __ Webb City Mining Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 
The later-Stale Mining Compnny, Weir City, Kans. 
turkn H,ur. s.ih Companv. Warsaw, X. Y. 
RunnlimU..If Mining 1111J Milling Co.,'.real Fulls, MODI. 
StaiKtara Mmim, Company, Helena, Mont. 
Michigan lr.i-i Mining Company, Ashland, wis. 
Sauting.. Mi ni n_:.. Milling Company, Oakland, <*al. 
Tlir .-'h'.'il Creek Miiiim.-1 ompanv, Cali-mi, Kans. 
The Mountain Suite Mfg. and Mining 

Company, Terra Alta, W. Va. 
The Cinnibur Kin- Mining Companv, Healdsburg, i al. 
Wenona Iron Company, Dululli. Minn. 
Wabi-_-.ni Iron Company. Duluth, Minn. 
Minawn [nnic pmiv, Duluth, Minn. 
Nibiw.i Iron Companv, Dululli, Minn 
Mino-ui Iron Company, Duluth. Minn 
MonitorCoal Company, Ceutreville, Iowa. 
Th.' .Tennnette Minim; Company. Bonner's Ferry, Idaho 
Security Minim- i ompany, Greal Falls, Mont. 
Vfesei Mining " o-npany, Helena, Mont. 
Aivlidnk- flu "-pl mi. Minim. Company, Charleston, S. C. 
Fire Center Gold Mining Company,- Milwaukee, Wis. 
The American Silica Snml Company, Cleveland, < ihio. 
The < umni.-rmal Mining and Milling 

Company. Denver, rol. 
Great Falls Sllning Companv, Monarch. Mont. 
The 01 ill Minim, rimi*_uiiv, Missoula, Mont 
World's Fuir Mining .v Developing Co., iiclenu, Mont. 
Tbe Tnisdell and Grimes Hock Salt 

Company. Lyons, Knns. 
TbeBluiT Sprint; Mining Company, F_as( Sl. Louis, III 
The Columbia Minim; Company. ' 

i Mil npa I'hiei 111. 
The Happy coal Co,, of Centerville,'la.,Centerville, Iowa. 
Russellville Coal and Mining Com

pany of Russellvllle, Ark, Russellville, Ark. 
Boston ami Irlnhn Silver Mining Co.. Portland, Me. 
Eureka Phosphate* ompany, i leala, Fla. 
T b e " A^uesC" Mining Company, Manit.m, Colo 
East Side Land Company, Goshen, \'a. 
Muhlenl ..-•-_; Conl and I.nml Company, Louisville, Kv. 
La Pif-rc I'hu.-phnle t'onipanv, Charleston. W. Va. 
Republican M_niii_.ro (ul'Wasbiugtonl, Wardner, Idaho, 

H. W A R D L E O N A R D & C O 

Mr. II. Ward Leon 
Light and Power Den 
Department of the En 
signed upon August 
electrical engineerin 
The new concern wil 
der the laws of tbe : 
ard will take with hi 

ml. the General Manager ofthe 
irtmentand also of the Intelligence 
ison General Electric Company, re-
., in order to start an independent 
X business under tbe above title. 
be an incorporated company un

gate of Xew Jersey. Mr. Leon-
several well-tried assistants who 

have been associated with him in tbe past, some of them 
as far back as I8s,"i. Among those who will thus be connec
ted with tbe Company are Mr. A. St.C. Vance, Mr. E. IT. 
Harrison, Mr. <'. II. Bloomer, and Mr. August Munning. 
The Company will operate specially in a field -which 

L. full of promise for the future, and is at present inade
quately occupied, namely, tbe transmission of power by 
electricity and tbe application of electric motors to the 
operation of special machinery, such as is not at present 
operated by electric motors, or whose operation is sub
ject to improvement by careful attention to the require
ments of the case. 

Mr. Leonard's experience since 1883, when he became 
amember of Mr. Edison's first electrical engineering { 

staff, has brought him into contact with every branch of 
electric light and power work. H e has held positions ' 
from the lowest to the highest in the exploiting parts of j 
the business, as well as in the constructing and in the 
operation of every kind of electric light and power \ 
plants, and it is not, therefore, altogether surprising that i 
he should feel willing to re-ign hi-" office with the Ed- I 
ison C o m p a n y to take up a line of work which prom- i 
ises so well for one having such an exceptional exper- * 
ieuce as he has been fortunate enough to have. 

H. W a r d Leonard ev. Co. will have one important feat- i 
ureof their business which will be entirely unique, 
namely, au electrical intelligence department. To an v is- j 
olated plant, theCompany offers at a very moderate sub- ! 
cnptirn pnea I,-?:"; a v_ar) the privik^-z rd" corresponding | 
upon any electrical subject of practical interest and thus 
an isolated plant will lie able to secure expert in for- ! 
malion as to it-* o w n plant and the best methods of op-
erating it, and about any new electrical apparatus or I 
methods and tbe principles underlying various devices, ' 
and the prices thereof. For central station companies, 
whosequeries would go furtlier intosteam engineering 
and methods of distribution and would also co ver business 
questions as to relations with consumers, systems of 
accounts, etc,, the annual subscription charge for this 
electrical intelligence will be §50.00. 
The scheme strikes us as an excellent one and w e 

have no doubt that any plant will get several times the 
value of the subscription price by placing before this 

C o m p a n y the matters upon wliich itclesires information, 
data, and statisiics. As Mr. Leonard created and devel
oped tbe Intelligence Department of the Edison (iener-
al Electric Company, hebasbad the broadest possible ex
perience in this line since information of every charac
ter issued to those in the Edison C o m p a n y has been is
sued by the Intelligence Department of that Company. 
In case expert judgement ofthe C o m p a n y be desired as 
to the comparative merit of various competing appar
atus or methods, such expert judgment will be given 
by special arrangement, although tbe i 'ompany prefers 
to merely supply full information under the subscription 
arrangement anil allows the purchaser to form bis own 
conclusions.. 

II. W a r d Leonard & C o m p a n y will do no manufactur
ing and will do no supply business, neither will they 
under any circumstances, act as the selling agents of any 
concern, directly or indirectly. 

They will, however, aet for the purchaser, either as 
Consulting Engineers, Supervising Engineers, Inspec
tors, or Purchasing Agent. W h e n acting in this wav 
they will m a k e the following charges, based upon tlie 
contract price: 

For making preliminary |d:ins, designs, distribu
tions, and estimates, 1 ', 

For making final plans and specifications, I % 
For drawing and executing contract on the behalf 

of the purchaser, 1', 
For supervising an installation m a d e by another 

contractor, . . ;.', 
For inspecting and reporting on the work of another 

contracior, . . . . . 1'-, 
For acting on the behalf of tbe purchaser in making 

a settlement with another contruetor . . \'i 
For acting as the agent of the purchaser from tlie 

beginning to the final settlement of a contract, 
including tbe making of estimate plans, deter
minations, specifications, contract, supervising 
tbe installation, final inspection and report, 
and final settlement, . . . 5,1. 

It will be seen from the complete schedule given 
above, that tbe purchaser will be able to obtain the 
services of this C o m p a n y for any portion ofthe work, 
ami under terms which are soreusunuble that there can 
be no question in the minds of those familiar \\ ith the 
subject, that any purchaser contemplating tbe installa
tion of an electric plant would not only save a great 
deal of bis o w n time, and be spared a great 
deal of annoyance, but would actually effect a very ma
terial saving in retaining the services ofa concern such 
as this to represent the interest ofthe purchaser. 

Tbe various parent companies will also, no doubt, 
welcome the advent in the electrical field, of an elec
trical engineering concern of this order whose experience 
and ability is undoubted, and w h o are free from preju
dice and have no affiliations of any kind with any of 
the various electrical concerns. .Vny parent electrical 
company can refer a prospective purchaser to such a 
eoncern as this, with confidence that any opinions 
given by it tothe purchaser will be based onthe honest 
judgment of those thoroughly competent to judge any 
practical electrical question. 

II. W a r d Leonard & C o m p a n y will m a k e a specialty 
ofthe transmission of power and the application of 
electric motors to such uses as necessitate the application 
ofa wide experience in both mechanical and electrical 
engineering. Such applications of electric motors as 
are met with in elevators, pumps, hoists, mine tram
ways, printing presses, etc., are those whicli this Com
pany feels itself especially qualified to undertake under 
guarantee of perfectly satisfactory results. 

The Sterling* Water Safety-Boilers. 

Tbe Sterling Company, manufacturers ofthe Sterling 
Water Tube Safety-Boilers onlv four months ago com
pleted their shox» at Barberton, Ohio. That the Ster
ling boilers pos-e*-*- great merit is evidenced by the 
rapidity with which they are being introduced. The 
C o m p a n y has already furnished boilers to the amount 
of _.'5,000 horse-power. A plant of three boilers aggre
gating 450 horse-power has been furnished to the Com-
pania Mitalnrgica Mexicana, San Luis, Potosi, Mexico, 
and one of three boilers a :_'*_'n-gating 550 horse-power te 
the Acadia Coal Co., Stellarton, X. s. 

been passed upon by the able m e n in charge of this de-
paitnient, namely, Julius II. Seelve, of Amherst College; 
Edward S. Sheldon, of Harvard' University; Edward 
Everett Hale, diaries A. Dana, ami Howard Crosby.) 
(7). T be indication by tbe use of upper and lower case 
initial letters, as to whether words in tbe vocabulary are 
to be written as proper names or c o m m o n names, etc., 
etc. The list price of the dictionary, when issued will 
lie 510,00. It will lie bound in heavy sheep, and a 
special discount will be allowed to advance subscribers. 

3 O O K REVi IEW. 

W E have received from the publishers Messrs. Funk 
and Wagnalls, of Xew York, the prospectus and some 
advance pages of" Tbe Standard Dictionary ofthe Eng
lish Language." It promises to be the most cenvenient 
diet onary yet published. It will be slightly larger 
than the unabridged Webster or Worcester dictionaries, 
and will contain nearly 4,000 il lust rati ons. Its various 
departments have been edited by the leading specialists 
of America and in many important points it differ-
widely from the plans of other dictionaries. For 
example: (1). The " locating " of the verifying quota
tions ; that is, the giving in each instance not only tbe 
name of the author, but also the name of the book and 
the number of the page where the quotation can be 
found ; to thus " locate " ytl.Onii quotations is of itself 
a herculean task. (_.'.. The u-e, in the pronunciation 
of words, of The Scientific Alphabet, adopted bv The 
American Philological Association. (3). The placing 
ofthe etymology after the definition. (4). Tbe placing 
of the most important current definition first, and the 
obsolescent and obsolete meaning last, tbat is, thi- sub
stitution of tbe order of usage for tbe Historic Order 
usually followed in dictionaries. (5). In the case of dis
puted pronunciation tbe giving of tho pronunciations 
preferred by other dictionaries, as well as the pronuncia
tion which we prefer. (6).Thegivingof50,000 vocabulary 
words more than are to be found in any other single 
volume dictionary in England or America, (no new 
word is admitted to a vocabulary place, unless it has 

N e w Anthracite Inspectors. 

Messrs. Patiick Blewitt. present Inspector of the 
First Anthracite District, and Edward Roderick, of 
Stockton, Pa., were recommended for appointment as 
Inspectors of tbe Second and First Districts respect
ively, by the Board of Examiners, who held the ex
amination at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., mi tbe 3d and 4th ult. 

ANTHRACITE MINE INSPECTORS' 

EXAMINATIONS. 
Opinion of the Attorney-General Reg*arding- the 

Publishing- of the Questions and Answers, 
OFFICE OF ATTORNEV-GENERAI.. 

Harrisburg, Aug. 28, 1891. 
J O H N B. L A W , ESQ., 

Chairman Board of Examiners, 
Pittston, Pa. 

/v,,, si,•.•—In answer to your letter of August '24th, 
inquiring as to tbe meaning of that clause of Section 5, 
Article IL, of the Anthracite Mine Law of 1801, which 
requires tbe examiners to report to the Secretary ofthe 
Commonwealth ami to publish in the local newspapers 
"the names ofthe applicants, the questions a-ked and 
answers thereto, etc," f have to say : 
The clause referred to is general and comprehensive 

in its character, and while it restricts the recommenda
tion of the examiners to such candidates as shall have 
answered ninety per centum of the questions, and to 
such applicants "as they find qualified for tbe office," 
no such restriction is contained in the directions re
garding the matter to be transmitted to the Secretary of 
the Commonwealth. The language of the Aet is "the 
names of the applicants, the questions asked and 
! answers thereto shall be sent to the Secretary of the 
i Commonwealth, and published in at least two local 
newspapers, daily or weekly." The purpose of this 

! provision seems to afford the public and (lie executive 
authorities an opportunity of knowing in what manner 
the examiners shall have performed their duty, and as 

| to whether or not a fair and proper judgement was 
l made upon tbe merits ofthe various applicants. I am 
; therefore of the opinion that the answers of all the ap
plicants should be published and transmitted to the 
Secretary ofthe Commonwealth. 

Very truly yours. 
(Signed) \\. V. HENSEI,, 

Attormij-tkneral, 

A Successful Electric Haulage Plant, 

Mr. James T. Gardiner, consulting engineer of the 
Pleasant Valley Coal Co,, of Salt Lake City, Ctah, in a 
recent letter regarding tbe haulage plant at the Castle 
Gate Mine, says: 
" W e have for the past year, at the Castle Gate Mine, 

in Ctah, used a hoist or haulage drum, operated by 
electricitv. The drum was made by the Lidgerwood 
Manufacturing Companv, of New York, and the electric 
motor, and the electrical equipment was furnished 
by Thomson-Van Dr* le Electric Mining ('o., together 
with all the electrical apparatus for the power station. 
" Trains of sixteen large pit cars run out of the mine by 

gravity, dragging tbe tail-rope after them. The empty 
trains are hauled back into the mine by the haulage 
drum located nearly 2,000 feet from tbe chute in the in
terior of the mine. Tbe operation of this apparatus has 
proved so satisfactory and so economical tbat, bv m y 
advice, the company lias ordered two more electric 
hoists of more powerful type. 
" In every way the electrical apparatus has been satis

factory to tbe company, so satisfactory, that for the 
Winter Quarters Mine, operated by tbe same company, 
we have ordered an electric locomotive and the equip
ment of nearly two miles of underground railway with 
the Thomson-Van Depoele system. 
"I take pleasure in testifying both to tbe excellent 

quality ofthe materials and machinery that have been 
furnished the Pleasant Valley Coal Company and to the 
economical working of electric haulage in coal mines 
where the conditions are adapted to the use of this 
power, and where the power is properly applied. 
" I have been so well satisfied with tbe results of tbe 

application of electric power to the mines ofthe Pleasant 
Valley Coal Company tbat I am expecting to apply it 
to the mi ties of other companies where favorable 
conditions exist." 

We have received from ihe Win. Powell Co., of 
Cincinnati Ohio, a very handsome catalogue wliich il
lustrates and describes the many varieties of valves, 
(for steam or water), lubricators, steam whistles, gauge-
cocks, etc., etc. The book is handsomely bound in 
cloth, and should be on the desk of every colliery and 
coke plant superintendent. Tlie articles illustrated and 
described have won a national reputation for excellence, 
and as the book contains much valuable information, 
we would advise our readers to write to The Win. 
Powell Co., 50 to 51 Plum St. Cincinnati, for a copy. It 
will be cheerfully sent you. 

Messrs. .1. •_. J. B. Milholland, of Pittsburgh, who 
make a specialty of endless and tail-rope haulage ma
chinery, and who, as builders and designers of such 
machinery, have won a national reputation for excel
lence of machinery, combined with reasonable pricee, 
inform us that their business is booming, and at pres
ent they have order." on their books for five new 
haulage plants. 

http://'av-.i-.-ii
http://Wabi-_-.ni
http://M_niii_.ro
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THE MANUFACTURE OF CHILLED CAR WHEELS. 

Messrs. Bowler & Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, rank 
among tbe leading manufacturing firms of Cleve
land, Ohio, and the reputation of the car, engine, truck, 
and mining whei I- manufactured by them, has been 
won by the use of only the best grade of materials and 
excellent workmanship. The illustration given below 
shows Foundries Nos. land 3,and furnishes the reader 
an idea of the firm's capacity. 

The foundry erected expressly for the casting of car 
wheels is one'of the most complete establishments of 
the kind in the world, constructed from original 
designs, equipped upon the most liberal scale in every 
department, and provided with all practical modem 
improvements and facilities. The building is 140 x 200 
feet in dimension-, one end facing Bessemer Avenue 
and the other tbe Xew* York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio 
Railway. 
Tbe sidings are a special feature which deserve men-

glands properly beveled it is well to adopt the Elastic ! 
Ring. The word " Elastic " explains the nature of the J 
packing very well. It readily expands when steam is ' 
applied, and needs no attention except that the bolts 
should be screwed up with tbe lingers only very slightly. 
Should it leak water when starting, do not tighten for 
it will stop when it gets heated through. After proper
ly applying it should be left alone. 
The Sectional Ring Packing is especially adapted for 

rods out of line, cut rods, flat bottom stuffing boxes, 
rods working in ammonia or in acidulated water, and 
places tbat are very difficult to keep tight. This pack
ing is positively automatic and is subjected to the same 
lubricating process as the elastic ring. 
The Garlock Spiral Packing can be applied in places 

where the Elastic Ring or Sectional are used. Its 
chief advantage is in its being put up for a stock pack
ing so as to be kept by dealers or large concerns. 
Consumers having a number of glands of tbe same size 
will find the Spiral Packing a very bandy article. It is 

tion. The track runninT to one end ofthe building is I 
raised to a charging platform forty-eight feet in width 
and twenty feet above tbe level of the molding floor. 
Here the raw material of every kind is received, and 
delivered directly to tbe pile from which it is to be 
used in charging' the cupolas, two in number. It has 
storage capacity" for 500 tons ofthe various grades of 
charcoal iron used, and several carloads of coke. Upon 
this platform is a thousand-pound hammer, with adrop 
of fifteen feet, for breaking old wheels. Its capacity is 
at least thirty wheels an hour—a vast improvement 
over the old-time sledge-hammer. Another spur runs 
on a lower level to the other end of the building to 
receive the finished product. The floor plan is entirely 
novel. Beginning at the south end (underneath the 
platform mentioned above), the middle portion is oc
cupied by two cupolas, one 5 feet in diameter, with 
a capacity of 125 wheel-i per day, and the other 0.1 feet 
in diameter, with a daily capacity of 300 wheels. A 
large Roots blower furnishes blast, and by an ingenious 
application of mercury in a Usbaped tube, the blast 
can be exactly determined. 
In the engine room, adjoining the cupolas, is a 100 h, 

p. Lord, Bowler & Co., engine, which drives the blower 
and shafting that propels the cranes. In the room ad
joining is the department for turning up axles, boring 
wheels, and putting them on axles. Tothe left ofthe 
cupolas is the sand bin, and next adjoining this are the 
core ovens. There are three ovens, 10 feet square, each 
holding 100 cores. 
In the middle portion of the shop, of course, are 

the molding floors. A central shaft, running the en
tire length of tbe building, conveys tbe power by 
belts and gears to sixteen cranes, each surrounded by a 
molding floor, tlie total capacity being about320 wheels 
per day. On either side of tbe room are overhead tram
ways, by which the wheels are run to tbe cooling or an
nealing pits at the further end. Over tbese pits is a 
traveling crane running across the shop and propelled 
by means of a cable and drum. After remaining in the 
pits three or four days, for the purpose of securing slow 
and even contraction, tbe wheels are removed and 
cleaned up ready for shipment. The chill is, of course, 
secured on the original castings by contact of the mol
ten tal with a cold iron ring. 
N. P. Bowler established this house in 1863. A year 

later W m . Bowler and Thomas Maher were admitted, 
and in 1870 Jlr, C. A. Brayton became a partner, tbe 
firm adopting the style of Bowler, Maher & Bray
ton. The two last named retired in 1880, whereupon 
Mr. W . W . Ball-will was admitted, and the style 
changed to Bowler & Co. 

PACKING. 

The packing question is one which is eternally agi
tating tbe mind of every engineer. There are good 
packings and poor ones, and packings adapted for 
special] daces, but you seldom, if ever find one line of 
packings which can be so manufactured as to do g iod 
service "in all places. The Garlock Packing Company, 
whose main office and factory is at Palmyra, X. Y., 
manufacture tbe Elastic Ring, Sectional, Spiral, and 
Special Water Packings, anil by using good judgment 
the purchaser can always obtain from tlie list, a pack
ing which will exactly suit the special [dace where he 
wishes to apply it. 
This packing has a world-wide reputation, but prob

ably the greatest reward which comes to the inventor 
is tbe substantial business which be has been able to 
work up. The Elastic Ring packing is made in rings 
(as also the Sectional and Special Water Packing) and 
is subjected to a perfect lubricating process. Where 
the rods are true and smooth and the box and 

made of tbe same material as the other packings and 
thoroughly lubricated. 
Probably the greatest improvement in packings made 

in many years has been that of the Garlock Special 
Water Packing, which will not only hold water success
fully but is especially adapted for the most difficult 
places, generally speaking. The other kinds of Garlock 
Packings worked a. well as any other packings in 
water and tbe Sectional Packing will hold very many 
difficult, places, but the Special Water Packing the 
company guarantees to suit every time. They 
are introducing this packing with great success in 
places which no other packing would hold. Tbe 
packing is made in two sections and works auto
matically. The company are anxious to put a set in 
with every company having any trouble anywhere 
whatever." The Garlock Packing Co. has three (3) 
factories respectively situated at Palmyra, N. Y., Rome, 
Ga., and Omaha, Neb. They have offices in all of the 
principal cities, and will be glad to correspond with 
anyone about the packing question. See advertise
ment. 

A SOLENOID COAL CUTTER. 

In some grades of coal it is found desirable to make 
tbe undercut with a machine concentrating its power 
upon a single reciprocating shaft, carrying a chisel at 
its extremity. This type of cutter or drill is very 
compact and is controlled by one man, the direction 
of the blow being varied as occasion demands. Sev
eral machines of this type, operated by steam or com
pressed air, are on tbe market, and while in many 
ways satisfactory, the application of electricity as the 
motive power possesses many decided advantages. 
The illustration shows the Van Depoele Solenoid 

Coal Cutter, ma mi fact ured by the Thomson-Van De
poele Electric Mining Co., of Boston. The type 
shown is tbe present standard form, though modifi
cations can be made to suit special requirements. The 

one-half inches. The tension guide can be furnished 
in diflerent lengths, according to the depth of under
cut desired. 

Steel Roofing-. 

A representative of this iotirnal recently called at the 
office ofthe Canton Steel Rooting Company, of Canton, 
Ohio, and in reply to his question as to tbe business 
they were doing, he was told : " Our business has in
creased 58 per cent, during the first half of the current 
year. W e have been compelled to enlarge our buildings 
and put in a great deal of new special machinery of our 
own invention. W e now manufacture more steel roof
ing than any other firm in the world, and our com
petitors all admit that we manufacture a larger variety 
of goods than any other house in this line, ami tbat 
we have the best systematized plant and use only best 
materials. W e are holding all our old customers, and 
are rapidly extending our business in new fields." 
Such a satisfactory state of affairs can only be at

tained by furnishing first-class roofing and siding at 
reasonable prices, and we congratulate the Canton Com
pany on its success. 

A Successful Young Coal Company. 

The Langcliffe Coal Company started operations at 
the Langcliffe Colliery, near Avoca, Pa., in December 
1S89, and under the efficient management of Mr. W m . 
T. Smyth, this colliery, which was previously desig
nated as a "dead horse," has been made a large pro
ducer of coal of excellent quality. 
AVhen old operations on the "land worked were sus

pended a few years ago, Mr. Thos. II. Phillips, then 
superintendent'of the Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre Coal 
C©., recognized tbe value of tbe coal which former 
operators thought worthless, and secured an advan
tageous lease on it. H e then sublet it to a party who 
in turn sold out to the Langcliffe Coal Co., the present 
operators, 
"The success of the Langcliffe Company lies chiefly 

in having as a superintendent, Mr. Smyth, tvbose 
ability as a practical miner is recognized a. equal to 
tbat of any other man in America. His excellent un
derground' management and his labor-saving and eco
nomical methods of cleaning and handling the coal 
have made the colliery. I-Iis associates in the com
pany are men of broad views and experience, and 
therefore second bis efforts to make tbe colliery a 
phenomenally successful one. 
The veins worked are locally known as the Red Ash, 

7 feet thick, which corresponds in geological position 
with the Buck Mountain vein in the lower Anthracite 
regions, and the Checker vein, I. feet thick, which lies 
in nearlv tbe same position as tbe bottom split of the 
Mammoth vein in the Middle Coal Field. The former 
vein is opened by a shaft 150 feet deep which was 
sunk by tbe ohl operators. The latter vein is worked 
from a drift opening. The Red Ash vein was overlaid 
by another vein, worked years ago, and in some places 
the strata between them runs only from 18 inches to 
3 feet thick. Where this is the case the coal is worked 
on the Longwall retreating plan. Where the strata 
between the two veins is thick enough, and this is 
the case most generally, the method of working adopt
ed is the pillar system. 
The Langcliffe Co. leases in all about 700 acres of 

land, but owns tlie few acres on wliich the improve
ments are lo-ated, in fee simple. The tracks under 
the breaker were laid by the company, ami they own 
them to the switches, where they connect -with the 
New Jersey Central, Lehigh Valley, and Delaware and 
Hudson Railroads. This enables them to ship over 
any of the roads mentioned or over the Erie and 
Wyoming, Ontario and Western, or Pennsylvania R. R., 
without lateral fulls. 
The present breaker which has a capacity of 900 

tous per day is " one-sided, " and so arranged that 
another side of like capacity can be added. It is a 
very conveniently-arranged structure, and while no 
space is wasted, it is very roomy. Machinery is used 
to do all tbat machinery can effectually do in the way 
of handling and cleaning the coal, and this machinery 
is so arranged that there is absolute safety for the 
employes engaged in the breaker. The dust is drawn 

operatiou of the cutter may be easily understood from 
an inspection of the illustration, and no extended ex
planation is required. Tin- direction of the blow is 
determined by tin* operator, who sits on the floor 
facing the brca-t, his feet resting against the wheels, 
and his bands grasping Ibe handles at the rear of the 
cylinder, thus obtaining a double leverage, by which 
the machine, being almost exactly balanced, is ea-dly 
turned on its points of support, 
A simple switching device turns the current on or 

off, as desired, while lights, pumping apparatus, elec
tric ventilators, etc., may be run on the same system 
of wires which supply power to tlie coal cutter, if 
desired. 
Tbe weight of the apparatus i* a little over 700 

pounds, the number of strokes usually from 300 to 350 
per_ minute, although the rapidity of the blow can be 
varied at pleasure. Tbe stroke is from five to six and 

from tbe breaker liy an 8-foot Gnibal fan, which is run 
by a belt from a pulley on the main rolls shaft. The 
atmosphere in the various rooms of the breaker is 
therefore much healthier and clearer than in the old 
time breakers. The cleaning ofthe coal is done so 
effectually that nothing but absolute waste goes to 
bank. The six boilers used to generate steam are heat
ed with the refuse from the slate-pickers, which makes 
a good fuel, but is unsalable. Mr. Smyth, in reply 
to our question as to what percentage ofthe coal in 
the vein was brought to the surface said that be was 
confident that counting final robbing, be would get 
out 00J& of it. Labor is economized at every point, 
and no coal is wasted. 
Since the colliery was started there has been but 

one accident, and that was to a Hun, who was so ig
norant as to disregard all cautions, and who was there
fore a victim to his own carelessness. 
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angle, so m u c h so that it makes an angle of 90° with 
what ought to be the true inclination ofthe major axis. 

! Tlie same occurs with the third letter, but the termi-
i nating se-oll is a violation of the third rule, namely, all 
1 strokes shall be proportionate in size. 

The study of these letters teaches more lessons than 
one, not only the necessary symmetry in writing, but it 
excites the observing faculties in noti 
tiful, proportionate, and harmonious 
ment ofall figures tbat are represente 

CHEMISTRY RELATING 
VENTILATION 

[CONI-INUICU.; 

Proper Xa met of Uum.—The studei 
give tbe compound gases their model 

ing what is bcau-
in the develop-
l by lines. 

TO MINE 

t must learn to 
n names, instead 

ete terms as " carbouic acid gas " for 
nnot be, such a gas ; this gas only 
.erties w h e n dissolved iu water. 

Thin deportment is intended for miners mot other.*, 
youth liave no! been able !•• attend set,ooi toot who are n 

lo answer the questions in ventilation, sum i/iua, .JI./ inert 
arc asked al the ij-aminalions for mine foremen's ccrti 
which it is important fvr Uf m to uwl, rstoinl as foremen 
qf mines, silt the 71...v...'.- oske.t al the diljcrnd ejraw 
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•worked out at length for tin benefit of those who are not f 
figures. 
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PENMANSHIP, 

etters of tbe alpha
bet construction upon 

It will be seen the wboleoft 
bet depend primarily for their < 
the four laws of penmanship given in our first 
and we repeat (hem again : First, all strokes should be 
parallel; second, all strokes should be proportionate in 
distance; third, all lines should fio proportionate in 
size; and fourth, all curves should beelliptical ; and it 
must be clear to the mind of everyone that the least 
digression from these simple laws develops a deformity 
inexpressibly painful to the eye and the feelings. 

In Fig. 14 (as before w e will refer to tbe letters by 
numbering them from left to right) the first letter C 
satisfies tbe requirements ofthe four simple rules and is 
pleasing to the eye : the second letter illustrates tbe 
elements out of which the letter is constructed ; the 
third letter is a deformity arising out of the imperfect 

i tin 
ut tasti

ly supports 
temperature 
will burn i 

development of the upper loop, which is too short in 
themajor axis ; the fourth letter is not imperfect in the 
upper loop but very imperfect in the bottom scroll; 
first, the ellipses that ought to have developed it an* too 
short in the major axis, and tin- fim-hair stroke termi
nating the scroll is not parallel to the stein of the letter. 
In Fig. 15 the first letter the bottom scroll istoo large, 

and the upper loop too small. In the second letter the 
upper loop is too large both in the major and minor 
axes, andthe termination ofthe bottom scroll is an out

rage on parallelism. In the third letter the upper 
loop is too long, and is an evident deformity ; in the 
fourth letter the upper loop is developed'out of an 
ellipse out ofall proportion to tbe magnitude ofthe let
ter. 
i In Fig. 10 we have tbe letter D as it ought to be 
rendered in letter 1 ; in letter 2 w e have the develop
ment of the letter, and it will be seen that to write this 

letter with beauty and grace, tlie large ellipse ought to 
have its major axis inclined something after the 
order ofthe large ellipse of the letter B. 
)" In Eig. 17 the first letter not only has tbe large ellipse 
the wrong inclination, but the hair stroke of the inner 
scroll is a violation of tlie first rule of penmanship, 
namely, that all strokes shall be parallel. In the 
second letter the large ellipse is inclined at the wrong 

[rl'nni of the Simple and 
ie lightest k n o w n bodv , 
t 14 ___ specific gravity, 

hydrogen is 11*12 I 
times lighter than air. It is a colorless, tasteless, 
and invisible gas without smell; it cannot burn of 
itself; no amount of heat will alter it further than ' 
cause it to expand into a larger volume. It will not 
support life, and only destroys it bv suffocation. 

[ If two volumes of this gas are mixed with one volume 
of oxvgen ga-, ami a light he applied to the mixture it ' 

I explodes with terrible violence. 
Oxygen Is a colorless, invisih 

I smell, aud is a little heavier tha 
of 14'42 to 1(1 or, air being 1, oxygen 
; It exists in a free state in the atmosplu 
j most active chemical element k n o w n , 
1 one-half of the entire globe. It active: 
and combustion, ami at a suitable 
the k n o w n elements excepting I 
forming oxides. 

Nitrogen is a colorless, invisible gas, without odor or 
taste, and is slightly lighter than air in the proportion 
of air 1, nitrogen \\\%. It forms nearly four-fifths of 

i the atmosphere, and neither supports life orcombustion 
i after tbe manner of oxygen although it forms a part 
of the animal tissues. It extinguishes life not as a poi
son, but by suffocation. 

Carbon dioxide - C Q... The weight of air being 1, 
carbon dioxide is jf-j"!} = 1 rW-r>

 0 r nearly U times the 
weight of air. It is a colorless, inodorous, and invisible 
gas, and lias a slightly acid taste. W h e n breathed into 
th.- hings its first physiological effects are manifested in 
tin- extremities, so that a m a n will fall paralyzed in his 
legs before mental consciousness is lost. Beinga heavy 
gas it can be poured from one vessel to another like 
water; this can be proved by pouring it on the flame of 
a candle. It is k n o w n in mining as " choke damp," 
and is frequently found in old wells, is exhaled by m e n 
and animals, and is produced wberevei carbon is 
burnt in air, as in coal gas, the oil of lamps 
and coal or coke fires. It will not support, but 
extinguishes flame. Carbon dioxide is soluble in water, 
one cubic foot of water at 32° F., absorbs 1797 cubic 
feet of this gas at all pressures, so that such gas at a 
high pressure will be very soluble in water. The 
volume of the gas absorbed is inversely as the tem
perature, so m u c h so that at boiling point all the gas 
is expelled from the water. At 08° F. each cubic foot 
of water is capable of absorbing *!i01 ofa cubic foot, of gas. 
At the average temperature of 00° F. water will absorb 
a volume equal to its o w n of this gas. 

The law of absorption is by weight, directly as tbe 
pressure, and inversely as the temperature. 
This Lras is destructive to life, producing suffocation, 

and will not support combustion. 
Methyl hydride, C H 4. T h e weight of air being 1, 

this gas is 1-
,
l"1"., oi* little more than half the weight of 

air. W h e n pure it is invisible, colorless, tasteless^ and 
inodorous ; but as found in mines it is seldom pure. 

W h e n mixed with twice its volume of oxygen or ten 
times its volume of air, it explodes w h e n ignited with 
great violence. It burns with a bluish yellow flame, 
emitting very little light. It is k n o w n as " tire-damp " 
and as " marsh gas." It will not support life, and pro
duces suffocation w h e n breathed into the lungs, 
('arhon monoxide, C O. T b e weight of air being 1, it 

is \-yy] or slightly lighter than air. This is a poisonous 
gas, highly destructive to animal life. It is colorless 
and tasteless. 

Hydrogen sulphide, IL S, tbe weight of air being 
1, that of this gas is \]'l'l. This is a poisonous gas and 
should not be breathed into the lungs. It makes its 
presence strongly felt, having an odor like that of rot
ten eggs. It is soluble in water to which it gives a 
filthy taste. It is given off by stagnant water in mines, 
and by such waters as drain into the mine and hold 
this gas in solution. It burns with a bluish flame like 
sulphur, producing sulphur dioxide and water; it has 
a very low point of ignition, taking fire at the tempera
ture at whicli lead melts. From this cause it is one of 
tbe most dangerous gases met with in mines. 

Hydride of Ethyl, C,H 6. This gas is heavier than 
air in the proportion of 1 to L04, and is nearly double 
tbe weight of ordinary fire-damp. It is true this gas is 
not found abundantly in coal mines in the United 
States, but it is nevertheless found in marked quantities 
in the steam coal of South Wales and the cannel 
coal- of Wigan ami Scotland, It is very explosive, the 
most explosive mixture being 1 of this gas to 1'iO of 

ordinary atmospheric air. It b u m s with a luminous 
flame, and rapidly elongates with a white tail the 
flame ofa lamp, and from this cause it is called " silver 
gas." 

T he elementary gases, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitro
gen, have no color, taste, or smell. Oxygen will burn 
in an atmosphere of hydrogen, just as hydrogen burns 
in an atmosphere of oxygen ; but nitrogen will neither 
burn itself or support combustion in the ordinary 
sense. 

Tbe compound gases, methyl hydride or fire-damp, 
C FI,; hydride of ethyl or silver gas, C,2 H,;; carbon diox
ide or carbonic acid, CO.,, carbon monoxide or carbonic 
oxide, C 0 ; are all without color or smell w h e n pure. 
Hydrogen sulphide or sulphureted hydrogen, IT, S, has 
no color, but smells like rotten eggs, and carbonic acid 
lias an acid taste. 

Tbe relative weights or specific gravities of the gases, 
simple and compound, from the standpoint of the 
chemist, calculated from tbe weight of a unit volume 
of hydrogen, areas follows: 

Hydrogen 1 Methyl Hvdride S 
Nitrogen 14 Hydride of Ethyl 15 
I bvygen Hi Carbon Dioxide 22 
Carbon 12 Carbon Monoxide 14 
Sulphur 32 Hydrogen Sulphide ... 17 

Tbe specific gravity unit of the chemist however, is 
not adopted by tbe miner, because this unit does not 

iffieient clearness the tendency of the 
r sink in air; consequently the unit 
adopted by the miner is that of air; 
ing 1, tbe specific gravities of tbe com-

with : 
float 

Methyl hydride, or marsh ->as 
Hydride of ethyl, or silvergas 
Carbon dioxide, or carbonic acid 
Carbon monoxide, or carbonic oxide 
Hydrogen sulphide, or sulphureted hydroge 

MECHANICS IN MINING. 

Ordinary Lift Pumps..—The mechanical requirements 
ofa lift p u m p are fir-t, tbat the bncketat tbe top of its 
stroke shall never reach an elevation higher than 28 
feet above the water in the well or sump. N o p u m p 
will wcrk G-iti-.f-.u-tonly at thi:_ sbvati'n if the -upward 
velocity ofthe bucket, exceeds 20 feet per minute, and 
even then the clack and bucket valves must be very 
light. For good average work the elevation should no't 
be greater tban 20 feet. 

Perhaps to elucidate the subject of lifting p u m p s 
it would be better to explain their m o d e of acting. (See 
Fig. 1.) Externally an ordinary hand p u m p consists 
of the tail-piece T, and the barrel B. Internally w e 
have the clack-piece C, which is placed in a suitable 
seat at the bottom ofthe working barrel, as shown atC. 
T b e clack piece consists ofa cylindrical shell, wliich is 
packed either with h e m p or leather to m a k e it water
tight, o n the top of the clack-piece is a valve which 
opens on tlie ascent of the bucket. N o w by a little con-

Ibe that ; the bi 

The atn 
through 
bucket ri 
water, i 
under th 

tcket ascends it 
vacuum between itself and the clack. 
thou immediately forces water up 
-valve into the barrel, so that w h e n the 
i top of its stroke tbe barrel is full of 
w n w a r d stroke there being no force 
live it drop-, but the bucket cannot 

descend without the buqjret-valve opening to allow the 
water to pass through it. Fig. 1 shows the positions of 
the bucket and clack-valves for the upward and down
ward strokes which are indicated by arrows besides the 
p u m p spears. 

H a n d p u m p s of this variety are not n o w m u c h used 
for mining purposes, plunger pumps having to a large 
extent taken their place. Lifting sets, however, are 
still extensively used in the sinking of shafts and for 
ordinary main p u m p s for ordinary mine drainage. 

The lifting p u m p as used for shaft work, is a ponder
ous and expensive machine, and is only used in modern 
mining as a disagreeable necessity. It holds its o w n 
for tbe bottom set in a sinking pit for the following 
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reasons: There is not and cannot be any standage; 
econd, should anything happen to render the clack or 
the bucket inoperative, the spears may be drawn and 
the bucket changed ; or should the clack fail in its ac
tion it can be fished up and a new one inserted in its 
place. To any person having a very elementary 
knowledge of pumps it will be clear that if the valves 

of a forcing set become 
inoperative, before repairs 

.•-1,S or corrections could be 
made, the water would rise 
in the shaft and flood the 
valve cases in such a way 
tbat they could not lie 
reached. 
What is true of a sinking 

pit is equally true of a 
mine where a danger exists 
of the valve cases of a forc
ing set being submerged 
under tbe conditions of a 
sudden outburst of water 
from old workings. It is, 
however, only necessary to 
make the bottom set a lift
ing one where tbe depth of 
the shaft exceeds 240 feet. 
In some old-fashioned ar
rangements two lifting sets 
are employed, one above 
tbe other, and the engine 
is balanced by a diagonal 
spear and bell-crank lever 
in such a way that when 
one set is plunging the 
other is lifting; but where 
a lifting and a forcing set 
are employed, both sets 
are worked by one main 
spear working from one 
end of the main beam of 
the engine, (see Fig. 2) L L 
is the lifting set F is the 
forcing set. 
It will now be necessary 

to describe the principal 
details ofa lifting and forc
ing set. At the bottom 
ofthe lifting set we have 
the strum marked S1, and 
we have the clack and 
clack door seen at c, and 
the bucket and bucket door 
marked b, the spears S S S, 
and tbe cistern for the sup
ply of the forcing set 
marked E. It will be here 
noticed that tbe lifting set 
delivers into a cistern from 
which the forcing set 
pumps the water to bank. 
Tbe forcing set is provided 
with a strum, as seen in 
the cistern. Perhaps tbe 
portion of an ordinary forc
ing set of special interest 
to tbe student is what is 

FIG. 2. called tbe H piece (the 
parts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 

taken together, for convenience are here designated as 
the " II piece"). By close attention to the figure it 
will be seen the plunger works through a stuffing-box 
on the top of leg, 1 of the II. Immediately below 
the cross-piece in tbe same leg of tbe H is seen the 
clack valve. Immediately above the cross-piece in the 
other leg of the H is seen the "keep" clack, which 
Bupports the water column by beingshut when the clack 
valve is open. It will further be observed that the 
spear attached to the plunger is fastened on to the 
main spear by offset pieces in such a way that the main 
spear supports the ram, and the wet spears of the lift
ing set. 
The thickness of pump sets is calculated by the 

following formula (English rule): The radius r of the 
set in inches multiplied by the pressure ofthe water per 
square inch /<, and divided by the pounds in half a 
ton, 1120, or 

8-3770 cu. ft. 

(i2*iHi8i; gallons. 

370-0116 

r p 

11 20 = T. 

2 3!.|o l e+-3,-=,0 9i„che, 

The quantity of water in gallons that a pump of 

given dimensions wilt deliver to bank may be found in 

the following manner : First, to find the sectional area 

ofthe pump, we square the diameter in feet and multi

ply by '7854, and this product multiplied by the length 

ofthe stroke will give the cubic feet of water lifted in 

one stroke ofthe pump; further multiply this last pro

duct by the number of the strokes the pump makes per 

minute and this will give the cubic feet of water tbe pump 

delivers per minute. But the work of pumps is general

ly given in gallons and not cubic feet, and there being 

7'4805 U. 8, gallons in a cubic foot; therefore multiply 

again by 7'4805, and you have the gallons of water 

delivered per minute by the pump. For example, a 

pump has a six-feet stroke and a diameter of 10 inches; 

how many cubic feet of water will be delivered by one 

stroke ? 

Here }!] is tbe size ofthe pump in feet, then 

" 16 X 16 X -7854 X 6 

12 X 12 

To find the gallons of water as explained above, we 

multiply this by 7*4805, the gallons in one cubic foot, or 

8-3776 X 7'4805 = 62"6686. 

Suppose again, the pump makes six strokes per 

minute, then 

62-6686 X 6 = 376-0116 gallons per minute. 

The three questions already given would be stated as 

follows: 

First, 

16 X 16 X -7854 X 6 Q 7 7 R . . 

• = 83770 cubic feet. 

Second, 

16 X 16 X -7854 X 6 X 7-80fi 
12 X 12 

Third, 

16 X 16 X -7854 X 6 X 6 X 7"4805 

12 X 12 

gallons per minute. 

It will be observed in these questions considerabl 

calculation is required, but this may be avoided by the 

construction of a constant number which we will now 

proceed to explain. Take for example the second by 

way of illustration : 

16 X 16 X J854_X_6 X_ 7-4805 
12 X 12 

Notice that the numbers above tbe line '7854 and 
7'4S05, wdiich are overlined, will always occur in ques
tions of this kind, and tbe numbers 12 and 12 below the 
line that are underlined will also occur. Now, if the 
product of the first pair of figures be divided by the 
product of the second pair, we will get this constant, or 

•7854 X 7-4805 

12 X 12 
It will be clearly seen tbat by the use of this con

stant the calculation is both shortened and facilitated, 
for instead of the previous long calculation we now have 

16 X 16 X 6 X 6 X -0408 = 376-01 gallons. 
Or multiply the constant by thesquare ofthe diameter 

in inches and by the length of the stroke in feet, and 
the number of strokes per minute and we find the gal-
Ions the pump delivers per minute. 
The ordinary pipes in a lifting set are made one inch 

larger in diameter than the bore ofthe working barrel, 
so that in the event of having to draw the bucket or 
clack they may pass freely through the set. The spears 
are made of the best pitch pine, and the section of the 
spears is calculated at the rate of five square inches per 
ton of load ; or the following convenient formula may 
be employed: Thesquare of the diameter in inches 
multiplied by tbe length of the column in feet, and by 
the constant number "0008, will give the sectional area 
of the spears in square inches, and the square root of 
that will give the sides ofthe spears in inches. 
The student will perceive that the section of a main 

spear will be equal to the sum of the sections of the 
lifting sets employed, if there be more than one. 

NOTE.—In connection with the above it would be well 
to study the pump problems worked out on page 261, 
of tbe June issue, under the heading "Mechanics in 
Mining." 

solute ignorance of the use of the decimal point, and 
proceed as though the relative positions of the figures 
might be disregarded—by way of illustration let us 
notice that 2 at "the left-hand side of 7 represents 27 or 
two tens and seven. N o w invert the two figures, that 
is, set the 7 before the 2, and the altered positions of 
these figures will represent 72 or seven tens and two. 
It may almost appear to be playful, this mode of pro
ceeding, nevertheless we must assume that tbestudent's 
knowledge is either at zero or little above it, to develop 
the teaching of the lesson properly. Again 

72 

.____. 
67 

It will be seen that we have subtracted tbe 5 as though 
they consisted of five perfect units or five perfect things, 
and' by thus proceeding we have made a fatal mistake. 
W e have acted as though -05 represented five entire-
apples, whereas it really consisted of an exceedingly 
small fragment of one apple. Again suppose we disre
gard the decimal point and even the units place, and so 
place the 72 over the "05, as shown : 

Here T is the thickness of the sets in inches. 
The student must intelligently notice that it would 

be wasteful to make all the pipes in a long column of 
uniform thickness, but tbe thickness should never be 
allowed to fall below three quarters of an inch. The 
pressure of the water per square inch may be found by 
multiplying the vertical depth in feet by '434, For 
example : A pit is 300 feet deep, and the set 16 inches 
in diameter; required the thickness of the set in 
inches. Here the pressure per square inch due to the 
water head will be 130 lbs, and the radius of the pump 
eight inches. Then 

*-*•&-'-«.-•. 

or nearly one inch thick. 

Generally the thickness of cast-iron water pipes' is 

calculated by Mr. .1. T. Fanning's formula as follows : 

Thickness in inches = 

(pressure in lbs. per sq. in. + 100) V bore in ins. 

'4 X ultimate tensile strength. 

+ '333(l-
b0rei^**ch,JS) 

The ultimate tensile strength is usually taken at 

18,000 lbs. per sq. in. According to the formula the 

thickness of set in above question would be thus : 

(130 + 100) 16 n 16, 

_ X 18,000 + 3 3 3 (1 ~ 1001 °r' 

ARITHMETIC. 

We are constantly meeting with people that are fairly 

expert in multiplying and dividing with whole num

bers, but make the most outrageous mistakes when 

decimal points are involved. This statement should be 

a sufficient apology for the care we are taking in ex

plaining the various modes of pointing off. 

Suppose tbat from 27 it was necessary to subtract '05. 

Now -H5 is a very small fraction of 1, indeed it is five 

hundredths of 1, and if you were presented with 

live one-hundredths of an apple you would immediately 

discover its miniature value, because if an apple was 

cut into a hundred parts, you would at once be con

scious that they.were no bigger than peas; and if you 

were presented with a fragment of an apple, the volume 

of which was no larger than five small peas, you cer

tainly would not express your thanks very warmly for 

the gift. 

Now the whole ofthe processes in arithmetic, and in 

advanced mathematics, are easily understood if people 

would endeavor to reconcile the queries involved by 

contrasting them with the common things of everyday 

experience. W e are well aware that many of tbe 

words are new to beginners, and the object "of these 

articles is to render the meaning of tbese terms clear to 

the uninitiated. 
Let us return again to our problem, namely, the process of subtracting -05 from 27, and let us suppose ab-

•05 

Now we have proceeded as though -05 represented 50 

apples, because we have taken it from the tens, and as 

7 tens are 70 and 5 tens are 50, we must discover the 

serious error tbat has been made. Now, again, sup

pose the figures are wrongly placed for subtraction, as 

shown : 

72 

•05 

71-5 

W e have committed another error by thus proceed

ing, we have used '05 as though it was half an apple 

and the result is 7P5 apples are represented as being 

left. But let us make the subtraction correctly, then 

72 

05 

71-95 

The result is 7L95 which is correct. Now then let us • 

notice that either in adding or subtracting the decimal 

point is always set at the right band side of the column 

of units or singles, or at the right hand of any figure 

representing units or singles. W e are quite aware that 

the word unit is derived from the Latin language and 

never should have figured in the English language 

v. hen the Saxon language had furnished us with a word 

the exact equivalent, namely, one and the word unit 

means precisely the same as one. 

SCIENCE RELATING TO MINING. 
Centrifugral Fans. 
To those unacquainted with the principles of theo
retical mechanics, the action of the Guibal, Waddle, 
and Schiele fans will be somewhat perplexing. It is a 
very easy statement to make, when it is said that they 
are centrifugal fans, and that the air is thrown off by 
centrifugal force. It is not our business in this article 
to give the mathematical value of the force, but to 
make the mode of its action plain and easy to under
stand. Newton first taught us that when matter was 
first moved by a single force, the particle of matter 
moved would continue its progress in the path of a 
straight line, until acted upon by another force, tend
ing to move it in a different path. Now, centrifugal 
force is generated when an attempt is made to con
tinually change the path in which a particle of matter 
is moving. If a straight lath be made to turn on one 
end as a center, while the opposite end is free to re
volve in the path of a circle, and a marble to be placed 
about an inch or two from center, and the other end 
of the lath be made to revolve, the marble will at 
once begin a journey outward from the center of mo
tion, and at once fly off from the other extremity of 
the lath. What moved the marble outward from the 
center of motion? Simply the marble by its inert 
force was moving in the direction of a more uniform, 
or a more nearly straight line path, one linear inch 
measured on the curvature ofa small circle, is a greater 
divergence from a straight line than one linear inch 
measured on the curvature of a large circle. It is said 
that bodies have a tendency to fly off from the center 
of a circle, when they are confined to move in a cur
vilinear path. But the expression "to fly off" is so 
very vague, that we pefer the explanation previously 
given. Now, examples of tbe operation of this force 
are abundant in nature, the planets in the solar system 
•would all fall into the sun, by bis superior attraction, 
but for the counteraction this force exerts in the op
posite direction to that of gravitation. The earth and 
the moon would run together with increasing velocity 
but for the preservative counteracting centrifugal 
force. Tbe equilibrium of a planet in its path, may 
be imitated by fastening a piece of iron or lead to one 
end of a piece of string two feet long, if this weight 
be held by the piece of string at arm's length from 
your body, and you turn rapidly round on your heels, 
tbe ball will at once fly outwards, and remain at such 
an increased distance as will allow centrifugal force to 
exactly neutralize tbe force of tbe earth's attraction, 
tending to pull the weight of the string into the ver
tical direction of a plumb line. A very pretty illustra
tion of centrifugal force is seen when a cup of tea is 
rapidly whirled round with a spoon, better still when 
a clear glass filled with water is placed on a dish. If 
the water is rapidly whirled round with a spoon, a 
depression will at once be formed on the surface of the 
water, after the manner of what is called a parabolic 
curve. By looking through the sides of the glass the 
depression can clearly be seen, and tbe water that 
overflowed from the full glass will be exactly equal in 
volume, to the depression produced by the centrifugal 
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force. The governors of a steani engine are another 
illustration of tlie action of this force. A very beau
tiful illustration is mot with, in the naturally serpen-
tinous courses of rivers. At the outside of every curve 
it will be noticed that the centrifugal force of the 
particles of water in the moving current eats tbe land, 
or cuts it away, making tbe outside of tbe bend of the 
river precipitous, whereas a sloping shore wdll be seen 
on the inside of the curve where centrifugal force 
does not act. This is the exact analogue of the water 
pressing on the side of the glass, and the bottom of 
the depression in the glass corresponds to the pebbly 
sloping shore, on the in-ide curve of a river. Now, 
how easily we can associate these illustrations, with 
the action of a centrifugal fan. The air is continuous
ly taking in at an orifice round about tbe center of 
the fan, and the centrifugal force developed is made 
to be equal to tbe frictional resistance of tbe air cur 
rent, that circulates through the mine. 

The average 1 
of the surface 
clearly she 
at tbe depth . 

The Air ln Mines. 

temperature of all mines is above tbat 
why it is so has never yet been 
e thing, however, is quite clear, that 

of about 50 feet, some say 100 feet, the 
rock or earth has a constant temperature correspond
ing to the mean annual temperature of the air, of any 
particular region. It is extremely probable that the 
temperature between 50 and 100 feet will be constantly 
nearly the same. In descending into the earth's crust, 
below 100 feet the temperature of the rocks increases 
at the rate of one degree for every 50 or 60 feet of 
descent. W e say 50 or 60 because the temperature in
creases more rapidly in some cases than in others. In 
very deep mines the surface air is only at the hottest 
periods of the year, at the same temperature as the 
return air that has performed the circuit of an exten
sively-worked deep mine. In shallow pits the exter
nal air is always hotter than the air in the mine, be
cause as the ventilating current traverses tbe galleries 
of the mine, it is cooled, the rocks being at a lower 
temperature than that of the external air. But this 
is not all, the cooling of the air produces a marked 
change in its composition. Hot air contains a large 
quantity of watery vapor, or more properly expressed, 
water as gas. The quantity of water-gas "that air con
tains varies directly as the temperature of the air, this 
is why wet clothes held before a hot fire are rapidly 
dried. The air between the fire and the wet article is 
heated, and at once abstracts tlie water from the cloth, 
as water-gas; but the moment this hot air is cooled a 
cloud like that of condensed steam is seen, because the 
cool air can no longer retain its previous full charge 
of water-gas. Now, in summer time, especially on 
warm days, the roads in the mine are very wet, and 
unpleasantly dirty, the roof is covered with drops of 
water, and it is thought by some tbat the rocks shed 
more water in summer than in winter. This is quite a 
mistake; the water that makes the roads sludgy and 
covers the roof with drops is distilled from the air. 
Now the same mines in winter are characterized as 
being very dry. Tbe reason of this is not far to seek ; 
the cold air on entering the mine becomes heated, and 
on this taking place its power for absorbing water-gas 
is increased, the result is tbe water on the roof and on 
the roads is said to be dried up, tbat is to say, warm 
air has the power of converting the water into a gas
eous form, and it is thus carried off. But what we 
have been speaking about in the mines takes place on 
a grand scale in nature, the air near the surface of the 
earth is always at a much higher temperature than 
the air of the upper regions of the atmosphere ; it is 
for this reason tbat lofty mountains on tbe torrid zone 
are capped with everlasting snow. The warm air near 
the earth's surface absorbs water from the sea and the 
surface of tbe land, and when this air ascends to ele
vated regions it is chilled or cooled, and at once gives 
up its water in minute particles, so small that tlie me
chanical movements of the air are quite sufficient to 
keep them floating, and countless millions of these 
little particles go to form clouds, which correspond 
with the cold drops of water on the roof of a seam in 
summer; so that what takes place in the seam is only ! 

a miniature copy of tbe operations of nature, in ber 
more majestic transactions. It has often been observ- j 
ed that in the in-bye districts of a mine, where the air 
is warm and dry, warm because its temperature has 
been increased by the absorption of beat from the 
rocks, tbat the lamps do not burn so brightly, and 
that the men become dry and thirsty. The reason of 
this is deeply interesting. Tbe greedy, parched air 
absorbs or dries tbe moisture out of the men's skins, 
and unless thev have access to drinking-water, their 
blood becomes thick and hot, and they feel a feverish, 
painful lassitude which overtakes them. Tbe same 
warm air, before reaching the lamps, has been greedi
ly drinkiic_' up water in its journey, and is thus so 
heavily charged with water-gas, that its oxygen is di
luted, and tbe result is dull, sickly, unexciting lights. 
This subject is full of interest, for while the hot air 

dims the flames of the lamps, it renders the fire-damp 
with which it may be charged loss dangerous and ex
plosive. Nature is full of such marvelous counter
checks, and it must have been observed tbat explosions 
of fire-damp are more frequent where the air is fresh 
and cool than in surcharged hot air. 

The Pressure of Gas in Coal. 

Coal in the Bituminous seams, is always more or 
less subjected to bleeding. This is well known to tbe 
practical miner, be is constantly observing the sweating 
of the coal, accompanied with a hissing sound. The 
sweating undoubtedly is produced by the pressure of 
the gas stored up in miniature cavities and fissures of 
the seam. 
The pressure of the gas is a subject of increasing 

interest, it has been found in some cases to be nearly 
equal tothe pressure of the steam in the boilers of steam
ships. Pressures of 200 lbs. and upwards have been 
found to be common in deep seams newly opened out. 
What is interesting about the matter is the co relation
ship of the pressure of the gas to the pressure due to a 
vertical column of water, measured from the seam to 
the drainage level ofthe rocks overlying the seam. 
To make this clear, let us suppose a seam to be 250 

fathoms from the surface ; again, let us suppose that 
the drainage level is about 50 fathoms from the surface. 
Now by this data we may with considerable accuracy 
calculate the pressure of the gas stored up in the cavi
ties of the seam. 
Suppose the seam has not been wrought, but has 

been pierced by a bore-hole; if a long iron tube was 
inserted in this bore-hole and made gas-tight, that is to 
say, made to fit the hole so closely by some system of 
packing that no gas could escape—and a pressure gauge 
was screwed on the upper end of this pipe and allowed 
sutticient time for gas to accumulate in the bore-hole, 
the pressure ultimately observed might first be calcu
lated as follows: vertical height of water being 200 
fathoms, then 

200 \ 6 ' 62-5 _.,A . 
1 4 4 = "-° P ° u n d s Press" 

ure on the square inch 
This calculation might, however, have been made by 

a simpler process, which we highly recommend ; a 
square inch column of water having a vertical length 
or rise of 6 feet, weighs nearly 2'6 pounds, therefore 
200 X 26 — 520, or is equal to a pressure of 520 
pounds on the square inch, as before. 
Often, as faults and dislocations, water and gas are met 

with in unusual quantities; sometimes on cutting a 
fault, gas is given off generally af the bottom of tbe 
seam, and this gas often consists of sulphureted hy
drogen. Water is often met with at faults, and it 
generally comes off at the fault at the top of the seam. 
and after the water has expended itself, it is followed 
by gas, which also consists of sulphureted hydrogen. 
Xow, why gas should be found at the bottom ofthe 
seam and water at the top ofthe seam is a matter full 
of interest. Water is sometimes given off at the bottom 
ofthe seam, and when that is the case the reason why 
requires observation and investigation. 
N o w when water is given off at the bottom of the 

seam, some cavity in the neighborhood of the fault con
tains gas at a high pressure, but is situated above an
other cavity filled with water, so that while gas is 
pressing on tbe water, water flows from the bottom of 
the seam, through some vent or parting in the fault; 
but as water is heavier than gas, if the water and the 
gas are found in one cavity in the bottom stratum of 
rock communicating wdth "tbe fault or fissure, then gas 
only is given ofl", and sometimes at a high pressure. 
But it will be noticed that after a while flu- gas is all 
spent off, and the air in tbe neighborhood of tho fault 
resumes its normal condition. The gas is expelled bv 
tbe operation of Boyle's law; it exists in this bottoiii 
cavity at a pressure considerably above that of the at
mosphere, and if the pressure of the gas in the cavity 
was three times that of tbe atmosphere, on that press
ure being removed it would expand into three times its 
original volume, or every cubic foot in the cavity would 
expand into three cubic feet, two of which would be ex
pelled. 
W h e n the water is given off at a fault at the top of 

the seam, we may certainly expect this water to be fol- ' 
lowed by gas, because, being lighter than water, it is 
pent up at a high pressure above it, and the high press- I 
ure ofthe gas causes a rapid or violent outflow of water. 
Xow as the gas cannot sink in tbe water, being lighter, 
if tbe bottom of the cavity communicates with the 
fault, then no gas will spend' off until the water has all 
been expelled. 
These facts correspond with everyday experience, and 

happy is the man that takes a pleasurable interest in 
tbese matters, because it is out of such observations 
that knowledge and experience are matured, and men 
are made useful and profitable to themselves and 
others. 

done and said, there is a subtlety about chemical ac
tion that baffles the investigations of the most gifted 
minds; for example: sulphate of lime is known to the 
chemist as OaSG,. Xow this salt, when held in so
lution by water, and that water is in contact with iron, 
the SO, combines with the iron forming FeS0 o 

the lime taking up tbe oxygen and carbonic acid from 
tbe water becoming again carbonate of lime. The 
quantity of sulphur in the shape of sulphide of iron 
contained in the rocks overlying and underlying the 
coal seams, and even in the coal seams themselves is a 
very large amount. Sulphur in coal is an undesirable 
constituent, reducing its commercial value, and doing 
damage in various processes of manufacture, such as in 
the smelting of iron, and reducing the commercial 
value of the iron or otherwise involving considerable 
expense in its removal, when it is necessary to produce 
the better qualities of iron or steel. The waters tbat 
percolate through the rocks become saturated with 
sulphur compounds, and in nature's marvelous lab-
orator)' tbe sulphur compounds indicate their changes, 
and we find the sulphur at last concealed in the inter
stices ofa coal seam as sulphide of iron. 

The Principle of the Jigg*er Screen. 

ceii, lately introduced into 
ore correctly, for sizing coals, 
icates the great advances that 
d in the pursuit of a knowl-
latural laws. The essential 
reen acts, are three in nuni-

lon to matter ; second, 

The jolting 
mining lor ser 
is worth study 
are being mad 
edge offbe op 

>r jigger 
ening, or 
ng, and it 
a by mank 

t hich till 
ber ; first, tl 
gravitation; third, friction. 
The screen is made to move rapidly backwards and 

forwards, that is to and fro in the direction of its 
length, or, to use technical language, it has a recipro
cating motion in the direction of its length, the throw 
being equal to 6// or 9//, and this motion is produced 
by an eccentric and eccentric rod. 
Now if the screen was set perfectly level, the coals 

would simply alternately move backwards and for
wards, and would never advance to either end of the 
screen, consequently, the screen is made to have a 
small inclination, t>i' about 1 in 18, this fall renders 
the force of gravitation about equal to the frictional 
resistance of the moving particles, so that on ,the back
ward motion of the screen, the pieces of coal are car
ried forward, by this simple and interesting arrange
ment, the jigger, or jolting screen, has made a complete 
success. 
Its advantages are very great, not only can two 

screens be conveniently arranged under each other, 
and all the sizing done without having recourse to tlie 
old-fashioned methods of re-elevating tlie coals,and pass
ing them through thesecondsetof screens, but the coals 
an- evenly distributed onto plate belts, where they may 
be screened and dres-ed for delivery into trucks. ' 
Let the student take a small wooden board or thin 

sheet-iron tray, and place on this pieces of stone or 
coal and imitate the arrangement that has been 
described, and after having done so, he will then 
clearly understand all tbe principles involved. 

Mine Water. 

Mining is a vast and comprehensive subject, never
theless the important details that should be learnt 
can be mastered by moderate industry if the student 
can but possess himself, and make study a pleasure in
stead of irksome toil. 
Mine waters are interesting from many points of 

view, some of them are so relatively pure and good 
that they may be used for drinking purposes ; but 
such a state of" purity is seldom met with, indeed, at 
many large mines thousands of pounds are spent an
nually in providing pure water to feed the boilers, and 
all the while delivering into neighboring streamlets 
volumes of water equal to five hundred or a thousand 
gallons per minute from tbe pumps that are draining 
the mines. 

Xow mine waters hold in solution corrosive sub
stances such as the sulphates of iron, lime, soda, and 
magnesia, and the chlorides such as chlorides of iron, 
lime, and so on. Xow these bodies held in solution 
are not only destructive to pumps, to the shoe leather 
of tbe miners, and to their clothes, but if this water 
should be used to feed the boilers it rapidly destroys the 
plates, and soon ends in making the boilers worthless, 
or induces the greater peril of so weakening the 
jdates as to produce explosions. This lieing the case, 
the matter is a serious one to the careful and com
petent mine engineer. So strongly are some mine 
waters charged with sulphates of iron, and even sul
phuric acid, that tbe valves and their seats and the 
shells are rapidly destroyed, entailing serious expense, 
and often presenting difficulties that render working 
tbe mine a doubtful speculation. There is something 
marvelous about chemical action ; actions and reac
tions are being constantly investigated, vet after all is 

Carbonic Oxide in the Fire. 

When all the gas has been expelled and burned, 
which is given off by "green" or fresh coals, and the 
cinders are glowing with yellow heat on top ofthe fire, 
faint blue lambent flames are seen to be dancing; this 
flame i- produced by carbonic oxide gas (CO), burning 
into carbonic acid gas M '(>_,). The reason why carbonic 
oxide gaa is produced in the lower portion ofthe fire is 
imt far to sock; the immense surface of the rough 
cinders being at a high beat, are ready to consume more 
oxygen tban the volume of air passing through the fire 
can supply, tbe result is the formation of (CO), instead 
of (CO.;), and it is only when the (CO) gas has reached 
the upper region of the burning mass, that additional 
air can be supplied to burn it into (C02). 

Carbonic oxide is abundantly produced in blast fur
naces, used for smelting iron, the hot blast can never be 
made sullicient to produce carbonic acid, and indeed, if 
carbonic acid gas was produced in the blast furnace, 
it woulil be at a lower temperature than that which pro
duces carbonic oxide, and the result would be the wast
ing of the fuel. Here we are confronted with the 
beautiful operations of natural law, in the first place, 
tbe air injected into the furnace is at a high temperature, 
indeed, the temperature is such that the density of the 
hot blast is only about 1 me-third that of tbe atmosphere, 
so that every cubic foot injected into tbe furnace isonly 
equal in density to one-third of a cubic foot of normal 
air. Tlie result is, if carbonic acid gas is for a moment 
produced, no doubt it will be when contacting with the 
first particles of burning coke; tbe upper particles of 
coke will take from tbat gas one particle of oxygen; 
producing two volumes of CO, thus while carbonic 
acid is produced at the lower portion of the furnace, the 
upper layer of incandescent cinders immediately con
verts tbe carbonic acid into carbonic oxide, and as car
bonic oxide, it escapes from the upper portion of the 
blast furnace. 
So conscious of this chemical fact are the smelters of 

iron ore, that in later days, a trap has been provided to 
collect this carbonic oxide, and burn it under boilers 
for generating steam. 
Modern furnaces are provided with a kind of trap 

or bell top, so arranged that the carbonic oxide is 
carried away by pipes to the boiler fires to be burned, 
while the admission of coke, ore, and lime, only takes 
place intermittingly, and at the period of the admission 
ofthe charge, the characteristic carbonic oxide flame is 
seen on the top ofthe furnace. 
Carbonic oxide gas is abundantly produced in cupola 

furnaces for melting cast-iron, and this characteristic 
flame may be witnessed when tbe cupola is in action at 
any foundry. 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AN
SWERED. 

QUESTION 43.—A Aed a! the Examination for Certificated 

Mine jBosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on October 28, 29, SO, and Sl, 1889. 

How would you examine tbe various safety-lamps in 
common use as to their safe condition for testing gas, 
also for working with, and what appearance has the 
flame ofthe lamp when brought in contact with various 
mixtures of an explosive nature? 

A N S W E R . — 1 would exar-dne all parts of the gauze to 
see tbat it was clean and perfect. I would examine all 
joints to se that they were tight and perfect, and also 
examine the glass cylinder of those of the Clanny type 
to see that it was perfect. 
AVith 2% of gas in the air, a small blue cap is dis

cernible on the top of the flame. With Z% the cap 
will show from "3 to A of an inch above the flame. 
"With 'ii',i tbe cap will be from '6 to '7 of an inch high. 
With 4','c the cap will be nearly an inch high. With 
bfc the cap will almost fill the gauze, and with G'/c an 
explosion of gas will frequently occur inside tbe gauze. 

QUESTION 44—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Bosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, on 

October 28, 29, SO, and 31, 1SS9. 

Will air diffuse with or dilute an accumulation of fire
damp quicker than an equal accumulation of black-
damp? Give reasons in full. 

ANSWER.—Air will diffuse with or dilute an accumu
lation of fire-damp much quicker than au equal accumu
lation ofiblack-damp. Experiments have shown that 
a light gas will diffuse much quicker than a heavy gas, 
and that tbe ratio of diffusion is inversely as the square 
root of density. 

Thus, the "density of fire-damp is S,'the density of 
blaok-danip is 22, and the density of air may be ap
proximately taken as 15. Then we have 

v'15 = 3"87 and l722 = 4'69, 

therefore their relative time of diffusion would be as 
3'87 is to 4*69. In other words air will diffuse a given 
quantity of fire-damp in 3-87 minutes, while it will take 
black-damp 4"69 minutes to accomplish the same result. 

QUESTION 45.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Bosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on October 28, 2.9, SO, and Sl, 1889. 

Suppose you have charge of a mine generating fire
damp whicli requires active ventilation to keep the mine 
in a safe condition for working, upon arriving at 
the mine in the morning, unexpectedly, your fire 
boss reports that a certain door has been left open the 
evening before, can. ing a large accumulation of fire-damp 
in a certain part of the mine, how would you proceed 
to remove the same with tbe greatest safety to the men 
and the mine, the mine being ventilated by furnace 
power, and state what kind of lamps you would use 
while removing the same? 
I would gradually remove tbe fire-damp in the fol

lowing manner: 
I would keep up as hot a fire as possible in tbe 

furnace, and increase the ventilating current. I would 
then, by opening and closing such doors as would suf
fice, divert a portion ofthe air current into the affected 
part, taking care to have a sufficiently large current 
flowing out ofthe main return to dilute the gas forced 
gradually out of the affected portion of the mine. I 
would keep this up until I bad secured a normal state 
of affairs in tbe affected portion and would then restore 
the doors and main current to their proper conditions. 
While doing this 1 would allow no workmen in the af
fected portions but those necessary to restore ventila
tion and I would use no lamps but safety-lamps while 
prosecuting this work. Further, I would have no men 
engaged in the work but those who were accustomed to 
working in gas, and who fully understood the principles 
of the safety-lamp. After restoring the ventilation, I 
would endeavor to learn which of the employes had 
left the door open, and when found I would discharge 
him, for he would have shown by bis action that he 
was too careless to have around the colliery in any 
capacity. 

QUESTION Ai.—Asked at the Examination for Cerlijiceded 

Mine Bosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, on 

October 28, 29, 30, and Sl, 1889. 

State fully how you would use the safety-lamp in 
testing gas, and under what circumstances is it unsafe? 

A N S W E R . — I would lower the flame as much as pos
sible and slowly insert it in all places in which gas 
could accumulate, and tvould watch the flame carefully 
for a cap or for an ignition of gas in tbe gauze. If the 
latter occurred I would gradually withdraw the lamp, 
and if the gas still burned in the gauze I would smother 
the flame under m y coat, always being careful to move 
the lanqj slowly so"as to prevent the flame being blown 
through tbe gauze. 
In testing gas a lamp may be unsafe because tlie gauze 

is defective; because the gauze is greasy and dirty, and 
the grease and dirt ignite and fire the gas; because it is 
thrust into or withdrawn too rapidly from tlie explosive 
mixture and the flame be thus passed through the 
gauze ; or because through inattention the lamp is left 
so long in the explosive mixture thai the explosions in
side and the heat thereof, have burst the gauze. 

QUESTION 47—Asked al ihe Examination for Certificated 

Mine Bosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on October 28, -29, 30, and Sl, 1889. 

In a mixture of air and gas where safety-lamps arc 

used, -what should be done to prevent an explosion 
should the lamp become filled with flame? 

A N S W E R . — T b e lamp should be withdrawn slowly so 
that the flame be not passed through tlie gauze, and if 
the burning gas in the gauze does not die out owing to 
a better atmosphere, the lamp should be placed under 
the coat and the flame extinguished by depriving it of 
air, or in other words it should be smothered. It 
should never be extinguished by blowing. 

and so on until I reached the outside manway ofthe* 
outside breast of the split or group, and from there I 
would take it direct to the main return air course. The 
work should all he done with safety-lamps. 

QUESTION S.—Askeda! the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen of the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania,. 

on .Inly ij and 7, ISM. 

QUESTION 43.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Bosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania 

on October 28, 29, SO, and 31, 1SS9. 

How does fire-damp appear in a safety-lamp, and 
what proportion of fire-damp is mixed with the air 
when a cap begins to appear on the safety-lamp? 
At what proportion does it explode, and at what pro-
porti m will it extinguish lights ? 

A N S W E R . — I n the Galloway .Royal Society's Journal of 
1871., the following was given as to tbe appearance of 
[ire-damp in a safety-lamp: 
"Tbe wick ofthe lamp, liaving been carefully trimmed, 

was drawn down until the flame presented tlie appear
ance ofa small blue hemisphere about one-eighth of an 
inch high, one-quarter inch diameter at the base, and 
having a conical speck of yellow in tbe middle near the 
top. 

" A mixture of one part of gas with sixteen parts of 
air gave a voluminous waving, spindle-shaped blue cap 
3j; in. high. 

" One part of gas with 18 parts of air gave a cap 2 in. 
high, which burned more steadily. > 

" One part of gas with 20 parts of air gave a cap 1| 
in. high, with nearly parallel sides to about % of its 
height and then tapered to a point at the top. 
"One part of gas with 25 parts of air gave a conical 

cap from \ to | in. high. 
" One part of gas with 30 parts of air gave a conical 

cap „ in. high. 
" One part of gas with 40 parts of air gave a conical 

cap \- in. high. 
" Une part of gas with 50 parts of air gave a faint cap 

I in. high the top having the appearance of having 
been broken off". 

" With one part of gas and 60 parts of air it was hard
ly possible to distinguish anything above the small oil 
flame." 
Fire-damp explodes when it is mixed with air in the 

proportion of one part of fire-damp to thirteen parts of 
air. W h e n there is only 9 or 10 times as much air as 
fire-damp, the explosive force is greatest. If the pro
portion of gas be greater than one part out of 9 or 10 
of air, by volume, the force of tbe explosion gradually 
becomes less and less, until, when there is only five 
times as much air as gas, the mixture will not explode 
but will, on the contrary, extinguish a light. 

QUESTION 49.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Bosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania, on 

October 28, 29, SO, and 81, 1889. 

If the temperature of 1,000 cubic feet of gas be raised 
from 60° to 90°, what will then be its volume ? 

A N S W E R . — A s air or gas expands T},T, of its volume for 
every degree of heat added, it will expand .,y,\, when the 
temperature is raised from 00° to 90°, Then as / ^ of 
1,000 — ii5'10, the volume at 90° will be 1,000 + 05;40 or 
l,0t'5 cu. ft. 

QUESTION 50.—Askrdat the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Bosses in the Bituminous Regions of Pennsylvania 

on October 2S, 29, 30, and 31, 1889. 

If a room in a mine, 10 yards long, 4 yards wide and 
3 yards high, be filled with fire-damp, how much pure 
air will be required to bring the mixture to an explo
sive point, and if the same was exploded, to what area 
would it extend? 

-•VNS-VER.—Tbe room being 30 ft. long, 12 ft. wide, and 
9 ft. high will have a cubical capacity of 3,240 cu. ft. To 
make 3,240 cu. ft. of gas explosive we must add to it 13 
times as much air as there is gas. Then 13 X 3,240 or 
42,120 cu. ft. of air must be added to make an explosive 
mixture. 
The distance to which the explosion would extend 

cannot be accurately determined, but it has been found 
that the flame ofa violently explosive mixture wilt ex
pand to about 8 times the volume of the gas. As the 
explosive mixture in this case would consist of 3,240 cu, 
ft. of gas + 42,120 cu. ft. of air or 45,360 cu. ft, it would 
expand to 45,360 X 8 or 362,880 cu. ft. Then as the 
height ofthe workings is given as 3 yds., or 9 ft, the ex
plosion would extend over an area of 362,880 -*- 9, or 
40,320 sq. ft. 

QUESTION 4.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

an July 6 and 7 , 1891. 

In a seam or vein pitching 65° and 30 ft. thick, where 
large quantities of fire-damp are given off, what plan 
or system would you adopt with regard to mining and 
ventilation ? 

A N S W E R . — I would work the coal on the breast and 
• pillar system, making the gangway or haulage road tbe 
intake, and I would ventilate with an exhaust fan. I 
would divide m y air so as to have no more than four 
breasts on each split, and I would make the inside man-
way of tbe inside breast tbe intake for the split, aud the 
outside manway ofthe outside chamber or breast, the 
outlet. I would take the air up the intake just described 
to the face, across the face and down the other side to 
the first heading or cross-cut from the face, through it 
to the next breast or chamber, up it, across the face, 
thence by way ofthe upper heading to the next breast,. 

In a seam or vein pitching 20° or less, and 8 ft. thick,. 
where large quantities of fire-damp are given off, what 
plan or system of mining and ventilation would you 

adopt ? 
A N S W E R . — I would work the coal on Ihe pillar system, 

and ventilate the chambers or breasts in splits or sec
tions of say 6 or 8 breasts each, and would have an air 
current of sufficient volume to dilute and carry off all 
gas. M y system of ventilating would be similar to that 
given in the preceding answer. 

QUESTION H.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania 

on July Hand 7, 1891. 

What gases destructive to life are met with in coal 
mines—and what experience have you had with each,. 
and in what mines did you encounter them? 

ANSWER,—Light carbureted hydrogen, or fire-damp, 
carbonic acid gas, or black-damp, carbonic oxide, or 
white damp. I have worked in colliery where 
large quantities of fire-damp are met with, and have 
been frequently driven out of m y chamber by feeders 
that I cut. I have never been burned, because I could 
detect the gas in m y safety-lamp and I was always on 
the lookout for it. "I worked at one time in col
liery before the present owners had it and suffered from. 
the effects of black-damp owing to insufficient ventila
tion. At one time the furnace, which produced the 
little supply of air we had, was carelessly allotved to go-
out, and I noticed that towards the close of the day I 
became sleepy, and very tired. M y lamp did not burn 
with its usual brightness, and I knew that the cause 
was black-damp. I quit work and went to the surface. 
As soon as I reached pure air I was seized with a 
violent headache, and for several days felt the effects of 
the poisonous gas. I never worked at that mine again. 
I worked at colliery atthe time of theexplosion 

in and assisted in tbe rescue work. Owing to a 
portion ofthe mine being on fire a little carbonic oxide 
was met with in the air. A couple ofthe weaker men 
in tbe rescuing party were partially overcome by it, and 
I assisted in getting them to the surface in time to save 
their lives. 

QUESTION 7—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania. 

on July 6 and 7, 1891. 

Give the plan or system of ventilation adopted in 
some mine at which you have worked, and state the 
difficulties that may be encountered, when final rob
bing takes place, to maintain tbe ventilation ? 

A N S W E R . — I always worked in collieries ventilated by 
either an exhaust fan or furnace, and the air current 
was divided into splits, so that each section ofthe mine 
had its own air. Tliere was comparatively little difficulty 
in maintaining tbe ventilation when the final robbing 
was done owing to this split system. W e did, however, 
have a little t'ouble at one time. Tbe robbing brought 
6n a squeeze tbat burst out several stoppings and also 
partially closed an air course. As the vein gave off 
considerable fire-damp, we were required to quit 
robbing, and to set to work to restore tbe ventilation as 
soon as possible. This we did by putting up temporary 
stoppings with brattice-cloth,while another force cleared 
up the falls in the air course. All work was done with 
safety-lamps, and two fire-bosses were on duty while 
this work was being done. 

QUESTION S—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July 6 and 7, 1891. 

A tunnel is driven from the surface, cutting three 
seams or veins, and having two gangways on each seam 
or vein, also two gangways are in operation on each of 
these veins below water level. H o w would you 
ventilate this mine, using only one fan ? 

A N S W E R . — I would drive an airway and second outlet 
in tbe vein from the face ofthe tunnel if I bad pitch 
enough. If not I would sink a shaft. I tvould placean 
exhaust fan on this airway. I would drive airways in 
the veins from each of the lower level gangways to those 
on the tunnel level. Then with a series of stoppings 
and crossings I would ventilate each gangway with a 
separate split. 

(QUESTION 9.—Asked ai the- Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July tl and 7,1891. 

In mines where fire is likely to occur, what precau
tionary measures would you adopt in your system or 
plan of ventilation, so as to guard against serious acci
dent to life and property? 

A N S W E R . — I tvould have a line of water pipe along 
each gangway, attached to tbe column pipe in the slope 
or shaft, and I would have a number of places on the 
pipe lines where hose could be attached, or the water 
tapped. I tvould use the plan of separate splits in ven
tilating tbe mine, and would have doors so placed that 
by closing them I could reverse the air current in case 
the fire occurred in the intake air course. I would use 
no inflammable material in the construction of air 
stoppings. 
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Progress of Electro-Magnetic Science, 

Iy, chief electrician of tlie Edison 

i of a lecture delivered recently be-

ical Association, on the evolution of 

physics, thus summed up the import-

Arthur E 
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fore tbe Bra 

electric ami 

ant phases 0 

1. In elect in magnetic science tlie great achievement since 

Faraday's time lias been the determination of tlie fact that 

all electricity Hows, or tends to How, in closed curve-, oreir-

cuits, so that we Line the electrostatic circuit, tbe galvanic 

circuit, and tlie magnetic circuit, each resembling, as it 

were, an endless chain or a bundle of endless churns; and 

tbe laws which control these three different tvpes of circuit 

show wonderful analogies. 

2. The due appreciation of tin* influence of the ether ami 

its importance in all electro-magnetic phenomena. While 

originally the electrical mliviiv seemed lo lie confined to 

the battery or conducting wires ofa galvanic circuit, it is 

now believed that the ether surrounding these conductors 

plays fully as active a part in the process of conduction : 

and the mind sees free space no longer void, but tilled with 

an active and responsive suhstance—the el her. It looks al

most as if matter were inert in comparison with the ether I 

which surrounds it. Once more in the evolution of thought 

the tide of unbelief baa turned, and we hold, under some

what altered premises, the dictum that Torricelli refuted— ' 

namely, that "Nature abhors a vacuum." The properties 

of the ether almost threaten to surpass in interest and im- • 

portance the properties of the matter it environs and per

vades. 

3. The evidence in favor ofthe proposition that light is a . 

vibratory disturbance in the ether of an electro magnetic ; 

-•'• '• - •"- demonstration. 

long name or not. You will most likely have to takeoff 

your coat and do a good deal of dirty, hard work, hut il 

will not hurt you any more thau it will any one of your 

65.000,000 fellow-citizens. The only advice that we can give 

that will be of general assistance is to get as good a training 

as you can afford for tlie purpose of getting as good a start 

as may he, then get a foothold—a good one if you can. any 

sort of one if you cannot; ami liaving obtained it hang on 

and do straightforward, faithful work.—Electrical World, 

The London-Paris Telephone. 

About tiftv conversations per day are transmitted by the 

London and Paris telephone. These conversations are lim

ited to three min 11 les each, m les- one renews thepaj ment, 

which is two dollars, ami obtains another three minute-- of 

this rather costly sociability. A hell rings automatically 

when the lime is up, and the circuit is cut off; ami no one 

is allowed the use ofthe instrument for nunc than six con

secutive minutes. The receipts ofthe company at this rate | 

are not loss than §100 a day which would amount to §311,500 

a year. Tlie cable used bus four conductors, giving two | 

complete circuits. Each condtieto: 

copper wire weighing 160 pounds t 

id, the whole d main 

enrolled as one depart- ' 

nature 
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row bounding ihrong, and the workers at the great In. un of 
history yet stand hy the me-h their bands have helped to 
weave, h o w still m o r e difficult it is to guess the future! T h e 
prospect that opens is. however, a brilliant one. W e m a y 
well believe that in science tbe s a m e evolutionary process 
which has united electricity and magnetism, ami welded 
both with radiation, will continue to magnify, simplify, 
and unify. Contrary to the course of evolution in the organic 
world, " from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous, the 
simple tn the complex," the development of science is from 
the lieterogen is to tbe homogeneous, from the complex 
tn the -i in pie, anil just a- tlie evolutionary course of religious 
belief was from polytheism to monotheism, so with every 
fresh acquisition science becomes greater and grander and 
more succinct. 

In the arts, electricity is destined, even apart from 
future discoveries, to take into its o w n hands tbe distribu
tion of power. T h e telegraph lias conquered time, and the 
electric motor is horn to triumph over space; but whether 
w e watch the vibrations of the telegraphic recorder that 
spell-, it- messages across the sea. or watch the electric car. 
urged hy invisible hands, pursuing its stealthy way, the 

rhythmic wordsof Ihi-kin ri-e into recollection's sight," Not 
in a week, or a month, urn year, but by the lives of m a n y 
souls, a beautiful thing must be d o n e . " — The Northwest 
Magazine. 

The Study of Electrical Engineering, 

We are constantly in receipt of inquiries from all over the 
country inquiring about the best ways, both practical and 
theoretical, of studying electrical engineering. A n answer 
to these is by no means easy, mi account of the great 
diversity iu the needs and attainment- .if those w h o ask 
them. It should he borne in mind that electrical engineer
ing is n o w rapidly becoming a crowded profession. T h e 
electrical schools are turning out every year hundreds of 
clever, well-educated young m e n w h o intend to devote 
themselves to the study of applied electricitv. T h e result 
of this is two-fold—it makes competition rather severe, and 
the attainment of success liy no means easy unless hackee] 
by a combination of ability and good fortune. In tbe second 
place it makes the task ofthe electrician w h o has graduated 
only from the workshop especially severe. Every profes
sion goes through in its course of growth a series of sudden 
hursts of activity. Not m a n y years ago civil engineering 
was the popular study a m o n g young m e n of scientific pro
clivities. T h e result was an enormous crowd of bright 
young engineers w h o glutted the market for brains for the 
time being, and by their very numbers m a d e the chancesof 
those w h o came after t h e m m u c h less than their o w n bad 
been. It is all very well to quote tbe old saw that "There 
is plenty of room at the top," and say that for the young 
m a n of ability there is no such thing as a crowded profes
sion. T o a limited extent there is undoubtedly truth in 
these trite observations, but there is little comfort in them 
for the average m a n w h o enters the professions. Sheer 
ability alone seldom brings any m a n in professional life to 
the very front rank, and especially is this true of avocations 
in which tbe work is nol individualized, as it is in the law 
and in medicine, but depends on great organizations, Both 

1 be 
•ito •.•ir: the 

ot \ cb; 
individual work arc 
istence of very large companies controlling the bulk of the 
business. T h e m e n w h o hold the good places, however 
they get them, are generally active and intelligent enough 
to keep them, and in electrical work the vast majority of 
tbe prominent m e n are under 40 years of age and conse
quently look forward to a quarter of a century of active 
professional life. They are sitting on the top of the ladder 
and smoking the pipe of peace, while the youngsters m a y 
have the privilege of cooling their heels on the bottom 
rounds. This is not in the least deliberately intended to 
discourage tbe study of electrical engineering, hut its pur
pose is to hint to those w h o contemplate entering that pro
fession tbat it is well not to raise their expectations of great 
and immediate success too hif.li. T o those w h o are willing 
to take up the study of practical electricity in u sensible", 
hard-headed way, looking on it as a lifework that will con
stantly interest them and as a means of livelihood at least 
as good as they are likely to find in business life under our 
present conditions, w e would say, go in and work with 
every hit of energy you have. Y o u m a y not get rich or 
famous, but you will have an honorable calling and a more 
respectable living than most of your fellow-mortals. T h e 
better education you start with the better off you are, but 
practical experience you have got to acquire s o m e h o w , 
whether you are a graduate of a scientific institute with a 

W h y S o m e Boilers Explode. 

To many owners of plants a boiler is a boiler no matter 

litis, constructed, what shape or design it is, their only 

reUance is the thickness of plates and size of rivets. No 

attention i- given to principle of circulation or difference 

in expansion betweeu different parts of boilers and effects 

of -ame. Tbe above class of proprietors do not believe in 

having inspections, they would save tbe cost of them and 

risk their own and the lives of those around. They know 

not that explosions have occurred with plenty of water 

in boiler or that many are due to unequal expansion and 

contraction through poor design ; caused by dangerous 

defects and not discovered in time. They do not know 

that the safety of a boiler depends upon tlie circulation as 

much as upon tbe strength of tbe material. It is some

times very hard to make them understand that thorough 

inspections by practical men are the only means of ascer

taining the condition. 

The ordinary two-Hue boiler—and many are in com

mission to-day—have been very prolific in explosion, the 

greatest defect in design of this class of boilers is that of 

unequal expansion between Hues and shell. 

If large Hues are put in they leave little space between 

Hue and shell : leaving small body of water to amount of 

heating surface; dangerous cracks occur on heads at point 

between tine and shell on bends uf flange and especially 

il bends ol -ame are turned radical, or with small radius, 

either designedly or through attempts to lit head to shell. 

[fan iron head and grain of plate runs from top to 

bottom, as many are through lack of knowledge or want 

of thought in that direction they invariably crack, often 

on being first fired up. 

often sectional area above tbese boilersare poorly braced 

and heads thus receiving in addition to boiler pressure 

the pressureof expansion of Hues. 

Often braces in these boilers are found broken, and if 

tbese defects are neglected serious ruptures, if not explo

sion must follow. 

Often it is impossible to see these checks when they first 

occur, especially if water used has lime or magnesia in it, 

that part (side of flues) is such that deposit collects around 

flange of beads, and heads of rivets of Hue and shell ; 

while being a bad place lo clean it hides any of these de

fects from view, and should it be cracked through the 

leakage will help to draw deposit to that point, and should 

it be leaking bad it cannot be observed from inside. Many 

ul these boilers are very long and no doors at the rear end 

of settings consequently the accumulation of ashes is so 

great that it i- impossible to see the rear end only by tak-

Tbe above class of steam users will hesitate about doing 

any such work as it costs more than insurance usually to 

tear down and repair same: they donot consider it any 

advantage to them to be protected, they usually hire men 

to look after their hoi lei s whose experience has been very 

limited, but are working cheap, but they are heard of 

often through the press of the country in something like 

the Following notice: Small & Gains boiler exploded to-

day with loss of life and property, cause not known ; often 

remain- not found yet 

Yet with such lessons almost daily, it is wondered why 
boilers explode.—Stephen Christie, in the Safety- Valve. 
An Indicator of Acidity in Boiler Waters. 
As is well known, water containing magnesium chloride 
is injurious to boilers, as the salt dissociates with the pro
duction of hydrochloric acid which attacks the plates. In 
large installations, where systematic purification of tbe 
feei\ water can be adopted, this evil is prevented, but in 
m o -t ca-e- i be treat ment iu vogue consists in adding 
caustic soda to keep the contents of tin**- boiler alkaline. 
A n excess of the soda is wasteful and otherwise objection
able, and it becomes desirable to be able readily to ascer
tain w h e n the water in the boiler ceases to contain alkali 
and needs a further supply. T h e handiest w a y to do this 
would be to have a certain quantity of s o m e indicator 
always present in tbe boiler, but, unfortunately, all the 
usuai indicators, such as litmus and turmeric*, become de
colorized under the influence of water at high temperature 
and pressure; the same objection applies to Congo red. 
Dr. Goldberg has, however, found that tbe sodium salt of 
paranitmphenol is entirely unaffected either by these con
ditions or by the salts usually present in feed waters. It is 
therefore possible, by introducing 11 -ullieient quantity into 
the boiler, to judge of the alkalinity or acidity of its con
tents at any given m o m e n t by merely blowing the water 
out of tbe gauge glass and allowing it to refill. T o give a 
distinct yellow color (the evidence of alkalinity] io the 
water, so that it m a y be seen in the small quantity of 
water in tbe gauge glass, about 30 to 50 g r a m m e s perenbic 
meter are requisite. T h e high price f the substance is 
the bar to its general u-e at present, tlie cost of the pure 
material being about ."">-. a pound. A s its successful ap
plication is not dependent upon its purity, a crude variety 
could doubtless be produced m u c h m o r e cheaply if a de
m a n d arose for it.—Industries. 

In pl 

Nic tie-Plating- Iron. 

ckel bt pressi 
at a welding beat, (be 
clippings and -bearings of ihe pint.- b\ die action of 
dilute sulphuric acid at a temperature of 131°; tbe iron 
is dissolved and the nickel is obtained in the form of thin 
sheets as it was melted upon tlie iron. T h e operation is 
complete w h e n the evolution of hydrogen ceases: even 
fresh acid at the .-..•one I e m perature has practically n o 
etl'eet. But though Ihe separation nf the two metals is 
apparently perfectly made, a envious fact is noted—namely, 
that w h e n the residual nickel is chemically examined itis 
found to differ from its original composition, the a m o u n t 

ckel < of in 
two per cent, more was round w h e n ii was 
the plate cuttings, and even by a long-continued treatment 
with dilute acid, the iron could not he sensibly reduced. 
This peculiar behavior, itis believed, points to the possi
bility of positive chemical combination taking place be
tween the metals, and that alloys nf iron ana nickel are 
produced in the process of welding. It being a fact very 
well k n o w n to chemists ami metallurgists that iron, with 
but even a small proportion of nickel, resists the action of 
acids m u c h more effectually than tlie pure metal. 

S o m e Steani Statistics. 

According to a recent estimate, four-fifths of the engines 
low working in the world have been constnicted during 
be lasl twenty live years. France o w n - 17,590 stationary 

motives, ami 1,4(50 steamboat engines. 
hi lo 

. III. up ld-
• sta-

locomotives. T h e force equivalent to the working power 
steam engines represent is: In the Tniled States 7,500,-

000 horse power; in England, 7,0110,000 liorse p o w e r ; in 
France, S.OOO.OOO horse p-wer; in Austria, 1,500,000 horse 
power, and in Germany, 4,500,000 horse power. In these 
ligures tbe motive power of locomotive engines is not in
cluded, whose n u m b e r in all the World at the beginning 
of 1S0O, was lor,.i.no. representing a total ol between 5,000,-

whicb, added m the other powers enumerated above, gives 
a total of 40.000,000 horse power for the world. A steam 
"horse-power" is equal to three actual horses' power, 
ami a living horse's strength is equal to that ol seven 

m e n . Therefore tlie steam engines ofthe world repre
sent, approximately, the working power of 1.000,000,000 
m e n , or more tban double the working pnpulation of the 
world, tbe total population of which is usually estimated 

W a l k i n g for Health. 

There can he no happiness or contentment without 
health, [fence health and long life are the great desire 
and hope of mankind. H o w to attain these blessings has 
been the aim and study of the sages of all ages. But not
withstanding id! that'has been done in the interest of 
health and longevity—tn promote a more perfect develop
m e n t of the h u m a n system—the physical condition of m a n , 
as he exists to-day (in Ihe cities at least), seems tn tie <le-

idv 

ching the 

Not. long ngi 
monthly magazines s o m e valuable statistic 
subject of h u m a n longevity. T h e author ol tlie publica
tion sent out into all parts of Xew* England some 5,000 
circular letters asking for detailed information concerning 
the occupations, habits, ,tc, during life of persons over 
eighty years of age, male and female. 
T h e inquiries were quite thorough and s o m e interesting 

facts were furnished in the .1,500 answers that he received. 
T b e following a m o n g other facts were clearly established : 

1. That longevity, without regularity of habits, is rare. 
1'. Tbat physical activity is conducive to long life. 
3. That bone and muscle are the basis and main support 

of health and long life. 
4. That excessive flesh is rarely found in healthy old 

age. 
5. That tbe percentage of those w h o attain a ripe old age 

is greatest a m o n g fa-mers, or those leading active lives in 
tbe country. 
The statistics also showed a very low comparative health 

rate for Ihe cities, in spite of the fact that cities and large 

These unsatisfactory conditions are Aw largely to the 
inactive, lazy habits of city people, w h o take insufficient 
exercise. Street railways and cheap cab lines are respon
sible for a good deal of it. I once heard a well-known 
physician declare that every street car was a recruiting 
office for Die hospital and the poor-house. Lazy people 
ride w h e n there is no necessity for it, and w h e n it would 
be a thousand times better tor them to walk and save their 

money. 

The important question, therefore, is, bow can this tide 

of physical degeneracy which is destroying our manhood 

and womanhood he stayed'.' The answer is simple—out

door recreation is tbe cure. 

Nowhere is this evil more apparent than in the ranks of 

the rising generation. Boys and girls are growing up 

misshapen under their present careless and listless man-

ner of earrvins; themselves The phvsical culture of the 

youth of the land is fl question ol past -tnportanceand if is 

one that is now occupying a troml deal ot attention. The 

establishment in the public schools of a department for 

training the pupil- in the art of walking and other health-

would seem (..be a capital idea, for the true end of edu

cation should be development, the right adjustment of 

mind, body, and character. The need of some such sys

tem is unquestioned, especially in the interest of girls, who 

are more limited in opportunities for physical culture 

than boys. 

A m o n g the field sports, base-ball, croquet, and lawn 

tennis ought to be encouraged. These games furnish 

healthy diversion for both mind and body. Base-ball and 

croquet bring into play every joint and muscle of the 

body, and they are particularly efficient in promoting a 

http://hif.li
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healthy development of the organs of vision. Next to 
walking they are the best exercises for boys and girls. 
T b e fact that tennis players, as a rule, use hut one a r m 

is an objection to tne game, for it tends to promote un
even development. Lovers of this graceful fascinating 
sport should encourage the use of both arms. 

Tbat rational exercise is essential to a healthy condition 
ofthe h u m a n system will be admitted by all, but people 
are not so well agreed regarding tbe best method to be 
used. T h e relative merits of each of the various mechan
ical devices n o w employed are a fruitful source of discus
sion. Each method lias its advocates as well as its critics. 
Tbat each possesses advantages, as well as defects, cannot 
be denied. It must In' said, however, that want of pure 
air and a natural tendency to over-exertion and straining 
are objeclionable features of the g y m n a s i u m . 

Tiie bicycle, too—the upright, or large wheeled variety 
especially—must be objected to on account of its bad in
fluence on natural physical development. It tends to 
curvature of the spine and other malformations of the 
system ; and the hoy or girl w h o takes to the wheel at an 
early age is apt to become stoop shouldered, weak-chested, 
and bow-legged, unless great preventive care is taken. 
T h e legs are abnormally developed at the expense of the 
arms and body, and grace and symmetry of figure are 
destroyed. 

T h e superiority of walking, over any mechanical meth
od, is so marked as to place it beyond the range of ri

valry. 
Walking is nature's o w n exercise. It is a health-pro

moting diversion which is free to ail. T h e rich and the 
poor are alike welcome to its pleasures and benefactions. 
Little or no pecuniary expense is required in its enjoy
ments and it vouchsafes almost perfect immunity from 
the dangers wliich surround the g y m n a s i u m , the horse, 
the cycle, the boat, <J_c. A n d comparatively few can 
afford these luxuries. Sound feet and a reasonable 
a m o u n t of energy are the only capital required of the 
walker. Its very freedom from expense is, perhaps, the 
reason w h y walking is not m o r e popular with city people. 
That which is cheap and easily acquired, is never eagerly 
sought after. But were tbe advantages and benefits to he 
derived from systematic walking better understood it is 
certain that its devotees would fie numerous. 

Very long walks are not to be recommended, especially 
in an enervating climate. Twelve to fifteen miles ought 
to be the limit. A walk to be beneficial must be enjoyed, 
hence fatigue should be avoided. Walking, w h e n em
ployed as a means of testing physical endurance—in otheT 
words, w h e n it Viecomes a task—loses its charms and is 
positively injurious. 

T h e best walking shoe is a snug-fitting calf gaiter (lace 
or button) witli flexible oak-tanned leather soles. T b e 
soles should not he over heavy. R o u n d toes are prefer
able to square ones. 

T o secure a good gait in walking the body should be 
erect, head up, feet low, a methodical, energetic step, the 
arms swinging lightly by the side. 

A light cane might be carried with advantage.—George 
Simmons in Washington Star. 

The Science of Old Age. 

Old age has its special dangers and its special safety 
with regard to disease. For instance, whereas in a child 
the temperature goes up on the slightest provocation, in 
old age it can hardly be moved at all. The aged body is 
not, as a rule, prone to any acute disease. If a person 
passes eighty, it is rare for him to be seized with any 
special malady. In injuries, such as fractures, though 
from the lightness and brittleness of the bones they are 
easily met with, they are repaired solidly and quickly, 
even in centenarians. Slight shocks cause severe depres
sion, hut greater injuries are surmounted, and surprising 
recoveries made from severe maladies. W o a lids and 
ulcers often heal quicker than in the young; the aged 
recover from attacks of congestion, paralysis, apoplexy, 
pneumonia, erysipelas and other affections in a surprising 
way. Diseases, as we have said, often pass them by. A 
man may live to one hundred in a house in which he had 
typhoid fever himself, and in which many of his children 
and grand-children have since died from it. It is proba
ble these favorable resulls are due to the longtime the 
organs have worked unitedly and helped each other, like 
old soldiers who pull well together and bear reverses under 
which younger troops would succumb. There is, on the 
other hand, a tendency in old age for slight diseases to 
become chronic. Now, as to the care of old age, the chief 
points are moderate and digestible food, sufficient warmth, 
• and even, quiet life. The chief of the three is the food, 
or fuel for the lamp of life. While all fixed dieting is 
bad, where ii can possibly be avoided, a few bints can be 
given tbat may prove of value. Tbe older a person is 
after fifty, tbe less food he requires. Luigi Cornaro, who 
lived to one hundred, though of a feeble constitution, took 
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•i. Tbat cold baths invigorate them; whereas they are 
fraught with imminent danger, and areoffen fatal. 
4. That continual medicines and dinner pills are needed 

to digest the food ; whereas, instead, less should he eaten. 
5. That the rooms should he hot; whereas they should 

be cool, but not cold—o5° to 70°. 
6. That a fixed diet should be rigidly adhered to ; where

as variety is often essential. 
Old age is of two sorts : that which is natural, and that 

whicli is prematurely acquired in youth; and it need 
hardly be observed that it is only of the former variety we 
now speak. Self-denial often requires to be practiced hy 
the aged in many ways, though not arbitrarily. All known 
weak spots in the constitution should be jealously watch
ed. No care as a rule surrounds the aged as guards the 
young, because they are not in many ways the same ob
jects of interest. But this is not as it should be, nor is it 
consistent with Christian profession. In animals, death 
when it comes is, as a rule, swift. There is, with the vast 
majority, no old age and debility suffered among them. 
No long wasting or disease or slow tumors embitter their 
lives: they are killed by their fellows when their powers 
fail, and are thus delivered from all these slow tortures 
by one sharp stroke. This apparent cruelty of nature is 
thus a merciful provision for those beings who know not 
the meaning of sympathy. In early ages and in savage 
life it was the same with man. The skulls found in the 
gravel beds are all full of teeth, as of those who died early. 
Now, in advanced civilization, love and care prolong life 
to a gre it age. This is not an unmixed good. Almost the 
very existence of slow decay and long disease has been 
brought about by the love and care that distinguish hu
manity. Hence it is peculiarly noble and Christan work 
to lessen tlie sufferings that in a sense our own care has 
made possible ; and, as far as tve are able, to make old age 
a period of serene sunshine and an unmixed blessing.— 
Leisure Hour. 
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best old 1 
> a capital diet. Milk 

with nearly all. H o t milk with a little Mellin's food 
forms an admirable drink at night, and can be kept w a r m 
in a hot water jug covered with a cozy. Fruit is whole
s o m e if ripe or well cooked. Fat is good, as cream or 
fresh butter. W a r m food is very suitable. Soup enriched 
with cream or marrow is light and nourishing. All meals 
sl Id be regular, a m ! all excesses avoided. O f 8 0 0 : e r -
sons over eighty, ou per cent, were moderate eaters, 30 per 
cent, small, ami onlv H> per cent, large. If weight is being 
gained the diet should be decreased. In addition to the 
after-dinner nap as years creep on, a doze after breakfast 
and before dinner is often helpful. A s to clothing, it 
should he both w a r m and light. Fur is an admirable m a 
terial. T h e underclothing should be of wool. A sealskin 
waistcoat is useful, and the feet and hands should be well 
and warmly clothed. A n eider flown quilt on the bed, 
which should be w a r m e d in winter, is a good covering. 
N o aged person should he suffered to get cold in bed. T w o 
A . M . , is the hour w h e n most death-take place, w h e n the 
temperature of tbe bodv i- l..we-t and it- powers feeblest. 
All habits of old people should be respected, and not 
lightly altered. Whatever excites exhaustion should he 
forbidden. Early rising is therefore bad. Drinking hard 
water is not eood, as it tends to hasten the calcareous 
changes in the body. Certain c o m m o n errors in the care 
ofthe aged m a y be here pointed out ; s o m e w e have al
ready touched on. 

1. That the aged require rich and nourishing diet. 
2. That early rising is good for them. 

Stick to the United States. 

From time to time, numbers of people are seized with a 
craze to emigrate to some portion of South America, under 
the hallucination that certain prosperity awaits the settler 
in any part of that country. T h e fertility of its soil, 
the dclightfulness of its climate, the fabulous richness of 
its mines of gold, silver and precious stones are set forth 
in glowing terms, and the fairy-tale is believed until the 
deluded emigrants arrive at their destination. T h e n they 
are speedily disillusioned, and after struggling a few years 
against the adverse circumstances of their environment, 
they either die, or return to the United States broken in 
fortune and in health. 
A correspondent, w h o has been tempted to try his for

tune in the southern half of the Western Hemisphere, but 
w h o seems to have thought it best to act with circum
spection, wishes the Ledger to tell h i m w h y the fertile 
countries of South America advance so slowly in wealth 
and population. That is a very interesting question. In 
all that continent, which is considerably larger than North 
America, there are but twenty-six millions of inhabitants, 
while North America contains almost three times that 
number. Brazil, for example, which is about as large as 
the United States, and was settled sooner, contains only 
about ten millions of people, and nowhere exhibits any
thing like the prosperity which has marked every period 
of our o w n history. 

T h e principal reasons of this difference are three in 
number. In the first place, nature herself in South 
America interposes mighty obstacles to the purposes of 
m a n . Vast plains exist, wliich, in the rainy season, are 
covered with luxuriant verdure, and in the dry season 
assume the appearance of a desert. T h e forests, owing to 
the fertility of the soil under a tropical sun, are so dense 
and tangled as almost to baffle the efforts of the pioneer 
to remove them. T h e principal rivers, which are the 
largest in the world, are m o r e like flowing seas than nav
igable streams. T h e Plata, for example, is 130 miles wide 
at its mouth, and is full of strong, irregular currents. T h e 
A m a z o n , too, wliich is4,000 miles in length, and navigable 
for one-balf that distance, is, in m a n y places, so wide 
that the navigator has to sail by the compass. T h e mount
ains, also, are precipitous and difficult of access, and con
tain thirty active volcanoes. All nature, in fact, is u n a 
prodigious scale, and the very richness of the soil is fre
quently an injury rather than a help to m a n . 

In the next place, the Spanish and Portuguese, w h o 
settled this continent, drawn thither liy the lust of gold, 
were little fitted to wrestle with tbe obstacles whicli nature 
placed in their path. Lastly, the Spanish and Portuguese 
governments, narrow, bigoted, ignoi;ant and tyrannical, 
for three centuries cramped the energies of the people and 
oppressed them by merciless exactions. 

People w h o are thus oppressed I'or centuries lose heart 
and manliness of spirit; they sink into ignorance and 
superstition ; they learn to be content with lives but little 
raised above the life of brutes, and so become incapacitated 
for prosperity. AVhen, early in the century, owing to 
the heroism and and virtue of Simon Bolivar, the yoke of 
Spain was thrown off by the finest provinces in South 
America, the long-Oppressed inhabitants were unable to 
profit by their liberation. They were totally unaccus
tomed to self-government; they had n o conception of the 
binding obligations of public law or private agreements ; 
they were not amenable to tbe influence of enlightened 
public opinion; they were incapable of restraining their 
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A Schedule of American Checks. 

The banks ofthe United States receive for deposit in one 
day about $300,000,000. Often it far exceeds this amount, 
rarely goes below it. These receipts are accepted and 
placed to the credit of their customers, yet it is a remark
able fact that over 00 per cent, of these deposits are not cur
rency in tlie common acceptation of the term. They are 
not gold, silver, greenbacks, nor bank notes. Ninety per 
cent, of them are checks. The business ofthe country is 

done chiefly bv checks. A gives B a check for a thousand 
bushels of wheat; B gives C a check for a thousand bushels 
of potatoes ; 0 gives D a check for fifty barrels of sugar; D 
gives E a check for a hundred sacks of coffee, each man pay
ing his debt by check. Back of the check is supposed to be 
currency in bank subject to the checks of these parties, but 
the same $1,000 in currency answers for a dozen or fifty 
checks ofa thousand dollars each. Not one of those men 
desires the currency. He tvould not accept the thousand 
dollars in silver for he could not carry it. He does not care 
to have on his person a thousand dollars in greenbacks or 
gold. The check suits him better, provided he is satisfied 
in his own mind that it will he honored when finally pre
sented for payment, that is if tbe hank on which it is drawn 
certifies that it is good. Here then is a vast currency in the 
form of checks of which no account is made in the estimate 
ofthe circulating medium. 
On a given day the forty-eight banks of New York City 

received and placed to the credit of their customers S165,193,-
347, of which 0*54 per cent, was gold coin, O'Ol per cent, was 
silver coin, 0'65 per cent, was paper currency, and 08S6 per 
cent, was checks. 
Every check was good, and it was more convenient than 

the currency for the settlement of accounts between the 
parties doing business.—New York Financier. Pigmies at the Fair. 

There will be pigmies at the Fair. There will be a whole 
tribe of the little Central African dwarfs if the King of Bel
gium will permit the United States World's Fair Commis
sioner to carry them off, and the exposition authorities 
think that he will. 
Lieut. Scbufeldt, the agent of the Exposition in Africa 

telegraphs from Zanzibar tbat he could get all tbe pigmies 
desired if the King of Belgium would permit of their trans
portation. President Baker wonts these pigmies and so 
does everybody else around headquarters, so when Schu-
feldt's telegram was received, Secretary of State Blaine was 
telegraphed and asked to use his influence with the Belgian 
monarch. 
Walker Fearne, Chief of the Department of Foreign Af

fairs, anticipated no difficulty in that direction. He said 
the Belgian Government was friendly toward the Lbiited 
States. 
Tippoo Tib, who has considerable influence in the Free 

State of Congo, must also be persuaded that the pigmies 
will be properly cared for.—Chicago Journal of Commerce. 

"What the Chinese Think of Us. 

We are in the habit of expressing our views freely in re
gard to the peculiarities of the Chinese, their customs, 
clothes, politics, industries, and so forth ; hut it is compara
tively a rare thing to meet with a statement of Chinese 
opinion touching American ways and institutions. The 
very oppositeness of their standpoint gives a piquant inter
est to the impressions they form of our national character
istics. Here is a recent utterance of the kind which is at
tributed to the Pekin Gazette. Speaking of the Americans, 
a writer in that journal is quoted as saying : " It is impos
sible to understand these barbarous people. One thing is 
certain : If they do a thing they do it with all their might. 
Thirty years ago they bad a civil war. The whole country 
was turned into military camps and battlefields, and every
body, even to the women folk, were engaged in the war in one 
way or another, and one army numbered 2,000,000 men. 
And now there are young men, old enough to vote, who 
have never seen a company of soldiers in theirlife. In fact, 
these people seem to think that another war will never 
break out, especially in their part of the world. A person 
can travel clear across the American continent withoutsee-
ing a soldier, and follow the main lines of travel, too. In 
fact, at the x>resent time there is only about one soldier for 
every 2,000 persons, while Russia has one soldier to every 
90."" Smoke From the Mint Carries Atoms of Gold Out

side. 

Three thousand dollars for an old tin roof would be a 
pretty steep price, but the man who gets the battered roof 
from the Tabernacle Church at Broad Street and South Penn 
square, which is now being torn away, for that sum will be 
in luck. Some years ago tlie paint was scraped off the old 
roof and yielded S5.000 in gold. It is almost certain 
to yield as much this time. Tbe gold comes from the 
mint. When gold is being coined a considerable quantity 
of it volatilizes with the smoke through tbe chimney, and 
as soon as it strikes the air it falls, Much of it falls cfn the 
roof of the mint; so much of it that tbe officials save even 
the water that falls upon it during a shower. All the drains 
from the roof are connected with large vats in the cellar of 
the mint. Before the water finally gets to the sewer it is 
strained through many blankets and sieves whicli retain 
the gold. Notwithstanding all these precautions, the gold 
that is annually tvashed into the Delaware from the mint 
is worth thousands of dollars. Every particle of dirt swept 
up about the mint is carefully stowed away with the wash
ings from the roof, and once every year it is sold to the 
highest bidder, as it cannot be used at the mint.—Mining 
Industry. 

How* Fish-Hooke are Made. 

There is a little machine which turns out fish-hooks in 
six strokes. Stroke number one bites ofi a morsel of steel 
wire; number two makes the loop where you fasten your 
line ; number three backs the other end ; number four 
flattens and bends back tbe barb ; number five makes the 
point; number six bends the wire; and your fish-hook 
drops into a little bucket ready to be finished. Then it is 
either japanned—these are the common black fish-hooks— 
or it is tempered to tbe delicate blue that is sometimes seen 
in cutlery. For this finish it is heated red-hot and then 
cooled in oil. 

Keeping a Grindstone in Order. 

A grindstone has not, one would suppose, a very delicate 
constitution. It has never been chosen as a type of fragile 
sensitiveness, but it has nevertheless susceptibilities of its 
own, and the Northwestern Mechanic gives useful advice as to 
its care and treatment. The exposure of the stone to the 
sun, says that journal, has a tendency to harden it, and if 
one part be left in the water habitually it will grow soft, 
and wear away faster than the other. If the trough is put 
upon movable supports in a frame, it can be adjusted to 
the stone without much loss of time. Or allow the water to 
drip from a water-spout, and an old white lead keg will 
answer, fixed above the stone. Always clean off all greasy 
or rusty tools before sharpening, as grease chokes up the 
grit; and always keep the stone perfectly round by razeeing 
it off when necessary. 
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A M A L G A M A T O R . 

Ion:. W. CULMER, NEW BRIGHTON, PENNA. 

IS91. The mercury is carried in the 
ich is divided into several compartments 
ui rings c. The surface of the mercury 
ent is covered by perforated metal plates, 
ver ll is provided with circular partition 
.ich the perforated plates. The water 

carrving tbe gold, enters through the pipe F and passes 
under the edge of tbe first and lowest ring •', exposing its 
gold to the mercury in tlie lowest compartment in so doing. 
It then Hows over the first partition r, and under the edge 
of the second partition i, etc.. until it finally escapes over fc_ai 
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the edge b of tlie pan E into the pan D and flows away 
through the pipe C. As tbe diameter ofthe mercury com
partments increases toward the outer edge of tbe pan, the 
flow ofthe water is slackened, having a larger area to flow 
over, and more time is thereby secured for amalgamation, 
in each successive ring. To warm tbe water and the mer
cury, superheated steam is let into the central chamber/ 
by a pipe n. This chamber has a metallic cover e tightly 
cemented down on the ri g <l. This ring is made of bard 
burned potter's clay and is sufficiently porous to permit tbe 
passage of steani 'or hot gas for beating or agitating tbe 
materials. The cover A, slides upon tbe inlet pipe F and is 
conn ter-w eighted as shown. 
GEINDING MILL. 

No. 451.111. HENRY A. Due, CHARLESTON, S. O. Pat
ented slpril -'_.', 1891. Fig. 1 is a vertical cross-section of the 
mill on the line .or in Fig. 2. Fig, 2 is a vertical sec
tion along shaft J. The outer grinding ring B is supported 
by conical screens!; and E which have trunnions mounted 
in the main casing A. The hub K on tbe shaft J has two 
pairs of lugs k. between which grinding arms L are pivoted. 
These arms are square in section, and are tubular. Rollers 
il are provided in the front end of each arm, which bear 
against the outer ring or die B, being pressed outward by 
their own centrifugal force, and also that of the arms, in 
addition to tbe force of the springs N. Tbe arms act as 
brakes on the rolls compelling them to partly drag and 
partly roll over the material. The roll bears against tbe 
outer plate or rim of tbe arm, an I is constantly scraped by 
it clean of all adhering material, the scrapings passing 
through the arm. The screen E at the receiving end, is com
posed ofa series of independent ring plales, of successively 

greater diameters, and tu) 
ing bolts as shown. Th 
pieces of suitable tbickn. 
conical wire screen E-' 
serves to grade the m n 

Tbe delivery screens G and I are also coni-
wire, in sections whicli are removable. Screen 
-t. ami receives only the ground material which 
.arse screen I. .Vll tbat fails to pass through it 
een the screens to the bottom of tbe die B ami 
mi ml. Tbe finished material whicli pusses 
ses out ofthe case by I he hole a A The screens 
inliiig ring B are rotated by n belt on the pulley 
mis bare whirled in the opposite direction by a 

AIR COMPRESSOR. 

No. 451,460. THOMAS C CRAVEN, NEWARK, N. .1. Patented 

May •">, 1891. Water pressure b employed in this machine 
to compress the air or gas contained in the cylinders A and 
B. The water pressure pipe opens into the valve-chest D 
in which there is a common slide-valve E. This valve ad
mits water to the cylinders alternately. As the water rises 
in the cylinder A it compresses the air to the density re
quired to lift the check-valve ii and then forces it out by the 
pipe L to the receiver. As the water reaches the neck of 
tbe cylinder it lifts tbe large conical valve I to its seat. 
This valve consists of a metallic shell filled with enough 
cork to float it. Thus tbe water can go no farther, and the 
pressure rises. A small hole extends from the bottom of 
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to move the valve ami __-,— . 
in which these operations are repeated. W h e n the valve 
opens cylinder B to pressure it opens A to the exhaust pipe 
G. The water in A runs out by gravity and air enters by the 
check-valve T. W h e n the cylinder B is full, the pressure 
acts on the other valve-piston P and reverses the valve as 
before. The amount of extra pressure required to move 
the pistons and valve, is regulated bv the weight and throw 
ofthe balls R. 

SHAFT COUPLING. 

No. 447,925. WILLIAM B. TURNER, SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 

Patented March 10th, 1891. The coupling consists of a 
cylindrical easing A, whicli encircles the shafts to be 
coupled. Tbe casing A is provided with J hearing upon 
its interior for tbe abutting ends of a pair of shafts C D 
which are to be coupled. This hearing is made in two 
parts, one of which B is rigidly secured to the casing A 
and extends around about one-hall ol ii- inner circum
ference. The other part of the bearing consists of a pair 
of caps E F over the abutting ends of the -hafts C D, 

with a groove l>, which 
rib e, formed upon the 
The two levers ii an 

shafts C D bv rods e, • 
cuds of tbe lever, a ni 
each rod, by turning \\ 
d ra w n inwardly t o w a i 
the caps E F are inclii 
the casting, so tbat as I 
forced inwardly Iowa 
tion of each lever rid. 
the caps E F down 
•aring B, and therel 

respond ingly-shaped 
inner wall ot the casing A. 
_ connected upon each side of the 
which pass through the bifurcated 
nt d being provided at the end of 
hich ihe ends ofthe levers D are 
•d each other. The seats a upon 
ned upwardly toward tlie center of 
the lower ends of the levers 0 are 
I each other tbe earn shaped por-
s up its inclined seat, thus forcing 
against the shafts C I) and the 

pling the abutting ends of the 
shafts C D. For the purpose of giving the couplii ... 
firmer hold upon Ibe shafts the bearing l-t aud the shafts 
C 1> are recessed, so as to receive a key //. 

PUMP VALVE. 

No. 453,347. GEORGE II, REMINGTON AND JAMES T. 

H E N T H O R N , PROVIDENCE R.I. Patented June 2 1891. This 
valve is spun or stampe 1 of sheet metal, and is made with a 
deep V groove in whicli tbe spiral spring rests. The edges of 
the valve which form the seats are Hat, as shown. Tbe guard 
/ limits the lift of the valve and guides it by means of wings 
or vertical ribs on its hub. The section ofthe hub is shown 

which passes both screens falls out into the case A and 
passes out the hole a1, and that which passes the rings 
only falls between the partitions shown, and out through 

respectively. These two caps rest upon the halves of 
their respective shafts which are not inclosed by the lower 
bearing B, with their edges in contact with the upper 
edges ofthe latter hearing, as shown in the end view. 
Each of the caps E F is provided upon its top surface 

with a seat a, preferably inclined, as shown, upon which 
rests the central cam-shaped under side g of a bifurcated 
lever G, the upper central portion of which is provided 

in Fig 2. The ribs wliich connect I 
seat, to the rim */\ are notched lo s 
valve. The V-shaped Under side o 
water both inward aud outwardly, 
than with a fiat valve. The valve 
because the notches in tlie seat r 
proper seat at every stroke. 

ie hub d of the valve 
lit the under side of the 
the valve defiects the 

naking its passage easier 
•annot become cocked, 
bs help to guide it to its 

E X P A N D I N G DRILL. 

ILL, No. 451,789 .hi ns R. WATTS, SPRINGKIEL 

Patented May Oth, 1891. This drill is designed to 
hole to any desired depth, and then form a pocket at the 
end of the hole, big enough to receive a large amount 
of powder. Tlie powder being enclosed in a pocket, there 
is much less liability of blowing out the tamping, and 
the blasting is done very effectively. 
The fexn\ screw 17, together with tlie divided feed nut 

and driving gear, are all mounted in a forked bracket, on 
a supporting bar stuck into the face, in the usual manner. 
The bits A are hinged to the end of a rod 39, which 

passes through a tube 33, and couples to the end of tlie 
feed screw by a squared socket 22. When tbe rod 39 is 
forced forward relatively to tbe tube 33, the shanks of 
the cutters encounter a pin -11, which compels them to 
spread out to the dotted lines shown in Fig. 2, and thus 
enlarge the hole. The rear end of tbe casing tube is sup
ported in a clamp box 2*\ which is arranged to slide along 

on the guide frame 27. This guide frame consists of two light 
rods secured by pins to the box of the main feed nut, and 
united at the front end by a cross bar wliich rests loosely 
on top of the casing tube 33. The rear end of the bit rod 39 
is threaded and provided with a nut 42. When this nut 
is jammed tight against the end of the casing tube, both 
39 and 33 revolve together, with the hit- drawn back as 
shown in Fig. 1, and they remain thus until the hole has 
been drilled the desired depth. To form the pocket at 
the end ofthe hole, the nut 42 is backed off enough to free 
the Cube 33, and is prevented from revolving fiy sticking 
a pin 11 into one ofthe boles shown. The clamp box 
28 is made fast tu the guide rods by the clamp screw 29, 
thus securing the tube against backing out of the hole. 
Now when the main feed screw is turned, tbe bit rod 39, 
and casing tube 33, turn with it. As the nut 42 cannot 
revolve, the bit rod is forced forward thus expanding tbe 
bits, and producing the desired enlargement of the hole. 
The coarse spiral groove on the outside of the casing tube 
3.3, serves to carry out the chips and borings. 
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C O K E M A K I N G A P P A R A T U S . 

No. 451,488. FREDERICK J. JONES, ST. ALBANS, ENG

LAND. Patented May 5, 1691. This apparatus is composed 
of five chainbe-s. separated by perforated walls. The 
bottom of tbe chambers E E and B slant each way from 
the middle wall at a pitch of about 30°. Instead of holes 
through tie walls, for the passage of gas, all the vertical 
joints in the brickwork from the bottom up to the shoulder 
d1 are left open about half an inch. The width ofthe 
chainber V. is from 12 to IS inches according to the nature 
ofthe coal to he coked. Fuel gas from any ordinary " pro
ducer " is brought in by the flue A1, and mixing with air 
admitted by the ducts A-, it burns in the middle chamber 
B. Both chambers K are tilled with coal through the 
funnels F and tightly covered. The burning gas in 
chamber B pa—es through the walls and permeates tlie coal 
in E rapidly coking it. Tbe gas given ofi' passes into the 
chambers C (' Tbe side walls of each coking chamber are 
formed with a ledge ur shoulder at-/' at a slightly greater 
pitch than the inclined floor d, and upon these ledges the 
upper part of the charge, whicli fills the coking-chamber 
nearly up to the roof, rests and so seals the passage left bv 
the contraction in bulk of the coal in ibe operation of cok
ing and prevents gases of combustion passing round instead 
of through the charge. Tbe discharge apertures ofthe coking 
chambers are closed during the *-.iki*i_* operati iy door--
G G\ hinged at one -ide the lower ,| -fi closing the aper-

"ttT 

is closed, besides facilitating the sealing of the lower door. 
For sealing purposes, a rabbet is formed in the brick door-
jambs, and a packing of dry sand, lime, or other suitable 
pulverulent material is easily run in after the door G is 
closed. This pulverulent packing absorbs tar from the gas 
and quickly makes a gas-tight joint, thereby avoiding the 
troublesome operation of luting in the ordinary way. The 
upper door I..1 is received in a similar rabbet and is made 
gas-tight in the same way, a space ;/' being left between the 
top flange ofthe door and the brick-work, into -which sand, 
etc., is run, us well as into the side spaces. The joint be
tween tbe doors is made gas-tight by the same means, 
(sand, etc.. poured into ;i hopper •/-'. carried hy the upper 
door and resting on a plate g m i the top of the lower door,and 
so filling the joint >. Tin* lower do .ill i .-ealed in a similar 
manner. To insure thesufficient heating ofthe charge from 
below, the "producer" gas has access to the space be
neath the floor d (whicli is of fire-brick) by orifices e in the 
lower part of the walls of tho combustion chamber B, hot 
air being also admitted to the same space to effect perfect 
combustion. The mixed gases collected in chambers <_', 
having absorbed fresh carbon bv traversing the charge, 
may be burned therein with an admixture of more air and 
so assist the coking process, 01 thej nun beconveyeil away 
and treated a- iu _:a- works, for the extraction of chemical 
floor ofthe coking chain her, is inclined, and the doors GG' 
are as large us the end ofthe cbamhers, the charge, when 
finished, can be slid out as u coherent mass, with little ur 
no breakage. 

R O T A R Y P U M P . 

into these ports and so establish communication between the 
suction and those working chambers c3 which are below 
the center line, and connect the working chambers above 
the center line wilh the delivery. A wrought iron shaft 
4, 3. 4. is fas'ened to tbe end sections 2 by pins, as shown. 
which hold it stationary. The body turns on rollers E 
which run on the parts 4 ofthe ceutral shaft. The middle 
part 3 is eccentric, as shown in the cross-section in Fig. 1, 

C O N C E N T R A T O R . 

No. 451.926. RYEKSON D. GATES. CHICAGO. III. Pat

ented May If, 1891. Tlie pulvenzed ore is contained in the 
box G and is fed out through a slot in tbe bottom extend
ing tbe whole width ofthe pan A. A double gate G1 rests 
on the rollT F- and regulates the feed. The roller H is 
turned by gearing driven by a belt (not shown) from the; 
main shafts, and the stuff works out under the edge of the 
gate. For all ordinary cases the roller is made smooth. 
The pan A has lugs 2 oil its sides, whicli rest nn rollers 3 in 
the side frames -I and is held against the end of the frame 

ind furnishes a hearing for the winged wheel IJ wliich has 
wings./ working within ihe chambers c3 ofthe body CA 

I Fi*.'. 1 shows that the wings arc iu contact with the sides or 
| edge ofthe working chambers only at 5, 0, and 7. These 
1 contacts continue only until tbe body or case and the 
wheel D have revolved far enough to bring the next wings 
into contact. The -pace enclosed between the case and tlie 
wings at 5 and li is much less than that enclosed between 
tbe points t. and 7. It follows that the volume ofthe 

; chambers gradually increase iu rotating from tbe point 5 to 
j 7, and as gradually decrease in passing from 7 to 5, conse-
, quently they will draw in water from the suction pipe on 
the lower half of their revolution, and will expel it through 
Hie delivery pipe during the upper half of the revolution. 
The case drives the wheel D hy the contacts at 6. The 
action is continuous and no valvesarerequired. 

R O C K CRUSHER. 

No. 450,488. WILH AM H. ROWLAND, BERGENFIELD, N. 

J. Patenter! April Ij, 1891. This machine has two driving 
shafts A and B, which are geared together asshown. Each 
shaft is funned with two eccentrics—each occupying half of 
tlie length between the journal boxes,—the throw of one 
eccentric being exactly opposite that of the other. Each 
eccentric carries a bead D tu which are bolted face blocks C 
and E. The lower end of each head D and block E is con
trolled by a link I-I attached to an eccentric J. These 
eccentrics J .1 are connected by worm gears and a right and 
left screw, having a hand-wheel on one side of the machine, 

by the bolt and adjustable spring N. The frame is sup
ported on rockers B and is moved hack and forth hy the 
eccentric C. The spring N serves to give the pan a sharp 
jerk or jar at each stroke. The bottom of the pan is in
clined toward the discharge II. This plan- is bentassliown, 
su that the water and gangue must work between it and the 
bottom of the pan and up over th'-edge /,i to get into the 
discharge pipes //. The concentrates work up the inclined 
bottom and drop off at the plate L into the trough M. The 
water-box J has its boltom formed into V grooves, the 
sides of whicli are perforated as shown in Fig. 3. 
The lower edge of each V terminates in teeth K from 
wliich the water falls into Ihe pan in drops, which are well 
distributed across the whole width ofthe pan. 

M I N E CARRIAGE. 

No. 451,716. ISAAC C. WELTER, LUZERNE. PA. Patented 

May 5, 1891. The object of this device is to automatically 
operate the '" fans " or platform slops, and unlatch the dugs 
which block the wheels of (he car. 
The fans C are connected by rods-**/1 to a large triangular 

switch or cam board D, which rocks on a pin c attached to 
the shaft framing. The carriage is provided with a strong 
pin carrying a roller / on its outer end, whicli runs 
in the grooves formed in the cam board. W h e n tlie 
carriage begins to come up, the cam board is tilted to 
the extreme left, and tbe fans stand leaning outward. 
As the carriage approaches the landing the roller on 
the end of the pin /, enters the groove in the cam 
and travels uptvard as shown by ihe arrows to the 

No. 448.335. E I . U C K II. GOLI.INGS, LEWISTON, IDAHO. I shl 

Patented March 17, 1891. Tbe body of thi- p u m p consists of an 
a central ring Ca containing the working chambers c1 and the 
two end sections C 3 which contain a series of pml- or pass- fer 
ages connecting the working chamber-- with thesuetion and 1 on 
delivery pipes. A belt is applied to the middle ring < • and ' im. 
tbe whole body or ca-c rev<ihe-ou (be -iambus spindle 2. | Fo 
This spindle is hollow ut the ends and ba-large pints Band ' in. 
B 1 which open on tlie under and top side- re.-pectively. As E ; 
the body revolves the passages e open one. after another I wo 
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.arriage lifts still higher the pin and 
:, thus crowding the cam to the right 
fiiciently to receive the carriage as it 

le-cciut-, the roller pa—ing a little ways down the groove 3, 
n so doing. AVhen the carriage rises ofi'the fans, prepara-
ory tu descending, the roller pusses up through the latch 2, 
vhich is closed hy a spring, and as the lowering begins the 
•oiler runs down the grove c, crowding the cam to the left 
m d opening the funs. The roller pusses on through the 
atehatl and down the groove by which it entered. The 
top Lis intended to trip the locking device employed to 
lock the cars on the platform, and is moved into and out 
if position by the cam as it swings in obedience to the 
iiovementsofthe carriage. 
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.'S COAL CUTTERS 
PRESENT THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES : 

Great Economy in Cost of Mining. 

Cuts away but 4 inches of coal, leaving it in better condition. 

Great Saving of Coal. 

Great Reduction of dead work 

Requires but one-third the number of rooms, as compared to hand labor. 

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS ADDRESS EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANV, AT NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE. 

CANADIAN DISTRICT, Edison Building, Toronto, Can. 
NE W ENI.LAND DISTRICT, *_,i Otis Street. Boston, Mass. 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT, Denver, Col. 

D I S T R I C T O F F I C E S : 

CENTRAL DISTRICT, 173 and 175 Adams Street. Chicago, III. EASTERN DISTRICT, Edison Building, Bnnid Street, New York, 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTKICT, Fld-ichner l.uiMiui., Portland. Ore. PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT. Edison Building, 112 Bush Street, San 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT, 10 Decatur Street. Atlanta. Ga. Francisco, Cal. 

CLAY, PEPPER I REGISTER, 
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. 
Electric Locomotives, Dynamos, and Motors for 

Hoists, Pumps, Coal Cutters, Drills, and 
Fans, and general work of special 

design for Mines and Collieries. 

Electrical Repair Work of all kinds. Write for estimates. 

OFFICE. PROVIDENT BUILDING, CHESTNUT AND FOURTH STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA 

Factory, 117, 119, and 1J1 N. Front, Camden, N. J 

THE ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OP SILVER. 

The Mineralogy, Mode of Occurrence, and Produc
tion of Sliver. 

BY II. A. WHEELEIt, E. M., OF ST. i-Ol'I-*. 

Tlie true silver minerals can be divided into two 
classes tbat differ quite widely from each other in their 
relative toughness, or into (<*), the sectile series, or those 
which are tough enough as to be cut into shavinjrs by a 
knife, and (b), the britile series, or those which crumble 
into powder when whittled or scratched with a knife. 
The more important members of the lirst, or sectile class, 
are: 
Native Silver, or metallic silver, which occurs quite fre

quently in nature as scales, crystals, wires, and rarely as 
nuggets or "float" silver, the latter being irregular, 
rounded masses that have been rolled alon.L** by stream 
action. Native silver, if untarnished, is a pure white 
colored, soft, very malleable nietal that has a specific 
fravity oflO to 11 or about half again as heavy as iron. 
t is seldom perfectly pure, usually containing a little 

copper and occasionally some gold. Except when 
freshly mined, its beautiful bright white color is very 
apt to be tarnished by a dark film of sulphide of 
silver, a< sulphur has such a strong affinity for tbe 
metal that the small amount contained in the atmos
phere of our cities or in tbe smoke from blasting powder 
used in the mines will, in time, combine with it as a 
dingy, dull, dark coating. Nearly all silver veins are 
apt to contain small amounts of native silver, at or near 
the croppings, or where the vein conies to the surface, 
and occasionally, as at Silver Islet, on the north shore of 
Lake Superior, and at the Batopilas mines, in Western 
Mexico, this is the principal ore minimi. 
Argentiie, or silver glance, is a sulphide of silver that 

contains about S7-? of silver when pure. It is a soft, 
heavy, dull black mineral that can be cut as readily as 
the finger nails by a knife, while it will melt into a 
button of silver in tbe candle flame. It is quite a com
mon mineral in some ofthe rich silver veins of Mexico, 
and frequently occurs in the high grade ores of the 
Western States and Territories. 
Cerurrjyrite, or " Horn-Silver" or " Chlorides," is a chlo

ride of silver that contains Ihfo of silver when pure. It 
is a soft, heavy, light to dark gray colored mineral with 
a dull waxy luster, and it can be cut or whittled as 
readily as born, hence its common name of " horn-
silver." It is not only one of the richest ores found, 
but as it is also easily milled, it is therefore justly 
prized by tbe prospector as this free-milling property 
enables very low grades ores to be worked, as at Silver 
Reef, Utah, where ores containing this mineral assaying 
only $5 to $10 a ton are worked at a profit. It is very 
frequently found at or near the outcrops of most of tbe 
silver veins of the West and occasionally it is found ex
tending to depths of 300 to even 500 feet; but in the 
great majority of cases it soon runs into other silver 
minerals, as soon as any depth or the water-level is at
tained, that are more difficult to work and which are 
also often much poorer. It is an entirely too common 
experience in the West to find leaching works or pan-
mills erected to work this ore which have perhaps no 
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sooner got into regular running order when tbe chlo
ride changes into a base silver mineral that necessitates ; 
roasting and even smelting to obtain the silver, requir
ing tbe rebuilding ofthe works or possibly their entire | 
abandonment. Another very common error made in 
the West is to call all silver ores that are yellow-stained 
"chlorides," wliich quite often is correct, though in. 
many instances such yellow-stained silver ores contain 
no horn-silver whatever, the silver being there in some 
other combination that quite frequently is much less 

other less easily milling combination than as a bromide, 
which latter mills as readily as the chloride. Like the 
chloride, this mineral is usually found in the upper 
parts of many silver-bearing veins, and is apt to change 
into other combinations, especially with sulphur, as 
depth or permanent water-level is attained. 
Ofthe brittle group of silver minerals, the more com

mon ones are : 
Ruby silver is a name applied to both the light-red 

colored proustite, or a compound of arsenic, sulphur, 

CROSS-SECTION OF THE COMSTOCK LODE, 

tractable, while the yellow staining is usually due to and silver, and to pyrargyrite or the dark-red to black 
oxide of iron. colored compound of antimony, sulphur, and silver, 
Embolite, or bromide of silver, is a mineral that is They both -jive a red streak, are very brittle, and have 

identical in every respect with cerargyrite except tbat a non-metallic luster, are heavy, and" contain over 60$ 
it is green-colored when freshly mined. This mineral of silver. Ruby silver is tbe principal mineral ofthe 
is also very often misnamed by the Western miners and I famous Granite Mountain Mine, in Montana, and is 
prospectors, who are apt to call all green-stained silver very common in the Comstock Lode, of Nevada, while 
ores " bromides;' when the green color is usually due it is very apt to be present to a greater or less extent in 
to copper, and the silver is more frequently in some, most of the high grade silver veins of the West. 
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Brittle silver, or stephanite, is a black compound of 
antimony, sulphur, and silver, that very much resembles 
the dark ruby silver in its properties, richness, and oc
currence. 

Therearequite a number of otherbrittle silverminerals 
that are occasionally of local importance, like polybasile, 
at the Ontario Mine, Utah, stromeyerite at the Yankee 
Girl Mine, Colorado, but which are not of sufficient 

CROSS-SECTIO IORN-SILVER MINE. 

general importance to deserve attention here, while all 
the gold ores, and especially the brittle tetluride group, 
always carry at least some silver, but as its value is 
usually very much less than the gold, the silver is re
garded as a by-product. 
Silver ores which carry any of the above minerals are 

pretty certain to be profitable, and the only necessity of 
assaying them is to determine how rich they are; but 
there is another very valuable class of silver ores which 
give no reliable clue whether they are silver-bearing or 
not, and hence must be assayed to determine first 
wflet her they are argentiferous, and if so, then whethei 
the silver is contained in profitable quantities. 
This class consists of the minerals of the base metals 
lead copper, iron, zinc, and antimony, wliich in certain 
districts are often found to be quite rich in silver, while 
in other districts they practically contain none; hence 
every new discovery ofthe base metal minerals should 
always be assayed, though usually they will not be 
found to contain silver or gold in profitable quantitie. 
in regions which are not already famous for theii 
precious metals. The more importantof these minerals 
that are liable to be silver-bearing are : 

Galena, or the sulphide of lead, which is a very 
heavy, soft, bright metallic lead gray-colnred mineral 
that almost invariably contains at least some silver, and 
in silver-bearing regions is nearly always a valuabli 
silver ore. It seldom assays less than 1 or 2 ounces of 
silver per ton, and occasionally carries as high as300 tn 
400 ounces. The very low gradegalenas that do not con 
tain enough silver to pay extraction (or less tban 5 ounces 
per ton) are generally very coarse grained or split 
readily into cubes, while those galenas which carry 
silver in profitable amounts (or over 10 ounces per ton] 
are apt to be very fine grained or will not split into 
cubes. While the grain of the galena will thus give an 
idea in perhaps most cases as fo its silver value, still 
there arc so many esceptionx to the rule that the only saf. 
and proper way is to always assay every new galena 
and not put the implicit faith in the character of th( 
grain thai is so frequently done by Western prospect 
ors. 

"Sand" and "rock" carbonates, or the carbonate ami 
sulphate of lead, are similar to galena in nearly alway 
carrying paying amounts of silver in silver regions and 
very small and unprofitable quantities in districts like 
the Mississippi Valley, which is almost barren of silver 
veins. 
" Gray Copper ", or tetrabydrite, is a heavy, soft, gray-

colored, metallic copper mineral that is often very rich 
in silver in silver regions, assaying as high as 2,000 
ounces per ton, and is one ofthe most common and 
valuable silver ores ofthe West. 
" Yellow Copper", or chalopyrite, is a heavy, some

what hard, brass-yellow, metallic copper mineral tbat 
frequently carries paying amounts of silver, and is sel
dom entirely free from small quantities, but is more 
usually valuable for the gold that it is liable to carry 
than the silver. The other copper minerals (which are 
usually derived from this by alteration) are equallv as 
liable to carry paying amounts of silver, and they 
probably are rarely free from small amounts orsay -1 to 
5 ounces per ton. 
B/rnde, or "Jack", is a soft, yellow, brown to black 

colored, nnn metallic zinc mineral that usually carries 
some silver in silver regions, but frequently in amounts 
just too low to pay to extract on account ofthe difficulty 
in smelting such ores. 

Pyrile, or " iron pyrites," is a heavy, very hard, light 
yellow, metallic irOn mineral that frequently carries 
paying amounts of silver, though it is usually more 
valuable for the gold it is liable to contain in districts 
where the precious metals occur. The other iron 
minerals are also likely to contain some silver in silver 
regions, but aie apt to be low grade. 
Silver, as distinct silver minerals, or invisibly carried 

by argentiferous minerals of the base metals, occurs in 
nearly all classes of deposits. The class of silver de
posits that are most highly prized and sought after by 
the Western prospector are the fissure vein, on account 
of the supposed permanence and reliability of this class 
of ore-bodies, and while this reputation is justly de
served in some cases, it has proved very unreliable in 
many other instances. One of the best known types of 
a silver bearing fissure vein is the Ontario Mine, in Par
ley's Park, Utah, which has been worked since 
1872, and has paid in dividends the handsome sum of 
about $12,000,000 since the first was declared in 1877. 
The vein has a general east and west course or direc
tion, and a dip of 70° to 80° to the north, though both 
tbe course and dip vary considerably ; it has a width of 
2 to 8 feet, with a vein filling of quartz carrying pay 
streaks of 1 to 4 feet in thickness. Both the foot anil 
hanging walls are quartzite, though a dike occurs close 
to and nearly parallel with the vein in the hanging 
country. In the upper part ofthe lode (down to about 
300 feet) the silver occurred largely in the form of horn-
silver or chloride, but this has changed into polybasite 
and still deeper quite large amounts of smelting ore has 
made its appearance in association with blende, pyrite, 
and other sulphide minerals. The average value ofthe 
ore has fluctuated from $40 to $140 per ton, though 
some rich horn-silver ore from the outcrop ran as high 
as $1,000 per ton. 
Another fissure vein that threatens to eclipse tbe 

brilliant record ofthe Ontario is the Granite Mountain, 
at Phillipsburg, Montana, which occurs in granite. The 
vein is almost vertical, runs nearly east and west, and 
has a width of 3 to 0 feet. Though the first dividend 
was declared in 1885, it has already paid over $11,000,000 
to its stockholders and is continuing dividends at the 
handsome rate of $100,000 per month. The ore has run 
as high as $1,000 per ton in selected lots, and their 
milling ore has ranged from $60 to $150 per ton. 
The most famous and heaviest producer of the precious 

metals thus far discovered in the United States is the 
Comstock Lode, at Virginia City, Nevada, on which the 
first claim was staked in 1858, and which has since pro
duced over $350,000,000 in silver and gold, the latter 
metal making up 40 to 45 % of this enormous amount. 
This lode runs nearly north and south, dips to the east 
at angles varying from 30° to 45°, has a foot-wall of 
syenite, and a hanging wall of volcanic rock, usually 
propylite. The vein varies greatly in width, from a 
few feet to as high as300, and the vein filling is quartz 
and clay in which occur irregular bodies of tbe silver-
gold bearing ores that vary from mere threads to over 
200 feet in thickness. The large bodies of ore known 
as "bonanzas", occur very irregularly throughout the 
lode, being separated by stretches of barren ouartz and 

F. have had to be contended against by tbe free use of 
aircurrents, cold water led into the mines by pipes, a 
whole-ale use of ice. and by paying wages of $4.00 for a 
li or S hour shift. Tbe sketch sbown of a section taken 
across the lode is at the Potosi Mine, after Hague. 

A contact, silver vein that has made an excellent rec
ord is the Horn Silver Mine, at Frieco, Utah, which 
;ince its discovery in 1S77, has paid $4,300,000 m divi
dends. It has about a north and south course, dips 
about 70° to the east, and has a hanging wall of 
trochvte while the foot-wall is limestone and quartzite. 
The lode varies from 20 to 150 feet in width,and carries 
an almost solid body of ore that assays 30 to 00 ounces 
silver per ton, and 5 to 4 5 % of lead. Some of the ore 
carried horn-silver, but most of it has been a sulphate 
of lead carrying 40 to 50 ounces of silver and 30 to 4 0 % 
of lead. This mine was worked to the depth of about 
1,000 feet before anv water was struck, so that lead 
poisoning from the' dust arising in stoping has 
been a very common complaint of the miners. After 
striking the water-level the ore has changed into 
galena, while the great width of the ore-body in the 
upper workings has been greatly reduced by the nar
rowing of the lode. 

[TO B E CONTINUED]. 

THE JEFFREY STEAM STEVEDOER. 

For Loading Coal, Griiin, Lime, Ores etc., etc., on 
Board Vessels from Cars or Storage. 

This machine consists of two hinged frames arranged 
to be supported upon the axles and wheels of a heavy 
truck, and to support the shafting, bearings, chains, 
guides, and buckets of an endless elevator. 

When not at work, the two portions of the frame are 
closed nearly together, the top portion resting upon a 
bolster trestle, the hinged end supported on axle and 
wheels, as shown in cut, the other end with bolster 
trestle on another axle and wheels, not shown. W h e n 
folded and loaded as described, the whole apparatus 
with shears and guy wires, can be transported readily 
from place to place. 
The illustration shows the machine ready for work to 

take coal from railroad transportation and deliver to 
vessel alongside ofthe dock. 
The top of elevator is guyed in position and is 

driven by rope transmission from an ordinary dock en
gine connecting with worm and gear. 
This machine can be placed, as shown, with the 

horizontal ladder running under and taking coal from 
the bottom of cars, or it can be placed at rigbt angles to 
the position shown, with the horizontal ladder parallel 
to the railroad track, when a number of shovelers 
would load the passing buckets and a chute from the 
head would convey the coal or ore to the hatch of the 
vessel. 
The wide field of usefulness of this machine is ap

parent at a glance, especially so to stevedoers at points 
where inland transportation on rivers, bays or canal, 
necessitates the use of barges, and where a capacity of 

clay, while they vary greatly in magnitude and value. 
As a result of this great irregularity in the occurrence 
of the ore-bodies, some of the numerous mines located 
on this lode have spent very large sums of money in 
prospecting or searching for them (from $500,000 to 
$(.,000,000 each), which is here unusually expensive on 
account of the great width ofthe lode and the excess
ive heat encountered; whereas those few mines that 
have found them have been very profitable, while the 
bonanzas lasted, tbe famous consolidated Virginia hav
ing paid $40,000,000 in dividends, the Consolidated 
California over $31,000,000, and tbe Belcher over 
$15,000,000. Tbe average value of tbe bonanza ore is 
not high, it ranging bet ween $30 and $50 per ton, though 
picked lots of over $1,000 per ton have been obtained. 
Tbe lode has been worked to a vertical depth of 3,200 
feet, which is tbe deepest work thus far done in this 
country, while the mines adjoin one another for a 
length of over 5 miles. Great bodies of bot water are 
met with in this lode which makes the lower workings 
very trying to work in, as temperatures as high as 170° 

150 to 300 tons per hour at a moderate elevation of 25 
to 30 feet is desirable. Its portability renders it as use
ful to the stevedoer or shipper as the hoisting engine. 
This machine is manufactured by The Jeffrey Mfg. 

Co., who are well acquainted throughout the country 
as successful manufacturers of elevating and conveying 
machinery for handling material of all kinds. Their 
main office and works are at Columbus, Ohio, with a 
branch at 48 South Canal St, Chicago, 111. 

W e have received from the Diamond Prospecting 
('ompany, of 15and 17 North Clinton Street, Chicago, a 
copy of their new catalogue for 1891, It is a handsome 
and well-illustrated work, thoroughly describing their 
various types of diamond core drills, channeling ma
chines, etc, etc., together with their two other import
ant specialties, the Mitchell Coal Tipple and the Stan
ley Heading Machine, It will be sent free to mine 
owners, mining engineers and, mine superintendents on 
application, and it is a work that should be on file for 
reference in every mine office. 
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T H E TRIPLEX ELECTRIC P U M P . 

The triplex or three-cylinder pump, made by the 
Gould Manufacturing Company, possesses important 
advantages for combination with the Thomson-Hous
ton Electric Motors. The pump offers absolutely even 
and unvarying resistance to the motor under all con
ditions, and consumes but a minimum power in fric
tion of parts. Careful tests of the outfit complete 
have shown a high efficiency. The three-throw crank
shaft, in the stroke of whicli there is no dead center, 
prevent jerking motion and vibrations. The pump 
and motor are mounted on one bed-plate, and are 
practically one machine, being thoroughly tested as 
such before going into active service. 

In villages or cities where power can be bad from 
electric light or power circuits, electric pumping offers 
relief from the discomforts of insufficient or hard and 
unlit water supply, and tbe hardly lesser trials of dis
agreeable, noisy, and dangerous pumping engines in 
vogue. 

The triplex electric' 
pump will take water 
from any source, as 
spring, cistern, or well. 
and force to upper sup
ply tanks of residences, 
shops, warehouses, build
ings, etc., or force city 
water to a higher point 
than its own pressure 
will carry it, as is often 
the case in the more ele
vated city districts or 
very tall buildings. 
In such factories as 

large cotton mills, woolen 
mills, steel works, etc, 
and in fact, in any large 
establishment w h e r e 
work is distributed over 
a large territory, the em
ployment of electrical 
transmission of energy 
for pumping can be used 
to great advantage. 
The steam pump is in 

common use. Steam is 
generated in the boiler 
and transmitted through 
long lines of pipe to 
pumps where the work 
of pumping is perform' d. 
It lias been found by 
actual experiment and 
demonstrated time and 
time again tbat these di 
rect-acting steam pumps 
are most wasteful con
sumers of steam, using 
in the neighborhood ol 
25 pounds of coal per H. 
P. per hour. With elec
trical pumping outfits all 
this is changed. 
One ofthe most trouble

some questions in mining 
operations is the disposal 
of water. By the introduc
tion of electricity for underground work the problem 
is greatly simplified. Tbe necessity for long lines of 
steam pipe is removed, ami in the place of hot steam 
pipes spreading dry rot in the vicinity, a small copper 
wire is suspended from wall or ceiling ; or, the current 
may be takeu from the trolley-wire if the mine is 
equipped with an electric haulage plant. In some 
cases, where transmission from the surface by steam or 
compressed air was utterly impracticable, and an un
derground steam plant seemed necessary, it has been 
found that the cost of excavating anil drilling holes 
for the chimneys would exceed the total cost of the 
electric pumping plant. 

The accompanying illustration shows a Goulds 
P u m p and Thomson-Houston Motor, the combination 
which has met with such success in the applications 
mentioned above, and which is handled by the Thom
son-Houston Motor Company for ordinary pumping 
work, and specially fitted for mining work liy the 
Thomson-Van Depoele Electric Mining Company, for 
all mining, excavating, and metallurgical operations. 
Information on the subject of the applications of 
these pumping outfits, together with efficiencies and 

O N A N A P P A R A T U S F O R T H E L A Y I N G 

OF COAL-DUST IN MINES. 

very often stopped up by 

[Transactions ofthe Manchester Geological Society.]. 

Mr. R. B. M a w s o n said : At the last meeting I was 
asked to read a paper on " Laying the Coal-Dust in 
Mines," but I have not been able to see m y way to do it. 
There is nothing new about the system w e use except 
the plugs at the end of the spray pipes, and though I 
a m not prepared to read a paper upon the subject, I 
will endeavor to explain h o w w e get over the difficulty 
of getting the spray fine enough at the Sovereign pit. 
The mine where tve use tbe sprays is tbe Wigan 0 feet. 
The pit is 385 yards deep, and w e get our water from the 7 
feet lodges, at 200 yards from the surface. W e have a 
pressure of about 240 lbs. The pipes from the lodges 
d o w n the pit are 2 in. diameter. At the bottom of the 

pit w e reduce them, and take \\ in. pipes along the 
main level, east and we.-t. W e have about 500 yards 
of these Ii in. pipes. At the bottom of each jig and 
the top of the d o w n brows tve have tap*-, und take the 
pipes about 30 yards into each district. At every 20 
yards along these pipes we have ] in- stand-pipes, to 
which the sprays are fitted. These stand-pipes have 
also taps, so that we cau shut them or open them as w e 
want, and have all or part ofthe sprays working. The 
system of pipes, &c, is tlie same as is carried out at a 
great m a n y collieries now. The point I want to bring 
before the members being the lead plugs by which we 
get tbe sprays. W h e n first we put the pipes in w e 
tried No. 1 gas-burners, but these we found would not 
answer, as w e could not get the sprays fine enough, and 
they always dropped and made the floor very wet for 
some feet around the bottom of the stand-pipes. This 
w e could not do with, as the water caused the floor to 
lift, ami bad w e continued with these burners w e 
would soon have had the roads all upset. W e next 
tried cane, which I had heard answered well at some 
places, but this would not do at all with our pressure, 
and the water simply came through in ajet. After this 

prices, will be furnished by the above companies upon w e tried everything w e could think of and yet could 
reouest. n o t S-et the sprays fine enough, till Mr.Suint. one of Her request 

The Ingeraoll-Sergeant Drill 

Mr. A. C. Douglas, who has recently completed two 
large tunnels in Pennsylvania, one at Ashland for the 
purpose of draining the Centralia coal basin, and the 
other at Park Place, for the purpose of draining another 
coal basin, has been given a contract by the Ca
taract Construction C o m p a n y for canal and other rock 
excavation at Niagara Fulls. Mr. Douglas has recently 
begun work, putting in new Ingersoll-Sngeant Piston 
Inlet Air Compressors and IngersoU-Sergeant Drills. 

Messrs. Rogers and Clements, the contractors for the 
main tunnel at Niagara Falls, have recently put in 
some Ingersoll-Sergeant drills, and are making rapid 
and satisfactory progress. 

Indian Engineering states that tlip East Indian 
Railway collieries claim the deepest shaft in India, 
Jubilee Pit No. 2 having been already sunk to a depth 
of 450 ft., and a considerable distance having yet to be 
dug before coal is reached. 

prays 
Majesty's Inspectors of Mines, suggested lead plugs 
which be said were used in South Wales. W e , there
fore, tried them, and after using them in various forms, 
at last hit upon our present form. W e have n o w got tlie 
spray to the required fineness, and bace bad no trouble 
since. The lead plugs are simply screwed into the end 
of the pipe and then cut off. the length ofthe plug be
ing about half an inch. W e then drive a fine steel 
drift through the plug, which, besides making a hole 
through the lead, also swells out the lead in the pipe 
and makes it so fast that it will stand any pressure 
without blowing out. U p o n turning on the water, if 
the spray is too coarse, w e can get it as fine as w e like 
by simply tapping the face of the lead ulug with a. 
hammer. W e get tbe sprays just like a fog'without 
any water dropping, and this fog traveling in tbe air 
renders all dust damp, so that if you take a handful and 
throw it, it drops straight down, and does not travel 
away in the air as dry dust does. The sprays are turned 
against the wind, and this breaks them up so that they 
act upon both floor, roof, and timber. Y o u can trace 
this fog in the air from each jet for about fifteen yards. 
and w e find by having them open about two hours per 
day w e can render the dust d a m p enough and have no 
trouble with it. The plugs are very easily made, are 
inexpensive, and are not nearly so liable to get out of 

order as burners, which a; 
fine dirt getting in them. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mit. H A L L . D O you lindtb-ittbe.se .prays have lowered the 
temperature at tlie face? 

Mi;. M A W S O N . In our case it has not. done so, as our works 
are not extensive and are very cool. In some of the warm 
pits of South Wales, I a m told, putting in the sprays has 
lowered the temperature from 8 to 10°. 

M R . H A L L . Could you not get the same results by liaving 
shallow tanks full of water in the roadways? 

M B . M A W S O N This might answer in warm workings 
where you could get evaporation, but except in warm 
workings, the tanks would have very little eflect, unless the 
tubs were running through the water, in which case the 
wheels and links would carry the water to some distance 
and certainly prevent dust on the roads at those points. 

M B . M C G B E V E B . D O you not find that these sprays cause 
the warrant to lift.'.' 

M R . M A W S O N . W e have no trouble in that direction D O W , 
as the sprays are simply like a very line fog and have no 
effect on the Moor ofthe mine. W h e n we used gas-burners 
we could not get the spray fine enough, and always bad 
more or less water dropping from the burners, which caused 
mir floor to lift, and would have given us a good deal of 
trouble had we continued to use the burners. 

M R , H A L L . H O W far does the fog travel in the air? 
M R . M A W S O N . That entirely depends upon the velocity of 

your air current. Our sprays are 20 yards apart, and you 
can distinctly see the \'o% for about 15 yards from the jet. 

M R . ROBINSON. Do you suggest it is practical to have 
them throughout the workings ? 

M R . M A W S O N . Yes; I think so. It would be costly. 
M R. 1 JEAN. At Hindley Deep Pit we could trace tlie spray 

for 22 yards along the road. 
Ma. SAINT. There is another system of watering being 

tried in South Wales, the water being used in conjunction 
with compressed air. This means two sets of pipes, and al-
so a compressed air engine, which greatly adds to the ex
pense. 
The President said the getting rid of dust in the main 

roads in mines was no doubt a very important matter, and 
one that bad had a good deal of his attention. H e had 
tried burners, but hud experienced the difficulty of not be
iug able to get the spray fine enough, and thus it upset his 
road. The lead plug seemed the right thing. It was very 
simple, which was a great point in its favor, and was not 
liable to get out of order. H e certainly would try it. H e 
thought a great deal might lie done bv improving the tubs 
used in the mine. Iron tubs were the thing, but when they 
ranie to consider the cost, it made them hold back. H e was 
having his tubs improved by having the boards tongued 
and grooved and putting hoop iron in. 
_ By this means he was making his tubs practically water
tight, and when he got all his tubs done, he expected to re
duce the coal-dust in haulage roads to a very small item. 
They were about to try watering the top of the tubs before 
they started off from the bottom of the brow. Altogether, 
i n one brow 900 yards long, by the means they had tried, 
ilieyjiad reduced the quantity of dust made in twentv-fuur 
hoars "from eighteen tubs to three. 

COST OF A M E R I C A N IRON. 

The cost of production of iron and steel in this 
country is the subject of a report whicli the Hon. Car
roll D. Wright, national commissioner of labor trans
mitted to Congress through the President on the 21st of 
February, 1891. This report is the result of several 
years of careful investigation, based upon an examina
tion of the books of leading manufacturers and en
quiries by expert special agents of the National De
partment of Labor. A comparison of the costs of 
materials used in the northern and southern states 
shows that tbe difference in favor of tbe south in the cost 
of ore and coal is very great. The ore used in the 
northern states costs per ton an average of 4'401 dols.; 
tbe cinder, scrap, &c, 2-631 dols.; and the coal, 2*(>95 
dols. Tbe ore used in the southern states costs pei* ton 
un average of 1*513 dols.; the cinder, scrap, etc., P031 
dols.; and the coal, D5G6 dols. Figures of 118 establish
ments manufacturing pig iron are given. 
The foil-Swing table will show the comparative cost of 

making pig iron in different establishments in the 
United States and Europe. Each line represents the 
work ofa separate establishment, and of the 118 given 
in the report those are quoted which fairly represent 
the highest, lowest, and average rates of cost of 
materials, labor cost, and total cost in each locality : 

COST OP MANUFACTURING PIG IRON. 

Northern 
Northern 
aiiiitheni 
*> - ||. Ml 
Northern 
Europe. . 
Europe 
i.rrent Briuun .. 
Greut Britain .. 
F.nro|>e .. 
Northc-ru 
Northern . . 
Southern ... 
^ouilK-rn 
Southern ... . . 
Europe 
''real Hrituiu .. 
Kurope. 
Europe 
Great ISntnlii 
1 (rent Hruniii . 
Great Britain. 
Great liritiiin . 
Europe 
Europe 
Europe ... 
Europe 
Europe 

2T35 
1*166 
1*816 

Dols. 

23L65 
15 '202 
]ir_7'.i 
l;;r..l 
i:.:-|;w 
10*394 
18-434 
10*290 
nryj-i 
1..-H7.. 
15*25S 
l_IS_.ll 
'.i ra. 
10-822 
l.'-nTO 
in--.'..i 
11 TOT 
8765 

Hi it.:.: 
_ . ) - _ • . . 

8175 
7*851 
13*434 
11*228 
10*394 
9'073 
A>.:,<> 

s-fl-J 

In each case the items of pay of officials a n d clerks, 

cost of supplies a n d repairs a n d taxes, constitute the ex

cess ofthe " total cost" s h o w n in the a b o v e table over 

the cost of material a n d labor. T h e establishments 

given under the head of " E u r o p e " are situated in Ger

many and Belgium. 

http://lindtb-ittbe.se
http://l_IS_.ll
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THE PRINCIPLES A N D PRACTICE OF 
COAL MINING ON THE PIL

LAR SYSTEMS.* 

BY W. S. GRESLRY, M. E. 

[Written for the Colliery Engineer]. 

Figs. 35 and 36. These do not appear to need much ex
planation, but it will be well to remark that they show 
a w a y of working a verk thick coal-bed on say a 60G 

pitch so that all the coal is removed. The close pack
ing method is, of course, resorted to, because without it 

on the close-packing method. It almost amounts to 
"Longwall withdrawing." In the illustrations here 
given, the seam has a 14° pitch. It is opened up in 
lifts, in descending order. Gangways and other head
ings are driven in on the strike about *60 feet apart with 
cross-headings driver, on the slant or about half pitch 
at suitable distances fsee Fig. 37 plan). AVhen the back 
of the area of coal desired to be worked is reached the 
rooms or working-places are opened up, beginning at 
tbe uppermost beading in tbe section or lift, and con
tinuing forward in such a way as to have each " place" 
properly "stepped" or in advance of the next one be
low it as to allow ofthe packing material being proper
ly stowed behind the diggers as they come along. Each 

coal seam, in such a way as to completely fill the gobs 
and prevent serious subsidence, or danger to overlying 
workable beds of coal. Probably tbe large amount of 
yardage work (heading) constitutes tbe chief draw-back 
of this system. 

Figs. 39 and 39a are plan and cross-section of anaode 
of mining a very thick and highly inclined bed of coal 
formerly if not still mined in France. The seam is 
worked in horizontal slices, each about 1\ ft. thick, 
from top rock to bottom rock (hanging wall to foot-wall 
as the metal miner would say) and altogether wdthout 
reference to the natural stratification or bedding planes 
ofthe coal. About five cuts or slices are taken in each 
lift or section, and each is removed separately, the ex-

,_ JiiKS3^lE______iiliT_ 
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SECTION THROUGH AB FiQ. 

the whole of the seam could not be recovered by a very 
long way. As will be seen, tbe seam is first of all 
divided up into blocks or panels, and then worked 
away slice over slice, each one being mined on top of 
the gob or packing underfoot. The coal seam is thus 
worked away not parallel with its pitch or dip, but cut 
away systematically in horizontal slices or short lifts, 
each lift or slice being removed in the order of the 
numbers marked on plan Fig. 35 and each strip being 
packed tight and full as removed (see 1, 1; 1, 1, of each 
Fig). The coal is sent out to gangway down chutes c c 
c in the gob, next to the roof of seam or the hanging wall 
as it will be best to term it in such a system of mining. 
The material sent in for packing going in by way of 
other chutes, driven on the foot-wall (floor), c1 c1 c1 Fig. 
35. This method of working coal is a modified form of 
that illustrated in Fig. 34, applied to extraordinarily 
thick places in the seams. 

•l<K*W]V.„ 
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room, as will be seen from Figs. 37 and 38, 
which is an enlarged view of part of Fig. 37, 
is opened narrow or with a " neck " for a few 
feet and then widened out, and on the high 
side of each stump a stone wall or brattice 
is built square up to the next level or roadway. 
These "buildings" or walls serve to carry 
the roof coal and keep the packing in place. 
The top coal is taken down between and 
over the buildings behind the first stage 
of work going -on in the rooms. The props 
and timbering are shown in Figs. 38 and 38a 
which sufficiently explain the details of the 
system. Tbe slant roads are for lowering the 
cars to gangways. Practically all the coal 
is recovered. The air goes in on the bot
tom gangway G, works up hill through 
the various rooms, and then back to return 

-mfWmmm 

Sca/e 4-0' Kg 36. 
cavations being tilled with rubbish as the work pro
ceeds. The lifts are mined in descending order. Fig. 
39 shows the uppermost one exhausted, the middle one 
in course of working, and the lowest practically un
touched. It will also be seen that slices or cuts Nos. 
1 and 2 have been completely worked out, while No. 3 
is now being worked on top of No. 2 gob. Fi?. 39a be
ing a plan of it on one side of the inclines or planes, by 
means of which the coal is sent out and the packing 
materials sent in, the latter coming from above, and 
the coal going down through the timbered chute in the 
gob to tbe lowest hauling road or gangway level com
municating with the shaft or hoisting slope. In this 
way, coal beds, no matter how thick, can be all worked 
out. Caves are avoided, squeezes can hardly occur, and 
everything is done with method and exactness. 

[TO RE CONCLUDED.] 

Fig. 37 is a plan, and Fig. 37a is a section on the aircourse on upper or old gangway Gl. The refuse 
______ .-..• n ,.....t..m -..-.., .-l,.:.... (1....I, 1 ... T ? „. e ___ • _._> :.. -i ... _._-_. i i • pitch, ofa system of working thick coal in France, also 

•Commenced in No, 8. Vol, XI.. i. c., the issue of March, 1891, 
Back numbers may be had bv addressing Tbe Colliery Engineer 
Co., Coal Exchange, Scranton, I*a. 

for packing is taken in along the level communi
cating with the upper end of each room. It comes 
either from the surface or else from some other part of 
the mine, and is mixed with the slates and refuse of the 

Forced Draug-ht, 

The Mining Journal, of London, in the issue of August 
15th, reviews a paper read before the summer meeting 
of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, at Liver
pool, by Mr. Alfred Bleehynden entitled " A Review of 
Marine Engineering During the past Decade." The 
views of Mr. Bleehynden and of the members who par
ticipated in tbe discussion of tbe paper which followed 
its reading as to the relation between fuel consumption 
and forced draught are of special interest to fuel users 
who are interested in tbe burning of culm with forced 
draught. The Journal says ; 

" We do not think Mr. lileebiiyden is much above tbe mark when 
be estimates thai Ibe principle .it forced draught menus a saving of 
as much as 15 per cent, ol coal relatively to power. Cheaper classes 
offuel may also doubtless be used and a possible decrease of weight 
Of boilers is also am ither advaiUDge to t be steani user. The author 
holds that it seems to be fairly well established that if the boilers 
are well constructed, and arc provided with ample room to ensure 
circulation, their steaming power may without injury be increased 
to about ;.0 or 41) per cent, over tbat obtained on natural draught 
for continuous working, and may be about doubled for short runs. 
H e proceeds to lay il down that such augmentation is accompanied 
in normal cases by an increased consumption per indicate- horse-; but he points out tbat, the same or even urea ter power being 

ted, it may with moderate assistance of forced draught 
be developed wilh a smaller expenditure of fuel; providing 
that the grates and other portions ol' the apparatus are correctly 
proportioned. Doubtless, under eerUiin conditions of weather, 
when with normal boiler propoi tions it would not be prac
ticable lo maintain steam for the ordinary speed with natural 
draught, the normal power mav with forced draught be ensured. 
Strong confirmation of certain of Mr. lilecbynden's views was 
forthcoming during the discussion, especially when Mr. 1*\ C. 
Marshall pointed out that some steamship companies were using 
nothing but slack ut 5s. I'd. a ton with limed draught stokeholes. 
The success of the application of forced draught was farther re
marked upon by Mr. W. Laird, who instanced some of the Steamers 
running between Dublin and Holvhead. Nor was Mr. White far 
wrong when he observed that whatever discredit had fallen upon 
the forced draught system was in many cases due to the boilers 
to which It bad been applied. From the remarks of Jlr, Jeremiah 
Head, Mr. C. Cochnine, Mr. Macfarlanc Gray, Mr. Ford-Smith, Mr. * 
Longridge, and Sir .lames liomdass. it appears that all tlie members 
of tlie institute who took part in the di-scussion are In favor of 
the principle inasmuch as full value can always lie got out of the 
fuel no matter what are the atmospheric conditions. When gnse-si 
from the funnel are used to heat ihe air proportionately, enhanced 
benefits are doubtless obtained." 
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COAL MINING IN THE BELLEVILLE 
SEAM, NO. 6, AT ST. CLAIR CO., ILL. 

BY LEO GLUCK, E. JL, MO. GEOL. SURVEY, JEFF. CITY. 

The Belleville Seam, No. 0, of tlie Illinois scries, was 
the first coal seam worked in the State, which is 
doubtless due to the fact that it outcrops along the 
Mississippi River bluffs in close proximity to St. 
Louis. 

In St. Clair county, which is for the greater part 
underlaid by this bed, it is the principal seam worked. 

Formerly this seam was mined extensively by 
drifts along the river bluffs; but tbe larger develop
ments have been m a d e from shafts in the interior of 
the county. It has quite a uniform thickness of 0 
feet, varying generally between 5 feet and 7 feet, but 
reaching as much as 10 feet, occasionally- At the 
Reinecke Mine, No. 1 (Consolidated Coai Co.), Birkner 
Station, St. Clair County, Illinois, whicli is a repre
sentative mine as regards thickness of the seam, 
method of working, output, management, etc., the 
writer had an opportunity to study the seam in detail, 
where the coal varies little, if any, from (i feet in thick
ness. 

T h e following general section, which includes a de
tailed section of the coal bed, shows the " partings 
and b a n d s " in the coal, and tin- local names of the 
divisions: 

20' to 150' loess. 
150' thin beds of limestone, shales and clay alter

nating and varying in thickness. 
10' shale. 
5' limestone. 
5' clay. 

Pillar" plan; which is continued until the workings 
become quite extensive, and then the "doul.de or 
triple" entry plan is adopted and continued until tlie 
limits ofthe property are reached. S o m e of tbe larger 
mines are opened on tbe " double or triple " entry plan. 

T h e pillars are left standing, and the coal is mined 
from the rooms to the extreme limits of the property 
before ant- trimming or robbing of the pillars is un
dertaken. If this precaution is not taken, the crack
ing of the roof would let in surface water, ami by 
softening the "under clay" would cause "squeezes," 
even with pillars as thick as are used at present; 
increasing thereby the mining, pumping, and tram
ming expenses, besides making the mining operations 
more hazardous. 

After the property limits are reached the coal in the 
pillars is regained by the " robbing system," retreat
ing towards the shaft. 

T h e following are the dimensions of the workings 
by the two diflerent plans: 

1 
Double 
Entrv 

! Plan. 

Feet. Feet, 

Rib between rooms 30 :..i 
Rib between main entrv and first room 60 60 
Rooms started ut .' IS to 20 18 to 20 
Knmns widen to 35 to 40 .0 to 45 

Distance bei ween 

There are two general methods of mining the coal 
iracticed in this district ; one by undercutting and 
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THF PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF COAL MINING ON THE PILLAR SYSTEMS 

20' to 25' nodular, fossiliferous limestone (head rock), 
1 " to 3' slate. 

1 2 " " top seam " or " blacksmith seam." 
J" " bone parting." 
9// "nine inch seam." 
." "bone parting." 

112" to 1 4 " "drift seam." 
' "clay or bone parting." 
' " block coal." 
' to I" pyritiferous or "sulphur" parting. 

4 " "four inch seam." 
' to 1 1 " "bottom coal." 
to IG' fire-clay. 

Limestone (bottom rock.) 
This coal is of the soft Bituminous variety, rather 

high in sulphur and ash, but its comparative great 
thickness, freedom from faults, its slight dip, and east-
mining, m a k e it compete favorably with other better 
Illinois and < Ibio coals for steam and domestic use. 

The impurities in this seam are pyrites and gypsum, 
which are found at irregular intervals throughout the 
seam, except in tbe Blacksmith which is remarkably 
free from them. T h e pyrites occurs, both as concre
tions, especially in the " Four-inch seam," and as 
flakes. T h e gypsum occurs as plates in the jointage 
planes. 

The Blacksmith seam on account of its freedom from 
pyrites was formerly sorted out for blacksmith's use; 
commanding 2 cents more per bushel tban the rest of 
the seam. 

The plan of work adopted in opening up this seam 
is, as a general rule, the "Single Entry R o o m and 

shooting the coal down, the other by shooting out 
the coal in the solid. The former method is in gen
eral use. however. 

At tbe Reinecke Mine tbe undercutting in the fire
clay was formerly done by band; but coal cutters 
rapidly took the place of hand cutting, even though 
the former m a y have been temporarily cheaper. 

T h e reason for this is tbat the frequent occurrence 
of strikes in this district, as can be seen from the coal 
statistics of Illinois, m a d e the introduction of coal 
cutting machines almost a necessity ; as with them a 
definite output of coal can be gotten without especially 
skilled labor. A n y able-bodied m a n can become an 
expert machine m a n in a very short time. Thus 
giving the mine owner the advantage of placing large 
coal contracts with safety. 

The Harrison machine, run by compressed air at 
SO pounds pressure, making 220 revolutions per min
ute, is tbe mining machine used. It is operated by 
being placed on aboard 10 feet long and 3 feet wide, 
inclined 9 inches in 10 feet towards the coal face. 

T b e machine cuts along the width of tbe board ; 
then it is shifted to another board, placed by the side 
of the first board, and it is then ready for another 
3-foot cut. This is continued until tbe whole face of a 
room is undercut 3-1 feet under, about 1 2 " high at 
the face, and 3 " to 4 " at the back. The under
cutting is done in the fire-clay; but if the clay be
comes too bard, or pyrites balls are encountered, or 
rolls in tbe floor, cut out the fire-clay, then the cutting 
is done in the coal. 

Generally the cutting is done in part in the coal, 

and in part in fire-clay, cutting a wedge from each. 
About :{ of this coal is recovered as lump coal, the 
other ji goes into the gob. 

Each Harrison machine has a complement of six 
steel picks, two picks being generally in the black
smith's shop for repairs. F r o m six to eitrht picks are 
dulled by each machine daily. Each machine has 
five faces to work consecutively, thus giving the coal 
loaders opportunity to load the coal shot. down. 

T h e Harrison coal cutter in room work experiences 
in a day, of ten hours, the following delays : 

10 bits or picks are changed @ 1^ minutes each, 
15 minutes. 

22 board shiftings are changed @, 3 minutes each, 
tits minutes. 

9 m a c h i n e f " -*oa(^*'noa % ®\ minutes each, 11 min. 
"shiftines . " ® f:! m"lu':es each, 12 min. 

**' ( 2 trammings (<-<•• 41 minutes each, 9 min. 
Time lost by necessary delays, 113 minutes, ot* say 

two hours, 120 minutes. 
Thus, in working a shift of 10 hours, 2 hours are lost 

by necessary delays, making the efficiency of the 
Harrison coal cutter under the best conditions 8 0 % 
of the time of the working shift. 

T h e labor required per maehine is as follows: 
1 machine runner. 
1 machine helper. 
1 blaster. 
4 coal loaders. 
T h e Harrison machine can cut on an average along 

1 foot of face in 6\ minutes ; as determined by the 
writer, from a long series of observations over a period 
of four weeks. Therefore, in a day of 10 hours, on 
this basis, assuming tbat no time was lost except as 
enumerated before, the Harrison machine can cut along 
74 linear feet of face with an undercut of 3J', which in 
a 0 foot seam amounts to 1,554 cubic feet, or 1,554 
bushels of coal. 

W h e n a room is partially undercut by the coal cut
ters, then the blaster follows the machine and puts in 
holes for blasting d o w n the coal with a geared auger 
drill, operated by hand, and attached to the coal face 
by expanding jaws inserted into a shallow hole m a d e 
by a pick or jumper drill 3 " below tbe bole to be 
bored or drilled. 

A kit of tools for tbe boring machine consists of 
two 2-font, two 4-foot, two 0-foot augers, and two 18" 
extensions, line set of tools are dulled every day, 
und require refacing by the blacksmith ; although 
they are refiled by the blaster after each use. 

In blasting d o w n tbe coal, three and four holes re
spectively are used, of which one and two respectively 
are used in entry and room driving ; all of which are usu
ally started in the drift scam. 

Tbe following table gives the dimensions and speed 
of drilling the different kinds of boles : 

Entry Work. Room Work, 

Diameter nf holes, 2V' to 2V'.. 21H" to 2yk" 
Number of "breaking in " holes 1 ., 2. (also incline to-

a,eC"™iz.,"t!.U
or"b^li»kin•*l°,' h°le" 30°"| ;!»° words each 

Incl. to vert. of " breaking in" holes 15°.. 15° other.) 
Length of " " " " .1..'..l b%' 
No. of rib holes 2" ..' 2 
Incl. to horizontal rib holes 20"..' 20° 
Length of rib holes 'if.,'.. :',)/„• 
Time taken to attach auger 1 . " . 
Time taken to drill breaking in 1 ,r 1C 

hole, (average) i 1& ,n * 15ni (average.) 
Tim_ taken to drill rib hole 12 m.. 12m. 
Time taken to detach auger 1 m.. 1 m. " 
Tbe loading of the boles is dime by either of two 
methods tbe "Needle" or " Barrel" method, describ
ed in detail in the Engineering and Mining Journal, Feb. 
22, 1890, liy tbe writer, giving the several advantages. 

It'takes on an average 10 minutes to load a hole by 
the "Needle" method and one can load twice as fast 
by the " Barrel " method. 
Tbe " Breaking in" holes are fired first, and then 

the face is squared by the "rib" boles. 
Froni a plot of the mini', the writer determined that 

38% of the coal is left as pillars, leaving 62% of 
the coal to be mined. 
The 4" and 5" of partings are lost, which is 0" 

of 6', or 12._1% of the seam; again the amount of 
slack made by the mining of the coal depends greatly 
on the miner, but 5 % will, without doubt, fully cover 
this loss, so that not inure than 173% ofthe 6 2 % 
of the seam is the coal that is lost, or 62% — 17j% 
of 62% to — 51'15% is the coal that is hoisted. 
By observation at the shaft landing it was deter

mined that 8-J% ofthe coal hoisted went to the slack 
dump to be sold for practically nothing and part to be 
used as fuel at tbe mines. Therefore the marketable 
coal of the seam is only 46'89% of the total seam ; 
but to this must be added about 2 5 % ofthe 3S% left 
as pillars, whicli is to be regained by robbing the 
pillars. Thus the total amount of the Belleville seam 
which is available as lump coal by the present meth
ods of mining is 56*39% of the total seam. 

The Probable Depth at "Which Coal is now Being-
Worked in the British Isles. 

A paper on this subject by Frofessor Hull is printed 
in the Transactions of tbe Manchester Geological 
Society, Volume X X . The author says : 
"In connection with the duration of our coal supply, 

it is of interest to enquire into the average depth at 
which coal is being worked, and the rate of increase of 
that average. If at the introduction of steani winding 
engines about 1820 it be supposed that 100 yards was 
the average depth at which coal was mined ; and that 
now, as a near approximation, tbe average depth be 
taken at 350 to 400 yards, then the rate of increase in 
depth is about 4 yards per annum if uniform, which 
it has not been. For the counties of York, Derby, and 
Notts the average depth at present is probably near 250 
yards, while in Lancashire and Cheshire ft is much 
greater—say, nearer 400 yards." 
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE ENDLESS ROPE 
HAULAGE AT CASTLE EDEN 

COLLIERY. 

BY W A L T E R BELL. 

[From the Proceeding? of The British Society of Mining Students.] 

As the engine planes for endless rope haulage must, 
of course, be wider than those for systems where single 
rails are used, the state of the roof has an important 
bearing on the choice ofa system of haulage. 

\ 

x 

REFERENCE. 

yds., 

The height of the seam varies from about.3 ft. 6 in. to 4 
ft. 6 in., and the top stone is " ripped " on one side to 
make height for the traveling way. 
The hauling engine is underground, and was first 

fitted up for tail-rope haulage, but by adding gearing 
(7 to 1) it has been altered for slow motion. Itis a con
densing engine with two cylinders 16 in. diameter, 24 
in. stroke. The drum is 9 in. wide. The engine is 
worked by steam or compressed air. 
The driving-wheel for the rope is 8 ft. diameter and 

is of slightly conical form, the rope being passed around 
3-> times, going on at tbe large diameter and coming off 
at the lesser, thus preventing friction of the coils 

against one another. The trod is lined with 
crucible cast steel so that it can be replaced when 
worn. This wheel is a duplicate of that shown 
in Figs. 4 and 5, without the friction-clutch. 
Fig. 1 is a plan showing the number and direc

tion of the wagonways where the rope is em
ployed. 
The rope runs underneath the tubs, and each 

tub is attached separately to the rope by means of 
a clip (see Figs. 2 and 3), rollers being placed 
about 10 yards apart for the purpose of prevent-
ing the rope from trailing on tbe ground, but low 
enough to allow £ree passage lor the clips. 
The system is worked by means of a main 

driving-rope 2-[ in. circumference, which drives a 
wheel at the point B on Fig. 1, this wheel giving 
motion, by means of friction-clutches, to other 
wheels whicli drive the ropes leading into other 
districts, and each wheel can be separately put 
into or out of gear. By means ofthe friction-
clutches tbe driving-wheels can be started 
gradually, thus relieving tbe ropes of any un
necessary strain. 
The friction clutch is the main feature of in

terest in the haulage. The driving-wheel A and 
friction-wheel B (see Figs. 4 and 5) are made to 
run loose on the shaft C when the clutch is out of 
gear. Tbe strap as shown in plan is in three seg
ments, each segment having projections d. at 
the ends with screwed recesses in which work 
right and left-handed screws E. In the center of 
each segment there are holes F which receive 
pins passed also through the driving-wheel, as at 
H. On these right and left-banded screws are 
fixed levers K, connected with the arms L of 
the sliding box M, which is actuated by a screw 
and lever from above. W h e n the sli'ding box; 
is made to slide up, the screws bring the segments 
of the strap closer to one another and so grips 
the friction-wheel, and the wheel revolves. This 
is tightened sufficiently to move the given load, 
and should the load become greater at any time 
tbe friction wheel slips and becomes stationary. 
If only the weight of coal is the cause of the 
heavier load, the sliding box can be pushed up 
still further, and the strap tightened. 
In tbe wheel-pit, therefore, there is first the 

main driving-wheel, always running, then 3 sets 
of wheels and clutches below for the 3 different 
ways. 
The wheels have false trods T of crucible east 

steel, but show very little signs of wearing, al
though they have been on about 7 years.. 
The district B C is slightly dipping inbye, and tubs 

are taken off and bung on at 5 junctions. Three sepa
rate engines work tbe branch roads, H I, F G, and D E, 

which have com-
e*-EVATI0N- pressed air as their 

motive power. 
The straight-oil dis

trict B J rises inbye 
all the way, which 
does not put much 
work on the engine 
as tbe full tubs help 
to bring the empties 
up. 
In tbe reference 

to Figure 1 the 
lengths and total rise 
or dip ofthe wagon
ways are given. 
About 900 tons of 

coal pass over the 
main rope in tubs 
of Sk—9 cwt. capa
city, and the rope 
runs 11 hours per 
day. 

At the main junc
tion B, the empty 
tubs are drawn up a 
" kip" to get an im
petus to run into 
the other districts, 
in which there are 
" swalleys," w h e r e 
they are attached to 
the rope. In the 
same way on the full 
sides of the branch 
roads, the full tubs 
are brought on to a 
" kip," and w h e n 
knocked off they run 
down to the main 
rope. 
Speed. The rope 

travels about 3 miles 
per hour. 

Curves. In passing 
round curves there 
is a series of bell-
sheaves (those found 

1 IB EM AR KB. j. an it boat 
The dotted lines drawn Illustrating the "knock-off" in the elevation, show it iu its natural position; -!___,_ *_ „. i„ -

where the tub is shown In dotted lines the clip is detached, the arms having been lifted up again bv the uratwi to scale ill 
ball and lever after being depressed. Figs. 6 a n d 7), placed 

at equal distances around the curves and between the 
rails, whicli are so placed that a clip, when passing round 
with the rope, shall be in the center of the two 
rails, so when the rope is running alone 
it is a little out of the center. The clips having a 
firm grip of the rope, are easily drawn round the 
sheaves, and the tubs pass without jerks. The boxes of 
tbe clips must not be too low down, (which sometimes 
happens when the clips are worn) or, else they are 
liable to be lifted up and the clip become detached. 

From A to 
From B to C 1991 yds. 
From I) to E 1ST yds. 
From F to G 418 yds. 
From H to I 913 yds.. 
From B to J 1:5-12 yds., 100'91 feet rise. 
From B to K 682 yds., 62*29 feet rise 

29 55 feet rise 
S0-17 feet fall 
G'91 feel fait 

28 5-1 feet rise. 
feet rise, 

The wagonways at Castle Eden are about 12 ft. in 
width, the gauge lieing 2 ft. in width, and 3 or 4 ft. 
being provided" on one side of the road as a traveling 
way. 

SECTION ON A.D. 

FIG. 3. 

Swalleys. There being a greater tension on the full, 
than on the empty way, wbeU passing " swalleys " the 
rope has a tendency to lift the tubs off the rails, but 
these " swalleys " are partially filled in on the full aide. 
The tension not being so great on the empty way, the 
rope lies between the rails. 
" Backs" or bills are in the Eame way cut through. 
Gradients. The heaviest gradients on theoutbyeendor 

driving-rope is 1 in 9 on the full way, and 1 in 6 op the 
empty way. 

Tension Gear. Owing to the varying condition of the 
way, there are at different times and places, strains on 
the ropes which unless balanced to some extent, would 
throw the tubs off the rails. 
To balance these the following method is applied: 

The rope is passed round a wheel supported on a slid
ing carriage on wheels, the carriage being attached to a 
chain at the end of which are placed weights, the 
chains passing over pulleys as in Figs. S and 9. The 
weights can be altered according to length of rope or 

FIG. 5. 

weight of mineral on road. These are placed on the 
trailing rope or empty tub side as near the driving-
wheels as possible, so as to take up any slack after com
ing round these wheels. 
Hanging on and knocking of the clips. The " hanging 

o n " ofthe clips at first sight seems difficult, but the 
lads soon get trained to the work and can hang them 
on very quickly. 
On the other hand, the "knocking off," when the 

tubs follow one another closely, and the clips being 
stiff at times, is attended with considerable difficulty, 
and should a tub miss, being detached near the return 
wheel, damage to the rope becomes serious. 
To prevent such accidents an automatic " knock off," 

arrangement is placed at the terminus of the rope. 
Figs. 2 and 3 explain the working of it, which acta 
admirably. 
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Different sized clips are used for tbe diflerent ropes. 

New ropes sometimes give trouble until they get 
stretched. 
Size of ropes: Main road 2,1 in. circumference. 

Branch roads, 2'2 in. and l:,
1 in. circumference. 

Greasing. Automatic greasers are placed at various 
points throughout the mine which grease more effec
tively than in other systems where the tubs run at a 

greater speed. 
Signals. Electric signaling is used throughout the 

pit, and the rope can be stopped within a few yards 
after the signal has been sent either to the engineman 
for the ontbye end, or to tlie main junction for the other 
ropes (where a man is kept arranging the tubs into and 
out of the different districts) and any rope is immedi
ately put out of gear. 

A very regular supply of coal is brought to the shaft, 
Orer liiulhss Chains—less weight in the rope than in 

the chain, curves worked without any hand labor. 
Over Quick-running Endless Pope—the clips being 

stronger and running in sets, the rope is liable to injury. 
Xo set-riders. Less liability to accident. 
A rope lasts 4 years on the average. 

Costs. Maintaining way and all wagon way cost is 
about '85 d. per ton. and cost of ropes about '76 d. per 
fun. 
The cost per ton for rope lads, i. _=*., all lads taking off 

tubs and hanging on, is lj d. per ton. 
The cost per ton per mile is about 3 d. Steam power 

and repair of tubs is not included in this. This is some
what high on account of the rope being taken right 
into the" flats." 

DEFINITIONS OF TECH NICA). TERMS. 

KIP.—A level or gentle sloping roadway going outbye at the ex
tremity of au engine plane, u[.j]_ whicli Hie full tubs stand ready 
for being sent uo the shaft. 
SWALLEV.—A liollow in the road. 

MINE INSPECTION IN THE TERRI
TORIES. 

Fio. li. 

Bells are placed in circuit at all the junctions, ?o that 
those lads employed there can tell whether the ring 
comes from inbye or outbye. 
Pumps can be coupled up to tbe return wheels the 

same as in other systems. 
Compressed air is carried into the face ofthe district 

B C, and the branches on this road are worked by 
separate engines, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The engine at H has one cylinder, 14 in. diameter by 

18 in. stroke, geared 2i—-l. The engine at F has two 
cylinders, 6 in. by 12 in. stroke, geared 6—1. The en
gine at D has two cylinders, 8 in. by 14 in. stroke, 
geared 8—1. The engine at FI has lately had another 
cylinder added, namely, 20 in. by 20 in. stroke, and the 
gearing is to be altered to 6—1. 

Naked lights are a great benefit at the junctions as they 
aid the lads much in hanging on the tubs property, and 
where safe, open lights are used. At these stations, or 
about 20 yards both inbye and outbye. are fixed be
tween the ways levers, which, when a tub passes over 
them, the axle pulls a bell at-the junctions and warns 
the lads there of the approach of either full or empty 
tubs, according to the direction the ring comes from. 
Advantages. Fxtensions of tbe rope can be made in 

very small distances, and consequently the putters or 
trammers put direct on to the rope, and so driving 
horses are done away with, which sates the cost of 
making the roads higher. 

'//////////S/S/S/r 

FIG. S. 

The strain and tear on machinery, trams, and ropes 
are a great deal less tban in the tail-rope system, and 
if an accident does happen it is not generally of a very 
serious nature, as when a tub gets off the way the bow 
ofthe clip straightens out and leaves bold ofthe tub. 
By attaching the tubs at equal distances apart, the 

weight ofthe rope is carried along with less friction on 
the ground androllers. 

The Act for the Protection of the Lives of Miners 

In the Territories Passed by the Last Congress. 

Be it enacted by 'he Senate and II,ms, „\ Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congre** assembled, That in 
each organized and unorganized Territory of the LTnited 
States wherein are located coal mines, the aggregate 
annual output of which shall be in excess of one 
thousand tons pei* annum, the I'resident shall appoint 
a mine inspector, who shall hold office until his 
successor is appointed and qualified. Such inspector 
shall, before entering upon tbe discharge of his duties, 
give bond to the United States in tbe sum of two 
thousand dollars, conditioned for the faithful discbarge 
of bis duties. 

S E C 2. That no person shall be eligible for appoint
ment as mine inspector under section one of this act 
who is not either a practical miner or mining engineer 
and who has not been a resident for at least six months 
in the Territory for which he shall be appointed ; and 
no person who shall act as Ian 1 agent, manager, or 
agent of any mine, or as mining engineer, or 
be interested in operating any mine in such Terri
tory shall be at the same time an inspector under the 
provisions of this act. 

SEC. 3. That it shall be tbe duty of the mine inspect
or provided for in this act to make careful and thorough 
inspection of each coal mine operated in such Territory, 
and to report at least annually upon the condition of 

| each coal mine in said Territory with reference to the 
appliances for the safety of the miners, the number of 

' air or ventilating shafts, the number of shafts or 
| slopes for ingress or egress, the character and condition 
of the machinery for ventilating such mines, and the 

. quantity of air supplied to the same. Such reports 
, shall be made to the governor of the Territory in 
I which such mines are located and a duplicate thereof 
forwarded to the Secretary of the Interior, and in tbe 

I case of an unorganized Territory directly to the Secre
tary of the Interior. 

SEC. 4. That in case the said mine inspector shall re
port that any coal mine is not properly constructed or 

1 not furnished with reasonable and proper machinery 
j and appliances for the safety of tbe miners and other 
employes it shall be tbe duty of the governor of such 

i organized Territory, or it shall be tbe duty of the Secre
tary oi the Interior to give notice to tbe owners or 
managers of said coal mine that the said mine is unsafe 

1 and notifying them in what particular tbe same is un-
| safe, and requiring them to furnish or provide such ad-
I ditional machinery, slopes, entries, means of escape, 
ventilation, or other appliances necessary to the safety 

: ofthe miners and other employes within a period to be 
I in said notice named, and if the same be not furnished 
i as required in such notice it shall be unlawful after the I 
! time fixed in such notice for the said owners or 
managers to operate said mine. 

SEC. 5. That in all coal mines in theTerritories of tbe . 
United States the owners or managers shall provide at I 
least two shafts, slopes, or other outlets, separated In-
natural strata of not les- than one hundred and fifty 

: feet in breadth, by which shafts, slopes, or outlets dis-
1 tinct means of ingress and egress, shall always be avail
able to the pei*sons employed in said mine. And in 
case ofthe failure of any coal mine to be so provided it 
shall be the duty ofthe mine inspector to make report 
of such fact, and thereupon notice shall issue, as pro
vided in section four of this act, and with the same 
force and effect. 

SEC. 6. That the owners or managers of every coal 
mine at a depth of one hundred feet or more shall pro
vide an adequate amount of ventilation of not less than 
fifty-five cubic feet of pure air per second oi thirty-
three hundred cubic feet perminute, for every fifty men 
at work in said mine, and in like proportions for a 
greater number, which air shall by proper appliances or 
machinery be forced through such mine to the face of 
each and every working place, so as to dilute and 
render harmless and expel therefrom tbe noxious or 
poisonous gases ; and all workings shall be kept clear 
of standing gas. 

SEC. 7. That any mine owner or manager who shall 
continue to operate a mine after failure to comply with 
the requirements of this act and after the expiration of 
the period named in the notice provided for in section 
four of this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemean
or, and shall be fined not to exceed five hundred dol
lars. 

SEC. 8. That in no case shall a furnace shaft be used 
or for the purposes of this act be deemed an escape 
shaft. " F 

SEC. 9. That escape shafts shall be constructed incom
pliance with the requirements of this act within six 
months from the date ol tbe passage hereof, unless the 
time shall be extended by the mine inspector, and in 
no case shall said time be extended to exceed one year 
from tbe passage of this act. 

SEC. 10. Tbat a metal speaking-tube from the top to 
the bottom ofthe shaft or slope shall be provided in all 
cases, so that conversation may be carried on through 
the same. 

SEC. 11. That an approved safety-catch shall be pro
vided and sufficient cover overhead on every carriage 
used in lowering or hoisting persons. And the mine 
inspectors shall examine and pass upon the adequacy 
and safety ofall such hoisting apparatus. 

SEC. 12. That no child under twelve years of age 
shall be employed in tbe underground workings of any 
mine. And no father or other "person shall misrepre
sent the age of anybody so employed. Any person 
guilty of violating the provisions of this section shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined not to exceed one hundred 
dollars. 

SEC. 13. That only experienced and competent and 
sober men shall be placed in charge of hoisting appara
tus or engines. And the maximum number of persons 
who may ascend or descend upon any cage or hoisting 
apparatus shall be determined by the mine inspector. 

SEC. 14. Tbat it shall be lawful for any inspector to 
enter and inspect any coal mine in bis district and the 
work and machinery belonging thereto at all reason
able times, but so as not to impede or obstruct the 
working of the mine; and to make inquiry into the 
state ofthe mine, works, and machinery, and the ven
tilation and mode of lighting the same, and into all 
matters and things connected wilh or relating to the 
safety of the persons employed in or about tbe same, 
and especially to make inquiry whether the provisions 
of this act are complied with ; and the owner or agent 
is hereby required to furnish means necessary for such 
entry, inspection, examination, and inquiry of which 
the said inspector shall make an entry in tbe record in 
his office, noting the time and material circumstances 
ofthe inspectian. 

S E C 15. That in all cases of fatal accident a full re
port thereof shall be made by the mine owner or 
manager to the mine inspector, said report to be in 
writing and made within ten days after such death 
shall have occurred. 

SEC. 16. That as a cumulative remedy, in case of the 
failure of any owner or manager of any mine to com
ply with the requirements contained in the notice of 
the Governor of such Territory or the Secretary of the 
Interior, given in pursuance of this act, any "court of 
competent jurisdiction, or the Judge of such court in 
vacation, may, on tbe application ofthe mine inspector 
in the name of the United States and supported by the 
recommendation of the Governor of said Territory or 
of the Secretary of the Interior, issue an injunction re
straining the further operation of such mine until such 
requirements are complied with, and in order to obtain 
such injunction no bond shall be required. 

S E C 17. That wherever the term " owner or manager " 
is used in this act the same shall include lessees orother 
persons controlling the operation of any mine. And in 
case ofthe violation of the provisions of this act by any 
corporation tbe managing officers and superintendents 
and other managing agents of such corporation, shall 
be personally liable and shall be punished as provided 
in act for owners and managers. 

S E C 18. That tbe mine inspectors provided for in this 
act shall each receive a salary of two thousand per an
num, and their actual traveling expenses when engaged 
in their duties. 

S E C 19. That whenever any organized Territory shall 
make or has made provision by law for the safe opera
tion of mines within such Territory, and the Covernor 
of such Territory shall certify said fact with a copy of 
the said law to the Secretary of the Interior, then and 
thereafter the provisions of this act shall no longer 
be enforced in such organized Territory, but in lieu 
thereof the statute of such Territory shall be operative 
in lieu of this act. 
Approved March 3, 1891. 

Testing Mineral Land 

So many mistakes have oeen made in tbe purchase or 
leasing of mineral lands, that it is now regarded as ab
solutely necessary tbat lands should first be tested by a 
diamond drill before tbe sale or lease is completed. 
Then, if the cores are carefully preserved and recorded, 
an almost perfect idea of the value of the minerals may 
be arrived at. Jlr. H. P. Simpson, of Scranton, Pa., 
who for several years had charge of the prospecting 
business of Simpson and "Watkins, has succeeded the 
latter firm, and the class of prospecting .that he is doing 
is so satisfactory to tbe large coal companies of the 
Lackawanna and Wyoming region, that he has several 
drills constantly at work. Among his clients are the 
Hillside Coal and Iron Company, the Pennsylvania 
Coal Company, tbe Lackawanna Coal Company, 
Limited, the Parrish Coal Company, and others. 

Mr. Simpson's facilities are such that be is prepared 
to contract for any number of test holes, and will guar
antee good work and quick time. All records are kept 
strictly confidential. Those of our readers wishing to 
learn accurately the quality, position, and extent of 
strata in mineral lands, will do well to write Mr. Simp
son for terms, etc. 
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Thie department is intended for the use of those who wish to express 
their views, or ask, or anmeer, questions on any subject relating to 
mining, correspond, nt" need not hesitate to write for supposed 
want of ability. If the ideas are expressed, wc xeilt cheerfully make 
any needed c'ornction in composition that may be required. Com-
tntinicatume should not be too lengthy, and personal reflections 
should be carefully avoided. 

AU communications shmild be accompanied with the proper name and 
address of the writer—not necessarily for publication, but as a 
guarantee' of good faith. 

The Editor is not responsible far mews expressed in this Department 
« - Correspondence should be in as simple language, and as free 

of technical signs and formuke as possible, consistent wilh clear solu
tion. Catch-questions will not be published. 

Editoe l. 'allien/ Engineer : 

SIR : —I submit the following in reply to " Miner," of 

Elizabeth, Pa., whose question appeared in the August 

issue : 

Can a siphon have too much fall for its lift, and 

why ? 

I believe it can, as I have found by experience that 

there is a certain medium when the siphon will work 

best. If a siphon has a SO' fall and is giving good re

sults, by adding another length or more of pipe instead 

of making the flow of water better, it will hinder it. 

The quantity of water may not be much less, but the 

siphon will not run as long a time without charging as 

it did before the length was increased. Also in the SO' 

fall the pipes will not be full of water, and in conse

quence there will be more or less of air in them, which 

in time will work its way to the summit and cut off tbe 

flow of water. If tbe fall is lengthened the room for 

air will be increased, and the flow of water will be cut 

off sooner, requiring it to be charged oftener. Also, 

the more the length ofthe pipe is increased the more 

friction there will be to overcome. 

Yours, etc., 

JOSEPH CAIN. 

AVh dwell, Marion Co., Tenn., September lst. 

Certificated. Mine Superintendents. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—I have watched with much interest the articles 
which have been appearing in your journal for the 
past several months on " Certificated Mine Superin
tendents," and wish to add m y views to the list. 
Your journal has followed m e to a large number of 

different States and places on this Continent, and 
at each of these mining places, of course, there 
were superintendents, and with the exception of 
one case I have not met with incompetent superintend
ents, so that m y experience does not coincide with 
some of your correspondents. The one incompetent 
superintendent I refer to was met in the State of Ala
bama, and he only held the position for a short term. 
Although the superintendents with w h o m I have 

come in contact are competent men well suited to the 
responsible positions which they hold before the people 
—not before tbe law so much—1 think that even their 
standard of excellence could be raised by the law re
quiring that every official should have a certificate of 
competency, and this tvould bar out those who might by 
any chance desire to fill a position they are not fitted by 
education or practice to fill. W e are aware that many 
incompetent men desire such positions, and we may 
thank the good judgment of general managers or 
executive committees for tbe selection in most cases 
of good men. 
I am not of tbe opinion tbat superintendents should 

be required to have a special certificate but by all means 
let him pass the mine foremen's examination before he 
is considered eligible for the position of superintendent. 
This would, as I have just said, place a barrier strong 
enough to keep incompetent men out ofthe field and I 
think this is all that fair-minded mining men desire. 
Thus fitted out the superintendent will be a suitable 
man to adjust difficulties or give suitable advice or in
structions at the proper time if called upon to do so. 
Being thus qualified himself be will also be the better 
able to select tbe best men to fill the positions of trust 
under him, and in the failure of mine bosses to do their 
full duty (some do not do their full duty) he can reprove 
in fitting language, knowing whereof he speaks. 
Such a certificate would bring with it one other ad

vantage, it would bush the voice of contumely and 
silence the crank, be he mine boss or a citizen in an
other walk of life. 

Mr. Roy, by his simple remarks, started discussion on 
an important subject and I hope that the various can
didly expressed opinions ofthe correspondents on this 
subject will aid Mr, Roy in the good work which so 
many years of his life he has been identified with. 

Yours, etc., 

H. L. D. AV. 

Letbbridge, N. W. T., Canada, August 31st. 
An Agricultural Phenomenon on Coal Land. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—In Jefferson County, Ohio, there is a singular 
phenomenon which I would like to bring before your 
readers for explanation. 
There are a great many apple orchards in that 

country, and on the hill-sides where Ibe coal stratum 
conies to the surface, it has been noticed that above the 
stratum there is a large yield of apples, but below it 
there is not a single apple. This phenomenon exists in 
all of tbat section. In the spring, while the trees were 
in blossom, there was a heavy frost and the blossoms 
on the trees that did not bear were all destroyed. Now 

it is evident that the coal in some way protected the 
fruit trees from the frost by some inherent property, or 
chemical affinity tbat the coal possesses. I hope that 
some one will give a scientific explanation ofthe cause 
of this. It is also asserted that the frost destroyed all 
the delicate and tender plants and vegetable blossoms 
below the coal stratum. 

Yours, etc., 
Pittsburgh, Pa., September 9th. W . W . CABLE. 

Ventilation and Mining. 

Edtior Colliery Engineer : 

SIR;—Please insert the following in answer to 
" A. L. G.," of Audenried, Pa. : 

(1). In Wilson's book on mine ventilation the fol
lowing formula is given to find the perimeter of an 
elliptical shaft: 

V A 
+ " 2 

X 3-1416. 

Please explain it by working it out fully. 
For convenience w e will take an elliptical shaft 

whose long axis is 10 ft. and short axis 5 ft., then 
A --= 10, a = 5, then substituting their values in the 
formula and solving tve have 

via2 + 5,J 

2 
= 7'9, 

-4-7-5 

HI + 5 — = 7'5, and 

X 3'1410 = 24'19, perimeter. 

(2). In opening out a gangway to the width of a 
double track or turnout, h o w would you increase the 
length and diameter of your collars ? 

Assuming the gangway to be 8 ft. wide, using 8 in. 
collars, and it to be opened out to 12 ft., the collars 
being 3 ft. apart, each collar would have to be m a d e 
1 ft. longer. 

T h e first collar on the turnout would equal 

X • : 8*653 in. diameter. 

T h e second collar on the turnout would equal 
3 /To2 T 
\l a_ X 8J = 9'28 in. diameter. 

The third collar on the turnout would equal 

'A/ T X 83 = 9'9 in' dirtmeter* 
T h e fourth collar on the turnout would equal 

I 12' V-#~ 83 : 10'482 in. diameter. 

(3). If there are two airways of the same lengtb one 
being 12 ft. by G ft., and the other 9 ft. by 9 ft. what 
pressure applied to the former would give the same 
quantity of air tbat a pressure of 10 lbs. per sq. ft. gives 
to the latter ? 
Their perimeters and lengths being the same the 

pressure will be according to 

9 X 9 - 5 - 6 X 1 2 = 1-125 = difference in 
size of airways and in velocity of air, being as 1 is to 
1-125, then 

-i : ^ " 10 : 14-264. 
1*125 1 

Yours, etc., 
Hanna City, 111,, Aug. 22d. A. B. 
[Solutions to tbe above questions were also received 

from " S. V. P.," of Red Bank, Pa., on account of 
their similarity theyare not inserted.—ED.] 

Answers to Miscellaneous Questions. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I wish to thank "R. M. S.," of Avoca, Pa., for 

bis answers to m y questions in the August issue of your 

journal. Fie asked for a calculation on the second 

question so that he might show where I was wrong. 

1 would say that I solved the question myself after 

sending it to tbe T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER. 

As I am buta student in the theory of mining and 

having worked out the various fan questions given in 

yourjournal, and noticing that our District Inspector 

could always find more air at foot of upcast than the 

fan could exhaust, it rather puzzled rae, I measured the 

airway, however, whicli I found to be 8' %/f X 9*' 4// or 

an area of 79*4 sq. ft., and the anemometer showed a 

speed of 900 revolutions per minute, and 000 X 79 _=-

71,400 cu. ft. per minute. The dimensions of the fan 

are, diameter, 20'; width of blades, 7/; orifice 8', and a 

velocity of 40 revolutions. N o w by formula 

(D + L>) X ( D — D ) X • 7854 = area, or 

20 -f 8 = 28 

20 — 8 = 12 

28 X 12 \ '7S54 = 2G3'S944, area. 

And 

263-8944 X 40 X 7 = 73,890'432 cu. ft. of air, 

then 

73,890'432 — 71,400 = 2,490 cu. ft. of air 

whicli the fan is displacing. I think this is nearly 

correct for the velocity will be much greater at blades 

of fan than at foot of upcast. 

Yours, etc., 

AVestville, N. S., Aug. 25th. Jos. QUIGLEY. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—I notice there is quite a difference in the an
swers to the questions asked by "Jim Trinket," in 
your April issue, arising out of a misconception of the 
principle involved. It is true air expands T-l^ part of 
its volume for each degree of beat added from zero up, 
but the expansion must be computed from zero, or in 
other words take -r^ part of what the volume would 
be at zero for the expansion due to one degree of heat 

added, and this multiplied by the temperature will 
give tbe expansion. I think it can best be illustrated 
by taking an example for which we will use the same 
data given in " Jim Trinket's" question. 
If 1S.OO0 cubic feet, of air at 55° be reduced to 0 , 

what then would be its volume? Again, if the vol
ume found be raised to 180° temperature, wdiat tvould 
the volume be ? As air expands T-b part of itself for 
each degree of heat added from zero, 459 must have 
expanded 55, and 459 + 55 = 514. The expansion, 
therefore, at 55° has been £& of the volume which 
equals 

18,000 X 55 _ j 962*07, then 
514 

18,000 — 196207 *= 16,073'93 which would be 

the volume at zero. Then 

16073'93 • 

459 
X 180° = 6303, the expansion 

from zero, and 
16,073-93 + 6303 = 22,376'93 equals the volume 

at 180° which is the same as 

(459 -f 55 = 514, and 459 -f 180 = 639) 
514 : 639 :: 18,000 : 22,377. 

Yours, etc., 

T. S. C. 
Gardner, III., August 31st. 

Effect of Gas on the Flame of a Safety-Lamp. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following question in your 
journal: 

W h a t difference is observed in the flame of a safety-
lamp w h e n light carbureted hydrogen (CH,) and air 
are mixed in the following proportions : 1 of gas to 13 of 
air; and 1 of gas to 5 of air? 

Yours, etc., 

R. P. 
Greensburg, Pa., September lst. 

Examination Question. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—Not being satisfied with the solutions given in 

the August issue to m y question in tbe July number, 

I herewith submit the'following, being very desirous to 

be corrected if in the wrong. The difference at press

ure between tbe downcast and upcast shafts is 5'2 lbs., 

now _ - = 1 inch water-gauge, and assuming water to 

be 833 times heavier than air, we find that 

—^— = 69'4,ft. the length of the motive 

column producing ventilation. Let us now take the 

formula acknowledged by all authorities to be correct, 

viz., 

T—/ 

,-n. ---,=,- X D = M, but as " T " is the un-

4o9 + 1 
known quality, we have only 

( )-
459 + 0 •• 

required temperature, then tve have 

L j . X 400 = 69t_, now let X = T, the 

= 69x\, or substituting the 

* 69 j-V clearing of fractions. 

(459 -f* Xj 69&, trans-

459 + X X * 

value of (it becomes. 

(X + 40) 400 

459 + X 

400 A" — 16,000 = 

posing and collecting we have 

400 A"— 69-rVX" = 31862-} -4- 16,000 

330-rV A" =47,8621 

X = 144° 47'', or, say, 145° as the required 

temperature. 

Proof, 

.- \ 4i)0 = 69'53 nearly, same as 

4o9 -f* 14o 

above. 

Yours, etc., 
AVestville, Pictou Co., N. S., Aug. 24th. J. AV. S. 

Ventilation. 

Eddor Colliery Engineer ; 

SIR:—I send the following in answer to "S. U. P.," 
of Red Bank, Pa,: 

(1). In an elliptical shaft, whose diameters are 8' and 
14' respectively, and whose depth is 600', with a volume 
of 43,982*4 cubic feet of air passing per minute, what is 
the velocity ? 
The area is found as follows : 

14 X 8 = 112 X '7S54 = 87-9048, and the 
volume 43,982-4 -*- 87-9648 = 500' per minute. 

(2). Using Atkinson's coefficient of friction, what 
would be the pressure and water-gauge resulting ? 
Using Wilson's formula to find O, 

Vii2 -f- S2 14 -:- s 

2 
— X 31416 = 35-1S859 X 

__ 
600' = 21113-154, or S, then 

-_-!__: =P,or 

21118-154 X 500' X '0000000217 _vm lb 
87-0048 

and 1'302 -t- 5'2 = -26 w. g. 
Yours, etc., 

Connellsville, Pa., August 19th. SUBSCKIBER. 
[Answers to these questious similar to the above 

were also received from " Miner," of Braidwood, III, 
"Taffee," of Fall Brook, Pa., Joseph l)uigley,of West-
ville N. S., "R. P.," of Greensburg, Pa., " T . S. 0.." of 
Gardner, 111.,and " P.,"of Whitney, Pa. A s thesolutions 
cover the same principles they are not ineei-ted.—ED.] 
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Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—Will you kindly insert the following question 

in your Correspondence Department, that some of your 
readers may answer: 

A tree SO'long, 6'diameter at butt end, tapers to 1' 
diameter, bow long a rope will it take to coil around it, 
the coils to be close together, also how long will the 
rope have to be, allowing 12" between coils? 

Yours, etc., 
TRACKMAN. 

Reynoldsville, Pa., September 19th. 
Pumping. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—In answer to "Beginner," of Mount Pleasant, 
Pa., I would say that the p u m p placed in the pit 20' in
stead of .V from bottom would require less power, be
cause it would only have to force the water 80' instead 
of95/. The difference is caused by the fact that the 
suction would work just as well at, 20' as 5/, if the pipe, 
etc., were all tight. The difference in steam power 
would be 

15 X "434 — 6-51 lbs., 
for every sq. in. of plunger area. Say, tbe area was 80" 
the theoretical amount, would be 520 lbs. less weight 
each stroke, which divided by area of steam cylinder 
would give the amount of steam pressure less persq.iu. 
needed. 

Yours, etc., 
J. V. 

Punxsutawney, Pa., September 21st. 
Blasting. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In answer to Mr. Kane's question in the Sep
tember issue, I am of the opinion tbat it cannot ex
plode the powder for the following reasons : 
It requires all of the air in close proximity of the 

needle-hole to feed the flame, and as the flame cannot 
exist without air, it is obvious that as the air is con
sumed as rapidly as it approaches the hole, it cannot 
enter the hole. It is impossible for the flame to enter 
where there is no air to feed it. 

Yours, etc., 
J A v. 

Gamble Mines, Ala., September 16th. 

Editor Colliery Engineer .* 

SIR:—In answer to " S. U. P.," of Red Bank, Pa.. 
I submit the following replies : 
Let m c =**** motive column = 23*07'. 
Let u: = weight of 1 cu, ft. of downcast = '07951S 

lbs. 
Let P = pressure — 1*8351 lbs. 
Then, 

(1).*?= -v/f. a X o = 15,700. 
* K .s 
P 

(2). m c = y= 2307 ft. 
(3). P g = u = 28,811 -___. *89 FI. P. 

(4). i y : i'4 .:-./•: a- = 10,466-66. 
(5). The units of work in this case = 19,207'2 ; 

in first case 2s*8U. The cause of difference is due to 
the fact that tbe power is not all used in this latter 
case. The fact is that with furnace ventilation you 
cannot change length of airways of the same perimeter 
and area, unless you change tbe pressure. Had the 
power been all used up the pressure would have been 
greater and the quantity greater. 

Yours, etc., 
J. V. 

Punxsutawney, Pa,, September 21st. 
Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—I wish to thank " T. S. C," of Gardner, 111., 
for his correction of m y reply to " R. R. S." O n pages 
52 and 53, of Mauchline's book, a similar problem is 
worked out on tbe same principle, which must be 
wrong according to method used by " T. S. C," hence. 
m y error. It is simply a difference in authors. I have 
serious doubts whether either method would be correct, 
if properly tested in practice. 

Yours, etc., 
S. U. P. 

Red Bank, Pa., September 12th. 
Pumping and Surveying. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—AVill some of your readers kindly answer the 
following questions: 
(.1.) H o w many imperial gallons of feed water per 

minute will be required to supply six boilers repre
senting 2s8 nominal horse-powers? 

(2.) In a heading which is S. 71° E., what must be 
the course of a cross heading at right angles to its 
north side ? 

Yours, etc., 
T, S. A. 

Anita, Jeff., Co,, Pa., September 14th. 

ing 30 tons, moving at the rate of 10 and 20 miles 
per hour respectively. 

(3.) The haulage rope letting a train of cars weighing 
20 tons down an incline is suddenly broken, the train 
passes on to a level road with a velocity of 20 miles 
per hour. AVhat distance will the cars "travel before 
they come to a stop, the friction being :*„ of the load ? 

(4.) Suppose the train in the previous question in
stead of traveling onto a level road, the road should 
rise 1 in 20, what distance up the incline will it go? 

Yours, etc.. 
R. R. S, 

Winbtirne, Clearfield Co., Pa., Sept., 15th. 
Mining 
EdUcn- Cal/iay Engineer: 
SIR:— I submit the following in reply to " Subscriber," 
of Lehigh, Ind, Ty.: 

AVill any of your readers kindly give plan and direc
tions how to erect a door in a 4A' vein to be opened by 
mules traveling both ways? -. 

\ 
^ I A 

\ 

-« r r. . 

GROUND PLA. 
d 

In the sketch A represents the post on which the 
door is hung, B a hinge made of leather, C a hook, 
which is fastened on tbe outside ofthe post with a nut, 
D D are strap hinges at the bottom of the door, and F 
a post which the door passes in opening either way by 
•J inch. The bottom hinges should be not less than 3" 
apart and hooks placed in the same post should lie on a 
level and adjusted as required. The upper hinge should 
be strong, as all of the weight of the door rests on it. 
This door is not practicable where strong currents of air 
are passing, but are convenient for deflecting a weak cur
rent in another direction, or on steep grades where 
mules can go through both ways. 

Yours, etc., 
S A M U E L KINSEY. 

Glensbaw, Allegheny Co., Pa., September 12th. 
Ventilation. 

Mining. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following questions in your 
next issue: 

(1.) AVhat is the kinetic energy, and potential en
ergy of a cage and load weighing two tons at tbe top 
of a shaft 600' deep, also at the bottom '.' 

(2.) Find the kinetic energy ofa train of cars weigh-

Edilor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In answer to question of " S. U. P.," given in 
your August numher, you published in your September 
number several solutions none of which agree. I 
enclose solution still different; which is right? 

(t). Let 
a = transverse diameter, 
b = conjugate diameter. 
x = 3'1416 

Then 
a X b X x *= area 

substituting 
14X8 X 31416 = 87'9648 area, 
And 

43982-4 -*- 87-9648 *= 500/ velocity. 
(2). W e find that the circumference or perimeter by 

the following formula: 
-\14 "•"- -8 X 3*1416 •*•**•*• 35'817 + perimeter 

and 35817 X GOO— 21,490*2 rubbing surface, and by 
formula 

K s i? 
— = lire-sure. 

a 
Substituting 
•0000000217 X 21490'2 X 250,000 

87*9648 
And 

1-325 -A- 5'2 = '254 + w. g. 
Haswell is m y authority for formula for finding area. 

and perimeter of an ellipse, 
Yours, etc.. 

AV. N. S 
Falls Creek, Pa, September 12th. 

Blasting. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—I submit the following in reply to " J. T. G.,'' 
of Braidwood, 111.: 
There is a blast-hole charged with powder and 

tamped ready for firing. The needle is withdrawn and 
from the bole or orifice molded by the needle there 
issues fire-damp. W h e n this fire-damp or gas is ignited 
at the mouth ofthe needle will it explode the powder 
at the end of tbe hole ? State reasons, whether the 
answer is in affirmative or negative. 

It will be impossible to explode the powder by firing 
gas issuing from the needle hole when the needle is 
withdrawn, for the reason that gas will not burn in its 

- 1*325 4-, pressure. 

pure state, or not until it is mixed with oxygen. Gaa 
issuing from a needle-hole or pipe is unmixed until it 
reaches the aperture, hence it will not burn but will 
extinguish fire. In this case the gas would burn at 
mouth of neeble hole the same as a jet, but would not 
burn in tbe needle-bole on account, of lack of oxygen to 
support combustion. Also, the needle-bole acts the 
same as gauze on safety-lamps, t. .., will cool the flame 
and extinguish it before it could reach tbe powder. 
Any person that has seen gas burning either as a 

blower in a mine, gas jet, or from pipes, must have 
noticed tbat there is no flame at orifice, but the flame 
begins at a distance from the orifice, the intervening 
space being occupied by the gas in its purity and the 
flame begins at the point where enough oxygen haa 
has been mixed with the gas to render it combustible. 
This space varies according to the pressure or amount 
of gas to be mixed in a given time, 

Yours, etc., 
Red Bank, Pa., September 12th. S. IT. p. 

Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—-Please insert, the following in reply to " A. S." 
of Wilkinsburgh, w h o asked the following question in 
your July issue: 
Supposing w e have two shafts of equal depth, 500/ each, 

and 5/ X 5' area. The average temperature in the 
downcast shaft is 41°, and in the upcast or furnace shaft, 
234-9°. AVhat amount, of air will this furnace power 
produce in an air course 1,000' in length, and 5' X %' 
area? And what amount of air will this same power 
produce in an air course ofthe same size, and 4,000/ in 
length ? AVe will first find the weight of a cubic foot 
of air in both the downcast and upcast shafts and from 
that data compute the pressure, thus : for the downcast 

1-3253 • 30 
459 + 41 = °79°-

And, for the upcast 
1-3253 30 
459 + 234-9 = *"-' "K'" 

'0795 - '0572 = 022:' X 500 = 1115 lbs 
pressure at the bottom of the downcast shaft. 

-•Sf -iS) 

W e will assume the two shafts to be 500' apart and 
i fintr-v driv<.n from one shaft to the other making the 

air with 1115 lbs. pressure per minute, then 
11 15 X 20.000 = 223,000 units of work, and 

'02lTx 50 000"= 59° ^ 2'5 =14'750 ft- Per minute, 

•0217"x"°200,000 = 372 X 25= 9'3°° ft Per Ininute" 
Then the horse power for the 1,500/; 2,500'; and lO.OOO7 

airways respectively are found thus to be 67 horse
power. 

1115 < 20,000 
33,000 

15-11 X 14,750 
33,000 

24'2 X 9,300 
33,(100 

6*7 FI. p. 

= 0'7 H. P. 

= 6-7 H. P. 

Cannonsburg, Pa., Aug. 10th 

Yours, etc, 
FIENRY NICHOL,SO.V. 

Algebra. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—I would say in reply to " A. B. C," of Pittston, 
Pa, that in the question given, the value of x must be 
2, and ofi/ 3. Proof 

_**+!/ = 7, substituting tlie values 
2-- -f- 3 = 7, or 4 -h3-=7, again 
x + y'** -----11, or 
2 + 32 = 11, or 2 + 9 = 11. 

Yours, etc,, 
T. S. A. 

Anita. Jeff. Co, Pa, Sept. 14th. 
[This question was also answered the same as the 

above by " Jay," of Gamble, Ala.—ED.] 

Editor CoUiery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following in reply to " Be
ginner," of Mount Pleasant, Pa, in your August issue; 

In a shaft 100' deep a pump is placed with 5' suction 
and 9 V discharge. AVill it require more, or less power, 
if the pump is placed up the shaft with 20' suction and 
The power required with 5/ suction and 05' discharge 
is found thus: 

95/ X '434, the constant give per sq. in. = 
41'230 lbs. tbe power required. 

For tbe 80' discharge, using the same constant, we 
have 

80' AA 434 = 34720 lbs., and 41-230 — 34720 
= 6510 lbs, or it takes 6510 lbs. less pressure for an 80/ 

discbarge and 20' suction. 
Yours, etc, 

T. S. A. 
Anita, Jeff. Co, Pa, September 14th. 
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23'076/ — motive column, or it can 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—I submit the following in reply to questions by 

" S. FT. P," in your September issue : 
(1). AVe can find the ventilating pressure per. sq. ft. 

by computing the difference of the weight of a column 
of air 1 sq. ft. in area and 100' (which is the depth of 
the upcasl shaft) long and at a temperature of 101° F. 
and a column of air of thesame dimensions and at tem
perature of 41° F. (the temperature of outside air). 
Assuming a barometer of 30", we have 

"iirwf X100 = 6-117 lb_. = weight of 
column in upcast, and 

1-3253 X 30 ... = _..., = w e i g h t of 

409 + 4 1 
column of outside air. 
Then 

7*952 — 6'117 = 1*835 — ventilating pressure 
persq. ft. W e will assume that the shaft is the same 
sectional area as the airway, which being added will 
make the length 4100', the perimeter being 32'. 
N o w 

g ____ a Y , substituting the values given, 
we have 
- / 1*835 > 63 , „ „„. _ 

13 X ^ 0 2 1 7 X 4 1 0 0 X 3 2 = 1-'"94 *>' ft 1*er 

minute. 
(2). The pressure is the weight of the motive column ; 

and the pressure divided by tlie weight of a cubic foot 
of air ofthe outside temperature will equal the motive 
column. 
Thus 

1 *835 
'07952 

be found by the formula 
T — ( 

D 459 _|_ x = m*c** or 

(3). The horse-power expended by the furnace 
equals 

PXjL F835 X 12,694 
33,000 ~~ 33,000 

(4). W h e n the length is increased we have 

a X*v <! = g, by working out the formula 

J 1-835X63 X 63 = 8520 = 7. 
> -0217 X 9100 X 32 

8,520 X F835 
(5.) The h. p. expended*= 33066 —'473. 

The difference in horse-power is due to the fact that 
the quantity has decreased, owing to the increased 
length, while the pressure has remained constant, and 
asp q = u , the power must be less, because the quan
tity is lessened the pressure is the same. 

Yours, etc, 
T. S. C. 

Gardner, 111., Sept. 12th. 
Colliery Management. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 
gIR:—1 wish some of your correspondents would 

answer the following question to satisfy some of your 
readers: 
Where and how can tbe best results be obtaineil 

from a furnace at a coal mine, whether at the top of 
outcast or at the bottom of outcast and state reason 
why ? 

13253 X 30 
: -061167, then 

459 + 191 
-079518 —-061167 = -018351 = difference of pressure, 

whicli multiplied by the depth ofthe shaft, 100', gives 
the total pressure, thus 

'018351 X 100 = F8351 = p. 
N o w to obtain the velocity we use tbe formula 

- V Pa Id' 

•700 H. P. 

jubstituting the given values we have 
1-835 X 83 
•00284704 

= 40602-25, and 

V40602-25 = 201-5 the velocity, and this multiplied 
by 03 = 12,6940 = q. 
Second, we can find the motive column by the for

mula 
X / 

D X .-_,.- , m = motive column, 
459 -4- 1 

substituting their values. 
10°x4§--fSr = 23-077ft' 

Third, the horse power ofa furnace is found thus: 
P a X . = 11, which divided by 33,000 = h. p. 
1150113 X 12894-5 __ 147,627-84 -*- 33,000 = 4'473 

h.p. 
Fourth, by increasing the length 5,000' the quantity 

is found thus 
115-6113 -f- "00631904 = 18,295, and 

]/_8,295 = 135 2 = v X 63 =**• 8,517'fi quantity. 
Fifth, to find the horse power 

115-6113 X 8517'6 = 984,696*4659 -i- 33,000 = 
29'8275 h, p. The difference in horse power is caused 
by not having as large a volume of air through in
creased surface without increased pressure and de
creased velocity. 

Yours, etc., 
J. K. 

Connellsville, Pa, September 14th. 
Examination Question. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR : —Please publish the following in replv to 

"J. W . S," of AVestville, Pictou Co., N.S.: 
Tbe weight of a cubic foot of air at 40° F. is found 

thus 
P3253 X 30 
" 459 + 40 

Yours, etc, 

AVilkes-Barre, Pa, September 10th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 
gIR :—please insert the following in reply to " S. U, 

P.," of Red Bank, Pa., who asked the following 
questions in your September issue: 
A mine (drift opening) is ventilated by furnace. The 

outside temperature is 41° F., and the upcast shaft, 
which is 100' in depth, has a temperature of 191° F, 
the dimensions of the underground airwav are 7/ X 9' 
X 4,000'. 

(1). Using Atkinson's co-efficient of friction what will 
be the volume of air obtained under the above con
ditions ? 

(2). What will be the length of the motive column ; 
(show method and formula by which length is ascer
tained)? 

(3). What horse power will be expended by the fur
nace in producing this volume of air? 

(4). Suppose the length of the airway is increased to 
9,000', what would be the quantity obtained, the area 
and pressure remaining the same? 

(5). What will be tbe horse power expended, when 
the length is increased? Explain cause of difference 
in horse power, if any ? 
As the size of shaft is not given, we will assume it to 

be the same size as the underground airway. First, we 
will find the volume, as the depth, temperature, and 
length are given we obtain the area thus : 

2 X 7 = 14; 2 X 9 = 18, and 14 + 18 = 32 = 
O, and 32 X 4,100 (length) =-. 131,200 = S, and to find the pressure 1-3253 X n 459"+" 4 

'0707 lbs. nearly, and 

•0797 
- 65'2' motive column Now 

= 137° temperature of upcast. 
I notice " H . L. I'. W." in answering this question 

proves one mistake by making another. The formula 
to prove it instead of being 

T ( 
M = D c-= . . , should be 459 

T - , , and by using the latter we 

= -079518. 

137 — 40 
59 + 137' = 65-1 = 

Yours 

Gardner, 111, Sept. 12th. 

Ventilation and Mining. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—Will you please insert the following questions 

in your next issue for answer : 
(1) Suppose a volume of 64,000 cu. ft. of air per 

minute is passing through a rectangular shaft, 8' X 16' 
and 500' deep, what is the pressure? 
If the shaft is partitioned off, i. e., a brattice run from 

top to bottom making two 8' X 8' shafts, or air pass
ages, what volume may be expected, pressure to be the 
same in both cases? 
(2.) In case a serious breakdown should occur in th. 

fan machinery or in the fan itself when the mine is 
•/erv gassy and the fan should be stopped, would more 
or less danger attend the stoppage of an exhaust fan, or 
a blower, and why? hi case a large fall should occur 
near tbe outlet where a blower is used, and another 
near inlet when exhaust fan is used, in which case 
tvould most danger arise'.' If the obstruction should be 
suddenly removed in both cases what would be the 
different effects on escape of gas from strata? 

Yours, etc., 
S. U. P. 

Red Bank, Pa, Sept. 15th. 

German Coal Mining. 

Our foreign correspondence has afforded some inter
esting information with reference to the richness ofthe 
great coal basin ofthe Sarre, This basin was formerly 
sought to be comprised in the French Empire, and it 
will be remembered that the Prince Imperial received 
his bapteme de feu at Sarrebruck, at the commencement 
of the Franco-German War in 1870. Tt is now esti
mated that the Sarre basin contains the enormous 
quantity of 14,000,000,000 tons of coal. Itis a generally 
recognized axiom that the country which possesses tbe 
most coal is destined to the greatest industrial future, 
and if Germany can maintain possession of the two 
provinces which she wrested from France in 1871 she 

ought to become one of tbe richest manufacturing 
nations in the world. Our foreign correspondence 
reveals the further important fact that the coal wealth 
of theSarre basin is being at present worked upon an. 
almost ridiculously small scale, the output being now 
only about 6,000,000 tons per annum. At this rate it is-
calculated tbat 2,333 years will elapse before the coal is 
the Sarre basin is exhausted. All kinds of fresh human 
combinations mav be developed in the course of 2,333-
years, but the probability is that the extraction of Sarre 
coal will proceed at an accelerated rate during the re
maining years of the present century, and if it should, 
be doubled by 1900, of course the calculation as to the 
2,333 years over which the working of the basin may be 
expected to extend would at once fall to pieces. All 
calculations of this kind have a curious statistical. 
interest rather than any real practical value; but, at 
any rate, the substantial fact remains that the war of 
1870-71 left Germany in possession of a coal field of" 
enormous value, from which the German Government 
may expect to derive an important revenue for a long 
series of years. 
The extended working of cual in Germany is one of 

the most remarkable features in modern German life. 
If we go back to the commencement of the present 
century we find Germany the scene of fierce struggles-
for power between the French and the Germans, in 
which victory inclined at first to the side of the French, 
although they had to retreat within their original 
frontiers on the re-organization of Europe in 1815. 
But whether the Germans or the French were victorious 
during the first ten or fifteen years of the century, 
neither party appears to have paid any heed to the 
utilization ofthe coal wealth which la> buried beneath 
the soil over which the contending forces moved. A n 
explanation of this is to'be found not only in tbe pre
occupation of the European mind with other matters 
during the Napoleonic wars, but also in the fact that 
the demand for coal was much less active then than it 
is now. Steam power had to be introduced upon a great 
scale before the dormant coal wealth of what is now the 
German Empire could acquire any substantial value 
But now that Germany has followed in the wake of 
Great Britain, Belgium, and France, and has developed 
numerous stationary steam engines, railways, and' 
steamers, and now, also, that Germany has obtained 
what she sadly lacked in the early years of the century,. 
viz, strength and security—she is beginning to work 
her coal wealth in earnest. The probability is that the 
output of Sarre coal will not only be'doubled duringthe-
next fifty years, but that it will also be multiplied three
fold, or even five-fold.aThe Colliery Guardian. 
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA MINING INSTITUTE-
First Bituminous District. 
The following are tbe minutes ofthe meeting held in 
Knights of Labor Hall, Monongahela City, Pa, Saturday,. 
September 5, 1891. Mr. Thomas S. Hutchinson pre
sided. 
Mine Inspector H. Louttit asked whether any one 

present was acquainted with fissures, fractures, or open 
spaces in tbe earth. Mr. Andrew Fraser said he knew of 
a fracture that had been made drawing pillars in the 
" Coal Valley Mine", tue depth of the seam was 175 
feet. Mr. Elijah Dainty, briefly described the fracture 
made in this district usually known as clay veins. Mr. 
Roger Rigby, of Elizabeth, gave an account of an exper
ience he had bad with faults in England. Mr. R. C 
Campbell, California, said that be had met with an open 
fracture in a mine in T:oga County, Pa, 250 feet from 
the surface, and that he had also seen one in Scotland,,. 
75 feet beneath the surface. Neither of these spaces 
had any visible connection with the surface. The Pres
ident mentioned a fracture he had met with in the-
Pittsburgh District which langed in width from one to 
seven inches but was traceable for several miles. Mr. 
Statbam, of Somerset County, related some experience 
with faults in England 30 years ago and said that at 
different times in his mining experience since he had 
noticed fractures or fissures with no connection with 
the surface above. 
Mr. Jas. Louttit, Supt. of Brown's Mines, called 

attention to the fact that the dangers and difficulties 
attending mining were increasing, and that it was their 
duty as mine managers and mine officers to increase 
their efforts to save life ami protect property. Refer
ring to the numerous bore holes being put down for 
oil and gas which pass through the coal beds in the 
Pittsburgh District, Mr. Louttitsaid tbat he considered it 
the duty of every mine official whether a member of 
the Institute or not, to assist the operators and Mine 
Inspectors in preventing the sinking of bore holes or 
tbe plugging of them in the vicinity of mines. Mr. 
Adam Kyle, of McKeesport, endorsed Mr. Louttit's 
views and ernestly objected to plugging disused holes. 
After remarks on the subject by other members, the 
following resolutions were adopted : 
"Resolved, that we, the members present, feel it our 

duty to state that if a Mine Inspector on visiting a mine 
finds such mine unsafe, or in a condition that if not 
at once removed may lead to serious disasters and jeopardize both life and property, that such Inspector should have, by virtue of his office, power to stop such mine workinguntil the dangers are removed. " Besolrcd, that we, the members of the Western Pennsylvania Alining Institute ofthe First Bituminous District, pledge ourselves to assist both operators and Mine Inspectors in every reasonable way, in the prevention ofthe loss of life and limb and in the preservation of property." The meeting adjourned to meet in November. A lump of coal was gotten out of No. 2 miue^at Monongahela, near Fairmont, W . Va., recently, which measured 3x5x8 feet, It is large for a single lump of coal and weighs eight tons. It will be sent to the Pittsburgh Exposition, and it is the intention to forward it from there to the AVorld's Fair. 
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THE PREVENTION OP 
MINES. 

ACCIDENTS IN 

A n Essay on Practical Means to Insure Safety in 
Coal Mines. 

(The following paper of Mr. John L. William-, of 
Shenandoah, Pa, Division Superintendent of the 
Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company, 
was one of tbe four essays recommended for publica
tion by the committee of judges in the Pittsburgh Times' 
prize competition for $100 for the best essay on the 
*" Prevention of Accidents in Mines." Tbe prize was 
awarded to Mr. Austin King, formerly Inspector of 
Mines, but now iu the employ of The II. C. Frick Coke 
Company. W e shall publish the other two papers 
recommended for publication in due time.) 

In order to treat intelligently upon tbe subject under 
consideration, it will be necessary to divide it into difler
ent heads or classes, which have a particular bearing 
upon the methods to be adopted. These, I a m confi
dent, would avert many of tlie great mine disasters. 
In the first place employers should spare no expense 

in the erection ofa safe and reliable plant; everything 
should be of the best possible kind, and especially 
adapted to the surrounding circumstances. All en
gines should be fitted more tban equal in power to meet 
any and every contingency. The fans should be capable 
of producing a much greater quantity of air than is 
actually necessary in the presentdistribution. Then, in 
case any large and unexpected outburst of gas takes 
place, the fan or fans would be capable of diluting it 
and rendering it harmless. 

MINI. MANAGEMENT, 

In the selection of a person to take charge of a mine 
great care should be exercised ; his experience should 
be of the most practical and extensive kind, and un
doubtedly he should possess tact and firmness in the 
management of his men. The more harmony that 
exists between master and men the more satisfactory 
results can be expected. The person in charge of a 
mine should be invested with power to choose his own 
subordinates and no restrictions should be placed upon 
him in the matter of procuring a sufficient number of 
officers to meet all emergencies. There should be a 
sufficient number of officers so that they could reach 
every working face before the men reach their work; 
and one or more visits should be paid each and every 
working face while the men are at work. This fact 
cannot be too deeply impressed. Whenever an 
order is issued, tbe person in authority issuing such 
order should see that it is fully and punctually carried 
out; a failure to do so results in loose discipline, which 
is often the cau.se of disasters, Whenever danger 
is found in any man's working face, tliere should be a 
sufficient number of officers to allow one of them to 
spend the greater part of his time in endeavoring to 
remove said danger, also to give the men the benefit 
of his superior ability and experience. AVhenever an 
order that has been issued fails to be complied with 
by reason of negligence, then the person receiving 
such order should be immediately dismissed. 

outlets be maintained in good condition until the coal 
be all worked in the basin, gangways completed to 
boundary line and pillars robbed back to inside outlet; 
then all the pillars that have been retained to support 
the inside outlet, can be robbed, and then the coal in
tervening between this and the next outlet can be dealt 
with in the same manner. 

ENGINEERING 11EPARTMENT. 

The inside boss in charge should be provided with a 
correct map of his workings which should be kept 
posted once in three months at least. I would suggest 
that all air courses, main stoppings, and splits be 
marked on the map, in order that the directions ofthe 
currents be always present to his mind. This should 
be done before the map can be considered complete. 
All workings lying in close proximity tothe colliery 
that is being opened out should be correctly surveyed 
and resnrveyed, leaving no doubt in the minds of the 
employes and employers as regards the exact distances 
they can proceed with their workings without endan
gering a life. All abandoned workings should be 
marked on the maps, giving the relative positions of 
any two points that are desired to be known. If the 
abandoned workings contain any noxious gases or 
large quantities of water, or are supposed to contain 
them, a very wide margin should be left to insure safe
ty, and even before reaching the margin laid out on 
plan, they should have bore-boles in advance of them, 
so that any and every precaution made will give you 
the satisfaction that lives are at stake and have been 
saved through the exercise of extra care. 

Serious and mature consideration should be given to 
the matter of opening a new mine. The pitch of the 
vein, the nature ofthe top, hard or soft, brittle or pliable ; 
also the indications of gas in great or less quantities 
would serve in aiding the person in charge in arriving 
at a conclusion as to the best method to be adopted in 
the system of mining the coal. Depending upon the 
depth ofthe shaft, etc., as to the width ofthe pillar that 
would remain intact, a wrong move in the outset has 
in certain cases resulted disastrously. A general 
squeeze covering the whole area of a colliery has been 
occasioned by leavinginsuffieient pillars. Thereshould 
be a good and substantial pillar left between each 
breast, and every 100 yards tliere should be a reserva
tion pillar of 50 yards in width. These should be left 
in every vein worked, and each pillar to overlie each 
other, so that tbe second outlet tbat I will again refer 
to, can be driven in every third reservation pillar, or in 
the second, if found necessary. This tvould enable us 
to rob the workings in different sections between the 
reservation pillars without affecting the safety of the 
gangway or general conditions of the colliery. Equal
ly well you could first rob the breasts in the upper vein, 
between the reservation pillars, within a safe distance 
of the gangway; then proceed with the underlying 
veins in the same way. Thus the gangway could be 
kept intact until itreached the pillar line. By robbing 
the pillars in the manner described, no general squeeze 
of a large area could occur which has so often caused 
disasters and loss of life. In case tbe overlying top is 
of too hard a nature, and does not give way after the 
process of robbing has been completed between .the 
reservations, I would suggest tbat this space be filled 
up with culm from tbe banks. This would avoid any 
concussions from heavy falls, that might cause disaster. 
This method of filling has been practically proved to be 
a success, as shown at Kobinoor Colliery, Shenandoah, 
Pa. 

THE SECOND OUTLET. 

I will now call attention to the second outlet as a 
means of safety for the men. In the Anthracite re
gions where the coal crops out to the surface, these 
second outlets could be driven in each and every vein 
to the surface, and if driven at the maximum distance 
of 300 yards between each and every one, if an accident 
shouldever occur and close the men inside, the ;_.reatest 
distance they could be situated from tbe outlets as 
means of escape would be 150 yards. Such outlets as 
mentioned would ensure an easy way for rescue or es
cape. In the Bituminous region, where holes to the 
surface would not be always practicable, small shafts 
could be sunk at the distance mentioned, to serve pre
cisely the same purpose. I would suggest that these 

Ina gaseous mine tbe miner carries bis life in his 
hand. H e is defenceless and open to be carried into 
eternity without the slightest warning if not provided 
with a good and reliable safety-lamp, a lamp that has 
been subject to the severest tests and has stood them. 
There are lamps in use that can be relied upon, as far 
as construction and principle are concerned. Tbe lamp 
should be protected from too high a velocity of air, as 
danger is imminent when the flame pierces the gauze. 
It is not altogether from a defective lamp that mine 
disasters have originated, but from the careless and 
indifferent use made of them. In the first place, the 
lock of the safety-lamp should be so constructed as to 
defy a person to tamper with it that tvould not lead 
to detection. But a greater evil exists when illiterate and 
inexperienced persons are engaged who really do not 
know the danger that envelops them. Flere is the 
point that should be pressed home. The miners, as a 
rule, are an educated class, but it cannot be disputed 
that, there are a number of miners who need educating 
in the little duties and responsibilities that daily attend 
the full, practical, and safe execution of their work. 
Where blowers of gas are expected suddenly or have 
occurred, a safety-lamp should be provided that would 
surely be extinguished by tbe presence of gas inside tbe 
gauze. Any one found to have tampered with his 
lamp should lie instantly dismissed, and prosecuted ac
cording to law. 

VENTILATION. 

This is no doubt the most important feature of a 
successful mine. By the word successful, I mean the 
mine which is practically free from all disasters tbat 
can be ascribed to the insufficient circulation of air. It 
is almost as impracticable to float a boat without water, 
as to imagine that a gaseous mine can be successfully 
operated free of disasters without tbe aid of a sound 
system of ventilation. A7ery often the quantity of air 
to circulate through a new mine is arrived at and based 
upon mathematical inferences or theoretically, which 
is not always reliable. It is desirable sometimes to take 
into consideration the condition of adjacent mines, 
worked under similar circumstances. Whenever such 
a basis is taken to work upon, care should be taken to 
allow sufficient margin. The ventilating power should 
be augmented. Then there are no risks. The fan en
gines should be regulated to meet different conditions 
as it is not always policy to have too strong a current of 
air. The miner's comfort commands our every consid
eration. I know of instances where the ventilating 
current is so strong that it impregnates the eyes and 
nostrils with dust, making it very uncomfortable. Ex
periments are numerous when, even after watering the 
roadway, the current has been so strong, together with 
tbe natural heat of the mine, as to make it impossible 
to keep the dust down. 

THE DUST THEORY. 

The theory advanced in support of the argument that 
coal-dust has been known to originate an explosion, I 
give no credence. All m y experience proves to m e that 
the explosion is only aggravated, intensified, and elon
gated, which is sufficient to impress upon us the import
ance of paying particular attention to the matter of 
keeping tbe dust down. By sections of pipes laid down 
the whole length of the main roadways, with jets at 
regular distances the water is thrown out at 
regular intervals, aud thus the roadways are always 
kept damp. Tbe distribution of air into splits cannot 
be too highly approved of, as each section of men re
ceive an adequate quantity of pure air, and it is not 
charged with the air that men have inhaled in other 
sections ofthe mine. Each split of air is carried direct 
to the return and then tothe upcast. Cases very often 
occur where explosive gases exist in small quantities, that 
the miner is provided with a safety-lamp to detect the 
presence of gas in his own working face, where it some
times generates while be might be called away for a 
few minutes at a time. The fire boss examines during 
his prescribed time. This practice of giving a miner 
a safety-lamp together with his naked light " is absurd." 
That is where explosive gas is found. 
Every year fresh evidences are chronicled in the 

mine inspectors' reports where men discard tbe safety-
lamp, or accompanied their safety-lamp with a naked 
light, thus endangering the lives of hundreds of men. 

Anything that is done in a slipshod manner or by 
halves should be done away with. If good results are 
to accrue, then radical changes and improvements 
must be expected, All old and abandoned workings, 
that cannot be hermeticallv sealed, should be kept 
thoroughly ventilated and inspected at least once a 
week by the inside foreman or his assistants, and a 
correct report of the condition of the same be kept in 
tbe record book at the colliery office for the inspection 
of the mine inspector, and a copy sent to the district 
superintendent. There should be a duplicate fan kept 
at each and every colliery. In case anything happens 
to one fan, tlie other could be put in motion in a few 
minutes. I would also suggest that all fans should be 
so constructed tbat they could be changed in a short 
space of time from an exhaust to a propelling fan and 
•vice versa. If so constructed the air currents could be 
changed in a short time in case of fires or explosions. 
Thus great disaster could be averted. I would also 
suggest that the air course.- be of large dimensions, so 
that large quantities of air could be propelled through 
at a slow velocity. This would increase the ventilate 
ing current, by diminishing the friction. Every at
tention should be paid to maintain these air courses 
at any cost, in a first-class manner. 
It is preposterous to presume that anything short 

of strict surveillance, careful and systematic manage
ment, and a sound system of ventilation, can prevent 
our hearths and homes being besieged and penetrated 
by tales of woe, of horrible explosions, and consequent 
desolation. 

P R O M I N E N T EXHIBITS A T T H E PITTSBURGH 
EXPOSITION. 

The Tbouison-FIonston Co.'s exhibit is a specially 
notable one. The sign displayed is an arrangement of 
incandescent lights forming the words "Thomson-
Houston System." The display consists of one 30 
H. P. generator which furnishes the power for all the 
motors in the building. There is also a 650 light 
alternating machine, one 100 light direct current, insu
lated machine, and one 12 light arc machine. They 
also exhibit, a beautiful new arc light, 23 inches high. 
It has no carbon rod, and no chimney. The carbon 
is in the form of a ribbon on a spool. As it burns, it 
is uncoiled, and will last for nine hours. They also 
show their automatic indicating instruments, which 
show at a glance, not only the energy supplied by the 
motor, bht the amount consumed in the circuit. 
These machines took the first prize of 10,000 francs 
at the late Paris Exposition. Mr. FI. F. Albright, Jr., 
a competent, and affable electrical engineer is in charge 
of the exhibit, and he informed our representative 
that, owing to unavoidable delays, he had not been 
able to get their display of mining machinery to 
Pittsburgh in time for tbe opening of the Exposition, 
but he expects to have it on exhibition in a few days. 
Owing to the fact that the Thomson-\ranF>epoele Co. 
is very busy filling orders for mining machinery re
quired at once, the display will necessarily be less 
complete than the Company would wish, but there 
will be enough shown to give mine owners, superin
tendents, and mining engineers an idea of its excel
lence. 

Arthur Kirk and Son, the agents for the 
Ingersoll-Sergeant Rock Drill Co, of New York, have 
on exhibition one of the Standard Sergeant Percus
sion Rock Drills, which attracts a great deal of at
tention from mining men. 

Tbe Shook-Anderson Mfg. Co, have on exhibition 
a couple of the celebrated New Pulsometers, manufac
tured by the Pulsometer Steam Pump Co, of New 
York. These pulsometers are in operation and prac
tically demonstrate their superior qualities as a mine 
pump, where the lift does not exceed one hundred 
feet. Large numbers of these pumps are annually 
sold by the Shook-Anderson Mfg. Co. for use in mines, 
on coal and sand boats, and at paper mills. 

The display of The Edison General Electric Co. is 
a specially fine one. Tbe beautiful arrangement of 
incandescent lamps forming the words, "Edison Gen
eral Electric Co," attracts the visitors' eye at once. 
The display of electrical machinery is very fine, and 
the arrangement of lights in the enclosed space is 
artistic and beautiful. Two 20 H.P. generators fur
nish power for the lights, and the operation of motors. 
Prominent in the exhibit are two of the new Edison 
Single Reduction Street-Oar Motors, one of 25 FI. P. 
and one of 20 FI. P. Standing side by side in happy 
contrast area large 200 FI. P. Motor, and one of the 
tiny motors used to run a sewing machine, a dentist's 
drill, or other light running machines. The display 
of electric fans, the switchboard, and new Edison arc 
lamps, are very fine. Mr. J. Calisch, of the New York 
office, is in charge of the exhibit, and he expects in 
the course of a few days to add one of the Edison 
percussion drills, and an electrical coal mining ma
chine to tbe exhibit. Mr. Calisch is a pleasant and 
obliging gentleman, and visitors to the exposition will 
find him always ready to answer questions and give 
detailed information concerning tbe Edison exhibit. 

Branch House. 

The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, with 
headquarters at 90 Liberty street, New York City, have 
established a branch house in St. Louis for the" sale of 
their standard hoisting engines, at 010 North 4th street, 
and 609 North 3d street, under the management of Mr! 
Chas. A\7. Melcher, a gentleman of well-known ability 
and enterprise. 
The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company is one of 

the busiest and most prosperous concerns in "the United 
States, and have sold over 8,000 of their famous engines. 
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STATE G-EOLOG-ICAL SURVEYS. 
^ N E ofthe moot potent factors in enhancing the 

\ J prosperity of any state or country is a compre

hensive public knowledge of the mineral re

sources of the territory. Years ago, the fact that a cer
tain section of country was remarkably fertile, was 

enough to attract settlers and a moderate amount of 

wealth, but this is not attraction enough now. 

Capital has always regarded mineral lands and min

ing operations as the most desirable investments, and 

it is naturally attracted to such sections as can show ex-

pert evidence that they possess mineral wealth. The 

development ofthe mineral resources ofa state, brings 

in its wake, and closely following, railroads and manu
facturing establishments, collectively affording employ

ment for large populations. These large populations 

must in turn depend on tbe agricultural community for 

food, and as tbe demand for agricultural products in

creases, tbe farmer naturally secures better prices for 

his crops, and the value of his land, for agricultural 
purposes alone, is enhanced. If the same land should, 

after careful geological examination, be found to con

tain mineral wealth, it becomes still more valuable. 

Notwithstanding the fact, that a geological survey 

benefits the farmer more directly and in a greater de

gree than any other citizen, the greatest opposition 
to state geological surveys comes from this class of 

citizens. 

A well organized state geological survey can gather 

and publish more information and data concerning 

tbe natural wealth of a state in one year than any 

other department of a state's government can in ten 
yearB. 

In every state in the Union, there are hundreds of 

patriotic intelligent citizens who will cheerfully, and 

without expense to the state, assist in making such a 

survey a success. They will give information and data 

to a competent geologist or engineer, which they will not 

give to any other state official for publication, because 

they know that no one but a professional geologist can 

compile the information in such shape as to make it 

intelligible instead of ridiculous. 

Tlie primary work of a geological survey is neces

sarily very general in its character. Owing to local 

jealousies all portions of the state must be treated on 

^n a general way at first, and to satisfy public clamor the 

report must be issued as soon as possible and in a hur

ried manner. Such a general report must necessarily 

be very incomplete, and will possibly contain errors 

that must be corrected in subsequent reports issued 
after more careful investigation. 

However, such a report serves as a foundation on 

which to build a far more complete and elaborate set of 

reports tbat will publish to the world the mineral 

wealth ofthe state, corroborated by the most indisput

able evidence. 

After a first general report has been issued, the state 

can be divided into districts and one or more district at 

a time can be examined. Careful surveys, and re

searches among the notes and memoranda of local 

geologists and engineers, enables the geologist in charge 

to arrive at valuable conclusions, and to publish a com

prehensive report on the geological structure of the dis

trict. Naturally it takes time and money to do this 

and do it with a certain degree of thoroughness, all 

over a state, but it pays to do it, and to do it well. 

After a state has been entirely gone over in this 

manner, and the reports printed, the work should not 

cease. A small force under the charge of a competent 

practical geologist should be a permanent part of the 

state's government, so that more recent discoveries and 

the corrections of details made necessary by the use of 

the pick and drill, may be compiled and published as 

additional information regarding the state's mineral 

wealth. 

No geologist tbat ever lived, can go over the whole 

territory ofa state and from his own surveys and ex

aminations produce an absolutely correct report. H e 

may make a very close generalization of the matter, 

but he will necessarily be faulty in many of tbe minor 

details. Local geologists and others going over tlie 

same ground a few years later, when the strata is more 

exposed by railroad cuts, tunnels, or mining operations, 

will find the original report faulty, and if there is a 

permanent state geologist he will be informed of these 

facts, and thus be able to make necessary corrections or 

change conclusions that were arrived at by incomplete 

evidence. 

A number of the states now have geological surveys 

in operation, following the example of Pennsylvania; 

but it is to be sincerely hoped that they will not follow 

Pennsylvania's example in calling the surveys finished 

when not much more than preliminary reports have 

been issued ofthe major portion ofthe state. 

It seems, at this writing, as if the old fogy element had 

control of such matters in Pennsylvania. The survey 

will be called finished, and after a few reports and 

maps now in hand are. published, all work will cease. 

In twenty or thirty years, a new generation will de

mand a geological survey based on broader and more 

comprehensive grounds. The detailed information 

made evident each year will prove, in course of time, 

that the last survey, while in the main correct, is very 

incomplete. Such a re-survey will be an expensive one 
and if it is summarily ended as the previous one was, 

will also in course of time, be found incomplete. 

Therefore, it will be wisdom for each state, and par

ticularly Pennsylvania, to establish a permanent de

partment ofthe state government, under the charge of 

a competent geologist, which shall annually issue a re

port containing the latest reliable data and conclusions 

regarding the geology of the state. These reports will 

be valuable supplements to those already issued, and 

they will add to the value of former issues by corrob

orating them in some parts and correcting unavoidable 
errors in others. 

Most of the data necessary for this work will be col

lected by volunteers. All that is required of the state is 

the permanent employment of a small corps, and the 

publication ofthe reports. 
In a recent letter, a prominent geologist makes the 

following pertinent remarks : " States should be brought 

to look upon a geological survey as a necessary per

manent part of the government, and until they do this 

they will never derive full advantages from the work. 

The plan of having such surveys conducted intermit

tently is extremely wasteful and, in fact, in many cases 

a survey is not continued long enough for the facts 

which have been acquired to be made public, and they 

are seldom continued long enough for all the conclu

sions which have been deduced from these facts to be 

made available. It will be a great misfortune if the 

Pennsylvania survey is allowed to die out completely ; 

but from all I hear, I fear this will be the case; unless 

some energetic movement is made to resuscitate it." 

As we noted in our last issue, a national organi

zation of government geologists was formed in 

Washington, D. C, on August 29th, and the influence 

of this organization will be great in establishing surveys 

in states which never have had any, and in securing 

their perpetuation in other states. 
This National Association of Government Geologists 

is now in existence, and at the meeting at Washington, 

tbe Secretary, Mr. Arthur Winslow, State Geologist of 

Missouri, was instructed to draft a constitution and by

laws to be submitted to the committee at a meeting to 

be called in connection with the annual meeting of the 

Geological Society in December next, and he was also 

requested to notify all State Geologists of this move

ment towards organization and to invite them to be 

present at the next meeting. 

Pennsylvania with her boasted intelligence and great 

mineral development should, without delay, establish a 

permanent department devoted to geological research. 

WI 
THE COLLIERY ENGINEER MINING 

SCHOOL. 
E are presenting in our advertising columns 

new plan for obtaining a mining educa

tion which deserves mention here. 

There is no industry which is advancing more rap

idly than coal mining. During the past twenty-five 

years the output has increased seven-fold, and the 

difficulties and dangers in procuring the mineral have 
increased at nearly as great a rate. This necessitates 

more careful working, a thorough knowledge of the 

practice and theory of mining, and a sound acquaint

ance with the allied sciences. This is proved by the 

legislation in different mining countries, having for 

its object, an increase in the standard of education 

among mine officials. 

In mining, more than in any other occupation, the 

safety of all tbe workmen depends upon the individual 

knowledge of each and every separate person em

ployed, and while this is true, there is no industry in 

which the facilities for technical education are so 

limited. This is chiefly owing to the fact that the 

number of those who see the necessity of such an ed

ucation is so small as to prevent the employment of 

an efficient teacher for each mining locality. 

That such is the situation is due principally to want 

of thought on the part of tbe miner himself, but it 

is often fostered by the scoffs of the older school of 

mine otlicials, who while possessing certificates of 

service themselves, profess to deride the so-called theory 

of mining. 

W e know instances where officials, secure in the 

possession of these service certificates, have been 

heard to say that T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R in giving 

answers to questions, does so in symbols which are 

unintelligible to common workmen, and which require 

a college student to understand. 

Now, tbe fact is, that a little time carefully and sys

tematically spent, by anyone whose heart is in his 

work, will enable him to thoroughly understand all 

these seemingly formidable problems. W e are glad 

to think, however, that such people are the exception, 

and that the service certificated men are on the whole 

only too glad to embrace any opportunity of increasing 

their knowledge. 

The necessity of some method of education which 

will be thorough and cheap, and which will at the 

same time enable every student to enjoy its full bene

fits, no matter however isolated he may be from all 

other sources of knowledge, has been evident to ua for 

a long time, but it is only lately that we have been 

able to see our way to a practical issue. Our readers 

will have observed an advertisement in the Septem

ber number, of a 'Correspondence Class, by Mr. Alex

ander Dick, an efficient and experienced Mining En
gineer and Colliery Manager. After the appearance 

ofthe advertisement we concluded that tbe Colliei-y 
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Engineer Company, as publishers of the leading Jour

nal of Coal Mining in this country was the best 

agency for the successful conduct of such a school. 

W e have therefore entered into an arrangement with 

Mr. Dick, whereby he agrees to carry on his system 

-of education as Director of T h e Colliery Engineer 

School of Mines. Mr. Dick will devote his entire time 

to m a k e the school a success. W e will also give the 

work our personal attention so that he m a y have all 

assistance in pushing the students forward. 

Our plan of Correspondence Lessons in Mining is 

no experiment, but is an elaboration of a system 

which has worked with great success in Europe for 

the past ten years. In the United States similai plans 

are n o w being conducted with complete success in 

almost every study with the exception of mining. W e 

mention this as an answer to inquiries which have 

been m a d e as to whether mining practice can be suc

cessfully taughl by mail. II' in England, with its 

•compact population, such a method is necessary, and 

beneficial, h o w m u c h more useful will it be here, 

where scattered and isolated districts preclude the 

possibility of separate teachers obtaining a sufficiently 

large class to warrant them devoting their time to 

teaching. 

Having once gone into this matter w e intend to 

m a k e it a success. It m a y be that through want of 

a proper understanding of the system some will be 

•deterred at first from entering, but the fact that there 

is a system should go far to reassure them. A t pres

ent, a miner is debarred from the benefits of an effi

cient teacher, and if he wishes to study, goes plunging 

tlirough the various subjects without aid or method. 

The secret of success in every study is system. Our 

school will guide the student to give the necessary 

prominence to each subject. It will help him to form 

habits of method. It will give him the advantage 

•of a thorough periodical self-examination in each 

branch of his studies, and practice him in the art of 

expressing his ideas clearly upon paper, so that when 

he goes before the examining board for his certificate 

he m a y not be in the position of " knowing what the 

answer is, but not being able to put it in Mack and 

white." 

T h e text-books will be chosen for their conciseness 

and cheapness, and will be adhered to strictly through

out the course. 

In the classes of regular schools there are differ

ences in the ability of the students, ami the result is 

that, either the dull pupil keeps back the others, or 

the others drag the dull m e m b e r forward at a pace 

greater than his capabilities will justify, so that his 

last state is generally worse than his first. This can

not occur in the correspondence system, as each stu

dent begins the course w h e n he likes, and, taking 

one subject, and one set of papers at a time, goes 

through them, ami only w h e n they are mastered does 

he obtain the next, and so on through the course. 

Each student is taught, independently, and of two en

tering at the same time, one m a y finish months be

fore the other, without either being interfered with. 

A n d then again, if any student feels, after he has gone 

through any particular subject, that he is not suffi

ciently informed, or if w e consider further teaching 

in that branch necessary, he will receive a second in

stalment of work before he starts on the next part 

of the course. 

N o one need fear entering on the course from want 

of sufficient education, as we take every subject from 

the rudiments, and all w e require is that each student 

shall have a few hours every week to devote to the 

work, with a purpose in view, and a firm determina

tion to succeed. 

To intending candidates for Mine Foremen's certifi

cates, the School will henceforth be a necessitv, and 

to those w h o m a y have already obtained that magic 

piece of paper, w e recommend the course as a well 

organized means of keeping the theory of their pro

fession fresh upon them, and maintaining their knowl

edge on a level with the times. 

The Department for the actual practice of surveying 

and drawing, with instruments supplied by us for the 

use of the students, is an idea of our o w n which is 

not introduced in any similar method of instruction. 

W e wish it borne in mind that this department is 

open to any student without any additional fee, if he 

will come and reside in Scranton for a week or two. 

It is not necessary tbat every student should do this 

to enaole him to obtain a Mine Foreman's certificate 

(he can be taught all he requires to k n o w by corre

spondence), but, as an auxiliary at the disposal of those 

w h o wish to go more fully into the course, w e con

sider it will be welcomed by m a n y of the pupils. 

Our aim will be to conduct T h e Colliery Engineer 

School of Mines, so that those w h o m a y obtain its 

diploma will gain something more than a mere empty 

title cheaply gotten. O n the contrary, the di

ploma, as it will only be secured after a hard exami

nation, will be looked upon by employers as a guar

antee of ability in those w h o possess it. 

DISCIPLINE IN MINES. 
I N many instances, the official investigation of the . 

causes of accidents in mines leads directly to a lack I 

of discipline. More accidents occur from either 

direct disobedience of orders, or carelessness, than from 

any other causes. 

Mine laws alone will not bring about immunity from 

accidents. If the workmen will not use every precau

tion to er.sure their own safety, the mere fact of certain 

laws being on the statute book will not help them. 

Colliery officials owe it to themselves, their employ

ers,and humanity, to enforce discipline in all cases. All 

violations ofthe mine laws, however slight, should be 

followed by a reprimand or suspension from work, and 

a repetition of the offence, should mean instant dis

charge. 

The peculiar circumstances and changes, accompanied 

in many cases by sudden danger, which occur constant

ly in mines indispensably require thorough discipline 

as essential to safety. AVhenever the source of danger 

is understood and can be avoided; neglector lack of dis

cipline resulting in loss of life or property is inexcus

able, whether it he displayed by management or tlie 

workmen. 

Discipline is just as essential in the working force of 

a mine, as in the army. AA'here the carelessness of one 

man may result in the death or injury of a dozen or 

hundreds, it is of no avail that all are careful and well 

disciplined men, but one. .\11 must be subject to a 

rigid disciplinary system. A careful perusal of the 

reports of both the American and British Mine Inspec

tors, shows that the major portion of the mine accidents 

with their attending destruction of life and property 

are due to carelessness or disobedience of orders or in 

other words, to lack of discipline. The cause being 

known, it is the duty of those in authority to apply tlie 

remedy. 

It may be impossible to wholly remedy this evil, but 

a strong and continuous .Hurt should be made. Spas

modic treatment will not cure the evil. To use a famil

iar expression, " Eternal vigilance is the price of 

safety." 

DITORlHL j\j OTE 5 

p R O F . M . C. IHT.SENG, Professor of Mining in the 

State School of Mines, at Golden, Colo., writes us 

under date of Sept. I'.lh, as follows : 

"It was purely acc-ideutal Hint 1 learned of your journal. Since I 
have subscribed and had opportunity (o examine four number., I 
have been moreund mure pleased with it. And voluntarily, without 
any ulterior purpose, wish to say that lo the mining man, It is the 
host, ablest and clearest journal puljll.lied. I propone lo recom
mend it to my student., this school year, and hope you will 
gradually win the favor yon deserve in tbis Western region. 
With many wishes for continuance of the excellence, I am yours 

truly, 
M C. IHLSENG, 

I'rnl'essor oi Milling. 

The Anthracite Trade. 

T h e policy of restriction has been well adhered to, 
and the result ha-* been a decided improvement in the 
market. 

U p to and including Sept. 20th the production of 
Anthracite coal for the year has been 27,058,225 tons, 
an increase of 2,815,153 tons over the production to 
same date last year. Notwithstanding this increase 
in production of nearly 3,000,000 tons, the stocks on 
hand at tide-water shipping points are lower than they 
were at the same time last year by nearly 120,000 tons. 
T h e sales-agents held a meeting on the 16th nit. and 

ordered an advance of from 10 to 25 cts. per ton on all 
free burning coals, to take effect on October 1st. All 
the companies have pledged themselves to strictly ad
here to these advanced prices. There was no advance 
m a d e on Lehigh coal, but a proportional one will 
surely follow. 

According to a previous agreement, all the companies 
on the loth nil. cancelled all unfilled orders received 
previous to Sept. 1st This action has mate rial ly 
strengthened the trade, and'the action ofthe individual 
operators in continuing to supply coal at prices prevail
ing earlier in the season will not materially affect the 
trade. T h e demand is gradually getting stronger and 
all coal shipped is going into consumption. T h e out
look for the balance of the year is very promising, and 
the demand will certainly be heavy and prices natural
ly better than have been received at any time during 
the year. 

The n e w railroad being built by Messrs. Coxe Bros. 
&. Co. is being rapidly pushed toward completion as is 
also the Reading's line connecting it with the latter's 
system. Aa soon as the connection is m a d e the trans
fer of tonnage from tlie N. .1. C. and L. V. to the 
Reading Road will be made. Mr. Keklev B. Coxe, w h o 
is personally overseeing the construction of this road, is 
building one ofthe most substantial lines in the coun
try. With all branches, it will aggregate about 60 
miles in length, and will be finished in the course of a 
couple of months. W h e n this transfer of tonnage is 
made, it is expected that there will be considerable 
trouble over the adjustment of the Reading's percent
age for next year, but all parties are earnestly hoping 
for an amicable settlement ofthe question. 

The Bituminous Trade. 

The Bituminous trade is stiffening under the present 
condition of affairs. The demand for fuel is increasing, 
and while the production under ordinary circumstances 
could be kept to an enormously high point, but cars are 
scarce owing to the enormous grain production and the 
consequent heavy shipments. Prices are firm and will 
no doubt rule higher as the demand for coal, coupled 
with the grain shipments, is bound to be so great ae to 
tax tbe capacity of most transportation companies, in 
the car line, beyond anything ever k n o w n before. 

This naturally means an enforced restriction of pro
duction and it will have a beneficial effect on the trade. 

The Coke Trade. 

The coke trade is active and the demand is strong 
enough to warrant full time, though prices have not 
advanced beyond those of a month ago, or in fact for 
several months. Connellsville coke is still selling for 
$1.90 for furnace coke, !?2.30 fer foundry coke, and $2.65 
for crushed coke, all for tons of 2,000 lbs. f. o. b. cars at 
ovens. 
It is hard to foretell the prospects of the trade tor the 

balance of the year. All will of course depend on the 
iron market, and the American Manufacturer declares 
that there is an overproduction of pig-iron, and as the 
semi-organ of the iron producers it is in position to 
pass a better opinion on the subject than any other 
journal. Itis possible that its fears are groundless, for 
the country seems to be entering on a season of great 
business activity, and iron will naturally share in the 
benefits of such a condition of affairs. 

At present the furnaces are making large outputs, 
and naturally are using large quantities of coke. 

A Valuable Work. 

AV, 
pan 

e received from the Mason Regulator Com-
Boston, Mass., the most complete work on 
jineering, designed for the use of practical 

men with limited educations, that we have ever seen. 
There have been many works published on steam, and 
the steam engine, which, although treating the subject 
in a comprehensive and scientific manner,'have, never
theless, failed to accomplish that which was intended 
(the education of the engineer), simply because the 
terms used by the writers,'and the scientific character 
of the books, were beyond the comprehension 
of the great majority of the men who are expected to 
profit by their contents. 
In this little treatise all terms and tables not easily 

understood have been avoided, and in the simplest 
language possible, the writer has briefly answered such 
questions as are likely to arise in the mind of an intel
ligent ami practical engineer, using figures wdien neces
sary, in their simplest form, and only such illustrations 
aswill be readily understood hy any one with a common 
school education, Chapters I. to X. heat on air, water, 
fuel, steani, boilers, engines, engineers, belts, and shaft ing, 
speed of pulleys, (aides, etc., respectively. These are 
all treated in a catechetical manner, so that this part 
ofthe work is really a thorough steam engineer's cate
chism. Part second treats on the combustion of coal, 
chemically and practically considered. It is handsome
ly bound in leatherette, and contains no advertisements. 
It is sold at the low price of thirty cents, and every 
colliery manager, engineer, and fireman in the country 
should have one. They can be procured by sending 
thirty cents, either postal note or stamps, to the Mason 
Regulator Company, Boston, Mass. 

ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 

Statement of Anthracite coal shipments, for month of August, 1891, compared with same period last year. 
Compiled from returns furnished by the Mine Operators, by John H. Jones, Chief of Bureau of Anthracite 
Coal Statistics. 

From Wyoming Region, 
From Lehigh Region, 
From Schuylkill Region, 
Total - - - -

A17.; UST 
1890. 

F O R Y E A R I F O R Y E A R I 

1,H69,62.V<>4 1,749,217*06 Dec. 
509,640-171 573,370-17,Dec. 
9e ' 16911I 964 (m-V2'Int_ 

3,140,436-121 3,291,65__'15IDec. 

79,f.92*02 1,'.,278,S1913 ll,o63,073i:. 
08,730-00' 3,9s2,850'O2! -I.OLI.s.WIn 
_ 3,104-19 7.641,19S18 _6,562,780* 13 
14.1.,217*03 24,902,8ii8-t3'21,907,(i-_4'll 

DIFFERENCE. 

Inc. 1,915,7-16-00 
Dec. 5s,9XOU3 
Inc. 1,978,41805 
Inc. 2,93n,184-02 

T h e stock of coal on hand at tide-water shipping points, August 31st, 
31st, 1891,703,634 tons; decrease, 54,734 tons. 

1891, 648,900 tons; on July 
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THE N E W MINE INSPECTORS, 

A Protest Against Their Appointment Filed With 
the Governor toy Senator W . H. Hines, of 
Luzerne County. 

We are indebted to the Wilkes Barre Record for the 
following copy of the protest filed with the Governor 
against the appointment of Messrs. Blewitt and Roder
ick as Inspectors ofthe First and Second Mine Inspec
tion Districts ofthe Anthracite coal regions. 

WIL(_ES-B_RR_:, VA., Sept. I*, 1891. 
To His EXCELLENCY, ROBERT 15, PATTISOI?, G O V E R N O R OF 

PENNSYLVANIA*: I hereby, as attorney, file the following 
protest against the issuing of commissions to Messrs. Blewitt 
and Roderick as inspectors tor the (irst and second districts 
of Laekawani _ County underthe provisions of the Act of 
Assembly approved the second day of June, 1891, assigning 
the following r<.a_nns therefor : 
First, That previous to tlie passage of the ufuresaid Act 

the First and Second Anthracite Coal Districts were in
cluded in one district of whicli Mr. Blewitt was mine in
spector. That under the Anthracite law approved the 30th 
of June, 1885. the Judges of the Court of Common 
Pleas were authorized to appoint an Examining Board of 
the aforesaid districts. 
That under and by virtue of said act oi' 1885 the Judges of 

the courts of Luzerne County appointed an Examining Board 
for said district and said Board appointed by the Luzerne 
Judges held the examinations and passed upon applicants 
for min 
Blewitt a 
district--
repealed 
and then 
by the !.i 
spectors i 
Tbat s. 

Lackawanna County 

2d the names of Messr 
forthe ul'.'re--aiil Anthracite mining 
.approved the second day of June, 1891, 
..ved the thirtieth day of June, 1885; 
aiproper for this old Board appointed 
s to examine applicants for mine in* 
.nd Second Districts. 
; undersigned knows, the Judges of 
have not appointed a Board of Ex

aminers for said first and second districts, nor have they any 
authority to do su under the act of 1893 until the first term 
of court held in 1892, therefore the aforesaid Board acted il
legally and without authority in their recommendations of 
mine inspectors. 
Second, That the Board above referred to were not sworn 

for several days after their appointment, and. in fact, were 
not sworn until the day they were to examine candidates 
for mine inspectors. 
Third, that said Board of Examiners, acted improperly in 

making up the percentages that should be allowed to can
didates" for questions answered. The said Board granting 
certain percentages to candidates for the positions they oc
cupied, the kind of work they were engaged in, giving some 
high and others low percentage, thereby reducing the per
centage <il -i>uie entitled t** mon- ofa general percentage for 
questions answered relative to operating of Anthracite coal 
mines. 
Fourtli, That the act approved the 2d day of June, 1891, 

is not in full the act as it passed tbe Senate-of Pennsylvania. 
The records of the Senate of Pennsylvania show that in 

section five, of said, act, all the words alter the word 
"governor'' down to the word "weekly,'' were stricken 
out, but the transcribing clerks without any authority in
serted these words in the transcribed bill wliich was after
wards approved by the governor. 
That said Board of Examiners in violation ofthe law 

that passed 'he Legislature have not forwarded to tlie 
governor the names of all the applicants for mine inspector 
qualified for the office.* That several applicants who stood 
the examination and are qualified their names were not 
sent in to the governor. 
Thai Mr. Roderick, whose name has been sent in to the 

governor as mine inspector, is not of legal age, and is there
fore disqualified to hold the office. 
That under and by virtue ofthe said act, approved June 

2, 1891, the inspector for the new mine district created by 
said act cannot be recommended by any Board of Examiners 
until the first term of court, 1892, and by a Board then ap
pointed by tbe courts of Lackawanna County. Tbat if any 
vacancy exist until that time the only person who can have 
the power to appoint is the Governor of the Common
wealth. 
I therefore ask, in consideration of what is above set 

forth, that no commissions be issued to Messrs. Blewitt and 
Roderick until such time as tbe matters hereinbefore set 
forth are properly adjudicated by the proper legal tribunal. 

Truly yours, 
W . H. HIKES, 

Attorney. 
The objection against the appointment of Messrs, 
Blewitt and Roderick because they were passed and 
recommended by an Examining Board under the old 
law will hardly hold water. The Attorney-General 
has already decided that the Boards of Examiners for 
mine foremen, etc., appointed under tbe old law can 
legally perform their duties. It seems to us that the 
same line of reasoning through which the Attorney-
General arrived at this opinion will apply with equal 
force to tbe Boards of Examiners for Mine Inspectors. 
The Attorney-General's opinion on this subject as pub
lished in our July issue is, " Under the terms of this 
Act, ami especially Sec. 3, Article VIII., the appoint
ment of the Board wliich consists of the District In
spector of Mine., two practical miners, and one owner, 
operator, ur superintendent of amine, or in fact any 
officers mentioned in this section is to be made at 
the first term of Court in each year.'' As this time 
is already passed in 1891. there could not bean ap
pointment made under this Act until the first term of 
Court in 1892. 

•' It will be observed that this act repeals all parts 
of the act of 1885, inconsistent or in conflict with the 
provisions of this act. As the act of 1885 relates to 
the same subject matter, it is repealed by the act of 
1891. Under the act of 1885 the appointments of the 
Board of Examiners for Mine Foremen, Assistant 
Mine Foremen, etc., as mentioned in your letter, were 
made for one year. It is m y opinion these officers 
will continue and perform the duties under this act 
(which are essentially similar to those required by act 
of 1885) during the time for wliich they were ap
pointed." 

"The act of 1891 does not seem to have provided 
forthe appointment of its officers for the vear 1891, 
and therefore i*s not inconsistent with the continuance 
of the officers appointed or now holding office under the act of 1885. Under the act of 1891" no appointments can be made before the first term of Court in 

the year 1892. It would be advisable for the officers 
holding certificates under the act of 1885 to qualify 
under the act of 1891." 
It is Section V., of Article 2d, of the new law that 

Senator Hines states is diflerent in the copy of the 
law approved by the Governor from that passed in 
the Senate. In the copy signed by the Governor the 
Section reads " Whenever candidates for the office of 
Inspector are to be examined, the said examiner shall 
give public, notice ofthe fact in not more than five 
papers published in the inspection district, and at least 
two weeks before the meeting, specifying the time and 
place where such meeting shall be" held. The said 
examiners shall be sworn to a faithful discharge of 
their duties, and four of them shall agree in their rec
ommendation of all candidates to the Governor who 
have answered 90 per centum of the questions. The 
names of the applicants, the questions asked, and an
swers thereto, shall be sent to the Secretary of the 
Commonwealth, and published in at least two local 
papers, daily or weekly, and shall recommend only 
such applicants as they find qualified for the office. 
" Should the Board of Examiners not be able to agree 

in their selection and recommendation of a candidate, 
the Judges of the Court of C o m m o n Pleas shall dis
solve the said board, and appoint a new board of like 
qualifications and powers." 
" Upon the recommendation of the Board of Exami

ners as aforesaid, the Governor shall appoint such 
person or persons to fill the office of inspector of mines 
under this act, and shall issue to him a commission 
for the terms of five years, subject, however, to removal 
for neglect of duty or malfeasance in office, as herein
after provided for." 

Mr. Hines says that the words in the first paragraph 
after " Governor" down to and including the word 
" weekly " were stricken out of the law in the Senate, 
and should not have been incorporated in the copy 
sent, to the Governor for his signature. At the time of 
tbe passage ofthe law we understood this was the case, 
and when we received a copy of the act signed by the 
Governor we delayed printing the same, and did not 
print it until we were informed, by what we consider
ed good authority, tbat the law wras likely to stand as 
signed by the Governor. W e think the law (as Sena
tor Hines says it passed the Senate) is as good if not 
better than it is as signed by the Governor,' because it 
is less difficult to carry out, and will secure the ap
pointment of as good officers. There is nothing fo be 
gained by requiring the examining boards to favora
bly recommend all applicants who may answer 9 0 % of 
the questions asked, nor can we see any benefit to be 
derived from publishing, at a very great expense, the 
questions and answers in two local newspapers every 
time an examination is held. It is enough to require 
the Boards of Examiners to report all the applicants 
w h o m they think qualified for appointment. The 
objection made to this arrangement is that the major
ity of a Board if they favor a particulai candidate are 
likely to report the name of only a single person as 
qualified. Admitting that this objection is well found
ed, we think that it will be better for the majority of 
a Board to make an appointment than to leave the 
matter in the hands of the Governor, who will select, 
not the best man recommended, but the one among 
those recommended wdio has the strongest political 
pull. It is not safe to leave anything in regard to 

Mould's Hydraulic Coal-Getter. 

For a considerable time past, Mr. E. Mould has been 
endeavoring to design a suitable mechanical contriv
ance that would take the place of explosives in dusty 
and fiery mines. He has produced screws and hy
draulics of various forms, as well as a cylinder in the 
far end of the hole and water forced through a tube. 
But. tlie bursting of the tubes was a nuisance. H e 
then tried the cylinder outside, but this design was too 
heavy and cumbersome and others w*ere inetlicient. 
However, he now claims to have designed an instru
ment of a little over 60 lbs. in weight, to break loose 
almost any coal in the ordinary way of woiking. 
This apparatus, which may be used as an ordinary 

hydraulic jack for any lifting purposes up to 10 tons, 
is thus described by the inventor: There are (1) the 
bead, (2) the cylinder, (3) the mandrel, (4) the piston-
rod, the side pieces and the pump handle. The side 
pieces and the pump handle are the only loose parts. 
The head contains the pump, and in part answers 

the purpose of a reservoir. 
The cylinder is simply a round parallel barrel, 

screw-threaded at each end, and is so connected to the 
head at the top end and to the mandrel at the bottom 
end. This cylinder is covered by a shell cylinder, 
leaving a cavity between the two—the inner and outer 
cylinder. The inner cylinder is perforated on the side 
at the bottom end, to allow the water to pass from the 
under side of the piston while it is being forced into 
the cylinder on the top side of tbe piston by means 
of tbe pump, thus supplying the pump during tbe op
eration of breaking loose the material in which it baa 
been placed. As already stated, the inner cylinder is 
screw-thrtarled at each end. Now, while it is being 
screwed together, the outer shell is drawn into faced 
joints, both top and bottom end, and is so made water
tight, and becomes a portion of the reservoir for water. 
Thus there is ample provision in the bead, tbe cylin
der, and the cavity. This is to avoid the necessity of 
constantly refilling with water, which may be more or 
less unclean. 
Tbe mandrel is screwed into the bottom end of the 

cylinder, and so becomes a permanent joint. The 
mandrel .is also provided with recesses, constituting 
inclined planes. In these inclined planes are placed 
side pieces or wedges, thus making the mandrel cylin
drical in form, and is so placed in the hole prepared 
for it. 
In addition to the cylinder and a piston, there is a 

piston rod. The rod passes from the piston in the cyl
inder through the mandrel, and on the bottom end 
there is placed a collaring, so as to enlarge the bearing, 
because this becomes the basis of pressure. It is very 
important that the machine should go to the far end 
of the hole, and to ensure this the drill should always 
be £ in. larger in diameter than the machine. 

Now, supposing the machine is in the hole, quite at 
the far end, the moment pumping is commenced, the 
piston rod being against the far end ofthe bole cannot 
go forward, therefore, the machine moves outward, and 
the friction on the sides ofthe hole being greater than 
that ofthe incline planes, the said pieces become fixed 
and the machine moving outward, produces lateral 
pressure by means of the incline planes, thus forcing 
asunder the material in much larger blocks than when 
exposed to the shattering influence of an explosive; 
securing better results, and at the same time avoiding 

mining with the class of Governors we are having in al! t h e °vilg contingent on"the use of explosives.' 
Pennsylvania. The gentleman who now governs this T h e m e r i t g claim

b
ed frjr t M s m a c h i n e

 P
are . (1). Effi. 

State, with its mammoth mining interests, knows so 
little about the industry, and has such a poor opinion 
of its importance, that when the late World's Fair 
Commission was appointed, there were not enough 
mining men upon it to make a sub-committee of three. 
It was necessary to fill vacancies in the commission 
with miners to make up such a committee. This comes 
from selecting men who have spent their lives as 
clerks, and who have no idea at all of the industries 
from which the wealth of the Commonwealth is 
gained, as candidates for Governor. However, this has 
nothing to do with the new mine law. However much 
Mr, Hines may object to it, it is likely to stand as the 
Governor signed it-
Objection is also made to the examination the can

didates were required to pass. The law says nothing 
in regard to the kind or standard of examinations 
that candidates shall pass. The whole subject is left to 
tlie judgment of the Examining Boards. Even if Mr. 
Hines' objections are pertinent they will have no 
weight, since the Boards of Examiners are the sole 
judges of the standard of examinations which candi
dates shall be required to pass. Objection is also made 
that. Mr. Roderick is ineligible to tbe office, because he 
is not old enough. If Mr. Roderick is not eligible he 
cannot be appointed, but if this is a fact it is surpris
ing that he was an applicant. 
The dissatisfaction, which is voiced by this protest 

forcibly illustrates the folly of legislating "upon mining 
subjects in a hurry. Senator Hines and his friends | t 

ciency. (2). Portability, being a little over 60lbs. when 
charged with water; the same is used over and over 
again, it maj* be for months, so that you see the pump 
is intact; and this is accomplished by the simple means 
ofa thumbscrew. W h e n the operation is completed, 
by turning a thumbscrew, the water returns to the un
derside ofthe piston. (3). Economy, being less in 
first cost, and less liable to get out of repair, its loose 
parts being so few in number—viz., side pieces and 
pump handle. (4). Simplicity—place the side pieces in 
the recesses of the mandrel, force it to the far end of the 
hole ; if the coals are to be lifted up or forced down the 
side pieces must be top and bottom. But if the coal is 
to he forced sideways the side pieces must be right and 
left. Then commence pumping, and in about five 
minutes the coals wdll be down or on the sprags, ready 
for dropping, as required.— 'fin? Colliery Guardian, 

Keep Up with the Procession. 

In this day of close competition and small profits, it 
is necessary for every mine owner, superintendent, 

lent of a thirty-!. 
ine laws. The" time 

•the new law is not as good as the old 

The Litchfield Car i!_ Machine Co., of Litchfield, 111., 
has won an enviable reputation for good and prompt 
' '" '••uerv built by this companv work, and mining 
is now. in use ir 
recentletter rec 
pany, informs r 

flu •istiie 
"Belli 

a Is, 
thi 

W M c h they attribute tu their ad' 
COLLIERY ENGINEE!., is one from Ne 

mining engineer, and mine foreman, to avail himself of 
all improved mechanical appliances that tend to reduce 
costand enhance the value of his products. To do this 
he must watch carefully the new devices constantly 
being set before the mining public. Therefore we 
' J"ise our readers to 

nd for the circulars, catalogues, etc., of The Harring-
& King Perforating Co,, Nos.222to 220 North Union 

3t., Chicago. 
, ., ., 1 Send for the circulars, catalogues, etc., of The Reliance 

' 'n tl 1 > A G a u ^ C o - 7 3 6 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio. 
" '•''• ""'I Send for the literature on self-oiling mine car wheels, 

I mine cars, etc., published by Messrs. Hockensmith and 
Wagoner, Irwin, Pa. 
Send for tbe handsome catalogue of The Goulds Steam 

Pump Cb., Seneca Falls, N. Y. 
Send for " Steam," a very handsome cloth and gilt 

bound volume treating on steam production, care of 
boilers, pipe covering, etc.. It is really a text-book on 
the subject. Babcock e. Wilcox Co., 30 Cortlandt 
Street, New York. 
Said for " Key to Steam engineering," a simple and 

convenient catechism on steani engineering, completly 
covering the subject, and including also a treatise on 
combustion of fuels. Price 30 cents post-paid. Address 
The Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass. 
All the above but the last will be sent free. The 

latter is fully worth the nominal price charged for it. 
W h e n writing mention T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R 

delivered a 
Messrs. Yoeh and Branden-
d have just closed a contract 

nes for tbe Kansas and 

•rtiseinent in Ti 
South Wal-so 
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A GOOD MINE CAR WHEEL. 

The strongest, proof of the excellence of any specialty, 
whether mechanical or otherwise, is secured when the 
sales to parties eminently qualified to judge of its 
merits rapidly increases in a regular ratio, and when 
each purchaser repeats his order. This has been the 
case with the " C o m m o n Sense Mine Car Wheel," man
ufactured by Messrs. Hockensmith A AVagoner, of Ir
win, Pa. This firm is composed of two young and en
ergetic men whose whole business life and natural in
clination eminently fit them for the business in which 
they are engaged. The "Common Sense Wheel " is 
the\invention of Mr. Frank C. Hockensmith, who for 
over twenty years has been actively engaged in me
chanical pursuits, having started at the early age of 
seventeen years. After much thought and study, and 
numerous experiments, he invented and patented the 
wheel of which we give a sectional view herewith. 
The points of advantage in this 
wheel are : (1) It has no loose 
parts to get out of repair. (2) 
The device for oiling the back 
part of the journal effectively, 
where the hub and axle collar 
come in contact, wliich it is 
important to keep well oiled, 
is perfect. (3) It effects a sav
ing of from 50 to 75 per cent. 
of oil. (4) The bracket in the 
oil chamber prevents the oil 
from being thrown out when 
running on curves. (5) The 
oiling arrangement only adds 
4 lbs. to the weight of the old 
style wheels, {li) Its simplici
ty and cheapness of first cost 
and durability and efficiency. 
Since tbe formation of the firm 
of Hockensmith & \Vagoner 
and the purchase of the Irwin 
shops, in 1886, the firm has, 
beside its other business, sold 
over eighty thousand of these wheels. They are in 
use in every American coal field, and sample sets are 
sent on approval to responsible parties. If not satis
factory they can be returned at the manufacturers' ex
pense. 
In addition to the car wheel foundry, Messrs. Hock

ensmith & Wagner are prepared to make all kinds of 
castings used around coal mines or breakers. Their car 
shops are supplied with all the most approved appli-

give some idea of the extent of their business trans
actions. 
W e have tested the accuracy ofthe Manual and find 

it singularly free from errors. To advertisers especially 
it must prove invaluable, containing as it does every 
particular necessary for the general description of each 
newspaper, and so arranged as to admit of the readiest 
reference. 

A SUPERIOR MINE-PUMPING ENGINE. 

In this issue we present to our readers an illustration 
of a large mine pumping engine, which is one of a 
number of its kind constructed by the Gordon Steam 
Pump Co of Hamilton, Ohio. This particular ma
chine has a steam cylinder 24-" in diameter, water 
plunger 15i// in diameter, and a stroke of 36//. The 
water cylinder with all valve chambers, valves, plun
ger, and plunger-rods, suction and discharge connec-

N E W MINING COMPANIES. 

Names aDd Post-Office Addresses of the New Min
ing' Companies Incorporated in the United States 
Since our Last Issue. 

Russell Coal aud Mining Company, Russell .ille. Ark. 
Ophir Mining Company, Butte, Mont. 
Marengo Gas, Mineral, and Mineral 

\Valer Co., Liberty, Indiana. 
I'nliiuiliinii Lead und /.inc Oi., Chicago, IU. 
The International Railway Supply 

and Improvement Co., Chicago, 111. 
CUincv Creek Mining Co.. St. Paul, Minn. 
The Wylie Jlining and Mil lim: Co., Denver, Colorado, 
The Calender Mining and Milling Co ,I ienver, Colorado. 
Almeda Countv Improvement Co., Oakland, California. 
The Peck Montana Co,, Chicago. Illinois. 
Eastern Oregon Development Co,, Portland, Oregon. 
Cleveland Ould and Silver Mining co.,Sierra Citv, Cal. 
St. James Mining and Mineral Paint 

Company, East St. Louis, 111. 

anccs aud then* mine car- substantially and con
veniently constructed. They m a k e all sizes and ' 
styles of mine cars and equip them with either " Com- I 
m o n Sense " or plain wheels. The present capacity of 
their works is six hundred car wheels and fifty mine 
cars per week. In 1886 when they started underthe 
firm name of Hockensmith & Wagoner, they employed 
five men. The superiority of their products soon won 
for them a reputation, and the number of hands em
ployed was gradually increased till now they employ 
fifty, and they will continue increasing as rapidly as 
their business demands it. They realize that two 
things are necessary to secure and hold trade, and that 
they are ready to furnish both. These are superior 
f;oods, and prompt filling of orders. It will pay col-
iery owners and colliery officials to write to Messrs, 
Hockensmith it Wagoner for circulars. 

Remington Brothers' Newspaper Manual, 1891. 

We have just received the fifth annual edition of the 
Newspaper Manual of Remington Bros., of Pittsburgh, 
Pa., whicli appears in a greatly enlarged form, and is 
now one of the most concise, convenient and reliable 
works of its kind. The general arrangement of this 
useful book remains unaltered, but important and val
uable additions have been made, thus increasing its 
value to the general advertiser as a reference work and 
in the compilation of his list. 
The contents include complete lists of all newspapers 

in the United States and Canada, with their days of 
issue, politics, and circulations, and properly classified 
list ofthe principal Dailies and Weeklies, and the best 
Agricultural,Religious, Scientific,and Trade publications 
and leading Magazines. All the lists are catalogued by 
towns in alphabetical order, and in the general list the 
population is given of each town and of the county in 
which it is located 
The photo-engraving, on page 3, of Remington Bros.' 

extensive and handsome main office at Pittsburgh will 

tions are cast of a high grade of composition, and the 
amount of this metal in the pump end is a little over 
seven tons, the total weight of the engine being in the 
neighborhood of twelve tons. 
This pump engine is particularly adapted for the hard 

service in coal and other mining practice, being de
signed and built especially for this class of work. 

One of the leading and peculiar 
features of this engine is the cataract 
and self-governing device. The 
combination of these secure results 
which entitle it to the well-known 
characteristic of Isochronal or equal 
spaces in equal times ; that is the 
strokes of the piston are all equal 
in length and are made at equal 
times, being unaffected hy variations 
in the steam pressure, or in the re
sistance against which the engine is 
working. The isochronal valve-gear 
not only neutralizes the had effect 
of the sudden change in the steam 
pressure or the load of the engine, 
but also secures other advantages 
of the greatest value. By means 
of the cataract the movements of 
tlie main steam-valve are automatic
ally graduated and controlled, so the 
speed of the piston is reduced as it 
nears the end of the stroke, allowing 
the valves to seat themselves gently 
and quietly and tlie moving column 
of water to come to a gradual and 
easy rest. In fact, the cataract is 
an ever watchful and never-tiring 

engineer, always promptly adapting th_ movements 
of the engine to the external conditions ofthe work. 
Large columns of water may be raised to great eleva

tions or forced against heavy pressure from without 
shock or jar of any kind and with entire safety to the 
machinery and connections. 
The Isochronal pumping engine is especially adapted 

and conveniently fitted for draining out mines, furnish
ing rolling mills, iron furnaces, or any establishment 
requiring a large supply of water. This engine is 
built in all sizes and for all duties, and is also built 
either compound, compound-condensing or high 
pressure, both duplex or single, as the case may demand. 
Parties contemplating the purchase of pumping ma

chinery would do well to open a correspondence with 
the Gordon Steam Pump Company and investigate 
their engines. 

Tlie Fanny Rawlings Mining Co., Colorado Springs,'"Colo. 
New York and New Jersey Mining 

York, N. Y . ™ 
Denver, Colorado.1: 
Uenver. Colorado.' 
Sau Francisco, Cal. Ne' 
Nuilin 

York, N. Y. 
. Mo: t.K*;. 

spriiiL-lield, III.** 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Barker, Montana. 

Bernardino, Cal. 

panv, 
Thi- Castle Minin_; Cn., 
'I'h.- Willow Minliiu-iuid Milling Co, 
The Ruby Mining limi Milling Co., 
Marion Iron Ore Company, 
Silver Horn .Mining Co., 
The Clear Creek Mining Co., 
The Austin Mining Co., 
Dry Pork Mining Co., 
Bear Valley Mining Co. 
The Garabatos Mining and .Smelling 

Company, Chicago, 111. 
The Dodson Lead und Zinc Co., Bethlehem, Pa. 
The Chicago and Florida Phosphate 

Companv, Chicago, III. 
The Mav Qui en Lode Mining Co., Pueblo, Colorado. 
Yellowstone Mining Co., White Sulphur Springs Mont 
Blackbird Coal Co.. fnionville, Mo. 
The Duflbrd Mining Co., Camden, N J. 
W.-tnii inland Fire Brick Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Tin- i.aylord Coal Co.. Martins Ferry, Ohio. 
B n n e Y a l M 1'hnsphate Co , Portland, Me*. 
The An gin Ann- iean Cttou Milling 

and Cool Mining Co. (Amended), Kansas City, Kansas. 
MoiUc/unia Improvement Co., St. Louis, Mo, 
A c m e Coal and Coke Co.. Opekiska, W, Va, 
Principle Furnace and Rolling Mill 

Company New York, N. Y, 
American Land Co., Louisville. Ky. 
Kentucky Land and Improvement 
Montgomery Marble and Mining Vii., Montgomery City, Mo 
The Milan Land and Coal Mining Co..Milan, Mo. 
Ozark Mineral Land und Mining Co., Carthage, Mo. 
Amer lean Mining Company of Kansas 

City, Kansas Citv. Mo. 
The American Tin Piute Co., El wood, hid. 
Tlie Kaiill.nan (ias Co.. Arcadia, Ind. 
The Crowe Mining and Milling Co., Denver, Colorado. 
Chicago Carbonate Mining Co., Anaconda. Mont. 
The Random Minim*: und Milling Co .fetoTudo Springs, Colo. 
Kenova Coal and Timber Co., Keiiova, W. Va. 
The Saratoga • Man cos Gold Mining 

Company, Man COB, Colorado. 
The Boulder Cum.lock Jlining Co., Helena, Mont 
Little Nellie Zine Mining Co., Sl. Louis, Mo. 
Montague Coal Mining Co., Fort Worth, Texas. 
The Anchor Mining Co., Kansas City, JIo. 
The Springfield and New "' 

velopiuent Co.. 
The llainrnitt Mining Co., 
The Indiana Mining Co., 
The Mexico and Ceutral and South 

American Mining and Coloniza
tion Company, Denver, Colorado. 

Tho Francenia Mining Co., Lead vi lie, Colorado. 
The Vesuvius Jlining and Milling 

Company, Leadville, Colorado. 
Silver Queen Mining Co., Ardmore, Ind. Ter. 
San Domingo and Hay Tunnel Min 

ing Company, Oshkosh, Wis, 
San Matea Mining Company, Oshkosh, Wis. 
Eureka Gold Company of West Vir

ginia, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Lone Mountain Mining Co., -'*'* ' " " 
Ophir Jlining and Milling Co., 
The Sapphire Mining Co., 
The Buckwheat Coal Co.. 
Gold Mountain Mining Co., 
Sacramento Mexican Jlining Co., 
Jlount Jlorian Quart--, Mining Co., 
Banner Oil Companv, 
The Bituminous Consolidated Jlining 

Company, •••'an Francis 

Sprioglield, W. Va 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Butte, Mout. 

Silver city, N. M, 
Oreal Fulls, Idaho. 
Victor, Moot. 
I.i.nislun, 111. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
-'_- r.iiii.-n|... <-\i* 
Downieville, Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 

MR. WILLIAM J. WATKINS, formerly connected with the 
Oregon Improvement Co., has assumed charge of a new 
mine at Blue Canon City, Whatcom Co., Washington, 

.MR. WILLIAM J. MCDOWELL, of Snowahoe, Center Co., 
Pa., has accepted the position of Superintendent of the 
O'Shanter Mines at Clearfield, Pa. 

MR. JOFIM H. JONES, the well-known compiler of coal 
trade statistics, has been appointed General Manager of Tlie 
J. B. Sanborn Company for the territory east of the Ohio 
river. W e predict that under Mr. Jones the -Agency will 
be brought up to a high state of efficiency. 

D E A T H OF HON. W M . L. SCOTT, 

Hon. Win. L. Scott, of Erie, Pa,, one of the largest 
individual owners of coal land in the world, and 
heavily interested in other business enterprises, died 
at Newport, R. I., shortly after midnight on the 20th 
ult. 

Mr. Scott was a typical self-made American, and his 
rise from poverty to great wealth and prominence in 
both the business and political world was marvelous, 
and was due entirely to his great mind and his apti
tude to foresee chances that are evident to most men 
when such chances become things of the past. In 
our November issue we will publish a portrait of Mr. 
Scott, and a synopsis of his life more in keeping with 
his character as a man, a patriot, and a philanthropist 
than is possible in the limited space at our disposal 
in this issue. 

file:///Vagoner
file:///Valer
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THE PROGRESS IN MINING. 

Reviews of the Important Papers Relating to Mining 
Published in the Proceedings of the Mining In
stitutes and in the Mining Publications of Europe, 

United States, and Canada. 

Cual Cutlers. — A paper recently read before the 
Mining Institute of Scotland, by "Mr. Robert Martin, 
descriptive of the working of Mechanical Coal Cutters 
by compressed air, has been fruitful in eliciting a few 
experiences from the members present. The case in 
question was where one of Rigg tt Mieklejohn's 
patent machines holed a face of work l__.t> yards long. 
T h e seam was 4 ft. thick, with an even holing, and 
the depth holed was 30 inches. The air was com
pressed on the surface and conducted underground 
700 yards in pipes. The cutters were of " titanic" steel, 
and worked like a horizontal circular saw. The machine 
whicli worked at night was manipulated by three men, 
two of w h o m looked after the cutters, whilst the 
third cleaned the dirt from the holing and set the 
sprags and props to sustain the coal until morning 
w h e n a staff of nine fillers with three drawers and 
four brushers came to load it out. The machine, 
barring accidents, traveled the whole length of face 
(120 yards) in a night, and the cist in fuel at the 
boilers for this work was five tons. The fuel was 
dust, passed through a fe" screen. 

It requires training to make the m e n competent to 
work the machine, and difficulty is sometimes met in 
obtaining them. The general expression of opinion 
by the members seemed to be, tbat the only material 
saving was in the smaller percentage of small coal 
made by tbe machine as compared with hand labor, 
and so far as Scotch mining is concerned, it has only 
been where m e n are scarce that the machine has been 
adopted. The initial outlay is always great, and the 
amount of machinery involved demands an increased 
staff of skilled mechanics. T o secure favorable re
sults there must be a plain, unvarying holing, free 
from occasional ironstone nodules, the presence of 
wdiich generally results in stripping the cutters and 
placing the machine bars de combed for several days. 

Longwall.—Balgonic Colliery, in Scotland, was troub
led with gob fires. The seam worked is seven feet 
thick witli a parting of stone a few inches thick in the 
middle. For the purpose of preventing spontaneous 
combustion, Mr. Alexander Jamieson, the manager, 
introduced a new method of Longwall, and as it has 
been successful in abolishing these fires during live 
years, it has been described in a paper read before the 
Mining Institute of Scotland, by Mr. Robert McLaren. 
The working is divided into section*-- by parallel 
heading roads driven to the rise, and from these 
headings branch roads are turned level course 12 
yards apart. As they advance the bottom leaf of 
coal, three feet thick, and the stone parting above it, 
is all excavated, and the stone utilized for building 
roadside packs. To make height, the roadways are 
brushed up to the top of the vein (7 feet). Care is 
taken to build the roadsides tight, and w h e n the 
brushing .vc, is not sufficient to do so, old slabs and 
coal-dross are utilized. This woiking progresses until 
the next panel or section of the pit is reached, w h e n 
the miners start back, excavating the upper leaf, and 
using the old roads for drawing the coal which were 
used in the first working, Mr. Jamieson claims that 
by this method he has a cheaper and safer working, 
better ventilation, and perfect immunity from gob 
fires. Formerly both halves of the seam were worked 
in the same direction, one behind the other. 

In discussion before the Institute the question was 
raised as to what percentage of tlie entire seam was 
necessary for efficient brushing. In the section in 
question the percentage of rubbish was SOfo of the 
entire area excavated, and a m e m b e r w h o had investi
gated numerous instances throughout Scotland, stated 
that experience proved that the best results were ob
tained where there was 40?. of rubbish. 

Propping.—A paperon this subject leceutly read be
fore the Scotch Institute, by Mr. Robert Martin, whilst 
containing nothing striking in the way of novelty, 
drew from the president the very trite remark, that, 
in the West of Scotland, where lie is Government 
Mine Inspector, while 40 percent, ofthe entire ac
cidents were due to falls, the majority of these were 
in places where the roof had obtained a good repu
tation. At collieries where the roof was notoriously 
bad, timber could be seen put up as close to the work
ing force as possible, and consequently accidents were 
very rare ; but if a roof was generally good the miner 
seemed to turn careless, and while one might see the 
traveling roads beautifully timbered, at the same 
time, the working places, where Ihe m e n spent all 
their time, would be devoid of wood for 10 or 12 feet 
from the face. Familiarity breeds contempt! 

Oil A/ial,- Mini ng.—During the past few months the 
Mining Institute, of Scotland, has bad under dis
cussion a series of papers descriptive of the methods 
of mining as practiced iu the oil shale industry in 
the East bf Scotland, and whilst a few extracts m a y 
be interesting, it might also he well to recount in a 
few words the circumstances which led to the found
ing of an industry which, in all its ramifications, 
gives employment to thousands of the workers in the 
Scotti-di milling and chemical industries. 

Somewhere about thirty years ago a discovery was 
m a d e of oil exuding from the rock in a Derbyshire 
mine. A sample was sent to James Young, a Man
chester chemist, w h o found that it contained chemical 
properties wliich m a d e it valuable as a burning oil. 
The circumstances under wdiich it was discovered led 
him to the conclusion, that, before such an oil could 
exist, there must have been some mineral from which 
by natural distillation the oil was procured, and he 
m a d e it hie life study to find that mineral. Ultimate
ly his quest was successful in the discovery, in the 
Lothians in the East side of Scotland, of a series of 

seams of Bituminous mineral, somewhat, akin to Can
nel coal, and amongst which was the famous Boghead 
or Torbanehill gas coal, the cause of one of the 
greatest lawsuits that ever excited the mining world ; 
ami from the discovery of those seams arose the par
affine oil shale industry which now gives employment 
to m a n y thousands of Scotland's industrial army, and 
transformed tbe quondam Manchester chemist "into a 
millionaire. 

In the geological section the oil shales lie below 
the Hurlet limestone wliich is the base of the legiti
mate coal field of the great Lanarkshire basin. The 
workable seams of shale were originally six in number, 
as follows: D a m Shale, Mungle Shale, Grev Shale, 
Fell's Shale, Broxburn Shale, and Dunnet's Shale, and 
the base of tbese was the Burdiehouse or C a m p s 
Line. 
In recently published sections, however, there is 

another seam shown as existing below the Burdie
house Line, and whicli is named the " Pumpherston," 
from the only locality in which it has been found. 
Peculiarly enough, however, where the Pumpherston 
shale is found there is some, geological disturbance to 
prevent tbe geologist from inspecting the Dunnet, 
and vice versa. Of course this m a y not be so strange 
in a district where the field is so overrun with faults, 
that the student is sometimes at a loss to say whether 
he is in a stratification of seams interspersed with 
faults, or in a conglomerate of faults, besprinkled 
with oil shales. Be this as it may, however, there 
seems reasonable cause for doubting tbe positive ex
istence of two separate seams, more especially as each 
has m a n y features in c o m m o n , and some, well versed 
in the section, are inclined to say that the Dunnet and 
Pumpherston are identical. 

A few months ago w e were in conversation with a 
mining engineer w h o has earnestly studied this dis
trict for m a n y years, and he said : "Let m e illustrate 
'• the problem by a story : A m a n w h o had come into 
"an estate, arrived to take possession, and noticed that 
" the butler and gardener were extremely like each 
"other. H e arranged upon several occasions to have 
"them both together, hut when the time arrived some-
" thing was sure to turn up to prevent him from seeing 
" them side by side. Ultimately he succeeded, by 
"thorough investigation, in finding out tbat they were 
"one and the same person, taking advantage of his 
"inexperience to draw a double salary. So is it wdth 
" these two seams, where Dunnet is Pumpherston is 
" absent, and where Pumpherston is, Dunnet is not." 

The general method of mining the oil shales is ex
plained in a paper read by Mr. Alexander Faulds, 
on " Shale Mining at Oakbank." 

In this seam, the Dunnet, the section is as follows : 
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Tlie sy .tem is Longwall. The length of each work
ing face is 15 yards, and as the roof is tender it is 
found advisable to have each face a "fall" in ad
vance of the one next on the " inbye " side. Oil shale 
labors under this disadvantage, that it is sometimes 
extremelv difficult in the pit to distinguish between 
good shale and the blaes, or dirt, which in every case, 
lies either over the seam or intermingled wdth it in 
layers of varying thickness, and it will he observed 
that in this case a band of 3 feet 5 inches intervenes 
between the two portions of the seam. The lower 
leaf is first holed under and blasted d o w n for a dis
tance of 9 feet in from the face, and after this is load
ed the timbers supporting are drawn, and the over
lying strata, to the top of the upper leaf, is then drop
ped. The shale being uppermost is now put into the 
cars, and then the "blaes" is used for building the 
roadsides. The roadways, which run directly to the 
rise, rarely exceed 300 ft. in length, being cut off" 
periodically by slope roads or levels driven from tbe 
main incline. Each of these working faces of 15 
yards long is worked by two miners, and a drawer, 
the duty of the latter being to run the cars, which 
hold half a ton each, d o w n the roads to the gangway. 
These three m e n use 3 pounds of gunpowder per day, 
ami put out 5"37 tons, or an average of 170 tons per 

The Fall Meeting of The American Institute of 

Mining Engineers. 

The sixtieth meeting of the American Institute of 
Mining Engineers will be held at Glen Summit, a 
beautiful mountain resort near Wilkes-Barre, Pa., 
beginning Tuesday evening. October 6th. 
The following provisional programme is announced 

by the Secretary : 
Tuesday evening, Opening Session. 
Wednesday morning and afternoon, sessions for 

the reading of papers and discussions. 
Wednesday evening, " C a m p Fire." on the grounds 

of Gen. Paul A. Oliver, at Oliver's Mills. 
Thursday, Excursion in the W y o m i n g region; 

luncheon at Harvey's Lake. 
Thursday evening, Final Session. 
Friday, excursion in the Lehigh region, including 

visit to the iron breakers of Coxe Brothers & Co., and 
to collieries where large Anthracite seams are worked 
by stripping oil' the overlying strata. 
That the sessions will he interesting is evidenced by 

the announcement of the following papers to be'read : 
Electricity iu Mining, as applied bv the Aspen 

Mining and Smelting ('ompany, liy M . B. Holt, Aspen, 
Colorado. 

Electric Locomotives in German Mines, by Karl 
Filers, Berlin, Germany. 
The Manufacture of Liquid Sulphurous Acid in 

Upper Silesia, by Karl Filers, Berlin, Germany. 

Tl 
AxelSahlin, N e w York City. 
Tlie Florence Oil Fields," Colorado, bv George H . 

Eldridge, U. S. Geol. Survey, Washington, O. C. 
A Survey of the Planches de Plata Mines, Sonora, 

by Henry M . Stanley and Henry O. Flipper, Nogales, 
Arizona. 
Co-ordinate Surveying, by Henry O. Flipper, Noga

les, Arizona. 
Cord-wood in the Matting Blast-Furnace, by Herbert 

Lang, Mineral, Idaho. 
The Bendigo Gold-Field, by T. A. Rickard, Alle-

inont, Isere, France. 
Apparatus for the Manipulation of Iron and Steel 

Plates during the Process of Finishing, by G r a m Curtis, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
The Handling of Ingots and Moulds in Bessemer 

Steel Works, bv G r a m Curtis, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Centrifugal Ventilators, by R. V a n A. Norris, AVilkes-

Barre, Pa. 
T a n d e m Tanks for Hoisting Water from Flooded 

Slopes, by J. H. Bowden, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
The Utilization of Anthracite Waste by Gasification 

in Producers, by W . PI. Blauvelt, Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Use of " Magnetic Concentrates in tbe Port 

Henry Biast-Furnaces, bv N. M. Langdon, Port Henry, 
N. Y. 
Special discussions are also expected on the following 

topics: 
The Preparation and Utilization of Small Sizes of 

Anthracite Coal, and Tbe Practical Uses of Concentra
ted Iron Ores. 

Mr. Norris' paper on Centrifugal Ventilators will 
naturally be one of great interest, and there will no 
doubt be considerable discussion of this important 
subject. 

Mc ARTHUR-FORREST PROCESS OF GOLD EX
TRACTION. 

BV J. S. McAKTHUR. 

(In the Jourmil ol'the Society of Chemical Industry, Vol. IX., Ab
stracted by A. L,, ofthe Mining Institute of Scotland). 

The author describes briefly a number of the different 
mechanical and chemical processes hitherto in use, by 
which the metal has been separated from the ore. After 
experimenting on ores from all parts of the world, the 
inventors adopted the following process, which m a y be 
stated in the author's words: " T h e ore is ground to 
about the fineness of sand. If, instead of ore, w e are 
working tailings from tlie amalgamation process, these 
are generally not re-ground, but treated as delivered. 
The finely-divided material is mixed with a solution of 
cyanide, say cyanide of potassium, containing on an 
average 0*4 per cent, of cyanogen as the cyanide of 
potassium or other alkali or alkaline earth. T h e ore 
and solution are stirred together for six hours, more or 
less; and w h e n the gold is k n o w n to be dissolved, the 
pulp is discharged into an ordinary filtering tank, 
where the filtration may, if necessary, be assisted by 
suction, and where the ore is washed by water or by 
the waste cyanide solution from a previous operation. 
The ore, after treatment with cyanide solution, is un
changed to the eye, as almost nothing but the imper
ceptible proportion of gold present has been removed. 
T h e gold n o w being in solution, the next object is to 
get it precipitated, and here we encounter a serious dif
ficulty. Gold and cyanogen have such a strong mutual 
affinity that it is difficult to get any substance that will 
separate them. Tbe gold cannot be precipitated by any 
ordinary method, such as the use of ferruous sulphate 
or oxalic acid ; even sulphureted hydrogen and sul
phide of sodium will not precipitate gold from its 
cyanide solution, though they precipitate silver. W e 
had noticed, however, by experiment, that zinc pre
cipitated gold very feebly, and tried this in tbe same 
way that copper is precipitated from its ordinary solu
tions by scrap iron, but scrap zinc had no effect; then 
granulated zinc was tried, with a most imperfect and 
disappointing result; then heating in presence of scrap 
and granulated zinc, but this had only tbe effect of 
forming urea, and assisting the precipitation very little 
indeed. Further, w e tried zinc dust, but still there ̂ vas 
no success. Finally, w e prepared some zinc in a form 
like sawdust, porous, and with a large surface of bright 
metal. O n allowing the cyanide of gold solution to 
trickle through a mass ofthe zinc, w e found that it 
trickled out gold-free, and, better still, w e found that 
the action became more vigorous and pronounced after 
a portion of the gold had been precipitated on it, 
doubtless as gold and zinc formed together a 
more powerful electro-chemical precipitant than zinc by 
itself. A n arrangement ofa porous mass of zinc like a 
sponge formed a chemical filter, whicli at once precipi
tated and collected the precious metal; indeed, so likean 
ordinary water-purifying device was this zinc filter that 
m a n y nontechnical visitorsformed and held tenaciously 
to the idea that thegold was in suspension in the cyanide 
solution, and the zinc was used merely because of its 
durability. Improvements in detail were m a d e in the 
direction of increasing the surface, and decreasing the 
weight ofthe zinc, till n o w w e have it in threads, 1 lb. 
of which occupies about two gallons mensure. The 
zinc in this form is possessed of enormous chemical ac
tivity, of which the strongest and most direct evidence 
is the fact, that it burns in the air like thin shavings of 
wood. W h e n the gold has been deposited, it is neces
sary to separate it from the excess uf zinc present. The 
Blifbrm structure ofthe zinc, and the exceedingly fine 
powder, a- which the gold is deposited, render this an 
easy matter. The filiform mass of zinc, with gold 
powder adhering, is vigorously shaken in water, and 
tbe gold falls off, and the fibrous particles of the zinc 
may be collected in a sieve. T h e gold settles easily, is 
collected, and fused directly into bullion." 
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PRIMARY 

EDUCATIONAL 

FOR CANDIDATES FOR 

MINE FOREMEN'S CERTIFICATES 
AND FOR 

STUDENTS OF MINING. 

Letter 1, Fig. 21, shows that the stem of the letter is 
crossed at too great an elevation, hence arises a deform
ity as manifest as that of the former. In Letter 2 the 
initial curl ofthe letter violates the first laws of pen-

_7i._ department is intended for miners and others, who m their 
youth have not been able to attend sck'iol and who are. now desirous 
to inform tlicimetres in the sciences related to mining and to learn how 
to answer the. questions in vent-Hat inn, sttrcci/ing, aiid mechanics which 
ore asked at the cj-aminations fir mine foremen's certificates, and 
which ii is important for then, to understand as foremen 'ami officers 
Of mines, sill the questions asked at tlie diffennt examinations for 
mine foremen and fur mine inspectors hi this country are printed and 
answered in this department. The principles invoiced arc explained 
in detail so as to be easily understood and many calculations are 
worked out at length for the benefit of those who are not familiar with 
figures. 

CORRECTION. 
Some of the readers of this department in the last 

month's issue of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER, were doubt
less confused by Fig. 2, page 42, which was through a 
a mistake ofthe pressman printed upside down. 

PENMANSHIP. 

The capita! letter E is generated by the same ele
ments as the other letters. It will be seen that it con
sists essentially of two ellipses, the upper and the 
lower, the major axes not only being parallel, but when 
correctly drawn, lie in ihe same straight line ; the loops 
and scrolls are generated in just thesame way. Figs. 18 

FIG. IS. 

and lit furnish illustrations ofthe correct principles on 
which this letter is produced, and also shew how any 
divergencies from the correct elliptical arrangement pro
duce deformities. Beginning at the left hand side of 
Fig. 18 the first letter is correctly drawn; Letter 2 il
lustrates the development of the letter bv the laws of 
penmanship, it shows the axes of the two" large ellipses 
to be parallel, and the upper loop is shown as a develop 
ment of an ellipse whose mnjor axis is inclined at an 
angle of about 20° from tlie major axis of the large 
ellipse. The little or intermediate loop is shown to be 
developed by the interlocking ofthe two large ellipses, 
and the scroll consists of two ellipses having their 
axes parallel. 

In Letter 3 the major axis ofthe upper ellipse is not 
parallel to the major axis of the lower ellipse, hence 
the letter appears as a manifest deformity. 
Letter 1, Fig. 10, shows that the proportions between 

FIG. 19. 

the upper and the lower ellipses are not correct, the 
major axis of the upper ellipse being too short. Letter 
2 manifests the same disproportions in an opposite 
way, namely, the major axis ofthe upper ellipse is ex
cessively long contrasted with the major axis of the 
lower ellipse. Letter 3 shows that the major axis of tlie 
ellipses that generates tbe loop is inclined too little from 
the major axis ofthe upper ellipse. 
Figs. 20 and 21 illustrate the development of the 

capital letter F. Letter 1, Fig. 20, beginning at the left 

manship, namely, all strokes shall be parallel, hence 
the offensive feature in this letter, which renders it re-
pellant to the feelings. 

ARITHMETIC. 

1.-RACTI0NS. 

There is nothing difficult in arithmetic, the difficulty 
lies in ourselves, we study rules and incorrect princi
ples, all the while forgetting that rules are only ordi
nary arrangements arising out of principles. Numbers 
may be said to express things in whole or things in 
part, one or more wholes may be expressed by ordi
nary figures, and a part of a whole must be expressed 
as less than one. therefore, this part is called a fraction, 
a piece or particle taken from a whole, or remaining 
after a portion of a whole has been taken away. To 
understand this is to have clear views of concrete, or 
complete things, and fractions, or portions of a thing. 
Again, we might speak of one foot as a unit of length, 
and as far as that unit of length is concerned one inch 
is only a twelfth of one foot, because there are twelve 
inches in a foot; let us for a simple illustration im
agine a strip of paper twelve inches long, if eleven 
inches be cut off that strip only one inch will remain, 
and this one inch will represent the y of tbe original 
foot, or the eleven inches cast away may be represent
ed as -R of a foot, so that we say we have cast away 
-J-.1 and retained X or, in other words the wdiole of 
anything is equal to its parts, then the whole foot 
must be equal to /j of the foot and to -\l of a foot, and 
these two portions conjoined produce the original 
whole. An inch may be considered itself to be a 
whole inch. Having a strip of paper one inch long, if 
one-fourth of its length be removed three-fourths re 
main, that is to say we cast away \ of an inch of the 
paper and retain -| ; again, the whole is equal to all its 
parts for if :{ be added to I we recover or restore the 
original whole, viz., a one inch strip of paper. 
From what has been here said it will be seen that 

even the term fraction has a relative rather than a 
positive meaning in many cases, for instance, one foot 
may be itself equal to a wdiole, but one foot as related 
to a yard is only one-third of the yard, because there 
are three feet in a yard, in the same way one inch 
may be considered a whole, but related to a loot it is 
only a twelfth, or related to a yard it is only a thirty-
sixth, because there are 36 inches in a yard, if how
ever, we speak of an apple, a half of the apple can 
never he a whole, because one apple is the largest ex
pression that can be made in relation to the mere thing 
without breaking it, anything less than an apple then 
IB"a fraction of an apple. This reasoning may appear 
to be very elementary, and to some it may even appear 
unnecessary, but we often come across men that are 
fairly expert in the use of figures, but totally fail in 
the solulion of some problems, simply because they 
have neglected to furnish their minds with right ideas 
of the relative values of expressions such a« we have 
been adverting to. 

CHEMISTRY RELATING TO MINE 
VENTILATION. 

MOW TI-lIC l.iASI.s ARE PRODUCED BY NATURAL AND 

TIPICIAL PROCESSES. 

Hydrogen. Small quantities of this gas are given off 
by active volcanoes, hut it is seldom found in nature in 
a free or uncombined state. It is always a constituent 
of fats, oils, and resins, consequently wherever the res
inous remains of vegetable matter are found, there we 
find methyl hydride, or marsh gas. In the autumn ol' 
the year, decayed leaves and vegetable tissues, ferment
ing in pools and stagnant ditches, give off this gas 
abundantly, but this is not pure hydrogen, but C IT,. 

neck, the hydrogen may be collected in a bladder for 
future experiments. 
i ixygen occurs free in the atmosphere mixed with 

nitrogen, 
Tbe best way to prepare oxygen artificially is the 

following: (.-Jet powdered potassium chlorate, 2 oz., 
mix with clean sand, 1 oz., and put the mixture into an 
iron pipe with one end closed, connect the other end by 
some means with a bladder, and insert the closed end 
in the lire ; very soon pure oxygen gas will be given off. 
The gas will cause tlie most intense ignition if any 
lighted body be placed in it. To show the experiment, 
a bottle should be filled with it, and if very fine iron 
wire with a lighted thread on theend, he plunged into the 
gas, the iron will burn with the most beautiful scinti-
la tions. 
Fill a bladder with one-third oxygen and two-thirds 

hydrogen ; taking great care to have a suitable small 
brass pipe wdth a tap inserted in the neck of tbe 
bladder, and to keep yourself away from all lights 
while yon hold the bladder. Now blow a little of the 
mixed gases into a dish containing soap water "milk 
warm," and after carefully removing your bladder, 
throw a lighted piece of paper into the foam produced 
by the injected gases, when a violent explosion accom
panied by a loud report will ensue. 
In this way, and by no other, can you have proper 

ideas of explosive mixtures. You will here see tnat 
hy taking one-third by volume of oxygen, and two-
thirds by volume of hydrogen, you have formed water 
which is made up of three atoms, H.2 O. 
It has been noticed that nearly one-fifth of the air 

we breathe is oxygen in a free state. Five volumes of 
air would give up one volume of oxygen and that 
added to two volumes of hydrogen would be an explo-
sivo mixture .It will lie here seen that the four volumes 
of nitrogen do not assist in the explosion, and remain 
unaffected by the chemical action set up. 
Nitrogen occurs in a free state in the atmosphere 

mixed with oxygen, and is easily prepared as follows : 
Take a large glass jar full of air, and having inverted 
the jar suspend in it a piece of burning phosphorus, 
taking care to then place the mouth of the jar (which 
is now downwards) in water; white fumes at first seem 
to fill the jar, but these are soon absorbed by the water, 
leaving almost pure nitrogen in the vessel. 
This gas is the principal constituent of after-damp in 

mine explosions. It is not poisonous, as has been shown, 
and its function with regard to the animal economy 
and ordinary combustion is to dilute the oxygen, other
wise pure oxygen would burn up the tissues of the liv
ing organism, and the iron bars or other fittings of tbe 
fire-places and furnaces would burn and melt like wax 
in the flame ofa candle. 
Methyl hydride, a compound gas produced in 

nature by the decomposition of decaying vegetation, and 
given ofl' hy coal seams in quantities varying with tbe 
conditions ofthe strata and coal wdiere it is found. It 
can be produced artificially by the following process: 
Heat the following mixture in a retort, and collect 

the gas alter passing it through water: Acetate of soda, 
2 parts ; caustic potash, 2 parts ; and quicklime, 3 parts. 
Hydride of ethyl. This gas is one of the paraffin 

series, and is produced in the neighborhood of 
petroleum springs and oil shales overlying coal 
seams. 

Carbon dioxide, or carbonic acid, is very abundant in 
nature. The atmosphere contains by weight no less 
than 300,000,000 tons of this gas,and yet'the proportion in 
the air is only 4 in 10,000 parts. It pours in enormous 
volumes out of the craters of volcanoes ; it is produced 
wdierever animal and vegetable inattei is decomposed ; 
it is exhaled by animals, and produced wherever car
bon is burnt in air ; water holds it in solution, and it is 
chemically combined with lime, magnesia, etc., forming 
carbonates. 

For experiments it can be produced with great ease, 
all that is required for the purpose being a bottle with 
a pipe inserted through the cork and about a yard of 
india rubber tubing. Having connected the tubing 
with the pipe, put into the bottle some pieces of chalk, 
or lime, or marble, but best ofall some common wash
ing soda. Now pour on to tbe carbonate of lime or 
carbonate of soda dilute sulphuric acid, when the gas 
will come off and soon fill another jar into which you 
convey it with the tube. Here you can extinguish 
lights, and show its great density or weight 
by pouring it on the flame of a candle, and make many 
other such experiments as the future articles will sug
gest. 
Carbon monoxide i-1 produced when carbon is burnt 

in a limited supply of air. It can also he pro
duced for experimental purposes by passing carbon 

is drawn on correct principles, and is in conformity 
with the general laws of penmanship. The second 
letter illustrates the development of the Fig. by tbe 
first four laws of penmanship. Letter 3 shows two 
causes of deformity ; first, the involved lines of tbe 
scroll are not parallel, and the letter is crossed below 
the middle ofthe stem, producing a deformity painful 
to the feelings. 

Hvdrogen can be produced by "artificial means, and I dioxide through an iron tube kept at a red heat and 
we advise the student to make 'himself practically ac- ! containing red hot coke. The lambent flames on a coke 
quainted with the processes. Mere reading will hever i ^ ^ produced by carbon monoxide burning in air, 
enable him to cultivate the observing faculty bv which I he,;e C O takes an O from the air and becomes C 0 2 or 

-•j-,-," carbon dioxide. Carbon monoxide is a poison, and will 
not of itself support combustion. It will, however, 

alone he can hope to succeed in his studies" 
Hydrogen can be prepared in two ways : 
First. W h e n steam is passed through a red hot iron 

pipe containing small scraps of iron we have H 2 O -f 
Fe; but to obtain a complete multiple number, we pro
ceed with four molecules of water and three atoms of 
iron, or four volumes of water and three volumes of 
iron, and thus obtain magnetic oxide of iron and free 
hydrogen, thus 

4 H a O -f 3 Fe = Fe, 0, + 8 H. 

If the remaning steam and hydrogen be passed through 
cold water, the steam is condensed, and the pure 
hydrogen may be collected by an inverted jar filled with 
water. 
•Second. If a bottle be charged with a few pieces of 

thin sheet-zinc cuttings, and half filled with water con
taining one-sixth of its volume of strong sulphuric acid, 
the acid and the zinc will form new combinations, as 
follows: One molecule of sulphuric acid, and one atom 
of zinc, H 2 S 04, + Zn ~ Zn S O., + H 2 so that two 
volumes of hydrogen are set free. By putting the 
shank ofa tobacco pipe through a cork in the hottte 

burn in air when lighted like gas at the open end of a 
pipe. 

Hydrogen sulphide is produced in nature chiefly by 
the decomposition of sulphates in the presence of or
ganic matter. 
Watery vapor is absorbed by the atmosphere when 

the temperature ofthe air is raised, and on the air be
ing lowered in temperature it delivers up its surcharge 
as dew, rain, hail, and snow. 
To understand this natural operation a few examples 

may be noted. 
Steani under pressure in a boiler is an example of 

water taking the gaseous form, when like most other 
gases it is invisible, and obeys the laws of expansion 
and contraction, in short it fulfills Boyle's law, namely, 
" the pressure is inversely as the volume," and its 
capacity for heat at constant volume and at constant 
pressure is tbe same as in a gas under like conditions. 
Let it be carefully noted tbat the boiling point of 

water varies directly as the pressure. 
For example : W h e n the barometer shows a pressure 
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equal to 30 inches of mercury at the sea level, at such 
level water boils at 212° F., while at an elevation of 000 
feet bailing point is at 211° F., and at an elevation of 
1,200 nearly, the boiling point is 210°. Now as 600 feet 
is equal "to 100 fathoms, it follows, that the 
boiling poiut will rise directly a. the depth, increasing 
1° F. for every 100 fathom- of descent. An excellent 
example of this law may be found in a simple experi
ment. Take a Florence flask and boil in it hy the aid 
of a spirit lamp, a little water, let the water boil until 
all the air is expelled ; suddenly insert a cork and re
move the flask from the lamp, when it will cease to 
boil. N ow pour a little cold water on the sides of the 
flask, when it will begin to boil again, and as the result 
of the contained steam being condensed, and the press
ure being thereby reduced. 

Explosive mixtures of fire-damp and air ought to be 
properly understood by the mining student. It has al
ready been noticed that two volumes of hydrogen and 
one of oxygen, when ignited, combine with explosive 
violence." It is also true that one volume of marsh gas 
or fire-damp, when mixed with two volumes of oxygen 
and ignited, generates an explosive force nearly twice 
as great as the afore-mentioned mixture. Now, as has 
been shown, two volumes of oxygen mixed with one 
volume of marsh gas makes the maximum explosive 
mixture ; therefore one volume of marsh gas mixed 
with 9*52 volumes of air, makes what is known to tbe 
miner as the maximum explosive mixture of fire-damp 
and air. 
C H, is the chemical formula of marsh gas, which is 

a chemical compound of two elementary bodies, wdiose 
united atomic volume is equal to the volume of two 
atoms of hydrogen. Now the carbon atom will require 
for complete combustion two atoms of oxygen, and the 
four atoms of hydrogen will require for complete com
bustion two atoms of oxygen also, making altogether 
four atoms of oxygen ; but as we have already noticed, 
the five atoms on chemically combining would be con
densed into the volume of two. N o w divide the four 
atoms by two, and there remains two volumes of oxygen 
to completely burn up one volume of marsh gas. But 
the oxvgen in the air is only '21 of its volume ; there
fore _,-*_. x 100 = 9*52, the* volumes of air required to 
completely burn up one volume of marsh gas. 
After an explosion of one volume of fire-damp mixed 

with 9'52 volumes of air, the resultant, gases would be 
carbonic acid C Q.,, watery vapor LL O, and nitrogen N, 
the whole constituting that deadly atmosphere called 
after-damp, making, the moment after the explosion, 
the following mixture: 

Nitrogen or N — 7L48 per cent. 
Watery Vapor or H, 0 -= 19*01 per cent, 
Carbonic Acid orC 0 2 *=* _9'51 per cent, 

lOO'OO 

But the watery vapor will immediately condense, 
leaving the after-damp as a mixtureof nitrogen and 
carbonic acid of the following proportions per volume, 
per cent: 

Nitrogen or N = 8S'26 
Carbonic Acid or C O, = 1174 

100 00 

Perhaps these proportions would be better retained by 
the memory, by saying after-damp is a mixture of 88 
per cent nitrogen and 12 per cent, carbonic acid. 
At the moment of explosion 70 per cent nitrogen, 

20 per cent steam, and 10 per cent, carbonic acid. It 
would perhaps be safe to say that in no case in an 
actual mine, an explosion has occurred with a true chem
ical mixture of 9 52 of pure air and one of marsh gas. 
There are a great number of explosive mixtures 

ranging from 4*70 of air to one of gas to 14'28 of air to 
one of gas. The explosive range, might, however, be 
stated to lie between 5 of air and 15 of air to one of gas ; 
the meaning of this statement will require further ex
planation. The student must for a moment consider 
that one of gas and one of air could not in any sense, 
constitute an explosive mixture; and here it would be 
wise to notice what we mean by the term explosive 
mixture. W e mean then, such a mixture of gas and atl
as would, if ignited, produce Instantly a volume of flame 
filling the spac* occupied hy the mixture. Now, with a 
mixture of one of gas aud one of air even ignition 
cannot take place, because tliere is not sufficient oxygen 
in. the air to burn up the hydrogen constituent of the 
fire-damp, the heat of combustion being instantly ab
sorbed ; or if the flame was to be set up in any one 
point it could not extend beyond that, point, because 
the heat absorbed by the unburnt gas and the nitrogen 
ofthe air would keep the heat permanently below the 
temperature of flame. With a mixture, however, of five 
of air and one of gas, ignition of the whole mixture 
would just be possible, or to put it more clearly, the 
heat developed by the hydrogen burnt with the oxygen 
present would just be able to raise the temperature of 
the hydrogen and the unburnt carbon to the lowest 
possible l'-ni pei at ure of flame. Combustion under 
tbese circumHtauces would develop unburnt carbon as 
soot, steam, and free nitrogen. With a mixture of 714 
of air and 1 of gas, we would just have sufficient oxygen 
to convert the hydrogen ofthe fire-damp into steani, 
and the carbon of the fire-damp into carbon monoxide. 
With 14*21 of air and 1 of fire-damp we reach the ex
treme limit of an explosive mixture when air is in ex
cess. Practical illustrations of such mixtures would 
have to be sought for under peculiar conditions. For 
instance : A mixture of 5 of air and I of gas would have 
to be sought for in a gob fire, or where a seam was on 
fire. The maximum explosive mixture, viz.: 9*52 of air 
and one of gas in an ordinary goaf, but it is extremely 
probable that nearly all explosions of fire-damp iii 
mines originate wb re the mixture is between 9-52 and 
14*28 of air to one of gas. 
To summarize these conclusions, the after-damp under 

three marked conditions of mixture would be con
stituted as follows: In round numbers, where the ex
plosive mixture was 0 of air and 1 of gas ; 

Nitrogen lid per cent. 
Steam 34 per cent. 

100 

or, when the steam was condensed the after-damp 
would .consist of pure nitrogen, the soot of the unburnt 
carbon having been deposited as a solid. Here it will 
be well to notice that wherever fire-damp is burnt in a 
very deficient supply of air carbon as soot is de
posited. 
Second form of after-damp. W h e n the mixture con

sists of 7'41 of air and 1 of fire-damp, the resultant 
gises are: 

Nitrogen 79 per cent. 
Steam 14 per cent. 
Carbon Monoxide 7 per cent. 

100 

or after the steam is condensed : 

Nitrogen 92 per cent. 
Carbon Monoxide 8 percent. 

100 

and the maximum explosive mixture as given before. 

MECHANICS A N D MINING. 

PUMPS (CONTINUED). 

Tlie use of the balance bob. Where a single set is 
worked by a double acting engine it is necessary to 
balance the engine with a counterpoise, because on the 
upstroke the engine is lifting both water and spears ; 
consequently on the down stroke the counterpoise 
should be equal to the weight of the spears plus half 
the weight of the water. 
Where a forcing and lifting set are employed the 

engine can be balanced by a proper adjustment of the 
lengths of the two columns, and this is often done by 
giving a lift of 240 feet to the lifting set, and a force 
of 360 feet to the forcing set, or the balance may be 
stated in the form of an equation. Let E = the 
power of the engine, W = weight of column, S *= 
weight of spears, then W -f- S — E in the case of the 
lifting set and for tbe forcing set W = S + E. 
Special pumps are used whenever the conditions 

are favorable. They have many advantages over the 
spear pumps, being cheaper in tbe first erection and 
less expensive in repairs; besides they have another 
great advantage, viz., the ascending column moves at 
a nearly uniform velocity, and thereby economizes the 
force that is wasted on inertia, when the movements 
ofthe column are intermittent, as in ordinary lifting 
and forcing sets. The special pump is fixed near the 
bottom of the shaft, and works a pair of rams or 
plungers so arranged that either one or the other is 
constantly in the act of forcing. The velocity of the 
cohynn is* kept uniform by a spring air cushion in the 
form of what is called the air vessel. The most seri
ous difficulty in the use of this class of pumps arises 
out of ignorance in the management of the glands of 
the plungers; the glands ought never to be perfectly 
water-tight, a little play with the gland, not too tight, 
and the pump will give comparative satisfaction. 
W h e n special pumps are used to force water to higher 
elevations than 000 feet practical difficulties of a se
rious nature always arise, such as broken joints, flut
ing of the skin of the plungers, and the constant 
failing of the packing and glands. 
Pumping water out of dip workings has been ac

complished by many different applications of energy. 
The oldest methods employed would undoubtedly be 
by buckets and kibbles an*d the ordinary lift pump. 
Even yet in many cases, the common lift pump is em
ployed" but this is quickly being superseded by plunger 
force pumps sometimes worked by manual labor. At 
other times a gin is set up to work plunger pumps by 
horse power. These pumps are also frequently worked 
by passing tail ropes round a grooved wheel, the rope 
being kept round the wheel by binding sheaves. This 
mode of working pumps is expensive in consequence 
of the damage done to the ropes, and sometimes a 
large engine is kept running to work these pumps 
when the ordinary work of the mine does not require 
the use of the engine. One of the best motive powers 
recently used for pumping water out of dip workings 
is the hydraulic pump, this arrangement being very 
effective when the pumps are not situated very far 
from the shaft, arising from the circumstance that the 
hydraulic motor is worked by a column either taken 
h-om the tubbing in the shaft or from the main pump
ing set. It will thus be seen that a long range of pipes 
forthe motive column would often be required. But 
for the expense of these long ranges of pipes, often of 
considerable diameter, perhaps no better motor for 
pumping water from dip workings could be found. It 
is a class of pumps that requires very little attention, 
and has worked for months when entirely submerged. 
To understand its mode of action the motor consists 
uf an ordinary cylinder with piston and piston rod, 
the diameter of the piston being regulated by the 
height of the motive column. The percentage of 
useful effect being only about 30, which is relatively 
small, the area of the motor piston is often about one-
third of the pump plungers. The water of the motive 
column is alternately admitted to each end of the 
cylinder, and the exhaust water is discharged into the 
delivery pipe of the pump. It will thus be seen that 
a motive column, about ten times greater than the 
elevation to the shaft sump, will often be required ; or 
let the modulus be '8, and the elevation from the 
pump to the sump at the shaft bottom be 40 feet, then 
if the area of the piston of the motor be one-third of the 

40 
sectional area of the plungers, — X 3 — the motive 

column in feet, or 400 feet of motive column. A 
later innovation is compressed air for working pumps 
in dip workings. This form of energy is "applied 

through the medium of an engine, precisely similar to 
a steam engine. 

MECHANICAL PROBLEMS. 

Q. L—What are the most severe and damaging 
strains to which haulage ropes are subject? 
A.—The most severe and damaging strains to which 

haulage ropes are' subject, arise out of the carelessness 
of the brakeman or engine man. The heavy drums, 
or rope rolls, and the moving parts of the engine are 
possessed of considerable inertia, when started at a 
comparatively high speed with a slack rope. N o w 
the inertia due to the heavy cars is so great, that the 
rope is subjected to a severe strain by the quick start
ing of the engine, so much so, that often some of the 
wires, or one of the strands, or the rope itself, is 
broken, or a socket is drawn, or some of tbe coupling 
chains of the coupling bars of the cars are broken by 
this cause. The engine ought to be started with a 
creeping motion, until the "rope and all the coupling 
chains of the cars are tight, then the speed m a y b e 
quickened with comparative safety, 
Q. 2.—An incline rising tothe shaft at the rate of 

two inches to the yard is 3000 yards long, the engine 
is required to haul sixty cars of ten cwt. up this in
cline ; required the strain on the rope. 
A.—The cars would be half the weight of the coal, 

and the coal will weigh thirty tons, and the cars fifteen 
tons. Jointly the cars and* coal will weigh forty-five 
tons. Let us" first proceed to And the strain on the 
rope due to one ton of the load, which will arise 
from two causes, first, gravitatio ; second, friction 
due to traction. As the* co-efficient of traction can 
only be determined in each special case by experi
ment, we will assume it to be thirty pounds to the ton, 
which is the average for pit cars ; next proceed to find 
the strain due to gravitation per ton. This is found 
as follows: Multiply the pounds in one ton by the 
inches of the rise per yard, and divide by thirty-six 
the inches in a vard, as follows : 

2240X2 = m. 4 
_>6 

N o w to 1244 add 30, which is 

equal to 154*4 pounds the strain on the rope per ton 
moved. Now if 154'4 pounds be multiplied by 45, it 
will equal the strain on tbe rope in pounds, and is 
found as follows : 154*4 X 45 = 6948. N o w if 0948 be 
divided by 2240, we have the strain on the rope in 
tons, namely, 3*1. 

Q. 3.—What horse power of an engine will be re
quired to haul 500 tons of coal per day of ten hours 
along an engine plane of 3,000 yards long, the average 
rise to the shaft being 2^ inches to the yard ? 
A.—Tbe cars are always half the weight of the coal 

thev carry, consequently tbe load on the engine will 
be 750 tons. The resistance due to gravitation per ton 
is found as follows ; First, multiply the pounds in a 
ton by 2], the inches rise per yard, and divide that 
product by 36, the inches in a yard, and the result will 
be ihe resistance in pounds due to gravitation, as 

2240 X 2*5 ,- - ,, 
= lo5_ lbs. 

3d 
Now the average co-efficient of traction per ton in 
cars is 30 pounds, consequently 155'5 -f 30 =185'5 lbs. 
per ton power required to haul each ton along tbe 
road. Again, 750 X 185*5 X 3,000 X 3 = the units 
of work to be done, but that is the units of work to 
be done per shift of ten hours. The engine, however, 
by the main and tail-rope system will only be en
gaged in hauling coal one-third of the time, that is, 
200 minutes; consequently, the units of work will be 
found as follows: 
750 X 185'5 X o _ _ g _ _ 3 = t h e ( 0 0 t | b s. d u e t0 h a a l a g e. 

If these foot pounds be divided by 83,000, the foot 
pounds in one horse-power, the result will be the 
theoretical horse-power of the engine required, but 
we require the indicated horse-power, therefore if the 
modulus of the engine be taken at A to make due al
lowance for the friction due to drums, ropes, and 
rollers, the size of engine required will be found as 
follows: 

'50 X_ 185*5 X 3,000 X 3 

" 200 X 33,000 X'7 
271 H.P. 

Q. 4,—What should be the speed of the rope to 
haul to the shaft the tons of coal mentioned in ques
tion 3? 
A.—The speed of the rope should not exceed ten 

miles per hour. 
Q, 5.—At ten miles per hour, whut would be the 

strain on the rope for the work done in question 3 ? 
A,—If the units of work in the indicated h.p. of 

the engine be divided by the speed of the rope in feet 
per minute, the result will be the strain on the rope in 
pounds. The speed on the rope in feet per minute will 
be found as follows: 

5,280 X 10 

00 
= 880 feet per minute, 

Therefore the foot pounds in 271 h,p. will be found as 
follows : 271 X 33000, but the foot pounds in 271 
h.p., divided by the speed of the rope in feet per 
minute, will be "the strain required 

271 X 33,000 _ 

880 
10102*5 pounds strain on the rope. 

Q. 6.—How many ten cwt. cars could this engine 
haul out at once, that is, the engine to do tbe work of 
question 3 ? 
A.—First find the strain required for one car. Ac-

Cording to the solution in question 3, 185*5 lbs. strain 
were required to haul one ton up the incline; now a 
10 cwt. car and its coal will weigh 15 cwt., or three-
quarters of a ton; therefore— 

185*5 X 3 
4 

Therefore, if the total strain on the rope be divided 

= 1391 lbs. 
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b y the strain d u e to o n e car, ti 

n u m b e r of cars in one set, as — 

SCIENCE RELATING* TO MINING 

suit must be the | when the mercury fell to a height as shown in the right 
hand tube, corresponding to the pressure of the at-
I mosphere. Now the weight of what we call a cubic 
inch of mercury would correspond to some other 
volume and weight of mercury peculiar to Italian 
weights and measures, and by this means Torricelli was 
enabled to determine the pressure and weight of the at
mosphere. 

In all ages mankind have been addicted to the same 

Eractice of trying to satisfy their craving for knowledge 
y giving names to things they do not understand. 

Matters pertaining to the barometer have been treated 
in precisely the same way, and are even treated so now, 
It is a misfortune, however, to invent names and ex
cuses for ignorance. H e is the best of all men that dare 
eay " I don't know," and make an honorable retreat. 
Up to the year 1643, the action of a common pump 

was not understood, and the reason assigned for water 
rising up through the tail-piece of a pump was sagely 
given by saying "Nature abhors a vacuum," or in 
other words : " Nature hates a vacuum." Now if nature 
hated a vacuum, nature could think and feel likea man, 
and if nature hated a vacuum, the very statement gives 
to nature and vacuum two distinct personalities, which 
is absurd. 

The pupil of the great Oalileo, whose name was 
Torricelli, began to think that the oft-repeated state
ment of nature abhorring a vacuum was foolish and un
tenable, for it had dawned on his mind that the at
mosphere exerted considerable pressure, and that a 
vacuum was a space void of air, and. therefore void of 
tbe pressure peculiar to air, and to prove these con
clusions he made the first barometer. Happy will it 
be for every reader of this article who has not hitherto 
made a barometer, if he proceeds at once to construct 
one precisely the same way as Torricelli did. In the 
left hand portion of Fig. 1 a glass tube is shown closed 
or hermetically sealed at the lower end, and filled to 
the top or open end with mercury. Torricelli tightly 
fixed his thumb over the open end, and by this means 
both ends of the tube were closed. Now, in this manner 
he turned the tube upside down, dipping the open end 
with his thumb pressing tight on it into a cup of mer
cury, as shown in the right hand side of the figure, 

A cubic inch of mercury weighs 4908 ofa pound; 
now, if this be multiplied by the height ofthe mercury 
column above the level of the mercury in the cup 
the pressure of the atmosphere can be determined ac
cording to English units. Suppose this height to be 
29*7 inches, then 29*7 X '4908 would be the pressure of 
the atmosphere under these conditions, or 14'5967li 
pounds on the square inch. 
Fig. 2 illustrates a barometer as supplied by makers ; 

Fig. 3 is intended to illustrate that the length of the 
column of mercury in the glass tube is shortest when in 
a truly vertical position, ami if the tube he canted to 
one side from a vertical line the relationships will be 
that of the radius to the cosine of the angle. It will 
be seen when the tube is canted the column is longer 
than when in a vertical position, as shown by the dotted 
line, or in other words, the vertical height of the length 
ofthe mercury in the tube from the level of the mer
cury in the cup is unalterable while the atmospheric 
pressure remains the same. 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AN

SWERED. 

QUESTION lu—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anihracitt Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July 6 and 7, 1891. 

What causes natural ventilation? Explain fully. 
Also explain the various means by which mine venti
lation may be produced. 
(This question was answered several month ago, but 

for the benefit of new subscribers we republish the 
answer.) 

A N S W E R — I n order to understand the theory of 
natural ventilation, it must be remembered that the 
height of the atmosphere does not follow the undula
tions of the earth's surface, but that its outer edge is 
everywhere equi-distant from the earth's center, and 
that if it is 50 miles high from the bottom of a valley 
it will only be 47 miles from the summit ofa neighbor
ing mountain wliich is 3 nules high ; from which it 
follows that the pressure at the summit of the mountain 
i= always less than it is at the bottom of the valley. 
Hence if two shafts are sunk from different surface 
levels to the same level seam and are connected by an 
airway, and there is a difference in the temperature of 
the air inside and outside ofthe mine, there will be a 
current of air created, because the density of the columns 
of air in the two shafts will differ. 
To illustrate this, let A B be a 

shaft 100 ft deep, and C D another 
shaft 200 ft. deep, connected at the 
bottom by the heading D B. Sup
pose the air inside to be the warmer, 
as in winter, and for example let 
the air inside weigh one-half ounce 
per foot of shaft per square yard of 
section, and the outside air weigh 
three-fourths of an ounce for the 
same bulk; then the relation 
between the two shaft1-' would stand thus : 

Shallow slmft. 100 ft. at 3-;oz. per ft 50 oz. 
('ni r.-ide column I rom A tu Ent •'•, a/.. per loot, and 

100 ft., equal 75 oz. 
Total _25oz. 

Deep Sliaft, 200 ft. at % oz. per foot 100 oz. 

Difference 25 oz. 

The balance in favor of the shallow shaft, 25 ounces, 
will make the shallow shaft the downcast by a pressure 
equal to 25 ounces per square yard of section. If the 
temperature outside were the highest, as in summer, 
this result would be reversed. Tbe difference of weight 

between the air in the deeper shaft from F to C, and 
the imaginary column A E is the pressure producing 
ventilation. 
In the case of a drift driven into the side of a hill 

with an air-shaft opened to its summit under similar 
coiulitions the same results are produced. Tlie differ
ence in the weight of the ;iir in the shaft and of an 
imaginary column in tbe opening air, from the mouth 
of the drift, to the level of the shaft, is the pressure pro
ducing ventilation. In winter, when the temperature 
inside the drift is warmer than the air outside, the 
current will be up the shaft, but in the summer, when 
the outer air is the warmer, the current will be reversed, 
and the direction will he out the drift. AVhen the tem
peratures inside and outside are equal there will he no 
current. Natural ventilation, on account of its feeble
ness and liability to derangement by change in the 
temperature of the atmosphere, at the surface, is inade
quate for opeiations of considerable extent, and recourse 
must be had to artificial ventilation. 
Tlie different modes of producing mechanical venti

lation are by furnace, water-fall, steam jet and mechan
ical ventilators. 
In furnace ventilation, a furnace is placed at the 

bottom of the upcast, which heats and rarities the air, 
thus increasing the difference of weight in the two 
columns in the upcast and downcast shafts. This, of 
course, acts in assistance ofthe natural warmth of the 
earth; this kind of ventilation is much less liable to 
disturbance from atmospheric changes, although far 
from exempt from their influence. 
The waterfall is not generally used, but is a useful 

auxiliary for driving air into a mine after an explosion. 
It causes a current by cooling and increasing tlie 
density of the air in the downcast, and also has a ten
dency to displace considerable air in falling. 
The steam-jet acts in a manner totally different. It 

is a mechanical force applied to propel the air through 
the shaft. When the jet of high pressure steam is 
blown into an atmosphere at a state of rest, it produces 
a violent disturbance in that fluid. The particles of 
steam are in rapid motion : and since the first law of 
motion is, that a body in motion continues to move for 
ever or until stopped by something else, when stopped 
it communicates its force to the body stopping it. The 
force of the jet of steam is expended on the air on 
which it strikes and through which it passes ; and this 
force is applied to tbe air as fully as if it were applied 
to a piston in a steam engine. Thus by this method 
we have the steam power applied directly to the 
object we require to move, avoiding all the friction 
of an engine. The force thus obtained is used in forc
ing the air up or down the pit, or both, according to 
requirements, and is under more perfect control, and is a 
more powerful agent when properly employed than the 
furnace; the furnace not producing above three inches 
of disturbance ofthe water-gauge level, the jet has been 
shown to produce fifteen inches of mercury, which is 
equal to 15 feet of the water-gauge. It requires no 
machinery, but a simple pipe in connection with the 
steam. 

Mechanical ventilators are either large air pumps, or 
exhaust or blower fans. Fans are now justly regarded 
by all mining engineers as the best means of produc
ing ventilation, and the majority ofthe leading mining 
authorities prefer the exhaust fan. There are, however 
some high authorities that advocate the use of blower 
fans. Fans produce an air current either by drawing 
the vitiated air out of the upcast, or by blowing fresh 
air down the intake. 

QUESTION ll.—Askedat the Examination foe Certificated 

Mini hbremen of the Anthracite ll,gams uf p, nmylvania, 

mi .Inly li ,,,/</ 7. ISA!. 

In mines where large quantities of fire-damp are 
given off, what are the requirements of the mine law 7 

A N S W E R . — In addition to the general requirements 
intended for all mines, the law requires that the follow
ing mles shall be observed in all mines generating 
explosive gas: 

.111 accessible parts of an abandoned portion of a 
mine in which explosive gases have been found shall be 
carefully examined by the mine foreman or his assist
ants at least once a week, and all danger found existing 
therein shall be immediately removed. A report of 
said examination shall be recorded in a book kept at 
the colliery for that purpose and signed by the person 
making the same. 
In mines generating explosive gases, the mine fore

man or his assistant shall make a careful examination 
every morning of all working places and traveling 
roads, and all other places which might endanger the 
safety ofthe workmen, before the workmen shall enter 
the mine, and such examination shall be made with a 
safety-lamp within three (3) hours at most, before time 
for commencing work, ami a workman shall not enter 
the mine or his working place, until the said mine or 
part thereof, and working place are reported to be safe. 
Every report shall be recorded without delay in a book 
whicli shall be kept at the colliery for the purpose and 
shall be signed by the person making the examination. 
The person who makes said examination shall estab
lish proof of the same by marking plainly the date 
thereof at the face of each working place and all other 
places examined. 
A station or stations shall be established at the en

trance to each mine or diflerent parts of each mine, as 
the case may require, and the workmen shall not pass 
beyond any such station until the mine or part of the 
mine beyond the same has been inspected and reported 
to be safe. It shall be the duty of the fire boss to 
remain at the danger station until relieved by some 
person authorized by himself or the mine foreman, who 
shall stand guard until said mine or part of mine shall 
be reported safe, and he shall not let any person pass 
without, permission from the fire boss. 
If at any time it is found by the person for the time 

being in charge of the mine or any part thereof that by 
reason of noxious gases prevailing in such mine or such 
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part thereof, or of any cause whatever, the mine or the 
said part is dangerous, every precaution shall be u-*ed 
to ensure the safety of the workmen. And every 
workman, except such persons as may be required to 
remove the danger, shall be withdrawn from the mine 
or such part thereof as is so found dangerous until the 
said mine or said part thereof is examined by a com
petent person and reported hy him to be safe. 

In even* working approaching any place where 
there is likely to be an accumulation of explosive gases, 
or in any working in which danger is imminent from 
explosive gases no light or fire other than a locked 
safety-lamp shall be allowed or used. Whenever 
safety-lamps are required in any mine, they shall be the 
property ofthe owner ofthe said mine, and a competent 
person, who shall beappointed for the purpose, shall ex
amine every safety-lamp immediately before it is taken 
into the workings for use, and ascertain it to be clean, 
safe, and securely locked, and safety-lamps shall not be 
used until they have been so examined, and found safe, 
clean, and securely locked, unless permission be first 
given by the mine foreman to have the lamps used 
unlocked. 
No one except a duly authorized person shall have 

in his possession a key or any other contrivance for the 
purpose of unlocking any safety-lamp in any mine 
where locked lamps are used. No lucifer matches or 
any other apparatus for striking light shall be taken 
into said mine or parts thereof. 
No bla-̂ t shall be fired in any mine where locked 

safety-lamps are used except by permission ofthe mine 
foreman or his assistant, and before a blast is fired the 
person in charge must examine the place, and adjoining 
places and satisfy himself that it is safe to fire such 
blast, before such permission is given. 

QUESTION JA—slsfad al Ihe Examination for Cert-ificat.ed 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania. 

cm July e; and 7, ISA]. 

In opening up a new mine where the veins or seams 
have an average dip of 15°, it is proposed to work three 
seams or veins. State how you would open the slope, 
and fan way. and other openings, and how you would 
conduct your air current ? 

A N S W E R . — 1 would sink a double track slope in the 
middle vein, as near tbe center ofthe track as possible. 
I would drive tunnels to the other veins near the inside 
end of the slope turnouts, one tunnel on each side of 
the slope, I would drive m y fan way also in the 
middle vein, and use the slope for the downcast until 
I could get airways driven to the surface from each of 
the other veins. As soon as I could get this done, I 
wrould arrange m y ventilation so as to draw fresh air 
into each vein through its own airway, and would split 
it so that each of the six main seetions of the mine 
should have proportionally the same amount of air. 
I would also, if feasible, make the second outlet from 
the slope vein the downcast instead of theslopeso as to 
prevent freezing the slope in winter. 

QUESTION Id.—Asked at the Examination far Certificated 

Mine Foremen in tlie Ardhracite Regions of Pemisylvania, 

on Inly 6 and7, 1891. 

In which case in your opinion does tbe greater neces
sity exist for timbering, in a shaft sunk through measures 
pitching 70 degrees, or in a shaft sunk through the same 
measures pitching 5 degrees? 

A N S W E R . — I n the shaft, sunk through mea-aires pitch
ing 70°, because there is more likelihood of slips or 
slides in the various strata of rock, or mineral passed 
through. 

QUESTION 14-—Asked at the Examination foe Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Aitihracife I-cegioi/.v of Pennsylvania, 

on Inly 6 and 7, 1891. 

When a mine is passing 20,000 cubic feet of air, with 
a pressure of four pounds per square foot, what will be 
the pressure when the mine passes 40,000 cubic feet of 
air per minute? 

ANSWER.—Tlie pressure varies as the square of the 
quantity, therefore 

20,000** : 4f),000- :: 4 : () or 
2- : 42 ;: 4 . () or 16 pounds per sq. ft, 

QUESTION 15—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in ,'hc Anthracite Regions ejf Pennsylvania, 

tin July A and 7, 1891. 

Describe the plan or system of mining at some col
liery at which you have worked, and state how the 
same was ventilated? 
This question must be answered according to indi

vidual experience and is intended to draw out the can
didate's power of observation, experience, etc. 

QUESTION 16.— Asked at tlie Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in. the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July 6 and 7,1891. 

Suppose you were approaching an abandoned mine, 
filled with water to a vertical height of 300 feet, vein 
or seam 30 feet thick and coal free. H o w much pillar 
would you leave to prevent the water from bursting in ? 

A N S W E R — A t least 50 yds. In certain portions ofthe 
Anthracite region it is customary to leave line pillars 
of 20 yds. on each side ofa land line (40 yds. in all) to 
protect the workings from floods or fires in adjoining 
collieries, but as the seam in this case is very thick, and 
the coal free it would be better to leave 50 yds. 

QUESTION 17.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Eorrmen in Ihe Anthracite Region* of Pennsylvania, 

un July 6 ami 7, 1891. 

What are tlie duties of a mine foreman, and what 
should be the exten. of his knowledge to best fit him 
lor the position ? 

A N S W E U . — T h e duties of the mine foreman are to see 
that tlie process of mining is conducted in an econom
ical and safe manner. To see that the ventilation of 
the mine is fully up to the requirements of the law, to 
enforce discipline in the mine, and to generally super
vise the underground workings and secure the largest 
possible output of coal at the least cost consistent with 
safety to the employes. H e should have a good prac
tical knowledge of ventilation, the different systems of 
mining, should be able to keep his time book, etc., in a 
correct and legible shape, and he should possess suffi
cient executive ability to have all bis orders obeyed 
without causing trouble among those of his subordi
nates who are too ignorant to understand why he 
wants certain things clone contrary to the way they 
think they should be done. 

QUESTION 1$.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine I'oeemen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania 

on July 6 and 7, 1891. 

In a mine where the vein or seam is 30 feet thick, 
and pitching 50 degrees, and where large quantities of 
fire-damp are given off, state how you 
open gangways, chutes, headings, and 
breasts, and bow you would conductyour 
air-current? 

A N S W E R . — I n a vein of this character I 
would drive the gangway, along tbe top , 
of slate, to give greater security to the 
gangway and also to allow the chute to 
be at such a grade as will permit the coal 
to be under the control of the loader in 
its passage from the breast to the wagon. 
I would drive the air course C, against 
the top above the gangway and connect 
it with the manways E E, between each 
breast, by the passages F F. W h e n the 
breasts are in operation the air course or 
" monkey gangway " O, is not used, the 
arrows indicating the course of the air, 
the gangway, of course, being the main 
intake. The great advantage of this sys
tem is that it secures a permanent return 
for the air after the breasts are ex
hausted. 
The coal made along the manways D, 

may be drawn from the manways E. 
The main chute, marked " coal chute," 
should be driven 9 ft. wide with a travel
ing, way on one side to allow a man to 
attend to the drawing of the coal. I 
would have a separate current for 
each section of foui or less breasts, and would endeavoi* 
to prevent the coal " rushing," and thus liberate gas in 
larger quantities than the air current could safely cope 
with. 

QUESTION 19.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine I'oretnen in the AntJiracite Regions qf Pennsylvania, 

on July ij and 7, 1891. 

What system or plan of mining would you adopt 
where the vein or seam is inverted, and how "would yon 
sink the slope and make other openings ? 

A N S W E R . — I would proceed the same as if the seam 
was lying in a natural position with a similar inclina
tion, but as inverted seams are often faulty, I would be 
reasonably sure that it would be a paying operation be
fore spending much money on dead work. 

QUESTION SO—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine loremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania 

on July 0 and 7, 1891. 

What in your judgment should be the difference i 

The difference of twelve inches in the reading of the 
water-gauge shows that to overcome friction a pressure 
of 12 X 5*2 lbs. or 62'4 lbs. per square foot has been re
quired; and as the velocity is 10 ft. per second in an 
entrv of 48 square feet sectional area there is a current 
oflOX 60 X 48 or 26,800 cu. ft. passing. Then the 
rule to obtain the effective horse power is to multiply 
the pressure per square foot by the volume of air pass
ing per minute and divide bv"33,000. 
Thus 

62*4 X 26,800 

3*3,000 
^ 5 0 7 — H . P. 

QUESTION 18.—In what part of a mine should observa
tions with the anemometer be taken and why? 

ANSWER.—Observations with the anemometer should 
be taken at the inlet and outlet airways, at or near the 
face of each main heading, and at the nearest heading 
to tbe face of the inside and outside chamber, where 
men are employed. That is, the reading should be 
taken at such localities as will give the velocity of the 
current in each split or section of the mine. 

QUESTION 20.—In the section of the mine mentioned 
in Question 14, which we will designate as " Section 
A," the air travels 6,000 ft. of entry including return. 
In "Section B " of the same mine there is required 
14,400 cu. ft. of air per minute, but it must travel 12,000 

ft. of entry including the return, how would you ar
range the regulator, or in what proportion would you 
split the air for these two sections to equalize the ven
tilation currents in them, size of entries in both sections 
the same? 

A N S W E R . — A s both sections have the same sectional 
area and differ only in length, and the total volume of 
air passing is 26,800 cu. ft. (see Answer to Question 14) 
plus 14,400 cu. ft. = 41,200 cu, ft. The question resolves 
itself into the following: 
Given two airways of equal sectional area, one of 

which is twice as long as the other, how would you 
split the air to ensure an equal current in each ? The 
answer naturally is, by plac'ng a regulator in the 
shorter airway. Now as to the size of" this regulator. 
Most persons in calculating the size of regulators, use 
the rule to find the areas of airways of different lengths 
to pass the same amount of air. It must be evident ta 
every practical man that this cannot be right, because a 
regulator is an obstruction and obstructs the free pass

age of the current suddenly. Its rhb'^Uir surface K en
tirely different from the rubbing surface^of an airway'. 
It is in fact simply a gate valve which rtgulates the flow 
ofa fluid called air under it certain pressure, through 
an underground tube. The only way in whicli the cor
rect size bf the regulator can be determined is by ex-

the thick,., of pillar, left .. , , . the 0ve,-lying Z r i ^ l h r ^ b ^ , ^ ^ ? ^ ^ 
strata oi a n u n c between tuat of n 10-toot vein or N.e-.m .....i_; _.-.. ._._'. i.... _ ', ., . •-•-"• ̂ V •' "?, strata of a mine between that of a 10-foot vein or seam 
and that of a 30-foot vein, and which should be the 
largest pillar on a pitching or horizontal vein ? 

ANSWER.—Approximately, the strength of pillars 
vary inversely as the square of the thickness of the 
seam, all things being equal. Then, as the square of 
the thickness of the thin seam is to the square of the 
thickness ofthe thick seam, so is the fourth power of 
the side ofthe pillar in the thin seam to the fourtli 
power of the pillar in the thick seam, and the fourth 
root will, of course, be the length of the side. 
Thus 

IO'2 : 30'*' :: l1 : ( )' or 
100 : 900 :; 1 ; { )' or 9. 

Then the fourth root of 9 is 1732. Therefore the 
sides of the pillar in the 30-ft seam should be 1*732 
times the length of the sides ofthe pillar in the 10-ft. 
seam. 

SPECIAL QUESTIONS A N D A N S W E R S . 

By request we answer Questions 14, 18, 20, and 21, 
given at the Iowa Examination for Mine Inspectors on 
April 9th. 1890. 

QUESTION 14.—If a water-gauge shows a difference 
of reading of twelve inches between the intake and re
turn ofa certain portion ofa mine, and the anemometer 
indicates a velocity often ft. per second, size of entries, 
6ft. X 8ft. what effective horse.power has been ex
pended in that portion ofthe mine? 

making one air course longer, and the other shorter it 
is a much better plan than using the regulator, because 
the power necessary to overcome the resistance offered 
by a regulator to a current of air is a waste of energy, 
and every regulator placed in a mine means an ex
penditure of work that would otherwise be available 
for increasing the total quantiity of air in the mine. 
Of course it is often impracticable to avoid the use of 
regulators, but when they can be dispensed with they 
should lie. 
In the case under consideration the regulator must 

offer a resistance equal to the resistance offered by the 
entire rubbing surface of "Section A," and it should 
be placed at ov near the point where the current 
joins the main return current If an approximate rule 
is necessary to find the size, the following will be as 
close as any: 

f 12,000 : f 6,000 :: 48 ( ) or 

f'2 : fl ;: 48 : 38 4-aq. ft. 

QUESTION 21.—How would the friction ofthe air cur
rent in "Section A " compare with the friction of the 
air curient in "Section B." 

A N S W E R . — A s both airways have the same sectional 
airway, and differ only in length, the frictional resist
ance before putting in the regulator would onlv be -J as 
much in " Section A " as in " Section B," The use of 
the regulator is resorted to, to increase the resistance in 
" Section A " to an amount equal that in " Section B " 
which has twice as much rubbing surface. 
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Vital Force—"What Is It ? 

At a recent meeting of physicians and surgeons at Chi
cago, a paper was read by Dr. H. J. Treat, entitled : " Vital 
Force the Surgeon's Best Friend," upon which quite a 
lengthy discussion was held, from which we extract as 
follows: 
Dr. Plasty thought the paper a most excellent one. H a d 

no criticisms to offer, and but one query to make, and 
that was with reference to an "intelligent force" that has 
to do with the respective process in surgery or medicine. 
The vital force had lieen talked of as an intelligent in
dependence or an independent intelligence, an in dependent 
-entity, an intelligent entity, etc. H e thought that the 
matter should be well considered, in order nut to make 
ourselves ridiculous in the eyes of intelligent, thinking 
men and women. He did not for one moment question 
the existence of a vital force, but that it existed as an in
dependent intelligence he did seriously question. Vital 
force in his opinion was a property of matter. H e thought 
that Dr. A. Curtis was not far from tbe truth wdien he said 
that " whatever always exists in connection with matter, 
but has no existence without it, is called a property of 
matter." Inasmuch, therefore, as "vital force" always 
exists in connection with living matter, and has never 
been folind to exist outside thereof, or independent there
of, it must be a property of living matter, and we can 
know nothing about vital force aside from living matter. 

Dr. 0. P. Fletcher queried : " What is vital force'"' H e 
had never yet heard it defined, and would like to know 
what it was. Had thought at times that it was intelligent. 
If you can find any force, not intelligent, that could bring 
together bones, muscles, nerves, blood vessels and all the 
various parts of this human inachine.andput itin working 
order and maintain it in that condition 50, 60, or 100 years, 
he would like to know its name and to know more about 
it. In college he was taught to believe that chemical force 
was not to be thought of as producing any of the results 
witnessed in the animal economy. It seemed to him now 
that life could not exist without cliemical action. 

Dr. Pechuman remarked that our bodies are mysterious. 
Life and soul are used as synonymous terms by some. If 
the soul is the life, it is different from matter. The body 
is the house, the soul is the occupant. W h e n life goes out, 
the house is left to decay. The bioplasm of plants and 
animals are, so far as can be ascertained by chemistry and 
microscopy, the same. Some of these bioplasts go to make 
bone, some form muscle, others form serous membranes, 
some skin, and so on through the whole body. W h e n 
the man dies, his body is liken to Mr. Jones' bouse—empty 
—something has gone out of it. The house still contains 
all the elements that were found in it during life, but there 
is something gone. This something is not a - roperty of 
matter, but, as be viewed it, an intelligence—a something 
separate from the living matter. 

Dr. Treat concluded that we can tell what vital force is 
as well as wc can what life is, as well as we can tell what 
electricity is, as well as we can tell what gravity is. They 
are all known hy their effecls upon matter. It is only a 
play of words to say it is a property of matter. W e know 
it is independent by its effects. 
Dr, W . A. Harris remarked that the question put him in 

deep water. If a hone be broken, tbe vital force goes to 
work to repair the injury and reunite the parts. It looks 
and acts like it was intelligent. As to its being independ
ent, I have nothing to say. It seems to have power to 
resist chemical force.' 
In reply it was said: A tree gets bruised hy the wood

man's MX. The living matter, by virtue of the inherent 
force in it, heals the injury. Is there an intelligence 
there . 
Br. Treat says tliere is a force or forces that overcome 

vital force—if it were not so, we would not die. Vital 
force is limited in its capacity to resist chemical force. 
Dr. Scroggy said if the process of digestion be chemical 

and there was no vitnl force to resist it, the stomach itself 
would be digested. 
Dr. Peehunian said that many in the profession hold 

that all changes that take place in our bodies are due to 
chemical force, yet some of these thinkers are changing 
their minds in this respect W h e n the vital force leaves 
the body, the chemical forces go to work to decompose it. 
The natural heat of the body is produced by chemical 
action of changing thuds into semi-thuds— all chemical 
action is attended with changes of temperature. 
Unsolved Problems of Chemistry. 
So simple-looking a substance as the white of an egg is 
yet a most stupendous mystery to our science. It and all 
the albuminoids are awaiting this very light. The fever 
and pain, discomfort and delirium of disease are now 
known to be due, in many cases, to ptomaines manufac
tured by bae'eria. They are believed to break down al-
•buminous substances by aid of the ferments they secrete. 
W e want to know the "nature of these ferments. Until 
such knowledge is acquired w can not really say that we 
know how nitric or acetic acids, and all the nitrates and 
acetates, are made as common and cheap as they are. 
Micro organisms produce them. Tbe bread problem of 
the future is believed to carry its solution in this same 
question. 
From cellulose to starch is a very short step, but we can 

•not take it in the proper way. By a crude process long 
known, sawdust can lie converted into an exceedingly 
.coarse article of bread, the catalytic body being sulphuric 
acid. W e await the discovery of the proper organic con
tact action body £o do perfectly what can now be roughly 
done. The world may yet see deal hoards transmuted into 
the whitest kind of starch. W e can and do now change 
starch into that kind of sugar called glucose. Let us next 
find how to make it into levulose, and then discover how 
to unite these two, and we will have cane sugar. Hun
dreds of chemists have worked at this problem. The man 
lucky enough to solve it has an enormous fortune awaiting 
him. W e have lately found how to give cane sugar the 
flavor of maple 3Ugar, so that, should the maple forests 
give out, the supply of that sweet morsel can still be main
tained. A m o n g the many problems that still await solution, but that lie along the line we have been considering, is the synthetic production of such valuable substances as India rubber, cotton, silk, and wool. The possibilities of organic chemistry are numberless, and many of them may never be realized; but we have already the sweet con-- sciousness of having mastered more than enough to pay for the disappointment of our alchemical predecessors who .hoped to be able to convert iron into gold. But their 

dream, wild as it really was at tbat time, may yet become 
an established fact No chemist would to-day risk bis pro
fessional reputation by asserting it an impossible feat. 
Let some reliable man of good repute in this department 
of science assert that he had made such a discovery, and 
it would doubtlessly raise considerable skepticism, but 
that would be all. "No one knowing the present status of 
the science would use the word " impossible." Reasoning 
a priori on the subject, we would expect that the cost of 
production would always exceed the value of the product 
This is poor encouragement for this line of investigation. 
In the fields hitherto invaded and'conquered the reverse 
has been irue. Substances worth less than nothing— 
actually having a negative value because of lieing incum
brances that it cost cash to remove—have been and are 
being made into goods worth many millions of dollars. 
The actual facts, when stated in simple language, are more 
wonderful than the tales of the Arabian Nights. "Yes!" 
some one answers, "and the names fouud in the story are 
perhaps quite as remarkable as any in that volume." This 
is very true. To read of a substance that has been christ
ened methyl-etliyl-hydroxyl-tetra-hydi-o-pyridine-tropate 
sounds anything but musical to the ears of non-chemists, 
especially when they learn that it Is the dangerous medi
cal poison atropine. Every syllable of this name has a 
meaning, and tbe whole tells just how the molecule is 
constructed. To say that rheumatic pains can be relieved 
by oil of wintergreen is a plain statement to ordinary 
mortals. Tell him such relief can be had by the use of 
metbyl-ortho-mono-hydroxyl-benzi.ate, and you puzzle 
him sorely, though tbe things are the same,—Dr. Robert 
0, Eccles. 

The "Holy C o a t " of Treves. 

On August 18th, ofthe year 18-14, there was ex hibi-ted in the 
cathedra] ofthe ancient city of Treves in Prussia, the most 
famous of all sacred relics—tlie "Holy Coat," a garment 
said to have been worn liy Christ throughout His Passion, 
His trial before Pontius Pilate, and his agonizing journey 
to the spot where his crucifixion was carried out. Between 
the date mentioned and the sixth day of October, when the 
relic was again withdrawn from public gaze, over a million 
people, bishops, priests, and laity, visited the cathedral of 
St. Pierre and feasted their eyes on the sacred robe, for the 
most part wdth wonderment and veneration. On 
the 20th of August after an interval of exactly forty-
seven years, the "Holy Coat" will again be exposed to 
the view of all comers, no matter whut their creed, and 
by virtue of an edict issued by the Church through Bishop 
Felix, of tbe local diocese, remain so for a like space of time. 
The event, it is needless to say, has been for weeks and 
months awaited with the greatest interest by all true 
Catholics, not only of Germany, but of the whole Old World. 
During this period the influx of pilgrims and vistors into 
the old cathedral citv has been daily increasing, until, from 
the latest accounts, their carriage and lodgment has become 
a serious question to the railroad authorities and the worthy 
burghers of Treves. No small proporlion ofthese travelers 
consists of the sick and maimed, in whose minds is firmly 
riveted the idea that to touch or even look upon the sacred 
garment will insure a complete and instantaneous cure. 
The history of this venerated relic—to the minds at 

least of those whose religion bids them venerate it—is plain 
and sufficiently well authenticated. It was obtained liy tbe 
Empress Helena, mother of Constantine the Great, during 
her sojourn in the Holy hand, and presented hy tier on her 
return to Treves, then the capital of Belgic Gaul and res
idence of the R o m a n Emperors, to the cathedral of the 
city. This was during the episcopate of Agritius, and some 
time betw-en the years 314 and 33.. That the Empress did 
make some such gift is proved by an ancient ivory, for cen
turies in the possession of the cathedral, which represents 
her seated at the church door awaiting the arrival ofa pro
cession closed by a cha-iot in whicli two ecclesiastics are 
standing on guard before a chest containing some precious 
gift The ivory was carefully examined und its legend sub
stantiated by the Archa*-ological Society of Frankfort in the 
year 1846. 
At the close ofthe twelfth century the Holy Coat was 

translated from the choir—its first resting-place—to the 
high altar of the cathedral, and. after an interval of three 
hundred years, was exhibited "for the veneration ofthe 
faithful " in 1512. During the wars and stormy times of tlie 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it was deposited for 
security first at the castle of Ebrenbreitstein, and later at 
Augsburg. From this latter hiding place it was removed 
in the year 1810 by special permission ofthe first Napoleon, 
and restored with greatceremony.tothecathedral ofTreves 
then, and until the treaty of 1815, a French possession. 
In spite of the chaotic troubles through which all Europe 
was then passing, over 227,000 pilgrims journeyed to the 
citv to celebrate the restoration ofthe relic. 
The exhibition of the Holy Coat in 1844 left a mark, and al

most an indelible one, upon the history ofthe Roman Cath
olic Church. The excitement caused by the pilgrimage ofa 
million souls to one small Prussian town wasas nothing 
compared with subsequent events which arose solely from 
the action of the Chnrch in allowing the relic to be dis
played and worshipped. Certain members of the Church. 
stigmatized, then and now as rationalists, took offense at 
the proceedings, and argued in writing not only asainst the 
authenticity of the Holy Coat but against tlie advisability 
of thus working upon the feelings and credulity of such 
vast numbers of their fellow-religionists.—A. C. Tcnvnsend, 
in Harpers Weekly. 
How Much a Knot is. 
How much is a knot? This question is asked, we believe, 
in every sea passage by some passenger or other, and 
never meets with a clear reply. Sailors themselves do not 
describe it distinctly, and books of reference differ as to its 
dimensions. 
A knot is one-sixtieth of a mean degree of the earth's 

meridian. This definition requires explanation and also 
numerical computation. The earth's meridian is common
ly described as any circle whose center is the center of the 
earth and whose circumference passes ihrough the poles. 
This is not exact, because the meridan is not a true circle. 
Evidently, it would be a true circle if the earth were a 

true sphere, but the earth is not a true sphere—it is a spheroid, its diameter measured on the axis being less than its diameter at the equator". Hence the circumference of a section of the earth by a plane passing through its center and the poles, which circumference is a meridian, is not a true circle, but an oval. Bearing this in mind, it will be 

easy to understand the meaning of a mean degree of the 
earth's meridian. 
If 300 separate degrees be set off from the center ol a per

fect circle it is evident that the circular measure of each de
gree measured on the circumference ofthe circle will be the 
same. But if they be set off from thecenter ofthe oval the 
measurements on the circumference of an oval will not all be 
thesame. That this is the case any one may demonstrate for 
himself by drawing an oval and its minor axis, and then, 
from Ihe centei* of the oval, with radius equal to its semi-mi
nor axis, inscribing a circle in the oval. If, now, degrees, 
or rather, for convenience, eqni-multiples of a de
gree, be set off from tbe common center the geometry ofthe 
figure will show at once the variation in the circular 
measurements on the circumference ofthe oval. 
Now, a mean degree ofthe earth's meridian is the aver

age length ofthese 360 unequal measurements, and it is ob
tained by dividing the length ofthe meridian by 360. As
tronomers have measured the earth's meridian and found 
ittobel3.1,2r.P,L'87 English feet 
Dividing this by 3G0 we get 3(.l,*lj."«t*i:{ feet as the length of 

a mean degree ofthe meridian. One-sixtieth of this, then, 
is a knot, and thus by division a knot is found to be 
6.O70-.S18 feet, or 2,025*6 yards, or 1 mile 265*6 yards, 
It will now be convenient to notice that a knot being 

6,076818 feet, and a mile lieing 5,280 feet, the proportion of 
a knot to a mile is very nearly as 6,070 is to 5,280, or divid
ing by 4 as 1,510 is to 1,320, which is very nearly as 15 to 13. 
So that for ordinary purposes knots may be converted into 
miles by taking thirteen knots as equal to fifteen miles, and 
vice versa.—Chamber's Journal. 
Money Getting. 
Some people think that it is necessary to be mean and 
miserly in order to become wealthy. There never was 
a greater mistake. Any man of common intelligence may 
be prosperous if he chooses to labor diligently and faithfully 
in a calling whicli he thoroughly understands. Of course, 
prudence is indispensable to success—prudence mind, not 
niggard meanness. 
The man who, commencing with little or nothing, has re

solved to rise, must also resolve to sacrifice nothing to ap
pearance. H e cannot gain one true friend, nor obtain any 
popularity that will be really useful to M m in his efforts to 
achieve independence, by endeavoring to seem lo have that 
which he lias not. The world is shrewder than pretension 
supposes it to he. It is a curious world—looks sharply into 
people's private affairs, and if an individual makes a show 
beyond his means, soon discover and distrusts him. 
No one who has a fortune to make, or who desires to re

ceive even a moderate competence, can afford to incur the 
world's distrust. Therefore, if you are at the foot of the 
ladder and want to mount, go up in your work-day guise 
and don't affect purple and fine linen. 
Climate and Morals. 
The world is tolerably well mapped out as to diseases. 
Tbe colored charts show us where we may most probably 
dwell with malaria, with consumption, or with general 
debility. W e study also the adaptability of plants to 
different climatic conditions. But our knowledge of the 
relation of man to climate is still far from scientific—that 
is to say, of the influence of climate upon character and 
conduct To come to a detail, what, lor instance, do we 
know of the effect of climate upon veracity? There are 
portions of the earth's surface where the inhabitants 
reganl truth as a luxury seldom to be indulged in; in 
others the mind seems rather inclined to truthfulness. 
Whether the difference is owing to race or climate our ob
servations donot yet enable ns to determine. There is a 
popular notion that the habit of prevarication goes along 
with warmth, or with a debilitating atmosphere, and that 
cold is a tonic, a sort ol" stimulant for truthfulness. W e 
indeed have in the phrase: "the cold truth," a recogni
tion of this. 'We say that the northern latitudes nurse 
the rugged virtue of veracity. It never occurs to us to 
expect veracity in Egypt, nor in any part of Africa. W e 
should npver think Of saying tbat an inhabitant of Malta 
was untruthful; we should simply say that be was a Mal
tese. The name Levantine carries with it the same idea. 
The Levantine, the African, the Oriental habit of indirec
tion is sometimes explained by the amiability of the peo
ple, their desire to say tbat wliich will be agreeable. 
Whereas the Englishman prides himself on Ids blunt 
honesty, and on speaking the truth, especially if it is ais-
iigreeable. But plant tbe Englishman, or any man whose 
moral fiber is hardened by a frigid climate, in Egypt, and 
how long will be continue to speak the truth ? H o w is it 
about the northern travelers in Africa, who never argue 
with each other about anything, and habitually accuse 
each other of misrepresentation'.' Is this due to climate, 
or to the contagion of a bail moral example in an atmos
phere of duplicity?— Charles Dudley Warner, in the Editor's 
fh'awer, m Harper's Magazine for July. 
The Arrangement of the Cellar. 
When tbe housekeeper bus bought, built, or hired her 
bouse, after due consideration of the family needs and tastes, 
and after careful examination ofthe locality and construc
tion of the chosen home, her earliest attention should be 
directed to the cellar, as tbat part of tbe home which is 
most often neglected, and where order and convenience 
combined add no small amout to. the comfort and health-
fulness of all parts of the house. 
The arrangement of the cellar takes time and attention 

rather than any great outlay of money. The windows 
should first be seen to. A stuffy, unventilated cellar, full 
nf dead air, is an abomination. The windows should be so 
bung that they can be removed from the inside, and during 
all but the extreme winter months should be taken out, 
and even in mild days they should be opened in the 
middle of the day. Tbe outside of the windows should be 
protected by galvanized wire window-netting, costing two 
and a half cents the square foot. A heavier, coarser-
meshed quality can be used instead, if great strength is de
sired. This quality costs six cents the square foot The 
hatchways of the city houses are troublesome in cold 
weather. Both the rear and front hatchways admit a great 
deal of wind during the winter, in spite ofthe wooden 
covers that are fitted to them, and make the kitchen and din
ing-room floors draughty and cold. This can be remedied 
by covering the iron grating over each hatchway with 
several folds of old carpeting or furniture sacking, and then 
fitting the cover down tightly. The hatch way on the sunny 
side of the house must be frequently opened for air. The 
cellar ceiling and walls should be thoroughly whitewashed, 
two heavy coats being enough. 
A H city cellars, and many in the country towns and villages are cemented, which under most conditions is the safest and cleanest flooring. But in the country, where the ground is not poisoned from leakages of sewers or the foul gases of cesspools, and where yet farther, the ground is dry and sandy, a cellar bottom of well-beaten earth ia not unwholesome, and has a mysterious capacity for keeping 
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fruits and vegetables beyond that of cemented cellars. 
Such a cellar should have boards for walks to bins, barrels, 
and cupboard, to keep the house-mother from fretting over 
the dirt "tracked up." If these boards are occasionally 
turned over when swept, there will be no trouble from 
dampness or "saw bugs," Raising them up sightly from 
the ground by inch cleats nailed to the under side of the 
boards is another and better method. 
In a cellar where there is a furnace it is a great help to 

household management to have a portion of the cellar 
divided from the furnace portion by a tight board partition, 
with a padlock dooropening into it The boards used may 
be rough and cheap, costing two cents a foot; but the par
tition must be tight, so as not to admit the warm air from 
the furnace. Under ordinary circumstances the expense 
need not be over ten dollars, and in many cases even less. 
In this cold cellar the vegetables and apples, butter and 

preserves, mav be kept and even in the city, the uncom
fortable habit of living from hand to month might be 
changed to a great degree. Here tlie time-honored vinegar 
barrel or keg may have its place, giving out its supply of 
"pure cider" vinegar whenever needed. Near by should 
be the swinging shelf and cupboard, and the old-time leel-
ing of plenty and comfort, which the meniOTy of the well-
filled cellars of country homes always brings, would re
turn to the household.—Agnes B. Ormsbee, in Harper's Bazar. 
Scientific Paradoxes. 
The water which drowns us—a fluent stream—can be 
walked upon as ice. The bullet which, when fired from a 
musket, carries death will be harmless, if ground to dust be
fore being fired. The crystallized part ofthe oil of roses, so 
grateful in its fragrance, a solid at ordinary temperature, 
though really a volatile, is a compound substance contain
ing exactly the same elements, and in exactly the same pro
portions, as tbe gas with which we light our streets. The 
tea which we daily drink with benefit and pleasure, pro
duces palpitations, nervous troubles and even paralysis, if 
taken in excess; yet the peculiar organic agent tbeine, to 
which tea owes its qualities, may, be taken by itself—as 
tbeine, not tea—without, any appreciable affect— The Age of 
Steel. 

each application that has been made in thi*. country, data 
giving the cost of installation and of working, comparisons 
with previous methods employed, and general results of 
working. Figures dealing with these points, and coming 
from those mines where electricity has already been 
adopted, would be more convincing than all the arguments 
in tlie world : they would not only remove the " unreliabil
ity " objection, but would doubtless greatly increase the 

his branch of the electrical industry.—London Etc 

Electricity in the Orient. 

The . 

property—there is no reasonable ground for difference of 
opinion. Less practiced by one people than another 
though it may he. there still is commonly recognizable a 
constant habit of ablution, and this fact in itself attests at 
least an almost universal belief in the necessity of insuring Nor can we (ind reason 

s belief. In bathing 
ideratiou. For the 
.id friction is a valu-

Eimple, which 

Electricity in Mining* Operations in England 

Several years have passed away since electricity was first 
used in connection with coal mining in the United King
dom, that occasion being, if we remember rightly, the erec
tion of an underground electric p u m p in the Forest of Dean. 
Since then, this particular application has been slightly 
extended, and electric lighting, electric haulage, and electric 
coal-cuttiug machines have been introduced. The extent to 
which electricity has been adopted fur these various pur
poses has, however, been very restricted and has not an
swered the expectations of either those who wish prosperity 
to the industry generally, or of those firms which under
take the supply of electric mining plants. At the present 
time, the number of installations or applications of elec
tricity to different mining purposes in the United Kingdom 
is probably not more than fifty. Out of these, no less tban 
twenty-eight are electric light installations in mines located 
in theSouth Wales district. In these twenty-eight instances, 
1,171 fixed incandescent lamps are iu use, and the greatest 
distance lighted is 365 yards from the bottom ofthe shaft. 
What a contrast the great mining districts in the United 

States present! There electricity lias c o m ? into very ex
tensive use for: (1) drilling in rock and ironstone; (*?) in 
under-cutting coal, the system of using a series of rotating 
drills being looked upon with most approval; (3) locomo
tives hauling underground ; (4) pumping water from dip 
working to the -shaft: (5) raising coal in cages of ordinary 
capacity, or by smaller machines in kibbles ; (6) lighting the 
mines, etc. Remarkable, indeed, is the enormous develop
ment which has taken place in the use of electricity for 
these purposes, and the substitution of electrical for steam, 
compressed air plant, whicli process is going on continual
ly, shows conclusively that the American mine owners 
have learned tbat electricity is not only more economical, 
but that it can be adapted to perform work in those parts 
ofa mine where any other agency would be inadmissible. 
W h y has not a similar development taken place in the 
United Kingdom, and are there any theories which can be 
advanced to explain the cause of tlie slow rate of progress 
made in this country? The answer is in the affirmative. 
The first reason is the natural aversion of mine owners to 

adopt anything-new; and the second is that they do not 
generally feel disposed to incur expense in making experi
ments with small plants; and the third—which is the most 
important—is that they object or rather many of them do, 
to the use of electricity as being unreliable. W e will take 
it for granted that the first two reasons will be generally ad
mitted, but the third may be considered as a bare statement, 
without any foundation in fact. Let us see whether such is 
the case. 
If reference be made to the proceedings of the various 

societies of which the mine owners, managers, and en
gineers are members, it will be found, ivhen the subject of 
electricity is brought forward, that the majority of the 
speakers express the opinion that that agency is unreliable 
and no matter whatever an electrical engineer may say, in 
order to endeavor to prove that such is not the case, the 
impression tbat electricity cannot be depended upon still 
remains in their minds. Take, for instance, the recent 
meeting ofthe Federated Institution of Mining Engineers, 
and the discussion which followed the rending of the paper 
descriptive of an electrical safety apparatus for cages. One 
of the speakers, in order to try to show the unreliability of 
electricity, stated that he bad s telegraphic-.ipparattis which 
got out of order every week, whilst another said that 
batteries were always "going wrong," and so forth. After 
these damaging statements had been made, the efforts ol 
the author of the paper to remove them seemed to be of no 
avail. Now. the Federated Institution, although a young 
society, consists of many gentlemen who have been engaged 
in coal mining for over thirty years, and it is becoming, if 
it is not so already, the most important mining institute in 
the kingdom. Consequently, the opinion ofthe members 
may be taken as fairly representative of the feeling through
out mining circles in the country. It is this wrong impression—this impression as to the unreliability of electricity In mining operations—that electrical engineers interested in mining plant must endeavor to remove, and until such an effort is energetically made, the adoption of electricity iu tbe future will proceed but slowly, as in the past. What would doubtless have a good effect on mine owners, would be the collection of data regarding 

and slow-going populations of tbe Orient, 
in sympathy w ith their Western brethren, are beginning to 
utilize the wizard-like power of electricity in the world of in
dustry and tbe sphere of private and public illumination. 
Its practical utility for power purposes is being demon
strated by frequent experiments of societies formed for that 
purpose, and the reports of their investigations are being . 
received with much favor by many who hitherto have ' 
been arrayed against, the introduction ofthe new improve
ments and practices developed by our more progressive 
civilization. 
The city of Tokio, Japan, now has a telephone exchange, 

in charge of the government, which has 320 subscribers, 
and is in a very prosperous condition, and Yokohama also 
has a similar institution liberally patronized and daily in
creasing in the popular favor of the people. 
The empire of Japan has made rapid strides in the 

march of progress in the past few years and the traveler 
from America finds himself quite at home among the 
rising generation, wliich seems to have caught the modern 
fever for rapid transit in no slight degree. 
There is a tower in Tokio in which the tourist is carried 

skyward on an electric-elevator, fcb-e current being forms]-ed 
by the Tokio Electric Light Companv, and the motor used 
is ofthe Sprague type, pi-horse power capacity. 
At two or three different places in the Empire experi

mental works are in operation for refining copper by 
electricity, and the results thus far are said to be highly 
satisfactory. 
On the whole it is plain that our Oriental kinsmen are no 

longer in the rear of the parade and their supplies of elec
trical appliances will no doubt be drawn in a very large 
measure from the United States.—Industrial World. 
A New Electric Voting Apparatus. 
We have inspected, says the Independence Beige, at the 
Brasserie Flamande, the voting machine invented by M. 
Moreau, of La Louviere. This machine presents precisely 
the appearance of a small piano or harmonium. As key
board there is a series of buttons on which the elector must 
press to record his vote. Tbe names of the candidates are 
classified by list. To each name a button corresponds. M. 
Moreau proposes to place the candidates' photographs op
posite their names, so that the illiterate would know for 
w h o m they were voting. Underthe keyboard is a cupboard. 
the case ofthe machine, in which is enclosed a tell-tale. 
Each button has its tell-tale, which registers the votes in 
units, tens, hundreds, and thousands. The electric batteries 
are placed under the case in place ofthe pedals. To ap
proach the instrument the elector must get on a small 
rostrum, which suffices to establish the electric current, 
and he can then vote. Tbe -"ssential of this invention con
sists in the distribution of electricity. M. Moreau has suc
ceeded in regulating the machine according to the number 
of votes to be recorded by the elector. If the complete list 
of candidates is five, the instrument is regulated in such a 
manner that each voter cannot record more than five votes. 
It is equally impossible for him to press twice on the 
button. To do that he must descend and eet up again after 
the lapse of a few seconds. The rostrum, however, is to be 
made very large, and the presiding officer will see the 
elector the moment he gets up and also when be descends. 
No fraud is possible in this direction. W e have omitted to 
say that the machine is naturally protected by a partition. 
The apparatus permits ofthe lists being supplied in differ
ent colors. There is a hutton on which the elector must 
press to obtain a white paper. This button produces the 
same ringing as tlie others. Secret voting is.thus absolutely 
ensured; moreover, a number of electricians and skeptics 
have already been to see the machine, and all, ur nearly all, 
have recognized its practical use. For our pari, concludes 
our contemporary, we have questioned the inventor on a 
number of points, and all doubts vanished before the pre
cise answers and conclusive experi men is The tell-tale cup
board will lie naturally closed at the commencement of op 
erations. W h e n the election is linished it. will be opened 
and tlie presiding officer will have nothing to do but to take 
down the figures given by the tell-tales. An election will 
thus be counted with great rapidity, and with M. Moreau's 
apparatus elections will be much less fatiguing for those 
concerned. 

The Habit of Washing*. 

No practice, however long established, has ever been 
allowed apermanent right to respect Sooner or later its 
turn will come to be weighed in the critic's balance, and 
its quality will have to be-proved. Let us quote as a recent 
illustration, the habit of daily bathing, the utility of which 
has of late, though not for the first time, been seriously 
questioned. 
Tbe reasonableness of doubt hi such a matter, and under 

ordinary circumstances, does not, wc confess, commend 
itself to our judgment. Whether the opponents of ablution 
fear* the shock of eold immersion, or whether thev dread 
the cleansing stimulation thus applied to the excreting 
skin surface, their objection must appear to most persons 
possessed of ordinary health and vigor to threaten impair
ment of both by fotsterfng uncleanliness. If, on the other 
hand, itis the too free application of heat by Turkish and 
other warm baths which appear objectionable, we do not 
deny that there is here a possible ground for complaint.. Let 
it not be supposed that we ignore the curative influence or 
the cleansing property of this method when used with judg
ment. It is true, however, that experience has often proved 
the mischievous effect of its misuse—in cases, For example, 
of cardiac weakness or general exhaustion. Cold bathing 
in like manner is not without its occasional risks. It 
is not suitable for persons enfeebled from any organic cause, 
though mere nervous languor is often braced and benefited 
byit It has no properplaces among the habits of those 
who are subject to chronic visceral congestions. Asregards one advantage derived from bathing—/.-.., its cleansing 

.leanlhif-ss by means of wash 
to doubt the general sonndu 
temperature is of course a el 
robust, cold immersion follow 
able tonic of nerve, skin, at 
vigorous constitutions—those, __ 
been tried by disease, and those of young children—tlie ad
dition of heat up to temperate point is only judicious. 
With some persons a warm bath is a daily luxury. Not
withstanding its efficacy as a means of cleanliness, however, 
thi*. custom is or ought- to be discredited by its inevitable 
action as a nervous depressant, wliich places it in an un
favorable position compared with the more bracing pTac-
ticeof cold affusion. The benefit derived from bathing, 
therefore, is likely to assert itself in spite ofall adverse 
critisism, and its mismanagement, which is only too com
mon, should not be su He-red to condemn it in the eyes of 
any judicious and cleanly person.—Lancet. 
To Make Good Coffee. 
" It is quite astonishing that so few persons really know 
how to make a good cup of coffee," said the master of the 
house, making a wry face over the thick, muddy fluid which 
the new cook had served for breakfast. " And it is so 
simple," be continued, " any one could make it. W h e n I 
was a bachelor and lived in rooms, 1 always made m y own 
coffee, and I never failed. Here is m y formula, if you like 
to have it for your new cook, who, I must say needs a hint 
or two. It is better, of course, to grind your own coffee, as 
then you are sure of having it good, but I never cared to 
take the trouble or the time myself Put the ground coffee 
in the coffee pot, the quantity hem™ regulated according to 
the number of persons ; a family of six would require about 
ateacupful. Add half a pint of cold water and one raw 
egg, but do not put in the shells, as many ignorant cooks 
do, considering that the broken bits have a peculiarly clar
ifying power. Stir all well together, add one quart boil
ing water and let the whole boil for fifteen minutes. 
While still' boiling pour in half a cup of cold 
water, and put tbe coffee pot on one side of tbe stove 
where it will not boil, and let it stand for several minutes. 
Coffee made in this manner will be found clear, strong, and 
free from ' grounds A—New York Tribune. 
Apples as Medicine. 
Chemically the apple is composed of vegetable fiber, al
bumen, sugar, gum, chlorophyll, malic acid, gallic acid, 
lime, and much water. Furthermore, the German analysts 
says that the apple contains a larger percentage of phosphor
ous than any other fruit or vegetable This phosphorous 
is admirably adapted for renewing the essential nervous 
matter, lethicin, of the brain and spinal cord. It is, per
haps, for the same reason, rudely understood, that old 
Scandinavian traditions represent the apple as the food of 
the gods, who, when they felt themselves tube growing 
feeble and infirm, resorted" to this fruit for renewing their 
powers of mind and body. 
Also, the acids of tbe apple a re of signal use for men of 

sedentary habits whose livers are sluggish in action; these 
acids serving to eliminate from the body noxious matters, 
which, if retained, would make the brain heavy and dull, 
or bring about jaundice, or skin eruptions and otherallied 
troubles. Some such an experience must have led to our 
custom of eating apple-sauce with roast pork, rich goose, 
and like dishes. The malic acid of ripe apples, either raw 
or cooked, will neutralize any excess of chalky matter en-
generated by eating too much meat. It is also the fact that 
such fresh fruits as tbe apple, the pear, and the phin., 
when taken ripe and without sugar, diminish the acidity in 
tlie stomach rather than provoke it. Their vegetable salts 
and juices are converted into alkaline carbonates, which 
tend to counteract acidity, A good ripe raw apple is one of 
tbe easiest of vegetable substances for the stomach to deal 
with, the wdiole process of its digestion being completed 
in 85 minutes. 
Gerard found that the " pulpe of roasted apples mixed in 

a wine quart of faire water, and labored together until it 
comes to be as apples and ale—which we call lamhswool— 
never faileth in certain diseases of the rallies, which my
self hath often proved, and gained thereby both crownes 
and credit The paring of an apple, cut somewhat thick, 
the inside whereof is laid to hot, burning, or running eyes 
at night, when the party goee to bed ; and is tied, or bound 
to the same, doth help the trouble very speedily ; and con
trary to expectation—an excellent secret." 

A. poultice made of rotten apples is of very common use 
in Lincolnshire for the cure of weak or rheumatic eyes. 
Likewise, in the Hotel des Invalides, at Taris, an apple 
poultice is used commonly for inflamed eyes, the apple 
being roasted and its pulp applied over the eyes without an 
intervening--ubstonce, A modern maxim teaches that—To 
eat an apple going to bed, the doctor then will begins 
bread.—London Hospital. 
What is Education? 
In order to be successful in active life a man must have a 
working knowledge of three things : 
1. H u m a n nature. 
2, The practices in vogue among his neighbors. 
3. Logic. 
Whatever study or mental exercise or discipline teaches 

him the most regarding these matters is the best practical 
education. This practical education must be supplemented 
by special training in the prerequisites of that particular 
vocation in life whicli he is to follow. 
Other things being equal, a large school or college affords 

a better education than a small one, for tlie reason that it 
gives to each student a larger opportunity to observe hu
man nature and the customs of his neighbors. The piere 
information obtained by studying text-books is in itself 
ordinarily of very little value compared with the whetting 
which it gives to the mind, and when the mind is once 
sharpened it should be so turned as to learn from the world 
of to-day, if the student wishes to he in the world and of 
the world. Should lie show a fondnessforstudyingpolities 
and a wish to enter public life, a comprehension of Ameri
can democracy is of mora value to M m than a knowledge of 
Athenian democracy, should he decide to enter business, 
knowledge of human nature and business practices ia ol 
equal consequence with logical nicety of calculation—an 

• the classics—however valuable 
cvpluins why it is thai those 

nil in the general life of their _. ,„.ote themselves entirely to the text-books, are frequently outstripped in public life, law, and business by classmates who stood a grade or two lower in scholarship. These latter give a portion of lime to observing their environment, while valedictorians of the kind mentioned take all their views from books, and are consequently less self-reliant. 

important result of 
this last may be. ' 
valedictorian* who 
college class and wt 
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MINING M A C H I N E . 

No. 451,988. ISAAC WANTLING AND JAMES T. JOHNSON 

PEORIA, III. Patented May Li, 1891. A gang of rotary 
cutters e e are set so close that the cut of one overlaps that 
ofthe next Tbese cutters arc fastened to suitable shafts 
which are turned by spur pinions (shown by dotted circles) 
carried in the sliding-head H G. T h e pinions are driven 
hy gears M I, which are carried on long screws K and j. 
Both screws have a keyway cut from end to end, and the 
gears K and J are turned by feat hers running in these grooves. 
T h e screws work through nuts which are divided and 
hinged on the bar G. A coarse pitched screw L (shown 
broken away iu the middle) also passes tlirough a divided 
and hinged nut on the bar G. T h e screws K and J operate 

c __$_.>£ 

tbe inner end of their cylinders. A stat 
valve 33 located within the stationary steam 
against the cylinder head, and controls th 
steam through the port 35, and the exhan 
ports .'ill and 31. Between the end of each **e 
and the head 39 is a small " grid-iron ' slid 
valves are forced towaul the center shaft by coiled springs 
3s, whose tension can be adjusted by the set screws shown. 
A s the cylinders revolve, these valves are thrown outward 
by centrifugal f rce, and throttle the opening into tbe 
cylinders, thus operating as governors. All the working 
parts are enclosed in the casing shown, and the internal 
friction of the engine appears to be unusually small, There 
are no dead centers, and it runs equally well in either 
direction. T h e m o v e m e n t can be reversed by turning the 
valve 33. 

MINING M A C H I N E . 

No. 454,500 ELMER A. SPERRY, CHICAGO, III. Pat

ented June SS, 1891. This machine employs a reciprocating 
pick 2, whicli is keyed into a collar 3, which is keyed to the 
sliding bar P*1 and slides inside the guide tube Ffi. T h e bar 
and pick are thrown forward against the coal by a heavy 
coiled spring F'1 coiled within the guide tube and bearing 
against the collar 3. T b e pick is drawn back and the spring 
compressed by means ofa strap pitman E which is attached 
to the cross-head E l and E-'. T h e pitman is provided with 
a bushing D 1 filled with balls or rollers where it bears on 
the crank pin of tbe crank It This crank is double, and 

the motor-coils. T h e 
eature of tlie present invention consists, as before 

stated, in employing the magnetic extensions between the 
envelope of the machine and the moving piston, and 
m a y be availed ofin a very great ninny ways. 

LIQUIDS FOR SEPARATING M E T A L S P R O M 

GANGUE. 

No. 454,lie. 

through the stamj 
icssel containing \ 

tr /...-•-

I -real 

as feed-screws to drive forward the head G H with the bor
ing bits e. e, and at the s a m e time convey the power to rotate 
the cutters. T h e screw L operates only" as as a return feed. 
W h e n tlie machine is boring and the bead G H is feeding 
forward the nut on L is thrown open, as shown. W h e n 
running back the nut on L is closed, and those on K and J 
are opened. T h e sliding head is guided hi slots in the side 
frames. Spur points a 0 op are provided at the corners of 
the frame, and an adjustable brace / £ .** serves to firmly 
anchor the maehine w h e n at work! Small truck wheels 
are attached tothe brace to help in moving the machine 
from place to place. B y turning the frame up on edge, 
vertical cuts are readily made. 

ENGINE. 

No. 453,852. E0111.KT C. BERRY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. 

Patented June 9, 1891. A number of single-acting steam 
cylinders are grouped around a centra) shaft 9, and the 
several pistons are connected to the crank disc 6, by connect
ing rods 18 which are provided with ball ends. 'The group 

the crank shaft consists merely of short trunnions which 
hear losely in sockets in the center of the spur-wheel (.'•• 
and in the field magnet B"' of the electric motor w hich 
drives tbe machine. T h e armature 4 of the motor 
is attached to.tbe shaft C \ and the speed is reduced, and 
the power is conveyed to the driving-wheel 0 G hy the spur- j 
gearing shown. T h e driving wheel carries a strong curved 
spring.1 which is hooked at J1 in such a w a y that it catches 
the crank pin (which extends through one side of the crank) 
as tho wheel revolves, and carries the crank around with it, 
in the direction s h o w n by the arrow. Soon after tlie crank 
passes the baek center, or approaches the position shown in 
dotted lines, the spring F*1 throws forward the bar F 1 and 
pick 2 and causes the crank to j u m p to the position shown. 
where it stands until again picked up by the hook ,P on 

the revolving driving-wheel !."•. T h e maehine is mounted 
on two loose wheels., and (i, and is pushed into the cut and 
held up to its work by means ofthe handles 7 and 8, which 
are grasped by the operator. T h e fly-wheel C 1 and spur 
gear Cr'ure attached to their shafts by spring couplings, 
which are intended to ease off the shocks caused by the | 
violent motions of the pick and bar. A rubber collar F:1 

is also placed between the crosshead E- ami the front end \ 
F" of tlie machine frame for tbe same purpose. 

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC RECIPROCATING ENGINE. 

No. 450,543. CHARLES J. VAN DI.POKLE, LYNN, MASS, 
'atented April 1.',, 1891. This is a n e w arrangement of the 
nls composing the "cylinder" of reciprocating ap-
aratns suitable for rock-drills, etc. T h e outer casing is a 
eavy tube of A iron closed at the ends by iron beads 

T h e colls C of insulated copper wire (shown in cross-
eti..n | are separated by iron discs F which act as inward 
•_ten3_ons of the niaitnetic casing A, w h e n an exciting cur-
•nt is run through the coils. B y this means the magnetic 
all of the coils tending to draw the iron plunger E to the 
•nter ofthe cylinder (the position shown) is greatly in-
eased. W h e n the current is interrupted, the plunger E 
hich carries the drill rod, will fall by gravity, and as soon 
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quart/, has been 
isher it is passed into a 
id wliich is insoluble in 
gravity than water, and 

which is also of greater specific gravity than the quartz, but 
of less specific gravity than the metals mixed with tbe 
quartz. It will be seen that the quart*, will float with the 
water on tbe surface of tbe liquid, which is of greater 
specific gravity than tlie quart*, and water, and that 
tbe metal that has been held by the quart-.un.il thesame 
has been crushed will be precipitated through said liquid. 
A n y desired n u m b e r of troughs and screens m a y be used to 
grade tlie materials. Four liquids are made, called No. 1, 
No. 2, No. 3, ami N o -1. T h e inventor thus describes his 
processes : " Liquid No. 1 is obtaineil in the following w a y : 
By the action of bromine on alcohol I get a fluid which by 
distilling at a temperature of 280° Fahrenheit is decom
posed into two parts, one of whicli remains in the retort 

" the second is distilled over into the receiver. T h e fluid 
emainsin the retort is taken out and decomposed 

by a caustic alkali, forming a bromide of the 
alkali and a heavy fluid at the bottom. T h e 
last n a m e d fluid, being carefully washed and 
ofa specific gravity of nearly-!, constitutes m y 
liquid No. 1. For the liquid N o 21 use the tetra-
bromethane ( C 2 H 2 B r 4 ) mentioned in any ex
tensive chemistry: but I take care that if the 

is prepared with acetylene the acetylene 
should lie obtained in a perfectly pure state-
Liquid No. 3 is m a d e as follows: In preparing 
liquid No. 1 I receive a part which is distilled 
over into the receiver. This liquid is separated 
from the water which is on top of it, and com
bined with pure acetylene is changed into a 
liquid of a specific gravity of about 2, thus 
forming m y liquid No. 3. A n y methyl-propyl-
benzene or c y m e n e being dissolved in alcohol 
gives m y liquid No. 4. These four liquids 
can**be combined by two, three, or all together 
in tbe proper proportions to give a mixture 
of a specific gravity greater than any quartz 
or gangue but of less specific gravity than the 
metals therein contained. 

" It is obvious that in treating the quartz the 
proportions of the various liquids must lie 
regulated according to the specific gravity of 
the quartz being treated. Consequently I do 
not confine myself to any specific proportions 
of the same. T b e following proportions which 
I have used in the treatment of the following 
ores will enable any one skilled in the art to 
perform the same. 

"In treating carbonate ore of I'S specific 
gravity I use one-half part of liquid N o . 1, two 
parts of liquid No. 2, one part of liquid N o . 3, 
and one-half part of liquid No. 4. In treating 
white quartz ore of 2 specific gravity I use one 
part of liquid No. 1, two parts ,of liquid N o . 2 
and one part of liquid N o . 4." 

It will he seen that the liquid employed is a 
non-metallic and a non-mixing one—that is to 
say, it will not unite with the metals to be oper
ated upon. 

R O C K DRILL. 

No. 454,228. EDWARD A. Rix, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 

Patented June 16, 1891. Tbe front cylinder-head I is made 
iu halves and is clamped together by bolts J. The back 
head R is held in place by a stunt spiral spuing S which is 
confined by a yoke P. This yoke is connected by kingbolts 
M to the front cylinderdicad I, so that tlie spring acts to 
keep b;.th heads in their places. If the main piston E 
strikes either head they are free to yield and thus avoid 
breakage. T h e spirally grooved rod H and the ratchet n 
are very similar to those c o m m o n l y used for turning rock 

Slyz 

of cylinders revolve with the shaft 9. in unison with the 
crank disc, the two being connected by bevel gearing, as 
shown. T h e pistons are driven outward by the steam or 
compressed air during the d o w n w a r d half of the revolution, 
and during tbe upward half the crank drives them back to 

as tbe current is restored all tbe coils exert a pull on the 
plunger and lift it back to the middle of tbe cylinder— 
ready for another stroke. For horizontal work, two 
cylinders are arranged to work in opposite directions, m a k 
ing tne plunger double-acting. Tlie plunger E is of such 
length that it can close the magnetic circuit between the 
beads of the machine, and in this position the plunger is 
capable of sustaining a great weight with a very small 

drills. The 
loose eylim 
main valve 
Fig. 4, w h 
Small ports g 

set-screw <** works in a groove in the 
ind keeps it from turning. T b e 
i valve which is clearly s h o w n in 
ion through the steam ports Y. 

extend to a small supplementary valve V, 
s h o w n in Fig. 3, which moves crossways of the main 
cylinder and controls the m o v e m e n t of tlie main valve. 
The small valve V is m o v e d by a lug which projects into 
the main cylinder and enters the long c u m groove W in the 
main piston. T h e body ofthe piston is kept from turning 
by a feather 3. T h e cylinder B slides on the frame A in the 
usual manner. 

http://quart-.un.il
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LIFTING AND CABRTING APPARATUS. 
No. 447,892. THOMAS S. MILLER, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Patented March 10, 1891. The trolley runs on the stationary 
cable a which is stretched between two towers or masts. 
The rope f, is the fall rope, one end is secured to the block 
e, and it passes over sheave dl, then to the block sheave e1, 
then over sheave d, to tbe left-hand tower where it is 
operated by any approved windlass. The trolley is held in 
its place along "the cable a, by tbe rope p, which is fastened 
to the trolley atp1 and runs to the right-hand tower, where 
it passes around a proper sheave, and returns to the left-
hand tower where it is operated by a second windlass lo
cated in the same frame as that which controls the fall 
rope/. Hoisting is performed by locking the drum hold
ing ropep, and then hauling on rope /. The load is car
ried to the left by hauling on rope /and simultaneous-

Jy paying out rope p an equal amount, and movement 
to the right is effected by paying out / and hauling on 
rope p. The operating ropes/andp. are prevented from 
undue sagging by wooden hangers 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., which are 
strung on the main cable a. These bangers are spaced by 
ropes J.3 and m. which are provided with stop halls of vary
ing sizes. The holes in the hangers for the passage of ropes 
s3and m, are also of varying sizes, and each stop ball will 
er gage only tbat banger which it cannot pass. The hangers 
are prevented from sliding upon and chafing the main 
cable, by means of horns u, id, and n2, u's on the trolley, 
which pick up the hangers, lifting them clear ofthe cable, 
and carry them until they are pulled off by the stops on 
the stop ropes s3 and ••••.. 
SLATE PICKER. 
No. 454,393. E D M U N D A. B A R T L AND JACOB C. B O W M A N , 

SCRANTON, PA. Patented. June IG, 1891. This picker is 
composed of a series of angle-iron bars 3, placed with the 
angle upward as shown in the end view. Each bar is at
tached by a post or pin 4 to cross bars 1 and 2 at each end. 
A set of round bars b are placed below the spaces between 

the angle bars ; tbese round bars drop away from the angle 
bars toward the lower end ofthe picker which is set on an 
incline, so that fiat pieces of slate passing through the 
spaces between the angle bars will not stick and clog the 
apparatus. The beveled sides of tbe angle bars give the 
flat pieces of slate a strong tendency to separate from the 
coal, and drop through the slots shown, while the coal 
passes onward over the bars to other screening or sizing 
apparatus. 
STONE CRUSHER. 

No. 452,615. JOHN O'NEIL, JR., KEESEVILLE, N. Y. 
Patented May 19, 1891. The moving head 2 is operated by 
two levers C and G, which rock on shafts D and H, 
The lever C has a roller CJ at its rear end, which bears ou the 
eccent ic on the driving shaft B and is moved up and down 
by it aa the shaft turns." The lever G bears on top of the 
lever C as shown and receives motion from it. Both levers 
are connected to the moving head 2 by hinge pins J and F, 

These pins lay iu half round grooves made across tbe 
back of the moving head, and across the face of the levers, 
and transmit the motion of the levers to the head. They 
are held in place and the joints are completed hy tbe hook 
bolts K. By the arrangement ofthe levers shown the bead 

is moved forward and slightly downward, both ends alike, 
The fly-wheel B1 is held on the shaft by the friction clamps, 
which are adjusted to just such a degree, that in case any
thing gets into the hopper that will not crush, the !ly-wbee] 
will slip on the shaft instead of twisting it off, or breaking 
the levers. 

meet a horizontal cross-passage V", leading from the in
terior cavity of the one part into that of the other part 
The cross-passage h"' is of double V-shape, or of V-shape at 
each opening, to allow for rapid expansion of steam as it is 
passed through. Through these passages a small quantity 
of the exhaust or low-pressure steam is admitted into the 
working chamber after the valve H has closed the admis
sion of steam to that chamber. By this means a sufficient 
vacuum is produced to insure the complete filling ofthe 
chamber with water. The inlet und discharge-valves D and 
E have each a conical seat E, which fits loosely in a conical 
bearing, cast in the body of the pump and chilled. The 
valve is of rubber, and covers the joint between the seat K 
and its bearing. Tbe seat is held down by a stud d which 
passes through a boss on the edge of an inclined shelf L, 
which extends part way across the chamber. The space 
under this shelf forms a kind of pocket, the use of which is 
explained further on. At this level there is also formed a 
passage or port N. leading from tlie disc barge-chamber in to 
and joining a passage or port N' from one working chamber 
to the other. When the water has been forced down in one 
of the working chambers below the shelf L, a certain 
amount of water tbat has been held up by the pressure of 
the steani under tlie shelf L falls and meets the steam, thus 
forming a partial vacuum, relieving the pressure, and thus 
causing the valve II to close. A jet of water is then pro
jected either from one chamber into the other through the 
passage W, or from the discharge-chamber by the passage 
N, or from both, and by these means the condensa
tion of the steam in the working chamber is almost instantaneously effected. 

ELECTRICAL AMALGAMATING APPARATUS. 

No. 455,184. GEOHGE BUTTON ASD WILLIAM E. WTETH, 

GKIQUALAND WEST, SOUTH AFRICA. Patented June 30 1891. 
Tlie table is constructed with transverse shallow channels^ 
or corrugations A, in each of which is contained abody of 
mercury, and the finely-crushed ore to be treated is made 
to flow, together with water, alone the table, passing across 
these channel*. A, Above each channel is mounted on a 
framing D a bru=h B, composed of any desired bristles 
ordinarily employed in making brushes, said brush extend 
ing tbe whole width of the table and its bristles of such 
lengths as to dip into the water and nearly touch the surface 
of the mercury. Against one side of each brush is fixed 
a conducting-bai- b adjustable in height The brushes all 
receive from a crank or eccentric 0 a reciprocating motion 
so as to sweep to and fro over the surface of tbe mercury. 
The tahle, which is by preference formed of corrugated 

copper plates, is connected to tlie negative electrode of a 
dynamo-machine or other source of electricity, while the-
conducting-bars b, bearing against the brushes, are con
nected to the positive electrode. Thus as the ore and 

ORE CRUSHER. 

No. 450,890, WILLIAM L, MORRIS, CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Patented April, fl, 1891. Fig. 1 is a cross-section of the 
machine on the line .cr in Fig. 2. Fig, 2 is a vertical section 
lengthways ofthe hopper. As shown, the hopper B is in
verted and is nearly semi circular in cross-section. It is 
provided with three removable die blocks C, 1, and 2. Tlie 
middle one serves as a key to retain the other two, and it is 

fastened in place by a hook bolt D. The movable jaw E is 
also faced with a removable die P, which is secured by 8 
hook bolt R. The moving jaw is hung by trunnions F and 
a jaw boltH, by which it is adjusted. The hopper has a 
large side opening 3. on each side, by which the crushed 
material escapes. The jaw is worked by an eccentric N and 
strap M, The jaw is provided- with a wearing block L, 
where it bears on the eccentric strap. As the edges of the 
movable die P are clear of the hopper on both sides and 
end, it follows that the crushed material can escape far 
more readily than in other forms of crushers, where escape 
is possible only at the throat of the hopper ; consequently 
the power is used wholly for crushing, and none is wasted 
ln merely pressing material already ground line enough, 
but unable to escape. 

PULSOMETER. 

No. 452,400. WILLIAM P. TIIEERMAN, SALFORD, ENG
LAND. Patented May 19, 1891. One working chamber is 
shown in section, also the steam chest and valve. The two 
working chambers A and B are of any ordinary form, pre
ferably circular in cross-section and tapering toward the 
top, and are connected together at tbe top in tlie usual way 
by means of a valve chamber or chest C, and are fitted at 
the base with water-valves I_> and E for suction and de
livery, one opening into an inlet-chamber F and the other 
into Ihe discharge-chamber G. The steam-valve PI, whicli 
is placed in the valve-chamber C and controls the admis
sion of steam to working chain bers A and B, is formed of 
two hemispheres or half-balls h, joined together at their 
back or convex surfaces. Each of the send-spherical parts 
/t ofthe valve may be concave, as shown, or may be solid 
with a flat face. Tbe concave or flat face of the valve H 
finds a seating over the ports I in the upper end of each of 
the working chambers A and B. On the under side of the 
steam-valve H midway between the two parts h projects a 
rib or lugs h', upon which it rests and oscillates between tlie 
valve-seats over the ports I, opening and closing them 
alternately. 
This form of valve offers less obstruction or resistance to 

the steam and allows the valve to change from one side to 
the other, quicker than a hall. The impact of the incoming 
current of steani acts to assist the change of the valve from 
one seating to the other. When intended to be used with 
exhaust-steam, or stcmi at a very low pressure, tbe valve is 
formed with a vertical passage A", extending from the top 
of the valve between ihe two semi-sphern al parts I, down to 

water flow continuously along the table, passing from 
channel to channel, an electric current is transmitted by 
the bars tothe brushes and through the ore-bearing liquid 
and the mercury to the table, and the electrolytic action 
combined with the stirring action of the brushes causes the 
gold or silver to be effectually taken up by the mercury 
and amalgamated with it. 
The corrugated plates are preferably coated with gold-

burned into the copper, so as to prevent any action upon 
the latter. 
The ore and water are made to flow over flat plates E, 

both before and after passing over the corrugated table, 
and these plates are also preferably coated with gold 
burned in. It is also of advantage to have dams F con
taining mercury, 
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.'S COAL CUTTERS 
PRESENT T H E F O L L O W I N G ADVANTAGES ; 

Great Economy in Cost of Mining. 

Cuts away but 4 inches of coal, leaving it in better condition. 

Great Saving of Coal. 

Great Reduction of dead work-

Requires but one-third the number of rooms, as compared to hand labor. 

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS ADDRESS EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, AT NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE. 

CANADIAN DISTRICT, E.lison Builditiu, Tnroiito, Can. 
NEW ENOLAXD DISTRICT, _!."> OUs Street, Boston, Muss. 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT, Denver, Col. 

D I S T R I C T O F * K I C E S : 

CENTRAL DISTRICT, 173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. EASTERN DISTRICT, Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT, Fids-rimer Bniklin-,-, 1'ortlniul, Ore. PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT, Edison Building, 112 Bush Street, San 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT, it) Decatur Street, Allanta, Ga. Francisco. Cal. 

GLAY, PEPPER I REGISTER, 
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. 
Electric Locomotives, Dynamos, and Motors for 

Hoists, Pumps, Coal Cutters, Drills, and 
Fans, and general work of special 

design for Mines and Collieries. 

Electrical Repair Work of all kinds. Write for estimates. 

OFFICE, PROVIDENT BUILDING, CH SHUT AND FOURTH STREETS, PHILADELPHIA. PA 

Factory, 117, 119, and 121 N, Front, Camden, N. J, 

SEND FOR C A T A L O G V E 

THE ECONOMIC G-EOLOG-Y OF SILVER. 

The Mtneralog*y, Mode of Occurrence, and Produc

tion of Silver. 

BV It. A. WIIEEI.EK, E. M., OF ST. LOUIS. 

A district which created great excitement in 1878 is 
Leadville, Colo., where numerous profitable miners 
usually extract their ore along the contacts of an over
lying trachyte and an underlying limestone, or else in 
the Limestone only. Some very rich horn-silver ore has 
been found in some of the Leadville mines thatsold for 
$1,000 to $10,000 per ton, but the great bulk of the ore 
is either lead carbonates in the upper parts of the 

FO*r '^SWA °SES 
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A series of chamber deposits of silver-lead ore that 
have been tbe cause of famous litigation occur in 
the Richmond-Eureka belt of limestone at Eureka, 
Nevada. The Richmond and Eureka-Consolidated are 
adjoining mines that work a series of chambers of gold 
and silver-bearing carbonate of lead that occur in a 
narrow belt of limestone. The chambers are very ir
regular in their size and occurrence, and are not always 
entirely filled with ore, quite large caverns being of com
mon occurrence. The ore assays from $40 to$70in gold 
and silver and 15 to 80% in lead, and usually occurs in 
such large bodies as to be very profitable, the Richmond 

i Co. having declared i?4,3:.2,887 in dividends, and the 
Eureka SU,892,500. The limestone in which the 
chambers occur varies greatly in width, or from a f*nv 
feet to 450, having an average width of about 250, being 

having produced but little below the 500 foot level, and 
at a depth of 000 leet the outlook thus far is very dis
couraging; it lias paid dividends that aggregate 
81,950,000. 

An odd type of ore occurrences is the Bassick Mine, 
tit Rosita, Colorado, which seems to occupy the vent or 
channel nf an old hot spring. The OTe occurs as thin 
films and inciustations on boulders and pebbles that 
fill a funnel-shaped, nearly vertical opening or conduit 
of 20 to 100 feet in diameter in volcanic rock (trachyte). 
These boulders seem to have fallen in and choked up 
the outlet, of this old bot spring during its expiring ef
forts, and Ihe ore-hearing solu ions have afterwards de
posited gold and silver with quartz in the interstices 
between the boulders. The ore is very rich, it partly 
occurring as tellurides, and though shipments have been 

mines, assaying 20 to 200 ounces per ton, or galena 
from the lower workings that assays 10 to 100 ounce? 
per ton. The veins usually lie quite fiat, or with dips 
of 5 to 25°, and are quite badly faulted. While the ore 
bodies are not continuous and much money is often 
spent in searching for them, the Leadville mines, on 
he whole, have been exceptionally profitable, and few 
camps can show such a magnificent record as this does 
for its moderate length of life and large number of 
dividend-paying mines. The sketch shown is through 
Carbonate Hill, back of Leadville, after Emmons. The 
Aspen district, which is but a short distance west of 
Leadville, is a young mining camp that has thus far 
done very well and threatens to finally eclipse Lead-
ville's handsome record, from a "group of mines tbat 
very much resemble those of the latter place. 

CROSS-SECTION OF A LEADVILLE ORE BODY. 

underlaid by quartzite that dips about 45° to the north, 
and overlaid by shale, and the attempt was made in 
the big law suit in which tlie above two companies 
were involved to prove that the ore-bearing limestone 
belt, which is dolomatized or magnesian limestone, was 
a lode or vein. The sketch shown is tlirough the Rich
mond vertical shaft, taken across the formation, after 
Curtis. 
As a type of the stockwerk class of ore-deposits 

may be cited the Silver King Mint, in Pinal Co., Ari
zona, which seems to consist ofa central mass or chim
ney of quartz about 200 feet in diameter, carrying in
numerable radiating veinlets bearing a great variety of 
rich silver ores, the whole occurring in a dike of por
phyry. The ore has been very rich, milling as high as 
$200 per ton, but is not holding out in depth, the mine 

made assaying from $200 to §5,000 per ton, the financial 
history of this company is not a bright one, as no large 
quantities of this rich cu e have been found, and the low 
grade ore, as the boulders are found to be more or less 
pei mealed by the precious metals, has not thus far built 
up a big dividend record. 
An interesting occurrence* of disseminated deposits is 

found at Silver Reef, in Southern Utah, where triassic 
sandstone is found impregnated with horn-silver that 
assays from $5 to ?I.O per ton. The horn-silver is often 
quite invisible, while again it is found replacing stems 
and leaves. Though there is no trace of vein formation, 
the silver follows certain channel*, and seems to be in
timately connected with neighboring dikes of intrusive 
rock, and was probably brought up from below by 
mineral-hearing solutions tbat readily permeated the 
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porous sandstone from small fissures or dislocations that 
followed the outburst ofthe volcanic rocks. The silver 
changes to tbe sulphide condition below the water level, 
and as the average value of the ore has always been 
low, no very heavy dividends have been paid by any 
ofthe mines of this camp, as the bestof them have been 
only moderately profitable. 

the water level, together with tbe exhaustion ofthe 
Silver King Mine, in Pinal Co., its annual product has 
fallen to about $2,000,000 in 1889. Idaho has come up 
from a product of about $500,000 in 1880, to about 
$4,500,000 in 1889, and promises to at least continue to 
do as well as the last figure for some time. California 
has never been a large silver producer, its largest out-

el-OSS-SECTION OF THE RICHMOND MINE, 

WA///?A/Ay//y 

While many other interesting deposits of silver, or 
jointly of gold and silver, could be cited, tbe preceding 
examples illustrate some of the modes of occurrence 
of this metal, which is now being produced in the 
largest quantity by Colorado, which since 18S0 has 
been the heaviest producer of silver in the United 
States, with an annual output that ranges from 
$15,000,000 to $21,000,000 (these and subsequent 
figures are given in the United States standard 
coin value or $1*2929 per ounce). Montana has steadily 
increased its production from $2,500,000 in 1880. 
to about $20,000,000 in 1890. and threatens to eclipse 
Colorado's heavy output. Nevada was formerly the 
banner silver producer, as the result of the enormous 
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CROSS-SECTION OF THE BASSICK MINE. 

out]Jtit of the Comstock Lode, until eclipsed by Colorado 
in 1880, having produced as high as $28,000,000 in 1878, 
but since the exhaustion of the principal ore-bodies of 
the Comstock and Eureka Hill, its produel has 
dwindled to about SG.OOO.Q/JO per year. Utah lias never 
soared to the heights of record breaking, but has been 
a very steady producer of $6,000,000 to $9,000,000 per 
year for the past twelve years. Arizona has produced 
as much as _ $7,500,000 in 1882, when the Tombstone 
mines were in bonanza, but since they have reached 

put not exceeding 83,000,000, while it usually ranges be
tween $1,000,000 and 82,000,000 per annum, and while 
New Mexico produced as much as $3,000,000 in, 1884, 
its usual output is not larger than California's. The 
other far western states South Dakota, Oregon, and 
Washington, and tbe territory of Alaska are all small 
producers of silver, while the few Southern States 
where gold mining is still carried on, are still feebler pro
ducers ofthe white metal, excepting Texas, whicli pro
duces nearly $1,000,000 a year from a mine near the 
Mexican border. Silver has been found throughout 
the entire Appalachian range, in both fissure and segre
gated veins, and the Boston capitalists got quite ex
cited and -pent quite large sums of money ou the 
numerous prospects opened up in Maine during the 
mining lever of 1880 and later, but no profitable mines 
have resulted from the explorations thus far conducted. 
Missouri, and Arkansas, in the Mississippi Valley, can 
also show qui;e an expenditure of money in prospecting 
silver-bearing veins that as yet have given no en
couragement for profitable returns. 
The total silver production ofthe United States has 

grown from $2,000,000 in 1861, when we first really 
entered the world's market as a producer, to about 
$65,000,000 in 1889, and it has exceeded $50,000,000 since 
1885. 
The United States stands well in the lead as the 

world's heaviest silver producer, and the only other 
country which approaches us in the output of this 
nietul is Mexico, which turned out the unusually large 
amount of**t>55.500,000 in 1889, its usual quota being br 
tween $:.n,l)(l0,l»l() and 840,0011,000. Following Mexico i 
importance comes Bolivia, which produced about $9,500,-
000, in 1889, while Chili turned out about $8,000,000. 
The Australasias produced $6,000,000 in 1*89, which was 
largely the output, of one mine, the famous Broken 
Hill's Mine, in New South Wales. Spain and Austro-
Hungary each produced about $2,000,000 in 1889, which 
completes the important outputs* of the world's silver 
producers fur that year (1880J, the total amounting to 
$161,287,927, which on account of the product of Mexico 
and ourselves being unusually large, is decidedly above 
the usual amount, or from $120,000,000 to $140,000,000 
per aim urn. 

H. Ward Leonard & Company now have on ex
hibition at'their offices in the Electrical Exchange 
Building, 136 Liberty St., N e w York, a Crocker-Wheeler 
motor operating under Mr. Leonard's new principle for 
controlling the speed, torque, and direction of motors. 
The motor is made to perform various work in such a 
manner as to clearly show the principle used and'the 
facility with which either the speed or torque is con
trolled. The exhibition is extremely interesting. 

A n Appeal to the Public for Aid for the Miners' 

Hospital, at Ashland. 

The Board of Trustees of this State Hospital desire 
to place before the public certain information regard
ing it, in order to draw attention to its needs, and if 
possible, secure contribution? to aid them in carrying 
on its work of healing the wounds and saving the 
lives of the unfortunate men entrusted to their care. 
The Hospital was built in 1883 under an act of the 

Legislature of the Commonwealth, by Trustees ap
pointed by the Governor, in accordance with its pro
visions. It was banded over to the Trustees, our pre
decessors, appointed to administer the charity, in an 
unfinished condition. Nor have the Trustees to this 
time been able to secure the means necessary for the 
finishing and furnishing of the buildings and the 
proper enclosing and grading of the grounds. 
The number"of patients treated in this Hospital last 

year was 1,414, and since its opening, 4,831 inside pa
tients, and 3,876 outside patients have received treat
ment. 
Being located in the Anthracite mining region, and 

under the act of the Legislature required to give pref
erence, first, to persons employed in and about the 
mines, second, to persons employed on or about rail
roads, third, to persons employed on or about work
shops, and having its sphere limited to the treatment 
of injured persons, its patients are often persons suf
fering from injuries of the most serious character, 
fractures of the skull, ribs, spine, and limbs, and se
vere burns of the whole body from explosions of gas 
in the mines. During the past year 567 operations 
were performed, many of them of the most delicate 
and difficult character, and with wonderful success. 
The Hospital was built to accommodate 56 patients-. 

It has now crowded into it 90 beds, always full, and 
at times during the past year has had as high as 110 
in-patients, besides out-patients, treated in the Hos
pital. 
For various reasons the appropriations asked for the 

proper support and continuance of the work of the 
Hospital were cut down by the recent Legislature aud 
the Executive to the mere maintenance and treatment 
of patients. Appropriations asked, for a ward for the 
separate treatment, of patients burned by explosions 
of gas in the mines, who on account of the offensive--* 
ness of their wounds, and their ravings in delirium 
often lasting for days and weeks, should be kept sep
arate, for the erection of a vestibule shed at the Hos
pital entrance under" which patients might be taken 
from the ambulance and carried on a level intotbe 
operating room without exposing them when in a 
weakened conditiou to rain and winter storms, for a 
large, better lighted and equipped operating room, for 
repairs to the buildings, for finishing the buildings, aud 
for enclosing and grading the grounds, were wholly 
cut off. 
Under this condition of affaire the Trustees find 

themselves confronted with the fact that additional 
funds are needed to preserve the property from decay, 
and keep it in condition to enable them to properly 
care for the unfortunate patients who are committed 
to their charge. 
A supplement tothe Act creating the Hospital was 

passed by the Legislature on the 19th of May, 1887, 
under which the Trustees are empowered to receive 
contributions or donations from any person, firm, or 
corporation to aid in the support and maintenance, 
and for improving the property of tbe Hospital. 
The Trustees present this statement of the needs of 

the Hospital, and refer to the act of the Legislature 
authorizing them to receive contributions from indi
viduals, firms, or corporations by will, deed, gift, or 
otherwise, for the information ofthe public, and earn
estly call upon persons, firms, or corporations whose 
employes are taken care of by it, and upon other 
charitably disposed persons to come forward and con
tribute for its support. 
They would be glad to have persons contemplating 

a gift, or others interested in this great charity to visit 
the Hospital, to see the work done by it, and ascertain 
its needs by their own personal observation. 

W I L L I A M LILLY, 

President of the Board of Trustees. 
E. C. Wagner, Secretary. 

An Enterprising Company. 

The Star Drilling Machine Company, of Akron, 
Ohio, has just increased its capital stock from $50,000 
to 8100,000. Its business has increased so rapidly dur
ing the past two years that this step was necessary. 
Thev have just purchased the entire plant of the 

Norwalk Foundry and Machine Company, of Norwalk, 
Ohio, and will move it to Akron, and connect it with 
their present works as soon as suitable buildings cag 
be erected. The Norwalk Company has been manu
facturing for the past six years the famous ,; Standard" 
governors, horizontal engines, stone planing ma
chines, and has been doing a general business in brail 
founding. The stone planer referred to is the ouly 
machine for the purpose which has ever been designed 
and built in the world. It is a wonder in its way, 
and planes gigantic stones of all sizes and dimensions 
so that after the -done i,- removed from the planer it 
has a surface as smooth aa (he floor. To give an idea 
of the magnitude of this machine, Berea stone 16 feet 
lung, eight feel wide, and one foot in thickness, are 
planed toa smooth surface, and are being shipped to 
Chicago, (or a walk on what is known as the boule
vard on Michigan Avenue. The consolidated compa
nies will continue to manufacture the " Star" drilling 
machine, horizontal and "Star" upright engines, 
" Standard " governors, stone planing machines, hoist
ing engines, Dowell pin machines, drilling tools, and 
will also make a specialty of building anything in the 
line of machinery from drawings which can be pro
duced in any machine shop in the country. 
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AN APPARATUS FOR TESTING THE SENSITIVE
NESS OF SAFETY-LAMPS, 

BY FRANK CLOWES, U. SC, 

Bitofcs***or of Chemistry, University Colle*-..-, Nottingham, England. 

[Proceed!up of Royal Society, London, June 18,1E9L] 

It is generally acknowh d-,'cd that the Davy safety-
lamp cannot with certainty detect less than 3*% of fife-
damp in the air of the mine. Gas indicators of much 
greater sensitiveness have been invented ; among tbese 
the electrical apparatus of Liveingand the spirit safety-
lamp of Pieler "take first rank. The objection to tbese 
special forms is, however, a serious one.' They do not 
serve for illuminating purposes, and, therefore, it be
comes necessary to carry an ordinary safety-lamp to
gether with tbe testing apparatus. Many attempts 
have been made to obviate this inconvenience by pro-
ducing a safety-lamp which will serve the double pur
pose of illumination and of detecting minute percent
ages of lire-damp. Tbe invention of such a lampwould 
be of great value to the miner, in view of the fact that 
very low percentages of fire-damp have been proved to 
he dangerous in the presence of coal dust. 

The following apparatus has been devised to render 
easy the process of testing tbe sensitiveness of differ
ent forms of safety-lamps when used for detecting fire
damp. To enable satisfactory tests to be made in the 
laboratory, it was necessary to insure (1) the easy and 
.rapid production of mixtures of fire-damp and air in 
known proportions ; (2) to insure economy of the arti
ficially prepared methane, which represented fire
damp; and (3) to examine tbe flame ofthe lamp under 
conditions similar to those existing in the mine. 

A wooden cubical box of about 100 litres capacity 
was constructed so as to be as nearly gas-tight as pos
sible. It was then made absolutely gas-tight by paint
ing it over with melted paraffin wax, which was after
ward caused to penetrate more perfectly by passing an 
ordinary hot flat-iron over the surface. This testing 
chamber was furnished with a small inlet tube at the 
top, and with a similar oullet tube below. It had a 
plate-glass window in front for observing the lamp in 
the interior, and a Hanged opening below i'or intro
ducing the safety-lamp. This opening was closed by a 
water-seal consisting of a small zinc tray supported by 
buttons, and containing about 2 inches depth of water, 
into which the flange dipped. A mixer was arranged, 
which consisted of a light flat board, nearly equal in 
dimensions to the section of the chnmber and sus
pended by an axis from the upper corner of the cham
ber. The mixer was moved rapidly backward and 
forward from the side to the top of the interior of the 
chamber by grasping a handle projecting through the 
front of the chamber. 
W h e n a mixture of air with a certain definite per

centage of fire-damp was required, tbe methane pre
pared and purified by ordinary chemical methods, was 
introduced into the chamher'in the requisite quantity 
by the top inlet. It displaced an equal volume of air 
which escaped through the lower outlet, tbe exit end 
of which was sealed by being immersed just beneath a 
water surface. A vigorous use of the mixer secured 
a uniform mixture of gas and air throughout the in
terior of the chamber in the couree of a few seconds. 
The lamp was then introduced into the chamber, and 
placed* in position behind the glas-* window. The 
simplicity of arrangement of the water-seal rendered 
the necessary opening of the chamber very brief, anil 
the introduction and removal of the lamp many times 
in succession were not found to produce any appreci
able effect upon the composition of the atmosphere in
side the chamber. The appearance and dimensions of 
the "cap" over the flame were noted as soon as the 
cap underwent no further change. A lamp was left 
burning in the chamber for a considerable length of 
time, and its indications underwent no change owing 
to the large capacity of the chamber and the very lim
ited amount of air required to support the combustion 
of the small flame always used in gas-testing. The 
whole interior of the chamber and mixer were painted 
dead black, so as to render visible pale and small caps 
against a black ground. 
The methane was introduced from an ordinary gas

holder. A volume of water, equal to that of the me
thane to he displaced, was poured into the top of the 
gasholder. The gas tap of the holder was then mo
mentarily opened so as to produce equilibrium of press
ure between the methane and the atmosphere. The 
gas tap having then been placed in connection with 
the upper inlet of the chamber, the water-tap was 
opened and the measured volume of water was allowed 
to flow down and drive the methane into the chamber. 
As soon as bubbles of air cea«ed to appear through the 
water at the outlet, the chamber was closed ; the mixer 
was then vigorously worked for a few seconds, and the 
mixture of gas and air was ready for the introduction 
of the lamp. Before introducing the methane for a 
fresh mixture, the atmosphere of the chamber was re-
laced by fresh air by removing the water-tray from 
eneath the opening at the bottom of the chamber, 

and blowing in a powerful stream of air from a bellows 
to the top of the chamber. 
The chamber was supported on legs, which were ar

ranged so as to place it at a convenient height for ob
servations through the window, and also for the intro
duction and removal of the safetv-lamp. 
The accuracy of this method was tested by introduc

ing the Pieler lamp into the chamber, which was 
charged successively with a series of mixtures contain
ing proportions of methane varying from 0'5% to 4%. 
The height and appearance of the cap over the flame 
absolutely corresponded with a series of standard tests 
already published, and made by a different method in 
which fire-damp was used instead of methane. 
The observations were usually made in a darkened 

room, but the flame caps were easily seen in a lighted 
room, provided direct light falling on the eye or cham
ber was avoided. 
The capacity of the chamber was 95,220 c. c.; accord

ingly the following volumes of methane w-ere intro
duced : for •?•% mixture 476 c. c, for \% 952 c. c, for 
2 % 1904 c. c, for 3% 2S56 c. c, for 4fc 380S c. c, and 
for o% 47G0 c. c. It will be seen that a series of tests, 
in which the above mentioned percentage mixtures are 
employed, involves an expenditure of only 15 litres 
of methane, a quantity far smaller than that required 
by any other methed of testing as yet described. 
OE many forms of safety-lamp tested in the above 

apparatus, the one which most satisfactorily fulfilled 
the two purposes of efficient illumination and delicacy 
in gas testing was Ashworth's Improved Hepple-white-
Gray lamp. This lamp is of special construction, 
burns benzoliue from a sponge reservoir and its flame 
is surrounded wilh a glass cylinder, which is ground 
rough at the hinder part; this latter device prevents 
the numerous reflected images of the flame, and the 
generally diffused reflections which are seen from a 
smooth glass surface, and which render the observa
tion of a small pale flame cap very difficult, if not im
possible. 
The wick of this lamp, when at a normal height, 

furnishes a flame of great illuminating power. W h e n 
lowered by a fine screw adjustment tlie flame becomes 
blue and non-luminous, and does not interfere there
fore with the easy observation of a pale cap. The fol
lowing heights of flame cap were observed, which 
fully bear out the unusual sensitiveness of this flame. 
With 0*5# of methane 7 m. m.; with \% 10 m. m,; 
with 2% 14 m. m,; with ?>% 20 m. m.; with 4% 25 
m. m.; and with 5*56 30 m. m. The cap, which with 
the lower proportions was somewhat ill-defined, be
came remarkably sharp and definite when ?.% and up
wards of methane was present. But even the lowest 
percentage gave a cap easily seen by an inexperienced 
observer. 
It appears from the above record of tests that the 

problem of producing a lamp which shall serve both 
for efficient illuminating and for delicate gas-testing 
purposes has been solved. The solution is in some 
measure due to the substitution of benzoliue for oil, 
since an oil flame cannot be altogether deprived of its 
yellow luminous tip without serious risk of total ex
tinction, and this faint luminosity is sufficient to pre
vent pale caps from being seen. 
From further experiments made in the above testing 

chamber with flames produced by alcohol and by hy
drogen it was found to be true in practice, as it might 
be inferred from theory, that if the flame was pale and 
practically non-luminous, the size and definition ofthe 
flame cap was augmented by increasing either the size 
or the temperature of tbe flame. It is quite possible 
hy attending to these conditions to obtain a flame 
which, although it is verv sensitive for low percentages 
of gas, becomes unsuitable for the measurement of any 
proportion of gas exceeding 3%. This must, for the 
general purposes of the miner, be looked upon as a 
defect, but it is not a fault of the lamp already referred 
to. It is of interest to note tbat with the Pieler spirit 
lamp a flame cap an inch in height was seen in air con
taining only 0"5% of methane. 

A Good Grease Cup. 

You might as well expect a man to live without food 
as machinery to run efficiently without grease. Food 
may be of tlie best quality, yet not accomplish best re
sults in man if not partaken of properly. Itisthesame 
with grease and machinery, tosecure best results, grease 
must be applied properly, and th's can only he done by 
the use ofa simple, practical, and efficient cup, such as 
the Lunkenheimer Plain Brats Grease Cup shown be
low. 

Referring to the illustration, E E is an adjustable 
leather washer that can be compressed and spread by 
the ring C C, thereby insuring a tight joint, and prevent
ing the grease from oozing out. This cup is extensively 
used on mining machinery. It is made of the best 
materials and has great advantages over iron cups which 
usually rust and are liable to break, thereby causing 
great annoyance. 
They are fully warranted and can be purchased of 

any dealer, or from the Lunkenheiiiier Brass Mfg. Co , of 
Cincinnati, Ohio, who also manufacture a full line of 
brass and iron body steam goods; regrinding globe. 
angle, and check valves; "Handy" gate and lever 
throttle valves ; pop safety-valves ; sight feed lubricat
ors ; and glass oil and grease cups, all strictly first-class 
and warranted. A handsome and complete catalogue 
illustrating and describing the above will be sent free to 
any address, if requested on a postal card addressed to 
The Lunkenheimer Brass Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

W e have received from Messrs. H. Ward Leonard & 
Co., of 136 Liberty St., N e w York, advance pages of a 
neat little pamphlet entitled "The Value ofthe Services 
of a Consulting Electrical Engineer to Persons Investing 
in Electrical Plants." This little work contains much 
of-value to present or prospective owners, of electrical 
plants, and we advise them to drop a postal card to 
Messrs. H. Ward Leonard & Co. for a copy of it. 

Strobach's "Wire Rope Holder. 

An ingenious device, designed for making a loop at 
the end ofa wire rope without tbe tedious and difficult 
operation of splicing, is now being introduced by 
Messrs. Thomson A Co., Westminster, Eng. The holder 
consists of a cast-iron block a, with four holes, the rope be
ing passed through the end ofthe block and out by one 
of the holes at the side. The end is then curved round 
to form the loop and pass-ed throujjh the other hole at 
the side of the block and out at tbe end, as shown in 
the engraving, for which we are indebted to Engineering. 
In this way there is a tapered space between tbe two por
tions ofthe rope in the block. A cast-iron wedge b, 
hollowed at its sides to fit the rope, is passed into this 
space, and driven home by a screwed plug d which 
passes through the fourth hole in tbe block as shown. 

W h e n this plug is driven home it grips the rope so 
firmly against the sides of the block that itis impossible 
to draw it out. In certain instances it is not considered 
advisable to carry the end of the rope quite through the 
block, and in such cases a block is used in which the 
bole in the end is partially blocked, so that the rope 
can only pass through it once. AVhen properly made 
the joint is just as secure and its appearance' is irn-
proved, but the plan of passing the end quite through 
the block renders it certain I hat the plug shall 
wedge the rope properly, whereas in the other case a 
careless workman may not push the end of the rope 
sufficiently far into the block for the wedge to properly 
grip it. To take the wear and preserve the rope a 
liner of galvanized iron (not shown) is placed inside 
the loop. This liner can, of course, he replaced when 
worn through, and the wear of the rope entirely pre
vented. 

Wiring for Mines—An Ingenious Cable that Cannot 
Spark when it Breaks. 

A brief note was recently made in these columns of 
a safety cable for mining work which does not throw 
a spark when by any accident the cable is broken. 
The inventor now makes public the secret of his in
vention, which consists practically in transferring the 
breakage of the wire to some place at the top of the 
mine where its action is not important. 
The cable contains an inner core of closely coiled 

spiral wire insulated by braid, and an outer core which 
is joined in parallel with the inner. In case the cable 
parts the inner spiral pulls out to a considerable dis
tance and takes the whole current. 

As soon as the exterior main is broken the fuse at 
the switch-board burns ont and releases a switch which 
cuts out the whole current. 
In case the cable should he completely severed as by 

an ax, thus crushing the two conductors together, a 
small resistance coil is placed in the circuit, and any 
contact between the two wires causes the fuse to melt 
as before.—Philadelphia Record. 

A Novel System of Coal Hoisting. 

The Mt. Pleasant Journal says the Southwest Coal 
and Coke Company will introduce a novel system of 
coal hoisting-when it gets the new air shaft at its Tarr's 
plant completed, as that work will be done by water. 
The big fan and part of the machinery are already in 
place awaiting the erection of the house and the sink
ing of the shaft which, at this point, will reach the 
coal at a depth of some twenty-five feet, although it is 
the basin for a goodly portion of the company's 
2,500-acre coal field, and from it the drainage will be 
pumped. One of the cages will not differ from those 
in general use, while the other will have built on it a 
tank. AVhen a wagon of coal for the boilers has been 
placed on the cage at the bottom, water from a pump 
discharge pipe will be turned into the tank until it is 
heavy enough to sink to the bottom, drawing the 
cage up as it descends. An automatic valve willthen 
let the water run out. when the tank, being lighter 
than the cage and empty wagon, is in turn drawn to 
the mouth by them.— Connellsville Courier. 

An average shipment of four air compressors per 
week is the record of the Clayton Air Compressor 
Works, of 43 Dey St., New York," during the past two 
years. _ Q Q 

In addition to air compressors for use in mining, 
tunneling, etc., numbers have been sold for aerating 
crude petroleum for fuel, elevating acids, and working 
pneumatic riveters. The Clayton Air Compressors are 
so well known and their reputation so long and well es
tablished that any extended description of them is 
superfluous and we would simply say that several new 
and important improvements have been made, promi
nent among which is the patent combined governor, 
which regulates the speed of the compressor and the 
pressure of air at the same time and without attention 
from the engineer in charge. 
Any one requiring compressed air for any purpos e 

would do well to write the makers for catalogue and in
formation. 
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THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF 
COAL MINING ON THE PIL
LAR SYSTEMS. • 

BY W". S. OBKSLEY, M. E. 

(Written for the Colliery Engineer]. 

F*igs. 40 and 41. These are cross-sections of work
ings in a 45 ft. thick coal seam, also in France. The 
dip or pitch here is 35°. The coal is removed in suc
cessive parallel cuts or slices of about IV thick each, on 
same pitch as that of the seam, commencing with the-
one next to the foot-wall or floor and wsrking across, 

entry or haulage road, either removed or to be removed. 
The main road or central gangway-level pillars are got 
outlast. Of course, while one side of the shaft is being ex
hausted, tbe other side is being opened out; this in 
order to regulate and keep up the hoistings. Such work 
us this makes a very clean job of tlie saddle coal; every 
foot of coal is mined with method and plan, and great 
security of property is obtained by the filling-in 
business, so essential to a complete exhaustion of the 
coal bed. mjAr. 

Figs. 45 and _6 are-cross-section and plan of mode of 
working a pitching deposit of coal in France, varying 
between 47 and 56 feet in thickness. This particular 
and remarkable bed is at Blanzy. It is divided into two 
splits or benches by a seam of sandstone (see both 
Figures) which contain quartz pebbles. The system of 

C x o s s 5£cr/. Fig. 4'. 
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slice after slice, to the hanging wall or roof, or top-rock. 
Here again the close-packing system is carried on sys
tematically, the rock, etc., for filling, entering by the 
higher gangway or level, while the coal goes out 
along the lower one. Fig. 40 shows slices 1 and 2 ex
hausted, and 3 being worked. 
Fig. 42 is a longitudinal section through the workings 

in a thick coal seam, say 20 to 25 feet thick. The plan 
of excavating the coal is to consider the seam as three 
seams lying one on top ofthe other, and to work away 
tho lowest cut first, the middle one on top of gob (close-
packing as before) of first cut, and the upper one on top 
of gob of middle cut; the face, being stepped or worked 
forward as shown right and left; then all tbe seam 
is worked. If the pitch is heavy, the coal is mined out 
from one wall to the other across the natural stratifica
tion ofthe seam as in Fig. 39. 

Figs. 43 and 44 are cross-section and plan respective
ly showing a French method of working the saddle or 
crown of an anticline in a seam some 45 feet thick. 
The general system is thesame as the last few described, 
viz., removing the coal in slices ol not more than 7\ ft. 
at a time, and systematically stowing rubbish in every 
working-place as the work goes forward. Thus tbe 
horizontal slice No. 1 is removed first, then 2 on the 
packing of No. 1, and so on upwards to top of the 
saddle in tl. The plan Fig. 44 shows how the work is 
opened up in each slice and bow the pillars or panels 
are worked back from the top slate or hanging walls to 
•wards the central gangway ; the black and "white dotted 
lines represent the cuts, ribs, or skips, between each 

•Commenced in No. 8, Vol. XL, i. e.K the issue of March, 1891. 
Back number*, may be tuu.l bv addr_.:._iit,r Tlie Colliery Engineer 
Co., Coal Exchange, Scranton, Pa. 

working is removing the coal in sections in descending 
order, about 50 ft, in vertical height being taken out at 
a time, divided into about seven horizontal cuts or 
slices, each about 7 feet high fsee Fig. 45 : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
0,7). The upper end of this Figure shows all gob—gob 
packed full from top rock to bottom rock ; and the 
lower end of Figure shows the coal all solid at present 
The method of work may be briefly as follows : Shafts 
are sunk outside the coal seam and tunnels put across 
tbe measures at suitable vertical intervals to cut the 
coal. To each section or lift of 50 ft. is a tunnel which 
intersects it about the middle, as at l,Fig. 45. Out of 
this tunnel, levels or gangways are driven in, right and 
left, on the strike ofthe seam, in both splits. Inclined 
planes are also driven, both to the rise and to the dip 
in each split, that to the rise to serve the cuts or slices, 
2, 4, 6, above the central tunnel; and that to dip to 
serve the three bottom cuts, 3, 5, 7, respectively. Tbese 
inclined planes are operated by compressed air engines, 
placed about the center of the district or section. With 
them the packing material is raised to the upper cuts, 
and the coal hoisted from the lower ones. Working 
the coal goes on continuously in both divisions of a dis
trict. The middle cut, 1, is first of all exhausted ; then 
2 off top of gob of 1, and then 3, 4, and 5; 6 and 7 
being taken out last. The rooms or working places are 
laid off square with the levels or gangways and are 
driven up narrow, about 50 ft. apart, and timbered sys
tematically ; they are driven on one side only of each 
gangway (see plan Fig. 46). W h e n a room strikes the 
hanging or foot-wall, as the case may be, a skip or rib 
is worked back towards the gangway, the spaces behind 
the men being lightly filled in with rock, etc., taken in 
for the purpose, or, it may be quarried in another part 
ofthe mine. Then another skip is worked off, and so 
on until the block between the rooms is all removed 
and the entire excavation closely gobbed. The central 
seam of sandstone is not touched save where the tunnels 
or airways have to be driven through it. 
As one side or district is being exhausted another is 

being opened up. In tins, as well as in other somewhat 
similar systems of coal mining, steel props and cap 
pieces, bars, collars, etc., are very widely used, especial
ly in place of heavy timbering. Thev cost rather more 
than timber at first, but their greater strength, smaller 
bulk, lighter weight, greater durability, reliability, and 
efficiency, facility of fixing and replacing, have induced 
coal operators in European countries to use them with 
great economy and in large quantities of late years. The 
system of conveying the packing material into the 
working levels by air machines, does away with the 
objection to and difficulty of keeping open a special in
cline from a higher lift for the purpose as was, until a 
short time ago, the practice at Blanzy. 
The ventilation is conducted on the diagonal or ascen

sional system ; the air current entering a lift by a tunnel 
and passing around and across the working levels, etc., 
ascends by a special airway on the foot-wall at the end 
ofthe district, not shown in Figures, to surface. In 
this mine each room is lighted by "electrics," as are 
also the cross-cuts or tunnels communicating with 
shafts. Mechanical haulage is used on these tunnels. 
The coal or refuse in it, being rather liable to spontan
eous combustion, the dimensions of each lift or section 
(50 feet in height by a few hundred feet in length) are 
regulated or set out so that the entire body of coal in it 
may be removed and the district abandoned, within a 
few months, at a certain speed of working and at a 
given output per day. 

[THE END.] 

<5 csZe. So' 
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THE PREVENTION OP ACCIDENTS IN 
MINES. 

An Essay on Practical Means to Insure Safety in 
Coal Mines. 

(The following is Inspector Thomas K, Adams' paper, 
which is one of the four essays recommended for 
Publication by tbe committee of judges in the Pittsburgh 
Imes' prize competition contest. Mr. Adams resides 

atMercer,Pa., and is Inspector of the Third Bituminous 
District.) 
The object to be attained in presenting suggestions 

concerning methods in coal mining is to diminish the 
number of fatal accidents, and to mitigate in the future, 
if possible, such disasters as occurred at the Dunbar and 
M a m m o t h mines. The results due from mine explo
sions and from mine fires fall upon the people of the 

State^with appalling effect, yet when we consider the 
aggregate number of lives lost from such disasters, and 
•compare them with the total number of deaths result 
ing from other causes, such as falls of coal and roof and 
miscellaneous causes, they almost sink into insignifi
cance, if we consider the results for at least a period of 
ten years, consequently in dealing with this subject we 
must not lose sight of the latter class of fatalities. 

The present mining act contains some excellent pro
visions for the protection of the miners which have 
been the means of producing most beneficial results, as 
•fer as giving them healthful places in which to labor, 
yet such has been the wonderful development in the 
•coal raining industry in the Bituminous region of the 
State for the last ten years that the dangers to life 
and limb have increased greatly. Tbe mine regula
tions that afforded the miners ample protection when 
the Bituminous mining law was enacted are insufficient 
to meet the emergencies of to-day. 

What additional regulations or precautions other than 
what are now required by law at mines producing fire
damp, (CH<), etc., would we suggest to insure the greatest 

degree of safety to the workman, keeping in considera
tion the economical operation of said mine. 

Mining bosses and fire-bosses should be 
MINING sober, steady, and reliable men, and any 

known case of intemperance by such per-
sons should disqualify them from holding 

FIRE-IIOSSI-S. said position. Neither should examining 
boards grant certificates of competency to 

persons for the position of mining boss and fire-boss if 
they had been known to have been under the influence 
of alcoholic, spirituous, or distilled, or fermented liquor 
within two years of the date of making application for 
examination. 
If fire-damp exists in any part of a mine the fire boss 

must examine every workingand temporary abandoned 
place within three hours of each shift going to work, 
and permanently abandoned places to be securely 
fenced off and examined as far as practicable, 
A fire-boss should only examine 60 rooms within the 

and distinct sections, with not more than 50 persons to 
work in any one section. Each and every section 
of mine to be ventilated by a separate current of air, 
conducted in separate and "distinct air passages from a 
point as near as practicable to the bottom of the inlet 
shaft, and return air of said section to be conveyed in 
independent air courses to near outlet. All overcasts 
used in carrying out the system should be driven in the 
solid strata. The coat in front of the currents at over
casts, where said currents take their ascensional direc
tion to be left in a solid condition ; all permanent 
" stopping " used to conduct the air to face of works to 
be built of brick or stone, and doors used in guiding the 
ventilation should be double, and have an attendant. $ 
By working a mine on this "split" air system, if 

fire damp is produced in one section all the men work
iug therein would be required to work with locked 
safety-lamps, but should no fire-damp exist in one of 
the other sections, the men in it could work with per-
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three hours, provided they are reasonably contiguous, 
and after having made his report in a properly pre
pared book, at the surface, he should return to the 
mine, and it should be bis further duty to again ex
amine all pillar workings where squeezes exist, if any, 
and the narrow work of the mine frequently during the 
day. 
The fire-boss can examine about 60 rooms in three 

hours thoroughly, but should there be more, his duties 
will be done in a perfunctory manner, which would not 
insure safety. 
If fire-damp is produced and mine ventilated by a 

single air current or said current divided in the in
terior of the works, every person in said mine should 
work with a locked safety-lamp of the most approved 
type, such as the Gray, Marsaut, Evan Thomas No. 7, 
and Bonneted Mueseler. The Davy and Clanny lamps, 
commonly used in this country, are unsafe, especially 
in currents of air where the velocity exceeds six feet 
per second. 
Every mine producing fire-damp and employing 

more than 50 persons should he operated in separate 

feet safety without the use of safety-lamps; but the 
great consideration of this mode of working is the in
creased safety given to tbe workingmen. Each 
division or section of work having, practically speak
ing, its separate ventilation, should an explosion take 
place in one section the probability would he that little 
damage would be done to the other sections of the 
mine, resulting in a saving of lives and property. 

The safety-lamps used in the mines 
SAFETY-LAMPS should be cleaned and thoroughly tested 

A N D Ĵ" a competent person, employed in 
w'hole or in part to pferform that duty, 

THEII! USE. every day before they are placed in the 
hands ofthe workman. 

No person should be employed to work in any mine 
producing fire-damp who cannot detect the same, and 
who is not familiar with the use of the safety-lamp, and 
in no case should any persons be engaged who do not 
understand the instructions given by the mining boss 
or fire-boss, or who can not communicate their knowl-

j edge, if they have any, on such matters to said officials. 
I To employ any person who does not possess the above 
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knowledge or requirements would be simply putting 
the other employes' lives in jeopardy. 

All shots or blasts to be fired in a gaseous mine 
should be done by a skillful miner at the end of each 
shift, when the miners have retired from the said 
mine ; under no circumstances should shots be fired in 
any section of a mine where fire-damp exists, until 
such place, where the blast is to be fired, and contig
uous places have been thoroughly inspected by the 
mining boss or fire-boss. Shot-firing has been proven 
to be a very fruitful source of causing mine explosions. 
The fine coal-dust in fire-damp mines should be 

dampened by sprinkling it with water as far as 
practicable. 

W h e n the air ofa mine is laden with fine dust or a 
cloud of it is raised by a " blown out" shot, if from one 
to two per cent, of fire-damp be present and ignition 
takes place, a violent explosion may occur. An explo
sion happening under these conditions might be more 
deadly in its eflect than if there had been ten per cent. 
of fire-damp present with said mixture being free of 
dust, so as one to two per cent, of fire-damp in the air 
can hardly be detected with any safety-lamps when 
working with them under ordinary conditions it there
fore becomes imperative that the dampening of the dust 
in mines should be a lawful regulation. 

In all narrow work (headings, entries or 
PRECAUTIONS air courses) that is being driven in solid 

or new territory, when clay veins or other 
AGAINST disturbances are encountered in the coal 

CLAY VEIXS. seam, the clay veins should be penetrated 
by drilling two or three bore-holes through 

and into the solid coal beyond them. 
Sometimes, in meeting with those disturbances in 

the coal bed, fire-damp is produced copiously in the 
shape of strong "blowers," or in such quantities' as to 
very suddenly "flood" that portion of the mine; but, 
were those clay veins to be te.*-ted by bore-holes, if 
much gas were found, it could be safely controlled and 
dangerous consequences avoided. The inflow of gas 
could be regulated and sufficiently diluted with air, so 
as to render that portion of the mine safe. 

The minimum volume of air should be 200 cubic feet 
per minute per person em ployed, and from 500 to 600 
feet per mule employed. The ventilating power of fire
damp mines should be a fan, the casing and housing to 
be built of iron, placed at a short distance off the top of 
shaft, and have a secondary engine in place to be used 
in case of accident to the other. 

Large volumes of air should be constantly provided 
for fire damp mines, conducted through double head
ings, or through a single heading with a parallel air
way, the circulating currents of air to be conducted in
to the woiking places (rooms) by means of " check 
doors" (canvas cloth), hung about every 200 yards 
apart on the headings. 
The above mode of ventilation will be a safe, health

ful, and advantageous system for diluting ail kinds of 
gases, whether they are explosive or non-explosive, in 
all mines. 
All entrance to slope or drift mines producing fire

damp should be provided with doors or gates and kept 
locked until mine has been examined by the fire-boss 
and his report made that the mine is safe. 
In all slope mines which are driven down in the coal 

seam and have men working on both sides ofthe same, 
the employes working on the side not provided wilh a 
separate and continuous traveling way to tbe surface 
should be provided with a suitable and convenient 
escape-way (size not less than 5 x 5 feet) at convenient 
distances, "made as the si nking ofthe slopeprogresses.said 
means of escape to consist of safe passage-ways from the 
interior works to the overcasts, said overcasts to be 
driven in tbe solid strata over the top of slope to main 
manway. 
Had such means of escape been provided for the men 

at the unfortunate Dunbar mine no such number of 
lives would have been lost. 
All bore-holes that have been drilled from the surface 

te the coal, if persons are working to approach them, 
should be tapped by boring holes of a small diameter 
to them when they are near the location of the holes. 
Such work, and work advancing to old and abandoned 
works, containing explosive gas or water, should be 
done at night when the other men are not at work. 

The storage of powder aud other explo-
STORAGE sives, kerosene and other illuminating oils, 

straw, hay, or other material saturated with 
oil in mule stables in mines should be 

EXPLOSIVES, prohibited, and all brattice-cloth used 
in mines should be incombustible. 
other persons delegated to fire flashes, 
has been done should return to the 

places to examine them, and if fire exists to see 
that it is put out before leaving said place. Lodgements 
for tbe accumulation of water should be provided in 
each entry or heading, so that water could be had 
in case of fire in any of the working places. In very 
fiery mines a three or four-inch diameter pipe should 
be connected with the main pumping system or ma
chinery, and conveyed to main portions of the works, 
so that water could be forced to fires with necessary 
connections. 

A miner should be furnished with at least \]\e sprags 
of at least eight inches in diameter and of suitable 
lengths, and required to be set to the undercut coal not 
more than five feet apart, and the point of the opened 
cut of coal must be made secure by a sprag or by leaving 
the coal solid. 
The inspector of mines should he furnished with a 

copy ofall mine maps by mine operators, and all exten
sions to be added thereto, as the law now directs. 

Owing to so many accidents happening through in
correct maps, the inspector should have a copy of all 
such, so as he could thoroughly examine them and 
thereby familiarize himself with the workings of each 
mine, which would enable him to make a more thor
ough examination or inspection of it. 
AVhen a second opening has been made (as now con

sidered by law) .1 traveling way leading therefrom ofat 

Miners 
after such 

least five feet high and five feet wide should be ex
tended into the body of the workings and to the 
boundary lines of every mine, and when said traveling 
way is being driven in the coal seam or other strata it 
should be separated from the hauling ways by a solid 
Eillar of coal or other strata ofat least 25 feet in width, 
ut said traveling way may be used as a haulage road 

if allowed by the mine inspector. No miner or other 
employe should be allowed to work in any place in 
any mine beyond any point therein, unless there are 
two separate passage-ways by which he can travel to 
and from his working place. Such traveling ways must 
be kept free from stagnant water, so as not to accumu
late on bed of roads, free from debris and in a safe 
condition. 
Locomotives driven by steam should be excluded 

from the mines when they enter near to the workings 
thereof; steam boiler, steam lines, and fires in 
"baskets" or fires on unprotected grate-bars should be 
prohibited. 
The law should require all mines to be ventilated by 

artificial means (a fan or properly constructed furnace); 
they should be erected immediately after the opening 
of said mines ; no person to be allowed to work ahead 
of an air current more than a distance of 30 yards or 
less if so ordered by the inspector, and miners should 
be prohibited from turning rooms of an entry beyond 
Ihe air current; every door placed upon an entry 
or heading used in directing the air currents and every 
furnace for producing the same should have an attend
ant. 
The mine inspector should be given the power to 

temporarily close down any part ofa mine if he thinks 
there is immediate danger to any ofthe workmen, or if 
their health is likely to be injured hy working in an im
pure atmosphere. H e should be given police powers. 
An inspector liaving such powers, whenever he ob

served any willful violation ofthe law, could prosecute 
the offenders upon sight, instead of having to give all 
such five days notice as now required by law, which 
has proven to be a very convenient means for evading 
the law. . 
The mining boss should have exclusive charge of all 

the inside workings of the mine; provide the ventilat
ing power and all necessary supplies (at the expense of 
the company) for the safe and economical operation of 
said mine, and he should not be interfered with direct
ly or indirectly in the performance of his lawful duties 
hy any person whatever. Neither should any agent or 
superintendent direct a mining boss in matters pertain
ing to the safe and healthful operation of the mine, un
less such agent or superintendent has proven his com
petency to give instructions by having passed an ex
amination before a lawful board of examiners, and 
holds a certificate of competency. 

The penal clause or section of the Mining 
CONCERNING act should provide for a graded fine and 

__ Justices of the Peace be given jurisdiction 
FINES FOR oftriflin„ offerices. 
DISCIPLINE. I consider the above a very important 

requirement to insure proper discipline at 
the mines. Unless discipline is maintained at 
the mines they cannot be operated with a 
favorable degree of security, and the best way 
to maintain it is by imposing a fine commensurate 
with the nature of the offence upon all mine otlicials 
and other workmen for the violations ofthe provisions 
of the laws. The minimum fine now, whether or not 
the offence is ofa trifling or of an important nature, is 
$200. consequently, owing to the severity ofthe fine, of
fences are condoned ; but were the fines to be graded, 
say from $r> and upward, and the law compelling the 
mining boss to prosecute all employes who in any way 
violate the rules and regulations of the mine, and the 
justice ofthe peace to have jurisdiction of such cases so 
that summary punishment could be had, the discipline 
would soon improve at the mines, and lives be saved. 
The question might be asked why not suggest the in

troduction in all fire-damp mines of the use of electric 
lights or the use of the Shaw signal and gas detecting 
machine? AVith the knowledge we have of those ap
pliances as to their practical utility, we would not be 
warranted in advising their introduction into tbe mines 
by legislative action. Arc lights can be successfully 
used at top of mines at night, and also the glow lights 
may be successfully applied in pit bottom, or on haul
age ways leading from the bottom for short distances; 
but such stationary lights cannot be successfully or 
practically used in the working places of the mine. It 
would be an impossibility to keep the large number of 
small insulated wires connecting with lights and main 
conductors in proper condition, and the fact of their 
lieing stationary is a very serious defect and have been 
proven, beyond doubt, to be very inefficient. There 
has been patented, however, by J. AVileon Swan, of 
England, and manufactured by the Edison-Swan Electric 
Company, a self-contained lamp with a glow light 
or a portable secondary battery sweep which 
in the near future may become of great practical bene
fit to tbe mining public. Owing to their weight (7 
pounds) and first cost (about twice the price of tbe 
very best safety manufactured), it will be some time be
fore they are generally used in mines. However, there 
are three large companies in England using them in 
their mines exclusively. 
The Shaw machine is only in its experimental stages 

of development in a practical sense, and of very doubt
ful efficiency. The multiplicity of pipes used in its 
operation in an extensive mine is a serious defect; it is 
only supposed to give indications of gas from a point at 
the extreme face ofthe working place, leaving the old 
abandoned aud other portions ofthe mine between the 
surface and innermost point of working place without 
any means of inspection and detection for gas. The 
pipes are one fourth of an inch in diameter and in 
an extensive mine will be from 3,000 to 4,000 feet long, 
and might be double that length in some cases. So an 
expert miner can judge of the effect such a pipe hung 
up in a chamber would have on a body of fire-damp be
ing produced a few yards away from the mouth of the 

pipe. If a sudden inflow of gas should lake place and 
a miner working with an open light the machine 
would not afford any protection. The pipes would be 
constantly out of repair by roof falling upon them and 
holes would wear in them by the action of the mine 
water. The machine would create a false idea of se
curity among the workmen and mine officials, thereby 
creating gross carelessness among them. It would by the. 
introduction of such an appliance impose a heavy tax 
upon the coal mining industry ofthe State without in
suring greater safety to the miners;, therefore, tbe State 
should not legally require mine operators to provide 
expensive precautions where tliere are so many doubts 
existing as to their efficiency. 

In order that any mine rules may have 
GE N E R A L lawful effect, they must be passed by the 

Legislature and become a part ofthe act itself, 
RULES. and as we have nonesuch regulating tbe work

ing of Bituminous mines, I offer the following 
amended general rules, to become part of the act, which 
have been culled from rules now in existence : _ 
A majority of the persons employed in a mine may 

from time to time appoint two of their number who 
are practical working miners to inspect tbe mine at their 
own cost, and the persons so appointed shall be allowed 
once in every month, accompanied, if the owner,agent, 
superintendent, or mining boss of the mine thinks fit, 
by any one 01 all of them to go to every part of the 
mine and to inspect the shafts, headings, traveling ways, 
planes, working places, ventilating apparatus, airways, 
old works, and machinery. Evety facility shall be af
forded by the owner, agent, superintendent, or mining 
boss, and all persons in the mine for the purpose of in
spection and the person appointed shall forthwith make 
a true report of the result ofthe inspection and that re
port shall be recorded in a book to be kepi at the mine 
for the purpose, and shall be signed by the persons who 
make the inspection, and if the report states the exist
ence, or apprehended existence of any serious danger, the 
owner, agent, superintendent, or mining boss shall forth
with cause a true copy ofthe report to be sent to the 
mine inspector. 
The following general rules shall be observed in 

every mine to which this act applies : 
Eule 1. The owner, operator, or superintendent ofa 

mine 01* colliery shall place the underground workings 
thereof and all that is related to the same under the 
charge and daily supervision of a competent person 
who shall be called " mining boss." 

2. Avhenever a mining boss cannot personally carry 
out tbe provisions of this act so far as they pertain to 
him, the owner, operator, or superintendent, shall 
authorize him to employ a sufficient number of com
petent persons to act as his assistants, who shall be 
subject to his orders. 
3. The mining boss shall have charge of all matters 

relating to ventilation, and the speed ofthe ventilators 
shall be particularly under his charge and direction. 

4. All accessible parts of an abandoned portion of a 
mine in which explosive gases have been found shall 
be carefully examined by the mine foreman or his as
sistant at least once every week, and all danger found 
existing therein shall be immediately removed. A re
port of said examination shall be recorded in a book 
kept at the colliery for that purpose and signed by the 
person making the same. 
5. In mines general ing explosive gases the fire-boss 

shall make a careful examination every morning of all 
working places and traveling roads before the workmen 
shall enter the mine, and such examination shall be 
made with a safety-lamp within three hours atmost be
fore time for commencing work, and a workman shall 
not enter tbe mine or his working place until the said 
mine and part thereof and working place are reported 
to be safe. Every report shall be recorded without de
lay in a book which shall be kept at the colliery for the 
purpose, and shall be signed by the person making the 
examination. 
6. The person who makes said examination shall es

tablish proof of the same by marking plainly the date 
thereof at the face of each working place. 

7. A station or stations shall be established by min
ing boss at the entrance to each mine or different parts 
of each mine, as the case may require, and a workman 
shall not pass beyond any such station until tbe mine 
or part of the mine beyond the same has been in
spected and reported to be safe. 
8. If at any time it is found by the person for the 

time being in charge of the mine or any part thereof, 
that by reason of noxious gases prevailing in such mine 
or such part thereof, or of any cause whatever, the 
mine or the said part is dangerous, every workman, ex
cept such persons as may be required to remove the 

1 danger, shall be withdrawn from tlie mine or such part 
thereof as is so found dangerous until the said mine or 
said part thereof is examined by a competent person 
and reported by him to be safe. 
9. In every working approaching any place where 

there is likely to be an accumulation of explosive gases 
or in any working in which danger is imminent from 
explosive gases no light or fire other tban a locked 
safety-lamp shall be allowed or used. AVhenever 
safety-lamps are required in any mine they shall be the 
property of the owner of said mine, and a competent 
person shall be appointed for the purpose, shall ex
amine every safety-lamp immediately before it is taken 
into the workings for use and ascertain it to be clean, 
safe, and securely locked, and safety-lamps shall not be 
used until they have been so examined and found safe, 
clean, and securely locked, unless permission "be first 
given by the mine foreman to have the lamps used un
locked. 

10. No one except a duly authorized person shall have 
in his possession a key or any other contrivance for the 
purpose of unlocking any safety-lamp in any mine 
where locked safety-lamps are used. No lueifermatches 
or any other apparatus striking a light shall betaken in
to said mine or parts thereof. 

11. N o blast or shot to be fired in any mine where 
locked safety-lamps pre used, except bv permission of 
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the mining boss, or his assistants, and before a shot 
is fired the person in charge must examine tbe place 
and adjoining places and satisfy himself that it is safe 
to fire such shot or blast before such permission is 
given. 

12. The mining boss, or some other competent person 
or persons to be designated by him, shall examine at 
-least once every day all slopes, shafts, main roads, 
traveling ways, signals, pulleys, and timbering, and see 
that they are in safe and efficient working condition. 

13. The mining boss shall cause a blackboard of 
suitable form anel size to be hung in some conspicuous 
place, near the entrance ofthe mine, whereon a copy of 
the mining law and general rules shall be placed. 
14. The mining boss shall also cause to be constructed 

a blackboard or slate large enough, and shall have it. 
placed in some building, near the entrance of tbe mine, 
upon which shall be the numbers used by miners, 
and space sufficient to each number, so tbat the miners 
can write plainly the quantity of props, their length 
and size, number of caps and other timbers they re
quire, with the time and date of the order, etc. 

15. The miner when in want of props , caps, or other 
timbers shall give his order at least twenty-four (24) 
hours before needing them, and in no case shall he al
low himself to run out of props and caps before order
ing a new supply. 
16. Itshall be the duty of the mining boss to direct 

and supervise the whole of tbe inside work of tbe 
mine ; to instruct all workmen and boys in their several 
duties, and to every employe employed by himself or 
superintendent he shall read to such employe the 
general rules of this act as far as they pertain to him. 

17, The quantity of air in circulation in the mine 
shall be measured or ascertained by the mining boss 
•with an anemometer. 

IS. AVhenever a place is likely to contain a dangerous 
accumulation of water or explosive gases, the working 
approaching such place shall not exceed eight feet in 
width, and there shall be constantly kept at a distance 
of not less than 12 feet in advance at least one bore-hole, 
near the center of the working place, and at least one 
flank bore-hole on each side. 

19. Not more than 10 persons shall be hoisted or 
lowered at one time in any shaft, whenever five persons 
shall arrive at the bottom of any shaft (if it is not 
within one hour of the time set apart when tbe shift 
shall expire or stop hoisting coal, or if any one person 
should be sick or have received bodily injuries), in 
which persons are regularly hoisted or lowered, they or 
he shall be furnished with an empty cage and be 
hoisted. 
20, An engineer placed in charge of an engine where

by persons are hoisted or lowered in anv mine, shall be 
a sober and competent person not less than 21 years of 
age. 
21. An engineer who has charge of the hoisting ma

chinery by Which persons are lowered or hoisted in a 
mine shall be in constant attendance for tbat purpose 
during the whole time any person or persons are below 
ground, and he shall not allow any person or persons, 
except such as may be deputed by the owner, operator, 
or superintendent, to handle or meddle with theengine 
under his charge or any part of it*-* machinery. 

22. W h e n anv person is about to descend or ascend a 
shaft or slope, the headman, or footman, as the case may 
be, shall inform the engineer by signal or otherwise of 
the fact, and the engineer shall return a signal before 
moving or starting the engine. In the absence of a 
headman or footman the person or persons about to de
scend or ascend shall give and receive the signals in tbe 
same manner. 

23. Any miner or other workman who shall discover 
anything wrong with tbe ventilating current or with 
the condition ofthe roof, sides, timber, or roadway or 
with any other part of the mine in general, such as 
would lead him to suspect danger to himself or to his 
fellow workmen or to the property of his employer 
shall immediately report the same to the mine foreman 
or other person for the time being in charge of that 
portion ofthe mine. 
24. Any person or persons who shall knowingly or 

willfully damage or without proper authority remove 
or render useless any fencing, means of signaling, ap
paratus, instrument, or machine, or shall throw open or 
obstruct any airway or open a ventilating door and not 
have the same closed or enter a place in or about a 
mine against caution, or carry tire, open lights, or matches 
in places where safety-lamps are used, or handle without 
authority or disturb any machinery or cars, or do any 
other act or thing whereby the lives or health of per
sons or the security ofthe property in or about a mine 
or colliery are endangered shall be guilty of an offence 
against this act. 
25. No person shall be employed to blast coal or rock 

unless the mine foreman is satisfied that such person is 
qualified by experience and judgment to perform tbe 
work with ordinary safety. 
- 26. A person who is not a practical miner shall not 
charge or fire a blast in the absence of an experienced 
miner, unless he has given satisfactory evidence of his 
ability to do so with safety, and has obtained permis
sion from the mine foreman or person in charge. 

27. An accumulation of gas in mines shall not be 
removed by brushing where it is practicable to remove 
it by brattice. 

28. W h e n gas is ignited by blast or otherwise, the 
person igniting the same shall immediately extinguish 
it if possible and notify the mine foreman or his assist
ant of the fact, and workmen must see that no gas 
blowers are left burning upon leaving their working 
places. 
29. Every fireman in charge ofa boiler or boilers for 

the generation of steam shall keep a constant watch of 
thesame. Pie shall see that the steani pressure does 
not at any time exceed the limit allowed by the out
side foreman or superintendent. H e shall frequently 
try the safety-valve and shall not increase the weight 
on the same. H e shall maintain the proper depth of 
•water in each boiler, and if anything should happen to 

prevent this, lie shall report the same without delay to 
the foreman for the time being in charge and take such 
other action as may under the particular circumstances 
be necessary for the protection of Life and preservation 
of property. 

30. At every shaft or slope in which provision is 
made in this act for lowerinj:orlioistin_rpersons, a head
man and footman shall be designated by tlie superin
tendent or foreman, to be at their proper places from 
tbe time that persons begin to descend until all the per
sons who may be at the bottom of said shaft or slope 
when quitting work shall be hoisted. Such headman 
and footman shajl personally attend to the signals and 
see that the provisions of this act in respect to lowering 
and hoisting persons in shafts or slopes shall be com
plied with. 
31. No person except tbe mule driver shall couple or 

uncouple loaded or empty mine wagons or cars while 
the same are in motion. 

32. W h e n mine cars or wagons are running on 
gravity roads by brakes or sprags, the runner shall 
only ride on the rear end of the last car or wagon, and 
when said cars are run by sprags a space of not less 
than two feet from the body of the car shall be made on 
one or both sides of the track wherever it may be 
necessary for the runner to pass along the side of the 
moving car or cars, and said space or passage-ways shall 
always be kept free from obstructions. Tbe regulations 
of this rule shall also apply to drivers with mules bring
ing a trip of cars over any graded road in the mine. 
33. Safety-blocks or some other device for the pur

pose of preventing cars from falling into a shaft or run
ning away on a slope or plane, shall be placed at or 
near the head of every shaft, slope, or plane, and said 
safety-blocks or other device must be maintained in 
good working order. 

34. Tbe engineer in charge of any ventilating fan 
must keep it running at such speed as the mining boss 
directs, and on no account shall he slacken its speed ex
cept by proper instruction from the mining boss, which 
shall be given in writing. If repairs to the fan or ma
chinery become necessary he must give timely notice 
to the mining boss and await his instructions before 
stopping it, He shall also examine, as often as it is nec
essary, all the fan bearings, stays, and other parts, and 
see that they are all kept in proper w*orking order. 
35. Every miner shall examine his working place 

every morning and take down all loose and dangerous 
slate, and otherwise secure the sides and roof by prop
erly timbering the same before commencin_r to dig or 
load coal, and he shall at all times be very careful to 
keep his working place in a safe condition during 
working hours. 
36. Should a miner at any time find his place becom

ing dangerous, either from gas or roof, or from any un
usual condition which may arise, he shall at once cease 
working and inform.the mining boss or his assistant of 
such danger, and before leaving such place to search for 
tbe boss he shall place some plain warning at the en
trance thereto to prevent others from entering into the 
danger. 

37. Every miner shall use great caution in the care 
and handling of his powder, and when making a car
tridge, he shall not keep his lamp on his head nor have 
a lighted pipe or cigar in his mouth, he shall place his 
lamp at least four feet from him and at a point at 
which the air would carry a spark away from him.' 
38. A person when charging a hole for a blast, if his car

tridge sticks be must remove it carefully and reduce its 
size or enlarge the hole so that he may push it in easily ; 
he must not ram or force the cartridge with a drill, and 
when firing a shot with a patent or other squib, he must 
not break off or bend the end of the squib, or light it 
at auy part other than the extreme end, or do any 
other act that would tend to cause the shot to go off be
fore he could reach a place of safety. 
39. In driving cross-cuts through pillars, before firing 

his shot, the miner must give ample warning to the 
workmen in the room toward which he is driving so 
that they may find a place of safety. 
40. Tamping bars must be tipped with at least six 

inches of copper or other soft metal when used for 
tamping a hole for the purpose of blasting coal, rock, or 
slate, and no iron or steel pricker or needle shall be 
used. 

41. A charge of powder or other explosive which has 
missed fire shall not be withdrawn or the hole re
opened, but, where necessary, a new hole shall be pre
pared. 

42. After a shot has been fired, the miner must exer
cise great care in examining the roof and coal and se
curing them safely before resuming work. 

43. The miner shall not go into any old or abandoned 
parts ofthe mine or into any other place which is not 
in actual course of working without permission from 
the mine boss or his assistant, nor shall he, under any 
circumstances, travel to or from his work, except by 
the traveling way arranged for that purpose. 

44. It shall be the duty of every miner to undermine 
his coal properly before blasting it down, and to set 
sufficient sprags under the coal while undermining to 
secure it from falling, and the said sprags not to be fur
ther apart than five feet and the point of all opened 
(" cut ") coal to a secured sprag or solid coal. 
45. Any miner or other person who is about to ex

plode a blast or shot by use of a patent or other squibs 
or matches shall not shorten the match nor saturate it 
with mineral oil, nbr turn "it down when placed in tbe 
hole, nor ignite it except at its extreme end, nor do any
thing tending to shorten the time the match will burn. 
46. No person is allowed to travel to or from bis 

work on the locomotive roads during work ing hours, nor 
shall they travel such roads after the locomotive has 
ceased running unless they have the permission of the 
mine boss; but no locomotive using fire shall be al
lowed in any mine where the miners are at work. 

47. The fire-boss shall see tbat all dangerous places 
are properly fenced off, all acrcss and danger signal 
boards so hung on such fencing tbat they may be plain
ly seen. 

48. No person in a state of intoxication shall be al
lowed to go into or loiter about the outside of the mine. 
41). The fire-boss shall frequently examine the edges 

and accessible parts of new falls and old gobs and air 
courses, and should he detect gas of an explosive 
nature or find auy place rendered dangerous, from any 
cause whatever, he shall fence off all entrances leading 
to such places, on which he must either place a danger 
board or write intelligently a warning, aud should the 
men be at work he shall immediately withdraw them 
from any place rendered dangerous, and have the place 
fenced off until the danger is removed, and should the 
danger arise on account of tlie presence of gas, thesame 
to be removed immediately. 
50. Any workman who shall disobey or fail to carry 

out any order given, or willfully violate any rule 
whereby his own life or the lives of other persons may 
be endangered, or any employe or other person who 
shall willfully deface, pull down, or destroy any notice 
board, danger signal, general or general rules or mining 
laws, will be prosecuted as provided for in the section 
of this act. 
Other rules could be added, but the different points 

are covered by the general suggestions I have made and 
by the present Bituminous mining act. All matter has 
been omitted from the suggestions and rules given that 
is already the law regulating the Bituminous mines of 
the State. I could have treated on the topic of how to 
work the coal seam, but I think I have given The Times 
enough of matter of which to construct a good and ef
ficient mining law. 

A Pine Haulage Plant. 

Messrs.. J. A J. B. Milholland, of Pittsburgh, Pa., 
have just erected for the American Coal Company, at 
their Jackson Mine, No. 5, in the George's Creek, 
Maryland region, an excellent haulage plant that is 
doing good work. The engines are of 200 H.P; the 
cylinders are 14 inches in diameter, and the stroke is 
24 inches. They are strongly built, and are guaranteed 
to do twice tbe work at present required of them 
without strain. They are not reversed at any time, 
and are connected to two drums with two gear wheels 
placed in front iu the center between the engines. 
The drums are each five feet in diameter, and work 
free on the main shaft; they are connected or discon
nected by clutches, as may be desired, by the engineer, 
and a brake is attached to each drum, They are made 
to carry 4,500 feet of I inch wire rope. Two ropes, 
made hy the AVilliamsport Wire Rope Works, are used. 
The tail rope is f inch in diameter, and 9,000 feet long. 
The hauling rope is _: inch in diameter and 4,500 feet 
long. The tail rope leads from the right hand drum 
around a bull wdieel placed at the mouth of the mine, 
and continues along the side of the track, and at tbe 
fartherest point passes around another bull wheel. 
From the mouth of the mine to Station No. 1, the 
track is perfectly straight, and the grade is with the 
load. From Station No. 1, there is a 15° curve, and 
a grade against the load for 2,500 feet. The ropes are 
guided around this curve by pulleys, and they are 
wound on the drums from the bottom. A n electrical 
signaling apparatus is used. 
The steam plant consists of two return Hue tubular 

boilers, each sixteen feet long in the clear, fifty-four 
inches in diameter, and are guaranteed to carry a 
pressure of 150 lbs, Sixty three-inch tubes are in 
each boiler, ami they have all necessary fixtures now 
attached to high tirade boilers. A steam pump fur
nishes water for both. Both boilers can be used at one 
time if necessary or disconnected at will. 
This plant, on a test trial, hauled a trip of 45 loaded-

mine ears, weighing 6,200 lbs. each, up a 4 % grade 
with ease. The Messrs. Milholland, who rank among 
the leading makers of haulage machinery, are natu
rally proud of this plant. Thev are now at work 
placing a similar plant in position at the Koontz mine 
of the New Central Coal Company in the same re
gion. 

Sphincter Grip Steel Armored Hose. 

Hose, for water, steam, or compressed air is largely 
used in all mining operations, and in no other indus
try does it receive harder usage. To make it more 
serviceable tbe Sphincter Grip -Armored Hose was in
troduced. Already over half a million feet of it are in 
use at British collieries, and its use is rapidly being 
extended in American mines and industrial establish
ments. It is so strong that it will sbmd practically 
unlimited pressure, and long use and crucial tests 
have proved its superiority over ordinary hose, both 
in strength and durability, and as these desirable 
qualities are guaranteed by the makers, its cost in the 
end is much less than any other. A peculiarly valu
able feature of this hose is, that it cannot he kinked. 
More hose is destroyed by the sudden concussion 
through kinking, when a full velocity of water is 
rushing through it than by actual wear. It is more 
flexible than unarmored hose, and perfectly protected 
from abrasion. It can be cut at every wind of the 
wire without loosening or uncoiling, as the Sphincter 
grip is self-holding through its entire length. It is 
especially adapted for use at collieries, coke works, and 
for steam and compressed air transmission, and is in 
fact the most serviceable hose made for any use. 
Strong evidence of its worth is found in the fact 

that inferior imitations are being made, and placed on 
the market. 
The Waterbury Rubber Company, 49 Warren Street, 

New York, are sole owners of the patents, and are 
the only manufacturers of the genuine Sphincter Grip 
Armored Hose in America, and they place brass 
plates under the wire, marking each coil, so that pur
chasers may readily distinguish the genuine from 
spurious imitations. They are also manufacturers of 
plain hose, belting, packing, and mechanical rubber 
goods of all descriptions. Catalogues and price-lists 
are sent on application. 
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Iftt-s department is intended for the use of those who wish to express 
their views, or ask, or answer, questions on any subject relating to 
mining. Correspondents need not hesitate to write for supposed 
want "of ability. If the ideas are expressed, we wilt cheerfully niake 
any needed correction in composition thai may be. required. Com-
mmicaHone should not be too lengthy, and personal reflections 
should be carefully avoided. 

JLU commwnical'knis should be accou,jiaiiied with tlie proper name and 
address of tlie writer—not necessarily far publication, but as a 
guarantee'<if good faith. 

The Editor is not responsible for views expressed in this Department 
-IS- Correspondence shan't/ be in as simple language, and as free 

4(/ technical signs and formul;r us possi.bb . consistent with clear solu
tion. Catch-questions will not be published. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In answer to "A. B.," of Hanna City, 111., I 
submit tbe following: 

(1). A n airway 8' X 3' X 1000/ is passing 40,000 cu. 
ft. of air, what diameter should a circular airway 
1200' long be to pass one-half the quantity, the press
ure remaining tbe same ? 

(2). A mine is ventilated by natural ventilation pass
ing 10,000 cubic feet of air per minute with a pressure 
of 5-5 pounds, the temperature in the downcast being 
42°. The air current is reversed by erecting a furnace 
at bottom of tbe downcast producing 14,000 cubic feet 
of air'per minute, what is the effect on the pressure 
and temperature ? 

In neither of the questions does there seem to be suf
ficient data given, and I do not think the first can be 
worked out correctly unless by chance ; I may be mis
taken, however, if so, I would be pleased to see "A. B.," 
or any one else solve it in the columns of T H E COLLIERY 
E N G I N E E R for the benefit of your readers. 

To the second question we will supply sufficient data, 
viz., depth of shafts, as it is necessary to have the depth of 
upcast, and as both shafts are upcasts in turn it is nec
essary to have the depth of both, we will assume the 
depth to be 600/, then the 5*5 lbs. pressure will have to 
Deneutralized by a counter pressure in what was the up
cast shaft hy raising the temperature and making the 
air lighter to the extent of 5*5 lbs. in the downcast, and 
then as the pressure varies as the square of the quantity 
we have 

10" ; 14- :: 5*5 : .*', or 10*78 lbs., = the pressure 
shown on the other side or leg ofthe water-gauge. 

Then, 
1078 4-5*5= 16"28 lbs,, 

= total pressure to be maintained, which would require 
a motive column equal to 

P 
where p = pressure and w = weight of a cubic foot of 
air at 42°, the temperature of the air in motive 
column 

_ 1*3253 X 30 

4..'. 1 42° 
MIL'S 

= "07930, then 

motive column. 

T = *.i^±1_«g__ 

t',00(459 + 4L.)_ 
600 — 205-14 

Therefore the temperature of the upcast will equal 
302-28°, downcast 42°, and the pressure to be maintained 
16*28 lbs. The pressure shown on the opposite leg of 
the water-gauge = 10*78 lbs. 

Yours, etc., 
T. S. C. 

Gardner, 111, September 26th. 
"Ventilation and Mining-. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

S I R :—I submit the following in reply to questions by 
" S. U. P.," of Red Bank, Pa., in your October issue : 

(1.) B y the formula 

p _ K 8 j? 

the pressure is found thus, substituting their given values 
we have 

•0000000217 X 24,000 X 250,000 12*97 
128 ~ 128 

P = -

= -101336 + lbs. the pressure required. 
In the next case we have the following formula to 

find the quantity: 

-ttAf 
" K .s 

, = i/lsiis:. ... 

K . 
by substituting their values and solving w e have 

•101336 X 64 _ 6'485504 
•0000000217 X 16,000 ~ '00034 

-f = 136'6 X 64 — 8742'4, and 
8742'4 X 2 = 17,484*8 cu. ft., 

the volume required. 
(2). If a breakdown should occur caused by tbe en

gine or fan, the result would be the same whether it be 
an exhaust fan or a blower, aa the one could not 
take any air out of the mine, and the other could not 
send any in. In a gassy mine there should always be 
two fans, so that in case anything happened to one, the 
other would be ready to be started up to keep a current 
passing through the mine. 

In case a large fall should occur the greatest danger 
would arise where an exhaust fan was used, as it would 
take all theairfrom tbe mine and the gas would rush out 
from the strata, fill up the mine, and, no doubt, cause a 
loss of life and property. A blower would press more 
and more weight upon the pent-up gas, and thus more 
time would be given for the m e n to escape. 

Suddenly removing the obstruction in tbe first case 
would leave a mine full of gas to contend with, and the 
air would have to force it all out before it, or m a k e a 
path through the gas, as has happened in some cases 
w h e n the current is not strong enough. In the second 
case the current would go on as before tbe fall had hap
pened, as the pressure of the air would keep the gas. in 
the strata and the mine would be free from it. 

Yours, etc., 
L. P. H. 

Avoca, Pa., October 7th. Editor Colliery Engineer: 

Sin:—1 made a slight mistake in my answer to " S. 
U. P.," in your last issue, which was caused by m y state
ment that 

P a X 9 ~ u-
It should have been 

P X s = «, 
wdiich would change the h. p. in the 3d and 5th 
questions to the same as found by "T. S. G," of 
Gardner, III., in tbe same issue. 

Yours, etc., 
J K. 

Gonnellsville, Pa., October Sth. 

Examination Question. 

Editor Colliery Engineer .-

SIR:—I notice by your last issue that "J. AV. S.," of 
Westville, N. S., is not satisfied with tbe replies he re
ceived to his question, and solves the problem himself, 
finding the temperature to be 145°. 

N o w , as he wishes, I will try to show the error and 
its source. In the first place he makes a mistake in the 
data used to find the motive column, w h e n he assumes 
water to be 833 times heavier than air. A constant 
cannot be found for weight of H 2 0 as compared with 
air, since liquids are not so sensitive to heat as gases, 
with the exception of C 0 2 . T h e specific heat of air is 
found to be 4'2 times less than H a O . T h e co-eflicient 
of expansion of H 2 0 from 0 ° C. to 100° C. is "000466, 
while the co-eflicient of gases is '00366, or 5̂ -5 of its 
volume for every degree G, or :f £5 for every degree F, 
Also the expansion of gases is neaily uniform, while 
LLC is not, for its maximum density is at 4° C, or 39° 
F., weighing at that temperature nearly 02-5 lbs. per 
cubic foot. Now you will observe 40° is the temperature 
ofthe downcast or 1° from the maximum density of 
HaO. If " J. AV. S." would work out the formula 

62*5 
•07966 

he would find that a cubic foot of ll.fi is 784 times 
heavier than air at 40° F., which is the temperature of 
downcast. By using the formula below we find the 
length of the motive column 

784 X 1 
12 

wdiich would alter hi. answer, as he reckons tbe m. to 
be 69'5. By multiplying "07966 the weight of one cu. ft. 
of downcast by 69*5/, we obtain omo lbs. pressure, but by 
multiplying it by tio'3/ we obtain 5'2 lbs. (within T. •.•j.-. 
part ofa lb.) I think "J. AV. S." has followed Mauch-
line too closely. Is it necessary to find the ..-. at all ? 
It may be correct enough, but" too long a method. I 
will assure ".I. AV. S." that the temperature of upcast is 
137'29°; if he will find the m. thus 

5'2 
•07966 

he will find it to be 65"3/; also if he tries to find the 
depth ol upcast shaft from the temperatures—up
cast 145°, and downcast 40°, he will find it to be deeper 
tban the downcast shaft. 

Yours, etc., 
J. V. 

Punxsutawney, Pa., October 9th. 

*• OS'S*1 m., 

Correction. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In my answers to " S. U. P.," in last month's 
issue, I took the wrong area and, in consequence, m y 
quantity was too large, although the principles used 
were ail right. I would refer " S. U. P." to " T. S. C.'s" 
answers which were correct. 

Yours, etc., 
J. V. 

Punxsutawney, Pa., October 9th. 

Effect of Gas ou the Flame of a Safety-Lamp. 

EditorJJolliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In answer to " R. P.," of Greensburgh, Pa., in 
the October issue, 1 would say : 

(1.) That if a Davy lamp were subjected to a mixture 
of' one part C H 4 to 13 of air, it would cause a blue 
column to extend from top of flame to crown of gauze 
tapering outward full width of gauze at top while at 
bottom it would he slightly wider than the flume. 

(2). With une part C\l4 to 5 parts air, the gauze 
would be filled with a blue flame and continue to burn 
long enough to bring the gauze to a red beat if it is not 
withdrawn. 

Yours, etc., 
J. K. 

Connellsville, Pa.,J_>ctober 5th. 

Coal Mining: in N o . 6 Se a m , St. Clair Co., III. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Permit me through youi columns to thank Mr. 
Leo Gluck, E. M., for his very practical paper on the 
above subject in your October issue, p. 53. Would that 
he or others would contribute articles specifically de
scribing the details of underground coal mining in 
other sections of the country, where the natural con
ditions, are very similar or dissimilar to those obtaining 
in the Belleville Seam, 111. 

Mr. Gluck gives figures at tbe end of his article that 
are very significant, and in regard to which I feel con
strained, with your permission, to make a short com
ment. 
AVe are told that- the quantity of coal tbat is actually 

hoisted is only 51-15;% ofthe seam, a trifle over one-half, 
and further, that of this 51*16-%, 8*38j6 is slack, having 
but little value. A n explanat on of this startling state
ment, of fact is partly found in Mr. Cluck's remark that 
38$ ofthe scam is left as pillars, as shown by themaps 
of the workings, and further tbat of this 38;% in ribs 
and pillars one quarter or 25;% is mined when these are 
robbed. It does not appear therefore, that tbe pillars are 
" drawn " or cleaned out entirely, and consequently the 
loss of coal in them is enormous. 

Now, there may be good reasons why these pillars 
are not taken out, but as none are given in the article, 
I presume the real reason is because of the method of 
working the coal. 
If the full explanation is tbat, if the pillars were 

robbed more than 2h%, the surface water would come 
down and cause trouble with the floor to such an extent 
as to practically close tbe mine. 1 have ncthir^ 
further to say, but, on the other hand, if it would be 
cheaper to pump the water than to leave nearly half 
the coal in the pit. would not some other method of 
working, some better system of laying out the mine to suit 
the local conditions, be worth while adopting? 
This looks is if it were a place—a district—where the 

Longwall withdrawing system of working might be 
practiced with profitable results, and make a far better 
showing as regards yield of coal, together with much 
easier and cheaper digging, less slack produced, less 
shooting, with much more compact workings and in
finitely better ventilation than is possible in room and 
pillar mining. 
It seems to m e that if tbe operators in this region or 

their superintendents, would think this Longwall 
" pulling back" system well over, and give it a trial, as 
Mr. MacDonald did (see COLLIERY ENGINEER, August 

1890), they would no, want to go back to the old system. 
I don't wish, however, to be understood to say that 
tbe way Mr. MacDonald laid off his entries is the best, 
for his was merely an experimental or trial place more 
than anything else, but what I do claim is that in 
principle his system is the correct one to work upon if 
cheap disging, a well ventilated and compact, mineand 
all the coal worked are objects to be attained. 
And let m e make myself clearly understood on an

other point, wdiich is that there is no necessity (as some 
seem to suppose) to drive entries right to the limits of 
the property before beginning to extract the bulk ofthe 
seam. That to do so in the case Mr. Gluck writes 
about would seem to be necessary, but then, look at the 
extra percentage of coal tbat would have been available 
in bis case had the method I a m anxious to see adopted 
in these moderately thick seams been in vogue. 
The following appears in Mr. Martin's official report 

on his mine inspection of South AVestern district of 
Great. Britain for last year. The paragraph has refer
ence to the Llanerch Colliery explosion inquiry. " The 
system of working was ' pillar and stall,' which is the old-
fashioned system ofthe district. The reason for adopting 
it when reopening was probably a matter of conven
ience, and because it always had been the system 
worked in this mine. Tbe seam being 7.1 to 9 ft. thick, 
and apparently without, any important rubbish for 
stowage purposes, it was said that the Longwall system 
would not suit. This is tbe old story, but experience 
has found it wrong in the cases of the Black Vein, at 
Risca, Abercam, Celynen, and other places where Long-
wall has given more satisfactory results than pillar and 
stall. A n attempt has since been made to introduce 
Longwall work, but the men looking upon it as an in
novation, have resisted it. I, however, hope that be
fore long it will be got over, as I am confident the 
change would be advantageous to all." 

I think it is to tlie Longwall advancing (the " gob 
road" system) that Mr. Martin has reference to here; 
a system I do not advocate for wet, shallow, thick 
seams, unless the seam itself carries ample slate, etc., of 
a suitable kind for "*building" material, and the floor 
were bard. 
Considerable space might be occupied in your 

columns in quoting statements of fact as well as of emi
nent mining men's opinions, in regard to the relative 
economy and safety ofthe Longwall over pillar methods ; 
and your readers" will have noticed in last month's 
COLLIERY E N G I N E E R that the former system bits been put in practice in an Anthracite mine-in the AVyoming-Lackawanna coal field, Pa., where thecbamber and pillar system would have been unsuited. And, only the other day, the'remark was made to m e tbat " Longwall must come before long : it is only a question of a very few years before operators will have to abandon the wasteful system of to-day." If there" is one system of working that suits undercutting machines better than another surely it is a Longwall system and I was pleased a few weeks ago to find a Longwall face in the Bituminous region of Pa. in which thi- bearing-in was done by machinery. Those operators who are first in the field to adopt Longwall (where the conditions favor that method) will be first to reap the good results to be had from it. I should like to see this much-neglected system discussed more and more in your paper, and trust m y reference to it will call up correspondence. " Yours, etc., Erie, Pa., October 9th. AV. S. GRESLEY. 

http://ll.fi
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Examination Question. 

Editor Colliery Engineer .* 

\ SIR:—" J. AV. S.," in your July issue, gives the follow
ing problem : 
" A furnace at bottom of shaft 400 ft. deep produces 

15,000 cu. ft. of air per minute with 5'__ lbs. pressure per 
sq, ft. Temperature in downcast is 40° F. AVhat is 
temperature in upcast?" 
Various solutions havebeen published, including those 

from " H. L. D. W." and " J. W. S.," himself. As the 
last-named asks "to be corrected if in the wrong," I 
venture to attempt to point out his error, which lies in 
the assumption that water is 833 times heavier than 
air. This assumption is true only for one certain tem
perature; but tbe true relation between their weights 
at the given temperature may be determined easily. 
From Moleswortli 1 cu. ft, distilled water at 39° F. 
weighs 62425 Ibs. The co-efficient of expansion for 
water being very small may be neglected in this case 
and 62*425 lbs. taken as weight of 1 cu. ft. water at 
40° F. To determine weight of 1 cu. ft. air at 40° F., 

1*3253 X 30 
W 459 + 40 U / J / 1Da-

Dividing 62425 by '0707 w e find water to be 7S3 times 

heavier than air at the given temperature. If " J. AV. 

B." substitutes this for the figure he used his results 

will agree closely with those of " T. S. C," " A. B.," and 

others. 

" H . L. D, AV." has not used the given temperature; 

but if he had, his result would have still differed from 

the correct one, since he has not used the proper for

mula for this case. 

The term motive column is applied to the length of 

column in tlie downcast which would be equal in weight 

to the difference ofthe weight of air in the two shafts. 

To find this motive column we use the formula: 

M-=DXJ;'T 
The formula employed by " H . L. D. W.," 

T — t 
459 + / ' 

gives the length of motive column in feet of air of the 
temperature in the upcast. Now, as " H. L, D. W." cal
culates his M in the first place on the basis of the down
cast temperature he cannot rightly substitute the value 
thus determined in a formula based on the upcast tem
perature. 

Yours, etc., 

JOHN DUE, 

Tennessee, October 9, 1891. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I would like to send another brief solution to 
T. AV. Hale's question in your May issue, as m y an
swer in the July number is a trifle" too large. I find 
in working it over and carrying the decimal places 
out farther. 
A horse is tied to the corner of a barn 25/ square, 

by a rope 100' long. H o w many square feet of surface 
a m the horse graze over ? 

200- X -7854 X $ — 23,562 square ft. 

./(26s + 25s) 

2 
: A N = 17*8868993, 

and 
17*8868993 

75 

; ^ 
2827 

therefore the angle of 

-• 37' 58 
2510" 

2827 
area of sector, equals 

2510") _ 

M - D X 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—In reply to J. T. Roger's question on page 11,of 

the August issue, I would say tbat good results would 

be obtained by connecting the receiver and 6" pipe on 

pipe; the the rock side of mine with 

valve may then be closed on the present connection of 

3 " pipe, and the pipe removed, the T could be plugged, 

which would leave a 3 " connection for the Sumner in

dependent of the other side. The 4 " pipe on Rock side 

is in area nearly equal to two 3 " pipes for 

• -OO 42 -as 16, and (3*1 + 33) = 18 ; 

then the p u m p could be connected as suggested with a 

3 " pipe to the 6" pipe. 

(150a X -785*4) X (58° 37' 5S ^ -

360° 

2878*124001638. Area of triangle = 

752 — 17'0776C95**, or -/75' — 312*5 = 

(72*8868993 X 17"6776695) — 312*5 = 

975-97051670518135 area of triangle, 

2878-133366787988 area of sector, 

2878'133366787988 area of sector, 

23562* area of % circle 

described with radius = 100'. 30,294*23725028115785 = 

area. 

Yours, etc., 

F. B. 

Maccan, N. S., Sept. 21st. 

Maccan, N. S., Sept. 21st. 

Yours, etc., 

F. B. 

Blasting. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

S I R : — I n answer to John Kane, in your September 

issue, I would say that the fire-damp will burn at tbe 

outer end of needle-hole as fast as the pressure of 

the blower can supply it. Fire-damp is not inflam

mable until mixed with air, and air could not enter the 

needle-hole against the pressure ofthe gas-blower. 

Yours, etc., 

F. B. 

Maccan, N. S , Sept. 21st. 

Trigonometry. 

Editor Collierg Engineer: 
SIR:—I submit the following in reply to question (1.) 

asked by Richard Lewis, in your July issue : 

Sin = 250' ; cos. — 600/ ; 
Cos.2= 360000 
Sin.* = 62500 

422500, and 

/422500 = 650 = hypothenuse. 
250 --- 650 = sin. -384615, and 

•38456. 

•000055. 

N ow as 
22° 37' = '38456, and 22° 38' = '38483, 

then "38483 — "38456 *= "00027 
therefor. *00027 : "000055 :: 60" : x, or 12" +, 
so the angle is 22° 37' 12" +. 

Yours, etc., 

W. G. ROGERS. 

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Sept. 28th. 

Sin.; 1 37'-^ 

Sustaining Life Under Pressure of Air. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to 
" Rescuer,1' of Jeanesville, Pa., who asked the following 
questions in your June issue :. 
(1.) There is aslope 624 feet long having a perpen

dicular depth of 160 feet and it is filled with water. 
Breasts are driven up 416 feet in length and 100 feet 
perpendicular height from a gangway which is level 
from bottom of slope. The compressed air holds the 
water back 80 feet from face of breast-
H o w many cubic feet of air is in one of tbe breasts 

which is 4 feet high and 30 feet wide, and what would 
be the volume of this air if tbe pressure of water were 
removed? Allow the temperature to be 62° Fahr., tbe 
weight of a cubic foot of air to be "0763122 lbs., and of 
water 62*355 lbs. 
(2.) H o w long would tbe amount of air contained in 

a breast, as above described, maintain the lives of four 
men? I gave a similar question which was published 
in the Mining Herald five years ago, taking figures and 
conditions from an accident in Wales where the shaft 
workings broke into a creek and some of the miners 
were enclosed for ten days. By cutting through a 
pillar 40 yards thick from an adjoining colliery all 
were rescued alive, but one of the rescuing party was 
killed by the pressure of the air driving him against 
the side ofthe opening as they broke through. 
(3.) AVhen the water is taken out of above workings, 

and exploration is being made, if lamps refuse to burn, 
what is the probable cause? 
The above questions arose in connection with the 

Jeanesville disaster, and upon their solution depended 
the lives of several men. 
First 

416' — 80' = 336' of water in the breast. 
Then 

416' : 336' :: 100' : x, or 80"793' = ver
tical head of water in breast. 

160' = head of water in slope, 
then 

160' — 80*793' — 79-207' vertical head of 
water in slope above water line in breast. 

79-207' X *434 = 34"3758 pressure per sq. 
in. exerted by head of water ; 

34'3758 -f 14*7 = 49*075838 lbs. total 
pressure on air confined in breast. 

14*7 : 49-075838 :: 80 : 267 feet, length 
of breast which would be occupied by air if pressure 
were reduced to one atmosphere ; 

(267 X 30 X 4) = 32,040 cu. ft. of air. 
According to Kirk's Physiology a healthy man from 

young to middle age, at rest, requires under ordinary 
circumstances 686000 cubic inches of air in 24 hours, 
and will exhale 32,304 cubic inches of carbonic acid gas 
in the same time. Now, if we assume ten percent, of 
carbonic acid gas to render air unfit for sustaining life 
we have 

323040 

/4036160 

\ 1728 

per day for 4 men, then 

32040 _ 

233574 " 

the pressure decreased, however there should be all the 
pressure possible maintained. This could be best 
accomplished by driving a small place to tap and have 
two strong air-tight stoppings with small tight 'fitting 
doors, then let all the men be taken between the stop
pings, the inner door securely closed before proceeding 
ont. 

Yours, etc., 

F. B. 

Maccan, N. S„ Sept, 21st. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—Please insert the following in reference to ven
tilation in your Correspondence Department: 
For tbe safety of mines and those employed therein, 

I would say that in a large and extensive mine giving 
off much explosive gas, that the return current of air 
should be conducted to the upcastshaft without coming 
into contact with any open or naked lights. In the 
past we have read of some very heavy explosions and 
large losses of life supposed to have been caused by the 
highly charged return current of air igniting at the fur
nace. As a safeguard in such cases the d u m m y drift 
was brought into use, so that the return current could be 
passed through it into the upcast shaft without coming 
into contact with the furnace. The furnace being 
supplied with enough fresh air from tbe downcast shaft 
or intake airway. 
No person should be allowed to enter into the main 

return airways of any extensive or large mine except 
the fire-boss or some other official wdiose duty it should 
be to travel the return airways, at least once a week, to 
see that there were no falls or anything to impede the 
free flow ofthe return air current." Also, he should use 
no other light except the safety-lamp. 

Mr. Austin King says, in h'is essay, that he would 
make the hoisting shaft the upcast shaft, so as to keep 
it free and clear of ice. It is m y opinion that it would 
be better to try and devise some other means of keep
ing the ice out of the hoisting shaft aside from making 
it the upcast, since if there were any open light in use 
it would probably be at the bottom ofthe hoisting shaft, 
and the return air currentbeing charged with gas to an 
explosive point it would ignite from a small lamp 
blaze as readily as from a furnace, and serious conse
quences would follow. 

Yours, etc., 
R O B E R T R o m ESTER. 

Robbins Station, Pa., Sept. 28th. 

Mechanics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Please insert the following question in T H B 
COLLIERY E N G I N E E R : 

Two compressors, 20" in diameter, are each light in 
"vantage is to be gained by 

Also, what size pump is re-
boiler power, what 
condensing one or both 
quired for one or both ? 

Yours, etc,, 

Lebanon, 111., Oct. 9th. 

MenBU ration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

S I R : — I submit the following in reply to question 

by "J. C. B.," in your M a y issue: 

Ore weighs 110 lbs. per cubic ft. Please give m e 

(iS'lOOH (1009040 '< 4) = 

-J = 233574 cu. ft. of air required 

- 13 days, 17 hours, 13 minutes. 

I may say that if the water were pure as from a lake, 

or river, some ofthe carbonic acid gas would be taken 

up by the water which would slightly extend the time 

but if from an old mine would likely be so charged by 

acids and gases that it could not take up any more. In 

such cases it is best for the m e n to place themselves at 

the highest points to escape the exhaled carbonic acid 

gas which would settle in the lower section of the place 

to escape drowning when an opening is made and 

the formula for determining the pressure on face of 

bin as shown in sketch. 

The angle which line of rupture makes with ver

tical is half of angle wliich line of naturd slope, or 

angle of repose makes with same vertical line. AVhen 

material is level on top its pressure may be ascertained 

by considering it as a fluid, weight ofa cubic foot of 

which is equal to weight of a cubic foot of the mate

rial multiplied by square of tangent of half the angle 

included between natural slope and vertical. 

AVhen co-efficient of friction is k n o w n it m a y be 

used instead of square of tangent of half angle in

cluded between natural slope and vertical. Morin 

gives the co-efficient of iron on wood at "62 which I 

think is proper to use in this case. 

Rule for finding pressure on face of wall : Multiply 

together the area in square feet of the surface pressed ; 

the vertical depth in feet of its center of gravity below 

the surface; the weight of material, and co-efficient 

of friction. 

It follows from foregoing rule that tbe amount of 

pressure of material against any surface is entirely in

dependent of the quantity so long as the area pressed 

and the vertical depth of the center of gravity below 

the surface remains unchanged. The wall 30 feet 

high by 12 feet wide, would sustain as great a press
ure from a layer only one inch thick behind itas if the material had extended back for miles. The tabulated results are given below, giving the 
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pressure for each space beginning from the top of 
r'.T, C. B.'s" sketch: 

Area Depth of Weight of Co-eHi-
Pressed. center of ti eu. ft. of dent of 

gravity, material, friction. 

First 6 x 12 
Second... 6 x 12 
Third 6 x 12 
Fourth... 6 xl2 
Fifth ii xl2 

I ,....1-72 
461**04*10 
77673-60 

H»7-I;MI-I 

1.;... UN.. 

Exact solutions of problems of this nature must be in 

a great measure experimental, and even then the re

sults given might be called in question, unless more than 

ordinary care is exercised by the most competent in de-

| in tbe generators, conductors, or translating devices of 

\ the present stations will be required in order to accom-

'. plish this result. 

BARRIER PILLARS. 

; An Important and Well Arranged Plan for the 

Establishment of Barrier Pillars. 

To avoid all trouble and complications likely to arise 

in the adjustment of barrier pillars, the engineers of 

several of the larger companies, in conjunction with In

spector AVilliams, of the former Third, but now Fourth 

Inspection District, arranged the following agreement 

and table, which have been mutually agreed to. For 

the benefit of readers in other districts we publish both 

in full. 

traction and Mining Company for 
linker County. Oregon, 

Santiago Can von Silver Mining Co., I.os Angeles, Cal. 
The Sutton Mining JUI.] Milling O.., Denver, Colorado. 
Pandora Minim- and Milling Co., Butte, Mont. 
Arganion Mining Co., Missoula, Mont. 
Gold (.roup I'm vel and iinarlz Mining 

Co.. ' Salt Lake City, Ii' 
Butte Mining and Milling Co., Butte, Mont, 
T h e Cumberland Cun.ululated Mining 

and Milling Cn., Aspen, Colo. 
i l d * " • 

Wilderness Go Milling Company nf 
Oakland, Cal., 

Tepezal.a Copper Mining Co., 
Virginia Block Marble Co., 
Burkeville Granite Company, 
Tlie Full River and Colorado Min 

and MillingCo., 
The Wainwright Coal Oompauv, 
Tho Ck-vel and Coal Company, 

[ The Anaconda Mining and MillingCo.,Denver, Colo. 

Oakland. Cal. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Fincasile, Va. 
l.iiauoke, Va. 

g 
Full River, Mass. 
Wellslon, Ohio. 
Cli'Viland, Ohio. 

T A B L E O F B A R R I E R PILLARS TO B E L E F T B E T W E E N AUJOINTN" 1... PROPERTIES. 

DEPTH BELOW WATER LEVEL—ALL DIMENSIONS IN FEET. 

Thickness of workings X 1$ of depth below drainage level -:•• thickness of workings X 5 = width of harrier pillar. 

Till CKK ESS MINED FROM SEAM. 0 

fill 

100 

115 
120 
125 

50 

?} 

fill 

77 

(I4 

I'M 
IP. 
•1 

m 
n.» 
138 

100 

IS 

H6 

... 54 
iiii 

66 

7K 
X4 

96 
102 
KW 
114 
VM 
IVIi 

VM 
IKK 
144 
lbO 

150 

•>n 

•H 
33 
3-4 
46 
W. 

m 
li!) 

Tf. 
7M 
Sf. 
HI 
9K 
MM 
Ml 
117 
IV4 
i;;n 

IH? 
I4H 
ISO 
INi 
163 

200 

?1 

m 
Sth 
4V. 
<W 
Mi 
fBi 
70 
77 
H4 
41 

m 
105 
ir.. 
mi 
V'fi 
I;::; 

140 
147 
IM 
IHI 
IfW 
176 

250 

?.*. 

HO 
JW 
4ft 
5H 
lilt 

m 
Vii 

aa 
•1(1 
UH 
11)5 

na 
vm 
ins 
IHJi 

11.' 

15(1 

IftS 

Iti*. 

17.H 
180 
188 

SOO 

04 

w. 
41) 
4K 
.-ifi 

«4 
TA 
KI) 
K8 
H(i 
KM 
11'/ 

VAi 
IVH 
UW 
1 II 

152 
li.ii 

KW 
17(1 

184 
192 
200 

350 

PR 
SM 
43 
hi 
(HI 
118 
77 
Kh 
'.i-I 

lie-' 

ill 
lilt 

VM 

inn 
14 n 
IfiH 

KW 
171) 

179 
IK7 
r.n; 

'..'il. 

213 

400 

•XI 
H(i 
Ah 
M 
RH 
Ti. 
Ml 
HO 
SIH 
HIM 
117 
12G 
133 
144 
IM 
Ui? 
1,1 
1KJ) 

is'.i 

I.IK 

207 
H I li 

22fi 

450 

29 

:w 48 
fiV 
BV 
7fi 

m lib 
in;-, 

114 
VM 
133 
14H 
IM 
lli'2 

171 
IHI 
19(1 

21)1) 

2l)_i 

L'PJ 

238 

500 550 | 

30 . 32 

40 ; 42 

50 53 

GO 63 

7H 74 

80 i 84 

90 i 95 

100 105 
110 i 110 
120 126 
130 137 
140 147 
ir.l) 158 
160 108 
170 179 
ISO ISO 
190 200 
200 21(1 
210 221 
2*20 231 
230 242 

250 263 

600 

33 
44 
S1I1 

66 
77 
HS 
90 
110 
121 
IH2 
143 
IM 
Kin 
176 
18V 

219 
_*!_(l 

2S.1 

242 
253 
264 
27b 

fi50 

35 
46 
:iK 1 

60 

92 
104 

150 

173 
IM 
196 

219 
A'M 

ttnS 

21*8 

700 "50 SOO 850 

36 38 89 - 41 
48 50 52 ; 54 
60 63 65 i 68 
72 75 78 i 81 
S4 ' 88 91 95 
96 100 104 108 
108 113 . 117 ' 122 
120 125 ' 130 ! 135 
132 , 138 , 143 149 
144 • 150 i 150 ' 162 
156 - 163 109 : 176 
16S 175 182 ' 189 
ISO 1SS 1 195 203 
192 200 208 216 
204 213 ! 221 , 230 
210 225 234 , 243 
22S 238 247 ; 257 
240 250 260 , 270 
252 263 273 284 
264 275 2R6 297 
270 2S8 299 311 
2S8 300 ' 312 324 
300 313 325 338 

900 950 

12 44 
56 58 
70 . 73 
84, 87 
98 

m 
126 
140 
I M 

ur 
no 
131 
145 
160 

16S 174 
1S2 189 
196 "03 
210 21S 
224 282 
238 247 
252 261 
206 276 
2S0 290 
291 30. 
308 31!) 
322 334 
330 348 
350 363 

HM.il 1 

45 
i.ll 

7h 
91) 

111ft 

IVO 
135 
150 
If.,-. 

ISO 
195 

27(1 

" S t . 

: ii 111 

•Ah, 

;!30 

345 
360 
375 

1050 

47 
62 
78 
93 
109 
124 
140 
155 
171 
186 
"IVJ 

•m\ 
295 
310 
; . ' i , 

341 
857 
372 
388 

1100 

H4 

96 
II" 
128 
144 
Kill 

176 
111? 
"I IS 

•'MS 

m\ 
wm 
:.:.o 
•AM, 

•Am 
HH4 
400 

1150 

50 
66 

99 

vm 
14H 
165 
It.'' 

198 
'..Ifi 

m 
748 
• 'CA 

VB.1 

'.97 
314 
8811 
'Ml 

'.v.: 
;'sn 

396 
413 

1200 

51 

m 
Hi 
102 
114 
186 
153 
170 
l«7 
" i l l 

•m 

\m 
Hiih 

•m 

•m 
:;ni. 

;.?8 
340 
ah? 
374 
:c,-H 

408 
425 

1250 1300 1350 

53 ! 54 ! 56 
70 : 72 74 
.88 90 93 
105 108 1 111 
123 : 126 ' 130 
140 144 1-18 
158 162 ' 167 
175 • 180 i 185 
193 198 | 204 
210 ] 216 222 
228 23-1 
245 252 
203 270 
2S0 2S8 
2aS 300 
315 324 
333 342 
350 3*30 
3138 378 
385 396 
403 114 
420 432 
438 ; 450 

'..41 

vm 
• • • , * . 

2 % 

1400 

57 
76 
95 
114 
133 
IM. 
1,1 
1<M 
VIW 
W 8 
"Al 

vm 
''Un 
WW 

315 323 
333 342 

1450 

59 
78 

m 
117 
1H7 
156 
176 
195 
'•lift 

YM 
254 

•m 
•"13 
HIV, 
332 
851 

352 361 371 
370 380 390 
389 399 410 
407 J 418 1 429 
426 437 j 449 
444 : 456 1 468 
463 ! 475 488 

1500 

00 
80 
ion 
1VII 

NO 
16-1 

ISO 
•Mi 

r'fi 

•MO 

wa 
mt 
•Mm 
•AVI) 

840 
HH1I 
I-Wll 
41K) 

vm 
44(1 
4611 
4M0 
HX) 

Each adjoining owner is to leave one-half of the pillar thickness required. 

t e r m i n i n g t h e co-eflicient of friction. 

Thees remarks are open for criticism and it will give 

• m e satisfaction and more knowledge on the subject if 

some more able than I will treat the question. 

Yours, etc., 

H. L. D. W . 

Lethbridge, Alta., N. W . T., Canada, Sept. 21st. 

Miscellaneous Questions. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—AVill you kindly insert the following questions 

in the next issue of T H E COLLIERV" E N G I N E E R ? 

(1.) H o w is a water-gauge affected when the air 

course is suddenly contracted 01- enlarged'.1 

(2.) By what means is density increased and dimin

ished ? 

(3.) It is proposed to increase the quantity of air 

circulating in a mine, 10,000 cubic feet per minute, by 

building a chimney on tothe upcast shaft; the origi

nal volume ii fi0,000 cubic feet, and the upcast shaft is 

400' in depth, what must be the height, of the 

chimney ? 

(4.) There is a cistern __0/ square, and IO' deep 

placed on the top of a tower GO7 high, what power is 

required to till this cistern in 30 minutes; and what' 

will be the diameter of pump, when the length of j 

stroke is 2', and making -10 strokes per minute? 

Yours, etc., 

s. W. 
Irondaie, Jed-. Co., Ohio, Oct. 16th. 

Fans. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please publish the following questions in your 

valuable journal, which I hope will be answered iully 

bv some of your able correspondents : 

"(1.) Is there any difference between the " Initial " 

and " Theoretical " head due to a fan ? 

(2.1 H o w is E O. of a mine found ? 

(3.) H o w is E. O. of a fan found, and what is the 

difference between them? „___ _j_..j_! S^i-

(4.) If the size and number of revolutions and the 

water-gauge is given, can the different heads and ori

fices be found? 

(5.) H o w many different 

in connection with the fan V 

A G R E E M E N T . 

In compliance with the requirements nf Section 10, 

Article III, ofthe Act June 2, 1891, entitled " A n Act to pro
vide for tlie health and safety of persons employed in and 

about the Anthracite Coal Mines of Pennsylvania, and for 
the protection and preservation of property connected 

therewith," it is hereby agreed between the Engineers of 
tbe and of. — 

and the Inspector of Mines of the 
Anthracite District of Pennsylvania, that the barrier pillars 

to be left, one-half (A) by each owner, between tbe workings 

" Roi-ilev, Colo. 
Salem, 111. 
llelena, Mont. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Lo. Angeles, Cal. 
San I'"ranelseo. Cal. 

h e a d are there used 

Yours, etc., 

Gardner. Ills., Oct. 10th. 

T. S. C. 

on their adjoin ing properties, arc to be, as nearly 

as practicable,-of tlie thickness to he determiner] ns follows : 
First. That after this dale the width of barrier pillar be

tween tbe workings of adjacent properties is to be tive times 

Hie thickness of seam mined out froni floor to roof at the 
water drriinnge level ; and that at nil points below such level 

its width shall, be equal to the thickness.mined out at that 
point multiplied by one percent of tbe depth below drain

age level added to live times tlie said thickness mined out. 

Th u s : Thickness of workings x 17.J of depth below drain
age level 1 thickness of workings 5 -= width of barrier 
pillar. A n d as further illustrated by the attached table of 

pillars to be left between adjoining mines of different thick
nesses of workings at different depths. 

Second. That the water drainage level shall be understood 

to m e a n the level at which water would drain off from any 
abandoned workings, and that where tbe level is higher in 
one mine than in an adjoining one the higher level 

shall be taken, and where there is but one mi n e opened it 

shall determine its drainage level, and if the drainage level 
of a m i n e subsequently opened upon adjoining lands is 
higher, tbe additional thickness required shall be left hy the 

owner of said mines. 
Third. That these thicknesses shall be subject to such 

modifications as m a y be deemed advisable under varying 

conditions ofthe strata and seams due to proximity of other 
seams, faulty nature of seam or strata or other conditions 

s h o w n by the development ofthe workings. 

Fourth. That on notice of either party tbat any modifica
tions of this agreement are desirable, a meeting shall be 
forthwith held to decide the same. 
Fifth. That copies of this agreement and' modifications 

thereof shall be furnished the Mining Superintendents for 

the instruction and guidance of those in charge of the 
workings. A n d there shall be marked on the m a p used at 

tbe mines the formula and such portion of the table as is 
applicable to the workings. 

And It Is Further Agreed that the duplicate surveys and 
certified m a p to be furnished the Inspector shall consist of 

independent m a p s of surveys m a d e liy tbe Engineers of tbe 
adjoining properties, each m a p showing the land line and 

the workings, stations, m o n u m e n t s , etc., on both properties 
in the vicinity of division land lines. 

hi Wi/ne-s Whereof, tbe said parties have hereunto set 
their hands this -clay of. V. l>. 

189... 

N O T E . — C o n s i d e r a b l e correspondence is unavoid

ably left out of this issue o n account of lack of space. 

It will all he inserted in our D e c e m b e r n u m b e r . 

Those who have noticed by comment in our paper 

the results w h i c h M r . H . W a r d Leonard is able to ac

complish by his n e w m e t h o d of operating electric motors, 

will be interested to learn that M r . Leonard announces 

that h e has n o w perfected his m e t h o d to such a n extent 

that, by a slight modification in a central station plant, 

w h i c h will not in a n y w a y affect the operation of ex

isting devices, h e will be able to control a n y motor up

on the circuit so that it will operate in either direction 

a n d automatically at a n y desired speed a n d torque a n d 

with perfect efficiency under all conditions. 

M r . Leonard's first d e v e l o p m e n t of this m e t h o d m a d e 

it necessary, w h e n using his motor from a central 

station circuit, to use the equivalent of a transformer of 

the energy, in his latest d e v e l o p m e n t n o transform

ing of the energy is required; consequently, the first 

cost will be n o higher than for shunt motors in use to

day, a n d yet all the advantages will be secured of 

the perfect control obtained by bis method. N o change 

i The lied Raven Consolidated Mining 
Company, 

The 1.11 lem Coal Compauy, 
Blaine Mining Companv, 
Shasta Gold Eitractiou'Co., 
Southern California Mining Co., 
Gold Thread Mining Company, 
Norlli 1 :l:inloi. Cold Min iii!*; Co., 
ll,- -.. .I.l.i, •__••[•- M1111U1. mid Mdln.i; 

Company, Chicago, III. 
Western Mineral Companv, East St. Louis, 111. 
Tbe Lick Creek Natural Gas, Minerals 

and Mineral Water Co., Indianapolis, Indiana. 
The Colorado and Utah Mining and 

Investment company, Denver, Colo. 
The Silver Chord Mining Co., Chicago, 111. 
.Jefferson Cold 1'uarl̂  Minin-Co , Mansville, Cal. 
Los Angeles and Utah Mining and 

Improvement Companv, Los Angeles, Cal. 
The Bonavci'lnrv ludustrii'il Co., Silver Citv, New Mexico. 
The Golden Eagle Mining Co., Leadville, Colo, 
Alba Company, Saco, Me. 
The Corustock Cold-Silver Mining and 

Milling Company, Denver. Colo. 
Richland Coal Company, Altoona, Pa. 
Frazier Mining Compiinv, Los Angele_, Cal, 
Tbe Lime City Co., Lime Oily, Ohio. 
Easiern nil Company, Buffalo, N. V. 
The Silver Brick Mining Co., Wheeling, West Va. 
The Ella Coal Company, McKeesport, Pa. 
Basin Mining and Con'c-enmniiig Co,,Helena, Mont. 
Boulder Smelting Company, Helena, Mont. 
The Stonewall A Greenwood Min.ral 

Company, Denison, Texas. 
Dunbar Phosphate ('ompanv, Citra, Marion Co., Florida. 
The Boulder County Lode Mining 

and Milling Co,, Boulder, Colo. 
The Mine Owners' Trust, l_imlted, 

(English), Ouray, Colo. 
Tbe Red Mountain Silver Mines, Lim

ited, (English), Ouray, Colo. 
Clear Creek Co-Operative Coal Co., Springfield, 111. 
Consolidated Morning Star Mining 

Company, Butte, Monta, 
Marshall County Oil andGasCo,, Moundsville, West Va. 
Juneau Jlining Companv, 
Pahrump Mining Company, 
Mexican Importing Company, 
The Lemhi Placer Gold Mining Co,, _ , 
Sheridan Con sol id a ted Mining Co., Chicago, 111. 
The Chariton Coal and Mining Co., Kansas City, Mo. 

: Coaldale Mining A: M anulVir luring Co., Coaldale, West Virginia. 
: The Hope Splint Coal Co,, Ferguson, West Virginia, 
The West Virginia __ Ohio Gold and 

San Francisco, Cal. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Denver, Colo. 

I'arkerslinrg, West Va. 
Santa t'e. N e w Mexico. 
Gunnison, Colorado, 
Denver, Colorado. 
Ln Vegas, N e w Mexico. 
I'iiisbiirgb, Pa. 
Collins. West Virginia. 
1 'hiciigo, ill. 
Grass Valley, Cal. 
San Franciseo. California. 
Charleston, West Va. 
Piedmont, West Va. 

{Signed in triplicate.) 

fopp A'-. 

NEW MINING COMPANIES. 
Names and Post-Oftlce Addresses of the New Mining-

Companies Incorporated in the United States 

Since o u r La s t Issue. 

Suwanee Phosphate Cn., Auttiouv, Marion Co., Fla. 
KI Sueno Gold and Silver Mining Co., 1 lakland, Cal. 
The Colorado MiniDg 1'rill Co., Denver, Colorado, 
The Washington Mining and Milling 

Co., Uenver, Colo. 
The Electriq Mining and Milling Co., Denver. Colo. 
Tin: l_.-_i.du-. MiningCo., 
Wall Slreet Mining Co., 
Bunker QUI & Sullivan Mil 

Concentrating Co., 
Marg.-nini Mining Co., 
The IJ'redoniiiCi.nM.lid.iii.'d Mining Co.,Buena Vistn 
Cviinide rrncess Gold and Silver Ex-

Silver Mining Company, 
The Pii Mining Co., 
The I'ilkin. MiningCnmpanv, 

. The Eurydice Mining Company, 
The Jicarilla Placer Mining Co., 
Iron Citv Sand Company, 
Tbe Blanche Coal company, 
Tlie Zic-gcT Coal Company, 
King Solomon's MiningCo,, 
Land and Mining Inveslmeut Co., 
Glerwoinl Heights 1 ompany, 
Henry Coal & Coke Company, 
The Stiver Mountain Mining and Mill

ing Company, LaVeta, Huerfano Co., Colo. 
IV. -. •••••I11.... 1;. Miumv •'•- M irll-, 'oinuifeyu Co., Colo. 
Montgomery Tunnel 0_ Mining Co,, Rose burg, Oregon. 
Victor Mining Company, Chicago, 111. 
The Little Euglc Gas Companv, Cannel, Hamilton Co.', Ind. 
Tin* Heaver Va! lev Stone and Cl.iv 1 **i.,New Brighton, Pa. 
The Edgar Union MiningCo., ' Denver, Colorado. 
Thompson Hill Mining Co., Clinton, Indiana. 
The Butternut Land Co., Butternut, Wisconsin. 
Pacific Mining A Milling Co., Great Falls, Mont. 

-1 Clancy Creek Mining Companv, St. Paul, Minn, 
Kun-k.i Mining and Lumber Co., Grass Valley, Cal. 
clew .and _. Aurora Mineral Lund <o.,East St. Louis, 111. 

East Liverpool, Ohio. 
Helena, Mont. 

Portland, Oregon. 
Webb City, Mo. 

Palisade Mining Company, 
The Oueen's Gulch Mining Co., 
The Miami Company, 
The Kiverton Coal Company, 
Clarcraont Land Association, 
Savermike Steel & Tin Plate Co 
Challenger Mining Company, 

Minneapolis, Minn. 
Aspen, Colo, 
Xenia, Ohio. 
Wellston, Ohio. 
Claremont, Va. 
Savermike, Va. 
Cumberland, Me. 

M n . W I L L I A M C O U L S O N has resigned his position as Gen
eral Mine Po reman for the Davis Coal and Coke Co., at 
Coketcm. West, Virginia, and has accepted a similar position 

for the H . G. Davis Coal Co., at T h o m a s , Tucker Co.. West 
Virginia, where they have two mines. 

Mn. MATTHEW TAYLOR was appointed manager of the vast 

coal, iron, and railway interests of the late W . L. Scott, of 
Erie, Pa., bv the tatter's will. T h e estate is estimated at from 

s2n,00Ut0('M. to .S25,000,OUT). 

http://HM.il
http://l_.-_i.du
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Wm. L. Scott was a brilliant example of the highest 
type of self ra ide Americans. Left an orphan without 
mean., early in Ufe, be successfully fought his way 
upwards until be ranked among tbe wealthiest men of 
America, and bad gained an enviable reputation as a 
clear-sighted and far-seeing business man. H e was 
genial in his manners and enjoyed tbe respect and 
admiration of all his subordinates in his numerous 
business enterprises. He was a man of positive views, 
but he always satisfied himself that his views were 
right before he expressed them. H e was charitable, 
and his charity knew no race or sect. H e was patri
otic, and in the dark days of rebellion, he not only 
raised and equipped an artillery company for the de
fense of the Union, but subscribed for Government 
bonds to half the extent of his fortune. 
H e was a man of great mental ability as is evidenced 

by the great fortune of $25,000,000 left by him, and 
the fact that the immense interests which this sum 
represents, whether in coal, iron, or railroads, were 
all thoroughly understood by him, and he held them 
all under his personal supervision. The portrait we 
publish with this article, is an excellent likeness, and 
no student of physiognomy will take it for the face 
of any but a shrewd, careful, and kindly man. In 
politics he was a Democrat, and was justly regarded 
as one of the ablest leaders of that great political 
party. H e was the personal friend of Tilden, Cleve
land, and other eminent Democratic statesmen. His 
social friendships were not confined to prominent men 
in his own party. His public life and services threw 
him in personal contact with many of tbe eminent 
Republican leaders, and they justly esteemed and en
joyed bis personal friendship. 

H e was born in the city of Washington, on July 2d, 
1828, of Virgiuian parentage. His father. Major Robt. 
Scott, was a graduate of West Point Military Academy 
in the class of 1812. His grandfather, Hon. Gustavus 
Scott, was a delegate from Maryland to the Conti
nental Congress, and by appointment of President 
Washington, he was the first commissioner of public 
buildings in the City of Washington. Gustavus Scott 
was one of the three men who endorsed the Govern
ment bond, guaranteeing the payment of a loan of 
$300,000 borrowed from the State of Maryland, which 
was used to complete the National Capitol at Wash
ington. This cancelled bond was one of William L. 
Scott's most highly prized historical papers. 

Mr. Scott's parents both died while be was a mere 
boy, and as they were in poor circumstances he was 
thrown on his own resources. Early in his teens, he 
secured a position as page in the House of Representa-1 
lives, and by his obliging and polite manners he made ' 
many friends among the congressmen. Gen. Charles ! 
M. Reed, who then represented the Erie distiict. was i 
particularly interested in the bright young page, and ' 
at the close of the session took him to Erie, where he 
installed him as shipping clerk on his wharves. Gen. | 
Reed at the time was one of the principal owners of 
shipping on tbe great lakes. For three years he 
worked as a clerk, fish merchant, and at any employ- I 
ment he co-aid find, and in 1851. in connection with 
Mr. John Hearn, he established the firm that is now ! 

known as W . L Scott & Co., but which was then 
known as Hearn & Scott. This firm was eminently 
successful and is now the largest coal producing and 
Shipping firm in the world, owning thousands of acres j 
of both Pennsylvania Anthracite and Bituminous coal • 
lands, as well as thousands of acres of coal lands in; 
Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri. The output of the mines j 
owned by this firm aggregate about 10,000 tons per day. 
At the time of his death Mr. Scott was the principal • 

owner of the Youghiogheny Coal Co., and the Union 
Coal Co., of Pennsylvania, and the Spring Valley Coal 
Co., of Illinois, anel he wa° a large owner in the North
western Fuel Co.; tbe Missouri Iron and Coal Co.; 
the Sligo Furnace Co., of Missouri, and the What 
Cheer Coal Co., of Iowa. H e also recently purchased 
2,000 acres of first-class iron ore land in Algona, Pro
vince of Ontario, Canada. 
On Sept. 19, 1853, Mr. Scott was married to Miss 

Mary M. Tracy, a daughter of the late John A. Tracy. 
By the marriage Mr. Scott was placed in contiolof 
considerable property, and shortly afterwards secured | 
an introduction to the N e w York Stock Exchange. 
There he became acquainted with the late Commodore j 
Vanderbilt, and Hon. Samuel J. Tilden. These great 
financiers were quick to recognize his ability as a I 
financier and manager, and from this time his prog
ress towards great wealth and influence was rapid. H e I 
became interested in tbe construction and operation ; 
of railroads as well as in tbe mining of coal and the 
manufacture of iron, and at the time of his death, 
either as a director or president, he controlled more 
miles of railroad than any man in America, with the | 
possible exception of Jay Gould. 
Mr. Scott commenced his railroad career with the 

construction of tbe Erie and Pittsburgh Railroad in 
1861-'64. In 1S02 he built the extension of the Chi
cago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad from Grinnell, 
Iowa, to the Missouri. This was the first railroad that 
had ever been built to the Missouri River. He was 
largely interested in the establishment of the Elevated 
Railroad in New York City. H e was also one of the 
most prominent men in the construction of the New-
York, Philadelphia and Norfolk Railroad in 1SS4, and 
was its first president At the time of his death he 
was the oldest and only living original director in the 
board of the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Rail
road. H e was a director and member of the executive 
committee of the Chicago and Northwestern Railway, 
and a director in the following corporations: The 
New York, Philadelphia and Norfolk Railway ; the 
Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway; 
the New Castle and Beaver Valley Railroad; the 
Michigan Central Railroad, and the Albermarle and 
Chesapeake Canal Co. 
Mr. Scott was elected Mayor of Erie in 1866, and 

again in 1871. In ISS4 he was elected to Congress, 
overcoming a large Republican majority, and made a 
record on the Chinese question. . ~^<u'i 
His home life was particularly pleasant. The family 

mansion in Erie being very plain outwardly, but fur
nished inside in a luxurious and tasteful manner. H e 
was a great reader, and his library is a particularly 
fine one. In religion be was an Episcopalian, but of 
very broad views, and the charitable organizations of 
Erie, of all denominations, had a warm friend in Mr. 
Scott. 
H e took great interest in farming and raising fine 

stock. His race horses, chief of which was Rayon 
d'Or, imported from Normandy at a cost of $33,000, 
were his special pride, and many of the best racers in 
the country were bred at his stock farm. H e recently, 
however, sold off most of his racers. H e also owned 

aline herd of blooded cattle, which were successfully 
exhibited at fairs in Northwestern Pennsylvania. 
Mr. Scott is survived by his widow and two daugh

ters, the elder of whom, Mary S., is the wife of Mr. 
Richard f». Townsend, a wealthy banker and broker, 
of Philadelphia, and the younger, Anna AV., is the wife 
of Mr. Chas. H. Strong, president of the Union Coal Co. 
In his character there was nothing false or superfi

cial. H e was plain in his tastes and outspoken in his 
language. In fact, " he was a man," 

DIESCHER P A T E N T C O A L W A S H E R . 

For many years past the comparative scarcity of first-
class coal has occasioned the frequent use of washing 
jigs and other apparatus for the purpose of utilizing in
ferior coals by removing the slate, pyrites, and other 
impurities they contain. The have been especially use
ful in improving the quality of coke for blast-furnaces 
and other purposes. All of these machines operate on 
the principle tbat if the coal, by crushing or otherwise, 
is reduced to parts of approximately one size, and with 
the impurities detached from the coal, the latter can be 
separated from the former by agitating the mass in 
water, and allowing the different parts to arrange them
selves according to their specific gravities. Iron pyrites 
will form the lowest stratum, slate will come next, and 
the coal will rise to the top, whence it can be carried to 
its place of storage. 
A well known type of washing machine used in 

Europe, and frequently copied in this country, is a jig 
consisting essentially of a box containing a screen on 
which the raw coal is placed ; a reservoir for water un
der tbe screen, and a compartment back ofthe latter 
containing a piston or plunger with a reciprocating mo
tion, which communicates its oscillations to the water, 
and thence through the screen to the coal. One great 
defect of this type of jig has been long felt, but never as 
yet fully remedied, notwithstanding numerous devices 
for the purpose; viz.: the imperfect and unequal action 
of the water at different parts of the screen, due to the 
location of the plunger at the back of tbe screen, thus 
reducing the effectiveness of the separation, and the 
quantity and quality ofthe washed product. 
The Diescher Patent Washer effectually overcomes 

this defect by placing the plunger or piston immediate
ly below the fixed screen, and making it equal in size 
to the latter. This arrangement renders tbe machine 
not only more effective, but much stronger, more com
pact, of simpler construction, greater washing capacity, 
and increased durability. The accompanying engrav
ing represents two Diescher boxes or washers operated 
by one shaft on which the eccentrics are so arranged 
that the plungers balance each other. Each box con
sists of heavy and rigid cast-iron standards and cross-
pieces to which are bolted 4// planks, planed, tongued, 
and grooved so as to form a water-tight compartment. 
At the top of this compartment is a screen 4 feet square, 
while within it and below the screen is the iron plunger 
mentioned above. This plunger is of strong and simple 
construction, and is connected with the eccentric straps 
by two stout suspension rods having bronze bearings at 
the upper end. The straps receive their motion from 
two eccentrics keyed to the main shaft, which is driven 
by the pulley shown on the left. 

Tbe stroke of the plungers varies with the size and 
specific gravity ofthe coal to be washed, the larger the 
coal the greater the stroke required. For washing slack 
iu Western Pennsylvania, they usually have a stroke of 
13 inch, while the eccentric shaft makes 60 to 80--evolu
tions per minute. 
In the center of the front edge of the screen is seen a 

small cast-iron box called the slate valve. It has two 
rectangular openings parallel to the sides ofthe washer 
and closed more or less by slides operated by a hand-
Wheel and screw. All impurities in the coal pass 
through these openings into tbe triangular compart
ment seen in front ofthe washer. From time to time 
as the compartment becomes filled, the slide-valve at 
the bottom is raised by the lever, so as lo allow the es
cape of the slate and other impurities. W h e n there is 
no suitable place for these below the level of the washer, 
the latter is so arranged that the impurities are con
tinuously discharged into an elevator which carries 
them either to a bin or a car. Below the water reser
voir is a long easting carrying a valve which serves to 
allow the escape of water when the washer is emptied, 
or of fine heavy impurities which pass the screen and 
plunger. 
One of tbe principal parts of a washer is the screen. 

In the Diescher jig it is made effective and durable 
consisting ofa strong wrought-iron frame carrying a ser
ies of hardened brass wires placed parallel and very 
close to each other, and held by small copper wires pro
tected by solder. This arrangement allows the easy 
passage of water through, and of coal along the screen, 
while preventing very nearly all solid material from 
passing through it. 
The feed-water enters through a three-inch pipe at 

the back ofthe washer and between the screen and the 
plunger. This arrangement helps to keep the water in 
the box from excessive agitation—an object also aided 
by the equilibrium chamber between tlie two boxes, 
and by the alternating motion of the two plungers where 
two or more boxes are connected. In the case of a 
single box there is a larger equilibrium chamber at one 
side, and the driving pulley is weighted to balance the 
weight of the plunger. This machine is so rigid and 
self-contained that it can be set on almost any kind of 
foundation, although there are advantages obtained by 
having solid supports. 
The operation of washing coal is as follows : 
The coal is occasionally crushed and classified before 

washing. It is then carried from a bin or elevator to 
the back of the washer where it falls on the screen, 
over which it is at once spread by the oscillating water. 
The pure coal rises to the top as it advances along the 
screen, and on reaching the front of the washer, passes 
through the discharge spout to a receiving elevator or 
bin. Sometimes a close mesh screen, similar to that of 
the washer, is placed in front of the spout to drain off 
the water from the washed coal. 
The slate, pyrites, and other impurities sink down to 

the screen under the action of the water and gravity, 
and when they reach the front of the screen, they are 
discharged through the side openings ofthe slate-valve 
into the compartment in front of tbe washer. The 
size ofthe openings must be so regulated as to allow no 
coal to escape with the impurities, or impurities with 
the coal. 
The entire operation is continuous, and the washer 

can be run day and night if desired. The quantity of 
water used should vary with the amount of coal washed 
and the impurities it contains. An intelligent man by 
varying the water and coal supply, and the opening of 
the slate-valve, can adapt tbe washer to any kind of 
coal. As a practical hint it may be added that the 
water should always be turned on before starting any 
washer, and that the machine should be stopped before 
the water is turned ofi'. Also tbat the interstices ofthe 
screen can be kept clear of dirt by occasionally running 
a blunt hard-edge across the wires, causingthe particles 
to be ejected from the spaces. 
The washing capacity of this machine depends on 

the nature of the coal and its impurities. With aver
age Bituminous coals a single box with a four-foot 
square screen will wash 75 to 100 tons in 10 hours, 
while in some cases an output of over 200 tons in the 
same time has been attained. The cost of washing will 
also vary according to circumstances, but in every case 

it will be greatly inferior to tbe benefits derived from 
the increased value of tbe coal or coke and the saving 
of freight on the eliminated impurities. An engineer, 
superintendent, and one assistant can operate a wash
ing plant of 800 to 1,000 tons capacity in ten hours, 
while the cost of maintenance anil repairs is very slight 
where the plant is properly constructed. 
The Diescher Washer is manufactured by the Scaife 

Foundry and Machine Co., Ltd., of Pittsburgh, Pa. It 
haB been in successful operation for ten years, and at the 
present time is to be found not only in all sections of this 
country, but in Mexico, British Columbia, and Austra
lia, where, owing to its simplicity, it has been erected 
and operated by men who had previously never seen a 
coal-was her. 
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S T E A M P L A N T A N D E N G I N E S A T 

COLLIERIES. 

AT the recent meeting uf the American Institute of 

Mining Engineers, Hon. Eckley B. Coxe made a 

statement that is worthy the consideration of 

every colliery owner and colliery manager, when be 

said that tbe engines and steam plant used at coal 

mines were wasteful and tended to greatly increase the 

the cost of coal production. That every ceut or frac

tion of ;i cent added to the cost of production means a 

corresponding decrease in the narrow margin of profits 

is evident to every man, and the fact that colliery 

managers have for years gone on erecting wasteful steam 

plants and engines, does not tend to increase their rep

utations for progressiveuess gained in other lines. 

The probable reason for this, lies in the fact that the 

excessive amount of fuel consumed is not purchased 

direct, but is produced on the ground. Nevertheless its 

cost of production, and the cost of bundling an excessive 

amount of coal and of disposing of an excessive amount 

of ashes must be considered. Coal is coal, whether it 

is in tbe shape of lump coal, or culm, or slack. It has a 

money value because it cost money to produce, and it 

brings money in the market. Every ton of salable 

coal burned costs the operatorjust as much as he would 

get for it if he sold it, for be not only loses the cost of its 

production but tbe small margin of profit he would 

make on it, if he sold it, as well. 

Besides, as stated before, he pays an excessive 

amount for labor in burning it, and in removing the 

ashes. If be does not burn salable coal, these items 

of expense still obtain. 

Notwithstanding the great improvements that have 

been made by the skill and ingenuity of inventors and 

machinists, the average colliery steam plant is almost 

as primitive as were those of thirty or forty years ago, 

and very few approach anywhere near tbe possibilities 

in efficiency and economy. It is doubtful if there is 

any other portion ofa colliery plant in which so little 

attention has been paid to implovements. The conse

quent inefficiency of steam plants cannot rightfully be 

blamed on the fireman at all times, for it is oftener due 

to a want of proper information and of good judgmentin 

the general construction of the plant. 

Mr. William Harrison Bailey, in his excellent little 

work entitled " Making and Using Steam," says : 

" In order to obtain the greatest success in construct-

ing a steam plant, a man must not only possess median- j 

ical ability and intelligence to understand the require-

menta ofthe case, but he must have a large and varied I 

experience in testing and observing the practical opera- , 

tion ofall the different types and designs of the several 

parts tbat go to make up a complete plant; also, good 

judgment and experience to enable him to properly 

proportion and connect them for the service to be re

quired. All this cannot be learned from books and 

drawings in an office, but must be acquired by visiting 

and making tests at many different plants, running un

der different conditions, with different kinds of fuel and 

water, and varying draughts. A special investigation 

by such an expert, together with the guarantees of 

makers, properly written to contain discounts or for

feitures, in case of failures to fulfill stipulations, can 

hardly fail to secure tbe best and most economical ap

paratus for any purpose, and save to those who pay the 

bills an amount of money and annoyance little im

agined by the uninitiated. Itis not so much what a 

man knows, as what be thinks ofat the right time, that 

makes him valuable; and, in order to think of tbe 

right thing at the right time, he must be in constant 

practice and familiar with tbe details of his business or 

profession." 

The boiler is the fundamental apparatus of every 

steam plant, and requires the most careful considera

tion in purchasing, and the most intelligence, exper

ience, and skill in its management. 

The three essentials in a good boiler are safety, dura

bility, and economy. The first of these is more gener. 

ally observed, we are glad to say, than either of the 

others, but they are entitled to consideration also, and 

they are features that should be secured in every col

liery steam plant. Tbe old-time cylindrical boiler and 

primitive furnace that is at present generally used is 

wasteful and must make way for the more effeetiveand 

more economical tubular boilers with improved grates 

and furnaces. But, even if the cylindrical boiler, under 

certain conditions tbat may exist, is the cheaper ami 

more economical, there is no reason why the furnace 

arriangeinents should not be improved on. 

There are numerous patented grates, furnaces, and 

smokeless settings for boilers, which are far superior to 

the old-time arrangements, but boiler makers do not 

care to recommend them for fear they will be required 

to furnish them, and be held responsible fur their per

formance, without any extra compensation. 

Some of the devices are really valuable for their 

simple and scientific methods of regulating the admis

sion of air in correct proportion to secure good com

bustion, and are worthy of careful investigation. 

This is especially true of mechanical stokers, which 

| admit of the profitable use of coal and coke dust 

screenings, and other cheap fuels. 

i_)uot-ing again from Mr. Bailey's excellent little work, 

we have the following advice, which is well worthy uf 

attention : 

"Fires should never be regulated entirely by the 

' amount of air admitted beneath the grate, nor by the 

amount of coal shoveled into the furnace, but by air 

ducts, terminating on top of the fuel, and above all a 

damper in the smoke flue, regulated automatically by 

the pressure of steam carried in the boiler. Any good 

damper regulator will repay its cost many times in the 

saving of fuel and repairs to tbe furnaces. Excellent 

ones can be purchased for *?75 or $100, and it is money 

well expended. 

" The construction uf a furnace, including the style uf 

grates, should, of eomrse, be adapted to the kind of fuel 

to^be burned, although to some extent, openings for th„ 

admission of air may be made adjustable, so that, by 

careful observation and experimenting, a fireman may 

burn several different kinds of fuel in the same fur

nace economically." 

The traveler through the Anthracite region cannot 

help noticing, after dark, the beautiful blue flames play

ing around the tops of the boiler stacks, and rapidly de

stroying them. These blue flames are evidence that 

coal is being shamefully wasted, and that tbe carbonic 

oxide, which by intelligent firing and the use of 

proper appliances could be utilized, is allowed to waste. 

In the Bituminous fields the combustible gases are al

lowed to escape in the same way, but they cannotbe EO 

plainly seen on account ofthe dense smoke. 

W e have mentioned but a few ofthe many wasteful 

methods employed, but they are enough to convince 

any intelligent man tbat there is room for improve

ment, and abundant room. Some few operators have 

realized this and they are arranging their steam plants 

so as to secure the best results with the least cost, and 

we hope many more will follow their example. 

The average engines used at collieries are but little 

better, as far as economy is concerned, than are the 

boilers. They require an excessive amount of steam to 

perform their work and this means excessively large 

steam plants with all the corresponding increase in cost 

of erection, maintenance, and operation. In conversa

tion with a prominent builder of high grade engines of 

great merit for efficiency and economy, a representative 

of this journal asked him why he did not try to intro

duce his engines for colliery use. His reply was, " M y 

experience with colliery owners has been that they are 

satisfied with any old rattle-trap, no matter if its cost of 

maintenance and operation per year is excessively 

high, and they will not pay a small increase in the in

itial cost due to better workmanship and economical 

devices." 

This experience had led the engine builder to believe 

that the colliery owners were either making tremendous 

profits, or they were very poor business managers, and 

it is hard to blame him for this belief, notwithstanding 

we know tbe profits to be small and the colliery owners 

| to be men of superior business ability. 

W e were recently told of one European colliery 

1 where the coal burned under the boilers was charged to 

'. the colliery at the market price and the result was, that 

; within a year things were so changed that a decided 

saving was affected, and this saving was so apparent 

that a number of neighboring collieries adopted the 

; same plan. If this was a good plan in Europe with 
1 cheap labor, and lower prices for machinery and 

! materials, it ought to be a better plan in America. 

T H E S C H O O L O F M I N E S . 

THE announcement of The Colliery Engineer 
School of Mines has been received with great 
favor by persons interested in the advancement 

of education among miners in all parts ofthe country. 

Already a large number of students are enrolled, and 

every mail brings new enrollments and inquiries. 

Inquiries have been sent in regarding the standard of 

the diploma to be given those who finish the course, 

and to meet such inquiries we -would state that the 

diploma will not be granted until the student is 

capable of passing any examination, required by the 

various State governments. 

Each student will be kept on in the several depart

ments till be thoroughly understands tbe branches 

taught, no matter bow long a time it takes. If he can 

get tlirough in three months, it will be all the better, 

but if it takes him three years, owing to lack of time, 

and of earlier advantages, we can assure him that he 

will not be given the diploma till be proves his fitness 

for it. Therefore, it i--- within the power of every man 

who really desires educational advancement to obtain 

it. 

The first papers will be ready and will be sent out on 

the lirst-of November. Students can begin at any time, 

ami all inquiries will lie promptly answered. 

E DlTOf-IRL N OTES. 
TV/fR. C. C. Woodson, State Mine Inspector of Mis

souri, in a report to the Commissioner of Labor 

concerning a violent explosion in Mine No. 7, ofthe 

Keith and Perry Coal Co., at Rich Hill, on the 7th ult., 

states that the mine was well equipped both outside 

and inside, and tbat ventilation was produced by a ten-

foot fan designed tu run up to a speed of 150 revolutions 

per minute, and tu furnish about 40,000 cu. ft. of air. 

Tbe explosion occurred after the miners had 
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quit work, and there were but two sbot-firers in the 

mine, one of w h o m was killed, and the other seriously 

injured. T h e eight mules in the mine were all killed. 

If all the miners had been in the mine at the time oF 

the explosion, it is probable tbat 60 or more m e n would 

have been killed. 

Mr. W o o d s o n found from personal examination, and 

an interview with the injured sbot-firer, that all the 

shots on tbe South side of the hoisting shaft, and those 

in six rooms on the two West entries on tbe North side 

bad been fired. Three of the latter were located on the 

back entry and three on the front entry. H e is of the 

opinion tbat one or more of the shots in tbe back entry 

were " blown out" or " cyclone " shots, the fire from 

which ignited a keg of powder in a box near by. 

T h e explosion of the powder contained in this box. 

added to the flame from the shot, carried the fire to two 

or three boxes containing powder which were distant 

probably 200 to 250 feet and located in asmall entry turned 

off near the north end ofthe mule stable. This, in turn 

caused the explosion ofthe powder contained in five or 

six boxes, located in a passage-way connecting the mule 

stable with the first east entry on south side of shaft-

Doubtless the explosion ofthe powder in the last-named 

boxes brought about the greatest damage and killed the 

mules. It would be well to state just here, that this 

mine is very dry and dusty, and Mr. Woo d s o n had no 

doubt but that the coal-dust suspended in the air, which 

had been set in motion by previous shots, played quite 

an important part in the disaster by adding fuel to the 

flames. 
The evidence taken before the coroner's jury goes to 

show that the mine was in good condition prior to tbe 

explosion, and tbat there was no explosive gas in the 

mine, and that the company employed a lire-boss to 

not, however, concede the defendants' right to have as 

m a n y wells as they thought proper. It might work ir- i 

reparable damage. In consequence he granted an in

junction to restrain the defendants from boring n e w j 

wells or proceeding with any except those n o w below | 

the Pittsburgh seam of coal. They were also to give a j 

bond in the s u m of $10,000 to the plaintiff to secure | 

damages and a-- security that they would use all i 

possible care, etc., in guarding against damage to the 

plaintiff. 

HpHE Biennial Reports ofthe Inspectors of Mines for 

the State of Iowa, for the two years ending June , 

30th, 1891, have been submitted to the Governor, and 

are n o w in the hands of the printers. They are the 

most complete reports that have ever been issued by 

the Inspectors of Iowa, and show tbat Messrs. Binks, 

Gildroy, and T h o m a s have been vigilant and thorough 

in their work. 
A s u m m a r y of the statistics shows the following in

teresting figures: 

Average No, of Mines lu operation 862 | UncljJohn Jforrey. 
Number of tons oi coal produced 7,702,488 
Average number of miners employed 7,6-15 

Average number of other employes 1,877 

Average price paid per ton for mining S2%cts. 

Total amount paid for labor 58.192,234.22 
Average selling price per ton at mines Sl**113 

No. of fatal accideuls 43 
No. of non-fatal accidents 180 

These figures show that there were 800 tons of coal 

mined per employe; 179,127*5 tons mined per fatal ac

cident ; and 42,791*6 tons mined per non-fatal accident. 

HpHE expenses of the Board of Examiners, who re" 

ceutlv examined applicants for tbe position of In-

thrown a great m a n y coal ears idle, and, in case of 
shortage, these could be utilized. There is a car famine 
in the West, but no serious trouble is feared in the 
coke region. ' If the coal strike above alluded to con
tinues long, the coke operators m a y profit by it. Al
ready tbe latter have received inquiries from dealers 
in coal. T h e coke operators do not, as a rule, sell coal, 
but in the present state of the coke market a coal 
trade at fair prices won't be despised by any of the 
coke men. T h e only drawback is the "fact that the 
Connellsville region is outside tlie 40-mile radius, and 
the freight on ber coal will be higher." 

OBITUARY. 

E. W. WESTON. 

Mr.. E. W . Weston, ex-General Land Agent, and ex-
Superintendent of tbe coal department uf the Dela
ware ct Hudson Canal Co., died at his residence on 
North Main Avenue, Scranton, on the 28th ult., in the 
68th year of his age. 

Mr. Weston was born in Salem, Wayne Co., Pa., on 
December 5,1823. His-early years were spent on a 
farm and in teaching school at Salem. In 1884 he 
removed to Honesdale, and entered the office of his 

examine each working place every morning before any j spectore ol* Mines for the First and Second Anthracite 
one was permitted to enter. Mr. Woodson considers 
that entirely too much powder was used in the mine in 
proportion to its production, and severely condefnns 
the practice of careless miners having their powder-
boxes within 40 or 50 feet of tbe faces. He advocates 
the passage ofa law restricting the amount of powder to 
be taken in by each man to 10 or 12 lbs., and further 
recommends that a sufficient interval between the fir
ing of shots be given, to allow the dust raised by the 
previous shot tn subside or be carried off in the ventilat
ing current. 

districts were $910.20. This includes advertising, sta
tionary, and postage. This is not a great cost when itis 
considered tbat members of the Board reside at differ
ent points iu Luzerne County, and that the examina
tion occupied several weeks. 

J U D G E W H I T E , of Allegheny County, recently ren-
J dered two important decisions affecting coal mines 
in oil and gas producing districts. 
Inspectors Blick, Louttit, Jenkins, and Duncan, ofthe 

First, Second, Fifth, and Seventh Bituminous Districts i for all but the 
of Pennsylvania, filed a bill in equity against J. D. 
Sauters, owner and operator ofa coal mine in North 
Fayette Township. Allegheny County, to compel him to 
cease operating it on account of tbe nil wells bored 
through it and the accompanying danger of escaping 
gas. While Judge White commended the action of 
the Inspectors as a very proper une. he did not think, 
from the evidence, that there was any immediate 
danger, and refused to interfere at present. However, 
he allowed the application to stand open for further ac
tion of the court, if at any time it was deemed neces. 
sary. 

J. B. Robbins, owner of another mine in the same 
county, asked for an injunction against the Wheeling 
Gas Company, J. M. Guffey.and others, to restrain them 
from boring oil or gas wells through his coal. Robbins 
owned the coal under land of which tbe defendants had 
leased the oil and gas rights. The plaintiff maintained 
that the defendants had no right to bore wells through 
his coal, and that to do so would damage the coal and 
endanger his property and the lives of his employes bv 
reason of gas escaping into the mines. The defendants 
asserted there would be no danger, and tbat they bad as 
much right to bore for nil as the plaintiff had to dig for 
coal. 

In bis opinion Judge White said that the o 
the coal must suffer loss if it is allowed. O n the other 
hand, the owner ofthe land may have mineral wealth 
below tbe coal vein of more value than the coal. H e 
was of the opinion tbat the owner of the land should 
have a right of way through the coal, but not to an in
discriminate extent. He refused the preliminary in
junction asked for as to the wells producing or in pro
cess of boring because there was no immediate danger 
of loss or damage to the plaintiff. They do not inter
fere with the mining of coal at present and may not for 
years and probably never. Tbe damage caused by a 
hole through tbe coal was merely-nominal. If a block 
of coal must be left around the pipe it could be compen
sated for. He thought that with proper appliances the 
wells could be bored with all reasonable safety to the 
mines and miners, and when abandoned can be se
curely plugged to prevent danger thereafter. He would 

Th Anthracite Trade. 
trade during the past 

who was then the agent for the 
principal land proprietors, and the most active and 
prominent land surveyor in Northeastern Pa. In 1857 
lie removed Ho Carbondale, and took charge of the 
land and mine surveys of the Delaware and Hudson 
Canal Co., and in 1861 his office and residence were 
removed to this city. In 1S74 he succeeded the late 
Thomas Dickson as Superintendent of the coal de
partment, of tbe company, which at this time was be
ing rapidly developed into its present large propor
tions. He gave his personal attention to the opening 
of new collieries, the purchase and development of 
lands and the erection of breakers. In 1884, the ex
tension and expansion of the business of tbe company 
made it necessary to divide into two departments the 
work which bad been under Mr. Weston's control. 
In the division Mr. Weston retained control of the 
real estate department as General Land Agent, Mr, 
A. I-I. Vandling being made Superintendent of the 
Land Department. Mr. Weston continued in the po
sition of Genl. Land Agent till February last, when 
failing health compelled him to withdraw from the 
active management of tbe department. In addition 
to his official connection with the D. & H. Co., Mr. 
Weston was largely interested in many of the other 
industries and corporations of Scranton. At the time 
of his death he was President ef tbe First National 
Bank; Chairman ofthe Weston Mill Co.: President 
of the Northern Coal and Iron Oo.; and Vice-President 
ofthe Dickson Mfg. Co. He was also connected with 
a number of lesser mining and manufacturing enter
prises, both in and out of Scranton. 

He was a man of broad intelligence, keen business 
sagacity, fertile in resources, and tireless in his indus
try. H e was a prominent member of tbe Providence 
Presbyterian Church, and was a large contributor to it. 
He was married in Honesdale on June 4. 1852, to Miss 
Susan S. Moore, who with a daughter and son, Miss 
Caroline S., and Charles S., who succeeded his father 

The Anthracite trade during the past month was 
active, and this month opens with the markets 
good condition and the demand fully up to the supply . 

• small steam sizes. ' Most of tbe coal ! as Genl- Lanc1 *&•> survive him 
now being disposed of goes West, and to the line 
trade. Shipments to tide water are light, and the 
result will be that Eastern markets will be in excellent 
shape when navigation on the Lakes closes, which 
will naturally be the case in a week or two. Circular 
rates are firmly maintained by the companies, and the 
increased demand has stiffened tbe prices of inde
pendent operators. Tbe advent of cold weather will 
still further increase the demand and enhance prices. 
The output for October has been considerable in excess 
of the allotment, and at a meeting of the sales agents 
held in New York on tbe 28th ult., the output for No
vember was placed at 4,000,000 tons, which practically 
means no restriction. 

The Bituminous Trade. 
The Bituminous coal trade is in excellent condition. 
Prices are firm, even though shipments for the past six 
months have been largely in excess of those of last 
year. While transportation facilities have been fairly 
good they have nut been up to the demand. Contract 
coal, however, has been supplied as fast as called for. 
The outlook for the trade is good for the entire winter. 
The only disturbance to the general harmony prevail
ing, of any account, is the strike of the railroad miners 
in tbe Pittsburgh region, and this is on its last legs. The Coke Trade. 

coke trade continues in fair ndition though 
nine a-* they have been for sever 

Th 
prices continue tl 
months past, and a slight restriction in production is 

wner of 'idliered to. T h e Connellsville Courier, of the 22d ult., 
savs: ''Quite a number of n e w ovens are nearing 
completion. It is probable that the new year will see 
Ibe Connellsville region grown tu the magnificent 
magnitude of 1S.0U0 ovens. Cars are in good supply. 
T h e strike at the Pittsburgh district coal mines has 

S o m e Great Coal Hoisting*. 

The Lehigh i-i Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. since general 
superintendent E. H. La wall lias assumed control, 
with general inside superintendent Morgan R. Morgan 
as his able assistant, runs along very smoothly, and 
the condition of the workings is such that they are 
able to work tbe extensive collieries to their utmost 
capacities. There have been no serious accidents to 
record. Such a record shows that everything in and 
around the collieries is properly systematized, which 
can only be accomplished by the selection of compe
tent foremen both in and out of the collieries. 

The celebrated Nottingham Colliery, Plymouth, in
side foreman William Leckie, and outside foreman 
George Connor, m a d e another remarkable run yester
day. They hoisted 1,313 ears in nine hours, J. B. 
H a m m o n d , the driver boss, m a d e things h u m below 
the surface. T h e engineers w h o handle the throttle 
valve and brake, and w h o have m a d e such remarka
ble records in hoisting are William Jenkins and Louis 
Wagner. At No. 11 colliery of the same company, 
yesterday, in a day of nine hours, 693 cars were hoist
ed. Such a showing as this must assuredly m a k e the 
present management feel proud.— Wilkea-Barre Record. 

T h e Providence Steam Engine Co., Providence, is 
changing the drums nf the .Moore boilers (which 
were recently set up at the Narragansett Electric Light 
Co.'s station by the National Water Tube Boiler Co., 
of N e w Brunswick, N. J.) to the Babcock A- Wilcox 
system. Tbe Babcock <__ Wilcox Co., of N e w York, 
has the contract for tbe alterations, which have been 
delayed until the job of putting in of 1120-horse 
power of its o w n boilers was completed.—Boston Jour
nal of Commerce. 

ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 

Statement of Anthracite coal shipment*, for month of Sept., 1891, compared with same period last vear. 
Compiled from returns furnished by the Mine Operators, by John H. Jones, Chief of Bureau of Anthracite 
Coal Statistics. 

SEPT. SEP 

From Wyoming Region, 
From Lehigh Region, 
From Schuylkill Region, 
Total -

jy DIFFERENCE. 

- i 1.741,272*081 1,788,650* 14 iDec. 
-I 5.-. 1.507'09: 585,488*04 Dec. 

- . Ĵ .060,624'13, 1,053,939*02 Inc. 
-! 3,33;-..4(H'io 3.42S,O78'00!Dec. 

FOR YEAR 

1891. 
FOR YEAR 

1890. 
47,;;78"00i5,02o.o;iL'0i:i;i,ir,i,72-i"ii7 
.13,980'15 4,..14.357'11' 4,627.318 n9 
6,685 11; 8,701,823-I1| 7,616.71. " 

DIFFERENCE. 

Inc. 
Dec. 
Inc. 

The stock of coal on hand at tide-water shipping points, Sept 
31st, 1891, 648,000 tons ; decrease, 80,067 tons. 

.̂673-10!__8.'J301273'03.25,305,762-lllIncr 

30th, 

1,868,367*14 
112,060-18 

1,085,103*16 
2,840,510*12 

1891, was 568,833 tons; on August 
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING-
ENGINEERS, 

A Successful and Enjoyable Meeting at Glen Sum

mit. Pa. 

The sixtieth meeting of the American Institute of • 
Mining Engineers was called to order on Tuesday even-
ing, October 6tb, in one ofthe large parlors ofthe (.den 
Summit Hotel, by Hon. Eckley B. Coxe, one of the: 
Vice-Presidents, and Chairman of tbe Local Com- 1 
mittee. 

Mr. Coxe welcomed the Institute to the Anthracite 
Region in a brief address, which was responded to by 
Mr. John Birkinbine, President, of the Institute, who 
brieti>, and in an interesting manner, reviewed tbe for
mation ofthe Institute at Wilkes-Barre in 1871, and re
ferred to the development of the coal fields uf America, 
and quoted statistics from an advance bulletin of the 
TJ. S. Census. 
On behalf of the Uenlsclier Vertin Emenhvttenlcute, Dr. 

RossiterW. Raymond, Secretary ofthe Institute, pre
sented to the Institute a magnificent testimonial ofthe 
appreciation tbe German engineers felt for the hospital
ity extended them by tbe Institute during their visit to 
America last fall. The testimonial waa in the form of 
a massive volume bound in leather and metal. It con- j 
tained a beautiful title page in which black and white 
formed a work of art that more resembled a fine steel 
engraving than pen and ink work. The thanks ex
pressed were engrossed on handsomely illuminated pages 
of parchment and were in both the English and Ger
man languages. Taken as a whole, it is doubtful if a 
more artistic and beautiful piece of similar work was 
ever produced, even in themediaeval days of illuminated 
text. 
At the close of Mr. Raymond's remarks, he read the 

applications for membership from a large number of en
gineers, representing "almost every state in tbe Union 
and seventeen different foreign nations, all of w h o m 
were unanimously elected to membership. 
Tbe following papers were then read by title only: 
"Electricity in Mining as Applied by the Aspen 

Mining and Smelting Company," by M. B. Holt, Aspen, 
Colo.; "Electric Locomotives in German Mines," by 
Karl Eilers, Berlin, Germany; "Tbe Manufacture of 
Liquid Sulphurous Acid in Upper Silesia,1' by Karl 
Eilers ; " A Chinese System of Gold Mining," liy Henry 
Louis, Singapore, Straits Settlements ; " A Survey of tbe 
Planches de Plata Mine, Sonora," by Henry JI. Stanley 
and Henry 0. Flipper, Nogales, Arizona ; " Co-Ordinate 
Surveying",'' by Henry O. Flipper; "Cordwoodin the 
Matting Blast Furnace," by Herbert Lang, Mineral, Ida
ho ; "The Bendigo Gold Field," by T. A. Rickard, Alle-
mont, Isere, France ; '' Apparatus fortheManipulation uf 
Iron and Steel Plates During the Process of Finishing," 
by Oram Curtis, Pittsburgh,Ta ; " The Handling of In
gots and Moulds in Bessemer Steel Works," by Gram 
Curtis; "Tandem Tanks for Hoisting Water from Flooded 
Slopes," by J. H. Bowden, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; "The 
Utilization'of Anthracite Waste by Gasification in Pro
ducers," by W . H. BlauVelt, Philadelphia, Pa.; "Tbe 
Mining Resources of Honduras," by W . A. Thacber, 
Leadville, Colo,; " A New System of Ore Sampling," by 
H. L. Bridgman, Blue Island, 111.; "The Iron Ores of 
Danville, Pa., With a Description of the Longwall 
Method of Mining Used in Working Them," by H. H. 
Stoek, South Bethlehem, Pa.; "Mining at (. uanaguate, 
Mexico," by AV. P. Blake, Shullsburg, Wis.; " The De
termination of Nickel in Nickel Steel," by Albert Ladd 
Colby, Bethlehem, Pa. 

Prof. ll. II. Richards ofthe Mass. Inst, of Technology 
then read a paper entitled 

HAND TELESCOPE •I. STADIA 

H e illustrated it with two telescopes fitted up fur the 
purpose. This is a discovery by Prof. Richards of a de
vice for the measurement of "distances by the stadia 
method, and it possesses an advantage over the old 
method as it can be applied to a band telescope, and it 
is much simpler than the ordinary stadia method. 

Over the object glass of tbe telescope Prof. Richards 
fixes an achromatic prism so as tocover one-half of the 
lens, one edge ol tbe prism coinciding with the 
diameter of the lens. A graduated rod is used. In 
sighting at this rod two images are seen standing 
parallel. By rotating tbe glass the images are made 
to overlap each other, and the graduations as read off 
the rod shown by the overlap, gives the distance from 
the finut nf tbe glass to the rod. With a rod specially 
graduated tbe distances may be read off the rod; with 
an ordinary rod it may be determined by multiplying 
the reading by a constant. By careful tests up to dis
tances of SOO "feet, Prof Richards had found that tbe 
maximum error did not exceed 0*1 %. In reply to in
quiries, Prof. Richards sai I this system nf measurement, 
as far as the principle was concerned, should be ac
curate for any distance, and its range was only limited 
by the visual power of the observer. In commenting 
oh this discovery, Mr. C®xe said that like many other 
valuable discoveries it was remarkable on account of 
its simplicity, and it was marvelous that its had not 
been discovered sooner. Dr. Raymond added that it 
was not the first unexpected result obtained by the use 
of the prism. Some years ago when Bunsen an
nounced his great discoveries with the spectroscope, 
Prof. Ricbter, of Freiburg, with a small toy telescope 
and a prism made of five pieces of glass, filled with car
bon bi-sulphide, discovered a new element called in
dium. 

Mr. F. IL Newell, of Washington, D. C, then read a 
most interesting paper on 

country. It was illustrated by a series of charts show
ing the volume of water flowing in various western 
rivers each day for the years 1889 and 1890, and some 
data extending into the present year. Mi-. Newell ex
hibited tbe instruments used, which were very similar 
in their principles to anemometers. H e described 
their practical use, and showed an electrical machine 
that accurately recorded tbe revolutions of the gauge 
used in deep waters below the range of vision. In ex
plaining the charts, Mr. Newell spoke ofthe Yellowstone 
aud Missouri as typical Northern rivers, and took from 
the charts the following data: 
On January 1, 1890, the discharge of the Yellowstone, 

at a point ten miles below tbe Yellowstone 
National Park, was 500 cu. ft. per second; in 
February it had risen to 600 cu. ft.; on April 
5 to 1,000; on May 1 to -,000; on May 31 to 
12,000. During the month of June it fluctuated between 
12,000 and 10,000 cu. ft. per second. In July it began to 
fall gradually until December, when the flow was about 
the same as in January. The plotted lines showing the 
rise and fall for 1889 showed about the same variations, 
but tbe volume of water was at all times less than at the 
same date in 1890. The Missouri showed proportion
ately about tbe same results. Melting snow in the 
mountains formed tbe principal source of supply for 
both these streams. 
The Salt River, in Arizona, a tributary ofthe Gila, was 

taken as a typical Southern river in which rain forms the 
principal source of supply, buf little water coming from 
snow, and in consequence it is subject to sudden floods, 
tbe maximum volume occurring in winter. Mr, Newell 
showed by bis chart the great flood of some months ago 
that caused the overflowing of the arid plain and forma
tion ofthe inland sea which attracted so much publicat-
tention at the time. H e stated tbat evaporation was so 
rapid in this region that tbe newly formed lake was 
now almost dried up. 
H e next described the rise and fall ofthe Rio Grande, 

which was measured at three places in Colorado above 
the big canals in New Mexico, and at EI Paso in 
Texas. Owing to tbe large amount of water taken out for 
irrigating purposes, the now in New Mexico is no larger 
tban in Colorado. At El Paso the river is nearly dry 
at certain times of the year owing to the use of large 
amounts of water for irrigating purposes further up the 
stream. 

Dr. Raymond in commenting on this paper, with the 
iconoclasm natural to scientists, completely knocked 
tbe romance out ofthe Nile, by stating that be visited it 
while abroad and found it was not the remarkable 
river we had been taught to regard it. It was remark
able only in the fact that it bad no tributary for 1,600 
miles of its length, but its rise and fall could not be 
compared in point of variation with a number of 
American rivers, and it does not carry in suspension 
anything like as large an amount of alluvial matter as 
the Mississippi dues. H e commended, however, the ad
mirable system ofthe distribution ofthe waters of the 
Nile, and said that during the time of low water, scarcely 
a drop of the Nile's volume reaches the Mediterranean. 

Mr. Coxe stated that the question of water supply 
was an important one in mining operations, anil com
mended the simple but thorough system as illustrated 
by .Mr. Newell of obtaining the record of volume all the 
year round. H e stated that similar records should be 
obtained by engineers before tbe erection of metal
lurgical works or tlie opening of mines. Mr. Birkin
bine briefly outlined tbe report of Major Raymond, of 
the U. S, Engineers, on the recent disastrous floods in 
tbe Susquehanna and Juniata Rivers, and endorsed his 
conclusion that the preservation of timber by the State 
of Pennsylvania was the only way to prevent their re
currence." Mr. B.E. Fernow indorsed Major Raymond's 
conclusion also, and cited the action of the recent Ir
rigation Congress, in Salt Lake City, as evidence tbat 
Western men were recognizing this fact. 
In reply to questions Mr. Newell stated that observa

tions of the rainfall were being made by volunteers in 
various parts ofthe country, tinder the auspices of the 
Weather Bureau, but so far the results showed that the 
amount of rainfall in any one year was not proportion
al to the volume of water in tbe rivers. 

As the hour of adjournment had arrived, Mr. Birkin
bine announced that he would entertain a motion to 
adjourn and the members and guests left tbe room 
unanimously agreeing that the Tuesday evening session 
was a most interesting and instructive one. 

WEDNESDAY MOBNING SESSION. 

The rain was falling steadily on Wednesday morning, 
and tbe outlook for fair weather during the day was not 
promising, therefore it was agreed to hold three 
business sessions instead of but two. and to forego the 
drive to Bear Creek as the guests of Mr. Albert. Lewis. 
The first paper read was entitled 

TII1_ FLORENCE mi. [.-IELDS, I* H.i. EA I » > BY GEOUiii 

AM MEASCKEMI-MS AND UESl'LTS OUT. 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY." 

INED BY THE 

This paper described in detail the extensive and im
portant measurements now being made by the V. S. 
Geological Survey to determine the water supply ofthe 

EEDIIIDGE, U. S. GEOLOGICAL 8URVEY. 

This paper ably, and in an interesting manner, de
scribed an oil field that supplies considerable petroleum, 
the major portion of which is consumed in Colorado. 
It was the first published treatise on the geology ofthe 

district, and according to Mr. Eld ridge, the nil-bearing 
zone occurs in tbe lowest strata of the Montana group 
of cretaceous rocks, which is here about 4,000 ft. thick. 
and is known as the Pierre formation. The strata in 
this field form a synclinal or basin, on one side of which 

1 all the productive wells so far opened have been located. 
; The developments have so far been confined to the 
. neighborhood of Florence, and all wells are located 
within a radius of three miles from the town, and the 

; most productive wells are in tbe town limits. The 
. field is estimated to be about 14 miles long and 8 miles 
' wide, and as the rocks have been but slightly faulted, if 
i at all, prospecting operations are easy and simple. The 
• oil zone occupies about 1,900 feet in the Pierre forma-
i tion and the most productive wells are about 1,150 ft. 
below its top or 2,000 ft. below the surface. Below this 

there is about 350 ft. of barren ground, and then more 
oil is found. There is about 350 ft. more of barren 
ground, and below this, at tbe bottom of the zone small 
quantities of oil are found. The wells vield from 5 to 
250 barrels rer day, and 57-}% ofall the wells bored 
have proven productive. During 1890 the average 
daily yieid ofthe district was about 1,200 barrels per 
day. 
In tbe discussion of this paper, Mr. Newell stated 

that the conclusions of scientific men concerning the 
prospecting of petroleum fields have always been ig
nored by practical men, and the result has been that 
by blind prospecting, oil has been found in localities 
most unpromising, and where according to geological 
rules it should not have occurred. H e further stated 
that the results obtained by the development of 
tbe Florence field were such aa to render impossible 
tlie deduction of trustworthy conclusions on the subject. 
The next topic for discussion was 

"THE PRACTICAL USE OF CONCENTRATED IRON ORES." 

This discussion was opened Dy the reading of a paper 
un "Practical Results of Concentration at the Croton 
Magnetic Iron Mine," by Mr. Hoffman, followed by 
Mr. N. M. Langdon's paper on the "Use of Magnetic 
Concentrates in the Port Henry Blast Furnaces." Mr. 
Hoffman detailed the methods in vogue at the Croton 
Mine and stated that the total average cost of mining 
and concentrating one gross ton of 6H% ore from 2'2 
tons of 38 *& ore was but ?1 95 per ton. This statement 
was greeted with loud applause. These concentrates, 
Mr. Hoffman further stated, have been usedin various 
open hearth and blast-furnaces and have given excel
lent results. 

Mr. Langdon stated that the use of magnetic concen
trates at Port Henry had practically demonstrated tbat 
there is no difficulty in using at least SO fo of high grade 
concentrate in the blast-furnace, and there is an 
economy of fuel beyond that which may be due to an 
increase of iron in the mixture, and this is especially 
the case when a large percentage of concentrate is used. 
The discussion of these papers was opened by Dr. 

Raymond, who read a communication from Mr. E. K. 
Lahdis, who claimed that it was wrong to determine 
the total iron contents in the tailings from magnetic 
separators as a basis of judgment on the work of the 
separating machine. Many of the silicious minerals 
which go into the tailings, such as hornblende, 
pyroxene, mica, and apatite, contain iron, but being 
non-magnetic, it is impossible for the magnets to catch 
them. Therefore, it is unfair to charge all the iron in the 
tailings against the machine. There is, however, no sat
isfactory method of determining the amount of magne
tite in these tailings. 

Mi. Burkinb'me read a letter from Mr. Woodbridge on 
the same subject, in which the writer slated that he bad 
found, by experience, that all the iron minerals in Old 
Bed ores were attracted by the magnet when ground 
fine enough to pass through a 100-mesh, and therefore 
it was impossible to determine magnetite iu this manner, 
and there was no chemical test that would yield more 
satisfactory results. 

Dr. Raymond stated that Prof. Eggleston had read a 
paper, some 15 years ago, on a system of mechanical 
analysis, at a certain stage of which the magnet drew 
out all tbe minerals containing iron, and though many 
chemists doubted this, it had since been proved cor
rect. 

Mr. Hoffman stated that be had experimented at the 
Croton Mine with a view of establishing the proper 
strength for magnets in the separator, and be had found 
tbat the amount of magnetite which escaped those of 
( rdinary strength was very small. The main con
ditions were that the magnets should be kept clean and 
a regular feed maintained. 

Dr. Dudley suggested tbat the Thoulet solution might 
be used advantageously for this purpose; and Mr. Kent 
thought that a close approximate determination of the 
amount of tailings might be effected by utilizing the 
difference in the specific gravity of the minerals. Mr. 
Firmstone thought that sufficiently accurate results 
could be obtained by using the Thoulet solution, the 
specific gravity of wliich is about 4, provided the ores 
were not too fine. 
In reply to a question Mr. Langdon stated that they 

used about 2,000 tons of concentrates per month at Port 
Henry, and the amount of flue dust made, while con
centrates were being run through the furnace, did not 
exceed five tons per month, though it was somewhat 
richer than the ordinary dust. 

THE USE OF MAGNETIC CONCENTRATES IN THE l.LAST-Ft'R-
NACE. • 

In reply to Dr. Dudley's question, as to whether the 
use of concentrates had any effect on tbe regularity of 
the output of the furnaces, Mr. Langdon said that for
merly the Port Henry furnaces had used runof mine 
ore, and tbat they were now using concentrates, and 
the product has been mere regular since concen
trates had been used. Dr. Dudley stated that the 
reason he asked the question was that he bad once been 
connected with a furnace which ran very irregularly, 
and for "which no cause could be assigned except that 
thev used a fine ore ofa very soft mushy character. 

Mr. Mofl'at stated that the T.ackwanna Iron and Steel 
Co.'s furnaces at Scranton bad been run on concentrates 
for about six years and no irregularity had been 
noticed. Tbe I*_ackawanna Co. was the first to exten
sively use concentrates in the blast-furnace. Concen
trates generally formed from .. to A of the furnace 
charge and for "a very short time 50% had been used. 
The results have been as a rule satisfactory, and if not so 
much so as Mr. Langdon's, it was doubtless because a 
smaller proportion had been used. As for the flue dust, 
his experience agreed with Mr. Langdon's, it was of 
very small amount, but he thought it advantageous to 
moisten the ore, especially if very fine. 

Dr. Raymond claimed that magnetic concentrates 
could only, as a rule, be profitably made from waste 
dumps. H e said that at a former meeting ofthe Institute 
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he had expressed bis opinion that it would not pay_ to 
concentrate lean magnetic ore at any American mine, j 
and he was willing to f-tand by that statement, and ! 
would only admit that be was wrong when the Croton | 
mines have been run long enough to furnish regular [ 
working figures and not results based on tbe work of a j 
few months only. He claimed that in Mr. Hoffman's: 
paper no account was taken of royalty on ore or of in
crease in the cost of mining in the future. ; 
H e thought the extraordinarily low cost of 
mining was unusual and by no means repre
sented American mines in general, and the j 
small profits made even there proves how difficult the 
method is going to be unless everything is in its favor, 
and therefore magnetic concentration will not likely be 
profitable, where ordinary conditions prevail. He drew 
a distinction between the use of concentrates in the 
shape of fine ore and dust in the blast-furnace and 
claimed that if dust such as the 60% material from the j 
Ogden mines were used, there would be a great loss in 
flue dust, and thought that tbe chief use of magnetic 
concentrates would be in tbe open hearth furnace after 
they had been made into briquettes. 
The afternoon session was opened by tbe reading of a 

paper entitled 

GOVERNMENT TIMHER TESTS, I 
TON, D. 

IC. FERNOW, WASHING" 

Mr. Fernow prefaced his paper by the remark that 
the present knowledge regarding the properties of our 
various timbers was not very satisfactory, and that 
there is not much published information for general 
use. H e gave a general description of the elaborate 
series of tests which have been undertaken by the 
Government, and appealed to all men interested in the 
mining industry to use their influence to secure tbe 
proper appropriations for carrying on the important 
work. 
He called attention to the fact that timber of a cer

tain class of trees often varied greatly in strength and 
other properties, and stated tbat because one piece of 
timber of such a class stood certain tests, it was by no 
means certain that a similar piece of the same kind of 
timber would do so also. The subject, Mr. Fernow 
stated, was of the utmost importance to the mining in
dustry and yearly becoming of more importance. 

Dr. Raymond commended the thoroughly scientific 
manner in which Mr. Fernow has started this work, 
and also spoke of the lack of knowledge concerning the 
strength of timber. 

"TESTS AND REQUIREMENTS OFSTRUCTURAL WROUGHT IRON 

AND BTEBLj" HY ALFRED E. HUNT. 

This paper was devoted tothe advocacy of a standard 
system of tests and methods, and it drew forth the 
warmest discussion of any paper read at this meeting. 
Mr. Hunt stated that the American Society of Civil 

Engineers, and the American Society uf Mechanical 
Engineers had each appointed committees on " Uniform 
Methods of Tests of Material Used in MeUillie. Struct 
ures" and "Standard Tests and Methods of Testing." 
and he suggested that as the iron and steel manufactur
ers were more largely represented in the American In
stitute of Mining Engineers than in either of the other 
bodies, a thorough discussion of the matter would be 
the best means to lead up to the establishment ofa 
standard system of tests. He spoke of the incon
venience and expense manufacturers were put to by in
spections and re inspections by numerous inspectors 
and also of the inconveniences inspectors labored 1 
under. His idea of what test-" should be, be expressed > 
as follows: "Specifications for tests of structural material J 
should furnish all necessary means for excluding all j 
material deemed unsuitable by the engineer. The cost! 
of testing eventually conies from the purchaser, hence j 
the number of tests and the seventy of their interpreta- 1 
tion should be limited by the engineer as much as possible I 
without sacrificing the idea first stated." Besides the 
increase of cost by unnecessary teste and too rigid re-! 
quiremente, there is another waste of money through 
waste of time ; rarely, if ever, do the terms of the con-
tract secure to the consumer compensation for the losses j 
by delay caused by the vigilance of hisownagent,the in-1 
spector. H e then offered from the standpoint of an ex-
perienced inspector of structural material, some sugges- ! 
tions as to the kind and methods of teste to be adopted, 
and their interpretation. 

Mr. W . IL Morris, of the Pottstown Iron Co., stated • 
that the testing bureaus had worked great injustice to 1 
the mills, and criticised Mr. Hunt's paper in several 
particulars, among others the point that steel should I 
not exceed a certain tensile strength. He also criti- ! 

cised the character of many of the inspectors sent out i 
by the inspection bureaus, and was particularly severe 
on the young collegian whose swelled head was full of 
scientific theories, but who had not practical experience 
enough to apply them. H e claimed that no man was 
qualified to be an inspector unless he has had ex- ' 
Eerience as a manufacturer. H e thought the teste made , 
y the manufacturers were full enough, and that those : 

prescribed by the bureaus were too exhaustive. H e ; 
said that if all inspecting bureaus would agree upon one 
inspector at each works, it would save time and ex- I 
expense; often there had been as many as five or six 
in the Pottstown mill at the same time, testing different 
parts of the same shipment. He suggested tbat en
gineers should accept manufacturers' teste where they 
nave been made in the prescribed manner; thatsurface 
inspection should be made at the mill; and a standard 
thickness of test pieces, as well as width, should be 
agreed upon. 
Mr. Kent called attention to the fact that neither Mr. 

Hunt or Mr. Morris had proposed a standard set of 
specifications which could be discussed as a basis for a 
standard code. H e thought that the tests, as made at 
Eresent, might be too severe; the mill men should 
_ e heard, and specifications agreed on which would be 
just to both manufacturers and purchasers. 

Mr. Oliver Williams, of Oatasaqua, prefaced his re

marks by stating that he bad heard that Capt. Morris 
had written an urgent appeal to the Bishop of his 
dioscese, that the Litany be amended so as to contain a 
new prayer to read " From fresh inspectors—Cood Lord 
deliver us." After the laughter had subsided, he spoke 
ofthe greatly improved class of inspectors sent to the 
mills now, as compared with those of a few years ago. 
The great difliculty now lay in the fact that we have no 
settled scale of requirements. Another difliculty was 
tbat railroad companies have raised the standard uf 
their requirements and arc not willing to pay the in
creased price. He believed that specifications very j 
nearly like those of standard bridge-makers would meet | 
the manufacturers' views. H e agreed with Mr. Morris 
that present methods were very expensive, and tbat 
while the general impression was that the mill pays the 
bills, the f.tct is it always eventually conies out of the I 
pocket of the consumer. 

Dr. Chas. B. Dudley, of Altoona, stated that the key- I 
note of inspection of any kind is, tbat tbe manufacturer 
knows that he is going to be inspected,and consequent 
ly does better work. For this reason he regarded the 
Pennsylvania R. R. Co.'s testing bureau, with which he 
is connected, of importance from the mere fact that it 
existed, if nothing else. Referring to Mr. Williams' re
mark concerning the increasing requirements of tbe 
railroads, he said the Pennsylvania R. R. Co. always 
had some tangible reason for every requirement in the 
specifications issued by its testing bureau. H e detailed 
the method in which tbese specifications were prepared, 
and referred to a series of boiler sheets that have been in 
preparation for Ifi months and have not yet been is
sued. In order to get these sheets in proper shape, 
pieces were biken from 60 worn out locomotive boilers, 
a record of tbe life of which had been kept, ami tensile 
and elongation teste of each piece were made, and then 
a chemical analysis of their constituents was made. 
From the data thus collected the character of the 
material was determined, and conclusions regarding the 
specifications were arrived at but not adopted until the 
purchasing agents, manufacturers, and master mechan
ics, had criticised them. These specifications are con
stantly revised, so as to keep up with increased knowl
edge gained from practical work and scientific dis
coveries. 

A NEW TEST FOR BOILER IRON. 

Continuing, Di*. Dudley stated that in these new 
boiler specitie-ations an entirely new test, called the ho
mogeneity test, has been introduced. The test is made 
as follows: The test piece of metal is nicked on one 
side, put into a vise, and bent until it breaks. The 
fracture is then examined carefully. If, as is frequent
ly the case, it shows numerous little holes, tbe piece is 
rejected. The theory of this test is tbat it opens out 
any little gas bubbles there may be in the plate, which 
have simply been rolled out and not welded. The im
portance of this test is obvious when it is remembered 
that these plates are to be used next tbe fire-box, 
where the temperature on one side is 350° to 370° and 
on the other side 3,000°. The heat transmitted through 
the plate to the water does not pass these rolled out 
bubbles as easily as it does the homogeneous iron, 
and consequently those parts of the plate become 
hotter, and the bubbles expand into blisters, and this is 
one ofthe principal causes for taking the affected part 
out of service. 

Dr. Dudley also referred to the reason why steel should 
not exceed a certain tensile strength, and mentioned 
the case of the Sherman's Creek Bridge on the Pennsyl
vania R. R. as an instance. 
It was desired to strengthen this bridge, which was a 

Howe truss, and the iron rods were taken from the 
first two bays and steel substituted. Tbe steel of these 
rods was of excellent character; its tensile strength was 
06,000 lbs. and its elongation 22%. Yet these rods 
broke one after another, while the iron rods in the 
bridge, uf far less tensile strength, held as firmly as 
ever. The fact was, the steel rods were too strong. 
These rods were held up by nuts, which were not ex
actly true*, that is, the base ofthe nut did not make ex
actly an angle of 00° with the side of the rod. As a 
consequence there was a greater strain on one side of the 
rod than on the other. The steel being of high tensile 
strength was very stiff and would not bend, so it had 
to break. A soft steel of lower tensile strengtli would 
not have broken under thesame circumstances. 
Mr. Coxe agreed with Dr. Dudley tbat the mere ex

istence of an inspection bureau tended to secure better 
results from the producer, and stated that formerly, at 
theeollieries of Coxe Bros. & Co.,the coal wasinspected 
by the breaker employes, and there were constant com
plaints from consumers, some of which were made five 
months afterthe shipment N o w the inspection is done 
by the "sales department, before the coal leaves the 
breaker, and every employe from the foreman down, 
knows that if a lor," of coal is rejected, it means more 
work, to unload the car and prepare tlie coal properly. 
Under this system there are 110 complaints fromconsurn-

CENTRIFUGAL VENTILATORS, BV R- VAN A. NORRIS, WILKES

BARRE, 1*A. 

This paper was a very long and exhaustive one 
treating on the efficiency and construction ofthe various 
types of centrifugal fans in use for mine ventilation. 
The paper is too long to be reviewed in the limited 
space at our disposal, and it together with the supple
mentary remarks by Mr. A. H. Storrs, of Scranton, will 
be given more in detail in a subsequent issue. 
The figures given in Mr. Norris' table, which em

braced a larger number of fans, show a wide divergence 
in the combined efficiency ofthe engine and fan. The 
lowest efficiency given being 23%, and the highest 
91*3-%, though the latter was marked doubtful. There 
were eight that showed efliciences ranging between 
81% ; and 8 7 % ; 14 ranging between 70% and 77% ; 16 
ranging between 60% and 70% ; 9 ranging between 50% 
and 60% ; and 20 that ranged from 23% to 50%. 

Tbe bulk of the criticism made on Mr, Norris' paper 
was that the different conditions under which each fan 
was running and under which measurements were 
made, rendered it extremely difficult to get results that 
would give a correct basis for comparison. 
Tbe AYednesday evening session was opened with a 

a paper entitled 

" NilTES ON A CABLE MOIST AND THE USE OV LOCKED ROPES ', ' 

BV E. GYB1JGN SPIL-SBUI-Y, TKENTON, N. .1. 

This paper was a description of a cable tramway 
across the Susquehanna River at Glen Union, Clinton 
County Pa., erected by the Trenton Iron Uo. for the 
Glen Union Lumber Co. Tt was built to convey rail
way cars loaded with lumber, weighing about twelve 
tons each, from one side ol the river" to the other. A 
tower 70 ft. high was erected on each side of the river, 
over whicli were stretched two parallel cables each 2 
ins. in diameter. The carriage is suspended from the 
cables and is large enough to carry one car. The span 
is 735 ft. The engine used was built by the Lidgerwood 
Mfg. Co. To reduce the wear on the rope and the wheels 
of the carriage, Elliot's smooth locked-coil wire rnpe 
was adopted, and the desired result was accompltsned. 
Sixty cars of lumber have been transported across the 
river by this means in a day often hours. In reply to 
questions regarding the use of this locked-coil rope, Mr. 
Spilsbury stated that it was unquestionably a g o d 
rope, and instances tbat were cited in opposition to this 
view, were in cases where local conditions were such 
that made ordinary wire rope more suitable, and the 
locked-coil rope should not have been put on. The 
locked-coil rope is largely used in English collieries, and 
is giving great satisfaction, 

" ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES II-. GERMAN MINKS : " BY KARL 

EILERS, BERLIN, GERMAN V. 

This paper was read by title, and was not discussed 
generally, but Mr. H. C. Spaulding, of The Tbomson-
Van Depoele Electric Mining Co..stated that his company 
had recently constructed the largest electric mine loco
motive as yet produced. Itis the same locomotive that 
was recently illustrated in our columns. It is of 60 H. 
P., and weighs 21,000 lbs., or about three times the 
weight of the one described by Mr. Eilers. The dimen
sions of this locomotive are as follows: 12 ft. 6. in. 
long, 3 ft. 0| in. wide and 3 ft. 3.1 in. high. It is of" 3 ft. 
gauge and has a maximum speed of 10 miles per hour, 
The armature speed is 1020. Mr. Spaulding exhibited 
photographs of this locomotive and also of a pair of 
mine pumps run by electricity. These latter were de
signed for a 1,500 ft. lift, and under a pressure of650 lbs. 
persq. in. they showed an efficiency! of 74%. The 
pumps were a pair uf Knowles pumps and the motor 
was connected to them by a worm gearing, the pumps 
being seta little farther apart than usual. The electrical 
end was specially constructed so as to be water-proof. 
The statement regarding the efficiency of the pumps 
was doubted by several members who had made a 
study of worm gearing. Mr. Spaulding said that at first 
be and others connected with tbe company were as
tounded with the result, but t]iat it had been proven by 
tests made every fifteen minutes during a period of 
twenty-four hours. 

" THE t'TILtZATION OF PUDDLE SLAG FOR PAINT STOCK ; " BY 

AXEL SAHLIN, NEW YORK. 

This paper was an interesting description of the 
manufacture of paint from puddle slag at Boonton, N. 
J., and the difficulties that were met and overcome be
fore the present exceUent results were attained. The 
slag is ground by means of a Cyclone pulverizer and 
passed through a simple drum arrangement in which 
the larger pieces, in themselves very small, are separa
ted from the finer particles conveyed again to the pul
verizer and reground. This fine material is then 
treated with sulphuric acid, calcined and ground a 
second time to exceeding fineness. It is then mixed 
with linseed oil and forms the stock of a very perma
nent paint. Any color except white may be made by tbe 
addition ofa very small percentage of pigment. The 
grinding is done for 17 cents per ton. 

"THE PREPARATION AND UTILIZATION UF SMALL SIZES OF 

ANTHRACITE COAL." 

This was the subject for a discussion that proved a 
very interesting one. It was opened by Hon. Eckley 
B. Coxe, who stated tbat to secure the best results from 
Anthracite as a fuel, it was absolutely necessary that it 
should be well sized. For instance if chestnut, pea, and 
buckwheat coal was mixed, tbe smaller sizes would fill 
the interstices and cutoff tbe draft necessary to support 
combustion. Anthracite in the fire did not act like 
Bituminous, and this necessity for air space was an 
essential feature. He stated that when he first entered 
in business as a miner of coal, only the larger sizes were 
shipped to market, and the smaller sizes were utilized 
for steam purposes at the mines. He spoke of using 
the major portion of the chestnut production of col
lieries for steam purposes, but, as the trade learned that 
it was of value as a fuel, tlie sales-agents sold the entire 
product of the collieries and he was compelled to use 
pea. In course of time Mr. Ely, also sold all they 
could produce of that, and he bad to descend to 
number one buckwheat. The next year .Mr. Ely sold 
the number one buckwheat and now he was using 
number two buckwheat. This has in turn been sold 
and he must now come down to number three buck
wheat, and he supposes his next step would be to a 
smaller size, say mustard seed. 

He stated that the use of improved grates such as the 
McClave and H o w e grates, had made it possible to 
utilize tbe small sizes. H e was using the McClave grate 
with good results, and had succeeded in burning -f\ in. 
coal. He explained in detail his method of utilizing a 
maximum proportion of the heat units, by the use of 
the Dimmick and Smith improvement, and mud drums 
whicli were almost surrounded by flame, and which 
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wereset under the boilers H e stated that one of the through the woods were hundreds of carved pumpkins 
greatest extravagances in the coal regions was the use of that showed up grotesque and humorous illuminated 
unecoiiumical steam plants ami wasteful engines. H e designs. The path down thi'trout stream to the dam 
advocated the use of a better type of boilers and ofa was particularly attractive. The dancing pavilion 
higher grade of engines. It was of as much importance was so trimmed with evergreens, diflerent colored 
to economize in fuel at collieries as at any other estab- , dahlias in various designs, and Japanese pai'asols and 
lishment, and it was only by the adoption of economic | lanterns that no woodwork but the floor was visible. 
method.--that operators could renew their acquaintance . A band stand adjoining was occupied by tbe Ninth 
witlj dividends, something that few of tbe younger men ! Regiment Band, one of the best musical organizations 
in the trade were acquainted with. Mr. Coxe called in the State. Gen. Oliver, assisted by Mrs. Bunnell, 
attention to the fact thai lu- had succeeded in cleaning , bis sister, and a number of other ladies, received tbe 
and saving coal as small ai ' 
was cleaned bv jigging in 
were covered \\ ith iel.L-par 
the refuse after jigging, a m 
large percentage of irun py 
only be removed by jigginj. 

Mr. Coxe referred to the exaggerated statements that 
were continually being made regarding tlie vast 
amounts of culm available fur fuel in tbe Anthracite 
regions, and slated that the banks did not contain 
nearly as much as was supposed. They often lay on 
side bills and instead of being trapezoidal in section, 
they were triangular, and tbe observer gained a false 
impression by seeing only the altitude and one of the 
long sides of the triangle, and imagined that he was 
looking at a bank wilh a trapezoidal section. He also 
stated tbat some ofthe banks by deterioration, due to 
weathering, were useless, and others that contained 
excessive amounts of refuse were impracticable for use 
as fuel. He mentioned the fact tbat culm from differ
ent seams and different localities was differently 
affected by weathering. Some of it, after a few months 
exposure was very low in value, while other culm that 
had been exposed for vears was comparatively li .tie 
affected. 
In the course ofthe discussion wliich followed, atten

tion was called to tbe use of culm as fuel at tbe various 
manufacturing establishments in Scranton. Dr. Ray
mond stated that the culm banks in Scranton were 
comparatively new, and jocularly stated tbat it paid 
to burn them, as the area covered could afterwards be 
sold as city lots. 

Mr. Foster stated that tbe reason culm was utilized 
to a greater extent in the Lackawanna and AYyoming 
valleys than in other portions of tbe Anthracite fields, 
was because tbe seams lay comparatively level and 
there was not as much refuse in them as in tbe other 
localities. Consequently the refuse was gobbed or left 
in the mines, whereas in the Lehigh and Schuylkill 
regions, tbe seams lay on heavier pitches, and consider
ably more refuse wa' necessarily loaded in the mine 
cars, transported to the surface and eventually thrown 
on tbe culm banks. Therefore the culm ofthe latter 
regions was not as well adapted for fuel, unless it was 
prepared in some manner and this would naturally 
increase its cost. Mr. Moffatt stated tbat he was using 
for steam pin po--es at tbe Lackawanna Iron and Steel 
Co.'s Mills from 0,000 to 8,000 tons of culm per month. 
This was fresh culm from the two collieries owned by 
his comnany supplemented by culm from three other 
collieries located near the works. There, were however 
numerous other establishments that were using culm 
from old banks. Several members spoke nf experi
ments they had made in burning a mixture nf Bitum
inous cial and Anthracite culm, but tbe result was not 
as good as when the two classes of coal were used separ
ately. 
Considerable interest was manifested by various 

members in regard to the practical use of the McClave 
grate, which bad been favorably mentioned .'n several 
instances, and Mr. Foster promised to prepare a paper 
on the subject to be printed in the transactions in con-
necti m with Mr. Coxe's remarks and the discussions 
which followed them. 
The meeting Ihen adjourned, and the members and 

guests retired fervently hoping that tbe morning would 
prove fair, so that the social features uf the meeting 
should be as successful as the business sessions. 

THE SOCIAL FEATURES. 

,•',-. to 3
a
2 in. in size, which , gueste at the entrance of the pavilion. After the 

jigs, the bottoms of which . reception tbe guests strolled through tbe grounds, and 
H e bad carefully analyzed | in a body visited tbe quaint log chapel, which was dec-

found that there was a very ; orated for the occasion. Over the chancel the following 
ites in it. This pyrites can j appropriate quotation, from Job, 28th Chapter, was 

printed : 
"Surely there is vein for thesilver, and a place for gold 

where they find it. Irun is taken onl oi1 the earth and brass 
is nmlien out ofthe stone. The Hood breaketli out from the 
inhabitant; even the waters forgotten ofthe foot; they are 
dried up, they arc gone away from men. As for tlie 
earth, out of it conietb bread : and under it is turned up as 
it were fire. The stones of it are the place of sapphires: 
and it "hath dust of sold. Ther*1 is a path whicli no fowl 
knoweth, and which the vulture's eye both not seen ; the 
lion's whelps have not trodden it, nor ihe fierce lion passed by 
it. He putteth forth his band upon the rock; He over-
turneth the mountains by the roots. He eutteth out rivers 
among the rocks; and bis eye seeth every precious thing." 

As the visitors entered, a quartette Eang " My Country 
'tis of Thee," which was followed by " Coronation" and 
"Old Hundred." The party then returned to the 
pavilion and bonfire. After ail had returned, 
President Birkinbine stepped on a stump and 
called the gathering to order and called on the com
mittee on resolutions for its report. Capt. Hunt then 
read a series of resolutions thanking the local commit
tee and Messrs. Lewis and -Oliver for the pleasures al
ready enjoyed, and Hon. Eckley B. Coxe for the 
pleasures in store for the morrow. They also thanked 
the Lehigh Valley R. R. Co. for favors and courtesies re
ceived not only then but on numerous former occasions. 
These resolutions were unanimously adopted and cheers 
were given for Mr. Albert Lewis, Gen. Oliver, the L. V. R. 
R. Co., Messrs. Coxe, Stearns,and Lathrope,theofficersof 
the local committee, and also for the ladies of AVilkes-
Barre. This pleasant duty beingended, dancing, conver
sation, and strolling through tbe grounds occupied the 
time till midnight, when the Institute and its gueste left 
for Glen Summit and the Wilkes-Barre guests left for 
home. On the road to Glen Summit, Mr. Oliver Wil
liams, of Catasauqua, formed a choir in the front car, and a 
varied selection of local gems, more popular than class
ical were rendered in an enjoyable manner. 
Friday morning dawned bright and clear, and at8.15 

the special train started for the Lehigh Region. Drif
ton wan first visited and the shops and new iron breaker 
were examined. From there the train was run to Hol
lywood Strippings, where tbe mining of the M a m m o t h 
seam by removing the surface was examined. From 
there, the train proceeded to the new Oneida Colliery 
of Coxe Bros. & Co. A bounteous lunch was served at 
the picnic ground, and then the new iron breaker was 
inspected. The machinery was all in place,and was run 
so that the visitors could see the actual working of Mr, 
Coxe's new ideas. It was an excellent chance to witness 
tbe method of preparing Anthracite for market, and all 
availed'themselves ofthe opportunity. The breaker is 
one ofthe largest in the region and has an estimated 
capacity of about 3,000 tons per day. All the appli
ances are ofthe latest improved order. Among other 
striking objects was the new compound hoisting engine, 
designed and built at the Drifton shops, where, by the 
way, a Pelzer fan is in course of erection. This will be 
the first Pelzer fan in operation in America. 
At 3.40 1*. M. the visitors again boarded the train. At 

Hazleton quite a number got off to take trains for Phila
delphia and N e w York. At Glen Summit which was 
reached about 5 p. M. about half the remainder left, and 
the balance ofthe party were taken on to AVilkes-Barre, 
from whence they scattered toward their homes,all beinz 
ofthe unanimous opinion that the Fall Meeting of 1891 
was one of tbe pleasantest and most interesting ever 
held, and that Messrs.Cnxe, Stearns, and Lathrope, were 
model committee-men. 

Thursday dawned cold and threatening, and th-s 
outlook for the excursion tlirough the Wyoming region 
and tn Harvey's Lake was most unpromising. How
ever, the train was ready and the party determined to 
risk it, and it was fortunate this conclusion was arrivedat 
The rain held off and the day was a most enjoyable one. 
Harvey's Lake was reached about noon, and obser
vation cars elaborately trimmed were attached tu tbe 
train which was run down to the boat landing, and; In the effort to secure the best results in mining 
thence back to Mr. Albert Lewis'beautiful log residence 1 and preparing minerals, it is necessary for the man 
and picnic grounds. After a stroll through the J who don't want to " get left," to be thoroughly posted 
grounds an elaborate luncheon was provided by Mr. | on the most improved ideas machinery, anil appli-
Lewis at bis house, which was thrown open for the ances. It does not cost much to " keep" up with the 

Don't Get Left. 

reception and use of tbe party. While seated at the 
bounteous and beautifully arranged tables, a fine 
orchi stra furnished music that added greatly tn the 
enjoyment of the party. Mr. Lewis proved himself a 
most generous ami hospitable host, and afttr tbe 
luncheon was over tendered his guests the use of the 
steamer for a ride on the lake. On tbe return from 
the boat ride, and a visit to Mr. Lewis' saw mills, the 
cars were taken for the return to Glen Summit. A 
jovial and happy party filled the cars, and all united in 
expressing the highest appreciation of Mr. Lewis' 
pleasant reception and bounteous hospitality. Glen 
Summit was reached at 5.30 P.M. About seven o'clock, 
the special train was again occupied by the party and 
tbe run was made to Laurel Run, where Gen. Paul A, 
Oliver had prepared a " Camp Fire " for the entertain
ment of his guests. The entertainment was a 
peculiarly unique and enjoyable one, Tbe road from 
tbe station to Gen. Oliver's grounds was bordered with 
blazing torches, after passing through the rustic gates 
a peculiarly attractive scene met tbe eye. The grounds 
were illuminated in every direction by pine knot 
torches and pumpkin "Jack 0'Lanterns," and a huge bonfire of pine logs. Across the driveway the word Welcome" appeared on large illuminated pumpkins, each of which bore one letter of the word. Scattered 

procession." All you have to do to keep posted is to 
read T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER, and send for the hand
some and well illustrated catalogues of manufacturers 
nf mining machinery and mining appliances. Most 
of them contain information of value aside from de
scriptions of the machinery, etc., and they should be 
in the hands of every operator and mine official. Our 
advice therefore is to 
Send for Catalogues and Circulars, of mine cars 

wheels, etc., to S. B. Stine, Osceola Mills, Pa. 
Send for the handsome illustrated Catalogue issued 

by the Queen City Supply Co., corner Elm and 
Pearl Streets. Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Send for Circulars relative to "Webster's Interna

tional Dictionary," which is a revised and enlarged 
edition nf the Authentic " Unabridged," tn Messrs G 
& C. Merriam „ Co.. Springfield, Mass. 
Send fur the handsome illustrated Catalogue issued 

by The Lunkenheimer Brass Co., 11-17 East Eighth 
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Send for the Catalogue of the Philip Carey Manu-

facturing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Send for the illu-trated Circulars and Catalogues issued by the Waterbury Rubber Co., 49 Warren Street New Vork. Send for Catalogue and Circulars descriptive of Pack

ing to Hine A Roberteon, 45 Cortlandt Street, New 
York. 
Send for Catalogue issued by the Phillips Mine Sup

ply Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Send for Catalogue and Circulars of tbe Scaife 

Foundry and Machine Co., Limited, Pittsburgh, Pa*. 
Send for special Catalogue just issued descriptive of 

Slate Channeling Machines to The Ingersoll-Sergeant 
Drill Co., 10 Park Place, N e w York. This is the only 
practical channeling machine on the market. 
All the above Catalogues are sent free, and you 

cannot afford to not have them. Engineering* Association of the South. 

Tbe first regular meeting of the Engineering As
sociation of the. South sii.ee the summer recess was held 
on Thursday evening October 8, in the Y. M. C. A. 
Building, Nashville, Tenn., the Cumberland Publishing 
House in which are situated the future headquarters of 
the Association not yet being ready for occupation. 
Vice-President W . L. Dudley and President John B. 
Atkinson presided in turn with about twenty members 
and visitors present. 
Communications were read from the Secretaries of 

the Am. Soc. C. E. from tbe American Society of Swed
ish Engrs., from the A m . Institute M, E., and from the 
Illinois Soc. Surveyors & Engrs., each notifying the Sec
retary tbat a system of exchanges of their publications 
with this Association would be adopted. The subject of 
tbe series of teste of American woods, recently inaug
urated by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and now being 
carried out at St. Louis, Mo., and A n n Arbnr, Mich.,was 
discussed, and at the suggestion of Mr. John MacLeod 
of Louisville, Ky., tbe Secretary was instructed to com
municate with the Secretary of Agriculture expressing 
the interest taken by the Association in this important 
undertaking and urging that the necessary appropri
ation of funds be secured for fully carrying out the ser
ies now undertaken. 

Mr. R. L. Cobb, Chairman ofthe Committee on Nom
ination of Officers, submitted tbe names of two nom
inees for each office to be balloted for at the coming 
annual election in November. 

Messrs. R. O. Lewis and AA'. L. Dudley were appointed 
tellers to canvas the ballots for new members wh ich re
sulted in .the election ofthe following gentlemen:-
Frank Cawley, Mechanical Engineer for the St. Bernard 
Coal Co., Earlington, Ky., Benjamin AV. Robinson Min
ing Engineer for the St. Bernard Coal Co., Earlington, 
Ky., and Thos. D. Kemp, Engineer and Superintendent 
of the improved AArood Pavement Company, Mobile, 
Ala. 
A n application for memborship was received from 

Lncien S. Johnson, Supt. and Engr. of the Great AY est -
ern Mining Co., Peach Orchard, Ky. 
The paper of the evening entitled "The estimation 

and Measurement of Earth-Work," was then read by 
Mr. AV. B. Ross of Nashville, Tenn., member of the 
Association. Tbe paper after a general analysis ofthe 
requirements and difficulties of earth-work estimation, 
presented a comparison ofthe several methods now in 
use for deterinining volumes,expressing tbeerrorof the 
several methods as compared with the geometrically 
rigorous prismoidal formulae. One of the conclusions 
of the paper was tbat owing to the fact that earth-work 
excavations are usually bounded by a concave profile, 
either in the road-bed cuts or in borrow pits, the pris
moidal formulae gives results less than the actual vol
ume taken out by an amount approximating to the error 
of excess ofthe method of "averaging end areas"and 
therefore the latter was believed to be the more accurate 
and just method of estimation than the prismoidal 
method whicli whiU giving results rigorously true lor 
tbe imaginary solid on which it is supposed to be ap
plied still gives results too small when applied to the 
usual form of earth solid which is rarely a prism, but 
usually has a middle section larger than that assigned 
it in the prismoidal treatment. Tbe author presented 
for inspection some tables divined by himself for rap
idly taking out tbe volumes of'" three level" ground 
and also exhibited some graphical scales for the same 
purpose and to be used in finding the center ofa mass 
of an excavation. 
The next regular meeting of the Association, which 

will be tlie annual meeting, will'be held on November 
12th, at Na.shville, Tenn.,and without doubt in the new 
headquarters. 

A Valuable and Cheap Book. -

AVe have received an advance copy of a valuable 
little volume with a title page that contains in its few 
lines so much infoimation regarding its contents that 
we reproduce it Itis as follows: " C o m m o n Sense in 
Making and Using Steam. Facts for the consideration 
of Proprietors of Steam Plants, by One AVho has Paid 
for Uis Experience." 
The author. Mr. AVilliam Harrison Bailey, M. E , of 

Rochester, N. Y., has in this little volume/compiled a 
vast amount of data arrived at after years of experience 
in steam engineering, in an interesting and popular 
form. 
The question and utilization of steam in all indus

trial establishments is one of ihe heaviest items of ex
pense, and collieries are no exception to this rule. 
Badly designed and poorly managed steam plants re-
ijuire annually a large expense in labor, in costs for re
pairs, and for fuel tbat could be materially reduced if 
proper attention were paid to the subject, aud new 
idea-4 gained from practical experience were utilized. 
The little volume under review contains many hints 
whereby steam users can eflect economies, and its 
nominal cost of 25 cents post-paid should induce every 
steam plant owner, engineer and fireman to purchase. 
It is neatly bound in leatherette, contains no advertisement", and will be sent post-paid for 25 cents, either in stamps, currency or postal note, by the Mason Regulator Co., No. 10 Central St., Boston,'Mass. 
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PRIMARY 
• must be parallel, and all strokes must be proportiunate 
in size. The stem of the initial hook of the letter is not 
: parallel to the main stem ofthe letter, and the bottom 
! loop and scroll are both too small. The second letter 
• shows that the stem ofthe book is not parallel to the 
'main stem ofthe letter, but the secondary principal 
| stem is also not parallel to the first, and the final scroll 
j is not only not parallel but abuses the third law of pen
manship by not being proportionate in size. 

FOR CANDIDATES FOR 

MINE FOREMEN'S CERTIFICATES 
AND FOR 

STUDENTS OF MINING. 

This department in intended for miners and other", who in their 
youth have not been able to attend school and ie/10 are now desiroux 
to inform thcmsclres in the ..i*.'™.--. ,-clalcd to viini.no and to learn how 
to answer the questions in ventilation, snrrei/ina, and mechanics which 
are asked ai the examination* for mine foremen's certificates, and 
which ilia important for thcrn to understand as foremen and officers 
of mines. AU the question* asked al the different examinations for 
mine foremen and for mine inspectors in this coiudri/ are printed and 
answered in this department. The principles involved arc explained 
(n detail so as to be easily understood and many calcidations are 
worked out at Icngtli for the benefit of those who arc not [amiliar with 
figures. 

PENMANSHIP. 

W e shall be heartily glad to learn that our readers j 
are profiting by the lessons on Penmanship, not only | 
in being able to execute figures that are pleasant, to ; 
look upon, but we also hope to learn that the observing 
faculty is by this means being developed through a pro
cess of a "Love of the Beautiful." 
The first- letter to engage our attention in this article 

Fig. 22. 

is the Capital G. At the left hand of Figure 22 the 
letter is shown as it ought to be drawn or written ; the 
second letter from the left hand side nf the Figure 
shows the development ofthe parts nf tbe letter out of 
a series of elliptical curves. First let us notice that the 
stem ofthe bottom loop must be parallel to the major 

ARITHMETIC. 

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF FRACTIONS. 

The common idea is that if one value be multiplied 
by another tbe result or product will be greater in 
numerical value than either the multiplier or the mul
tiplicand ; this statement, however, is only true in re
lation to whole numbers (excepting eases -where the 
multiplier or multiplicand is one), that is when the 
multiplier and multiplicand are both whole numbers ; 
but if 2 be multiplied by '., the product or result is 
equal to 1, we now find that if a whole number be 
multiplied bv a fraction the result or product is greater 
than tbe multiplying fraction and less than the whole 
number, e.g., ifi be multiplied by a \ the result or 
product is a |, or less tban the whole number and ex
actly equal to tbe multiplying fraction ; from this we 
learn that if a whole number be multiplied by a frac
tion the product will be greater than the fraction, but 
is always less than tbe whole number that has been 
multiplied. 
AA'hen a fraction is multiplied by a fraction the 

product or result is always less tban either of the mul
tiplying figures, for instance, a \ multiplied by i pro
duces a ',, the meaning of this is that I times a ."must 
be a }, and it is often written " .', of a I equals a \." 
Perhaps we cannot do better to impress the"se facts on the 
mind of the student than show a few examples; first 
then we will multiply wholes by wholes and show that 
the products are greater than" either of the factors. 
Now the word factor is derived from faclus, to make. 
If 3 be multiplied by 4, the 3 and the 4 are said to be 
the factors or makers of 12 ; 5 X 4 = 20, the 5 and 4 
are here said to be the factors or makers of 20. Now 
here follow examples to show that the products of 
whole numbers are greater than either of the factors, 
except when one of the factors is 1, thus 

the correct fraction, for example, 1 --:• • £ = 2, or 1 X •? 
— 2, but the A divided by 1 equals a half; 1 might in 
this case be made into an improper fraction, then -]- ~ -J* 
*= 2 as before, ami half divided by 1, \ X j = •' as be
fore. 

CHEMISTRY RELATING TO MINE 
VENTILATION. 

C II., 
C, 1L 

H, S. 
CO. 

C O 

Fig. 23. 

axis ofthe large ellipse, and that the major axes of the : 
top and bottom ellipses must also be parallel. The ] 
third letter from the left is a deformity arising out ofi 
the non-parallelism of the respective ellipses ; thesame 
occurs in the first letter of Figure 23. Tbe second letter 
shows the ellipse ofthe bottom loop to be so small as 
to offend the eye and the feelings in a remarkable ' 
manner. The bottom loop ofthe third letter is gener-' 
ated by an ellipse having its major axis too long. 

Fig. 24. 

Figs. 24 and 25 illustrate the correct and incorrect de-
velopment of the capital letter H. The first letter on, 
the left hand side of Figure 24 is correctly written or 
drawn ; the second letter from the left shows the de
velopment of the letter from elliptical curves ; the first. 

ii X 8 =-48 

_ Now let us show that when a whole number is mul
tiplied by a fraction the product is never less than the 
fractional factor, but never greater than a whole factor, 
as observed by the following examples : 

3X1=1 
2 X H .-> 
4X- = ! 

l X J -= I 
Again, two fractional factors generate a product al

ways less than either of the factors, as shown by the 
following examples: 
S X I — j: or 'i 

j X I = tt or ,*>, 
I X I = . 
\ X -l = A 

It is a knowledge of details like these that makes a 
I student sure and accurate in the application of mathe
matical principles. It is the readiest and surest way to 

1 succeed in tbe study of arithmetical values. 
I W h e n a series of fractions have to be multiplied into 
: each other they are often expressed as in the following 
' example: 
\ of I of ; of f

:\- or -\ X 3 X : X A 
Now if all the denominators be multiplied into-each 
other* the product will be tbe denominator* of the result
ing fraction, and if all the numerators be multiplied in
to each other the product will be the resulting num
erator ofthe fraction. 

letter of Figure 25 shows two deformities, the one con
trary to the first law of penmanship, and the other con
trary to the third law of penmanship, namely, all strokes 

or A X I X ? X A = -̂ -J or A 

Two words have been employed in this explanation, 
and let it be noticed that words are signs of ideas, 
and unless the meaning ofthe words are understood the 
ideas that the words express cannot exist in tbe mind. 
A good student constantly uses his dictionary, and 
never allows a word to pass him in reading if he does 
not understand it. Now the word " numerator'' signi
fies the number of parts that constitute a fraction of a 
whole, and the "denominator " the number of parts 
into which the whole isdivided, •*. •/., three- fourths of an 
apple would indicate that the whole apple has been cut 
into four equal parts, therefore the denominator is 4, or 
the number of parte into which the apple has been cut; 
3 is tbe numerator or the number of parte at our dis
posal, consequently this expression might be graphic
ally written as follows: 

3 the numerator. 

4 the denominator. 

Division of fractions presents us with conclusions the 
opposite of those we discovered in our investigation of 
multiplication of fractions. AVhen the dividend or 
divisor consists of other values than unity the quotient 
is always larger tban either divisor or dividend ; if a .'. 
be divided by a _> tbe quotient or result is 1, and ele
mentary reasoning would teach us tbat a -! must be 
contained in a \ one time. A portion ofthe process of 
division effractions is similar to that of multiplication, 
with this difference, the dividing fraction is always in
verted, tu at is a \ -A- \ = 1 , or proceeding as in multipli
cation J X -?* = L 
The following remarkable results occur which show 

clearly how Ccautious the learner ought to be to invert 

MINE GASES (CONTINUED). 

The compound gases ought lo be known ami under
stood by the miner by their symbols or chemical ex
pression, as follows: 

Marsh gas or methvl bvdridc 
Silver gas or hydride o"l ethyl 
Sulphureted hydrogen or, hy

drogen sulphide 
Carbonic acid or carbon dioxide 
Carbonic oxide or carbon mon

oxide 

Now itis a matter of daily experience to observe 
tbat these gases stratify in air, that is, they form layers 
above or beneath air according to their respective 
! specific weights. Fire-damp having a specific gravity 
• of '55 is always found stratified next the roof of the 
seam ; carbonic acid having a specific gravity of 1*52 
I is always stratified next the floor of the seam ; sul-
phureted hydrogen stratifies with difficulty, it being 
j very little more than the weight of air, or 117. The 
. same may be said of carbonic oxide in after-damp. 

Gases diffuse into each other, that is, by some force 
not yet clearly understood, fire-damp will diffuse and 
form a mechanical mixture with air; the same may be 
sairl of all tbe other gases, and what is equally" re
markable the gases have a power of diffusion among 
themselves. Now it dues seem extraordinary that hy
drogen gas, which is only about a fifteenth of the 
weight of air, should, contrary to the commands of 

: gravitation, sink and mechanically unite with the 
heavier gases which constitute air, but the difficulty is 

1 partly removed when we consider tbat this diffusion 
is closely allied to another principle, viz.: solubility. 

I N o w common salt has a specific gravity of 2'1; this 
, means to say it is a little more than twice the weight 
1 of water, nevertheless, when dissolved in water it re-
; mains suspended, notwithstanding its superior Height. 
j N o w we do not understand the operation of a natural 
I law that comprehends what takes place when salts are 
I dissolved or when gases are diffused. But in all cases 
: solubility is only possible within sharply defined 
limits, eAg., to all salts there are points or limits of 
I saturation which never vary at given temperatures and 
given pressures. W e know that 21 volumes of oxy-

1 gen will diffuse into 79 volumes nf nitrogen, or the 
converse. 79 volumes of nitrogen will diffuse into 21 

1 volumes of oxygen, such proportions being the limits 
uf the diffusion of tbese *_:ases. That diffusion is 
limited by a point of saturation is clear from the cir
cumstance that atmospheric air is always the same, 
whether found on the tops of mountains or in the 
depths of valleys. It is the same in all climates, and 
as far as we know, under all conditions of temperature 
and pressure. That diffusion and solution are the 
same in principle is shown by tbe solubility of air in 
water, but when air dissolves in water a portion of its 
nitrogen is rejected, showing that when three bodies 
dissolve or diffuse into each other, the triple diffusion 
to some extent alters tbe relationship. 
Tbe law of diffusion already known refers to "the 

velocities with which different gases diffuse into each 
other, e. g., the specific gravity of hydrogen being 1, 
and that of oxygen Hi, hydrogen will diffuse into 
\ oxygen with a velocity four times greater tban that of 
I nxygen into hydrogen. The law of such diffusion is as 
I follows: Tbe velocities of diffusion of different gases 
are inversely proportional tothe square roots of their 
I densities. Now as the ratio is an inverse one, the 
j square root of the density of oxygen is proportional 
1 to tbe velocity of the diffusion of hydrogen into it. 
The same relationship will be found true in other 
• cases. In all the experiments tried, the velocities of 
j diffusion were ascertained by placing a bottle of one 
i kind of gas in an unmeasured volume of another. 
j That the limits of saturation are sharply defined 
'cannot for a moment be doubted. On entering old 
working places of a mine where the ventilation is 
" slack," or even where no air current is passing, fire
damp will be found next the roof and air beneath it, 
showing that diffusion can only proceed within verv 
definite limits. Any intelligent student will realize 
the importance of the investigation nf this matter 
when we point out the fact that with an unlimited 
diffusion explosive mixtures would constantly be 
found, not only near the roof, but near the floor. 
j The intelligent miner, however, never expects to find 
! explosive mixtures near the floor, but seeks for gas 
near the roof, as he knows by practical experience 
mine gases and air stratify according to their specific 

i weights. Where air and gas are mixed by current 
agitation, separation at once takes place, where the 

1 current passes under large holes in the roof; so much 
is this the case that screens of canvas called "sconces," 
or "dash doors," are erected to throw the current 
upwards and thus wash out the gas. W e do hope, 
before long intelligent efforts will be made to ascertain 
correctly tbe points of saturation for diffused gases. 
Pressure of fire-damp in situ. The following facts 

are taken from the North of England Mining Institute 
papers supplied by Lin. AVood, Esq., and Geo. May, 
Esq.: The experiments showed conclusively that the 
pressure of the gas in situ (in its original place) was 
proportionate to a water head nearly equal to the 
depth of the seam, that is in cases where the seams 
were found at considerable depths, but where the 
seam was shallow and tbe overlying strata porous and 
jointed, the pressure found did not coincide with this 
law exactly ; again, even forthe same depth, the press-
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ure was greater in new workings than in the workings 
of old collieries. In the bore-hole experiments where 
the pressure was tested by gauges, it was found that 
the pressures increased proportionally as the square 
rootsof the lengths of the holes. Suppose an exam
ple by way of illustration, and let the cover of the 
seam be equal to 1,500 feet, but let the depth from the 
drainage level to the seam be 1,200 feet, here the press
ure of the gas in situ would be 540 pounds on the 
square inch. It will be clear to the observer that the 
undulations uf the surface will greatly affect the law 
of depth. The closeness or otherwise of the strata, 
the age of the colliery, and the extent of the workings, 
will all moderate the pressure of gas in situ. 
This matter is very important to the miner from 

three points of view: First. The quantity of gas or 
fire-damp given off by a seam will be less where tbe 
cover is thin tban where it is of considerable thick
ness. As has been noticed a broken thin cover allows 
the fire-damp to freely escape from a seam ; the same 
Conditions of cover equally allow a free entry of water, 
so much is this tbe case tbat we may often say—much 
water, little gas, or little trouble from gas means much 
water. In the deeper seams overlaid by closer strata, 
and especially much further below the level of the 
district, we find much gas and very little water. 
Second. But for the presence of fire-damp at great 

pressures in the coal, in many cases the seams would 
be very expensive to work, so that we are presented 
with the following apparently, opposite conclusions: 
first, fire-damp is a source of danger tothe miner; 
second, fire-damp by its pressure assists the miner. 
Third. In working a series of seams of different 

depths, great skill and sound judgment is required 
to retain the pressure of the confined fire-damp in the 
separate seams during the course of working, so that 
the taking out of one seam shall not entirely eliminate 
the gas from the other. 
The range of explosive mixtures and the maximum 

effects are in the direct ratios of the pressures or den
sities of the gases. It is said that the range of ex
plosive mixtures at sea level lies between 5 of air, and 
1 of gas, and 15 of air and 1 of gas, but this range 
will be considerably increased under conditions of 
increased pressure. So much is this the case, that we 
have no doubt, tbat under a pressure of two atmos
pheres, 20 of air and 1 of gas would set up an explo
sive force equal to 10 of air and 1 of gas at ordinary 
pressures. But a mixture of 9-) of air and I of gas, 
under a-pressure of little more than half an atmos
phere or 8 lbs. on the square inch, ceases to be explo
sive. Here it would not be out of place to define 
what we mean by an explosive mixture. AVe mean 
then such a mixture of fire-damp and air, as will, if! 
ignited, almost instantaneously produce a volume of 
flame equal to the volume of the mixed gases; from; 
this intense heat a pressure is set up that may be' 
safely called the explosive force. This force in many I 
cases amounts to a pressure (supposing the mixture to 
be confined) of 90 pounds on tbe square inch. AAre 
may safely from this infer that the pressure set up in 
tbe neighborhood of the point of ignition in some of 
our great miriing explosions has not been less than 50 
pounds mi Ibe square inch. These deductions are 
founded on tbe supposition that explosions take place 
at pressures of about 30 inches of mercury, but no 
doubt in ,'ome of the deepest pits explosions have 
occurred at pressures equal to 32 inches of mercury, 
and should the mixture at the moment of explosiun 
be nearly a maximum one, pressures of even 00 lbs. 
or more on the square inch might be produced. Sup-
?losing a pressure due to a confined volume to be 90 
bs. per square inch, under a pressure of 30 inches nf 
mercury, the same mixture under a pressure of 32 
inches of mercury would develop a static force -of 90 
pounds un the square inch. AVe mean by this that the 
intensity of tbe temperature of the mixed gases at the 
moment of explosion is directly proportional to the 
pressure of the gases at the moment before ignition. 
High temperatures rarify gases, consequently a mix

ture previously expanded by heat is not so explosive 
as a relatively colder one; e.g.. a mixture of 9-1 of air 
and 1 of gas at a pressure of 30 inches of mercury, 
and at a temperature of 700° F. will not explode. An 
atmosphere saturated with watery vapor, when mixed 
with fire-damp, i*-* relatively safer than pure dry air. 

SCIENCE RELATED TO MINING. 

The conservation of energy is one of tbe greatest 
problems that has ever been solved by the human 
mind; tbe indestructibility of matter has long been 
known and understood, but the conservation nf energy 
is a modern problem that is receiving a modern and 
final solution. Energy has its modes, fa-duons, or 
Btates, and all these modes, fashions, or states are con
vertible into each other ; heat is convertible into light, 
light is convertible into beat, electricity is convertible 
into heat, and light and heat are convertible into elec
tricity, mechanical energy is convertible into all the 
mode's previously mentioned, and all the modes pre
viously mentioned are convertible into mechanical en
ergy ; this being su the study of the subject of heat is 
full of interest, and confers upon the student an 
amount of intelligence which enables him to deal effi
ciently with other matters, in the daily duties of life, 
that would be inscrutably vague or mysterious. The 
modes by which heat is "communicated from point to 
point are full of interest. In the raising of steani we 
first observe how heat is transported from point to 
point by radiation, the beat from the burning embers 
passes in direct radiant lines to the shell of the boiler, 
now the conveyance of heat from the burning embers 
to tbe boiler, l*3--- u s bear in mind, is by the process of 
radiation. Perhaps some student might inquire for a 
definition of the mode, or any atomic laws by which 
heat is transported through space from one point to 

another'-' An answer to this query would involve a 
somewhat abstruse and lengthy explanation, but let it 
suffice for ns to say tbat heat is the result of molecular 
or atomic movements by which one atom or molecule 
communicates its movements to another, and thus the 
heat is carried forward through a series of moving 
atoms in a brief space of time, until at last these mov
ing atoms of air or gas impart their heat motion to the 
molecules of the air and plate that receives them ; the 
heat is now passed through the plate by the process of 
conduction, that is to say one atom of the plate gives 
up its heat after another, until the heat arrives at the 
inner surface of the plate, when the heat is given up 
to the water. 
Now, water is a very bad conductor of beat, that is 

to say, heat cannot be passed through it as it is thrnugh 
the shell of the boiler, but the small particle of water 
resting on the bottom of the plate being heated ex
pands, and this increases its volume, becoming at tbe 

i same moment lighter than the other particles of cold 

^- ___R 

FIG. 1. 

water, the result is that the heated particle of water 
rises or floats, while the cold particles sink and take its 
place. That this is so is easily shown by a Florence 
flask, if clear water be put in the flask with some fine 
particles of oatmeal, the heated particles of water 
carry with them particles of oatmeal upwards, until at 
last they are relatively cooler than other particles that 
are ascending. The cooler particles of the oatmeal 
are seen descending down tbe sides of tbe glass ; this 
mode of conveying beat is called convection, and by 
cunvectiun tbe whole of the water in the boiler at last 
reaches boiling point, when heat still continues to act 
and cause the particles resting on the plate to take up 
so much beat that the inelastic fluid called water be
comes an elastic fluid called steam. 
Steam, in common with all gases, expands in con

formity to the principles of Boyle's law, that is to say, 
the volume is inversely as the pressure, ur tlie press
ure is inversely as the volume. If a cubic foot of 
air was confined in a cylinder having a movable 
piston, and the enclosed air was situated beneath 
the piston and above the bottom, and if the piston 
be moved upwards until the volume uf the space in tbe 
lower portion of the cylinder was increased to two 
cubic feet, the air would expand and fill this increased 
space, but while the air had increased its volume it 
would correspondingly be reduced in pressure. Sup
pose the pressure at first to be 15 pounds on the square 
inch, after the volume is doubled the air will be found 
to manifest a pressure of only 7^ pounds on the square 
inch ; hence the statement, as the volume increases the 
pressure reduces ; or, as the pressure increases the vol
ume reduces. Suppose the same conditions as in the 
former illustration, and let the piston be thrust down 
until a cubic font of air is compressed into the volume 
of half-a-foot—here the volume has been reduced and 
the pressure has been increased to 30 pounds on the 
square inch. 
In the working of steam engines great advantages 

are obtained from the expansion of steam ; the steam 
is said to be cut off at quarter stroke, half stroke, or 
two-thirds of the stroke, or at whatever fraction of tbe 
stroke the steam is cut off; the remainder ofthe stroke 
is completed by tbe expanding steam at a reduced 
pressure, capable of doing considerable work. 
Watt discovered the gain to be derived from ex

panding tbe sleam in a cylinder, and took out a patent 
to secure to himself advantages remunerative of bis 
skill 11: applying Boyle's law, H e not only did this, 
but he invented an indicator, or instrument to show 
on a paper diagram the varying pressure of the steam 
throughout the stroke, and it is to this diagram that 
we wish to draw the attention of our readers. 
Referring to Fig. J, A L represents the atmospheric 

line, or the line corresponding to the pressure of the 

mosphere equal to tbat of the atmosphere measured 
from V to A, therefore, if the vertical line measured 
from Utovi be equal to the vertical line measured 
from A to I, and if V to A equals 147 pounds on the 
square inch, A to / also indicates 14*7 pounds on the 
square inch. Now, V to A is the pressure of the at
mosphere, A to J is pressure above the atmos
phere, therefore, the totrt-i pressure of the steam must 
be equal to the sum of these two pressures, or 29"4 
pounds on the square inch. 
Now, this 29'4 pounds on the square inch is called 

tbe total pressure uf the steam. Expansion of steam 
cannot, be calculated on the pressure from A to I be
cause that is partial pressure. Boyle's law does not 
apply to a partial, but to a total pressure. Now, just 
let us discover the mistake we .would make if we ap
plied Boyle's law to partial pressure ; from A to I is 
147, and as the pressure is inversely as the volume, 
and as tbe steam is here cut off at C O in the dia
gram, or half stroke, if we double tbe volume while 
the piston travels the length of the diagram B G, on 
tbe completion of the stroke the volume of the steam 
would be doubled,* therefore, the pressure would be 
halved, or it would be reduced to 7*36 pounds on the 
square inch. Now, consider for a moment what is 
this 7'35 pounds? If we consider it total pressure 
then tbe pressure of the exhaust steam would be 7*35 
above the pressure of the atmosphere, wliich is totally 
incorrect, because it will be seen that tbe curvea 
line in the diagram does not dip below the atmospheric 
line. 
-This 7'35 pounds cannot be pressure above the at

mosphere, because the curved line terminates in the 
atmospnerie line. N o w then, calculate the expansion 
by Boyle's law on the total pressure, then if the steam 
is cut off at half the stroke, at the end of the stroke 
R it will have doubled its volume; now 

2! I 4 
= 147 This correct, because the 

expansion has reduced the pressure of the steam to 
atmospheric pressure, consequently the steani will ex
haust from the cylinder at the same pressure as the 
atmosphere. 
This diagram is a picture of the pressure of the 

steam during every point of the stroke, the vertical or 
upright lines, called ordinates, are pressure lines; the 
parallel horizontal lines are volume lines. Now, when 
the piston begins its stroke the total pressure of the 
steam is acting on it, that is a pressure from Fto I, 
not that the pressure Fto /is effective, because if it 
be a non-condensing engine the effective work done by 
the steam will be equal to the space enclosed by the 
diagram above the atmospheric line, and the work 
that the steam is capable of doing, and is lost, is rep
resented by the space enclosed below the atmospheric 
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is the pressure of tbe steani indi-
is not total pressure, but partial 

pressure, or the pressure above atmospheric pressure ; 
to this portion of the subject the reader must confine 
bis attention for a moment ur two, otherwise, what 
follows will be a perfect mystery. 
Tbe zero of pressure will be about, 147 pounds be

low atmospheric pressure, and this zero is represented 
by VL or the vacuum line, the zero line or the line uf 
no pressure. Such a line as this can only be found 
when a vessel having a hollow space is void of all gas, 
air, or steam, when there will be no pressure, because 
pressure is a condition of matter, and if tliere be no 
gaseous matter in the vessel there cannot be any press
ure, because there is no matter. Now, understanding 
these two lines, it is possible to make this ideal dia^ 
gram understood. 
From the atmospheric line to the letter /, the dia

gram indicates a pressure of the steam above the at-

line. So that in a diagram of this character more 
work is lost than that which is applied usefully. 
From /to CO the pressure of the steam is equal to 

the total pressure of the steani in tbe boiler, but at 
CO the supply of the steam is cut off by a slide valve, 
and at f the steam from / to CO considered as two 
volumes, is now expanded into three volumes, indica
ting that at/ tbe pressure of the steam is two-thirds 
of the pressure indicated at VI, or N E, or MCO. 
N o w k f is a pressure line two-thirds the height of 
v e or V I. At R two volumes have been increased 
to four, or the steam cut ofl' at C 0 has doubled its 
volume when the piston reaches R, therefore, the 
pressure is one-half, or the height between the two 
pounds/// is one-half tbat of VI. 
Figure 2 illustrates a theoretical diagram in strong 

lines, and enclosing an actual diagram in dotted lines. 
In this case the steam is cut off at one-half of the 
stroke or at the point CO when it expands to the point 
of release R. Now, in the actual diagram there are 
some very marked defects in the slide motion. At the 
bottom of the left-hand corner the dotted line is seen 
to be curved, this arises from the circumstance that 
the exhaust valve has closed before time. Now, test 
there should be any misunderstanding about the ex-
I planation here given, let us carefully consider the 
, matter. 

Tn the uninitiated the piston or disc attached to tbe 
end of a piston rod reciprocates in a cylinder; that is, 
it travels from end to end during a stroke. Now, let 
us suppose that the piston is situated at tbe left-hand 
side of the diagram, and it is necessary for steani to 
propel it tn the right, for this to be dune there must be 
provided an entry for steam at the left-hand end of 
the cylinder, and the steam must enter between the 
cylinder and the piston, but between tbe right-hand 
end of the cylinder and the piston we have the steam 
which previously forced the piston the left. Now, be
fore the piston can travel to the right an escape for the 
steam on tbe right-hand side of the piston must be 
provided for, this escape is known as the exhaust, or 
in other words, where one valve opens at the left to 
admit steam from tbe boiler, another valve opens to 
allow for the escape of the steam at the right-band eDd 
of the cylinder. AVhat is called a locomotive slide 
valve provides for the entry and escape of tbe steam 
alternately for bnlh ends uf tbe cylinder. 
Now, fortified with this elementary knowledge we 

may proceed to describe the diagram : At the lower 
left-hand corner of tbe figure a dotted curve is shown 
marked C US, this indicates that the exhaust valve 
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has been closed before time, and. the little steam there 
remained in tlie cylinder has been compressed by the 
piston after the manner of a "cushion." At the end 
of the stroke the steam is admitted too late, for it has 
evidently only been admitted at the ' moment the 
piston began its journey in an opposite direction, tbe 
result is instead of the dutted Ime being vertical it 
inclines to the right, and the whole pressure of the 
steam is not acting on the piston until it has moved 
onward in its stroke. 
This arrangement of tbe line indicates that the 

steam is late, or tbe slide has what is called " negative 
lead." Not only so, but instead of the total pressure 
of the steam continuing to act on the piston until half 
the stroke has been completed at CO, it would appear 
tbat the port for the entry of the steam is too small 
for a fast-running engine, the result is the dotted line 
falls below CO, and this condition of the diagram in
dicates wire drawing or expansion without advantage. 
It will be seen that tbe dotted curve of expansion falls 
considerably below the normal curve as the result of 
the steam being wire drawn up to CO, further the 
point of release r indicates a final pressure inferior 
to R. 

Figure 3 is in all respects the opposite of figure 2; 
cushioning takes place, not by compressing tbe exhaust 
steam, but by admitting the new steam before the 
piston has reached the left hand end of tbe cylinder, 
the result is the dotted line slopes in the opposite di
rection to that, of figure 2, and the valve being amply 
sufficient for the admission of steam, there is 110 wire 
drawing up tu CO, and the steam expands on the nor
mal curve. Itis easy to see that figure 3 is the dia-
f;ram of a condensing engine, because the atmospheric 
ine AL is shown at zero. The exhaust in this case is 
imperfect, that is to say, the steam cannot exhaust 
sufficiently quick into the condenser, the result is, 
instead of the diagram falling to the bottom horizontal 
line it produces the dotted line, indicating tbat the 
Kressure in the cylinder at the beginning of the re-
iase is considerably above the pressure in the con
denser, and this continues until the moment of cush
ioning, when the dotted line approaches a complete 
vacuum. 
At the left-hand end of the diagram the scale from 

the atmospheric line upwards indicates pressure above 
the atmosphere, the scale from the atmospheric line 
reading downwards indicates pressure below the at
mosphere. 
The average pressure of the steam throughout the 

stroke ofthe piston ofa steam engine is usually ascer
tained by dividing the sum of tbe lengths of the or
dinates by their number, but the most correct method 
is not to take the sum ofthe ordinates, but the sum of 
the means ofthe ordinates. 
The total length of the diagram in Figure 5 is 

divided into eight equal parts, and the means of the 
ordinates are shown by dotted lines, e. g., the first 
mean on the left measures 17 tenths on the scale, but 
let us first make the reading of the scale clear, begin
ning at zero and counting to the right we have "the 
numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Now, 1 is reallv ten tenths, 
and 2 twenty tenths, 3 thirty tenths, 4 forty tenths, 5 
fifty tenths, 0 sixty tenths, and 7 seventy tenths and so 
on, or they might he read 10, 20,30,40,50,60, and 70. in 
length ; less than 10 tenths is measured on tlie left of 
zero. N o w each tenth here represents a pound press-

21 125 
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ure per square inch in the steam, then the sum of tbe 
means of the ordinates will be equal to all these 
measurement-*, added together thus: 

17 -4- 32 4- 33 -4- 20 + 20 -4- 16 + 14 4- 11 -= 169. 
Now if the sum 169 be divided bv the numberof spaces 
included by tbe ordinates, namely 8, tbe result will be 
the mean or average pressure nf the steam, as 

109 
8 

the average effective pressure of the steam The best 
way to measure off the mean ordinates of a diagram 
is to take a narrow ribbon uf paper- half an inch wide 
and twenty inches long, and by placing the extreme 
end ofthe ribbon at one end ofthe first ordinate make 
a tick with the pencil at the other end ofthe ordinate; 
then place the first tick at one of the extreme ends of 
the second ordinate and make a tick on the ribbon over 
the end, then bike the tick over the second ordinate. 
and place it on the extreme end of the third 
ordinate, and tick off the other end of tbe ribbon, and 
so on throughout the series. Then measure the length 
ofthe ribbon, tick it off by the scale and divide that 
measurement by the number of ordinates when we 
have the mean pressure of the steam as before. " A very 
good exercise could be had by measuring off with the 
r i n n n n t h o rt..lin . f _ ... I.*1? .-*.-..... I 

ribbon, the ordinates in Figure 4. 

MECHANICS IN MINING-. 

PUMPS (CONTINUED). 

In vein mining the conditions for drainage to the 
shaft are entirely under artificial control. To realize 
this statement properly the coal mining student must 
by the aid of an idea conceive of a seam of coal being 
situated in a nearly vertical position ; and to under

stand how the working gaileries in a vein mine are 
drained, it will be quite in keeping with the descrip
tion here required, to explain how the vertical coal 
seams are worked. 

A shaft having been sunk to a depth of 1200 feet, a 
gallery is driven in the seam, the roof and the flour 
being" both formed of coal. N o w the student will see 
that, this seam could not be worked by one level, con
sequently openings are driven upwards in tbe coal to a 
height Af from one to two chains, and after an upper gal
lery lias been driven and the lower and the upper galleries 
connected at intervals by vertical openings in the coal, 
it will be clear that pillars are left, as in horizontal 
working, such pillars however lieing on edge instead 
of lying horizontally. Now, if the student clearly 
understands what has been here stated, be cannotfail 
to see tbat in driving the galleries the gradient or* fall 
to the shaft may be fixed uniformly at, say, half an 
inch to tbe yard to cheaply run off water that may ac
cumulate at tbe working face. 
The driving of the levels in vein mining are then 

underthe same conditions as the driving of levels in 
the vertical coal seams; that is to say, the gradient 
or fall to the shaft is entirely under human control. 
The drainage of a horizontal coal seam cannot be effected 
in this manner, because nature has fixed a gradient 
for the seam which is often unfavorable to cheap drain
age, hence the use of siphons, special pumps, etc. From 
the statement that has been made it will be seen tbat 
the pumps we have to consider in relation to metal 
mine drainage, as far as the workings are concerned, 
are that class of pumps used in shafts only. 
AVe now are face to face with an arrangement for lift

ing and forcing sets used in the inclined shafts of 
metal mines, where the details are dissimilar to those 
wc meet with in pumping arrangements fur vertical 
shafts. The spears for tbe pumps in vertical shafts set 
up very little friction, as they are kept in a vertical 
position by wood guides. The guides for the spears 
in an inclined shaft are made as might be reason
ably expected to move on rollers.' There is 
another dissimilarity whicli has to be provided for 
in inclined shafts, viz., v bobs to allow the spearsto 
accommodate themselves to the varying inclination of 
the shafts. It often happens that li'ftingsets cannot be 
used in inclined shafts because the varying inclination 
of the vein will not allow of the lifting set being 
straight. In such a case if the hydraulic main was put 
in crooked, wet spears could not possibly pass down 
the crooked set; therefore under such conditions dry 
spears ami forcing sets are a necessity. 
The student must carefully notice this point, the V 

bob is always fixed on that side of the spears where 
the two lengths are jointed and make an angle with 
each other of less than 180 degrees. The forcing set is 
precisely the same in construction as that previously 
described and illustrated. 
Snrnetimes the lilting and forcing sets are combined 

in one arrangement and by this device a continuous 
flow of water ir, the hydraulic main is secured. The 
bucket is attached to tbe bottom end of the plunger, 
and to understand the arrangement the student might 
perform a very simple physical experiment: Fill a 
basin full to the brim with water and place it within 
a large dish; nuw plunge your clenched fist into 
the basin of water, when if the cubical contents of 
your fist are equal to half tbe cubical contents 
of the basin, half tbe contents will overflow into the 
dish. This simple law of displacement is a great 
feature of the pump in question. The plunger on the 
up-stroke makes a void for half the water lifted by the 
bucket, On the down-stroke the plunger displaces the 
water of the void previously made; this may be 
proved mathematically : Let the ram be 12 inches 
in diameter: this will give a sectional area of 144 circu
lar inches, and let tlie sectional area of tbe bucket be 
288 circular inches. Now, suppose the length ofthe 
stroke to be 60 inches, then till X 144 = 8,640 cylin
drical inches, or on the descent of the plunger it will 
force to b.ank that number nf cylindrical inches. N o w 
the bucket will lift 00 y 288 - 17,280 cylindrical inches. 
Now study the up-stroke of this pump and you will 
observe that that portion of tbe plunger emerging out 
of the pump is making a void of 8.640 cylindrical 
inches, but the bucket lias delivered into the' chamber 
17,280 cylindrical inches, but half of this has gone to 
bank and the other half fills up the void ; and on the 
down-stroke ofthe plunger this remaining half is also 
delivered to bank. If the diameter of the ram be 
twelve inches that ofthe bucket will be twelve divided 
by decimal seven, or seventeen inches. If tbe diameter 
ofthe bucket be given the diameter nf tbe ram may be 
found by multiplying by decimal seven. 
MECHANICAL PROBLEMS. 

Q. (a)—AVhat horse-power of an engine will be re
quired to haul to the shaft 700 tons of coal in nine 
hours, along an engine plane 3,000 yards long, and 
bavin-]: an average rise to the shaft of 21 inches to 
tbe yard ? 
A.—The horse-power will be found as follows: First, find the force in pounds required to haul one ton up the incline, thus 2240 X 2" = 155-55 Ibs. 30 Taking 30 pounds per ton as an average for friction on a level road for pit cars, then 155'55 + 30 = 185*55 pounds of force required to haul one ton up the incline. The total load against tbe engine will therefore be the weight of the coal plus the weight of the cars, or, 700 tons -f- 350 tons — 1050 tons. Again, 1050 X 185-55 X 9000 (3000 yards X 3 = 9000 ft.) *= 1,753,447,500 unite of work to be performed. N o w taking J of tbe time for hauling coal; -£ of the time for hauling empty cars returning, and -j of the time for hauling, waiting on, and changing, then ^ of 9 hours will be 3 hours, or 180 minutes, and allowing a modulus of 7 on account of friction of ropes, drum and rollers, and the engine itself, the horse-power will be as follows: 

1,050 X 185*55 X 9,000 
180 X 33,000 X 7 " = 4-' '7 llorse P ° w e r -

Q. (&)—At what speed will the rope travel in the pre
vious question ? 
A.—The average speed of the rope in main and tail 

1 rope haulage is ten miles perhour, or 880 feet per 
minute. 
| Q. (c)—How many 10-cwt. cars would be required 
to do the work required in question (a) at tbe rate of 

I speed found by question (/.) ? 
j A.—To find the numberof cars, divide the strain 
1 on the rope by the strain due to one ear. 

Tu find the strain on the rope, divide the unite of 
work actually performed by the feel or distance trav-

i eled iu one minute, thus 
421 X 33,000 x "7 

SSO = ••',r'1'- pounds strain on 
the rope. 
The strain due to one air will be as follows: The 

pounds of force required to haul one tun up this in
cline are ls5'55, and as a full car will only weigh £ 
of a ton, therefore 
185*55 x . = 139T6 pounds strain for one tub. 
Then, 1105P2 

139-6 = n ca,s* 
Another method of calculating this question is the 

following: 
Tbe speed of the rope being 10 miles per hour, the 

speed per minute will be 880 feet. N o w as the emdne 
plane is 9,000 feet long tbe cars will take 

9000 
880 = 10'22 minutes in running to the pit 

bottom, and as they are running thus during ISO min
utes, it will require 
fn-22 = '"® trains Per day. 
Now, to haul out 700 tons of coal, it will require 
1,400 cars, each carrying 10 cwt. of coal, then 

1400 
]_.>JQ = 79 cars nearly. 

Q. AVhat should be the sectional dimensions of wood 
spears fur a pumping set lifting water 180 feet, the 
diameter of the bucket being 12 inches? 

A. The diameter of the set is 12 inches, or 1 foot-
then 

1 X 1 X 7854 = '7854, the area of the bucket in 
square feet. N o w the length of the column is 180 feet 
Then 

7854 X 180 = 14U372 cubic feet, and 
141-372 X 62'5 (a cubic foot of water weiehs 

62'5 Ibs.) = 883575 lbs. b 

For every square inch in the section of the spears 
an allowance of five hundred weights for lifting power 
should be allowed, or, in other words, every" square 
inch in the section of the spears has a lifting power of 
five hundred weights. Then, as there are 112 lbs. in 
a cwt, we find the square inches in the sectional area 
of the spears as follows : 

8835-75 1C__ . , 
5 X 112 = lo7'< a u d tlle square root of 

1577 is 4 inches nearly, so that the size of the spears 
required.in this case will be 4 inches. 
Q. What size of spears would be required for a lift 

nf 240 feet with a 10-inch set? 
A. First we will find the square feet, thus 

16 X 16 X 7S54 

! I-I 
= T3962 sq. ft, 

and 1*3962 X 2-tO — 335'088 cubic feet of water in the 
column. N u w 33.Y08S X 62'5 = 20943 lbs. weight of 
water tn be lifted, and 

20043 j_ 
112 ~ 

therefore 
187 

arly, of water to be 

5 
37'4 the square inches of area in the 

section of tbe spears, and f'37"40 = 6*1, or the spears 
being square will be ti inches on the side. 
Q. What size of spears would be required for a lift 

of 270 feet with an 18 inch set, the water having 
ultimately to be. delivered at an elevation of 1560 
feet ? 
A. Here we proceed as before to find the weight or 

pressure on the bucket, but to this must be added the 
weight of the spears to find the size demanded. Then 

18X1SX 7854 . 
144 = 1 7671 square feet in 

the area of the bucket, and 1-7671 X 270 = 477*117 
cubic feet of water to be lifted; and 477-117 X 69'5 
= 29819*8125 lbs., the weight of water to be lifted. 
A spear 1 square inch in section, and of a length equal 
to that given in the question, will weigh 950 pounds, 
as the specific gravity of spears being 1*4, including 
saturation and the iron fastenings. N o w 

29819'8125 
li2 — 2h6'2483, the cwts, of water to 

be lifted ; and 
260-2483 

53*2496 square inches, the 

area of spears required for tbe water, but to this must 
be added 

llfx5 saim Now 
53;2496 X 1-69 = 89'991824, the square inches in 

the section of the spears required to lift water and 
spears, and 
1 _9*99_8"24" = 9-5 inches nearly, the meas
ure of the spears in the side, or it m a y be said the 
spears ought to be 9'5 inches square. 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AN
SWERED. 

CORRECTIONS. 

In our September issue, Questions 49 and 50, on page 
44, were incorrecty answered. Question 49 was an
swered in a manner that would give an answer nearly 
enough correct for practical purposes in mine ventilation, 
but it was not absolutely correct. 
The correct answers are given herewith : 

QUESTION 49.—If the temperature of 1,000 cu. ft. of gas 
be raised from 60° to 90° what will then be its volume? 

ANSWER.—AA'e will assume the barometric pressure to 

be 30 ins. 
1*3253 X B • „t , a 

Then - - -_ = - — weight of one cu. ft. 

l-32oS- -X Z- = "07660 lbs. for weight at 00°. 
459 + 00 

1-3253 X 30 

459 4- 90 
•1)7242 lbs. for weight at 90°. 

The comparative volumes are then found as follows: 

07242 : *07660 :: 1,000 : ( ) or 
•07242 : *07660 '.: 1,000 : 1057*7 

While it is true that air expands A.;, of its volume for 
each degree of beat added, it is evident that this expan
sion commences at 0 ; and what was 459 cu. ft. at 0 be
comes 459 -A 60 or 519 cu. ft. at 00°. Hence tbe propor
tion should be stated 

459 • - 60 : 459 4- 90 :: 1,000 : 1057-6 Ans. 

QUESTION 50.—If a room in a mine, 10 yds. long, 4 yds. 
wide, and 3 yds. high, be filled with fire-damp, how-
much pure air will be required to bring the mixture 
to an explosive point, and if the same was exploded 
to what area would it extend ? 

A N S W E R . — I n our September issue we gave tbe maxi
m u m amount of air that would render the mixture ex
plosive, when we should have given the minimum 
amount. The correct answer is as follows: 
The room being 30 ft. long, 12 ft. wide, and 9 ft. high, 

will have a cubical capacity of 3,240 cu. ft. To make 
3,240 cu. ft of gas explosive, we must add to it 5*5 times 
as much air, because as 5 parts of air to 1 of gas merely 
makes the mixture combustible, and each part of air 
added up to 9 or 10 parts of air to one of gas makes the 
mixture more and more explosive, it is evident that an 
explosion will likely ensue when 5*) times as much air 
is added. 
Then 3,240 \ 5*5 = 17,820 cu. ft. of air must be added. 

The volume then becomes 17,820 4- 3,240 or 21,060 cu. 
ft. 
The distance to which the explosion would extend 

cannot be accurately determined, but it has been found 
that a violently explosive mixture will expand to about 
8 times its volume. As the volume before explosion is 
21,060 cu. ft., the explosion wiU expand it to 8 X 
21,060 or 108,480 cu. ft. Then as the height of the 
workings is given as 9 ft,, the explosion will extend 
over an area of 168,480 -*- 9, or 18,720 sq. ft. 

In our October issue the formula given to answer 
Question 14, of the Iowa examination, was clearly and 
correctly stated, but there was an annoying error io the 
simple arithmetic work of getting the answer. It 
should have read : 
The difference of twelve inches iu the reading of the 

water-gauge shows that to overcome friction a pressure 
of 12 X 5*2 Ibs. or 624 Ibs. per square foot has been re
quired: aud as the velocity is 1.0 ft. per second in an 
entrv of 48 square feet sectional area there is a current 
of 10 X 60 X 48 or 28,800 cu. ft. passing. Then the 
rule to obtain tbe effective horse power is to multiply 
the pressure per square foot by the volume of air pass
ing per minute and divide by 33,000. 

Thus 
624 X 28,800 

33,000 
= 54'5 — H. P. 

QUESTION fl.—Asked ai the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite, Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July 1; <m,I r 1891. 

Supposing a fire should take place in the inlet airway 
and your m e n were at work inside of tbe fire, h o w 
would you proceed lu rescue t h e m ? 

ANswtci..--I wuuld stop the fan and send or lead a 
rescuing party into the mine by w a y of the outlet, because 
if the Ian was stopped the fire in the inlet would re
verse the usual order of ventilation, and the m e n could 
be taken out by w a y ofthe outlet, which would, for the 
time being, be the inlet airway. 

QUESTION m.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July G and 7, 1891. 

What are the disadvantages of having the -air travel 
at a high velocity? Explain fully. 

A N S W E R . — T h e most efficient mine ventilation is se
cured by large airways ami slow velocities. T h e press
ure required to increase tbe velocit) of an air current is 
proportional t 1 the squares nf the velocity, su that to 
double the velocity there must be four times the press
ure, ur tn treble it there must be twenty-seven times the 
pressure, and so on. If w e treble the velocity of the air 
w e thereby cause three times the n u m b e r of particles to 
meet the resistance in each m o m e n t of time ; this alone 
will treble tbe resistance, and this with three times the 
speed, m a y well be supposed to give rise to a treble 
treble or twenty-seven resistance. 

Again, il the air be so charged with fire-damp as to 
be explosive, a velocity exceeding 6 ft. per second will 
force the flame through tbe gauze ofa D a v y lamp and 
cause an explosion. 

QUESTION '23.—Asked at Ihe Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foreman in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania! 

on July 6 and 7, 1891. 

AVhere the gangway is running due East, and breasts 
are opened 30° North of East, it is desired to maintain a 
distance of 45 feet for breast and pillar, what will be the 
distance on tbe gangway from center to center of 
breasts ? 

A N S W E R . — T h e angle formed between the breasts and 
gangway is 30°. T h e distance 45 ft. is measured at right 
angles to tlie center lines of the breasts, and w e thus 
have to solve a right angled triangle, as s h o w n by 
dotted lines in cut. 

T h e n as tbe sine of angle A is to length of line B C as 
sine of angle C is to line A B w e have the following 
proportion: 

Sine 30° : 45 :; Sine 90° : A B or 

"5 : 45 :: 1 : 90 or length of line A B. 

Or, we can divide the length of the line representing 
the combined width of breast and pillar by the sine of 
the angle formed at the junction ofthe center lines of 
gangway and breast, which in this case is the sine of 
30° or 5. T h e n 45 -*- *5 = 90 ft. 

Q UESTfON 34.—Asked at the Examination, for Certificated 

Mine lore-men in the Anthracite. Regions of Pennsylvania 

on July Sand 7, 189J. 

AA'hicb in your opinion is tbe best method of timber
ing where the top rock is hard, and inclined to creep, 
and the vein or seam free and lying on an angle of 10° ; 
and which requires the larger pillar, a hard or soft top? 

A N S W E R . — T h e best method of timbering where tbe 
top rock is hard and inclined to creep, and tbe seam free 
on an angle of 10°. is to timber with double timber, or 
in other words, with two legs and a collar, set not more 
than five feet apart, and well lagged back of the legs. 

A hard top requires the larger pillar because there is 
a greater weight tu support, and as it will not relieve 
the weight by breaking it will crush the pillar sooner 
than a soft lop that would break and thus relieve the 
pillar of some of the weight. 

QUESTION s'5.—Asked at tlie Examinalian for Certificated 

Mine loremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July G and 7, 1891. 

In opening up a colliery having three workable seams 
divided by 12 and 25 feet of slate, what system or plan 
of mining would you adopt, and how would you ven
tilate the several seams? 

A N S W E R . — I would adopt the pillar and breast 
system and open the breasts directly over each other, 
and would leave every tenth breast in each seam solid 
so as to form a binding pillar through the three seams, 
I would ventilate with an exhaust fan having separate 
splits for each seam and would further sub-divide these 
splits as occasion and conditions required. I would 
have cross-holes through-the slate at intervals, to assist 
in dividing the air, if necessary, and also for use as 
traveling'waj'S. 

QUESTION 26.— Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen, in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July 6 and 7, 1891. 

Supposing a gangway has been driven due East to 
the land line running South 40° East, it is proposed to 
open a breast 40 feet from the face of gangway, h o w far 
would the breast go to reach the land line w h e n the 
pitch is 25°'.' 

A N S W E R . — I t will depend 011 the direction in which 
the breast is driven. If it is driven South it will never 
reach the land line. If driven North it will reach the 
land line at a distance of ft. 

In tbe first place w e have tlie land linerunningS. 40° 
E, ur 40° East of South, wliich forms an angle of 40° on 
the North side nf gangway. T h e n if the seam was 
flat w e would have a right-angled triangle with a base 
of 40 ft, and an angle of inclination of 40°, and w e 
want to find the altitude. T h e n to find this w e multi
ply 40 by the tangent <>f 40°. 40 X •8391 = 33-5640 ft. 
This would be the distance from the gangway to the 
land line if the scam was fiat, but as it pitches 25° the 
distance would lie 33-564 -A- tbe cosine of 25° or '906308 
Then 33-564 : "906308 = 373 ! ft. 

QUESTION $7.—Asked -it the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

<m July G and 7, 1891. 

What instruments are necessary for a mine foreman, 
and for what purpose does he use t h e m ? Explain 
fully. 

A N S W E R . — A n anemometer to measure the velocity of 
the current of air. A water-gauge to measure the press
ure. A clinometer to measure the dip of the strata, etc. 
A thermometer to measure tbe temperature. A barom
eter to measure the pressure of the atmosphere. A tape 
line or chain to measure distances. A compass or tran

sit to m a k e short surveys and to lay off angles. A safety-
lamp to test, the air for ga*-*. A small set of drafting in
struments and any other s-ientific instruments he can 
use to advantage in determining the safest and most 
economical method of mining the coal and securing 
good and adequate ventilation. 

QUESTION SS.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July 6 and 7, 1891. 

Which in your opinion is the best safety-lamp, and 
why does the Davy lamp continue to burn when placed 
in a body of gas, and why does the Clanny lamp be
come extinguished when placed in fire-damp? 

A N S W E R . — I n m y opinion the Evan Thomas No. 7 is 
the best safety-lamp because it possesses all the good 
features of other practical lamps and when tested by 
various scientific committees it has behaved better than 
any other. Besides it is simpler in construction than 
any other ofthe improved types. The Davy lamp con
tinues to burn in fire-damp because tbe air has easy in
gress and it receives enough to support combustion 
through the gauze even when the gauze is filled with 
flame. The Clanny lamp does not have so easy an in
gress for air, and if the gauze becomes filled with flame, 
there is not enough air admitted in the lower part of 
the lamp to keep up combustion and it necessarily goes 
out. This is theory, but in practice it is not safe to re
ly on the Clanny lamp becoming automatically ex
tinguished. 

QUESTION 29.—Asked ed the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July 6 and 7, 1891. 

In a mine employing 300 men, what amount of air is 
required, and what would be the area of the airway if 
the velocity is 500 ft. per minute? 

A N S W E R . — T h e Anthracite law requires a minimum of 
200 cu. ft. of air per minute per employe. Therefore 
this mine will require 300 X 200 = 60,000 cu. ft. As 
the velocity is 500 ft. per minute the airway to pass 60,000 
cu. ft. must have an area of 

60,000 

500 
= 120 square feet. 

QUESTFON SO.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in. the Anthracite Regions of Pmn.xylmn.ia 

on July 6 and?, 1891. 

AA'hich should be the largest airway, tbe inlet or the 
outlet airway? Must explain fully. 

A N S W E R . — T h e outlet; because the air in its passage 
through the m i n e becomes heated and expands, re
quiring a larger passage-way to carry the same amount 
as enters the inlet, without, increasing tbe velocity. 

QU ESTION Sl.—Asked at the Examination for Certificated 

Mine F'oremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on-July 6 and 7, 1891. 

The amount of air produced by a fan is 120,860 cu. ft. 
per minute, and the water-gauge is 2*4 inches, what is 
tbe horse power producing ventilation? 

A N S W E R . — T h e horse power is found by multiplying 
the quantity by tbe pressure per square foot and divid
ing by 33,000. For each inch of water-gauge the press
ure is" 5 2 lbs. per square foot. Therefore w e have the 
following : 

120,860 X 2'4 X 5*2 

33,!1I1U 
' ____ 457 + I-I. P. 

QUESTION 32.—Asked ed the Examination for Certificated 

Mine Foremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July 6 and 7, 1891. 

Suppose 30,000 cu. ft. of air is produced by a water-
gauge of 1*6 inches, what quantity will a water-gauge of 
2"5 inches produce? 

A ; . S W E R . — T h e volume varies as the square root of the 

water-gauge, hence V 1*6 : V 2*5 :: 30,000 : () or 37,500 
(nearly) cu, ft, 

QUESTION SS.—Asked al the. Examination for Certificated 

Mine loremen in the Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

on July 6 and 7, 1891. 

Where should a furnace be placed so as to give the 
best results? 

A N S W E R : At or near the bottom ofthe upcast shaft-

QUESTION AA.—Asked ai the Examination for ( 

Mine Foremen in tlie Anthracite Regions of Pennsylvania, 

<ni July fl and 7, 1891. 

How could you light a furnace, in a mine where the 
temperature outside is 90° and the temperature inside 
is 60°, the furnace being built at a point 100 ft. higher 
than the intake opening?,^ Explain fully. 

A N S W E R . — W i t h o u t the use of a furnace the current 
would naturally be the reverse of what was wanted, and 
it would be necessary to build as quick and as strong a 
fire as possible. I would have plenty of combustible 
material on hand, and after closing the passage-way 
from the inlet air course I would start a brisk fire, and 
gradually open the closed passage, so as to give the fire 
plenty of draft without having the s m o k e and cases 
carried back through the workings. A s soon as I had 
the temperature in the upcast shaft raised to a point 
above 90°, I would throw tbe passage w a y entirely open. 
and the current, would flow in the desired direction 
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Requirements of a Perfect Steam Boiler 

' 1. The best materials sanctioned by use. simple in COL. 
-struction, perfect In workmanship, durable in use, and not 
likely to require early repairs. 
2. A mud drum, to receive all impurities deposited from 

the water, in a place removed from the action ofthe fire. 
3. A steam and water capacity sufficient to prevent any 

fluctuation in pressure or water level, 
4. A large water aurr_.ee for the disengagement of the 

steam from the water, in order to prevent foaming. 
5. A constant and thorough circulation of water through 

out the boiler, so as to maintain all parts atone tem
perature. 
6. The water space divided 'into sections, so arranged that 

-should any section give nut no general explosion can occur, 
and tbe destructive effects will he confined to thesimplees-
cape of the content*.; with large and free passages between 
the different sections to equalize the water line and pressure 
in al!. 
7. A great excess uf strength over any legitimate strain; 

ao constructed as not to be liable to be strained by unequal 
•expansion, and, if possible, no joints exposed tu the direct 
action ofthe fire. 
8. A combustion chamber ao arranged that tbe combus

tion ofthe gases commenced in the furnace maybe com
pleted before tbe escape to the chimney. 
9. The beating surface, as nearly as possible, at right an-

jgles to the current of heated gases, and so as to break up tbe 
currents and extract tlie entire available heat therefrom. 
10. All parts readily accessible for cleaning and repairs. 

This is a point of the greatest importance as regards safety 
and economy. 
11. Proportioned to the work to be done, and capable of 

•working to its full rated capacity with tlie highest economy. 
12. The very best gauges,safety-valves, and other fixtures 

The Antiquity of Wire. 

It is not generally known tbat tbe manufacture of those 
metallic filaments or shreds known as wire is one uf con
siderable antiquity, and has been traced hy good author
ities as far back as tbe period of early Egypt. A specimen 
of wire made by the Ninevitessnnie SOO years IJ. C. is exhib
ited at the South Kensington Museum, Homer and Pliny 
referred to similar productions in their writings. From 
such remote eras up to the fourteenth century wire in its 
general acceptation was produced by hammering out strips 
of metal. The operation of wire drawing is mentioned as 
early as the fourteenth century, for in the chronicles of 
Augsburg and Nurnberg, of 1351 and 1360 respectively, we 
find reference to wire drawers, so that it is reasonable to in
fer that tbe draw plate was known and used at that period. 
Rudolf of Number-* erected the first wire drawing mill 
shortly after. About the year 1500 tbe credit of wire draw
ing was ascribed in France to one Kicbard A rehab It was 
not until about 1565 that machine drawn wire was produced 
in Great Britain, the manufacture being introduced by a 
native of Saxony, C. Schultz, and Caleb Bell, who had a mill 
driven by water power, in Greenfield Valley, Holywell, 
Queen Elizabeth being supplied with toilet pins from* that 
mill. Inferior band drawn wire had been and was being 
made in the neighborhood of the Forest of Dean and else
where, bat in the seventeenth century the improved manu
facture was carried on in Yorkshire and later on in the dis
tricts of Warrington and Birmingham, where the industry is 
still largely located.— London Iron and Coal Trades Review. 

I tal principles A mechanics which almost invari.tbly conies 
J to the student as he becomes proficient in drawing. 
| Every mechanic trying to rise should study drawing, even 
1 though be may never intend to work an hour in a draught-
; ing room in his life.— The RaUway Review. 

Making and Tempering: Spiral Springs. 

AVhen the steel spiral spring of an instrument gets 
broken, it is much more satisfactory to make one than to 
send the instrument off, and be without it for a week or 
more. 
To make them, use the best spring steel wire; select a 

smooth iron rod the size of tbe spring to lie made; care
fully draw the temper from the wire; fasten the rod and 
one end of the wire in a bench-vice. Now wind the wire 
evenly aud closely around the rod, until) you get the 
length of the wire required for the spring. Take the rod 
outof the vise ; fasten one end ofthe spring to the rod ; 
taking hold of the other end, draw it along the rod until 
the spirals are the correct; distance apart. To give the 
amount of spring wan ted,"fas ten it firmly to the rod, then 
make the spring and rod red hot, and quickly plunge 
them into cold water. After drying, rub them all over 
carefully with oil, and move them about in the flame of a 
lamp until tbe.oil takes fire, which will give the spring 
the proper temper. I know there are some who make 
springs direct from tempered wire; but they are much 
more durable if shaped and then tempered.—Dr. Wm. II. 
Steele, in Items of Interest. 

tlie exterior diameter uf tlie cast-iron tunnel lining. This 
cylinder has a cutting edge, and is forced forward by hy
draulic jacks, culling a circular way into which the lining 
plates are fitted. The narrow space between the lining 
and tlie soil was rilled with lime- cement forced in under 
high pressure. In their course the tunnels pass beneath the 
bed ofthe Thames and through the bed of an old water
course, where loose, wet gravel offered some trying ob
stacles for the engineers to overcome, Tbe entire coat of 
the line, fully equipped, was less than $3,750,000. 

Measuring Strains on Iron and Steel Bridges. 

Anew method for accurately measuring the strains in 
iron and steel bridges, has been' invented by a prominent 
French engineer, and is described as follows: Two 
brackets are attached to tbe beam to be tested, at some dis
tance apart, on one of which is placed a water chamber, 
closing by a flexible diaphragm, and connected with 
an open tube, which serves to register by the height 
of the tube any pressure that may be made on 
this diaphragm. One end of a pointed rod ia 
connected with this metal covering to the water cham
ber, while the other is joined to the other bracket. 
The must important item of the invention is that any mo
tion of the beam, it will be readily seen, will set the dia
phragm in motion, and cause the water in the fine tube to 
fall. This is a first-rate apparatus, as we are all familiar 
with the great numbers of railroad accidents that in many 
cases originate from an unsafe shaky bridge.—New York 
Ledger. 

Another N e w Nail Machine. 

The ordinary wire nail machine bids fair to be superseded 
if the success of the Pittsburgh Iron and Nail Company in 
fitting a wire nail attachment to its steel plate nail mill shall 
prove of general adaptation. In carrying out tin--* plan, the 
self feeder ofa nail plat-mac bine is removed, its place being 
substituted with an ordinary wire nail machine feed, oper
ating from the left side; tbe bed plate, gripping and head
ing dies remain as in the old machine, but from tbe clamp at 
the back is attached an arrangement for cutting and point
ing tbe wire similar to tbe manner in which this process 
is carried on in regular nail wire machines. It is said 
tbat the adapted machine turns out perfectly formed nails 
at the rate of 250 a minute, and that the heading die per
forms its work better than characterizes the ordinary ap
paratus ; the heading arrangement nf the latter works' from 
above, and fashions the bead with a quick blow, while the 
heading die of the transformed nail plate machine works 
from the right hand side, and works the heads with a more 
gradual motion. The nails by this method are represented 
as thoroughly well made, well pointed, and with large 
head, and without any indication of splitting, liy changing 
the space block, four, six, eight, and ten penny sizes can be 
made, and the capacity of the device fur wire mils is said to 
be from 40 to 50 per cent, greater than the common wire, 
nail machine.—Iran Trade Review. 

Railroad MatterB in Peru. 

An engineer engaged on the Central Railroad of Peru 
writes to us under date of May (ith, giving information of 
various matters of railroad interest. 
Concerning the Inter-Continental railroad surveys lie 

says it is not probable that the amount appropriated 
will permit more than reconnaissances to be made 
by parties in the field. He suggests that there may 
be some trouble from the Indians living east of the Andes, 
in the heavily timbered country along the headwaters of 
the Amazon and its branches. Tbe local belief is that 
the Indians arc cannibals, and that they kill their enemies 
by the use of poisoned arrows blown from blow-guns. 
He has seen a head that had been treated by these Indians 
in a maimer similar to that employed by the Indians of 
Alaska. .-VII the hones of the skull were removed, and 
the skin and muscles were shrunk into a mass about four 
inches in diamete'', but the features roughly preserved. 
Our correspondent thinks that this will illustrate one of 
the possible incidents in the life of a. Pan-American 
engineer. 
Work on the construction of the Central of Peru is pro-

Drunkenness Cured by Dr. 

In a little town in Illinois called Dwight, on tbe Chicago 
and Alton Railroad there has lived and practiced his pro
fession for twenty-five years past a certain Dr. Keeley. The 
world at large has heard little of him until recently, but 
during all Ids professional career he has enjoyed the re
spect and confidence of his neighbors, and has been a mem
ber in good standing of the county and state societies which 
determine those ethical questions wliich appear to be of 
more significance to medical men than lo those in other 
learned professions. He has long been engaged upon investi
gation as to the cure of drunkenness, and, it is said, these 
studies have been but a continuation of those made by his 
father and grandfather in the same direction. For several 
years past the newspapers in the neighborhood of Dr. 
Keelev s home have contained more or less full accounts of 
his having cured by the use of double chloride of gold, men 
who bad long been regarded as hopeless drunkards. 
Something like a year ago Mi*. Joseph Medill, the vener

able editor of the Chicago Tribune, had bis attention attracted 
to this new method of treatment, and he had an examination 

ceeding slowly ; fifty miles are building. At the date of I made of it. What be learned influenced him to make * 
theletter work was a good deal delayed fur want of lum- "'' " . . . . 
ber for timbering tunnels, and also for lack of cement and 
powder. The Rimac River makes a good deal of trouble 
every year about the end of tlie rainy season. No pro
vision was made for this contingency. March 9 the river 
rose, and two months afterwards no train had got through 
to the end ofthe line. 
One feature of the country is avalanches of mud carry

ing down large stones. These sweep everything before 
them, and it was such an avalanche that carried awav the 
Verrugas Bridge. Une of these dammed the Rimac River 
this year, making considerable trouble. 
Most of the laborers are Indians, and at tbe dale of the 

letter they were off digging potatoes. Il all planted at the 
same time work would have to be stoppe 1, but fortunately 
there is sufficient difference in tlie time of ripening of the 
crop to enable contractors to keep some laborers at work. 
It, was expected that orders would be received to build a 

branch to Ceno de Pasco, eighty miles. 
In the south Jlr. Norris is building about forty-two miles 

of the Jnliaca & Cuzco, from Santa Rosa to Sicnani. This 
is all light work. 
Surveys are beiug made for an extension of tbe Tnijillo 

road and others to change the location of the Chimbote. 
This was located and partly built in the Santa Valley and 
through a canon in the Black Range. It was washed out 
badly, and now an effort is being made to cross the range. 
Tbe lowest pass is 16,000 feet. Then there would be a descent 
of 8,000 feet, with four-per-cent. grades on both sides of the 
tunnel, and very heavy work. Going up the Santa 
would be a continuous grade with a maximum of two 
percent. Iftberoadis built un this line it wuuld be une 
of the best in Peru, as the valley is large and well-peo
pled. It is fertile and will produce sugar cane in the 
lower altitudes ami wbeat higher up. It also has consider
able mineral deposits with good coal. 

Mechanical Drawing a Part of Education. 

A good many young men who have been denied the 
advantages of a tecnnical education, or even a first-class 
public school education, but who are nevertheless desirous 
of standing high in their calling, even though they must 
work their way slowly upward from the bench, tbe forge, 
or the footplate, sometimes ask if there is any necessity 
of obtaining a good knowledge of mechanical drawing, 
To all such, we would must earnestly reply, " B y all 
means obtain a thorough knowledge of drawing." A man 
may rise to a fair position in any of the mechanical pur
suits without it, but if he really wishes to become profi-
cient, and to avoid having his upward progress perma
nently arrested, his knowledge of mechanical drawing 
must be considerable. By such knowledge we do not 
mean the ability to make pretty pictures, or even hand- , 
some drawings, but rather a perfect understanding of the I 
principles of the art, and their applicability to every-day 
work. We have frequently seen the intelligent "shop 
foreman make a drawing which a draughtsman might say 
looked " tough," but though his lack of expertness in 
the use of the instruments gave his drawing that appear
ance, they would be intelligible and correct. Such knowl
edge always makes it possible for one to communicate his 
ideas to others, and aside from this convenience there is 
a drilling of the powers of conception which is invalu
able, and can be obtained no other way. A still further 
advantage accompanying a good knowledge of mechani
cal drawing, is the better understanding uf the fundamen-

A Steel Bridge Across the Columbia. 

The great steel bridge across the Columbia River, at Van
couver, will be a mammoth concern. It will be 6,000 feet 
from the Washington to the Oregon shore, and it will be 
double tracked, with roadway on top for teams, and will 
be erected upon pneumatic piers. Tbe pivotal pier, or 
draw pier, will support a draw which will give an opening 
of 20ii feet space on either side for vessels to pass, and tbe 
span immediately south of tbe draw span will be 375 feet. 
Whole structure to be of steel, built ten feet above tbe 

high water of 1876, and forty feet above low water. On 
account ofthe sandy formation it will be necessary to go 
down eighty feet below low water toget a firmfoundation. 
This gigantic structure will cost over $4,000,000. It will be 
January 1, 189:', before the cars can pass over it. The com
pany is pushing the bridge and also the road as rapidly as 
men and money and their present perfected plans will 
permit. —The Age of Steel. 

Cast Iron Tunnels. 

Two tunnels of cast-iron for an electric railway have 
been built in London and put in operation for rapid tran
sit. They are three miles in length, and lie between forty 
and sixty feet below tlie surface of London streets. The 
tunnels for theup and down lines are formed of cast-iron 
from beginning to end, save where the stations are built, 
and their diameter is 10 and KM feet. The tubes are formed 
of rings one foot and seven inches long, made in sections 
and bolted together. The tunnels are driven by means of 
a short*cylinder, a trifle larger in its inner diameter than 

nctical test of the alleged cures. He therefore selected 
several men in Chicago who were looked upon as hopelessly 
addicted to the habit of drinking liquor excessively, and who 
also appeared to be wrecked by this long continued intem
perance. These he sent to Dwight, and engagen to pay 
their expenses while undergoing treatment The result 
was so satisfactory to him that he endorsed the methods em
ployed by Dr. Keeley in an editorial article in his paper. 
Naturally enough this endorsement, ti most unusual thing 
from a paper of a class of the Chicago Tribune, attracted very 
general attention, and soon afterwaids there was a tide of 
patients turned towards the little village uf Dwight, whither 
hopeless men traveled in search of something which before 
had seemed beyond their reach. 
Arrived at Dwight these pilgrims found a straggling vil

lage, with muddy or dusty streets according to tbe preva
lence of rain or sunshine, and there was only oue thing to 
makeitseem different from any other Western village in 
which twelve hundred persons had their homes. This dif
ference was noted almost at once. There were well-dressed 
and well-appearing men on the streets in considerable num
bers who evidently had never taken any active part in vil
lage life, and wbo'were not now of it. These were the pil
grims, these the patients, who had gone to see whether the 
bichloride of gold treatment could quench their fiery 
thirst 
The impulse whicli each new patient brings with him it 

is said, is to conceal his identity ; but as there aremen from 
all parts ofthe country tliere—and this is but a very small 
world, after all, as every man who lias traveled away from 
home has found out—thjs concealment is all but impossible, 
and the great majority are sunn content to settle down, and 
acknowledging to themselves that their inebriety is a dis
ease wliich they as sensible men are trying their best to 
cure, each in bis own personality, and with whatever weight 
that may add to his words, tries to encourage the new comer," 
and to contribute his besttn the fellowship and comrade
ship of tlie community. And, singularly enough, these pa
tients, once dismissed as cured, never, it is claimed make 
any effort to conceal tbe fact that they have been treated at 
Dwight for inebriety. The idea among them seems to be 
that this form of disease may come as typhoid fever comes, 
and its cure is a matter for congratulations without any 
concealment whatever. 
The increasing number of patients has necessitated 

the building ofa hotel; but previous to that they boarded 
around at the various houses and cottages in the village. A 
new patient, after registering at the Keeley Institute, is 
given instructions as to the routine of treatment. He is 
given a bottle of the bichloride of gold mixture. This he 
must take once every two hours, and four times every day 
at staled hours he must fall tn line with the other patients 
with bared arm, and receive a hypodermic injection of a 
medicine the nature of which Dr. Keeley has not an
nounced to the world, but which be explains to his patients 
is intended as a " bracer," and also to regulate the effects of 
the bichloride of gold. His method of preparing his gold 
mixture be also retains as a secret.—.Tno. Gilmer Speed, in 
Harper's Weekly. 
The Possibility of Mechanical Flig-ht. 
Above us in the great aerial ocean stretching over all 
lands, and offering an always open way to them, yet a way 
that lias never yet been thus trodden. Can it be that the 
power we have always lacked is at lost found, and that it 
only remains to learn to guide it? 
Let me in answering, compare the case to that which would present itself if the actual ocean had never been traversed because it was always covered with fields of thin ice, 
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which gave w a y under the foot, which indeed permitted 
vessels to be launched and to lioat,but which compelled them 
to m o v e wherever the ice drifted. Such vessels would re* 
aembleour balloons, and be of as little practical use; but 
n o w suppose w e are told, " T h e ice, which has always been 
your obstacle, m a y be m a d e your very m e a n s of transport, 
for you can glide over the thinest ice, provided you only 
glide fast enough, and experiments will prove not only h o w 
Cist you must go to m a k e the ice bear.but that it is quite with
in tbe limits of your strength to go with tberequisitespeed." 
All this might be true, and yet if no one had ever learned to 
skate, every trial of this really excellent plan would prob
ably end in disaster, as all past efforts to liy have done. 
Indeed, in our actual experience with the air, m e n have 
c o m e to tbe s a m e kind of wrong conclusion as would have 
been reached in supposing tbat the ice could not be traversed 
because 110 one had the strength to skate, while the truth 
would be that m a n has plentv of strength to skate, but is ; 

not born with the skill. 
T h e simile is defective so far as it suggests that m a n can 

sustain himself by bis unaided strength on calm air, which 
I believe to be impracticable ; but it is the object of these ex-
Eeriments to prove that he has n o w the power to sustain 
iniseif wilh the aid of engines recently constructed, and by 

m e a n s I indicate, as suon as he has skill to direct them. 
ff asked whether this method of Hight will soon be put 

in practice, I should have to repeat that what has preceded 
is matter of demonstration, out that this is matter of 
opinion. Expressing, then, a personal opinion only, I 
should answer. "Yes." Itis hardly possible that tbese second
ary difficulties will not be soon conquered by the skill of in
ventors and engineers whose attention is already beginning 
to be drawn to the fact that here is a n e w field open to them, 
and though I have not experimented far enough tosaythat 
the relations of power to weight he*e established for small 
machines will hold for indefinitely large ones, "it is certain 
they do so hold, at any rate far enough to enable us to trana-
port.at speeds which m a k e us practically independent of 
the wind, weights m u c h greater than that of a m a n . Prog
ress is rapid n o w , especially in invention, and it is possible 
—it seems to m e even probable—that before the century 
closes w e shall see this universal road of the all-embracing air 
which recognizes none of man's boundaries, traveled in 
every direction, with an eflect on s o m e of the conditions of 
our existence which will m a r k this a m o n g all the wonders 
the century has seen.—Tlie Secretary ofthe Saiitlisoniau Institu
tion in the Century. 

At an Altitude of 15,400 Feet. 

Mr. Infeld, the Swiss engineer who has beeu engaged to 
examine the nature of tlie summit of Mont Blanc for the 
construction thereof Mr.Jansseii's proposed observatory, re
counts in a Zurich Journal the diliiculties he is exper
iencing in bis preliminary survey. He is staying with eight 
workmen and two doctors at Mr. A'allot's observatory, 
which has an altitude of 15,100 feet, and thence they pro-
ceeddaily to their summit, where they work for several 
hours a day in the endeavor to ascertain the depth of the 
snow for the purpose of getting the necessary foundation for 
the building. Mr. Eiffel lias expressed the opinion that 
the construction of an observatory will only be possible if 
the snow does not exceed a depth of 40 feet. Mi*. Infeld 
states that they have encuuntered traces of a ridge of rock 
58 to 65 feet below the summit, and covered with about 3J 
feet of snow. They have therefore commenced to make a 
series of lateral tunnels on three sides, at a distance equal to 
40 feet below tbesummit, to ascertain if the ridge extends to 
that height. Progressis necessarily slow. Most ofthe men 
are suffering from the mountain sickness. Some, however, 
who are engaged at Mr. Vallot's cabin, are able to work al
most as long as in the valley, and they also eat and sleep 
well. In spite of two coke stoves, the thermometer of the 
cabin never rises above zero; even ink freezes, and water 
boils at 33°, and they cannot properlv couk meat 

oiisEnjis*3-^-

Tuberculosis in Cattle. 

" Few scientists now dispute that pulmonary phthisis, the 
most dreadful scourge of the human race, emanates from 
milch cattle, and is disseminated almost solely by their 
age n 03 through tire human family.'' 
This broad assertion is made 111 the highly interesting re

port of tbecommission to test the vulue of Koch's Ivmpli on 
cattle, as read by Dr. W. L. Zuill at a meeting of the Phila
delphia Veterinary Medical Society recently This com
mission was appointed by the veterinary department ofthe 
University of Pennsylvania early in January last. All 
through tbe spring ami a 1 nn in er their experiments were car
ried on and the result of their labors marks an important 
and must intere-ling epoch in the study of all that relates 
to tlie most fatal of oi'diuary diseases, 
"AVeall know," continued Dr. Zuill "that the greatest 

scourge of tbe human race emanates from milch cattle and 
is spread by them through the human family. It is an un
disputed fail that tubercular diseases are found among peo
ple thai use the milk and flesh of the bovine race, and thai 
these diseases are notfound among those people whodo not. 
" Few men of science will now dispute that pulmonary 

phthisis comes from cattle, and that the only people who 
are free from it are those who do not use the milk or flesh 
ofthe cow. 
"The Khirgis, who inhabit tlie steppes of Asia, have no 

cattle. They drink the milk of mares and eat the flesh 
ofsheep and goats. Phthisis is absolutely unknown among 
them. 
" The Esquimaux who re-i<le in Greenland and other 

Danish countries have cattle, and hardly anybody is more 
subject tn consumption. The Esquimau:, wuo drive their 
fleet-footed reindeer over the ice-covered plains of Siberia, 
and to whom an ox or cow is an animal as rare as an ele
phant is to us, know not what consumption is. 
" On the south coast of Africa are tribes of natives wdio 

pride themselves nn their vast herds of inbred cattle; who 
not only drink the milk and eat the flesh, but suck the 
blood f-oni the jugular vein of living bullocks. These peo
ple die like Hies from tuberculosis. One hundred miles in
land on the plateaus, where the deadly tze-tze fly places a 
absolute bar to the existence of cattle of any kind, there is 
no knowledge that even one man ever died of pultnoiiary 
consumption or other tubercular disease, 
" The people of Ireland havecattle. but they neither drink 

the milk nor eat the flesh. Among them consumption is 
practically unknown. " In Australia and New Zealand, countries by nature utterly unacquainted with Ihe bovine race, there was a time 

when phthisis had never been heard of. In 1S2G the cattle 
mania siezed the people. Cattle were imported in enormous 
quantities, and to-day these countries are hot-beds of con
sumption, where the mortality reaches three nut of every 
thousand inhabitants and 0 per cent, ofall deaths are attrib
uted to this disease. In New Zealand it has made such 
ravages that the native Maori is to-day almost an extinct 
race. 
" In Switzerland the carefully kept mortuary statistics 

show beyond question that consumption reigns in exact 
proportion to the number of cattle kept and used. AA'hen 
cattle are most numerous the deaths are many. Up in the 
mountain wdierc only sheep and goats can live, the disease 
j. alnuist unknown. 
" The facts also show that the tendency to tuberculosis is 

most dangerous in the families of cattle that arc unbred. 
" A\7ith these facts before us, the conclusion cannot be es

caped froni that itis to the use of the milk and flesh of cattle 
that the human family owes the existence of consumption 
among its members. W e do not say that this milk and llesb 
must not be used, for it has been demonstrated that under 
proper conditions of care and breeding the disease can be 
eliminated from our cattle, but we mustabolish tuberculosis 
from among them. This can only be done by demanding 
and obtaining from the national or state government a 
proper scientific and non-political inspection nf our food. 
This brings to mind the importance of an agency that will 
bring to view every case of tuberculosis in our cattle." 
Success From Small Beginnings, 
Too many young men at the present time have an alto
gether wrong impression of life. Seeing those about them 
in a prosperous business, employing a large capital with an 
immense plant, and doing business on a large scale, they 
are ambitious to do tbe same. They do not stop to con
sider that it has taken years, possibly generations, to develop 
what they see. They only see it as it is, and believe that in 
order to become successful it is necessary to do business iu 
the same way, upon the same extensive scale. 
A writer in the Notional Qrocer says tbat the great indus

trial enterprises ofthe world have as itwere, developed un
consciously to those who have been their principal manipu
lators. Many of them have commenced so insignificantly 
that some of our bright young men of to-day would scorn the 
idea of commencing life in a similar manner. It is said that 
one of the largest sugar-refining institutions of the world 
was commenced by a single kettle virtually overn kitchen 
tire, and we know positively of one business which was 
capitalized very recently for a couple of million dollars that 
was started in a small wash-kitchen, when the stock in 
trade, fixtures, machinery, and business utensils would not 
have brought $21. under tbe hummer, and the man started it 
lived to see it placed on the marketat $2,000,000, and declare 
several years successful dividends. AVe know of another 
business enterprise, which to-day is worth at least 
$2,500,000, that was cuninienced on $100, and that was bor
rowed. 
Constant dropping wears away the stone. Constant work, 

intelligently directed, brings success. It is idle tosaythat 
there are no opportunities and things are not what they 
used to be. The opportunities uf to-day are just as great as 
they ever were, if we only have the ability and the energy tu 
take advantage of them. -Mistakes will occur, and bright 
prospects are sometimes blasted, but the fault generally lies 
with the individual, and not with the circumstances or with 
the opportunity. W e have heard men say that they have 
failed to do certain things because circumstances have been 
against them. Ourreplyis that they have failed because 
they did not have the ability to make the most of their op
portunities and guard against loss. There are many pal
liating circumstances, we must admit, but it is the indi
vidual who lias tbe ability to get up ami get who brings suc
cess. Many men fail; some men fail often. Yet all of these 
ultimately succeed, simply because they do not and will not 
give up. They are just as ready and eager for the fray as they 
were before they had been knocked down twice. Indeed 
the partial failurehas only acted as an incentive for in
creased effort.— The Manufacturers' Gazette, Boston. 

An Immense Tree. 
..early a quarter ofa century ago the Neie York Ledger gave 
a description ofa " big tree " that was cut down in Calverus 
County, Cal. According tu the statement ofa gentleman 
who saw the tree and danced on its stump, theheight of 
that tree was :.U2 feet. Across the stump, live feet from the 
ground, it measured 25 feet in diameter without, the bark, 
and 28 feet- with it. ll was 90 feet in circumference at the 
stump. It took live men seventeen days and a half to bore 
it oil'the stump with pump augers, and two and a half more 
to drive and wedge it.up with the hulls uf other trees to 
make it loose its center of gravity and fall to the earth. Its 
trunk was so straight find its brunches so symmetrical that 
it stood without a shake even in a high wind, after it had 
been completely severed by theuugers. Thirty-two couples 
danced a set on the stump, und there was room enough lor 
the ~,....-..--'.-. 1 ... »........, i.....: .I.-... T . 

depend upon <-ome condition <>f moisture or possibly ofelec-
tric.il change iu the atmosphere which aids the growth ofthe 
microbe disproportionately to that of the potato. These at
mospheric conditions need not necessarily be antagonistic to 
______......... . rm... „ -.. .1—_.,_i,.._= i_ advantageous tbe p 
to it 
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The Microbe's Lot. 

Pasteur's plan of growing disease germs outside the body 
in broth although ofthe utmost value, did not allow a con
venient separation of different germs; but this can now-
read ily be done by Koch's plan of sowing them, not in a 
liquid medium, but on solid gelatine spread on glass plates, 
so that the growth ofthe germs can be daily watched under 
the microscope, and inoculations made from single col
onies on other plates until pure cultures have been obtain 
ed. Bj thus isolating the different microbes, wc learn (heir 
life his...ry. i|u. modem which their growth isiniluenced by 

gro 

the plant, the 
E destroyed.— 

The Copts—An Interesting' People About W h o m 

but Little is Known. 

These people esteem themselves to lie tlie true descendants 
of tbe ancient Egyptians, as distinguished from iu_ conquer
ing race of Arabians who have now overrun their land. It is 
a comical idea but tiic-j call upon us to note their close resem
blance to the mu inn lie- Early cou verts to Christianity, tbey 
have remained faithful to their belief amidst the Moham
medan population all about them. It must he mentioned, 
however, that they had beeu pronounced heretics by the 
Council of rhaleedoti before the Arabian conquest; for tbey 
had refused to worship the human nature of Christ, revering 
his divine nature alone. They are the guardians ofthe Christ
ian legends of Egypt. In a crypt under one of their churches 
they show two niches. One, they say, was the sleeping 
place of Joseph, and the other ofthe Virgin and Child, dur
ing the flight into Egypt, Near Heliopolis is an ancient 
tree, under whose branches the Holy Family tire supposed 
to have rested when the sunshine was too hot for further 
traveling. 
There are between fourand five hundred thousand Copts 

in Egypt. They are the book-keepers and scribes ; they are 
also the jewellers and embroiderers. Their ancient tongue has 
fallen into disuse, and is practically a dead language. They 
now use Arabic, like all the rest of the nation; but the 
speech survives in their church service, a part, of which ia 
still given in the old tongue, though it is said that even the 
priests ther selves do not always understand what they are 
saying, having merely learned the sentences by heart, so 
that they can repeat them as a matter of form. Copts have 
been converted to Protestantism during these later days by 
tbe American missionaries. 
They are not, in appearance an attractive people. Their 

convents and churches, at least in Cairo and its neighbor
hood, are so hidden away, inaccessible, and dirty that they 
are but slightly appreciated hy the majority of travelers, 
who spend far more of their time among the mosques of 
Mohammed, lint both tbe people and their ancient lan
guage are full of interest from a historical point of view. 
They forma field for research which will give some day 
rich results. A little has been done, and will done; but 
much still remains hidden. It has yet to be dug out by the 
learned. Then it, must be translated by the middle-men 
into those agreeable little histories whicli, with agreeable 
little tunes, agreeable little stories, and agreeable little pic
tures, are the delight ofthe many.—Froni "Cairo in 1890," 
by Constance Fenimore AVnolson, in Harper'.* Magazine for 
October. 

%BiE»'TRIC*i 

Invalid's Electric Chair. 

Alexander Johnston, of Washington, D. C, has recently 
patented an electric chair for invalids which is so simple in 
its construction and mechanism' that any one may oper
ate it without the assistance of an attendant. It consists of 
an easy chair running on two large wheels, with a smaller 
movable wheel used as a means of guiding the device. An 
electric motor is placed beneath the seat and geared to the 
axle of the large wheels, the mugnets being wound for low 
electric motive force. Electric power is furnished from a 
storage battery, which is also put under the vehicle, and 
the current is controlled by means of a switch conveniently 
placed near the arms of the chair. There is also a powerful 
brake. It is claimed by the inventor that a speed of eight 
miles an hour can he maintained for live hours, or a dis
tance of fifty miles can be covered at a lower rate of speed 
from one charge ofthe battery. The controlling switch is 
provided with resistance coils so that any speed up to eight 
miles an hour can be reached. The weight of the chair 
when ready for service is hut 150 pounds. It is the inten
tion of the inventor to place his invention for the use of 
the visitors to the AVorld's Fair who can thus be propelled 
along the aisles by electricity instead of being pushed hy a 
time-consuming attendant, as was the case at the Centen
nial Exhibition in Philadelphia. Telegraphical Handwriting. 

The writing telegraph 
the telegraphic world, 
American Telegraph Cc 

has n 
lime. 
For even among these minute organisms the struggle for 

existence and the survival ofthe fittest exist, like that whicli 
Darwin pointed out so clearly in the case of higher plants 
and animals. AVhen two microbes are growing together, 
one may choke or destroy the other. Justus weeds in a garden 
may choke the flowers; or on the other hand, successive 
generations ofone microbe may render the soil suitable for 
another, just as decaying algieand mosses may furnish 
mold in which higher plants can grow. 
But it is not merely between different species of microbes 

or diflerent cells in an organism that this struggle occurs. It 
takes place also between the disease germs and the cells of 
the organism wliich theyinvade, and the result of the strug
gle may be determined, not by some powerful agency which 
weakens or destroys cithertheorganism or theniicrobe, but 
by some little thing which simply inclines the scalein favor 
ofone or the other. Thus,in the potato disease the victory 
of the invading microbe und the destruction of the potato, or 
the death of the microbe and the health of tlie tuber, may 

nent, Ihe latest, invention in 
n exhibition at the North 
'- rooms, Clark and Jackson 
e lest was between Chicago 

' and St. Paul, a distance of more than 400 miles, and despite 
I tlie damp weather, which as a rule is unfavorable to a satis-
f;ii toiy test, the results were more than successful. The in-

i strum ent itself is very simple. A case '2 x 2j inches contains 
the electrical mechanism, while Ihe only thing visible is an 
ordinary roll of tape—the same us used in " tickers." The 
operator takes a pencil and placing the point on this sen
sitive plate in tbe openlug, simply writes bis message, and 
at the receiving point it i- duplicated on the tape. In 
this manner pictures can be traced, maps drawn, and notes 
signed at tbe distance of thousands of miles, Mr, Elhridge, 

J who had the test in charge, said ; 
" This is undoubtedly the most wonderful invention on 

record. Il will do awaj with the Morse system, and will 
| sunn be iu use throughout the world. I can stand here and 
, write to my friend m New York and ray message is deli ver -
j ed to him in my own handwriting in a minute. I can send 
| about forty-five words in a minute without much effort," 

Practical tests have been made in Philadelphia, Baltimore, 
New York, and other places. Messrs. Cowper and Robin
son are the inventors.—Chicago Journal of Commerce. 

A Large Incandescent Installation. 
The electrical engineers who are working on the plans for 
lighting the World's Fair buildings have a task of un-
equaled magnitude before them. T h e illumination ofthe 
Fine Arts Building, for instance, will require no less than 
15,000 incandescent lamps. This will unquestionably be a 
larger incandescent installation than any hitherto ̂  at
tempted and will present a very pretty problem in distribu
tion. T h e more one heai*s of the AVorld's Fair, the more 
one is inclined to agree with Sir H e n r y W o o d that at all 
points it will excel in magnitude all ofthe great expositions 
that have been held. 

http://tric.il
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MINING M A C H I N E . 

No. 458,868, CHARLES J. VAN DEPOELE, LYNN, MASS. 

Patented September 1, 1892. In this machine much ofthe 
usual framework is dispensed with, and the machine is 
thereby lightened. The drills are all geared together at the 
rear end as shown, and two ofthe pinions i i are driven by 
the motor through the idler wheels /• /.. Each drill-rod runs 
through a tube <', and these lubes serve as ties to unite the 
front and rem* frames d and B. The machine is supported on 
two wheels as shown. The chips are swept out of the cut 
by a belt of wire netting of large mesh, shown in the side 

-*• I 

TRIPLE S T E A M P U M P I N G ENGINE. 

No. 451,849. JAMES II. BLESSING, ALBANY. N, Y. Pat

ented May5, 1891. Three parallel steam cylinders are cm-
ployed, all of which may take live steam ; or the middle one 
only may use live steani and the other two receive its exhaust 
and expand the steam a second time. The middle piston 
rod is guided by a cross-bead running under a guide bar E, 
and the other two piston rods are guided by the pump 
plungers H, to whicli tbey are coupled by yokes 0. The 
two yokes are connected by links I to the ends of a T-shaped 
rocking beam J, which rocks on a pin 11 in the cross-head 
of the middle piston rod. The whole beam travels back 
and forth with tbe middle rod. The third end ofthe beam 
takes hold of the wrist pin of the'crank L, on the 

P N E U M A T I C R A I L W A Y . 

No. 454,318. HARVEY W. WILEY, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Patented June 16, 1891. This apparatus is designed to fur
nish a continuous supply of compressed air to street cars 
for propulsion. A supply pipe A runs the whole length of 
the road, just under "tlie surface. A second pipe B is sus
pended beneath it by means uf flexible connecting pipes C. 
Pipe B, called the " valve pipe," is slotted on the under side 
at b1 throughout its whole length. A long V-shaped strip 
uf rubber D lays in this slot and acts as a valve. It is 
backed by a strip of metal d, which stiffens it, and prevents 
it from being blown through the slot. An air-box F is 
formed to fit the underside of the valve-tube, and to slide 
on the flanges If. It is provided with soft packing at both 
ends, and along the gibs /, to prevent the leakage of air. 
This box is attached to the car by a slender bar running in 

view. This belt is driven by a long roller M. which is sup
plied with projecting pins in sufficient number to engage 
the mesh ofthe netting. The roller is driven by a worm on 
the rear end ofthe middle drill-rod. Tlie two outside drill-
rods carry small pinions which drive the gears G and turn 
the feed-screws II. These screws run through nuts m, in 
the jacks or posts I, and serve to feed the machine up to its 
work. The machine is driven by an electric motor D. Tbe 
alternate drills run in opposite directions and the cut of one 
overlaps that ofthe next, so that no coal is left standing be
tween the holes. 

BOLLING MILL F O B C A B "WHEELS. 

No. 457,922. JOHN R. JONES, PHILADELPHIA, PA. Pat

ented August 18, 1891. A blank is first cast or moulded of 
somewhat larger dimensions, except diameter, than the 
finished wheel is to have. When properly heated it is 
placed between the three rolls B G D as shown in section. 
The roll B is attached to the shaft V and is positively 
driven. It is carried by a sliding yoke or cross-head G, and 
Is moved up or down by a hydraulic cylinder I. The roll C 
is journaled in a fixed housing E and is driven from the 
shaft V by the bevel geai*s T, as shown. The roll D is not 

driven, and is journaled iu a movable housing F. which is 
moved by the hydraulic cylinder J. Guide rollers 0, carried 
on a cross-head S, are used to steady the lower edge of the 
wheel during the rolling operation. By forcing down the 
roll B, and driving the roll D forward, the metal in the rim 
ofthe wheel, and also the web next to the rim can be com
pressed and condensed to any desired extent. The carrying 
rollers 0 are moved downward by the screw and bevel 
gearing shown at the lower end of the machine, as the roll
ing progresses, to suit tbe increasing diameter. 

shaft K, wliich extends through the guide bar E on oneside 
and the main frame 0 on the other. Two eccentrics M and 
N serve to move the valves B of the steani cylinders, (the 
steam chests are omitted in the drawing), and the valve 
rods are connected by a T-beam in a manner similar to the 
piston rods, adapted, however, to the shorter stroke. The 
diagram shows the position of the four pins in the main 
beam, at eight points in the revolution of the crank. It 
will appear on examination tbat two cylinders will be al
ways driving, and tbat only one piston at a time can be at 
the end ofits stroke—or "on the center." The motion is 
very uniform, and the stroke is always of exactly uniform 
length. 

FINE C O A L S E P A B A T O E . 

No. 454,148. ANDREW C. SMITH AND MARCCSK. BISHOP, 

SCRANTON, PA. Patented June 16, 1891. This machine is de
signed to separate "buckwheat" and other small sizes of 
coal from dust, and to dry it, if it is wet. In the drawings, 
A is a casing or trunk through wliich the material to be 
separated is forced by a blast of air from a blower D. The 
trunk is relatively narrow and deep at one end and wide 
and shallow at the outlet end a. Above the trunk at its 
narrow end is a hopper B, having converging sides, and at 
the bottom ofthe hopper is a feed-wdieel C. Near the bot
tom ofthe hopper is an apron or deflecting plate b, forming 
a contracted discharge opening at one side ofthe hopper, 
which is controlled by tbe feed-wheel C. This wheel is 
turned by a belt from any convenient power. The opera
tion ofthe separator is as follows : The material to be separ
ated—line coal and dust, for instance—is placed in the 
hopper B and discharged therefrom continuously into the 

a slotted rail on the surface, like the grip of a cable car. 
The wheel E lifts a portion of the valve-strip D from its 
seat, and so permits air to pass out orthe pipes into the air-
box continuously. Theui- pipe G is flattened and passes 
up through the slot rail to tbe motor on the car 
above. Thus as the car moves it carries the air-
box with it, and the wheel E keeps the valve 
open and so maintains a constant supply of com
pressed air to operate the motor. At crossings the 
valve pipes are interrupted, and the air-box slides off one 
section of pipe onto another on the other side uf the cross
ing. A small tank on the car carries enough air in reserve 
to pass over considerable gaps in the supply pipe. It is of 
course provided with a check-valve to prevent the air from 
blowing back out of pipe G when the air box is out of con
tact with the pipes. In practice the valve-pipe B is made 
from one and one-half to three inches diameter. 
PUMP OR MOTOB. 
No. 457,303. EDGAR COI-IM-RII'IIT, ST. IGNACB, MICHIGAN, 

Patented slug. ft, 1891. Three pistons or paddles A B C , are 
arranged to move transversely from one side to the other of 
the square tube D. and in doing so they rock on their trun
nions 1. These trunnions turn in square bushings or boxes 
4, whichslidein cross grooves 13, in the slide-plates E. Fig. 2, 

PERSPECTIVE VIE 

trunk by means of tha feed-wheel C. The blast of air gen
erated by the blower drives the material tlirough the trunk 
and delivers it on the screen in a thin layer with consider
able f->rce. As the screen lies directly in the path of the 
blast, the air and with it the dust and fine particles of coal 
pass into the chute G, while all ofthe particles of coal 
which are too large to pass tbe screen are snot over it onto 
the chute H. Should the material be damp, tbe current of air 
passing through the particles will dry them and tlie impact 
upon the screen will shake off the dust, thus at one and the 
same operation drying, cleaning, and separating the coal. 
A second machine may be placed below the hopper G and 
the fine stuff may be again screened and separated if de
sired. 

and are al_o keyed rigidly lu the short pitmen 5, which take 
hold of Ihe cranks 8, on each side ofthe tube. These pitmen 
have large flanges us shown in Fig. 3, sufficient to cover the 
slots I.; in all positions. The cranks are set at angles ot 120 
degrees apart, and are geared together so us to revolve in 
unison. The water passes through in the direction ofthe 
arrow. When working as a motor the parts operate as 
follows : Let the paddle A, as shown in Fig. 1, be located at 
its lower position, tlie water passing in above the paddle. 
Paddle B will then be pressed downward, the slides 4 4 
moving down in the grooves 13 and tlie end ofthe paddle B 
most remote from paddle A turning down at the same time. 
This downward movement of tlie paddle operates through 
the pitmen 5 5 upon the cranks 8 8 of the shaft and cog
wheels 21. As the paddle B moves down and oscillates, the 
water rushes through, operating not only upon paddle 
B to press it downward, but also to oscillate the paddle C, 
turning the end which is connected to paddle B downward 
until it reaches substantially a horizontal position, and at the 
same time the paddle C moves downward in the groove un
til it assumes the position shown in Fig. 1 by A, thus op-
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erating upon the main shaft of the wheel 2. While the 
paddle C is moving down the paddle B oscillates upon its 
Journals, turns the end ofthe puddle A wliich is connected 
to B upward, and when the paddle C has reached its hori
zontal position the paddle A is tilted into the position 
shown by C in Fig. 1 and is ready to begin its upward stroke 
and is moved by tbe power uf the water bodily upward, act
ing through the pitmen and cranks upon the sbalr .".. As 
the pitmen vibrate in following the crank they give the 
paddle a rocking motion at the same time that they move it 
across the tube. The up-stream ends oi' the puddles are al 
ways horizontally in advance in their vertical travel, thus 
tbe upstream ends ofthe paddles always reach the opposite 
side ofthe trunk lirst. The cranks, being set ut angle- ol 
one hundred and twenty degrees apart, cause the down
stream end ofthe paddle C to leave the side of the tube at 
exactlv thesame time that the upstream end ol padcle A 
reaches it. In this position the water in the chamber 
formed above the paddles, having exerted its entire force 
aguinstthe paddles, is discharged downstream. 

CONNECTION F O R S T E A M ENGINES. 

No. 454,814. AMBROSE E. PARSONS, NEW BERNE, N. C. 
Patented J&te £S, 1891. T h e object of this device is to over
c o m e the dead centers in a single cvlinder steam engine. 
Tlie cross-head C rakes hold ofthe middle of a beara D by 
m e a n s ofa pin b. This b e a m runs between guides of any 
suitable kind, and is connected to the connecting rods I and 

guide-plate the angles ofthe said drill will he caused to en-
lei* the angles of the said hole, and thus insure the cutting 
out of the whole surface exposed inside the hole, This 
guide-plate m a y be fixed to the table of a drilling machine 
or attached tothe rest ofa lathe or to the article to lie drilled. 
It is obvious that w h e n rotating in the hole of (be guide 
plate the drill will have no central point, and it is therefore 
necessary to provide for a slight lateral play of the drill. 
riiis in..\ he advantageously accomplished either by allow-
im: tin' ilrill to tit loosely in the socket of tlie drilling m a 
chine spindle or-by mounting the drill in an independent 
socket carried upon the drill-spindle hy menus ofa univer
sal joint In tlii- latter case, however, the guide-plate / is 
niaile of great thickness or depth so as to hold the drill at 

Although this drill is intended for drilling square holes. 
it is obvioii- that if Hie drill is used without the guide and 

i- rigidly fastened in the socket of the drilling machine it 

C A R B R A K E . 

No. 456,130. WILLIAM L. AND EI.IAS A. ANTRIM, 

DAVENPORT, IOWA. Patented July Sl, 1891. In addition to 
the ordinary brake beam anil shoes d, a pair of slippers 21 
are employed, which rub on the track rails as shown. 
They are connected by a rigid cross-bar 2(1, and are con
nected to the ordinary brake beam D liy stout bars 29, The 
screw 12 and crank bundle 11 serve to force the slippers 
down against tbe rails, or to lift them up the necessary 
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H by ball joints as shown. The main shaft E, has two 
cranks at right angles, to which the rods are also connected 
by bail joints. It will be seen that when one crank is on 
the dead center the other is on tbe quarter, and will con
tinue the rotation of the shaft. Thus one crank relieves 
the other alternately. 

DRILL FOR BORING SQUARE HOLES. 

No. 456,258. DAVIH B. HUTTON AND ARCHIBALD F. 

DANIELS ESSEX, ENGLAND. I'a tented July '!1, 1S.91. The 
drill is provided with a shank adapted to tbe socket of the 
drill-holder, T h e body is m a d e triangular, but the sides arc 
m a d e slightly rounding instead of flat. These rounded 
sides are found in practice to have a very decided advantage, 
as they prevent tlie jarring which takes place w h e n a Hal-
sided drill is employed. T h e end of the triangular shank 
is ground or beveled off to form one or more cutting edges. 
but in such a m a n n e r that tbe drill shall have no central 

point upon which it can rotate. 
A-= s h o w n in Figs I to 3. the drill m a y he provided with 

/ 
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gases, and products of combustion before they reach the 
said zone The two parts of the charge are kept separate 
' until just before thev enter the zone of fusion, when they 
1 commingle and descend together. The molten products 
pass the main tuyeres 1 1 and immediately run out of the 
furnace into a receiver. They are not allowed to collect so 
as to form a bath in the furnace or to assist in keeping up 
or supporting combustion, but are continuously drawn off 
as soon as formed. Through tbe main tuyeres I I is intro
duced a bot blast, while through tuyeresl1 I1 air is admitted 
to consume any sulphur or other volatile product which 
tends to collect upon the furnace or cylinder sides. 

STONE SAWING APPARATUS. 

No. 454,712. GEORGE F. CLARK, RUTLAND, VT. Pat

ented June 23, 1391. This apparatus is designed for sawing 
stone in place in the quarry. Two round holes A of suf
ficient size to admit the sheaves d are first drilled at the 
ends of the proposed cut, bv a hollow core drill. These 
sheaves, together with other guide sheaves a, are attached to 
posts B, which are guided by guy ropes E, or by tempor
ary timbers, in any convenient manner. An endless wirec 
runs around the guide sheaves and around tbe drive wheel 

a, fc. 

height to clear. At all times they serve as a pilot or " cow
catcher " to throw obstructions off the rails and prevent 
them from passing under the wheels. T h e friction of these 
slippers on the rails, tends to force the brake shoes dagainst 
the wheels, and tlie application of the brake to the track 
and the wheels is simultaneous. B y applying this brake at 
each end of the car, the wdiole weight of the car can be 
thrown o n tbe slippers to create friction, and the wheels 
will be relieved of their load, thus avoiding the evil effects 
ofskidding. 

PROCESS OF SMELTING SULPHIDES. 

No, 453,529. WILLIAM L. AUSTIN, TOSTON. MONTANA' 

Patented June 2, 1891. The special object of this process is 
to provide a process of smelting sulphides and sulphurets 
ofall varieties which when started, can be kept up con
tinuously without using any carbonaceous fuel in tbe fur
nace. Any common cupola furnace may be adapted to 
this process by providing a refractory cylinder B, or better, 
a double-walled metal cylinder arranged fur cooling by 
water, as shown. A conical valve H isprovided attbecon-

lar si 
bevel 

Fig.: 

>dge h on one of the triangular sides nnd witl 
ing edge ,- at right angles thereto, the hitter he 
,\ notching Ibe other two sides uf the triangu 
-.shown at d <l. T h e halves of the edge b are 
ipo*ite directions, as indicated most clearly in 
and the edge, c is also beveled in such a m a n n e r 

iat during the rotation of the drill it will cut with the 
other edge. In s o m e cases the edge c is dispensed with, 
which case the whole of the cutting is effected by the edge 

Now f is the guide-plate through which the drill works, the 
said guide-plate lieing provided with a square hole _. 
the sides of which are of slightly greater length than the 
sides of the triangular shank, the result of which arrange
m e n t is that w h e n the drill is rotated in the hole in the 

B ac s h o w n by the arrows, T h s wire :c fed with iinsry-
sand, or small iron shot, as the nature ofthe ruck requires, 
and it rapidly cuts a kerf from one hole to the other. A s 
the cut grows deeper the posts B feed d o w n w a r d and keep 
(lie wire u p to its work. T h e saw wire is kept taut by 
idle sheaves h and weights AV. Cuts can thus be m a d e to 
any desired depth, in any direction. W o r n or broken wires 
are cheaply and easily replaced. Buckets I> are set in the 

bottom of'the holes to catch the cuttings. 

COAL SCREEN. 

No. 456,448. SEPTIMUS THOMAS, SCRANTON, PA. Pat

ented July 21. 1891. A series of rectangular screens B arear-
ranged one above another, in one frame as shown. The lower 
end of each screen is provided with a pin on each side 
which enters a slot in the hanger-bar 2. By means of a 
lever II the banger bars can be moved up or down, and the 
pitch ofall the screens can be changed simultaneously. A 

traded throat G, and is operated by a screw* and band-
wheel at the top. In starting this process the sulphides and 
combustibles are first fed into the hopper C, from which 
they pass down through the cylinder B into the body 
of the furnace, the rate of their Mow being dependent upon 
tbe adjustment ofthe bell H with reference to the hopper 
formed within the cyl inder hy contraction G, or of some other 
desired regulating device. AVhen this preliminary mingled 
charge of sulphides and combustibles has been fired and" the 
furnace has become heated up in the ordinary way, the nor
mal charge containing no carbonaceous fuel is gradually in
troduced into the hoppers C and D. Sulphurets and other 
c o m p o u n d s wliich are liable to fuse and stick together, 
w h e n exposed lo beat ami furnace gases, are fed into the 
hopper C, so as to be inclosed and kept away from the heat 
of combustion in the furnace by the cylinder B until they 
can reach the smelting /.one of the furnace. B y this m e a n s 
and in this m a n n e r it is possible to introduce Ihe sulphu
rets and said other c o m p o u n d s into the furnace and feed 

separate adjustment for each screen is also provided, con
sisting ofa rod k having eccentrics which bear under eact 
edge ofthe screen. T h e screens are shaken by cams on tae 
shafts s h o w n under their upper ends. T h e shafts are 
geared together, and are driven by a belt on the pulley 
s h o w n on the middle shaft. T h e lower screen receives a 
horizontal m o v e m e n t in addition lo the vertical move
ment, being provided with hooks whicli engage small 

eccentrics on the lower shaft. 
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T H E E C O N O M I C GEOLOG-Y O F L E A D . 

The Mineralogy, Mode of Occurrence, and Produc
tion of Lead. 

BY IT. A. WHEELER, B. OF ST. LOUIS. 

Although then, are a large number of minerals that 
contain lead, there are only three which occur in suf
ficient quantity as to be of any importance aa lead ores, 
or the sulphide, sulphate, and carbonate. By far the 
larger portion of the world's lead supply is obtained 
from tho sulphide or galena, and both the sulphate and 
carbonate are secondary products arising from the sur
face alteration of galena, so that deposits of these oxi
dized ores of lead are almost sure to change into galena 
as depth is attained, or as soon as the permanent water 

A-CAVE 

R-CLAY 

C-CREVICE^ATTER WITH LOOSE "MINERAL 
CLAY GASH YE 

level is readied. The following descriptions give the 
prominent characteristics of these minerals: 

Galenite, or galena, is a sulphide of lead carrying 
about 37% of lead, when pure. It is very heavy (specific 
gravity is 7'0 to 7*5), quite soft, has a bright metallic 
luster and lead-gray color, and has an eminent cleavage 
or splits readily into leaves, plates, or cubes. The 
usual miner's term for galena is simply mineral. . 

Anglesitc, or "rock carbonates," is a sulphate of lead 
that contains about 68% of lead when pure. Itisaaoft, 

I heavy, non-metallic, white to brown colored mineral 
' that is usually verv compact, and never has the loose 
granular or sandy structure that is so characteristic of 
; the carbonate. The miner's name of " rock carbonate " 
j very appropriately distinguishes it from the cerussite 
i or true carbonate. 
i Cerussite, or "••and carbonate," is a carbonate of lead 
I that contains about 78'/- of lead when pure. It very 
much resembles anglesite in all its properties, except 
that it nearly always occurs as soft, earthy masses, oras 
crystalline or granular slightly coherent masses that re
semble a coarse, heavy sandstone, while it does not oc 
cur in the compact, rock-like condition so characteristic 
ofthe sulphate. 
Lead occurs so extensively in association with silver 

and gold in the deposits of the West, that a study ofthe 
mode of occurrence of the ore deposits from which most 
ofthe load produced in the United States is obtained 
would be largely a repetition of what has been pre
viously treated under the occurrence of silver in TIIE 
COLLIERY E N G I N E E R of October and November. It 
should be. mentioned that tho so-called "blanket" or 
contact veins of Leadville and Aspen have been and, 
especially at tlie latter camp, are still very heavy 
producers of this metal, while the chamber deposits 
of the Richmond and Eureka Mines and the contact 
lode of the Horn Silver Mine have each been phe
nomenal producers of lead in the past, while a group 
of miner, in the Coeur d Mens district A Idaho ar3 
at present turning out very large quantities of lead 
from low grade argentiferous ores that first require 
concentration before they can be profitably smelted. 
Colorado and Utah have been the principal lead pro* 

ducers ofthe West, making up their heavy output from 
a large number of silver-lead mines scattered through 
their respective mountains, and according to the returns 
of the Engineering and Mining Journal, the former state 
produced 6*2,000, while the Utah mines produced 
24,000 tons of pig-load in 1890. Nevada, which practi
cally moans the Eureka district, produced only 2,500 
tons in 1890, whereas the former output used to amount 
to ;.0,000 to 40,000 tons per annum, while the Coeur 
d'Alene district has come up from a very minor output 
to about 22,000 tons per year, with a promise of a still 
greater increase. 
Montana, New Mexico, and Arizona contribute much 

smaller amounts from their load-bearing silver mines, 
and the total production of the far Western mines, in 
which the lead is obtained as a by-product in working 
the ores for silver, amounted to about 130,000 tons in 
1890 which is more than two-thirds of the entire pro
duct of the United States. Large as this Western pro
duction now is, and which has brought the United 
States up to the first rank in the world's production of 
lead, as it now exceeds the enormous product of Spain, 
and the large outputs of Germany and England, it is of 
comparatively recent growth, and dates from the open
ing up of the'low grade class of Western silver mines, 
or say from about 1860, which have steadily increased 
the quantity until now their by-product has grown to 
the above "quantity and this country is at last about 

able to bo independent ofthe foreign lead miners and 
supply its own market. Previous to this rapid devel
opment of the silver-lead mines of the far West, the 
home supply of lead was practically all derived from. 
the Mississippi Valley, which is still actively producing, 
though since it has been so completely eclipsed by the 
Rocky Mountain mines, it has lost its former import
ance. The Mississippi Valley lead ores carry no silver 
in paying amounts (or less than five ounces per ton), 
wiyi few unimportant exceptions, and generally make 

SKETCH B—CRCiS-.-.ECTION OI* "FLAT" VEINS. 

a very pure, soft quality of lead. The mines of this re
gion can he roughly divided into three groups, or (a) the 
Upper Mississippi Group, (_>} the South-Eastern and 
Central Missouri Group, and (c) the South-Western 
Missouri Group. 
The first, or Upper Mississippi Valley group of lead 

mines, occur in a particular limestone formation, where 

http://Ui.iili.linj,'
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the three states of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois adjoin. 
This limestone, which is about 200' thick, is known as 
the "galena limestone" and belongs to the Trenton 
period of the geologists or to one of the very old forma
tions. The lead occurs as galena, in association with 
zinc-blende and iron pyrites, and i*= found as gash veins 
in the limestone, with clay and calcite or lime-spar as 
the gangue. Sketch A illustrates a very common type 
of gash-veins found in this region, in which the 
"crevice," or ''gash," is not entirely filled, and the 
" mineral," or galena, occurs loose as fragments in clay or 
crevice matter. If the " gash" is a horizontal one, it is 
called a " flat," or sheet vein, or a " floor," as shown in 
Bketch B, but whoso origin is identical with A, only the 
limestone has been removed alone the horizontal bed-

THE PREVENTION OP ACCIDENTS IN 
MINES. 

An Essay on tlie Best Methods to Secure Safety to 
Life and Property in the Operation of Collieries. 

(Tbe following paper is by Mr. Augustus St in nor, late 
Inspector of Mines, and was one of the four recom
mended for publication by the Committee of Judges in 
the Pittsburgh Tt,,.'-' Prize Competition Contest.} 
H o w to avoid mine disasters, or at least lessen them 

to a great extent. To do so we must commence at the 
root of the evil under the system of ventilating and 
mode of mining, At present in the. Bituminous region, 
no practical person will be much astonished to learn of 
accidents in the various forms. 
I shall first and mainly treat on accidents by mine ox-

plosions, and their prevention. You will please notice 
-es; and the 
1 consists of 
cod), but in 
t of air and 

11 tries in 

ding planes, instead ofthe vertical joiut planes, before 
the mineral matter was deposited. Sometimes the 
galena occurs as long, thin, continuous threads or 
sheets, especially associated with barite, or "heavy 
spar," when it is locally called a " pipe " vein as shown 
in sketch C. 

[TO H E CONTINUED.] 

PIT-BROW LASSIE OF WIGAN, ENGLAND. 

The accompanying cut is from a photograph from 
life, and shows an English colliery woman, dressed and 
equipped for work on the pit-brow. "Ow's a good un 
an'cun do a shift wi'ony on un." To tbe Amorist., 
the employment of women around the mines is re
pugnant, and we are glad to state that the number so 
employed in Great Britain is steadily diminishing. 
W h e n Queen Victoria ascended the British throne, 
women wore employed in.-ide British mines, both as 
laborers and for hauling the small cars of coal from the 
working face to the main haulage roads, but to the 

credit of the Queen, it must be said, she secured the 
passage of laws, soon after her ascension, that effectually 
remedied tlie matter. Many of our older readers of 
British birth will recognize the familiar figure. During 
recent years efforts have been made to secure, the 
passage of Acts of Parliament prohibiting ttio employ
ment of women on the pit-bank as well as in the mine, 
and these efforts would have been successful, had it not 
been for the opposition of the women themselves who 
firotested that it would deprive them of their moans of 
ivolihood. 

plan ofa drift mine containiugabout :; 
plan of a large shaft mine. Tho shaft 
four different splits of air (when all 
the plan, so "to say, I only nse tbe ont 
slmw you two sections of work. Tin 
those sections may be 1.000 01* 1,800 yards in length, 
and the butt (cross) entries about 400 yards wide each 
from face to entry. Certainly a pretty good sizedmine 
in itself. 

As you will see, I nave not drawn the plan with any 
scale, but morel)' made it so you will understand it 
practically, and in view of that end. will reason the 
matters on the plan in order to prevent accidents, or to 
a groat extent, at least, lessen them. But. before 1 draw 
your attention to the plan let mo say here to you, or 
rather ask, what causes the fearful slaughter of the 
men in a mine explosion? I will answer: the after 
gases. There are very lew men in general killed by the 
force of the explosion, and why are there so many 
killed by after ga-'.' Because we cannot get air to them 
in lime. W e have to prepare and fix stoppings and 
door-?, whicli the force of the explosion has destroyed, 
and I know from practice the time required to fix up 
and patch thesemany blown-outstoppinga and destroyed 
doors; and then, about the time you get the ventila
tion in some kind of shape, "the souls of the unfortu
nates have gone to eternity." The pure air was too 
long in coming. The after-gas had done its work. 
Yes, because tho pure air did not come soon enough ; 
it took too long to prepare stoppings and doors which 
the force of the explosion destroyed. I think humanity 
requires a remedy of that matter i if stoppings and doors 
which causes mainly thedeath by niter-cases. (I honest
ly believe, from m y practical experience in the Bitumin
ous region, 90 per cent, are killed by after-gases.) 
Just think of the idea! A lot of doors in a gaseous coal 
mine to direct the ventilation—1 will say frankly and 
freely, doors are a nuisance and dangerous in mines of 
this kind and, besides after-gases in many cases, doors 
increase danger. Tlie more doors under our present 
system of mining, tho greater the danger. However, I 
don't want to be understood that tli ere must not be a 
single door in the entire mine. There may be one here 
and tliere, such as I have shown in m y plan, in the 
cross entries. 

You will notice in m y plan I make the hoist
ing shaft the intake of air. I calculate 

The Intake, this shaft to be dry enough to make no 
ico, .ind make the other shaft the outcast 
of air, that shaft being the suitable place 

for our pumping machinery, &c. 
Of course, we can change the plan and make it a force 

fan. W e could also sink another shaft for intake or 
outcast of air, but I will only treat on two shafts, such 
as you see them on the plan. I know it is not requested 
to show necessary roads, &C., aboutshaft, for the hand
ling of cars, _c, consequently I have paid no attention 
to it. I merely want to show, as is requested, the safety 
of the mine, and here I will show the meaning of the 
marks used on tho map. 
For convenience and easy explanation I will call the 

three parallels, from which sections Nos. 1 and 2 are 
started north of hoisting shaft, and the face entries, 
and return air way thereto west. 
The double door, near outcast shaft (or roadway) is 

for the purpose of getting to the escape shaft, and also 
intd the return air way. Nobody is allowed to do any 
traveling of any kind in any part of any return airway, 
except men for the inspection of it; it is there for the 
purpose of the return air, and nothing else. None of 
the entries are drawn to any scale, nor any of the pil
lars; however, in all cases, I would make return 

as la 
I IK 

Cfch 

1 could with safety and entry pil 
strong and more so, to make 
no squeeze can happen, since 

1 a gaseous mine is a danger in itself, and 
ce it is well known that it has caused the 
of gas, and also serious explosions. In all 
ie operations we should avoid squeezes to 
mr entry pillars of any kind. You will 
overcasts in the return airway before you 
e first section. You will notice two doors 
turn airway. It is made for tho purpose of 
d to get into return airway, and clean air-
ice in a while when required. Now, you 
cross entries Nos. 1 and 2. That is the first 
I would drive for room work. It is a good 
rom the north parallels : and from there, a 
irds to tho shaft. 1 do this in case an ex-
nild nivui', so that then the force of the ex-
•uld di. im damage to the shafts. On the 
•jfmy hoisting shaft, when I would get ready 

and start m y work, I could start m y cross entries. I 
woulrl not need to be afraid. Any 
would face m y shafts, it being at Ii 
tho shafts. I would remark here, I would drive m y 
cross entries 400 yards in length, on each side of face 
entry, and make that the end of section. You will 
notice a door between Nos. 1 and 2 cross entries, and 
that is the only door used in this system. I break the 
entry pillar once for every 100 yards. The less the pil-

ulli side 

the 

lar is cut through, the less the danger in explosion, 
since the fewer cut-throughs we have the sooner we 
can establish the ventilation again. You will plainly 
see the overcast from No. 2 into the return air course. 

In No. 3 and No. 4 yon see a diflerent 
A Different cross entry system. No door is required, 

but it req'uires an additional entry to be 
Cross Entry driven, and I know in many places that 

would cause an extra expense, consequent-
system. Iv 1 will not advocate that cross entry 

system. From the explanation that I 
will make, regarding doors and stoppings, I will not 
drive three cars parallels, causing both expense, and 
rather weakness to the entry pillars, if they are not 
made additionally strong " regarding three parallels." 
You will also notice (lie cross entry on loft hand side of 
face-entry. Nos. ."1 am hi are about midway of the others. 
I would'not make it opposite ot Nos. 1 and 2 for the 
reason that if an explosion should occur in No. 2 or 1, 
it might blow* over the overcast into 5 and 0 cross en
tries, and vice versa from 5 and 0 into Nos. 2 and 1. 
But if we get the force of the explosion from No. 2 into 
the return air course, ordinarily it will not affect cross 
entries Nos. 6 and 5. Hence the reason I would make 
the first cross entry on that side there, and where you 
see it marked on the plan I would work it for reasons 
shown upon the plan. Thesame reasou holds good for 
that piece of coal on the opposite side, near north par
allel, on the side of Nos. 1 and 2 cross entry, but has to 
be worked as is explained by writing, where the coal is 
located. 

You will notice, I will not make any (holes) break 
pillars from lace entry into room workings, which at 
last becomes pillar work, and falls, and danger is there, 
consequently I keep the pillar solid. A man that would 
direct in making holes from face entries into room work
ing? for one cause and another, is a person with no fore
sight and creates danger. 
This first section we can mine a groat deal of coal 

from. For instance, when we consider that the boun
dary line is 1,000 yards distance on the face from north 
parallels, and each cross entry in this section 400 yards 
wide, to that strip of coal left on the plan would amount 
to about 280 acres of coal, or if we would work three of 
those sections on each side, west and east of parallels, 
both north and south of shaft would make a coal tract 
of about 1.680 acres, and the additional amount of coal 
contained in the pillars of north and south parallels; 
and I might remark here that as to the break-throughs 
in the north and south parallel entry pillars, I would 
make them apart as far as possible, say from 150 to 200 
yards, and if need be. would use brattice to take the air 
with m e to drive those distances. W e might also find 
gas here in driving those distances, and then would need 
air to dilute the gas, etc, I would further remark in 
this and all other cases where I would need brattice, 
I would have it incombustible. That point, incombus
tible, would have prevented the late Dunbar disaster. 
The regulations in this plan are so well understood 

by ordinary practical miners that I will not say any
thing ou it. It might also be reasoned by some that 
those doors leading into the return airway should be 
I securely locked, ami the same with regulators, but 
since there are reasons that such should not be done I 
will keep silent on the matter. It will plainly be seen 
we can go from one part of the mine to the other by 
the aid of the overcast and return way and roadways 
shown by doors. 

I will now explain the workings of Nos. 1 
and 2 cross entries in section 1, and the 

Cross same will hold good of all the rest of the 
cross entries in this mine. In the first place, 

Entries. you see the cut-through and the door, which 
is needed in this system for the driver to 
get into No. 2 cross entry. The door must 

be so hung that it will require some power to open it 
toward entry No. 1, and will well shut itself, and in 
that case the air pressure will press against it. Then 
you see the broak-th roughs 100 yards apart in thepillar, 
and stoppings in about the middle of them, I drive the 
400 yards, or to the end of the section, and commence 
m y room work until m y entry is finished, and then 
when I do commence room work I commence at the 
end ofthe section, say start from 10 to 12 rooms, in No. 1 
entry, and the same amount of rooms in No. 2 cross 
entries, drive the rooms up the required distance, bring 
back room pillai s ami afterward entry blocks. And then 
again I would start another batch of rooms, as stated 
before, until the cross entries are worked out, or suf
ficiently worked close enough to the face-entries. 
That system of working would have saved the lives 

in 1884 of the people killed at Leisenring in an ex
plosion. Just look at the absurdity of a system of min
ing to commence room work in both cross-entries, near 
those "face entries," rooms driven up, pillars taken 
out, falls taken place, doors in the face-entries and pil
lars broke through every 30 or 40 yards, and men work
ing at the end of the section. Shame and disgrace to 
such a system! I would like to know what safety 
there is provided for those men who work beyond, or at 
the end of the section, when an explosion occurs about 
100 yards from the face-entry, caused by squeeze, or falls 
of pillar drawing? Men, under such circumstances, are 
like mice caught in a trap. W h y not change this ridi
culous system of mining? Anybody knows danger is 
not so bad in the rear of you, and when you can run 
away from it, as when fronting you, when you must go 
through the danger, which in this case can seldom be 
done. This is part of the system that has taken the un
fortunates, lives. 

Now, under m y system of working I have 
Stinner's the danger of an explosion beyond me, to 

some extent. I can get away from it. I will 
System, consider an explosion at the end of No. 2, 

and one cross-entry from a fall: First—The ex
plosion is confined to this entry alone. It will noteffect 
any of the cross-entries. Its force will go to the return air 
course ; even if the overcast at No, 2 entry should be de
stroyed, all the intake of air, or at least the most of it, 
would go out through the overcast, and if small portions 
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of after-damp should want to go toward No. 3 ."entry, the 
intake air would have to take it there, and in that case 
would not hurt the men, and, as I have already said, 
the great percentage of death is caused by after-gases 
and in not getting m time pure air to the men. 1 think 
I can show you clearly and plainly, by a new, cheap 
method, how to establish a pure current of air again, so 
to say, in no time, and I think very few will be killed 
with ordinary after-gases. Wherever there is a neces-

The line you see across, 
nd No. :. cross-entries, is 
lermanentlv between the 

etween No 
High ami No. :i cross-entries, is a small rib left 

if No. 2 
Pressure and No. :I ero-s-entries. in order that the 

air pressure from one entry may not effect 
Aerophones, tbe workings of the other entry, mainly, 

when the ribs are drawn out. A pressure 
of air from one entry will not make the gas explosive 
in the old workings, nor press the gas out into the other 

sity for a door in amine to direct ventilation, etc., place a j entry. By this system I want, if any gas should accu 
door there that no forceofanycx plosion can destroy. For 

, instance, go in the break-through from four to six feet, 
and make a suitable shearing, say three feet deep on 
each side, and the required height. Put your half door 
in each shearing, and push it in even with the coal. 
Keep bottom clean from time to time, so this double 
door will work, when needed, and do the very same at 
every place where there is a stopping in the mine. In 
case an explosion occurs and destroys the door and 
stoppings, all one man needs to do is "to pull the door 
(or half door) out of tbe solid coal, and the break
through is shut up or repaired again. You will see at 
a glance it will take no time to restore the ventilation 
again. One man, with such a system, will do more 
work in one hour than 100 mon in two days under the 
present system. This is cheap and practical, and will 
work wonders. No practical man that has helped to 
rescue men in time of an explosion, will oppose this 
safe system and its simplicity. 

Now, tho next thing I will construct an overcast, and 
all the rest of the overcast in tho mine to be the same. 
I will show you two kinds of constructions. In all 
cases, however, they shall he incombustible. To build 
an overcast, take suitable sheet iron for "stand-ups" 
in openings, also suitable stringers of iron, parallel with 
butt. You may then cut out roof, or top, so these iron 
stringers will rest all along on solid strala. Sink the 
ends of thorn suitable lengths in the solid strata (or 
roof) and place them about one foot above top of roof. 
Then cover the opening with suitable sheet iron, and a 
covering of good cement on this iron, and on top 
of this cement sand, in all a covering on top of sheet 
iron one and one-half feet in depth, and from the level 
•of this sand layer will be your aperture or overcast. 

mulate in tbe old workings (when the ribs are drawn) 
that it will be al rest, and be dead (non-explosive, with 
black damp). The same reason applies where- you see 
the black line running parallel with the face-entries, be
tween 1 and 2 sections. I think ribs of this kind left, 
the amount of coal lost hereby would be very small, I 
don't, think in general would amount to more than 
about li per cent, and some good men should be worked 

well drilled in case of 
ibout it. To pull out 
oppings. In all cases 
any kind, to report as 

nanagement of the 

in each pair of double entri 
danger, and know how h 
doors for overcasts—doors a 
when workmen see dango 
soon as possible the same 1 
mine, and every day band about tho mine should be 
drilled in practice in every shape, way or form, so that 
he would make a good fire boss, and in that way the 
work in examining the mine in the morning, no doubt, 
would be done in a very short time, certainly a sound 
reform from the present system. I learn some fire 
bosses start out four hours before tbe men come in. 

.,. Whilcl speak ofthe fire boss, I would 
Certificates to r e m a r k here, a reform is needed re-
Fire Bosses garding giving him a certificate from 

any single inspector in accordance with 
the law. I certainly hold and always have, that 
the fire boss should receive a certificate of com
petency only after having stood a most thorough 
examination before a competent board ofat least three 
persons in place ofone person, the inspector, as it now 
is. It has come under m y observation that some peo
ple hold fire-boss certificates who should not have 
them, and 1 think if the inspectors were relieved of the 
duty of granting certificates of fire bosses, also serving 
on the board to examine applicants for mine bosses) as 

In 
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gentlemen 
with both 
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From the level of that floor make a suitable long grade 
until it strikes bottom in cross-entry, or entry pillar, in 
-order to save overcast in case of explosion. But having 
safety in view, we must calculate on the destruction of 
-overcast, and in this case and all other cases, we 
must not speculate on good luck. To mine on good 
luck has proven itself dangerous. W e always should 
provide before we complete the permanent overcast, for 
a temporary overcast, to be used in case the permanent 
overcast should have been destroyed by the force ofthe 
explosion. The construction of it is something similar 
to that already shown, by placing those safety-doors, 
namely: Cut in the coal on each side of opening 
(where the openings are) and shove those doors even 
with the coal, making tlie same cut on top on each side 
of opening horizontal, and shove those temporary doors 
even with coal, and no force of any explosion will ever 
hurt any such temporary doors. 

But I will show you a different overcast. 
Another Commein-e about 2i feet above the top roof 

of your face entry, and from that level on each 
side drive three or four yards in the course of 
your overcast; then cut towards your open
ings, butt course (or, as the case may be, in 
different part of tho mine); in other words, 

you leave on each side of this face entry 3 or 4 yards of 
solid coal to roof, with the addition of 21 feet high, 3 or 
4 yards in length, aud from the end of those 4 yards 
run a suitable grade until you strike bottom in entry, 
I am certain no explosion will ever blow out those four 
yard blocks left on each side, and for the top of such 
overcast construct it in the same manner as mentioned 
in the overcast before. The temporary construction, 
also thesame on top (those double closing doors on top 
to be cut in the strata horizontally.) Those top hori
zontal doors are all that are needed for temporary over
cast of this kind. This is the kind of overcast that 
should be used in tbe entire mine. I might mention 
here (for double safety) it would not be amiss in case of 
overcast destruction to have a few high pressure aero
phones at each time to enable us to work in after-gas, 
etc. The cost of them is but little. 

.Style of 

Overcast. 

under the present law, and in place have one board to 
examine all fire bosses and all mining bosses in the en
tire Bituminous region ; it would create a healthy reform 
and make matters uniform, which is not the case at 
present. The inspector should have power on sight 
when a violation of law presents itself to him. And he 
should have discretionary power to visit mines as he 
thinks necessary. H e should not he bound down to 
visit each mine four times in the year, since some mines 
need more attention than others. Think of the weak
ness of the present law. W h e n the inspector sees a 
violation of it for him to give in writing five days grace 
to the violators. AVe might just as welt advocate, when 
the officer of the law catches a thief in the act, to tell 
him: " You can steal all you want yet for five days, 
but on the sixth you must quit." I could say more, 
where reform is needed in the mining law, but this 
matter is getting too lengthy. However, I will remark 
about the mining boss, recognized in the law that he 
must be a man of independence, and allow no strangers, 
under the law, to dictate to him violation of the law, 
and when his conscience tells him " the mine is worked 
on good luck only," he should report the matter to his 
superior, to have matters put in a,- shape to be satis
factory to him. 
It should be provided by law that each operator 

leave sufficient coal on all boundary lines, so that no 
dangerous holing into one another may hike place, and 
cause accidents by both gas and water. The greatest 
care should be practiced to have the maps of mines 
made very accurate. Fans, for ventilation, and fan 
houses, should be made incombustible, and in all cases 
fans should be placed some distance from the shaft, so 
that the force of explosions will not destroy them. A 
weak, tight door should be placed on top of the shaft, 
so that in case of an explosion it would blow this door 
off, ami thereby save fan and fan house. 
The shaft itself might be constructed of iron, but 

under the present system those shafts should, at reason
able times, be well cleaned of oil and dust. 
As to horse stables m mines, no combustible stuff of 

any kind should be about them excepting, hay and 

the stable itself should be built of non-combustible 
material. Nothing but a safety-lamp to be used in the 
stable.and undernocircumstances should any loose hay 
ho sent into the mine ; only haled hay. 

And in slope mines mainly, I will mention 
again, incombustible overcasts should be built 
at suitable places to make the mine (or rather 
connections) safe, the traveling road (or par
allel) should always be kept oven with tbe 

Mines, slope. There are slopes in the Bituminous re
gion, which, owing to the manner they are 

gutted, and to the system by which they are ventilated, 
should a forcible, explosion occur in them nobody 
could be saved. Under the circumstances in which 
those mines have been worked in earlier years, open
ings should bo made in the rear of the coal tract and 
connected with the farthest in end of slope, with a 
good system of ventilation and good working system es
tablished, as I have herein shown ; the workmen would 
have a chance for their lives, which they have not at 
present. 
And let m e say once more, the more doors and brat

tices and stoppings, the more danger, and vice versa, the 
fewer the doors and brattice and stoppings in mines, 
the less danger. "It was the door" in 1S84 in the 
Youngstown Mine, in Fayette County, that sent 14 m e n 
and boys to an untimely grave. 

With all the safeguards that I have shown 
all mines, where explosive gases may make 
theirappearanco,shoulil atleast,in accordance 
with locality, be worked with safety-lamps. 
This would make matters three-fold sure, and 
under no circumstances should ribs be taken 
out with open lights. W h o n safety-lamps are 

used tbey should, in the true sense of the word, be put 
in the. hands of miners. The Clanny lamp is in gen
eral use in theBituiuinous region. It has some advan
tages, it is true, over a safer lamp, but under certain cir
cumstances the Clanny lamp is not a safe lamp. The 
Mueseler safety-lamp is by far the safest, and if you 

ish it, I will practically prove it to you 
nps, in natural gas in Pittsburgh. To work 
doty-lamps is no hardship foi- the miners. 

ry soon get used to them. All those glassglobe 
fety-lamps show a very good light to work 

with, and oven should there be a little inconven
ience, it will be a safeguard if rightly attended 
to. It should be borne in mind that any 
instrument that will detect small percentages of 
explosive gases are valuable about mines. It 
will put us on our guard and inform us tbat 
the enemy is present and even here, if we find 
small quantities of the gas, it may put us on our 
guard, calculating what dangerous coal dust we 
may have in the mine. However, I would say 
here of coal dust, that without any traces of 
explosive gas, we need not fear any bad conse
quences from it, 

While speaking of gas, I would 
Ventilation mention here that small room 

works, in the cross-entries, we 
should provide with a good system 
of ventilation, which can very 
readily be done, say by two can
vas doors, placing them 10 or 12 

rooms apart, as the case may be. Then tlie ven
tilation will go to the cut-through, and through 
all the room cut-throughs, and come to the 
cross-entry again on the other side of the 
canvas door, and not any sooner, because that 
will bo the nearest course the air has to travel. 
I would follow, where suitable, tlie good system 
in use. at present in taking out room ribs and 
entry blocks clean to a suitable distance near 
tbe face entry. For instance, in ihe first sec
tion No. 1 cross entry I would build a good, 
strong, substantial stopping with brick and 
cement, and leave No. 2 cross-entry open 

and put up a door,say five or six feet from face-entry in the 
cross-entry No. 1, and put a wire regulator in it, locked, 
with enough of air in it so that it may clean out of No, 
2 cross-entry any stuff or gas that may press out of it 
into the return air course. Any stuff or gas that may 
come out here at No. 2 entry is not explosive. It would 
only fire when sulliciently mixed with air, and would 
not get a chance to accumulate, but would be carried 
away into the return air course as fast as it would press 
out of the old workings. This is the system that I 
would use all over the mine in similar cases, and in the 
face-entries, when near the north and south parallels. 
You will notice in the second section and the No. 1 

cross-entry no room work on right-hand side. You see 
the cross-entries laid out between, which reason is 
already explained. Of course, it is a little differently 
laid out from first section. The reason practical men 
will see at a glance, " because we are 1,000 yards from 
the hoisting shaft. " 
Now there are more things that I could mention, but 

the matter is getting lengthy and therefore 1 will say 
in conclusion that with good discipline about a mine, 
everybody at his post of duty with military exact
ness, and independence, and the practical and simple 
reforms that I have pointed out I would feel myself 
completely safe and could swear with an uplifted hand 
" I am not working the mine on good luck." 

A U G U S T U S STINNEH. 

P. S.—I would say any person holding a certifi
cate of any kind to entitle him to a position in or 
about the mine, and if found guilty of violation of 
law, said certificate should be taken from hirn and 
none to be granted to him again in the State of Penn
sylvania. 

P. S.—As all practical men can see, the different re
forms that I have shown, can well and with good re
sults be adopted in most all of the old mines in opera
tion, and will add very much to their safety, which this 
miserable system of working, and ventilating is greatly 
in need of. 

A. STINNER. 

of 

Rooms. 
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TANDEM TANKS FOR HOISTING 
"WATER FROM FLOODED 

SLOPES. 

BY J. H. BOWDEN, WILKES-BARRE, PA. 

(Glen Summit Meeting, October, 1891.) 

The water-hoisting tanks herewith illustrated have 
been designed for removing large quantities of water 
from recently-flooded mines, tlirough their hoisting-
slopes, with rapidity proportional to the capabilities of 
tbe hoisting machinery available, the tanks being 
adaptable to slopes of small sectional areas and varying 
pitches. 

flat pitches, a wooden door is attached to the front of 
each tank, opening outward. Each front door is 
attached to the door at the back by an iron rod. pro
vided with a sliding link, so that the back door can 
open independently ofthe front; but the latter is held 
closed as long as the rear door is closed. This connect
ing-rod, as shown in Fig. 2, passes through the front 
door and through a spiral spring in front of it, so that 
the amount of pressure necessary to keep the water 
from leaking out may be readily applied. 
The tanks are mounted on self-oiling closed wheels, 

so arranged as to exclude water from the bearings 
while the tanks are immersed, and to retain the lubri
cant. 
Each tank is provided also with side-wheels, verti

cally over the rear axle, which have, a gauge sufficiently 
wide to clear all other portions of the tank ; and on the 

Fi<;. 1—Self-Loading and Self-Dumping Water-Tanks. 

The following features may be of interest to those 
operating mines liable to be flooded, 
1. The arrangement of doors on each tank by which 

it may bo automatically filled by immersion at any 
point on the varying pitch of a slope, the water being 
retained while hoisting on the flat as well as on the 
steep pitches, and quickly and automatically discharged 
at the top. 

2. Tho arrangement, in connection with the above-
mentioned doors, of side-wheels over the rear wheels 
of each tank and of side-dumping tracks at the top of 
the hoist, for the automatic emptying and quick return 
ofthe tank. 
3. Tho arrangement of two or more tanks, one, in 

front of the other, so as to give as large a capacity in a 
single hoist as the engine-power will permit, yet 
without making any tank too largo for the sectional 
area of the slope, or of unwieldly length, or of such a 
shape that it cannot easily pass over vertical curves; 
and without concentrating too much weight on any 
one pair of wheels or on any point of the track. j 

surface and elevated track is provided, upon which 
these dumping-wheels run and thus raise the rear end 
of each tank as much as may be necessary to dump the 
water into a trough between the tracks; the tilting 
forward ofthe tanks opening the back door and releas
ing the front one. The tanks, while emptying, rest on 
their forward wheels and on the dumping-wheels. By 
liaving the tracks at the surface slightly up-grade, the 
tanks will run back when empty, as soon as the rope is 
slackened. To allow this dumping, the hoisting-rope 
is attached to the tanks by a yoke reaching back^ on 
the sides and pivoting on the axle of the dumping-
wheels, tbe tanks back of the first one being attached 
by eye-bars reaching from axle to axle ofthe dumping-
w"heels on the tanks. A stop is provided, to prevent 
the yoke on the forward tank from dropping and 
catching in the track when the rope is slackened. 
This plan of "tandem tanks" was designed and used 

to hoist about 2.r>,000,000 gallons of water which had 
been admitted to extinguish a mine-fire iu one ofthe 
Susquehanna Coal Company's mines. The slope was 

THE PROGRESS IN MINING. 

Reviews of the Important Papers Relating* to Mining-
Published in the Proceedings of the Mining- In
stitutes and in the Mining- Publications of Europe, 

United States, and Canada. 

All over the mining districts of 
Mining Education England the local government au

thorities aro awakening to the fact 
in that increased prosperity is best 

attained by an increase in the in-
Englaod. telligence of the working classes. 

To afford full facilities for im
proved technical knowledge the County Councils of 
Notts, Derbyshire, Warwickshire, Yorkshire, and 

Northumberland have founded a. 
scheme of free lectures. Competent 
professors are appointed at salaries 
ranging from Sl.SOO to $2,000 a year 
to travel from district to district and 
deliver popular evening lectures to* 
the miners. W e boast of our go-
aheadativeness: here is a suggestion 
for our Legislature. 

The Mining Institute 
of Scotland has recently 

Coal Cars, published a series of 
detailed descriptions of 
forty-one different kinds 

of" hutches" or cars for conveying* 
coal under ground. These descrip
tions give full details of the capacity 
of the "hutch," the material it is 
made of. the inclination and thick
ness of the seam it works in, and-
two estimates of the cost of making 
each, given by two of the most 
prominent "hutch" makers in Scot
land. There aro also detailed work
ing drawings of each " hutch." The-
inclinations of the various seams-
where these "hutches" are usedrun 
at all angles from vertical to hori
zontal. The seams* vary from 12 feet 
thick down to 14 inches, and the-
gauge ofthe rails from 1 ft 4 in. to-
3 ft. 2' in. The costs of construction 
run from 828 for a "hutch," the-
body of which is made of iron plate, 
\" thick, to $9 for one made with 
Larch and Elm. 

At a recent meet-
The Use ing of the North of 

England Mining In-
of Explosives stitute two papers 

were read dealing 
in Mines. with the above sub

ject, but from differ
ent points of view. Thefirst, was a 
paper read by Mr. L. AV. Chicken, on 
" Experiments with Explosives "and 

was an account of some experiments made at Risca 
Colliery. 
The object of the tests was to find out the compara

tive results as to flame emitted by various explosives. 
These explosives were fired from a mortar, tamped 
with clay and coal-dust, into a chamber filled with an. 
explosive mixture of coal gas, air, and coal-dust. 
The results were as follows : 

N a m e of 
Explosive. 

Ammonite. 
Ammonite. 
Ammonite. 
Dynamite. 

Gelatine dyniun 
Seourite. 
Stonite. 
Tonite. 

f Carbon He. 

Nature and Leugtb 
ofTamping. 

6 in. of Coal-Unst. 
•I in. of Coul-1'ust. 
'.' in. ui Cuiil-l'nst. 
li in. of Coal-lHist. 
2 in. of CoiU-lhi.t. 
fi iu. of t"*.inl-].)i*st. 
Ilin. of l-.nil-luist. 
Gin, ol'Coal-Pust. 

None. 

No Flame. 
No Plume. 
No Flame. 
Flame. 
Flume. 
Flame. 
Flume. 
Flame. 

No Flume. 

•Without water cartridge and suppports. 
f N u coal-dust w a s used in Ibis experiment, 

Self-Loading and Self-Dumping Water-Tanks. 

T h e details of construction and met 

are shown bv the accompanying skel 
2), and the following more detailed d 
At the end of each tank is a large ir 

the full size ofthe end ofthe tank, op 
that when immersed the tanks fill aim 
provide for holding the water while 

iperating small in eect 
gs. 1 and ! and with p 
n : ' hoisting-pla 

hoisted up 

feet long, with single track, , The other paper was one read by Mr. W. J. Orsman 
g from I to 20 degrees. The " O n the Products of the Combustion of Explosives 
of a pair of 2G inches by 60 j when Strongly Confined." 
ies with cast coned drum 11 to I The experiments wore conducted in a hollow sphere 
ing la-inch steel rope. These with a shell of mild steel \ in. thick and an internal 
sly hoisting five cars, weigh- I diameter of 4J in. There was an outlet valve at one 
an loaded. i side and an opening on tho top closed by a screw-plug 
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to confine tho gases generated by the explosion. .Ten rang, steam was completely cut off, and the cage drew 
grammes, (•?<& lbs.) of the explosive were used in each up to its platform exactly as if the engine had been con-
case. Thev were tired by electricity. trolled by the most practiced driver. The apparatus 
The following are the results obtained : consists of an arrangement of valves, which come into 

Total Volume of 
r-VrmniH-nt I'lises 
from Hi (..aiumes. 

Menu re*-.village .it-suits of Aimly* 

N a m e of Explosive. 

Curl-unite 
••eliioiitc (Nobel)... 
Tonite 

Roburite 

Transmission 

Explosions 

forces across 

Boring into 

Old Workings. 

It will be observed that carbonite gives off the 
greatest percentage of inflammable gases, and by open
ing the outlet valve on the side ofthe chamber these 
gases could be ignited, in which case they would burn 
with a pale blue flame. This explosive is largely com
posed of carbonaceous ingredients with the object of 
damping down the heat generated by the explosion. 
In the case of roburite a similar result is obtained by 
the addition of ammonium nitrate, and it will be 
noticed that in this case the gas freed by the use of 
roburite contains a large percentage of nitrogen. 

• A paper on this subject was recently 
read before the Manchester (England) 
Literary and Philosophical Society hy I 
Messrs. H. B. Dixon and B. McLean. ; 
and was a description . of a series of j 
experiments made to test tho effects . 
of explosions in transmitting their 
ntervening columns of air. The re

sults showed that for a given mass of a gaseous mixture ' 
there is a certain minimum mass of air whicli will, if 
interspersed between it and another explosive mixture," 1 
guard this last like a shield, and they also found that it 
was immaterial whether this air was enclosed as a 
shortand broad,or longand narrow column. These ex- ' 
periments are instructive, therefore, as dispelling the 
idea that the force of an explosion can be transmitted 
from one isolated accumulation of fire-damp to an
other across yards ofa gallery or working face free 1 
from fire-damp and dust. 

Mr. W. Wardle, author of " A 
Reference Book on Practical Coal Min
ing," in a letter recently published in 
The Colliery Guardian (Eng.), describes 
a method of tapping and successfully 
draining standing water in old work
ings accomplished under his supervi- I 

sion. A heading was driven in the seam to within i 
20 yards of the old workings and drill-holes were , 
then pushed forward 9 feet by a Macdermott drilling 
machine. These holes were sufficient to admit a 
pipe 3 in. diameter to be driven into them. AVhen ' 
the pipe was forced tightly in, a groove was chiselled , 
out of the coal all around tho pipe IS in. deep and 
-4 in. wide. This groove was wedged up with rope-
yarn to make the outer edge of the pipe perfect
ly water-tight. W h e n the pipe was thus, secured a 
wrought iron flange was attached to it and to this j 
flange was fixed a large plug-tap, the hole in the plug 
pftne tap being sufficiently great to allow 2A in. bore 
rods and bits to pass through it; at the front of the tap 
a piece of timber 12 in. square was fixed with au elastic l 
joint-ring between that and the tap to make a water
tight joint; the ends of the timber piece were well cut 
into the sides of the heading and secured fast. 
Before going any further with the bore a line of 
pipes was brought up from the sump at the pit 
bottom. Boring was then commenced, the rods being 
passed through a hole in the piece of timber, through 
tbe plug tap, and carried on through the coal seam to 
the old workings, the water being thus successfully 
tapped. The rods were then drawn in one length 
down the head without unscrewing and immediately 
they were withdrawn, one ofthe men shut off the plug 
tap until connection was made with the pipes leading 
rotfaeeump, when the tap was opened and the entire1 

area of old workings drained without any water being 
turned loose in the heading. 

Mr. Archibald E. Pinching, Vice-
The Prevention President of the Mining Association 

of Cornwall, describes an ingenious 
contrivance for the prevention of over
winding, which was inspected by ; 

the members of the Mining Associa
tion of Cornwall at the Lens Col

liery, Lille, during their recent Continental excur- j 
sion. Mr. Pinching says: "While being shown! 
around the surface works by the chief engineer and ; 
director-general, who combines both offices in him- | 
self, and watching the fine engines at work hauling 
the coal with wonderful rapidity from underground, 
I was electrified to see the gentleman in question— 
while a large engine was winding on and off* a \ 
36 ft. drum a cage containing six full tubs of coal and , 
a cage loaded with men proceeding underground— 
motion the engine-man away from the handle and 
make him stand quite clear of the engine—and from 
the expression of the man's face it was quite evident 
that this had not been rehearsed—and thus leave the 
powerful machine entirely to itself Almost imme
diately a warning bell rang, and we became aware that 
a powerful automatic brake—which I afterwards ascer
tained was on the Westinghouse principle—had been 
applied to the engine, and the drum was visibly slack
ening speed. The engine-man, however, was still told 
to remain where he was. Shortly after another bell 

of 

Overwinding. 

play directly the cage reaches a certain point in the 
shaft and, if the engine should at that moment not be 
under control, immediately apply the powerful air 
brake. This, however, allows the cage to proceed at a 
certain speed, but should another point in the shaft be 
passed and the engine be still out of control, the brake 
is increased in power, steam entirely shut off', and the 
cage brought to a standstill. The arrangement imper
fectly described above, is the invention of M. Reumaux, 
who is tho director-gen eral of the society or corporation. 

The church of St. Chad, at W y -
A Peculiar Case bunbury, Cheshire, England, has been 

destroyed and rebuilt ten times, andit 
of is now about to be restored once more. 

The cause of this destruction has been 
Subsidence. some subsidence of the surrounding 

ground and the committee for rebuild
ing called in Mr. De Ranee, a geologist, to inspect and 
report. Mr. De Ranee has given the results of his inves
tigation in a paper read before the Manchester Geo
logical Society. 
At first he thought the displacement was due to re

moval of sand by springs, but he found a similar dis
turbance going on in the neighborhood where no such 
theory could be conclusive. The town of W y bunbury 
is in the district of tli'e salt works of Cheshire and his 
next idea was that tho pumping operations were caus
ing a cave-in to take place. The nearest works wore, 
however, seven miles distant. In the immediate 
neighborhood of the church and in various directions 
from it there are several " meres," or pools of salt water 
caused by outbursts of brine, and in one case the 
liquid is so elastic, owing to its strong saline proper
ties, that a stick thrown with full force into the water 
rebounds back on to the bank, and Mr. De Ranee has 
come to the conclusion that the subsidence is due to a 
natural solution ofthe rock salt underneath, independ
ent altogether of artificial conditions brought about bv 
brine pumping. If the solution was due to such pump
ing the surface springs would cease to flow. 

A paper was recently read before 
The Premium Plan tbe American Society" of Mechani

cal Engineers, by Mr. F. A. Halsey, 
of of shorbmoke, P. Q., Canada, on 

"The Premium Plan of Paving for 
Paying for Labor. Labor."' As the subject is of in

terest to both employer and em
ployed, in all branches of industry, we submit the fol
lowing description ofthe scheme: The three existing 
methods of payment are (1) The day's work plan. 
(2) The piece work plan. (3) The profit sharing plan. 
By the first, a workman having no great incentive to 

exertion settles down to an easy-going pace that causes 
the employer to pay the highest rate for his product 
The second plan is an attempt to overcome this objec

tion. Tho employer argues that some piece of work 
which is costing him adollar by day's wages could, by an 
increased effort on the part of the workman, be produced 
for 80 cents. He, therefore, offers to share the profit 
from decreased cost by giving the man 90 cents for 
every piece. This goes very well at first, until either 
the workman finds that after working hard he cannot 
make wages at it, or else ho produces such a large 
number of pieces that the employer begins to curtail 
the price and in this case the workman reduces his ex
ertions until the same evils exist as were before. The 
priijit-sharing plan gives to all the workmen an eqaal share 
in the profits ofthe business. This very equality is the 
evil of such a system. A hard working man is paidthe 
same share us a lot of lazy fellows and he has no per
sonal gain from his individual exertions. The-n there is 
no provision made for the bad years, and the workman 
who shares the profits of a good year grumbles at the 
idea of bearing his share in the losses. From the em
ployer's point of view he is paying themen profits with 
which they have no connection, such as reduced ex
penses in the commercial department, or more system
atic shop management. The workman whon he begins 
this profit sharing is glad to obtain anything, and wel
comes it as a bonus over and above what was formerly 
his entire income, but, as time wears on, he thinks he 
is not being treated according to tbe terms of his agree
ment and the trouble begins. The only way to settle 
the matter is for the employer to show his books, and 
even if he is agreeable to do so, which every master is 
not, there are few workingmen's committees which are 
sufficiently well versed in profit and loss to comprehend 
the matter. 
The premium plan is an effort to cure all these evils, 

and we will now consider it. 
First of all a reasonable estimate is made of the 

number of hours required to do a certain piece of work 
and hourly wages decided upon ; then for every hour 
the workman saves in doing the job he obtains a pre
mium based upon a given scale. This hourly premium 
must be less than the hourly wages, so that if an hour 

is saved the cost ofthe piece to tho employer ;s loss, and 
at the same time the earnings of the workman is greater. 
Take a case based on tlie following table: 

Wages Per Pre-

•_• -in 

2.10 
l.EO 
I .;'ii 1 

Totnl Tost of Workmen's Kuril-
Work — inss Per Hour 

Col, 2 + Col. 3 = Col. 4 -1- Col. 1 

3.00 
2.85 
•J .70 
2.55 
2. IK 

If a man takes 10 hours to finish a piece of work and 
his hourly rate is 30 cents, the amount of his wages 
would be $3.00. If, however, he finishes the work in 
eight hours he will receive 8 times 30 cents ==* S2.40 as 
his usual wages and in addition the piemium of 15 
cents per hour for the two hours saved, so that his total 
earning for the eight hours will be $2.70, or 33:[ cents 
per hour, while the cost in wages to tbe employer for 
the piece of work will be reduced by 30 cents, in this 
case the cost to the employer is reduced I0'/o while the 
workman's hourly wages is increased at an equal rate. 
The hflurly premium must be fixed carefully and then 
adhered to, unless improved machinery or like causes 
raise a new basis for calculation. If the employer be 
greedy and tries to reduce the premium he will squeeze 
the lemon too dry and defeat his own object, as the 
workman will simply take it easier, and on the other 
hand if the premium be excessive the employer will 
be paying too high a rate of wages, but still it will be 
cheaper than before the premium system was adopted. 

A series of tests with various lypes of 
Safety-Lamp safety-lamps has recently been made by 

Mr. O. E. Rhodes, 1 ienoral Manager of 
Experiments, the Aldwarke Main Collieries, Rother-

ham, England. The lamps tried were 
divided into two classes as follows : 

(1). Obsolete lamps. 
(2). Lamps of the most approved type. 
Amongst what were termed "obsolete" lamps were 

the Davy and Clanny lamps, similar to those used in 
this country, and the wisdom ol the mine law which 
forced the abolition of these lamps in a gaseous mine 
was proved in that the unbonneted Davy and Clanny 
exploded in currents of gas and air traveling at velocities 
which are now commonly met with hi most mines. The 
great advantage of tho shield or bonnet was amply de
monstrated by the protection it afforded lumps which 
would otherwise have immediately exploded in a strong 
current. 
The most approved typos of lamps were those which 

had been commended by the Royal Commission on' 
Accidents in Mines, and these proved satisfactory in 
the presence of excessive currents of explosive mix
tures. 
On tho same line of experiment, Prof. Clowes, in a 

paper recently read before the Chemical Science Section 
ofthe British Association, describes an apparatus for 
testing safety-lamps, for examining their relative 
merits as fire-damp detectors. The apparatus was a 
wooden box with an inlet tube for gas at the top and 
an outlet for air at the bottom The mixture could be 
so varied that any desired percentage of gas could be 
obtained in the air. Ho was unable to verify the 
general belief that an ordinary Davy lamp could detect 
3% of gas, and indeed, with any ofthe newer patented 
lamps, the percentage hail to be greater to show any 
indication on the flame. The one exception wa. Ash-
worth's Hepplewhite < Jray lamp fitted to burn ben-
zoline through a sponge. This lamp gives a brilliant 
light and by a very delicate arrangement tho flame can 
be lowered until it assumes the character ofthe Bunsen 
burner flame. The glass of the lam}) is also " frosted " 
a certain distance up so that any minute elongation of 
the flame can immediatly be detected with this lamp. 
Prof. Clowes was able to detect .} per cent, of gas. 
These two series of experiments are only a small item 

in the many tests which have from time to time been 
made in various parts of Europe, and the effect of these 
has been to convince the authorities on the other side 
that it is positively unsafe to venture into a gaseous 
mine with such a lamp as an unbonneted Davy or 
Clanny. 
On the other hand, there has never been any tests 

which show any increase of danger from using a glass 
in a safety-lamp to replace the part ofthe gauze. 
- The only sensible conclusion that we can, therefore, 
arrive at regarding the Davy lamp is 

(1). That "while it gives the poorest light it is also the 
most unsafe in any but a very weak current. 

(2). That the substitution ofa glass around the flame 
increases the light and does not add to the risk of ex
plosion, 

(3). That it is not the best gas detector. 
These are the results of so many and varied experi

ments that we will some time or other have to ac
knowledge their correctness, and why not now before 
more lives are lost. 

Dr. Bruno Terne, in a paper 
; The Utilization of the recently read before the 

By-Products of £ he'fA , S?.f™ . f *h! 
-" franklin Institute, states that 

the Coke Industry. the economy displayed in 
Europe, in the utilization of 

these by-products, is far in advance of our American 
manufacturers. 
Since 1S50 the coke makers of England, France, Bel

gium, and Germany have been saving their by-pro
ducts, while in our coal region to-day the sky is nightly 
illuminated by the fires from the coke ovens, all bear
ing witness to the waste going on. Our country is rich 
in resources, but not so rich as to warrant such a con-
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tinual extravagance, and not only that, but the more 
careful European coke manufacturer saves his am
monia and sends it over to us in the form of sul
phates, 
Two years ago a manufacturer visited tbe Dahlhauseu 

works of Dr. Otto, at the mines of Millensiven, near 
Dortmund. The ovens there aie in two sets of thirty 
each, which are charged alternately every other day. 
The g-ises aro conducted by large iron pipes to a large 
basin, where a part of tlie tar is condensed. From 
there it is led to thecoolers, where the remaining tar and 
amtnoniacal products are absorbed, and the gas, puri
fied, is returned to a gas holder, and from there is re
distributed to tho coke ovens or boiler fires, or used in 
illuminating the works. That part ofthe gas which is 
returned to the coke ovens is mixed with hot air. 
The coke is excellent, iiinl although it lias not the 

steel color of the Connellsville coke, it is of as good 
quality. The same gentleman, who is one of the best 
authorities on the subject, informed Dr. Terne that 
while the Connellsville Bee-hive oven only yielded 
55fc to GOfc these ovens of Dr. Otto's gave from 70% to 
80%. 
But here is a sure proof of the value of such a process. 

Dr. Otto is not a coke manufacturer in tbe commercial 
sense ofthe term. H e isa chemist.. H e constructs the 
ovens at his own expense, brings the coal from the 
mines, and delivers the coke to the mine company, 
simply to enablj him to obtain the yield of tar and 
ammonia. Hc runs the ovens for twelve years and 
theu hands the entire plant over to the mine owners, 
so that he must in that time make sufficient from the 
by-products to pay for the ovens, pay the interest on 
capital invested, and at the same time secure to him
self the legitimate profit of a manufacturer, and he is 
successful in doing so, why should not we in America? 
Taking the results obtained from a similar coal in 

Europe tho by-product of ammonia alone which went to 
waste in one year at the coke ovens of America was 
151,804,S3S pounds, which at throe cents per pound 
onlv \z equal to $4 AA 'A'.' ll*i.w-*s in ISs In the 
same year the percentage of coke obtained froni coalin 
Pennsylvania, which is the principal coking district, 
was 60j&. The coal used wa- S,!i:is,.s4'.' short tons. If 
the by-products had been secured, as at Dr. Otto's 
works! the saving would have been S3,432,480, or, in 
other words, 2s,l*04,310 pounds of ammonia, which has 
an agricultural value of eighteen cents j. er pound, have 
been lost iu one year. 
If the question be asked if the Connellsville coke 

would yield the same percentage of amuronia, the 
answer "is given in the result of several experiments 
made by Dr. Terne which showed an average of 1*70,'. 
of ammonia. Dr. Terne gives illustrated descriptions 
of various kinds of coke ovens which have been tried 
in Europe to assist in the capture of the by-products 
and he says the question as to whether it will pay to 
gain these bv-prodncts is practically solved in the 
affiriiiati\e, and the question now before manufacturers 
is only what kind of oven will best suit the individual 
requirements of each kind of coal. 
ln the discussion which followed Dr. Terne's paper 

the question of first cost was raised and the following 
figures indicate the comparative costs of the Bee-hive 
as compared with the improved ovens. 

Bee-hive Oven S 280.00 
Otto Oven (witbout .'•mdensaiion apparatus) 3:17.00 
-Otto Oven and Condensation Apparatus Com bined.. 1,151.20 

It must, however, be borne in mind that the coudens" 
ing plant will outlive the life ofthe ovens many times, so 
that the first cost will be limited to the first system 
erected. 

This was tho subject ofa paper read 
at a meeting of the South Wales In
stitute of Engineers by Professor A. 
C. Elliott, D. Sc, Edin." After givine 
his opinion that the use of compressed 
air as a power in underground work, 
is superior to the slow and cuui-

y of hydraulics, and is even prefer-

wasto product transformed into heat, and the system of 
compression and cooling therefore which will be most 
economical, is that in which the heat generated is least. 
There are two ways of effecting this, (1} by removing 

the heat a*- rapidly as it is formed ami (2) bv compress- j 
ing completely and then cooling tbe air. The first is 
called isothermal compression and the latter adiabatic 
compression. By the isothermal method the air leaves 
the cylinder in the state in whicli it reaches the motor, \ 
but with the other system tho contrary obtains. Cool
ing takes place by the adiabatic system practically at 
constant pressure, and the compressor piston has to fol
low up the constant shrinkage of volume by sweeping 
a proportionately larger volume per pound mass of air 
delivered. From all sides the advantage of isothermal 
compression is apparent, but the difficulty has been to 
realize it iu actual working. Injecting water into the 
compressor cylinder has been generally adopted, but 
opinion is divided as to whether it has any real advan
tage over the water jacket. The injection of water is 
the best heat dispeller, hut it is objectionable where 
there is an}- difliculty in freeing the water from grit. 
To obviate these inconveniences it has from time to 

time been suggested to cool the air liy an intermediate 
process, and it has also been proposed to compress in 
two or more successive stages and thi- is the idea of 
compound compressors. 
From tests made Trof. Elliott states the fact that com

pound compression would require 13 per cent, less and 
a triple system 16*7 per cent, less horse power than a 
simple adiabatic compressor, and he points out- that to 
obtain the highest efficiency the exit temperature in 

air engiifc than with a stoam engine, as the air baa 
twice "the donsitv of steam and shows more marked 
inertia effect-*, there are these advantages, however, 
tbat by the compound principle a considerable degree 
of expansion is consistent with fairly late cut-off's, the 
time given to effect expansion is greater, and the chill
ing action of the motoi cylinder walls is reduced. The 
ice difficulty will vanish with the adoption of the com
pound principle as a very large proportion of the 
moisture originally present in the air will be condensed 
under the action of cold and pressure in the receivers, 
whence it can be readily withdrawn. 

ELECTRIC L O C O M O T I V E S . 

While electricity has been used for some time in min
ing work for the purpose of lighting mines, it attained 
no prominence in the field of underground haulage un
til the Thomson-Houston Electric Company designed 
and installed in the Erie Colliery, of tbe Hillside Coal 
Companv, the first successful electric mining locomotive 
ofthe country. This was in October, 1889. 
Requirements of other mines, however, have led to the 

production of a locomotive differing essentially from 
tbat in the Erie Colliery, a type known as the "Terra
pin Back," and which is shown in the accompanying 
illustration. 
It is most substantially and solidly built, the interior 

mechanism being entirely protected by a heavy iron 
armor, and possesses in a marked degree- the import
ant features of strength and solidity. The motor for-
operatfug the locomotive is of the iron-clad consequent-

Compound 

Air Compressors 

and Motors. 

bron . chine 
able to electricity ii 
of ga- and is at th< 
it? beneficial effects 
Prof. Elliot goes on U 
tained bv compound! 
Til

th a t it is sa fer 1 n presence 
same time more desirable lor 
ui the ventilation of workings. 
consider the increased duty ob-
ig the compressors and motors. 
s this method witl " 

simple system and claims for it that the.result is either 
(a) with the same pressure of transmission a substantial 
gain in efficiency, or (b) w ith a higher pressure of trans
mission and the same efficiency, a reduction in the size 
ofthe supply pipes and the plant generally. In (be or
dinary system of compressed airtraiismission,the avail
able energy per pound ma^s passed through the com
pressors consist-* of two distinct parts: 

(I.) The reservoir energy. 
(2.) Tbe ela-tic energy. 
Tbe reservoir energy is the energy supplied direct by 

the compressor piston on the surface to the motor piston 
underground jtist exactly as if the tfro pistons were 
directly coupled by some rigid system of gearing. 
This transference of power takes p_uie between the 

opening of the eduction valve of the compressor and 
the closing of the expansion valves of the motor, and 
no part of the energy is transformed into and rolians-
formed from heat, The internal work of a perfect gas 
like air is practically zero, so that the work spentin com
pressing up to the time the eduction valve closes is trans
formed in to heat. This heat is dissipated by absorption 
in the water jacket and in the long line of feed-pipes 
leading to the motors, and none of the work spent in 
mere compression has any counterpart in the work ap
pearing in the motor. 
This principle of zero internal work cuts both ways, 

and the energy gained in the motor by expansion is 
less than the energy spent in the compressor on mere 
compression. 

It is evident therefore that the work done in com
pression over and above the actual force supplied to the 
motors from the moment the eduction valve opens is a 

each receiver must ho as near the temperature of the 
atmosphere as possible. Taking the cases of an ideal 
isothermal compressor and an ordinary simple com
pressor, both accomplishing the same result, between 
the I. H. P. of each, there is difference which we consider 
as a dead loss in the ordinary system, and this loss is 
proved to bo 23'S per cent. The loss on a compound 
compressor would lie 12 per cent, and on a triple 
and quadruple compressor 8 and 0 per cent, respect
ively. 
H'avhig thus considered tlie compounding of com

pressors, Prof. Elliott now turns to the question of com
pound motors and he suggests that just as in the former 
case we have the temperatures of the receivers reduced 
to nearly atmospheric pressure, by application of air 
or water at that temperature so on the other hand 
the temperature of a receiver of a compound motor 
could be raised to equality with that of the atmosphere 
by identically the same means, or in other words, it is 
possible to derive mechanical energy from atmospheric 
heat. The work spent in mere compression in the com
pressor, went as heat to the outside atmosphere, but if 
by means of some perfect conductor stretched from the 
compressor to the motor, we could apply this heat as 
work, after the expansion valves of the motor are closed 
we thus recover some of this wa-ted energy. As such a 
conductor is of course impossible, we must borrow by 
cutting off the stroke and drawing heat from the sur
rounding air to raise the cold air to as near the atmos-
pheiic temperature as possible in delivering i,l. into the 
low pressure cylinder. By such a system and upon calcu
lations based on the result soft be reduced tem perature ob
tained by compound compression we have for a simple 
motor an efficiency of 46*1% ; for a compound motor an 
efficiency of 50'S% ; and for a triple motor au efficiency 
of 65*2%. In conclusion. Prof. Elliott says that the com
pound system strikes at tin- root of three difficulties in 
tho development of compressed air plant, viz,: 
(1.) The rapid decrease in efficiency attendant on in

crease of pressure. 
(2.) The small ratio of expansion obtainable in or

dinary motors, and 
(3.) Tho formation of ico on the exhaust passages. 
The first point has here been dealt with. The second 

cannot wholly be dissevered from the third. There is 
a greater difficulty in effecting an early cut-off with an 

polo type, liaving a Gramme ring armature. 
It is provided with the radial type carbon brushes 

and elongated commutator segments by means of which 
the most durable connection with the armature coils is 
obtained. The motor is situated midway between the 
axles, the proper speed reduction being attained by 
means ofa train of gears. The locomotives can be run 
at various speeds, the motors being wound for any 
speed as a maximum from four to ten miles an hour. 
The locomotive is provided with the necessary con

trolling devices, all placed within easy roach of the 
operator. A special type of rheostat composed entirely 
of mica and German silver is employed, arid a new and 
improved brake lever and reversing switch. The trol
ley arm tlirough which the current is conveyed to the 
motor is ofthe double elbow pattern, which accommo
dates itself automatically to the varying heights of the 
conductor and permits the operation of the car in cither 
direction. On each side of the locomotive is placed an 
incandescent lamp, which serves tho double purpose of 
i signal and headlight. A 220-voltgcniTatoi*--upplies the 
necessary current. The Thomson-Van Depoele Electric 
Mining Company, which designed this locomotive has 
al.-o in process of construct i in several now types suited 
for the requirements of different mines, hard and soft 

1 other metals, and for high and low en
tries, and for gauges varying from eighteen inches to 
the standard. The company having had such valuable 
experiences in the field of underground electric haulatjg 
is particularly fitted to.design and manufactLireany 
locomotive of any type demanded by local conditions. 
The success of "the apparatus already installed has 
given great impetus to this branch of applied electricity 
and will result in the stiU further use of electricity in 
mining operations. 
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This department is intended- for Ike use of those who wish to express 
their views, or ask, or answer. questions nn any subject relating to 
mining. Correspondents need not hesitate to write for supposed 
want of ability. If the ideas are expressed, ice trill cheerfully wake 
ami needed correction in composition that may be required. Com
munications should not be too lengthy, and personal reflections 
should be carefully avoided. 

AU communications should be acriniipauied irilt, the proper name and 
address of Ihe writer—not necessarily for publication, but as a 
guarantee of i/ood faitli. 

The Editor is not responsible for sines expressed in this Department 
43- Correspondence should be in ax simple language, and as free 

tf technical sipns awl fonuulte as possiliic, consistent with clear solu
tion. Catch-questions will not be publbslied. 

Pumping. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

Snt:—In reply to "'Beginner," of Mount Pleasant, Pa., 
in August number, I submit the following: 
The water is to be raised 100', which will require 100 X 

•434 = 43 4 lbs. pressure per square inch ; if the pump 
is 5 ft. from water, discharge = 05 X '434 — 41*23 lbs. 
pressure. 
Vacuum in suction = 5 X "434 = 2*17; 41*23 + 2*17 

— 43-4 when the pump is 20 ft. from water. 
The discharge is 80 X '434 **= 34*72 ; 
Vacuum in suction 20 X "434 = S*68, then 34 72 -f 

8*68 •=_• 43*4. 
The water being pumped 100 ft, high requires 43*4 lbs. 

pressure per square inch and it does not make any dif
ference whether part ofthe work is done by creating a 
vacuum or all done by pressure. 
Some are ofthe opinion that because tlie pressure of 

tbe atmosphere Bllsthe vacuum as it is created that such 
is clear gain, but it is not so, if wo raised water 10 ft. we 
must create a vacuum of 434. if wc raise it 20 the 
vacuum must be S'OS, and 30 ft. will require a vacuum 
of 13'02 and so on until wc roach the perfect vacuum, 
then the water will not raise any higher. 

Yours, etc., 

F. B. 

Maccan, N. S., Oct. 12th. 

Examination Question. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

Sia:—In reply to "J. W. S.," in the October issue, I 
would say that his solution is wrong in assuming water 
to be 833 times heavier than air. 
Tho weight of one cubic ft, of water at 40° temperature 

is 62*69617 lbs., weight ol one cu. ft. of air at 40° tem
perature = 0790767 lbs. 

62*60017 „.-„ , .. . . .. 
„_.A-„_ _ = 786 8b -f times heavier thnn air. 
•0/96/67 

Now, by apportioning this correction with the as- I 
sumed 833, and the results of "J. W . S.' " solution, we 
have 

144-47° X 7S6-88 + ,0-<,no , 

~i - =• 1... 29° temp, in upcast. 

If we use an assumed proportion we must remember 

that the answer is not correct, but is wrong in propor

tion to the difference of the assumed and correct pro

portions. I think wo cannot find a shorter or more 

correct solution ofthe question of "J. W . S." than the 

foUowing: 

1-32529X30 _ . „ _ _ . 

-459 + 4 6 ° - - °'°"'t" 

weight ofone cubic ft. of air in the downcast, 

•079(1707 X *100 = 31*87068 lbs. 

— the weight of a column one foot square from top 

to bottom of downcast shaft. Xow, the weight of a sim

ilar column in tbe upcast will be 5'2 lbs. lighter = 

(31-87068 — 5'2) = 26*67068 lbs. 

20*67068 .nr.rfi7fi7 

weight ofone cubic foot of air in the upcast shaft. 

1-32529 X 30 

459 + T 

By transposition 

(/l _2529 X 30\ _ 

\ "0666767 ) 

temperature of upcast. I a m sorry that "J-

W . S." could not appreciate some of the several 

solutions of his question. I have tried to make the work 

as plain as possible believing that plain mathematics 

should be used in solutions where algebraic for

mula is unnecessary. 

Yours, etc., 

F. B. 
Maccan, N. S., Oct. 12th. 

•06116767. 

- degrees 

Certificated Mine Officials. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

S I R : — l a m pleased to notice the rapid strides T H E 
COLLIERY E N G I N E E R is making not only in its own im
provement but in educating its readers as well. I have 
sometimes heard it said, by miners, that it is necessary 
to have a fairly goorl education before an interest can 
be taken in the articles that are published in T H E COL
LIERY ENGINEER. This cannot now be said, as tbe 
Primary Educational Department is just the thing that 
will assist the uneducated to get a clear conception of 
the laws and elements that are treated upon, and will 
be the means of overcoming the wrong impressions 
against certificated officials. Those that have the most 
to Bay against certificates are the ones that never try to 
improve their condition. I was surprised that the 
miners' convention, held at Columbus, Ohio, should 

pass a resolution, as reported by Mr. Andrew Roy in 
T H E COLIIERY ENGINEER, not favoring certificated mine 
officials, also, that the inspectors of the State of Ohio 
should entertain such a feeling as was manifested at a 
late meeting of the Ohio Institute. It seems to m e that 
an intelligent comprehension of the natural laws which 
govern the different elements connected with mining. 
and the benefit ofthe experience of others will benefit 
the operator and miner alike, and raise the standard to 
a higher level. 
The now mining law which was prepared hy our last 

Legislature shows that our operators and miners, after 
five years' trial, are in favor of the certificate. That 
some candidates have obtained certificates that are not 
worthy of them' does not prove that the law is at fault. 
The damage done by the law is so insignificant com
pared with the good that it has accomplished that it is 
not worthy of mention. 

Yours, etc., 

J. W. 
Lindsey, Pa., Oct. 5th. 

Pumping*. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—The following question was asked in the 
August issue of your journal, and has been answered by 
" J. V.," of Punxsutawney, Pa,, and " T. S, A.," of 
Anita, Pa.: 
In a shaft 100' deep a pump is placed with 5' suction 

and 95' discharge. Will it require more or less power, 
if the pump i-* placed up the shaft with 20' suction and 
SO' discharge? 
In their ans were they claim there would be a differ

ence in pressure of 6*51 lbs. to the square inch. Now, I 
am not satisfied with this result. If I understand their 
answers aright, the same powers that "sucks" the 
water 5' will "suck" 20'. According to the question 
the water must be lifted 100', and 100' of water weighs 
43*4 lbs. on every square inch at bottom of said depth, 
tbat is, if we fill a pipe 100' in height with water, 
there will be a pressure of 43"4 lbs. on every square inch 
of area at the bottom ofthe pipe. W h e n our suction 
pipe is 20' long, we must exhaust the air in this pipe 
until the pressure of air on the water outside will force 
the water up the pipe 20', and this is practically the 
same as if we discharged the full 100' without any suc
tion, ft can be all summed up thus—water is to 
be lifted 100' and it does not matter bow, as 
the weight is the same. The " suction " is only an in
direct way of lifting it. In the suction pipe tliere is a 
pressure of 147 lbs. of air to the square inch. Now, 
without computing anything for friction, in order to 
get water up to the piston of the pump we must ex
haust the air until only a pressure of 602 lbs. remain. 
Twenty feet of water will weigh S"68 lbs. per square 
inch of area at bottom ofthe pipe, and in order for the 
atmospheric pressure to force the water up the pipe we 
must exhaust a pressure of air from the pipe of 8* ON lbs., 
which is the same as if tbe water were lifted. M y ex
perience with pumps has taught m e that the 5' suction 
would probably give the best satisfaction, and I can't 
see as there would he any difference of power. This is 
as I understand the question, if I am wrong I hope to 
be corrected bv some of your able correspondent's. 

Yours, etc., 

J. N. K. 
Mansfield Valley, Pa., Oct. 9th. 

Examination Question. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In the October issue of your journal " T. S. C 

says I prove one mistake by making another, and says 

T-t M : 
450 + t 

Should be 

M = D 4 . < f ^ T 

The Colliery Engineer Pocket-Book, on page 73,gives 
the last rule for finding motive column, but E. B. Wil
son, on page 127 of his book on mine ventilation, 
gives the first rule. Which is correct ? I supposed Mr. 
Wilson was correct and used his formula. 
In either case the answer is arrived at by simply re

versing the formula, or rather, the known quantities of 
the formula to find the unknown quantitity. I should 
have used air at 40° F. and 30" barometer instead of60° 
F, and 30" barometer. 

Yours, etc., 

H. L. D. W. 
Dagus Mines, Pa., Oct. 15th. 

Examination Question. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In answer to " J. W . S.," I submit tho follow
ing: In his qjestion the pressure is given as 5*2 lbs., 
and as the pressure is the weight of the motive column, 
its temperature being 40°, the weight of one cubic foot 
of air in the motive column 

= *07967, and 

--K%^** -= 65', instead of 69*4' 
07967 

as he reckons it to be by assuming the comparative 
densities of air and water to be as 1 is to 833. In 
this case it is not correct, as a cnbic foot of water di
vided by 883 (62-5 -H 833) equals "07503, which is the 
assumed weight of a cubic foot of air and which, as I 
have demonstrated, is not correct. This difference 
makes the difference in the answers, that have been 
given and his own. Hoping that m y explanation will 
be understood by " J. AV. S.," I remain 

Yours, etc., 

Gardner, 111., Oct. 10th. 

Mining;. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:-—I wish to. submit tho following question in 
hope that some of your able correspondents will ex
press their views: 
Suppose a mine was to suspend operations for sev

eral years, and it was desirous to leave it in condition 
to resume as quickly as possible, would it be best to 
close the various openings or leave them open, so as 
to have no air current, or current due to natural ven
tilation ? Under which condition would most damage 
occur to sides and roof of gangways ? 

Yours, etc., 

S. U. P. 

Lawsonham, Pa., Oct. 10th. 

Pumping- and Surveying-, 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

Slit:—Please insert the following in reply to ''T. S.A,," 
of Anita, Pa., in the October issue : 
(1.) Six boilers of 288 nominal horse-power would 

require 288 cubic ft. of water per hour, therefore 
2S8 -*- 60 = 4'6 cu. ft. of water per minute, or, 

as there are 172S cubic inches in a foot, we have 
4*6 X 1728 ~ 7948'8 cubic inches, then, 
7948-8 -5- 231 = 34'41 gallons per minute. 

(2.) The following diagram represents the given 
entry and cross-beading as it should be : 

In the semi-circle there are 180° ; the angle between 
the south point and the given entry equals 71°; the 
angle be ween the given entry and cross-heading 
equals 95', and 90° + 71° — 161°, then 180° — 101° 
= 19°, therefore the course of the cross-heading will 
be north 19° E. 

Yours, etc., 

Braidwood, 111., Oct., 12th. 

"Agricultural Phenomenon on Coal Land." 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I think if your correspondent, AV. W. Cable, had 

stated the kind of soil or soils existing in Jefferson Co., 

Ohio, where the apple-tree phenomenon referred to oc

curs, the explanation of it would have been made more 

easy. In the absence of this data I beg to suggest that 

it is possible, and even probable, that above the coal 

seam the soil is " warm" and sandy, whereas that be

low the coal is " cold " and clayey, which latter causes 

sterility of the apple trees. I am no horticulturist or 

agriculturist, but. it would naturally seem to m e that 

the quality or character of the soil in which those trees 

grow, has chiefly to do with the case. 

Youre, etc., 

AY. S. GRESLEY. 

Erie, Pa., Oct. 11th. 

Colliery Management. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—I wish to submit the following in reply to "S.." 
of AVilkes-Barre, Pa.: 
Where and how can the best results be obtained 

from a furnace at a coal mine, whether at the top of up
cast or at the bottom of upcast and state reason why? 
The best results are to be obtained from a furnace at 

the bottom of the upcast, since the furnace causes the 
current to move by rarification and the heated air be
ing lighter than downcast air rises, the cool air flowing 
towards the furnace to be heated and rarified in its 
turn. The depth of shaft is a measure of pressure pro
duced by the furnace. In a deep shaft the column of 
heated air is longer than in a shallow shaft and conse
quently lighter than an equal column of the downcast 
air, hence the deeper the shaft the greater will be the 
pressure with the same amount of fuel used. If the 
furnace were placed at the top of shaft very little current 
could be produced, as the only heating surface would 
be at tho grate-bars, and the chances are the current 
would be from the outside instead of from the mine. 
At any rate the furnace would not give good results, 
since to be effective the furnace must heat the air in 
the shaft, thus making it lighter than the downcast or 
outside air. 

Yours, etc., 

S. U. P. 
Lawsonham, Pa., Oct. 12th. 

Colliery Management. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following in reply to " S.," of 
AVilkes-Barre, Pa.: 
The best results can be obtained from a furnace 

placed at the bottom of the upcast, say 30 or 40 feet 
from the bottom, when it is possible to have the airway 
on a rise to the shaft. By having the furnace at the 
bottom of the shaft the beat is nearly all utilized. If 
the furnace were at the top of the shaft a large amount 
of heat would be wasted. Furnace ventilation is reck
oned according to the square root of the depth of the 
upcast shaft, or the height of the column of heated air. 

Yours, etc., 
Rock Point, Pa., Oct. 20th. O. K. 
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The So-Called "Novel System of Coal Hoisting." 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I am rather amused to see this announcement 
made, which is going the round of tho coal mining 
papers. The introduction of the system described may 
probably be a novelty in the coke regions of Pennsylvania, 
and possibly iu America, but it roads to m e very like 
what in South Wales is called the " water balance "—a 
method of hoisting coal and other minerals, etc., more 
or less adopted in Europe from the days of Agricola, 
(A. D. 1550). See "Mining in the Middle Ages," by 
George Blake AValker, Barnsley. England, 18S8. 
For "novel" therefore, read '*ancient.'" 
In order to show that this self same apparatus, at any 

rate. in principle, is nothing new, I beg to quote: 
In " Fossil Fuel, the Collieries, ami the Coal Trade in 1 

Great Britain," by Holland, London, 1835, p. 204, we | 
read: "Itshould be mentioned that-previously to theap- • 
plication of steam, by what was at first termed the 
" fire engine," a great variety of expedient*-* for drawing 
coals were devised. " The most ancient machineto m y 
knowledge now (17117) in use," says Jlr. Curr, " is that 
invented by Menzey ; but there are few situations that 
afford the requisites necessary to that invention. A 
stream of water with a fall of about half the depth of 
the pit is necessary, if any business of consequence might 
be done. Its construction consists of two wheels fixed 
upon one horizontal axis, which are so proportioned to 
the depths ofthe water pit and coal pit as to reach the 
separate depths of the pits by the same revolutions, 
and the power applied is a tub of water large enough to 
overbalance the weight to be drawn." This is from 
"Coal A'iewor and Engine Builder's Practical Com
panion," published in Sheffield in 1797, or nearly 100 
years ago. 

A<jain, we find in " A History of Coal Mining in 
Great Britain," by Robert L. Galloway, 1SS2, p. 112. 
"The steam engine being at this time (that of James 
Watt, in 1768) only a single-acting midline, was ill-
adapted for producing an even rotative motion directly. 
The attempts to use its power indirectly in raising coal 
were more successful. One of the earliest arrange
ments to effect this—the invention of Mr. Michael 
Menzies—was applied at Cbatershaugh Colliery, Co. 
Durham, on tho river AA'ear, in 1753. The basket of 
coals was raised by the descent of a bucket of water, a 
Bteam engine being employed to re pump the water to 
the surface. By this means a basket, of 5-i cwt. of coal 
was drawn from a depth of 50 fathoms (300 feet) in 2 
minutes. A n arrangement on the same principle, 
known as the balance-tub system, was subsequently 
largely employed, more especially in. collieries where 
the water used in raising the coals could be run off by 
an adit without requiring to be pumped up again." 

It was about the year 1774 that water-wheels were 
introduced for hoisting purposes. This was due to one 
Sorocould,at Alloa, in Scotland. The plan was to fill res
ervoirs or large cisterns with water on the surface, from 
which the water engines took their supply of motive 
power; a double set of buckets, placed in opposite 
position-; on the rim of the wator or driving wheel, pro
ducing the reversion ol (he drum. 

In the year 1852 was published the second edition of 
Dunn's celebrated " Mining and AArorkingof Collieries " 
(a most entertaining and very fully illustrated all-round 
work on the then state of mining coal in Britain). 
Mr. Dunn says, on p?217 : " A rude method of drawing 
coal is practiced in Cumberland, and in some of the 
southern counties, by means of ivater balance, viz.: that 
a cistern of wator, heavier than the loaded tub of coals, 
is attached to the opposite rope, so as as to overbalance 
it and draw it up, the water being discharged at the 
bottom ofthe pit, either to pass to surface by a natural 
level, or to be pumped up by an engine, as the case may 
be. Accidents are constantly occurring by this descrip
tion of machinery, and the inconveniences arising from 
the leakages of wator are such as ought to abolish 
such an antiquated application at a period when steam 
engines can be so advantageously applied and can be 
procured so cheaply." 
That is what the great Matthias Dunn, of North of 

England fame fifty years or more ago, said about this 
thing. 

AA'arington AV. Smyth, F. R. S., etc., (in his excellent 
little popular work, " Coal and Coal Mining, 1866,") 
said on p. 161 : " In Wales another mode of employing 
water power came into use, which is still to be seen at 
many of tlie collieries, as wellas some of the slate quarries, 
where this power is abundant. A large sheave fitted 
with a powerful brake is fixed above the pit-top, and 
has a rope or chain passing round it, to one end of 
which is attached an empty cistern carrying over it a 
wagon of coal, to the other a cistern which, whon filled 
with wator, is heavier than the loaded wa*_ron and 
eruptv cistern together. Suppose now the former is at 
bank^ tho latter at pit-bottom ; tho cistern is filled from 
a tank placed close by, and is regulated in its descent 
by the brake ; when it reaches the bottom a self-acting 
valve is opened, which lets tho water flow out, mean
while the loaded wagon is taken off'the empty cistern, 
and by the time the latter i< tilled with water from 
same tank, the cistern at bottom is empty and the load 
of coals placed upon it, and thus the action is reversed. 
and a cheap, although slowly working machine, kept 
in reciprocating movement." 
Then, in ,; Glossary of Terms Used in South Wales, 

Bristol, and Somersetshire," by AV. Fairley, M. E., 1868, 
p. 3, " Balance Pit, a shaft so called when the coal 
is drawn by the weight of water," etc., adding "this 
method of getting coal up a shaft is adapted where 
water is plentiful, pits arc shallow, and on top of a hill, 
so that the water taken down may run out of tho 
hillside by moans of an adit, or when it is raised by a 
water-wheel near top of shaft." 
In Collins' "Principles of Coal Mining" (elementary 

science ecries), London, LS77, p. 92, the " wator balance " 
is fully described, in wliich it is stated that the system 
is not used for depths exceeding 600 feet. In some 
cases the machines are placed at diflerent levels so that 

the same water is used live or six times, over as many 
successive lifts. Trams holing 12 to 20 cwt. are raised. 
The w-ater buckets are made of \ inch boiler plate, of
ten circular in form, and some have a capacity of two or 
more tons of water. A speed of 300 to 400 feet per 
minute is easih attained by the machine, and the total 
cost of hoisting tho stuff is "about l\ d. (3 cents) per ton 
per 300 feet. Similar machines are in use at some of 
the iron mines of Cumberland and elsewhere." 
The "water balance" is referred to on p. 279 of the 

writer's "Glossary of Coal Jlining Terms," 1883, and 
doubtless in other books besides. The writer recollects 
seeing " water balances" in use on the hillsides in the 
tin mining region of Cornwall, England, in 1873. These 
were erected and working on the surface, the vertical 
fall of the water tanks being about 35 feet, wire ropes 
connected them with hoists or other machinery for 
raising a load or for doing certain work way back in tho 
levels, etc., or at mine mouths. 
It is probably not generally known that most of the 

mine machinery at many ofthe iron, copper, and silver 
mines in Sweden is operated by water power, and in 
many places applied in the most primitive and yet 
economical manner. The author of "Mining in the 
Middle Ages," already referred to, states in a foot-note 
ou p. 16, "A winding machine almost identical with 
the one here described, is mentioned in a paper bv Mr. 
AV. S. Gresley, in vol»VIL, of The Journal of the Ueitish 
Society of Mining Students, as being still in use at tbe 
groat Dalecarlia copper mine, in Sweden. From Mr. 
Gresley's account it would seem that in spite of the in
vention of the steam engine, water is still used in pre
ference in Sweden for almost all purposes, on account of 
its greater economy; in fact, speaking generally, it 
would seem that most of the methods described by 
Agricola are still practiced in Sweden with excellent re
sults." 

It does not, therefore, seem likely that the Southwest 
Coal and Coke Co , of Pennsylvania, will be doing any
thing that may be called progressive if they adapt the 
antiquated water balance hoist, especially if they will 
have to pump back the water to the surface, as the 
Mt. Pleasant Journal implies will bo tlie case. 
AA'hile on this subject, the fact that Anthracite is 

hoisted from the mines near Carbondale, Pa., by water 
power (or was in 1889) may be cited; an over-shot 
breast water-wheel and drums operated by friction 
clutches being employed. 

Yours, etc., 

W. S. GRESLEY. 
Erie, Pa., Nov. 7th. 

Certificated Mine Bosses. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—A review ofthe coal mining industries of AVest-
ern Pennsylvania, for the pastsix years, gives very little 
evidence that tho ideal illiterate mine boss, of Mr. Hazel-
tine's standard, who, previous to the passage of the 
Bituminous Mining Act, of June, 1S85. was in the 
majority, gave as good results as his now better informed 
brother is giving. Tho first was a child of favor, 
in some instance^ a man of ability full of hard common 
sense and practical knowledge, or, again, the favorite of 
some sentimental egotistical superintendent, or the tool 
of some petty tyrannical one. And the mine went 
drifting and dragging along in a happy-go-lucky 
devil-may-care manner too well known to be needful 
of comment here. And how in all fairness to Mr. Hazel-
tine's opinions and with due regard for his position 
he could have made so dwarfed and weak an assertion 
is beyond intelligent comprehension. Is not illiteracy 
the very seven-headed dragon which the mining craft 
have been fighting lo ! these many years? And what 
crime have wo committed and what law have we 
broken that consigns ns to toil on in ignorance at our 
cheerless occupation? Is there any sin save that of 
omission visited from parent to child? And now that 
the child's feet are learning to walk should they not 
rather be guided than tripped up ? W h e n the Bitu
minous act, of June, 1SN5, became a law, light and pro
longed life became the heritage of the miner who seems 
to have never inherited a birthright. The mine boss 
who, previous to that time, knew more of drain cutting, 
mule driving, and road laying than of natural philos
ophy laid aside the tools of these occupations and be
came bis brother's keeper. 
Some one says, is it really necessary for the mine boss 

to bo certificated ? 
Just as necessary as the licensed pilot who guides the 

ship safely by the shoal and bar, or the 
competent educated engine-man who rides his 
machine and hauls the great thundering express 
trains safely from daylight to dark and morn
ing. It is also very necessary that the superintendent 
possess a certificate of competency similar to that of the 
mine bo--. Sometime.- it might enable him to know 
why timbei wa- nee,led in the mines and why ex
penses could not be cut down, and would it not'help 
him to co-operate more intelligently with the mine boss 
instead of being a barrier to his progress? It is not the 
intention, spirit, or moaning of this article to throw 
hints to that broad-minded class of well-informed 
superintendents and managers who thoroughly under
stand how to manage their work. But the barnacles 
who know not how to do it, the Uriah Keeps who are 
promoted from a dry-goods and grocery store with in
structions to "keep an eye on the business" at which 
they sometimes take a shy are here alluded to. 
Let every craftsman who toils below the daisy 

roots, be of good cheer, T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R IS vour 
friend, do not doubt or dodge that fact. Every depart
ment is-a treasure-trove for you, and its future holds 
more and more promises. Give it your substantial sup
port and aid because ofthe aid it "has given you and 
will give to others. 

Yours, etc., 

EYE SEE. 

Loyal Hanna, Pa., Oct. 20th. 

Pumpins* and Surveying. 

Editor Ifo/tiery Engineer : 

A\r..—l submit the following in reply to " T. S. A.," of 
.Anita, Jeff'. Co., Pa., in your * k-tober issue: 

(1). Edwards, on page 20! 1 of "Practical Steani ̂ En
gineer*. Guide": "Each nominal horse power of boilers 
require one cubic foot of feed-water per hour." Conse
quently 2SS cu. ft. X 6:1 imperial gallons in one cubic 
foot = 1S0O gallons per hour as required for 2S8 H. P. 
in boilers. 

(2). S. 71° E + 90° turned to the left = 161°. There 
are 180° in a semi-circle. The needle points at 71° and 
a right angle will cover 90° more or 161° ofthe semi
circle. From the 180° subtract 161°and 19° are left. The 
semi-circle is in two quadrants which are read from S. to 
E. and from N. to E., there being 90° in each quadrant. 
AVe began at the South and read 71° + 90° = 161°, this 
brings us into the N. E. quadrant leaving only 190° E, 
from due North. So the course is 19° N. E, 

Yours, etc., 

H. L. D. AV. 
Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 18th. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—The following is in answer to "Trackman," of 
Roynoldsville, Pa.: 
A tree 80' long, 6' diameter at butt end, tapers to V 

diameter, how long a rope will it take to coil around it, 
the coils to be close together, also how long will the 
rope have to be, allowing 12" between coils? 
First, 

v/(6M^"-^^X"3":i416 X 9602 + 80*-) = 10556-07' 

of rope 1" in diameter. 
Second, 

n> 2-V \o" - f l ' ^ S X 3*1416 X 80/Z + 80s) = 879'65' 

nearly of V rope 12" from center of coils. If " Track 
man " wants the amount of rope required at 12" between 
coils, instead of from center to center, substitute 73'84G 
revolutions for 80 in last equation. See Haswell's book, 
page 355. 

Yours, etc., 

H. L. D. W. 
Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 17th. 

Arithmetic. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—The following problem is given in Fairley's 
book : 

l/25000'i + 220002 = 33,301. 

It is on the combined effect of furnace and steam 
jet. Thus far I have been unable to solve it, and ob
tain the same result as given ; would some of your 
able correspondents work it out fully ? 

Yours, etc., 
A. A. 

Buena Vista, Allegheny Co. Pa., Oct. 16th. 

Trigonometry. 

EdUor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—AVill some of your readers kindly explain how 
the decimal is found for any number of degrees such as 
35°? Ts it bv multiplying by the sine of one degree? 
•017452 X 35° is not. correct. 

Yours, etc., 

R. L. T. 
Revnoldsville, Pa., Oct. 20th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please publish tho following in reply to ques
tions by "A. B.," of Hanna City, HI., in your September 
issue: 

(1). An airway 8' X 8' X 1000' is passing 40,000 cu. 
ft. of air, what diameter should a circular airway 1200' 
long be to pass one-half the quantity, the pressure re
maining the same? 
As the pressure is the same for the two airways, we 

ffnd tho area ofthe circular one by the following form
ula : 

and from it the diameter, thus 

20.000 -4- 625 = 32', and 
32' -*- '7854 = 40-71'.+ 

the square of the diameter, the square root of which 
is the diameter, or 

p'40-71 = 6*38' +. 

(2). A mine is ventilated by natural ventilation pass
ing 10,000 cubic feet of air per minute with a pressure 
of 5*5 pounds, tho temperature in the downcast being 
42°. The air current is reversed by erecting a furnace 
at bottom of the downcast producing 14,000 cubic feet 
of air per minute, what is the effect on the pressure 
and temperature? 
By erecting a furnace at the bottom of the downcast 

and reversing the current the temperature of the down
cast will remain the same (42°), but bv erecting a fur
nace the upcast is changed to the downcast.' For every 
degree of heat the furnace will add in tbe upcast the 
volume will increase at the ratio of -r-b, and as the 
volume has increased, the pressure will increase as the 
square ofthe velocity. 

Yours, etc., 

L. P. H. 
Avoca, Pa., Oct. 15th. 
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Ce_.tiilcH.ted Mine Superintendents.. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR : — Your correspondence on certificated mine 
superintendents is becoming interesting. AVith your 
pfrmission I would say this in favor of it: If a com
pulsory examination lor superintendents will cause as 
•much study of mining as the examination of Mine 
Foremen has, then by all moans, let them be exam
ined. The Mine Superintendent in England has to pass 
an examination and hold a certificate before he can 
serve. But before presenting a bill to that eflect to 
the Legislature of this State would it not be well to 
publish it in T H E C O L L I E R Y E N G I N E E R and other 
mining journals, so that those interested m a y have a 
chance to criticise it? Our latest mining laws are a 
disgrace, as for instance: the law requiring miners to 
hold certificates. Tho good this law has accomplished 
is nil. It has done m u c h evil in creating parasites 
w h o enforce the law for the paltry fifty cents there is 
in it for them. A m a n must be hard up for an office, 
indeed, w h e n be will accept a place on these Boards. 
The "fire bosses" n o w must go through the same 
ordeal as the mine foremen in order to enable them 
to hold certificates. The law makers themselves in 
this case did not understand the law they created. 
Suppose a person holds a certificate as a superin

tendent, as m a n y n o w hold mine foremen's certifi
cates, what good are they in a community where the 
mines are owned by large corporations. The appoint
ing power is vested in the hands of one person. The 
Reading owns forty-five of the best collieries in this 
region; they have adopted a system of promoting 
their employes, and stick to it pretty closely. If a 
person happens to be out of favor with the " powers 
that be," his n a m e is "Dennis." S o m e m a y say to 
those w h o are aspiring for such promotions, "get 
friends." M a r k Twain says in the Gilded Age: " Y o u 
don't need brains, get friends." But I a m inclined 
to think that unless a person has brains, friends can 
not always help him. I k n o w a m a n w h o lately took 
charge of the fag end of what had been for m a n y 
years an excellent colliery. Of course there is an end 
to everything, and so there was to the colliery I a m 
alluding to. A change was made, but if it was badly 
managed before, the change m a d e things ten times 
worse because friends, not brains, were most influen
tial in making the appointment. 

Yours, etc., 
O. 

St. Clair, Pa., October 22d. 

Answers to Miscellaneous Questions. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Please insert the following solutions to questions 

by "S. W.," of irondale, Ohio, in the November issue: 

(1). H o w is a water-gauge affected when tlie air course 

is suddenly contracted or enlarged ? 

A N S W E R . — T h e revolutions of the fan remaining con

stant, tliere will he a loss of water-gauge when con

tracted and a gain when enlarged. 

(2). By what, moans is density increased and dimin

ished? 

A N S W E R . — T h e density of air is increased by compres

sion, as with the force fan; and diminished by rarefying 

the air as is done with the furnace by heating it, or by 

the use of the exhaust fan in tending to create a 

vacuum. 

(3). It is proposed to increase the quantity of air 

circulating in a mine 10,000 cubic feet per minute, by 

building a chimney 011 to the upcast shaft; the original 

volume is 60,000 cubic feet, and the upcast shaft is 400*' 

in depth, what must be the height ofthe chimney? 

A N S W E R . — T h e pressure will be in proportion to the 

depth ofthe shaft, the temperatures remain iug the same, 

and the quantity as the square root of the pressure. 

Therefore, the quantity will be as the square root ofthe 

depth, and the depth as the square of the quantity. 

Then as the height of chimney is equivalent to so much 

being added to the depth of upcast, the new depth will 

be as 

6P,f-W : 7 p , W 2 :: 400 : x, or 

36 : 49 :: 400 : 544'44 

=**** new depth, and then 

544-44 — 400 = 144-44', 

the height of chimney. 

(4). There is a cistern 20' square, and 10' deep placed, 

on the top ofa tower 60' high, what power is required 

to fill this cistern in 30 minutes ; and what will be the 

diameter of pump, when the length of stroke is 2', and 

making 40 strokee per minute? 

A N S W E R . — T h e capacity of the cistern is found thus: 

20' X 20' X 10' = 4,000 cubic feet. 

Then, 

»=_*_. 
cubic feet that the pump must be able to discharge in 

one minute, and 

133& X 1,728 = 230,400 

= the number of cubic inches per minute. A'elocity of 

pump equals 

2 X 40 X 12 = 960 

inches per minute, and the area of pump is 

230,400 

960" 

Then 

60 X -434 = 26*04 lbs. 

pressure per sq. in. on the water end, and 

26*04 X 240 = 7249*6 lbs., 
load on piston ; 

• 23*4 horse power. 

Diameter of pump *= A/ 2 4 0 = 17-48," 
1 ** y-mr-tti 

or by formula 

/Galls. _ 230,400 

3'3 231 

197 _ 

'3-S " 

997 gallons, 

k)07 
*Y'- == 17*4 ' = diameter of pump. 

Gardner, 111., November 9th. 

Yours, etc., 
T. S, C, 

1*017 -f lbs. tbe 

240. 

7249-6 X 80 = 579,968 

= the units of work. If w e add J for 1 
w e have 773,290 units, or 

1 and friction 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR.—I submit the following in reply to question 
asked by " S.U.P.", of Red Bank, Pa.: 

The pressure is found thus : 

* .. 1? 
p __= 

a 
substituting their given values w e have 

__ "000000021_7_X_24000 X 250,000 _ 
P ~ 128 

13O'2000OO 

' 128"""" 

pressure required. In the next case w e have the follow
ing formula to find the quantity: 

. = JP ?. X a. 
*/. s 

By taking the total pressure which has been found to 

be 130'2 lbs. and divide it by k and s, and substituting 

their values w e have , 

•0000000217 X 32000 -= '0006944, 

and 

130*2 -.- "0006944 = 187500, 

and 

-/187500 = 433'01 -4-

multiplied by 128' the area of the two shafts, we have 

55'42o cubic feet, the quantity that will pass. It can 

also be solved in this way : Air courses will pass quan

tities in proportion to tbe square root of their rubbiug 

surfaces. Hence we have the following simple propor

tion : 

-*/64 : -*/48 :: 64,000 : x, or 

*/4 : -/3 :: 64,000 : x, 

and by extracting the root it becomes 

2 : P73 :: 64,000 : 55,360 cubic feet. 

The slight difference is owing to not carrying out the 

decimal places further. __ -t 

Yours, etc., 

m O. K. 

Rock Point. Pa., November 11th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to ques
tion (1) asked by " A. B.," of Hanna City, 111.: 

(1). An airway 8' X 8' X 1000' is passing 40,000 cu. 
ft., of air, what diameter should a circular airway 1200' 
long be to pass one-half the quantit}', the pressure re
maining the same? 
Let a denote area airway No. 1 = 64 sq. ft. 
Let 0 denote perimeter airway No. 1 = 32'. 
Let I denote length airway No. 1 = 1000'. 
Let q denote quantity airway No. 1 = 40,000 cu. ft. 
Then, 

(A _*4. 
\a j a-

, , .. 40.0002 

. of velocity = —--^—. 

and k = co-efficient of friction = '0000000217. 
Let x denote diameter of airway No. 2. 
A n d *7854 x1 denote area of airway No. 2. 
A n d 3*1416 x denote perimeter of airway No. 2. 
A n d L denote length of airway No. 2. 

- denote quantity of airway No. 2. And 

And 

v -7854 _»' •7854 

Then. 

quare of velocity. 

Dividing (4) by 

•7854= _* 

•78 54> 

L 

W-

Substituting the symbolic values 

643 X 1200 
.-,.,-=•* (6). 

V. ^ x12' 
V*J9 v ihr.ii v 

32 X 1000 X '78542 

Extracting fifth root of (6) 

<^'X.3200 br 
; 1000 X '7854** 

.r = 6'98' diameter of required airway. 
Yours, etc., 

R. M. S. 

Wyoming, Pa., -November 9th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—In answer to Joseph Cain, in your June issue, I 
submit the enclosed plan, which will show the overcasts 
he speaks of and the method of ventilation I referred 
to. B y close-study of the sketch he will understand the 
reasons for placing the overcasts where they are, also 
that there is no door in any of the main entries. Again, 
that all full cars from the right hand entry will come 

__________F**±____T___S! JL-"-> |P5~Y 

33 
______« _r AJ 

£_ 
J 3-1416 X -7S54 _-' 
•7864 J-" 

= p = pressure. 

Hence, 

_ 0 I ̂  = k 3-1416 _ L g T j g e g h g g g - (1)_ 

_ -7854 it" 

Canceling _ and reducing (1) 

oltf _ Jit. 
•7854* ttf 

Dividing (2j by g, 

. _oJ L _ 
a? ~ 7854" _* 

Reversing (3) 

(2). 

(3). 

I I -—* 

Hr SIGNS 

AIRCURRENTS-" 

REGULATORS * 

STOPPINSS ---

OVERCASTS 

DOORS 

MULE STABLE 

through the first crosscut and from that point the left 

hand entry will be the full track and the empty cars 

for the left hand entry will pass through the second 

cross-cut. An equilibrium is maintained in both intake 

currents when drivers are actively engaged in hauling 

coal. There are also other reasons which might be men

tioned, why they are placed there in case of accidents, 

etc., which the readers of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER can 

study out from the plan if they wish. 

Yours, etc., 

P. HORMEL. 

Moon Run, Pa., Nov. 5th. 

Ventilation and MeclianicB. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

g I H : — W o u l d some of your able correspondents 
kindly answer the following questions in the next 
issue of your journal : 

(1.) Assuming that a fan making SO revolutions per 
minute produces 40,000 cubic feet of air, h o w m u c h 
more would it produce if the revolutions were doubled ? 

(2,) H o w would you practically test the safety-catches 
of a cage in a shaft? 

Yours, etc. 
J. M. 

Morrisdale Mines, Pa., November 20th. 

Correction. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—AVill you allow me to offer a correction to 
" L . P. H.'s" reply to m y questions which appeared in 
your November issue: 

H e has misplaced the decimal point in his first prop
osition and in carrying it out thus makes the entire 
answer wrong. It should be self-evident that placing 
a brattice in the shaft would not reduce the volume from 
64,000 cu. ft. in the 8' X 16' shaft to 17,484*8 in the two 
8' X 8' shafts. 

http://Ce_.tiilcH.ted
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T h e answer should be as follows, using the formula 
/: s r2 

p = : substituting values w e 

•0000000217 X 24,000 X 250,000 __ 129*2 

instead of0*10132(>. 
Then 

q = -AP a X a, and substituting the values 
*k s Vjfc 3 

P01 IM 64 64 
•0003472 •0000000217 X 16,000 " 

the square root of which will be the velocity, or 

V''183237 = 428. 
And 

428 X 64 = 27,392 X 2 = 54,784, or a dif
ference of 9,216cu. ft. lost by adding tbe brattice. 
Tbe formula used by " L. P. H." is correct, but by mis-

{-.lacing the decimal point in tho first operation and fol-
owing out the error it makes the entire operation 
wrong. 

Yours, etc., 
S.-T7.P. 

Lawsonham. Pa., Nov. 10th. 
Answers to Miscellaneous Questions. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—I wish to submit the following in reply to ques
tions 1, 2, and 3, asked by "S. AV.", in your November 
issue: 

(1.) AVhen the air course is contracted the water-
gauge is raised, since " drag" is increased ; and w h e n 
air course is enlarged, the water-gauge is lowered as 
" drag " is lessoned. 
(2.) Density is increased and diminished by fans— 

increased w h e n fan is acting as a force, or blower, and 
diminished w h e n an exhaust. 

(3.) The volume variesas thesquare root of the depth, 
hence w e have the following proportion 

60,000 : 70,000 :: /406 : V & ) , O T 
60,000 : 70,000 :: 20 : 23*3, the square of which is 
542-8.1 the required depth, or 400 -f 14289. 

Proof 
v/400 ; V 542-89 :: 60,000 : x, 
solving 

-/400 : 1/542*89 : 60,000 : 69,100. 
The difference is caused by not carrying out the deci

mal in the first proportion. B y making the root _!3'4 
gives a volume of 70,200. 

Yours, etc., 
S. U. P. 

Lawsonham Pa., Nov. 10th. 
A Peculiar Mine Gas. 
Editor Colliery Engineer; 
SIR:—I wish some of your able correspondents would 
enlighten m e as to ths possible n a m e and composition 
of a gas that would come with a large fall and stay on 
top of it. It puts a light out and smells like rotten 
peaches. The following is. a plan of the mine where 

quantity of air required being 40,000 cu. ft. per niinnt-
and the equivalent, orifice of the mine being 20 sq.ft.? 

Yours, etc., 
E. R. 

Flopwood, Pa., Oct. 20th. 

Mechanics, 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I submit the following in answer to the fourth 
question asked by " S. AA'.," of Irondale, Ohio, in your 
November issue: 
Tliere is a cistern 20' square and 10' deep placed 

on the top ofa tower 60' high, what power is required 
to fill this cistern in 30 minutes; aud what will be the 
diameter of pump, when tho length of stroke is 2', 
and making 40 strokes per minute ? 

First 
20 X 20 X 10 X 6.1 = 25,000 imperial gallons. 

25,000 -J- 30 = 833 -f 
gallons per minute to be elevated. 
The length of stroke is given at 2' and number of 

strokes at 40, which give a piston speed of SO' per 
minute in a double-acting force pump, therefore, 

833 
80 X 61 = 1 m' 

perhaps the cylinder,through leakage, etc., will lose 10%, 
then we have 

L666_X 100 = r8__ +> x H 4 = -2(_6._44 .ncheg 

And 

Ventilation, 
Editor Colliery Engineer. 
Sin :—I submit the fol_•.>•.. ing solution to question by 

"A. B.," of Hanna Citv, Dl.: 
An airway 8' X 8' X I'"'00' is passing 40,000 cu. ft. Of 

air. W h a t diameter slumid a circular airway 1200' 
long be to pass one-half the quantity, the pressure re
maining the same? 
_ 6 64a X 3*1416 X 1200 X 20,00b~2 

1/-7854 
Yours, etc., 

W . 

266544 
'7854 

: 18*4 

or, say, 19" as diameter of water cylinder. 
The final head which the pump will have to deliver 

against will be height-of trestle 60' -4- height of tank 
10' = 70' ; 

•70 X -434 X 266544 = S097'00 Ibs. 
pressure required to elevate water into tank. 

If we assume the effective steam pressure at 60 lbs, 
persq. in. (which can reasonably be expected under 
these circumstances because boiler would very likely be 
placed close to pump) and divide 809760 by it we have 
135" area of stoam cylinder. Making same allowance 
for leakage, etc., as in water cylinder, we have 

1 3 5 X 1 0 0 ^ 
| 150 
•7854 

= 14" 

an.l 

. 22-4 Hi P. 

j_HMm__p 

• 
c_H 

-MH_^_____3 
c*_:r.-rr.-.:'r_r~':-:'*r:' •;.trir*r~ 

D 

nearly as diameter of steam cylind 
142 X -7.854 X 80 X 60 _ 

' 33,000 
! AVe have found that w e will require a 19" water 
cylinder, but it is just as plain that to use a 19" dis
charge column would be out of tbe question. If the 
water only moves at SO' per minute in the water 
cvlinder w e will have to give it a greater velocity in 
pipes. Ti is will increase the friction and decrease the 
efficiency of tbe p u m p , but I think the allowance of 
1 0 % will also cover this defect as the length of discharge 
column is short. 

It might be said in passing that most p u m p builders, 
in estimating on ability of pumps, generally make the 
margin between 2 5 % and 5 0 % ; and some m a k e an ex 
tra 1 0 % allowance on steam cylinder over water 
cylinder. 
" P u m p builders adopt diflerent speeds for water in 
pipes varying from 100' to 400' per minute when deter
mining the size of discharge and suction pipes to be 
used for a given size of water cylinder of p u m p . W e 
will take the average and assume a speed of 200' per 
minute, then 

= 0*66X 144-^95-04, 

200 
and 

JA~ 
V-7R54 

11" 

SIGNS 

DOORS • 

AIR CURft-NTS 

ST0PPING5- -

the gas was noticed, all of the workings being to the 
rise, with no accumulation of black damp. There is a 
natural gas pipe line nearly over head on the surface. 

No. 1 in the sketch shows where rooms caved in and 
the gas accumulated. At No. 2 the elevation is about 
20 feet from face entry, and at No. 3 the coal is worked 
out and the space filled with some kind of gas that will 
put the light out and ofa peculiar odor. 

Yours, etc., 
J O H N A. CARROLL. 

Coal Center, Pa., November 16th. 
Fans In Mining:. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 
gm:—please insert the following questions in your 
journal for solution by some of your correspondents: 

(1.) The fan on a certain mine has an equivalent ori
fice Of37*81 square feet, the mine's equivalent orifice is 19 
square feel ; the size of the fan is 12 ft., making 90 rev
olutions per minute. AVhat is the fan's efficiency? 
(2.) W h a t size fan giving an efficiency of 5 0 % would 

you apply to the ventilation of a mine 500' deep, the 

95 
7854 

as diameter of discharge column, 
I If we assume a water speed in pipes at 300' per 
minute this same rule will give us 9" + as diameter of 
| discharge pipe; again, if we assume a speed of 400' this 
: rule gives Us 7*8" as the diameter of discharge pipes. 
: Suction pipes to suit these sizes should be about 2 " 
greater in diameter. 

O n page 37 of" Knowles' Revised Catalogue for 1885," 
at the foot of the page, the dimensions o f a p u m p are 
given as follows: 

Steam cylinder 18" ; water cylinder 1 4 " ; stroke 2 4 " ; 
gallons per stroke 16 ; gallons per minute 640; suction 
10", and discharge 8". 
N o w , if w e reverse the formula given for finding 

diameter of pipe w e will got the speed of water in pipe 
in full per minute. 

8 2 X '7854 -A- 144 = *35, 
and 

640 -E- *35 = 1830 -4- 6*25 •**•*•= 293 feet. 
There are 16 gallons per stroke, or 

640 -•- 16 = 40 strokes X 2' _= SO' 
piston speed, while the speed of water in pipe is 203 
feet If this example is L-'nnd practice, then w e would 
be safe in adopting a -peed of 300 fi-ot per minute and 
using the pipe 9 inches in diameter tn do the work for 
" S. AV.'s " question. 

I have not carried the figures carefully into decimal 
places considering that the principle and practical re 
suits were wanted. 

This increased speed of water in pipes over that in 
cylinder is the answer to Samuel Lewis' question in 
July issue, viz., what is the reason for reducing the column pipe of air engine, etc. Yours, etc., H. L. D. W. Cincinnati, Ohio, November 13th. 

Hornsby.IH, Nov. 14tl 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—On page 9, of the August issue of THE COLLIERY* 
E N G I N E E R , "S.U.P.," of Rod Bank, Pa., in answering the 
question by "Inquisitive," viz., "Using Atkinson's 
co-efficient," what would the w. g. be in a mine having 
3 circular shafts, two downcast, 11' and 10' in diameter 
respectively, and one upcast 800' deep, 8' in diameter, 
the quantity being 100,000 cubic feet per minute";— 
uses tho formula 

N o w , I would like to k n o w h o w he gets the cubic-
feet (-49502) for the 10' shaft, and "57175 for the ll' 
shaft, the figures being the relative quantities for each 
shaft. IP'S. U. P. " will work out the above formula 
as plainly as possible showing h o w he obtains the 
above figures he will help a student. 

Yours, etc., 
M I N E R . 

Middleport, Ohio, November 21st. 
Pipe and Boiler Covering*. 

The importance of fully protecting the surfaces of 
steam pipes, boilers, heaters, and other steam using, 
conveying, and generating apparatus in and about 
mines is a subject that has not attracted as much atten
tion in the past as it deserved. This state of affairs, 
we are glad to state, is changing, and all progressive 
colliery managers recognize the necessity for pipe and 
boiler covering wherever steam is used, whether in 
large or small quantities. 
There is quite a variety of pipe and boiler coverings 

on the market, but many are deficient in the great es
sential of durability. The Philip Carey Mfg. Co., of 
Cincinnati, Ohio, whose card appears on page x of this 
issue, have succeeded in producing^ a covering that 
meets all requirements. 
They claim that their Standard Asbestos Removable 

Pipe Covering is the highest grade of steam pipe cover
ing on the market, and that it is unequalled in dura
bility, non-conducting qualities, neat appearance, and 
all other essential features. It lasts as long as the pipe-
will, and this quality of durability makes it especially 
cheap. It is m a d e in sectional form, and for every size 
of pipe from one-half inch to eighteen inches, and can 
be readily applied or removed by any one, without the 
use of special tools or previous experience. As a good 
pipe covering effects a saving in fuel, equalling in afew 
months the cost of the covering, this saving becomes in 
a short time a clear profit if this covering which needs 
no renewal is used. 

In addition to the saving in fuel, the covering of 
steam pipes is the mostetrieientandecononiiealmethod 
of securing dry steam at the cylinders of pumps, hoist
ing and other engines, for as a rule p u m p s and other 
types of engines are located some distance from the 
boilers, the Toss of steam from condensation, and the 
loss of power in the engine by inability to get dry 
steam to it is very large. The only way in which these 
losses can be overcome is by the use of a first-class 
steam pipe covering, and by covering the boilers, domes, 
heaters, breechings, etc., with Carey's Standard Asbestos 
Felting. The manufacturers (Tlie Philip Carey Manu
facturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,) will cheerfully 
furnish samples, and quote special prices to all colliery 
owners or managers. 

Mr. John Hale, Inside Foreman of the D. L. & AV. 
R, R. Co.'s Bellevue Mini, this city, states that the pro
duction of coal at the Bellevue Mine during the month-
of October, was the largest of any month since the 
mine was opened in 1854. The shipments were nearly 
32,000 tons, mined and prepared in 27, days. There 
were no serious accidents of any kind. 

Mr. David .1. Lloyd, Vice-President of the Edinburg 
Coal Mining C o m p a n y of Edinburg, 111., writes us that 
he is at present putting in air compressor and coat 
cutting machines ofthe Ingersoll-Sorgeant type at his 

Eany 
een 

fort! 

Joseph G. S. Hudson, ofthe International Coal Com-
I.united, of Sydney, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, has 

chosen President of the newly-organized association 
e advancement and discussion of all matters relating 
nes and mining, formed by the colliery officials of 
Brekm County. 
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AMI LIAR . FACES 
IN T H E 

MINING INDUSTRY-

HENRY C. FRICK. 
The subject of this sketch, Mr. H.C. Frick, of Pitts
burgh, Pa., created and is now president of the largest 
coke-producing company in the world, tho H. C. Frick 
Coke Co. This company has a capital of $5,000,000. It 
controls 35,000 acres of coal land, and forty-two of the 
eighty plants in the celebrated Connellsville region. 
It owns over 10,000 ovens; throe pumping plants with 
a combined daily capacity of 5.000,001) gallons; thirty-
five miles of railroad track, and 1,200 railroad cars. 

H E N R Y c. PRICK. 

For the equipment of their plants, they have twenty-
three locomotives, seventy-two pairs of stationary en-
fines, 172 steam boilers, and 810 horses and mules. 
Ir. Frick is also the leading spirit in tho Southwest 

Coal and Coke Co., and is chairman of the combined 
Carnegie Associations, which give employment in round 
numbers to 20,000 men. There arc few men in America 
that equal him in executive ability. H e was born in 
the coke region, just forty years ago, and was among the 
first to recognize the value and importance of the Con
nellsville coal. H e had barely entered his majority 
when he engaged in the coke business, and from that 
time has been unflagging in organizing capital, pro
viding transportation facihtisa and consolidating and 
systematizing the business into the superb condition it 
now is. 

Mr. Frick commenced in the coke business in 1871, 
forming with Messrs, A. O. Tintsman and Joseph Rist, 
the firm of Frick & Co. They started with 300 acres of 
land and 50 ovens, known as the " Frick AVorks." In 
1872 they added 50 ovens to the Frick plant, and built 
the Henry Clay AVorks of 100 ovens on the Yougbio-
ghenyRiver,neai*Broad Ford. In 1S76 Mr. Frick bought 
out Mes..rs. Tintsman and Rist and continued alone. 
In 18/7, at the time of the greatest depression in the 
iron business, during the long dull period between 
1873 and 1879, he leased the Valley Coke AVorks from 
Wilson, Boyle, and Playford, which were then idle, and 
put them in charge of Mr. Thomas Lynch, now General 
Manager ofthe H. C. Frick Coke Co." Notwithstanding 
the dull limes and low prices, the works were started 
and operated every working day during the whole vear 
except. Cl i ristmas. In the FaU "of the same year, Mr. 
E. M. Ferguson, (who owned a plant on the Favette 
County Branch ofthe Pittsburgh & Coiuiellsville fi. R. 
consisting of seventy ovens) was taken into partnership 
by Mr. Frick, and they operated under the firm name 
of H. C. Frick & Co., having at this time the two works 
at Broad Ford of 100 ovens each, the A'alley AVorks, 
under lease, of 102 ovens, and the Ferguson 'Works of 
70 ovens. In the Spring of 1878, they leased tbe 
Anchor AVorks, which were at that time idle andin the 
hands of an assignee, and later leased the Mullen 
Works, near Mount Pleasant. In the same year, Mr. 
Walton lrerguson, a brother of Mr. E. M, Ferguson, was 
admitted into the firm. This partnersnip was con
tinued until IS82, and during the four years of its ex
istence they continued to buy coal lands and build coke 
ovens, until the firm owned 1,026 ovens, and 3,000 acres 
of coal land. 
In the meantime, Mr. Frick organized the Morewood 

Coke Co., Ltd., ami built the Morewood Works of 470 
ovens, at that time the largest works in the region. In 
January, 1882, Carnegie Bros. & Co. Ltd., wore admitted 
into the firm of H. Cf Frick A Co., and in the following 
April the corporation known as The H. C. Frick Coke 
Co., was incorporated with a capital of §2,000,000 and 
Mr. Frick was made President. In 18R3 the capital was 
increased to $3,000,000 and in 1889 it was further in
creased to $5,000,000. 
During all these years the work of buying coal lands 

andbuilding ovens was vigorously prosecuted, until now 

this coporationowns the magnificent property described 
in a previous paragraph. 
The collieries are all supplied with the best obtain

able machinery and appliances, ami each plant of the 
H- C. Frick Coke Company i. a model oue. Mechani
cal devices are used in every place where machinery 
can advantageously supersede man or animal power, 
and the inside haulage arrangements aro particularly 
effective. There is no coal company in America that 
so extensively uses the most advanced systems of rope 
haulage. 

Mr. Frick is always ready to take advantage of all 
machinery, appliances, or methods, that will conduce to 
the health and safety of his employes or the more 
economical production of coal and coke. Notwithstand
ing the great labor connected with the business manage
ment of the various industries of which he is the execu
tive head, he is constantly in communication with his ef
ficient lieutenant, Mr. Lynch, for whose technical ability 
he justly has a very high regard. Every plant pur
chased by the Frick Company has been materially im
proved aftei the purchase, and in every case the 
management exceeds the requirements ot the mine 
laws, and requires that subordinate otlicials musteitber 
have every portion of each colliery in tho safest possi
ble condition, or cease work there until it is put in such 
condition. 

Mr. Friek's success in organizing capital and building 
up the great corporation that bears his name is abundant 
evidence of his business capacity and managerial skill. 
H e is a very pleasant gentleman socially, and is highly 
esteemed by men ofall classes who have been thrown 
in persona! contact wdth him. 

WILLIAM CONNELL. 

Mr. AVilliam Connell is an excellent type of the 
.American self-made business man. H e was born in 
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, on September 10, 1827. His 
father being a native of Scotland, and his mother a 
No.a Scotian of Irish and American descent. Though 
his parents were worthy people, he had few edu
cational advantages, as early in life it became neces
sary for him to assist in the support of the family. 
However, he made good use of his meagre opportunities 
and acquired the rudiments of an education. 
In 1S44 his parents settled in Luzerne County, Pa., 

and he found employment as a driver boy in tlie mines. 
lie worked in various capacities at several collieries in 
the AAryoming and Schuylkill regions until 1856, when 
bis intelligence, industry and energy secured him a 
position as superintendent ofthe colliery owned by the 
Susquehanna & AA'yoming A'alley Railroad and Coal 
Company, at Scranton. 
In 1370 the charter of this corporation expired, and 

Mr. Connell, who had judiciously managed the colliery 
for fourteen years, purchased the property. Twenty-
one years have passed and the business has grown to 
large proportions, and although others are interested 
in the firm of AA'illiam Connell & Co., he owns the con
trolling interest and is the head and front of the enter
prise. The property originally consisted of a single 
colliery, but for some years past the firm has operated 
two. Air, Connell as President and principal owner of 
the Connell Coal Co.. also operates a third colliery at 
Duryea Luzerne County, Pa, The total salable output 

Forging Company. H e is also a large stockholder and 
director in the Scranton Packing Company, the Lacka
wanna Lumber Company, and many other business 
enterprises. He is Treasurer ofthe Lehigh Salt Mining 
Company, a now corporation developing an extensive 
salt property at Le Roy, N. Y, Plis capital and busi
ness knowledge have aided many undertakings and 
his work in the Scranton Board of Trade has been 
influential and effective. Thousands of dollars have 
quietly passed from him to the aid of charitable 
causes and for every worthy public purpose he may be 
relied upon for assistance. 
H e is a man of independent character. H e has, 

therefore, some enemies as all men of force have. His 
nature is kindly, hut he will not swerve from a purpose 
that, he thinks is right. AVhen interested in any under
taking whether it be of a business, religious, or social 
character, his whole heart is enlisted. 

Few nion have his capacity for work and probably 
fewer still the need heexperiencesforconstantactivity. 
When not engaged in business matters he is a great 
reader of the best works of standard authors. His 
library, which is large, is a remarkably well selected 
one. 
H e is a friend of popular education and has contrib

uted liberally to the Free Library about to be estab
lished in the handsome Albright Memorial building 
now nearly completed in Scranton. His aid and coun
sel have been frequently sought by various educational 
institutions and he is a Trustee of the Syracuse Univer
sity, the AVesleyan University, and the Drew Theologi
cal Seminary. 
H e was President of the commission to revise the 

Anthracite Mine Laws authorized by the last session of 
the Legislature, and his name is mentioned in connec
tion with the nomination for congress from the district 
of which the City of Scranton forms a part. 
AVilliam Connell is a business m a n in w h o m all 

interested in Anthracite coal mining, either as 
capitalists, superintendents, or workingmen justly 
feel proud. H e is also one ofthe citizens who by their 
liberality and progress iv en ess are making Scranton a 
large and important city, and who, long before the coal 
resources of this neighborhood are seriously impaired 
will have so advanced its manufacturing interests that 
its pro-perty and future growth will be assured inde
pendent of such adventitious circumstances as the 
gradual curtailments of coal shipments from the neigh
borhood. 

A Great Improvement in Electric Motors, 

A most severe and very interesting test was made a 
few days ago by AVm. Sellers & Co., of Philadelphia, 
upon a motor operated under the new principle 
invented by Mr. H. AA'ard Leonard. The motor used 
was a 10-H. P. Standard Shunt-wound Sprague Motor ; 
the motor's normal speed was 1500 revolutions a minute. 
The motor was belted to a counter-shaft, and upon the 
counter-shaft was placed a brake, and in addition to the 
brake there was placed on the counter-shaft a large fly
wheel such as is used upon punching machines, 
the purposeof thefly-weel being to duplicate the inertia 
and momentum met with in practice in a great many 
kinds of work. 
The motor was made to operate in either direction at 

any rate of speed desired, and it was found possible to 
run the motor perfectly and regularly under the full 
brake load, at 15 revolutions per minute, that is, one 
per cent, of its full speed, AVhile operating at full speed 
in one direction the motor could be instantly reversed, 
the reversal being perfectly gradual and entirely without 
spark or troublesome feature of any kind. 

In order to get the most marked effect in overcoming 
the momentum of the fly-wheel the brake was taken 
off, and wdien the fly-wheel was running at its full 
speed of 300 revolutions a minute the motor was re
versed instantly. In thirteen seconds the motor had 
brought the fly-wheel to rest, and in thirteen seconds 
more had it running at full speed in the opposite direc
tion, the entire operation being effected with the great
est smoothness and without any spark whatever. The 
performance of the motor was extremely satisfactory to 
all concerned, and showed its perfect adaptability to 
any class of work met in practice. 
W e learn from H. Ward Leonard & Co., that among 

the concerns of importance who have recently retained 
them as consulting electrical engineers are W m . Sellers 
•A Co,, the well-known machine tool builders, of Phila
delphia, Otis Brothers _ Co., of elevator frame, and the 
IngersoU-Sergeant Drill Co. 
No large manufacturing or mining concern whose 

product involves the use of power can afford to neglect 
the rapid progress of electrical motor applications. 
H. Ward Leonard & Co. charge a definite sum per 

year for their services as consulting enginoers, and the 
manufacturing concerns seem to like this feature of 
definiteness rather than a percentage charge or a 
retainer and individual charge for ̂ individual service. 

Doing- a Large Business. 

WILLIAM CONNELL. 

uf these three collieries has up to date exceeded 
7,000,000 tons. 

Mr. Connell is largely interested in the banking busi
ness. He is President of the Third National Bank of 
Scranton, Pa., and a director of the Scranton Safe De
posit and Trust Company. His enterprise, liberality, 
and business sagacity have been important factors in 
the remarkable growth of Scranton, and he is interested 
in ahnostevery important manufacturing enterprise in 
the city. H e is a director in the Dickson Manufactur
ing Company, President of the Hunt A Con nellCompany 
Limited ; President of the Scranton Button Manufactur
ing Company, Limited ; President of the Lackawanna 
Knitting Mills Company, President of the Weston 
Mill Company, and Vice-President of the Scranton 

The firm of J. A. Parker, at Terre Haute, Ind., always 
being on the alert for something, report recent ship
ments of Revolving Coal Screens to the Corona Coal and 
Coke Co., at Corona, Alabama; P. Erlich & Co., Seeley-
ville, Ind.; St. Louis and Big Muddy Coal Co., Carter-
ville, 111.; Coal Bluff Mining Co., at" their Pratt Mine-
Pittsburgh Coal & Coke Co., Old Pittsburgh, Ind. Min
ing Cars to the Hazel Creek Coal.Co., Clinton, Ind.; 
Thompson Hill Coal Company, Clinton Ind.; Firn Hill 
Coal Company, Clinton, Ind.; Keelley ville Coal Co., Dan
ville, 111.; Glendale Coal Co., Danville, 111.; Eureka Block 
Coal Co., Carbon, Ind., and have orders on hand for 
screens for the Great Kanawha Coal Co., Mount 
Vernon, AArest Va. Elevators and Conveyors for the 
Hazel Creek Coal Co., Clinton, Ind. Mining Cars 
for The New Kentucky Coal Co., Clinton, Ind., and 
the Norton Creek Coal Co., Clinton, Ind. 
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T^TATCH FOR 
FUTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

OF THF, 

THOMSON-VAN DEPOELE 

ELECTRIC MINING COMPANY, 
ON THF OUTSIDE COVER. 

figures show an increase of 6,715,467 tons in the Bitu

minous output and 1,116,100 in the Anthracite, a total in

crease of 7,831,873 tons over 1889, There were 368 col
lieries in operation in the Anthracite districts and 631 

in the Bituminous, making a total of 999 in the State. 

There were also reported 22,483 coke ovens with a total 

output of 8,311,941 tons of coke. The number of per

sons engaged in coal mining was 183,624, of w h o m 

116,232 were employed in the Anthracite mines, and 

67,392 in the Bituminous. Tho average number of tons 

mined for each employe was 344'S in the Anthracite, 

an increase of 19 tons over 1889, and 004'5 in the Bitu

minous, an increase of 45"5 tons. The average in all 

the mines in the State was 440'2 tons. The aggregate 

number of kegs of powder (25 lbs. each) used in the 

State was 1,116,930. Of these 1,030,710 were used in the 

Anthracite districts, or one keg for 38"89 tons, and 

86,220 in the Bituminous districts, or one keg for 472'5 

tons. 

The number of horses and mules in the Anthracite 

districts was 12,892, and in the Bituminous 5,243. 

There were 235 mine locomotives in use, not count

ing those in the Fifth Anthracite District and the Sixth 

Bituminous, which are not reported. 

ln the Anthracite regions the greatest average 

number of days worked was 2215 in the Fourth, or 

Hazleton District. The smallest was 166*1 intheSixth, 

or Ashland District. The average for all the Anthracite 

Districts was 190"4 days, an increase of 22 days over 

18S9. In the Bituminous regions the greatest average 

number of days worked was 242 in the Fifth, which is 

the great coke producing district. The smallest aver

age number was 181 days in the Second District. The 

average for all the Bituminous districts was 211*9 days 

an increase of 11*9 days over 1889. 

FATAL A N D NON-FATAL CASUALTIES. 

The whole number of fatal casualties in the State was 

524, of which 378 were in the Anthracite districts and 

| 146 in the Bituminous. 

This is in the ratio of 3*25 lives lost in the Anthracite 

and 2'166 in the Bituminous for every 1,000 employes. 

In 1889 the ratio of fatal accidents in the Anthracite 

regions was 3218 per 1,000 employes. 

This year there were in the Third Anthracite District 

five accidents from fire-damp in which 51 persons were 

killed. These arose from causes which are uncommon, 

and not counting these the ratio in the Anthracite dis

tricts was only 2*72 lives lost per 1,000, a record which 

has been bettered only once, and that was in 1S86 when 

the ratio was 2-707 per 1,000. The number of employes 

per fatal casualty and the ratio of deaths per 1,000 were 

aa'follows: 

ANTHRACITE. 

ANTHi: ACITE. 

D IRECT BLOW MINING MACHINES MOTOR CARS FOR MINE HAULAGE 
ELECTRIC PUMPS 
POWER DYNAMOS 
SPECIAL MOTORS 

INSTALLED AND RESULTS GUARANTEED 

The Sperry Electric Mining Machine Co. 

N a m e of Inspector. 

Patrick Blewitt 
H. McDonald 
G. M. Williums 
IJohn M. Lewis 
! William Stein 
! William McMurtrie 
! Samuel Gay.- -
] Total Fatal Casualties 

2-695 
2-538 
5*277 

3 9 T H i 
Write for Estimates 

and Description of Plants 
in Operation. 

AND STEWART AVE., 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

STATISTICS OP COAL MINING IN 
PENNSYLVANIA IN 1890. 

W E have received the "Reports of the Inspect

ors of Coal Mines of Pennsylvania," for 1S90. 

These reports as they come from the inspectors 

are, as a rule, full of valuable information, though a 

uniform system of tabulation would be a groat improve

ment. There has been an attempt on the part of tbe 

Department of Internal Affairs to tabulate the statistics 

from the whole State. It has been only partially done, 

however, and several important errors detract greatly 

from the value of the tables published. It is to be 

hoped that hereafter this work will he done as itshould 

be, and that the reports will be published in such 

season that they may not so much resemble a last 

year's almanac in point of usefulness. 

The aggregate production of coal in Pennsylvania in 

1890, including that shipped from collieries, made into 

coke, used at the operations, and sold for local con

sumption, was 80,830,870 tons, of which 40,090,355 tons 

were Anthracite and 40,740,521 Bituminous. These 

1 Henry Louttit.. 
*_ W m . Jenkins.... 
3 Thomas K. Adams.. 
•1 ,lami'-- N Patterson 
5 'Win, luincan 
G ' J, T. Evans 
7 ! James Ulick 
8 Austin King 

I Total Eatal Casualties.. 

INOUS. 

15 
20 
5 
8 
:>u 
15 
9 
24 
146 

442 
588 

1088, 
804 
194 
601> 
928 
:;..•-1 

Av. 461 

2*261 
1-7 
•918 

1-242 
5*I4l> 
1*526 
1-077 
2-602 

2166 

B y Falls of Roof and Sides 
B y Mine Cars 
B y Explosious of Gas 
l'.v l'ii llin-,' D o w n Shafts 
I'.y l.xpl.i'-.ioTi-.k.lTi... d..T>i'ul [iln-i--

Bi Machinery 
Miscellaneous 

The number of fatal casualties was again, as last year, 

proportionally lower in the Sixth than -in any other 

Anthracite district, being in the ratio of 2136 per 1,000 

employes, and it was highest in the Third, which 

showed 5*277 deaths per 1,000 employes. In the Third, 

Fourth, and Seventh Bituminous Districts the propor

tion of fatal accidents to the number employed was 

very small, but the Fifth District shows a high ratio on 

account of the Hill Farm disaster, in which 31 lives 
were lost. 

Last year the average number of employes per fatal 

accident in the Anthracite districts was 311, or a ratio 

of 3-218 deaths from accidents per 1,000 employes, and 

in the Bituminous 591, or 1*69 deaths per 1,000.- This 

year it is one for every 307 employes in the Anthracite, 

or 3*252 per 1,000, and one for every 461 in the Bitu
minous, or 2-166 per 1,000. 

The following table shows the causes of the fatal 

casualties and tbe ratio of deaths from the different 
causes per 1,000 employes : 

Total., 

BITUMINOUS. 

Bv Palls nf Root und Sides 
B5 Mine Cars 
B Y E..|iio-ion.- of Gas 
P.y Falling Down Shafts 
Hy ]_x |.In-,inns of .F'uwik-r and Blasts 

By Machinery 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

By these accidents 275 wives were made widows and 

823 children became orphans. 
It will be noticed that the number of fatal accidents 

and their ratio per 1000 employes is one-third greater 

in the Anthracite than in the Bituminous districts. 

This is true of accidents from each of the causes speci

fied with the exception of those from falls of roof and 

sides of which proportionately more occur in the Bitu

minous regions, the veins are thinner and each man 

mines a greater amount and area of coal than im the 

Anthracite, thus making a proportionately greater ex

tent of working area and of roof to support, which ac

count for the greater relative danger from falls of roof 

and sides. It is also true that as a rule, the roof is not 

as strong in the Bituminous as in Anthracite seams. 

There were, however, a larger proportion of accidents 

from mine cars in tbe Anthracite than in the Bitumin

ous mines. The Bituminous seams are usually flat, 

and the cars are hauled all the way in and out, while 

many Anthracite seams are on short pitches in which 

slants are worked where the empty cars are hauled in 

by mules and run out by gravity ; from this cause many 

accidents arise. 
Owing to the use of more machinery in the Anthra

cite districts, accidents from being caught by it were 

proportionately three times more frequent than in the 

Bituminous. The very large use of blasting materials in 

mining Anthracite coal also accounts for the fact that ac

cidents from powder explosions are proportionately 

nearly throe times more frequent, though it appears 

that powder is handled more safely in the Anthracite 

than in the Bituminous Mines, for while there was 

nearly 12 times as much powder used in the Anthracite 

Mines, the proportion of accidents from this cause was 

not three times greater. 

The proportion of accidents from miscellaneous causes 

was also three times greater in the Anthracite than in 

the Bituminous mines. This may be partially ac

counted for hy the fact that nearly all the Anthracite 

coal is mined from openings below water level and that 

as a rule the Anthracite operations are much more ex

tensive and involve the use of much more machinery 

than the Bituminous operations do. 

There were reported in the Anthracite district. 1007 

non-fatal accidents, and in the Bituminous 381, making 

a total of 138S. In the Anthracite districts the ratio of 

non-fatal accidents to the number of employes was one 

in 115, and in the Bituminous, one in 177, 

It is, however, unsafe to attempt to draw comparisons 

from these figures as in some districts only serious acci

dents are reported, while in others comparatively 

trivial ones are included. 

The average production of coal per life lost in the 

Anthracite districts was 100,059 tons, against 101,231 

tons in 1889, andin the Bituminous districts 279,044 

tons against 330,547 tons in ISS9, showing a compara

tive increase in danger in the Bituminous and a slight 

improvement in the Anthracite Mines. In the Bitu

minous districts the number of tons mined per life lost 

varies from 129,421 in the Fifth district to 50S.036 in 

the Seventh, and in the Anthracite from 69,077 in 

the Third district to 161,197 in the Seventh. 
There is much that may be done in the way of in

creasing the safety of the mines, both in the Bitumia-

ous and Anthracite districts of Pennsylvania. Itistrue 

since 1870 the production to life lost has increased 95*2 J& 

and that the production per life lost was 13-2% more in 

1890 than it was in 18S9. Yet it is also a fact that the 

proportion of fatal accidents to the number of employes 

in this country is greater than in many foreign coun

tries in which more dangerous conditions exist. The 

best way to secure greater safety in American collieries 
is to advance the standard of education and intelligence 

among the superintendents, foremen, assistant foremen 

and fire bosses, and to establish more strict discipline 

in the working of the mines. This opinion we have 

heretofore frequently expressed in tbese columns and 

http://A_j.erii.aii
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there is no doubt it is correct because there is no reason 

tbat can be assigned why accidents should he more fre

quent in American than in European collieries, except 

that the otlicials in charge of them are not as well edu

cated as men occupying similar positions abroad, and 

that there is greater carelessness and recklessness on 

the part of the workmen. 

A M B U L A N C E W O R K . 

THE Mine Laws of Pennsylvania require that 
proper ambulances and stretchers be provided at 

each mine to be used in case of accident. Such a 

provision is wise, hut before the benefit of these appli

ances can be fully utilized it is necessary that instruc

tion on first aid to the injured be given to some men at 

each colliery. 

Doubtless an injured man can be more comfortably 

carried in an ambulance than by the old-time method 

of hustling him along rough roads in a epringless cart 

half filled with straw or old sacking, but it is not in 

this that the first and greatest danger arises. Take the 

case of a broken leg ; unless the limb is first carefully 

and comfortably placed in a rigid position between 

splints (even although the man is placed in a well 

appointed ambulance) what was originally a simple 

fracture may be aggravated into a compound or com

minuted fracture, and the patient runs a risk of losing 

his leg altogether. Or in a case of a severed artery all 

the ambulances in tho tlie world are of no iise unless 

the immediate danger of bleeding to death is averted. 

We-wonder how many men in an average Pennsyl

vania colliery could be of use in such a case? Asmattera 

at present stand we are afraid that for tho want ofa few 

simple appliances and a knowledge of how to use them 

the man's life would be lost. 

H o w do we stand in this matter, in comparison with 

other countries ? In F_ngland the St. John Ambulance 

Association has extended its ramifications throughout 

the length and breadth ofthe land until there is not a 

colliery which cannot at least muster eight or ten men 

capable of attending to the injured. In the case of 

fractures they can set the limbs in an easy position; 

they can stop bleeding; they can aid in restoring the 

asphyxiated or apparently drowned, and indeed their 

valuable services in the cause of humanity are daily 

being recorded in the "case-books" of all colliery 

doctors. W e have been told that the doctors in 

America would not approve of such a scheme. AVe 

refuse to believe it A similar fallacy arose and was as 

speedily dispelled in England. If, by the intelligent 

attention ofa fellow-workman, a collier cen be made 

comfortable until medical aid arrives, surely the doctor 

would prefer it so, rather than to find on his arrival 

that owing to the blundering of well meaning but 

ignorant hands a fellow creature had lost his life. A 

doctor's mission is to save life, and anything which 

aids him in doing so will obtain his support. 

It must be borne in mind that the first instruction 

ofthe St. John Association is, "Send for a doctor," 

and the second is, " Until he arrives, make the patient 

comfortable," and the ambulance student is not a 

substitute for the doctor, but is his assistant. 

In June, 1890, General Lord Wolseley reviewed an 

army of over 20,000 ambulance men at Woolaton 

Park, Nottingham, and these were principally col

liers. Many of them had never before marched in 

procession, and although they did not look quite as 

smart as soldiers, and perhaps had not enough music 

in their souls to enable them to keep step to the 

beat of the drums, as they marched past the 

saluting post tbey presented a living argument in 

favor of the system such as was never before seen. 

All this has been accomplished at such a small cost 

that the wonder is that it was not done long ago. 

This is the method adopted in Britain. The aid of 

the colliery doctor is first obtained, and application 

is made to headquarters, in London, for tbe loan of 

a few illustrative charts and diagrams. Each man is 

provided with a small text book, and an Esmarch 

triangular bandage, at a total cost of about 25 cents 

The class meets as often as convenient, and the 

doctor during the course delivers a series of five 

lectures, each of half an hour's duration, and by the 

aid of the text-hook instruction is given in band

aging, fixing of splints, carriage of the injured, &c. 

As soon as the class is satisfied of its proficiency, an 

examining doctor arrives. The members are ranged 

up in "line and put through an examination on the 

general structure of the human body, the functions 

of the blood, nerves, and muscles, and the means to be 

adopted in cases of poisoning, fits, Ac. The class is 

then taken into the open air, men are stationed all 

over a field with tickets fixed to their bodies, stating 

the nature of their supposed injury, and on a given 

signal a squad of students runs to each man, fixes 

him up, and carries him into the improvised hospital 

where their work is inspected. 

These classes of instruction are carried an for three 

successive years, and after .three annual examinations 

have been passed, the student is awarded the bronze 

or silver medal of the Association. The doctor's time 

will not exceed eight hours in a year. The student 

can learn all by devoting two hours each week to the 

instruction given, and the cost per man will not ex

ceed a dollar a year. And what is the result? Let 

any miner recall the accidents that have occurred in 

his own knowledge, and after he has gained a little 

ambulance skill, he will remember some case where 

a life, or at least a limb, might have been saved, if he 

had known then what he knows now. 

If there is philanthropy amongst our coal operators 

there is no better opening for its display than in 

furthering such a cause. If the workmen are of the 

right grit they will see the advantages and claims for 

the Ambulance Association, and we venture to affirm 

that there will be no obstacle thrown in their way 

by the medical profession when the benefit so man

ifestly accrues to the doctor. 

The St John Ambulance Association in England 

and The St. Andrew Ambulance Association in 

Scotland, are kindred societies of a purely philan

thropic nature, sustained by voluntary contributions, 

and neither of them is in any way connected with 

any particular sect or religion, but they are in every 

respect national in their aims. To these Associa

tions is due the credit of Field Ambulance work, such 

as was done on the battle-fields of the Franco-Prussian 

and subsequent European wars, and the good work 

which was then begun is now being extended to the 

field of mine labor, where accidents are of every day 

occurrence. 

The philanthropic feeling which prompts the mem

bers of such benevolent institutions as the Women's 

Christian Temperance Union, the Young Men's 

Christian Associations, and other similar schemes, 

can have no nobler and no more needy field for 

work than in the formation of an American National 

Ambulance Association. It does not need a great 

capital ; much can be accomplished with but little 

money, and the necessity of such an institution is of 

the first importance. More especially is this so in 

colliery districts, and we write this with the hope of 

inducing philanthropists and others in the great 

colliery centers to give this important and worthy 

matter their consideration. 

ELECTRIC MINERS' LAMPS. 

THAT the electric safety-lamp will eventually be 

a success is almost a certainty. But those per

sons, who, unfamiliar with the conditions exist-

itg in mines, try to adapt the ordinary incandescent 

lamp in circuit to this purpose arc on the wrong track. 

Such a plan will never be successful, for reasons that 

are too obvious to our readers, to require enumeration 

at this time. 

The ideal electric safety-lamp must be self contained, 

light in weight, simple in construction durable, and 

not too expensive. 

Except at the bottoms of shafts or slopes, the main 

gangways or headings do not require much light, as 

they are chiefly employed for passageways for the trips 

of mine cars, and their transportation can be effected 

in semi or almost total darkness. Where the light is 

most iequired is where the miner is at work, andas he 

is constantly shifting his position, it is essential that he 

should have a portable light. From time to time 

attempts have been made to produce such a light as is 

actually needed, and with a view to ascertain how far 

such attempts have been successful, the French "Society 

of Mineral Industry" some time ago appoin ted a 

committee consisting of Messrs. Fevre, mining engineer, 

of Place, manager of the Rochebelle mines, Bessard, 

manager of the Cessons mines, and Lange, engineer of 

the Rochebelle mines. The trials were conducted at the 

Rochebelle mines with four types of secondary battery 

lamps—the Pollak, Edison, Breguet, and Stella. The 

Pollak lamp is a two-cell accumulator lamp, weighing 

4-18 lbs., and it gives one candle power for nine hours 

before requiring recharging. The Edison lamp has 

three cells and weighs 24'2 lbs. It yields about two 

and a half candle power for ten hours, which is more 

than is actually required, and owing to its groat weight 

it requires alteration before it can bo adopted in mines. 

The Breguet lamp is a three cell lamp, weighs 6'38 lbs., 

and gives one candle power for eighteen to twenty 

hours. The Stella lamp, in the opinion of the com

mittee, is the best adapted for mining work. It weighs 

but 3-08 lbs., and its duration of light is normally twelve 

hours. No faults as far aB the connections were con

cerned were detected during the month it was under 

test 

As a result of the tests and comparisons made, the 

committee regard the Breguet and Stella lamps as those 

nearest adapted for successful use in the mines. .The 

former, however, as at present constructed should not 

be put in the hands of the workmen, as it is not easily 

handled, there is too much exterior copper, the connect

ions are not sufficiently insulated, and the salts 

formed entail great expense and trouble in maintenance 

owing to their excessively corrosive action. Neverthe

less, the lamp shows a marked progress, and in spite of 

its excessive weight, the results as regards the amount 

of light given, and its duration were remarkable, and 

the faults pointed out can undoubtedly be remedied. 

Mr. Petit, in discussing the report, stated that it 

would have been interesting to know the results 

obtained had the lamps been tested in a fiery locality. 

Such tests, however, would be difficult and dangerous, 

if attempted under circumstances which approach near 

to what would obtain in practice, therefore experience 

alone can demonstrate this matter. A good miner's 

lamp must be of simple and solid construction, as light 

as possible, and easy to maintain and recharge". It 

should yield a constant light of one or one and a half 

candle power for not less than eight hours, and it 

should be cheap. 

The question of expense is closely related to the life 

of tlie plates, and the tests were not carried on for a 

sufficient length of time to furnish absolutely exact 

data, but approximate figures can be arrived at by 

calculation. Plates of old lamps, fed hy accumulators 

have been submitted to M. Le Chatelier, engineer in 

chief of mines, who found them in good condition after 

two years of service. Therefore, it will not be out of 

the way to estimate the duration of the plates at one 

year on a basis of ten hours work per day for 300 davs, 

or 3000 hours in all. These accumulators cost at most 

$5.50, and the expense of maintenance would therefore 

be about 2 cents per day of ten hours. The cost of a 

glow lamp is at most 90 cents, and it will last SOO hours, 

making this expense about one cent per day of ten 

hours. The cost per day of charging the accumulators 

is not much, as tlie dynamo employed can charge a 

very large number at one time, and at collieries where 

there is a dynamo used for lighting the surface at 

night, it can he utilized in the daytime for charging 

the accumulators. The average cost for light from 

portable electric, lamps, will not, therefore, on this 

basis, exceed three or four cents per day of ten hours. 

M. Petit, summarizes the advantages of substituting 

portable electric lamps for the safety-lamps at present 

in use as follows: The light obtained will be better, aa 

the oil lamps only furnish from J to l candle power; 

the miner will be able to work more easily and will 

accomplish more work ; and the noxious products of 

combustion from the oil lamps will be dispensed with. 

The results arrived at by these tests certainly show a 

marked advance ih the construction of electric safety-

lamp--, and itis to be sincerely hoped that the day is 

not far distant when the present oil lamps will be used 

only for testing purposes, and a cheap, practical, and 

convenient incandescent lamp, will be used for working. 

p DITORIKL N O T E S . 

T N the United States Circuit Court, held at Pittsburgh, 

Pa., on the 18th ult. Judge Rice filed an opinion in 

the case of W . P. Rend against the Venture Oil Co., re

fusing the injunction asked for, to stop the latter from 

drilling through certain coal land. 

This decision is a very important one as it will affect 

many tracts of valuable coal land in Western Pennsyl

vania. Judge Reed bases his opinion on the erroneous 

idea that because the sinking of oil and gas wells in coal 

territory in the past has not resulted in accidents 

in the mines, that there is no danger for the future. 

This is one of the instances in which a lack of technical 

knowledge of coal mining, on the part of a Judge, has re

sulted in injury tothe coal interests. 

Because there, have been no accidents in the past is no 

assurance tbat there will be none in the future. The 

sinking of oil and gas wells through coal is bound to 

cause more or less gas to flow through the hole in the 

coal seam, and even if there is a pillar left for the well, 

there is a likelihood of a leakage of gas through crevices 

in the rock or coal. This gas will find its way into the 

workings and accidents from this cause will notonly be 

possible, but probable. 

Again, even if the coal formation is solid enough to 

make it possible, by means of a large pillar, to protect 

the mines, the establishing of such an arbitrary pillar 

will be a serious matter. Pillars must always be so lo-
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cated as to not interfere with the profitable working of 

the mine, and the chances are that many wells will be 

so located as to require pillars in such localities as will 

materially interfere with the haulage roads, air coursesj 
etc. But there is another side to the case. In many 

instances the mine owner has bought only the coal 

right, and other parties own the oil and gas rights, and, 

therefore, they are justly entitled to right of way to 

their property. But how and where this right of way 

shall ho established is a question that requires careful 

consideration. It is not justice to give them right of 

way in such a manner as will jeopardize the property 

ofthe mine owner and the lives of his employes. 

It is to be hoped that the mine owners of Western 

Pennsylvania, all of w h o m are more or less interested 

in this matter, will urge Col. Rend to carry the matter 

to a higher court than Judge Reed's and also assist him 

in the contest. 

If the mine owners had been foresighted enough to se

cure the mineral right instead ofonly tne coal rightthore 

would be no dispute, but, as things stand, the question 

is one that will require careful consideration, and the 

fact that oil or gas wells through coal territories jeopar

dize the lives ofall inside employes as well as the prop

erty ofthe mine owner, should have great weight with 

the courts. 

TT is announced that Gen. William Lilly, of Maueh 

Chunk, Pa., is a candidate for one of the Repub

lican nominations for Congressman-at-Large from Penn

sylvania—tbe State under the new census figures 

being entitled to two new congressmen. Gen. Lilly 

has been actively engaged in the coal business for 

many years, and is particularly fitted to represent the 

greatest industry of the state in the U. S. Congress. The 

coal interests have frequently suffered because the 

industry has not been represented in legislative bodies, 

and now that Gen. Lilly is a candidate, he should 

receive the unanimous support ofall Republicans inter

ested in coal mining. His Republicanism is of the 

etalwart order, and his time and money have for years 

been freely spent in the party's service, and if any one 

has earned honors at the hands of his party, he has. 

' " T M I E Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Company's famou 

-**•- Nottingham Colliery has again broken the record. 

During the month of October, the colliery worked 2415 

days of ten hours each, and shipped 70,152"16 tons of 

coal, the average hoist per day being 1,318 mine cars. 

The depth of hoist is 470 ft. and all the coal came 

from one opening. Tho engines are a pair of 22// X 48// 

first motion engines, with conical drums 4 ft. 1 in. long. 

7 ft. diameter at small end, and 9 ft. diameter at large 

end. 

This record has never been equalled in any coal field 

in the world, and Mr. E. IT. Lawall, Supt. of the W y o m 

ing Division is naturally very proud of it. 

During the past year many important improvements 

and developments have been made .at the company's 

collieries under Mr. La wall's supervision, and their ca

pacities have been greatly increased. The shipments 

rom tho Lehigh A AVilkes-Barre Collieries in the W y o m 

ing division for the current year will approximate 

1,900,000 tons, while the actual working time for the 

year will he something less than two hundred days 

The prospects for the year 1892, are that these collieries 

will produce about 1,000,000 tons more than the output 

for 1891, and as the shipments are made over the Central 

Railroad of New Jersey, the railroad officials are mak

ing preparations to handle the coal by increasing their 

facilities in many directions. 

p t l Y E R N O R PATTISON, of Pennsylvania, hasatlast 

^ ^ after an unnecessary delay of several months, 

issued commissions to Messrs. Edward Roderick and 

Patrick Blewitt as Inspectors of Minos for the First and 

Second Anthracite districts respectively. Mr. Roderick 

is a new man, but has a reputation as a careful, intelli

gent, and progressive miner. H e is a nephew of ex-

Inspector James Roderick, of Hazleton, who resigned 

the Inspectorship to accept the superintendency of the 

Linderman and Skeer Collieries in tho Lehigh Region. 

Mr. Blewitt is the former Inspector of the old First 

District, and will enter on his third consecutive term 

with this appointment. His new district is much 

smaller than the old, and he can therefore perform his 

duties even more efficiently than in the past. 

\A7F have received a copy of the first number of Cas-

sier's Magazine, an illustrated monthly engineering 

publication issued by the Cassier Magazine Company, 

Potter Building, New York, and welcome it to our list 

of exchanges. It is handsomely gotten up, and contains 

a number of valuable papers by such eminent writers 

as Prof Thurston, of Sibley College, Cornell University • 

Prof. Alden, of Worcester Polytechnic School; Prof. 

John E. Sweet; C. II. J. Woodbury ; Thomas Pray, Jr.; 

William Kent, M E.; F. Merriam Wheeler, M. E., and 

others. Scattered through its pages are numerous short 

articles on engineering topics, and the whole make-up 

is not only interesting but pleasing to the eye as well, 

tlie illustrations being particularly good. As a maga

zine of general engineering literature it is a success. 

AS an evidence of the encouragement TLIE COL. 

-**-~****- LIERY E N G I N E E R S C H O O L O F M I N E S is meeting with 

from employers, we are permitted to state that a 

prominent superintendent will appoint as fire-boss 

the first intelligent miner gaining a School of Mines 

Diploma, and that his holding such diploma will be 

considered a strong point in his favor when promo

tions are made. 

•**~pHE recent disaster at Nanticoke gave The United 

-**- States Mine Signal Supply & Mfg. Co., an oppor

tunity to rush into print in Philadelphia papers with 

misstatements calculated to influence the general 

public in favor of its machine, and thus make it easy 

to secure legislation to compel its use. This machine, 

or no other earthly contrivance, with the possible 

exception of the more improved types of safety-

lamps, could have warned the Nanticoke miners 

of their danger in time to render escape possible. 

The communication of Joseph R. AVilson, in the 

Philadelphia Inquirer of the 10th ult, and the 

editorial entitled " Preventible Accidents" in the 

Press qf the same date, were inspired by the same 

mind as is evidenced by the same statistical errors 

appearing in each. In both articles the number of 

collieries in Pennsylvania is given as over 8,000, when 

tliere are less than 1,000, and the number of inspec

tors is placed at seventeen, when there were but fif

teen until a few days ago, when Governor Pattison 

commissioned Mr. Roderick, the sixteenth. Other 

statements contained in the articles are further from 

the facts, and are written to work up popular preju

dice in favor of an impracticable contrivance. The 

object of such publications is, aB we have stated be

fore, to excite popular prejudice in favor of tbe ap

paratus. If the apparatus was practicable, it would 

not need legislation to introduce it. The operators 

and colliery managers will gladly purchase any con

trivance that will give them even a reasonable amount 

of security from the explosions so destructive to life 

and property. 

The Anthracite Trade. 

The Anthracite trade is in fair condition. The 
enormous production of the past two mouths has been 
generally absorbed, but as stocks are fairly large, and 
purchasers are not so pressing in their demands, the 
sales agents, at their meeting in New York, on the 24th 
ult, decided that the production for December should 
be restricted to 3,250,000 tons. 
The meeting was entirely harmonious and there was 

no evidence of the alleged strained relations between 
some of the companies out of which so much bear 
capital has been made in Wall Street. All ofthe com
panies were represented. 
The prices wore fixed at the same rato as in October, 

viz.: Broken, $3.75 per ton; egg, $4.15 per ton; stove, 
$4.40 per ton; and chestnut, $4.15 per ton; all f. 0. b. 
The allotment of 3,250,000 tons is to include the ship
ments of the Pennsylvania and the New York, Ontario, 
A Western, which are estimated at 500,000 tons. The 
output in December, 1890, was 3,064,000 tons. 
Navigation on the lakes is practically closed, and 

further shipments West must go by all rail routes. 
The quantity of Anthracite shipped West this year 

was not much greater than that sent last year, hut there 
were fair stocks of coal on hand at the AVestern dis
tributing ports at the opening of this season. Some 
shippers, anticipatinga severe winter, are of the opinion 
that the AVest will take a considerable quantity of coal 
in addition to that already forwarded, and that the 
heavy movement of grain East will provide thebox-car 
facilities for return cargoes of Anthracite. 
The prospects for tho next four or five months, if we 

have a winter of ordinary severity, are brighter than 
they have been for several years. 

There is no doubt that the Reading Co. will demand 
n larger percentage of tho output next year, and that 
the Lehigh A'alley, and Jersey Central, from w h o m the 
Reading takes the Coxe tonnage, will not yield tamely 
to a reduction of their percentages, as they can make up 
the Coxe loss from their own resources. This, however, 
is also true ofthe Reading's resources. The latter com
pany has never worked" its collieries to their full 
capacity, and has thousands of acres of undeveloped 
coal that could have been drawn on if the policy of re
striction had not wisely been adopted, lo keep the 
market in good shape. The arrangement of the 
quotas will, therefore, be watched with great interest 
by the trade, as there promi.es IM be a lively time over 
it, but that an amicable arrangement will be finally ar
rived at is not doubted, for none of the companies are 
anxious for a coal war. 

The Bituminous Trade. 

The advent of cold weather has resulted in an in
creased demand, and the trade in general has largely 
increased. Not only are heavy shipments being made 
on old orders and contracts, but a large number of 
new orders have been booked. Owing to low water 
in the Ohio, there was a scarcity of coal in Cincin
nati and lower river markets, dependent on river 
coal, during the greater portion of last month. There 
was not enough brought in by rail to supply the de
mand, and things began to have a serious aspect, until 
a storm on the 23d caused a rise, and the large fleets 
lying in the neighborhood of Pittsburgh were floated 
down. The prospects for the winter in the various 
Bituminous regions are good. 

The Coke Trade. 

The coke trade is in good shape, and the business 
being done is large. During the week ending Nov. 
21st the Connellsville region made the heaviest ship
ments of any week in the year. Prices for Connells
ville coke have not changed, and quotations are* made 
as follows : Furnace coke, $1.90 ; foundry coke, $2,30; 
crushed coke, $2.65; all per ton of 2,000 lbs. f. o. b. at 
ovens. 

LEGAL. 
A contributor from Leechburg, Pa., writes us as fol

lows: "Will you kindly state in your next issue, what 
the Bituminous Mine Law is in regard to the employ
ment of a mining boss in two diflerent and distinct 
mines at the same time. Can he lawfully hold both 
positions? This seems to be the judgment of our Mine 
Inspector, as we have a mine boss he) e who is holding 
the position of superintendent and mine boss of one 
mine working more than fifteen men, and mine boss of 
another mine, a half mile distant, owned and operated 
by another company, and employing some forty or 
fifty men." Section 5, ofthe Bituminous Mine Law, re
quires that the owner or agent of every coal mine shall 
employ a competent and practical inside overseer to be 
called mining boss, who shall be a citizen and an ex
perienced coal miner, etc., etc. In no place does it pro
hibit the employment ofone inside boss for two adjoin
ing mines, provided he is able to fulfill the require
ments of his position as set down in Section 5. That 
is, the law can not be construed, in its present shape, to 
make it unlawful, hut itis evident that when the law 
was framed, such a state of affairs was not contemplated 
and that the idea was to have a mine boss for each 
mine. But, as the law does not so state, the Inspector 
can for no other judgment than the one stated by the 
contributor. 

The Moniteur Industrielle recommends the use ofa 
mixture of oil ami graphite on all screws in machinery. 
It says it will effectually prevent them from becoming 
fixed, and protects them for years from rust, at the 
same time the mixture facilitates tightening up. 
The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J., 

have for a number of years prepared graphite mixtures 
which have found great favor with machinists and 
steam fitters of this country. 

Dixon's Graphite Pipe Joint mixture not only takes 
the place of rod lead, but is infinitely better, while 
Dixon's Graphited oil is used where a thinner mixture 
is desired, and also for lubricating bearings. Graphite 
is tho best natural lubricant known. 

AVe have received from Messrs. II. Ward Leonard 
et Co.. Electrical Engineers and Contractors, of 136 
Liberty Street, New York, a neat little pamphlet con
taining testimonials and references regarding past 
work, indicatint.* the experience and standing of 
Messrs. Leonard & Co. It will pay those of our 
readers using electric power, or contemplating its use, 
to write to Messrs. Leonard it Co., for a copy of this 
pamphlet. 

Mr. John Hale, the inventor and manufacturer of 
Hale's patent surveying instrument, writes us under 
date of the 30th ult., that since he has advertised his 
instruments in T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER, he has sold 
over 100 of them, and that they are now in use in 
every State and Territory of the Union, and in the 
British Provinces as well. 

ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 

Statement of Anthracite coal shipments, for month of Oct., 1891, compared with same period last year. 
Compiled from returns furnished hy the Mine Operators, by John PI. Jones, Chief of Bureau of Anthracite 
Coal Statistics. 

Prom Wyoming Region, 
From Lehigh Region, 
From Schuylkill Region, 
total - - - ~~ ~. 

OCTOBER. 

1891. J-

i FOR YEAR 

1891. 
FOR YEAR 

1890. 
2,:.ii_n„.:.-iiif; 2,013,941*15 Inc. 
700,155,03; 657,558*01 W . 

1,475,815*03 l,22L2l7-05Inc. 
4.4.H_,5:m2 3.1*92.717*01 Inc. 

DIFFERENCE. 

•05 306,592-11 i7.3-in.(i'2_-07 I5.](,..,i;t;i;*02 Inc. 2,174,1 
42,597 02 5,211,51214 5,28-1,870*10 Dec, 70,363*16 
254,62718 10.177,60*'14 y,837,937-00 Inc. 1.339.731*14 
603,81711 32.7_-__.a071].') 29,288,479-12 Inc. 3,444,328,03 

T h e stock of coal o n h a n d at tide-water shipping points, October 31, 1891, w a s 635,446 tons; on Septenr 
:r30, 1891,568,8:1:: tons: increase. (16.613 tons. 
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http://32.7_-__.a071%5d.'
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T H E N A N T I C O K E DISASTER. 

On Sunday, the Sth ult., an explosion of gas at the 
Susquehanna Coal Co.'s No. 1 Shaft, at Nanticoke, Pa., 
resulted in the death of twelve men, and the serious in
jury of two others. 

The accident was one that is hard to understand, as 
there are no witnesses alive to give a positive statement 
of the facts. The two survivors were working at a 
point that prevented their obtaining a knowledge of 
the causes, and to this fact they owe their lives. -
From the meagre evidence before the Coroner's jury, 

and the deductions of Inspector Williams and tlie 
officials ofthe company, we are able to give the follow
ing explanation ofthe disaster: 

The main shaft at No. 1 Colliery is sunk to the Lee or 
Red Ash seam, which corresponds to the Buck Moun
tain seam ofthe Lehigh and Schuylkill regions. From 
the workings in the Leo seam a tunnel 1,400 ft long 
is driven South to the Poss seam, (corresponding to the 
Seven Foot seam of the Schuylkill region) overlying 
the Lee. About 110 yards East of the tunnel, in the 
Ross seam, an inside shaft was sunk to the Lee seam, 
and the coal was hoisted by an engine on the surface, 
the ropes passing from the drum through bore-holes to 
the head ofthe shaft. 
In the Ross seam, parallel with and close to the East 

aide of the tunnel, two openings wore driven North to 
a point about 200 ft. South of tho old workings in the 
Lee seam, with which they were connected by a rock 
plane. 

The workings in the Ross seam were ventilated by a 
current of air from the Lee seam workings goingup the 
rock plane, thence through one of these parallel roads 
to the Ross workings, returning to the upcast in the 
Lee seam by way ofa brattice air course in the tunnel. 
From the bottom ol the inside shaft an air course was 
driven in the Lee seam, on a general North course to 
the old workings in the same seam from No. 1 Shaft, 
the object being to make this the return air course in
stead of the bratticcd way in the tunnel. Stoppings 
were erected when this hole was fini-hed, and the ven
tilation was left in its original shape till Sunday, the 
8th ult. To guard against accident-it was determined 
to change the course ot the air on Sunday, when there 
would be no men in the mine except tho"se actually en
gaged in the work. Three ofthe most intelligent and 
experienced fire-bosses in the valley, Henry R. Jones, 
William Jonathan, and John Arnot were placed in 
charge of the work, and all the men employed were 
furnished with safety-lamps of tho Clanny or Davy 
type. All were specially instructed to use the utmost 
caution, and the possibility of accident due to careless
ness was impressed upon them. The work of remov
ing certain stoppings and erecting others, and 
clearing up the rubbish in the old workings in 
the Lee seam was started in the morning 
and progre-sed all right for several hours. The 
stoppings in the new air course were first removed and 
it was made a downca.st, the air after flowing through 
it and the limited workings in the inside shaft level, 
ascending the shaft, and going out the R-.ss gangway 
to join tho current cn.ering by way ofthe rock plane 
and with it, flow out the bratticcd airway in the tunnel, 
thence by way of old workings lo the upcast. At 
about 4.00 F. M.. when the work was approaching 
completion, the current flowing down the new Lee 
seam air course suddenly reversed and the explosion 
occurred. The two men who escaped with serious in-
juries were at work on the last stopping to be re
moved, between the foot of the rock plane and the 
mouth ofthe new air course, when they noticed their 
lamps fill with gas. They gave an alarm and started 
out toward the tunnel, and thus moved with the cur
rent carrying tho gas. They are unable to state what 
the other twelve men did, or what direction they went. 
If any of them went towarils the new air course tbey 
walked against the current wliich had unexpectedly re
versed and flowed out the air course, and the flame of 
a lamp may have passed the gauze. 
This reversion of the current in the new air course 

was one that no man, however experienced, would have 
expected, and is only to be accounted for on tho follow
ing supposition: 
Thecurrent flowing down the Lee seam air course 

was weakened by the work being done, assisted, no 
doubt, by a mine car of mortar standing in the aircourse, 
and by the gas accumulating in the downcast making 
thecurrent lighter. This continued till the pressure on 
the current in the downcast combined with the fric
tion therein, was less than the resistance offered by the 
return air course to the fan via tho tunnel, and the air 
flowing up the rock plane and down the Ross air 
course, took the shorter and easier route out via 
the inside shaft and Lee seam aircourse, and 
swept a cloud of gas down on the workmen. This 
is the theory advanced by the officials of the com
pany and other authorities on ventilation, and it is 
borne out by the fact that the three fire-bosses were 
experienced men, and would have followed an invari
able precedent of removing all men from the course of 
the return air, had they taken any action, such as 
shutting a door, that would have effected such a rever
sion. The reversion was probably due to abnormal 
conditions existing at the instant of the explosion, and 
it is doubtful if the same conditions could ever be estab
lished again. 
At this point, it would be well to explain that the 

stopping and rubbish being removed at the time of the 
explosion were at a point between the foot of tlie rock 
plane and the connection of the Lee seam air course 
and the old Lee seam workings, and in the natural order 
of things nothing but fresh air from either of the two 
intakes, that is the rock plane, and the air course being 
opened, should have reached the men. 
The Coroner's jury, after hearing all available testi

mony at the inquest rendered a verdict in which they 
laid the cause of the reversion of the current to the 
action of the fire-bosses closing a door and reversing 
the current while men were working inside on the 

return airway. This verdict is not supported by any 
evidence and is not just tothe memory ofthe three 
unfortunate men. They were men of experience and 
intelligence, and it is not at all likely that they would 
deliberately reverse the current without ordering the 
mon to a place of safety, which is a rule invariably 
followed in such cases. 

THE NELSONVILLE FOUNDRY AND MACHINE 
COMPANY. 

Since the incorporation of the Nelsonville Foundry 
and Machine Company, of Nelsonville, Ohio, in 1882, 
it has by the excellency of its work, attention to details, 
and business energy of its officers, gradually risen 
among the prominent builders of mining machinery, 
till now it stands in the front rank. 
The company owns and controls a number of im

portant inventions, one of which is their patent mine 
car wheel, which has met with great success, and is 
now in use in every coal producing state in the LTnion. 
On this wheel, which is self-oiling and has a specially 
fine chill, made by secret process, the company chal
lenges competition, both in quality and price. They 
sell the wheels either with or without axles and beds. 
Another excellent invention, which has revolution

ized the handling of coal at the mines is the Mitchell 
Coal Tipple, the manufacture and sale of which this 
compauy controls in the States of Virginia, AA'est Vir
ginia, Ohio, and Kentucky. The success of this excell
ent invention has been phenomenal. Every mine in 
the Hocking Valley, of any note, uses it, apd we have 
seen it in successful practical operation in other localities. 
In replv to our inquiries as to its utility, we have been 
invariably informed that it fully sustains all claims 
made for it. In speaking of it some time ago, Mr. T. B. 
DeArmitt, Superintendent of the New York and Cleve
land Gas Coal Company's Mines, at Turtle Creek, Pa., 
said, "AVe have adopted it and consider it a most ex
cellent arrangement," AVith this tipple one man can 
handle two thousand tons of coal in ten hours. 
A chain belting recently patented by the company, 

was invented by Supt. E. S. Jennings. It has also been 
very successful in gaining the favor of collier}'man
agers, and is already in use in various parte of the 
country. Among other large mines using it are those 
of the Ellsworth "and Morris Coal Company, at Brush 
Fork, Ohio. 
This chain belting requires a very shoit amount of 

slack to couple or uncouple it. The total length or space 
being only l\ inches. The links are slotted, and the 
couplings provided with shoulders so that they cannot 
be uncoupled until they are brought in the proper 
position for this operation. The making of the coup
lings and links separate results in so many more joints, 
thus adding to the pliability ofthe chain. 
A friction clutch, also recently patented, possesses 

peculiar merits that put it far in advance of any other 
clutch on the market. The sales of this clutch have 
also been phenomenally large. 
One of the most important branches of the business 

is the manufacture of fine rope haulage machinery. 
In the manufacture of this class of machinery alone, 
the company has won a national reputation. The 
striking features of their engines are in the style of 
friction and the method of handling them. Tho fric
tion is very simple and has no complicated work about 
it to get out of gear. It is handled entirely by steam, 
tho cylinders being placed on the bed-plate in front of 
the drums. These" cylinder.-- are so arranged that fric
tion maybe tightened or loosened, as may be neces
sary, or stopped and held in any position, the cylinders 
forming a stoam cushion for the piston, thus relieving 
the yoke or lever from all strain. A steam reversing 
gear _s also placed on the engine, thus making very 
light work for the engineer, and bringing his work in 
a close space where it is all very easily handled. 
Everywhere they have been placed these engines have 
given satisfaction. 
Thev have recently placed in position for the Ells

worth & Morris Coal Company, the largest double 
engine they have ever produced. Its weight is forty-
five tons. They have also put in large haulage plants 
for the Linton Coal Company, of Linton, Ind., and the 
LTnion Collieries Company,"of Arietoria, B. C. They 
also put up a large hoisting engine for the Nelsonville 
Coal and Coke Company, of Jacksonville, Ohio. 
The company also manufactures all kinds of bar and 

revolving coal' screens, gear-wheels, etc, etc. Besides 
their own patents, they also manufacture the AVallace 
and Brooks Compressed Air Pumps, an automatic 
machine for (lumping wator from mines. Before plac
ing orders for mining machinery it will pay our readers 
to write to the Nelsonville Foundry and Machine Com
pany, whose advertisement appears on another page, 
for estimates on the required machinery. 

Get a " Cincb " on it. 

AVe mean on your business. The only way you can 
do it is to keep'posted on new machinery and appli
ances. You can't keep posted, if you do not carefully 
watch all new inventions and improvements made in 
mining machinery and mining appliances. By sending 
for the catalogues, etc., of the following firms, you will 
get, free, a lot of valuable data; 
Send for samples and prices of Mineralized Brattice 

Cloth, for doors, air stops, hanging cloths, etc., etc., a 
very necessary and useful article in all mines,. Address, 
Mineralized Rubber Company, 18 Cliff St,, N e w York. 
Send for photographs and price lists of tho improved 

mining machinery, mine airs, and mining appliances 
manufactured bv J. A. Parker, Terre Haute, Ind. 
Send for catalogue of steam ensinespecialties handled 

by Hine & Robertson, of 45 Cortlandt St., New York, 
It will pav you. 
Send for catalogues and circulars of electric blasting 

apparatus, explosives, etc., to /Etna Powder Company, 
95 Randolph St., Chicago, 111. 

Send for catalogue of Leviathan Belting issued by 
Main Belting Co,, 1219 Carpenter St., Phila. 
Send for catalogue of mining machinery, mine cars, 

etc., etc., manufactured hy J. Herbert-on's'Sons, Browns
ville, Fayette County, Pa. 
Send for catalogue of Spiral Riveted Pipe for mine 

ventilation, blast pipe, water supply, exhaust, etc., to 
Ahcudroth and Root Mfg. Co., 28 Cliff St., New York. 
Send for catalogue and circulars of practical mining 

machinery, to Robert Allison & Sons, Port Carbon, Pa. 
Send for catalogues and circulars descriptive of im

proved mine cars, Bowden self-oiling mine car wheels, 
etc!, to Bloonisburgb Car Co., Bloomsbuigh, Pa. 
Send for circulars and prices of mining powder and 

High Explosives to Henry Belin, Jr., No. IIS AA'yom-
ing Avenue, Scranton, Pa. 
Send for description and prices of all kinds of steel and 

iron and mining hardware to Bittenbender & Co., 126 
and 12S Franklin Avenue, Scranton, Pa. 
Send for descriptive catalogue and samples of the 

celebrated Selden patent steam and wator packing to 
Randolph Brandt, No. 3S Cortlandt St., New York. 
In writing for tlie above use a postal card and state 

that you saw the advertisement in T H E COLLIERY E N 
GINEER. 

Electric Machinery. 

Copy of a dispatch sent by one of the foremost en
gineering firms of the world in answer to an inquiry 
regarding the reliability and cost of maintenance of 
Thomson-Flouston apparatus. 

" After seven years with Thomson-Houston machin
ery, one hundred motors and about twenty dynamos, 
we have had Ihe highest satisfaction and no difliculty 
whatever. In no single case have wo had an armature to 
replace, and the cost of maintenance is practically 
nothing. You will make no mistake by adopting their 
system. AVe adopt ourselves because by comparison w e 
have found them best." 
The name of the sender will be gladly furnished on 

application to the Thomson-Van Depoele Electric ..lin
ing Company, G20 Atlantic Avenue, Boston. 

3oOK REVI E W . 

M I N I N G D E P A R T M E N T OF VICTORIA ; R E P O R T S A N D 

STATISTICS FOR T H E Q U A R T E R ENnED J U N E 30, 1891. 

Compiled and arranged by A. W . Howitt, Secretary for 
Mines. This is a report issued by the government of 
tlie British colony of \rictoria, and is uniform with the 
regular blue books issued by the British government. 
It is excellently arranged and is well illustrated with 
maps, sections, plans, and other illustrations. It con
tains a mass of valuable data concerning the mineral 
resources of the colony, and strange as it may seem, it 
is typographically a bettor publication than the blue 
books issued from London. The text is well edited. 
It is published by Roberts. Brain, Government Printer, 
Melbourne, and the price is two shillings. 

THE QUAHRYMAN AND CONTRACTOR'S GUIDE, or How to 

Rt move Rock at Least Cost. Bv Arthur Kirk, Pitts
burgh, Pa. Cloth, 4 Fo. pp. 147. Illustrated. Price 
$3.25. 

While this volume is published hy Arthur Kirk & 
Son, dealers in powder arid high explosives, and thus 
comes under the head of trade publications, it contains 
much information very useful to both contractors and 
engineers. The bulk of the work relates to blasting 
operations and appliances, and the hints given as to the 
safe and proper handling of explosives and the preven
tion of accidents are evidently the outcome of intelli
gent practice and experience. The book is full of cuts 
illustrating the plant and methodsudvoeated. Quarry
ing and blasting machinery lake up the latter part of 
the volume, and the information here given is also 
very useful. 

ROYAL GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF HUNGARY. ATol. IX, 

Parts 1 to 5 ofthe Transactions of the above Institute, 
just to hand, contains papers descriptive of some 
artesian borings and an account of silver mining in 
Austro-PIungary. 

AA'e append a letter received from Mr. B. AV. Cooper, 
Supt. Machine Dept. of the Litchfield Car & Machine 
Company, of Litchfield, 111., which proves two impor
tant facts. First—It pays to manufacture first-class 
machinery, and second—It pays to advertise said 
machinery in T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER. 

" W e are pleased to inform yon that we have closed 
another cnnlract with tlie Kansas _fc Texas Coal Company 
for a pair of hoisting engines 24" x 48" cylinder with ISr 
diameter drum. These engines are for their Paverside Mine 
at Leaven worth, and is the second pair which we have had 
the pleasure of building for them in the lastsix weeks. 
" W e are also repairing the engines for the Brighton Coal 

Company, at Harkness, Kan., whose machinery was de-
strovcl 6y Ore some two or three weeks ago. 
" W e have also closed a contract for a pair of our first 

motion hoisting engines for a new mine to be opened at 
New Douglas, 111. •'{ 
" W e are also building cages and shaking screens for tljie 

Kansas & Texas Coal Company's No. 46 Mine, at Beveir, 
Mo., ami are also building cages for their mine at Fleming. 
'.'Inquiries are frequent and business generally satisfac

tory." : 

Since Mr. AV. L. Bellis, of Cleveland, Ohio, introduced 
to the colliery managers of America, through the 
medium of T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R , his new mining 
collar, it has met with phenomenal success. It is noyr 
in use in five different states and the demand for it is 
daily increasing. This is the strongest possible evidence 
of its merit and peculiar adaptation for mine use.. 
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ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION O F T H E SOUTH. 

The annual meeting nf the Engineering Association 
of tho South was held in the Y. M. C. A, Building, 
Nashville, Tenn., on Thursday evening, Nov. 12, 1891, 
President John B. Atkinson, Earlington, Ky., pre
siding, with about thirty members and visitors present, 
The President appointed as tellers to canvass the 

ballots for membership, aud officers for the ensuing 
year, Messrs. AV. L. Dudley and E. 0. Lewis. A com
munication was received from Mr. C. H. Armistead, 
Secretary ofthe Nashville Commercial Club, extending 
the courtesies of the Commercial Club to tho visiting 
members of the Association. On motion of Mr. Mac 
Lend a vote of thanks wa? returned to the Commercial 
Club for the *_curt:_3i23 ;xt;n.R-:l _ icmmunicaticn 
.was received from the Canadian Society of Civil 
Engineers notifying the association that it had been 
placed on its list for exchange of publications. 
A communication was received from the General 

Committee Engineering Societies notifying the Asso
ciation that its a>sc--.-ment for the fund to meet the 
expenses of the Engineering headquarters at Chicago, 
during the Columbian Exposition, had been placed at 
$200; as this was in excess of the amount assessed at 
the time this Association voted to join the movement 
to establish Engineering Headquarters, the Association 
voted to ratify its previous action and to accept the 
assessment 
Treasurer AV. R, Ross submitted the following report: 

Received from former Treasurer S377 07 
Received irum Secretary during past year 085 52 

Total receipts $1012 59 

Bill;- [.aid on approval of Finance Committee.., GC9 72 

Leaving balance cash on hand 402 87 

Secretary Olin H. Landreth submitted the following 
report: 

factory savings bank are participators in it. If the net 
profits ofthe linn exceed 5 per cent., a corresponding 
addition, up to 15 percent, is made to the 5 per cent. 
interest given on the savings bank deposits. Hence, 
those deposits can bear up to 20 per cent interest. The 
following table shows the percentage paid from 1369 to 
1883 : 1809, S per cent ; 1S70, 9 per cent. ; 1871, 10 per 
cent.; 1872, IS per cent.; 1873-74, 20 per cent; 1875, 6§ 
per cent,; 1870, 6 per cent.; 1877, 6} per cent.; 1878-79, 
10 per cent.; 1S80-83, 20 percent 
the number of depositors was 566, 
amounted to £25,850 
influence on the tl 
factory also has a " *• 
men may join. It i 
to 6 per cent, ofthe wages 
the. men and half by the firm 
capital of this bank amounted 

ofthi 

, hi 

In the year 1883 
id the total savings 

lie system had a strong 
ople employed. The 
lk," which any of the 
• contributions equal 
f which arc paid by 

The accumulated 
1883 to £15,000. 

There are also two widows' and orphans' funds—one 
for the lower class of workmen, and one for the fore
m a n and employes.— Colliery Guardian. 

N E W MINING COMPANIES. 
Names and Post-Office Addresses of the New Mining-

C o m p a n i e s Incorporated in the United States 

Since o u r L a s t Issue. 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
lies Moines, Iowa. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Solomon City, Idaho. 
Ilailey, Idaho. 
N e w Orleans, La. 

1 ' • _• "-.i '•.>•• Chicago, III. _ 
Hermoaa Mining Co., Camden, N. J. 
The Aluminum Mining A Smelting Co., Chicago, 111. 
Anglo-Florida Phosphate Co. Ocala, Fla. 
Star Gold and Silver Mining A. Reduc

tion Co., Maiden, Fergus Co., Mont. 

Deep Vein Coal Co., 
Union Coal A Mining Co,. 
(ire Fino Milling A Milling C. 
Lemhi Mining* Milling Co., 
Twin Falls Placer Mining Co.. 
TbfSiQom l̂ ..'I-.*.uienl Co., 

MEMBERSHIP. 

At Beginning 
of Year. 

Non Res Meiuliers 70 
Non Res. Associates... 3 

Resigned. Died. 

-
1 

6 2 

Additions. 

11 
1 
l 
2 

At Present. 

20 
75 
3 

7 

15 nta 

Eben Pardon, resident member; H. S. Butler, non
resident member, of Anniston, Ala. 

Papers read, 12 ; Papers published, 10; Meetings at 
Nashville, 7 ; at Birmingham, 1; at Earlington, Ky., 1, 
total, 9. 

ESTIMATED HEVK-Nl-E FOR COMING YEAR. 

?402 87 Cash on hand 
Back iin.ml.i_i.ship dues Io date 3.0 UU 

Estimated income on basis of present membership.... 5S9 ou 

Total,. I .72 ST 

Mr. W , C. Smith announced to the Association that a 
chapter ofthe American Institute of Architects had re
cently been organized in Nashville and submitted an 
application from the chapter for the privilege of hold
ing its regular meetings at the now headquarters of tho 
Association at a rental price to be agreed upon. The 
matter was referred to the Executive Committee with 
power to grant the request. 

The tellers appointed to canvass the ballots for election 
to membership, reported the election as member of Mr. 
Lucien S. Johnson, Engineer and Superintendent of 
Mines of the Great Western Mining Company, Peach 
Orchard, Ky., and as Junior, Mr. John K. Peebles, 
Draughtsman and Assistant Engineer with AV. C.Smith, 
Architect, Nashville, Tenn. 
The tellers also reported the election of the following 

Board of Officers for the ensuing year : President A. Y. 
Gude, Atlanta,Ga,; -FirstVice-President,JamesGeddes, 
Nashville, Tenn.; Second Vice-President, E. P. Clute, 
South Pittsburgh, Tenn. 

Directors from Tennessee—-S. C. Lewis, AV. L. Dud
ley, and AV. F. Foster, of Nashville, Tenn. 

Director from Georgia, Hunter McDonald, Atlanta, 
Ga.; Director from Kentucky, John MacLeod, Louis
ville, Ky.; Director from Alabama, Charles R. Percy, 
Montgomery, Ala.; Secretary, Olin II. Landreth, Nash
ville, Tenn.; Treasurer, AV. It. Ross, Nashville, Tenn. 
President John B.Atkinson then submitted the Presi

dent, annual address, which comprised a very carefully 
prepared exhibit ofthe engineering features of produc
tive and industrial development during the past year. 
The address also gave a brief resume ofthe moststriking 
developments in engineering particularly in the En
gineering of Transportation during tho past year. The 
address will be published in full. 

On motion the Association adjourned to the regular 
December meeting. 

Profit Sharing in the Iron Trade. 

Sir Alfred Hickman, proprietor of the Spring Arale 
Furnaces, Wolverhampton, who is the largest pig iron 
maker in South Staffordshire, has issued a circular to 
his workmen stating that he proposes to give them a 
direct interest in their labor by granting each man a 
substantial bonus out of the profits of his trade during 
tbe year ending next June. As soon as the result of 
tbe year's working is ascertained he will divide among 
them a certain share on their earnings. H e wishes 
thorn to understand that they are not partners, and he 
reserves to himself the right to deal with them as to 
retaining their services of otherwise. A n iron foundry 
at Gross-Ilsede, Hanover, employing from 000 to 700 
men, has carried on the system of profit-sharing since 
1869. All the employed who have deposits in the 

Traymore Phosphate Rock Co., 
Arlington Natural Gas Co., 
Tin.- Newport .MiningCo,, 
The St. John Mining Co., 

Camden, N. J. 
Anderson, Ind. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
San Francisco, Cal. 

Des Moines Coal Mining Co., Des Moines, Iowa. 
N e w York aud West Virginia Coal _ 

Iron Co., Jersey City, N. J. 
The Hornel Mining Co., Neihart, Mont. 
Royal FUSMI Flour Co., Portland, Me 
Florence Mining Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Tin- llohl-is Natural 1 ..as A Water Co., Hobbs, Tipton Co., Ind. 
The Duke Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Arge Min ns & Reduction Co,, Denver, Colo. 
The Wizard Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
American Alumiui.iii (jo., San Francisco, Cal, 
Cleveland Consolidated Mining Co., Red l.lujl. Cal. 
Bieylegle Mining «•. Milling Co., Con

solidated, San Francisco, Cal. 
Tlie Arkansas Coal. Cas, Fine ('lav A: 

Mfg. Hi, Hot Springs, Ark. 
The Treasury MiningCo , Denver, Colo. 
The Citizens Enterprise Co., M__ucie,l__d. 
Mexico Mining .v Development Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 
Gavilan Mining __ BOllingCo , Riverside.Cal. 
A c m e Ci-nit-iu Piaster Co,, Chicago, 11!. 
W m . Rutherford __ Co., Cuba, 111. 
The Austrian Hill Consolidated Mining 

Co., Chicago, 111. 
The Ore Dell Mining & Milling Co., 

of Chicago, Chicago, III. 
The Ed. Little Mining Co., Peoria, 111. 
The Ohio (.as Fuel Co., Chicago, 111. 
International Mining & Development 

Co., of Portland Oregon, Portland, Oregon. 
Southern Oregon Lime aud Marble 

MiningCo., Grant's Pass, Oregon. 
Harkness Cold Mining Co,, San Francisco, Cal. 
Tlie N e w Castle Kaolin Mining & Mfg. 

Co., N e w Castle, Colo. 
The Tidewater Coal & Coke Co,, Helena, W. Va. 
Aluminum, Steel A Alloy Co., N e w York, N. Y. 
Enterprise Mining __ Coal Co., Osage City, Kan. 
Merrimae Gold Mining Co., Grass Valley, Ual, 
Eagle Mountain Mining Co., hiverside, Cal. 
Tin- Breslal .Mining Co. Denver, Colo. 
The Bastes Milling A MiningCo., Boulder, Colo. 
Seven Devil Smelting Co., Seven Devil Mining District, 

Washington Co., Idaho. 
St. Helena Consolidated Gold & Silver 

MiningCo., Helena, Mon. 
North Pabst Iron Mining Co., of Ash

land, Wis., Ashland, Wis, 
A)nine Springs Land A Water Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 
The Yellow Boy Group Mining Co., Asper, Colo. 
The Howard Mining A* Milling" Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Victoria Oil Co., Warren, Pa. 
The Citizens' Natural Gas Co., Ridgway, Pa. 
Lycoming Mining Co., Philadelphia, I'a 
Fallston Pottery Co., Falls ton, Pa. 
I.i'ynokli-villoCoul Co., Falls Creek, I'a 
McliowellCoal A. Coke Co., McDowell, W. A'a. 
Flaggy Meadow Gas Co., Manuington, W . Va 
The Palatine Coal Co., Fairmount W Va 
The Elk Knob copper Mining & Mill

ing Co., Chicago, IU. 
Mexican Mining A luvi-slment Co., pluimield, ... J 
Minneapolis and St, Louis Reduction 

WorltB, East St. Louis, 111. 
Gowrie Mining Co., Missoula, Mon. 
The (.'iti•.••_*•_' Gas Co., Tipton, Ind. 
The Grassli upper Gulch Mining Co., hen ver, Colo 
The Western Union Mining & Milling 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
Waverlv Coal __ MiningCo., Waverlv M o 
West Xenla Real Estate, Oil, Gas & 

Pipe Line, ol'Xenia, Ind,, Xenin Ind 
The N e w York & Puerto Prineipe 

Mining Co., Jersey City, N, J, 
Interstate Petroleum Co .lack-sou, Mis . 
Tin- Florence-Louise Jlining Co., Kansas Citv, M o 
White Pine Zine Co., Louisville Ky 
San Martina Mining Co. Missoula Mon 
The Interstate Consul i. In I. -ii Mining C M ..Briil _.-.•] .irt, Cal. 
Weston nil, Gas & Mining Co., Weston W . Va 
The Boone and Monroe Natural Gas & 

MiningCo., Summltville, Madison Co 
Ind. 

The Austin Placer Mining Co., Haile., Idaho Ari;yle Con .oliduli _ Mining Co., SuuFran Cisco, Cal Sillier CMIINIJ Cemenl M Ig, Co., San Francisco, Cal. The France Mining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 

The Equitable Mining & Prospecting 
Co., Del Norte, Cal. 

The Revere Mining _ Milling Co., Breckenndge, Colo. 
The Chronicle MiningCo., ' Pueblo, Colo. 
Tlie Lexin_-u.ii Minimi A Milling Co., Denver, Colo. 
.unie Ci,n-(,li.l.,), ,1 MmingCo., <oltage Grove, Oregon, 
The Producers Relining Co., Marietta, Ohio. 
(iswc_.11 Iron MiiiiN" 1 o Portland, Oregon. 
Bottom cri.-l, c a l A. coke Co Bottom Creek, W. Va. 
The Midnight Minim: Go,, Ouray, Colo. 
Gvpsuni I'la-1. r ... Stucco Co., Chicago, 111. 
Knobli* MiumgGo.. Chicago, 111. 
Vermont AgaSxe Pulverizing Co., Rutland, Vt. 
Alaska Mexican (.old MiningCo., St. Paul. Minn. 
The Pittsburgh Goal Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
The Cen tral West Virginia foal & Coke 

Co., eiarksbury, W. Va. 
Fort Smith Mining & Smelling Go , Fori Smith, Ark. 
The Sheep Mountain Tunnel A Mining 

Co,, Aspen, Colo. 
The Tip Top Mining Co , Missoula, Mon. 
Rocky Mountain MiningCo., Boulder, Mon. 
The Independence Mining Co., Cleveland, Ohio.. 
The Sugar Creek Gas Co., Greenfield, Ind. 
Michigan Mineral Paint Mining Sup

ply Co., Detroit, Mieh. 
Domestic & Steam Coal Co,, East St. Louis, 111. 
Cincinnati Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
The Blue Bell Mining, Milling, & 

Prospecting Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
M a m m o t h Vein Cool & Iron Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
El Eneino Blue Gravel Jlining Co., Oakland, Cal. 
Buckeve Mining Co., Marinette, Wis. 
The Adams Brick &. Clay Co., Zanesville, Ohio. 
Tbe Belmont Oil Co., Martin's Ferry, Ohio. 
The Boulder Mining & Milling Co., of 

Chicago, 111., Chicago, 111. 
Howard Natural Gas, Oil, Mining & 

Pipe Line Co., Plevna, Ind. 
The Flodoanlo Mining A Milling Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Backus Mauiilneluriii-.. Co., Willuimsport, Pa. 
The Blaine Gold Mining Co,, Denver, Colo. 
The Mount Clare Coal Co., Mount Clare, W. Va. 
United MiningCo., Wakefield, Qogabic Co., 

Mich. 
The T o m Turner Mining Co., Chicago, II). 

Mining in Missouri. 

State Mine Inspector C. C. AVoodson, bas submitted 
the fifth annual report to Labor Commissioner Hall for 
the year ending June 80th, 1891. 
The report shows a healthy condition of the coal, 

lead, and zinc industries ofthe State, but a depression 
in the iron product as compared with previous reports. 
This report shows the total value of the State's 

mineral output to have been $8,896,995 against s>S,105,S65 
ior the preceding year—an increase of §731,730. 
In producing this amount of wealth 80 lives were lost, 

10 wives made widows, and 53 children made fatherless, 
or one life lost for every 413 persons employed—this ie 
based only on tho average number of men at work. 
An interesting feature ofthe report is the number of 

employes at Missouri mines. The average number of 
which'is 12,392, showing that a population of nearly 
50,000 people is directly dependent on the mines for 
support—for a ratio of four to one in this instance is 
a very moderate one. 
Notes on each industry are as follows: 
The output of coal during the past year was 2,050,018 

tons, the average value of which was $1.31 j per ton, or 
a total value of $3,480,867 at the mines, as compared 
with 2,437,300 tons valued at 83,234,357 for the preced
ing year, showing an increase of 212,010 tons for the 
past year. This coal was produced by 385 mines or 
openings ofall kinds, including strip-pits, 141 of which 
employ ten or more men. Theso385 openings furnished 
employment for the year an average of 6,879 persons. 
There occurred during same time 18 fatal and 32 non
fatal accidents, showing one life lost for every 147,223 
tons of coal produced. 
Lead and zinc mines report 5,005 persons employed 

in and about the 610 shafts wliich are in operation, to
gether with an output ol 123,752 Ions of zinc ore; 16,925 
tons of lead, and 19,968 tons of pig lead valued 
at $5,084,462 at the mines, showing an increase of 
$728,943 over the past year. Ihe value of lead ore has 
advanced from S45.49 per ton, in 1890, to $49.10, in 1891; 
while the value of the zinc ore has decreased from 
$22.51 per ton to $21.60 during the same time. The re
port also shows that 12 fatal accidents occurred, er one 
for every 422 persons employed. 

St. Francois County continues to load in the produc
tion of lead, while Jasper County produces 77 per cent. 
ofthe entire zinc output ofthe State. 
The output ofthe iron ore during the past year was 

138,350 tons against 232,835 tons for 1890, showing a de
crease of 94,482 tons. 

A Colliery Owned bv Miners. 

SL Jacques, liquidator of the JUonthieux Collieries 
Company, has consented to a sale of the company's con
cession to a combination known as the Syndicate of 
Miners of the Loire, comprising about 10,000 workpeo
ple. The concession, which comprises coke ovens, 
premises, and workshops, was offered for sale by auction 
in August at a reserve price of £4,400, but no purchaser 
was forthcoming. The concession also includes two 
collieries, the output of which has hitherto reached 
about 5,000 tons per month. The property is connected 
with the French railway system at St. Etienne by a 
branch about three-quarters of a mile in length.—Col-
liery Guardian, 

It is sometimes convenient for an engineer to be 
able to approximate the a m o u n t of condensation that 
will take place in pipes during a certain length of time. 
F r o m m a n y experiments m a d e on the condensation of 
steam in wrought-iron pipes w h e n exposed to the open 
air it is found that 1 lb. and P> oz. of steam per square foot 
of pipe's surface was condensed per hour w h e n the dif
ference in temperature between the steam and air 
amoun t e d to 200°. A s this is very nearly the differenco 
of temperature usually found between the steam in the 
pipes and the air outside, this simple rule will give 
results sufficiently close for ordinary purposes. 
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FOR CANDIDATES FOR 

MINE FOREMEN'S CERTIFICATES 
AND FOR 

STUDENTS OF MINING. 

This department is intended for miners and others, who in their 
Koutli have not been able to attend school and who are now desirous 

i inform themsffrcs in the sconces related Iti ininino and to learn how 
to answer the questions in ventilation, surveying, and mechanics which 
are asked at the examinations fur mine i't,rcm-nA fcr/itlrtdes and 
which it is important for them ti understand as foremen 'and offices 
of mines. All the questions asked at the dijfeeeid examinations for 
mine foremen and for -mine inspectors in this conidr,/ arc printed and 
ansiocred in this department. The principles invoiced arc explained 
in detail so as to he ctsili, understood and main/ calculations, are 
worked out at length for the bcneiil of t/mse icho ore not familiar wilh 
figures. 

PENMANSHIP. 

In this issue we wish to draw attention to the correct 
development of the capital letters I and J. 
It will be found that the four laws of penmanship 

control the development, so far as symmetry, harmony, 
and beauty are Concerned, ofthe whole ofthe letters of 
the alphabet. 
The capital letter I on the left hand side of Fig. 26 is 

Fio. 26. 

pleasant and satisfying. 
The second letter from the left illustrates its develop

ment out of elliptical curves wherein the major axes 
are parallel. 
The third letter from the left hand side has its parts 

so disproportionate that they are a violation of the 

FIG. 27. 

third law of penmanship, namely, all strokes should be 
proportionate in size. In this case the upper scroll is 
too large, and the bottom scroll is too small. 
Thefirst letter from the left hand side of Fig. 27 is 

also a violation ofthe third law of penmanship, and in 

FIG. 28. 

it it will be seen the upper scroll is too small and the 
bottom scroll is too large. 
In the second letter from the left hand side it will bo 

seen that the major axis ofthe ellipse that develops the 

FIG. 29. 

bottom scroll has the wrong inclination, and the main 
stem ofthe letter is not parallel to the former letters in 
the series. 
In the third letter from the left hand side of the 

figure the scroll terminates in hair-lines that are 
neither parallel to the stem or proportionate in distance, 
according to the requirements of the second law of pen
manship. 

Figs. 28 and 29 illustrate the development of the 
capital letter J. The first letter on the left hand Side of 
Fig. 28 has a normal development, and therefore it is 
pleasing. 
The second letter from the left is intended to illustrate 

tlie development of tbe elliptical curves. 
In tho third letter from tbe loft the bottom loop is 

too small, and, therefore, does not comply with tho re
quirements ofthe third law of penmanship. 
In the first letter of Fig. 29 the loop is too large. 

and, therefore, does not comply with the requirements 
ofthe third law. 
In the second letter the loop is contracted, and, there-

fore, repulsive. 
In the third letter the upper scroll is too large and 

the bottom loop too short. 
From these il lustrations, we repeat what we have said 

before, the elements of beauty are order and harmony, 
and those can only he secured by adherence to correct 
laws. 

ARITHMETIC. 

VULGAI. FRACTIONS. 

No difficulty would arise in tho study of arithmetic 
and especially that branch of it called " Addition and 
Subtraction of Vulgar Fractions," if the student would 
(irst acquire correct ideas of fractional and concrete 
quantities. Our intelligence will be bright and spark
ling, or dull and Opaque, in proportion to the clearness 
with which we discover the relationships of things. 
For example, if wo add 4 horses, 4 oxen, aud 4 sheep, 
by rclationshio wo cannot make them any other than 
4 horses, 4 oxen, and 4 sheep, but \ve might add them 
together and speak ofthe sum as 12 beasts. 
It is only then by making our knowledge sharp and 

incisive, and by clearly discovering the relationships 
of tbe subjects of our thoughts, that we can attain to 
true intelligence. 
A fraction then is not a whole, neither is a whole a 

fraction, a whole is equal to the sum ofall its parts, and 
a traction is only a part of a whole. This is certainly 
presenting the matter in a simple way, but let us not 
forgot that it is necessary to use simple illustrations to 
make difficult matters plain, a step is not a flight of 
stairs, and it is therefore impossible to describe what 
we call a flight of stairs without first defining what we 
moan by a step. A step is a member ofa community of 
steps, the sum of wliich constitutes a flight of steps. 
So it is with our study of arithmetic, we first proceed 
from tho simplest factor to discover its relationships 
with all tbe factors that go to make the great whole. 
Whole numbers can bo added directly, for instance, 7 
and 3 are 10, but a quarter cannot be added to a half 
until we have first discovered the relationship ofa \- to 
a !. : what then is the relationship of j to l 7 The re
lationship then is that j is the h of a », or that >, con
tains two quarters. Now, with this -eiafionship before 
us we can add [ to Ll by (irst noticing that a half con
sists of two quarters; now two quarters can be added 
to one quarter and the result is \. 

Now, let us try to add \ to !„ and we will soon dis
cover that these fractions cannot be added as £ and '•-. 
Try to make a sum anil say that I added to £ would be 
two somethings. Now, what is the something? Call 
it=? But it cannot be ̂ because it is a fifth added to 
a third, Then call it ii ; but it cannot be two-thirds 
because it is a fifth added to one-third. W e can, how
ever, add these fractions together by multiplying their 
denominators into each other, then five three's are 
fifteen, now, there are three fives in fifteen, therefore, 
/v has the same value as J because 5 is contained in 15 
three times ; and A will be equal to l because three is 
contained in 15 live times. Again, /.. can bo added 
to \A and the sum will be -/>,-, 
From this reasoning it is clear that two fractions can

not be added together until they are expressed with 
denominators of equal values, that is, fifteenths can be 
added to fifteenths, but fifths cannot be added to thirds, 
although it does seem somewhat paradoxical that we 
can add fifths to thirds by expressing both as fifteenths. 
N o w the discussion of this matter in this simple way 
ought to excite in the mind of the student an interest 
in the relationships of values, and in the relationships 
of things, because it is only by these means he can be
come intelligent. 
In thesame way 2- might bo added to § by establish

ing in" each a relationship of such a character that 
a whole is conceived to be broken into equal parts. For 
instance, suppose we were to chop up an apple, regard-
loss of measurement or volume, no two of the pieces be
ing equal in size; but to make the matter clear let us 
still further suppose that this apple was approximately 
broken into nine parts, now if wo pick np two of these 
unequal parts it would, be foolish to say that the two 
unequal parts constitute r; of theapple. W e cannot tell 
what fraction two parts constitute until we have dis
covered their relative measure in relation tothe volume 
of the apple itself. The same reasoning applies to tbe 
two fractions before us, and the addition of them must 
be proceeded with on the same lines as those on which 
wo succeeded in adding a third to a fifth. 
The same principles are involved in the subtraction 

of fractions. 
You cantfot take f from -; because the values are ex

pressed as sevenths and ninths, 3 from 7 leaves 4, but 
the remainder cannot be designated either sevenths or 
ninths, so that the 4 in this case has no measurable value, 
but if we convert both the fractions mto sixty-thirds by 
multiplying the denominators into each other, we can 
express'the same fractional values as sixty thirds as 
we can express in sevenths on the one hand and ninths 
on the other; $ then may be expressed as -g-J, and £ 
may be expressed as A). Now in each case the same 
values are expressed iii different numbers. H is the 
same in value as 4, and ;l| is the same in value as |; for 
example, \ is the same in value as |, and /v is tbe same 
in value as %, and fVo°_- is the same in value as -j*. 

All these arrangements represent £ ; therefore, we can 
subtract g-J from ;!:! and the remainder must be §-$-. 
Understanding clearly the explanation given, all ad
ditions and subtractions of vulgar fractions may be per
formed intelligently, because the reason for 'the rule 
has been made sharp and clear lo the understanding. 
Then we may now safely enunciate the rule that all 

vulgar fractions to be added or subtracted must first be 
converted into fractions having their original value and 
expressed with thesame denominator. 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AN
SWERED. 

QUESTION 26. 

(This question was incorrectly answered in our last 
issue, and the error was not only detected by the editor, 
but by several readers as well.) 
Supposing a gangway has been driven due East to 

the land line running South 40° Fast; it is proposed to 
open a breast 40 feet from the face of the trangway. 
how far would the breast go to reach the land line, 
when the pitch is 25° ? 

ANSWER.—It will depend on the direction in 
which the breast is driven. If it is driven South it 
will never reach the land line. If it is driven North it 
will reach the land line at a distance of 52'6-ft. 
In the first place we have tbe land line running 

S. 40° E., or 40° East of South, which forms an angle of 
50° on the North side of the gangway. Then, if the 
seam were flat we would have a right-angled triangle 
with a base of 40 ft. and an angle of inclination of 50°, 
and we want to find the altitude. Then to find this we 
multiply 40 by the tangent of 50°, wliich gives us 40 X 
1*191754 or 47*670160 ft. This would he the distance to 
the land line if the seam were fiat, but as it pitches 25°, 
we have a right-angled triangle with a base of 
47-670160 ft. and an angle of inclination of 2.**)°, and we 
want to find tbe hypothenuse or pitch distance. W e 
therefore divide 47"670160 with the cosine of 25°, or 
47-670160 ̂  * 906308 = 52"6-ft. 

CHEMISTRY RELATING TO 
VENTILATION. 

MINE 

Wilt coal-dust in air make an explosive mixture' To 
this inquiry we decidedly say yes! Any substance in 
air that will suddenly, on combining with the oxygen 
of the air produce a volume of Hame equal to the 
volume ofthe mixture, cannot do otherwise than pro
duce an explosion, because the force developed hy the 
intense heat is an explosive force. From experiments 
we learn that coal dust docs not ignite and instantly 
set up an explosion ; its behavior is as follows: Take 
a space whose contents are equal to 1000 cubic feet, 
cause very fine coal-dust of a flocculent character to be 
suspended in tbe air of the chamber ; if a strong light 
be introduced a shoot of flame is set up iu the neigh
borhood of the light. N o w let fresh air have access, 
the first sin et would be succeeded by a second one a 
little larger, and thesecond sheet is succeeded by a true 
explosion. If a continual supply of coal-dust be poured 
into the air as in the neighborhood of a coal crusher, a 
great tongue of flame is at once produced. 

Will sparks ignite fire-damp in air? If tbe temperature 
ofthe spark be equal to the temperature of the lowest 
point of ignition of fire-damp.it must produce flame. 
If a piece of iron pyrites be chipped with a hammer in 
the neighborhood of an unlighted gas jet, it will light 
it. Sparks from the points of tools, and sparks set up 
by the stones rending and breaking in a goaf, are all 
sufficient to ignite an explosive mixture. 
Important relationships of gascx. Fire-damp, nitrogen, 

and carbonic acid, if breathed alone, or in an atmos
phere undercharged with oxygen, produce suffocation, 
but carbon monoxide and sulphureted hydrogen cause 
death by poisoning. To make the distinction very 
clear, fire-damp, nitrogen, and carbonic acid, when 
breathed, bring about no chemical change in tbe blood, 
hence the sufferer dies through lack of oxygen. W h e n 
carbon monoxide and sulphureted hydrogen are 
breathed they each act chemically on the blood and 
destroy it, hence the victim is poisoned. A healthy 
man inhales into his lungs "35 of a cubic foot of air per 
minute. Ten per cent, of carbonic acid gas in air ex
tinguishes lights. Ton per cent, of carbonic acid gas is 
not immediately fatal to life, but by continuing in such an 
atmosphere death certainly ensues. As has boon pre
viously shown, carbonic oxide is always one of the 
constituents of after-damp when the supply of oxygen 
is not sufficient for complete combustion, and, we should 
say, carbonic oxide would be one of tho constituents of 
every after-damp, for the following reason : The air of 
the mine is not highly charged with coal-dust at the 
moment of explosion ; but tho sudden rush of air will 
lift up clouds of dust, and these being ignited by the 
great tongue of flame, will undergo partial combustion, 
and any vital air that may exist will be diluted with 
the blast of after-damp, and ceitainly render tbe suc
ceeding combustion imperfect, thus generating carbon 
monoxide. Only one half per cent, of this gas iy dan
gerous to breathe, and the unhappy victim seems to be 
relieved of mental excitement, and has a desire to sit 
and take things easy. It seems to paralyze muscular 
action, the poor fellows die standing, sitting, and lying 
with comparatively pleasant expressions on their faces, 
and so singular is the chemical action set up in the 
bodies of the victims, that their flesh does not stiffen 
when thev are dead. 
The carbonic acid of our shallow seams is chiefly 

carried into the mines in solution in water. W e do 
not doubt a little is given off by the coal,, but tbe 
student who has studied the great subject of the 
solubility of gas, will quite understand the large quan
tities carried into the mine by the agency of water. 
The quantity of carbonic acid produced by the exhala
tion of men and animals, and the burning of lights is 
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relatively very small to the quantity given offby wator. 
In the deeper seams overlaid with compact strata, 
through which much water does not find its way into 
the mine, wo find comparatively little carbonic acid or 
sty the. 
It is often a practical question with the miner how 

much air should be allowed for the efficient ventilating 
of a given seam. To satisfy this query it is often said 
tbat from one to four hundred cubic feet per minute is 
an adequate supply. Such statements are, however, in 
tbe absence of certain important considerations, vague 
and untrustworthy. It will appear clear that portions 
ofthe mine not at present working require ventilating. 
but the far weightier consideration is that of the height 
ofthe seam; a quantity equal to 600 cubic foot per 
minute per man could be easily supplied in a six-foot 
seam, but the pressure required to supply the same 
quantity per man in a three-foot seam would be such 
that the bap-hazard statement on tbe face of it appears 
ridiculous. Quantities can only be approximately cal
culated, but even then the dimensions of the roads 
should receive first attention. 
Suppose we allow 300 cubic feet per minute per man 

in the three-foot seam, that quantity would be totally 
inadequate for a six-foot seam, the velocity not being 
sufficient to remove fire-damp. It is not so much a 
quo.-tion of supplying oxygen for tlie breathing of men 
and animals, and tho burning of lights, as it is a question 
of getting sufficient velocity to remove the gas. Per
haps a convenient approximate rule would be the 
following: For a seam giving off gas in the working 
place.-., allow 100 cubic feet per minute. per man for 
every foot the seam is high, so that for a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 
6 foot scam the quantities would he respectively .100, 
200, 300, 400, 500, or 600 cubic feet per man per minute. 

Coal-dust and fire-dainji mixed vnth air. It has been 
found that au atmosphere heavily charged with par
ticles of fine coal-dust and about two per cent, of fire
damp is in a dangerous and explosive condition. It is 
sometimes sngger-ted that tliere can never be sutlicient 
oxygon in the air to burn up a cloud of fine particles 
that arc suspended in it, but this is a serious mistake ; 
an average cubic foot of air contains rather more than 
a quarter of an ounce of oxygen, and however dense 
may be the cloud of fine coal-dust that is found in one 
cubic foot of air, it is very unlikely that it ever will 
even approximate half the weight of the oxygen. From 
this circumstance we are convinced that the experi
ments of Professor Abel are perfectly satisfactory. 

A Safety-Lamp may be defined as one that cannot, 
under ordinary working conditions, ignite an explosive 
mixture outside of itself, and the principle of its action 
may be further defined by saying, the gauze cylinder 
isolates tho (lame of the lamp from the outside air in 
the following manner: 
The wire ofthe gauze always being at a temperature 

below that of flame, chills it. Now, as flame consists of 
gas at a white heat, and the gauze being much below 
the temperature of flame, we can . ee at once why flame 
does not pass through the meshes ofthe gauze, "but gas 
moving at a. high velocity, when its temperature is 
equal to that of flame, passes easily through the meshes 
of rod-hot gauze, hence the dangers attending the use 
of the ordinary Davy and Clanny lamps in the event of 
an explosion inside bf the lamp.— fate's Cliemislry. 

SCIENCE RELATED TO MINING. 

The most marvelous story that human language 
could tell, would be tbat of a drop of water. Water 
extinguishes fire, and yet it is composed of the must 
fiery elements in nature, viz., oxygon and hydrogen. 
To the unthinking, it would appear that three-fourths 
ofthe earth's surface is comparatively lost, as the result 
of being covered with water; nevertheless, had the ex
tent of the great water sheet been less than it is, very 
little ofthe dryland would have been habitable, because 
it would have been a dry, barren waste. The ocean sup
plies a large proportion' of the food of man, which is 
both healthful and nourishing. If the British Isles' 
were to lose their fish supplies the flesh of animals 
could not be found, in sufficient abundance, to compen
sate for it. 
_ Water is found in three forms, solid as snow and ico, 
liquid as water, and gaseous as vapor; as the tem
perature of tbe air, overlying damp earth, or sheets of 
water, increases, its power of converting water into gas 
increases. Air is said to absorb water as vapor; the 
natural law by whicli absorption takes place is not at 
present understood ; our knowledge, therefore, extends 
no further than the fact. 
All the water ofthe clouds is the result of this ab

sorption ; the heat of the sun warms the air, the air ab
sorbs vapor, which is carried to the higher regions of 
the atmosphere, whore the temperature ofthe air is at 
once lowered, when it parts with its vapor, which now 
contains in it little particles of water,so small that their 
surface is enormous when contrasted with their volume, 
the result is they remain in a state of suspension, count
less millions of them forming clouds, which sail along 
on the wings of the wind, and if this current should 
meet with counter or cross-currents, the miniature 
particles collide and coalesce into rain drops, wliich be
ing too heavy for suspension, at once fall as rain, 
hail, or snow. These water the land, and act as a solv
ent ofthe plant food in the soil. 

A portion ofthe rain constitutes the life-blood or sap 
of plants, which cannot live without the aid of wator. 
The excess of water goes to form torrents, streams, and 
rivers, which carry off effete matter, which nourishes 
the germs of disease that destroy living organisms. 

THE AIR WE BREATHE. 

The air we breathe is an elastic fluid, that is to sav 
a cubic foot of air might be pressed into the volume of 
a cubic inch, or a cubic foot of air might expand 
into the volume of a cubic yard or more. There 

is a known limit to which air can be com pressed or con
tracted in volume, but we have not yet ascertained any 
limit to its expansion. It has been said that if a cubic 
inch of air, at atmospheric pressure, was admitted into 
the vacuum of a large sphere, whose radius was equal 
to the mean distance of the planet Neptune from the 
Sun, the little volume of a cubic iuch would expand 
and fill the whole sphere ; if it is so the conclusion is a 
very startling one. Air in common with all other 
bodies expands when heated, and contracts when 
cooled, hy a well defined law. It is composed of oxy
gen and nitrogen, and some other compound gases in 
very small proportions ; by volume it is about 21 per 
cent, oxygen, and 79 per cent, nitrogen, with small per
centages of watery vapor, carbonic acid, etc. N o w the 
presence of carbonic acid in the atmosphere is imme
diately important to all living beings, although this 
gas destroys life by suffocation when breathed in suffi
cient quantities, it is nevertheless necessary to the life 
of plants, supplying the necessary carbon forthe tis
sues. W e exhale carbonic acid to-day, and the carbon 
in that acid we may eat some days hence in butter, 
in the ilesh of animals, and in the nutritious parts of 
plants. The composition is invariable; itis anywhere 
and everywhere the same, excepting where it is locally 
polluted, or in the neighborhood of the dwellings of 
men, where it is vitiated by the putrefaction of matter 
in a state of decay. 

THE THERMOMETER. 

The thermometer is an instrument for measuring the 
temperature of bodies, and especially in mining to indi
cate the temperature of air columns and air currents. 
The instrument is constructed with a scale of parts and 
a glass tube, having at one end a bulb. The tube and 
bulb oithercoiitain mercury or spirits of wine. Its 
mode of action is as follows : First, tho ratio of temper
ature is shown by the expansion or contraction of the 
mercury or spirits of wine. Iu the event of their tem
perature being raised or lowered the column in the 
small tube is lengthened or shortened. 
The expansion of either mercury or spirit is too 

small, or, in other words, the co-efficient of expansion 
is too small to admit of being measured by a tube of 
uniform bore without a bulb ; therefore, the "cubical con
tents of ofthe bulb are at least fifty times that of the 
tube. Consequently, by the arrangement ofa bulb, the 
expansion of the mercury or spirit is road off by a 
magnified range of column. The tube is sealed at "the 
top end in such a way that it contains no air to affect 
the expansion by its varying pressure. Nature has fur
nished the unit basis of the scale of temperatures. 
Tho French make the zero of their scale freezing 

point, because water becomes solid as ice at that point 
of temperature. The other limit ofthe unit is boiling 
point at a pressure of 760 in. m., or 30 inches of ba
rometer column. Now, the column or range between 
the freezing and boiling points is divided by the French 
into 100 equal parts. Unfortunately; the English 
divide tho range between the freezing and boiling 
points into ISO equal parts. Still diflerent, the English, 
instead of accepting nature's gift ofa fixed point, an ar
tificial point is set up for the zero, and this is found by 
mixing salt and pounded ice or snow together, pro
ducing a temperature ot 32° below the freezing point of 
water. Then 180 -f 32 = 212° F., tho boiling point of 
water. Observe, the French make freezing point 0°C 
and the English make the same point 32° F. 

THE SIPHON. 

The siphon is a useful and economical hydraulic ap
pliance of great value in mining, and to understand it 
you must first study it from tbe standpoint of a balance. 
Really in a siphon the resultant action is that of a 
waterfall; this will appear plain when we state that 
tho level ofthe intake is always above the level of the 
delivery, otherwise tho siphon would not act. The 
amount of fall will aftewards he called the motive 
column. The balance occurs where the bend of the 
siphon rises above the level of intake and after
wards falls to the same level. This balancing of the 
rising and falling columns of the siphon is the result 
of atmospheric pressure. If the pressure of the atmos
phere was double what it is, then water could be carried 
over an elevated point double that of what we or
dinarily accomplish. Then let a vertical column of 34 
foot balance the atmosphere, and call this balance A, 
and let the greatest vertical height ofthe siphon above 
the level of intake becalled S, and let the motive column 
overcoming the friction of the water in the siphon be 
called F, then A = H + F ; that is to say, the pressure 
ofthe atmosphere A is equal to the pressure due to the 
vertical rise of the wator column above the level of in
take plus the friction due to the water moving through 
the siphon, which is equal to the pressure due to the 
motive column. There is a limit to the successful work
ing of all siphons, and that limit is reached when the 
friction of the water through a long range of pipes begins 
to approach the full pressure of the atmosphere. The 
fact is, although this instrument has been for many 
years employed in mining, it is very little understood. 
Ignorance of the laws that govern the action of the 
siphon has led to groat disappointmentand often waste 
of money; the student is therefore desired to give close 
attention to the operation of the laws affecting the 
action of it. 
The five laws to be especially noticed are as follows * 
(1). A 34-feet vertical column of water balances the 

pressure of the atmosphere. 
(2). The motive column must be sufficient to over

come the resistance ofthe intake valve and the friction 
of the water passing through the pipes at a required 
velocity. 

(3). Tho greatest altitude at which a siphon will act 
to run off a given quantity of water must be so much 
less than 34 feet that a sufficient motive column may 
ho obtained. 

(4). The delivery end of the siphon must be either 
bent upwards or dip into water to hinder air from 
gurgling up the delivery limb. 

(5), No advantage is gained when the vertical depth 
ofthe delivery end from tho highest point exceeds 34 
feet. 
The student must bear in mind that after the vertical 

fall reaches 34 feet no advantage whatever can be 
gained by making tho fall any greater. Suppose the 
rising column to be 20 vertical' feet and the falling 
column to be 34 vertical feet, the siphon must act, be
cause 34 — 20 = 14. N o w we have a motive column 
of 14 feet, to overcome the friction due to the intake 
valve and the friction due to the velocity of water 
through the pipes. It is true a siphon might act with 
a vertical rise of 28 feet, a vertical fall of 34 foot, and a 
motive column of six feet; but if the load of the siphon 
was say, half a mile, then the friction through the 
pipes would exceed in amount this small motive 
column; nay the six feet might not be sufficient to' 
overcome the friction due to tbe intake valve alone, and 
the result would be the siphon would not act, On the 
other hand, a motive column of six feet might be 
ample for a short lead. 
By referring to the figure it will be noticed 

that the intake is at A, the highest point, or altitude at 
B, and the delivery at C. The motive column is found 

in all cases by subtracting the vertical rise from the 
vertical fall, when the fall does not exceed 34 feet. 
Supposing the fall, or B C, to be 30 feet, then the 
motive column would be found thus : 

30' -12' -^18'M.C. 

MECHANICS IN MINING. 

ENDLESS ROPE HAULAGE. 

When endless rope haulage is to he calculated in H, 
P. the following important particulars must be under
stood : 

First, whatever the gradient bf the road, the empty 
cars balance each other; second, any rise in the road 
only affects the engine so far as the weight of coal is 
concerned.* The traction due to the friction of the road 
must be reckoned on the coal and the weight of cars 
equal to the weight of coal, for example : Suppose the 
weight of a car to carry 8 cwts. (a cwt. equals 112 lbs.) 
of coal is 4 cwts., and in addition to the car carrying 
the coal, there is an empty car ; from this it will be seen 
there are two cars for one load. Therefore the coal to 
bo hauled in a given time must be doubled in weight 
to make a correct allowance for tbe cars, each being half 
the weight of the coal, that is, if 500 tons are delivered 
at the shaft bottom in ten hours; for traction you must 
double this, or the traction will be due to 1,000 tons. 
Gravitation due to the gradient must bo calculated on 
the coal only. 
Q. What horse power of an engine will be required 

to haul 500 tons in 10 hours by an endless rope towards 
the pit bottom, tho length of road being 3,000 yards, 
and the average gradient being 2 inches to the yard 
outbve? 
A."Here the traction will be 1,000 X 28 (the co-ef

ficient of traction being taken at 28 lbs.) — 28,000 tt>s. 
Traction due to gravitation will be found thus; Mul
tiply the pounds in one ton by the ratio of the rise, 
viz., 2 inches to tbe yard, and as there are30 inches in 
a yard, it would be -/,;, or -^ for each lb., then for 500 
tons it would be found thus : 

TV X 2240 X 500 = 62,222 lbs., and 28,000 
X 02,222 = 90,222 lbs. N o w if the pounds of force re
quired to do the work of hauling 500 tons up this in
cline be multiplied by the distance in feet through 
which the load has to be moved, the result will be the 
units of work. N o w 3,000 yards are equal to 9,000 feet, 
then 90,222 X ^,000 *= Sli,99S,000 units of work to be 
done. Then, 811,998,000 divided by the time in minutes 
gives the units of work done in one minute, thus: 
811,008,000 -*- 600 (600 minutes in ten hours) = 
1,353,330. N o w as there are 33,000 units of work in a 
horse power tho total liorse power would be found by 
dividing by 33,000. But this amount of work is too 
large practically and it will be necessary to use the 
modulus '7, which represents the amount of useful 
work done, therefore 

1.353,330 _ 

337cwnx 7 - o S' , 8> I L R 

Q. What II. P. of an engine will be required to haul 
outbye 1,000 tons per day of 10 hours by an endless 
rope, the lengths of the roads being 1,500 yards, and 
the average gradient being -} of an inch to the yard 
rise inbye? 

A. Hero tractions equals 
28 X 2,000 = 56,000 

therefore 

56,000 -
 1'°°° X 2'240 >< l 

Then 
144 

40,445 X 1,500 X_3 

600 X A "X 33,000 

40,445 total traction. 

13-13 h. p. 

WINDING IN SIIAF1S. 

W h e n winding in shafts is carried on with cylindri
cal drums and round ropes, the balance ofthe rope and 
tho load is disturbed by this cause, but when winding 
is done with fiat ropes coiling on reels, the balance of 
the ropes and tho load is less affected. 
• The pass-by or meeting of the cages wound with flat 
ropes does not occur at half tho depth, or midway in 
the shaft in this ease however. The best rule for deter
mining the point in the shaft where the meeting of the 
cages occurs is as follows: 
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^x. 

Suppose the shaft to be 1,680 feet deep, the thickness 
of the winding ropes to be :{ of an inch, and the diame
ter ofthe reel when the cage is at the bottom to be ton 
feet. W e may proceed as follows: First find the cir
cular feet in the edge measure ofthe rope which is 16S0 
feet long. N o w the square feet in the edge measure will 
be as follows: 

1680 X if — 1260 -*- 12 = 105. 

As the reels are circular, next convert the square into 

circular measure as --,-,>, — 133*69 nearly ciicular feet. 

Next proceed to find the diameter of the reel when 
the cage is ra'sed. The empty reel being 10 feet in 
diameter, the surface area of the end of the reel will 
be 10 X 10 = 100 circular feet, now 100 + 133'69 = 
23369 circular feet. The area of the end of the full 
reel will be 15-28 feet. 

Cv'233-69 = 15*2S feet.) 

Now to find the diameter of the reel at the moment 
when the cages meet, add to 10 half of the difference 
of the two diameters already found, as 

5f = =-64, 

then 12'64 is the diameter required. 
Next call the diameter of the full reel D, and the 

diameter of the empty reel d, ami the diameter at the 
meeting M, it follows then the cages will meet in the 
shaft at a distance from top X, and at a distance from 
bottom, x. 
X may therefore be found bv the followingequation : 

(D* - M*. X L 
(D2 - a?) 

Let L be the depth of the shaft in fathoms, yards, 
OT feet, and the meeting will be given in fathoms, yards, 
or feet. 
The D- in this case equals 23360, and I\F will be equal 

to 159-7696, and tp will be equal to 100. 
Then, 

(233-69 — 159-7696) X 1680 „„„ 

(2S3'6.-100) - = 9 2 S 9 2 feet f r 0 m 

top, or 751-08 feet from the bottom of the shaft or 

(M* -flXI __ 
--(D_._-<) -*• 

NOTE.—The following problem employs some princi
ples not yet explained in this department, btit is gi\*en 
forthe benefit of some ofthe more advanced students : 

TO FIND THE NUMUER OE TONS IN A PILE OF COAL. 

Q. How many tons of coal are there in a pile 50 
yards 2 feet long, and 30 yards 1 foot broad ; the height 
ofthe pile from the floor being 10 yards, and tbe angle 
of the slope of tlie pile 45" ? 
A. There are several methods of determining the 

weight of such a mass of coal, but as many of them are 
only approximate solutions, and not correct to hundreds 
or thousands of cubic feet, wo will give the two best 
and accurate solutions. Before proceeding, however, 
let us notice that if the slope of the pile makes an angle 
of 45° with the plane of the horizon, this means that 
the angle of repose for broken coal on the side of a 
pile is 45°. By the first solution we proceed to find tbe 
contents of a rectangular block situated within the 
slope ofthe pile. Finally the contents of four pyramids 
coinciding with the four corners. 
N o w the pile is 152 feet long at the bottom, and as 

the base and perpendicular, or the sine and cosine 
of an angle of 45° are equal, it follows that if twice the 
height ofthe pile in feet be subtracted from 152 the re
mainder is 92, the greatest length of the top of the 
pile. The breadth at the bottom of the pile is 91 feet, 
and if 60 be subtracted from this, the remainder is 31 
feet, tbe greatest breadth across the top. N o w as the 
height ofthe heap is 10 yards or 30 feet 

92 X 31 X 30 = 85,560 cubic feet. 

Now each of the long prisms measure 92 feet, and 
their contents will be found by multiplying. 

92 X 30 X 30 ' M ,„ , . . , 
— 9 = 41,400 cubic feet. 

Now the contents of the short prisms will be found 
by 

31 X 30 X 30 _ 
13,950 cubic feet. 

There are four pyramids, and the area of each may 
be found as follows: 

: 9,000 cubic feet. 
30 X 30 X 

3 

The sum of the contents of the figures, namely, one 
rectangular solid, four prisms, and four pyramids, is 
equal to 232,260 cubic feet. 
The second solution is as follows: Let the slope of 

the two ends of the pile be supposed to be cut off, now 
we can solve the problem by two operations. First, 
find the mean breadth ofthe pile which is 61 feet, now 
61 X 30 ***= the area of section, or 1830 square feet, then 
1830 X 92 = 168,360 cubic feet. Each of the ends will 
be left in the form ofa wedge, having a short edge and 
two long ones, the sum of the three edges will be 
(31 -f- 91 + 9 1 ) =213, which divided by 3 gives 71, the 
mean length. The section may be considered as square, 
having one wedge resting on the other; the area of tbe 
section will be 

30 X 30 = 900, and 900 X 71 = 63,900 
cubic feet, now the sum of the two solids will give the 
same as before: 

63,900 + 168,360 = 232,260 cubic feet. 

A cubic foot of broken coal weighs 50 lbs., and as there 
are 2,240 lbs. in a ton, the weight of the coal pile 
will be 

232,260 X 50 

2,240 
51843 tons. 

MINE VENTILATION. 

[From tbe Report of tlie Prussian Firedum*. Commission, ns pub
lished by Tbe Colliery Guardian, England. 1 

Conveying tin: Air Current to the Working Face.—In order 
to obtain satisfactory results in ventilation it is not 
enough to force a great quantity of fresh air into the 
mine, but this air must be brought in as close proximity 
as possible to tho face of the workings. Tbe solution 
of this problem is all the more difficult because it varies 
with circumstances, and also for the reason that it de
pends on the attention, good will, and intelligence, not 
only of those who have the supervision of affairs, but 
also of the mon themselves. This explains why it is 
the relatively short passages through which the current 
is couveyed to the working faces which are precisely 
the most dangerous parts ofthe mine. 
The special arrangements for ventilating the working 

faces consist of air-pipes, partitions, compartments, 
parallel roads, and borings. The use of air-pipes sup
poses the mouth of the pipe which roaches the working 
face, to be received by the air-door, which can either be 
set up in the gallery which first receives the air current, 
or in the return airway. But, as a general rule, the use 
of air pipes is only advisable in large-sized galleries and 
for short distances. 
Ventilating partitions offer much greater security, for 

by their moans two indepenrlei.t currents of air of al
most equal section, aud reaching the working face, can 
be obtained. They are made of brickwork, boarding, 
and sail-cloth, either stretched on frames or hung loose
ly. Brickwork partitions are specially suited for long 
cross-cuts, and the sail-cloth arrangements for the work
ing properly so called. The partition should naturally 
be kept air-tijjht, and approach as closely as possible to 
the working face. 
In tbe deep levels and broad roads, the embankment, 

if sufficient, may serve for partition purposes, but an 
airway must be maintained in the lower part, to permit 
ofthe passage of fresh air, and the gallery proper must 
be intercepted by a door which will expel the foul air 
issuing from the working face, in the direction ofthe 
nearest heading. But in this case it is absolutely neces
sary that the embankments should be carefully made, 
and especially that a facing as smooth and imper
meable as possible be made the length of the airway 
and also of the gallery. But in the event ofa violent 
explosion this arrangement presents the great incon
venience of its being easily destroyed, which might re
sult in the entire suspension ofthe ventilation of a por
tion ofthe mine. 
W h e n winning in fiery beds where there is an 

abundance of gas, it is better to proceed with the deep 
levels, self-acting planes, and other main galleries, and 
at the same time also to drive a secondary parallel 
gallery in the seam or rock, which should connect with 
the principal gallery by means of shafts which ought not 
to approach each other too closely. In this case it is 
best to forward the working face of tho parallel gallery 
(upper) with respect to that of the main gallery (lower), 
but the air current ought to arrive there in the last 
place, in order that the gases which are liberated from 
it may be carried away immediately. Under some cir
cumstances it would be necessary not to drive the two 
galleries simultaneously, but one after the other, and in 
portions. In fiery seams it is also strictly necessary to 
set up a ventilating partition in each of the two galleries 
from the last cross-cut to the face ofthe working. J-ately, 
particularly in the coal mines of AVestphalia, ventilating 
cross-cuts have been replaced by bored air-holes, wliich 
have this great advantage- -that they do away with the 
always dangerous necessity of driving ascending gal
leries. But, on account of their small size, it is not 
usually possible to circulate the air current through 
them, which, in the event of an explosion, might be the 
cause of serious danger. Nevertheless, if by boring 
holes of greater diaim ter this defect were remedied, they 
would then answer all requirements. 
With respect to the use, according to the different 

methods of working, of the various means of ventilation 
enumerated above, tbe preference is usually given to 
parallel roads for such operations as shafts, crosscuts 
and isolated galleries; but even for these partitions, 
embankments, air-pipes, provided the latter were of 
adequate size, might suffice. In any case in fiery mines 
these works cannot be executed without the help ofone 
of these means of ventilation. All airways which have 
become useless should be stopped up as completely and 
in as durable a manner as possible. 
Independent Ventilation.—In spite of the attention 

given to the subject of ventilation, it is not always 
possible to efficiently circulate either the main or par
tial current through all the working places, without its 
becoming either dangerously enfeebled or else receiv
ing a downward direction. Therefore, in narrow mines 
especially, it becomes necessary to supply badly-venti
lated and isolated parts of the mine with independent 
means of ventilation. The most simple means of effect
ing this is the method which is adopted in fiery parts 
of Prussian mines—namely, that of setting up armed 
fans combined with pipes; hut generally speaking it is 
the Schiele and Kittinger fans which are used for the 
purpose, and of late years the Pelzer fan, and in some 
regions the Roots fan, are also being employed. 
In each particular case it is necessary to ascertain 

whether the fans are exhausting ot- blowing.* As a 
general rule the latter are preferable, because the me
chanical effect of the air-current is better able to keep 
the workings free from gas, and to continually convey 
fresh air to the miner, whilst with an exhausting fan 
the air, before its arrival at the working-face, has al
ready absorbed the gases which have been liberated 
from previous portions of the gallery. On the other 
hand, it is true tbat tbe gallery itself is better ventilated 
by an exhausting fan. In all cases it is strictly neces
sary tbat armed fans shall only be placed in currents of 
pure air (Art. 20 of Principles). W h e n they exhaust 
there must also be an air return pipe which will lead 
the foul air as directly as possible into the issuing cur

rent—that is to say, into the neare.st channel of venti
lation. 
If a fan of this kind is intended to work for a pro

longed period, or if it simultaneously supplies air to 
several workings, a mechanical motor is preferable 
but if steam is not to hand, recourse may be had to 
hydraulic turbines, -.oro motors, or to electric transmis
sions. The numerous accidents which may result from 
the unsuitable position of armed ventilators, or negli
gence in their management, combined with their lack 
of usefulness for long distances, have led, since 1875, to 
the use, in a great number of fiery mines, of compressed 
•air aa a local means of ventilating those portions of a 
mine which are removed from the general current. 
This method possesses the great advantage of being in
dependent of the current properly so-called, and ofcon-

i veying the fresh air, without loss of time, to the work-
! ing place. Also, when expanding at ordinary pressure 
it diffuses a refreshing coolness m the mine." It is un
fortunate that this method involves great expense. 
The method, formerly almost exclusively in use, 

which consists of simply allowing the compressed air 
to escape from pipes placed at Ihe working face, may 
serve perfectly to dissipate the- liberated gases, but from 
an economical point of view, it constitutes a waste of 
motive power, and consequently should only be em
ployed in workings where a small amount of air only is 
necessary and which are situated at the end of very 
long galleries, or where there is a great pressure of 
earth. 
A better use is made of compressed air hy allowing it 

to escape by means of a narrow adjutage or pipe, and 
then by virtue of its great force exhaust through an 
open pipe, in the manner ofthe Giffard injector, a con
siderable volume of air (at least twelve times that of 
the compressed air). The Kcerting apparatus, where 
the air is introduced through several concentric adju
tages is the most suitable i'or this purpose, but a simple 
and single adjutage will also suffice. 
Apparatus of this sort may be used both for blowing 

or exhausting ; for the former, the mouth of the pipe 
well extended should be in the current of fresh air. Of 
late years their use has greatly increased, particularly 
in the Maria Colliery, near Hoengen, Aix-UChapelle, 
and also in several collieriesof Westphalia and Saxony. 
In connection with these an excellent arrangement 
(differential blowers) has been arrived at, which regu
lates the escape of the compressed air in such a way 
that the afflux of air in any working may be increased 
at all times according to need. 
The Commission strongly recommends the UEO of 

compressed air and blast pipes as an independent means 
of ventilation, and also the Kierting and other appara
tus for workings which are difficult to V M iti late (Art. 
10 of Principles). Water under pressure may also in the 
same manner as compressed air be used to advantage 
in the Kcerting apparatus. At the Friedenshoff'nung 
and Karl-George Victor Mines, near Waldenbutg (Lower 
Silesia) an independent method of ventilation has been 
realized in very fiery coal-seams by means of wide blast 
pipes, and by artificially retaining the fresh air current, 
and strongly depressing the outgoing current. The 
fresh air current kept back by the air-doors is con
ducted to each working-place through wooden pipes 
(water level and parallel gallery), or by ordinary zinc 
pipes (winning). After becoming charged with the 
gases freed from the working, and without passing any 
other working-face, it is allowed to make its escape 
without restraint by erections superposed in the upper 
return airway. These air-gates are placed immediately 
before tho last erections, so that the pipes which com
mence there are never very long. The erections at the 
back-and also the self-acting plane are carefully inter
cepted. In order to prevent loss of air, the surplus of 
depression necessary for the fan to circulate the air in 
three self-acting planes amounts, in the Fried en s.hoff-
nung Mine, to about 12 m m . of wator (37 m m . instead 
of 25 mm.). Although this method of independent 
ventilation, as compared with others in use, undoubt
edly requires a great expenditure of motive power, yet 
the Commission recommends iton account of its excell
ent results in all cases where considerable volumes of 
air may be disposed of with adequate depression. 

Explosions of Fire-Damp in Prussian Collieries iu 

1890. 

According to official statistics concerning the coal 
mines of Prussia during 1890, 116 accidents occurred in 
consequence of the ignition of coal gas, and of these 32 
were fatal and 84 non-fatal. As compared with 1889, 
the number of explosions with fatal results in 1890 in
creased by 6, and was greater than in any one of the 
previous five years. The number of persons killed 
also showed an increase over the years 1888 and 18S9, 
but was more favorable than the average of the years 
from 1881 to 1890. On an average 244 deaths were 
caused hy each fatal explosion ; this compares with 2-62 
in 1889, 374 in 1888, and 4'89 deaths in 1S87. Moreover, 
the 32 mortal accidents also caused severe injuries to 8 
and light wounds to 17 miners. The injuries in 69 of 
the non-fatal accidents were light, in 8 they were very 
serious, and in the remaining 7 cases they were both 
light and serious. Explosions took place in 79 steam 
coal pits out ofthe. total of 354 operated in Prussia last 
year.—Engineering and Mining Journal. 

Mr. Arthur Winslow, State Geologist of Missouri, 
reports that during the month of October inspections of 
iron ore deposits, lead; and zinc deposits and of coal 
beds have been made in the several districts of the 
State. Detail mapping has been prosecuted and over 
230 sq. miles covered in Henry, Benton, and St. Fran
cois Counties. Examinations, covering a large section, 
have been made for outlining the areas of the crystal
line rocks, also the examinations of important clays 
of the State have been continued. In the office work 
has progressed rapidly in all the departments. 
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BORING MACHINE POE TAPPING WASTES. 

I1Y ROHERT M LAREN. 

(Transaction*, of the Mil ute of Scotland), 

In a working approaching an old waste known to 
contain water, bores must of necessity be kept in ad
vance, and in practice it has boon found that, with the 
ordinary method ot drill or jumper the boring of holes 
of over 20 ft. becomes difficult, owing to their getting 
stopped up with the debris made by the tool, and this 
difficulty is increased when it is necessary to have a 
large barrier sufficient to withstand the pressure of 
water behind, in order to protect the workings to the 
dip from being drowned. Such a difficulty presented 
itself at Alloa and Devon Collieries, whore there are 
large areas of waste with water, and to tap those wastes, 
and leave a sufficiently strong barrier of coal, the 
machine about to be described was introduced by Mr. 
Andrew Hunter, manager of Alloa Colliery. 

The machine consists of a cylinder C, li inches 
diameter inside, with packing glands n a. At b is an 
opening, to which is attached an india-rubber pipe % 
in. diameter, fixed to pump-chest D. Two plunger-
pumps d d, 1 in. diameter, with 1 in. stroke, aro fixed to 
crank-spindle E, and from c is led an india-rubber pipe 
to a cistern containing water for suction. On tbe one 
end ofthe crank-spindle is a handle 9inches long,with 
which to turn the machine, and on the other end F is 
the part to which the rods are attached. Tho whole 
is fixed on to a bogie G (Fig. 3), 3 ft. 6 ins. long X 2 ft. 
6 ins. broad X 4 ins. deep, and running on ordinary 

rods are cut. Should tho weight./'roach the floor before 
the machine is up distance, it is taken up by turning 
tho ratchet handle. 

Work performed hy the machine. Holes have been bored 
at Devon and Alloa Collieries. At the former there is a 
large area of waste in the lower 5 ft. coal, with a press
ure of 135 lbs. per square inch, and waste lias been 
tapped at several places—the greatest distance bored for 
one hole being 1(18 ft., 50 ft, of which passed through a 
hard sandstone. U p to 20 ft or so, two men can easily 

• r-T"! 
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FIG. 4. SECTION THROUGH LINE A B ENLARGED. 

bore one foot per minute, while 30 yards, on an average, 
can be bored in a shift of eight hours by two men. Tbe 
following is section of seam bored : 

Sandstone. 
Blaes ^ ]'8" to Cf 0" 
Cberry coal... .. ..... 0'7" 
Splint eo.il y ] " 
Cberry coal ..0' 7" " 
Iiau-.li 0' 1" 
Cherry coal 3' 0" 
Fire-clay. 

In all, the machine has bored in this seam holes to 
an aggregate distance of 900 yards. 

At the latter colliery, three holes 
were put in, at different angles, a 
total distance of 40 yards in lower 5 
ft. coal in eight hours by four men, 
which included the shifting and fixing 
ofthe machine. 

THE USE AND CARE OF RUBBER 
BELTING. 

1 FOOT. 

Rubber belting properly-made is 
more uniform in thickness, will 
endure without injury a greater 

cast-iron rails, and set at the inclination of the seam. ! degree of heat than belting made of other material, and 
In order to keep the machine moving forward while is also the only bolting that can be exposed to the 
the drill is cutting, a chain -} in. diameter is fixed to a weather without injury, and can at the same time be 
barrel e (Fig. 1), with ratched wheel, and passes round : used successfully in damp or wet places. It can be 
two pulleys"/? (Fig. 3), 0 ins-and 10 ins. respectively, made of any width and thickness, and of uniform 
fixed to prop h, and a weighty is hung upon a hook at 
the other end of chain. This hook is so made that 
a number of similar weights can be placed upon it. 

Rods. The rods, which are hollo-w, aro £ in. diameter 
outside, with .1 in. diameter hole inside, and in 6 ft. 

•trength. and will always run true and smooth on pul 
leys, whilst- leather belting of different thicknesses and 
texture will work unevenly- Its surface, being smooth 
and regular, is in more perfect contact with tho pulley, 
hence bettor adhesion, resulting in tbe transmittiti; 

lengths. A box F (Fig. 1) is put on the crank-spindlo, more power. 
into which tho first rod is screwed with :;- in. diameter The belt to be adjusted to the pulley should be cut 
screw. The other rods are screwed into each other, as shorter tban the distance around tbe pulleys by J to } 
is done in the ordinary method of boring. The drill K of an inch for every foot, when measured by a tape 
(Fig. 3), which is also hollow, is ll in. outside diameter, line. For narrow belts, butt the two ends together, 

making two rows of holes in each end 
btain ing a double hole), and lace 
icing leal herr For wide holts in 
in, put a thin piece of leather or 
on tbe back to strengthen the 
•qual in length to tho, width of 
t, and sow or rivet it to the belt. 
e belt should slip, from dust or 

other causes—wliich seldom happens 
—moisten it. lightly on the side next 
tho pulley wilh boiled linseed oil. If 
one application does not produce 
the desired effect, repeat it. Do 
ils or grease, as they are injurious to 

ALE li INCHES - 1 FOOT. 

and of tbe ordinary description, as used by miners for 
drilling boles, except that 1-J in. from the point is tl e 
hole to allow the wator to escape. 

"Where water enters from pumps at b aro four small 
holes drilled through crank-spindle into the hollow— 
the hollow being continued right out to F. A groove 
b b (Fig. 4) is also cut, into which a set pin m (Fig. 2) is 
screwed to keep cylinder C in its place. 

Mode of Application. In -applying the machine, the 
handle is turned, which works the cranks, and wator is 
pumped into cylinder O and forced into hollow rods 

not use annua 
rubber belts. 
The seam side of the belt should never be placed 

next to the pulley. In putting on belting it should be 
stretched as tightly as possible ; and wilh wide belts 
this can be done best by the use of clamps secured 
firmly to each end of the belt, and drawn together by 
bolts running parallel with, and outside the edges of 
the belt. 
The belts will be greatly improved and their dur

ability increased by [Hitting on with a painter's brush, 
and letting it dry, a composition made 
with equal part of red load, black load, 
French yellow and litharge mixed with 
boiled linseed oil and japan enough to 
make it dry quickly. This will produce 
a finely polished surface. A coat ofthe 
same composition may beapplied, should 
the rubber get peeled from the surface of 
tho belt. 
If the belt is to be shifted from one 

pulley to another, rollers should he placed 
on the shipper on each side ofthe belt 
in a diagonal position, bringing the upper 
ends of the rollers as near together as 
possible to clear tho belt, and diverging 
from each other as far as may be; this 
plan slips the bolt much easier than the 
old method and entirely prevents the 
liability of injuring the edge. 

The " Quaker Citv " and " Crown 
to arill-point, and is discharged at the circumference of Brands" of rubber heltiue, furnished by the Quaker 
rods, carrying the debris which has been made with it. I City Rubber Co., of Philadelphia, are both high grades 
As the drill cuts, the machine moves forward, and is and are thoroughly warranted. They are made with 
kept from going back by ratched wheel. W h e n 6 ft. I a special view to the requirements of mine work and 
has been cut, the machine is unscrewed from rods, and j they are now in use at many collieries at all of whicli 
run back, and another rod fixed.' Care must be taken | they are giving satisfaction,'as they are thoroughly war-
in cutting the rods not to allow them to become empty ranted and the.uaer takes no risk. Piice-list'~aml dis-
of water, as, if this is not guarded against, they get i counts will be cheerfully furnished by the Quaker 
filled with small coal and debris, and have to be drawn. City Rubber Co., of 313 Market Street,' Philadelphia, 
To prevent this, a small plug is inserted at part where I whose advertisement appears on another page. 

— 1 FOOT. 

The Straight Line Indicator. 

The peculiarity of this indicator lies in the simplicity 
of its parallel motion and in the auxiliary spring by 
which it is held up to one working surface und thus 
prevents the appearance of any backlash. Thoguiding 
mechanism for the parallel motion is placed as near the 
fulcrum as possible, to obviate the great amount of 
mov ment as found in other indicators, and to be 
where the momentum will be the least. For a card of 
average height, a sideways movement of not more than 
one-eighth of an inch is necessary to oblige the pencil 
to move in a straight line, and for so slight a movement, 
very little mechanism should be sufficient, ln this in
dicator it is accomplished hy two rocking surfaces, one 
attached to an upright, and'the other permanently fixed 
on the pencil arm. The one on the upright is made 
circular, and the other of such form that when the 
lever rises and falls, those two guiding surfaces roll to
gether for a very slight distance and cause the pencil 
to move in a perfectly straight line throughout its full 
range. All that is required" of the auxiliary spring is to 
give it sufficient tension to keep these guiding surfaces 
in contact while the instrument is running. This may 
be determined by turning on steam while the drum is 
stationary and noting if the pencil traverses the same 

vortical line. Thii 
play that may eve) 
pencil to always f< 
dicator mafia was • 
tinuously, nine 1 

r is intended also to take up all 
rin the joints and oblige the 
1 thesame path. The first in-
r-d to the test of being run con-

1 a high speed engine, for 
over a month, and showed no appreciable wear, 
what there may have been was taken out by the 
auxiliary spring, and the instrument improved if any
thing by this hard usage. 
The effect of the auxiliary spring on the main spring 

is to weaken it. This allowance is marie in numbering 
the spring, and 
resistance off 
The movinj 

weight of any 
is disposed so 
akes th 

of spring, therefore, is the net 
1 spi 

•trument are the lightest 
aight line indicator, and that weight 
ir tho fulcrum that its little movement 
ntum very little, and specialty adapts 

it for the highest speeds. 
Any one wishing any further information relative to 

the Indicator can obtain it by addressing Messrs. 
Hine and Robertson, 45 Cortlandt St., New York, who 
are introducing it. 

Mine Pumps. 

Not every steam pump, evenif its capacity and power 
aro fully up to the requirements, is adapted to mine 
work. To be durable and efficient, mine pumps must 
be specially constructed to meet the conditions existing 
in mines. Tho celebrated " Yough " pump, manufac
tured by Messrs. Boyts, Porter & Co., of Connellsville, 
I'a., is specially con-trueted for this work, and the re
sult has boon that the " Yough " pump is rightfully re
garded a great success. 

Hundreds of them are now in use in all parts of the 
country, and as the mine workings of the purchasers 
are extended and greater pumping facilities are required, 
they invariably duplicate their orders, if they do not 
Older the same type or pump of larger size. . 
Tbey are constructed with large ports, and they thus 

permit solid substances that maybe in the water, to 
pass through without injury to I lie working parts. 
Where the mine water is acidulated special provisions 

are made to counteract its deleterious action on the 
metal. As an evidence of the superiority ofthe pump, 
Capt. Boyts informs us tbat they have just shipped tbe 
following large pumps to companies that have used the 
" Yough " pump fur years : 
One to the Lemont Mine of the McClure Coke Co., 

which has a 24" steam cylinder, a 10// water cylinder 
and 30// stroke. 
One to the Hecla Coke Company's, new plant, at 

Hecla, 26" stoam cylinder, 16// water cylinder, and 48'v 

stroke. This is one of the two largest pumps in the 
Connellsville region and is aduplicate of one furnished 
the same company nearly two years ago, for the 
Trauger Mine. 
One to the H. C. Frick Coke Company's Stan

dard Mine at Mount Pleasant, with 26// steam 
cylinder, 14*" water cylinder and 48" stroke. This ia 
the third of the same type and size furnished for this 
mine. 
Thev have also just completed a large pump, for the 

Cambria Iron Company's Morel! Mine, ofthe following 
dimensions: 32" steam cvlinder, 14" water cylinder ana 
4S" stroke. Thev have also just secured an order from 
the Tennessee Coal, Iron & R. R. Co., for a Yough pump 
with 26" steam cylinder, 12" water cylinder, and 48 / 

stroke, for Pratt Mines, Tennessee. The constant dup
lication of orders on the part of old customers, Capfe 
Boyts considers the best proof of the efficiency, dura
bility, and economy ofthe Yough pump. 

http://eo.il
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Birds and tbe Statue of Liberty Light. 

A few evenings ago I took the steamer, with a party of 
naturalists, to Bedloe's Island, as the electric lights at "the 
top of the statue are known to attract multitudes of birds 
-every Spring and Fall. Tliere had been cold weathe-* for a 
few days before, and million, of bird*, were hastening South. 
W e obtained a permit., and went up to the topmost gallery of 
the statue, and waited. The night had not-far advanced 
when all the heavens seemed to become full of wings, which 
produced a tempest of whirring sound. Then came the calls 
ofthe leaders, and they rang out so clearly that they could 
be heard for half a mile through tlie storm. Tbe responses 
were fainter than the signaling cries, but they were quite 
definite. Tlie object ofthe calls, of course, was to keep the 
flocks together, i'or, a. could he seen through strona;glasses, 
birds of a hundred species were driving along on the breast 
of the storm. All that came near the statue hovered around 
the light in large circles, but some of them struck against 
"the bronze or stone. There were sand-pipers of every kind, 
"peeting, peeting," as tbey went; golden wings ami 
other WOOd-peckers, with their loud and rather bourse 
cries; warbler., of every kind—and their signaling ran 
through a wide gamut of sounds—thrushes, robins, meadow-
larks, mithatehers, and congregations of bobolinks that 
filled the air with hurricanes of lovely music as tbey swept 
by. Sometimes a huge black cloud passed along, and tbe 
glasses showed that tbey were blackbirds, but they did not 
-chatter as they do on the edge of tbe forest. The leaders 
made all the noise and preserved order. I know not how 
many flocks went by of teal, wood-duck, black duck, mer
gansers, curlew, snipe, plover, pewees, pho-hebirds, and 
whatnot: but none could mistake the kingfishers as they 
went, with their scolding laughter, through the dark. 
W e caught a score or so of the birds in nets and in our 

hats, and kept them till the morning, after which we re
leased them. And all through the night bats chased and 
feasted upon tbe silly moth* tbat gathered around the spikes 
of electric (lame. 
A large number of birds lay dead upon tbe grass in the 

morning, havingstrnck the statue. One morning, shortly 
after tbe statue was put up, over a thousand birds were 
§icked up; but latterly they seem to he aware of the 
anger, and not nearly so many are killed ngahist this tall 

obstruction.—Edmund Collins, in Harper's Weekly. 

Result of a Superstition. *** 

In China, dead ancestors are held in peculiar and pro
found reverence. This feeling is sometimes manifested in 
ways which excite ridicule in more enlightened people. 
For instance, to cast a shadow upon the grave of an ancestor 
is considered an insult of so heinous a character that it can
not be permitted lo pass unresentcd. Tbe occupant of tbe 
grave is supposed tu be disturbed and made uncomfortable 
by the shadow, and it is superstitious I y believed that unless 
his living descendants protect him ugainst such an indig
nity, he will make it but for them both in this life and in 
the life tu come. 
This superstition leads to practical difficulties. There be

ing no cemeteries or public burial grounds in China, the 
dead are buried on the family premises, hence every yard or 
garden is a receptacle of ancestral remains. W h e n it is re
membered bow populous China is, and how lung the pro
cesses of burial have been going on within its domain, it is 
ensy to imagine tbat tbe remain;, of ancestors are sown so 
thickly that it is difficult to avoid casting a shadow on some 
-carefully-watched grave. 

This state of things led, iu one instance, to results which 
were both amusing and beneficial. W h e u the first electric 
telegraph company in China began to establish its lines, the 
linemen planted the pules as they had been accustomed to 
do in other countries. Tu their surprise, bands of infuriated 
Chinamen would rush upon certain poles, cut them down, 
and menace the linemen with bodily harm in case they 
should set the poles up again. The cutting down of poles 
was so frequent (hat it was impossible tu establish the line. 
At first the telegraph men did not know why the Chinamen 
cut down the poles. But, on investigation, it was found 
that it was because the doomed poles, at some time in tbe 
day, cast shadows ou the graves of revered ancestors ofthe 
indignant pole cutters. 
The telegraph company sought to overcome the opposition 

ofthe super-titio us Chinamen by persuasion and argument, 
but their efforts were in vain. They then tried bribery, 
which was equally futile. The superstition was found to be 
so deep-seated and so sacred that nothing could overcome 
it. The result was that the telegraph wires had to be laid 
under ground, and tlie Chinese escaped tlie nuisance of 
having the streets of their cities and the country at large 
stuck over with unsightly telegraph poles. Thus did 
superstition in heathen China effect what public indigna
tion and the power of the courts have not been able to ac
complish in this Christian land.—New York Ledger. 

Four Hundred Millions of Silver. 

TheTreasury ofthe United States had in store on the 1st 
of October, 1891. 348,341.193 silver dollars ; -$15,848,6:20 in the 
form of subsidiary silver; silver bars to the value of 
$41,579,253; trade dol birs (bars*, Alf)A\fim—total $ 100,ifii,:j26. 
or, in round numbers, & 100,lXK'l,000. The government, 
furthermore, is increasing this immense store by buying 
seven additional tons of silver every working day iu the 
year. 
N o w what does £100,000,00(1 worth of silver mean ? Stated 

in figures, or expressed in words, it conveys to minds as or
dinarily constituted no definite idea other than that of an 
incomprehensible something, endowed with certain poten
tialities—possibly for good, possibly for evil. Yetsilver is a 
physical entity, possessing the properties ol'length, breadth, 
thickness, capacity to occupy or fill space, and weight. Let 
tis apply these properties to the $-100,000,000, and note some 
ofthe results of such application. 
Coined into dollars, the product will weigh over 22,1300,000 

pounds avoirdupois, or 11,000 net tons; and if its move
ment is desirable, will necessitate for so doing the use of 
1,000 railroad freight cars carrying eleven tons each, or 2,200 
cars carrying five tons each, or 5,500 two-horse wagons 
carrying each two tons. 
A cubic inch of pure silver weighs abuut 0*38 pounds, and 

acubicfoot about 657 pounds. Hence the $400,000,000, if 
melted into a solid mass, would occupy some 33,500 cubic 
feet, which in turn would make a solid column of pure 
silver a foot square and about OA miles high—the Washing
ton Monument being 550 feet. Assuming a load of IOO 

pounds per man, an army of 220 000 men would he required 
to carry the mass, and would make a file, in close order, SO 
miles lung, occupying 30 hours in "pas--ing a given point," 
allowing nothing for halts or "rests." 
The Treasury counts ils silver by weighing it, whicli is 

the part of wisdom, in view ofthe fact that a man counting 
at the rate uf 201) dollar pieces per niinnte. steadily for eight 
hours a day, Sunday included, would be kept busy for con
siderably over eleven years. 
Piled Upon one another, tbe **S400 OOO.OOO would attain a 

height of (>75 miles : and placed side by side, they would 
carpet a room 50 feet wide and nearly 24 miles long. -
(Jreat, however, as is the mass of silver at present in the 

"treasure-houses" of the government, it is being steadily 
increased by the purchase of 64,000,000 additional ounces 
every year, or at the rate—as before stated—of seven tons 
for every working day of tlie year.—David A. Wells, in 
Harper's Weekly. 
How Playing* Marbles are Made. 
Nearly all the coinmun marbles which drag down the 
pockets of our boys are made in Oberstcin, Germany. Tbey 
are made from tbe refuse ofthe agate and stone quarries in 
that neighborhood. The stone is broken into small cubes 
by blows of a light hammer. These small blocks of 
stone are thrown by the shovelful into the " hopper " of a 
small null formed of a bed of stone having lis surlaee 
grooved with con cen trated furrows; above these is the 
" runner," which is made uf hard wood having a level face 
on its lower surface. The upper block is made to revolve 
rapidly, water being delivered upon the grooves of the bed-
stune where the marbles are being rounded. It takes about 
fifteen minutes to finish a bushel uf good marbles ready for 
"snapping." One mill will turn out 170,000 marbles per 
week. The very hardest "cracker-*," as the boys call them, 
are made by a somewhat slower process, somewhat anal
agous, however, to Ibe other. 

H o w Congress Carries on its W o r k . 

In the days of the famous statesmen sketched and de
lineated by Oliver Dyer in Ids "(Jreat Senators of the 
United States," transcendent ability and porsunal greatness 
exercised a controlling influence in the balls of Congress. 
W h e n Calhoun, Benton, Clay, or Webster supported a 
measure, it was understood that be had made himself 
familiar with all its bearings ami was advocating it because 
he believed its passage would conduce to the welfare of the 
country. Moieover, he was acknowledged as a leader ; his 
followers had faith in him, and his eloquence and his argu
ments bad a powerful influence upon tbe minds of bis col
leagues. 
In those days the bills which came before Congress were 

so few that whenever a measure of vital interest was in
troduced it was possible fur a great party leader to examine 
it critically and give ample time to its consideration. 
N o w it is different. The calendars of tlie Senate and the 
House of-Representatives arc so loaded down with import
ant bills that il is. physically impossible for anybody to 
master the details of even a moiety of them. 
Hence, as a matter of necessity, the work of ex
amining them is divided up between the com
mittees of either House. Every measure is referred 
to the appropriate committee: the committee ex
amines and repurts upon it, and if the report be unanimous, 
itis usually accepted as conclusive, and the bid is passed or 
rejected in accordance with the report. The influence of 
ibe commuted** has become so controlling that the constitu
tion of them is of vital importance. They are appointed 
by the presiding officer uf either House—the President of 
the Senate or the Speaker ofthe House of Representatives. 
—New York Ledger. 
The Story of the Obelisk. 
At Heliopolis was the Temple of the Sun, and the schools 
which Herodotus visited "because the teachers are con
sidered the most accomplished men in Egypt." W h e n 
Strabo came hither, four hundred years later, he saw the 
house which Plato had occupied ; Moses here learned "all 
the wisdom of the Egyptians." I'apyri describes Heliopolis 
as "full of obelisks." T w o of these coin tuns were carried fo 
Alexandria 19S7 years agu. and set up before the Temple of 
Ciesar. According to one authority, this temple was built 
by Cleopatra; in any case, the two obelisks acquired the 
name of Cleopatra's Needles, and though the temple itself 
in time disappeared, tbey remained where they had been 
placed—one erect, one prostrate—until in recent years, one 
was given to London and the other to New Vork. One re
cites all this in a breath in order to bring up, if possible, 
the associations which rush confusedly through the mind 
as one stands beside this red granite column rising alone in 
the green fields of Heliopolis. N o myth itself, if was 
creeled in days which are to us mythical—days which are 
the jumping ulf place of our human history ; yet tbey were 
not savages who polished this granite, whu sculptured this 
inscription ; ages of civilization uf a certain sort must have 
preceded them. Beginning with the Central Park, we 
force our minds backward in an endeavor to make these 
dates real. " H o m e r was a modern compared with the de
signers of this pillar," we say to ourselves, "The Mycente 
relies were articles de Paris of centuries and centuries later." 
But repeating the words (and even rolling the r's) are useless 
efforts; the imagination will not rise; it is crushed into 
stupidity by such a vistn of years. As reaction, perhaps as 
revenge, we fiec to geology and Darwin ; here, at least, one 
can take breath.—From "Cairo in 1890," by Constance 
Fenimore Woolson, in Harper's Magazine for November. 

European Industrial Schools. 

In almost all the manufacturing towns of Europe during 
the last half century schools have been opened for ap
prentices in the industrial arts. In Russia there are no less 
than 1,200 of these schools, with 20,000 pupils. A m o n g 
justly celebrated preparatory schools are found the Anibats 
school at Amsterdam, tbe technical sehoul at Birmingham, 
Heriot's Hospital of Edinburgh and the St. Luc schools at 
Belgium. All agree that industrial education can only be 
really given in a workshop, where teachers will be able to 
instruct pupils by means of practical demonstration and by 
sketches of designs. At Birmingham and Edinburgh pupils 
are admitted tu technical schools, which are considered 
merely as a sort of primary industrial schools, where very 
fine chemical and physical laboratories are at their disposal, 
and in which they acquire a certain practice in preparation 
for industrial work. Belgium has founded thirty-six in
dustrial schools, in which are given every evening, and un 
Sundays, the elements uf scientific am] artistic knowledge 
corresponding to the profession of those who frequent 
them. The mini ber attending exceeds 25,000. In both Eng
land and Belgium the numberof pupils in proportion to the 
population is about the same, that is, 42 to each 1,000. In 

Holland there are thirty-two industrial and twenty-five pro
fessional schools, attended by about 7,u00 pupils. Switzer
land has no le-s than eighty-seven schools, giving to ap
prentices and workmen professional instruction. The 
pupils number 8,000. In Denmark, a country of L',006,467 
inhabitants, tliere are seventy-seven schools for professional 
instruction of workmen, with mure than 6,000 pupils. The 
technical school uf Copenhagen alone numbers no less than 
2,000. In Sweden there are twenty-eight industrial schools; 
that of Slock hoi ni has 800 pupils, inure than one half percent. 
ofthe population uf the town. Italy, which in 1885 had 136 
industrial and art schools, with 10.27. pupils, has since then 
made great progress ; but she is suffering, as England some
times suffer-*, from an excess of mannluctured articles, and 
these must be disposed ufot any price in order to avoid a 
ruinous embarrassment. Hamburg, under the direction 
ofMarius Vachou. has the best institution in Germany, both 
on account ofthe principles wliich inspired its creation and 
the methods of instillation. In entering there, if the pupil 
is neither au apprentice nor workman, he must choose a 
trade. A law of the Hamburg senate imposes on all in
dustrial superintendents the duty of sending their ap
prentices tu this soli ooi for six hours every week. The first 
part uf the first year is exclusively devoted tu the study of 
the primary elements of drawing. All drawings must be 
maae,from nature. After that cot_\es instruction from pro
fessional designs. Each pupil receives instruction, per
sonal, varied, and rapid, according to his temperament and 
taste. The discipline is very severe, so that the pupil be
comes accustomed to conduct himself as a serious man, and 
to consider work as a social duty. The Hamburg school 
has served as a model to tlie schools of designs in various 
parts of Europe.—Translated for PnMic Opinion, from the 
French of Edmund Plaaehat, in the Recite des Deax Monties. 

Iron Buildings. 

Notwithstanding the great value of -iron as a material of 
construction for certain purposes, we think that in this 
country, where mure iron buildings, perhaps, have been 
erected than in all other countries put tog-ether, there is a 
strung feeling among architects that they have had their 
day; and that a better, safer, and mure durable structure 
can he made by combining masonry with iron than by using 
the metal as tbe only, or even the principal constructive 
material. In other countries, and especially in France, 
where iron construction is now applied lo all sorts of new 
uses, it has the charm ol novelty, and is often spoken of as 
the universal material of the future; hut most experienced 
American architects have seen too many iron columns 
honeycombed with rust, and girders with half the thick
ness of tbe webs separating in flakes, to wish to entrust 
their reputation to such perishable material, while our fire 
engineers have thoroughly satisfied themselves that an iron 
building of the ordinary sort is less capable of resisting a 
severe tire than one of almost any other material. A m o n g 
the engineers, a similar distrust of iron for construction ex
posed to the weather has become very general. T w o seri
ous accidents have shown that tbe life of a suspension 
bridge, with either wire or chain cables, is only about 40 
years, and some recent examinations of plate-girder bridges 
have shown that, in about the same length uf time, the web 
plates, notwithstanding careful ami often-repeated painting, 
are eaten nearly or quite through, by corrosion, which 
works unohsened beneath the paint. The contrast between 
bridges which perish in a generation, and those which,like 
several of the masonry bridges built by the Romans, have 
been in use for nearly 2,000 years, ami are still in excellent 
condition, is too striking not to attract the attention of in
telligent engineers, and the next, decade is lidcely to see 
brick and stone extensively used for railway bridges, to the 
great advantage of the landscape in the neighborhood. Al
ready, it is said that the officials of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, which bus always led in scientific engineering, have 
given orders that no more iron bridges shall be built on the 
road, and the children ofthe present stockholders will prob
ably have reason to rejoice at the decision.—American Archi
tect. 

Rolling- Hollow Staybolts. 
The rolling of hollow staybolts is an industry recently 
introduced, and claimed tn pnssPss special advantages, [n 
this process, two pieces of iron rolled in U-shaped section, 
ore laid together and wired in that position, these parts 
being then heated to a welding heat and run through rolls, 
and, as the welded tube comes from the rolls it passes over 
a mandrel, which tills the interior; before reaching the 
second pair of rolls it co'ds slightly and shrinks upon the 
mandrel, and in this pair of rolls it is drawn from the man
drel und tho interior cleared. In this way, by five repeated 
operations, a hollow staybolt is obtained, which has a uni
form interior diameter. The material must necessarily be 
the very best quality of charcoal iron; the bolts are made 
in lengths of six feet, and it is alleged that a considerable 
saving in expense is made by using hollow staybolt iron, 
instead of drilling the ends of tlie bolts after tbey are in 
position. 
Action of Oils on Metals. 
A series of tests, lasting some twelve months, on the 
action of various oils on metals in contact with them, re
cently carried ont, gave the following results : In the case 
of iron, seal oil acted the least on it and tallow the most. 
Bronze was not attacked at all by colza oil, and but very 
slightly by olive oil. It was, on the other hand, vigorously 
eroded by linseed oil. In the case of lead, the most deleteri
ous lubricant was whale oil. the best, olive off. Whale, lard, 
and sperm oils were about equally erosive. Zinc seemed to 
be little attacked by mineral lubricant oils. The best oil 
was lard, and the worst, sperm. Cupper was not attacked 
by any of tbe mineral oils. Sperm oil had the least and 
tallow the most action on it. Generally speaking, min
eral oil attacked the metals under test, the least, and sperm 
oil attacked them the most. In conducting the experi
ments, the metals were first thoroughly cleaned in ether 
and then dried. They were next carefully weighed and 
placed in closed vessels filled with oil, which were kept for 
a year at a uniform temperature in summer, of 80° IT. and 
in winter, of about 50° F,—Metal and Icon Journal. 

Wolfram Mining*. 

Wolfram, or tungsten, belongs to a group of rare metals, 
and, until a comparatively recent time, was known only to 
the chemist, and its value was known only in the labora-
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tory. With the invention nf 100-ton guns the demand tor 
tungsten soon made the previously obscure metal well 
known throughout the mining world. It was soon found 
tbat the steel tube lining the bore ol these enormous guns, 
could not resist the shock entailed by discharging many 
shots without becoming fractured. Experiment proved 
that the addition ofa small quantity uf tungsten to thefinc 
steel employed in gun-making rendered the latter metal 
wonderfully elastic, so that the steel tube will expand 
under tbe tension of firing and contract again to its normal 
size a great many times befure the quality ofthe metal is in 
any way impaired. Tbe German gun factories absorb must 
of the tungsten found in the world, and from being a mere. 
curiosity seen only in the laboratory of the chemist, this 
rare metal has acquired considerable value. Wolfram 
generally occurs in combination with iron in Europe, hut 
it is also found in Scheelite, or'tungstate of Ume. Itis in 
tbe latter form that it occurs in Otago. The metal itself is 
of a white color, extremely brittle and heavy, the. specific 
gravity being 19*1, that uf gold being 19*3. It will thus be 
seen than tungsten is a very heavy metal, being only very 
slightly lighter than gold.—New York Ledger. 

a disease ot civilization, pr.-duced by causes wiucli reduce-* 1 
the standard breathing capacity below a certain level. Tn 
prevent this disease it is necessary to use the body to the 
extent its strength demanded, and to see that the work it had 
to perform was carried on under conditions favorable to the 
body. It was also desirable so lo arrange habits and sur
roundings that their tendency as a whole should be to develop 
the lungs. Close and badly ventilated or heated rooms, 
occupations which involve stooping and cramped positions, 
corsets, tight-fitting clothes, should be avoided ; " nipping" 

I should also be prohibited ; as much time as possible should 
be spent in active exercise in the open air ; bedrooms should 
be well ventilated; wnul shuuhl be wnrn next the skin; 
the body should be In-ld erect ; deep in.-piratinns in breath
ing should be taken through the nose, and tbe cultivation 
ofall kinds of athletic exercise should be encouraged. But 
above all, he considered a great deal depended on prompt 
and early treatment of the victims qf consumption.—New 
York Ledger. . A Sea Trip for Health. 

Nuts, 

In looking over your correspondence column I am re
minded of a problem'that I think is generally misunder
stood by mechanics. Tlie problem is the use nf double nuts 
on a bolt. One of ihe nuts is used as a check or jam nut 
and need be only K" or less in thickness except for enliven-
ience in notrequiringaspecial wrench too thin forany other 
use. In theory the number of threads in the check or jam 
nut need only be sufficient to stand the strain that would 
usually be applied to the wrench in setting the nut as a 
cheek or jam. 
The top nut is usually called the check nut whereas the bot

tom one is the check nut, mid when set, prevents the top 
one from unscrewing. There is no weight or strain on the 
thread of the bottom nut due to the weight that is being 
held up, the thread of top nut holds the entire weight. The 
material in the bottom nut outside of the thread supports 
the top one and is of use only as a check or jam nut. 
W h e n double nuts are used on large bolts it is more im
portant tn understand the problem as the cust is increased 
so much, 
I make this statement as I generally see the check 01* thin 

nut on top.—" Check Nut, " in The American Engineer. ^Compound Locomotives. 

W h e n exhaustion has gune so far as to produce a con
dition of positive breakdown without any special organic 
lesion a sea trip is in most cases to be preferred to any 
alternative. Tin.' patient has the advantage of perpetual 
carriage, exercise without the irksomeness of restrained 
posture and without its limitation to a few hours of sun
shine. The chilling effects of night air and alternations of 
dryness and dampness of atmosphere are almost unknown 
at sea, and a recovery may in such cases usually be pre
dicted as following almost certainly a few weeks on ship
board. But it is tothe middle-aged m an more than all 
others that a holiday at sea is recommended. In the great 
majority of cases a man who leads an active business or 
professional life selects bis form of holiday as much for 
what he gets away from as for what he gets to. The desire 
to get out of harness and to escape from the weary tread
mill ofthe recurring cares, from which few active "men are 
free, is never better met than by a voyage. To such men 
exercise is a secondary consideration. Fresh air and the 
incidents tbat vary the monotony of sea life nre sufficient 
tu give all the lien, fits that any change can give, while the 
gentle exercise of walking the deck is sufficient to stimulate 
the appetite and promote digestion. The impossibility of 
doing anything more energetic than walking the deck "is a 
safeguard to persons of this class ; for, after the first flush 
of youth is over, the sudden transition from a sedentary 
life to severe exertion is more apt to be attended with risk 
than with benefit. 

Ventilation of School B o o m s . 

In an article in the American Engineering Magazine, on 
ventilation, Mr. Laurence Allen contends that in very many 
schools the quantity of pure air admitted is nut sufficient 
to expel the foul air. To maintain tlie air in 1.1 guud sanitary 
condition in a properly cons!nit led school room, his experi
ence confirms the amount rc.mired as stated by Ki'lings, to 
wit, 00 cubic feet of air for each occupant per minute. For 
100 pupils this amounts tu ;*.• nimi'i cubic feet per hour. 
Tliere are many schools thai contain 100 pupils and do not 
introduce mure than 25,000 IV*. 1 of pore air per hour, and 
even that is rendered hi a measure ineffective, because tbe 
air is' not properly admitted. "The pupils," Mr. Allen 
says, "do not die in the poisoned atmosphere .' many of 
them will appear reasonably healthy. Su do many persons 
w h o visit and tarry in malarial di l nets. But though tbe 
effects are not immediate and sti iking, they are sure, per
manent, and easy to be traced to their causes, in after years, 
by those who make a study of disease and its causes. Itis 
scarcely less humane to kill a child than, by willfully 
ignoring sanitary requirements, to cripple it for life, 
physically, mentally and morally, as children are being 
crippled to-day in the vile atmosphere of many schools." 

Electricity in Horticulture, 

Because the entire animal creation gets tired and seeks 
periods of rest, it has been popularly supposed that the 
vegetable creation also gets tired in its efforts at growth, 
and would be overwrought were it not for the periodic 
torpidity which the darkness of night brings Upon it; hence 
it has been believed forages that the growing products of 
the vegetable kingdom require periodic exemption from the 
stimulus of sunlight. But experiments which have been 
made in Europe and in this country, notable at the Cornell 
Agricultural Station, show that this popular belief has no 
foundation in fact. 
In these experiments a variety nf plants has been kept 

under continuous light fur long periods, by turning on 
electric lights from sundown to sunrise. The results of these 
experiments are remarkable. They show that periods of 
darkness are not necessary to tbe growth and development 
of plants ; that plants do nut need rest at night in the sense 
in which animals need rest; that there is no such tiling as 
a plant becoming worn out or tired out in consequence of 
the stimulating influence of continuous light. 
Plants have a faculty—which some writers call "the 

vegetable instinct"—nf making the best of their situation. 
Within the temperate zones they have simply adapted 
themselves to the conditions of alternating light and dark
ness. During the day they assimilate or make their food, 
and during (he night, when the process of assimilation 13 
stopped, they use the food in growth. But in the Arctic 
regions, where, during the prolonged days of summer, 
plants are in almost continuous light, they grow without 
periods of rest. 
By means ofthe varied and numerous experiments with 

electricity which scientists have already made, it has been 
discovered that if plants are kept under continuous light, 
although the process of assimilation is not stopped, the 
growth ofthe plant goes on even more rapidly than it 
goes on in the darkness of night, tbe electric light not only 
promoting assimilation, but often hastening growth and 
maturity. It has also been demonstrated that the electric 
light is capable of producing natural flavors and colors in 
fruit, aud that it often intensifies the color and sometimes 
increases tbe production of flowers. 
The scientific deduction from these facts is that there is 

good rea.on for supposing that the electric light can be 
profitable used in horticulture as soon as the details of its 
application -hall be practically wrought out. It is alleged 
that the discoveries which have been made and the results 
already achieved strongly indicated that if the electric light 
enables vegetables to assimilate during (he night and does 
not interfere with growth, it will ultimately produce plants 
of great size and marked precocity.—New York Ledger. 
Edison's Exhibit at the World's Fair. 
Thomas A. Edison's display of electrical apparatus at the 
world's fair is to be the greatest offort uf that great inven
tor's life. H e has been working on it for months, and a 
duzen or move of his ablest assistants have been helping 
him. The wizard uf Menlo Park has just applied fur space 
in the electricity building for his exhibit. H e wants one-
seventh nf all the room in the big building. The electricity 
building is 315 by 700 feet, and contains exclusive of gallery 
space, 231,500 square feet of floor room. "I have it from 
Mr. Edison himself," said Chief Barrett recently, "that 
hisdisplay at the fair is to be the greatest achievement of 
his life. In talking of his application for space Mr. Edison 
admitted thai he was asking I'or a large section ofthe build
ing. ' But every inch will be put to good purpose,'lie 
added, ' I shall not waste u foot of the area assigned to me, 
but will present a series of the most interesting electrical 
inventions ever produced.—Chicago Journal of Commerce. 

Tbe Dynamo Made Harmless. 

F. J. Crough, ofEugene, has invented a harmless dynamo 
which a child can handle without fear of danger, says the 
Portland Oregonian. 
Mr. Crough says his machine is very simple, and adds 

that the secret of success is in the winding, induction, and 
proportion of metals. There is another secret which tie 
will not divulge. H e says the success of his invention is in 
one wire, but he doesnot desire to discuss the matter. Mr. 
Crough gave his invention a severe test in the presence 
of several people, including a reporter, recently. His 

Erind pal purpose was to show tbat his machine was 

armless and that it was impossible to get a shock from it, 
A feature of Mr. Crough's exhibit is a sixteen-candle power 
light burning in a jar of water, the naked wire, being 
exposed to the water. Right above the jar is a light and an 
electric hell on thesame circuit. A telegraph instrument 
has been worked a distance of three or four miles on tbe 
same line as an electric light without damage to either 
branch of the service. Again the incoming und on (going 
wires of the dynamo have been run without insulation 
through mud, and then started lights without any loss of 
power. Mr. Crough says his dynamo has the power of 
ten volts. It will run fifty sixteen-candle power incan
descents with four and one-half horse-power, including 
friction. In inventing it Mr. Crough says he cast aside all 
the theories of construction of electrical machines ana 
started on a new track. 

In compounding locomotives a new method has been put 
into practical and successful operation by the superin
tendent of motive power of the .Mexican Central Railway. 
The cost of coal on that route being in the neighborhood of 
$11 per ton, the plan was conceived of diminishing fuel con
sumption by the introduction of a compound system, in 
which the high pressure cylinder is encircled by the low 
pressure cylinder. In this arrangement the high pressure 
cylinder is fourteen inches in diameter, and the low press
ure a diameter of thirty and three-fourths inches, which is 
equal to a cylinder twenty-four and one-fourth inches in 
diameter. Tbe stroke is twenty-four inches, and the two 
rods of the low-pressure piston are coupled with the single 
high-press ure rod to one crosshead. It appears that in a 
competitive test of twelve trips with a single engine the 
compound locomotive showed economy in fuel of about 
twenty-live per cent.—an important economy on a road 
where the fuel account is the largest item uf operating ex
penses, being twenty-two percent, of the total.—New York 
Sun. 

Insomnia and Its Therapeutics. 

Dr. Macfarlane, Fellow of the Royal College of Physi
cians. Edinburgh, has written a monograph upon the 
causes and remedies for insomnia. H e outlines the hypoth
eses of many students who have made a specialty ol inves
tigating the phenomena of sleep, and a great part of the 
discussion is devoted to describing and differentiating the 
symptoms i<[' sleeplessness. This he pronounces not a 
disease, but a symptom of many diseases differing widely 
in complexity and gravity. The paradoxical statement is 
made that women require mure rest than men, and yet at 
thesame time tbey " bear loss of sleep better—for a time 
—tban do men." In reference tothe habit of sleep, tlie 
writer quotes tbe example ofthe Iron Duke, who could 
induce sleep at will ami preferred to rest in a narrow bed, 
believing that when it was time to turn over it was time to 
turn out. 
Insomnia from over-cerebration is discussed in a chapter 

upon sleeplessness from disorders of the nervous system. 
Seabathing, change of scene and of occupation, instan
taneous stopping of work, are the remedies proposed, for 
in such cases medicine dues little for the tired mind. l)r. 
Macfarlane does not lay claim to any new suggestion as a 
cure Tor sleeplessness, but he gives a careful resume of the 
therapeutics ofthe subject. To Promote Sleep. 

How to get to sleep is a matter of high importance to 
many pcrsmis besides yourself. Nervous persons who are 
troubled with wakefulness and excilahlity usually have a 
strong tendency of blood to the brain, with cold extremities. 
The pressure of blood on the brain keeps it in a stimulated 
or wakeful slate, and the pulsations in the head are often 
painful. Let such rise and chafe the body and extremities 
with a brush or towl, or rub smartly with the hands to 
promote a circulation and withdraw the excessive quantity 
of bloud from the brain, and they will fall asleep in a short 
time. A cold bath, or a rapid walk in the open air, or going 
up and down stairs a few times,-just befure retiring, will 
aid in equalizing circulation and promote sleep, These 
rules are simple and easy of application in castle or cabin, 
and may minister to the comfort of thousands who would 
freely expend money for an anodyne to promote " Nature's 
sweet restorer, balmy sleep." 

To Prevent Consumption. 

At a time when so much is said about Koch's cure for 
tuberculosis, it may be worth while to call attention to tbe 
remarks of Mr. G. W . Hamhleton, at the meeting of the 
British Association. H c pointed out that consumption was 

Prevalence of Diphtheria. 

Tbe Milroy lectures this year were on the natural history 
and prevalence of diphtheria. The lecturer gave it as bis 
opinion that soil and geulngical formation have something 
to do with ils prevalence ; that it is especially common in 
damp valleys, and that in England it is most prevalent 
during the last three months ofthe year. 
The greater number of persons attacked are between 2 

and 12 years nf age, and the liability is greatest between 2 
and 5 years. 
Many attacks of diphtheria are accompanied by simple 

sore throat and tonsilitis, and many apparently simple 
attacks of sore throat have really an infectious character. 
The same fact has been noted on this side of the Atlantic. 
Some physicians luok on diphtheria and scarlet fever as 

modifications of the same disease, and the occurrence of 
both at tlie same time in the same family seems at first 
sight to countenance this view. But the theory is disproved 
by the entire absence of diphtheria in several thousand 
cases uf scarlet fever treated in the London Fever Hospital. 
Tbeprobable explanation of the occurrence of both in 

the same family is tbat the condition of the throat in a 
family effected by scarlatina affords a soil favorable for the 
recpptiuii ofthe diphtheric poison. 
W h e n diphtheria does occur in connection with scar

latina, it is almost always as a sequel to it. So, too, the 
sore throats due to bad hygienic surroundings and imper
fect drainage furnish excellent soil for diphtheritic 
microbes. 
Many cases of diphtheria end unexpectedly in fatal heart 

failure, sometimes when the patient has seemed in a fair 
way to recovery. In such cases a postmortem examination 
reveals a fatty and granular degeneration of the muscular 
fibres ofthe heart. 
This fact emphasizes the need of prompt treatment to 

secure the speediest possible recovery. It follows, too, that 
in all cases, until complete recovery, everything should he 
avoided which makes demands on the heart, a very slight 
effort often being fatal : and that the physician should 
always make a careful examination ofthe heart, and advise 
accordingly.—Praia the Youth's Companion. 

The Use of Pillows. 

A pillow is u necessity ; but care and judgment should be 
exercised in its use. No mere matter of habit is the use of 
a pillow. -It has a physiological basis. W e sleep, for the 
most part, on tbe side, and without a pillow the head would 
be uncomfortably and harmfully lower than the body It 
will be remembered that Jacob, when fleeing from Esau, 
took a stone for a pillow. H e needed something for the 
purpose, and nothing better than a stone presented itself. 
Such practices are common in Africa at the present day 
Some people rest the neck instead of the bead on 'hard 

pillows. In Africa extraordinary headgears make this 
, practice necessary, and many a civilized women has been 
compelled by a somewhat similar coiffure to forego both 
the pillow and the recumbent posture. The consideration 
of the physiological reasons for pillows will suggest their 
proper thickness, They should merely bring the head 
tothe natural level. Some pillows are much too thick 
By bending the neck unduly they interfere with the outflow 
ol the venous blond from the head. The pillow that just 
fills up the space above the shoulder best suits its end. 
Again, pillows of feathers are objectionable. While they 

furnish the needed support for tbe head, tbey are too heat
ing as they have a remarkable capacity for holding and 
accumulating beat. 
Itshould be remembered that more blood, and hence 

more heat, goes to the bead than to anv other part of the 
body. Head heating pillows are against the wholesome 
maxim; " Keep the feet warm, but the head cool." Tliere 
is nothing better than the hair pillows. 
Furtlier, the pillow is for the head, not for the shoulders 

To rest the shoulders on the pillow defeats the very end for 
which it is used. 
Finally, special care should be taken of infants in this 

matter, W e have seen their heads sunken deep into the 
softest and thickest uf pillows, and their faces, as a natural 
consequence, covered with great beads uf perspiration It is no wonder that children su treated die 
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WATER MOTOR. 

No. 457,294. JAMES A. TILDEN, HYDE PARK, MASS 

Patented August.',, _?__. The rotary piston B is made of tri
angular shape, as shown. It rotates within the four-sided 
chamber forming the interior nf the ring C, The center of 
the piston is at d- and that ofthe ring 0 coincides with the 
center of the case A at the point 3. Water enters at E and 
passes through the port /• into the interior of tbe ring 
where it presses against tlie lobes of tlie piston B The' 
piston is in contact with the ring at the points 1 and 2 It 
will be seen that point 1 is nearer the center d* uf thepiston 
than the point 2 is, consequently (he greatest leverageisex-
erted on tbe lower lobe ofthe piston, and it revolves" in the 

turned over to receive a charge, or to bring the tuyeres be
neath the metal, by means ofthe crank N. The charge is in
troduced through the nozzle H, when in the position shown 
in Ing 1 the blast, is turned un and the cylinder is then 
rotated to position shown in Fig. 1 The reaction com
mences immediately. The oxygen of the air combines with 
tbe sulphur and forms sulphurous acid, and with all the 
other bodies it lorms oxides, wliich are carried away by the 
gaseous current. The greater pari ofthe iron which passes 
to the slate uf oxide remains in the hath and would soon in
jure tbe lining of the converter and quickly render it use
less. To prevent this, powdered silica contained in a 
reservoir U is fed into the blast-pipes, and is brought into 
contact with the oxide of iron and forms silicate of iron 
which melts and floats in the bath of melted matte The 

CROSS secT/orf 

direction of the arrow. The lobes of the pistnn successively 
enter the four recesses ur corners of the chamber in therm***-
Cand they revolve together, the piston making four revolt" 
tions while the ring makes three. Thev work together like 
a pinion into an internal gear. As the ring revolves the 
ports/1/1/3/1 are closed when they reach the part 5 that 
fits against the ring, ami they open into the exhaust D when 
they have passed it. They pass from Ihe exhaust to the 
supply side as they go past the bearing 4. The supply and 
exhaust are thus cnnti-ulleil bv the ring C, and nn'other 
valves are needed. Tbe motion is reversed hy shiftin**** the 
pressure over to the exhaust side. 

MINING PUMP. 
No. 457,022. WILLIAM H. BAILEY ANDGOSTWF LINDE-

MANN, SALFORD, ENGLAND. I'at.nted. Aug. .',, 2891 One 

fixed water barrel W and two fixed plungers •/', *.', are con
nected to the steam cylinder a by rods r. The piston rod 6 
is attached to a pan- of water barrels d and c, which are 
bolted to a large hollow plunger ,•>. A set of valves e are 
attached to a plate bulled between them. The hollow 
mteriorof the plunger tH serves as an airchamber and tin 
water passes out of the p u m p through the plunder c1 

circular plate which fits the bottom of the steam chest. It 
contains eighteen equally spaced bnles, on the same circle 
as the cyhnder ports. Thebody of the valve is corrugated 
so a,s to hive each alternate hole open into the inside of the 
valve, and the intermediate holes open tn the outside. The 
former are the exhaust ports and the latter are the supply 
or inlet, ports. In Pig. 2 it isscen thafcylitiderpurtl is fully 
open to the exhaust, and port 5 is fully open to the supply. 
1 ori 2 is opening and 8 is closing to the exhaust, (i is opening 
and I is closing to the supply or pressure, 3 and 7 are 
w i u h , ' V"1S,:' P'sh-ns heing at tbe ends uf their strokes. 
"rt bile the valve turns from the position shown, sufficiently 
to brmg the exhaust hole It exactly over the cylinder port 
1, or through one-ninth of a revolution, each cylinder port 
is opened and closed both tn the pressure and tothe exhaust 
m the regular order necessary to secure one full stroke to 
each cylinder. Consequently the valve makes only one 
revolution for every nine of the crank, and the wear ofthe 
valve is correspondingly slow. The pressure chamber 30 
is separated from the exhaust 31, by the cup leather pack
ing shown in Ing. I, which fits against, the circular shell of 
the valve the valve is turned by differential gears carried 
on the end of the crank pin 03. Wheel (lb is fixed, and Lis 
fastened on the valve stem. K and h are keyed together 
and turn on the crank pin, h and GO are equal in size, bu{ 
li and Bare in diameter as 8 to 9. At every revolution L 
is turned forward one-ninth of a revolution thus giving the 
valve its proper motion. 
ELECTRIC ROCK DRILL. 
No 480,089. CHARLES E. Lira, SYRACUSE, N. Y. Pat
ented Sept. SU, 1891. The drill is attached to the bar 17 bv 
a clamp in the ordinary way. The coils C C" of insulated 
copper wire are employed to operate the drill bar 17 W h e n 
the electnc current is sent through the coil C1, the bar 
draws back into the casing until its center roaches the center 
of the coil, or so tar as the coiled spring E will permit. Be
fore it reaches the hunt of its stroke in that direction tbe 
current is switched out o[~ the coil C1. and into coil C The 
rod now moves outward, tending tu bring its middle 'to the 
middle of coil C. Before reaching that, phint, however the 
current is again switched nil, and into coil d. At or before 
that moment, the drill strikes the ruck, and the pull from coil 
C1 catches it on the rebound The upper part of the drill 
rod 17 is made into a spiral 18. as shown on Fig 2 This 
spiral slides through a ratchet sleeve 1!), and pawls 20 serve 
to rotate the drill in the ordinary way. On the outward 

W h e n the steam piston moves the barrels c and d and the 
plunger e downward, the plunger displaces twice as much 
waterasthe plungers ch.'do on the up-stroke. Half of this 
water fills the space made by the withdrawal ofthe plungers 
•£#, and the remainder goes off up the column pipe c* 
On the up-stroke the plungers c-didisplacethe water which 
on the down-stroke filled tbe space vacated bv them and 
the plunger ei sucks in enough wafer for the'next double 
stroke. Ihe discbarge is thus double acting, and the suc
tion single acting. CONVERTER FOR COPPER MATTE. 
No- 456,516. PlER"E MANHESS, LYONS, FRANCE Pat

ented July Sl, 1891. Thisconverterisdcsi-nedforproducing 
TrP^L T ma-,C ° f ai.-\' co"WO^iem. In construction 
and operation it resembles the converter employed in 
making Bessemer steel. The cylinder A is lined with re-

S W f nal,/md lias end "!'enin!:s P :md G through 
which the flame from any convenient heating furnace is 
run lor the purpose of properly beating it before receiving 
a charge of matte These openings are covered wl.e . at 
rnH«l.lT.

ei,Cylnfer -Spr0vkled with u vent «r nozzle H 
E!?..^Plast bo-x C having n number of tuyeres E which ex-
gndftb»D^:1_i thelinuif as shown. Blast issupplied through 
•jointed pipe 0» C*. The cylinder is supported on rollers J 
5? „« A ™ al s 10wn* T n e apparatus can be propelled •to any desired place by the bandies T. The cylinder is 

volume of matte becomes less by tbe liberation ofthe sul
phur and other bodies. Consequently the converter is 
turned slowly, in order that the air-blast may still pene
trate the matte to the proper depth. The matte is thus con
centrated and approximates metallic copper liy the loss of 
the other elements—iron and sulphur—as well as the com
bustion and volatilization of the metalloids, and metals 
more easily oxidized. After a time there remains in the 
converter only sub-sulphide of copper, and this is shown 
clearly by the color of the flames. The sulphur continues 
to burn, and the copper is liberated, and descends by 
gravity below the remaining sub-sulphide. The cylinder is 
then turned backward slowly, so as to keep the tuyeres near 
the buttom uf the layer of snb-siilpliide, until crude copper 
alone remains. At the middle nf ihe operation when it is 
recognized by the color of the (lames that all the iron lias 
been burned, the converter is tipped to the pustion Fi"- ] 
and the slag which floats, if sufficiently fluid, is run out' 
the air which strikes the surface at the 'rear nf the bath be
ing usually sufficient tu force it out. If the slag is not 
fluid, it is raked out by the usual means. The apparatus is 
afterward turned back to reduce, as aforesaid the sub-sul
phide of cupper by still further blowing. By this process 
poor and impure mattes can be treated at will for obtaining 
either a white made absolutely free from iron and other 
bodies, or crude copper, or even refined copper in con
dition for rolling, and this is done in less than an hour 
after taking the matte from the blast-furnace and without 
consumption of fuel. 

VALVE FOR HYDRAULIC MOTOR. 
No, 459,736. ELIJAH B. BENHAM. PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

Patented Sept. 22d, 1891. This valve is designed for that 
class ot motors which has several cylinders, eight in the 
present instance, all of which radial e from one cen ter. The 
piston rods all bear against one crank pin t3. A retaining 
ring Z hooks over the shoulder shown on the ends of the 
rods, and serves to keep them in place. A single port 27 

runs from the outer end of each cylinder to the bottom of 
the steam chest. Tbe eight ports are arranged in a circle at 
exactly equal distances apart. The valve which controls 
the admission and exhaust is shown in perspective in Fig. 
3, and in cross section in Fig. 2. The face of the valve is a 

stroke the sleeve turns, but on tbe inward stroke the pawls 
hold the sleeve and the drill rod turns. The tripod leg 9 is 
double, united at the font, and each side is provided with a 
disc at the head, whicli engages the beveled ends of the 
center block B. The top ends of the legs 16 are also pro
vided with large flanges which are clamped by a center 
bolt 23 tightly against the oirside of the beads ofthe leg 9 
Ihe center block B has on its top side, a. circular plate 3 
with beveled edges, Fig. 3. The casing A slide. in ways in 
the barl, and this bar has a socket and clamp block G which 
takes hold ofthe swivel plate 3. The drill can be swiveled 
horizontally on this joint, and can be swiveled vertically 
by easing off tbe center bolt 23 thus allowing the center 
block B to turn between the heads of the tripod legs. The 
feed screw 2 is operated by hand. 

AERIAL RAILWAY. 

No. 460,567. ALFRED H, DECAMP, BOONTON, N. J 

Patented Oct. 6, 1891. In this structure metallic flexible 
rails are used instead of ropes for the car wheels to travel 
on. These mils are made of fiat iron bars which are 
arranged to slide through suitable fl-shaped stirrups which 
are bolted to the knees 20 which support tlie track on the 
trestles C. Each stirrup is covered with asbort piece of fiat 
iron, tapered off at both ends and resting on top of the 
track, fi.r the purpose of passing tlie wheels over the stir
rups without shocks. The end of the rails at the anchorage 
A are attached to straining ropes and weights shown on the 
pit 19a. The cars are moved by an endless hauling rope 22 
Surface tracks 1) extend tothe ends ofthe aerial tracks and 
the cars are provided with two sets of wheels, the upper 
ones to run on the aerial tracks, and the lower ones for 
the surface trncks. The haulage rope draws tbe cars to any 
desired point on the surface line, where the rope grip is tripped automatically by a block 37, Figs. 3 and 4, fixed above the track on a suitable framework 38, The car is 
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then switched by gravity over to the re'turn track, and the 
grip is closed by a block overhead 37, similar to the one 
that opened it. The grip is composed of two jaws which 
are pivoted on pins 47 to a plate 41. Thev are connected 
by small links 49 on the under side. Each end of plate 41 
has a lug-12 turned up high enough tube engaged fiy the 
blocks 37 wliich are fastened to overhead timbers at the 
engaging and di.-engaging stations. W h e n tbe plate 41 is 
thrown around to the position shown in Fig. -(, the jaws are 

forced toward each other suffii 
the rope is bent as shown. Bo 
provided with surlace track s 
blocks 37, so the cars circuh 
matically. Fig. 3 shows the ot 
the surface track, with a car al 
ether. 

ently to grip the rope, and 
h ends uf the railway are 
/itches and grip operating 
c continuously and auto-
1 uf the aerial track and of 
ult to pass from one to the 

C E N T R I F U G A L O R E SEPARATOR. 

No. 459,267. THOMAS CLARKSON, LONDON, ENGLAND. 
Patented Sept. 8, 1891. The crushed ore is fed into the 
hopper C The feed is regulated by a conical valve at the 
lower end nf the feedpipe, which is adjusted by a band-
wheel nt the tup ofthe hopper. The :u*e falls intoacircular 
dish d, which is fastened on tbe top end nf the spindle S. 
This dish is provided with a removable ring d1, which is 
constructed with radial grooves d3 on its top surface. 
Tbese grooves range in size from c

3
( to J of an inch square, 

according to the material tube handled. A cover D rests 
by gravity nn top of the ring./1, and provides a top or cover 
*for all the grooves in it. The pan and its cover are spun 
swiftly by a belton the pulley P.^and the ore is thrown 
from the pan. through the grooves ti3, outward and upward 
at an angle of *_5 degrees. The distance that it is thrown 

ERT1CAL SECTION, 

depends upon the weight of Ll 
with metal are thrown fart lies I 
smaller pieces into chamber 3 I 
4, while the finest du-t falls i 
from which it is sucked nut I 
chambers are made of circular ( 
and they are provided with spi 
form inclined bottom-, u. each i 
terial is directed to suitabledlsi 
The spindle 8 runs in ball hear 
and at the bottom hanger I-;. The dust is kept out ofthe 
upper bearing by a sleeve Q which slides on the pipe Q 1 

and shoves up close under the bottom of tbe revolving disti 
d, without Quite touching it. Oil is supplied to the bearing 
by a pipe p1 which leads from an oil box 7, 

ecc. The pieces heavy 
• tbe outer chamber 2, 
I be du-t i u!• > chainber 
h- central chamber 5, 
u e\haust fan. These 
:- on.- inside the other, 
anges Al, Id, h*, which 
her, by which the ma
le holes in the base A. 
n the upper sleeve E1 

S T E A M B L O W E R . 

456,435. CHRISTIAN H. SCIIARAR, SCRANTON, PA, Pat
ented July 21st, 1891. This blower is designed fur drawing 
the gases from the furnaces uf sleam buffers, etc., and thus 
create the necessary draft, without the smokestack common
ly employed fur that purpose. It is usual iv set at the end of 
the Hues where the chimney would otherwise be placed. A 
circular casing F is supplied with steam by the pipeshnwn. 
Several conical passages G are made tlirough the easing for 
the passage of the smoke and gases. A pipe M N having 

a contraction near the middle uf its length, is placed nver 
each passage G. A number of small jets cl are pruvided 
around the upper end of eftch passage and a second setf*are 
made on tbe interior ofthe passage, as shown. All tlie jets 
are so inclined that the streams of steam which issue from 
them tend to converge at a poiut near tbe narrowest part 
nf the tubes M N, as shown by dotted lines. A drain pipe 
I serves to keep the apparatus free from water when the 
fires are low, or the steam is shutolf. 

ELECTRIC MINING M A C H I N E . 

No. 458,184. EDMUND C. MORGAN. CHICAGO, III. Pat
ented Aug. S5, 1891. The pick N is attached to a tubular 
holder M which slides through a bearing in tlie front end 
of the machine frame and is guided by a crosshead L. A 
long spiral spring 2 is used to throw the pick forward. To 
draw it backward, two pitmen K are employed, which have 
rollers 3 running in the cam-grooves ofthe wheels G. There 
are two of these wheels, on the ends of a short transverse 

shaft, with a worm-gear F between them, and they are 
rotated by the worm E and the electric motor B, C, as 
shown. As the wheels tl revolve in tlie direction of the 
arrow, Fig, 2, the rollers 3 fall into the pockets C at the end 
of the cam-groove, and the pitmen K with the slider M and 
pick N, are dragged backward until they reach the position 
shown l>y the dotted lines when the rollers 3 escape from 
the pockets that held them, and the spring 2 throws ihe 
pick and its attachments violently forward again. The 
lever d, dl, at the ends of Ihe cam-groove, are intended tu 
check the shock of the ml I ers against the end nf the groove. 
A spiral spring is placed between the crosshead L and the 

W O R M GLARING*. 

No. 456,796. MATTHEW P. CAMPBELL, GLASGOW, SCOT
LAND. Patented Jut,, .'8,1891. The object of this in veil tion is-
to provide worm gearing suitable fur transmitting great 
strains, and which will mesh properly with worms of dif
ferent pitches nf thread. 
Figure 1 is a face view of tbe improvement: and Fig. 2 is 

a side elevation, the parts being in section. 
Tbe gear wheel A is provided nn its face with teeth B, 

adapted to mesh into the thread ('of the worm I). Tbe teeth 
B are each provided with a pivot-pin E, fitted to turn in the 
wheel A, and retained in place by a collar or nut F. Each 
tooth B is free tn oscillate on its pivot-pin E, so that while* 
the pitch or actual distance from center to center of the 
teeth remains constant, the teeth adapt themselves by 
swiveling on their pivots to the inclination ofthe thread of 

the screw or worm T> with which they gear. The swiveling 
teeth B are, by preference, enlarged or formed with shoul
ders, near their roots, bearing against each other, as is 
shown, so as to distribute the strain throughout the series 
of cogs or teeth B. 
The invention, though only represented as applied to the 

bevel form of worm-wheel, is equally applicable to other-

forms, the teeth lieing fitted with their pivot-pins passing 
radially through the rim ofthe wheel or tlirough the side 
of the rim parallel uratan inclination to the axis of the 
wheel, as circumstances may require. The pivot-pins may 
be passed (hmng)i a row of holes arranged in a circleround 
the wheel rim, or two rows of staggered holes maybe 
formed in the rim, so that the alternate teeth may be 
pivoted in tlie outer circle of holes, and the others in the 
inner circle. 

TELPHER SYSTEM. 

No 458,871. CnABLES J. VAN DEVUKLE, LYNN, MASS. 
Patented Sept. 1st, 1891. This is a variety of overhead rail
way, designed for high speeds, and for carrying freight. 
The roadway is composed of four rails, one at the top, one>t 
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end of its slideway in tbe machine frame, also to cushion 
tbe stroke of tlie pick. The wheels upon wliich the 
machine is mounted, run on stout studs projecting from Hat 
blocks which are arranged to slide iu dovetail grooves run
ning horizontally in the sides of the main frame so that 
they cau be shifted forward or back tu properly balance the 
machine. 

the bottom, and une at each side. The cars are thus enclosed 
su that (hey cannot leave the track at any speed. The rails 
ure used to convey the driving current and also the return. 
The motors are constructed within the bodies ofthe driving 
wheels E 1 E- of the locomotive, and are ofthe kind which 
have no commutators. The car <> is composed of a cylinder 
which is provided with suitable side doors, and is bungby 
spring cunnectiuns to a frame R R. This frame has suita
ble wheels 8 which engage the top and bottom rails. SiJe 
rollers F 1 F 2 are provided to bear against the side rails and 
prevent oscillation. As the driving wheels of the locomo
tive cannot hear against Loth tup and bottom rails atthe 
same time, idler wheels G l G- are employed to make the 
contact with tbe top rail, It is desirable to make the loco
motive as light as possible, and in urdtr to gel adhesion the 
wheels G 1 G- are drawn toward each other, thus forcing the 
driving wheels against tlie bottom rail. The force applied 
for this purpose is graduated in proportion to the drag or 
traction of the cars. The drawhead is attached to a rod I2 

which operates a lever I1. This lever is connected to the 
axles uf the wheels G 1 G- in such a manner thai its move
ment draws them together and increases the pressure of 
thedriverson the rail. Thetrainisstoppedat stations by in
terrupting the circuit and su shutting off the power. As 
soon as the current is cut off—the brakes (notshown) which 
have been held off hy suitable magnets, are thrown on by 
springs, and the train is quickly brought to astop. 
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.'S COAL CUTTERS 
PRESENT THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES: 

Great Economy in Cost of Mining. 

Cuts away but 4 inches of coal, leaving it in better condition. 

Great Saving of Coal. 

Great Reduction of dead work. 

Requires but one-third the number of rooms, as compared to hand labor. 

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS ADDRESS KDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, AT NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE. 

CANADIAN DISTRICT, Edison Building. Tnronto, Can, 
N E W ENGLAND DISTI-UCT. _•.•> Otis Street, Boston, Mass. 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT, Denver, Col. 

D I S T R I C T O F F I C E S : 

CENTRAL DISTRICT, 173 and 175 Adams Street, Chicago, 111. EASTERN DISTRICT, Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. 
PACIFIC NORTHWIIST DISTRICT, Flei.chin.r Building, Portland, Ore. PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT, Edison Building, 112 Bush Street, Son 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT, 10 Decatur Street, Atlanta, Ga. Francisco, Cal. 

CLAY, PEPPER I REGISTER, 
MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTING 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, 
Electric Locomotives, Dynamos, and Motors for 

Hoists, Pumps, Coal Cutters, Drills, and 
Fans, and general work of special 

design for Mines and Collieries. 

Electrical Repair Work of all kinds. Write for estimates. 

OFFICE, PROVIDENT BUILDING, CHEST-JUT SUD FOURTH STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Factory, 117, 119, and 121 N. Front, Camden, N. J. 

THE ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OP LEAD. 

The Mineralogy, Mode of Occurrence 
tion of Lead. 

and Produc-

BY H. A. WHEELER, E. M., UF ST. LOUIS. 

The second, or South-Eastern Missouri group of lead 
mines, occur in limestone of lower Silurian age in South-
Eastern and Central Missouri. 
A aeries of nearly horizontal parallel beds of sand

stone and limestone are found in that portion of the 
state which are all liable to carry at least small amounts 
of lead, but only two ofthe limestones have been found 
to carry it in paying amounts, and of these two, one 
produces nearly all ofthe large product from this dis
trict, The limestones are all dolomatized or have been 
more or less altered into magnesian limestone, which is 
especially true of the third limestone, which is the 
name applied to the richest ore, and in which the 
profitable mines are located. The lead occurs in the 
other or second magnesian limestone as "pipe veins," 
"gash veins," "floors," and caves, or similar to the 
Upper Mississippi region, though very often no zinc 
ore is found with the lead, while barite, or "heavy 
spar," is usually associated with the lead, and is sold 
for $1 to $3 a ton at the mine, according to its whiteness 
and freedom from iron-staining, to be used as an adult
erant for white paint, paper, etc. The galena is often 
found in huge chunks and cubes of seveial hundred 
pounds weight in these gash-veins, and is seldom in 
small grains or in a tine condition, so that it is usually 
a very easy matter for the miner to dress his ore by the 
use of small picking hammers and hand dressing up to 
80 % lead. On account ofthe coarse condition of much 
ofthe galena, it gives rise to a peculiar local system of 
mining, known as " patch diggings," in which the 
miner hunts along the top of the decomposed lead-
bearing limestone for the the loose chunks of mineral 
that have been set free bv the weathering or decay of 
the encasing rock. For limestone is one of the least 
enduring rocks known, wheu exposed to atmospheric 
action, on account of its comparative easy solubility in 
surface waters; hence in the removal of the lime by at
mospheric waters, the galena is left behind, together 
with the other insoluble impurities ofthe limestone, or 
a tough, sticky clay, known as " tallow " clay. In tbe 
winter season, when there is little to be done on a 
farm, it is a very common thing for the Missouri farmers 
to dig pits down through the clay, to the top of the 
solid, unweathered limestone, in search of the chunks 
of mineral, or galena, that may have thus been set free 
and hence in a condition almost clean enough for direct 
sale to the traveling ore-buyer. If lead is unusually 
high, the patch diggings are sometimes worked the en
tire year, while when low prices prevail, they are al
most entirely neglected, though the total production 
from the patch diggings in a year is seldom large or 
important, as too frequently the farmers only make 
poor wages in carrying on this highly speculative hit or 
miss system of mining. 
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In the third magnesian limestone, the galena often 
occurs as finely disseminated granules and crystals in 
the limestone, which are usually more abundant along 
certain bedding or joint planes in the limestone. In 
this ease the galena is never found in large masses, and 
is nearly always of quite low grade or the rock will as
say, in paying ground, .5 to 20% in lead, though the 
usual average is between 6 and 10%. All the ore from 
this disseminated limestone requires concentration, be
fore it can be smelted, and large mills havebeen erected 
in this district for crushing the ore by rolls and then 
concentrating it in jigs and on slime tables. Some iron 
pyrites occur with tbe galena, and at Mine la Matte a 
nickel cobalt bearing mineral called siegenite is found 
in sufficient quantities with the lead to annually 
furnish about $20,000 worth of cobalt nickel matte that 
is shipped to Europe to be treated. 

SECTION OF THE ST. JOE MINE. GALENA DISSEMINATED IN MAGNESIAN-LIMESTONE, 

The largest producer in this region and in the Miss
issippi Valley is the St. Joseph Lead Co., at Bonne 
Terre, which produces about 12,000 tons annually, oper
ating a narrow-gauge railroad over 50 miles long in 
carrying on its business, that has been built out of the 
pr.jfits, and whicli has been a dividend-paying mine for 
many years. At the St. Joe mine the lead-bearing 
limestone has been found to be over 400 feet thick, 
though the workings as yet do not exceed 200 feet in 
depth. The lead is found to follow certain quite and 
well-defined chutes or "runs" through the limestone, 
varying from 100 to 300 feet wide, and in working out 
a level or bench, 20 to 40 feet high, large round pillars 
of 15 to 25 feet in diameter are left to carry the overly
ing roof, which are spaced 30 to 60 feet apart, as shown 
in-sketch D. These pillars are the only supports 
used in the mine, as the limestone is usually so solid as 
to give no trouble or require timbering. 

Another mine in this district, that produces about 3,500 
tons annually, and which very much resembles the St. 
Joe is the Doe Run Mine, near Delassus. The lead-
bearing limestone is here much thinner, and rests 
directly on the underlying archaean granite as shown 
by some of tlie workings ofthe mine, in which granite 
bosses have "come up and cut out the limestone," to 
use the miner's mode of expressing the trouble. 
A famous historic mine in this South-Eastern district 

is Mine la Matte, which now produces about 3,000 tona 
of lead annually, and which lias been more or less reg
ularly worked since its discovery, in 1720, by la Matte 
in prospecting for silver. 
The earlier working., were mostly superficial, and did 

not go below the water-level, and the curious blunder 
was made by the earlier miners of throwing away the 
carbonate of lead, or " dry bone," as thev termed it, 

that was found at or near 
tbe surface. A shrewd min
er, who subsequently ob
served this, quietly bought 
up the old dumps contain
ing the "dry bone" before 
he announced that it wa-* a 
valuable lead ore, and made 
a handsome profit with 
very little trouble, as the 
carbonate is the easiest ore 
of lead to smelt. The lead-
bearing limestone is found 
to carry ore for a depth of 
10' to 150' at this mine, and 
while the ore chutes are not 
so large or continuous as 
elsewhere in the district, 
they are usually richer or 
willrun 10% to20% in lead. 
Recent explorations at 

Flat River in this South-
Eastern district indicate 
that the output from the 
disseminated deposits is 
likely to continue to grow 
as it has done for the past 

25 years, instead of diminishing, as has been the case 
of many of the other Mississippi districts, since the 
strong competition of the far Western lead has had to 
be contended with. 
The South-Western Missouri lead region is much 

younger in age than the other Mississippi districts, as 
"the lead is found in cherts and limestones of sub-car-
boni ferou? age or just under the true coal measures, and 
bitumen, as a product ofthe coals or bituminous shales 
that formerly overlaid (?) this region, is quite frequently 
found in association with the lead ores, while it is un
known in the others. The district includes not only 
tbe South-West corner of Missouri but also overlaps and 
extends into South-Eastern Kansas. The ore is found 
as irregular bodies in caverns in limestone and in high
ly brecciated or shattered chert filling the cracks and 
seams in the broken chert that occurs as " bars" or 
beds in the limestone, and the ore horizon has not yet 
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b e e n proved to be a n y deeper than 150 to 200 feet below 

the surface. T h e lead occurs as galena or the sulphide, 

though a little carbonate was found in tbe early work

ings, and is associated with large quantities of zinc 

blende a n d s o m e iron pyrites. In the upper part of 

the ore formation the galena predominates, while the 

"jack " or zinc blende is in subordinate quantities, a n d 

wyis t h r o w n a w a y in the early history ofthe district, as 

w a s d o n e elsewhere in the Mississippi Valley, u n d e r t h e 

impression that it w a s worthless ; lower d o w n the zinc 

decidedly predominates over the lead, a n d has given 

n e w life a n d greatly extended the area of production in 

this district, as n o w the m i n e r finds that the zinc pays 

better than the lead, a n d only handles the lead as a by

product, while it has n o w b e c o m e the heaviest zinc-pro

ducing region in this country, a n d hence a further d e 

ecription will be postponed until the occurrence of zinc 

is considered. 

Other lead deposits occur throughout the Appalachian 

belt, as fissure veins, w h i c h h a v e been w o r k e d in N e w 

England, Pennsylvania, N e w Y o r k , a n d elsewhere, but 

they h a v e all failed to pay, as the veins are n a r r o w a n d 

the ore chutes have thus far proved to b e too small. 

T h e W h e a t l e y M i n e , in Pennsylvania, is well k n o w n 

for the beautiful specimens of quite a variety of the 

lead minerals that h a v e been found in it, but as a 

lead producer it has not been a success. 

In order to c o m p a r e our production of lead with the 

large E u r o p e a n producers, the following estimates are 

given from the Engineering and Mining Journal of 

January 3, 1891, for the year 1800: 

United States 
Spain 
L-i.Tn_.iny 
Ei-i/lnni. 
Belgium 
Italy and Austria... 
France 

...187,000 tons. 

...120,000 tons. 

... 90,000 tons. 

... 50,000 tons, 

... 30,(00 tons. 

... 20,000 tons. 

... I'J.,000 tons. 

Ofthe German output, 26,000 tons was the product 
from one concern, the Mcchernich Co., whicli works 
the lowest grade lead ore, at a profit, of any concern in 
the world, or a heavy beii of galena-bearing sandstone, 
in Western Geimany, that carries about 3 to 4 % of lead. 
Mexico, South America, and Japan are small producers 
of lead that are not considered in the above figures, 
but, excepting the former country, their output is of 
little importance in the lead world. Mexico sent nearly 
30,000 tons into this country, in 18S8, as smelting ore, 
but our new tariff has nearly stopped this importation, 
and what is now produced there is smelted at home 
and the metal shipped to England for a market. But 
there is no doubt that under favorable conditions the 
Sierra Mohada and other lead-producing mining camps 
in Mexico could produce quite heavily, and what their 
maximum capacity amounts to has stiU to be deter
mined. 

A N E W C O A L CUTTING M A C H I N E . 

The undercutting of coal by machinery is an im
portant problem for the miningfraternity. The under
cut may be made by hand, but this method not only 
adds largely to the expense of mining coal, but also 
makes a large quantity of fine coal or slack, which is 
comparatively a waste product except in certain cases. 
A successful machine not only cheapens production, 
but also increases output, insures the mining company 
in a large measure from delays and shutdowns incident 
to strikes of ordinary miners, and simplifies mini-
management. There are several types of machines on 
the market and in actual operation, but the one here
with illustrated works in an entirely different line from 
other machines. 
The new Arc Machine consists ofthe 

following parts : A heavy iron base cast 
in one piece,canying two pairs of axles, 
one at right angles with the other, the 
parts serve as a foundation for all. 
The gauge of one pair of axles is fixed ^ 
to suit the regular track gauge ofthe - ^* 
mine wherein the cutter is to work and ••"-•>;A 
these axles carry small flanged wdieels 
upon which the cutter is easily moved 
about the mine and in and out of the 
rooms. The second pair of axles carry 
small wheels for supporting the cutter 
when in actual operation and carrying 
it along the face of the wall being cut. 
They are not flanged but are kept upon 
the track by two pairs of single and two 
pairs of double guides, as shown in the 
illustration. The support of the ma
chine is easily changed from one pair 
of axles to the other by means ofa cam 
worked by screws, the larger flanged 
wheels being raised out ofthe way when 
the cutter is in actual operation, as 
shown in the illustration. 
The motive power is furnished by a 

15 H, P. motor, which in the latest ma
chines is somewhat changed from that 
shown, the motor being perfectly water 
tight and thoroughly protected from all 
danger of mechanical injury. The 
armature shaft carries a bevelled pinion 
at each end. That nearest the com
mutator is made to engage by means 
of a controlling lever, either one of 
the two bevelled gears shown in the illustration 
thereby giving the shaft on the right a right-handed 
or left-handed rotation. By means of the chain 
of gears and an ingenious mechanical device this 
shaft operates the feed chain at practically any 
desired speed. The feed chain is made fast to a 
poet ahead of the machine, and in this way the 
cutter is drawn forward at a speed under control 
of the operator, and which can be varied with the 
hardness of the coal. The Fame gearing, by means of 
another controlling lever is made to move the arm from 

a position alongside the machine at the beginning of the 
cut to the position shown in the illustration, where itis 
held rigidly during the remainder of the cut. The 
second pinion on the armature shaft operates the end
less chain carrying the cutting knives about the arm. 
The controlling devices are such that the cutter may 
be held stationary while the knives are in operation,an 
iniportaut point in cutting through particularly hard 
formations. The length of the arm carrying the end 
less chain is made to suit the requirements of the mine 
in.which it is to operate, the undercut usually being 
made ofa depth equal to the thickness ofthe vein. 
The length of the arm is adjustable within certain 

limits in order to take up the stretching of the chain 
due to wear. The chain and knives are drop-forged 
and ofa strength to withstand the hardest usage. The 
knives are easily detachable from the chain so that a 
new set of sharp knives may be substituted for the old 
set in a very short time. The track along the face of 
the work consists simply of two rails with an iron cross 
tie, and mav be laid and removed in a very short time and 
with a small amount of labor. By the use of this track 
and this type of machine necessity for moving a heavy 
piece of apparatus by han'd, oftentimes in a very low 
room, is avoided, a very important point as anyone 
who has had experience in these matters can testify. 
For its operation the cutler requires two men, one of 
w h o m is at the machine itself controlling the rheostat 
and operating devices, and the other keeps the track 
laid ahead and sets the posts for anchoring the feed 
chain. All trouble with the slack clogging up the cut 
is obviated as the knives themselves bring nearly all 
the slack outside tbe cut, leaving a clean space. 
The machine is thus seen to possess very important 

advantages in all kinds of working, and for large rooms 
or a Longwall system these advantages become all the 
more prominent. Itis operated on a 220 volt circuit, 
making it entirely harmless electrically. 
The N e w Arc Cutter is bandied by the Thomson-

Van Pepoele Electric MiningCo., 020 Atlantic Avenue, 
Boston, Mass., to w h o m should be addressed all inquiries 
regarding it. 

A N T H R A C I T E O P E R A T O R S VS. R A I L R O A D C O M 

PANIES. 

That transportation companies and individual opera
tors of forty years ago had their disputes regarding rates 
of toll, etc., the same as they have to-day, is evidenced 
by the following petition to the Pennsylvania Legisla
ture of 1852, a copy of whicli was found among the 
papers ofthe late Joseph F. Taylor, ofMinersville, Pa. 

APPLICATION 

OF THE 
COAL OPERATORS ON THE MINE HILL AND SCHUYLKILL HAVEN 

RAILROAD FOR ANOTHER AVENUE TO MARKET, 
TO RE CALLED THE 

ANTHRACITE RAILROAD. 

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Common

wealth of Pennsylvania, in General Assembly met: 
T h e petition'of the undersigned respectfully represents, 

that they are engaged in mining and transporting 
coal from that part of tlie South Coal Field, to which the 

Anthracite Railroad is intended to form an outlet; which 
district last year furnished n o less than 832,178 tons, Lieing 

nearly One-fifth ofall the Anthracite Coal sent to market in 

this C o m m o n w e a l t h during that period, and that the 
quantity would have been larger, if there were adequate 

means of transportation. 
That, besides tlie mines heretofore worked, n e w openings 

are in process of completion along the line of the proposed 

railway, whicli will soon be prepared to furnish a very 

Y o u r petitioners would further represent that the 
Anthracite Coal trade has n o w become so important an 

element of the prosperity of this great CLimnionweallh, 
ihat power to control, direct, or limit its extent, should 
not be granted to any corporation, nor should ihe fancied 
claims to " vested rights," set forth by existing lines of 

transit, be permitted to interfere with, or check its full 
development. 

A n d that it is in accordance with the progressive spirit of 

the. times, to extend similar legislative rights, <o all parties 
desirous of making investments in improvements calculated 

to promote the public prosperity ; as thereby oppressive 
monopolies are prevented, and the vast natural resources 
ofthe State called into greater activity. 

Y o u r petitioners allege, that their operations are n o w 

controlled by a corporation, which not only claims the 
exclusive and perpetual right to transport their products to-

market, but which has evaded, and continues to evade, the 
necessity of, and legislative right to, & reduction of charges 

imposed by its Act of incorporation, and by numerous 
supplements authorizing an increase of capital, which baa 

n o w grown from the originals] 00,000 to £1,500,000; upon all 

of which -your petitioners are liable to be taxed to the 
extent of 15 per cent, per a n n u m ; in consequence of which, 

they are at present compelled to pay about ,£60,000 m o r e 
than would be charged t h e m upon the n e w railroad applied 

for on the same quantity. 
Y o u r petitioners, (who of the total 832,178 tons, furnished 

in 1851, supplied 7. s,332 tons.) therefore ask your honor
able bodies to extend tn them the light to construct a roae. 

forthe transport of their products to market, and pray 

for the passage of an Act to Incorporate the Anthracite 

Rail road. 

A n d they will everpray, etc. 
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M. G. A- P. IIEILNER 

RICHARD KEAR. 
DAVID GLOVER. 
F. MACDONALD. 
RICHARD IiEOI-SCHER. 
DOLBIN & ROGERS. 
WM. & CHAS. BR1TTAIN. 
MORGAN & EDWARDS, 
M. GOTTLEIB HEILNER. 
JOHN R. DAVIS. 
TONES __ STROUB. 
JOHN ODGERS. 
JACOB SERRILL. 
R. J.J.I.1-YMAN. 
LEWIS 0. DOUGHERTY. 
J. F. TAYLOR, 

Per D. E. NICE. 

R. HOLMAN & CO. 
MORGAN BRACE, 

Per J\ F, T. 
G. BAST & CO. 
ADAMS & MILLER. 
.IOHN B. MCCREARY, 

Per JOHN HIPI _E. 

HENRY EcKLE A ECKLE & SON, 
Per JOHN BARNET. 

.TOIT..NAN COCKJLL. 
DAVID BEAL. 
JOHN DOUGHERTY. 
WM. PAYNE. 
PATRICK FoGARTY. 
CHARLES MILLER, 

Per GEO. MILLER. 

BROWN & FISHER. 
JOHN' M.GINXES. 
J. C. OLIVER, ATT'Y. 
G. ..OLIVER, 

Late SNYDER _. MILNS. 

PETER ALLISON, ••*,fi(*0 Ion. of Timber. 

The proposed new railroad was never constructed, 
and the Mine Hill and Schuylkill Haven R. R. (now a 
j art ofthe Reading system) was until recently tbe only 
avenue to market forthe coal in that portion of tlie 
Schuylkill region. Within the past year or two the 
Lehigh Valley Railroad has entered the field. But few 
ofthe signers of Ihe petition are living today, and 
none are personally engaged as operators, all having 
been succeeded by either the Philadelphia and Read
ing Coal and Iron Co., or a later generation of operators. 

large additional quantity towards meeting the greatly 
increasing public demands. Also, that owners of lands and 
Others interested in the Second Coal Field, contemplate j 
sending large quanti tits from that region over the extension 
ofthe Mine Hill and Schuylkill Haven Railroad, author
ized to he constructed hy n recent Act ofthe Legislature. 
That the supply of coal from all of these sources finding 

its way to market hy the valley of the West Branch of the 
Schuylkill, at the average rate of sreometrically increasing 
consumption of this important fuel, must soon double the 
present quantity, and will render necessary all the facilities 
of transport which existing and projected lines of railways 
can furnish. 

Mr. II. A. Kingsbury, dealer in mine supplies, hasCin 
his window at 435 Spruce Street, in (his city, a photo
graph ofone ofthe longest wire ropes manufactured in 
this country. The length of the rope is 34,500 feet, or 
a little over six and a half miles, and the whole[rope, 
which is 1} inch in diameter, weighs 03,845 lbs. As it 
stands on the car wound upon a reel, the diameter of 
the roll is over 14 feet. Mr. Kingsbury is agent for 
John A. Roebling's Sons & Co., of Trenton, -aho are 
the manufacturers, and is prepared to give estimates for 
any of their goods. 

http://L-i.Tn_.iny
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF COAL MINES AND MIN
ING OPERATIONS IN ALLEGHENY CO , PA. 

BV S E L W Y N M. TAYLOR, M. E. 

fin Reports of Inspectors of Minos of Pennsylvania for 1S90]. 

That portion of Allegheny County lying south of tbe 
Ohio and Allegheny Rivers is practically one coal field 
of the Pittsburgh bed. 
That part of the county lying north of the rivers is 

too low, or rather the rise of the measures to the north 
has carried the coal out of the hills. 
That part of the county, however, as well as the 

southern part, is solidly underlaid by the "Freeport 
bed," which, on the failure ofthe gas supply, may be-

. come an important feature of the coal production of the 
county in the near future. • 
That part of Allegheny County between the Alle

gheny River on the north and the Monongahela and 
Youghiogheny Rivers on the South and Fast, original
ly had a coal area equal to about one-fourth of its en
tire extent, the larger part of which has been mined. 
This field, or portion ofthe field, consisted principally 
of small bodies of coal lying high in the hills with an 
overlying strata seldom more than one hundred feet in 
thickness and averaging perhaps sixty feet. A number 
of these detached bodies lay in what is now the citv of 
Pittsburgh, those in the city limits, however, are near
ly all exhausted. 
The principal operations in the field north of the 

Pennsylvania Railroad have been those of the New 
York and Cleveland Gas Coal Company. The territory 
through which its operations extend lias been quite a 
large one, and the systematic manner in wliich its coal 
has been mined has been remarkable as compared with 
other operations under similar conditions. That part 
of this field lying between the Pennsylvania Railroad 
•on the north and the Monongahela River on the South, 
was quite a small one, and has been practically all 
mined out by two companies; W . H. Brown & Co., 
from the river front, and one mine on the Pennsyl
vania railroad, near Wilmerding station. 
That part of Allegheny County south of the Ohio 

River and north nf the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago, 
and St. L--U-H Railroad has from one third to one-half 
of its area underlaid with the Pittsburgh coal bed. 
The principal operations in this field are from the 

Montour's Run Railroad mines, and two or three mines 
on the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis 
Railroad. This coal also lies high in the hills with 
light overlying strata, this is practically yet a solid 
field, the coal that has heretofore been mined com
prising but a small portion ofthe whole. 
That part of the county lying between the Mononga

hela and Youghiogheny Rivers was almost entirely 
underlaid with coal, about one-third of which has been 
mined. This field generally lies from one hundred to 
two hundred feet above the river, but the hills rising 
•abruptly back from the river has given it a thick over" 
lying strata. This field is at present the seat of the 
principal operations of \V. H. Brown's Sons, Horner & 
Roberts, and a number of small operators shipping 
their coal by river, and of TV. L. Scott, who ships by 
rail. 
This field has been, and will probably continue to 

be, one ofthe most valuable in the district owing to its 
natural advantages both for miningand shipping of coal. 
The remaining part of the county lying south of the 

Monongahela River and P., C, C. & St. L. Railroad, 
which comprises one-half of the county, is underlaid 
with the Pittsburgh bed of coal, substantially through
out its entire area, with outcropping., on river and rail
road of nearly one hundred miles. This field has ils 

. outcrop always at a sufficient height above the river 
and railroad to make it convenient for operating. 
The mining and shipping of coal has always been 

divided into two methods—that of shipping by rail, 
and that by river, but the river operations are by far the 
elder, as they date back some sixty or seventy years. 

The min.es on the river are classed in what is" known 
-as "First," "Secondhand "Third'* pools—that is, all 
lying below Lock No. 2 on the Monongahela River are 
in the First pool, and those above, and on that part of 
the Youghiogheny that is navigable, as the Second 
pool, and all lying between Locks Nos. 3 and 4, the 
Third pool. The front hills, as they are usually termed, 
meaning those adjacent to the river, are very high and 
bluff; the coal outcropping near tbe tops of'them. In 
these hills the first mining operations were conducted, 
and, indeed, it is only within the present decade that 
the operations have been extended into the second 
range of hills. 
Mines in the first pool now in operation are those of 

Keeling, Walton, Castle Shannon, Play's Estate, 
Rishers, and Munhall's. Nearly all of these mines are 
old ones, and their operations are being conducted at 
from two to four miles from the river front, the coal 
being hauled either by locomotive or wire rope. 
These mines still have large and almost unlimited field 
of coal back of them, and they will be enabled to con
tinue in operation for many years to come. 
The mines in the second pool on the west side of the 

Monongahela River have not nearly tbe quantity of 
coal back of them that those in the first pool have ; 
many of them are already worked out, their field of 
•coal being cut ofl' by the " creek outcroppings," a short 
distance back from the river. 
The mines which are known as railroad mines are 

mostly located on the P., C, C. & St. L. R. R., several 
are on the Wheeling division ofthe B. & O. R. R., the 
New York and Cleveland Coal Company's on the Alle
gheny Valley, Pennsylvania and Montour Run Rail
roads, and W . L. Scott's mines pn the P., McK. & Y. 
and the P., C. & Y. R. R.'s. Nearly all of these mines, 
with the exception of those located on the P. R. R., 
•and Allegheny Valley Railroads have an unlimited 
coal area to draw from. 

Of the early mining** operations in Allegheny County 
but little of good can be said as, the coal lies high in the 

hill_ with outcropping.-, on every side, natural drainage 
was almost always to be had, and the coal having to 
be hauled but a very short distance to the pit mouth, 
the need for scientific or economical mining was not 
felt. The sale ofthe coal always yielded a large profit, 
no matter how much it cost to mine it. During these 
early operations, disputes between the operator and 
miner in regard to the wages to be paid were constant
ly occurring, but there was seldom any effort made to 
economize in any other direction. 
„ The mines were all worked on the single-entry 
system, and usually with only a single main entry, and 
air-courses were even driven as far apart as possible, 
three or four hundred yards sometimes intervening be
tween them. No care was taken in the driving of rooms 
as to the width of the room or the thickness of the 
pillar. 
Entries were seldom driven straight and the entry 

pillars were left as small as possiLde. No one ever 
dreamed of making a " cut-through " from one room to 
another, and ventilation in ninety per cent, of the 
mines was " natural " exclusively. 
The supply of timber to the miner was limited, 

through a false notion of economy, in consequence of 
which, large bodies of coal were lost in almost every 
mine, for the loss of five or ten acres of coal tbat per
haps had cost the operator, when developed, from six 
to eight hundred dollars per acre, did not trouble the 
superintendent or pit boss at all, and rather than put in 
a pump or a limestone drain, tenor fifteen acres of coal 
would be abandoned forever, and the advice of a min
ing engineer was seldom asked, forthe certainty that 
if the entries were driven far enough they.would come 
to daylight was deemed snliicient. 
Fire-damp was seldom met with and never in dan

gerous quantities, and if occasionally the mine boss 
would decide to drive an entry to hit a certain point or 
an air course sometimes he wou'd do it by ''sound," 
(mostly bad) guessing, and sometimes he would call in 
a surveyor. 
Occasionally an operator, curious to know how much 

coal he had remaining unmined, would employ a sur
veyor and have a map made, and such a map! Often 
the entries only would be shown and sometimes the 
rooms would be indicated by a straight dotted line at 
right angles with the entry with the distmces indi
cated in rods ; and the mining out of other people's 
coal was the rule rather than the exception, for some
times the coal from an entire tract would be taken 
without the owner's knowledge or consent. 
Accidents were frequent, not from machinery or 

explosive gas, but from falls of coal, etc., and from 
narrow enterics, 
No business coul 1 have been more chaotic than that of 

mining coal in Allegheny County fifteen years ago. 
The average output of the mines of the district was prob
ably about five thousand bushels a day for each mine, 
or about two hundred tons. There were required from 
thirty to fifty cents per ton for expenses, outsi le of that 
for mining, and yet the margin was large enough to 
make the business immensely profitable. 
It would be difficult to trace each step that has been 

taken towards improvement, but the gieatest of them 
probably dates from tlie taking effect of the Bituminous 
mine act of I8S5, the operators being compelled by the 
provisions of that act to introduce some sort of ventila
tion into their mines, following this, the increased 
product consequent upon numbers of new mines being 
opened and the increased competition where before 
there had been none, tended to set the operators to 
thinking how their coal could be handled more 
economically outside of the cost of the actual mining, 
and wire rope haulage was rapidly introduced until 
now few mines that have been worked for many years 
are operated without it. 
The "double-entry" system came next, aud what a hard 

task it was to persuade the operators and mine bosses 
that it was not going to be twice as expensive as the 
old single-entry air course system was, without any ad
vantages over it, but it was accomplished, and is now 
in almost universal use. Next came "fan ventila
tion," and the scrupulous mining of every ton of coal 
that was contained in an acre. 
It was tbe prevailing idea among coal men, that the 

average quantity of merchantable lump coal to the acre 
was S0.000 bushels. The writer well remembers an oc
casion when a number of reputable operators and 
superintendents testified that not more than 90,000 
bushels to the acre could be taken out, which was 
very probably true at that time, but now in our best 
mines the yield per acre is from 110,000 to 116,000 
bushels, and in some cases as great as 120,000 bushels of 
lump coal over an inch and a half screen. In one 
year's work, in a large mine, the writer estimated that 
not more than one per cent, of coal remained unmined, 
a result hardly obtainable in any other vein of coal in 
the world. 
The mining act of 1SS5 was certainly a great benefit 

to the operator as well as to the miner, as it started 
the weeding out of the old and ignorant class that had 
uled the mines for so many years; how much the 
operator of this district left to the mine boss, for the 
operator seldom having any knowledge of practical 
mining himself, he felt that"the mine boss who had 
been in his employ for so many years, and had never 
yet failed to get out the few thousands of bushels of 
coal that was expected to be produced, knew all about 
it and must be, of course, a first-class mining man, no 
matter how grossly ignorant he seemed to be, but the 
"certified mine boss system " has to a certain extent done 
away with this class and it has also led to reading, 
study, and inquiry by many ofthe miners who aspire 
to the position of mine boss or fire-boss and conse
quently to the general promulgation of mining infor
mation amongst the miners and others connected with 
the mining of coal. 
The present condition of tbe mines and* mining in 

Allegheny County may be summed up as follows : 
First. As to their sanitary condition, fifteen years 

ago, perhaps 80 per cent of them were very poorly ven

tilated, now 80 per cent, are well ventilated and the 
drainage has also been greatly improved, and the 
Allegheny County mines, as regards the health apd 
safety of the miners, are above the average, 
Ihe principal cause of accidents is from falls of roof, 

no marked decrease in such accidents is apparent; this 
is a mutter which now lies almost entirely with the 
miner himself, for ihe operator furnishes him with an 
unlimited supply of timber, but he does not use it. 
Second. As. to the production of coal in large quap-

tities by the mines, there are at present about eighty' 
mines in the county shipping coal either by river or 
rail, of these about half have wire rope haulage plants 
in operation, and coal is being produced and hauled in 
some cases several miles underground at from five to' 
twenty-five cents per ton, exclusive of the price of 
mining, and it is often produced the cheapest where 
the longest haul is necessary, and haulage has been re
duced to a minimum in probably fifty per cent, of the 
mines, in many of the mines in the county, however, 
it is crude and expensive. 
Third. Improvements in the mining of coal. While 

the system of entries has been exchanged from the 
single to the double, yet the old system of room 
and pillar which has always been in use in this district 
has undergone no change, nor has anyone attempted to 
make what might be called an improvement on it; the 
rooms are usually twenty-one feet wide and ribs 
twelve or thirteen feet thick, the coal is all taken out, 
but what a fortune in timber is buried each year in 
our mines! Occasionally some person who has a mine 
in lease'! coal and has no conscience as to the quantity 
of coal that is destroyed, tries driving rooms with the 
rqad in the center, " gobbing " both sides and burying 
the rib, this'is not often done however. 
No reliable experiment has ever been tried, to the 

writer's knowledge, to operate by any ofthe svstems-^f 
Longwall, or to introduce any"sy--tem which would 
economize in Ihe timber supplies that are now wasted. 

While the improvements noted have been the rule, 
yet tliere are quite a number of operators who are liv
ing and endeavoring to grow rich under the old or
der of things, and they will only reform when the heavy 
hand ofthe law compels them to use first-class appli
ances which will necessarily call forthe employment of 
first-class men. 

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION OF T H E SOUTH. 

The regular December meeting of the Engi neer ing 
Association of the South was held at the new head
quarters ofthe Association in the Cumberland Publish
ing House, Nashville, Tenn., on the evening of De
cember 10th. In the absence of thePresident and both 
Vice-Presidents, Mr. Hunter McDonald of Atlanta, Ga., 
engineer in charge of tlie Western and Atlantic R. R., 
presided with about thirty members and visitors 
present. 
Applications for membership in the Association were 

received from Mr. William Hewitt, Engineer and Vice-
President of tlie Trenton Iron Company, Trenton, N. 
J., and Mr. J. S. Walker, TT. S. Assistant Engineer in 
charge of construction of locks on the Cumberland 
River Improvement. The Secretary presented the 
specifications governing tlie competition for the cash 
prize of S1,000 offered by the Board of Public "Works of 
Duluth, Minn., for the best plans for a drawbridge across 
the ship canal at that place. 
Mr. Oliu II. Landreth brought before the Associa

tion for consideration, the question of instituting under 
the auspices of the Association a competitive trial of, 
machinery used in highway building such as graders, 
ditchers, surfacers, rock crushers, steam and horse-
rollers, etc. After an extended discussion by Messrs. 
E. C. Lewis Hunter McDonald and W . H. Lyle, which 
in the main was favorable to the enterprise, a com
mittee was appointed by the Chair to investigate and 
report at the next regular meeting the feasibility of in
stituting the competitive trial proposed, Messrs. Olin 
H. Landreth, W . G. Kirkpatrick, and J. A. Fairleigh 
comprised tlie Committee. 
The paper of the evening entitled "Refrigerating 

Systems " was then presented by Dr. W m . L. Dudley, of 
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. The paper 
comprised an historical account of the development of 
refrigerating methods, and after classifying the several 
processes under the head of "absorption " and "evap
orating" systems, proceeded to develop a comparative 
exhibit ofthe chemical and mechanical results obtained 
by each process. The paper was illustrated by dia
grams showing the working of the diflerent systems as 
well as lithographs and photographs of modern machin
ery, as now built. In the discussion which followed 
Mr. W . G. Kirkpatrick suggested that the cooling effect 
of expansion of compressed air might be utilized both 
to cool and aerate the water of cisterns in summer by a 
portable air compressing apparatus with coils for cool
ing the compressed air. In many sections of the South 
roof water preserved in underground cisterns is the 
chief dependence for domestic supply, and the proposed 
method of cooling and aerating and thus rendering the 
conditions unfavorable for development of disagreeable 
taste and odor was referred to, the low thermal conduc
tivity ofthe soil surrounding cisterns is a favorable cir
cumstance to the permanence of the effect of such 
cooling. 
The new headquarters of the Association occupied 

for the first time at this meeting, are in one of the most 
desirable portions of the business quarters of the city. 
Tbe principal room is 43x23 ft., with excellent illumina
tion, and has been neatly fitted up at the expense of 
the local members. Already a large list of exchanges 
have been received and an order is now out for a full 
list of all the leading technical journals. Non-resident 
members and other Engineers visiting Nashville are 
cordially invited to visit the rooms and make them 
their headquarters while in the city. Stationary and 
draughting accommodations will be found here for the 
benefit of the membership and guests. 
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THE PROGRESS IN MINING. 

Reviews of Important Papers Relating- to Mining: in 
the Proceedings of the Mining* and Scientific So
cieties, and in the Mining Journals of Europe, , 
United States, and Canada. 

Mr. C. M. Percy, of Wigan, Eng- ! 
Improvements in land, whose name is familiar to our j 
Drawine* and readers as an authority on the [ 

s mechanical engineering of collieries, 
Loading Coke, has lately described an apparatus 

for drawing and loading coke which 
he considers of great importance. The patent, which 
is the property of Messrs. Chambers and Smith, is fitted 
up at the works of Newton Chambers & Co., Ltd., 
Thornecliffe, Sheffield. 
It consists ofa small vertical steam engine and boiler 

erected on wheels and capable of being run along the 
full length of a row of ovens. Connected with the 
engine by pinion gearing is a long rod running on 
rollers. At the end of this rod is a flat plate like a 
shovel with which to extract the coke. The rollers on 
wdiich the rod runs are alterable by hand gearing, so 
that the shovel may be directed at any horizontal 
angle to reach all parts ofthe oven without the use of 
rakes- The apparatus can be adapted to any class of 
oven. Along the mouths ofthe ovens is a traveling 
belt to receive the coke, whence it is conveyed to an 
elevator which raises it to a suitable height where the 
coke is put down by the elevator buckets on to a vibrat
ing screen. 

By this patent a Beehive oven containing three tons 
of coke can be drawn in eight minutes, and in the 
erection described by Mr. Percy one machine is now 
actually drawing twenty-five ovens per day. In conse-
quence of this saving of time 20 per cent, more coke can 
be produced by each oven, and, owing to the small time 
occupied in the drawing, the cost of repair from excessive 
expansion and contraction ofthe ovens is reduced. 
In a block of fifty Beehive ovens, thus fitted up, the 

entire cost of coking, including charging, drawing, and 
loading, and repairs to ovens and machinery, does not 
exceed twelve cents per ton. 

Mr. James Ashworth, M. E., in a 
Accidents from paper recently read before the M a n 

receive it. It will be at once seen that the screen may 
be erected of any length and with any num-

Blasting 
Chester (Eng.) Geological Society, 
points out that where a two-inch 

in Collieries. diameter hole bad been used while 
blasting with powder the same size 

of hole was still continued for high explosives, and 
hence instead of occupying eight or more inches of the 
length ofthe hole the high explosive occupied only 
from one to two inches, and the pressure exerted was as 
great or even greater cn the tamping as on the sides of 
the hole where the power was required and he sug
gested that high explosives should be put in a hole 
with a diameter proportionate to their strength as com
pared with blasting powder, because seven inches 
of tatnpingin a one inch diameter hole is as effective 
as eighteen inches in a two inch hole. 
Mr. Ashworth also stated that the worst disasters 

from blasting had occurred where the shots faced the 
ventilating current, a detonating vibration apparently 
ensuing, whereas, if the force ofthe shot went with the 
air no such effect was produced. 

This consists ofa series of parallel 
Greenwell's Pat- short-linked endless chains, driven 

ent Screen ^ engine power, ar.d working be
tween fixed bars ofa particular sec-

for Sorting Coal, tion and of various widths. The coal 
is tipped on to the screen, and is 

carried forward by the chains, which travel at a slow 
speed, and as it passes forward, the dirt and stones are 
picked out by boys stationed at intervals on each side 

0« Qnqn OSSO**-}*' 

FIG. 2.—Section on B B Nuts. 

ber of sections, and that by putting a sufficient 
number of small guiding pulleys to keep the chains 
steady, the coal may be very accurately sorted into as 

FIG. 3.—Section O D C C Cobbles. 

many different sizes as required. The accompanying 
plan, elevation, and sections will explain the method. 
The chains travel at a speed of seventy-three feet an 
hour, they pass 100 tons of coal per hour at a cost of 
half a cent per ton, and the cost of erection for each 
screen is §500.00. 

Mr. R. Van A. Norris, of Wilkes-Barre, 
Centrifugal Pa., read an interesting paper on the 

above subject at the Glen Summit meet-
Ventilators, ingot the American Institute of Mining 

.Engineers. Mr. Norris treated the sub
ject in a very exhaustive manner, and while the mathe
matical details ofthe paper may not be of great interest 
to the majority of our readers his deductions are inter 
esting as showing how little attention is paid here to ob
tain reliable data ofthe work done by fans. There were 
twenty-five fans in all with which tests were made, and 
unfortunately, as the author states, " Ihe detailed suits of 
each test shows a mass of contradictions from which itis 
exceedingly difficult to draw any satisfactory conclu
sions." 
The influence ofthe mine on the fan is so varied in 

the various tests as to indicate that to obtain any 
practical comparative results on this point would re
quire that each type of fan should be tried under the 
same conditions. 
The influence of the diameter of the fan on its ca

pacity seems to be nil; a large fan having the advan
tage of requiring a lower speed. The increase of width 
ofa fan seems to increase the quantity exhausted. 
The curve and shape ofthe blades of a fan does not 

seem to have any influence on the efficiency ofthe fan. 
The shape of the spiral casing is important, and results of 
tests indicate that the best shape of spiral casing would 
be one BO constructed that the air between each pair of 
blades could discharge freely into Ihe space between 
the fan and casing the *« hole being swept along into 
the ecasee chimney in a gradually decreasing propor
tional speed.' 
The regulating shutter has advantages in tbat it_ can 

be made to suit the varying speed of the fan. Pieces 
of paper dropped into the evasce chimney of a fan have 
been known to be sucked down and after having made 
a revolution with the blades to be expelled. Such is 
not tbe case when the regulating shutter is applied. 
In concluding what is undoubtedly an interesting and 

instructive paper, Mr. Norris suggests that variations in 
the methods of taking Ihe observations ofthe water-
gauge and the measurements of air prevent the possi
bility of obtaining unvarying results, and he trusts that 

PIG. 1.—PLAN AND ELEVATION 01' GREENWELI.'s PATENT SCREEN. 

and the various sizes of small coal drop tlirough be-I his paper may awaken interest in a somewhat neglected 
tween the chains and bars into wagons placed below; subject. The efficiency obtained in his series of tests 
the smallest size passing through in the first length, ' varies from 23 to 91*5 per cent., and it would be inter-
and the larger sizes in the succeeding lengths, until at j esting to compare this percentage with some well con-
the end of the screen the large coal is delivered, free ducted experiments upon such a fan as the Waddle, 
from small and dirt, into the wagons placed ready to ' which is so commonly used in England. 

The ores of this district are of two 
Method of Mining distinct sorts. (1). The fossil ore, 

which is simply a fossil limestone 
the Iron Ores of impregnated with iron. ^2). The 

sandstone, or block ore, which is a 
Danville, Pennsyl- sandstone impregnated with iron. 

Tbe first named is divided into 
vania. threesplitsbypartingsofsand-slate. 

The section is as follows : 

SI.ATE TOP. 

Upper Split - ft to 6 inches. 
Sandstone I'arting 6 to 8 inches. 
Buncombe Split.. Ir_ io 20 inches. 
Sand Slate ,, 10 :o 12 inches. 
Bottom Split. - 5 inches. 

SLATE BOTTOM. 

The block ore ranges from eighteen to twenty-four 
inches thick with a roof and bottom of sandstone. 
The system of mining is the Longwall method. 

Gangways are driven level, 90 feet apart, each gangway 
being always a little ahead of that above, or to the 
rise of it. 
These gangways are 7 to 10 feet wide and 5$ to 7 

feet high. The working face is generally at an angle 
of 45° from the line of gangway, and to obtain 
height in the gangway and to facilitate loading from 
the chutes the bottom rock is blown up so that the 
chute enters the gangway next the roof. The chutes 
are about twenty feet apart, and as all the ore is taken 
out by the working, as it proceeds, the chutes are main
tained by a rock pack on each side. 

W h e n first driven, the gangway is timbered on the 
upper side, but, as settling takes place, this timber re
quires lo be withdrawn and the roof ripped down to 
maintain height. The props in the gangway are 
placed two to six feet apart, dependent on the nature 
ofthe roof. The length of each working face is twenty-
four feet, and is worked by one miner and one laborer, 
or two miners will combine and work two breasts. 
The cost of mining including all expenses to the de

livery ofthe ore at the stock house is §1.37 per ton. 
Mr. E. Mould, of Whitebarn Col-

A n Improved liery, England, recently read a paper 
Mechanical descriptive of this machine, (Fig. 4) of 

which he is the inventor, before the 
Coal-Getter. Colliery Managers' Association. It is 

composed of four distinct parts. 
(1). The head. 
(2). The cylinder. 
(3). The mandrel. 
(4). The piston rod, side pieces, and pump handle. 
The last named are the only loose parts there are. 

The " bead " cc ntains the pump, and in part, answers 
the purpose of a reservoir. The cylinder is simply a 
round parallel barrel, screw-threaded at each end, and 
is connected to the head at the top end and to the 
mandrel at the bottom end. This cylinder is covered 
bv a shell cylinder, leaving a cavity between tbe two. 
" The inner cylinder is perforated on the sides at the 
bottom end, to allow the water to pass from the under 
side of the piston, while it is being forced into the cyl
inder on the top side ofthe piston b'y means of the 
pump, thus supplying the pump during the operation 
of breaking loose the material in which it has been 
placed. It has been already said that the inner cyl
inder was screw-threaded at each end- While it-
is being screwed together, the outer shell is drawn on to 
faced joints at both top and bottom ends, and is so 
made water-tight, and becomes a portion of the 
reservoir for water. 
There is, therefore, ample provision in the head, 

the cylinder, and the cavity to avoid the neces
sity of continually refilling with water, which maybe 

more or less unclean. 
The mandrel is screwed 

into the bottom end of the 
cylinder, and so becomes a 
permanent joint. The man
drel is also provided with 
recesse0, constituting in
cline planes. In these in
cline planes are placed side 
pieces or wedges, thus mak-
ingthemandrel cylindrical 
in form, in which condition 
it is placed in the hole pre
pared for it. 
There is also a piston-rod. 

This rod passes from the 
piston in the cylinder 
through the mandrel, and 
on the bottom end there is 
placed a collaring, so as to 
enlarge the bearing, be
cause this becomes the base 
of pressure. 
It is very important that 

the machine should go 
quite to the far end of the 
hole (and to ensure this the 
drill should always be one-
eighth of an inch larger in 
diameter tban the ma
chine). Now, supposing 
the machine is in the hole, 
and quite at the far end, 
the moment pumping is 
commenced, the piston-rod, 
being at the end of the 
hole, cannot go forward; 
therefore the machine 

moves outward, and the' friction on the sides of the 
hole being greater than that of the incline planes, the 
side pieces become fixed, and the machine moving out
ward produces lateral pressure by means ofthe incline 
planes, thus forcing asunder the material in much larger 
blocks than when exposed to the shattering influence 
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of an explosive, securing better results, and at the same 
time avoiding all the e\-ils contingent on the use of ex
plosives. 
This machine has been severely tested and the fol

lowing merits are claimed for it: 
(1). Efficiency. 
(2). Portability. 
(3). Economy. 
(4). Simplicity. 
It weighs only 00 lbs. when charged with water, the 

game water may be used over and over again so that 
the whole pump is very intact. This is accomplished 
by means ofa screw. W h e n the operation of wedging 
down a body of coal is completed, by turning this screw 

explosions had ever occurred in * non-fiery districts' 
Touching upon the subject of haulage, Mr. Hughes 

pointed out the advisability of members bringing for
ward papers dealing with details of haulage. In general 
the system of haulage at each colliery is practically the 
same, but the details to suit particular circumstances at 
each are different, and may assist other managers in 
getting out new works. 

Mr. C. H. Cobbold. the new President, in -his address 
drew up an advisable course to be undertaken by a 
young man starting out as a mining engineer. First, 
he said, "let him take fixed residence for six months at 
a colliery, which would enable him to test his liking 
for the work, and ground him in tbe rudimentary 

the water returns to the under side of the piston, and 
by tightening the screw again the operation may be re 
peated indefinitely. The first cost of the machine is 
low and as the parts are few it is not liable to get out 
of order. If the pressure requires to be exerted in an 
upward or downward direction the wedge pieces are 
placed in the top and bottom, but if the pressure is to 
be exerted sideways the wedges are placed along the 
sides ofthe hole. 
The wedges are placed in the recesses of the mandrel 

and then the machine is pint into the hole, and 
pumping commenced, and in less time than a hole can 
be rammed for an explosive the body of coal is 
burst down on to the sprags. 
The machine may also be effectively used as a 

hydraulic jack. 
Mr. G. Nordenstrom recently read 

Hand Power a paper before the English Institu-

Diamond-Boring Won of Civil Engineer, on this sub 
•**• ject. It seems that the use of bore 

Machines. holes underground in Sweden for 
the discovery of fresh ore deposits 

has been in vogue for a long time. In 1872 diamond 
boring was tried by machine at a cost of $10 per foot for 
which price shafts could have been sunk in the same 
ground. After that an American prospecting machine, 
driven by compressed air, was tried in a bore passing 
through granite, felstone, and limestone. 
This machine did 8 ft. 8 in, a shiftand a maximum 

of 16 feet in one shift was attained in the limestone, 
but the cost was about the same as levels could be 
driven through the strata, so that the only saving was 
in point of time. 
Four years ago a light portable hand-boring machine 

was adopted. The rodji are hollow tubes 1*29 inch.es 
outside and '98 inches inside diameter. They are 
screwed together in 5 foot lengths. The boring bit is 
fitted with 8 diamonds, 4 inside and 4 outside, at a 
total cost of about $100. The entire boring apparatus 
including the force pump and gear for flushing the bore, 
and 55 yards of boring rods weighs only 400 lbs. The 
largest bore made by these manual machines was 200 
feet. The borings were mostly underground; 25 per 
cent, was vertically downwards", 37 percent, horizontal, 
and 38 per cent, varied between 58° upwaids and 7S° . 
downwards. Four to six men were required to work [ 
the machine and about 11 gallons of water were re-' 
quired per minute for flushing the hole. The rate of 
advance was from 2. to 5 feet per shift, and the total 
cost from $2.12 to $2.28 per foot. 

This is the subject of an illus-
The Use of the Mc- trated paper contributed to the 
Clave Grate and Ar- American Institute of Mining 

Engineers by Mr. Rufus J. Fos-
gand Steam Blower ter, M. E., of TnE COLLIKBY E N -

in Utilizing Small G1^1;:E.,i' 
Ih is grate presents no long 

Sizes of Anthracite, i*nes 0f m e t a ] in contact with the 
or Bituminous Slack fire, it is constructed of two or 
... *D„-I_— „ A c--,- more rows of bars, which run 
in Boiler and Simi- _> _ ,, ' , 

across the fire; these bars are 
lar Furnaces. each connected with rod and 

lever by which a shaking move
ment may be simultaneously applied to the entire grate 
surface. The advantage in theMcClave over other oscil
lating grates is that at no point of the movement is there 
any increase in the size of the openings between the 
bars. 
The Argand Steam and Air Blower opens into the 

ashpit, just under the bars, and gives a thorough supply 
of air with a small amount of steam to the furnace. In 
the Argand blower the percentage of steam is very 
small because it has been proved in practice that an ex
cess of steam generates carbonic oxide, while a moder
ate supply furnishes oxygen by dissociation at the 
proper point or stratum in the fire and helps to con
sume the carbonic oxide, which would otherwise be 
formed and passed off unconsumed. 
The steam also keeps the clinkers soft and porous, 

and moistens the tine ashes from the grate upwards as 
fast as they are made. 

The annual meeting of this 
British Society of society jvas held recently. In the 

absence of the President the ad-
Mining Students, dress from the chair was delivered 

by Vice-President Mr. H. W . 
Hughes. This address touched first on the subject of 
coal-dust, and reference was made to the recent esperi-
mentsof Mr. Hall, one of Her Majesty's Inspectors of 
Mines, and Mr. Hughes failed to see that in all cases 
coal-dust was of itself explosive when unmixed with 
gas, but he would not assert that some varieties of coal-
dust were not so. One argument against the ex
plosive properties of pure coal-dust was that no 

normal position, Fig. 5, a catch keeps the door of the 
truck closed, but should anything lift up the spring, the 

FIG. 6. 

door is then released, Fig. G. At the bottom of the 
inclined line what is termed a " kick-up " is fixed, the 
axle on which it turns being a little out of center so 
that when a truck runs on it, it will overbalance. In 
order to keep the "kick-up" table in its place ready 
for a truck to run on it, a weight attached to a rope 
passing over a pulley connected with the axle of the 
apparatus counterbalances the greater half of it. 
Between the lines of the "kick-up." is placed a chock 
of wood, so that when a cam on the lever .passes over 
this, the spring is pressed back, and the catch of the 
door is released just at the moment tbe "kick-up" is 
tilted. In returning, the cam passes over the chock of 
Wood just as the kick-up rights itself, and the door of 
the truck swings to so that everything is ready for the 
truck to be refilled, when it reaches the top of the 
incline. 

Automatic Cylinder Cocks, for Slide-Valve Engines 
and Pumps. 

The Lunkenheimer Automatic Cylinder Cock isa sim
ple valve.contrivance,which, when applied to slide-valve 
steam engines or pumps, will in every instance result in 
the saving of steani, amounting in value per annum to 
many times the cost of the device. It is perfectly auto
matic, requiring no attention whatever. 

DKSCHI ITION. 

In consists of two simple, winged check-valves B B, 
which close alternately against seats A A with a lever 
E F which can be turned to hold both valves open ; 
union joints G to connect with the drip-pipe from both 
ends of cylinder, and H with pipe leading the drip 
away, all arranged in a compact, convenient form.!'" _J 
W h e n steam is admitted to one end of the cylinder, 

the valve B for that end closes under pressure, and 
forces open, by means of stem C, the valve for the other 

working of the mine ; then nine months actual work in 
a general engineering shop and foundry, where colliery 
break-downs were the principal work, but where en
gines are built; twelve months fixed at the colliery 
wdiere he commenced, during which time he should 
have leisure to attend mining classes at one of tbe tech
nical schools, rather than in making himself useful in 
doing clerk's work at the colliery ; then six months 
apart at say six collieries in different mining districts. 
This could be carried out by those engineers who take 
pupils arranging a system of interchange ; the result of 
the six months to be put down in six written papers; 
lastly, three months at a large sinking where he would 
learn sinking, tubbing, walling, pumping, and the lay- ; 
ing out of a large colliery. The embryo mining 
engineer would thus, at the end of three years, be tit to 
come back to his oiiginal master, and take charge of a 
district ofthe mine, his sphere being gradually increased 
with his capacity for it." 
The British Society of Mining Students is not a 

society which holds periodical meetings, but all the 
papers are printed and circulated amongst its members 
who reside all over the country, It is another feature 
in education by correspondence. 

AVe give, in the accompanying il-
Automatic lustrations Figs. 5 and 6, two views of 

a new automatic tipping apparatus 
Tipping for use on inclined railways, recently ' 

illustrated in the Colliery Guardian, and 
Apparatus, which has been in successful use for 

some time past at the Plomeward 
Bound Gold Mine, Yalwal, New South Wales. As will 
be seen by reference to the illustrations, a spring is 
bolted to the bottom of the truck, which presses on a 
lever working on the axle nf the front wheels. In its 

AS APPLIED TO A CY LIN D E It. 

end, holding it open for the whole stroke of piston, and 
allowing the water ol condensation to flow out into the 
drain-pipe. This action is reversed when steani enters 
the other end of cylinder, and so on, alternately, always 
leaving the exhaust end of cylinder open for the escape 
of water. 
If desired, both valves can be held open by turning 

lever F down. 
Mr. J. Parke (-'banning, ofthe East New York Iron 

Co., writes the manufacturers (The Lunkenheimer 
Brass Mfg, Co., of Cincinnati, < Ihio) as follows : 
"Please ship us by express two more %" automatic 

cylinder cocks for m y hoisting engine. 
" The two that 1 bought from you have been in con

stant use on a Worthington mine pump since last May 
and have done their duty admirably. Without them 
we were obliged to keep steam leaking all the time and 
in addition to the loss, the level was more or less tilled 
with steam, much to our inconvenience. 
" W e have ordered them for the hoisting engine and 

feel convinced we will soon save their cost in steam 
and packing." 
As a guide to the size required for different size 

cylinders, we append the following table: 

Adap
ted io 
Cylin
der. 

! up to 

34 in. I ys In. J % in. i*_in. 

in in in -*" i n- t o •»* i u- t o 2 0 >n* l' 

jDiam. ,Il.om| 1 4 **** 20!n' | 30 i!1* 

These cocks are'mannfactured only by tbe Lun k e n 
heimer Brass Mfg. Co., w h o will cheerfully furnish a n y 
further information desired. 

Tin Plate Manufacture at Piqua, Ohio. 

On October 16th the Cincinnati .Corrugating Co. 
started an extension to the works at Piqua, so as to 
m o r e extensively engage in the manufacture of tin 
plate. T h e additional machinery consists of one pair 
of cold rolls, six annealing, boxes, four M o r e w o o d tin
ning pots, one five-roll M o r e w o o d tinning machine, 
one p u m p for liquid tin, etc., etc. 

T h e extension to the works is necessary to contain 
part of the n e w machinery, etc., for the tin plant, as 
there w a s not room for all in the' original buildings. 
A s soon as completed the Corrugating Co. will have 
increased facilties for making either bright or terne tin 
plates of highest grade. T h e steel sheets will be rolled 
as heretofore by the Piqua Rolling Mill Co. 

If the Corrugating Co. finds the operation of the 
plant above referred to as profitable as they have 
reason to expect they propose to double or treble it as 
fast as good business policy dictates. 

http://inch.es
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RECORDS FOR GEOLOGICAL 
POSES. 

PUR-

The Importance of Systematically Preserving Rec_ 

ords of Bore-Holes. 

We referred recently to the great importance 
of the Geological Survey as a means of estab
lishing the value of laud and making known 
the resources of the country generally. 

W e are indebted to a valued English correspondent 
for the following article showing the important office 
in obtaining reliable geological knowledge, bore-holes 
are made to perform in England and suggesting that 
the law compel the preservation of the records ofall 
bore-holes made in the United States. Our correspon
dent also describes a box which is much used for pre
serving such records in England, 
" England has for years been pretty well mapped out 

in a very detailed manner. All fences, foot-paths, cattle 
ponds, well J, springs, and even erratic houl-lers appearing 
on tbe Ordnance Survey maps, which may be obtained 
either to the scale ofone inch to the mile or six inches 
to the mile, as well as to a still larger scale of twenty-
five inches to the mile, and in towns five feet or ten feet 
map? can often be obtained. AVith a six inch map in 
hand the labors ofthe geological surveyor aremuch re
duced, and where any particular stratum extends over 
large areas the work is practically confined to coloring 
the whole sheet one uniform color indicative of the sur
face rock. 
In other cases, of course, where the dip is quick, and 

faults come in to destroy the uniformity, there is much 
more work involved. 
An example of this is seen in the country south of Lon

don where tlie district, known as the Weald is bounded 
on both sides by the cretaceous rocks whicli have in 
places very acute dip, and their outcrop on the map is 
confined to a mere streak of color only T\., inch 
wide on the one inch map. It has been remarked that 
in a journey from East to West of England, a matter of 
200 miles or so, the traveler may start on the latest drift 
and travel over the outcrops of every geological period 
until he reaches tbe outcrop of the lowest known 
granitic and trappean rocks. This result of quick dip 
necessarily adds much to the amount of work to be 
given by the geologist, but still'this must be less than 
what is necessary over the Continent of North America, 
Compared with the mapping of the solid rocks, the 

proper delineation of the drift presents, if not more 
difliculty, at least more labor, of a sort, though the 
drift being a superficial sheet is readily determined it
self whilst adding to the difliculty of properly defining 
the boundaries of the solid rocks beneath, and the 
English "solid" mips frequently bear the words "ob
scured by drift." 

The geologist receives an immense amount of assist
ance from the work of practical'men in England. For 
example, the English railways have very much more 
largely than American railroads been constructed 
with heavy works in the shape of tunnels, cuttings, and 
embankments. Many such works were constructed in 
the early daj's of railway engineering entirely with the 
idea that easy gradients were a prime necessity, for the 
locomotive of that period was a small affair compared 
with that of to-day. From the sections thus presented 
precise and valuable information became open to view 
and enabled points to be fixed with accuracy from 
which boundaries could at least be often closely in
ferred. For deep work, however, a very useful source 
of information has been the boring of artesian wells. 
These have proved of immense value to the English 

Geological Survey, and we cannot too strongly emphasize 
the importance of preserving a truthful record of every 
boring into theearth'ssurfacc, which may be made. 
Unfortunately well borers are in many instances men 

of little education, and large numbers of bore-holes 
have been made of which no record whatever exists. 
Often, too, such record as does exist is due not to the 
workmen but to the scientific knowledge and interest 
of sum'1 resident in the locality who has made it his 
special care to watch the progress and note the strata 
passed throm-h. 
The better class of artesian well engineers have, how

ever, kept sample bores of every boring they have 
made, not merely asa matter of scientific interest, butas 
a useful record for possible future operations in thesame 
locality, and these, of course, are most serviceable to 
the geologist. The English Geological Survey, whose 
headquarters are at Jermyn Street, are always glad to 
afford information relative to the probabilities of a 
boring for water in return for the information given 
them by the engineers. The evidence thus gradually 
accumulating is daily rendering the geological knowl
edge ofthe country more complete. But, even in a 
small country like England, there is still an immense 
amount of information lacking to complete the mapping 
of tlie deeper rocks. 

Tt has long been held that beneath the Southeast of 
England there is a ridge of older rocks rising up to 
the base of the cretaceous rocks which form the surface, 
or are but little sunk below it. 

The truth of this theory seems to have received con
firmation by the penetration at 1,200 feet below surface 
of what appear to to be Devonian rocks immediately 
underlying the chalk at a brewery in London, the 
whole ofthe strata properly interposed and superficial
ly, indeed, forming the whole breadth of England be
ing absent. It is now reported that a boring in the 
country about seventy miles north of London, has, at a 
depth <>f less than 700 feet below the surface, reached 
the base of the chalk and passed directly to a bed of 
Pal.eo.-oie rocks as in the above named London boring, 
thus supplying another link of evidence confirmatory 
ofthe opinion that a ridge of older rocks thus exists. 
Fl In the London boring there was but little doubt that 
the rock reached was Devonian, of course completely 

below the coal measures. In the recent boring there 
appeared, at first, a doubt whether the rock was not a 
portion of the coal measures above the coal, but the 
latest opinion seems convincing to the effect that 
though the coal measures were the rocks reached, it was 
only one ofthe series below the coal seams which had 
been denuded, if ever they existed. A discovery like 
this, however, is as interesting to the pure and simple 
geologist as though a valuable coai field had been dis
covered, and indicates how very unexpected results 
may prove without the slightest surface indication. 
Indeed the surface of England above this ridge com
prises a portion ofthe most level tract in the country. 
The fact of there being no coal at this particular spot 
is, of course, no evidence that on the slopes ofthe ridge 
and at somewhat greater depths coal will not eventual
ly be discovered. Had it been proved in this instance it 
might have changed what is now the most rural portion 
ofthe country into a hive of manufacturing industry. 
Every fresh boring may add something to the exist

ing knowledge of the earth's crust, fixing the slope of 
the hidden rocks and giving data from which to esti
mate probable depths at a distance. 
In much-faulted districts, too, borings are invaluable 

as a means of measuring the vertical displacement, and 
too much stress cannot be laid on the importance of 
keeping a record of what is passed through. 
Such a record, to be most valuable, should not be 

merely in writing but should consist of actual samples 
of the debris from the boring preserved .in a properly 
partitioned box and marked for depth as per sketch. 

PLAN OF BOX, PLAN OF ONI. .KM. 

''0" to 57'3" 57'3" to 59' 

Each cell may be 3// X 3// X 3// and above each its 
extension should be marked, whilst a paper pasted in 
the cover may contain a written description, if desired. 
Such boxes, when carefully filled, are of abiding value 
as known facts. 

America, as compared with England, is as yet barely 
touched. Her railroads form a far less proportion to 
her area than do the railroads of England, and bear less 
evidence in the shape of cuttings. Heavy works, in
deed, have formed so serious an item in English rail
ways that a story is told of one engiueer who was sent to 
a foreign land to survey a line. Said foreign land was 

M E T H O D IN O U R "WINTER T E M P E R A T U R E S . 

BY H. GAWTHROI', PHILA., I'A. 

The weather reports of tlie cities of Boston, New York, 
Philadelphia, Buffalo, and Chicago show a.Btriking re
semblance in their Winter temperatures, when com
paring one with the other as to the variation in the 
mean temperature for each month. Changes to cold or 
warm are uniform throughout the territory covered by 
these stations, so that anv one of them may be taken as 
representative ofall, in this respect. 
Taking the mean temperature at Philadelphia for the 

six coldest months of the year, November to April in
clusive, since the first observations in 1871, the average 
for the twenty years is found to be 38"87 degrees. It is 
found also that nine of these periods average above and 
eleven of them below that of the twenty years. In 
tbe table below, the averages and extremes ofthe mean 
temperature for the months of each period are given. 
For sake of brevity, they will be called W a r m AVinters 
and Cold AVinters respectively. 

MONTHLY MEAN TEMPERATURE. 

For Nine Warm 
Winters. 

Lowost 

Nov. 

.80° 
40*2 
-3*8 

Dec. 

43*6 
38*0 
32*2 

Jan. Feh. Mar. ' Apr. 

29-4 29*5 37U 

55-6 
52 '2 
48-7 

Av. 

39"0 

Lowest 

46'5°•: 87'8 
42-3 32*4 
38-0 j 25*1 

87-4 
30*1 
25'8 

861 
31*2 
23*4 

40*9 
36*4* 
30*8 

51-3 
48*5 
42-0 34-8 

The chart gives a graphic view of these figures, the 
dark line for the averages, and the heavy dotted lines for 
the extremes, of the cold winters; and the faint line 
for the average, and tbe light dotted lines for the ex
tremes, ofthe warm winters. 
It will beseen that, with tlie exception of the broaden

ing, from the greater range of temperatures, in mid
winter, the lines are nearly parallel throughout the six 
months, and the winters continue and end as they com
mence. It may be said that, as goes November, so goes 
the winter. The only variation from the symmetry of 
the hole, and that but slight, is the close approach of 
December and February temperatures to that of 
January in the cold winters, the extreme cold seeming 
to cover a greater period than in the warm winters. 
The limitation in the extremes for each period is 

noticeable. In the warm winters, the extremes go but 
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level and flat and the engineer pronounced it quite un
suitable for a railroad. "Where," he exclaimed, "will you 
run your tunnels ? " Pie could not understand a railroad 
without tunnels. In borings too, except over a limited 
area, America has relative to area a small number and 
hence the wisdom (before spending money on boring 
the large numbers which will some day exist) of making 
provision—advisably by law—for preserving.records of 
every boring made. Without their confirmatory evi
dence the horizontal section maps cannot he more than 
inferentially correct. AVith their evidence they be
come positive statements of fact, and in this way they 
may frequently prevent the useless expenditure of 
money on works of engineering and mining, which has 
so often been incurred. 
The search for coal in Eastern England has so far 

had as one cause for its beiug not undertaken the ex
treme depth at which it must exist. Now, a single 
boring to a small depth upsets this objection and intro
duces the opposite one of possible denudation, fol
lowing upheaval, previous to the deposition ofthe later 
post carboniferous rocks,-though it opens at the same 
time a book of study and research which contains many 
blank leaves to be written up. 
AVith such possibilities in a narrow jtield, how wide 

an area remains to be filled out in the blank book of the 
United States." 

slightly below the average of the' cold winters; and, 
except in January, the line of extremes in the cold 
winters follow closely the average ofthe warm winters. 
Each group has its well defined course and limit. 
For the next twenty years, there will probably be a 

similar result, and this uniformity in the winter tem
peratures may be accepted as a rule ; but when weather 
observers turn prophets, they take much risk, because 
of the_ striking exceptions. Nature in her various 
forms, insists on exceptions to all rules, but the geolo
gist orbotanist does not hesitate to formulate the rule 
and gives slight heed to many exceptions. In the 
weather department of Natural Sciences, however, phe
nomenal temperatures, blizzards, and floods are so 
prominent that advocates of rule are without honor. 
For this present season, the mean temperature of 

November (44'2), has been' close to the average of 
twenty years (44*1), so that the winter may be con
sidered as commencing with an average temperature. 
During the twenty years under consideration, but one 
winter, classed as .warm, has begun with less tem
perature in November than this year, and it turned put 
to be close to an average winter.' In the same period, 
five Novembers with a higher average, preceded cold 
winters. 
It will be left to the readers to draw their own con

clusions and to prophecy as to remainder ofthe winter 
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THE FUEL SUPPLY OF THE UNITED 
STATES. 

A Sketch of the Progress of Twenty years in the 

Economy of Production and Comsumption, 

BY JOHN HJI.KIX1.INE, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

[Presidential Address at tlie l.k-n Summit Meeting of the Ameri
can Institute of Mining Engineers, Ut'lol-er, 1891.] 

Four meetings ofthe Institute have been held in the 
Anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania, and excursions 
into the district, in connection with meetings elsewhere, 
have familiarized our members with the development 
of this unique region. But the progress of that develop
ment has been so marked that, in view of our assem
bling within a few miles of where, two decades ago, the 
Institute was organized, a brief resume of the history of 
the Anthracite coal mining industry, and some thouehts 
upon the fuel problems of 1871 and 1801 seem to be 
specially appropriate on this occasion. 
Seventy years ago, the " burning stones " which we 

recognize as Anthracite coal, were fiist mined, but what 
has now become a magnificent industry grew with com
parative slowness for two decades ; and it was notuntil 
1842 that. 1,000,000 tons of Anthracite coal per annum 
were produced. 
The opening of this fuel-field, however, soon exerted 

a stimulus upon railway and canal construction, some 
of the earlier enterprises ami numerous later additions 
having been projected and maintained to carry Anthra
cite coal to points of consumption or to navigable 
waters. And this stimulus reacted upon the industry 
itself. Larger shipments were demanded to meet the 
requirements of the market developed by these im
provements. 
From 1S42 to 1S04 the annual production of this form 

of fuel increased tenfold, from 1,000,000 to 10,000,000 
tons, and this amount was again doubled (to 20,000,000, 
tons) in 1873. The shipments of Anthracite coal for 
1890, show another step in geometrical progiession ; for 
if to the 36,000,000 tons of Anthracite shipped, we add 
the coal used at the mines, a production exeeding 
40,000,000 tons is accounted for. 
The astonishing record ofthe miningindustrv within 

this limited area can be best appreciated by comparing 
the output with that of another mining industry. Thus, 
the weight of Anthracite coal mined in Pennsylvania 
in 1890 was nearly three times as great as the total iron-
ore product of the United States ; and this coal wasob-
tained at greater average depth, and under conditions 
generally less favorable, then are found at the iron-ore 
mines. 
The total output of the Anthracite regions of Penn

sylvania for the past seventy years, approximates 
750,000,000 tons. Of this, over 12 percent, was obtained 
in the forty years between 1820 ami 18(30 ; 15 per cent, in 
the decade following ; nearly 25 per cent, between 1870 
and 1880; and for the past ten years the output has 
averaged about 35,000,000 tons annually, aggregating 
nearly 4S per cent, of the whole. 
Of the total output of the Anthracite coa! region as 

recorded, one half has been mined since 1870, and the 
period of twenty years which marks the existence of 
the American Institute of Mining Engineers, covers a 
reported production of Anthracite coal of nearly 
540,000,000 tons, or 72 per cent, of the total output of 
the region. 

Mr. J. H. Jones, special census agent, places the value 
at the mines of the Anthracite coal product of Penn
sylvania in 1889 at S05,721,57S, demanding, al 302 regu
lar establishments, the services of over 124,000 em
ployes, who received in that year nearly $40,000,000 
as wages. The capital invested in the coal lands 
.amounts to almost SH>2,000,000 ; and this valuation does 
not include undeveloped properties nor any surface 
improvements, except such as are necessary for milling 
and preparing the coal. If to the above amount were 
added the coal lands held in reserve, the numerous 
dwellings,and the enormous railroad facilities specially 
built and maintained to convey the product of the mine's 
and breakers to trunk lines, the valuation would be 
greatly augmented ; for no part of Pennsylvania is so. 
well supplied with railroads as the Anthracite coal 
fields, and few points in tlie United Statesareconnected 
with as many competitive systems of transportation as 
the section which the Institute visits during this 
meeting. 
Our Transactions demonstrate that much of the progress 

in mining methods.and appliances by which the above 
results were accomplished is traceable to members of 
the Institute; and of those we can truly say, " the half 
has not been told " in the printed papers forming part 
of our publications. 
An approximate review of the consumption of all 

kinds of fuel, for the past twenty years may be obtained 
from the following census data: 

1870. 1SS0. 1890. 
Gross tons of .Anthracite-coal, i:,.,1J25.*>__0 2..,5MI,IS*J 10,714,721 
Gross tons Of Bituminous coal, 15,:...iJ, .I'.i :;•..*_ l'_!,i.-11 S5,.JS3,0,.D 
Bushels of charcoal 74,003,972 DO,000,000* 
Cordsof wood, - I4..,77...i:'.7 ISO,I«MI,OIXJ' 
Barrels of petroleum, . . . . 5,260,7... 2M.2Kc.123 34,820,306 
Natural gas, value In coal dis
placed N o report. Noreport. 520,000.000* 

•Estimated. 

The fuel consumed in the United States, exclusive of 
natural gas, but including the coal and wood converted 
into gas, requires the conveyance, by various methods, 
of nearly one and a half million gross tons each day of 
the year (no unimportant factor in the national problem 
of transportation), and demands the energies of over 
one million wage-earners to mine, cut, handle, and con
vey it to points of consumption. The fuel-consumption, 
per capita, in the United States, is in calorific value 
equivalent to 3\ tons of coal per annum. Possible econ
omies may reduce this to 2-V tons for the same amount 
of work performed. 

By reason of the extended area of the Bituminous 
coal-fields, their development has greatly benefited the 
entire country. This fuel has supplied most of the il
luminating and fuel-gas, and in addition to its liberal 
use for domestic and steam-producing purposes, the 
coke resulting from its distillation has influenced the 
iron industry to a wonderful extent, as is shown by the 
following figures, taken from the reports of the ninth, 
tenth, and eleventh censuses: 

Gross tons, 
1870. 1880. 1S90. 

Pig-iron 1,832,876 3,375,912 8,553,874 
Manufactured iron, 1,2X7,3-17 2.101.IK) 2,..'S.193f 
Steel, K, finished product; b, ingots l-i,._:6-i 1,022,'.i5_ d 3,988,3276 ' 

+As the census statistics have not been issued, tbe above figures are 
taken from the report of the American Irmi and Steel Association 
for 1890. 

The output of Bituminous coal, added to the pro
duction of Anthracite in 1890, brings the total of coal 
mined in tlie United States to 75 per cent, of that mined 
in Great Britain, the country which supplies nearly as 
much coal as all others in the world combined, exclu
sive of our own. In other words, the United States now 
produces about 30 per cent, of the world's output of 
coal, while iteonsnmes, in addition, great quantities of 
wood, charcoal, oil, and natural gas. The United States 
is the great fuel-consumer of the world. 
Over 2,000,000 cords of wood are annually cut to pro

duce the 90,000,000 bushels of charcoal which I estimate 
were used in smelting ores of iron and ofthe precious 
metals, and for other specialties. The cordwood used 
as fuel for various purposes largely exceeds tbat cut for 
charcoal, but the amount can only be roughly ap
proximated. The total wood of all kinds used for fuel 
is estimated by Jlr. B. E. Fernow, chief of the Forestry 
Division ofthe United States Department of Agriculture, 
at 180,000,000 cords per annum. 
Peat is used to a moderate extent only ;-but various 

methods of drying or preparing it are passing through 
experimental stages. 
In thirty-two years the product of petroleum has 

grown from 2,000 barrels to 35,000,000 barrels annually, 
reaching a total forthe whole period of 450,000,000 bar
rels. Ofthe present output, approximately 40 percent. 
is used for fuel; and this has a calorific value, three bar
rels of petroleum being taken as equivalent to one ton of 
coal, of over 4,500,000 tons of coal annually. The con
venience of application favors the use of petroleum in 
localities where coal commands relatively high prices, 
and in cases where intermittent firing is employed ; and 
we may anticipate a growing demand for this form of 
fuel. 
It is perhaps impossible to determine the quantity of 

natural gas used in this country, but a measure of its 
importance may be found in the equivalent money-
value of coal it has displaced, which is calculated to 
approximate $20,000,000 annually. Moreover, tlie ex
tensive introduction of natural gas for industrial and 
domestic uses has stimulated the employment of pro
ducer-gas, and in many instances the manufactured 
gaseous has supplanted the natural solid fuel. 
The magnitude of the quantities represented by our 

fuel-supply emphasizes the importance of economies 
in its use. A saving ofone per cent, of the fuel of all 
kinds consumed in the United States would be equiva
lent to 2,300,000 tons of coal per annum. Each of our 
members will aver that, in almost every case of which 
he is cognizant, one per cent, ofthe fuel used could be 
readily saved, and in numerous instances the possible 
economies appear to be much greater. If all the fuels 
produced in the United States were used for one year 
for the generation of steam, they would furnish con
tinually, through boilers and engines of ordinary ef
ficiency, nearly 12,000,000 horse-power ; but if applied 
to boilers and engines of high economy, the resulting 
energy would be augmented to 25,000,000 or even 30,-
000,000 horsepower. An average reduction in Ameri
can blast-furnaces ofone hundred weight of fuel per ton 
of pig-iron made would amount to an annual saving of 
nearly a half million tons of coal, and proportionate 
economies in iron and steel manufacturing processes 
would more than double this saving. 
The crowds of coal-pickers covering a city's ash-heaps 

attest the waste of fuel imperfectly consumed for do
mestic and manufacturing purposes, and the "smoke 
nuisance" (the abatement of which is always in the 
future) is constantly before us as an indication of im
providence. The evil is to be overcome, if we believe 
the announcements of trade-circulars, hy patented 
boiler-settings, which facilitate tbe evaporation of water 
at a rate in excess of theoretical perfection ; by smoke 
consuming devices, which effect such economies that it 
will pay to burn coal merely to utilize the smoke; or 
by stoves or furnaces which, through some secret of 
nature confided to the inventor only, utilize upward 
and downward draughts in the same chimney, the 
downward draught bringing the combustible myth to 
intensify immensely the heat of the normal fire. 
Economies are also claimed for special details in blast
furnaces, beating-furnaces, puddling furnaces, or other 
metallurgical constructions, some promising a return of 
more heat units than are accepted as theoretically at
tainable. 
AVhile many of the so-called fuel saving inventions 

are farcical, because they are based upon unsound 
theory, we are indebted toothers for marked economies 
in fuel-consumption, which have made it possible to ad
vance metallurgy and manufactures to the position 
they now occupy. It requires but a brief retrospect to 
recognize thetrue economies, and for this we need note 
only improvements made during the existence of the 
American Institute of Mining Engineers. 
Suppose for a- moment that the quantity of pig-iron 

and manufactured iron and steel now demanded by 
the United States had to be produced, manufactured, 
manipulated, and transported by methods in use two 
decades ago—how many tons of fuel would be wasted 
in producing the 8,553,374 tons of pig-iron we made in 
1890, if the blast-furnaces were equipped with open 
fronts and fore-hearths, following the custom of charg

ing more fuel than the furnace could consume, so as to 
shovel it out at the bottom? AVhat additional fuel 
would be required if gas-producers were not connected 
with the furnaces in our mills and sleel-works, or if the 
direct methods of conveying molten metal from blast
furnace to converter, and'hot ingots or billets from con
verter to mill, or from one mill to another, were aban
doned, and if our mills returned to tbe former practice 
of allowing the metal to cool between each two stages 
of treatment. 
The developed coal mines of the United States could 

not possibly supply the present demands of the coun
try if our industries, our locomotives, and steam-vessels 
consumed fuel at the rate per ton of product or per 
horse-power that they did in 1871. Neither could the 
coal mines, as opened arid equipped in 1871, produce 
the fuel now demanded. 
Among the economics already achieved, none are more 

notable than those adopted in and about the mines, by 
which the coal is removed with less loss in mining, and 
prepared so that, of that which formerly went to the 
dump piles, nearly all that is combustible is reclaimed. 
The application of finer sizes, and even of the slack coal 
and dust to useful purposes, is entitled to a prominent 
position among the fuel economies. 
A critical review of the advances made in the 

methods and processes of mining, preparing, handling, 
and transporting coal, of producing and using steam, of 
smelting, refining, and manufacturing metals, would 
probably show that we are now able to accomplish 
with one ton of combustible mined, results which, 
twenty years ago, would have required the mining of 
two tons or more. If then lie is entitled to credit as a 
benefactor who causes two blades of grass to grow 
where one grew before, we have cause for congratula
tion and for just praise, that in 1891, one ton of com
bustible taken from the mines benefits the country as 
much as, or possibly more than, two tons as removed, 
prepared, and used in 1871. 
Such results, however, are not due to one man; to 

accomplish them, thousands of active minds have 
worked in one general direction, against difficulties and 
discouragements. The geologist, the mineralogist, and 
the explorer have done their part in locating and de
veloping additional sources of fuel supply. The min
ing engineer, with the aid of the constructor and the 
mechanic, has brought to the surface, prepared,andde-
livered to consumers the solid, liquid, or gaseous fuels 
at low cost, while the laboratories of the chemists and 
physicists have contributed valuable data as to the 
composition and utilization of various fuels to assist 
the riietallurgist and engineer in applying them. 
All of the classes mentioned are represented in the list 
of members of the American Institute of Mining En
gineers. Our roll of 2,300 embraces in each department 
distinguished specialists, whose contributions to the 
Iremsactiom, or work in practice, have aided in no small 
degree to accomplish what has been achieved. Yet, as 
indicated, there remains much to be accomplished, and 
the purpose of these remarks has been to invite atten
tion, in a general way, to the magnitude of the fuel 
problem, and, while recognizing the advances made in 
the past twenty years to encourage the endeavor after 
further economies in the utilization of fuel. 

A Growing Business. 

The AVcbster, Camp it Lane Machine Company, of 
Akron, Ohio, manufacturers of Mining Machinery" and 
Corliss Engines, has completed arrangements by which 
a part of its business will be removed to Kent, Ohio, 
ten miles cast of Akron, where buildings will be erected 
for the manufacture of hervy machinery. 
AVhile the Company will continue its offices in 

Akron, and the useof its present shops for local work, 
it will erect at Kent complete shops, consisting of 
machine shop and mainerecting shop 100 ft. wide x 400 
ft. long, built with 25 ft. galleries on either sideofa50ft. 
crane span; foundry building 100 ft. wide x 300 ft. 
long, with wing 75 ft. x 100 ft.; smith shop 60 ft. x 80 
ft., besides pattern shop and pattern storage building. 
Both machine shop and foundry will be equipped 
with thirty-ton electric cranes of most approved pat
tern. 
All buildings are to be of brick, and erected on a 

twelve-acre tract of land situated between N. Y., P. & O. 
Division of the Erie Railway, and the Pittsburgh & 
AA'estern Division ofthe B. & 0. Railway. 'The Cleve
land, Canton & Southern Railway runs across the south 
end of the property, so that the Company will have 
unsurpassed shipping facilities. 
The Company has been very much cramped for room 

in ils old works, and so hemmed in on all sides that 
additions there were out ofthe question. It expects to 
start (he new works with three hundr.d men in 
addition to the force employed in Akron, and this 
number will be increased as fast as required. 
The AVebster, Camp A Lane Co., has won a trade 

through the superiority of its machinery, that will, w e 
have no doubt, require still further enlargements in the 
near future. This new "move gives it a chance to 
make these enlargements as fast as business demands 
them. It is a live Company, and the officials are ener
getic, enterprising men. 

AAre have recieved from the Lidgerwood Manufac
turing Co., of 96 Liberty St., N e w York, a copy ofa very 
handsome and interesting illustrated pamphlet, entitled 
" Phosphate Mining." The book is issued to illustrate 
the use of the Improved Suspension Cableways in 
phosphate mines. All the sketches are made from 
photographs, and are therefore true to actual existing 
circumstances. These cableways have been used for 
years in handling materials of all kinds, and have 
proven their superiority over other methods. Readers 
of this journal should send for a copy of this book, 
which is mailed free on application to the Lidgerwood 
Mfg. Co., 96 Liberty St,, N e w York. 
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This department is intended for the use of those who wish to express 
their views, or ask; or anxwer, questions on ant/ subject relating to 
mining. Correspondents need not hesitate to write for supposed 
want of abititu. If the ideas arc expressed, we will cheerful It/ moke 
any needed c.irrectitat in caiiiptiiilitut that mail he reqmnd. <_*•*•*•-
municaUom should not be too lengthy, and personal reflections 
shoidd be eareftdlu aeoided. 

AU communications should he ucctnnpani, d tt'ith llo proper name and. 
address of the writer—not •necessarily for publication, bid as a 
guarantee (if ootid faith. 

The K.lilor tA „>>! rcsp.iifililr f-r fines r.rprrxsed in this Department 
* J - A,,,-,-, ̂ n,t,ilf,tr. shfidtl hr in as .ample lung tinge, undasjree 

Of technical signs ami formula- "•- possible, consistent with clear sola 
Hon. Catch-qitestions will not be. published. 

October 
right, if 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIB:—In answer to "Trackman," in you 
issue, I submit the following which I think 
I understand the question : 
A tree 80'long, (/diameter at butt end, tapers to 

1' diameter, how long a rope will it take to coil around 
it, the coils to be close together, also how long will 
the rope have to be, allowing 12" between coils? 

From the two end diameters we find the mean di
ameter to be 3.1', The proof of which is 

I --10.'. 

00 ft iii 30 minutes. Then, 4000 -*- 30 = 134 — cubic 
feet in one minute = 8375 lbs. 

8375 X 60 = 502,500 units of work. 
Allowing 1 for slip of pump, we have 628,125, and one-

half of this last sum for friction of machinery, etc., we 
have 942,158 units of work to be performed which di
vided bv 33,000 equals 2855 II. P. 
6.—From T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R P O C K E T - B O O K we 

get the formula 

.,=./ .X-T: 
x L N -00545 

• Where 
F = cu, ft. per minute. 
L = length of strokes, 
N ____ No. of strokes. 
"00545 = constant. 

I would use a double action pump making 67 cu. ft. 
per minute for each pump, then 

D =v= 
76 = 12*4, allowing 

Then 

3. X 3 1416 = 10-9956, the circumference, which 
multiplied hy the number of times the rope goes 
around the log will give the number of feet required 
to cover the log. thus 

10-9956 X 060 = 10555-77(10'. 

Now, for the rope to go around every 12 inches it 
will take 80 times, then 

109956 X SO = 879'<i4S0'. Therefore, allowing 
12" between coils, it will require 879,6480/; and if the 
coils are close together 10555'7760/. 

Yours, etc., 

JAMES PAYNE. 
Adger, Jeff. Co., Ala., Nov. 21st. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

S I R : — A s I have not noticed any answer to "J. 
T. G.'s" question which appeared in the September issue, 
I offer the following : 
On an incline rising 1 in 10, the loads weighing 12,000 

pounds, and the empties 3.000 pounds, the drums, ropes, 
and sheaves 5,000 pounds; the friction of the cars 
equally of their weight, and the friction for drums, 
ropes and sheaves J-j of their weight. AVhen they are 
being let down by a brake, it takes 4 minutes to run 300' 
now what is the amount of friction applied by the 

brake ? 
12,000 lbs. — 1%, or 120 lbs. = 11880 lbs. 
3,000 lbs. 4- 1%, or 30 lbs. = 3030 lbs. 

8850 lbs. 
Then 

S850 lbs. A 10 = 885 lbs. 
5000 lbs. -:- 40 = 125 lbs. 

760 lbs. actual load 
tending down plane without any resistance, whatso
ever. This load turned loose at head of incline 300' 
"long rising 1 in 10 would travel the distance in 137 
seconds out; our load mu-t only travel 300' in 4 minutes 
or 240 seconds. 
The vertical height of a 

give a bodv a velocity of300' 
lowing formula is *096 feet. 

3002 

40 X 2 X -0054. 

\ ofthe area of plunger for slip of pump, or what is the 
same multiply the diameter by \, we have 

12-4 X 1T25 = 1395, or say 14" as diameter 
of pump. 

N o w 
A = D5 X '7854 = 153-93. 

60 X "434 — 26"04 lbs. per inch of plunger, 

and 
153-9 X 26*04 = 4000 + lbs. total weight. 

Add 5 0 % to this for friction, etc., and we have 

4000 + 2000 = G000 lbs. 

Say the steam pressure is 40 lbs. per inch, then 

----- ;= 150" as area of steani cylinder. 
40 

Then diameter equal 

ie 300' long that will 
240 seconds by the fol-

240 

This deducted fn 
will leAve 299'; and 29' 
friction, theiefore 

700 X -9960 
will have to be applied 

total height of plane which is 30' 
;i*'.i' : :;II — '99GG co-eflicient of 

7574 lbs. of friction which 

854 
1 3 8 " as diameter of steam 

cylinder. 

: 29 H . P. practically the 

Cincinnati, Ohio, November 24th. 

Answers to Miscellaneous C 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I submit the following in r 

V ou ri 
H . 

, etc.. 

L. D. 

ply to ' 

on to be •rod 

S. W.," of 

iced by a 

rises in the opposite le, 

Irondale, Ohio 
(1.) _.-Suppose the 

force fan ; a fall occurs 
the inlet, the fan still 
lutions, the result is tl 
of the w. g. 
b.—Suppose the same fan with two parallel headings, 

Suddenly, by some means, the stoppings are removed 
making the air course larger, the w. g. will fall. 
(2.) Density so far as air in mines is concerned may 

be diminished by applying heat, say at the upcast and 
rarifying it. Also, density can be increased by using a 
powerful force fan with small return airwaysand heavy 
drag. 

(3.) The depth of shaft must be according to the 
square root of the quantity : 

60,000'** : 70,0002 :: 400' : x, 

49 X 400 ' _...., .. ,. 
- 044 44' ; subtracting 36 

the 400 we have 144'44' as height of stack. 
(4.) a—First 
20' X 20' X 10' - 4000 cn. ft. of water to be raised 

2 A P R S 
~~33,000 

same as before if the decimals had been carried out. 
Therefore 14" pump with 14" steam cylinder would do 

the work. 
Yours, etc., 

J. Y. 
Punxsutawney, Pa., Nov. 26th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

Silt*—The foUowing question was asked at an ex
amination in Nova Scotia: 

It seems there are several different opinions regard
ing the proper solution, some solve it by M a u c h line's 
rule, given on page 53 of his book, while others work it 
out differently. I hope it will be freely discussed until 
w e can all see* it in the one true light. 

" AVhat pressure and power will it take to get 10,000 
cubic feet per minute through an airwav 0,300 feet long, 
of which 6,000 feet is 5' X 8-** and 300 feet 2' X 5'; also; 
wdiat quantity would you get with the above pressure, 
if the airway "was 6,300 feet long and 5' X 8'area? 

I wish your correspondents would discuss the 
question from three standpoints, viz., (1.) T b e 31)0' \ 
2 ' X 5'being at inlet; (2.) T h e 300' X 2' X 5' being 
in the center of airway, and (3.) T h e 300' X 2' X 5' 
being at the outlet. 

Yours, etc, 
PI. L D. VV. 

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 4th. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:-—The question of "Beginner," of Mt. Pleasant, 
Pa., in your August issue, has become interesting, and 
the four solutions which have appeared in your journal 
showed that "Beginner " hashitupona question that 
needs to be discussed arid properly solved. Pleaseallow 
m e to contribute a mite to this end. 
The question is: "In a shaft 100' deep a pump is 

placed with 5' suction and 95' discharge. Will it 
require more or less power if the pump is placed up the 
shaft, with 20' suction and 80' discharge ?" 
In your October issue " J. Y ," of Punxsutawney, Pa., 

and"T. S. A.," of Anita, Pa., state that with 5'suction 
it requires 6*51 lbs. per square inch more power, Hav
ing discussed this question with a great number of 
pump men,engineer-*, and surveyors, I find about nine-
tenths of them uf thesame 
pleased to note that in your 
Maccan, N. &., and " J. N. K 
given us a much more satisf 
that the power required in b 
is one and the same. No 1 
they have made a noble atti 
operandi of a pump. In his 
states that if we raise water in the suction 5' we must 
create a vacuum of 2-17 lbs., to raise 10' we must create 
a vacuum of 4'34 lbs., and 20' the vacuum must be SOS, 
and'30', 13-02, and so on until we reach perfect vacuum. 
Again, we get thesame principle with "J. N. K.," 
as follows: "The suction is only an ipdirect way of 
lifting water: in the suction pipe there is a pressure of 
14-7 pounds of air to the squaie inch. N o w without 
computing anything lor friction, in order to get water 
up to the piston ofthe pump we must exhaust the air 
until only a pressure of 0'02 lbs. remains. 20' of water 
will .weigh 8'68 lbs. per square inch of area, and in 
order for the atmospheric pressure to force the water up 
the pipe we must exhaust a pressure of air from the 

pipe of 8-68 lbs., which is the same as if the water was 
lifted." 
After reviewing the above I am compelled to disagree 

with the mode nf operation described. That we create 
a vacuum equal to the. height ofthe suction when a, 
pump first takes its water is true After that to m e it 
is an impossibility for that operation to continue, but 
as soon as the working barrel is filled with water, the 
plunger is withdrawn against the pressure .of the 
atmosphere of nearly 14*7 lbs. to tbe square inch of 
this area. But we also find the water forced into the 
working barrel and against the bottom of the plunger 
with thesame pressuic to tbe square inch—147 lbs., 
and in a 5'lift 2'17 lbs. of this is utilized to raise the 
weight of the water to the plunger, while the balance 
of 12*53 lbs. per square inch is forcing the water 
against the plunger to that extent (no allowance made 
for friction or weight of valves), and compensating for 
that amount of work done by the plunger, or in other 
words, assisting the plunger to that extent; so that 
actually the power attached to the plunger is only to 
lift actually the weight ofthe water, as stated by "F.B." 
and " J. N". K." But to use the term creatingavacuum 
of so many lbs. when a pump is in operation, is out of 
place, as we here find a continuous solid body of water 
and plunger obstructing a broken body of air from 
coming together, which is with all its power seeking its 
equilibrium. The above conclusion is true of all pumps 
except the pulsometer and kindred pumps, where 
expanded or exhaust steam is condensed to con
tinuously create vacuum. In these kinds of pumps 
with every inch we lift the water is a clear gain in 
power. In" harmony with theabove, solution to "Begin
ner's " question is as follows : 
Theconstant *434nsedin these formula- is theweightof 

water 1" square and 1' high. AVith the pump 5' above 
water the discharge is 95' X -434 = 4P23 lbs.; suction 
5' = 14-7 lbs. minus 12*53 lbs. compensated or returned 
power •*= 2T7 lbs, then 4V23 and 2*17 = 43'4 lbs. per 
square inch required. AVith pump 20' above water, the 
discharge is 80' X -434 = 3472 ; suction 20' •_= 14*7 lbs. 
to he deducted for compensated power G 02 = 8'6S lbs., 
then 34-72 and 8"68 = 434 lbs., the power required per 
square inch of plunger, friction and weight of valves 

not considered. 
Yours, etc, 

D. AV. E. 
Pittston, Pa., December 14th. 

"Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following question and plan 
in your journal, for solution by some of your readers: 

Suppose tbe diagram to represent some underground 
workings of a mine in connection with the two shafts 
D and U. There are four splits of air which m a y be 
called A, B, C, and E ; A to be 600 yards in length, B 5.5 
yards, C 475 yards, and E 640 yards in length; and 
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from bottom of downcast to _plit C E to be 150 yards. 
Air crossings are supposed to be built at points marked 
II ; now, what quantify of air .will circulate through 
each split, their areas 
the sa 
the diasjri 
B ; D the 

-t, sa 
H i 

and subject to 
g.? In 

leasts over A and 
t shaft. 
Yours, etc., 

E. K. 
Hopwood, Pa.. Nov. 30th. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

Sut: —I would like to venture, a brief solution to " T. 
W . Hale's" question in your M a y issue, as worked out 
by simple mensuration. " " A liorse is tied to thecorner 
ofu barn 25 feet square by a rope IOO* long. H o w m a n y 
square feet of surface can the horse feed over? 

200* X -**864 X J = 23,562 sq. ft. 

A'"' 4- r t it 
75" X 3'141B X J = SSSo'Vo area of halt 

circle with a radius of 75', 

(55'22 X 2) X (50 X 2) X 
•7S54 

= 2168-4S94' 

area of quarter circle. 
Then, 

23,562 -h (8835-75 -
the required area. 

Nanaimo, B. C, Dec. 3d. 

- 2168-4894) = S0,229'2606' 

Yours, etc., 
Inquirer. 
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Discussion Upon Questions 14, 18, 20, and 21, Given 

at tbe Iowa Examination of Candidates for 

Mine Inspectora April 9th, 1890. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In the October issue of T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R 
you publish by request some answers to the above 
mentioned questions. 
Question 14 is not stated correctly, and there being 

also an error of multiplication, the answer arrived at is 
very different from the correct answer. 
Question 14, stated correctly, is as follows: "If a 

water-gauge shows a difference of reading of 1*2 inches 
between the intake and the return ofa certain portion 
ofa mine; and the anemometer indicates a velocity of 
10 ft. per second, size of entries G X 8 ft.; what effective 
horse power has been expended in the ventilation of 
that part of the mine ? " 
AVe And the pressure per sq. ft. to be 5-2 lbs. X 1'2 

inches = G'24 lbs., and volume of air = 6 X 8 X 10 X 
60 = 28,800 cu. ft. per minute. 

_ _ 6-24X28,800 
H P = -33,0-00" = ° 4 ° 

instead of 507 as given. 
The answer given to Question 18, wdiich is, "In 

what part of a mine should observations with the 
anemometer be taken, and why ? " is correct as far as 
it goes but it does not say why ; nor does it cover the 
point aimed at in the question. 
The point desired to be brought out by asking 

Question 18 is, that the return air or " the last of the air," 
as it is called, is always traveling at a different velocity 
from the intake current, its velocity being affected by 
the rarefication or otherwise of the return air, due to 
the relative temperatures of the pit and the outside 
air; also by the presence in the return current of the 
mine gases* which often largely increase the volume of 
the air; and last, but by no means least, the return 
current has been relieved of the pressure of the pit, 
which is often two or three atmospheres and some
times much greater, and its volume and consequently 
its velocity is proportionately increased. 
From the above considerations it is very evident 

that readings taken with the anemometer upon the re
turn, may show a large amount of air passing, while 
the face ofthe workings and the entire pit are deficient 
ofthe required amount. It is always most important 
and absolutely necessary to take readings at the face of 
the workings "or the inside headings, to be assured the 
entire amount of air in the split is passing around the 
face and does not leak through imperfect stoppings; 
but to obtain correctly the amount of pure air passing 
in a pit, the calculations must be based upon observa
tions taken upon the intake and not tbe return. 

It is interesting to note in passing that the observer 
should stand a little to one side and as far from the in
strument as possible, while taking the reading, in order 
that his body shall not obstruct the area of the entry 
and thus create a higher velocity than actual. 

Question 20 is: "In the section of the mine men
tioned in Question 14, which we will designate as Sec
tion 'A,' the air travels 6,000 ft. of entry, including 
the return. In Section ' B ' of the same mine there is 
required 14,400 cu. ft. of air per minute, but it must 
travel 12,000 ft. of entry, including the return, how-
would you arrange the regulator, or in what proportion 
would you split the air for these two sections to equal
ize the ventilating currents in them? Si/.e of entries 
in both sections is the same." 
This question might have been better stated by ask

ing. " H o w would you arrange the regulator or in 
what proportion would you split the air for these two 
sections to give to each its required proportion of air." 
This is the meaning of the question and not that 

each section should receive an equal current, as ex
plained in THI-; COLLIERY E N G I N E E R ; as the question 
states explicitly the amount of air required in each sec
tion. 
The discussion in regard to regulators, which follows 

in T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER, is partly right and partly 
wrong. It is right in saying we determine the si/.e of 
the regulator by experiment; for the reason that no 
two airways in a mine of the same sectional area, will 
offer a resistance to the air current proportionate to 
their length exactly; and we must vary the size of our 
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regulator till the proportionate amount is given. 
But for the purposes of discussion the resistance is 
assumed as proportionate to the rubbing surface. 

But, on the other hand, it is by no means clear that 
the only way to divide the air current proportionately, 
is by increasing the resistance in one of the airways 
till it becomes equal to the resistance offered by the 
other airway. This a wrong basis to start from; and, 
as stated, entails a large amount of dead work. Every 
regulator that is placed in an airway on this principle 
is an obstruction to the free passage of the ventilating 
current; it increases the drag of the mine and conse
quently the power necessary to ventilate. It will ac
complish the dividing ofthe air in any proportion pro
vided the power is present to drive the air; but it is 
based on no scientilie principle and is expensive. 
To fully explain the principles of " splitting" tbe 

air in mines, would require more space than allowed to 
us; but we may in a simple manner, and by reference 
to the accompanying diagram, make plain some points. 
Let B be the air-shaft (downcast); A the hoisting 

shaft and upcast; the ventilating motor a force-fan ; S 
denotes a split, and X an overcast. There is 43,200 cu. 
ft. of air coming down the air-shaft per minute. Of 
this 28,800 cu. ft. is required to pass over the overcast 
and travel East to ventilate Section " A." The length 
of this split is say 6,000 ft. The remaining 14,400 cu, 
ft. travels north and ventilates Section " B." The 
length of this split is say 12,000 ft. to where it escapes 
up the upcast, AVe note that the velocity of the cur-
j-entin Section " A " is twice the velocity of the cur
rent in Section " B " since the si/.e of the entries is 
the same in each. 
Suppose we stop the air course leading to the north 

by a door at (1), and also the air course leading to the 
east by a door at (2), thus shutting of all entrance of 
air to the mine from the air shaft. N o w if the fan be 
kept running at a uniform velocity the pressure in 
front of tbese doors will continue to rise until a fixed 
point is reached, and the pressure at that point will in
dicate the ventilating power of the motor at that ve
locity. And further, until this working pressure is 
reached iu the mine, the full.capacity of the ventilating 
motor is not used. 
Again, behind these imaginary doors at (1) and (2) 

lurks the resistance or "drag" ofthe mine. This re
sistance exists in the mine as a force directly opposed 
to the movement ofthe ventilating current; and until 
this force can be overcome by the pressure of the air 
current, no movement can take place. AVhat is called 
the "static" resistance or force necessary to create a 
circulating current is much larger tban the dynamic re
sistance or the force necessary to maintain such a cir
culation after itis established". The dynamic resistance 
is what interests us most, and is what is known as the 
resistance ofthe mine. It varies as the amount of the 
rubbing surface varies; and as the square of the 
velocity of the current. W e are dependent upon the 
working pressure of the air current to overcome the re
sistance. 
Again, if we open the imaginary door at (2) leading 

to Section " A " tbe "static" pressure is at once re
lieved and a working pressure soon established, which 
isequal to thedynamicresistanceof Section "A." All the 
air is now passing through Section "A." Did Section 
"A " offer no resistance to the air current the working 
pressure would be nil The working pressure atthe in
take of any section or split can never be greater than 
the dynamic resistance of that split but is always equal 
to it. W e must remember here that the dynamic re
sistance and consequently the working pressure varies 
with the square ofthe velocity of the current; and as 
all the air is now passing through Section " A " the 
velocity will be greater and the working pressure, at 
the point where the split is to be made, higher tban 
when Section " B " is open also. This is as it should 
be, because the greater the egress ofthe air, the less 
the pressure behind it; although some would say more 
work was being done and the working pressure should 
be higher. But one ofthe chief advantages of splitting 
the air is that with the same expenditure of power a 
larger volume of air can be moved. Now, if we open 
the imaginary door at (1) leading to Section " B," just a 
little, some of the air will escape and pass down 
through Section " B." AVe can open this door enough 
to allow the proportionate amount of air to pass. But 
nowr let us abandon the imaginary doors at (1) and (2), 
which were only supposed for the purposes of 
discus-don and in their stead build a brattice, from the 
corner where the two air courses meet, out into the 
entry so as to cut the air coming from the air shaft, and 
make the last five or six feet of this brattice to swing 
as a door. This can be set to the right or left so as to 
regulate tbe proportionate flow of air to Section " A " 
or Section "B." 
Thus far in this discussion the term " working press

ure " has been used relatively and denoted the unit of 
working pressure or the pressure per sq. ft. of area. 
W e will now multiply this unit of working pressure by 
the area ofthe entry coming from the air shaft before 
it is cut by the edge* of the brattice. The product will 
give tbe moving power of the current or the motive 
force of the current, opposed to the total dy
namic resistance of the mine. N o w this motive 
power must be divided between the two sec
tions of tbe mine in proportion to the resist
ances of those sections. And consequently the brattice 
must be swung so as to divide the area of the entry in 
the same proportion. It is well to note that the unitof 
working pressure changes as it passes the brattice or 
regulator and adapts itself to the enlarged sectional 
area of entry. The velocity of the current is also 
changed at this point. 
This form of regulator splits the air current propor

tionate to its work and introduces no obstruction or in
creased resistance. In the present instance the reg
ulator should be swung so as to divide the air in the 
ratio of 1 : 2 in favor of Section " A." 

Yours, etc., 

J. T. BEARD, 

Secy. State Board of Examiners. 
Ottumwa, Iowa, Dec. 21st. 

Correction. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—1 wish to thank " S. U. P." for pointing out 
m y error in the December -issue in m y answer to his 
question. But if he will go over his solution again he 
will And that he has made a mistake also in the volume. 
Tlie volume I obtained was 55,168', if" S. U. P." were to 
carry his figures out to three decimal places the result 
would be 55,410'. 

Yours, etc., 

L. P. H. 
Avoca, Pa., Dec. 14th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Please publish the following question in" your 
next issue so that some of your able correspondents 
may answer : If we have 6,250 cubic feet of air traveling 
in a mine through an area of 25 sq. ft., and wishing to 
have 22,500 cubic feet per minute in the mine with the 
same power, how large should the area be ? 

Yours, etc., 
CARBON. 

Lemont Furnace, Pa., Dec. 14th. 
Speed of Fans. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In Inspector G. M. Williams' report of the dis
aster at the No. 3 shaft, South AVilkes-Barre, he says. 
" In order to accomplish what was desired it was 
necessary to change and reverse the direction of the 
aireurrent leading to the ' Stanton,' so that the smoke 
would be driven back towards\he South Wilkes-Barre 
fan, therefore the South AVilkes-Barre fan was run up 
to a speed of 200 revolutions per minute." 
AVould Inspector Willliams be kind enough to tell us 

what kind ofa fan it was? I would also like to know 
what is the maximum speed of a 20 foot Guibal fan 
connected directly to the crank ofa engine. 

Yours, etc, 
AVM. WEST. 

United, AVestmoreland Co., Pa., Dec. 14th. Editor Collier// Engineer: 

SIR:—In the August number of THE COLLIERY ENGI
N E E R the following question was asked : "In a shaft 
100 ft. deep, a pump is placed with 5 feet suction and 
05 feet discharge. AVill it require more or less power, 
if the pump is placed up the shaft with 20 feet suction 
and 80 feet discharge? 
Theory and practice support the fact that the power 

will be the same in either case, but the short suction 
will give the best results. Calculations on power to 
lift water must always he based on the vertical height 
fi*om the point of lift to the point of delivery, no matter 
whether it is to be a long or short suction. 

Yours, etc.. 
_ROBT. KAMSAY. 

Mt. Pleasant, Pa,, Dec. 14th. 

Arithmetic. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to ques
tion asked by " A. A.," of Buena Vista, Pa., in your last 
issue: 
If we obtain 25,000 cubic ft. of air from a furnace and 

22,000 cu. ft. from a steam jet, or other means, what 
will be the quantity of air if the two are acting to
gether? The combined effect will be according to the 
square of the one quantity added to the square of the 
other, and extracting the square root of the product 
gives the result, or 

V/25,000*1" '+"22,600''" = answer. 

Then 25,000** =- 625,000,000, and 22,000! =484,000,000, 
and 625,000,000 -4- 4S4,000,000 •_= 1,109,000,000, then 

V 1,109,000,000 =•* 33,301 +. 

Yours, etc., 

CARBON. 

Lemont Furnace, Pa., Dec. 14th. 

Haulage. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—I would be pleased to have some of your cor
respondents give m e their ideas as to the best way to 
u ork incline and kind of brake to use in the following 
question: 
I desire to bring coal from an upper to a lower level 

by means of inclined plane and have the loaded cars 
pull back the empties ; the distance is 3200/ and incline 

The distance being considerable, I want to let 
down as many cars as possible each trip 

Yc 

Rock Springs, Wyo., Dec. 16th. 

"ours, etc., 

X. Y. Z. 

A Peculiar Mine G-as. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I beg leave to submit the following reply to 
John A. Carroll's question, page 10G, of December issue : 

From the odor of the gas and the fact of its being 
heavier than air, I judge it to be sulphureted hydrogen, 
a gas evolved from the decomposition of pyrites or 
mundic. In a mixture with air, a candle wdll burn, 
but, of course, not if plunged into the gas, for it has 
nothing on which to support combustion. A breath of 
it is debilitating, if not poisonous. 
Inherently it is not dangerous, it forms no explosive 

mixture with air, but is indicative of heat, and is a 
symptom of spontaneous combustion. For in the de-
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composition beat is developed which threatens danger 
to coal and waste in isolated spots and goaves. A mine 
having this gas should be carefully watched for a local 
rise in temperature, and a correspondingly cooling. 
This gas weighs 96 lbs, per 1,000 cu. ft. (air 81 lbs.) 

Yours, etc., 
M. 

Golden, Colo., Dec. 13th. 

Miscellaneous Questions. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—AVill some of your able correspondents favor 
m e by solving and giving formuhe for the following 
questions : 

(1). An airway 10' X 10' and 2,000' long is passing 
60,000 cu. ft. of air per minute, what would be the re
quired area of an airway to pass 15,000 cu. ft. per 
minute its length being l.SOO'', the pressure remaining 
the same ? 

(2). AAThat is the least inclination of a self-acting in
cline 600'long to run a set of cars in two minutes, the 
total weight of full set over empty set being 6,000 lbs., 
and the total friction on wheels, rope, etc., being ̂  ? 

(3). AVhat weight would an ordinary mine prop sus
tain, its length beings' and diameter G"? Give formula 
and work out. 

Y"ours, etc., 
J. AV. S. 

AVestville, N. S., Dec. 14th. 

The Practical W o r k of Engines. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Tbe practical work of engines has been dis 
cussed by several correspondents during the past year 
in your columns but it does not teem to me that any 
very satisfactory conclusion has been reached. With 
your permission I will reopen the discussion. 
It is important to have reliable rules by which to cal

culate the starting power and the hoisting or pulling 
power, and in m y opinion the most useful rule is one to 
find the starting power. AVhateveran engine will start 
it will surely pull. 
"Theorist," in your August, 1891, number, correctly 

states the distinction between the static and dynamic 
aspects of the case, but it seems to me he is in error in 
other points. 

In an engine about to start, or just starting, we may" 
make an allowance for inertia and friction overcome 
which we call f or co-efticient friction of engine. In 
"Theorist's" first formula for "static equilibrium," 
I question the correctness of the first* half, viz., 2 A a P 

C/-' 
This cannot in m y view be true unless the cranks of 

engines are set at 180° or opposite each other. With 
engines at 00° apart as is the usual custom the position 
at starting will be one crank at top of stroke, tbe other 
on dead point, in whichcase we have only the action 
ofone cylinder to consider. 
In such case al̂ o we can use full boiler pressure since 

the throttle is wide open and the engine about to start. 
The internal resistances of engines is usually reckoned 
at 10#> of power in locomotives and is probably not 
more in a good hoister. 1 would, therefore, call / — 
coef. friction of engine T V For resistances we have (1) 
the strain in rope produced by load (2) strain in rope, 
produced by resistance of sheave pulleys to turning on 
their axles and by tlie resistance of ropes to bending 
around pulleys and drum. These all act at circumfer
ence of drum and hence have leverage. "Theorist's" 
formula would therefore read : 

A P Cf -_- L K -f R (strain in rope due to 
friction). 
If we assume (strain in rope due to friction) =• .,'s 

load and solve with the dimensions given by " Equity" 
we have load = 6552 fb..., which is net load. For the 
dynamic case the simples! mle in words "total avail
able pressure on cylinders X space traversed — resist
ances X space traversed," In this since one revolution of 
drum is produced by two complete strokes of each 
piston we can deduce from the formula expressed in 
terms of piston strokes and drum circumferences (or 
space traversed by resistance) the strain or load on the 
rope. If we call / = ;\7 and rope friction ..\ load as 
before the formula should read 

(L+ £)D -li.PI.A 

which being solved with dimensions as above gives 
load — 82.3 His. which is net load. 
In such cases we have the action of both cylinders 

throughout full strokes and hence must use "average" 
or mean effective pressure. 

For a geared engine thesame rules apply, making 
proper provision for the gearing and corre--'poniling]y 
increased allowance for friction of gearing—say X the 
pressure between teeth. 
If an engine is geared 1 to 5 for example, then one 

revolution nf drum means 5 revolutions of cranks or 
10 strokes of pistons. 
In determining size of engines for use under given 

conditions it would he wise to make a liberal allowance 
to insure ample power for all contingencies and emer 
gencies. 

If I understand " Equity's " case correctly it does not 
appear a fair test of bis engine's starting power. Plis 
water box appeal's to be submerged in the sump at 
starting. If so. he has at the instant of starting only 
the weight of rope or 2056 lbs. by bis figures (sincethe 
box will displace the bulk of water it contains) and if 
there is any buoyancy in the wood he may have even 
less. This case is analagous to starting a train of cars 
with slack couplings and is more a dynamical than a 
statical question. The load being added to the engine 
by successive increment1.. 

If m y reasoning herein is incorrect I would like to 
see others discuss the question that we may arrive at a 
definite and satisfactory conclusion. 

Yours, etc., 
R. M. PI. 

Denver, Colo., Dec. 30th. 

Thanks the Correspondents. 

Editor Collar,/ Engineer: 

SIR:—I feel that I must thank the many correspond
ents who took part in the discussion of " Examination 
Question " ; that tlie temperature of the upcast shaft is 
137° there is no doubt in m y mind. M y reason for ex-
pressingany dissatisfaction was only to draw out as full a 
discussion as possible as one ofthe then Board of Exam
iners contended that 119-9° was correct, as per Maueh-
line's rule on page 104, question 4, of his book. This 
did not agree with the teaching in our mining class, as 
we found temperature from weight of air. This differ
ence of opinion tended to cause a division which was 
not wished for. hence the desire for a full discussion. 
In reply to " F. B.," would say that I am not one of 

the unappreciable kind, I appreciate very much the 
information given in T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R and 
esteem its usefulness and many of its correspondents. 

Yours, etc., 
J. AV. S. 

AVestville, N. S„ Dec. 14tb. 

Arithmetic. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:-—"A. A,," of Buena Vista, Pa., asks if some one 
will solve the foUowing problem as found in Fairley's 
book : 

l/25,006rr-f^27000' = 33,301. 

Thesquare of25,000 = 625,000,000, and 
the square of 22,000 = 484,000,000, 

adding, we have 1,109.000,000. 
Now, the square root of 1,109,000,000 is found to be 

33,301 as follows: 

11'09'00'00'00 (33>301 
9 

63 209 
189 

663 2000 
1989 

66601 110000 
66601 

43399. 
Yours, etc., 

J. S, K. 
Canon City, Colo., Dec. 16th. 

Ventilation and Mechanics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I'lcase insert the followinganswers to questions 
by "J. M.," of Morrisdale Mines, Pa., in your De
cember issue : 

(1). Assuming that a fan making SO revolutions per 
minute produces 40,000 cubic feet of air, how much 
more would it produce if the revolutions were doubled ? 
It would produce 56,445a- cu. ft. per minute, which is 

found by proportion thus, as the square root of 80 is to 
the square root of 160 so is 40,000 to x, the required 
quantity, or 

•/SO : i/100 :: 40,000 : x, or 56,445'. 

(2), How Would you practically test the safety-catches 
ofa cage in a shaft? 
I would raise the cage, say, two or three feet above 

the top ofthe shaft, covering the mouth of the shafts 
with timber sufficiently strong to catch and hold the 
cage in case the safety-catches failed to hold the cage 
when the main bolt was drawn. Then knocking out 
the bolt, I suppose, would be the only true test that 
could be made. 

Yours, etc., 
J. S. K. • 

Canon City, Col., December 16th. 

The Necessity for Greater Technical Knowledge for 

Miners. 

A subscriber in Allegheny County writing from the 
-tamlpoint of an intelligent miner, says : 

" There is considerable talk of reform in mining to 
be brought about by legislative enactments, whicli, 
while it may be right as far as it goes, is not the only 
way by which effective reforms can be accomplished. 
If all persons desirous of reform would begin at once 
by raising the standard of mining intelligence among 
the mining population, reforms would come much 
sooner, and they would be more effective. 

" For instance, if every colliery official who has, by 
study, qualified himself for his position, would use his 
influence to get his miners to read such journals as T H E 
COLLIERY ENGINEER, and to read carefully the annual 
iepor.--.of the Inspectors of Mines a vast amount of good 
work would be done. The Mine Inspectors'reports, 
whicli ought to be supplied to the miners, w h o m they 
would benefit, instead of to merchants and farmers, 
sliow inmany different ways what causes led up to the 
accidents,and how they might have been prevented. 

" Again, if the operators would make it a point not 
to employ as otlicials, men whose sole qualifications 
diil not lie in the fact that they held certificates of com
ix tency ; but to employ men who aLso had the faculty 
of governing workmen in such a way as to win their re
spect by takingan interest in them and by treating them 
as men, instead of men who seem to be "the incarnation 

of petty meannesses, as are sometimes met within of
ficial positions. 

" If all colliery officials were men that would endeavor 
to increase the standard of intelligence among the 
miners, and would encourage them by example and 
kind words to lift themselves up to a higher plane, we 
would find in a short time such reforms brought about 
as .legislative enactments would not accomplish in a 
generation, if at all. I think it is evident to all thought
ful men, that if we are to advance the most potent 
factor must be the better technical education of the 
miners. 

" Before concluding,! cannot help commending your 
journal. I have taken it for several years, and it has 
been a great help to me. 
"Your editorial articles have always convinced by 

their aggressive and comprehensive character, that the 
editors are fully informed in tlie science of mining, and 
they are continually laying before their readers de
scriptions of the improved methods of mining, and of 
modern research in connection with the working of 
collieries. 

" As a miner, I must say, that if minerB remain 
ignorant on the subjects relating to their calling while 
having such opportunities as your journal presents, the 
fault is their own. 

" Hoping that all colliery officials may take more 
interest in recommending it to their workmen, I con
clude with an earnest wish for a long and successful life 
for T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER." 

Important Change of Colliery Officials. 

Mr. J. I. Hollenback, of Audenreid, Pa., who, for a 
number of years has been superintendent of the Lehigh 
and AVilkes-Barre Coal Co.'s collieries in the Lehigh 
region, resigned his position on the 30th ult. By, 
order of President .1. R. Maxwell, Mr. E. H. Lawall, 
Superintendent of the Wyoming division has been 
appointed General Superintendent of all the company's 
collieries. Mr. Lawall has appointed Mr. David R. 
Roberts, of Audenreid, Assistant Superintendent. H e 
will have charge of the company's operations in the 
Lehigh region, and will report to and receive instruc
tions from Mr. Lawall. 
This widening of the authority of Mr. Lawall, and 

increase of responsibilities thrown on him by his 
superior officers is evidence that his efforts to advance 
the interests of the company and his efficient 
management of the AAryoming region collieries, have 
been highly appreciated. 

A recent letter from the Jeffrey Mfg. Co., of Colum
bus, Ohio, states that they are having wonderful success 
in introducing their coal mining machines and drills, 
and their coal handling machinery. Their recent cus
tomers have been as follows: 

MINING MACHINES, DRILLS, PUMPS, ETC. 

Robbin's CoalMiningCompany,Pittsburgh, 1 Mining 
Machine, 1 Power Drill; Sunday Creek Coal Co., 
Columbus, O., 3 Mining Machines, 2 Power Drills 
(second order); Gaslee _ Lockwood, Evansville, Ind.f 
1 Power Drill; Hocking Valley Coal Co., Nelsonville, 
O. (AVm. Job, President, formerly General Manager of 
The Morris Coal Co.), 5 Mining Machines, 3 Power 
Drills; Union Colliery Co., Victoria, B. C., 1 Electric 
Mine Pump; Egyptian Mining Co,, Du Quoin, 111., 2 
Power Drills; Harris Coal Co., Jobs, O., Additional 
Order 1 Mining Machine; Cambria Mining Co., Cam
bria, AVy., 5 Power Drills; Monongah Coal Coke Co. 
Monon^ah, W.Ya., Additional Order, 1 Mining Machine; 
N e w Pittsburgh Coal Co.,* Nelsonville, O., Additional 
Order 1 Power Drill ; Glen Mary Coal Co., Glen Mary, 
Tenn., 3 Power Drills; Upson Coal Co., Shawnee, 0., 
Additional Order 1 Mining Machine ; H. D. Turney & 
Co., Columbus, O., Complete Electric Plant, consisting 
of Engines, Boilers, Electric Machinery, including the 
Jeffrey Mining Machines. 
COAL HANDLING MACHINERY, ELEVATORS AND CONVEYORS. 

Mt. Carbon Co., Mt. Carbon, W . Va.; Luhrig Coal 
Washing Co.,Mt. Carbon, 111.; North Bend Coal & Coke 
Co., North Bend,0.;Mud River Coal and Coke Co.,Mud 
River, Ky.; Union Pacific Ry. Co., Rock Springs, AVyo.; 
Texas & Pacific Coal Co., Thurber, Tex.; St Louis & 
Big Muddy Coal Co., Carterville, 111.; New Pittsburgh 
Coal Co,, Farmersburgb, Ind ; Louder AVooley Coal 
Co., Evansville, Ind.; Crystal Plate Glass Co., St 
Louis, Mo.; St. Louis Ore and Steel Co., Murphys-
boro, 111. 

Aerated Crude Petroleum. 

The use of aerated crude petroleum as fuel in 
place of coal is rapidly extending, and very many of 
the largest concerns in this country whose work re-
quiresthe employmentof an intense heat have adopted 
this system. The chief lines of work for wdiich it has 
been introduced are iron and steel forging, tempering, 
welding, annealing, etc., in glass works, for furnaces, 
glory holes, lears and ovens; for generating steam, 
burning lime, burning sewer pipe, beating asphalt, 
tinning and japanning, oxydizing lead, heating retorts 
in gas works, etc. 
An efficient and economical air compressor is a most 

important factor in the successful operation of these 
plants, and after a careful examination ofthe various 
types of these machines now on the market, the 
majority of the licensees who were intrusted with the 
introduction of this new fuel in their several districts, 
decided to adopt a special design submitted by the 
Clayton Air Compressor AVorks, of 43 Dey Street, New 
York; thus scoring another triumph to the already 
long list achieved by the makers of these UDrivaled 
machines. 
They are now in use in over two-thirds of the oil 

burning fuel plants in the country, everywhere per
forming their duty in a manner to merit the highest 
praise. 

http://iepor.--.of
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M O D E L S H A F T S . 

Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre Coal Company Officials, 
visit the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron 
Co.'s Model Shafts in the Schuylkill Region. 

As the Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre Coal Oo. will 
shortly begin to sink a large and deep shaft at Ashley, 
Pa., and as two new breakers are also in contemplation 
by the same company, Mr. E. H. Lawall, Genl. Supt, 
decided that it would be to the interest of his company 
for himself and subordinate officials to visit the most 
recent improvements of the Philadelphia and Reading 
Coal and Iron Co., in the Mabanoy Valley. By such a 
visit improved ideas in shaft sinking and timbering, 
arrangement of tracks, and in breaker construction 
could be inspected and the knowledge gainer! could be 
utilized for the benefit of the L. & AV.-B. Coal Co. An 
additional incentive was, that the two shafts to be 
visited were sunk by contractor John Evans, of Shenan
doah, who has secured the contract to sink the Ashley 
Shaft, and an opportunity was offered to inspect the 
character of his work. 
. Accordingly on the morning of the 19th ult., a party 
consisting of "the following persons boarded the Lehigh 
and AVilkes-Barre Coal Go's, special car at the Jersey 
Central station at AAllkes-Barre : 
E. PI. Lawall, Gen. Supt., Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre 

Coal Co. 
AV. J. Richards, Chief Engr., Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre 

Coal Co. 
Morgan Morgan, Inside Supt., Lehigh & AA'Ukes-Barre 

Coal Co. 
AV. H. Herring, Outside Supt., Lehigh & AVilkes-

Barre Coal Co. 
Gib Stewart, Master Mech., Lehigh -.*. Wilkes-Barre 

Coal Co. 
H. AV. Saums, Asst. Outside Supt., Lehigh & Wilkes-

Barre Coal Co. 
E. AV. Marple, Auditor, Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal 

Co. 
C. H. Gardner, Shipper, Lehigh & AVilkes-Barre Coal 

Co. 
D. Cottle, Chief Clerk, Lehigh <k AVilkes-Barre Coal 

Co. * 
J. Davenport, Dispatcher, Lehigh &. AAri Ikes-Barre 

Coal Co. 
AV. F. Dodge, Ex-Chief Engr., Lehigh ct AVilkes-Barre 

Coal Co. 
C. L. Lippincott Asst. Supt., L. & S. R. R. 
J. C. Brastow, Master Mech., Ashley Shops. 
G. M. AVilliams, Inspector of Mines, Fourth Anth. 

Dist. 
James Pollock, Mechanical Engr., and Rufus J. 

Foster, of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER. 

The car was attached to engine No. 49, and was run 
via Mauch Chunk and Tamanend to Mahanoy City, 
where a brief stop was made, and the following gentle
men joined the party : 
Geo. S. Clemens, Div. Engr., P. _ R. C. & I. Co. 
H. JI. Luther, Asst. Engr., P. & R. C. A I. Co. 
F. P. AVeiser, Asst. Engr., P. & R. C. & I. Co. 
Christ Muelhof, Master Breaker Builder, P. & R. 

C. & I. Co. 
Noah Owens, Outside Foreman, Indian Ridge Col

liery, P. & R. C. & I. Co. 
AVm. Stein Inspector of Mines ofthe Seventh Anth. 

Dist., and David R. Roberts, of Audenried, the newly 
appointed Asst. Supt. of the L. & W.-B. Coal Co. 

The run to Maple Hill Shaft was made in a few 
minutes, and here the party was joined by Genl. Inside 
Supt. John Veith. Asst. Engineer J. H. Pollard, Div. 
Supt. Jno. L. AVilliams, Dist. Supt. Jno. G. Davis, and 
Master Mechanic George Simmons, of the P. <Sz R. C. & 
I. Co. 
The Maple Plill Shaft is situated near St. Nicholas, 

two miles west of Mahanoy City. It is 719 ft. deep to 
the Top Split of tbe M a m m o t h seam, It is rectangular 
in shape and has two hoistways and a pumpway. It 
is one of the most substantial colliery openings in 
America. The timbering throughout the whole length 
ofthe shaft is massive and regular, andits alignment is 
perfect. The turnouts at the foot are roomy and are 
timbered with massive squared timbers coated with 
whitewash. The timbering of these turnouts was done 
in a particularly careful manner, every set being care
fully lined up so that the faces of the legs are exactly 
parallel with the center lines of the tracks, and the 
bottoms ofthe collars are parallel with the gradients of 
the tracks. The tracks were laid out by the company's 
engineers, who were careful to arrange easy and regular 
curves, and such gradients as would conduce to the 
easy handling of the large output to be annually pro
duced. 
A U the loaded cars are delivered to the east turnout, 

and are run by gravity onto the cages, automatic safety 
catches preventing them from running into the cage 
pit after tbe cage has left the bottom. The empties 
are run off the cages on to the AA'est turnout by gravity, 
and run by gravity to an inside chain hoist in the rock 
which elevates them to a point from which they run 
by gravity to a sort of underground yard, where trips 
are made up for the various main gangways. The 
shaft, as was stated before, is sunk to the Top Split of 
the Mammoth seam, which is 14 ft. thick. Tunnels 
through the rock cut the Holmes seam, 8 ft. thick ; the 
Middle Split ofthe Mammoth. 10 ft. thick; the Bottom 
Split ofthe Mammoth 16 ft. thick ; the Skidmore, 7 ft. 
thick; the Seven Foot, 7 ft. thick ; and the Buck M t , 
16 ft. thick. The tunnels cut all these seams on both 
the North and South dips, and all seams are in excel
lent condition. 
The breaker, which has just been completed, is an 

exceptionally fine structure with sides and roof of cor
rugated iron. It is roomy and light, and is fitted out 
with the most improved appliances for perfect and 
rapid cleaning and sizing of coal. It has a capacity of 
2,500 tons per day, and was designed and built under 
the supervision of Master Breaker Builder Christ 
Muelhof, who is justly proud of his work. 

The coal is hoisted out of the shaft by a pair ofl will burn with three capillary tubes," he adds, "is 
direct-acting engines with 30-inch cylinders, 60-inch 
stroke, and 12 feet diameter drum. The mine cars 
will run from the shaft to the breaker tip by gravity, 
and, after dumping, tbey will be hauled up a short in
cline, bv an endless chain, and from the summit of the 
incline they will run by gravity back to the west side 
of the shaft, from whence they run by gravity on to 
the cages. The officials ofthe Philadelphia and Read
ing Co. are to be congratulated on tbe convenient ar
rangement and substantial construction of this colliery, 
and Inspector Stein claims that it is the best arrange'd 
colliery in the Anthracite regions. 
This* colliery will be one of the largest shippers in 

America. It is one ofa group of three belonging to 
the P. & R. 0. & I. Co., viz.: the Ellangowan, the 
Maple Hill, and St. Nicholas, all located 
within a short distance of each other, which 
have a combined capacity of about 1,250,000 
tons per year, and all three will have an 
average life of twenty-five years. 
After viewing the colliery in all its parts, 

the party boarded the car, aud enjoyed a 
splendid" lunch provided by Mr. Lawall. 
AVhile disposing of it, the car was run to 
Shenandoah, via Mahanoy Plane, and the 
Shenandoah City Shaft, which is modeled 
on the same lines as the Maple Hill Shaft, 
was visited, as were also tbe Shenandoah 
City shippings. An instructive and pleas
ant hour was spent here, and a large party 
went down the shaft under the guidance of 
District Superintendent John Bradigan. 
From Shenandoah the car was run to the 
Patterson Anthracite Mining Co.'s new col
liery at Natalie, near Mount Cannel, but a*-* 
so much time bad been spent at Maple Hill 
and Shenandoah, the schedule arranged by 
the railroad officials compelled the visit here 
to be limited to ten minutes, and but a hasty 
view ofthe outside improvements was pos
sible. The return journey was commenced 
then, and after dropping ofl" the P. A R. 
officials at different points along the Ma
hanoy Valley, the train arrived at AVilkes-
Barre at 9.45 P. M., all on board having 
enjoyed both a delightful and instructive 
trip. The Lehigh and AVilkes-Barre Coal Co. 
are, as was stated before, about to start sink
ing a shaft at .Yshley, which will be 960 ft. 
deep.to the Red Ash'Vein. It will have an 
area for 420 ft. of its length, to the Baltimore 
seam, of 54' x 13' and from the Baltimore to 
the Red Ash of 27' x 13' ft. There will be 
two hoistways and a pump way to each 
seam. Two new breakers are also in con
templation by this company, and Messrs. 
Lawall and Richards feel amply repaid for 
the trip in the ideas they gathered by the 
visit to Maple Hill and Shenandoah, and 
it is safe to say thatthev will not only adopt 
some of them, but will be able to add to 
them in the new work about to be started 
under their direction. 
Such visits are, beyond doubt, of great 

value to colliery officials and the company 
they represent, as new ideas are secured and 
improvements seen, invariably suggest 
others to them, which can be utilized to ad
vantage in proposed new work. 

Daniel Bertsch. 

Daniel Bertsch, the president of the Up
per Lehigh Coal Co., died on the 17th ult. 
at the residence of his sister, Mrs. E. Polk, 
at Mauch Chunk, Pa. H e was in the 65th 
year of his age, and was a native of Mauch 
Chunk. Death was caused by an affection 
of the heart, after a sickness since early in 
October. 
The deceased was the eldest son of the 

late Daniel Bertsch, wdio during his lifetime 
was closely identified with the building of 
the works ofthe Lehigh Coal & Navigation 
Company. Mr. Bertsch was a thorough 
mathematician, and at an early age entered 
the service of the Navigation Company, in the engineer
ing department, under the late E. A. Douglass.' H e be
came identified with theL'pper Lehigh Company in 1865, 
aud was its first president. Later he was chosen its 
superintendent, and this position he held at the time 
of death. 
Pie was also a director of the First National Bank of 

Mauch Chunk, the Nescopec Coal Company, the Pio
neer Mining and Manufacturing Company, of Alabama, 
and the Mauch Chunk Electric Light Company. H e 
died possessed of large means, with which during life 
he contributed largely toward all enterprises that 
benefited his fellows. H e was one of the main sup
ports of the Young Men's Christian Association of 
Mauch Chunk. 

impossible as to make it burn in a close decanter." 
The letter was bought by some scientific enthusiast for 
105 francs. At the same sale a letter of Madame Sarah 
Bernhardt, fetched only 12 francs, but Alfred de Musset 
was valued at 128 francs, and David, tbe painter, at 205 
francs. 

AN IMMENSE STRATTON SEPARATOR. 

The illustration shows what is believed to be the 
largest separator ever built for separating water from. 
dry steam. It was built hy the Stratton Separator 
Company, of New York City,"for the Calumetand Hecla 
Mining Company, miners of copper ore on Lake Su
perior, Mich. It was constructed underthe strictestre-
quirements, and according to the specifications of Mr. 

E. D. Levitt, consulting engineer of tlie Calumet and 
Hecla Mining Company. It is doubtful if a more per
fect piece of work could be constructed. 
This immense separator is 3 feet 8 inches in diameter, 

14 feet 5 inches in length over all. for a steam pipe of 
21 inches diameter, and designed for a working press-
use of 185 pounds. 
The shell is made from a single sheetof steel, and the 

top of cast gun metal. 
The Stratton Separator Company have furnished the 

Calumet and Hecla Mining company several separators 
for high pressure, that seen in our illustration beingth. 
most notable. 
Steam separators are now being recognized as a 

H e was unmarried and is survived by I necessary adjunct of a perfect steam plant ; the abso-
only two sisters; Mrs. E. Polk, and the wife of Asso 
ciate Judge Samuel B. Price, of Carbon County, Pa. 

Sale of a Curious Letter. 

A curious letter of Sir Humphrey Davy's has been 
knocked down at a sale of autographs in Paris. It is 
dated February 8, 1817, and in it the writer accuses 
George Stephenson of having appropriated his idea of 
the safety-lamp. Speaking ofthe allegations contained 
in Stephenson's pamphlet on the subject, Davy says 
that it was in October, 1315, that he was working in his 
laboratory in London when he hit upon the idea of the 
tubes with wdiich the lamp was constructed. H e pro
tests that he never intended, as Stephenson alleged, to 
make use of capillary tubes. "To make a lamp that 

lute certainty that none but dry steam will reach the 
engine being duly appreciated by every engineer, and 
we take pleasure in illustrating a remarkable example 
of one of the best known forms of separators in the 
market. 

Increased Coal Shipments. 

The Pennsylvania Coal Co., under the ellicient 
management of the veteran Jno. B. Smith, Esq., h:.s dur
ing the year 1891 shipped to mai-ket 1,421,581*05 Ions of 
coal, an increase of 267,485-05 tons over the shipments 
oflSOO. This handsome increase of nearly Itifo over 
the shipments of 1S90 is abundant evidence of the 
managerial capacity of Mr. Smith, and the efficiency of 
his subordinate officials. 
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ployed in any mine, and as much ^ses to such an extent that the 
more as the circumstances may working places of the shafts, 
require, levels, stables, and workings of 
The ventilating current shall Lne n i j n e g > a n Q the traveling 

be conducted and circulated to roads to a n d f r o m ,h0Be working 
and aloug the face of each and places shall be iua lit state for 
every working place throughout w o rking and passing therein." 
the entire mine in sufficient 
quantities to dilute, render 
harmless, and sweep away 
smoke and noxious or danger
ous gases to such an extent tbat 
all working places and (raveling 
roads shall be in a safe and tit 
state to work and travel there
in." 

There does not seem, at first glance, to be any material 

difference in these two enactments with the one 

exception, that the Anthracite Mine Law requires 

200 cubic feet per man per minute as a minimum, 

whereas the English Law requires " an adequate 

amount * * * to dilute and render harmless.'' 

This definite minimum is a mistake in principle. Any 

one connected with mining knows that where in one 

mine 200 cubic feet per man per minute is ample, in 

another it is far from sufficient. It is very difficult to 

compel some operators and mine superintendents to 

supply a quantity greater than the minimum 

demanded by the law, whereas if an adequate amount 

is required by the law the inspector has the power in 

his own hands to fix tbe amount. It may be con

tended that the Anthracite Mine Law also requires 
,l sufficient quantities to dilute, render harmless, and 

sweep away smoke or dangerous gases." If this be the 

intention ofthe law why not say so and be done with 

it without putting in a clause providing for 200 cubic 

feet per minute and thus affording an opportunity for 

any one to violate the spirit of the law while obeying 

the letter of it. 

It is, however, in the regulations relating to the 

storage and use of powder in mines that the greatest 

differences are noticeable between the two laws, 

The Anthracite Mine English Law says: 

L a w says : ,\nv explosive substance shall 

R I L E 2G. Gunpowder or anv only be used in the mine below 
other explosive shall not be ground as follow!: 
stored in a mine, and a work- (<0- " **«•" "><* be stored in 
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m a n shall not have at any one Ihe mine. 

S O M E POINTS O F D I F F E R E N C E BE

T W E E N T H E E N G L I S H A N D A N 

T H R A C I T E M I N E L A W S . 

THESE two mine laws are constructed to suit the 
requirements of two dliferent sets of con

ditions, and for this reason there are many 

points in each which could not well he common to 

both. There are, however, a numberof differences 

which relate to the principles of mining, and directly 

affect the safety of the workmen, a consideration of 

which is interesting. 

In the matter of ventilation, for instance, the quantity 

of air required per man is differently treated. 

The Anthracite Mine In the English Mine 

Law of Pennsylvania says: Law it says : 

"The minimum quantity of " An adequate amount of Yen-
air produced shall not be less tllatlon shall be constantly pro-
than 200 cubic feet per minute duced in every mine to dilute 
for each and every person em- and render harmless noxious 

time in any one place, more (*)• » *»ha11 not b c t n k e n into 

than one keg or box, containing the mine, except in cartridges in a 
twenty-five (25) pounds unless « ™ « case or cani»»'r containing 
more is necessary for a person to «<* more ""*>' fl^pounds. 
accomplish one day's work. M • A workman shall not have 

R U L E 27. Every person w ho in use at a n y time in an-/one 

lias gunpowder, or other explo- Plilce m o r e t h a n o n e such ease 
she in a mine shall keep it in a or canister, 
wooden or metallic box, securely (••*>• la tl,e P r o c e s s of chf11^" 
locked, and such box shall be m g or stemming for blasting, a 
kept at least len (10) feet from P<-™>n sha11 n o ) l,se ,,r havein 

the tracks in all cases where h's possession any iron or steel 
room at such a distance is avail- pricker, scraper, charger, tamp-
f. ing rod, or stemmer, nor shall 
Rl'u.E 28. Whenever a work- coal ° r coal-dust be used for 

man shall open a box contain- tamping-
ing explosive, or while in any <c)- N o explosive shall be 
manner handling the same, he forcibly pressed into a hole of 
shall first place his lamp not less insufficient size, and, when a 
than live (5) feet from such ex- hole has been charged, the ex
plosive and in such a position plosive shall not be unrammed, 
that the air-curreut cannot con- aiul,iU J,ole fha" hc bored for a 
vey sparks to it, aud a workman cl,nr0<:atadUanee of less than six 
shall not approach nearer than inches frow any hole ich, r, tin 
live (5) feet to an open box con- charge has missed fire. 
taining powder with a lamp 
lighted, pipe, or any other thing 
containing Are. 

R U L E L.9. W h e n high explo
sives otlier than gunpowder are 
used in any mine, the manner 
of storing, keeping, moving, 
charging, and firing, or in any 
manner using such explosives 
shall be in accordance with 
special rules as furnished by the 
manufacturers of thesame. Tlie 
suid rules shall bo endorsed 
with his or their official signa
ture and shall be approved by 
tbe owuer, operator, or super
intendent of tlie mine, in which 
such explosives are used. 

R I L E :io. In charging boles 
for blasting in rslate or rock in 
any mine, noiron or steel-point
ed needle shall be used and a 
tight cartridge shall not be 
rammed iuto a hole iu coal, slate, 
or rock, wilh an [iron or steel 
lumping bar, unless the end of 
the lamping bar is tipped with 
at least six (6) inches of copper, 
or other soft metal. 

R U L E 31. A charge of powder 
or any other explosive in slate, 
or rock, which has missed Are, 
shall not be withdrawn or tlie 
hole reopened. 

We have italicized those parts of the English Law to 

wliich we wish to draw special attention. From these 

it will lie seen that the conveyance of loose powder and 

consequent making of cartridges underground is for

bidden. 

AVhen a miner is making a cartridge he requires a 

good light. It is a delicate operation and requires 

careful performance. A defective cartridge is danger

ous, and considerable time is lost to the workman if 

the shot is not effective. There is therefore every 

temptation to a man to have his lamp close to him 

when making a cartridge and although the Anthracite 

Mine Law provides that he place his lamp at least 

five feet from him when doing this work, the accidents 

from this cause as given in the Mine Inspectors* 

Reports show that this provision of the law is not 

observed. This could all be obviated if the making of 

cartridges underground were forbidden. W e liave not 

the exact figures to go-on but we can confidently state 

that the number of accidents from explosions of powder 

underground iu England is very much below that in 

the Anthracite regions of Pennsylvania even when 

allowance is made for the proportionately greater 

amount of powder used in the latter. 

In Great Britain a compressed powder is coming 

much into use. It is made up in bobbins about 3 inches 

long and slightly less in diameter than the drill. There 

is a hole through the center ofthe bobbin of sufficient 

size to admit the fuse, and tbe miner can put In any 

number of bobbins according to the power of charge 

required. 

Regarding the difference in the quantity of powder 

allowed-to each man there is this to be said, that the 

amount which would be sufficient in working Bitu

minous coal, would be quite inadequate in working 

Anthracite. 

The English Law forbids any man to have iron or 

steel tools used in blasting in his possession. The 

Anthracite Mine Law says: " In charging holes for blast

ing in slate or rock no such tool shall be used." Both. 

laws forbid the practice of forcing a tight cartridge 

into a hole, and they also prohibit unramming. A 

perusal of the summary ofthe accidents from blast

ing in Pennsylvania Anthracite Mines in 1889 and 1S90 

given below will show the necessity of removing 

temptations by forbidding such tools as steel tampers, 

etc. The English Law prohibits tbe use of coal dust in 

tamping. This is a wise precaution in the light of 

recent investigations which prove that such tamping 

elongates the flame of the blast and increases the 

possibility of an explosion. The clause in the English 

law to prohibit boring a new hole within a certain 

distance of a missed shot is also of importance. In the 

Seventh Anthracite District in 1889 by misdirection a 

hole was drilled into a shot whicli had missed fire 

with the result that live men were injured, one fatally. 

The Inspectors' report does not say how far the two 

holes were apart at the commencement but too mucli 

caution in such matters cannot be exercised. 

The following table gives the number of accidents 

due to blasting operations in the Anthracite districts of 

Pennsylvania in 1889 and 1890: 

Total accidents 
during year. 

Total accidents due 
to blasting. 

Tutnl 

I 

It will be seen that during the two years 8 per cent. 

ofall tlie accidents was due to blasting operations. 

After eliminating a majority which were due to .pre

mature explosions, 50 remain which have been caused 

as follows: 

Filling ,• 
head . 

Peiiet rat 

*• powder w ith a lamp on 

.ith needle, to put in a new 
II drill out lamping 

Forcing in cartridge. 

These 50 accidents are the result of direct violation 

ofthe law. It is painful to read time after time in the 

Inspectors reports that these men attempted to fill a 

cartridge or handle powder with a naked light on their 

heads. Such an action in any other walk of life 

would be called suicidal and it is the duty of the law to 

put out of the reach all temptations to a practice which 

is so very dangerous. 

THE MECHANICAL EDUCATION OF 

STATIONARY ENGINEERS EM

PLOYED AT COLLIERIES. 
I T requires special training before a man can con

struct a piece of machinery, and yet many people 

have an idea that after the engine has been built 

any one can run it. Tbat is why so many of the over-

http://payal.il
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winding accidents at mines occur, and tbe whole pit is 

liable to be thrown idle for some one's want of knowl

edge of the principles of mechanics. T h e stoker w h o 

fires the boilers, the greaser w h o lubricates the machin

ery, the mechanic w h o looks after the shaft fittings and 

ropes, and the engineer w h o stands at the throttle 

valve, are all responsible for the lives of every m a n at 

work underground. A hitch in the steam supply, a nut 

or a pin loose somewhere, a section of machinery unlu. 

bricated, even if of no apparent importance to an unedu

cated mind, m a y cause a sudden and prolonged stop

page of the ventilating fan and it does not require that 

state of matters to exist for any length of time to cause 

a general blow up. 

It Is necessary, therefore, that every engineer and 

p u m p m a n should k n o w the principles of mechanics to 

enable him to attend to his work intelligently, and w e 

predict that the day is not far distant w h e n every m a n 

w h o is in charge of machinery at a mine will be re

quired to obtain a certificate just as those w h o are in 

charge underground do at present. A n d this will be 

only right. Of what benefit is a certificated m a n under

ground as a guardian of life and property if an incom

petent person is allowed to play ducks and drakes with 

the machinery on the surface? This argument is well 

k n o w n and appreciated by m a n y stationary engineers 

and p u m p m e n , and it is for the purpose of affbrdin,. 

these m e n a cheap and complete system of education in 

their special line of business that w e have founded 

The'Colliery Engineer School of Mines Complete M e 
chanical Scholarship. 

Each student w h o goes through the Mechanical 

Course, which includes'Arithmetic, Mechanics, Mechan

ical Drawing, Ambulance, Mining Legislation, and 

Min e Accounts, and passes a successful final examina

tion in these subjects, will be awarded The Colliery En

gineer School of Mines Mechanical Diploma. 

This diploma is of great value to the holder, as it is a 

guarantee of his knowledge of the laws of mechanics 

and machine construction, and of his ability to m a k e a 

mechanical drawing from notes and dimensions taken. 

In tbe State of N e w York stationary engineers are 

required to pass an examination as to their competency, 

and this course of study will give them the required 

knowledge. As w e have already said, the time will 

soon come w h e n every engineer at a colliery will have 

to pass such an examination. 

All the instruction in the mechanical course is con

ducted by correspondence and the student is not re

quired to leave his h o m e to study. Each student is a 

class by himself, and be can proceed with the course 

as rapidly or as slowly as he m a y desire, he will have 

no text-books to purchase, as the Instruction and Ques

tion Papers aie all the text-books required. All engi

neers, p u m p m e n , firemen, or others desirous of advanc

ing their know ledge of mechanics should send a postal 

card for a Prospectus of T h e School of Mines, n o w in 

operation with over one hundred students from almost 

every State in the Union and the Briti-h Provinces, 

p DITORlHL 1\J OTE, 

p R O F . C. Le Neve Foster, in his inaugural address to 

the students at the " Royal College of Science," 

London, which is the new title of the " Royal School 

of Mines" deplored the absence of a sort of mining 

* Review of Reviews as it was impossible for all but those 

having abundant leisure to pursue the mass of valuable 

literature which is now placed before the professional 

mining men. Prof. Fosterthinks that even a catalogue 

ofthe articles which appear will be of great value. 

It is to meet this requirement that we have introduced 

the department called tbe Progress in Mining, and we 

feel sure that the aid it gives busy men in keeping 

acquainted with the latest improvements and dis

cover ies related to mining is already thoroughly ap
preciated. 

T X 7 E congratulate our enterprising contemporary, 

'ihe Black Diamond, of Chicago, on its change from 

a semi-monthly to a weekly. The editors and publish

ers have recognized the fact that the coal market is in 

such a condition that trade news, to be of most value, 

must be published at least once a week, hence the 

change. 

The first weekly issue presents a handsome appear

ance, and is brimful of interesting and well selected 

news for the trade. It is a credit to the editorial force, 

and we wish them abundant success in their new de

parture. 

The Anthracite Trade. 

The Anthracite trade during the past month has been 

very dull, aud this was due to the remarkably mild 
weather. Had the weather been seasonable there is 
no doubt but that theru would have been a very heavy 
December business done. Now, however, it is con
sidered between seasons by the trade, and the demand 
will depend almost entirely on the weather until the 
spring trade opens. Stocks as a rule are low, and in 
case this month gives us a continued spell of cold 
weather many dealers will be caught short and there 
will be a temporary brisk demand for coal. 
The production for the vear 1801 will approximate 

45,000,000 tons, of which about 40,000,000 was shipped 
to market. This shows an increase of about 0,000,000 
tons over tbe production of 1S90. 
As tbe stocks on hand at tide water shipping points 

are within 100,000 tons, the same as they were at the 
beginning of last year, it is evident that the coal 
shipped has all gone into consumption. 

At the beginning of last year thare was a surplus of 
coal at all the prominent markets, and retail dealer*. 
were carrying large stocks. This year there is not 
so large an amount at the markets, but there are 
large amounts stocked along the lines of the different 
roads. 
The production for January has been placed by the 

sales-agents at 2,500,000 tons. 

The Bituminous Trade. 

The Bituminous coal trade, like the Anthracite, has 
been dull during the past month, owing to the contin
ued mild weather. Stocks on hand are sufficiently 
large to meet all demands, and from now on till the 
Spring trade opens, the amount of business done will 
depend on the weather. 
The tonnage produced during tbe past year, like the 

Anthracite, will be largely in excess ofthe tonnage of 
1890. 

The Coke Trade. 

The Connellsville coke trade remains in about the 
same condition as last month, but it is impossible for 
anyone to say bow much longer it will continue so. 
Prices remain as follows : 
Furnace coke, $1.90; foundry, ̂ 2.30; crushed, ?2.65; 

all f.o.b. cars at ovens, per ton of 2000 lbs. 

N E W MINING COMPANIES. 

Names and Post-Office Addresses of che New Mining-

C o m p a n i e s Incorporated in the United States 

Since our Last Issue. 

Madison Coal Co., Glen Carbon, 111. 
Ozark Li-ad A. Zinc Co.. East St, Louts, 111. 
Elavileu Hill 1 'nuM.lidalod Mining Co., Richer, Lassen Co., Cal. 
The Miamlsburg Mining J, Manufac

turing Co., Mlamisburg, Ohio. 
The Buckhoru Pvndieate Mining Co.,St. Paul, Minn. 
The JVJ.UR- Mining Co., Silver City, N. Mex. 
Little Tveoon Mining Co., Burlington, Iowa. 
l.ranam Nickel Mining*'o.,ol Chicago,i hn.ugo, 111. 
[.oval Purple MlningUo., Joseph, Oregon. 
Lithomur Milling Co., Alexandria, Va. 
Morning Milling Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Tbe Maravillas"Mining Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Judc MiningCo., Denver, Colo. 
Tho Colorado City and Manitou Im

peding _. Mining Co,, 
The Mount Powell Mining Co., 
Lo Lo Chickmain Mining Co., 
Galvin Milling Co. 

The Sadtler Lead & Zinc Co., Bethlehem, Pa. 
The West Fork Coal ..Cuke Co., Fuinnnunt, W. Va, 
The Slumbering 1-l-imuize Mining Ci>.,I lead wood, S. D. 
Vi iliiiiiins' Mlniim Co., Seattle, Wash. 
The Twin Metals Mining A Milling Co.,Pueblo, Colo. 

Denver, Colo. 
Chicago, 111. 
Dallas, Texas. 
East St. Louis, III. 
Denver, Colo. 
Pueblo, Pueblo Co., Colo. 
Bonner's Ferry, Idaho. 
Fairmount, Cal. 
Huston, Muss. 
1 • 1 . -. • 11:. ,-•: 1 

Jersey City, N. J, 

..(.IIIIS .11 1 J L 11!__: ,. M n n n , 

Tlie Fasset Mining A Milling ("o.,' 
The l-Out- MiningCo., 
National Coal A- MiningCo., 
The Waverlv Mining Co., 
TheGurney Mining A Milling Co. 
The Pueblo Cement Plaster Co., 
The Idaho Development Co,, 
Tbe Antelope Vallev Marble Co.. 
Meramcc Onyx __ Metal Co., 
National Lead Co., 
The Bilhurz Ore Process Co., 
The Brvn Mawr Land & Improvement 

Seattle. Wash. 
St. Elmo, Colo. 
Dunkirk, Iti ci. 
Columbus, Ohio, 
Bangor, Pa. 
Bradford, Pa. 
Fort Smith. Ark. 
Tacoma, Wash. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Plamfleld, N. .1. 
West Rutland, Vt. 

Milling & Im-
N e w York, N.Y. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Denver, Colo. 
Denver, Colo. 
Denver. Colo. 
Colorado Springs, Colo, 

The Pawnee Mining __ Milling Co 
Liubark Natural Gas „ Oil Co. 
Tbe Sterling Coal A Coking Co., 
Alpha Slate Co., 
North American Oil Co., 
Muskogee Coal __ Mineral Co., 
Empire Mining Cn., 
Pearsall Mining Co., 
The Koree Hill MiningCo., 
Rutland Oounlv Marble i o. 
Gordon City Minin, 

provement Co., 
The Pittsburgh Iron Co., 
The Bachelor MiningCo., 
The Gold Cup MiningCo.. 
The Arradue Mining Co., 
TheB. V. MiningCo., 
The Commercial Gnld __ Silv Co., 

.Mining 

Capitol Phosphate Co., 
The Central Florida Phosphate Co., 
American Oil Co., 
Eclipse MiningCo., 
Electric Reduction Co,, 
Dunlow Coal Co., 
The Bullion 1'ueen Mining Co., 
The Western Pipe & Brick Co., 
Tbe Broken Hill Mining Co., 
Excelsior Phosphate Co., 
Saddle Creek Pliosj.hate Co., 
I _arr Phosphate Co., 
Fresno Oil Co.. 
Mabel Consolidated Mining Co., 
The Mutual Mining „ Milling Co., 

Leadville, Colo. 
Ocala, Fla. 
N e w York, N. Y. 
Los _.i*gcles, Cal, 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Alberqucrque, N. Mex. 
Dunlow, W. Va. 
Denver, Colo. 
Golden, Colo. 
Denver, Colo. 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
Vieksburg, Miss. 
Bartow, Fla. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Downieville, Cal. 
Colorado Springs, Colo. The Alderson Land & Development 

Co., Charleston, W. Va. 
The Welcome Mining Co., Anaconda, Mon. 
Siloam Springs MiniDg & Prospecting 

Association, Siloam Springs, Ark. 
Terre Haute Mineral Paint Co., Terre Haute, lud. 
Bald Mountain Consolidated Mining 

Co., Oakland, Cal. 
The Little Tveoon Mining Co., Burlington, Iowa. 
The Ore Fine Mining A .Milling Co., Louisville, Kv. 
The barker Mining ,v Milling Co., Denver, Co),,'. 
The Roderick D h u Mining „ Milling 

Co., Denver. Colo. 
Carlisle Mining A: Paint Mfg. Co., 
Garnet Gold MiningCo., 
Ashland Mining Co., 
Hidden Treasure Silver Mining Co. 
Shaw Iron Co., 
The Colorado Copper Co., 
The International Mica A Phosphate 

Co., N e w York, N. Y 
Tbe Ulster Granite Co., N e w York, N. Y. 
Georgia Pyrites Co,, Kittery, Me. 
The Penasco Reservoir __ Irrigation 

Carlisle, 1 
East St. Louis, 111. 
Portland, Oregon. 
Minni..ii|iuli,-. Minn 
Duluth, Minn. 
Chicago, 111. 

Co., 
The Western Indiana Coal Co., 
Valencia Mining Co., 
The Phoenix Hold MiningCo., 
White A>h Coal __ Mining Co., 
Green River Coal __ i 'oke Co., 
The Washington Decora live 

Co., The Quartz Hill Gold _ Silver Mining 

Eddy, N. Mex. 
Terre Haute, Ind. 
Norway, Mich. 

Eiisl St. I..,uis, 111, 
Dallas, Texas. 
Seattle, Wash. 

le 
Spokane, Wash. 

Colorado, Colo. 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
Lo Lo, Missoula Co., Mon, 
Helena, Mon. ThePeralta Consolidated Mining Co.,Denver, Colo. 
Denier, Colo. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Chicago, 111. 
Chicago. 111. 
St. Louis, M o . 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Kenova, "W. Va. 

The Onion Paeilie Coal Co. 
Kainini-.ti.jue Iron Co., 
The Chicago Floated Silica Co., • 
Royal Mining & Milling Co.. 
Tbe Hmnliolt Mining .-. Milling Co 
The Gold A Globe Hill Mining Co. 
Kenova Coal Co., 
La Platta Mountain Mining __ Milling 

Co., N e w York, N. Y. 
Bvron Gold Mining Co., Peering Me. 
The Illinois Phosphate Co., Chicago, 111. 
National Mining and Development! o..Spokane, Wash. 
Mexican Hidalgo Zarngom Gold and 

Silver Mining Co., - San Francisco, Cal. 
Standard Ouicksilver Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
The Homer Coal A Mining Co., Jersey Citv, N. J. 
Ka-Ki-nalron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
Hitir-r Rmit ('anal it Mining Co., Butte, Mon. 
Th.- Lillian MiningCo., St. Louis, Mo. 
Jupeter Mining Co,, Ashland, Wis, 
Montfort Mining Co., Montfi.rt, Wis. 
Heckle MiningCo., Wallace, Idabu. 
Standard Mining Co., Wallace, Idaho. 
Kentucky Mineral ami 'limber Co., Jersey City, N.J. 
The Cripple Creek Consolidated M'_ 

ing Co., 
The Moweaqua Coal Mining A Manu

facturing Co., Moweaqua, 111. 
S. B, Mining Co., SunteFc. N. Mex. 
Pacilic Mining Exchange, San Francisco, Cal 
Sheridan Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
The Coshocton Coal Co., Cli i-eland, Ohio. 

Co., 
Yislu coal Co., 
Missoula and Victor Mining Co , 
The Somerset Mining __ Milling Co., 
Maine Asbestos Land, Mining, & 

Smelting Co., 
The Indiana Cement Co., 
Baker i.Hv (.'old A: Silver Mining Co., 
Washington Gulch Mining Co., 
Irvin Mining Co., 
Tho New York Underwriters & In 

demnily Association, 
Moonshine Mining Co., 
Itainbridge Placer __ Quartz Mining 

Denver, Colo. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Missoula, Mon. 
Denver, Colo. 

Portland, Me. 
.k-ilersniiville, Ind. 
Baker city, Oregon. 
Portland, Oregon. 
Sun Francisco, Cal. 

Co., 
Big i reek Iron Co., 
Claire MiningCo.. 
Briar Hill dial .. Coke Co., 
Brooklvn Coal Co., 
The Minneapolis Mi nine'A Milling Co,.Minneapolis, Minn. 
Continental Phosphate Co., Ocala, Fla. 
Montana (.old _-. Gem Exploration Co., Helena, Mont. 

Tersey City, N. J. 
Joplin, Mo. 

San Francisco, Cal. 
Man ...on, Wis. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
Fairmount, W. Va. 
Rush Run, W. Va. 

Tbe Monarch Coal Mining Co.. 
Rich Hill Coal A Coke Co., 
Osceola Phosphate Co., 
Long Shot MiningCo., 
Alcazar Mining Co., 
Gate City Smelling Co., 
Commercial Coal A Coking Co., 
Tbe North Carolina Smelting Co., 
Freeport Gas Co., 
The Little Howard MiningCo., 
The Mexico Onyx Quarry Co., 
The Colorado Boiumzo and Union 

Tunnel <-_ Mining Co., Central City, Gilpin Co., Colo. 
The Andirondaik Gernet Co., North Creek, N. Y. 

New Whatcom, Wash. 
Tacoma, Wash. 
Albion, Fla. 
Chicago, 111. 
Chicago, 111. 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Clarksburg, W. Va, 
Newark, N. J. 
Freeport, Shelby Co., Ind. 
Denver, Colo, 
Denver, Colo. 

Colorado Springs, Colo. 

" The Jeffrey Manufacturing C o m p a n y w h o are k n o w n 
largely throughout the country as manufacturers of 
malleable and Steel Roller Chains. Hey-Oborn and 
Special Chains, have added a line of Link Belting, m a d e 
from their o w n patterns, which they insure uniform 

j pitch. These are m a d e to work on standard sprocket-
1 wheels and are interchangeable with other makes of 
: corresponding numbers. This company lias the largest 
i line of chains to select from in the world and it would 
be to the interest of all users of chain to have their re
duced price-list whicli can be had by addressing the 
company at Columbus, Chicago, or N e w York." 

ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 

Statement of shipments of Anthracite coal for month of Nov., 1891, compared with the correspor ding period 
last year Compiled from the returns furnished by the Mi n e Operators. 

N O V E M H E G , ' , NOVI.-JIBEK, 

1891. | 1800. 

2,011(1,572-06' l,81.!,*.--.ini.i 
5S...9MV02 ..57.572-U2 

1,442,04815 U24,634'19 
47127,557-03' 3,501,487:01 

DIFFERENCE. 

Inc. 
Inc. 
Inc, 

280,292 •(Hi 
2s,;.i>4 on 

317,41310 

19,440,198 13 
5,800,44-S* 
11,619,717*09 

From W y o m i n g Region, 
From Lehigh Region, 
From Schuylkill Region, -_ 
Total "" - _ _-"" _-

The stock of coal on hand at tide-water shipping points, November 30, 1891, was 637,846 tons; on October 
31, 1891.598.S33 tons; increase, 30,013 tons. 

Inc. " 620,070-02 '30.860,..'WK' 

16,984. 946 02:Tne. 2,15S,252'11 
5,842 .448*12'Dec. 4.,999'16 
9,962,571* 19 Inc. 1.657,145*10 
32,789,.u',6*13 Inc. 4,070,3! 
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MINE INSPECTION IN PENNSYLVANIA. 

A Review of the Most Important Facts and Sug

gestions Contained in the Reports of the Penn

sylvania Inspectors for 1890. 

FIRST ANTHRACITE DISTRICT, P. Blewitt, Inspector. 

In his report for 1800, Mr. Blewitt refers to his rec
ommendations ofthe previous year as to the necessity 
for examining boilers periodically, and as to the quali
fications necessary in those who make the examina
tions. H e draws attention to the need of all connected 
with mining to adhere strictly to the letter ofthe mine 
law, and thus reduce the number of accidents. 
The President ofthe Pancoast Coal Co., at Throop, 

writes to Mr. Blewitt to say that at their colliery they 
struck a dip, which "made more water than twenty men 
could bail, and that they were, drowned out. 

They fitted up a Thomson-Van Depoele Electric 
P u m p in thirty hours, which cleared the mine and 
kept out the water with ease. The entire cost of the 
pump was less than that of putting in steam pipes for 
even a much shorter distance than would have been 
necessary in this case, had a steam pump been fitted. 

SECOND ANTHRACITE DISTRICT, //, McDonald, Inspector. 

Mr. McDonald draws attention to the want of care in 
setting props to support the roof. These are, he states, 
placed in every conceivable position but the right one, 
and the excuse generally made is that tbey are dis
placed hy shot-firing. The Inspector does not think 
this is the cause so much as carelessness in setting and 
want of eiifnrcement of discipline by tbe mine bosses. 
As one-half of the accidents in the district were caused 
by falls of roof and coal he emphasizes the necessity of 
more care in setting timber by the miners, and ofthe 
maintenance by the bosses of more strict discipline in 
this regard. 

THIRD ANTHRACITE DISTRICT, G. M. Williams, Inspector. 

In this district there were 100 lives lost during the 
year. Of this number 51 were lost in five disasters, all 
of which Mr. Williams .ays occurred "from conditions 
whicb arose within a few hours of the time in which 
they happened, and not from conditions permitted to 
exist in violation ofthe law." 

Mr. Williams makes the following general remarks 
prefacing his description ofthe most destructive acci
dents which occurred in the district during the year: 

" Before entering upon a detailed description of the 
disasters which occurred in this district during the year 
1S90, it is necessary to explain the relation of mine 
foremen and superintendents to the mines, and the 
part they take in causing or preventing accidents. 
Whenever a disaster occurs in a coal mine, the public 
is inclined to believe that the mines, in general, are 
badly managed, anil that the officers have no regard 
for the safety of the workmen, and that the causes 
which result in disaster have always existed, needing 
only a slight mistake, or.a heedless act, on the part of 
one ofthe employes to cause it. This is wrong and un
just. The conditions whicli make a disaster even 
possible are seldom known lo exist before tbe moment 
it bikes place, and, in most cases, the existence of 
danger has not even been suspected. Five disasters oc
curred in mines of this district in 1800, and in only one 
was it known that danger existed before the occurrence 
of the disaster, and it occurred in that one while efforts 
were being made to remove the cause of danger. It 
was the one at No. 4 Slope, Nanticoke. AVith the ex
ception of the ca.c at the Hollenback and Jersey Col
lieries, it is not probable that any unusual danger ex
isted which could have been discovered twenty-four 
hours before the time at whicli the disasters occurred. 
"Superintendents and mine foremen are generally ex

ceedingly careful, but they have hundreds of points to 
watch, and must trust a large share of that work to as
sistants. With the exercise of the greatest precaution
ary care, conditions which make disasters possible 
arise suddenly and unexpectedly in gaseous mines, now 
and then, but happily in most cases the dangers are 
removed without accidents. No man, who has never 
had any experience in a gaseous mine, should be placed 
in charge, nor be placed a- an assistant, in charge, of 
such a mine. I regret tu .-fate that I believe that if the 
mine foremen and assistant mine foremen in positions 
in this district in ISOOall had the experience required to 
enable them to foresee what every experienced mail 
ought to see, some of the disasters mentioned could 
have been easily averted. The operator or superin
tendent who engages a mine foreman or an assistant 
mine foreman, who has not bad the necessary ex
perience, is guilty of gross indifference as to the effect 
on the safety of the workmen ; be places no value on 
their lives and jeopardizes the safety of his or his em
ployer's property." 
AVhile the ventilating capacity is ample at all the col

lieries there are in some of them certain districts which 
do not receive a sufficient quantity of air, partly, says 
Mr. AVilliams, from lack of ingenuity on tlie part ofthe 
mine foreman. 

FOURTH ANTHRACITE DISTRICT, John M. Lewis, IllSpCCtOlA 

Mr. Lewis, in speaking of tbe improvements in his 
district during the year, refers to the new breaker 
erecled by Coxe Bros. & Co., at Drifton, as described in 
detail in T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R of January and Feb
ruary, 1891, and he recommends all who are interested 
in improvements in the sorting and cleaning of coal, to 
give the description a careful perusal. 

Mr. U w i s _ivea a description ofthe. State Hospital 
at Ilazleton, and points mit tlie advantages of such in
stitutions. In the lieccuibcr issue of TnECOLLIERY E N 
GINEER we drew attention to tbe crying necessity for 
ambulance knowledge.. Here we have a descrip
tion of tlie provision of a haven for the re
ception and care of disabled miners, and we 
trust that at an early date we may hear of the 

establishment ofthe connecting link between the scene 
of disaster and these hospitals in the existence of a 
body of men who are able to attend to the immediate 
wants of the injured. 

FIFTH ANTHRACITE DISTRICT, Wm. Stein, Inspector. 

Mr. Stein tells a tale of depravity amongst, coal 
miners which we feel bound to reproduce. H e says: 

" I will here give one experience ofthe law being 
violated, which was brought to m y notice a short time 
ago. I learned that some of the miners working in 
a colliery where safety-lamps were absolutely used;, lit 
their squibs with matches. I investigated the matter 
and found it to be true ; in talking with the miner he 
said, be did not do it any more. ' What do you do now ?' 
I asked ; his reply was, ' I suck the flame through the 
gauze with m y pipe, then put the squib in m y pipe 
when I am going to fire a shot.' I threatened to have 
him arrested when his ' Butty ' appealed, saying at the 
same time ' there is worse than that done in this col
liery,' and with some persuasion he very reluctantly 
told m e that some of the men uscrewed the gauze with 
a nail and worked with tbe naked flame. This was a 
very alarming statement, because it endangered tbe 
lives of all in the colliery, and the practice may have 
caused the loss of many lives elsewhere from explosion 
of gas." 
Comment is superfluous. Mr. Stein expresses the 

same opinion as others of the Inspectors, namely, that 
if the men would act up to the law, at least 00 percent. 
ofthe death rate from accident would be averted. 

SIXTH ANTHRACITE DISTRICT, Wm. McMurtric, Inspector. 

Fifty per cent, of the accidents were due to falls of 
roof and sides and the inspector calls for better aire 
and judgment on the part of the men. Mr. McMurtrie 
describes a way of tapping old wastes at Mount Cannel 
Colliery, which is almost identical with the system de
scribed" in "The Progress in Mining" in the T H E 
COLLIERY E N G I N E E R for December. 1891. 

H e also mentions some new air-compressing plant 
and rope haulages, which have been introduced during 
the year. t 

SEVENTH ANTHRACITE DISTRICT, Samuel Gay, Inspector. 

"Notwithstanding tbe depressed condition ofthe 
Anthracite coal trade during the two preceding years, 
the sanitary condition, as well as the producing 
capacity of the collieries, has been kept up to even a 
higher standard than in any preceding year. Tbe out
put of coal has been largely increased in proportion to 
the number of fatal and non-fatal casualties. 

" In tbat respect, the Philadelphia and Reading Coal 
and Iron Company has made a rather remarkable 
showing; having produced over 205,000 tons of coal per 
each life lost. This company operates thirteen col
lieries in this district, giving employment to .ri,820 per
sons, under and above ground, the death rate being 1 
in every 1,164. Tbese facts, when it is taken into con
sideration, that a number of these collieries are very 
gaseous, much more so than in any other part of the 
district, would indicate that the management and dis
cipline in and about these collieries had been more 
than usually rigid. 

" The individual concerns have also made a showing 
that is worthy of notice in point of production, having 
an output of over 300,000 tons to each fatal accident. 
However, the death rate is much above that shown in 
the foregoing. The difference being 1 death in SOO, as 
against 1 in 1,164." 

Mr. Gay has the following to say with regard to ad
vantages of better discipline in the working of the col
lieries: 
"Notwithstanding that the mechanical appliances 

for the prevention of accidents in and about these col
lieries are equal to any in the district, and we may ven
ture to say any in the state.yet accidents ofthe charac
ter we have given a brief synopsis of, have been more 
frequent at some of these collieries than at others. 
AVe have stated elsewhere that according to the evi
dence ofthe foreman in charge of these collieries that 
several of the accidents are attributed tn disobedience 
of orders given. However, it is a well-established fact 
that, as a general rule, that insubordination is the re
sult of lax discipline. It should be understood by 
those in charge of mines, that as long as it exists, just 
so long must they expect the same results." 

FIRST BITUMINOUS DISTRICT. Henry Louttit, Inspector. 

Mr. Louttit touches on the dangers attending the 
presence of natural gas-pipe lines passing over lands on 
whicli the coal is being worked H e says : " The atten
tion of the Legislature is again called to the dangers 
arising from natural gas' mains being laid over coal 
mines, and the necessity of a law being enacted, com
pelling the companies owning them to put their pipes 
on the surface, and I would further suggest that they 
be placed on trestles or blocks of sufficient height to 
allow a current of air to circulate under them." This 
method would allow the air to sweep away any leakage 
from the pipes, and when it is necessary for pipes to be 
laid on tillable ground, bridges or crossings could be 
made in each field for the passnge of teams, etc. Dur
ing the year I have had considerable trouble with this 
subject, owing to these mains passing over some three 
mines in this district, their presence being a standing 
menace of danger to tbe men and the mine. The 
natural gas companies' attention being called to 
the matter, tbey invariably did not {I will except tbe 
Carnegie Company), or pretended at least, to see no 
danger by the presence of their pipes over tbe mine, 
and ridiculed the idea of even a possibility of gas from 
their pipes entering the mine, a-* thegas was specifically 
lighter than air, and would as a consequence go upward 
even if the pipes would become bmken or displaced by 
a subsidence of the surface caused hy the excavation 
of the coal beneath them. This belief and the silence 
of the act of June 30, 1885, in regard to this subject, 
made it a difficult matter to handle, and the only thing 

we could do for the safety of the mine and those em
ployed therein, was to stop the mine or part of it. I 
had occasion to stop part of two mines in the district 
on account of those lines, and when the gas; companies 
wdio owned the lines were informed of it tbey adjusted 
their pipes somewhat as will be seen by noticing in the 
'body of tbe report on the Globe and Snowden mines. 
It is erroneous to think because the specific gravity of 
natural gas shows it to be a little over half as heavy as 
air that there is no danger of it descending. There are 
conditions under which it is placed that must not be 
overlooked in dealing with it; for under some circum
stances its specific gravity is a very small factor in the 
case, as the following will I think prove. A cubic foot 
of air weighs '0S0977 pounds when the temperature is 
32° and the barometric pressure 30 inches, which is 
equal to H"72 pounds pressure to the square inch; a 
cubic foot of natural gas will, under the same conditions, 
weigh-04421 pounds; this weight of the gas is only 
under one atmosphere. N o w it is evident that the 
weight per cubic root will increase as the pressure gets 
higher. AVe find that when the pressure is 60 pounds 
per square inch in the pipes, that it has increased from 
"04421 to T70S pounds per cubic foot; this weight is 
for the gas at the moment of exit from the pipes, and 
this will be maintained for quite a distance after leav
ing them, owing to the great velocity with which 
the gas travels." 

Mr. A. N. Humphries, of Irwin, Pa., furnishes Mr. 
Louttit with the following report of experiments tried 
on June 12th, 1890, at the South Side Colliery of the 
Westmoreland Coal Co., to ascertain whether natural 
gas will or will not enter a mine. 
AVhen thegas mains are laid as the law provides and 

court instructs, i. e., " in broken stone from which es
cape pipes, placed one hundred feet apart, lead to the 
surface of the ground, the broken stone to be covered 
with tarred paper, and the paper to be covered with 
clay. 
"Experiments were tried under conditions essentially 

similar to those caused by such breaks in gas mains as 
must invariably result from subsidence of the surface if 
tbe strata be broken by tbe removal of the coal from 
underneath. In the first experiment tried two 3//gas 
pipes were placed end to end in broken stone in a trench, 
the top sides of the pipes touching, but the under sides 
being apart a little over one-sixteenth of an inch (this 
opening being equivalent to a crack extending partly 
around a pipe of that size), and each pipe being gently 
inclined toward the opening; or, as they would be il 
the ground had sunk slightly after the pipes were laid. 
These pipes were placed by the side of an inlet to an 
exhaust fan over a ventilating shaft. 

" Immediately beneath the opening between the pipes 
and t! ree inches distant from it (the space between 
being filled with broken stone) was placed at the end 
of a V gas pipe that lead into the fan inlet and on 
down vertically through tbe shaft into the mine, and 
having a valve on the end. A layer of broken stone 
ten inches thick was placed over the pipes and was 
covered with taried paper. Escape pipes extended 
from the broken stone to the surface of the ground 
were placed on each side of the opening between the 
pipes and three feet distant from it, thus affording the 
gas the best possible conduit to the surface. Finally, 
the trench was filled above the tarred paper with well-
stamped clay. 
"After one end ofthe horizontal pipe was closed with 

a cap,gas, under a pressure of cne and four-tenths pounds 
per square inch, was admitted to them at the other end, 
through a half-inch gas pipe. The fan was started and 
speeded so as to maintain a ventilating pressure equal 
to a half-inch of water. 

" To discover whether thegas would pass through the 
pipe when the valve would be opened in the mine, was 
an undertaking attended with not a little danger, as 
the gas might be highly explosive because of an ad
mixture of air from the escape pipes. A safety-lamp 
was used to make the test, and we found but little gas 
coming tlirough the pipes. 
"The fan speed was then increased until the water-

gauge indicated a depression of one inch, the regular 
ventilating pressure at this mine. Gas was now found 
coming through the pipe and in a very explosive form. 
It would explode within the lamp gauze and put the 
light out. A miners' lamp of the ordinary kind was 
fastened on the end of along stick, and, from a distance, 
the flame of the lam]) brought in contact with the gas 
issuing from the pipe. The result was an explosion of 
such violence in the pipe, and about the end of it, that 
the detonation could be heard through the escape pipes 
on the surface. This was tried several times. Once tbe 
lamp was knocked ofl' the stick by the concussion. 
During this trial we found tbat the air continually 
entered the escape pipes and no gas passed out through 
them into the atmosphere. 
" A n experiment was then tried to determine whether 

or not gas would enter the mine from a break in un
covered pipes. The covering was removed from around 
the pipes at the opening where the gas was to leak, the 
size of the opening was increased to three inches, and 
the cap was taken ofl' the end of Ihe pipe to permit 
the gas to pass off that way if it would. .The 
top end of tbe vertical pipe was lowered to a position 
about live inches from the opening between the other 
two pipes. 

" The gas was then turned on, the fan being in opera
tion, and, curiously enough, a small quantity of it 
passed off up through the escape pipes, none went out 
where the cap was taken off, while in the mine the 
burning gas (lamed up fully four feet above the end of 
the pipes and would have soon ignited the roof coal 
had the valve not been closed." 
The writer has always contended that gas from a 

broken main would descend tlirough cracks or breaks 
in the strata and enter any mine ventilated by furnace 
or exhaust fan. This has now been conclusively 
proven. 
Not a few engineers insist that because natural gas, 

or say C H* is lighter than the atmosphere it must 
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necessarily rise in the air, like a cork from beneath 
water, forgetting altogether that the gas in the mains is 
often under two or three hundred pounds pressure to 
the square inch, and, therefore, is much more weighty 
than atmospheric air. 
However, the gas used in trying these experiments 

was much lighter than air ; yet escaping under pressure 
as it did, a very trifling quantity was diffused into the 
atmosphere; and this, through the action of tbe fan, 
seemed to be retarded by tbe air which was drawn or 
held nearly stationary in place in tbe openings through 
the broken stone. 
If the buoyancy ofthe gas used on this occassion did 

not cause it to rise, how then would gas under several 
hundred pounds pressure, act when escaping from a 
broken main- into a crack or rent leading through 
broken strata into a mine with a ventilating current 
produced by a fan or furnace reducing pressure? I 
fear this query will only be answered by the total de
struction of some large extensive mine, and the loss of 
very, very many valuable lives." 

SECOND BITUMINOUS DISTRICT, Wm. Jenkins, Inspector' 

Mr. Jenkins notes improvement? in machinery for 
hoisting and haulage and larger ventilation power, and 
he reports that the mines are generaUy in an efficient 
state. With regard to the prevention of accidents Mr. 
Jenkins says: "I again urge upon the mine bosses 
and fire bosses the necessity and importance of a strict 
observance of the provisions of the mining laws, and 
rules at the mines, and require that they be strictly 
carried out, and in no case permit any one to work in 
an unsafe place. The security of the mines, and the 
safety and health of the miners are committed to their 
care, and in view of this, it is their duty to demand 
that their orders are faithfully and strictly carried out. 
Thereby not only doing their duty, but at the same 
time are doing what is required of them. Although 
many of the lives lost during the past year were care
lessness of the victims themselves, yet this must not 
deter them from enforcing the laws and the rules of 
the mines, and require strict obedience to them. I de
sire to call attention to the fact that last year nearly 
all the fatal accidents happened to old miners, but this 
has changed, as sixty-five per cent, of the fatal acci
dents this year were "greenhorns" or men who had 
little or no experience in the mines, and from present 
indications, this class of men will be our future miners, 
as many of our old miners are seeking other employ
ment, therefore great care will be required with the 
new men until they become thoroughly acquainted 
with the dangers encountered in mining." 

THIRD BITUMINOUS DISTRICT, Thos. tC. Adams:, Inspector 

Mr. -Adams, reports favorably of the condition ofthe 
mines generally, but points out that many accidents arc 
still attributable to carelessness on the part of the 
victims. Considerable improvement has been effected 
in ventilating appliances, and several new air com
pressors have been introduced. 

FOURTH BIT CM IN ous DISTRICT, Ja-s. X. Patterson, Inspector. 

Mr. Patterson reports marked improvement of a 
general character in the working and fitting up of the 
mines. 

FIFTH BITUMINOUS DISTRICT, Tim. Duncan, Inspector. 

Mr. Duncan, gives a detailed report of the Hill Farm 
disaster. H e also reports numerous improvements in 
fitting, and states that the mines are generallv in a 
good state. 

SIXTH BITUMINOUS DISTRICT, /. 7. Evans, Jnsjiector. 

Of the forty-two accidents in this district, Mr. 
Evans reports that one-half of the injured were 
unskilled men. Falls of roof are the chief causes of 
accident. In former years the accidents were greatly 
due to falls of coal, buta rule which was enforced com
pelling all miners to put sprags under the coal when 
undermined, at least every five feet, has reduced this 
class of accidents. 
The miner is greatly to blame himself for not safely 

propping his working place. 
Mr. Evans advocates increased ventilating power in 

the district, and more effective distribution of the air. 
Amongst improvements which have been made Mr. 
Evans describes a double tail-rope system at AArebster 
Colliery, Pa. 
AVith regard to better discipline as means of securing 

greater safety, Mr. Evans says: "Another great pre
ventive of accidents in our mines would be to have 
better discipline enforced in them. I can scarcely 
imagine where it is required to a greater extent than 
there where, possibly, each man in it holds the life of 
the rest in his hands. But I a m sorry to say that there 
is a great lack of it in our mines. I therefore hope that 
in tbe revision of our mining laws a proper code of rules, 
governing all employes, will be inserted in it, and 
penalties attached for thenon-complhnce with them, 
so as to bring our mines all down to a good system of 
discipline. This would be of incalculable benefit to 
both employer and employe." 

SET.'ENTI-I BITUMINOUS DISTRICT, James Blick, Inspector. 

Mr. Blick advocates the stringent application ofthe 
law in mines. H e reports that the mines are in a good 
state. Haulage by rope is now in vogue in twenty-two 
mines in this district. On this important subject Mr. 
Blick says: "Many of the mines in this section are 
extended a long way from the tipples, and the cost of 
underground haulage, where done by horses or mules, 
is quite an item in the cost of production. The wire 
rope system of haulage is in use in about twenty-two 
mines in this district, and it could be adopted in many-
others to good advantage. Tbe total length of wire 
line in use in the above mines is about 100,000 yards, or 
57 miles, and varies in size from seven-eighths to 
one-half inch in diameter. The life ofa rope depends 
more upon the care taken of it than upon the aggregate 
tonnage hauled. On a favorable even grade, with dry 

roads, a good road bed, and the rope properly tarred at 
regular intervals, a good rope will probably last in 
constant use about five and a half or six years. The 
number of mules required to do tbe work now being 
done by the ropes would be about 510, This system of 
haulage in general admits ofa saving to the operators 
and is of great benefit to the mines from a sanitary 
point of view. As a rule, the main hauling roads are 
also used as the main intake for the ventilation, and if 
a large number of mules are employed thereon the air 
currents are more or less vitiated before reaching the 
working places of the miners, which source of pollu
tion is obviated by the use ofthe wire-rope system." 

EIGHTH BITUMINOUS DISTRICT, Ami in- King, Inspector. 

In this district the accidents were doubled over the 
previous year. Many of these were due to carelessness 
on the part of the workmen. Falls of roof and coal 
were the causes of 791% of the fatal, and of 60% ofthe 
non-fatal accidents. Mr. King writes as follows regard
ing the dilbculty m securing good ventilation of the 
district: 
"There is no fire-damp in thisdistrictthat is discern

ible or that has ever been detected. This is the chief 
reason why the means of producing ventilation are 
usually too small aud weak to accomplish the work 
they are expected to do. Some very good authorities 
have stated that in their opinion ' fire-damp in mines 
was a blessing in disguise.' This will almost be 
admitted to be true if a little thought is given to the 
great attention and study that has been given the 
subject of ventilation of mines by many eminent, min
ing engineers in the past century, and especially in the 
last fifty years, which would not have been given but 
for the occurrence of explosions so frequently as to 
compel such attention both from a humane ami business 
standpoint—a large number of the mines taking fire 
from the explosions. 
"It is generally found much harder work to convince 

managers of the bad or unhealthy condition of the 
ventilation in their mines, where fire-damp is not 
given ofl", than where it is as its presence usually 
creates a wholesome fear of possible results if venti
lation is not ample in quantity and properly conducted 
to working places. Mines should be well" ventilated 
because, to be healthy, we must have pure air to 
breathe. 

" Operators of mines are not men who care to be 
classed as altogether void of the milk of human kind
ness, many of them would give liberally to a workman 
or his family in necessity, but at the same time would 
not think it a violation of the decalogue to have his 
mine so poorly ventilated that men could not be seen 
by each other six feet apart and would raise quite a 
storm about the ears of the mine boss, if the cost of 
lumber, erection of brattices or doors, or yardage of 
air-courses was greater than perhaps during some short 
period, when little or noneof that work had been done, 
because some mining boss probably made an effort to 
build a reputation for cheap coal, at the expense and 
comfort ofthe miners in the advance workings of the 

mine, and, having a certificate to that eflect in tlie 
form ofa letter of recommendation from tlie operators, 
would leave for other fields to wear his laurels as a 
cheap coal producer, while the new incumbent was 
being soundly drubbed because of his extravagance 
(compared with his predecessor), while he is endeavor
ing to set things right. Conditions such as tbese have 
been observed in this district and the reasons given 
are nearly correct in the majority of cases. Arnore 
humane spirit should be developed and encouraged, 
with a standing order to mining bosses something like 
this, ' take no risks where life and limb are likely to 
be endangered and keep the working places of the 

mi n e well vent iled ed.' " 
In a circular to tbe mine officers suggesting bow-

greater safety might be secured, issued Jan. 0, 1800. Mr. 
King called attention to the inadequate furnace venti
lation at many collieries as follows : 

" That where furnace ventilation is used, a departure 
should be made in the direction of deep furnace shafts, 
the same to be of ample area, instead ofthe shallow, 
almost useless, and wasteful fnrnace shafts in present 
use in nearly 00 per cent, of the mines ventilated by 
that means in this district. I would respectfully invite 
your attention particularly to this matter, and figure 
out for yourselves the great loss due to shallow furnace 
shafts as against deep ones, other things being equal. 
So great is this loss that I do not hesitate to say that— 
where a furnace shaft is necessary—if the mine boss 
would intelligently show the operator the cost of coal 
burned in a shallow as against a deep furnace shaft, he 
would undoubtedly sink a deep furnace shaft or erect a 
ventilating fan." 

A R E Y O U IN IT ? 

Tbat is, are you in the ranks of those progressive col
liery owners and colliery officials who keep posted on 
the most improved mechanical appliances? If you are 
not, you ought to be. It will cost you nothing to "get this 
information. All that you need do, is to 
Send for circulars illustrating and describing the Ex

celsior Boiler Feeder, the simplest and best Injector 
known, to N. A. AVatson, 1603 State St, Erie, Pa. 
Send for circulars illustrating and describing the new 

Lightning Rotary Coal Drill, to D. Corgan & Son, Lu
zerne, Pa. 
. Send for circulars illustrating and describing the Bel
lis Patent Mine Collar manufactured by AV. L. Bellis, 
70 -Michigan St., Cleveland, Ohio. 
Send for an illustrated catalogue of the Yough Mine 

Pumps, specially designed for use in coal mines, and 
manufactured by Boyts, Porter c-c Co., Connellsville, 
Pa. 
Send for circulars illustrating and describing the Bit

tenbender coal drill, manufactured by F. T. Bittenben
der, Nanticoke, Pa. 
Send for circulars describing tbe asbestos boiler and 

pipe covering manufactured by the II. AV. Johns Mfg. 
Co., of 170 and 172 North Fourth St., Phila. 
Send for catalogue ofthe corrugated iron roofing, sid

ing, etc, specially adapted for colliery buildings, manu
factured by thcCincinnati Corrugating Co,. Piqua. Ohio. 
Send for circulars of cable grips for endless rope system 

manufactured by J. E. Carr & Son., Leavenworth, Kan-

T H E M I N E R A L P R O D U C T I O N OF T H E UNITED 

STATES IN 1891. 

In its annual statistical number, The Engineering and 
Mining Journal gives the following interesting figures 
regarding the production of minerals in the United 
States: 
In 1890 the value of its chief items at the place of 

production exceeded S650,000,000, and though the cash 
value of these products in 1891 was probably less than 
in 1890 owing to the lower market prices of most of 
them, yet the quantities produced were, with very few 
exceptions, much grea'er than in any previous year. 
The output of gold is increasing, but in the absence 

of full returns it is placed, in 1891, at approximately 
1,620,000 ounces, or $33,250,000, an increase of 312,000 
ounces. 
The output of silver has increased much more rapidly, 

and, in the absence of full returns, it is estimated thai-

it amounted in 1891 to 58,000,000 ounces, the coining 

value of which would be 874,820,000. 

T b e coal consumption is generally considered to be 

the best measure ofthe industrial activity ofa country. 

This rule would hold good for this country during the 

past year, w h e n general industry was active and pros

perous, though a few branches suffered a reaction. 

T h e output of Anthracite, from full and accurate returns, 

amounted in 1891 to 42,839,779 tons of 2,240 pounds, 

while the production of Bituminous coal, which is in 

part estimated, amounted to 98,000,000 tons. Prices of 

coal were, in general, lower than in 1890, though the 

Anthracite trade, being " regulated," maintained during 

a portion ofthe year rather higher prices than in the 

previous year. 

T h e iron industry suffered a severe "set-back" dur

ing the past year, w h e n the m a k e of pig iron declined 

from 10,307,028 tons of 2,000 pounds, in 1890, to 8,976,000 

in 1891, these figures being obtained from official re

turns m a d e throughout the year. This heavy falling off 

was caused chiefly by the decline in the m a k e of steel 

rails from 2,095,996 tons of 2,240 pounds in 1890 to 

to 1,090,000 tons in 1892—a decline due partly to the 

poverty ofthe railroads and partly to the compara

tively high price established by the steel rail associa

tion . 

In phosphate rock, in pyrites, in salt, in aluminum, 

in copper, lead, and zinc there has been a very consid

erable increase in output, while tin, antimony ore, and 

sulphur enter the list with modest but promising be

ginnings. 

COMPARATIVE T A B U 

UNITED : 

ll-- MINERAL PRODUCTION IN T H E 

TE3 IN 1890 AND 1891. 

1S90. 185H. 

Gold.ouDces 1,58S,88U 1.620,000 

Silver, ounces 54.500.000 5«,000,000 

Pig Iron, tons ol 2,(100 lbs 10,307,028 8,976,000 

Steel Rails, tuns ol' 2,2 .0 lbs 2.0.1...."'X. 1,090,000 

Copper, lbs 201.920,000 292,620,000 

Lead, tonsof '•..WW lbs 1M.494 205,488 

Zinc, lens ol'2.0O0 lbs 60,842 76,500 

Nickle. lbs 200.332 144,841. 

Quicksilver, HtlMkB 22.926 21,022 

Aluminum, lbs 91,831 163,820 

Tin, lbs 12:.,;.66 

Antimouv ore, tons of 2 210 lbs 700 

An.lirncitcCmil. l-ms of 2.2.0 Ibs 38.00i-.-l:-.' 42,839,799 

Bituminous Until, tons ol 2.240 lbs * 93.0uo.Cii0 9S,000,000 

Phospliiite. Kcicfc. tons of 2,000 lbs 637,000 659,731 

Salt, bbls. of *-80 II* 9.727,690 10,229,691 

Bromide, lbs 310,000 415,000 

Pvrites. ton. of 2.000 lbs )09,-)3l 122,431 

Sulphur, ton,, ol 2,000 Ibs 1,200 

M R . A V M . LKCKII*. of Plymouth, Pa., District Supt. of the-

Lehigli it Wilkes-Barre Coal C o , has tendered his resigna

tion, to take effect on the S-.th inst.. w h e n he will assume 

the su peri nten den cy of the Lehigh Valley Cool Co.'s York 

F a r m Colliery, near Pottsville, Pa. Mr. Leckie is a com

paratively young m a n , but lias w o n a reputation as one of 

the best practical colliery otlicials in the Anthracite region. 

Our acquaintance with h im began some years ago w h e n he 

was a lire-boss at the Phila. it Reading Coal _ii Iron Co.'s, 

Shenaiicioali City Colliery, H e has rapidly forced his w a y 

up by hard work and a close study of the sciences pertain

ing to coal mining. As a fire-boss be faithfully performed 

his duties, and devoted his leisure m o m e n t s to study, until 

be secured a mine foreman's certificate of competency. H e 

did not cease bis studies w h e n this was accomplished, but 

continued to store in his mind all the available standard 

literature on mining subjects, and took advantage of every 

opportunity to apply his theoretical knowledge to practical 

use. T b e result has been rapid promotion and an excel

lent reputation as a careful and thoroughly competent of

ficial. AVe wish him abundant success in his n e w field 

nnd c o m m e n d his course as a student to all fire-bosses or 

working miners w h o are ambitious to rise. 

T h e Bellis M i n i n g Collar has proved a success where-

ever introduced and the manufacturer, M r . AV. L. Belli-

of Cleveland, Ohio, writes us that h e is rapidly extend

ing his trade into every coal field in the country, a n d 

w h a t is m o r e encouraging is the fact that orders are in

variably duplicated. If the collars were not appreciated 

this would not be the case. 

http://38.00i-.-l:-.'
http://93.0uo.Cii0
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ESSAY ON PENNSYLVANIA BITUMINOUS 
L A W COMMISSIONS. 

BY T. K. A D A M S , M I N E INSPECTOR. 

[Proceedings of D_cembar Meeting of the Western Pennsylvania 

Mining Institute.J 

It might be of sufficient interest to the members of this 
Institute for m e not only to direct their attention to the 
passage of the concurrent resolutou, at the last session 
of the General Assembly, creating a commission to re
vise the Bituminous Mining Act, but to sketch briefly 
in connection therewith, the reasons for tbe passage of 
the diflerent acts, joint and concurrent resolutions, 
creating mine commissions for the Bituminous regions 
of this "State. 
Tbe average citizen of this Commonwealth is very 

apt to look upon tbe introduction of resolutions in the 
Legislature for tbe purpose of creating commissions to 
help our usually verv capable, honest, and scientific legis
lators formulate bills for the life preserving and sanitary 
benefit of certain classes of our people as superfluous, 
at best unproductive of much good aud a useless expen
diture of the DiibUc money, knowing as he does that 
men are selected to office at $10 per diem to guard and 
protect the interests of tbe whole people of the State, 
whose ability should be of such a character as to fit 
them to treat justly and intelligently any question of 
public moment that might be brought before them. 
However, no matter what the general attainments of 
our representatives may be. unless they have had an 
extensive and varied practical experience iu the mines 
and a theoretical knowledge of all that pertains there
to, especially as to the necessary requirements to beep 
them in a healthful and safe condition they cannot 
deal intelligently with mining legislation, so that such 
would guarantee the greatest, degree of protection tothe 
lives and health of the miners. W e have had ample 
opportunity of pulsing of the ability of our representa
tives in the past and know from very sad experience 
that they stand very much in need of assistance when 
attempting to legislate on mining matters. 

Pennsylvania legislators do not stand alone in^ creat
ing mine" commissions, because longago, such nations as 
Belgium, France,Germany,and England have all called 
in the assistance of their most expert and scientific 
mining engineers to help their legislators in framing 
mining laws, and in fact, some of these nations have 
been very prodigal in the expenditure of money and of 
time devoted to such agencies so that they could experi
ment, investigate, and intelligently determine what 
was really necessary to afford tbe greatest degree of 
protection to their workmen. 
AA'ben tliccommissionersare selected from among the 

best mining talent of the State they will prove to be of 
incalculable assistance in formulating mining legislation, 
white if great care is not exercised in their selection, 
commissions -will be burdensome to the taxpayers of 
the Commonwealth. Scientific knowledge, long prac
tical experience in mines, independence and honesty 
should be the requisite qualifications of all applicants 
for appointment to such important positions. Class 
interests should never enter under any circumstances, 
as a factor into the appointments. Therommissions 
should never be composed of more than live or seven 
men, as all above this number will create an unneces
sary expenditure of public money. Large commissions 
donot work as efficiently as small ones. One of the 
mostetlicient mine commissions ever appointed in this 
State only consisted of three members, that was tlie 
commission of 1S74. 
Prior to the year 187/ there was no general mining 

law in force in tbe Bituminous regions of Pennsyl
vania. Prayer had been invuked by the suffering; 
petitions had been numerously signed aud sent to the 
Legislature informing our representatives of the Siber
ian conditions ofthe Bituminous mines and asking for 
some degree of relief therefrom, but tbey were exces
sively delinquent in responding to the urgent appeals of 
the miners, but at last through the patience and perse
verance of the petitioners the consciences of our very 
Hon. friends at Harrisburg were smitten resulting in tbe 
introduction of a joint resolution in the Legislature 
which was passed and approved the 6th day of May, 
1874,-aid resolution authorized the Governor to appoint 
three practical aud experienced men in mining as com
missioners^ investigate thecondition ofthe Bituminous 
mines ofthe Commonwealth. In pursuance of this res
olution Messrs. John O'Neil, coal operator, Augustus 
Stinner and John Archibald, miners, were appointed. 
The commissioners were allowed 100 days in which to 
complete the investigation and submit their report. 
From the date that this intelligent and honest commis
sion made their truthful and valuable report showing 
the terrible condition of the mines and substantiating 
and reinforcing the sentiments contained in the prayers 
and petitions of tbe suffering, a better day dawned for 
the workmen who were required to earn an honest 
livelihood for themselves and families in the Bitu
minous mines of this State. Although John O'Neil of 
the commission was very anxious in having as favor
able a report of the condition of the mines as could 
be had (he 110 doubt having an idea that mining 
legislation was unnecessary), he after a careful ex
amination, found that truth proved stronger than 
fiction, and to hi-* honor be it sail be tlid'not falter in 
performing bis duty at the last moment His action by 
signing the majority report gave weight and a degree 
of manliness and independence in a-sertin<_ bis honest 
conviction. This report should be secured by this In
stitute, read by all its members, and afterwards placed 
in the archives thereof. After the report of the com
mission was received by the Legislature tlie specious ar
guments ofthe enemies of mining legislation to this ef
fect : "If in in ing laws are enacted, competition being so 
keen, the mining industry of Pennsylvania^ will be 
ruined and invested rights crushed out of existence," 
which previous to this had served the purposes of the 

sellish faithfully and well; which had had great weight 
with our representatives, now began to lose their force, 
consequently, at the session of the General Assembly 
of 1S77 the first Bituminous mining law was passed. 
This humane act was not secured without a terrible 
struyglebut justice and right triumphed and the progress 
of tlie mining industry has been phenomenal since that 
date and the invested rights of the capitalists go on as 
of yore increasing their bulwarks of defence against 
their enemies. 
The results obtained from the enactment of the min

ing law of 1877 proved very beneficial to all concerned 
in mining, but owing to "the strong opposition this 
measure met with in its passage through the Legislature 
many of its good- points had to be compromised. A n 
attempt therefore was made six years after the bill 
passed to perfect the law in such a manner as to meet 
the then existing requirements. The friends of mining 
legislation urged upon the members of the Legislature 
at tbe session thereof in 18S5 to have a commission ap
pointed to revise the law, consequently, " An Act" was 
introduced and passed the 31st day of March of tliatyeai-
authorizing the Governor to appoint a commission to 
consist of twenty-five persons, viz., six competent and 
experienced coal operators, six competent and practi
cal miners, three members of the Senate; four members 
of the House of Representatives, together with the six 
mine inspectors. The time allowed the commission to 
revise the act was not to exceed SO days, and as the Legis
lature adjourned about the 11th day of June not much 
time was given the commission to complete the work 
assigned to them. Little or nothing was accomplished 
by this large commission. The revised hill being 
presented to the Legislature in the closing days of the 
session and the enemies to such legislation being on 
hand, as usual, charged with the old arguments, always 
willing to tear down, but never willing to improve, the 
bill was finally passed with one essential improvement 
over tbe old law, viz., that of requiring mine bosses to 
pass an examination. This commission will not be re
membered for its efficiency or for the good work it ac
complished when it is considered as a whole. AVhile 
tliere were many brilliant minds upon the commission 
they were certainly overshadowed by many more 
weaker ones. The commission was entirely too large to 
do efficient work and tbe continual clashingof class in
terests between coal operators and the miners destroyed 
the harmony and retarded the work of said commis
sion. Many ofthe members ofthe commission had not 
the necessary ability and experience to perform the im
portant duties of tbe position intelligently and well. 
To give you some idea of tlie wonderful development 

that has taken place in the mining industry since the 
mining law went into effect and for the special purpose 
of exploding tbe old fallacies which have done so much 
duty for the enemies of mining legislation, allow m e to 
make a comparison of its condition in 1879 with that 
of last year (1890) covering a period of eleven years. 
In 1879 the coal production was about 15,000,000 tons ; 
342 mines, and about 21,000 persons employed therein. 
For last year (1800) the coal production was 40,896,913 
tons; 645 mines; and 54,690persons employed therein. 
This does not include the 12,0:-.0 outside employes, thus 
showing a net increase in tonnage of 172 per cent., in 
mines S8.\ per cent., and 165 per cent, in inside em
ployes. AVe might well ask the question : Has mining 
legislation ruined the coal miningindustry of tbe State? 
The number of fatal accidents in 1S79 was 51, and in 
1890 131, showing an increase of 96 per cent. But by 
taking the ratio of killed to the number of tons of 
coal produced and the number of employes em
ployed the decrease in the former is 61 per cent., and 
in the latter only IJ per cent. In view of these facts 
in reference to fatalities the mining law has not af
forded that protection to life tbat might have been 
reasonably expected from its enactment, hence the 
anxiety of the friends of humanity to have it 
thoroughly revised ami amended so that such terrible 
disasters as have occurred in the Bituminous mines of 
very recent date, whereby many valuable lives were 
probably unnecessarily sacrificed, might be prevented in 
the future. With this object in view a concurrent reso
lution was prepared and sent to friends in the Legisla
ture asking for tbe appointment of an intelligent com
mission to revise the Bituminous mining law. The 
resolution was sent at the beginning ofthe last session 
of the Legislature so that it could be presented to it as 
soon as business could be transacted. The original 
draft of said resolution provided for the appointment 
of a commission of twenty-eight members, viz., eight 
coal operators, eight miners, two senators and two rep
resentatives, these four Hon. gentlemen were to be 
learned in the law, they were to be constitutional 
lawyers, if you please, such as usually adorn the Penn
sylvania Legislature, together with the eight mine in
spectors, but before it was introduced the number was 
wisely reduced to 7 or 9 members. AVhen the resolu
tion went to the House committeeof mines and mining 
it met with strong opposition from the professional 
labor representatives upon it, they claiming that the 
miners, had not equal representation with tlie coal oper
ators prejudging, as usual, that tbe mine inspectors 
would act and vote with the operators regardless of their 
honest convictions (" Oh, just Judge, righteous Judge " ) , 
consequently, the member was again changed to suit 
the prejudices of those honorable men so that the 
miners would have eight members of the commission 
and the coal operator.- four, together- with four in
spectors. The miners were to be appointed upon the 
recommendation uft be labor iirganizatinns of the State. 
In thi- form tbe resolution passed the House after much 
valuable time had been wasted. It was then intro
duced in the Senate for the gracious consideration of 
that august body of learned.representatives and as the 
labor representatives ofthe House had played their in
nings now came the innings ofthe senators. They too 
changed the number of the commission so as to consist 
of twenty-four members, viz., eight miners, eight opera
tors, together with the eight mine inspectors. They 
also took the appointing power out ofthe hands of the 

Governor as far as the operators were concerned and 
placed it in that of the judges of the different inspec
tion districts and as some of "those districts include five 
or six different judicial districts, the motive of introduc
ing such an amendment was for the purpose of delay. 
Finally the resolution passed both Houses and the jug
glery-was suspended for the time being. Although the 
concurrent resolution was introduced early in the 
session of the Legislature the commission was not or
ganized before the 30th day of March, 1801. After the 
commission was organized'the members thereof con
tinued in session for about twenty-eight (28) days and 
completed the work of their appointment at a cost to 
theState of about 85,000. The law was changed in form 
and a thorough revision accomplished. As tothe merit 
of the work of the commission we recognize it to be very 
meritorious and practical. It is not perfect by any 
means but it certainly was a great improvement on the 
| present law and if it had passed tbe Legislature it would 
i have afforded a greater degree of protection to the 
miners. Although temporarily defeated and almost 
crushed to death, like Banquo's" ghost it will not down, 
and from its grave it will arise at no -very distant date 
to plague its foes. The bill was presented in the Legis
lature on the 30th day of April, 1891. It passed the 
House in about two weeks with but few amendments 
and was then sent over to the Senate where measures 
for the benefit ofthe workingmen receive so tender atten
tion and due consideration, The Senate committee of 
mines and mining had not the time to consider this 
humane and meritorious measure, although, those Hon. 
representatives of the whole people of the State had 
beeu going home for weeks previous to the presenta
tion of this bill every Thursday at 1 o'clock P. M., not 
liaving work sufficient to keep them in mental exercise, 
but they were abreast of the times in one particular in 
that of "having sufficient mental and physical ability to 
enable them to march up to the public crib and draw 
$10 per day therefrom. Those Senators who are sup
posed to represent the interests of the people of AVestern, 
Pennsylvania, should ever be held in grateful remem
brance hy the workingmen and especially the miners 
for the sleepless night they spent in advancing their 
cause and especially for the noble interest they took in 
having the Bituminous mining bill considered, but we 
leave those Hon. friends to the tender mercies of their 
duped and, it would seem, gullible constituencies. 
The commission was composed of men of fair ability. 

They exercised a wonderful degree of independence 
and 111 our opinion, served the Commonwealth faith
fully and well. Both the miners' and operators' inter
ests were well and efficiently represented and guarded. 
The good work of this commission is not lost by any 
means, andean be taken up and tbe different provisions 
ofthe prepared bill discussed by such unprejudiced and 
intelligent organization as this Institute. Defects can 
be remedied and improvements made. No foolish, no 
inefficient, no unnecessary burdensome legislation 
should be approved of by this institute or by the Legis
lature, but above all, neither should the pre
judices nor the dollars and cents ofthe selfish stand in 
the way of guaranteeing all necessary legislation to pro
tect human life. No more joint or concurrent resolu
tions to create mine commissions are necessary in this 
State for many years to come. The members" of this 
Institute, however, may find it necessary, some time in 
the future, to encourage and assist in having a national 
mine commission created so that the mining industry 
or interests in all of the States might become subject, 
in a measure, to the regulations of one national mining 
law. The securing of such a law would prove a potent 
weapon to disarm the arguments of the enemies of 
mining legislation. 

The Lightning- Rotary Coal and Rock Drill. 

In another column is advertised the Lightning Rotary 
Coal and Rock Drill, made by D. Corgan & Son, Luzerne", 
Pa. This is a hand drilling machine foruse in coal and 
rock. The most noticeable point in the machine is the bit 
which does tbe cutting. Upon tbe end of an ordinary 
turst drill is casta head of aluminum bronze containing 
three sockets in which are set. three small steel knives 
Tbe two outer ones are arranged like tbe cutting parts 
of an auger. Thesecuta ring * of an inch thick around 
the outsideofa2I in. hole while the middle knife breaks 
up the core which comes out in pieces as large as pea coal. 
It will be sen that as there is only a ring of coal jj inch 
thick be cut the power required will he much less than 
where the whole is reduced to powder as in the ordi
nary machines. The knives are finely tempered and 
very cheap so that a man can have several sets and if 
those in use become dull, new ones can be inserted in a 
few seconds. As will be seen in the cut the machine is 
very simple. Its weight complete is only 30 ths., and 
experience has shown that it is especially suited, on ac
count of its lightness for use in heavy pitching and 
thick to veins where it is impossible to use the heavier 
kinds. It can also be set without the use of a hand 
drill and works equally well in hard 01* soft coal. It is 
no more costly than the ordinary machine and not
withstanding its great efficiency in cutting, the bills 
for sharpening are even less. Messrs. Corgan <k Son 
have sold many of these, which are in daily use under 
the most trying conditions, and it will pay any person 
having use for a drilling machine to correspond with 

1 them. 

The Babcock and AVilcox Company publish in our 
advertising columns a list of colliery operators who are 
successfully generating steam at a low cost, and at the 
same time securing better results by the use of the 
most improved steam plants. It will pay our readers 
to glance over this list and then seriously consider 
whether the improvements that have proven satisfac
tory to these operators will not be equally valuable to 
them. 
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BEGINNERS 
IN THE STUDY OF THE 

RQT op ]V[n_n_o 
AND THE 

SCIENCES RELATED TO IT. 

This department is intended for miners and others, who in their 
youth have not been able-to alb ml school and who are now desirous 
to inform Uwmsthes in the sciences related lo mining and to learn how 
to answer Die questions in i-eutilnlion, surreyiuo, awl mechanics which 
are asked at the examinations fur mine foremen's certificates, and 
which it is important for them to understand as foremen ami officers 
qf mines. Alt the questions asked at the different examinations for 
mint foremen and for mine inspectors iu this country ore printed and 
answered in 'this department. The principles involved arc explained 
in detail so as to be easily understood and main/ calculations are 
worked out at length for the bene til of those who are not familiar with 
figures. 

PENMANSHIP. 

One ofthe most difficult things encountered in teach
ing penmanship is to m a k e the necessary repetition of 
the principles without tiring the learner. However, it 
must be remembered that all of the letters of the al
phabet depend primarily for their correct construction 
upon tbe four laws of penmanship given in our first 
lesson, and which have been emphasized in all the 
subsequent articles. 

In this issue w e have for consideration' the capital 
letters K and L. T h e first letter, numbering from the 
left of Fig. 30, shows the capital K as it should be 
written. The first part consists of tbe stem with a 

all, and, as a consequence, offends the eye. Letter 3, 
counting from the left, is a deformity arising out of the 

Fi . 30. 

right curve extending upward to the full height. T h e 
second section begins at the full height of the letter 
with a graceful curve, which is drawn towards the first 
section, touching at the middle and connecting by a 
small loop. The curved line is then brought on a 
parallel to the bottom of the stem and completed by a 
rightcurveextendingupward one-third ofthe full height 
ofthe letter. In letter 2, the ellipse ofthe first section 
is too large, and is otherwise imperfect. Letter 3 

FIG. 31. 

shows the first section incomplete, and a violation of 
the second law of penmanship, namely, all strokes 
must be proportionate in distance. Letters 1, 2, and 3, 
Fig. 31, show probable faults in making this letter. It 
will be seen that the strokes are not parallel; the 
ellipses are not proportionate in size; curves not 
elliptical, and in each of them the right section of the 
letter is not connected with the first or stem. 
Figs. 32 and 33 illustrate the development of the 

capital letter L. Letter 1, Fig. 32, numbering from the 
left is drawn on correct principles, and is in conformity 
with the genera] laws of penmanship. The first curve, 

FIG. 32. 

it will be noticed, divides the horizontal loop into two 
equal sections. Letter 2 shows several errors, the 
upper scroll is too large, the letter being crossed below 
the middle ofthe stem. The third letter from the left 
is a violation of the fourth law of penmanship, namely, 
all curves should be elliptical. 

Fig. 33 shows common mistakes made in writing this 
letter. In the first letter it will be seen that the main 
stem has the wrong inclination and the bottom loop is 
too small. The second letter shows no bottom loop at 

FIG. 33. 

imperfect development ofthe ellipses and is a violation 
of the fourth law of penmanship. 
One ofthe principal lessons to be learned in the de

velopment of the capitals K and L is gracefulness. If 
the letters are well formed, but combined and arranged 
without ease or gracefulness, the writing will never be 
thought.beautiful or pleasing. 

ARITHMETIC. 

CANCELLATION. 

Cancellation is a short method of obtaining results 
by omitting equal factors from a dividend anel divisor 
and on this account it should be employed whenever 
possible in arithmetical operations. The sign of can
cellation is an oblique mark draw7n across the face of a 
figure, as 2, 4, p, etc.; therefore to cancel means to cross 
out, or reject. Two principles to be remembered in 
solving problems by cancellation are: First, cancel
ing a factor of a number dividos the number by that 
factor, and second, canceling equal .factors of the 
divisor and dividend does not change the quotient. 
In arranging tbe numbers for cancellation, the divi

dend may be written above the divisor with a hori
zontal line between them, as in division ; or, as some 
prefer the dividend mav be written on the right of the 
divisor, with a vertical line between them. 
The advantage of using cancellation may be more 

clearly seen by the following examples: 
In exchanging 24 hats at S5 each, for coats at S24 

each ; how many coats would I get? 
To solve this question ordinarily we multiply 24 by 

5, which gives 120 and divide this by 24 which gives 
a quotient of 5. Instead of performing this work, indi
cate it thus, 

,7, ' then, since dividing either factor of 

a product divides the product, the result is I X 5 "-= 5; 
the same as would be got by canceling or omitting the 
24 from both dividend and divisor. 
Multiply 105 by 18, and divide tbe product by 30, 

Indicate the operations as follows : 

•21 Jp^ X 79 3 

w ? ' 
21 X 3 •= 03, 

First, we divide the 18 in the dividend and the 
divisor 30 by 6; this gives 105 X 3 above, and 5 he-
low and does not alter the quotient, since multiplying 
or dividing both dividend and divisor by the same num
ber does not change the quotient. Now, the 5 below the 
line is contained into 105, not yet cancelled, above the 
line 21 times, therefore we cancel and place the 21 at 
the left of 105. The quotient is then found to be 
21 X 3 = 63. As each factor is used in canceling, it 
is crossed to indicate that there is no further use of it; 
and each quotient is placed beside the number from 
which it is obtained. The 21 and 3 being the factors 
left of the dividend after cancellation, are multiplied 
together; their product is 63, and as no factor of the 
divisor is left, the 63 is not to be divided, and is, there
fore, the quotient required. 
Again, multiply 75, 153, and 28 together, and divide 

by the product of 63 and 36. 
SOLUTION.—Tbe operations are indicated as shown 

below. 

25 17 .7 

n x m x n 
n x n 
9 9 
3 

W e cancel 4 out of 28 and 36, leaving 7 above, and 9 
below. Cancel this 7 out of the dividend and out of 
the 63 in tbe divisor, leaving 9 below. Cancel a 9 out 
of tbe divisor, and out of 153 in the dividend, leaving 
17 above. Cancel 3 ont of 9 and 75, leaving 25 above 
and 3 below. No further canceling is possible; the 
factors remaining in the dividend are 25 and 17, whose 
product 425, divided by the 3 in the divisor, gives 141f, 
the quotient. 
In the division of fractions also tbe work is greatly 

shortened by cancellation, as will be seen by the fol
lowing problem : 
Multiply J X fl X I, and divide the result by \ of j 

of$. In arranging the numbers for cancellation in 
fractions, the numerators of the dividend are placed 
above the line and the denominators below it. In 
placing the numbers of tbe divisor it is vice versa, the 
numerators are put below the line and tbe denomina
tors above. The question is solved thus: 

3 

1 x n X -g X * X ixi _ 3 
? X ^ X 8 X ? X ? X J ~ s 

•3 

quired quotient. 
From the foregoing facts w e deduce the following 

rule for working problems by cancellation: 
Cancel all the factors common to the divisor and dividend, 

and divide the product of those remaining in the dividend by 
the product of those remaining in the divisor. 

PROBLEMS RELATING TO MINING. 

Q. 1.—A gallery in a mine is five feet high and ten 
feet wide, what is the measure of the perimeter and the 
area of section of the gallery ? 

A . — T h e perimeter of the airway in this question, 
called the gallery, is the measure ofthe sides enclosing 
the airway, so that if the four sides be added together 
the s u m of them will be the perimeter required. 
Therefore, if twice fi vc and twice I en be added together, 
w e find that the perimeter of this airway is equal to 
thirty feet, that is thirty feet in line measure or the 
measure d o w n one side, across the floor, up tbe other 
side and across the roof. But the area of section is 
equal to the space enclosed by these four sides, so that 
if five be multiplied by ten, the result will be fifty. 
That is, the four sides of this airway encloses a cross-
section of fifty square feet. 

Q. 2.—Supposing the airway just referred to was 
2,000 yards in length, what number of square feet of 
rubbing surface would this airway have, and what 
would be its contents in cubic feet of air? 

A.—If the perimeter of this airwav in feet be mul
tiplied by its length in feet, the result will be equal to 
tbe rubbing surface or the surface against which the air 
moves in its journey. N o w , the perimeter w e found to 
be equal to thirty feet, and there are 6,000 feet in 
2,000 yards, therefore, 30 X 6,000 = 180,000 square feet 
of rubbing surface. N o w if the area of the section of 
this airway which is found to be fifty square feet be 
multiplied by the number of feet in 2,000 yards, name
ly, 6,000 feet, the result will hc tbe contents of the air 
in the drift in cubic feet, or 50 X 6,000 = 300,000. 

Q, 3.—If the ventilating current is moving through 
tho drift or airway given in Question 1, at the rate of 
eleven feet per second, h o w m a n y cubic feet of air are 
passing through this gallery per minute? 
A.—Eleven feet per second gives a velocity of 660 

feet per minute, for in sixty seconds the air must have 
traveled through a distance of 660 feet. N o w , what is 
demanded is the quantity of air passing through this 
airway per minute. Therefore, if 660 feet per minute 
be the velocity, this multiplied bv the area of section 
must be equal to the quantity. Therefore, 660 X 50 = 
33,000. It follows then that quantity of air passing 
through this drift is equal to 33,000 cubic feet, 
0-4.—AVhat does the water-gauge or current press

ure-gauge measure? 
A. The water or current pressure-gauge measures 

the pressure per square foot setting the ventilating cur
rent in motion. 

Q. 5.—If a current pressure equal to one inch of 
water-gauge was required to produce ventilation, what 
pressure would that be in pounds per square foot? 

A . — A cubic foot of water weighs 62-5 pounds, and if 
this cubic foot of water be conceived to be divided into 
twelve slabs, each a foot square and an inch thick, each 
slab must weiLdi 5-2 lbs., because 

***- = 5.2 
12 

Therefore, one inch of water-gauge is equal to tbe 
pressure of 5'2 pounds on the square foot. 
Q. 6.—Suppose the water-gauge is said to read 1*3, 

that is to say, one inch and three-tenths, what would 
be the pressure per square foot producing ventilation? 
A.—If the 1/u be multiplied by 5'2, the result will be 

the answer required as follows : 
1-3 X 5*2 = 676. 

Q. 7.—A circular pit shaft is eighteen feet in diameter 
and 500 yards deep, required the rubbing surface in 
square feet? -
A.—First find the perimeter of the section or bound

ary line that encloses the space called the section, in 
this case tbe perimeter will be equal to the circumfer
ence ofthe circle, that is 18 X 3T416 *= 56*5488. Now, 
if the perimeter be multiplied hy the depth of the shaft 
in feet, that is 56*5488 X 1500 (500 X 3) — 84823'2 the 
rubbing surface in square feet required. 
Q. 8.—AVhat is the rubbing surface in square feet of 

a shaft fourteen feet in diameter and 312 yards deep? 
A.—411675264 square feet of rubbing surface. 
Q. 9.—Find tbe square feet of rubbing surface for a 

gallery in the mine two miles long, six feet high, and 
ten feet broad. 
A.—32 X 2 X 5280 feet in a mile = 337,920 square 

feet of rubbing surface. The rubbing surface is always 
calculated per square foot of section, tbe importance of 
this will be understood when we remark that the fric
tion per square foot of section is smaller for large areas 
tban for small ones, that is to say, the rubbing surface 
per square foot of section for square and circular air
ways is inversely as the areas. 
Q. 10.—A pit shaft is eighteen feet in diameter and 

500 yards deep, what is the rubbing surface per square 
foot of section ? 
A.—Let S equal the rubbing surface, and A equal the 

area of section, and R equal the resistance per square 
foot of section, then 

I-* 
Sin this case was found, by problem 7, to be84823'2and 
A will be found as follows: 

18 X 18 X -7854 ~ 254-4696, then 
84823"2 _ _ S _ 
254*4696 _ ^ ° _ A _ K" 

Q. 11. Three airways A B Care ventilated by currents 
moving at the same velocity each of the airways are., however, of different dimensions. A being 1,000 yards long, the height being four feet and the breadth nine feet. B 2,000 yards long, six' feet high, and ten feet wide. C being 3,000 yards long, and eight feet high, and twelve feet wide. AVhat must be the relative heights ofthe water-gauge in the three cases? 
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: 21666. 

= 3,200. 

A. The mechanical moments of resistance would be 
in the proportion ofthe rubbing surface in each of the 
cases divided by the area, in short, the moments in 
each case would be equal to 

the length is 1,000 yards or 3,000 feet, the perimeter he 
ing twenty-six feet, and tbe area of section would hi 
equal lo thirty-six square feet, therefore, 
26 X 3,000 

36" 
A n d the mechanical moments iu B will be as fol

lows : 2,000 yards will be equal to 6,000 feet, the length, 
and the perimeter will be equal to thirty-two, and the 
area of section will be equal to sixty square feet, there
fore, 

32 ^_6.000 
" 60" 

N o w , the mechanical moments in C will be found as 
follows : Length 3,000 yards or 9,000 feet, perimeter will 
be equal to forty feet, and the area of section will be 
equal to ninety-six square feet, therefore, 

40 X 9,000 
96" 

mechanical moments. N o w , the water-gauges that are 
required will be directly in the proportion of the 
mechanical moments. Then let the water-gauge for A 
equal one, the water-gauge for B will equal 

B _ 3200 
A — 21661. 

and the water gauge for C will be equal to 
C = 3570 
A ~~ 2166*6 

therefore, tbe three w ater -gauges will be as follows : 
A = l. B = 1*477. C = T6477. 
Q. 12. Three airways A B C are of the same length, and 

the other dimensions are asthose given in last question, 
but the velocities in the three cases are different, that 
in A being equal to 700 feet per minute, B 600 feet per 
minute, and C 500 feet per minute. If the water-gauge 
for A be one, what will be the water-gauges for B and 
C? 

A. The resistances will vary as the squares of the 
velocities, therefore, if the squares of the velocities in 
each case be multiplied by the rubbing surface per 
square foot of section, the result will be the proportion
ate resistances in the three cases. Now, the rubbing 
Burface per square foot of section, or the mechanical 
moments due to A are equal to 2166*6, therefore, if 

3,750 

- -= 1*47 

: 1*647' 

2166-6 bu multiplied bv the square of 700, 
700 X 700 =1,061,634,000 Nov, thi- m o m 
be equal tu .200 UJJO 600 = 1,192,000 
moments due to C will be equal to 3750 ,\ 
937,500,000, or the water-gauges will be as B 1,152,000,000 

A — 1,001,634.000 ~ ' 

•ul 

51II 

21666 X 
in B will 
and the 
•; 500 = 

and tbe water-gauge for C will be equal to 

C 937,500,000 

A ~~ 1,061,634,000 
•88. 

CHEMISTRY RELATING TO MINING. 

EXPLOSIVES FOR BLASTING PURPOSES. 

In mining three classes of explosives are now in use, 
first, slow or rending compounds, such as gunpowder for 
shot firing in coal seams; second, shattering com
pounds, such as dynamite, for stone blasting in mines ; 
third, flameless explosives, such a-** roburite, for coal 
mines. Gunpowder is said to be slow as contrasted 
with dynamite. This slowness is accounted for in 
the following way: The nitre k n o w n as saltpetre, 
the sulphur, and the charcoal are ground to line 
powder, and mechanically mixed into a paste with 
water; the paste is granulated and dried. N o w 
as the oxygen of the saltpetre will be given off at 
points during combustion, it will be clear that some 
time will elapse between the burning at one point and 
the burning at another. It will be clear that powder 
will be relatively slow as an explosive. 

Nitroglycerine is a chemical compound, and not 
a mechanical mixture; therefore the atomic arrange
ment of the oxygen and the carbon will he such that 
if the temperature of the mass is uniformly raised to ex
plosive point, almost instantaneous ignition will take 
place throughout. Gun-cotton aud several other shat
tering compounds are similar in this respect to 
nitro-glycerine. During the last fifteen years numer
ous attempt^ have been m-ide to displace gunpowder 
for blasting purposes in mines, but hitherto the great 
number of explosives thrown on the market have tended 
to bewilder the miner. This, of course, cannot be 
avoided during a transition period. Gunpowder shots 
have generally been fired with a fuse or straw, but the 
explosive force of gunpowder is nearly doubled when 
fired with a detonating cap. It would appear that none 
ofthe explosives that have been recently introduced 
have been found superior to powder for a rending com
pound fur coal; but for blasting hard rock, powder 
has been left far behind by the shattering compounds; 
and thi. is imt a matter of wonder w h e n w c consider 
that volume for volume tbe stronger varieties of dyna-
amite are seven times the power of gunpowder ; hence 
holes of -mailer diameter m a y often be used with ad
vantage when charged with shattering compounds, and even with holes of equal diameter the risk and danger of a blown out shot can be avoided. A primer is used in firing with roburite or dynamite with the object of raising the temperature ofthe charge suddenly to_ 360° F. by pressure, because roburite and dynamite will only explode at that temperature. Below 

360° F., these compounds only burn at the points 
where heat is present and do not explode. 
AVe will n ow proceed and give the composition of 

the more important compounds n o w in use, and after 
doing -i we will notice the more important features of 
the so-called flameless explosives, The blasting "force of 
each explosive will be given bulk for bulk with gun
powder. 
First, dynamite—there are many varieties : 
Nitroglycerine 7.-.*. 

L _ctions earth 25;. 
100 
Blu.sting force 7. 

Second, nitrated gelatine: 
Nitro-glycerine S6..: 

Soluble •-•un-cotton lOJl 
Camphor 4-. 

100 
Blasting force 4. 

Advantages—It can be stored for long periods with 
out danger of chemical change. 
Third, litho-fracteur: 
Nitro-glycerine 70-

Nitrate of barium..., &;. 
Coul dust *_.;. 
Unctioi— earth 23,5 

100 
Blasting force 5. 

This is a very dangerous explosive to use, as it ex
plodes at a temperature very little above the boiling 
point of water, and it is rapidly falling out of use. 

Fourth, tonite or cotton powder : This is a peculiar 
preparation of gun-cotton, which is granulated and 
made up into cart ridges. Gun-cotton and tonite each 
have an explosive force of 4. 
The following flameless explosives are compounded 

as follows: 
First, carbo-dynauiite, a mechanical roi.xture of: 

Nitro glycerine SO parts. 
Cork charcoal 10 parts. 
Water 10 parts. 

This mixture does not, w h e n immersed for long 
periods of time in water, part with its nitro-glycerine. 
The blasting force is about 8. 
Second, bellite, a binary compound of: 

Denitro-b.iizine 15;. 
Nitrate of ammonia 85; 

100 
Blasting force, about 4. 

Third, roburite, a binary compound of: 
Chlorinated dmitrobenzine 30. 
Nitrate of ammonia 70;. 

100 
Blasting force, about ... 

The following four binary compounds have been 
found to give excellent results : 
First, 

Gun-cotton 15' 
Nitrate of ammonia 85i_ 

100 

Second, 

Dynamite 20v 
Nitrate of ammonia 80 •;. 

100 

Third, 
Dinitro-ben/iue 10;;. 

A m m o n i u m nitrate.., 90-*. 

100 

Fourth, 
Gelatinized Qitro-glycerlue 12;' 
A m m o n i u m nitrate 8&* 

100 

The blasting force for each is about 1. Considerable 
uncertainty and doubt prevails about the behavior of 
the so-called flameless explosives, such as roburite, 
arising from chemical changes that take place during 
the storage of the material. Sometimes on firing, the 
front of the cartridge is exploded, sometimes the 
middle, while tbe other portion of the cartridge remains 
unaffected. It undergoes such a chemical change that 
sometimes on handling it is absorbed by the skin, and 
impairs tbe health of the miners. These facts have 
been taken from actual cases. It would appear, how
ever, according to the evidence w e have been able to 
collect, that the two flameless explosives, viz., 15 per 
cent, gun-cotton and S5 percent, of nitrate of ammonia, 
and 20 per cent, dynamite and SO per cent, nitrate of 
ammonia, promise to be the most satisfactory in use. 

It is remarkable that the dilutants of (lame used in 
these binary compounds render them dilficult to ex
plode; hence roburite requires a very powerful deto
nator. So mu c h is this the case that w e neutralize 
flame in the shot and intensify it in the detonator. 
Notwithstanding these remarks w e believe a flameless 
explosive is n o w within easy reach.—Tale's Chemistry. 

SCIENCE RELATED TO MINING. 

PERCENTAGE OP CLAY IN PAPER. 

In the manufacture of paper a kind of pipe clay is 
used as an adulterant, and if it be interesting for us to 
determine tbe percentage of clay in the paper, we 
should first determine the percentage of earthy matter 
such as lime and potash common to pure vegetable 
fiber, wdien it will be easy to determine the percentage 

of clay present in the paper. N o w let us for a moment 
or two look the matter simply in the face : take in your* 
hands a piece of paper whose weight, after being 
thoroughly dried at the temperature of boiling water, 
is found to be equal to half an mince. If this piece of 
paper be set on fire, intense chemical action will be the 
result, the carbon and hydrogen dements will be burnt 
off, when the ashes only will remain ; and if the ashes 
be now weighed, they will be found to be only a 
small fraction ofthe weight ofthe original paper if the 
original paper consisted of pure fiber. Let us suppose 
that the ashes weighed "01 of an ounce, the percentage 
of ashes in the paper may now be determined as follows: 

•01 X ioo 

*5 
'. per cent, of ashes. 

Before proceeding further in this investigation, let 
us say that, it is not possible to burn a piece of paper 
without observing that the residue consists ofa tinder; 
further it will be noticed that the tinder is exceedingly 
light when contrasted with the unburnt paper. But in 
detcrininiiigthe percentage of ashes in a piece of paper it 
is not difficult to burn off the hydrogen'eleriients, but 
the carbon requires time and great heat, and the use of 
a suitable crucible for its perfect combustion. To make 
this more plain, burn a sheet of paper with printed 
characters on it, when, on tbe tinder, the black marks 
ofthe printed characters will be so distinctly seen that 
the subject matter of the printing may be distinctly 
read. The reason of this is to be found" in the circum
stance that printers' ink is made up of oil and lamp 
black, the carbon element of which is not completely 
burnt, and requires for its complete combustion the 
use ofthe crucible. 

. " PERCENTAGE OE COKE. 

To find the percentage of coke produced by a sample 
of any -coking coal, proceed as follows : Take a slice 
off the face of the seam, that is, take an even propor
tion ofthe whole section, break it up on an iron plate into 
small particles, and then mix it well with a shovel; out 
of this mixture take about 14 pounds, and still further 
beat the last sample very small, thoroughly mix this 
pulverized sample, and out of it take one pound, grind 
it very fine and m i x well, and out of this carefully 
weigh 4 ounces. For the reception of this 4 ounces 
m a k e a shot case with brown paper, into this case 
place the 4 ounces of carefully weighed coal, then close 
the upper end ofthe case ; having done so, procure 18 
inches of iron piping, Flinches in diameter, with an 
iron plug welded into the bottom end. T h e iron tub
ing being properly m a d e m a y be used i'or thousands of 
experiments. Pour a little sand into the bottom ofthe 
tube, then drop iu the cartridge case, which w e will sup
pose to be about 1 inch in diameter, n o w fill up the tube 
and cover the case with sand, then with a pair of tongs 
place this tube with tbe closed end downward in a 
bright hot fire such as m a y be obtained in a house by 
putting up a draught plate. After the tube and its con
tents have been raised to a red beat and allowed to 
remain so for one hour the tube should be lifted out of 
the fire with a pair of tongs and set to one side to cool. 
After it has cooled to a black heat teem the sand out, 
w h e n tliere will he a plug of coke, which, w h e n care
fully weighed, m a y he about 2 ounces and 12 drams. 
Bear in mind this weight is only imaginary, but sup
pose it to be correct, tbe plug of coke will then weigh 
275 ounces; n o w 275 multiplied by 100 and then 
divided, by 4, the weight ofthe coal, the result will be 
the theoretical percentage of coke that the coal can 
produce, whicli in this case will be 
•*•*= ^\- Now this theo
retical percentage will always be in excess of what is 
obtained from tin* coke oven, but by means of the the
oretical percentage you areata!! times able to check the 
waste of the coke burner. 
TO FIND THE PERCENTAGE OF ASH IN COAL OR COKE. 
To determine the percentage of ash in a given sample 
of coal or coke it is necessary to describe tlie process of 
burning off in a platinum crucible about 30 grains of 
powdered coke or coal. Very few of our readers will 
have at their disposal an expensive chemical balance, 
a bunsen burner, and a platinum crucible, we will 
therefore show bow to ash, or determine the percentage 
of ash without this expensive apparatus. Obtain a 
common fireclay crucible (a charcoal crucible i-better), 
which willanswerforordinary purposes. Weigh off care
fully rive ounces of coal or coke, according as you require 
to find the ash in either coal or coke. It mustnextbe 
finely powdered and passed through a sieve of about 
sixty lines to tbe inch. If you are going to find the 
percentage of ash coal, tbe powdered coal must be well 
stirred with an iron stirrer, when the application of 
heat will convert it into porous cinders. The coke 
only requires occasional stirring, butif itis notsttrred a 
film of ashes will cover the top ofthe coke in the crucible, 
and prevent the oxygen of tbe air from acting on it. 
Either coal or coke is quickly ashed by stirring, but 
take care that none of the coal or coke adheres to the 
stirrer. N o w to find the pereenteure of ash proceed as 
follows: Place a crucible in the heart of a hot cinder 
fire, having a draught plate partly covering the top of 
the crucible, to prevent the draught from carrying off 
any of the coal or coke. AVhen the coal or coke is all 
burned off, no black specks will appear in the ashes. 
The crucible must now be covered up and set off at one 
side to cool, after'which the ashes can be carefully 
weighed. The five ounces of coal will be equalto 80 
drams, and let us suppose the ashes to weigh 5 drams, 
Then 

5 X 100 

80 
6"25 per cent, of ashes. 

Now under the best conditions, with a very hot 
fire, it will require two hours to burn off. By this 
process the quickest way to ash is to inject through the 
lid of the crucible a very small stream of oxygen gas, 
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but this involves the use of suitable apparatus. Tbe 
way first described answers very well for persons in 
pursuit of useful knowledge. A nickel crucible can 
be purchased for less than a platinum one. 

PERCENTAGE OF VOLATILE "MATTER IN COAL. 

To^find the percentage of volatile matter in coal, we 
proceed as follows: Having ground up into powder a 
section ofthe seam from top to bottom, it is repeatedly 
ground and mixed until at last 5 ounces is taken, then 
after being carefully weighed, this is put into a cartridge 
case about 1 inch in diameter, the case being properly 
closed is put into an iron tube; a little sand is put into the 
tube, the cartridge case is dropped onto this sand, and 
more sand is then poured in upon the cartridge case 
until it is completely covered, having a clear depth of 3 
inches of sand above the top of the case. The iron 
tube is then put into a hot fire when the tube and its 
contents are raised to a red heat, it is then set to one 
side to cool, and if the sample under notice is that of 
caking coal, the coke is weighed. N o w let us suppose 
that the coke weighed 3} ounces, one and a half have 
therefore been expelled as volatile matter, therefore 

1-5 X 100 _ 

The volatile malter of the coal is therefore 30 per 
cent.; should the coal however, not be coking coal, the 
5 ounces of coal are placed in a small iron tube with a 
loosely fitting lid to allowr for the escape of the volatile 
matter ; the small tube and its lid are now dropped 
into tbe large tube and covered with sand as before, 
and raised to a red heat, and when cool the sand is 
poured off and the inner small tube- carefully- emptied 
and the residue weighed, which will chiefly consist of 
carbon, when tbe percentage of volatile matter may be 
determined as before. To lind the percentage of moist
ure in the coal, carefully grind to powder a sample of 
the section, and after being repeatedly mixed and 
passed through the meshes ofa sieve of 50 or 60 lines to 
the inch, carefully weigh 2 ounces or 32 drachms in a 
saucer or small plate, the weight of which has been 
Erevionsty ascertained ; place this in an oven for one 
our, subjected to a temperature of about 220 degrees 

F., then weigh the saucer and its contents, next place 
the saucer in a moderately cool place (taking care not 
to expose the contents of the saucer to a draught) for 
about 5 or 0 hours, then weigh. Now let us suppose 
the difference in the weights is equal to one drachm, it 
follows then that 

1 X 100 

Carbonic acid gas can be collected with the same 
bottle, and the same mode of proceeding should be fol
lowed, only the air charged with carbonic acid should 
be collected near the floor ofthe seam, unless it was re
quired to determine the percentage of carbonic ai id gas 
in the return current, of tbe ventilation, when the bottle, 
should be filled at the mean height. That is to say, a 
bottle filled with water is taken down the pit with an 
india-rubber bung, having two pipettes with taps pass
ing through it, to fill the bottle the taps should beshut, 
and where it is intended to collect the sample of mine 
air, the water is poured out, and as the water exhausts 
from the bottle, the air to be tested enters and takes 
its place, at this moment, the bung must be tightly 
pressed in and the sample broughtout. If the tapsand 
the bung are perfectly airtight a very interesting experi
ment may be tried at once, on opening one of the taps 
it will be" found that a porlion of the air will rush out 
with great force, proving that the air in the mine is 
more dense than theair at the surface, or that the pressure 
ofthe atmosphere in the mine is greater than the press
ure of the atmosphere at the surface. Now if a strong 
or saturated solution of caustic soda be provided in a 
large jug, and the bottle of mine air with its neck down
ward be lowered into the solution, and the bung with
drawn with the neck below the surface of the liquid, 
the bottle may be set aside for a few hours, when the 
caustic soda will absorb the whole of the carbonic acid 
in the air, and the watery liquid will have risen in the 
bottle to occupy a space equal to the volume ofthe car
bonic acid previously present. Care must betaken to 
reinsert the bung before the bottle neck is withdrawn 
from the liquid, now weigh the bottle and its contents, 
next fill the bottle with the caustic soda solution and 
weigh that, next empty the bottle and weigh it, sub
tract the weight of the bottle from each of the former 
weights, then multiply the smaller weightby 100, and 
divide by the greater weight, tbe result will be the per
centage of carbonic acid in the mine air that has been 
experimented on. 
To make tlie matter still more clear, let us suppose 

that the solution tbat filled the bottle weighed two 
pounds, and let us suppose that two ounces of.the 
liquid entered the bottle after the absorption of thegas. 
N o w two pounds are equal to 32 ounces, therefore, two 
multiplied by 100 and divided by 32, would give tbe 
percentage of carbonic gas present in the air as by tbe 
sample, or in figures, 

2 X 100 a __ , , , . ., 
— — = h'2o per cent, ot carbonic acid 

3*125 the percent- • g^s i° tbe sample of air that has been tested. 

3 of moisture in the coal. 

THE B.-KoM):n;i' ANS OF SEi'CKIM 

In a coal mine there are certain places called goaves, 
which are formed when the coal is taken out, when the 
roof of a seam is allowed to fall. The roof in falling 
does not entirely fill the space previously occupied by 
the coal, but falls irregularly, and the mass of rock, etc., j 
composing tbe roof is neaped up in an irregular man- . 
ner. The-- spaces form reservoirs of gas, because the 
currents of air cannot ventilate them internally, but. 
simply passes by their edges. The barometer is used to I 
measure the pressure of the atmosphere, and the higher 
the reading of the barometer the greater is tbe pressure. 
It is also well known that the volume occupied by a . 
gas is inversely as the pressure which il bears, the 
temperature remaining the same. W h e n tbe barometer 
falls, the pressure of the atmosphere is lessened, and 
hence tbe gas in the goaves expands and pours over the 
edges of the goaf, so to speak, into the places where 
the men are working, ami is liable to be ignited bv a 
naked light or a defective safety-lamp. Gas being 
elastic, it follows that small variations of pressure will 
show themselves on the gas sooner than they can be 
detected on the barometer. I hope these reasons will 
make it clear why warnings to miners should be issued 
in good time, and before any lowering in the height of 
the barometer takes place. The pressure at which gas 
exists in the coal itself is generally so very high that 
the variations ofthe pressure ofthe atmosphere (about 
j lb. per square inch for an inch variation in the height 
of the barometer) will not appreciably affect the quan
tity flowing into the workings of the mine. Hence the 
indications of the barometer in such cases are of little 
value to the miner. However, the state ofthe mine as 
regards ventilation to cope with the extra gas in times 
of low pressure, and discipline to ensure due precau
tions being taken by the officials and workmen, should 
not depend on such unstable quantity as the atmos
phere, but should he such that in all cases it will not 
affect the general safety of tbe mine. 

THE SIMPLEST GAS DETECTOR, 

The gases met with in mines may be experimented 
with in a very simple manner. If the reader procures 
an india-rubber bung with two holes through it for the 
insertion of pipettes, one of the pipettes having a fun
nel on its top, and both of them being made capable 
of opening and closing by means of small cocks, hav
ing procured a bottle of any kind with a neck that an 
india-rubber bung will exactly close air-tight, armed 
with this simple apparatus the most fascinating experi
ment may be performed, if the cocks of the pipettes 
be shut and the bottle filled with water you carry the 
apparatus into the mine, and to obtain a sample of fire
damp the bottle is held in a cavity in the roof where 
gas is known to exi=t, and as the water runs out fire
damp enters the bottle, and by this simple proceeding 
the bottle becomes filled with the gas, before lowering 
the bottle the bung should be pressed tight in, and the 
bottle and its contents may now be carried home for 
experiments; when by pouring water into tbe funnel 
in one pipette the water will press out the gas through 
the cock ofthe other pipette, which may be lighted 
and the inflammability of the gas may be clearly proved. 

MECHANICS IN MINING. 

MAIN AXD TAlL-RnPE HAULAGE. 

John Cowie, an English miner, thus describes main 
and tail-rope haulage : 
This system of haulage is very suitable for seams 

having a varying inclination, where two roads cannot 
be cheaply maintained owing to the nature of the roof 
or floor, and for working branch roads. If may be de
scribed as follows : A single line of tram-rails is laid 
down in the main road, but two lines of tram-rails are 
required at the junction of the branch and main roads, 
one for the full the other for tbe empty cars. The 
cars in large collieries are coupled in trains of from 
forty to ninety, and in small collieries may be as low 
as twenty or even less, the number of cars in a train 
being regulated by the output, size of cars, speed of 
haulape, and length of road. For hauling these trains 
of cars two ropes are required, a main and a tail rope, 
•the tail-rope lieing usually from one-half to three-
fourths the circumference of the main rope. The main 
rope is attached to the first car and the tail-rope to the 
last one. Tbe rope is carried from tbe engine and 
along the plane, either on rollers slung from the roof, 
or cn rollers on the floor ; steel rollers are preferred, 
and are fixed at intervals of not more than ten yards 
apart to avoid unnecessary friction and damage to the 
ropes. The duty of the main rope is to haul the full 
train outbye, with the tail-rope attached to the inbye 
end, and the duty ofthe tail-rope is to haul the empty 
cars inbye with the main rope attached to the outbye 
end ofthe train. A n independent tail-rope is required 
for each branch road, and when the train arrives at 
each branch road, or as is sometimes done before the 
train starts from the shaft, the branch tail-rope is at
tached to the main road tail-rope hy a short length of 
chain and a shackle to allow of a train of cars being 
taken out ofthe branch way. Two drums arc used on 
the engine, one for the main rope and one for the tail-
rope, each drum being mounted on a movable carriage 
so that tbey can be thrown outof gear with the engines 
when required, if the engine is required to haul along 
two main roads, two pairs of drums are put in, all on 
movable carriages, ami each drum is supplied with a 
suitable brake to allow of the speed of the cars being 
regulated when descending an incline, either when go
ing inbye or coming outbye. "When the cars are going 
in a branch road or round a curve, suitable sheaves 
should be put to deflect the cars into their proper 
course. The average 6peed of these trains of cars is 
from eight to ten miles an hour, and the road requires 
to be well laid and packed to prevent accidents. The 
kind of rail used has a great deal to do with the success 
ofthe svstem, and flat-bottomed rails weighing 30 Ibs. 
per vard, with fish-plates at tbe joints and secured to 
ties'by "dogs" or "spikes," the ties being not more 
than three feet apart, are found to give excellent results, 
and are now universally employed. The defects ofthe 
system may be summed up thus : A large number of 
stations are required to work branch roadways, more 
rope is required, there is a greater liability to accidents 
and damage, through the quick speed at which the trains 
are run, greater power is required as the engine has the 

whole work to do in one-third the working day, with a 
consequent increased consumption of fuel owing to the 
friction of the rope on rollers, the brakes, and drums, 
occasioned by the loss of compensatory action of 
gravity on undulating and inclined roadways. 

MECHANICAL QUESTIONS ANSWERED. 

Q. What is a unit of work ? 
A. A unit of work is done when one pound of force is 

exerted through the space of one foot. 
Q, H o w many units of woi k are performed in raising 

a weight of 027 pounds through a space of 290 feet. 
A. The weight in pounds X the distance in feet = 

units of work, then 927 X 290 =. 268,830 units of 
work. 
Q. H o w many units of work are done in lifting a 

weight of 65 tons through the space of 20 yards? 
A. Tons must be converted into pounds, and yards 

into feet. There are 2240 pounds in a ton, then 65 X 
2240 = 145,000 pounds in 65 tons; also there aie three 
feet in one yard, then 20 X 3 = 60 feet in 20 yards, 
now 145,600"X 00 = 8,736,000 units of work. 

Q. What are the units of work in a theoretical horse 
power? 

A. A theoretical horse power is equal to 33,000 units 
of work per minute. 

Q, What must be the horse power of an engine to 
perforin 306,000 units of work per minute? 

A. 396,000 -*- 33,000 = 12 theoretical horse power. 

Q, Water has to be pumped from a depth of 200 
fathoms at the rate of 165 gallons per minute, what 
horse power of an engine will be required? 

A. 200 X 6 feet in a fathom = 1200 depth in feet, and 
a gallon of water weighing 10 pounds, then 165 X 10 = 
1650, also 1650 X 1200 = 1,980,000 -*- 33,000 = 60 
theoretical H. P. 

Q. What is tbe modulus of an engine? 

A. The modulus of an engine is the amount of useful 
work done. 

Q. What is the co-efficient of friction of an engine? 

A. Ibe co-eflicient of friction is tbe amount of work 
lost, by friction on the moving parts. 

Q. The modulus of a winding engine being -4, 
what is lost hy friction? 

A. 1-0 — "4 = '6 or three-fifths. 

Q. The modulus ofa hauling engine being '7, what 
is lost by friction? 

A. F0 — *7 = *.3, or three-tenths. 

Q. The modulus ofa pumping engine being *6. what is 
lost by friction? 

A. Pl) — '6 = '4 or two-fifths. 

Q. The theoretical horse power ofa winding engine 
is calculated to be 650, what will be the useful work 
done by Ibis engine, its modulus being *4? 

A. 650 X '4 = 260 H. P. 

Q. Tbe theoretical horse power ofa pumping engine 
is 720, what will be the useful effect? 

A. 720 X *0 •***= 432 H. P. 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AN
SWERED. 

QUESTION 2.—Asked at the Examination of Candidotes 

for Mine Inspectoi, held ol Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

1S90. 

Upon what does natural ventilation depend ;,is it re
liable, and if not, why not? 

ANSWER.—Natural ventilation depends on a difference 
of temperature ofthe air on the surface, and of that in 
the mine. It is not reliable, because atmospheric 
changes on the surface, due to change of seasons, causes 
the current to reverse, and because on days when the 
temperature of the air on the surface is the same, or 
nearly the same, as that in the mine, there will be no 
currrent. 

QUESTION S— Asked at the Examincdioii of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

j 1S90. 

| Upon what does furnace ventilation depend ; is it re-
i liable as a means of ventilation of mines ? 
j ANSWER.-— Furnace ventilation depends on the heat-
i ing ofthe air in the upcast, thus making it expand and 
become lighter. The colder aii> in the downcast being 
more dense and heavier, will force the heated air to 
rise.and thus produce a current in the mines. Furnace-
ventilation is much more reliable than natural venti
lation, but not nearly as reliable as fan ventilation, 
and besides it is objectionable on account of the great 
number of accidents, underground fires, explosions, etc., 
that can be traced to the use of this method. 

QUESTION 4.—Asked at Ihe Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, jtpril 9, 

1S90. 

Which would you prefer, and why, an exhaust fan 
over the upcast or a force fan over tbe downcast? 

ANSWEI..—This is a question that is still in dispute 
by leading authorities on ventilation, and the evidence 
in favor of each kind of fan is about equal, and tliere is 
no apparent advantage in one system over the other, 
though the standard types of fans are now all exhaust 
fans. 
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QUESTIONS.—Asked at the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, Jield at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9} 

1890. 

Describe black-damp, and give its characteristics, 
how produced, detected, &c. 

ANSWER.—Black-damp is a commoh name for carbonic 
acid gas (Symbol CO.,). Its composition is two atoms 
of oxygen combined with one atom of carbon. One 
thousand cubic feet of it at 32° F. and barome
ter 30 ins. weigh 128"45 lb-.. It is heavier than air and 
therefore lies next the floor. It has neither color nor 
smell, but an acid taste. It is found in large quantities 
amongst the gaseS occluded in some coals ; but is also 
produced in mines by the respiration of men and 
animals, by the burning of lamps, and by the oxidation 
ofthe coal" and other substances. Itextinguishes lights 
and S to 10% of it in the air is fatal to animal life. 
It may be detected by tbe action of the flame of a 
lamp. Small quantities of it will cause the flaine to grow 
dim, and as the quantity is increased the light will 
become smaller, and finally go out. 

QUESIIONG.—Asked at the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held ai Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

1890. 

Describe white-damp and give its characteristics, how 
produced, detected, etc. 

ANSWER.—"While-damp is a common name for car
bonic oxide (Symbol CO). Its composition is one 
atom of oxygen combined with one atom of carbon. 
One thousand cubic feet of it at 32° F. aud ba
rometer 30 ins. weigh 78305 lbs. This gas is the 
result, of imperfect combustion. W h e n a body con
taining carbon is burnt in air, each atom of carbon 
will combine with two atoms of oxygen to form car
bonic acid gas; .but, if there is not sufficient air to pro
vide two atoms, of oxygen for each atom of carbon, that 
is to say, if the combustion ofthe carbon is incomplete, 
carbonic oxide is formed. It has been detected in rare 
cases amongst the occluded gases ; and is also produced 
by the combustion of coke, charcoal, and gunpowder; 
and must, in many cases, be one of the constituents of 
after-damp. It has neither color,taste, nor smell, but is 
exceedingly poisonous; one-half of one per cent, in the 
air, if breathed for long, producing fata! results. It 
does not support combustion, but itself burns with a 
blue, flame forming carbonic acid gas. It is the most 
treacherous gas encountered in coal mines, as the 
victim will be overcome with it before it is possible to 
detect its presence. Mine fires frequently cause large 
areas of workings to fill with it. 

QUESTION7.—Asked at the Examination ejf Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa. April 9, 

1890. 

What is the most effective method of dealing with 
fire-damp in mines? 

A N S W E R , — T h e most effective method of dealing with 
fire-damp is to provide a sufficiently large current of 
air to dilute and carry off all fire-damp generated in the 
mine. 

QUESTIONS.—Asked at Ihe Examination of CandidcUes 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

1890. 

State some essential points in regard to air-courses. 
ANSWER.—Air-courses should be of as large a sectional 

area as they reasonably can be made, the sides should 
be reasonably smooth, and they should be as free as 
possible of short turns, and there should be no obstruc
tions in them. 

QUESTION 9.—Asked at the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

1890. 

State some essential parts in regard to timbering 
main entries? 

ANSWER.-—The timbering of main entries should be 
done in a most substantial manner, if timbering is re
quired. The timber should be sound and of a nature 
that will ensure Ion* life, so that constant repairing 
will not be necessary. 

QUESTION 10.—Asked at the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9 

1890. 

What are the main features of the Longwall system ? 
A N S W E R . — T h e main features of the Longwall system 

of working are, tlie coa! is al! worked away at once, and 
there is comparatively no expensive narrow work. 

QUES'IION 11.— Asked atlfie Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held al Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

1890. 

What are the advantages of the Longwall system over 
room and pillar workings? 

A N S W E R . — I n seams where Longwall work is prac
ticable, a greater percentage of large coal is obtained, 
from 15 to 25 per cent, more coal per acre being won. 
The system is simpler, ventilation easier, and the men 
work with greater safety. 

QUESTION IS.—-Asked at the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April th 

1S90. 

In what proportion will the pressure on the bead of 
an air column have to be increased in proportion to the 
increased length of air-way to force the same quantity 
of air through an air-way 2,000 yds. long, as through an 
air-way 1,000 yds. long?" 

A N S W E R . — A s the perimeter of the air-way remains 
the same, the length only being doubled, the rub
bing surface is doubled. As the pressure varies direct
ly as the rubbing surface, to pass the same quantity 
of air through the 2,000 ft. air-way as through the 1,000 
air-way, will require double the pressure. 

QUESTION 13.—Asked at tlie Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

IS 90. 

Describe tbe water gauge and its use. 
A N S W E R . — T b e water-gauge is used 

to measure the dynamic force of a 
current of air. It "consists ot a U-
shaped tube of equal area through
out. The arms are about six inches 
long, provided with a scale divided 
into inches and fractional parts of an inch, 
so that the difference between the height 
ofthe water in one arm of the tube, and 
that ofthe other may be measured, One 
arm is placed in connection with the air pass
ing in tbe mine by placing the tube A through a 
hole in the brattice or fan casing, while the other is 
opened to the airway from the mine. The difference 
in water-level will indicate tbe drag, or the resistance 
to the air in the mine. 
The weight of one cubic foot of water at 62° F. 

and 30 inches barometrical pressure is 6232102 lbs. 
The weight of one cu. in. is- therefore 62'32102 -A-
1728, or 0036. W h e n the gauge measures one inch, 
the pressure is 0"Q36 X 144 = 5'184 or 5-2 lbs. (nearly) 
to the square foot, 
Example.—If a water-gauge read 0-4'v, what pressure 

would it indicate? 
0*036 X 0*4 X 144 == 20734 lbs. per sq. ft. 

Tlie water-gauge may be used to show the force of a 
current produced by a fan or by a furnace, and hence 
it is very useful as a check to the furnace-man. As it 
tells the amount of resistance to the air in the air 
courses, their state or condition may be inferred. If 
the pressure persq. ft, exerted by the motive column 
be known, the height ofa motive-column may be deter
mined by dividing the pressure per square foot by the 
weight ofa cubic foot of air. 
Example.— What 1. the height ofthe motive-column, 

if the water-gatige reads 0'4", the temperature is 62° 
F., and tbe barometrical pressure is 30"? 
The weight of one cubic foot of air at 62° F. and 

30-" Bar. is 0'07629 lbs? The pressure is 0'036 X 0*4 X 
144 = 2"0736 lbs., and the height of motive column = 

2*0736 
or 27"2S feet. 

T<* find the velocity we use the equation for falling 
bodies, which is 

8"020S Vii 

This equation is based on the principle tbat a body 
falls 16"08, in one second, and that it gains a velocity 
of 32*16 at the end of the first second. Then the 
velocity per second equals 80208 times the square root 
ofthe height of motive-column in feet. -
Example.—Tf the height of the motive-column is 27'28 

ft. the velocity per second is 8'02 X V2T2S or 419 ft, 
These formulae may be arranged as follows : 
Let P — Pressure in pounds per sq. ft. 
Let h = Height of motive-column in feet. 
Let V ~ Velocity in feet per second. 
Then : 

P = 0*036 X water-gauge X 144, 

/ = F 
0'0763 ' 

V ____ 8-02 X ^ h 

These formula?, it must be remembered, are only 
theoretically true, on account of the enormous power 
required to overcome friction. In practice from 10 to 
20 times the theoretical amount of motive-column is 
required to produce the theoretical velocity. To find 
tbe horse power expended in the power required for a 
ventilating current, multiply the quantity of air pass
ing by the reading of the water-gauge, and this product 
by 5-2; divide the result by 33,000. 
The quantity of air passing in an airway is according 

to the sq. root of the water-gauge. 
Thus, if 10,000 cu. ft. is passing per minute with a 

water-gauge of 1 in., 7,071 cu. ft, is passing with a 
water-gauge of 0*5 in., or 

l/po : /ers :: 10,000 : 7,071. 

QUESTION I/f.—Aisled al the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, Iw.ld ai Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

1S90. 

If the water-gauge shows a difference of reading of 
1*2 inches between tbe intake and return of a certain 
portion of a mine, and the anemometer indicates a 
velocity of ten feet per second, size of entries 6 X 8 ft., 
what effective horse power has been expended in the 
ventilation of that part of the mine? 

A N S W E R . — A s the area ofthe air-way is 6 X 8, or 48 
square feet, and the velocity is 10 ft. per second, the 

volume passing equals 48 X 10 X 60 — 28,800 cu. ft. 
Then, according to the rule given in the preceding 

answer, 

28,800 X P2 X 5'2 _ ,... _ „ p 

QUESTION IS.—Asked at the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine In-spect-cn; ibeld. at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

1S90. 

Will the velocity of the ventilating current be the 
greater in the intake or the return, or will they be the 
same, and why ? 

A N S W E R . — T h e velocity will be greater in the intake, 
because there will be a certain proportion of the current 
lost in leakages, and the velocity will be reduced 
by friction against the sides of the air courses. 

QUESTION 16.—Asked at the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

1S.90. 

In a non-fiery mine 500 men are employed, and forty 
mules, the air course is 6 X S ft., give plan, or describe 
in brief your method for the proper ventilation of such 
a mine ? 

A N S W E R . — I would ventilate by fan or furnace, pre
ferring a fan. The mine law7 of Iowa requires a 
minimum of 100 cu. ft. of air per minute for each man, 
and 500 cu. ft. per minute for each mule. Making the 
minimum quantity for the mine (500 X 100) -4-
(40 X 500) =***• 70,000 cu. ft, 
I would endeavor to have an excess of air above 

legal requirements, say 50% more, making the total 
volume 105,000 cu. ft., 1 would divide this into say six 
splits, each having a current of 17,500 cu. ft. per 
minute, which would make the velocity but little over 
6 ft, per second, which is safe in non-fiery mines, and 
I would endeavor to have less than 100 men in each 
split 

QUES1 ION 17—Asked al the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

1S90. 

Explain the use ofthe anemometer. 
A N S W E R . — T h e anemometer is an instrument used to 

measure the velocity of the air current. Biram's ane
mometer is in general use in this country. Each revo
lution ofthe vanes, which is registered on the dial plate, 
corresponds to one foot in the linear motion of the air. 
Then if the velocity per minute is multiplied by the 
sectional area of the air course in which the ane
mometer is placed, the result is the number of cubic 
feet of air passing per minute. These instruments do 
not measure the actual velocity of the air, especially in 
feeble currents, but the result is so nearly correct that 
they answer all purposes. A certain force of air is re
quired to overcome friction and put the instrument in 
motion. The force varies with each and every instru
ment. Some anemometers will continue to revolve in 
a current as low as 30 ft. per minute ; but with most of 
them a velocity of50 ft. is required, and 40 ft. is recom
mended as an average allowance to be made to start 
them. The formula used for true velocities is: 
A" ____ -97 R -b 40. 
W h e n V =• True velocity. 
R =__ Recorded revolutions. 
40 -^ Feet, allowed to start anemometer. 

QUESTION IS.—Asked al the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

IS 90. 

In what part ofa mine should observations with the 
anemometer be taken, and why ? 

ANSWER.—Observations with the anemometer should 
be made both in the intake and the return at places of 
regular sectional area where there are no eddies caused 
by short bends or turns. The succeeding measure
ments should be taken as nearly as possible at the 
same places. 

QUESTION 19.—Asked at the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9 

1S90. 

In the case cited in Question 14, where should the 
reading ofthe anemometer be taken, and why? 

ANS W E R . — B o t h in the intake and the return air 
courses, so as to get the average velocity, and thus get 
an average of the quantity circulating. 

H. Ward Leonard & Co. have received an order from 
W m . Sellers & Co., of Philadelphia, for two 40 horse
power motors for use upon traveling cranes. The 
motors are to be supplied under rigid specifications, as 
to dimensions and performance, but the decision as to 
particular make of motors to be used is left with H. 
Ward Leonard & Co. 
Mr. Leonard is licensing various manufacturing and 

construction concerns under his recently patented 
system of motor regulation. The basis of the license is 
a charge of $2.50 per K. W . (roughly per horse-power) 
in tbe motor. The royalty charge is not an annual 
charge, but is paid once for all in each case. 
Messrs. W m . Sellers A Co. have taken a license under 

Mr. Leonard's patent on this basis, they agreeingto use 
the method upon all electric cranes they build in the 
future, during the life ofthe patent. 
The royalty is so small that the method will ?o 

doubt be rapidly introduced wherever it ia J 
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A Novel Electric Railway for the World's Pair. 

October 7th next, the World's Fair Grounds at Chicago wil1 

be opened to visitors for the inspection of the progressing 
work, and for their accommodation there is being con
structed an electric railway ofa most ingenious and novel 
.character, liaving a capacity of carrying 30,000 passengers 
per hour, witb-the greatest comfurt, convenience, and safety 
The railway department of the Chicago ollice of tbe Thom
son-Houston Electric Company lias closed a contract with 
the Columbian Movable Sidewalk Co., of Chicago, for the 
electrical and steam equipment of the movable sidewalk 
which is now being installed. The mechanical and elec
trical plans and details have Been carefully worked out by 
Mr. G. K. Wheeler, of tbe company, and under his super
vision the entire plant will be installed. 
By the time named above there will have been nearly 

•completed a large number of buildings, and there will be 
much to attract and interest visitors. Tbe electric rail way, 
however, will be one of tbe leading novelties and attraction's' 
This railway will differ from ordinary railways, in that the 
passengers are transported on a movable sidewalk instead 
of by cars of tbe ordinary type. Tbe scheme is the in
vention of the Columbian Movable Sidewalk Company, of 
Chicago, and tbe installation is being constructed under its 
patents. 
The sidewalk is located on the improved and unimproved 

portions of Jackson Park, and is to be constructed on an 
elevated structure 2.3 feet high and 900 feet long, in the 
form ofan ellipse and is to consist of 75 cars, each 12 feet 
long, connected together, making one solid train. There is 
to be constructed two parallel sidewalks, one running at the 
rate of two miles an bom*, the other at four, both walks 
moving in the same direction. Tbe passengers can step 
from the stationary walk to tbe one which moves at the 
rate of two miles an hour, and if it is desired to move at a 
greater speed they can step from this walk to the one run
ning at four miles an hour. The passengers can safely 
walk upon either of tbe movable sidewalks while in motion 
if desired. 
The structure will be illuminated at night by a number 

of Thomson-Houston incandescent lights, and, as tbe 
grounds are to be illuminated with arc lights, a satisfactory 
view can be obtained during the evening as well as during 
the day. 
Three ofthe 75 cars ore to be equipped, with two 15-H. P. 

Thomson-Houston railway motors, each mounted upon 
trucks with wheels IS inches in diameter. As the car plat
form, or sidewalk, is arranged it is perfectly level with the 
stationary walk, allowing the trolley wire to be placed be
neath the surface of the platform, and tbe current taken 
therefrom by means of small trolleys attached beneath the 
car floors. 
The operation of this train of cars will be arranged in a 

novel manner, doing away with the use of motor men, the 
entire train being controlled and operated by one num. 
There will lie constructed at a central point, at une side of 

the track, a controlling station, which will contain a main 
switch, reversing switch, automatic circuit breaker, light-
Ding arrester, ampere meter and rheostats, all arranged so 
that they can be operated by the attendant from that point 
who will have tlie train under perfect control. 
The power for the operation of the sidewalk will be fur

nished by the Thomson-Houston 110 H. P. multipolar com
pound wound railway generator, located in a power bouse 
adjacent to the track Andin connection with said gene
rator there will be placed a suitable switchboard, regulating 
controlling, and indicating devices of the Thomson-Hous
ton Company's manufacture.—Electrical World. 

Accumulator Cars at the Hag-ue. 

Six accumulator cars, says the Electrical Engineer, of Lon
don, are now running from the Hague to tbe Casino at 
Scbevening, a distance of about three miles. The speed of 
running is 12 miles an hour, including stops. The loaded 
car weighs 16 tons ; it is 32 feet long, curries GS passengers, 
and the battery of accumulators weighs 4 tons. The cars 
constructed at Harlem, have two bogies of two axles each. 
Only one bogie is driven, having its wheels coupled to
gether. The axles are connected to the motor by solid 
gearing, and tiie whole weight is carried by tbe axles. The 
motor is supplied by carbon brushes from a battery of 192 
Julien accumulators, weighing 40 pounds each. This bat
tery, when charged, provides current for a run of 45 miles, 
after which tbe cars return for change of cells. The accu
mulators are arranged in eight boxes or drawers, weighing 
half a ton each, placed under the seats. The car is pro
vided with switches and resistances to allow the speed to 
be varied. The changing ofthe sets of cells is carried out 
by the aid of a special mechanical arrangement to allow 
rapid handling. Two sets of turntables and rolling carriers 
are placed at the end of a charging bench. The drawers, 
when taken from the car, slide easily on rollers placed on 
the bench and turntables, the operation of changing requir
ing five minutes. The spare sets of cells are always being 
charged as the others are being used. Tlie connections are 
made with spring contacts arranged so that no mistake can 
occur.' The charging is accomplished by means of Silver-
ton shunt dynamos, with band regulators, giving 60 am
peres at 100 volts. The machine room contains two con
densing steam engines of 210 indicated H. P. each. The 
condensing water is supplied by a siphon from the canal 
three-quarters of a mile away. The installation is com
pleted by a small workshop driven by an electric motor, it
self supplied by a small battery of 70 cells of 66 pounds 
each, which are also used for lighting by means of 10 arc 
lamps. It is intended to settle the question of maintenance 
by the erection ofa small manufactory of battery plates on 
the spot, with a laboratory. 

A N e w Electrical Carriag-e. 

Electrically propelled vehicles are among the many con
veniences which novelists and fiction writers have ascribed 
to future ages, while practical inventors have given their 
attention to subjects that bring them more satisfactory re
sults, such as-street car work, A departure from this line 
of thought is afforded in the electrical carriage invented by 
William Morrison, of Des Moines, la. The motive power 
is obtained from 24 accumulator cells placed under the 
seats, while the motor itself is on the rear axle. The 
winding ofthe motor is so arranged that a reversal of the 
current will cause the carriage to run backward as easily as 
forward, while the steering apparatus is arranged simply 
and effectively. 

This carriage has been in practical operation in the 
streets of Des Moines for some time, and will soon be seen in 
Chicago. 
From the satisfactory results obtained from this mode of 

locomotion Ihe day does not seem so very far distant when 
carriages, as well as other vehicles, will be moving around 
our streets propelled by electric motors that receive their 
current from concealed batteries, and therefore effect a 
furtlier emancipation ofthe millions of animals now per
forming this service. 

Improved Uses of Electricity, 

Dr. Louis Bell recently read an interesting paper before 
the Franklin Institute on "Electricity as the Rival of 
Steain." Tbe author, m the course of bis paper, remarked 
that we must still look upon electricity not in any sense as 
a prime mover, but simply as a powerful and convenient 
means of transmitting power from one point to another. It 
was also to be inferred that only in exceptional cases could 
anything but steam be employed as tbe prime mover. This 
inference was necessary because, up to the time of tbe 
writing of that paper, we had no means of transmitting 
power by water for any considerable distance, five miles 
being the longest'distance of transmission, and even that at 
a very great loss of power. 
Since that time, however, tbe Frankfort experiments have 

shown that electricity may now be transmitted upward of 
100 miles, at a less loss than has heretofore been met with 
in a five mile distance. This fact has added immensely to 
the possibilities ofthe uses of electricity. By this increased 
control over the electric current, it is possible to utilize 
water power from great distances, and streams which have 
heretofore been considered of little or no worth are now re
garded us of great value. Water power may now be 
economically and safely transmitted from any of our moun
tain streams into any or all of our great interior valleys and 
made to do all that steam can do on the spot. Such power 
may be made to light cities, run factories or drive trains of 
cars on our railroads. Power may be "bottled up," so to 
speak, and sent along a hundred miles of wire or more at a 
slight expense, divided up to any desired extent, and made 
to do all tbe work required of any power at any desired 
point. By this means, after a plant is once installed, the 
cost of power will be light—a mere bagatelle of what it is 
now. 

caustic potash, which is dangerous stuff. Apiece of raw 
beef steeped twelve hours in vinegar and then held to the 
wart with rag or sticking plaster is pronounced a sure cure 
in about a fortnight. The needle cure does its work in 
about ten minutes, of course not counting the bealing of 
the sore. It is done by running a darning-needle tlirough 
the middle of tbe wart and holding tbe end of the needle 
in the flame ofa candle. The heat is conducted along the 
steel so as to destroy tbe vitality of the wart, which is not 
so terrible a process as it sounds, nevertheless, as it de
mands a little pluck, I have put it last on the list, and ad
vise having some kind of forceps at band to withdraw the 
hot needle, if required.—Hall's Journal of Health. 

Using- the Teeth. 

The law of deterioration, from disuse obtains with the 
teeth, as well as with other things. The constant and regu
lar use of them in masticating bard food tends to make 
them continually grow harder and stronger, and better 
able to resist the influences that make for decay, while on 
the other hand, living on soft food and neglect of mastica
tion makes them tender, softens tbe enamel and renders 
them easy succeptible to corroding effects. This is some
times especially shown in the case of people after a long 
illness who find their teeth tender and sore when they be
gin to return to a diet, of solid bard food. A dentist, speak
ing on this subject, says: "Some men have healthy teeth 
all their lives, because tbey were given good, hard food dur
ing infancy. That is the period to begin to save the teeth. 
Mothers and nurses give children soft food, utterly ignorant 
in many cases of tbe result. Crusts and hard stuffs should 
be given to children as soon as they can eat them. In 
this way the teeth begin to grow healthy, and gradually 
harden with time and use, Tbe chewing-gum girl gives 
her molars plenty of wholesome and unwholesome exercise. 
But chewing-gum is not especially healthy, because only 
part of the teeth are used, It is jaw exercise more than 
anything else. But in eating bard, wholesome food, all the 
teeth come in contact with tbe substance. Tobacco chew
ing is not healthy for the teeth, because the tobacco is 
generally placed in one location, like chewing-gum, and 
there remains until thrown out. The Southern negroes 
have better teeth than most any race because they use 
them from childhood up in masticating bard food."— 
Good Housekeeping. 

Fresh Air in Winter. 

A W o r d About Coffee. 

Much has been written and printed concerning coffee. 
Cook-books all conlain receipts for preparing it in different 
ways. Every housekeeper considers that coffee is some
thing anybody can make, and therefore she takes no par
ticular pains to make it. It is a fact that on the breakfast 
table of nine out of ten families, where nice cooking in 
other respects is the rule, tbe coffee will be found watery 
stuff, tasting strongly of chicory, or else so black and thick 
as to be undrinkable by whoever is used to the better-made 
article. 
In the city ihe vast majority of housewives buy ground 

coffee at corner groceries. I think the same rule is good in 
the country, for most country stores have their coffee-
grinder. Tbe grocery man's profit is so large on coffee that 
of course it pays him well to grind it. And he can, in 
grinding, adulterate it to so great an extent tbat he would 
prefer to sell his "real -lava" and "real Mocha" ground, 
even if he had to sell at a less price than in the bean. """The 
fact that the price is tbe same, ground or unground, never 
seems to show people plainly bow well it would pay them 
to grind their own coffee. They may be sure the grocery 
man does not do it for love. 
It is not eosy to roast coffee, for it requires mncli close watch

ing, patience, and experience to bring it just to tbe proper 
shade, not burnt, nor yet too light, neither too little nor 
too much, but just right. It can be bought freshly and per
fectly roasted in the larger grocery houses of good repute. 
It is best to buy not more than two pounds of this at a 
time, and it should be closely covered until the last grain 
is used. I have always found that one-third Mocha and 
two-thirds Java make a good combination. This costs 
about thirty-two cents per pound at the larger houses. 
A coffee grinder—agoodone—is worth fifty cents. Tbe 

comfort of tbe good coffee it gives you is worth far more. 
It is true Bridget will nit grind it unless compelled, and if 
she hasn't any coffee but unground to use : but it should 
be made a case of " needs must." If she is allowed to grind 
il over night for use in the morning, it should be put 
into a tightly covered vessel until used. 
I use a coffee-cup full, ground, for a family of five. This 

makes a pound last about a week. Put in an egg-shell, and 
fill the pot about a third full of cold water. When it boils 
hard, add boiling-hot water to the quantity you wish to 
make. When that boils up once, put in a dash of cold 
water, and cover the coffee-pot with a folded towel, and set 
on the back part of tbe stove until you wish to use it. If 
yon pour into a silver urn, be sure to scald tbe urn first, 
that tbe coffee may not be chilled. 
Whoever is used to drinking good coffee, bought and 

made in this way, will never be content with "grocers' 
coffee " again. 
Always buy a grinder to screw against the wall. It saves 

time and temper, and is at hand when it is wanted.— 
Harper's Bazaar. 

Cures for Warts. 

The cures for warts are exceedingly numerous. These 
which follow are given in the order of their ease and acces
sibility; but the needle plan, which comes nearly last, 
bears the palm for speed and certainty : In all cases where 
a solvent is employed, the bard, insensitive crown of the 
wart should be previously pared off, but not so deeply as to 
cause bleeding. And in most cases it is advisable to protect 
the adjacent, skin either with a circle of vaseline or a piece 
of plaster with a hole in the middle which just fits the wart. 
Then apply as often as convenient, either the white juice 
of sow-thistle {sonchus oleraceus), which grows everywhere, 
or the yellow juiceof greater celendine (chelidonium mafus), 
which prefers tbe vicinity of human dwellings ; or tbe ex
ceedingly corrosive, creamy sap of sun-spurge (euphorbia 
hetioscopia), which likes gardens and cultivated fields, 
The next few remedies involve going to a chemist, namely : 
lunar caustic, once or twice a day, glacial ascetic acid. 
salicylic acid and creosote, iodine and carbolic acid, or 

W h y is fresh air, the very breath of our nostrils, treated 
by nine-tenths of us as an enemy, throughout Ibe winter? 
It is as essential to health and life in one season as in 
another, and yet, from November until May, seven-eighths 
of us do our best to barricade our dwellings against it. It 
is impossible to prevent so close a besieger from gaining 
the advantage now and then, but we do what we can to 
make our castles impregnable to the outer air. W e fortify 
our doors and windows with contrivances of all kinds to 
exclude it, and when, through some oversight, it gains 
admission, we exhaust the intruder with overheated stoves 
and furnaces. If we cannot altogether keep it out, we can 
at least poison it when it gets in. 
Afew hundred of us, congregated in an un ventilated 

room, can soon deprive tbe air it contains of its vital 
principle; and were it not that this sleepless enemy out-
-.ide occasionally makes a plunge into tbe apartment when 
a newcomer steps in to assist in the poisoning operation, 
tbe coroners would never have a moment they could call 
their own. As it is, tbe opponents of fresh air keep them 
pretty busy. 
Tlie occupants of tenement houses, by dint of stopping 

up crevices with rags and shutting down the dampers of 
their cracked stoves, so as to prevent tbe egress of the coal 
gas from their dor mi tone-*, provide the malignant typhus 
with " all the comforts of a home," and contrive to put a 
large amount of fees into the pockets of the coroners during 
the inclement months. Self suffocation is quite an "in
stitution " in this community. 
If we cannot.have pure milk, pure flour, pure coffee, or 

pure wine, we can at least have pure air. The Giver of all 
good gifts provides us with that blessing, without money 
and without price. Hut ye fall in with tbe fashons of the 
time and adulterate it. W e poison it and sicken by 
feeding on its unwholesome corpse. Thirty or forty of 
us stow ourselves in a horse-car with all its sashes closed, 
and, having asked the conductor to close both doors, 
there we sit engendering mutual infection. 
Diphtheria, catarrh, lung fever, and consumption are 

often attributed t.i draughts of cold air, but they are more 
frequently caused by stagnant hot air deprived of its 
oxygen. If we "take cold" in consequence of stepping 
out of a room heated to a tropical temperature into an 
atmosphere below the freezing point, tbe primary cause of 
the difliculty is the overheated sealed up room, not the 
healthful open air. 
if we were more in the habit of warming our blood in 

winter with brisk exercise " under the canopy," and less 
inclined to coddle ourselves in all but hermetically sealed 
rooms warmed with hot-air furnaces, we should be a 
healthier people than we are. The winds of heaven are 
hygeian. They should be permitted to circulate freely 
through every dwelling at least once a day. Warm car
bonic-acid gas is not good for the lungs, but cool o.xygen 
is. Let us ventilate !—New York Ledger. 
Why all Milk Should be Boiled. 
A French physician at a seance of tbe Academy of 
Medicine dwelt upon the dangers of using cows' milk 
uncooked, He described the case of a young woman 
twenty years of age who had tubercular inflammation of 
the brain. On inquiry it was found that she had been 
educated in a convent, in which thirteen scholars bad been 
stricken down with tuberculosis during the preceding four 
years, and evidently this was where she contracted the 

Extended inquiry elicited the fact that the cow from 
which the supply came bad been driven every morning to 
the convent to be milked. When killed she was found to 
be suffering from advanced tuberculosis, and from her, 
undoubtedly, the unfortunate girlstook tbe disease tbat 
destroyed them, 
If tbe disease has not far advanced it is never easy to 

detect tuberculosis in a cow, and there is good reason for 
the belief tbat very many cows that are in good condition 
and seemingly sound and healthy are yet suffering from 
this malady. Considering also the fact that rigid inspec
tion of cows is seldom practiced, it is very evident that 
safety can only besecured by the observation of one rule, 
namely, boiling tbe milk. 
If a person keeps an apparently healthy cow, feeds it well 

and otherwise cares for it judiciously, it would seem that 
he had nothing to apprehend from the milk. And yet 
his cow might be ailing and he not know it. Hence 
milk should always be thoroughly boiled, no matter where 
it comes from. 
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University Extension. 

There is a new thing under the sun. The thing that bath 
been is that the universities of all lands have been for the 
benefit of the few. The thing tbat is ami shall be, in a 
rapid ratio of increase, is tbe extension of the resources ol" 
these great institutions for the benefit ofthe many. 
The movement is new. Yet it is eighteen years old in Eng

land. It is but an infant of months in America, and of days 
in Prance. Because it is so new and young its history is inter
esting, and tbe promise of its future is derived from its com 
paratively brief but vigorous life The seeds of its origin 
and growth are already town in Philadelphia and in Boston 
and in the gerniinant and springing soilol our own expand
ing universities. Tliere is every reason to expect that the 
movement will grow more rapidly here than in the mother 
country. 
That a higher education may become thepossession ofthe 

people at large may well be the earnest prayer of all who 
believe in Democracies, and hi the solution under American 
conditions of the problems that confront all the nations. 
Young men are the leader- in forwarding the movement, 
and young people are the materials composing it. A 
definition of ii- aim, history, and method is desirable. 
University exten>iuu rcvi-r--.es the old way. It takes tbe 
teacher to the student in a transient, an itinerary way, in
stead of bringing the student to the teacher as a resident 
for a term of years. Since the child cannot come to David 
for mutual advantage, David goes to the child, and the es
sential object is secured. Hence the movement aims at 
universal higher education. 
Tbe phrase "University Extension" originated in Eng

land and at Oxford as far back us 1850. The movement 
started at Cambridge at 1873, and its founder was Hon. 
James Stuart, then a me in ber of Parliament. Oxford and 
Cambridge, therefore, tbe two great universities of England, 
notwithstanding their conservatism, have taken the lead 
in popularizing their institutions and the education which 
they exist to promote. The idea has been accepted by all 
the universities ol Great Britain and by many in America. 
The growth ofthe movement now covers IS years. Experi
ence can be giveu—valuable experience. Results have been 
attained which demonstrate beyond controversy the feasi
bility ofthe scheme, and the development of it in manifold 
ways. England, Scotland, Ireland, France. Australia,India 
and the United States are adopting it. The London Secre
tary says: "There are signs that work on similar lines is 
about to be established in various countries on the Con
tinent of Europe." 
The audiences secured have been variable as to sex, age 

and occupation. Afternoon lectures have been Attended 
chiefly by women. Both sexes and all ages have been se
cured at evening lectures. Elementary teachers, business 
and professional men, college graduates pursuing special
ties have not bfen wanting. 
Tbe wage earning class have been largely represented. 

Proofs have l-ecu fiiciii-lu-il. numerous, pathetic, and grati
fying that many (idlers are devoting, and are eager to de
vote, their evenings and their holidays and half-holidays 
to intellectual pursuits. This is especially true of the labor-
reform leaders. 
Summer sessions at Oxford and Cambridge have been 

held in recent years, and those of the present year have 
been the best of all. as regards attendance, interest and 
profit. This phase of tbe movement, like the movement 
itself, originated in an incidental way. 
In tbe summer ofIH84, two miners, students at extension 

centers in Northumberland, were spending three days at 
Cambridge, on avisil tooneof the lecturers. As tbe visitors 
were conducted by their hosts through the beautiful library 
of Trinity College, and the spell of its beauty was upon 
therm, one said Tn the 1 ither , " Oh, that it were possible for 
some of our student-, to come up for a -'bort lime to work in 
Cambridge and see all this for themselves ! " 
A plan was devised for bringing students to the Univer

sity for a short summer term. Subsequently tbe same 
scheme was adopted at Oxford. C_n_.bridgo was invited 
and welcomed tbe belter students di-eovcred in tbe winter 
sessions throughout England, Oxford has popularized the 
scheme, practically for the benefit of all comers.—Frank 
Leslie's Weekly. 

The Moon's Place in Nature.' 

Science asserts that tbe moon shines with a borrowed 
light—a light reflected from the sun. Science also asserts 
that the _.1,000,000 miles of space between tbe sun and moon 
is utter darkness; tbat the moon is dead, having 110 atmos
phere, no water, no clouds, no life in any form; and that 
it is a stupendous cinder pitted with countless craters of ex
tinct volcanoes. Contradictory and incongruous as tbese 
theories are none the less are they universally accepted 
to-day. 
But science is fallible, and such inconsistencies must lead 

to the grave result of rendering suspicious all our theories 
pertaining to the universal space and its contents. To add 
to the distrust tbese theories awaken, itis now found that 
the telescope which hitherto has furnished the basis of our 
present conceptions of the moon, is not te be relied upon. 
Prof. Holden, the astronomer in charge of the new Lick 
telescope, the largest in the world, says of that instrument: 
" There is no object in tbe heavens which we must not ob
serve as if viewed for the first time. It has opened a new 
vista of the creation. It compels us to learn everything 
anew. Even the most familiar of supposed facts revealed by 
other telescopes, as of the moon, for example, are found in 
this great revelator to be not facts hut errors." 
That the moon receives something from the sun which 

freely passes through the darkness and cold of space, and 
wliich is sent onward to the earth by reflection, is unques
tionable, na is also the additional fact that our atmosphere 
is awakened to its beautiful moonlight effects by this re
flected current. 
Although scientists make no pretence as asserting tbe 

presence of any element or substance in tbe composition of 
the moon which is capable of producing actual reflection, 
yet, nevertheless, it is legitimate to infer that the moon has 
a medium which possesses reflecting powers adequate to all 
supposed necessities. Tbe question then arises, what is 
that reflecting medium'.' Tbe answer is drawn from 
analogy. 
No one will claim that the dead, dull body of the moon 

which science depicts is capable of reflecting the currents 
which it receives from the sun. It is now demonstrable 
that electrical currents, both instantaneously and incessant
ly, come from tbe sun to the earth,.and, through tbe resist-
•By Henry Raymond Rogers, M. D., Dunkirk, N. Y., read before the Chautauqua Society nt History and Natural Science. 

ance offered by our atmosphere, become awakened into | 
dazzling light and burning heat. Only an atmosphere is | 
capable of thus reflecting tlie sun's vivifying currents. W e , 
may therefore legitimately infer that atmospheres are Indis- 1 
pensable to visibility in all words ; and that a moon with
out an atmosphere would not be visible. The same is 
equally true of the sun itself. Inferentially, therefore the 
moon possesses an atmosphere, with all the comitants of an 
atmosphere, viz.: beat, light animal life ami intelligence, 
vegetable and mineral life, the property of reflection of 
great cosmical currents, etc. 
Direct electrical sun cu: rents come through tbe darkness 

and cold of space and develop atmospheric light and heat 
at the moon, as well as at the earth; and iu either case 
tliere is reflection, making each a moon for the other. 
Such electrical sun-currents reflected from the moon to the 
earth, develop in the earth's atmosphere its beautiful moon
light, therefore, instead of Ibe moon being dead, it is 
undoubtedly another world of activities like unto the earth. 
The moon; awakened out of its Rip Van Winkle obscurity 

to which science hitherto lias succeeded in relegating it, 
henceforth should be accorded a moie just and honorable 
position among tlie members ol Ihe celestial family. 
A Non-Sinkable Ship. 
A Massachusetts inventor has devised a double-hulled 
ship, with compartments so arranged and constructed that 
it supplies, be asserts, a mathematical certainty against 
sinking. Between the outer and inner shells of the vessel 
is a scries of longitudinal compartments, to be filled with 
water, and emptied by the vessel's pumps for ballast; and 
about this section, on either side, and rising to the lull 
height ol" tbe vessel's sides, is a series of chambers filled 
with small air-tight tanks, their capacity being figured in 
excess of tbe known displacement ol the ship and cargo. 
Thus, a cubic foot of air has a perfect supporting capacity 
for a known weight. Itis claimed that with a supply of 
air in these tanKs of 2-"> per cent, above that required bv the 
formula, nothing -bort id' fragmentary destruction could 
sink a vessel. Any probable collision, the penetration ofa 
shot, or the explosion ofa torpedo, wuuld injure only a small 
proportion of tlie tanks, the rest performing their work 
eosilyand safely, thus rendering the vessel nonsinkable, 
the only sacrifice involved in the arrangement being a de
creased carrying capacity. 

Effects of the Keeley Treatment on the System. 

The effect of Dr. Keeley's treatment forintemperance, or 
dipsomania, as itis called, is thus described by one who 
took a course at one of Ins institutes : 
After tbe acute symptoms of alcoholism had passed away 

I could recognize and study the symptoms induced by the 
use of tbe " gold cure," and by carefully collating tbe facts 
given to m e by a number of patients I am able to state tbe 
effects of the Keeley remedies to be generally as follows ; 
Marked increase of appetite, improvement in digestive 

capacity, the functions of (he mind became more active, 
a state of cheerfulness was induced, and* a general feeling of 
"well being" was experienced. 
These symptoms were in all probability produced by tbe 

bi-chloride of gold. I noted other symptoms tbat were 
due, no doubt, to tbe presence of other drugs used in com
pounding the medicines. For instance, dryness of the 
mouth, throat, and larynx, ns well 11- nf the lips, increased 
action of the heart, a rise of blood temperature, a redness 
of the skin, with a slight rash, not distinctly punctated, 
dilation oftbepupil of theeye dimness of vision, confusion 
of sight, slight vertigo, unsteadiness of gait. All these last 
enumeiated symptoms may be accounted for by tbe use of 
atropine in tbe preparation of the " gold, cure." So, too, 
the presence of strychnine maybe assumed from the fol
lowing named symptoms: Increased appetite, increased 
digestive power, nervous twitch ings, dilated pupils, etc. It 
is well known that strychnine isavaluable remedy in cases 
of gastric catarrh and morning vomiting common to 
drunkards ; tbnt the poor appetite, the feeble digestion, the 
nervousness and tremblings which follow Ihe withdrawal 
of stimulants, are alleviated by small doses of Ihe tincture. 
There may also be cinchona in the mixtnrn or-alkaloid 
quinine which is frequently used as a remedy in cases of 
gastric catarrh. The some may be said of arsenic. The fluid 
extract of coca or even cocaine in some form may account 
for tbe reeling of cheerfulness and of «cll being that takes 
possession of the mind after using the Keeley remedies. 
This particular symptom may, Iiowever.be due solely to 
the bi-chloride of gold lot* as is well known Ins preparation, 
or rather tbe chloride of gold and sodium, is highly 
recommended by some of the highest medical authorities 
as a valuable remedy in cases ol'melancholia, hypochondria, 
and allied states accompunied hy mental depression. 

appeared a cluster of coiiii al heaps, from Ihe tops of which 
rolled out vulunic-oi MILike. Though tbey seemed not 
bu-j-cr tban ants1 nests tbey were probably two hundred 
feet high. Tbe crags v, hich formed the rude wall of the 
water oil the opposile side looking like a low ledge of 
rocks ; but, as wc followed it, wilh the eye. lo the left and 
then to the right, we found it apparently rising in eleva
tion, until we realized tbat it was equal to the immense 
perpendicular precipice on the edge of which we were 
walking. 
Although tbe volcano was comparatively in a state of 

repose, that is, Exhibited no extraordinary phenomena, 
and gave no symptom of an eruption or emission of lava, it 
was evident that an immense mass of tire was in active 
operation in the bowels ot the mountain and far down in 
the earth ; for there was a surface rd'melted lava, extending 
a great distance across tbe immense cauldron, in constant 
and violent undulation, and as red as blood. Tbe heat 
must have been intense and equal in all parts; for no 
part ofthe surface was hardened orof a duller color, except 
along the extreme edges where the process of cooling 
seemed to be slowly going on. All the rest was one vast 
sheet of fluid, red-bot matter, tossed up in waves and 
whirled in eddies by fresh streams continually thrown up 
from below. Sounds of a peculiar and indescribable kind 
rose from one part and another, as tbe boiling became 
more violent here and there, or when a new surge rolled 
over the glowing surface until it dashed at the foot of the 
awful precipices, which impended over the the gulf at every 
point of its boundary. 
There was a generalsound continually in tbe air, like the 

roar of a distant cataract, which was causedby the com
bination of a thousand various noises, made by tbe crack
ing and crushing of half-cooled lava, the tumultuous 
swelling and rolling of the fluid masses, the issuing of 
steam and the rushing of air in the currents formed by tbe 
heat. But now and then one of ihese noises would, sud
denly he heard very near us, at the fm.it of the precipice 
beneath our feet, or among the racks just below us ; and 
sometimes a deafening roar would burst from tbe surface 
of the boiling lava, which would drown every other sound, 
arrest our attention, and draw our eyes to the spot where 
clouds of vapor or jets of shining lava would rise into tlie 
air, with shrill whistlings and sullen bcllowings, like the 
most appalling thunder.—Neiv Tori; Ledger. 

Importance of Parental Authority. 

There is a growing tendency among professional reform
ers and humanitarians to extol kindness as the chief ele
ment—as, in fact, the very mainspring of every kind of 
government. Tbey would suppress all exercise of power, 
and, instead of firmly enforcing obedience, they would 
merely solicit tbe submission of those who are prone to dis
regard the law ami defy authority. 
This is a pernicious theory. Unquestionably, tbe func

tion of government should be pervaded with a spirit of 
genuine kindness; but kindness alone will not govern law
lessness, nor will it even restrain either children or men 
from refractory behavior when their passions are aroused. 
In order to command the obedience of those w h o m it is 

necessary to guvern, there must be force, authority, power. 
There must be in the mind of the party to be governed a 
full conviction that ihe power of tbe other party is superior 
to his own ; that there is in the party claiming obedience an 
ample reserve of power fully adequate to enforce tbe claim. 
The more complete this conviction, the less occasion there 
will be for the exercise of Ihe power. 
The-value of kindness should not be underrated in any 

system of government, whether in the household, the 
school, or in civil society. But kindness is not tlie basis 
of govern men t. Obedience is yielded to authority, and 
authority is based on right and power. The child who 
complies with his father's wishes only because his parents 
have " reasoned " with him, or who has been wheedledin-
to compliance by petty bribes and promises, basnot learned 
that doctrine of obedience which lies at the foundation of 
all government, human and divine. God lias given to the 
parent the right to Ihe obedience of his children, and tbe 
power to enforce it. That parent has failed in his duty 
who has not trained his child, not only to love him, but to 
obey him, in the strict sense of the word ; that is, to yield 
his will In the will of a superior from a sense of ap-
poinled subordinalion and rightful authority. 
This sense of subordination and of obedience to appointed 

and rightful authority is ofthe very essence of civil govern
ment, and ihe place where it is to be first and chiefly 
learned is in tbe household. To teach ibis is a main end of 
the parental relation. The parent who fails to teach it fails 
to give his child Ihe first element of good citizenship, and 
leaves him often to be in after years the victim of bis own 
uncontrolled passions and tempers. Tbe want of a proper 
exercise of parental authority is, in Ibis age of Ibe world, 
one ofthe most prolific sources of those frightful disorders 
that pervade society and thai threaten to upturn the very 
foundations ofall civil government.—New York Ledger. 

Tobacco as an Antiseptic—Bacilli S u c c u m b to Treat

ment With the Weed. 

A Visit to Mauna-Loa, in the Sandwich Islands. 

I had seen Vesuvius, .Etna, and many of the burning 
mountains in Central America; butl had an unconquer
able desire'to see tlcit of which I bad hearn such wonders, 
Mauna-Loa. And after arriving at the Sandwich Islands, 
I was not long in forming a party for the excursion. The 
way was toilsome ; but the fatigue which it produced was 
forgotten when I stood upon the edge of tbe crater, and 
first cast m y eyes into the immense abyss that yawned 
below. 
The view of Vesuvius had atlccted nie deeply, and tbe 

crater appeared to m e the most gloomy gulf I could imagine, 
being, perhaps, at the time of m y visit, about a quarter of a 
mile in circumference, and so filled with smoke that the 
lower parts were concealed from view. The crater of JEina 
I found to be two or three times larger; and I contem-
pated it with greater admiration, mingled with awe 
and even fear. Can the reader imagine tbe two objects, 
in their real and relative magnitudes? Let him then fancy 
that another opens before him, of double the size of-Etna, 
then one twice the size of that. Then, instead of a crater 
two or three miles in circuit, let him imagine one with a 
circumference of twelve mites ; and then he has before him 
Mauna-Loa I 
Tbe edge or border of that immense gulf, though some

what irregular and broken, allowed us room to stand and 
walk from point to point without much inconvenience. I 
was engrossed with tbe scene, so numerous and striking 
were tbe objects discovered, as I moved from place to 
place. 
Twelve miles in circuit! W e could scarcely realize the 

immense extent of the gulf below us. In one place 

It has long been a popular opinion that tobacco is an an-
: tiseptie, and this belief teems to have some basis of fact. 
Professor Vincenzo Tas-sinari, of the Hygienic Institute of 
tlie University of Pisa, recently made some very interesting 
experiments on tbe supposed germicidal virtues of tobacco 
smoke, which seemed lo show that it really hod a destruct
ive action upon the growth of bacilli, those minute organ
isms which ore said to be Ibe cause of a vast number of 
bodily ills that flesh is heir to. Professor Tassinari ob
served the action ..f the fumes upon seven different kinds 
of bacteria—tbe so-called cholera bacillus, the cattle dis
temper bacillus, the pus coccus, the Finkler-Prior bac
terium, the typhus and pl euro-pneumonia bacillus, and 
the blue pus bacillus. 
Wishing to imitate as closely as possible the processes go

ing 011 in a smoker's mouth, the professor passed tobacco 
fumes tlirough a horizontal tube into a receptacle kept 
moist by damp cotton wool, which contained also a colony 
of bacilli. Tbe result showed that the smoke retards the 
growth of some kinds of bacilli, and absolutely prevents 
the growth of Others. Tbe tobacco experimented with was 
tbnt which is used in making the large Cavour cigar, much 
favored in Italy, and it was proved that its fumes retarded 
the growth of pus bacilli by seventy-two hours, and of 
cattle distemper bacilli by one hundred hours, while they ab
solutely arrest the growth of the so-called cholera and 
typhus bacilli. If Professor Tassinari's results may be re
lied upon, it is evident that not only is tobacco not the 
deadly enemy of m a n — a m i it singular with what eagerness 
man takes fo so main of hi*, deadly enemies—but in many 
Instances it is his giral friend, not only by way of solace, 
but 11- a warder off ann destroyer of deadly germs that in
sist on colonizing his body and turning it to their own 
uses— sill the Year Round. 
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C R U S H E R A N D PULVERIZER. 

No. 458,638. ROBERT MCCULLY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Patented Sept. 1, 1891. The grinding or crushing is done 
between two plates E. which are reciprocated lengthways 
in opposite directions by eccentrics on tbe driving shaft C. 
The plates are faced with corrugated jaw plates G. These 
have large corrugations on the upper half, for crushing ; 
and tbe lower half is provided with Hat faces g', separated 
by square edged grooves g'x g'\ for pulverizing. The plates 
E are inclined towards each other aa shown in the cross 
section, and tbey are supported on rollers bl on the heavy 

rods b, near each end. These rods ore held in brockets B 
at each end ofthe machine, and the brackets can be moved 
up or down in suitable slides, by the screws shown. By 
lowering the brackets and Ibe main plates E, the grinding 
faces are brought closer together, and vice versa. A gang 
of rollers P is provided between tbe back of each plate E and 
the side ofthe housing plates A, to relieve the friction. The 
material to be crushed is fed iuto the hopper K, and wdien 
itis ground it falls out from the lower edges of the grinding 
faces G. 

PLASH STEAM GENERATOR. 

No. 461,985. EDWIN REYNOLDS, BROOKLYN, N. Y. Pat
ented October 37, 1891. The generator consists, principally, 
ofa spiral coil of iron pipe D, which is flattened, as shown, 
leaving a narrow space for the passage of water and steam. 
The pipe is usually lined with copper to prevent corrosion 
and consequent stoppage of the passages. Water is pumped 
into the outer end of the coil, and it partly fills tbe tube. 

'_ formed rapidly in the upper part of the tube and 

s out into the drying box E. Here the water carried 
along by the rush of the steam is separated ond runs off by 
the pipe t1 and the steam passes out tlie pipe c1L. Heat is sup
plied by the burner F, wiiicb is made to use gas or oil. The 
casing is composed of two spherical shells, A and B, between 
which passages are made for tbe admission of air to the 
burner, and for the escape of the products of combustion. 
By this device much ofthe waste heat is used to heat tbe air 
supply, thus adding greatly to the effectiveness of the 
burner. 

CAR TRUCK. 

No. 461,680. CHARLES W, HUNT, WEST NEW BRIC HTON, 
N. Y. Patented Oct. 20, 1891. Figure 1 is a side view, and 
Fig. 2 is a top view of this improvement. The axle boxes 
C are of any common construction and are suspended by 
swing links I to the car or truck frame. They are connected 
by links N to a cross lever M which swings on a king bolt 
4. The flanges ofthe wheels are reversed and are formed on 
the outer edge of the wheel, contrary to the common prac
tice. When a pair of wheels rigidly fastened to their axle 
pass around a curve tbe inner wheel must slide back some
what, and the outer wheel must slide ahead corresponding 
ly. In the common construction the flange of the outer 

cushioning can be easily adjusted. The casecontainingthe 
spring is attached to a bead B11 which is fastened to the 
machine by bolts Bl, shown in tbe top view. As there are 
two pairs of rollers G, the drill makes two strokes for each 
revolution ofthe worm wheel G1. 

APPARATUS FOR TESTING MINE GAS. 
No. 460,683. THOMAS SHAW, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Patented Oct. &', 1891. This apparatus is all mounted on one 
base which is provided with handles for convenient moving 
about. It consists of an air pump i\m\ gus pump combined 
so as to work in harmony, and deliver any desired mixture 
of air and gas: a com bust ion tube for burning suspected air 
and comparing it with air carrying a known percentage of 
gas; also an explosion tube for similar purposes; and a 
test tube for noting the present* of carbonic acid or choke 
damp. 
The air cyliuder A is provided with a piston and a stroke 

indicator W . The cylinder B also has a piston, and serves 
for pumping gas. The air piston is connected to the end of 
the beam G, but the gas piston is connected to a sliding 
block which can be set at any graduation along tbe beam, 
thus securing any desired proportion between the air and 
gas pumped at the some stroke. The valve I. which con
trols the connections to the air and gas supplies is reversed 
automatically at each stroke of the beam, and the aiT and 
gas are brought together in a small injector or mixer Q, 
from whence they pass to the burning tube X or the ex-

wheel grinds against tbe outer rail and retards the wheel, 
but in this invention the flange of the inner wheel grinds 
against its rail, thus retarding the wheel that should be re
tarded. The resulting drag ofthe inner wheel acts through 
the links N and lever M to crowd the outer wheel ahead. 
This action helps the axle to assume a position radial to 
the curve. By this improvement, ears of considerable 
length and of very narrow gauge (L'lA inches in practice) can 
be used, and tbey will pass around curves of very small 
radius with great freedom. 

MINING MACHINE. 
No. 459,596. ELMER A. SPERRY. CHICAGO. III. Pat
ented Sept. 15, 1891. This machine is driven by an electric 
motor. The armature II carries a worm 2. whicli rotates 
the wheel G1. This wheel runs on a standing spindle L1 

which is fastened in the sides of tbe main frame A and it 
carries four rollers G on two pins 3 and 4, two rollers being 
on one side of tbe wheel and two on the other. The drill 
rod D has a cross bead D1 on its inner end, which carries a 
U shaped bar Pl having the ends P" turned up as shown in 
Fig. 3. Tbese lingers F" are caught by the rollers G as the 
wheel revolves, and the drill rod is drawn back until the 
parts are in the position shown in Pig. 2, and thespringC11 

is strongly compressed, Asthecenterof the roller Gpasses 

plosion lube Z, as determined by tbe switch K. Whenitis 
desired to pump air directly from the pipes which extend 
into the working chambers of the mines, the cylinder B 
and its beam connection are moved back to the fulcrum of 
the beam so that its piston makes uo stroke. Then the 
cyhnder A is connected tothe pipes and the mine air is 
pumped into the tubes X and Y and its explosiveness is 
noted. 
To test for carbonic acid, the air piston is raised to tbe 

top of its stroke ; then the delivery tube is connected to a 
glass tube containing lime water. The air piston is moved 
slowly downward and as the suspected air bubbles up 
through the lime water it becomes milky. By noting tbe 
stroke of the air piston necessary to produce a certain de
gree of milkiness in the lime water, the percentage of choke 
damp is readily ascertained. 

C O A L DRILL. 

No. 462,199. WILLIAM BCLLI/CK, CENTRALIA, PENNA. 
Patented Oct. 27, 1S91. Figure 1 shows aside view of the 
drill and wedge bar, Pig. 2 show, a section lengthways, and 
Fig. 3 shows an improved clamping device. The feed screw 
C is made of gas pipe, threaded ou the outside, and it feeds 
through a clatnp nut C'1 which is made in halves hinged to-

A-" « 
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above Ihe end ofthe finger Fu, the linger crowds under the 
roller and suddenly forces tbe roller and tbe whole wheel 
forward to the position shown in dotted lines, thus releas
ing the drill rod very promptly. This is i>rovided for by 
mounting the worm 2 on a feather in the armature shaft, 
so that wben the wheel G1 jerks forward, the worm can slide 
along the shaft far enough to accommodate it. The spring 
I immediately returns the worm to ils bearing against tbe 
end of the journal box. The drill rod D is provided with 
a piston D11 which enters an air trap or clash pot E, near 
the end of the stroke and cushions the blow in case the 
drill does not strike the coal. This dash pot is provided 
with a pet cock, by whicli tbe amount of resistance or 

gether in the usual manner. The drill or auger E passes 
through the inside of the pipe C, and is held firmly by a 
clamp D at the front end of the tube, so as to turn with it. 
When the auger has penetrated the coal until the clamp D 
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strikes the face, tbe clamp is loosened and the nut C1 is 
opened, 1 bus permitting the feed screw to be drawn back 
over the auger as faros desired, Tbe nut and clamp are 
then closed and tbe boring is continued. Tbe auger is thus 
virtually lengthened, and a deep bole can be bored with a 
comparatively short drilling apparatus. 

HIGH P R E S S U R E HOT-AIR M O T O R . 

No. 459,501. AUGUST J. VENTZKI, GRAUDENZ, GERMANY. 
Patented September IS, 1891. When at work this engine has 
compressed air at high pressure on both sides of tbe work
ing piston. By compressing the air thesame results are got 
as would be obtained by using the same air at atmospheric 
pressure in a correspondingly larger cylinder. By this 
means the dimensions of tbe machine are brought within 
convenient limits. The power piston H is attached to tbe 
lever 6 and rock shaft d, and outride the casing another arm 
on the rock shaft (not shown) drive- a crank and fly-wheel 
by an ordinary connecting rod. On the other end of the 
fly-wheel, shaft 2, is a crank .'>, \\ huh is suitably connected 
to move the shifting plunger F. This plunger [its closely but 
does not touch the lining E, which is composed of copper 
netting. A small space is left between the lining E and 
fire-pot B, through which the air passes to and through the 
regenerator C. At the beginning of the stroke the air in 
the fire-pot B is expandedby the beat, and the power piston 

is forced upwards, but just before it reaches the top of its 
stroke the plunger P is moved rapidly downward, thus 
shifting the air in the Iii c--p.it lo tbe space under tlie piston H, 
In passing tlirough the regenerator C. which is composed 
of agreat number of thin metal plates, tbe air parts with a 
great part of its heat to the rege erator plates and is there
by contracted. It is further cooled by contact with tbe 
sides of the power cylinder, which are cooled by a water-
jacket Iv. The compressed air contained in the space 0 
above the piston was compressed still more by the rise of 
tbe piston, and when tlie air below the piston is cooled by 
tbe regenerator, it helps lo drive tbe piston in its downward 
stroke. The working charge of air is quickly shifted to 
tbe fire-pot by the quick rise ofthe plunger F, and as it passes 
down tlirough the regenerator it takes up tlie heat it left 
behind in its upward passage, thus partly expanding it pre
paratory tothe next stroke Where the rock --bafts pass out 
ofthe casing through stuffing boxes the shafts are sub
merged iu oil, which is much easier lo retain tban com
pressed air. 

COAL CONVEYOR. 
No. 460,643. THEODORE TL LEWIS, BOSTON, MASS. 
Patented Oct. *•', 1S91. The common conveyors when lowered 
into the hold ofa vessel will burrow in tlie coal in one spot, 
just under tbe hatchway, and shoveling must be resorted to 
in order to bring the coal lying near the sides of the vessel 
to tbe conveyor. In this apparatus three conveyors are 

used, two of which are feeders to ihe main one. The frame 
ofthe main conveyor is hinged as shown in Fig. 1, audit can 
be swung crosswny*** of a vessel as for as the hatchways will 

permit. The two feeders 2 und 3, in Fig. 2, are bung in a 
frame which is swiveled on tlie end of the boom P, Fig. 1. 
The sprocket wheels of both are geared together, and they are 
driven by a rope belt from an engine on the dock. Both 
have handles 4 and 5 at the lower end by which they may 
be extended sideways as far as desired. Tlie feeding con
veyors being bung on a swivel may be turned partly 
around, and be made to gather up the coal in almost any 
direction, and tbey may be raised or lowered bv means of 
the hinged boom P, which is operated by the rope an J 
windlass shown. 

PUMPING ENGINE. 
No. 462,061. JAMES POLLOCK, WILKES-BARRE, PA. 
Patented October 27, 1891. The object of this invention is to 
equalize the driving power ofthe steam throughout the en
tire stroke, in an ordinary direct acting pump. B is the 
steani cylinder, which may be compound If desired, and Cis 
the pump barrel. An extra cylinder E, called the com
pensating cylinder, is attached as shown, and its piston is 
attached tothe main piston-rod. Both ends of this cylinder 
ure connected by suitable valves with a supply tank, and 
also with a reservoir or receiver tilled with air or steani at 
a constant pressure, or with water under a suitable head. 
When steam is used expansively in the cylinder B and is 
cut off during the first half of the stroke, the pressure is far 
more than enough to drive the plunger, but os soon as the 
steam is cut off the pressure rapidly falls and quickly be
comes insufficient to do the work required. The compen
sating cylinder corrects this trouble. During the first 
portion of tbe stroke the compensating cylinder draws 
water from the open tank and forces it into the receiver 

is also supported by small rollers under the top side. The 
head roller D is driven by a worm G-, and worm wheel H 
on the end of the roller shaft. The worm is driven by o 
belt on the cone pulleys G and G1. The belt E, rollers D, 
D1, pulp box J, and the driving worm G- and pulley G1 are 
all carried on the frame B, This frame is supported on 
swinging posts C, and 0:1 a spring h3 at the rear end. The 
front end ofthe frame has an eve or bearing through which 
tbe upper end of the driving shaft F passes. The upper 
part of this shaft is made eccentric to tbe main body ofthe 
shaft, and it serves as an eccentric to swing tbe end of tbe 
frame B m a circle. The rear end ofthe frame moves back 
and forth lengthways, but bos little or no side motion. The 
pulp or ore containing the metal to lie separated is distrib
uted upon the belt while in rotary motion, hy which it is 

under pressure, thus storing up the excess of power de
veloped in tbe steam cylinder. During the middle portion 
of the stroke both ends of tbe cyliuder are in communica
tion with either the receiver or Ihe open tank, and the 
piston is in equilibrium, and during the latter portion of 
the stroke the excess of power stored in the reser
voir or receiver is utilized by admitting water from it to 
tlie rear of the piston and permitting the water in front of 
the piston to pass into the open tank. Thus by properly 
regulating the pressure in the receiver the variation 
in steam pressure may be compensated for and tbe 
pressure on the pump-piston or other resistance rendered 
substantially uniform. The valves a, b, c, d, Fig. 2, which 
connect tbe compensating cylinder with the tank and 
pressure reservoir, are operated by cams m, which are at
tached to a sliding rod M, This is moved by an arm N on 
the piston-rod. Tlie pipe 1 goes to the tank, pipe 2 lo tbe 
pressure reservoir, and 3 and 4 go to tbe ends of tbe 
cylinder E. 

CRUSHER. 
No. 461,050. WILHELM SCHKANZ, LAUREN-BURG, GER
MANY. Patented Oct. IS, 1891. Tbe moving jaw of this 
crusher is curved, and is carped by a rocker A. This 
rocker is supported on spring rods w, w1, at the pin 0, and 
is held back by another spring rod 11-, The rear end ofthe 
rocker bears against a toggles, which is provided with ai 
adjusting wedge and screw, as shown. The rocker i 
worked hy an eccentric on the driving shaft d, which i 

connected by the rod h to tlie pin h1. It will be seen that 
the real fulcrum ofthe rocker is the pin 0. ami tbatos the 
pm Id is drawn upward by the eccentric, the jaw or work
ing face is rocked slightly downward, at Ibe same time 
that the toggle s thrusts the whole rocker forward towards 
the stationary jaw. The wnrkiugjaw is thus given a com
bined grinding and crushing motion. The force ofthe 
grmdmgpart of the motion is regulated by adjusting the 
tension of the springs a; and a1. 

ORE CONCENTRATOR. 
No, 459,684. ANDREW PHASER, SAN FRANCISCO CALI
FORNIA. Patented Sept. 15, 1891. Tbe belt E runs over end 
rollers P and P1 and under washing rollers I1 aud . and it 

t/VO VIEW. 

carried forward and exposed to the oclion of the water-flow 
which, in connection wilh the oscillatory motion of the 
belt and frame, causes the separation of Ihe lighter particles 
from the heavier. The heavier parliclcs remaining upon 
the belt are carried beneath the flow ol' water over the 
front roller, while the lighter or worthless particles are 
carried to the rear by tbe downward How of tbe water. As 
the motion imparted to the rear end of the frame and belt 
is very slight, whatever of Ihe sulphurets mav be contained 
in the lighter particles will fall and settle upon tbe belt, 
and adhering (hereto, will be carried forward beneath the 
water-reservoir over the forward roller. 
All material adhering to the belt is wa.hed off in the 

wash-box I, which is fixed in the main frame below, 

PULSOMETER. 
No. 462,069. HENRY SNOOKS, JERSEY CITY, N. J. Pat
ented Oct. 27, 1891. This pulsometer differs from others now 
m use, in having double sets of working chambers. 
The steam valve ball V rocks from side to side and 
closes the inlet ports to A or A1 alternately, as in the 
ordinary pulsometers. But the steamporls are branched 
so as to supply two chambers simultaneously. Pig, 
2 is a cross section on the line 7, 8, just above the 
suction valves, D. Dl are the discharge chambers. By 
duplicating the working chambers, the cooling surface is 
increased relatively to the volume of the steam, and con
densation takes place quicker, thus increasing tbe speed of 

pumping. Although the valves are increased in number, 
an advantage is gained from the fact that the failure of one 
valve will stop only one chamber, and two valves on the 
same side must fail to work, before the pump will stop. 
The chambers C shown in dotted lines ore vacuum cham
bers, and they open into Ihe suction pipe below Ihe valve3. 
The discharge branches d are connected by pipes (not 
shown) to the space K between the working chambers, so 
that tbe water ou its way to the column pipe helps to cool 
the chambers and facilitate condensation. 
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EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.'S COAL CUTTERS 
PRESENT T H E FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES : 

Great Economy in Cost of Mining. 

Cuts away but 4 inches of coal, leaving it in better condition. 

Great Saving of Coal. 

Great Reduction of dead work. 

Requires but one-third the number of rooms, as compared to hand labor. 

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS ADDRESS EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, AT NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE. 

CANADIAN-DISTRICT, Edison Building, Toronto, Can. 
N E W ENGLAND DISTRICT, 25 Otis StTeet, Boston, Mass. 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT, Denver, Colo. 

D I S T R I C T O F F I C E S : 
CENTRAL DISTRICT, 173 and 175 Adams Street. Chicago, 111. EASTERN DISTRICT, Edison Building, Broad Street, New York. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST DISTRICT, Fleischner Building, Portland, Ore. PACIFIC COAST DISTRICT, Edison Building, 112 Bush Street, Sa 

Francisco. Cal. 

MINE, MILL, AND RAILWAY 

SUPPLIES, 
Gutta Percha and Rubber Manufacturing Co.'s 

RUBBER BELTING, PACKING, HOSE, ETC. 
Chas. A . Schieren & Co.'s Leather Belting. 

SHEET AND BAR IRON AND STEEL, FORGINGS 
CASTINGS, BOLTS, NUTS, SPIKES, ETC. 

H. A. KINGSBURY, 
Office and Salesroom, ?±35 Spruce Street, 

S C R A N T O N , JPA. 

P E N N S Y L V A N I A C O A L A N D OIL. 

A s seen f r o m the stand-point of a Scottish Expert. 

(A paper read before the November, '91, Meeting, Mining Institute 
of Scotland. By Henrv M. Cudell B. Se., F. R. S, E., Member of In
ternational Geological Congress, Washington, D. C.) 

T H E A P P A L A C H I A N BASIN. 

Before coming to details, it may be of interest to take 
a general view of tlie distribution and characteristic 
features of the vast carboniferous formation of Penn
sylvania. Tbe Appalachian Basin, as it is called, con
tains the largest cdal field of any known carboniferous 
area. On the map it rudely resembles a canoe, lying in 
aN. E. and S. W . direction, and extends from the north 
of Pennsylvania south-westwards through West Vir
ginia, South-Eastern Ohio, Eastern Kentucky, and Cen
tral Tennessee, to AVestern Alabama, a total distance of 
900 miles from its northern extremity. The general 
structure of the field is that of a great trough, the strata 
in which are nearly flat in its western parts, but begin 
to undulate towards the east, where they finally be
come bent into the great anticlinal and synclinal folds 
ofthe Allegheny Mountains. 
The Carboniferous System of this part of America is 
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very variable in thickness, and it would be difficult to 
give anything but the most general vertical section to 
indicate its chief divisions, Generally speaking, it may 
be divided into: 

Upper Barren Coal Measures or Per mo-Carbon
iferous thickness unknown, as top not seen 

down to the Pittsburgh scum, its most impor
tant coal bed, Ihickiu---. viirmble, say 

Lower Barren Measures, shales and sandstones, 

Lower Productive Coal measures, extending 
downwards from the Upper Freeport coal 
seam tothe pebbly sandstones and Brookville 
coal bed, thickness say, 

Pottsville Conglomerate Measures, including beds 
of shale, oil-bearing sandstone, and conglo
merate, thickness very variable, say 

Mauch Chunk Red Shale and Mountain Lime
stone series, with oil-bearing conglomerate, 

Pocono Sandstone, shales and oil-bearing bands, 
forming base of Carboniferous system 

I."0 ft. 

Giving a total thickness of Carboniferous rocks of 
say 3200 ft. 

Although no coal is found below the carboniferous 
series of rocks, the economic hydrocarbons are not con
fined to this formation, but extend far down into the 
underlying Devonian system, whose upper 2,000 feet 
contain many valuable oil and gas-bearing sandstones. 

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT AT BOTTOM, STANDARD COLLIERY. 

THE STANDARD COLLIERY. 

On reaching Pittsburgh, the chief center ofthe Bitu
minous coal, oil, and gas region, I first visited theStand-
ard Colliery, situated at Ml. Pleasant, about thirty five 
miles south-east of that city. This great colliery is the 
largest in America, and belongs to the H. C. Frick Coke 
Company, who own no less than 10,000 of the 16,000 
coke ovens in the Connellsville coke district. The 
Standard property comprises 4,500 acres of land, under 
which the celebrated Pittsburgh seam exists; and of this 
area only 400 acres have been worked out, so that the 
colliery has a long life to look forward to. 

Mr. Robert Ramsay, the manager ofthe Standard 
Colliery, is, I was glad to find, a native of Fife, and m y 
letter of introduction was not needed to gain for m e a 
cordial reception by a "brither Scot" from the old 
country. 
The "Pittsburgh, or Connellsville seam, has here a 

workable thickness of seven to eight feet. It is en
tirely used for coking purposes, and is very soft and 
easily worked. The colliery has two shafts and a 
slope or mine, by which the coal is raised. One 
shaft is a downcast, and is entirely used for ventilation. 
It is fitted with a25-feet Guibal fan, which is directly 
worked by a 20-inch diameter by 36-inch engine, 
running at fifty revolutions per minute. Most of the 

coal is drawn up by the other shaft, 
which is 303 feet deep from the sur
face of the ground, the total height 
of the hoist from the bottom to the 
rail on tbe bank being 334! feet. 
The arrangements on the bank are 

very complete, and skillfully designed 
for a large output by Mr. Ramsay, 
who got his main ideas from some 
of the large Scottish collieries, and 
introduced several important im
provements of his own. The usual 
output in the nine hours' working 
day is 2,000 tons of 2,000 lbs., but once 
to "test the capacity ofthe arrange
ments for raising and handling the 
coal, no less than 3,021 tons were 
hoisted in 8-V hours from this one 
pit. 
The coal, as I have said, is very 

soft and easily worked, so that each 
miner can produce a good darg. The 
seam is worked on the double-entry 
pillar and room system, and, as the 
field is very regular and free from 
the "troubles" and faults with which 
we are so well acquainted, and the 
dip very slight, there is no difficulty 
in having a very complete and reg
ularly laid out system of underground 
workings. 
The face men, who are mostly for

eigners, are paid Is. per ton, and they 
have no difficulty in putting out eight 
or nine tons a day, so that they 
can make an average wage of Ss. or 9s. 
—not much different from that of our 
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o w n miners here at present. I m a d e a good m a n y 
inquiries as to the relative financial position of Ameri
can and Scottish miners*, both here and in the Anthra
cite districts, of which I shall speak afterwards, and I 
came to the conclusion that, taking the cost of living 
into account, the w o r k m e n in the old country are just 
n o w m u c h better oil"than their contemporaries "across 
the water." T h e Pennsylvania miner works nine 
hours a day and six days a week, buys his coals at 

inders, having a capacity of 1,200 gallons per minute. 
Besides these there are several smaller p u m p s for 
local dips, some of which are driven by compressed 
air. 

T h e cages, which are very simple and strong in de
sign, are fitted with safety-catches, which are regularly 
tested once a fortnight by slacking the winding rope 
suddenly from the drum. 
Perhaps the most interesting and ingenious device in 

I'K •.Ni.I.HI.NT AT RANK, STANDARD COLLIERY. 

market price, and lives, according to the custom of the 
country, in a three or four-roomed wooden cottage, 
for which he pays from £11 to £22 per a n n u m . In
deed, I met a w o r k m a n at Pittsburgh (who had escaped 
from Russia, and bad been waiting for sixteen years 
till the expected revolution should allow h i m to re
turn), w h o told m e he had a house with three small 
rooms for wl ich he paid £36 per a n n u m , and could not 
keep his small family under £3 12s. a week. Of course, 
there is no physical necessity for an American miner 
occupying a larger house than a Scottish collier, but 
in such a case the custom of the country becomes a ne
cessity that must be satisfied. Again, the price of food 
in America is not m u c h different from that which pre
vails here, but the style of living is generally more ex
pensive, as the Americans are high livers and like 
plenty of delicacies. Protection has raised the price of 
manufactured goods, and hence clothing generally 
costs at least double its price here, while the quality is 
often inferior. Taking all the circumstances of the case 
into consideration, I do not think that any miner from 
the old country, working eight hours a day and eleven 
days a fortnight, and making say 8s. a day, would 
better his condition hy going to America, where, for 
12s. a day, he woulil require to work far harder and 

ctable 
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longer for hi: 
freely on the ne 
luxuries that the 
necessarv to resj 
The Standard 

ploys below grou 
er about 535 mei 
Among them there are many 
foreigners from the south 
of Europe, such as Austrians, 
Poles, Hungarians, and Ital
ians. 
The coal is hauled from 

the face to the pit bottom 
by horses and mules, and 
instead of hutches, wagons 
holding 2;! tons are em
ployed. The loaded wagons 
from the different parte of 
the workings, on Hearing tlie 
bottom, run down by their 

would be obliged to spend it 
of life, and on expenses and 
society in the West render 
sistence. 

the colliery is that at the bank for taking oft' and 
tipping the full wagons and putting the empties on the 
cage, a general sketch of which is given in Fig. 2. On 
reaching the bank the full wagon is pushed off the cage 
by an empty one, which in turn is moved by the 
piston-rod of a steam ram, worked liy an operator at 
X, who turns on the steam by means of a lever at
tached to a rod with a handle at p. The loaded wagon 
then gravitates down to the ''tipple," situated about 
eight yards from tbe shaft, the descent being four 
inches. After being emptied into a hopper below, 
from which the coal goes direct to tbe ovens, the 
wagon is returned by a second operator at the tipple 
along another set of rails which run past the side of 
the shaft with a descent of eight inches further, and is 
landed just opposite the side for empties going on to 
the cage, but one foot lower. The part of the track on 
which the wagon now rests is really a traveling car
riage, called the "transfer truck,'1 which moves at 
right angles to the direction of the rails, and at the 
same time travels up an incline so as to bring the 
empty wagon exactly opposite its place on the cage. 
The transfer trucks, of which there are two, one for 
each line of rails, are worked by a second steam ram, 
and the movements of all the wagons, loaded and 
empty, are under the control of one man, who rules 
supreme at the pit-head, and has only one assistant, to 
help in disposing ofthe great output. By another ar
rangement, not shown on Figure, it is impossible for 

OIL WELLS. 

Next day I made my way to the Forest Oil Com
pany's office, in Pittsburgh, where Mr. Young, the Vice-
President, kindly sent m e out with a party of three-
others to see some new wells belonging to the Com
pany. AVe took train to Oakdale Station, in North Fay
ette Township, Allegheny County, about 12 miles 
"W.S.W. of Pittsburgh, where oil has been recently dis

covered in large quantities. As the Com
pany's well is a few miles from the station, 
we got a buggy and drove through the 
country to visit it. The road, like most 

^ American country roads, was execrable, and 
-••. every few minutes I expected to be pitched 
;•_ out when we jolted over an unusually large 
i* stone or into a particularly deep hole. Atone 

place the road ran right along the stony bed 
ofa river, along the sides of which some of 
the wells are situated. The water was cov
ered with a film of oil, and had we dropped 
a light into it the results might have been 
disastrous. As we got into the oil belt, where 
the productive wells are situated, the tall 
lattice work " derricks" began to appear 
over the trees and along the sides and bot
tom of the glen. All the boring is done by 
means of a heavy tool on the end ofa ma-

* nilla rope. This is lifted and dropped by a 
S primitive-looking wooden rocking beam 
^ worked by a crank, which in turn is attached 
w to a shaft with a large wooden pulley, over 
a which passes a belt worked by a small 
£ steam-engine going at a good speed. There 

is generally a considerable quantity of gas, 
even if there is no oil in the rocks to be 
pierced, and a pipe in the bore-hole conveys 
the gas to the grate of the steam boiler, placed 
perhaps 20 or 30 yards a w a y so as to avoid 
the dire consequences of setting the well on 
fire. There is thus no need of coal, as the 
well supplies its o w n fuel. 

It is of course necessary to have the bore 
tightly tubed, as tbe gas and oil come up at 
enormous pressures, 400 to 500 lbs. per square 
inch being quite c o m m o n . In order to allow 
of boring to be done after the oil has begun 
to flow, an ingenious device has been 
adopted. T h e tube at the mouth of the 
well is fitted with a horizontal branch to * 
carry off the oil or gas, while the rope passes 
straight d o w n through a stuffing box 

• fitted into the cap, whicli is secured to 
the vertical prolongation of the tube. 

A s a manilla rope is rough, and could not be ma d e 
to work tightly through a stuffing box, the rub
bing part is surrounded tightly with a short length of 
smooth tube, which works up and d o w n in the stuffing-
box like tlie piston-rod of asteam-engine, and thus pre
vents the oil escaping by the wrong outlet. A s the bore 
deepens this tube is shifted further up the rope, which 
is thus preserved from friction at the orifice of the pipe. 
T h e oil, and the gas which always accompanies it, are 
conveyed to a wooden tank m a d e with staves and 
hoops like a vat, on the top of which are two square 
wooden ventilating pipes, through which the gas es
capes into the air. 

AVhen w e reached the AVrigbt AA'ell, where the oil 
had recently been got at a depth of some 1800 feet, the 
boring operations were still in progress. AVe were how
ever, fortunate in seeing the cap taken off and the tool 
hauled up. A s the massive rod and tool at the bottom 
ofthe rope emerged, the pressure ofthe oil was so great 
that it lifted the rod right, out ofthe hole and shot it a 
few feet into theair,and the orifice being thus clear, the 
nil spouted upwards in a solid jet 100 feet in height. 
H a d any of our industrious Scottish oilworks' men, 
w h o earn their hard w o n profits by laboriously distill
ing petroleum and its products from the heart of the 
rock, been witnesses of this wonderful spectacle tbey 
might well have fallen d o w n to worship. T h e sight is 
one I, at least, shall not soon forget. I was told that the 
well was yielding 5C0 barrels a dav, and that for the 
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that the m i n i m u m of labor 
is required iu handling them. 

T h e shaft, clear of timber
ing, measures ten by twenty-
four feet. There are two hoisting ways, each seven 
by ten feet, and the remainder with a cross-sec
tion of some ninety square feet, is used as an upcast 
airway, and contains the steam pipes for the larger 
pumps, a m a n w a y , three feet wide, passes round the 
foot, ofthe pit in a semi-circular direction, and no one, 
under any circumstances, is allowed to cross straight 
through the bottom ofthe shaft. A general plan ofthe 
pit-bottom arrangement is given in Fig. 1. 

T h e pumping plant below ground consists of two 
Y o u g h mine pumps, with twenty-six inches diameter 
by forty-eight inches steam cylinders, and fourteen 
inches diameter by forty-eight inches water cyl-

Zo7tA& 

jfmpervious cover 
Oillfgarmg Stratum. 

—ILLUSTRATING OCCURRENCE OF OIL AND GAS. 

the operator at X to work the ram except w h e n the 
cage is at the top and ready to receive a wagon. After 
reaching the hopper or bin below the tipple, the coal 
is dropped into 'Marries," or iron hopper charging 
trucks, each having a capacity of seven tons. T h e 
trucks are drawn away by light locomotives and 
emptied direct into the ovens, which are of the Bee
hive pattern, and hold each 100 bushels. T h e average 
yield of coke per oven each week is 10^ tons, and 905 
ovens are supplied from this one shaft. N o attempt is 
m a d e to utilize the heat or gas, and at night the whole 
region with its long terraces of blazing ovens has a 
very striking and weird appearance. 

following 30 days 300 to 500 barrels might be still ex
pected. At the end of 90 days a yield of 150 barrels 
daily was all that could be hoped for, and in 6 months 
this would probably decline to 100 barrels, while for 
the next 4 or 5 years only from 5 to 25 barrels a day 
were to be looked for, after which the well would have 
no commercial value. 

O n the average, the life of a productive oil well iseaid 
to be from 5 to 8 years. T h e cost of drilling is one dol
lar, or 4s. per foot, and a good borer can drill a bole 6 
cn* 8 inches in diameter at the rate of from 50 to 60, or 
even 100 feet in 24 hours. Of course it is plain that in 
such cases the rock is very soft and easily pierced. 
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The discovery of oil greatly enhances the value of land, 
as about one-eighth of the production goes as royalty 
to the owner ofthe ground. There is in the old country 
a great outcry in certain quarters against the royalties 
paid by mineral tenants to the proprietors of mineral 
estates. In America, the land of free popular institu
tions, the minerals go along with the land, and there is 
no talk of abolishing royalties to private owners, and 
making them national property. In Colorado the 
lessees pay from 15 to 40 per cent, ofthe net profits of 
the mines after smelting the ore, as royalty to the 
•owners, and the State makes no claim in the matter. 

productive well, but it is also true that, outside of cer
tain belts, there is no chance of getting oil at all. The 
oil and gas occur in certain course open sand-stones, in 
tlie interstices of whicli there is space for fluid matters 
to accumulate. Now, if we suppose an oil-bearing 
stratum to -be bent into an anticlinal arch and a 
synclinal trough, in course of time the gas will rise 
through the oil, and collectat the topof the arch, where 
it will remain, provided the overlying bed be imper
vious. The oil will be found below the gas, and any 
brine that may originally have been mixed with the oil 
will sink to the bottom ofthe basin. This is what has 

actually been proved to occur over large areas. The 
strata where the best wells are found lie in long, low 
anticlinal and synclinal folds, and, generally speaking, 
the boles drilled* through the crest of the arches to the 
oil sands get gas, while those in the basins get brine, 
the oil being found between these two limits. A refer
ence to Fig. 3, will make tbe matter clear. The oil 
sands are not always uniformly porous, and there are 
spots where the texture is too close to permit of the 
passage of fluids through them. Hence it is, that in these 
spots, the wells are "dry" and unproductive. The 
field is, morever, practically free from faults, so that 
the fluids can move from one place to another without 
interruption, which could hardly be expected in our 
much faulted and irregular formations. 

FIG. 4.—SECTION AT KOHINOOR COLLIERY, SCALE 1 INCH "= 800 FEET. ILLUSTRATION OF THE EFFECT OF A REVERSED 

FAULT OR THRUST PLANE IN ALTERING THE STRUCTURE OF A COAL-FrELD. 

After seeing a spouting well, which is by no means a 
common sight for a casual visitor, m y curiosity was 
satisfied, as I had no expectation of seeing anything 
"bigger" that day at least. Before returning to Pitts
burgh, we drove to McDonald, a email town a few 
miles off, where oil had been found quite lately. Like 
many other American townships, it is an ugly collec
tion of two-story wooden houses with small gardens, 
and broad belts of ground running at rightangles to 
one another that pass for streets, but have not yet been 
constructed with the help of any other tools "than the 
theodolite at first and the cart wheel afterwards. The 
so-called streets are straight in plan but like a saw in 
section. The whole place was covered with a forest of 
derricks, and everyone seemed to have begun drilling 
in his garden, however small it might be. The sludge 
from the bores was being emptied out in such volumes 
that at one place where an unusually deep ditch ran 
across the street it had become filled with the gray mud 
to such an extent that we could not venture across for 
fear of being swallowed, horses, buggy, and all. There 
were in the town about 120 wells in course of drilling, 
and tbe engines were all driven by steam raised by the 
natural gas, which occurs in great abundance here and 
is used for lighting the town at night. Like other good 
gifts it is recklessly wasted, and we passed several jets 
blazing at noon, as it does not pay to have the gas 
.stored against the fast approaching evil day. 

Another interesting feature in the development of 
the great oil industry is the immense system of pipe 
lines that convey the oil from the productive wells to 
the market, perhaps several hundred miles away. The 
pipes are of malleable iron with screwed joints, and lie 
on the surface ofthe open ground or along the road
sides. At one place I counted six pipes from 3 to 6 
inches in diameter, all running along the same track, one 
on the top of another. As the ground is hilly the oil 
cannot gravitate the whole distance to the central mar
ket. There are therefore convenient pumping stations 
placed at intervals along the track, where it is forced 
onwards by specially constructed pumps or rams driven 
by steam and natural gas. 

The subject ofthe geological nature, distribution, and 
mode of occurrence of oil and gas is one of great inter
est and importance, and a short consideration of the 
matter may not be without its value here. 
As I have already mentioned, these substances occur 

chiefly in the lower part of the Carboniferous, and tbe 
upper part ofthe Devonian formation, which lies below, 
and occupies the same place as the Old Red Sandstone 
of Scotland, This is to us interesting, as the Scottish 
oil shales are also chiefly found among the Lower Car
boniferous rocks underthe Mountain Limestone and the 
lowest productive coal measures. Our Lower Carbonif
erous rocks below the Hurlet or Mountain Limestone 
were, however, chiefly deposited in fresh or brackish 
water, while the American oil-bearing rocks are chiefly 
marine deposits, as is proved by the salt water whicli is 
found in many of the strata. 
Oil and gas—in this case, marsh gas or light carbu

reted hydrogen—are secondary products, due to the 
slow distillation of vegetable and mineral matter em
bedded in the strata, which have found their way into 
the most open rocks in their vicinity, where they have 
accumulated in large quantities. It is clear that, if a 
quantity of salt water, oil, and gas be mixed together 
in a bottle, the brine, being heaviest, will sink to the 
bottom, and the oil will float on its surface, while the 
gas will accumulate in theneck. After long experience, 
it has been found that the occurrence of oil and gas is 
fenerally regulated on these principles, and that their 
istribution is not absolutely uncertain and without a 

law. It is true that a dry hole is often found beside a 

The following table, taken from the Annual Report 
of flu. Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, 1890 
(by Mr. John F. Carll), shows that the total production 
of the oil wells of Pennsylvania and New York reached 
the first maximum in 1882, and declined irregularly 
till ISSS. There has, however, since then been a rapid 
recovery, and the production for 1891, taking the 
average ofthe first seven months ofthe year, will prob
ably be not much below that of 1882. M y data for the 
last two years are from " Stowell's Petroleum Reporter, " 
for August, 1891 (published monthly in Pittsburgh). 

TOTAL PRODUCTION. 

Years. 

18(50 
1861, 
18G2 
1S63 
1864 
1S65 
1866 
1867 
1868, 
1869, 
1870, 
1871, 
1872, 
1873, 

1875, 

Barrels ol 
42 gals, capacity, 

2,000 
200,000 

2,110,000 

:.,o,.r.,ooo 
2,610,000 
2,130,000 
2,721,000 
3,732.000 
:.,5S*VIW) 
3,716,000 
-1,351,000 
5,371,000 
5,531,000 
(.,357,000 
9, .132,000 
Hi.SN'U.im 

"_ears. 
1876 
1877, 
1878 
1879, 
18S0, 
1881 
1882 
1883 
188-1 
1885 
1.886, 
1.887, 
1888, 
1889, 
1890 

8,801,000 . Total, .... 

ANTHRACITE COAL FIELDS 

-12 gals, capacity. 
.v.Kis.'.iije 

l.::,i:...,-.7l 

15.163.-162 

l.i.Tll.t.Gl. 

._c..ii""!,i.;:i 

27.:,.7i*.,.Ml9 

:;n,|r.. .iniO 

2 . ,226,864 

2.i,:;;;::,sj. 

20.891._-9_! 

2-5,080,460 

21,286,560 

Hi,l2...i..O 
•••2.:*Tii.r'9u 

28.I'.*-..,..20 

397,975,450 

After visiting three of Mr. Carnegie's great iron and 
steel works at Pittsburgh, as well as other places of 
interest, where, until quite recently, natural gas has 
been the sole fuel for raising steam, I left on the 20th 
of August for Pottsville, in the celebrated Anthracite 
region of Pennsylvania. 
Pottsville is situated among the picturesque forest-

clad ranges of the Alleghenies, 200 miles east of Pitts
burgh. It is located in an isolated basin of Carbonifer
ous rocks, which have been bent and twisted into great 
folds with steep sides, by the tremendous forces which 
ridged up this part of America into the Appalachian 
mountain system, AVhen coal beds have been much 
squeezed by such movements, it is usually found that 
they have undergone more or less metamorphism, 
and" have lost a great part of their hydrocarbons, 
becoming converted into blind coal or Anthracite, 
which contains over 90 per cent, of pure carbon. Had 
the crumpling and metamorphism been carried further, 
the coal beds would have passed from the condition of 
Anthracite to that of graphite, which consists of pure 
carbon, and is found in many old and much altered 
formations. 
There are four tolerably distinct Anthracite coal fields, 

all of which are situated in the extreme eastern portion 
of Pennsylvania. Each coal field consists of a series of 
long, narrow, synclinal folds, either join ed together so 
as to form a single trough with a highly corrugated 
bottom, or isolated from one another like a collection 
of long thin canoes laid side by side, and sometimes 
touching at places. The Anthracite coal fields are 

FIG. 5.—SECTION AT SHENANDOAH CITV COLLIERY. SCALE 

VERSED FAULTING OF COAL STRATA AS PROVED 

The production of the American oil wells has been 
enormous; and, as the oil is not being manufactured 
in nature's laboratory at anytbinglike the rate at which 
it is being consumed—if, indeed, it is now being thus 
manufactured at all—it is clear that, sooner or latter, the 
supply will begin to give out. No oil well has yet been 
found that goes on producing perennially, and the pro
duction is solely kept up by the discovery of new 
" pools." The natural gas which, for several years, sup
plied Pittsburgh with a clean and cheap fuel, and 
greatly added to the wealth and prosperity of that im
portant manufacturing center, is already diminishing 
in quantity, and the city is again returning to its origi
nal smoky condition. 

1 INCH =-- 200 FEET. ILLUSTRATION OP THRUSTING OE RE

IN THE SHENANDOAH ANTHRACITE COLLIERIES. 

entirely isolated from the great Bituminous coal fields 
to the" west by the high forest-clad ranges of the 
Appalachian mountain system, along which older 
Pala-ozoic formations rise from beneath the Carbon
iferous strata in a series of long ridges, with a highly 
complicated geological structure. 
The Anthracite seams are situated chiefly above the 

great Pottsville Conglomerate bed, which, as already 
stated, lies beneath the Lower Productive Coal Measures 
in the Bituminous coal region to the west, so that, 
roughly speaking, they may be regarded as the repre
sentatives of the lower coals in the Pittsburgh district. 
It is, however, as yet quite impossible to correlate 
any of the thick beds of Anthracite with any of the 

http://15.163.-162
http://20.891._-9_
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thin Bituminous coals of the Lower Productive 
measures, as they seem to have been formed under 
quite a different set of physical and topographical 
conditions. The thicknesses of the various seams of 
Anthracite and of the intervening strata are exceed
ingly variable, so that it is not possible to give a 
general section which can be applied over any very 
extensive area. The following section, however, which 
is taken from the Pennsylvania Geological Survey 
Report for 1SS5, p. 329, will'show the great thickness 
and value of the formation in the Southern or Pottsville 
coal field : 

BELMONT ESTATE, EAST OF POTTSVILLE. 

TIIK. i.M-.S IN FEET. 

. Lewis Coal Bed 
Interval 

. Sp.ihii Coal Bed 
Interval 

, Palmer Coal Bed .... 
Interval 

. Charlie Pott Coal B. 
Interval 

, Clarkson Coal Bed . 
Interval 

. Selkirk Coal Bed .... 
Interval 

. Leader of Coal 
Interval 

i_\ VICINITY OF POTTSVILLE 

SHAFTS. 

15, Peach Mountain Coal lied - - 5 

16. Interval 60 
17. Coal Bed 3 
18. Interval 58 
19. Little Tracy Coul Bed 6 
20. Interval 19S 
21. Coal Bed 2 
22. Interval - 40 
23. Little Diamond Coal Bed 3 
24. Interval 122 
25. Diamond CoiilHed .. 6 
26. Interval 158 
27. Little Orchard Coal l.ed 3 
28. Interval 25 
29. Orchard Coal Bed 4 
30. Interval 190 
31. Primrose 1 "('iii Heii 8 
32. Interval 91 
33. Holmes Coal Bed 4 
34. Interval 70 
35. Leader ot" Coal 4 
36. Interval 140 
37 M a m m o t h ,'fop Split) C. B 7 
38. Interval 15 
S9. M a m m o t h (Bottom Split) C. B 25 
40. Interval 60 
41. SkidmoreCoal lied 8 
42. Interval 72 
43. Seven-font Coal Bed 3 
44. Interval 80 
45. Leader of Coal 
46. Interval 25 
47. Leader of Coal 2 
48. Interval 25 
49, Buck Mountain C'*al Bed 8 

ECKERT COLLIERY, TREMONT. 
50. Interval 554 

51. Coal Bed 2 
62. Interval 50 
63. Coal Bed 2 
54. Interval 55 
55. Lykens Valley Coal Bed 10 

Total thickness of Rock 3097 

Total thickness of Coal Bed 154 

Total thickness of Coal Measures 3251 feet 

On reaching Pottsville, I made my way to the office 
of Mr. R. C. Luther, the General Superintendent of the 
Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Co., which 
owns some of the largest and most important Anthra
cite collieries in the region. Mr. Luther kindly sent 
m e on to Shenandoah, ten miles north of Pottsville, in 
the Western Middle, or Mahanoy and Shamokin field, 
where some ofthe best developed collieries are situated 
within a short distance ofone another, having supplied 
m e with a letter of introduction to Mr. John L. Wil
liams, the Division Superintendent. On nearing m y 
destination, the train moved upwards along the bottom 
of a valley, the sides of which had formerly been 
thickly wooded, but were now to a great extent bare or 
covered with tree-stumps and copsewood, only a few 
ofthe old trees having been left standing. The hill 
sides were thickly studded with pits, mines, coal 
dressing and breaking works, and huge heaps of culm, 
and coal dirt, which was washed down the slopes at 
many places and spread over the bottom of the valley 
in hideous black mud flats, through which the blighted 
trunks of dead pine trees rose gaunt and grim, while 
the waters ofthe Mahanoy Creek in the center of the 
glen had the color of ink from the fine refuse of the 
coal washing carried on at every colliery along its 
banks. 
The Western Middle Coal field has a length of about 

forty miles, and a maximum breadth of about five 
miles, while the general direction of strike and outcrop 
of the seams is a little north of east. Shenandoah is 
geologically in a basin, the thickest coal in which is 
the Mammoth seam, which is extensively mined in the 
neighboring pits, and crops out steeply on the north 
and south sides of the town where it is at places worked 
opencast. I found Mr. AVilliams ready to show me 
round, as Mr. Luther had very kindly telephoned in 
advance, so that m y letter of introduction was not 
necessary. Mr. AVilliams is a AVelsbman by birth, of 
great experience and ability, and spared no time or 
trouble in explaining the system and working of the 
large collieries under his charge, and rendering m y 
visit both interesting and instructive. AVe drove round 
and spent a long day in examining the surface and un
derground arrangements at some half-dozen of the 
Bhafts in the vicinity of Shenandoah. 
The seams in the mines are thick. The Seven-Foot 

seam has at places a thickness of seven feet, and the 
Buck Mountain seam a thickness of twelve feet, 
while tbe Mammoth Bed has, with the two thick bands 
of dirt that it here comprises, a total thickness of over 
fifty feet. These dimensions, however, are very 

variable, and the thicknesses of the seams and inter
vening strata alter very rapidly within comparatively 
short distances. The coal is worked on the pillar and 
breast or pillar and room system, and the size of the 
pillars and percentage of coal removed vary according 
to the dip, thickness, and character of the roof of the 
seams. In some districts the proportion of coal re
moved where the dips are high has been as low as 51 
per cent., while in other districts with flatter dips, and 
under the. more modern improved systems of mining as 
much as SO or even 85 per cent, ofthe original seam is 
said to have been taken out. Tbese percentages, how
ever, do not represent the amount whicli is converted 
into commercial fuel, as the coal has to be broken and 
separated from the large proportion of blaes and dirt it 
contains before it can be sent to the market. This 
preparation for the market is .attended with great 
waste, as the huge culm and dirt banks round all the 
collieries testify. The improved methods of screening, 
breaking, sorting, wash ing, and classifying the coal wliich 
now obtain, have greatly tended to diminish this waste, 
and indeed, in some cases it pays to turn over the 
older rubbish heaps and take out much ccal that could 
not be sold under the more wasteful methods that were 
in vogue ten years ago. From 1S20 to 18S3, of the 59 
per cent, of the original contents of the coal seams 
which were brought to the surface, more than half was 
thrown on to the waste heap. Since then, of the 70 per 
cent, taken out, only one-third has been lost in the 
dressing, a circumstance due not only to better methods 
of cleaning, but also to the demand for small sizes of 
coal, which were formerly of no economic value. At 
the St. Nicholas Colliery there are two slopes or mines 
where the Mammoth seam is worked downwards from 
the crop. The large breaker supplied by these slopes 
puts through in an ordinary day of ten hours some 2,000 
to 2,500 tons, and the breaker at tbe adjoining Ellan-
gowan Colliery usually puts through 1,800 tons a day, 
but has for a month dealt successfully with 2,000 tons 
every working day during that period. 
The huge M a m m o t h seam has been mined to its full 

thickness under the town of Shenandoah, and the reck
less way in which the pillars were robbed when the 
workings were in progress, some twenty years ago, I was 
told, began to terrify the inhabitants who thought the 
whole place was to be engulfed. It will, I have no 
doubt, astonish the members of the Mining Institute of 
Scotland when I tell them that at one part of these 
old workings the present operators, under Mr. AA'illiams, 
discovered that their predecessors had left a gigantic 
room between the pillars, 700 feet in length and no less 
than 300 in breadth, spanned by an arch of rock sixty 
feet high, at a depth of 400 feet below the surface. 
This extraordinary fact is perfectly well substantiated, 
as the breadth ofthe cavity is mentioned in one ofthe 
reports by Mr. AÂ illiam Stein, the mining inspector of 
the district. Mr. Stein, by the way, is another example 
of the successful Scot abroad, and I was glad to learn 
that as a young man he used to know m y father. This 
vast cavity was found to exist just under one of tbe 
best houses in Shenandoah belonging to a Mrs. Grant, 
tbe widow of another of our thriving countrymen, who 
lost his life while doing his duty in one of the col
lieries. 
The plan adopted for preventinga general subsidence 

was both original and effectual. A n eight-inch bore
hole was drilled in Mrs. Grant's garden down to the 
highest part of the roof of the cavity below, and into 
this was conveyed from a neighboring waste-bank 
a thick stream of culm and water. The culm, when 
dry, packs closely together into a solid mass, while the 
small quantity of water required to transport the bulky 
volume of its light particles, filters away through the 
deposit, and can readily be pumped out at the nearest 
shaft. In this way not only has the threatened 
calamity to the town been successfully averted, but a 
good " free toom " for tbe colliery waste has been found. 
But more than this. It has been ascertained that the 
culm below packs so well together that headings can 
be driven tlirough it, and the roof being thus held up 
the remaining pillar coal can be taken out with safety 
and profit. I went into part of the workings which 
had been thus silted up, and saw a heading in the dry 
culm, the walls of which were wonderfully steep and 
solid. 
This system of filling up old coal wastes in thick 

seams has been extended to other places where the 
necessary conditions are present, and several holes had 
been drilled and were still in process of drilling at 
other collieries I visited. Of course, it is not every
where that the necessary conditions for the success of 
the system are to be found. I bethought myself, how
ever, of the old AVester Main coal pillar workings be
low Bo'ness, where the roof of a seam some eight feet 
thick or more, which was worked about a century ago, 
has within the last two years fallen in suddenly and 
caused some very alarming and costly subsidences. 
AAre have in Scotland, it is true, no Anthracite culm to 
dispose of, hut I think that the idea is a brilliant one, 
and might in certain circumstances be well worth the 
consideration of our Mining Institute. 

Another point that interested m e greatly was the ex
istence of a large reversed fault, or small "thrust 
plane," which has now been clearly proved to run 
through part of the Shenandoah coal field. AVith us 
ordinary or " normal" faults are, unfortunately, 
phenomena of every-day experience, but in the An
thracite districts they are, I believe,-almost unknown. 
In fact, faults of any sort are so rare in that region that 
their nature seems to be but little understood. Of late, 
however, clear evidence has been obtained that at least 
one reversed fault, such as are common in highlv 
crumpled and compressed mountainous regions, has 
been instrumental in altering the lie of the Anthracite 
beds, and for want of the requisite geological knowl
edge much money lias been lost to some of the former 
colliery owners of the district. The section (Fig. 4), 
which is drawn to a true scale of SOO feet == 1 inch, 
from published mining plans and from information 
supplied by Mr. Williams, will make the matter clear. 

In the Kohinoor Colliery, west of Shenandoah, the 
shaft, 425 feet deep, is sunk on the Ma m m o t h seam, 
below which, at a distance of about 160 feet the Buck 
Mountain bed occurs. The beds rise steeply from the 
bottom of the pit, on the north, and crop out on the hill
side above the level ofthe pit, a. shown on the section. 
South ofthe colliery the Buck Mountain seam has been 
long known to crop out, with a dip to the south how
ever, while the Ma m m o t h bed occurs above in its 
proper place. The existence, of a large reversed fault 
or thrust not being thought of, it was formerly sup
posed that there must be a return outcrop, as shown in. 
dotted lines, between the shaft and the Buck Mountain 
seam, and that, in fact, there must be a so-called over
turned basin, the strata in the southern part of which, 
being steep and upside down, were not adapted for con
venient working. Instead of this, it has been ascer
tained that the seams wliich are flat at the shaft do not 
really begin to bend up to the south and form part ofa 
basin at all, but at a distance of 00 yards from the pit 
bottom tbey again begin to resume their southerly dip, 
and whereas the former operators thought the colliery 
practically exhausted, the present company have-
opened up a fine set of dip workings which run 50t> 
yards down the seam, whose angle of inclination is 
about 15 degrees. It is quite clear from the figure that 
there must be here a large reversed fault, as there is no 
room for an overturn of the strata such as was formerly 
supposed. The actual plane of fracture has, so far as I 
heard, not been found in this colliery, but in the 
Shenandoah City Colliery, three quarters of a mile 
further east it has been passed tlirough in the shaft 
and proved clearly in the workings of several seams, aa 
is shown in the accompanying Fig. 5. The Buck Moun
tain seam was passed through twice in the same verti
cal section, both times dipping to the south, and the 
workings in the overlying seams clearly show that 
there is here no overturned basin, such as is shown on 
the geological maps and sections of the district, but a 
true plane of thrust, the edges of the strata and coal 
beds being curled up and crumbled just below it. I 
have gone into some detail on these points as their 
significance is considerable from a miner's point of 
view. If, as Mr. AVilliams said, the life ofacolliery has 
been increased 20 yeai*s by the discovery of a thrust 
plane, then the more we know about these and 
other out-of-the-way phenomena, the more likely are 
we to keep our eyes open in the future and be on the 
lookout for things we would not otherwise have 
expected to find. 
The mines and breakers give employment to a large 

number both of men and boys. The miners get on the 
average 8s. a day, and laborers 6s. 6d. Boys of fourteen 
(the age when they go below) get for attending the 
doors and switches about 19s. 4d. a week of fifty-eight 
hours. After one or two years they get for driving one 
mule 24s. to 28s., and for driving two mules 32s. 
AA'hen they can drive three or four mules together they 
get about 40s. a week, which is equal to the wages of 
laborers working inside the breakers. The boys, 
twelve years of age, who pick the dirt from the coal at 
the breakers, get 10s. per week. 
The total cost of labor in connection with the break

ing and cleaning the coal is Is. per ton, and at present, 
I was told, the selling price of 7s. per ton barely leaves 
any margin of profit over the cost of production. 

The United Colliery. 

Mr. W m . AVest, superintendent of the United Coal 
and Coke Co.'s United Colliery, at United, Westmore
land Co., Pa., writes us as follows: 
" AAre use locked safety-lamps exclusively now, and 

you would be surprised at the difference it makes in 
the sanitary condition of the mine, and we are now 
making about as good time as we did with the carbon 
oil torches. AVe have made many important changes 
and improvements inside, among which were fivebrick 
stoppings each 3 ft. thick near the bottom of the shaft. 
(All permanent stoppings in the future are to be brick 
walls 3 ft. thick.) AVe also rebuilt one overcast, and 
built a brick feed room in the inside stables, and a 
brick oil house in which to store car grease. 
"The bottom of the shaft has all been retimbered, 

the double timbers on the turnouts having collars 8//X 
10 v bolted to the legs. Tbe collars are 16 ft. long, and 
the spread is 18 ft., and tbe turnouts are 10 ft. high. 
The pump room has been enlarged and is now SO' X 
18' inside of timbers. \Are have put in four new pumps, 
three of them No. 12 Cameron pumps, 18 ins. diameter, 
38// stroke, and one Yough pump, 2 ft. diameter 4 ft. 
stroke, manufactured liy Boyts, Porter cc Co.,of Connells
ville, Pa. The hoisting engines are first motion, 24// 

cylinders, 36// stroke, and were built at the Vulcan Iron 
AA'orks, AVilkes-Barre, Pa. The cages are gelf-dumping, 
and the coal is carried 60 ft. to the bins by machinery. 
The hoisting ropes are IJ-'''diameter. The enginehouse 
is a brick structure Sl7 X 40/, and the boiler house is 
41/ X 707. Four new tubular boilers 5' diam., 14/ long 
each, with 46 tubes in each, were added to the steam 
plant. The smoke and gases are carried to a 707 iron 
stack. The whole plant, including the stables in the 
mine and on the surface and the fan house is lighted 
by eUctricity." 
The United plant is certainly a well equipped one, 

and we congratulate the United Coal and Coke Co. on 
its success in making it so, and trust that the coal busi
ness of the ensuing year will be such as to yield profits 
to the company in proportion to the enterprise and good 
judgment displayed in the selection and arrangement 
of the improvements just added to the plant. 

Among the many handsome calendars sent us with 
the beginning of the New Year, was a remarkably 
handsome one sent by Mr. A, H. Christy, Cashier of 
the Scranton Savings Bank and Trust. Co., and issued 
by that institution. It contains a very fine steel 
engraving of the D. L. & AV. Co.'s Sloan Breaker, 
located in this city, and is a work of art, 
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NOTES ON FANS. 

BY W. H. BOOTn, LONDON, ENGLAND. 

[Written for The Colliery Engineer.] 

In T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R for May, 1891, Mr. AA'111. 

M. Morris, of Arkansas, sends a sketch of a fan in which 
the outlet is double one-half the fan discharges to one 
passage and the other half to the other passage, or, more 
correctly, one passage takes the air thrown oil the fan 
in one-half the circumference of the casing and the air 
from the other half of the casing passes away by tbe 
second opening. 
Mr.Morris does not, however,tell us why his improve

ment is an improvement, though there appears good 
ground for supposing that it should be. 
To understand the action of the second passage we 

want to consider just what it is a fan is called on to do 
and it is simply this: to set in motion at the same 
velocity as the tips of the fan blades a certain quantity 
of air which as soon as it gets beyond the fan circum
ference will cease to have any radial component of 
motion but will move wholly tangentially. To prevent 
this the fan is placed in a casing which compels the 
tangentially moving air to travel in a circular path until 
itarrivesattbe outlet which is tangential to the tip 
circle. In the sketch is shown the tip circle of a fan. Let 
us suppose there enters this fan at the center a particle 
of air a and that as it travels to the circumference of 
the fan it moves in a spiral path (relative to a fixed ex
ternal object) and escapes at b after one revolution of 
the fan has been made. This would tell us that no air 
entering the fan was thrown off sootier than after the 
fan had made one revolution. On this supposition 
single outlet fans have been so constructed, for of what 

use is an outlet at c when all the air is ready to escape 
at b. 
Suppose however it pleases another particle of air to 

enter at a but to begin to move outwards on the op
posite side ofthe central spindle from the first particle 
so that it moves along the dotted spiral and escapes at 
c, on arriving at c it finds no outlet but merely a circular 
passage about the fan and along this passage" it travels 
for half a circumference until it arrives at b and can 
theu pass aw*ay tangentially. 
It is evident that witli single outlet fans the air in 

the casing beyond tbe fan tins is being churned and 
eddied by the air escaping all round the fan and so it 
would appear reasonable to expect Mr. Morris' idea to 
be productive of economy. AVe may calculate the angu
lar motion ofthe air passing tlirough a fan if we know 
the outlet volume and area in fan. In the sketch the 
angle is taken at 360° quite arbitrarily as an assistance 
in illustrating a principle, not as a hard fact. 
This angle will of course vary greatly but will not 

vitiate the reasoning. 
A fan resembles the con verse of an inward flow turbine 

of the Thomson or A'orlex type. N ow we should not 
make such a water-wheel without guide blades to regu
late the water entrance, and its flow in the vortex cas
ing and yet with a far less Bolid substance, air, we make 
fans without guide blades on the outside, and it is a mis
take to do so and though one must not carry the prin
ciple too far.'there appears reason to suppose that ad
vantage would follow three or even four outlets. Es
pecially should this be the case with fans supplying 
blast to forge fires often in opposite directions from" the 
Ian. 
The outlets could easily be brought more directly in 

line with" the final direction of flow of the air and 
the loss due to bends and branches diminished or 
avoided, and tbese, it is so well known, are such serious 
factors in diminishing, fan outputs. Every eddy in 
the outflowing stream of air means loss of forward 
energy and heat; the heat is a dead loss in many cases 
and though recovered or utilized in case of a forge fire 
it is expensively manufactured heat. For economy 
and efficiency it may be laid down as a general rule 
that in dealing with fluids in motion they must not be 
allowed to flow in two large masses or thicknesses. 
There is, of course, a limit to the amount of control 
and this of course comes at that point where gain 
arising from better guidance of the working stream is 
counterbalanced by loss arising from skin friction of 
guide-plates and vanes, and it becomes important 
therefore that the guides and vanes of fans and turbines 
should have the smoothest of surfaces, an item too 
little appreciated, but one which will enable Mr. Mor
ris' system to be carried as far as possible. 

THE PROGRESS IN MINING. 

Reviews of Important Papers Relating* to Mining* in 
the Proceeding-s of the Mining* and Scientific So
cieties, and in the Mining Journals of Europe, 
United States, and Canada. 

The following is the text of a paper re-
Safety ceutly read by Mr. William Foggin before 

the North of "England Branch of the Col-
Explosives, liery Managers'Association. 

It was not until the issuing ofthe Report 
of the Royal Commission 011 Accidents in Mines in 1SS6, 
thatdirect attention was given to the necessity of ob
taining an explosive which could be used with im
punity in coal mining. Previous to that date two at
tempts had been partially successful in solving the prob
lem ; but in both cases the objections were such as to 
preclude the general adoption of the explosives sug
gested. I allude to lime cartridges, and to the method 
of exploding dynamite enclosed in water invented by 
Professor Abel. 
The first experiments whicli came under m y notice in 

connection with blasting with lime were carried out at 
Usworth Colliery ; but the results were so discouraging 
that nothing further at the time was attempted in this 
direction. The method adopted was to ram the lime well 
into the bottom ofthe hole, tightly stemming the outer 
end with clay, the water for slacking the lime being 
poured down the pricker-hole, whicli was afterwards 
stemmed. From half-an-hour to four and five hours 
were wasted in waiting for the results, and in about 10 
per cent, of the cases no results whatever took place. 
A great advance was made upon this method in the in
troduction of compressed lime cartridges, which were 
manipulated somewhat similarly. These were used to 
a considerable extent in blasting coal at some of the 
large Midland collieries about ten years ago; but the 
time occupied (from 10 to 40 minutes) by the cartridge 
in doing its work was the great obstacle to its general 
adoption, and no doubt tended tn* discourage the more 
enthusiastic of its users. 
So far as safety is concerned, the water cartridge recom

mended by Sir Frederick Abel really left nothing to be 
desired theoretically, but when submitted to numerous 
practical tests its weak points were found to be too ob
jectionable to be overcome. In the first place, the unusual 
diameter of the hole 2*4 inches added greatly to the 
already high first cost of the explosive and its acces
sories. Secondly, in spite of the extra care bestowed 
by the workmen in stemming the holes, m y experience 
warrants m e in stating that quite 30 per cent, of the 
water cartridges were burst before the firing of the en
closed shots. 
These methods of securing imniun ity from explosions 

in shot-firing are, however, rapidly giving place to the 
more popular high-class explosives introduced to the 
mining world during the last half-dozen years, and it 
is more especially upon the qualities and capabilities 
of the latter that it is proposed to deal in this paper. 
In passing judgment upon an explosive the following 

four points should be considered : 1, safety ; 2, strength ; 
3, convenience ; 4, cost. 
In order to satisfy myself upon the point of safety, I 

carried out a series of experiments in the following 
manner: A cylindrical boiler 17 feet 10 inches long 
by 3 feet diameter, with eight apertures along one side 
(9 inches by 6̂  inches) fitted with 1 inch plate glass, 
was fixed horizontally upon the ground, one end being 
closed with strong sheet-iron, in the center of which a 
hole 11 inches diameter was left in order to admit the 
end ofthe firing mortar. This latter consisted of an iron 
block 4 feet 7 inches long and 11 inches in diameter, with 
a lu-inch hole 18 inches long drilled in the middle. A 
tram set upon iron rails supported the mortar, so that 
after each experiment it could be inn back, and the 
process of charging and tamping the shot hole witnessed 
without inconvenience. 
W h e n the mortar was fixed in firing position, the outer 

end of the boiler was closed with a sheet of thick paper 
securely held in its place with an india-rubber ring. 

Gas to the percentage required to form a highly ex
plosive mixture was then let into the boiler through a 
50 light meter, coal dust being sprinkled in from above, 
and the mixture kept in agitation by means of an iron 
flapper worked from the outside. 
AVhen it was thought that the mixture was thoroughly 

uniform, the charge was exploded electrically, and the 
result noted from a protected standpoint at the side of 
the chamber. 
In designing and arranging the above apparatus, the 

primary object kept in view was to reproduce as nearly as 
possible an underground working place in its most dan
gerous and critical condition. And that the result was 
successful may be concluded from the fact that tbe North 
of England Explosive Committee, after viewing the ap
paratus, cancelled their previous arrangement, and 
adopted this plan for carrying out their experiments. 
The great danger to be dreaded in underground blast

ing operations is undoubtedly a blown-out shot, and if 
this could be guarded against by any mechanical means 
the necessity for safety explosives would be to a consider
able extent obviated ; but. so long as the possibility of 
this danger exists we shall have to depend upon one or 
other ofthe high class explosives at our disposal. 

As a blown-out shot is most frequently the result of 
inefficient tamping, it was therefore assumed that the 
explosive requiring tbe least amount of tamping to en
sure safety in the event ofa blown-ont shot, was the one 
which could be most relied upon. And on this linethe 
experiments in connection with the gas chamber were 
carried out. 

COMPOSITION OF EXPLOSIVES TESTED. 

Dynamite consists of 75 parts by weight of nitro
glycerine uniformly mixed with 25 parts of infusorial 
earth, known as kieselguhr. 
Tonite is a nitrated gun-cotton, the nitrate usually 

employed being that of barium. 
Securite is a mixture of about 26 parts of meta-dinitro 

benzol and 74 parts of nitrate of ammonium. 
Roburite consists of 7 parts of nitrate of ammonium, 

with 1 part of chlorinated dinitro benzol. 
Ammonite is a mixture of 90 per cent, of ammonium 

nitrate and 10 per cent, of nitro-naphthaline. 
Carbonite is composed of 25 parts of nitro-glycerine 

and 75 parts by weight of a pulverized preparation, 
consisting of not less than 40 parts of wood meal, and 
not more than 34 parts of nitrates of potassium and 
barium, with about a half per cent, of carbonate of 
sodium. 

.S.\EETY. 

Experiments with blown-out shots to ascertain the 
minimum amount of tamping required to ensure safety. 
Four ounces of explosive were used in each experi
ment. 
Gunpowder was found tobeunsafe in every case, irre

spective ofthe amount uf tamping employed. 
Dynamite with 16 inches of wet clay s'temming was 

safe, butshots fired with less'than this amount exploded 
the mixture. 

lonite.—Eight shcts were fired with this explosive 
with 16 inches and less of dry clay stemming, And each 
shot produced an explosion, 
Securite—Sixteen securite shots were fired, 11 with dry 

clay stemming from Ito 16 inches, resulting in an explo
sion each time. But proved to be safe with 16 inches 
of coal dust or wet clay stemming. 
Roburite,-—Twenty-six shots were fired with this 

mixture, which proved to be comparatively safe with 
1 inch of dry clay stemming, and absolutely safe with 
1-1 inch. 

Carbonite.—Twelve carbonite shots were fired, with 
the result that 1 inch of stemming was found to be its 
margin of safety. 
Ammonite.—Fifty-four shots were fired with am

monite, giving results more favorable tban the above, 
inasmuch as a minimum ofl inch of dry clay tamping, 
or }, inch of wet clay were sufficient to s-recure safety. 
It will thus lie seen that out of these explosives three 

only can lay any claim to safety, namely : Ammonite, 
earbonile, and roburite. And when we can assure our-
selvts that an inch, or an inch and-a-half, of stemming is 
all that is required to shield us from the worst effects of 
a blown-out shot, it must be admitted tbat we have every 
reason to be satisfied with the advance we have made 
in the direction of safety. 

STRENGTH, 

The same explosives were tested in the following: 
manner, in order to ascertain their comparative strength. 
A cylindrical shot, weighing 29 lbs., was fired frcm a 

steel mortar, and set at an angle of elevation of 45 de
grees. 
The following results represent the average of six 

shots with each explosive, a charge of five grammes 
(1 gramme = 15*432 grains) being used in each case: 

Range in feet. Comparative Strength* 

.".mmcuittc. ... 310.. ,. . 100 
Roburite 2'J. ., y-t 
Dynamite 264.. 65 
Tonit.- 223 71 
Securite 182 58 
Carbonite 168 54 
Gunpowder .... ...142 45 

It will thus be seen that of the three safe explosives 
carbonite falls a long way down in the scale of strength, 
being only one remove from gunpowder, and little more 
than half the strength of ammonite and roburite. 

CONVENIENCE. 

Under this head should be considered—1. suscepti
bility to climatic changes ; 2, safety in handling ; 3, re
sulting fumes upon explosion. 
As carbonite conlains 25 per cent, of nitro-glycerine, 

tbe uninterrupted use of it in the winter months can
not be relied upon. Again, should the magazine in 
which it is stored be at all damp,lheexplosive becomes 
perfectly useless by reason of the moisture absorbed. 
Roburite is even more susceptible to moisture than the 

foregoing, and should be used as soon after being manu
factured as possible, or kept at a constant moderate 
temperature. 
Ammonite.on the other hand.by reason ofthe air-tight 

metallic case surrounding each cartridge, is impervious 
to either frost or damp, and can be kept and fired in a 
block of freezing ice, or used under water with im
punity. 
AVith a view of arriving at the comparative merits of 

these various explosives in regard to their " safety in 
handling, " the following experiment was carried out: 
A steel block, 59 lbs. weight, was hung by a rope over a 

pulley and allowed to drop upon the explosive, which 
was placed upon an anvil. In order that the block 
should fall evenly upon the explosive, two rigid wirea 
were fixed perpendicularly to act as guides. A discon
necting hook was attached to tbe end of the rope near
est the block, so that, upon the block being wound to 
the requisite height, Ihe hook could be operated by 
means ofa li*>ht cord laid to a safe.distance. 
Roburite, dynamite, tonite, securite, carbonite, and 

gunpowder, with a fall of 5 feet, exploded in each case. 
Ammonite was tested at different heights, from 5 to 23 
feet, without exploding. 
Upon the third condition, " resulting fumes," much 

more has been said than can be repeated in this paper. It 
is a point which cannot be experimented upon in a day 
or a week. Much abuse was heaped upon high-class ex
plosives in this respect shortlv after their introduction, 
but with what amount of reason may be gathered from 
the recent report of the North of England Committee, 
which inquired into the matter, and exonerated them 
from the charge that any danger resulted from inhaling 
their fumes. The writer's experience leads him to the 
belief that the presence of objectionable fumes is en
tirely a matter of fancy. 

COST. 

On the score of cost, the considerations are so obvious 
as to scarcely require mentioning. 
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However, taking other points as being equal, it is only j There are three methods of fuel making : 
reasonable to expect that an explosive which is barely (1). Processes requiring drying in an oven after con 
half as strong as its competitors should only be half the i pression. 
price 

Again, in buying an explosive, it is somewhat dis
appointing to have included 10 per cent, of cartridge 
paper, which cau be bought at one-fifth of the cost. 

paper descriptive of 
A Method of Removing De

posit from the Inside . 

Column Pipes 

is A 

the above was read at the 
December meeting of The 
North of England In
stitute of Jlining and 

Shafts. Mechanical Engineers, by 
Mr. R. T. Swallow, The 

pipes in question formed the delivery column 1062 feet 
in height, of the force pumps at Hebburn Colliery. 
The pipes were originally 9 inches in
side diameter at the bottom of the col
u m n widening out to 10', inches at the 
surface and the water had a flow at 
first of 203 feet pet* minute. Tlie pipes 
had been tested at the foundry pre
vious to being put in place, to a press
ure of 715 tb_. to the square inch. 
After having been in use 5 years one 
of the 9 inch pipes split down one 
side, and on examination the internal 
diameter of the pipe was found to be 
reduced by sedimentary deposit to 6i 
inches, or little more than half their 
original area, so that the velocity of 
the water was increased very consid
erably. It was then decided to clean 
the columniu position, and the follow-
in" was the method adopted : 
Two small pulleys were hung to the 

headgear at the pit mouth so that 
a rope passsing over them hung direc
tly over the center of the column. To 
the end of this rope a specially con
structed cutter was fixed. This con
sisted ofa piece of bar iron hung hor
izontally fitted with steel springs on 
each of its sides to each of wliich two 
knives were fixed, from the bottom of 
this cutter a length of chain weighing 
448 lbs. was hung to give weight. The 
horizontal pipe, in the pit, leading to 
the foot of the rising main having been 
removed, the cutters were lowered to 
the bottom of the column and grad
ually chopped up and down unti 
they reached the top of the column. 
After this was done the cutter was 
withdrawn and the knives set tothe 
full diameter of the pipes and the 
operation repeated until all the pipes 
were apparently cleared. By this 
means five tons of deposit was removed 
at a cost of 11-j hours work and with 
the services of an engineman, two 
men on the surface and two in the 
pit. 

The follow in; 
aniimary of a report 

Mine Ropes, made to the French 
G o ver nra ent on the 

above subject for which we are in
debted to the last issue of The School 
of Mines Quarterly: Iron wire rope 
should be strong, hard, pliable, and not galvanized. 
Steel wire rope should ba of very homogeneous and 
comparatively hard quality, and suitably annealed; it 
should have a tensile strength of 70 to 76 tons per 
square inch, and should stretch from 3 to 5 per cent., 
and be pliable. The wire should be in all cases tested 
for tensile strengtli, stretching, bending, and torsion; 
and all the wires should be as closely alike as possible. 
Experience proves thatthe very material itself of every 
rope changes in course of working and gradually 
diminishes in strength until it is no longer safe. The 
wires become harsh and brittle. Large diameters of 
drums and pulleys are essential for the longevity of a 
rope. The smallest diameter of these should be from 
1300 times the diameter of the wire for iron ropes to 
2000 times the diameter of the wire for steel ropes, or 
from 80 to 100 times the diameter of the rope. The 
rope should wind smooth on the drum or pulleys 
without rubbing sideways, and so as to run free of jolts 
and flapping. The grooves of the pulleys should be 
lined with wood. In doubling back the rope end for 
attaching to the cage the loop should be kept as large 
a-i possible by inserting an iron eye or wood disc. 
The attachment should be made with springs to ease 
the strain at starting. 
Ropes should be greased regularly with a grease soft 

enough to work into the strands" right through the 
hemp core, but stiff'enough to stick to the outside of 
the rope. AVhere the mine water is impregnated 
with acid, steel ropes will wear quicker than irou. 
The rope should be examined every 24 hours, and 

this should be done by running it through the oper
ators hands so tint if he does not see all the broken 
wires he will feel them. Occasionally the rope should 
be thoroughly cleaned so that its condition may be 
more minutely ascertained. W h e n broken wires are 
found the longest, should be tucked in and the shorter 
ones cut off' to prevent further damage by catching. 
AA'hen a rope is used for winding men, the shackle 
should be cut off regularly every two or three months, 
the rope thoroughly examined and the shackle re-set. 

A paper on this subject was lately 
The Manufacture read before the members of the 

0f Mining Institute of Scotland, by Mr. 
James Grant, and as the ever-in-

Patent Fuel. creasing production of coal causes a 
proportionate increase in theamount 

of small coal sent out and the consequent call for some 
means of using this small coal to profit the subject is 
worthy of careful attention. 

(2). The dry process, consisting of passing coal and 
pitch through" hot cylinders over a furnace. 

(3). The steam process which effects the melting of 
the pitch by hot dry steani. 
This last process is the one wliich is now almost uni

versally adopted. 
The patent fuel is generally produced in blocks called 

briipiettcs. These briquettes are of various sizes to suit 
local requirements. Some works also produce egg-
shaped pieces for shoveling into furnaces, these are 
called ovoids. 
Patent fuel can be stowed into 31J cubic feet per ton. 

Coal requires 41 cubic feet. The heat given off by 

FIG. 1.—TITE MANUF .CTURE OK PATENT Fl EL. 

patent fuel is less than that of freshly 
worked coal. Coal deteriorates by exposure 
while patent fuel shows no decrease in 
value after long weathering. 
The prejudice against patent fuel owing to 

the pitchy smell is wearing away. 
Following is a short description of a plant 

erected at Ormiston Station Colliery by the 
Uskside (South Wales) Engineering Co. 
As shown on Fig. 1. A is a small pitch 

mill fitted on the top of the hopper ; B is a 
distributor for dividing the proper quantity 
of coal and pitch ; G is a disintegrator; for 
grinding and mixing the coal and pitch 
together, D is a pug-mill where the coal and 
pitch are stirred and heated to the proper con
sistency for compression. B- Fig. 2, is a pan-
mill to receive the coal and pitch, with revol
ving arms in it to fill the moulds; C* is the 
press cylinder for pressing the blocks; D-
shows the amount of compression, 2-j inches 
on each block, which equals 1,344 lbs. 
pressure to the square inch of block surface. 
D1* is where the block is tilted off after it is 
finished ; E is a section of the stamper that 
presses the block ; F is the lever on the end 
of the piston-rod that lifts the stamper by 
means of what is called a hammer resting 
on thecenter of this lever. W h e n the moulds 
are filled the table is turned round horizon
tally, a tooth at a time, by a kicker on the 
upright shaft that passes through the pug
mill to the top of it; and they" are passei 
round to the top of the hammer where 
1 lie blocks are pressed. After they are pressed 
they are parsed on with the stampers rising 
on an inclined plane, and when the moulds 
get to the opposite side of the press from the 
hammer, the blocks are above the level of 
the table and are tilted off there; then the 
stampers are passed along on a descending 
plane into the pan-mill for filling. Imme
diately above the pan-mill, and on the bot
tom of the pug-mill on this upright shaft, 
there is an eccentric that works the slide-
valveof of the press cylinder and causes the 
piston to give the blow. The whole of this 
machinery is driven by a pair of coupled en
gines, 10-inch cylinders and 20-inch stroke, 
supplied with steam at 40 lbs. pressure. The 

speed ofthe engine ie sixty revolutions per minute; the 
speed ofthe main shaft oft he full plant is ninety-fiverevo-
lutions per minute. The pug mill and press cylinder 
are supplied with steam at 70 lbs. pressure from a small 
multitubular boiler, seven feet long by three feet six 
inches in diameter with twenty-eight tubes of three 
inches internal diameter. It requires one man on the 
top to fill in the coal, one boy to fill in the pitch, one 
pressman on the bottom floor to attend tothepTessand 
pug-mill, two laborers to take away the blocks and load 
or store them, and one boy to fire the boilers; in all 
four men and two boys. The machine turns out three 
tons of fuel per hour. The quantity of pitch used is 
from 9 to 10 per cent, of finished fuel. The principal 
things to attend to in making good fuel are 
to see that the proper quantity of pitch is 
filled in along with the coal; that they are 
both properly ground and mixed in the dis
integrator ; that the steani from the pug-mill is kept up 
to the proper pressure, and that the nozzles conveying 
the steam into the pug-mill are in order. There are 
two nozzles into the pug-mill; one about twelve inches 
from the bottom of the mill, and another about six 
inches further up on the opposite side of the mill. The 
diameter of these nuzzles is from i; in. to j in., screwed, 
into a .{ in. tube. The height from the bottom floor to 
where the coal is filled into the hopper is twenty-three 
feet. The small coal, as it comes from the coal miners 
is emptied by the pit-head man into a well, made to re
ceive it from the screening platform. The pitch is 
hoisted up an inclined plane in cars to the same plat
form, and emptied on the opposite side ofthe hopper. 
Before this plant was erected hundreds of tons of this 

small coal was stowed in the workings; now it is all 
drawn, and whatever is left over after supplying the 
colliery with steam is made into patent fuel. The coal 
is so soft and drossy that an arrangement was entered 
into with the coal miners when the colliery was first 
opened out to screen all the coal over a $ in. screen, 
and that enabled them to make a better job of screening 
it into pea and nut for the market. 
The size of the briquette is 6 inches by 4 inches by 

3| inches, and it weighs four pounds. 
In course ofa discussion which followed the reading 

of the paper, Mr. Clark stated that the best coal for 
briquette-making was a good free-burning non-coking 
coal. 
If the proper consistency of pitch is not used the 

briquettes fall in pieces after being made. One 
machine, such as described, made three tons per hour, 
or thirty four-pound briquettes per minute. The coal 
used was not. washed. It was passed through y-inch 
hand screen in the pit. 

W e are indebted to the Mining 
A N e w Form Institute of Scotland, for the fol

lowing synopsis of a paper by 
of Coal-Washing M a x Everard, on the above sub

ject. 
Machine, This is a modification of the 

piston-jigger, having an arrange
ment for scraping the surface and removing the top of 
the washed layer under treatment. It consists of a 
sieve-plate 10 feet long by 3— feet in width, the 
apertures being largest next the feed end—fixed on a 
pyramidal hutch, having a plunger box attached to one 
of the long slides, and an opening variable by adjustable 
slides for the discharge of the heavier waste on the 
other. The piston is a circular wooden dish moved by 
an eccentric and communicating motion to tbe water 

FIG. 2.—THE MANUFACTURE OF PATENT FUEL. 
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in the hutch through a cushion of air confined above 
the water in a piston box. The scraper is a harrow-
like frame suspended by a system of jointed rods above 
the sieve-plate, and receives motion from a cam act
ing upon "the counterpoised arm of an angle lever, 
which gives a slow forward and quick return motion. 
The frame is connected with a slide opening the 
feeding hopper so as to allow a fresh portion of material 
to be dropped upon the plate at the coarse end, at the 
commencement of each stroke, where it is subjected to 
the most energetic action of the water, while the finer 
portions of previous charges brought to the surface are 
drawn forward by the teeth projecting from the frame, 
towards the discharge end. Usually the frame is so 
suspended as to pass clear of the charge on the return 
stroke. The length of the stroke of the frame is 20 
inches, so that the surface of the washed material is 
broken up six times in its passage over the 10 feet 
length of plate. 
The machines weigh about 6 tons each, and are 

worked in pairs, each pair requiring a motive power of 
4 to 6 H. P., and one man to attend to them ; and the 
average produce is 15 tons per hour for the two 
machines. 

COAL-DUST AND COLLIERY EXPLOSIONS. 

A series of short public lectures on "Coal and Coal 
Mining," in Manchester, England, was brought to a 
close- recently by Prof. Dixon, who lectured on the 
action of finely divided coal-dust either in promoting 
or aggravating the intensity of explosions produced by 
fire-damp, or, on the other hand, by igniting itself and 
causing an explosion in mines. 
Prof. Dixon believes that coal-dust of itself, under 

certain conditions is explosive, and the following synop
sis of his lecture, from The Colliery Guardian, of London, 
is worthy the attention of American colliery managers. 
Attention, he said, was first directed to this question by 
Lyell and Faraday in the year 1S45, when tbey found 
portions of charred coal-dust on the props and other 
articles in the pits after an explosion. The dust found 
by them corresponded with the dust found in the latest 
explosion that was attributed to the ignition of coal 
dust—in the Apedale Colliery, Staffordshire-—but until 
a few years ago, although attention had been called to 
the role which dust might play in explosions, no one 
had attributed to dust the power of carrying on an 
explosion by itself, or of being the main factor of an 
explosion in mines. It was in connection with the 
explosion at Seahara Colliery, Durham, on the Sth Sep
tember, 1880, that this view" was first urged. Professor 
Dixon briefly recapitulated the circumstances of 
that accident and the evidence that was adduced 
at the time and a year afterwards—a portion of 
the mine having been locked up for about twelve 
months. It was the miners themselves, he remarked, 
who brought, forward the tbeiry that dust had played 
the principal part in the explosion, and since then par
ticular attention had been directed to the subject, and 
experiments had been made, not only in this country, 
but also in France, Germany, and other parts of the 
Continent The question which was being _ con
sidered was this: '* Is dust capable of producing a 
flame when it comes in contact with a large flame 
such as may be produced by a blown-out shot or pro
duced by an explosion of gas and air ?" It was 
not supposed that an ordinary naked light in a 
mine would suffice for an explosion of coal-dust and air. 
There must be first a great disturbance to raise the dust 
and mingle it with the ait* to make it an explosive mix
ture, and there must be great heat locally applied to 
initiate tlie explosion ; but once that had been set up a 
flame might extend so far as there was the coal-dust 
lying on the floor or sides, and the damage done by it 
was comparable, at all events, with the damage done by 
an explosion of fire-damp and air. This was a view 
frequently urged, and in support of it the lecturer tried 
a few experiments. H e showed that fine dust falling 
on a flame will give off flame and sparks, and that 
when mixed with oxygen an intense flame is produced. 
The difficulty, he added, wa*-*, happily, to get the 
requisite proportions of coal-dust and air to make an 
explosive mixture. The gentlemen appointed to 
inquire into the circumstances of tbeSeaham explosion 
came to the conclusion that there was great danger in 
small quantities of fire-damp in dusty mines, but they 
did not state that dust would explode by itself. They 
did not regard it as being capable or as likely to carry 
an explosion from end to end. From this point the 
lecturer went on to speak of the causes and results of 
the explosions at Altofts and Elemore in 1886, at Hyde 
in 1889, and at Llanerch and Morfain 1890. H e spoke 
ofthe inquiries which the Royal Commission are mak
ing with a view to determining the question as to 
whether coal-dust may be tbe chief factor in mine 
explosions. Bv experiments in imitation of those 
attempted by Mr. Hall, H. M. inspector of mines forthe 
Liverpool district, the lecturer demonstrated that coal-
dust brought into contact with flame will sometimes 
explode. The fact, he said, that the dust did not 
always explode was urged by some people as a proof 
that dust of itself would not produce an explosion. 
They said there were dusty mines tbat had been 
worked for fifty years without an explosion, and that 
was a stronger argument than any experiments. The 
lecturer, however, did not think that such an argument 
was sound. H e hoped the Royal Commission would be 
able to conduct experiments on a large scale, a scale 
equal to the ordinary conditions of mining, so that the 
question might be settled. H e mentioned, in conclu
sion, that the Austrian Commission had confirmed the 
German Commission in the opinion that dust could 
cause an explosion, and that they suggested that the 
danger might be met by watering the dust or by 
attempting to sweep it up, which of course presented 
great practical difficulties, or by using a particular kind 
of cartridge which would not produce a flame that 
would ignite dust or gas. If this could be done it might 
be possible, said Professor Dixon, to go on using shots 
in dusty mines. 

HINE'S ELIMINATOR. 

AVe herewith present sectional views of the two 
forms in which this device is constructed. The Hine 
Eliminator is not new to the market, it was brought 
out in 1SS8, and over seven hundred of them are now 
in use. The exceedingly high merit it has been de
monstrated to possess as a separator of water from live 
steam and the importance of such a device throughout 
the mining districts has prompted the publication. 
As will be seen, it is made for steam-pipe running 
either horizontally or vertically, and by inverting the 
vertical form the course ofthe steam, be it up or down, 
is immaterial. Scientific investigation lias demon
strated that, to obtain complete mechanical steam 
separation, provision must be made for carrying the 
water out of and away from the action of the steam 
current before they can be again taken up and carried 
forward by the rapidly moving steam, which contin
ually surrounds it. By reference to the horizontal style, 

same can be returned, and they will pay freight charges 

HORIZONTA 
Fig. 2, it will be seen that the steam upon entering, as 
indicated by arrow courses, is driven against a trans
verse corrugated diaphragm extending vertically to 
half the length of the body, which divides the inlet 
from, the outlet side. By contact with this diaphragm 
and the corrugated surfaces of the body the steam is 
thoroughly broken up and separation accomplished be
fore the turning ofthe steam into the outlet side, at the 
proper aerial distance below the diaphragm are two 
converging disks B B between which the water in
stantly passes into the well or chamber below, out of 
the steam current from whence it is discharged through 
valve A. Steam by its elastic nature readily accommo
dates itself to changes of direction, while'water will 
pass in a direct course. It will he seen, therefore, that 

VERTICAL WI1FRF COURSE OF STEAM IS DOWNWARD. 
the water being at once deposited in the lower chamber 
out of the current, the dry steam passes under the dia
phragm thence upward and out, being deflected by an 
inward extending pipe at the immediate point of out
let. 

Figure 3 (vertical). At the side on one end, a corru
gated deflecting partition extends half the length of 
the body, forming the inlet. At the opposite end a 
vertical pipe, cast with a flange and standing out from 
the body, forms the outlet The steam in passing 
through the deflecting partition obtains centrifugal ac
tion, and by contact with the inner corrugated surfaces 
is broken up, the water, eliminated, readily flows down 
the vertical corrugations and out, while the steani 
diverted from its direct current passes through the 
vertical pipe to point of delivery. 
In 1891 a test of steam separatoi-s was made at Sibley 

College, Cornell University. The object being to de
termine the principle involved, the conditions necessary 
for the most efficient separation, and the efficiency of 
the -best forms of separators known to the market. 
Suffice it to say that in twelve trials the Hine Eliminator 
with steam under varying conditions demonstrated an 
average efficiency of 98-^ per cent, dry steam, defeating 
in a marked degree all competitors.-- The Eliminator 
is compact in construction, positive in action with 
nothing to get out of order, requires no attention, and 
is cheap. 
As a manifestation of the confidence held by the 

manufacturers in the efficiency of the eliminator they 
propose to send it, in either of its forms, to any 
responsible party on a month's trial, with the under
standing that if it fails to give entire satisfaction the 
"-The Hine Eliminator Co. will send free the complete report of 

the Cornell steam separator test to any addressing them for the 

VERTICAL lVni-RE COURSE OF STEAM IS UPWARD. 

both ways. Full particulars may be had from the Hine 
Eliminator Co., 106 Liberty.Street, New York. 

MISSOURI'S COAL RESOURCES. 

. At a recent meeting of the Board of Managers of the 
Bureau of Geology and Mines of IMissouri, a report by 
State Geologist Winslow was submitted, entitled : " A 
Preliminary report on the Coal Deposits of Missouri." 
It consisted of about 300 type-written pages, and was 
accompanied by 131 illustrations of coal beds and other 
subjects. An edition of 5.000 copies was ordered 
printed. The report contains four chapters and two ap
pendices as follows : Chapter 1, The Coal Measures; chap
ter 2, The Coal Beds chapter 3, The Coal Industry; chapter 
4, A Systematic Description of Coal Beds now operated ; 
appendix A, Notes on Coal Mining in Thin Coal Beds ; 
appendix B, A List of Ihe Coal Operators of Missouri. 
In chapter 1 a brief outline is given of the distribu

tion and topography of the coal measure formations, 
and the nature of the various rocks which exi.t there 
are described, as well as the manner in which the_e 
rocks occur. Following this is a discussion of the pro
cess by which these rocks were formed, which is espec
ially valuable as an exposition oftbelaws* governing the 
distribution of coal beds and other strata ofth is formation. 
Chapter 2 consists ofa description or the various con

ditions which restrict the distribution of coal and of 
those which restrict its availability Tbe general char
acter of Missouri coals is also described here. 
Chapter 3 is introduced by a few remarks on the coal 

production of the State, in which it is shown that Mis
souri ranks second among the coal producing State-. 
west of the Mississippi River and sixth among those of 
the whole union. Following this is a description of the 
geographical and geological conditions affecting the 
market of the coals of Missouri and adjacent States. 
The present uses and adaptabilities of the coals are 
then briefly discussed, though the lack of exact knowl
edge concerning these questions is deplored. An 
answer to the questions of the available coal in the 
State and the duration of the supply is dismissed as 
premature with the present state of our knowledge. It 
is estimated, however, that less lhan two square miles 
of coal land are annually exhausted in the State, and, 
inasmuch as tliere are 23,000 square miles of coal 
measures in the State, a small fraction of this contain
ing workable coal would suffice to maintain the present 
rate of production for a thousand years. Some inter
esting figures are given concerning the value of coal 
land-J, and, after recommending the coal lands of Mis
souri as fields for investment, the chapter concludes 
with the statement that we may look forward, in the 
march of events, to a large increase in the coal industry 
of the State, to profitable returns to those who invent 
their money sagaciously in coal lands and in the sup
port ofthe dependent industry, and to an enhancement of 
the value of such lands now largely held and used purely 
for agricultural ends by private citizens of the State. 
Chapter 4 contains the bulk of the report and con

sists of descriptions of the occurrences of coal in the 
State in fifty-seven counties. It is liberally illustrated 
by sections showing the thicknesses of the various coal 
beds and associated rocks, and the general character of 
the coal in each locality is described. The results of 
deep drilling and shafting in many parts of the State 
are included'in this chapter, and the prospect of further 
discovery of coal in various counties is stated. A small 
block map showing the area of the coal measures and 
the general distribution of mines accompanies the re
port. The occurrences of isolated coal deposits or " coal 
pockets " in the State are also described. 
In Appendix A is given an interesting description of 

the methods of mining thin coal beds in the State, 
which is an important addition, inasmuch as it demon
strates the entire availability of coal beds here, which 
elsewhere might be considered too thin to work. 
In the preface to this report and elsewhere, the value 

of reliable drill-hole records for determining the extent 
and distribution of coal in the state is emphasized. 
The lack of authentic results from much drilling that 
has been done in the past is deplored and a plan of 
co-operation is suggested which deserves wide consider
ation, and which, if followed, will be productive of much 
good. It consists, in brief, of tbe following offer : To 
any private individual or community desiring to have 
a deep drill hole sunk, the survey offer first to recom
mend reliable men w h o m tbe individual or community 
can employ to do the work of drilling ; second, it offers 
to supervise this drilling, and last, it offers to furnish 
an official statement of the results of this drilling, all 
free of charge, in return for this service, all that is re
quired is that the survey be allowed full and free 
use ofthe results for the benefit of the State. 
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This department ... intended for the une of tliose who wish to express 
their views, or auk, or answer, questions on any subject relating to 
mining. Core. spotif< ••'• need not hesitate, to write fo- supposed 
want of abititti. li'tlie ideas arc expressed, wc will cheerfully make 
any needed rameffoM ta Composition that may be required. Com-
munifaiiotf .<lt'"i.'d net be loo lengthy, and personal reflections 
should be eanfutlti avoided. 

AU communications shou/tl be accompanied wdh the proper name and, 
address of the writer—not necessarily for publication, but as a 
guarantee qf good faith. . . . . . . . _ 

The Editor is not responsible for rictus expressed in this Department 
#&• Con-esptimlt-ur,- should be in os simple language., andasfree 

if technical sif/us awt formuke as possible, consistent with clear solu 
Hon. Calch-questions wilt not be published. 

Fans in Mining. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please publish the following in answer to " E. 
R.," of Hopwood.Pa. 

(1.) The fan on a certain mine has an equivalent ori
fice of 37*81 square feet, the mine's equivalent orifice is 
19 square feet; the size of the fan is 12 ft, making 90 
revolutions per minute. AVhat is tbe fan's efficiencyV 
The theoretical head due to the fan's velocity, 

= ,_' = (12 X -1416 X 15)= = 

g 32 

It, the effective hear! equals 

II = 991,3 . 

,+ . 1+ 1!* , 
0* 37"81 

h 0 = the head lost = H - /. = 99'_9S — 79 '79 = 2014. 
Tlie efficiency ofthe fan will be as 

79-79 + 2014 : 7979 :: 100 : 79-84%. 

The quantity passing = 8 1 79-79 X '05 X 60 X 

19 = 52,937 cu. ft. 
•0003S5 X . _ '000385 X 52937 

l/7979 

694 

(2.) What size fan, giving an efficiency of 50;., would 
you apply to the ventilation of a mine 500' deep, the 
quantity "of air required being 40,000 cu. ft. per mmute 
and the equivalent orifice of the mine being 20 sq. ft. ? 

The effective head 

, 40.000^ 

is X - S S X 60 X 20, 

as this is only 50<_ of the theoretical head 

H will equal 41088 X 2 = 8217 = " • 

l/8217 X 32 = V262944 =5246 = velocity 

per second and as the number of revolutions is not 
given we will assume it to be 90 per minute, or 1-5 per 

second,then 

52-46 

Proof, a •• 19. 
V vi. g. 

•• 41-088, 

1-6 

3497 

31416 

= 34-97' = the circumference of Lfan, 

11-13' = diameter of fan. 

Yours etc., 

T. S. C. 
Gardner, 111, Dec. 21st. 

Next, w e find the size of equivalent air-way 1200 long, 

0? 
I varies as = 8195', 

o 
then 

4000 : 1200 :: 8195 : ° , 

working out we find 

t = 2430, 
O 

therefore 

a = 375', and o = 21*7' 

for the circular air-way, the diameter of which would 

be 6' 11//. 
Proof 

ksv1 

p = 

Arithmetic. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

gIR ;_i submit the following in reply to question by 
" A. A.," in the December issue : 

[The solution sent is the same as that of " J. S. K.," 
of Canon City, Col., published in the January issue.—ED.] 

Yours, etc., 
BEGINNER. 

Riverton, III., Dec. 21st. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR*—In the December issue " H. L. D. W.," of 
Buffalo, N. Y , solves the tree question for "Trackman," 
of Reynoldsville, Pa., but according to the figures given 
his work does not prove itself, I hope he will work it 
out in detail so as to enlighten a mining student. 

Yours, etc., 
BEGINNER, 

Riverton, 111., Dec, 21st. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

gIR:—Please insert the following in answer to 
question (1), asked by "A. B.," of Hanna City, 111.: 

An air-way 8 ' X « ' X 1000' is passing 40,000 cu. ft.of 
air, what diameter should a circular air-way 1200' long 
be' to pass one-half the quantity, the pressure re
maining the same? 

In solving we use the formula 

ksv2 

' a 

substituting their values 

•0217 X 32,000 X-39062 ,.„„,, 
p = - 6 4 — = 4 23 lbs. 

The length of first air-way is found thus, when q = 
20,000, and p, a, and o remain the same. Since g varies 

inversely as v I, w e have 

20'' : 40** :: 1000 : x, or 
400 : 1(300 :: 1000 : 4000, or length. 

or substituting 

•0217 X 20040 X '284089 _ 

37'5 

Yours, etc., 

N. S. 
Dagus Mines, Pa., Dec. 19th. 

Algebra. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

S I R :—I submit the following in answer to " A. B. C./ 
of Pittston, Pa.: 

[The solution sent is similar to that of *' T. S. A.," 
of Anita, Pa., inserted in the October issue.—Ed.] 

Yours, etc., 

JAY. 

Nanticoke, Pa., Dec. 26th. 

Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In reply to question on ventilation by " S. TJ. 
P.," in the October issue, which was answered by " L. 
P, H.," in the November number, and corrected by " S. 
IJ. P." in your December issue, I submit the following : 
Suppose'a volume of 64,000 cu. ft. of air per minute 

is passing through a rectangular shaft 8' X 10' and 500' 
deep, what is the pressure? 
If the shaft is partitioned off, i. c, a brattice run from 

top to bottom making two 8' X 8' shafts, or air passages, 
what volume may be expected, pressure to be the same 
in both cases? 
I think the " correction " by " S. U. P." is also wrong, 

and therefore work it out as follows : 
8' X 16' = 128 sq. ft. *= a. 

64,000 -;- 12S = 500 cu. ft. = t*. 

S' + & + 16' + 16' = 48 ft. =p. 
500' X 48' =** 24,000 sq. ft. •= s. 

T h e n by formula 
fe s v2 

' p — — -, 
a 

w e have by substituting and working out 
•0000000217 X 24,000 X 250,000 

p = 1 2 g - = 1 0 1 7 . 

To find volume of divided shaft we find the velocity 

by following formu" 

X P, 
h X i 

instituting values 

64 X 1*017 ~_ __43, 

0000000217 X 10,000 

Then 

432-9 X 64 = 27705-6, and 27,7056 X 2 = 55,411-2 

-t 
—£ 

cu. ft. volume, and 04,000-
in cu. ft. lost. 

-55,411 -2 = 8,588*8 difference 

Falls Creek, Pa., Dec. 21st. 

Yours, etc., 

A. G. 

Eldor Colliery Engineer .-

SIR :—"Will you please publish the following question 
in your next issue : 

A siphon 550' long and 2 " in diameter has a lift of 8' 
from s u m p to summit, and 25' fall from summit to dis
charge. W h a t will be the volume of water discharged 
per minute? 

T h e water is allowed to accumulate 14 hours, and the 
siphon will run off this head in addition to the water 
m a d e while running in 4 hours, thus making 18 hours 
water run off in 4 hours. N o w , what is total a m o u n t of 
water conveyed in 18 hours? This being 7 5 % of water 
made, what will be the total amount for 24 hours? 

Yours, etc., 

S, V. P. 
Lawsonham, Pa,, Dec. 9th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SSR:—AVill you please insert the followingMn reply 
to " Miner," of Middleport, Ohio: 

If" Miner" will examine m y reply to " Inquisitive" 
he will find I gave the figures shown as the relative 
quantities and not as cu. ft., the cu. ft. were given further 
on. I also gave a rule " As the total relative quantity is 
to the relative quantity in each shaft so is the total 
actual quantity to the actual quantity passing in each 
shaft." 
I will assume tho " Dutchman's " right and keep on 

till I get it right. The formula given is 

v7 — , X o-, except that p and k being 

common to both are cancelled and the formula becomes 

v2 = - V a. or the area divided by the rub-
s " , 

bing surface gives the square ofthe velocity, the square 
root of which is the velocity itself; when p and * are 
cancelled the relative velocity is found. 
Then for the 11' shaft we proceed as follows ; 

a = D 2 X "7854 = 95*0334, area; circumference 

= D X 3-1416 = 34*5576, and circumference 
multiplied by depth, or 

34*5576 X 800 = 27,646*08, s, and 

95*0334 -- 27,646-08 = '003442, the square 

root of which will be 

1/-003442 = .059. 

Then, 

•059 X 95.Q334 = 5*60697, which is the rela

tive volume for the 11' shaft. 
Proceeding in the same way for the 10' shaft, we find 

the relative volume to be 4"39824. 
Then 

4-39824 + 5-60697 = 10-00521, this being the 

total relative volume, by proportion we can determine 
the actual volume, for "as tbe total relative volume is 
to the relative volume in each shaft, so is the total 
actual volume lo the volume in each shaft, or for 10' 
shaft 

10*00521 : 4-39824 :: 100,000 : x, or 43,959. 

For the 11/ shaft, we have. 

10-00521 : 5-60697 :: 100,000 : x, or 56,040, 

then, 

43,959 -4- 56,040 = 99,999, which is within 

one cubic foot of 100,000. 
" Miner " requests that I show how I obtained the 

figures given in the August issue. In working the 
problem over, I find that the figures given were not 
absolutely correct, the error arising from dropping deci
mals. If " miner " will work the problem out, as I 
have shown he will find it is correct, or near enough, 
when it comes within one cubic foot. If he will fur
nish his address I will cheerfully forward the manu
script I have used in working it out. 

Yours, etc., 
S.U.P. 

Lawsonham, Pa., Dec. 21st. 

The Nanticoke Disaster. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—My views regarding the Nanticoke disaster are 
simply that there was an insufficiency of ventilation 
instead of an increased amount. Undoubtedly, in this 
case, the ventilation was diminished one-fourth and, 
perhaps, one-third by the wagon left standing in the 
air-way. The increased resistance to the fan, with the 
removal of stoppings and the liberation of gas helped 
to increase the temperature in the mine until it 
overcame the pressure and friction in the downcast, 
assisted, no doubt bv the pressure through the bore
holes at the inside shaft. Then came the reversion of 
the ventilation and with it the explosion and loss of 
the twelve unfortunate men. It was an unlucky 
mistake of some one to have left the wagon standing 
there as the mortar should have been shoveled out and 
the wagon removed. It ought to be one of the rules at 
all mines that the air passages must not be contracted 
by leaving any obstructions in them longer than can 
possibly be avoided. 

Yours, etc., 
R O B E R T ROCHESTER. 

Bobbins Station, Pa., Dec. 27th, 

Mathematics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following question in your 

journal: 
A shaft 12' in diameter was measured by a rod the 

exact depth ofthe shaft, and on leaning it over against 
the other side, thereby forming the hypothenuse of a 
right-angled triangle, it lacked one inch of reaching the 
top, what is the depth of the shaft? Please explain 
fully illy. 

Yours, etc., 

Duncan P. O., All'y Co., Pa., Dec. 30th. 

Mechanics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

S I R :—I submit the following question for solution in 
your journal: If the pressure of an engine is 44 lbs. 
per sq. in., diameter of cylinder 1'8'/, length fi', and 
paddle-wheel makes 20 revolutions per minute, what is 

its power? 
Yours, etc., 

THOS. M. BROWN. 
Pinckneyville, III, Jan. 2d. 

Methods of Working. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

Su.:—Please insert the following question for solution 
by some of your able correspondents : 
•In a vein with 4' of solid rock between top and 

bottom coal, the top coal being 3' 8" and the bottom 
coal 2' 6" thick and with a pitch of 03°, it is proposed 
to work the coal out, leaving the 4' of rock intact. 
Please state how you would drive the gangway and 
air-way and how you would open and work the 
breasts, Also, how would you ventilate the same? 

Yours, etc., 
J. T. HOWLAND. 

Hazleton, Pa., Jan. 5th. 
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The Practical W o r k of Engines. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—I quite agree with " R. M. H.," of Denver, Colo., 
that a discussion of the subject of the work of engines 
would be highly entertaining to your readers for it is 
an important one and is also very extensive. As he 

dead points, the maximum effect of the steam is 
exerted, in which case we have 

090 p A c X 0-707 C = P04 L R. 

The relative length ofthe connecting rod has a very 
great influence in the calculation, but unless we have 
an expression for its length we must neglect it. The 
load L, therefore which a double cylinder direct-acting, 

criticises tbe formula I gave in the August number of cylindrical drum hoister can start will be between 
your valued journal I beg leave to a-*k space in which 
to offer the following in the hope that some of your 
readers may in like manner contribute to a much neg
lected branch of mining work. 
The fundamental principles of mechanics involve 

two condition's depending upon the theory of the con
servation of forceand of motion ; that equilibrium is es
tablished first when action and reaction are equal and, 
secondly, when the " moments " of the forces are equal 
to those of the resistances. To state these conditions 
in plainer terms, if the state ofa body with respect to 
rest or motion is not changed, that body is in equili
brium and the forces acting upon it are not greater 
than the resistance which that body is capable of offer
ing. The instant that a change does take place—that 
the body begins to move—then at that instant the sum 
ofthe forces is greater than the sum of the resistances 
offered by the body and its intervening members. 
To satisfy the second condition of equilibrium which 

pertains, not to motion in a straight line as tbat of the 
former case, but to rotary motion, two elements are in
volved. Not only i-. the force or resistances considered 
but also its lever arm. W h e n a force acts through a 
lever arm to produce rotation, the product of the force 
measured in pounds and the lever arm measured in feet, 
is called a " moment." Thus a man pulling on a five 
foot crow-bar with a force of 25 pounds is exerting a 
tendency to motion called a moment of 125 ft. pounds, 
(see Januaryissue of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER, page 139). 
N o w according to the "principle of moments"—the 
second condition of equilibrium—the sum of the 
moments ofthe forces must not exceed the sum ofthe 
moments of the resistances. If it does, motion takes 
place and this is true of any form of mechanism. Our 
muscular effort upon the crow-bar having a moment of 
125 ft. lbs., can only overcome a moment equivalent 
to that. Thus, we can lift a 600 lb. box if it rests not 
further than 2. inches from the lower end, because 600 
X 2i -_- 12 

0-Siio P ^ C and P223 P f^ 

according to the position ofthe crank pin. 
(2). For a second tnotion engine, we have tbe case 

already mentioned where Pis again cp A with the 
similar limitations as to position of pin. 
When, however we examine tbe case of a cut-oi 

engine we are met with the question as to the least 
steam pressure which the piston exerts, not the boiler 
or throttle pressure, nor even the mean effective 
pressure, but the force operating at any given instant 
as compared with the resistances then operating. 
Engines iu good working order provided with cut-off, 
allow the expansion substantially according to the law 
that the pressure falls in inverse ratio with the expan
sion ofthe steam. A l cut-off gives a } steam pressure 
at the end of the stroke. As a hoisting engine must 
be capable of starting the load from any point in its 
stroke, its weakest position must be examined. Then 
if/ indicates the fractional part of the cut-off, the 
weakest condition of the hoister is at the end of the 
stroke when 

fP Ac 
R • 

L -= 0-S65 ' 

Here surely it would be advisable for the engineer 
to endeavor to stop the engine with its crank pins at 
45° from the dead points. 
If there are 2 cylinders the values for the steam 

pressure at the 45° points can only be given when the 
amount of the cut-off is known. For the steam press

ure pl at a n y point, /., bejtond the point of cut-off', is a l w a y s 
a fractional part of the throttle-valve pressure p ex
pressed b v 
„,__•"„ 

All ofthe above calculations were for the purpose of 
(1). If, on the other hand the 25 pounds operate on I ascertaining the load which an engine can start. The 

the 15 inch crank arm of a windless, the moment is 
31*25 ft. lbs. which is only capable of balancing or hold
ing in equilibrium S3-} lbs. of weight suspended from 
the 9 in. barrel, because 

25 X It = 31V = S3i X '_• 
If now, we measure the friction of the axle in the 

standards and find it to be 10 per cent., the expression 
becomes 

31} = | (W-f 0T0 W ) whence W = 757 lbs. 
(2). If instead, of a windlass, we examine a winch 

and determine the conditions of equilibrium, we find 
now a complex system of levers. Nevertheless the 
principle is readily followed. Herein the powerworks 
onacrankarm and turns a toothed wheel(A) which en
gages into another toothed wheel (B) on the axle of 
which is the barrel carrying the rope and its load. 
The equilibrium is established when the pendent load 
(L) from the barrel is just being moved by the muscular 
effort P on the crank arm I. Now if the crank turns its 
wheel, A must move in which case the moment P I 
must be equal to, or greater than, the resistance R act
ing on the teeth with a lever arm equal to the radius r 
ofthe wheel A. Whence 

P I = R r or P I A- R '•-
This resistance R is received from the teeth of the 

wheel B and before B and its barrel can move, we have 
a similar condition of moments in which case 

L in = I. n or L m < E ?i, 
L m is the radius ofthe barrel and n, ofthe wheel B. 

Whence P I must be greater than R r and R n greater 
than L m. Or, PI n must exceed L m r. But as the sizes 
of the teeth in Aand Bare the same.then thenumberof 
teeth is proportional to the length ofthe circumference 
of the respective wheels and if x and y respectively 
represent the number of teeth we have 

x : y :: r : n. 
Finally P will balance a load, not to exceed 

L = Pi *. 
m x 

With fairly good castings, the friction of the toothed 
wheels should not exceed 25 % ofthe pressure in which 
case 
P="ir(L+VL)andL = ^ P l-V. 

I y rn x 
Let us now apply the same rules to the examination 

of the steam engine hoister, the pitman rod from the 
piston being directly connected by crank pin to the 
hoisting drum. Here we have the first case (1 above). 
With the area of each cylinder designated by A, the 
boiler pressure, by p, the length ofthe stroke by 2 C, and 
the diameter of the drum by D 2R, we have P, "the steam 
pressure on each piston as the active force with a lever 
arm C, giving a moment P C to balance tbat of the 
friction and the load with a lever arm R. 

If c is the number of cylinders, one or two, and a 
plain slide valve engine be assumed with an interna! 
friction of 10*^, leaving 0'90 P as effective; and if the 
external friction ofthe sheave and the stiffness of rope 
be taken at 4 % ofthe load, we have 

0-90 pAcG = {L+ 0-04 L) R 
If the engine is double cylinder and if the cranks 

are set " at quarters," then one piston is operating at a 
dead point while the other is at full lever arm, whence 

0'90pAC = l*04LR. When, however the crank pins are at 45° from the 

operation of starting requires greater energy than is 
afterwards necessary to keep up the proper mean 
velocity of the combination. W h e n once in motion, 
the velocity is more easily maintained. Moreover, the 
parts of the engine having acquired a certain momen
tum can thereby assist the piston at such points as its 
steam pressure is weakened by expansion and also at 
dead points. Hence the excess of power during one 
portion ofthe stroke may be availed ofat other points 
ofthe stroke. Such consideration introduces the ad
ditional element of time, and the work (not the power) 
of an engine is measured by the time occupied in its 
performance. 
As this portion ofthe discussion was so fully treated 

in recent issues of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER, I would not 
occupy valuable space by repetition, except to review two 
cases. The capacity ofa plain slide-valve engine to do 
work, varies with its consumption of steam ; and the 
load it will hoist at a given speed v, increases with the 
area of the piston, the length and number of strokes 
and the pressure ofthe steani. 
A direct connection, plain slide-valve hoister with 

cylindrical drum, offers the following condition of 
equality of momentum at t strokes per minute. 

0*90 p A s c . _= 1*04 Lti = 1*04 L X 31416 R t, 

whence 

cp As 

R 

allowing for 10*^ internal and 4fc external friction. 
One book gives an erroneous formula as follows : 

0-90 p A c t 3-1416 -. *= 1-04 L 3-1416 R t. 

A geared slide-valve engine, with 20% internal and 
4tfo external friction gives 

= 0*275 

0-80 p As ct = 1*04 L v = 1*04 L 
2y 

I 31416 R, 

-. 0245 
c p A 3 y 

R-r "' 

Cut-off engines are not so easily calculated, for we 
have now to deal with the mean effective pressure of the 
steam during the entire stroke. This, in the formulas 
given by " Equity," in the July number, is represented 
by a p. Though it may be calculated, many works on 
steam give tables for the mean pressure, which value is 
to be introduced above instead of p. Below is an ab
breviated table of this kind in which the initial press
ure is represented by unity, 100. 

Period of Cut-off. 

0-20 
0'25 
0333 
0-10 
0*60 
0'60 
0*G66 
0*75 
0S75 

Mean Pressure a, 

0*567 
0-637 
0-726 
0*787 
O'860 
0*913 
0*942 
0'9C9 
0*902 

This discussion has taken more space than I had in
tended to consume, but it is m y understanding of the 
case, and as I have verified many of the formulae on 
large bolsters by indicator cards and otherwise, I be
lieve that whatever discrepancies may appear to exist or 
become manifest by the use of the numerous formulae 

offered for solution arise only from the variation of al
lowances made for the various frictions, clearance, the 
effect of position, and length of the connecting rod or 
pitman, and the friction of sheaves or stiffness of rope 
—not from any error of principle or theory. I trust 
tliat some of our fellow readers will contribute to the 
general good, as it was this thought that prompted m e 
to offer the present. 

Yours, etc., 
THEORIST. 

Golden, Colorado, Jan. 17th. 

P- S.—The equations given above assume a connect
ing rod between piston and crank pin, of very great 
length (in fact, of an infinite length) such that its 
various positions are parallel, and the steam pressure ia 
always exerted horizontally upon the crank. Strictly 
speaking, the equations only apply to that condition. 
But as the pitman is of finite length and quite short, 

its several positions are not parallel, but are measured 
between two convergent, positions, each at the angle 
above or below the horizontal whose sine is equal to 
the quotient of the crank-arm by the connecting rod. 
Between these two extremes, the rod assumes various 
angular positions and hence imparts to the crank-arm 
a driving power which is neither horizontal nor 
tangential to the crank circle. This force for the in
stant, is less than it would be in either of the other 
cases. 
Tbe result is that during the period of time while a 

piston moves through the rectilinear path of its stroke, 
" at a rate which is gradually increasing until it attains 
a maximum, and then as gradually diminishing until 
the piston comes to rest," the crank-pin travels in a cir
cular path with a "velocity which, though actually 
variable, may be considered as uniform for all calcula
tions possessing sufficient refinement for practical re
quirements." The work being the same for one stroke 
as that of the resistance during the same time, but over 
the semi-circumferential path of the crank-pin, it fol
lows that the mean driving power on the pin bears the 
same ratio to the total steam pressure as does the 
length of the stroke to the semi-circumference of the 
crank circle. 
These variations influence the steadiness of driving ; 

for the uniformity depends solely upon the " ratio sub
sisting between the work imparted to an engine by the 
steam pressure, and that given out to overcome resist
ance." 
The variations in the effect produced by a finite con

necting rod are only spent in pressure downward on 
the slide-bars and upwards on tbe crank-shaft journal. 
No power is lost except that consumed in overcoming 
the increased friction. 
A tiy-wheet would regulate this irregularity if it 

could be applied lo a hoister, but that is out of question. 
Hence the methods must be by the use of duplex 
cylinders with their "cranks at quarters," or by the 
compound system which lends itself well to tbe plan. 

T. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to question 
by "Carbon," of Lemont Furnace, Pa., in your last issue: 
If we have 6,250 cubic feet of air traveling in a mine 

through an area of 25 sq. ft., and wishing to have 22,500 
cubic feet per minute in the mine with the same power, 
how large should the area be? 
Since the quantity passing is in proportion to the 

area, other things being equal, therefore 

6,250 : 22,500 :: 25 sq. ft. : x, or 90 sq. ft. 

Again, as the power is the same in both, the velocity 

is also, and by the formula we find the velocity to be 

250 cubic feet per minute. We have by the formula 

22.500 

250 
= 90s 

the same as before. 

Avoca, Pa., Jan. 13th. 

. ft., 

Yours, etc., 

Ventilation. 

Ed'dor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—Will some of your correspondents kindly ex
plain the following facts: 
A mine, drift opening, has the inlet and furnace on 

same level; the diameter of shaft being 6', and depth 
70'; area of inlet 6' X 9/. Size of furnace : width 6' 
from grate to arch 4', arch 14' long, and dip 24/ in 1200/. 
The intake goes down the dip and return air comes 
back parallel with intake but rising to same level 
when it reaches the furnace. With a good clear fire a 
volume of from 10,000 to 15,000 cubic feet is obtained. 
Another mine, also drift opening, has noa furnace or 
..haft, but a small fire-place built under a 20' stack. 
The area of inlet is 5' X 7' and area of return airway 
4' X 5'. The rise being 30' in 1200/. The intake air 
rises and return air comes down to same level as inlet. 
With a very small fire from 2500 to 4000 cubic feet of 
air can be obtained. Please explain fully why more 
air in proportion to amount of fire can be obtained in 
the mine in which the intake air rises. In both cases 
the air must travel against dips, in the first case the 
intake goes down the dip, and in the second case the 
return air comes down the dip. 

Yours, etc., 

S. U. P. 
Lawsonham, Pa., Jan. 15th. 
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I M P O R T A N T I N F O R M A T I O N F O R S T E A M USERS. 

How Boilers May be Cheaply and Effectaully Pro

tected from Scale, Corrosion and Pitting. 

The corrosion and pitting in steam boilers and deposi
tion of mineral in form of scale is one of the greatest 
evils that steam users in general have to contend with, 
but more particularly does this problem confront the 
owners of mines, from the fact that in nearly every 
case the feed water contains, besides the usual amount 
of scale forming mineral, more or less sulphur, which 
at the ordinary boiler temperature is transformed 
into sulphuric acid. This acid is cumulative and hav
ing a somewhat greater specific gravity than water, 
usually finds its way to the lowest parts ofthe boiler or 
in such nooks and corners as have the least circulation. 
The destruction of steam boilers from this source is of
ten very rapid and frequently takes place under a 
covering of scale, which hides the mischief until the 
boiler is nearly eaten through. 

Much effort has been expended in devising ways and 
means to neutralize the effects of the acid. The pre
valent idea has been to fight the acid with an alkali, 
but aside from the excessive cost there are a number of 
objections to setting up a chemical laboratory in a steam 
boiler. Foaming and the saponification ofthe oil used 
in the cylinders with the result of destroying the lubri
cation, are two objections of several wc might mention, 
A most successful method of dealing with the problem 
of scale and corrosion and which has been adopted by 
many of the largest mining companies in the United 
States and Mexico, is by the use of anon-chemical 
compound, the base of which is a heavy natural oil 
having a vaporizing point in excess ofthe highest tem
perature of the boiler, thus preventing its evaporation 
with the steam. This oil is- freed from the residuum 
products incident to all natural oils, which if allowed 
to enter the boiler, would unite with the mineral and 
form a substance resembling putty, infinitely worse in 
its effects than the ordinary scale. 

This compound acts by coating the inside of the boil
er in a manner so slight as to be scarcely perceptible, 
yet sufficient to prevent adhesion of mineral particles 
contained in the feed water and being proof against the 
action ofthe most violent acids, prevents them from at
tacking the metal. A letter ("rom the engineer of the Paris 
[Tex.] Compress Co. states that four years ago they put in 
a new set of boilers, the old ones having been eaten up 
by the acid in the feed water while using the best 
known of the alkali compounds, to prevent such a te-
sult. The boilers were started with the petroleum 
compound described above and although the water is 
so bad as to turn a tin dipper into a sieve in three weeks 
use, there are no signs of any corrosion or pitting in the 
four years use and in that time they have evaporated 
20fc more water than when they were using the old 
boilers. 

The individual atoms of scale forming mineral boil
ing up through this compound become coated with it 
and their tendency to crystalize or aggregate in the 
form of scale is prevented, and they are held in solu
tion until the boiler can be emptied and washed out. 
The cost of preserving and keeping boilers clean by 

this compound is but one third of that by any other 
method, and the cost is offset several times over in the 
saving of fuel to say nothing of repairs. 
A pamphlet containing further particulars will be 

mailed free on application tn the Pittsburgh Boiler Scale 
Resolvent Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

[Among the large number of users of this compound 
are Carnegie Bros & Co., Oliver & Roberts Wire Co., Dil-
worth Porter & Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa.; Des Moines 
Edison Light Co., Des Moines, Iowa ; Union Bridge Co., 
Athens, Pa.; Pottsville Iron ct Steel Co., Pottsville, Pa.; 
etc, etc. These.parties use the compound continuous
ly, and the fact that it proves satisfactory to them, and 
saves them money by saving their boilers should be 
argument enough to induce all mine owners and super
intendents having any trouble from corrosion and pit
ting of boilers to try a remedy that is so cheap and that 
has received the indorsement of many ofthe largest and 
most prominent steam users in America. Ed.] 

THE WEATHER AND 
COAL. 

ANTHRACITE 

The A c m e Coal Drill. 

One of the most successful hand coal and rock drills 
on the market is known as the Acme Drill, and is 
manufactured at the Peoria Coal Drill AVorks, Peoria, 
111. 

Mr. James T. Johnson, the proprietor ofthe works, is 
the patentee of the drill. H e informs us that he es
tablished his works in 1SS7, and that during the past 
five years, he has introduced his drill in every mining 
region of the West. It will drill a hole at any angle, 
and will do equally well in an 18 in. seam or a 20 ft. 
seam. It is light and handy, ami can be worked 
easily with one hand. There are three kinds manu
factured, and he is about introducing au improved drill 
with hearings in boxes that can be taken out and re
placed, instead of replacing the box, which lessens the 
cost fur repair.-* mure than one-half. lie claims this tc 
be the most important impn 
made. H e is also inanutacti 
and coal mining machines \ 
fective and economical. Wl 
market, these machines will also be described 
vertised in our columns. Descriptive p; 
illustrating the Acme Drills will he sent f 
tion to the Peoria Coal Drill Works, Peo: 

•nt in coal drills, yet 
•oal-cntting machines 
will prove both ef-

.ady to place on the 

cte fully 
applica-

The Stratton Separator Company, 32 Cortland Street 
N e w York City have recently furnished to the 
Columbian Iron Works & Dry Dock Co,, of Baltimore, 
Md., several large separators for use in tlie new cruisers 
Nos. 9 and 10, which they are now constructing for the 
government. These separators are of the naval type 
especially constructed with steel shells and brass heads 
to meet the requirements of the United States navy. 

A Measure of the Influence of W a r m and Cold 
Winters Upon the Consumption of* Anthracite 
Coal. 

BY H. GAWTHROI*, PHI LA DELPHI A. 

[Written for The Colliery Engineer], 

In every week's report of the coal trade, and every 
letter from local correspondents to the trade journals, for 
the greater part of the year, reference is made to the ef
fect of temperature. As the mercury goes up, coal goes 

sidering the production of the mines, or rather the coal 
shipped from the mines, as being the same as the con
sumption, for the difference between the stock in first 
hands at one first of January, and another, is only 
about half a million tons, or three days production. 
Moreover we must have in mind, that, as a rule, when 
stocks are low in first hands, the dealers and con
sumers bins are full, ami the reverse, so that practi
cally there is little difference in the quantity of coal 
above ground at the close of the years. 
Reference has been made to tbe similarity in the 

changes ofthe temperature at the five cities of Boston, 
N e w York, Philadelphia, Buffalo, and Chicago in the 
winter season. This is illustrated in Chart No. 1, and 
shows that we have to deal with a homogeneous con
dition of temperature in what may be considered the 
territory in which Anthracite coal is consumed. It is 

remarkable that it should be so, and 
,̂ simplifiies our problem. Except in case 

-__. .£ _£ 5. of Chicago, it will be seen that there 
was only one crossing of the lines in 
the twenty years. That city was way
ward for a time, but of late years, has 
kept lock step with the others. 
The annual, seasonal and diurnal vari

ations of temperature are so countless 
that it renews one's confidence in the 
fundamental causes governing climate to 
seethe parallelism of temperatures shown 
in the Chart. 
For our purpose, we will take the 

average mean temperature of the sis 
coldest months for each of the twenty 
years, November to April inclusive, in 
the cities mentioned to see the effect of 
the changes upon the tonnage of the year 
following. In the twenty years there 
were thirteen years in which the winter 
season alternated cold and warm. At 
the commencement of the twenty years 
there was a cold period of four years, 
and at the close, as we all know, there 
has been a warm period of three years. 
In detail, the temperature and tonnage 
ofthe ten years, midway of the twenty, 
divided under head of cold winters and 
warm winters, as tbey were below or 
above the average temperature, were as 
follows : 

CHART NO. 1. 

Mean Temperature of the five largest Cities for tbe six coldest months—November 
to April, inclusive. 

down, and the reverse. Reference is more frequently 
made, of late years, to temperature, because buyers are 
content to let first bands carry the stocks, knowing 
that the coal can be had when they wish it, and at 
little difference in prices throughout the year, thus 
making the trade more sensitive to influences. Every 
cold wave causes an active demand which quickly falls 
off during the intervening warm spells. As the vast 
"areas" of "high" and "low" barometer and ther
mometer cross our so-called temperate zone many times 
in a month, the countenances of those engaged in the 
business are subjected to a lengthening and short
ening process which, as most of them become used to it, 
affords a striking example of human endurance. 

AVhen we consider that for twenty years the govern
ment has recorded the temperature closer than ever be
fore, it is reasonable that its influence on the consump
tion of coal should be measured, and at request, the 
writer will attempt the problem. 
The yearly tonnage of Anthracite coal is chiefly in

fluenced by three causes: (1). The increase because of 
the growth of the country in new houses and new 
manufactories, and by its substitution for other fuel, 
all of which for want ofa better name, we will call the 
" normal increase ". (2). The fluctuations by reason of 
the activity or depression of manufacturing industries, 

1877, 

1879, 

1XK1, 

1KH8. 

.KH.**.. 

COLD WINTERS 

Temperature of 
previous winter.. 
Temperature of 
previons winter.. 
Temperature of 
previous winter. 
Temperature of 
iircviuus winter. 
Temperature of 
previous winter. 

.. 33-5°. 

... 33*7°. 

... 31 '5°. 

... 33'4°, 

3rs°. 

20,328,179 tons. 

26,142,689 tons. 

28,500,017 tone. 

31,793,027 tonfl. 

31,623,530 tOHB. 

Average of five years 32*8°. 27,777,4 
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CHART NO, 2. 

Average Mean Temperature Ibr Six Months—November to April, Inclusive, of 
Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Buffalo and Chicago for Twenty Years. 

and (3) the variations of temperature. It is proposed 
to examine more particularly as to the influence last 
mentioned and to measure it, but the others must be 
considered incidentally. 
Tlie quantity of coal carried over on the first of 

January, from one year to another, is so small in com
parison with the years' tonnage, that we are safe in con-

1878. Temperature of previous winter 39*8°. 17,005,202 tons. 
1SS0 Temperature of previous winter :.S-r̂. 23,4:57,242 tons. 
1SS_>. Temperature of previous winter ;*.* 1°. 1:9.120,0.16 tons. 
1884. Temperature of previous winter :>'...'•. 30,71*..293 ions. 
1886. Temperature of previous winter 35*7°. 32,136,31.2 tons. 

Average of live years 37*5°. 26,003,451 tons. 

The difference between the average of the two groups 
is 1,174,037 tons, but as the warm winters were one 
vear later than the cold winters, there must be added 
to this the normal or average increase for a year. For 
our purpose, in this instance, we will take the average 
tonnage of the last ten years, 1882 to 1S91 inclusive, 
33,989,926 and deduct from it- the average of the first 
ten years, 1872 to 1S81 inclusive, 21,579,972 leaving 
12,409,954 as the increase in ten years, the temperature 
of which we are considering. This method eliminates 
the influence of general business which, in a period of 
ten years, may be both good and bad. W e thus find 
that the average for the ten years was 1,240,995 tons. 
This we add to the 1,174,037 and the result is 2,415,032 
tons as the effect of temperature for one year. For
tunately we can test this roundabout process, for we 
have three other groups of ten years each. By sum

ming up in the Fame way, the tonnage 
^ following five cold winters is found to be 

-* «£ o. S **n exce8s °f ^at f°r t*t]e nve warm 
° __. S g. winters as follows : 

Ten vears 1875-188- 1,518,896 tons. 
Ten vears 1870-1885 3.001,107 tons. 
Ten vears 1S77-1SSG 1,174.037 ton_. 
Ten yeurs 187S-1S87 8,936,005 tons. 

To or from these results we must add 
or deduct the normal increase to find the 
effect of temperature for one year, accord
ingly as the warm winters follow the cold 
or "the reverse, but as one condition off
sets the other, the easiest way is to add 
the figures of the four groups and divide 
by four. The result is" 2,632,661 tons, as 
the effect of temperature for one year. 

W e may consider from this that the 
result of our first process is conservative 
and proceed with it. The average tem
perature of the warm winters was 37-5°, 
and that of the cold winters 32S°, the 
difference was 4"7°. If this range of tem
perature effected the product to the extent 
of 2,415,032 tons, as shown above, then the 

effect of one degree would be 513,836 tons. The average 
tonnage of the ten years, 1877 to 1SS0, during which we 
find this eflect, was 27,190,470 tons. Hence we find that 
the influence for one degree of temperature was '0189 per 
cent, ofthe tonnage. From our study ofthe subject 
and giving consideration to the result in the other 
groups, we feel warranted in claiming that the influence 
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of temperature is two per cent, for every change of one 
degree in the cities named. 
N o w for the application, ln the table below, op

posite the year, will be found the average mean tem
perature ofthe five cities for the winter (or correctly 
speaking, the six coldest months) ; the variation from 
the average ; the percentage at 2% for each degree, and 
the resultant effect on the tonnage. 

nage of those years. Then the times improved until 
1882, followed by the reaction which culminated in 
1SS5. The effect of this reaction in business is striking
ly shown in the transportation bulletins, recently is
sued by the Census Bureau. Then occurred the only 
break in the otherwise steady advance for the 10 years 
in railroad traffic. Anthracite in that year was evi
dently saved from serious depression by the previous 

TABLE N O 1.—INFLUENCE 01'" TEMPERATURE. 

Average Mean Temper-., 
J a .lire of the live i 
u cities for six months. 

1871-2 . 
1872-3,,.. 
1873-4.. . 
187-1 5 . . 
1875-C.... 
1876-7.... 
1877-8.... 
1878-9.... 
1879-80... 
1880-1 
1881-2 . 
1882-:: . 
18W-I 
1884-5, . 
18-S--6 . . 
1880-7 . 
1887-,i 

3_.*3° 
34*1° 
31*7° 
35*1° 
83-5° 
: • ; ' . . • ' 

— 2'6° 
- 0-8° 
— 3-2° 
+ 0-2° 
— 1-4° 
-+- 4*9° 
— 1*2° 
+ 3-6° 
— 3-4° 
+ 3*2° 
— 1*5° 
+ 0*4° 
— 3*1° 
+ 0-8° 
— 1*0° 

7-1,301 tons, 

1,912,767 tona. 

1,818,406 tons. 

1,991,118 tons. 

217,728 tons, 

522,543 tons. 

1,707,290 tons. 
8,633,916 tons, 
1,085,347 tons. 

Si!i.,;-,.lStoiis. 
1,040,290 tons. 
317,216 tuns. 

1,185,712 tons. 

507,304 tous, 

610.S80 tons, 

1,811,008 tons. 

926,011 tons. 

1,640,195 tons. 

merit of showing less increase than the last six years 
of actual output. 
In the table showing effect of temperature, the cal

culation is so made that the percentage is upon the 
corrected-for-temperature tonnage, as being closer to 
the averages upon which the formula is based, than if 
taken upon the actual product, so that our rule is more 
closely applicable to such estimates as above. 
The producer gets the credit in popular belief of 

controlling the business by combination, but it is 
evident that the struggle is to fit his supply to var
iations in demand to which no other business is sub
jected in like degree. Formerly Anthracite was mined 
primarily for both manufacturing and family use. N o w 
it can almost be claimed that it is produced primarily 
for the family and secondarily (in the refuse sizes) for 
manufactures. Our conclusion is that the great uncom-
bined consumer, through demand, regulates the output, 
and he in turn is largely influenced by the temperatures 
ofthe winters, 

Attention is called to the fact that the average vari
ation ofthe temperature was 22° and tbe. range from 3*4° 
below to 4*9° above the normal temperature, or al
together S-3°; and the average percentage of influence 
on the tonnage was "044 with a range of'166 per cent. 
This is one-sixth, and if applied to the present product 
represents an extreme influence from temperature of 
nearly seven million tons, a factor well worth con
sidering. 
In the next table, we give in the first column, the 

Anthracite product and in the second column the re
sult of correction for temperature, reached by adding 
or deducting from the production the figures in the 
foregoing table. 

TABLE NO. 2. 

Years. 

1872... 

187-1.... 

1878 
1879 

1881 
1882 

1884 

1886 

1888 

1890 

- A N T H R A C I T E TONNAGE. 

Prodm-tion shipped 
from mines. 

Tons, 
10.699,778 
21.227,952 
20.145.121 
19,712,472 
18,501.011 
20,828,179 
J 7,00..,"-62 
20.142.089 
23,437,242 
28,5110,017 
29.120,096 
31,793,027 
31I,71S.2'J3 
81,023,530 
32.136.302 
3-1,641.018 
38,145,718 
3.i,407.710 
35,805,174 
•10.4-18,336 

Corrected for 
tem pera ture. 

Tons. 
18,833,440 
20,178,662 
19,827,875 
18,520,760 
18,575,312 
20,200,875 
19,518,030 
25,520,970 
25,255,648 
26,085,409 
31,111,214 
30,807,016 
30,900,021 
29,777,335 
32,058,905 
33,961,782 
36,902,905 
37,115,000 
39,499,090 
42,133,688 

^lln chart No. 2. the average monthly temperature of 
the five cities given above are shown by the heavy line 
drawn to the scale of degrees on the margin, and the 
average forthe six months by the dotted line. Chart 
No. 3 exhibits the tonnage figures given in the table. 
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Glancing from one chart to the other, it can be seen 
that as the temperature goes up, the output, as shown 
by the heavy line in tonnage chart, falls off, and as 
the temperature goes down, the output increases. 
If we are correct in our adjustment for temperature, 

the light line should in a general way, indicate the 
effect of activity or depression of general business. The 
long period of depression from 1873 to 1878, as shown 
by such tests as Dun's report of failures and the statis
tics of bank clearings, will account for the light ton-

cold winter. Since then the coal tonnage has had the 
benefit ofthe general activity only checked by the ad
verse winters. 
Serious objections will be made to a correction for 

temperature which increases the normal tonnage so 
much above last year, the tonnage of which is con
sidered so large, but we can make this further test. 
Early in our calculations we showed that grouping the 
first 10 years and the second 10 years, one year's aver
age of the actual output was 1,240,995 tons. The last 
ten years averaged warmer than the first ten years. 
If the two groups of the output are corrected for 
temperature, the result ofone year's average is 1,309 222 
while the column " corrected for temperature, " if tested 
in same manner bv groups, shows an average normal 
increase of 1,308,227 tons. 
Moreover the conditions in IS72 were in some 

respects, not unlike those of 1891. Both were years of 
steady work compared with other years, and each 
showed an increase of more than four'million tons as 
compared with the year immediately preceding, but it 
will be claimed that the utilization of small sizes has 
swollen the tonnage of 1891. On the other hand in the 
year 1872, the use of the large sizes of Anthracite by 
the iron furnaces was much greater in proportion than 
now, Coke and Bituminous having been substituted. 
A period of high temperature is a missionary era, 

when by reason of low price, and active competition' 
the trade is carried into new fields. No doubt there 
was some increase last year from this cause, but it, as 
well as the increase in quantity ofthe small sizes, is a 
phase of the normal increase as we have defined it and 
effects future years as well. 

After some disappointment in prophesying as to 
temperature, we conclude that it is wise to adopt the 
advice ofthe philosopher, to predict only after the fact. 
Therefore the rule that we have readied will be 
available in May of each year. It is as follows : 
Tor every degree ofthe average mean mon/ldi/ temperature 

of the cities of Boston, New York, Philadelphia', Buffalo and 
Chicago, for the six months, November lo April, inclusive below 
or above 34-9° (the average of twenty years), add or dcdudlwo 
per cent, from the estimated normal output of Anthracite for 
the year. This result is subject to the e{fed ofthe activity or 

depression of general business. 
There is now left the difficult prob-

S lein to solve as to what the output 
will be in normal times and at normal 
temperature. The average increase 
of the column " corrected for tempera
ture" is about 1,225,000 tons per year 
for the 19 years intervening from 1S72 
to 1 SOI, but this represents the increase 
midway of the period or about 10 years 
ago, and will not do for either of the 
extremes, for there is a gain upon the 
gain each year to be considered. The 
above average gain is about four per 
cent, upon the average tonnage of the 
period and this is close to the ratio of 
increase. 
In Chart No. 3, the dotted line rep

resents an increase of 4{ per cent, com
pounded yearly, commencing with 
18,833,440 tons in 1872, and ending 
with a tonnage of 41,628,884 in 1891. 
W e are satisfied however that com
pounding upon the whole tonnage is 

— not a correct ratio of increase but 
that it is somewhere between this 
and the average increase. 
As a compromise, we offer a scale 

increased, one-half at the average of 
twenty years, and the other half at 4{- per cent, com
pounded annually. On this basis the estimate of the 

" HAVE YOU CAUGHT ON ? " 

That is, have you caught on to the fact that you 
can only succeed in getting first-class mining machin
ery and mine supplies from the manufacturers and 
dealers who know enough about mining to recognize 
the fact that T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R is the best medium 
in which to advertise their goods? If you have, you 
have appreciated their enterprise and good sense by 
sending to them for catalogues, circulars, etc., that not 
only advertise their goods in detail but contain data of 
great value to every mine owner and mine official. It 
will pay you to 
Send to the Warren Foundry and Machine Company, 

160 Broadway, New Y'ork, for catalogues of the various 
water, gas and steam pipes, and pipe connections man
ufactured by them. 
Bend for full particulars regarding the celebrated 

Gould's Steam and Water Packing to the Gould Pack
ing Co., 30 Cambridge Street, East Cambridge, Mass. 
It will pay you. 
Send for positive proof that the Pittsburgh Boiler Scale 

Resolvent Co. have a cheap and effective compound for 
the prevention of scaling, corrosion, and pitting in 
boilers, no matter what kind of water you use. You 
can get this proof free of charge from the above com
pany whose address is Eisner Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Send for illustrated circulars of the celebrated Acme 

Coal and Stone Drill, and learn what its advantages 
are. Mr. James T. Johnson, of 111-113 Garden Street, 
Peoria, 111., will give you full details. 
Send to the Donaldson Iron AVorks, at Emaus, Pa., 

for catalogues of their water, gas, and steam pipe. Mr. 
Ormrod, the manager, is an old coal man, and he knows 
just what kind of pipes are mostserviceablefor colliery 
use, and he makes them. 
Send to Herman Pfister, 195 West Fifth Street, Cincin

nati, Ohio, for catalogues of his surveying, drafting, and 
mathematical instruments. If you are an inventor 
and want a model, he has facilities for making it. 
Send tothe Hine Eliminator Co., of 106 Liberty Street, 

New York for catalogue describing the Hine-Elimina
tor, which isa cheap and effective machine for eliminat
ing the water from steam, and thus enables you to furnish 
dry steani to your pump cylinders, no matter how long 
your steam pipe line is. 
Send to J. W . Garner, Ashland, Pa., for circulars and 

other data regarding the hoisting engines, pumps, fans, 
etc.„etc., that he builds. H e has been in the business 
over 30 years and his work is known to be ffrst-class in 
every particular. 
Send to T. E. Randolph, F_oom 31, No. 51 West Fourth 

Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, for catalogues of his engineers, 
surveyors, and draughtsman's instruments. H e is the 
patentee of a number of valuable improvements that 
you should know of. and thus be able to have good 
tools to do good work. 
Send to G. L. Stuebner & Co., of Long Island City, N. 

Y., for one of their illustrated catalogues of steel or iron 
self-dumping hoisting tubs, side or bottom dumping 
cars, wheelbarrows, etc., etc. They know how to make 
them, and they have many convenient appliances for 
sale that you will appreciate. 

normal output is as follows: 

1891 

The method may be questioned but the result has the 

A Fair Offer, 

"The proof of a pudding is in the eating." This is 
an old proverb, but it is a true one. It applies as well 
to steam and water packing as to puddings. This is 
recognized by the Gould Packing Co., of East Cam
bridge, Mass., who are the manufacturers of the original 
ring packing known as Gould's Steam and Water Pack
ing. This packing is self-lubricating, steam and water
tight, does not corrode the rod, and never grows hard 
if directions are followed. W h e n it is used there is 
less friction than when other packing is used, and 
every package is fully warranted. The manufacturers 
have so much confidence in their ability to substantiate 
all the claims made fo r their goods, that they offer to send 
a supply of Gould's Packing to any address, and if not 
satisfactory after a thirty days' trial it can be returned 
at their expense. For circulars and further details of 
this standard packing address The < iould Packing Co., 
36 Cambridge St., East Cambridge, Mass. 

Mr. L. A. Gabanyi writes us that the first fire was 
lighted at the new furnace ofthe Allegheny Iron Com
pany, Iron Gate, Va., on the 12th of January. This 
compauy was incorpoarted in 1890 and controls 3,500 
acres of iron ore land (the ores are brown ore and red 
hematite ore ranging from 45,^ to 64-%). The ore is part
ly mined and partly quarried. Four miles of threefeet 
gauge railroad and two self-acting inclines are in 
course of construction. The furnace plant when com
pleted will be one of the largest and best in the State, 
with an estimated daily capacity of from 150 to 200 
tons of pig iron. 
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C O N T R A C T L A B O R IN T H E MINES. 

L A B O R Inspectors Conkling and Osborne, of New 
, York City, who were recently detailed to report 

on violations ofthe alien contract law in the coal 

regions* of Pennsylvania, have submitted their report to 

Secretary Foster, ofthe Treasury Department. 

If the newspaper summary of (his report is true, it is 

a tissue of falsehoods from beginning to end, and shows 

that the authors were never in the coal regions of Penn

sylvania, or, if they Mere they are either gullible fools 

or deliberate falsifiers. No other excuse can he offered 

for such a report as they have submitted, and it is evi

dent that they are unfitted for their positions and should 

be speedily replaced by men who will carefully investi

gate and truthfully report on this and kindred matters. 

Their statement that nine-tenths of the miners em

ployed in the mines surrounding Scranton aro Hun

garians, Italians, and Slavs, is a falsehood of the first 

magnitude, Less that 10 per cent, of the men employed 

inside the mines, whether as miners or laborers, are of 

the three nationalities mentioned, and less than 5 per 

cent, of the miners in the Anthracite regions are Hun

garians, Italians, or Slavs. 

It is true that there arc large numbers of Hungarians 

and Slavs employed on the surface and around the 

breaker as laborers, but that is because no other nation

ality will do the work, which is such that no skill is re

quired. Operators and superintendents do not employ 

these nationalities from choice. They employ them 

because no other labor is available for the work they 

do. They were not brought here by the operators and 

coal companies, but came of their own accord at the 

solicitation of friends who had found employment in 

the mines, and who were sharp enough to see that the 

scarcity of unskilled labor, and the wages paid made 

desirable openings for their starving friends in Europe, 

and tbey urged them to come. 

One statement of the report that particularly stamps 

the whole of it as untruthful and unreliable is the fol

lowing: 

" At the mines near Carbondale, in 1S8G there were 

GOO miners, all American citizens. While the miners' 

strike was on in 1SS9 and 1800, large numbers of Slavs 

and Hungarians were brought to the mines from Castle 

Garden under the protection of Pinkerton's detectives. 

At the last election, out of 7S7 miners employed there 

were just 68 entitled to vote." 

In the first place the number of miners employed in 

the mines near Carbondale greatly exceeds 600, and 

the same statement as to the proportion of Huns, Slavs, 

and Italians (less than 10 per cent.) applies here as well 

as at Scranton. 

In the second place there was no strike in the Lacka

wanna region in 1SS9 and 1890, and no Pinkerton detec. 

tives were employed. There has been no strike of any 

magnitude in the entire northern coal field since 1877. 

In this connection it is well to state that the Poles 

are an entirely different race than the Huns and Slavs. 

The Poles are naturally intelligent,and when they come 

to America they come to stay. They soon become 

Americanized, and itis safe to say that they will in time 

become as a class equally as prominent in business and 

politics as have any other race in this cosmopolitan 

nation. 

A fair estimate of the proportions in which the various 

nationalities are employed in the Anthracite mines 

may be obtained by taking the classification of the 

workmen of the Phila. & Reading Coal & Iron Co. 

This company operates 01 collieries and employs 24,754 

men and boys, of w h o m 9,709 are of foreign birth. Ofthe 

total number 4,718 are of American parentage, 6887 are 

of Irish birth or parentage, 4287 are of Polish birth or 

parentage. 3,709 are of German birth or parentage, 2,0S9 

are of English birth or parentage, 1,466 are of Hun

garian birth or parentage, 1,282 are of "Welsh birth or 

parentage, 210 are of Scotch birth or parentage, S6 are 

of It-alian birth or parentage, and 20 are French. 

The above list comprises about 20 percent, of the em

ployes in the mines of the Anthracite region, and if 

each nationality's number he multiplied by 5, an 

approximate estimate of the nationality of all the 

mine workers in the Anthracite region may be ar

rived at. It is true that at individual collieries, 

there will he found wide divergences from these figures, 

but they are approximately correct for the whole region. 

However, this must be said: The number of Hun

garian, Slav, and Italian miners will increase each year, 

owing to the operation ofthe foolish " Minors' Examina

tion Act" passed by the Pennsylvania Legislature in 

1SS7. This act forbids the employment as miners in 

Anthracite mines of any man who has not worked at 

least two years as a laborer in such mines. No Eng-

glish, "Welsh, Scotch, or German miner can emigrate to 

this country, and take employment in an Anthracite 

mine, no matter how skillful he may be, unless he per

forms the drudgery of a laborer for a laborer's pay for 

two years. This he will not do. N o intelligent young 

man of American birth can become a miner, unless he 

complies with the same conditions. The ignorant I 

Hun, Slav, or Italian, at the end of two years work as a ' 

laborer in the mines, can be certificated as a miner, and 

is certificated as such, even if, as is usually the case, he is 

fit for no other work than cleaning out ditches. The 

operators and superintendents, owing to lack of better 

material to draw from, will in time be compelled to 

employ them as miners or close the collieries. 

gain this distinction by the performance of some act of 

individual heroism in battle. 

The French Legion of Plonor ribbon is conferred for 

bravery on land or sea and is also given to distinguished 

men of science, art, or letters. 

It is to Queen Victoria however, that the credit is 

due of installing an order of heroes of quite another 

class. As the Victoria Cross is only given to military 

and naval men, the Albert Medal is reserved to civil

ians, and there is a large representation of mining men 

of all ranks in the roll-call of the order. The intrinsic 

value of this medal is almost nil, but it is a pleasing 

thing to have a distinctive badge for deeds of indi

vidual bravery in the industrial ranks. N o man is a 

hero from mercenary motives. H e acts generally on 

the spur of the moment and no money consideration 

can compensate him. In such a case a medal that can 

be worn is better tban great riches. 

A m o n g other persons who enjoy theproud distinction 

of possessing the Albert Medal received for acts of 

heroism in connection with coal mining are A. H. 

Stokes, the Inspector of Mines, Derby, and Reuben 

Smallman, Mining Engineer, of Nuneaton, England. 

W e should have such a badge of distinction in this 

country, as the opportunities for the display of heroism 

are just as frequent, and the number of heroes as great 

on this side ofthe Atlantic as on theother. If the estab

lishment of such an order by the Government is con

trary to American practice and precedent and therefore 

not advisable then it might be well to organize a soci

ety for the encouragement of heroism in the industrial 

w7alks of life and this society might at the same time 

provide the ambulance service in our mines, Ac., which 

is so greatly needed. 

A R E W A R D O F MERIT. 

AALMOST every nation has some distinctive medal 

or cross which is conferred for eminent worth or 
noble conduct. Such medals of honor are 

seldom of any intrinsic value, their worth depending 
on the associations connected with them. The Victoria 
Cross of Great Britain is the great object of attainment 
with naval and military men, and any one from the 

general or admiral to the private soldier or sailor can 

E X T R A V A G A N C E A T A M E R I C A N COL

LIERIES. 

T H E time is rapidly approaching when the produc

tion of American coal and coke must of necessity 

be effected with greater economy than is now ex

ercised. This will not be due to a scarcity of coal in the 

ground but to increased and aggressive competition in 

the markets. The time has already arrived1 when only 

those miners of coal, who either work under fortunate 

natural conditions, or who exercise strict economies 

succeed in securing a fair profit-

Americans are noted for their extravagances in both 

their domestic and business habits, but in no case is this 

extravagance more apparent than in our methods of 

mining coal and manufacturing coke. 

In mining coal, entirely too much labor is performed 

by men and animal power. Mechanical appliances are 

cheaper in the long run, though their initial cost may 

seem high to the operator. Our system of conveying 

power from the steam plant to the machinery is also, as 

a rule, wasteful. 

In the matter of underground haulage alone, hun

dreds of thousands of dollars are annually wasted at 

American mines by the use of mules in cases where the 

use of machinery would reduce the cost of haulage any

where from twenty-five to seventy-five per cent. 

In timbering our mines, valuable timber is wasted 

by being either poorly placed, placed where not neces

sary, or wasted in the cutting to sizes requited. 

Lubricants and oils are wasted by the use of wasteful 

lubricating appliances and slovenly habits on the part 

of oilers. 

Tools are not taken care of and arc rusted and ruined, 

if not lost, by being carelessly left lying around in out 

ofthe way places. 

Rails in mine tracks are allowed to corrode and waste 

away when the use of a shovel in opening the ditch 

would drain off the acidulated water often coveriDg 

and flowing over them. 

Mules are worn out by being driven over muddy 

inside roads that could at a trifling cost be kept dry. 

Lumber is allowed to rot in old brattices that are of 

no earthly use, instead of being taken out for use in 

some other place where brattices are necessary. 

Steam pipe lines are put in that are of larger diame

ter than is necessary and the entire steam plant is larger 

than necessary because the value of good non-conduct

ing steam pipe covering is not appreciated. 

Machinery is allowed to run long after the necessity 

of important repairs is evident to every intelligent 

mechanic,and in the end a serious break-down resulting 

in infinitely more cost than timely repairs, is the result. 

Duplicate parts of machinery are not kept in stock, 

and when an unavoidable breakdown occurs, the whole 

colliery is shut down until such parts can be secured 

from the machine shops. Decrepit and worn-out mine 

cars are sent in the mines, and when on the outward 

trip, loaded with coal, they give out, vexatious and ex

pensive delays are tbe result. 
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The mine tracks are not kept in good order, and the 

result is frequent delays caused by mine cars jumping 

the track, and frequently making matters still worse by 

knocking out timbers. 

In fact there are "a hundred and one" places in 

which economies at American coal mines can be prac

ticed with good results. 

Some of these economies may make necessary the 

initial expenditure of a little money, but they will pay 

in the long run. 

This extravagant method of doing things is the 

natural result ofthe phenomenally profitable coal busi

ness of a quarter of a century ago, when tbe produc

ing fields were few and the markets demanded-

more than could be supplied. But this is not the case 

now. New fields are constantly being developed and 

the production keeps well apace with the demand. The 

coal that, can be placed in the market at the lowest 

price is the coal that as a rule is purchased by con

sumers. Therefore it is essential that the cost of pro

duction must be lowered if profits are to be realized on 

the mining. This lowering of cost cannot be effected 

by slovenly management and wasteful habits. 

In coke making we are especially wasteful. None of 

the by-products are saved at American coke works. 

If they were saved they would materially add to tbe in

come derived from the coke plant and thus lessen the 

cost ofthe production of coke. 

This matter of greater economy at collieries is not a 

matter for future consideration. It is a matter for im

mediate consideration, and the operator or colliery 

manager who first adopts and carries out a systematic 

plan of economizing in every detail, great or small, is 

the man who will reap the profits so ardently wished 

for, but often unreached by the majority of colliery 

owners of to-day. 

THE McALESTER DISASTER. 

IN another column we publish a description of tbe 

Osage Coal and Mining Co.'s Mine No. 11, which 

was the scene of an explosion on January 7th that 

resulted in the death of 56 men, and the injury of 120 

more. For the excellent description and drawings il

lustrating the scene ofthe disaster, we are indebted to 

the engineer ofthe company, Mr. W . Farnham. 

Mr. Farnham shows in his article that the officers of 

the Osage Co. paid more than usual attention to the 

dangers attending the presence of coal dust, by damp

ing the roadways. The fact that this was done leads 

some of the committee, that inspected the mine and 

inquired into the cause of the accident, to think that 

the explosion was not extended by dust, because the 

floors ofthe entries ant] rooms were damped. But, the 

damping of the floors is not sufficient to overcome the 

dangers incident to the presence of coal-dust in the 

mine. The danger still remains, unless the dust is 

either swept from the sides and roof, or thoroughly 

saturated by water sprayed on it. 

That the primal cause ofthe accident was a blown-

out or *' windy" shot is certain, and tbat this was due 

to disregard of the rules of the company is also 

certain. But the cause of the explosion extending 

over so large an area of workings is not so clear, unless 

the sides and roof contained large quantities of dry dust. 

Tbat the coal-dusts containing high percentages of 

volatile hydro-carbons are explosive is a settled fact. 

They not only intensify the initial explosion, but they 

may be the primal cause of the explosion. Therefore, 

it will pay colliery officials to pay just as much atten

tion to its complete removal or complete damping, as 

they do to the removal of explosive gas. Till this fact 

is recognized by colliery owners and colliery officials, 

in all regions producing Bituminous coal, imm unit v from 

widespread and disastrous explosions cannot be ob

tained. 

Indeed, in the light of the investigations made dur

ing the past few years, it is doubtful if any of the large 

explosions that extended over large areas in the coal 

mines of America or Europe can truthfully be charged 

entirely to gas. If the gas alone was a factor, the ex

plosions would be confined to comparatively small 

areas. Dust is the factor that extends thern, even when 

originated by gas, and it should be removed so as to 

add to the security of both the workmen and the col, 

liery. 

This explosion is remarkable in that so many persons 

who were injured escaped with their lives. As a rule, 

in exten.ive mine explosions, those who are unin

jured by the explosion afterwards die from the effects 

of the after-damp which frequently kills many who are 

not burned or otherwise injured. Many so lost 

their lives in this instance, but many escaped, 

and this was probably due to the fact that 

the ventilation was not interrupted. As appears 

from the report the fan was not stopped by the explo

sion and its speed was increased immediately after it 

occurred. The noxious gasses resulting from the explo

sion were thus carried off" in the ventilation and the 

injured had pure air to breathe until they were rescued 

or escaped from the workings themselves. The officers 

of the mine merit commendation because they bad pro

vided an extra fan to use in case the other should be 

disabled. Fortunately, the running fan was not dis

abled on this occasion, but if it had been, there was one in 

place to do its work. Mr. Cameron, tbe superintend

ent, did the right thing at the right time when, after 

the explosion occurred, he at once increased the speed 

of the fan, and we think the precaution taken to 

provide against accident previous to the explosion and 

his conduct when the disaster occurred proved him to 

be the right man in the right place. 

DITORlAL \J OTES. 

'HpIIE difficulty experienced by tbe mine inspectors 

in enforcing the mine law has again been illustrat

ed in the Lackawanna County courts, by the disagree

ment of the jury in the case of the Commonwealth vs-

James Smith, on the 29th ult. Smith was prosecuted 

by Inspector McDonald for firing a shot in a narrow 

pillar without warning the men employed in the ad

joining chamber, one of w h o m was killed and the other 

injured. A clear case was made against him, and 

his own evidence showed his guilt, but the jury failed 

to agree after being out twenty-four hours, and it was 

accordingly discharged. If a few such violations of the 

mine law as Smith was guilty of, could be punished, 

the law would be found much more effective in saving 

life in the mines. A false notion of sympathy prevents 

the average jury from convicting the poor minerguUiy of 

a violation of the law, but it forgets the hundreds of 

other poor miners whose lives are jeopardized by such 

actions as Smith's was. 

A/TR. W m . Griffith, Inspector of Mines forthe Second 

Mining District for theState of Washington,sends 

us the following statistics for his district for the year 

ending December 31, 1891: Amount of coal produced. 

287,513 tons; number of men employed, 674; number 

of boys employed, 20; numberof persons killed by ac

cidents in the mine, 6 ; number of persons injured, 1. 

The Anthracite Trade. 

During the past month, the Anthracite trade had 
several clays of demoralization due to the cut of fifty 
cents per ton in prices, made by the Lehigh and 
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. The other interests immediately 
met the reduction, but none seemed anxious to secure 
orders at the cut rate. On the 28th ult. the sales-agents 
of the various companies met in New York, and har
mony was restored by an advance of twenty-five cents 
on the Lehigh and Wilkes-Barrecircular prices, making 
them f. o. b. tide water as follows, with twenty cents 
per ton added alongside in New York : Broken. $3.45 • 
egg, $3.60 ; stove, $3.75 ; and chestnut. $3.25. The out-
pui for February was placed at 2,500,000 tons. The al
lotment question will soon come up, and this may make 
some trouble. It came up at a meeting of the' sales-
agents during the month, but was laid on thetable as a 
question with which that body was not competent to 
deal. It will be settled by higher powers if settled at 
all, and that in the near future. 
The new prices took effect on the 2Stb, immediately 

after adoption, and they will be strictly adhered to. 
The action ofthe agents meets the approval of every

body in the trade, except the retailers who failed to 
profit by the low prices prevailing for the week pre
vious to the meeting. 
A meeting of the general freight agents ofthe An

thracite carrying roads, called by the Lehigh Valley 
Railroad Co., was held on the morning of the 28th to 
consider the question of east bound freights on Anthra
cite coal. The meeting was called to consider a reduc
tion so as to enable the individual operators, who 
claimed to be oppressed, to realize a profit on their 
shipments. But as the meeting evidently had some 
knowledge of the subsequent action of the sales-agents, 
nothing was done in the way ofa reduction of tolls, 
and the meeting adjourned for two weeks. The 
general outlook for tbe Anthracite trade is very fair 
and, if there is no war over the allotment question, the 
prospects are tbnt business will be comparatively brisk 
for this season ofthe year. 

The Bituminous Trade. 

The Bituminous trade is dull. The new business of
fering is light and the supply on hand is comparatively 
large. The cold weather has not had much effect 
on the demand and what little extra demand there is 
can be easily supplied from stocks on hand. Prices, 
however, are about as low as they will go, and there 
will, no doubt, soon be an increased demand and prices 
will advance. Most ofthe demand now is for coal con
tracted for some months ago. 

The Coke Trade. 

The coke trade shows no change and prices remain 
the same as they have for months past. In the Con
nellsville region about 8 3 % of the ovens are in blast, 
and they are running on an average of about five days 
per week. Prices are well maintained at the same 
figures as have been quoted for the past year. The 
Connellsville Courier, which makes a specialty of local 
coke news states in its last issue that " tbe outlook for 
a good business in 1892 grows brighter." 

MINING ENGINEERS OF OHIO. 

The Annual Meeting* of the Ohio Institute of Mining 

Engineers. 

The Twelfth Annual Meeting ofthe Ohio Institute of 
Mining Engineers was held in Celtic Hall, Columbus, 
Ohio, January 21 and 22, 1892. The meeting was well 
attended and the following papers were read : 

1. The Coal Seams of Jackson County, by Hon. 
Andrew Roy. 
2. The use ofthe Prismatic Compass in Mine Sur

veying, by E. D, Wileman. 
3. The Necessity of Making Break-throughs Even and 

Uniform at the Mines, by James W . Hanghee. 
4. Mining Limestone bv Underground Instead of 

Open Quarry AVork, by E. B. Willard. 
5. Comparison of the Composition of Certain Coals 

with their Evaporating Powers in Locomotive Boilers, 
by Prof. N. W . Lord. 
! '6. The Original Members of the Institute, by J. L. 
Morris. 
7. Improved Methods of Mining, by Mr. Jos. AV. 

Blower. 
S, Split Air Courses vs. Continuous Currents in Mine 

Ventilation, bv Prof. F. AV. Speer. 
9. The Harrison County Oil Fields, by AArm. B. Han-

Ion. 
10. The AVasteful MethodsbeingPracticed in Mining 

Coal in Ohio, by Inspector R. M. Hazeltine. 
A resolution was adopted tendering Dr.Edward Orton, 

State Geologist, tho sympathy of the Institute in his 
present affliction. 
The summer meeting ofthe Institute will be held in 

AA'est A'irginia. 
The following officers were elected for the ensuing 

year: 
President, Mr. A. Howells; Vice-President,Prof. N. W . 

Lord; Secretary, and Treasurer, R. M. Hazeltine; 
Executive Board, Hon. A. Roy, Prof. F. W . Speer, and 
Capt. J. L. Morris. 
The meeting was one of the most interesting ever 

held by the Institute. Profs. Lord and Speer, of the 
School of Mines of the State University, gave the 
students a holiday on Friday afternoon ami many of 
them were present at that session ofthe Institute. The 
members ofthe Institute also visited the Mining School 
and many of them expressed much satisfaction at ita 
growth and development. There are more students 
studying mining in the University of Ohio now than 
any other branch of education. 

ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 

Statement of shipments of Anthracite coal for month of Dec, 1891, compared with the corresponding period 
last year. Compiled from the returns furnished by the Mine Operators. 

J .D__CE_-.II.EK, 

1891. I 
DECEMBEU, 

1890. 

From A\ryoming Region, 
From Lehigh Region, 
From Schuylkill Region, 
TotaT - - - -

1,8X5.041-05 1,672,748'12 Inc. 
581,3t.9*12i 487,_!0i.-15lInc. 

1,121,540*16 905,249 091 Inc. _ 
3.587,971*131 3,065,208*06IInc. 

.E_.E_.CE. I F°? 8 r} 1
E A R I FO1l890

EAR I DlFFEHBHCB. 

212,292*13 21..-.25,239-18 lS,Gf>7,G:'4*l.rInc. 2,667,545-04 
94.179*17 6,381.S38-0S 6,329,058 07 Inc. 52,180*01 
216,290-17,12,741,25_i 05.!U,ai7,821-18 Inc. 1,873,436,07 
522,76307 40,44s,33611 35,855,17449 Inc. 4,5<J3,16V12 

The stock of coal on hand at tide-water shipping points, December 31, 1S9I, was 754,432 tons ; on November 
30, 1891,637,846 tons; increase, 116,586 tons. 
Ofthe total product in 1S91, 5272 per cent, was from tbe Wyoming Region; 15*78 per cent, from the Lehigh 

Region, and 31'50 per cent, from the Schuylkill Region. 
Eastern competitive tonnage, including all coal which for final consumption or in transit, reaches any point 

on the Hudson River or the Bay of New York, or which passes out of the capes of the Delaware. 
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AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON THE 
PRINCIPLES OF COAL MINING. 

For the Use of Candidates for Mine-Foremen's Cer
tificates, Mining* Students, Mine-Foremen, Mine-
Superintendents, Mining-Engineers, etc. 

BY A. A. ATKINSON, DURHAM, ENG. 

(Copyrighted by The Colliery Engineer Company, May, 1889). 

.tletliods of Workiug. 

Passing on from the subject of ventilation we will 
now consider some of the different methods of working 
coal, and the bord and pillar system will be noticed 
first. The following description of this mode is in prac
tice at a colliery in the North of England with whicli 
the writer is acquainted, and it will be treated under 
two heads: 

First. The method of working, including propor
tionate costs of the different methods and classes of 
labor connected with them. 
Second. Ventilation, describing bow the air is coursed 

round the mine in the whole and broken workings. 

GENERAL REMARKS. 

The system, of pillar and bord working was intro
duced at this colliery some years ago, and since that 
time a large number of pillars have been formed and 
removed by the different methods withoutany accident 
ofa serious nature, and with a mere trifling loss of coal; 
therefore it may be justly considered that a system has 
been hit upon to suit the working of each district. 
The Hutton Seam is the one under consideration and 
here lies at 34 fathoms from the surface at the shaft, 
and the dip which is to the North and West does not 
affect the working ; but the greatest irregularities are 
caused by " swellies," or sudden depressions of the 
seam, it again rising ultimately to its former level at 
some distance. These depressions cause considerable 
annoyance in consequence of water lodging in them. 
Faults are not large or numerous and have a bearin" 
North-West and South-East. 
The roof varies in each district and is intersected by 

"backs" or "slips" which give much trouble; then-
general bearing is about parallel to the line of faults, 
and should a lift of coal come to stand any length of 
time in some districts the roof is apt to break off at the 
face, more especially if near one of tbese backs or slips 

The following is a general section ofthe roof: 
Ironstone Girdles 0' I'.f 
Blue metal shale ., 0'9" 
Fust girdle sandstone 0"&'A" 
Blue Metal l'O" 
Ironstone _-.ir.ll_s u'2" 
Blue metal 0'9" 

T h e average thickness ofthe seam is 3' (!" and it is a 
household coal. The nature of the coal varies some
what, being generally found harder to tbe AVest and 
North or dip side. It may be remarked that the 
present output is from the two East districts where it is 
tender and the system of taking the pillars out to the 
best advantage cannot be employed. 

METHOD OF WORKING. 

It has been considered judicious that panel barriers 
of solid coal 22 yards thick should be left about 330 
yards apart, or 165 yards on each side ofthe wagon-way 
bord ; these are for the purpose of dividing the pit into 
districts, and possess the following advantages: 
Eirst. Should an explosion occur in the district, it 

may not communicate with any of the other districts 
by having them so isolated. 
Second. Naked lights may be used in the "whole 

mine, " by splitting tin- air at the face of the main in
take and carrying it along the face before allowing it 
to ventilate the broken and waste or goaf. 
The panels at this colliery were laid out with a view 

to exceed the "patting rank" as little as possible 
(which for hand-putting the first rank is 80 yards), but 
at the same time to leave sufficient coal forthe " broken 
working1*." The method of following up the whole with 
the broken is adopted, and requires three sheaths of 
bords on either side of the wagon-way to keep it good. 

The si/.e of the pillars depends on the following cir
cumstances: 

Etrst. Thickness of cover or depth from tlie surface. 
Second. Nature ofthe roof and bottom. 
Third. Quality of the coal—hard or soft. 
Should the size of the pillars determined on be too 

small the effect upon the "whole" or " broken mine" 
will be very different: in the " whole, " little or no ef
fect will be experienced ; but in the " broken " the coal 
will be crushed, yielding but a small percentage of 
round coal and a heavy cost in timber as well as in 
clearing away falls of roof-stone. 

The advantage of a large pillar is evidently ci \ ing a 
better support to the roof, the cost of timber is reduced, 
and when the pillars are being worked off fewer last 
lifts occur which reduces the risk of loss. Care was 
taken when fixing the size for the pillars at this col
liery to meet the known circumstances. The rectangu
lar form of figure wa- preferred so that most ofthe coal 
might be taken nil' bcrdway course. 
The pillar.- arc 31 yard- bordway course by 18 yards 

headway coui>e and contain 0115 of an acre, thus 
yielding: 

Tons of coal at 3' 0" thick 5-10 
Tuns of bottom coal at 0" thiek 90 

630 

OPENING OUT THE COAL. 

Three headways are driven abreast in the direction of 
the cleat (N. 13° W.) forthe purposeof winning tbecoal. 
The middle headway serves as a main intake for the 
air and wagon-way, along which from the different off

takes, the coal is brought to the shaft. The back head
ways act as tbe return and traveling road for the work
ing's on each side of the wagon-way. Holings are made 
at every 44 yards; this distance requires fewer stop
pings and less narrow work (stcnton price) over the 
whole length of way. The thickness of pillars between 
the headways is IS yards. 
The main wagon-way bord is turned out of the 

headway course by driving a gentle curve till it cuts 
the course of the" bords, which ate driven N. 77° E. in 
the middle of the panel. 
Tins has the advantage of bringing the coal worked 

from each side out by one way, thus reducing the cost 
of makng another horse road and separates the 
putting.! 
The panel is further opened out by driving a set or 

sheath of bords, viz., seven on either side of the wagon-
way bord, the seventh being the panel or barrier bord. 
W h e n the bords have reached a distance of thirty-three 
yards walls are turned out of them from either side. 
After the working face of the sheath of bords has 

reached seven pillars from tlie wagon-way head-ways, 
the broken working may be commenced : the working 
face should always be not less than three pillars in 
advance ofthe broken. 
The wa._;on-way bord is supported by whole pillars 

on either side of it, so that it may not be cn-.shed by 
the extra weight thrown on to it; they also keep the 
return air-ways in a better condition. 
After the broken has been worked up to tbe 

boundary, the remaining pillars are worked off outbye 
over. 
The largest output worked from a district by this 

system is 250 tons per day of 10 hours, and requires the 
following labor: 

the bottom of the old whole pillar. The last of the 
pillar is generally taken oil' by holing into the headway 
in the middle of "the lift and working back to the bords 
with a wedge-shaped piece of coal. The chocks are 
drawn out and the roof is allowed to break off at the 
chocks in the headway course. 
The proportion of round coal obtained by this 

method is much larger than by any other method of 
taking out pillars at this colliery. At a neighboring 
colliery it is stated that upwards of 60;/.- of round coal 
is obtained by the same method. 
The chocks used are of oak wood 24// and 22// long by 

b" square, the number of nobs in each chock in this 
seam being fifteen, each nob costing about ten cents, so 
tbat the cost of each chock is about $1.50. 
In setting it is necessary to so fix them thatin draw

ing them they may not fall towards the goaf, thus 
running the risk of being lost. They are set in the fol
lowing manner: The first tier of nobs are set on tbe 
bottom at one end, the opposite ends being on the nobs 
in the second tier, one nob being set forward five inches 
from tbe goaf side. In drawing one of the bottom 
chocks is kirved out and the remainder knocked out 
with a mall or hammer, a few smart blows will gener
ally throw the remaining part ofthe chock forward. 

NO. 2 METHOD.—DOWN THE OLD BORD. 

This method is generally adopted when the old bord 
has not fallen. It stands most favorably at this col
liery as compared with the cost of working. The tram-
road is laid out of the going headway down one side of 
the pillar. Then a wall twenty-two yards from the 
headway is driven across the pillar, and a lift is turned 
away five yards wide and worked up to the goaf nine 
yards from the wall. As soon as the lift is done the 

Hewers: Whole Mine . 
Broken Mine 

Hand Putters..... > 
Deputies.. 
Drivers 
Flatten. 
Switch K e e p e r — 
Landing Hoy.. 
Wugonwuyuiun 

Number of Hands. ™%ff™IS *%V' '' 

Sl.'.l-ll 

1.944 
1.73 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

74 

.54 

.54 

.46 

.59 
1.46 

} S.4 

sc'iii.nri.i. O F ui.wiN'i IMUI/KS. 

Description of Work. 

Hewing—Whole Mine 
Hewing—Broken Mine 
ALLOW.VJSCI:. 

Hewing—Double . 
Hewing—Wet .-
Hewing—Ramble - — 
Hewing—Bottom . 
Hewing—Yard Work . Cross cuts 7 feet wide.. 
Hewing— .Viniiii.i* Headways 7 feet wide . 
Hewing—Winning Walls 7 lee: wide 
Hewing—Winnii _-. Ual I .'.• iccl .vj.li-
Hewing—Bords 0 feet wide.... 
Hewing—Hords 7 feet wide... 
Hewing—Bords 9 ted wide... 
Uewing-Splitling Walls ii feet wide 
Hewing—Jenkin Fast.. .. 
Hewing—Jenkin Loose . 
Hewing—Side Coal.. 
Hewing—Skirtin;*- G feet wide 
Hewing—Jen kin 9 leet wide... 
Hewing -Holing Kouud Stocks 
Hewing—Splitting Walls in Broken 
11 and-Putters -
Per X X means a scire of 21 tubs. 
ln Hand-Putting the first rank ia SO yards. 

TARLE SHOWING COST 

[ timber is drawn out by the deputies who are paiddaya' 
wa^es, and nothing extra is paid for overtime ; it is to 
their benefit to try and get the lift finished during 
working hours. The roof generally subsides imme
diately, and is supposed to fall about five fathoms up 
to some post-stone. By this method one and some
times two men can work in a lift, and it generally takes 
about seven weeks to work out a pillar. The narrow-
work in one of these pillars is 2 split-walls twenty-
three vards long and nine feet wide at S -243 per yard 
= $5.59. 
The average quantity of timber required to work off 

one pillar by the old bord method is : 

Old Bord. Split Walls. 

Props 
Crowns.... 
Chocks.... 

3 METHOD.—REMOVING PILLAR 

WALLS AND JENKINS 

BV HALF-PILLAR 

This method has been proved to be safest and best 
for removing the pillar where the stone is bad, although 

*ER TON ON WORKING THE BROKEN AS DESCRIBED. 

Off-hand Labor. 

Putting 
and 

Driving, 

054 
•06 
•052 
005 

Overmen 
and 

Deputies 

•oc 
•057 
•050 
•059 

Pumping 
Water. 

•009 
•01 
01 

•0097 

Sun
dries. 

•068 
•092 
•074 
078 

11 Total 
Dei1, ing 

i! and Off-
Total Off- hand 

'mnd Labor. 
Labor. , 

i'*osi o f 
SI i ill 

Work. 

Average , -29 

NO. 1 M E T H O D — REMOVING PILLARS BY LONGWALL, 

This method, under suitable circumstances, is the best 
and cheapest; it requires little narrow-work, and the 
pillar can be worked off sooner, as four men can be 
placed in each. 
The first broken was worked by this method in the 

First South-East District, but it was not a great success 
owing to the roof breaking off short and the bottom 
being soft and wet. which has the following section : 

Tons of 
Coal 

Worked 
in the 

Broken. 

Firc-Clav 
Bottom Coal.. 
Fire-Clay 

..1'3" 

The pillars are taken off bordways course in two lifts 
face on nine yards wide. The tramway to each lift is 
turned out of the going headway down the old bord 
and along the face, there being a separate tramway 
with a row of chocks between to each lift. Two rows 
or tiers of chocks, each consisting of fifteen nobs, or 
pieces of wood, are set off and on about two feet from 
the face. Props arc used next to the face if required. 
As the face advances the back chocks are drawn out 
and re-set in front ofthe first row, all-twin" the roof to 
fall. W h e n the last lift is being taken off, the flat is 
moved a pillar higher up and the old headway course 
double-chocked, leaving room for the tramway" next to 

it requires more narrow work than tbe former method 
and the cost of taking the pillar off will compare 
favorably with it: this may he accounted for by the 
removal being effected in much shorter time, in this 
case about three weeks sooner. 
The pillar is split by a Jenkin 3 yards wide 

driven 22 vards down the pillar, so as to leave 9 yards 
of coal for the bottom end lifts, and right and left half-
pillar walls are either driven over singly or simultan
eously as pit room may be required. The pillar is 
then removed taking; the lifts off'as numbered in the 
accompanying sketch: 

16 

8::: 

10 

6 

15 

11 : 

7 

- 14 

:::8;: 

12 

6 

. 13 

; 9 

i •* 
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Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8, and 8 being narrow work, and the 
other numbers represent the lifts in tbe order 
in which they are removed, after 1, 2, and 3 
are driven lift 4 is then taken off, and after 
drawing the timber out lift 5 is taken off; Nos. 
6 and 7 are then removed, the latter being a 
loose lift. Walls S are then driven and lifts 0, 10, and 
11 are taken off down to the old walls 2 and 3, which 
is now goafed. AVhen lift 12 is being removed a stook 
is left at the corner, and the old bord-room chocked. 
Lifts 13, 14, 15, and 16 are removed from the going head
ways. A stook is also left at the outbye corner of lifts 
14 and 16 to keep the outcome good. In this method 
lifts are divided into 

Narrow work in removing one pillar : 

,.. 7*80 

$10.22 

TIMBER REQUIRED FOR O N E PILLAR. 

Walls. Jenkins 

h e a d w a y s is carried around the broken workings a n d 

thence into the return. T h e quantities of air a re 

proportioned according to the n u m b e r of m e n , acreage 

of goaf, etc., w h i c h they h a v e to pass, being so regulated 

b v " regulators " placed in the returns. 

" W H O L E M I N E . " — A n y section of the mine which has been di
vided upinto pillars but in whieli tbe pillars have not been takeu out. 

" B R O K E N M I N E . " — A n y section ofthe mine where tbe pillars are 
in course of beiug taken out. 

" P U T T I N G B A N K . " — T h e distance over which tbe "putters" 
or "trolley-boys " have to run the ears from the working place to 
the point where thev are taken up bv the general haulage. 

D I R E . T I O N O K C L E A T . — T h e line of cleavage ofthe coal. 
S T E N T O N PRICE. -Tlie price paid for steutons or nnrrow cross-cuts 

connecting parallel headings. 
O U T B Y E OVER.—Commencing at tbe inneroiot-t end of the mine 

and extracting tbe coal backwards towards Ibe shaft. 
I DEITTIE... -Assistant mine foremen or Ore-bosses. 
i Ku-VKn OCT. -Hacked out, 

JEMKI*-..—A broad heading cut down the centeT ofa pillar .ogive 
more room for working while extracting it. 

| S T O O K . — A small pillar of coal left in at the outbye corner when 
! n large pilbir is being taken out tu maintain a way of egress. 

Tuns.—Small coal cars carrying about ;,'., ofa ton. 
CROW N ' S . — Roof timber. 
S W E L L E V , — A thickening out ofa seam of coal over a limited area. 
BACKS—Cracks or fissures in the solid coal running from roof to 

floor b\- which Ihe coal readily parts. 
FLATTERS.—Bovs who work on the main road, greasing cars, etc. 
WALLS.—Coal faces. 
H E A D W i vs.—Headings. Props 

Crowns 
Chocks (for bordrooms)... 

The cost of narrow-work is sometimes further re
duced by driving the two top walls 8 S only over the 
width ofone lift either way. The lifts are then taken 
off in the following order : First lift 4 is taken off and 
the timber drawn out. Lift 0 is then turned out of the 
opposite side of the wall. Lifts 5 and 10 are then taken 
off in similar manner. Lifts 6 and 7 are next removed. 
In order to remove lifts 12 and 11 (12 first) tbe short wall 
8 is only driven over the width of each lift. Lifts 
13, 14, 15, and 16 are removed from the headways same 
as in the previous method. 
The narrow-work in this case is 

Jenkins, 22 vards at S.ll 
Split Walls, 24 yards at 8.243... 

This is equivalent to a saving of 19 per cent, on the 
previous narrow-work, or about 8/0026 per ton on the 
whole pillar of coal. 

NO. 4 METHOD.—REMOVING PILLAR BV HEADWAY LIFTS 

The middle of the pillar in this case is removed by 
taking it ofl" headways course, and although there is a 
considerable saving in yard work, yet tbe quantity of 
round coal is greatly reduced so "that it cannot be 
recommended on this point, 

COST OF NARROW WORK. 

Walls. Jenkins. Total. 

No. 1 Method 
No. 2 Method 5*59 
No. 3 Method 7*77 
No. 4 Method 5'83 

5-50 
lO-l.'i 
8.20 

In No. 4 method a jenkin is first driven down the 
middle ofthe pillar distance of 22 yards and a wall set 
away right and left at this point, each going to the old 
bord on either side of the pillar; then the 4 bottom lifts 
are taken off in the same order as previously described 
by the sketch. The middle portion of the pillar is next 
taken off by driving four lifts headways course, two lifts 
on either side of the first jenkin. These headways lifts 
require extra timber on the goaf side, as the roof stone 
is more open. Then the last four lifts are taken off in 
the same manner and order as given in the sketch. 

VENTILATION. 

The ventilation at this colliery is produced by a 
Schiele fan, centrifugal in action and 5 feet diameter. 
Depth of upcast shaft is 70 yards. The guarantee of the 
maker of the fan was : 

Cubic feet of air per minute 50,000 
Revolutions of fan 400 
Water-gauge 1" 

The results were satisfactory as the full quantity 
was obtained with /lf of an inch of water-gauge. 
The fan is driven by a double cylindered horizontal 

engine which was purchased at a cost of about 81,000 
and is ofthe following dimensions : 

Diameter of cylinders 12" 
Length of stroke 18" 
Revolutions per minute 40 

The H. P. developed as shown at the test experi
ments was 32. 
The intake air after leaving the downcast pit is 

taken in one main current of 24,000 cu. ft. per minute 
along the North wagonway till it reaches the first split 
at the first East and West'Way Ends ; it proceeds from 
this point in a current of 15,600 cu. ft. to the face of the 
North Headways. After airing the whole workings in 
the Far North, it is again split, part returning along the 
AVestside, and the remaining portion which is the 
greater, along the East side. AATood doors are placed 
in the second East and A\rest Ways to bear up the air 
coming back from the Far North round the workings in 
those districts. Following the course ofthe East side 
current after it enters the second East panel, it is 
sheathed up to the face, there being no " broken " on 
this side; it then crosses to the right-hand side 
" whole" workings and after being coursed along three 

REPORTS OP INSPECTORS OP MINES. 

Kentucky. 
The eighth annual report, dated October 10, 1891, has 
just been issued by Mr. C. J. Norwood, the Inspector. 
Throughout the State of Kentucky there are innumer
able small pits or banks scattered through both the 
Bituminous and Cannel coal fields, and with the facilities 
at the disposal of the inspector it is impossible to de
termine the tonnage raised at these or to obtain particu
lars ofthe accidents which occur at them. The figures 
which are given in the report are therefore confined to 
the operations of the larger companies and private 
operators. 
The total quantity of coal raised during the six 

months ending June 30, 1891, was : 

1.393,909 tons. 

The average number of employes for this output was 
6,208, and tbe number of mines at work was 88. 
Tliere are 259 bee-hive ovens in the state for making 

coke. The total quantity produced during the six 
months ending June 30, 1891, was 9,766 tons. 
There are 57 mining machines in the state, 6of which 

are worked by electricity and the others by compressed 
air. 

Mr. Norwood devotes a chapter to notes on ventila
tion, etc., and in it be embodies many hints of a prac
tical and useful character, Speaking of air-ways he 
speaks strongly of the necessity for maintaining them 
free of obstruction so that the air may not be impeded. 
"As the strength ofa chain is determined by its weak
est link, so is the capacity of an air passage limited by 
its smallest area." 

Attention is also drawn tothe expression so common 
amongst mining men when the flame of a candle or 
lamp is sharply deflected by the current. It is then 
said that there is " good air." 
But Mr. Norwood points out that while there may be 

the regulation total quantity of air passing down the 
downcast to equal 100 cubic feet per minute per 
person employed there is not always a proper distribu-
tion of tbe air to ensure everv man receiving his quan
tity. 

An electric mine haulage has been installed at Hecla 
Mine to haul the coal over a distance of 5,000 feet. 

Mr. Norwood devotes considerable space to the ques
tion of coal washing. There are two coal washing 
plants in the State—at Lily and Earlington. 
The Lily plant is erected for the purpose of separat

ing tbe slack and dust from the small coals. 
The smaller coals produced in process of screening 

lump is passed into a receptacle from which they are 
raised (nut, pea, and slack all mixed) by elevator 
buckets, and dropped into a chute by which they pass 
to tbe washer. Then the heavier impurities, such as 
iron pyrites, are separated, dropping to the bottom, 
while the lighter coal, dust, and slate pass over the rim 
to a revolving cylinder of network of an ever increasing 
size of mesh. The dust and fine coal drop through the 
first length of this revolving screen, the pea passes 
through the next length of mesh, and so on according 
to the various sizes of coal required. A description of 
a coal washer in somewhat similar principles i.given in 
T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R for July, 1890, page 268. 
The coal washing plant of The St. Bernard Coal Co., 

at Earlington, is described in the report of Mr. Frank 
Cawlev, mechanical engineer. The machine used here 
is a patent of Prof. A. C. Campbell, of Nashville, and 
the followine is a short diseription of its action : 
The machine or table as it is called, is 8 to 10 feet 

long bv 30 inches wide. The bottom is made of No. 20 
e-alvanized iron and the sides of ash or oak. Above 
tbe bottom is another sheet of iron of same size and 
cadge which is called the "false bottom," This is per
forated with peculiarly shaped slots, and is held about 
a quarter of an inch from tbe first or true bottom by 
strips. These bottoms have a peculiar curvature, 
which, by experiment, has been found necessary to 
give the best efficiency. 
This table is suspended or supported, as the case may 

be, on hangers from above or rockers from below, 
which allow it to move endways through from three 
to six inches, at the end of which stroke it strikes a 
percussion post, firmly braced to receive the blow, and 
so arranged that the strains are all transmitted verti
cally to the building. AArater is supplied to the table 

between bottoms and by two spray-pipes, one at head 
or percussion end. and the other just in front of the 
coal feed or two and a half feet from that. end. A n 
inch pipe under from ten to twenty feet of head will 
supply water for one table. Motion is given these 
tables by a combination of cams, rockers, and levers 
of a peculiar nature. The required motion being to 
movethe tableb.uk from the percussion post with a slow 
and gentle movement, and return to it with a move
ment, slow at first, but increasing rapidly in velocity 
until the moment of percussion. 
The principle on which the table operates is that 

during the slow backward movement the slack coal is 
slightly moved and jarred, and the impurities, which 
are heavier than the coal, are thus caused to form a 
layer next the perforated sheet. AA'ater flowing through 
the perforations of the sheet aids this separation, and 
the return or percussion movement still further carries 
it on. On this portion of the stroke all the work of 
entirely separating the impurities from the coal is clone, 
for it is the rapid forward movement that carries away 
the impurities sticking to the bottom ofthe table while 
the coal is forced to remain stationary, or nearly so, 
until at the end of the stroke it will be found a 
distance equal to the stroke qf the table, nearer the 
coal-discbarge or tail-end. The impurities, by adhering 
to the table, gather considerable momentum, and when 
the percussion occurs this m o m en turn carries them 
some distance ahead of their former position on the 
table and finally they are discharged at the head or 
percussion end" Each stroke of the table, therefore, 
discharges a quantity of pure coal at one end and a 
quantity of refuse at the other. 
The slack coal is conveyed to these tables by travel

ing belts. About one-half horse power is required for 
each table exclusive of that used to elevate and convey 
the coal to the tables. One man can operate and keep 
in repair ten machines. 
A paper by P. N. Moore, on coal washing, extracted 

from the Kentucky Geological Survey Reports, is re
printed in the report. 

Mr. Robert M. Haseltine has just issued his annual re
port for 1890. 
The total output of coal in the state was 11,7SS,859 

tons, an increase of S81.474 tons over the previous 
vear. 
There is also an output of 833,159 tons of clay for the 

manufacture of the wares and material used in build
ing. 
The output of iron ore in the state is gradually 

diminishing. In 1890 the quantity mined was 169,088 
tons. As in all other states so is'it in Ohio regard
ing the causes of accidents. Falls of roof and sides were 
the cause of 62*4 per cent, of the entire number of 
casualties, and it is wearisome to read the ever repeated 
warnings which all mine inspectors issue to miners 
to be careful for their own sake in timbering and support
ing roof and sides. 
During the year 57 new furnaces for ventilation have 

been built, 20 new ventilating fans erected, 66 air 
shafts sunk, and 46 second openings made. Copious 
reports are given by the sub-inspectors, showing that 
the mines have been very thoroughly inspected and 
that great effort is being made to increase the_ volume 
and improve the systems of ventilation. Coal is mined 
in seven different counties by machinery. The power 
is either compressed air or electricity. Mr. Haseltine 
submits a report of experiments made on the efficiency 
of the electrical installations, and he also gives a de
scription of some trials of gas and safety-lamps by the 
Shaw Instrument for Testing Mine '"'" --

The issue of the Fifth Biennial Report of the State 
Mine Inspectors of Iowa, dated June 30,1891, is another 
gentle hint to Pennsylvania. 
NoA District.—Mr. Binks, the inspector, advises that 

all mine managers employing over twenty miners 
should have a certificate of competency. 

Mr. Binks describes an explosion which occurred by 
a blown-out shot igniting coal-dust. The dust was ig
nited by the flame and traveled back through the 
workings until a damp part of the mine was reached, 
which was free from dust, and here the course of the 
explosion ended. 
A short description is given of the Stanley Heading 

machine at work in Forebush Mines, Iowa. It is 
cutting fifteen feet per day in solid coal with slate roof 
and fire-clay floor. 
There are verv few fans in this district, the chief 

mode of ventilation is by means of furnaces and many 
of the smaller mines depend entirely on natural ven
tilation. 

No. 2 District.—In this, as in all tbe other districts, 
over sixty per cent, of the accidents occurred from falls 
of roof and sides, and these were mainly due to want 
of knowledge and care on the part of the miners. 
AVe would like to reproduce in full the chapter of 

" Complaints," whicli Mr. James Gildroy, tbe inspector 
of this district, has written, but space will not permit. 
H e complains of want of education on the part of 
mine bosses, and he has much cause. He tells of finding 
the ventilating furnace ofa colliery extinguished when 
all the ventilation of the mine depended on it. One 
mine boss said that there was no air outside and how 
could anv be expected in the mine? AVe presume he 
meant that it was a calm day. Another suggested to 
paint the fan house to get more air in tbe mine. Mr. 
Gildroy devotes a chapter to the "Principles of Ven
tilation," and it is apparently much needed. 

No. S District.—In this district, which is under the 
charge of Mr. Morgan G. Thomas, the furnace is the chief 
means of ventilation. Mr. Thomas devotes a chapter 
to " Suggestions to Miners," which is of value, and he 
strongly urges the establishment of a School of Mines 
by th'e'state, and presents excellent reasons why it 
should be done. 

http://tableb.uk
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THE McALESTER EXPLOSION. 

A Description of the Plant and Account of the 
cumstances Attending* the Disaster. 

BV WHITFIELD FARNHAM, M. E. 

[Written for the Colliery Engineer.] 

B O n the afternoon of January 7th, occurred one of the 
most disastrous colliery explosions that has ever hap
pened in the Southwest. Mine Eleven, of the Osage 
Coal & Mining Company, near McAlester, Indian 
Territory, was the scene of this accident. Of the four 
mines operated by this company in the McAlester 
Valley, Mine Eleven bad the largest capacity, and was 
the deepest hoisting shaft, being 475 feet "deep. T h e 
equipment is, in part, as follows : 

[ them not to commence firing until 5.30 P. M., w h e n it 
[ is expected alt the other miners will be out of the 

Clr- I mine. Coal is hoisted from 7 A. M. until 5 p. M., a half 
hour being allowed for dinner. N o m e n are hoisted 
between these hours, except in case of sickness 
or emergency, or wh e n there is no coal to 
hoist. Miners begin gathering at the bottom of 
tbe shaft before five o'clock, and each one in 
turn is given a check, so all can be hoisted 
in proper order. Only six m e n are allowed on the 
cage at once. Safety-catches are used, and dusty roads 
are sprinkled. T h e number of m e n employed in the mine 
was aboutasfollows : 275 coal diggers,24 drivers, 14road
m e n and timbermen, 7 trappers and 12 miscellaneous. 
Twenty-six mules were kept in the mine, the stables 
being between 240 and 300 feet East ofthe hoisting shaft. 

B y the above general description it will be seen that 

Enti 

here, women and children crying for their loved ones, 
and suffering the terrible anx'iety and suspense which 
only such a calamity can bring. 
It was found tbat"the lower cage was fast, and the 

slides were broken. The upper cage was hardly moved, 
One of the ropes was taken off the drum, and the other 
attached to an iron bucket (used in sinking shafts), 
and volunteers called for, to go to the rescue of those 
below, which call was bravely and promptly responded 
to. Three men entered the bucket, and in fifty minutes 
after the explosion were at the bottom of this deep 
shaft, helping the injured. Other rescuers were speed
ily lowered, and the work of hoisting the wounded and 
burnt men began. Meanwhile, parties were replacing 
thebroken down doorsand blown-out stoppings with can
vas, and ina short timethe air was traveling inits accus
tomed channels, and every part of the mine wasaccessible. 

The newspaper reports of "200 
Men Entombed Alive Beyond 
Hope of Rescue." and tbat men 
were shut in behind fallsof slate 
and could be heard calling and 
rapping on tbe rails, was a pure 
fabrication, without the least 
shadow of foundation. The 
fact of the air shaft being so far 
from the main shaft saved the 
fan from any harm or even from 
stopping, and insured a fair 
current of air over all or nearly 
all the mine lying to the rise 
from the main shaft, even before 
the stoppings were replaced. 
Large falls of roof slate occurred 
on the west side adjoining the 
shaft and at the head of the 
slope, retarding the work of res
cue. Meanwhile, many men 
who were uninjured or only 
slightly burned by the flame 
passing over them, walked 
tlirough the return airways and 
made their escape by the stair
way in No. 7 shaft, men having 
already been sent to help them 
along. One hundred and three 
made their escape in this way. 
But some brave men who were 
in the mine when the accident 
occurred, and were unhurt, re
fused to go out, but remained to 
assist in the work of rescue. 
One determined miner climbed 
the whole. 475 feet from the bot
tom to the top of the shaft, 
hand over hand, on the bun-
tons, between the two hoisting 
compartments, before the buck
et was first lowered Another 
had started, and with heroic 
self-denial said to the men in the 
bucket, as they passed him, " Go 
ahead and help those below. I 
can hold on awhile." H e was 
taken off'on tbe third trip. 

After a time the slides were 
shaft, a battery of.the mine is well equipped, and that every reasonable | repaired temporarily, andoneof tbecagessubstitutedfor 

1 ,..-,..-.....;,... >...._. ...!.-__.. .,-, v,.-._..__.,. <..-...;,•.__... ..nt ..viii.- the bucket, making it easier and safer to bring out the in-

PLAN OF MINES 7 AND 11 McALESTER, INDIAN TERRITORY. 
es indicated by letters. All entries are driven double and are shown by a single line. 

O n the surface near the hoistin; 
five boilers of about 300 horse power, aggregate ! precaution was taken to prevent accident, notwith-
capacity; a pair of 18 in. by 32 in. LitchfielB hoisting standing, there has been no mining law until last 
engines, coupled direct to a nine foot d r u m ; a 35 horse j summer, and there is no inspector. 
power Thomson-Houston d y n a m o used for lighting. O n Thursday, January 7th, the mine was running as 
and pumping; all the above in substantial stone build- j usual up to 5 o'clock, 850 tons of coal being hoisted. 
ings. ! A t exactly tbat hour, the hoisting of the m e n began. 

In the mine near the foot of the shaft one 20 horse '. Five cages had been raised, and thirty m e n safely landed 
power and one 10-horse power electric motor, with cor- at the surface. As the upper cage had almost reached 
responding power p u m p s ; two engines and drums for 
handling empty and leaded trips of pit cars (about one 
ton capacity each) on the "plane" and "slope" (by 
whicb names the inclined roads are known, the former 
goiiiL** directly to the rise, and the latter to the dip); 
one Blake steam p u m p , IS inch steam cylinder, 7 inch 
water cylinder, 18 inch stroke, held as reserve. 

A n air shaft 238 feet deep in abandoned Mine Seven 
is used as the upcast, and is one-half mile from the 
hoisting shaft of Mine Eleven, whicli latter is used as 
the downcast. A Crawford & M c C r i m m o n fan, 15 feetin 
diameter, and a M u r p h v double fan, S feet in diameter 
are set at this shaft, but only one is used at a time, the 
other being for reserve, either one being sufficient for 
ventilating the mine. At the foot of this air shaft is 
another pump. Steam for these fans and p u m p is fur
nished by the boilers at the hoisting shaft of abandoned 
Mine Seven, which is five-eighths of a mile from 
N u m b e r Eleven shaft-

Three grades or sizes of coal are made, all over 
straight bar screens, viz.: lump, nut, and slack, the 
daily capacity being 1,000 tons. 

The coal vein is four feet thick, with a nearly uni
form pitcli of eight degrees or five inches to the yard. 
It is worked on the room and pillar plan, the mule 
roads or entries being driven nearly level, and the 
rooms worked up the pitch. 

The plan of ventilation is simple. The air current 
passes d o w n tbe main shaft, thence west about 200 feet, 
to the head ofthe slope, thence d o w n the slope to its 
foot, where it is split, about one-half passing into the 
air course of entry O on the East, and half into air 
course of entry N o n theAArest. From the faces of these 
entries, the air currents pass through the working 
places up from entry to entry until the two are reunited 
in the entries of abandoned Mine Seven, anel pass to 
air shaft. 

The mine has always given off a moderate amount of 
gas, but no sudden outbursts. The miners work 
with naked lights, and the mine is carefully inspected 
for gas every morning before the miners go to work, 
Shot-lirers are employed, going into the mine after all 
the miners are out, tbe firing being done between 0 P. 
M. and midnight. The entry m e n are the only miners 
allowed to fire their o w n shots, and the rule is for 

the u pper landing, and the lower cage was yet three feet 
above the bottom, a cloud of smoke and dust burst 
forth from the shaft, accompanied by a report and 
severe jarring. Before the noise died away, the smoke 
close to the mouth of the shaft re-entered' and passed 
d o w n the shaft, showing the fan was at work. The 

jured. At 2 A. M.,nine hours after the accident, every live 
m a n was believed to be out of tbe mine, which wastr ue 
with a single exception. A young m a n had been overcome 
and left by his father for dead. At noon Friday he 
was found alive and uninjured, having been conscious 
for some hours. H e had been pounding on an empty 
powder can in hopes of attracting notice. His feelings 
during these hours can be imagined. 

The bitter cold prevailing m a d e it impossible to keep 
the injured m e n comfortable at the foot of the shaft 
while waiting to be hoisted, but they were made as 
w a r m as possible, being laid on hay in the mule stable, 
and covered with the same. 
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SKETCH SHOWING FACE OF UPPER ENTRY O, WHERE EXPLOSION STARTED. 

A break through to lower entry O was started where shot A was fired. 

1 their boilers rushed to | None ofthe mules were injured, but the mule tender 
™ was killed. Pie was washing a mule at the time, and 

was evidently killed by the mule in his terror. 
Fourteen or fifteen miners were killed near the foot 

ofthe. shaft, where thev were waiting their turn to be 
hoisted, being hurled against timbers or other obstacles, 
or were struck by flying objects, and m a n y others were-
injured. A young m a n stood on the east side of the 
shaft, exactly in line with the timbers forming 
the center partition, giving the signals to the engineer 
above as each six m e n stepped on the cage. Pie escaped 
without a scratch, the force of the explosion coming 
from the opposite side of the shaft, dealing death and 

m a n in charge ofthe fan 
the air shaft, expecting fc 
but everything was undistuibi 
more steani, considerably incr 
fan, which did not stop for an 

Th e superintendent, Mr. AVilliam Cameron. 
his office, less than half a mile from the shaft 

lovering blown off, 
. H e gave the engine 
sing the speed of the 
itant. 

was at 
receiv 

ing by telephone tbe report of the day's work, w h e n 
notice ofthe accident came, and he immediately re
paired to the mine, first seeing, as he could from his of
fice door, that the fan was running. 
The news spread rapidly, and in a few minutes the 

scene always enacted at such an accident was repeated 
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destruction on both sides of him. The middle parti
tion, one foot thick, saved him. Some ofthe men were 
probably killed by falling slate, but the larger number 
succumbed to the deadly after-damp ; most of them 
were prostrated in the vicinity of the slope. Nine were 
found in entry K, on the west side of the slope, one lift 
below the shaft. Everyone who followed the return 
airways escaped. 
Let us now consider the cause and course of the ex

plosion. In the first place, it was not a gas explosion. 
The mine was inspected in the morning, and no gas 
found. JMiners had been working all day with naked 
lights. All agree that it started near the face of these 
parallel entries upper entry O (the two parallel entries 
thirty feet a part, both being cal led 0) were in the " first of 
the air," the very first working faces to receive the 
current, where it must have been perfectly pure. This 
same air current passes through scores of working faces 
after leaving entry 0,but at any point it is safe to work 
in it with naked lights. Furthermore, no signs of gas 
could be found in entry O, after the accident, when 
only the loose canvas curtains had been substituted for 
the tight doors and stoppings which were blown to 
pieces by the force ofthe explosion. I myself saw the 
face of both entries, and of each of the five rooms on 
this entry carefully inspected for gas three days after. 
Enough gas could not be found to burn with a naked 
light, even close to the roof, and at the extreme face of 
the rooms, which are all driven to the rise. The course 
followed by the destructive force was out entry O to the 
slope and up the slope to the main west entry. Near 
this point, and between it and the shaft, only 200 feet 
away, most of the damage to the mine was done. All 
doors and stopping along its course were destroyed, and 
its force was evident for considerable distance on the 
entries to the right and left, especially on the main west 
and up the plane, but the greatest force was shown in 
the course first described, and it seemed to increase as 
it advanced, till the climax was reached near the shaft. 
Now this travel was in and against the strong current 
of fresh air which passed down the shaft, swept along 
the main west and down the slope undivided and un
obstructed. This seems to do away with any idea of 
fas playing any appreciable part in this accident 
'here had been a fire in the face of entry M, one lift 

above.O, some time since, which proved too difficult to 
handle and it was walled off and flooded, and the entry 
allowed to stand. To avoid any suspicion of danger, a 
pipe was walled in the stopping near the roof, and 
provided with a valve and a pressure gauge, which was 
regularly inspected. No pressure was ever noticeable or 
gas discovered when this valve was opened. After the 
accident, it was rumored that the explosion was con
nected in some way with this walled-nff entry face, but 
all the walls or stoppings were fouud intact, even to tbe 
pipe with its valve and gauge. 
In the second place, it was not a powder explosion. 

In saying this, I refer of course to kegs of powder, not 
to the shots prepared for blasting down the coal. En
tries N and O were the lowest in the mine, and were 
new entries, extending less than 300 feet from the slope. 
No powder was allowed to be stored in these entries, 
but was kept on entries L and M, several hundred feet 
from any working face, the rule requiring the iron 
powder kegs to be locked in wooden boxes. Cartridges 
for blasting were made here, and carried to the working 
faces and immediately inserted in the drill holes pre
pared for them. Similar precaution was taken every
where to keep the powder out of reach of shots. No 
powder or exploded kegs were found in the lower en
tries, and no exploded kegs or other signs of powder 
explosion in any part of the mine. The powder used 
by the men working in entries N and (.), was foufid in 
its proper place in entries L and M, except that two 
kegs were found in the center of the entry (not in any 
box), where they had evidently been thrown by the 
force of the explosion, with paper plugs in the holes, 
and unexploded. Other powder was found in boxes 
over which tlie fire had passed, but no signs of any 
having been exploded. 
What then was the cause? It has been the custom 

for the miners to appoint a committee to investigate 
any serious accident, as there is no mine inspector in 
the Indian Territory. That was done in this case, and 
the committee included two or three miners fromother 
coal fields, men who had flocked to McAlester, generous
ly offering their assistance in this sad hour. This com
mittee spent two days in examining the mine, and were 
unanimously of the opinion that it was not a gas or 
powder explosion. As to the real cause, or at least the 
cause of its extending so far they did not so well agree. 
As ready as they always are, each one with his particu
lar theory, one at least called it a mystery. As to the 
primary cause and starting point, however, they and all 
who have carefully examined the mine agree. It came 
from one or two shots fired by the entrymen working 
in upper entry O, shots which were badly located, show
ing very bad judgment, or perhaps disregard of judg
ment, shots which if found in a room, the regular shot 
firers would have refused to fire. But the entrymen 
fire their own shots, and so the shots cannot be con
demned before firing, as in the rooms, in another re
spect these shot firers violated the rule agreed to by 
themselves, viz.: not to fire before 5.30 P.M. If this 
rule had been adhered to, while the damage to the mine '< 
might have been the same, very few lives would have 
been lost, as all the regular miners would have been 
hoisted. These shots were fired at 5.03 or 5.04 P.M., 
twenty-six minutes before the time, just when the men 
were all congregated at the most dangerous place (as it 
proved in this case), the bottom of the shaft. If the 
two men who fired the fatal shot" were to blame, they 
have at least paid the penalty with their lives. Both 
they and the two entrymen working in the parallel air 
course or lower entry 0, who lit their shots at the same 
time, were killed on the slope on their way out. The 
three entrymen working in entry N, and its air course, 
just across the slope, felt the force of the explosion, 
and leaving their shots unfired, rushed out and up the 
elope, and escaped unhurt. Entrymen in some distant 

parts of the mine, not knowing that there had been 
anv explosion, fired their shots later, and only learned 
of it when they met the wreck and tbe after-damp, as 
thev leisurely made their way out. Hastily retracing 
their steps, they followed the return airways and es
caped unhurt by Number Seven Shaft-
There is a difference of opinion as to how many 

shots were fired in upper entry O, whether one or 
two. The miners' committee thinkstwo were fired, one 
being in an old bole marked on the sketch B, which 
had been fired the night before and failed to do its 
work, and which was recharged and fired again, again 
failing to do the work expected of it, but succeeding, 
in connection with the other bad shot, marked A 
(known to be fired), in wrecking the mine and turning 
a whole community into mourning. The shot first 
referred to, marked B on plan, is at the extreme face of 
the entry, is 2 feet 8 inches deep, and at the point has 
4 feet 6 inches solid coal between it and the cutting, 
too much coal to break out with a shot of that depth. 
It would naturally belch forth like a cannon, making 
what is called a " windy shot." Cis another old shot 
previously fired, which had undoubtedly acted in a 
similar way, although it had broken out or loosened a 
block of coal at its " heel " or mouth. This hole is now 
3 feetlO inches deep, was probably 5 feet 6 inches or 6 feet 
when drilled, and the point or inner end of the hole is 
5 feet 6 inches from the face of the coal. In other 
words, it is 5 feet 6 inches " on the solid." No under
cutting was done in this entry. A is a shot certainly 
fired on tbe fatal night. The hole was 8 feet deep, with 
the point 5 feet " on the solid," diminishing to nothing 
at the" heel " or mouth of the hole-weal, where it should 
lie strong, and strong whe-e is should be weak. As 
might have been expected, it only broke out a triangular 
block of coal at the mouth ofthe hole, a ton or less in 
weight, which was hurled against the opposite rib with 
sucli force as to crush it almost to powder, filling tbe 
air of the entry with fine coal-dust, which either ex
ploded with the flame of the same shot, or by the flame 
of the other shot, just at the right instant blazing forth 
the length ofthe dust-laden chamber. The entry was well 
sprinkled, as testified to by the man who did it under 
orders from tlie pit-boss ; by the man who was ordered 
to see that he did it (all these men were saved), and as 
shown by the dampness ofthe floor three or four days 
after the explosion. The explosion in entry O may be 
thus explained, but it is more difficult to see why it 
should travel with such force the length of the slope 
1,000 feet. \ATater constantly gathers in the sump at 
the foot of the slope, where it is haled into water boxes 
or cars, and if not needed for sprinkling, hauled up the 
slope and emptied into the sump there. This of itself 
keeps the floor wet, and on the level track from the 
" knuckle" to the shaft if is decidedly muddy. Water 
trickling down the shaft keeps everything in that 
immediate vicinity wet. And yet over this muddy 
road the greatest damage was done. This level part is 
double tracked, and is about 300 feet long. It.-may be 
this broke down quicker because it was so wide. Near 
the shaft the entry was ten feet high, while at other 
places the entries are from five to five and one-half 
feet high. 
Saltpetre powder made by the Laflin it Rand Powder 

Co., has been exclusively used in the McAlester mines 
for a long time, as it was considered safer and bettei 
than the soda powder in use in the other districts. 
The tendency of the men here, as elsewhere, is to do 
less mining, i.e., less shearing or undercutting, and 
depend on the powder to do the work. In driving 
entries, about nine pounds of powder per day were 
used by the two men working together, generally in 
two unequal shots, one containing about 31 pounds 
and the other b\ pounds. About eleven tons of coal 
were produced fo one keg of powder in this narrow 
work. 
Miners are paid high wages at McAlester, a good 

miner readily earning 84.00 per day. The price per 
bushel of coal passing over a one-inch screen is 4} cents 
in slimmer, and 43 cents in winter. Entrymen are 
paid from 82.00 to X2.50 per yard in addition to the coal. 
In December, the wages of the twoentryinen working in 
lower entry 0 for 22 days work, after paying for their 
powder, was $92.22 each, or $4.10 per day. 
37 dead were taken out of the mine and up to the 

time of this writing 19 more have died. About 120 
more were injured, mostly by being burned, and will 
nearly all recover. 

OBITUARY. 

Neil Beattie. 

Mr. Neil Beattie, inside foreman of the Adelaide Mine, 
ofthe PL C. Frick Coke Co., died on the 5th ult, aged 44 
years. Mr. Beattie was born at Cumbernauld, a mining 
village in Scotland. AA'hen 17 years of age he enlisted 
in the 78th Highlanders at Glasgow, and served eight 
years in this famous regiment at Gibraltar and also in 
Canada. H e came to the United States in 1871 and worked 
in the Arnot Aline, in Tioga County, Pennsylvania. In 
3880 he went to the Connellsville region and secured 
employment in tbe Mines of the Cambria Iron Co. 
He was promoted to the inside foremauship of the 
Morrell Mine shortly after, and was subsequently trans
ferred to the AA'hecler Mine, where he remained as in
side foreman for ten years, when he resigned on account 
of ill heath. At the time of his death, he had again 
secured employment at the Adelaide Mine. 

Mr, Beattie was a man of more than average intelli
gence and was a constant student of the best mining 
literature. Pie bad the faculty of handling bis men so 
tbat. the interests of his employers were protected, and, 
at the same time, he always bad the friendship and re
spect of his subordinates. In his twenty years of min
ing life in America, he made hosts of friends, many of 
w h o m will regretfully learn of his early death through 
this notice. In his death the Frick Coke Co. has lost a 
faithful official and T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R a valued 
friend. 

NEW" MINING INSULATOR A N D C L A M P I N G E A R 

The requirements of electrical appliances, for use in 
mines, has necessitated the production of a type vary
ing considerably from those employed above ground. 
The condition in the former case being much more 
severe than in the latter. 
The insulator and ear shown in the accompanying 

cut was designed for ihe use of the Thomsou-A'an 
Depoele Electric Mining Company, and is particularly 
suited to the purpose for which it was made. 
The insulator body is of iron, thoroughly painted 

with Graphite paint, to withstand the action'of the sul
phuric a_i:l m th- nunc.- th- insulatcr itself being made 
of pieces of porcelain, rubber, or other suitable material, 
strong and large to withstand severe strains. Its con
struction is such that the insulation is entirely protected 
from the blows ofthe trolley, should it leave the trolley 
wire, and at the same time little opportunity occurs for 
grounding, as the head ofthe hanger-bolt is embedded 
in the porcelain or rubber, and the only joint in the 
insulation filled by a soft rubber washer firmly forced 
into position when the trolley wire car is screwed into 
place. 
The only opportunity for surface leakage is on the 

under side of the insulator along the surface of the cone, 
and as this has been corrugated the liability of leakage 
is reduced to a minimum. 
The clamping trolley ear which was designed by Mr. 

J. P. B. Fiske of the Thomson-Houston Electric Com
pany is very easy to install, as no soldering is necessary. 

Its security is greater than any soldered ear, as the 
wire cannot come down until the phosphor bronze 
clamp is worn through. Its life is almost indefinite, as 
the clamp is *032 in. thick and S in. long. 
As the clamp can be loosened in a moment's time, the 

slack in the wire can be taken up at a little expense of 
time and trouble, a feature not possessed by the soldered 
ear. 
The excessive sparking which occurs with the other 

types of clamping ear is entirely obviated by making 
the bronze very thin, so that it can be easily reduced 
to a knife edge, at the end, where the trolley runs on. 
The clamping devices being located at the end just over 
the point where the trolley runs on the phosphor 
bronze, the latter is sure to be pulled tight against tbe 
wire at this point, thereby securing a good fit and pre
venting sparking. 
The clamping devices are positively locked by means 

of a stout German silver lock-wire. It is not possible 
for the screw to back out even the fraction of a turn, 
without shearing off this wire, which is quite improb
able, as the shearing force is practically nothing. 
There can be nocorrosion or rusting ofthe. clamping ear 
as in its construction, iron and steel have been entirely 
eliminafcd. Should the bronze clamping strip wear 
out, a new one can be substituted at a moment's nolice 

Announcement. 

AAre desire to call the attention of our readers to the 
advertisement of Messrs. G. L. Stuebner Sc Co., of Long 
Island City, N. Y., in another column. Messrs. Stuebner 
& Co. are extensive manufacturers of self-dumpingsteel 
iron hoisting tubs, side and bottom dumping cars, and 
iron wheelbarrows, hoisting blocks, etc. Their works 
are very complete, and they have facilities for manu
facturing of such a nature that they can furnish high 
grade goods at prices that will compete with in
ferior manufacturers, Their location is such that 
freight rates do not enter into the question of cost. By 
the peculiar arrangement of tariff sheets, freights from 
Long Island City are lower than from most places 
several hundred miles nearer the place of delivery. They 
issue a handsome illustrated catalogue of their various 
products, which will be sent free on application. 

A n Enterprising- and Successful Firm. 

It is with pleasure we note tbe success of Messrs. H 
Ward Leonard c-. Co., Electrical Engineers, Electrical 
Exchange Building, New York. A recent letter from 
Mr. A. S. Vance, General Superintendent, informs us 
that among the prominent plants they are at jiresent 
installing, as contractors, are the following: 
Mail and Express Building;, New York City. 
Catherine Bradley Building, New York City. 
Geraldine Building, New York City. 
Germania Fire Insurance Building, New York City. 
Du Viviei- A* (to. Building, Xew YOI-K City. 
F. O. Du Lnns Building, New York City. 
I'Yanklin Trust Buildini:, Brooklyn. 
Fifth Avenue Theater, Xew York City. 
Columbia Theater, Brooklyn. 
Graham Hotel, New York City. 
Sir. John H. lnman's residence, Xew York City. 
Curtis residence, Greenwich Conn. 
Among the leading concerns for w h o m they are act

ing as Consulting Engineers, are the following: 
Otis Elevator Co., New York City. 
AVm. Sellers & Co., Philadelphia. 
Ingersoll-Serg-eant Drill Co., Xew York City. 
Eastern Electric Co., Limited, St. Johns, N. B. 
Providence Journal Co., Providence, R. I. 
Rock Hill Electric Light Co., Ruck Hill, S. C. 
Mi.l<lleti-WN Music Hull, Middletown. Conn. 
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BEGINNERS 
IN T H E STUDY or THE 

RUT op JVii-Ni^G 
AND THE 

SCIENCES RELATED TO IT. 

This department is intended for miners ami others, who in their 
1/ouUt hare not been able to attend school and who arc now desirous 
to inform themse/ees in the seiaices related to mining and to learn how 
to answer tlie questions in ventil.ilion, sureei/lny, and mechanics which 
are ashed at the examination,* for mine foremen's certificates, and 
which it is important for than to understand ns foremen 'and officers 
of mines. AU Ihe questions ashed at the different examinations for 
mine foremen mid for mine inspectors in this country are printed and 
answered in this department. The principles invoiced arc explained 
in detail so as to be easily understood and manu cal:illations are 
worked oat at length for the benefit of those who are not familiar with 
figures. 

PENMANSHIP. 

Practice is indispensable in bringing to perfection 
any art, science, or profession, and this is especially 
true in the study of penmanship. It will not do for 
the student to merely read over these articles, but con
siderable time must be spent in faithful practice, if he 
would write a good business band. 
The capital letter M is generated by the same 

elements as the letters already given. Letter 1, Fig. 34 
beginning at the left is drawn on correct principles 

used by man to soften his toil and increase his com
forts. W e have units of time, units of length, units of 
| area, units of volume, units of weight, units of money 
i value, units of heat, units of pressure, and many 
others ; and in addition, units of work. It is with the 
latter that we propose now to deal. A unit of work 
I then, is the work done when a pound of force isexerted 
, in any direction, through the space of one foot, we 
: have work lost and work usefully applied. Work lost 
• should properly consist of that which cannot be pre
vented, such as the friction due to the moving parts of 
machinery. AVork usefully applied, so far as machinery 
is applied, is that whicli adds to the wealth and com
fort of man ; in some men's lives, nearly all the work 
is lost work or work wasted. AVise men seek to mini
mize lost work, and expend their energies on such use
ful work as will upraise them, and make them honor
able members of human society. AVe intend, in suc
ceeding numbers, to treat under tbe head of Stepping 
Stones, on all the great and mechanical principles that 
are of value to mining students. Let us then proceed 
with a few examples, and firstnotiee, that thedistances 
in feet, through which a force is exerted, multiplied by 
the value of the force in pounds, in tbe equivalent of 
the units of work done ; observe then, that we have 
three units before us : first, the foot unit; second, the 
pound unit; and the foot and the pound unit when 
involved, generate another unit, called, a foot pound, 
or unit of work. 
Example 1. A stone 2 pounds weight js thrown 

upwards into the air to an elevation of 30 feet. Plow 
many units of work were exerted by the throwing ofa 
stone in projecting it upwards ? Here then 2 X 30 = 
60 foot pounds or units of work. 

SOME TERMS USED IN METAL MINING 
EXPLAINED A N D ILLUSTRATED. 

THE HUDDLE. 

Buddies are for the purpose of separating the very 
finely powdered material whicli cannot otherwise be 
separated, into useful and useless. They depend for 
their action upon the principle that if a uniform stream 
of water carries down along a suitable slope a mixture 
of fine particles, some of which are very heavy, and 
others much lighter, the friction of the heavier par
ticles will be greatest, and they will be carried a less 
distance down the slope, the very lightest going 
farthest. 

stuff to run into the skip, which is stopped just imme
diately below the trip plat side. 

DRAWING A STULL. 

In metal mining tbe term stull has the same mean
ing as the scaffold in coal mining. In the operation 
of metal mining, when the shafts have been sunk in 
the lode, levels "are driven about ten fathoms apart one 
above another, cut-th roughs are also made from one to 
another for ventilation. The metal is worked either 
by overhand stoping, or underhand stoping from the 
levels. In the overhand stoping the roof is plucked to 
as great a height as it is convenient. The face of the 
metal being now out of reach, stout pieces of timber 
H" or 9" square are placed across the place in order to 
make a scaffold to work upon, whilst they are proceed
ing with their work. Holes are made in the side for 
the lower end of the timber, and a groove is made in 
the opposite side for the upper end, then it is driven 
down into a level position. These timbers are placed 
about two to three feet apart, and planks 2 " thick are 
placed across these. The whole, when finished, makes 
a Cover to keep all the rubbish from falling down and 

FIG. 34, 

It consists ofthe capital stem united at the top with a 
downward left curve which is joined in a short turn at 
base to an ascending left curve which is drawn to the 
same height as the stem of the letter ; it is completed 
by a downward curve, the upper portion of which is 
on the same slant as the stem, together with another 
ascending left curve one-thirdof the fullbeight of the 
letter. In letter 2, the first and fourth laws of penman
ship are violated ; and further, the second left curve re
traces the first half way. In letter 3 the strikes are not 
parallel and the left'curve is imperfectly developed. 

The scroll ofthe capital stem ofthe fourth letter is left 
out. entirely and it is otherwise imperfect. 

In Fig. 35, we have the letter N as it should be 
made in letter 1. The capital stem and descending left 
curve are united as in M, tbe left curve is jo im d by a 
turn at the base to another curve rising two-thirds of 
the full height ofthe stem. The probable faults in 
making the capital N are shown in letters 2, 3, and 4 of 
the figure, counting from the left. In let'ter 2, the 
descending left curve is carried too far to the right of 
the stem, and the ascending curve should have been 
made just as long again. In letter 3, the ascending 
left curve is carried too far to the right of the capital 

FIO. 36. 

stem and the strokes are not parallel. The scroll to 
letter 4 is imperfectly made and all its parts are dispro
portionate. 
The capital letter O as it should be made, is shown 

in letter 1, Pig. 36. It is drawn on a slantand is com
posed entirely of curved lines. Its width is one-half 
its slanting height. Letter 2 is faulty in that the lower 
section of the first curve is drawn to the left instead of 
to Ihe right thus spoiling the ellipse. Letter 3 is a 
violation ofthe fourth law of penmanship, namely, all 
curves should be elliptical. Letter 4 is made without 
enough slantand is displeasing to the eye. It is also 
terminated with a straight line instead ofa curve. 

UNITS OP WORK. 

Education is simply a process for training the mind 
to understand and apply unit values. Without these 
units, no definite ideas can exist in the mind, norcould 
we estimate the values of tbe great forces which are 

The sketch represents a machine huddle, which is a 
conical structure, eighteen to twenty feet in diameter, 
and circular in plan, the surfaces are set at a suitable 
angle, and smooth beams receiving motion from shafts, 
to which are attached other beams, having brooms 
which just touch the surface, of the buddle as they re
volve. The fine material comes in along with water in 
the fonai of mud by spout into the,funnel, tbe spout 
leading from a cistern, in which the fine material is 
kept agitated in the water as in the band huddle. 
The heavier the material the nearer to the top ofthe 
cone it will be found, the light material being nearer 
to the bottom. At intervals the different classes of 
material are washed off to suitable channels, by which 
they are led into settling tanks. 

THE TRIP PLAT. 

A trip plat in metal mining i«, as tlie name implies, a 
trip, tu tip or empty, and plat a place ithi- pl in- i~ cut 
outintheshaftorslopeside),into which thestuffisemp
tied when brought from the working face, and from this 

filling the level up. As the sloping is proceeded with, 
pieces of wood cut tbe required lengths and shapes are 
sent down and built up, and these when finished form 
a wooden trough two feet square, which, is used for 
sending down the metal as it is worked. At the lower 
end there is a door, and when the drawer comes along 
with his wagon he runs it under the trough's end and 
opens the door, filling the wagon immediately with the 
metal sent down by the workmen. The wagon, when 
full, is taken to the shaft bottom and thence tothe sur
face. Thestulls are very rarely drawn except when 
the rubbish plucked onto them is mixed with the 
metal, and it has to be sorted out. They commence by 
chipping one ofthe timbers in tbe center, and opening 
the boards above with a bar, so that as the rubbish 
slides down gradually it is filled into the wagons and 
sent away. Where the stull has to be drawn and the 
rubbish not to be assorted, they commence by chipping 
away one side of the level at one end of the stull, and 
proceed backwards until the whole have been drawn. 

The dressing of the metallic ores by jigging is that 
process in whicli ail vantage is taken of the difference 
in the specific gravities of the useful ore and the 
gangue. It is of the greatest importance that the 
grains or particles of ore to be classified by washing 
should be of uniform size, otherwise the less surface of 
one fragment in proportion to its weight may make up 
for the greatei* density of another fragment. In all 
cases, therefore, before attempting to classify tbe 
minerals by washing, tbey are separated by sieves and 

mmels into distinct parcels, the fragments of each 
reel being as nearly as possible of the same size. 
o character of machinery for jigging purposes, shown 
the figure, ought lo be influenced by the character of 
ores it has to wash. Each fragment of material 

•en ready for washing or jigging must be in one of 
_ following three classes: First, Useful mineral with 

....aeticnlly no admixture, of earthy material. Second, 
•h'}. Jp^^ryrA;A''':J**7_..£•>•••_-*_.-r.$! -*•.'• >"_.* A mixture of useful mineral and earthy matter in 

•rent proportions. Third, Earthy matter or gangue 
vyct Y?-\'- ̂ i* -AAr'A'yA? JA'AAiY* A.;.i\fX'; useif without any useful mineral attached. The most 

^A^^ASlAX-'-i'*.3* :"^'f-'A difficult ores to wash are those where the mineral is 
bu ted sparingly, but pretty evenly through a very 
y gangue, ... _*., where the specific gravity of gangue 

and mineral are somewhat alike. In this case there 
"trip plat the skip in the shaft is easily filled (as the will be verv much loss during the washing. If the ore 
plat slopes toward the shaft), by means of a slide is fairly distinct from the gangue, and the specific 
which is worked with a lever being raised to allow the I gravity'of the mineral and gangue differ considerably, 

http://il.il
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the separation by washing will be simple and cheap, and 
with comparatively little loss in the operation, These 
are the considerations which influence the character of 
the machinery to be erected for washing purposes. 

PROBLEMS ANSWERED. 

Q. I.—The anemometer reads 564 in. 47 seconds, 
what is the velocity in feet per minute and per second? 
A . — T o find the velocity in feet per minute and per 

second, proceed as follows: 

Velocity = 

Velocity 

564 X 00 _ 33840 

47 "= 47 
= 720 feet 

564 
- I 2 feet per second. 

},924*24 H . P. 
129,500,000 

33,000 

Q. 12.—What is the theoretical horse power of a steani 
engine of the following dimensions: Ilia meter of 
cylinder 15 inches, length of stroke 2 ft. 6 ins., number 
of strokes per minute 50, pressure of steam 40 lbs. per 
square inch? 

A . — T h e units of work of an engine are found by 
multiplying the steam pressure, length of stroke in feet, 
area of cylinder in square inches, and number of strokes 
per minute by each other, and if this result is divided 
by 33,000 the quotient will be the horse power. A n 
excellent way of remembering this is as follows : 

Call the steam pressure P. 
Call the length of stroke L. 
Call the area of piston A. 
Call the number of strokes N, 

needle. Suppose, in the first place, tlie compass is set 
up in a gangway going due North, as in Fig. 2. T h e 
needle is exactly over the letter N. on the dial plate. 

md null I tn .•Ih, 

Q. 2.—The form of an air-way is that of an arch with 
a semi-circular top, it is 8 feet high and 8 feet wide, 
what is the area ofthe section? 
A.—Assuming the arch to be 4 feet from the bottom 

ofthe arch to where it begins to circle, then the bottom 
part will be equal to 8 X 4 = 32 feet, take the top part 
as a circular arch, whose diameter is equal to 8 feet, 
then we have S X 8 X '7854 = 50*2656 area of circular 
arch, therefore, 50-2056 -:- 2 = 25-1328 area of the cir
cular part ofthe arch, then 32 + 25*1328 = 57*1328 feet 
area of section. 
Q. 3.—The velocity is equal to 10 feet per second, and 

the area cf section is equal to SO square feet; what is 
the quantity of air passing through the arch per 
minute ? 
A.—10 ft. X 60 sees. X SO = 4S.O00 cubic feet per 

minute passsing through the arch. 
Q. 4.—Which portion of an air-current moves quick

est, and which slowest ? 
A,—The air current moves the quickest in the center 

ofthe air-way, and slowest at the sides ofthe air-way ; 
but it depends on the smoothness of the sides 
of the air-way; when the sides are smooth 
the air-current moves quicker than it does when the 
sides are rough and uneven, that is, the current moves 
faster against the sides when they are smooth than it 
does when tbey are rough, but uiider all conditions the 
center of the air-current moves the quickest. 
Q. 5.—Show how you would handle the instrument 

in measuring air. 
A.—I would first find a measured area, then I would 

examine the instrument, to see what it really indicated 
at the time, and note it down in m y book. I would 
then have the instrument fastened on to a rod, and 
bold it in my right hand and m y watch in my left. After 
setting the instrument away, 1 would move it from the 
middle up to the top, back to the middle, then to the 
bottom, and back to tlie middle, then over to the left 
side and back to the middle. By so doing, I would 
get the most correct velocity ; after letting the instru
ment run for one minute, I would stop it "by the little 
catch at the side. By subtracting the former reading 
from what it now indicates, I get the velocity of the 
current in feet per minute. 
Q. 6.—How would you test for gas with an ordinary 

safety-lamp? 
A.—Before entering a place for the purpose of testing 

for gas with an ordinary safety-lamp, 1 should first 
subdue the light, with the aid of the pricker, by 
drawing down the wick, and then, screening the eyes 
from the light with one hand, cautiously raise the lamp 
towards the roof with the other. And if there be any 
gas present, which will be detected bv a blue halo or 
cap appearing on the top ofthe flame," slowly and care
fully retire with the lamp to a safe place. 
Q. 7.—If a puff of powder smoke traveled 123 yards 

along an air-way measuring S feet by 7 feet in 1 minute 
and 18 seconds, what would be the total quantity of air 
passing per minute? 
A.—1 minute IS seconds =-= 7S seconds, therefore, if 

the smoke traveled 123 yards in 78 seconds it would 
only travel 
-^ X 123 = 9461538 yds. ***= 283846 ft. 
per minute. The area ofthe road being 8' X ~' = 56 
square feet of section, then 

56 X 283*846 •**= 15,805-376 
cu. ft. of air passing per minute. 
Q. 8.— What is the area ofa road which is passing 

15,000 cubic feet of air per minute at a velocity of 5 feet 
per second ? 
A.— 

15,000 „ , . , 
£ ..- .."7. = *J0 feet of area. 
5 X o0 

Q. 9.—How many tons of coal are contained in a pillar 
of coal 60 yards long and 30 yards broad, the seam be
ing 5 feet 6 inches thick, and the coal weighing 80 lbs. 
per cubic foot? 
A.—Reduce all the dimensions to feet and multiply 

the length, breadth, and thickness of the pillar to
gether then multiply by 80 and divide by the number 
of pounds in a ton, thus 

180 X 90 X 5| X SO 

Now, divide the word 1' L A N by 83,000 to obtain 
the H. P. In this case P = 40, L = 2'5, A = 15 X 15 
X *7S54 = 176-715, N = 50, therefore, 

P L A N _ 40 X 2-5 X 176*715 X j>0 _ 883,575 
33,000 ~ 33,000 ~ 33,000 

— 26*77 + horse power. 
Q. 13.—What is the difference between the theoretical 

horse power and the calculated liorse power of an en
gine? 
A.—The theoretical horse power is obtained as shown 

in answer to the previous question, and is the amount 
of work which would be performed by a perfect engine. 
supposing the pressure of steam was the same at the 
piston as it was when it left the boiler, and supposing 
there were no friction of its parts, nor leakages, but as 
these are impossible conditions it is found in practice 
that an engine loses a certain amount of its efficiency 
in working owing to these causes, and tbe efficiency of 
an engine is found by dividing the actual work per
formed by the theoretical horse power. For instance, 
if tbe theoretical horse power of an engine is 50, and 

.. ,,.. , ... _ This would make the course or direction from the 
the work performed in horse powers is only 40, then I compass to A, North, Now, turn the compass gradual-

Id 
50 = 

ly round so that the end of the dial plate with the 
letter N . on it will point to B, as in Fig. 3, up-chamber. 

whicli is the modulus or percentage of the efficiency of : 

the engine. 
Q. 14.— What is the calculated horse power of a wind- I 

ing engine to raise 1,000 tons from a depth of 268 fathoms 
in 11 hours? 
The modulus ofa winding engine is very low because 

the engine only runs intermittently, and to obtain a 
high speed in the shaft the horse power is greater than 
is required at the lift, so much so that full steam is only 
given for the first few strokes, and all these things re
quire that the engine be constructed of greater power 
than the actual load to be lifted would seem to demand. , 
In this case, therefore, we will call the modulus of the 
machine "4. To find the liorse power we first find the 
units of work, thus, 1,000 tons X 2,240 = 2,240,000 lbs., • 
and 268 fathoms = 1,608 feet, therefore, 2,240,000 X 1,008 I 
= 3,601,920,000 units of work. Now, divide this by 
33,000 multiplied by the modulus and the time in ! 
minutes in which the load has to be lifted, thus 

3,601,920,000 _ 
33,000 X *4 X H X 60 

actual horse power. 

WHY THE E. AND W. POINTS ON THE 
MINER'S COMPASS ARE REVERSED. QUESTION.—Why, as in Fig. No. 1, is the E. marked 

to left ofthe North and AY. to the right of North in the 
miner's compass? 

2240 
= 3,182^-V tons. 

Q. 10.—How much work would be required to pump 
7,400 cubic feet of water from a mine 280 feet deep ? 
A.—One cubic foot of water weighs 62.'. lbs., therefore, 

7,400 X 62.V — 462,500 lbs., and as this weight has td be 
raised 280 feet, 462,500 X 280 = 129,500,000 pounds to 
be raised 1 foot high, or one pound to be raised 
129,500,000 feet high. Tbe work required to do this 
would, therefore, be stated as 129,500,000 foot pounds or 
units of work. 
Q. 11.—AVhat is a horse power? 
A.— A horse power is the power required to perform 

33,000 units of work, or in other words to raise 33,000 
lbs. one foot high or one pound 33,000 feet high in one 
minute. In theprevious question tbe power required to 
raise the water was 129,500,000 units of work, therefore, 

A N S W E R . — T o thoroughly comprehend the reason for 
this seeming anomaly it must first be thoroughly un
derstood that the magnetic needle is the fixed point 
and it is the plate of the dial tbat moves, not the 

FIG. 3. 

It will now be observed that although the direction of 
the sights of the compass is clanged, the magnetic 
needle remains pointing to the North at A. By the 
figures on the face ofthe dial it will be observed a turn 
has been made to the right of 60 degrees. It is well 
known that East is to tbe right of North and, therefore, 
the chamber will be going North 6'_>° East, and by look
ing on the dial plate of the compass (Fig. 3) it will be seen 
that the magnetic needle ii pointing 60° from the letter 
N. in the direction ofthe letter E. Now if the E. and 
W . were in their true positions, the course ofthe chamber 
would read N. 60 AA'., which would be wrong. 

-WHIN DYKES AND WASHES 
OUT. 

T h e rocks forming the earth's crust m a y be grouped 
under two great heads—stratified and uristratified ; and 
m a y be again divided into three classes—aqueous, ig
neous, and metamorphic, which names indicate the 

. agency which brought them to their present state. 
' Aqueous rocks, forming the greater portion of the 
earth's crust, are formed by the agency of water, and de
posited in layers or beds. 

Igneous rocks do not lie in layers or beds, but are 
intermixed with aqueous rocks, and appear to have 
been once in a molten state, and forced outwards from 
the center of the earth through the cracks or fissures 
produced in the aqueous rocks by internal heat or 
latent pressure, and afterwards cooled by contact with 
the adjoining rocks. 

Metamorphic rocks were formerly aqueous rocks, but 
have been changed w h e n at a great depth by a chemical 
action called metamorphism, by which their particles 
are slowly crystalized. 

Stratified rocks are divided into three groups accord
ing to age, beginning with the older group, the primary ; 
with the secondary group next, and the tertiary, or most 
recent group, nearest the surface. 
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Each group is again subdivided into formations. 
One of these, the carboniferous formation, a member of 
the primary group, is of especial interest to coal miners, 
as being the great coal-containing formation. 
The sulK-*tance from which coalis derived is organic 

matter, apparently bog deposits, which when isolated 
from air but exposed to moisture (which are the con
ditions of vegetable matter overlaid by a water deposit) 
chemical changes set in, and it is gradually converted 
into peat, from peat it passes to lignite, and from lig
nite to Bituminous coal and Anthracite. 
So that each stratum or bed of coal is a separate sur

face growth, and each stratum of sandstone, shale, seg-
gar, or ironstone, however small, which separate beds 
or seams of coal, are water deposits ; so tbat in the for
mation of the coal measures the portions ofthe earth 
where coal is found would be alternately covered with 
vegetable matter and water. 
Coal may, therefore, be defined as a mineralized 

vegetable substance, consisting principally of carbon, 
and derived from organic matter, which has undergone 
considerable chemical and physical changes. 
Seams of coal are frequently interrupted in their con

tinuity by faults, such as disjointing of the seams, 
brought about by the action of earthquakes, or by side 
pressure produced by shrinkage ofthe rocks, and gen-
erallv causing the upheaval ofthe strata on one side of 
the fault. 

The coal is generally found on the side of the greater 
angle, which means, that when you get the fault at first 
near the thill, and it inclines towards the roof, you may 
expect a rise fault, but if you find the fault near the 
roof first, and it inclines towards the thill, you may ex
pect a dip fault. 

Whin-dykes interrupt the continuity of coal seams, by 
forming a nearly vertical partition through the strati, 
and destroy considerable qu.intitiesof coal on each side 
of it, by the great heat of the once molten or liquid 
matter. 

AVashes-out also destroy thecontinuity of coal seams. 
Thev appear to have been rivers or streams of water 
wliich have become silted up, and filled in with sand, 
pebbles, clay, or soil. 
W e have also minor washes, which only cut through 

a portion of the seam, and these, when found near tbe 
roof, are known as rolls or balks ; and when found near 
the thill are named horse-backs. 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AN
SWERED. 

QUESTION JO. Asked al the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 0, 

1SS0. 

In the section of the mine mentioned in Ques
tion 14 (see January COLLIEI.Y EXGIXEER, page 140), 
wliich we will designate as Section "A," the air 
travels 6,000 ft. of entry, including the return. In 
Section " B " of the same mine there is required 14,400 
cu. ft. of air per minute, but it must travel 12,000 ft. of 
entry, including tbe return, how would you arrange 
the regulator, or in what proportion would you split 
the air for these two sections to equalize the ventilating 
currents in them? Size of entries in both sections is 
the same. 

ANSWER.—This question wa>= ably and clearly answered 
on page 140 of last month's COLLIERY ENGINEER, by Mr. 
J. L. Beard, and we refer our readers to that answer. 

QUESTION fl.—Asked ai the Examination ejf Candidates 

for Mint Inspector, held ed Des Moines, Iowa, April 3 

1SS9. 

I Low would the friction of the air current in section A 
compare with the friction in section B? 

A N S W E R . — B y referring to the answer of question 20 
it will be seen that the conditions are as follows : 
Section A is 6,000 ft- long, and tbe volume of air in 

circulation in it is 28,^00 cu. ft. 
Section B is 12,000 ft. long, and the volume of air in 

circulation in it is 14,400 cu. ft. In other words, 
section A is only one-half as long as section B and 
therefore presents only one-half as much rubbing sur
face as section B ; and as the volume in section A 
is double that in section Btbe velocity is twice as great. 
N o w as friction varies directly as the rubbing surface 
and increase^ as the squares of the velocities we have 
the following compound proportion, if we assume the 
friction in section B to be 1 : 

y, : },., :: 1 : (), or 7 : \ :: 1 : 2 therefore the friction 

in section A is twice as great as in section B. 

QUESTION22.—Asked al the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held al Des Moines, Iowa, April 9. 

1889. 

Describe the style or form of regulator you would 
advocate? 

A N S W E R . — I n practice it is seldom possible to so ar
range the splits in a mine that the resistance from 
rubbing surface shall be equal in each ; and it is also 
generally necessary to have more air in the longer 
splits than in the shorter ones; so that some means 
must be used to increase the resistance in the shorter 
roads and so prevent their getting more than a proper 
share ofthe air circulating in the mine. This artificial 
resistance is obtained by placing a regulator in the re
turn airway. 

The best form for a regulator is a sliding shutter, the 
frame of which is fixed cither in a stopping or a door. 
By moving the shutter, the aperture through which the 
air passes can be made larger or smaller according as the 

quantity of air in the split is required to be more or less. 
The power necessary to overcome tbe resistance of

fered bv a regulator to a current of air is, of course, 
a waste'of energy, and every regulator placed in a mine 
means an expenditure of work that would otherwise be 
available for increasing the total quantity of air in the 
mine. 

QUESTION £S—Asked at the. Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, luid at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9, 

1SS9. 

Two airways having each an area of sixty-four square 
feet, and their lengths are each three thousand ft., one 
of the airways is circular and the other square, is there 
any difference in their rubbing surface? 

A N S W E R . — Y e s . The circular airway has S5,076 sq. 
ft. rubbing surface, and the square airway has 96,000 sq. 
ft. For the square airway has a perimeter of S + 8 -j-
8 + 8 = 32 ft., and 3,000 X 32 — 96,000 sq. ft. 
Then the circular airway has a perimeter of 

64 or 28'36 ft., 
^ '07958 

and 3,000 X 28'36 — ,$5,076 sq. ft. 

QUESTION2ff.—Asked at the Examination of Candidates 

for Mine Inspector, held at Des Moines, Iowa, April 9 

1SS9. 

AVhat is meant by magnetic variation ? 

A N S W E R . — T h e magnetic variation is the distance 
East or West of a true North and South line that tbe 
needle ofa compass points. It is not constant but in
creases or decreases to a limited extent, (from six to ten 
minutes) during the course ofa day, and finally returns 
to its former position. This is called diurnal variation. 
If the observations be continued throughout an entire 
year, it will be found that the diurnal changes vary 
with the seasons, being greater in summer than in 
winter. The period of this variation being a year it is 
called the Annular Variation. The needle is also sub
ject to local attraction and the variation thus produced 
might be called local variation, because it ceases when 
the instrument is removed some distance from the 

N E W MINING COMPANIES. 

Names and Post-Office Addresses of the New Mining-

Companies Incorporated in the United States 

Since o u r Last Issue. 

Security Laud and Exploration Co., Dululli, Minn. 
Tlie Beaver Creek Mining and Milling 

Co., Colorad.. Springs, Colo. 
Kansas City '.lay and Coal Co., Kansas City, Mo. 
The Capita lists and Investors Company 

of the- Pacilic Coast, Spokane. Wash. 
Litlieiuar Milling Co., Alexandria, Va. 
GreeneBodine Coal Co., Tacoma, Va. 
The Xew Crescent Mining Co., I.oseville, Ohio. 
Old Provincial Gold Mining Co., Portland, Mc. 
Koval Phosphate Co., Kansas Citv, Mo. 
Pioneer Tin Plate Co., Joliet, 111. 
Lick Creek Coal Co., Chatham, 111. 
The Spooner Refractory Ore Smelter 

Co., East St. Louis, 111. 
The American Onyx Co., Louisville, Ky. 
Superior Smelting and Refilling Co., Superior, Wis. 
Loretta Gold and Silver Minim,' Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
The Scranton N e w Tripoli Slate Co., Scranton, Pa. 
SoamanCoal Mining Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Tavern Rock Sand Co,, Becker's Station, Mo. 
The Sophie I. Mining Co., Rolla, Mo. 
Morning Star Mining Co., Joplin, Mo. 
'I'M.- Confidence Mining Co., Jersey Citv, N. J. 
The Hall **ln-inieal and Gas Co., Chicago, III. 
Mi-ai... Central Land and Exploration 

Co., Duluth, Minn. 
Great Northern MiningCo., Duluth, Minn. 
Philadelphia and Boston Petroleum 

Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Birdseye Mining Co., Leadville, Colo. 
The Fortunatus Mining and Milling 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Colorado Prospecting Co. Limited, 130-1 :;7 PateruosterBuildlng, 

London, Eng. 
The Mount Elbert Mining and Milling 

Co., Denver, redo. 
The Shoe Basin MiningCo., Peoria. Ill, 
Atlautic Mining and Milling Co., Great Palls, Mont. 
The Tacoma Prospect Mining and 

Milling Co., Tacoma, Washington. 
Baiubridgy Placer and Quart/. Mining 

Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
1 iphirGold and Silver Mining Co., San Francisco, Cal, 
[iiverslde Silver Development Co., Riverside, Cal. 
Junioi Coat Co., Elkius, VV, Va. 
Tin* rui/i'iisGasCo., Delphi, Ind. 
The Lac-Icy Boy MiningCo., Prineville, Oregon. 
Pawtlicl-Cl Mining Ca , Pawtucket, R. I. 
Hanover Improvement Co., Hanover, N. M. 
The lucjup..rai.ir> and Underwriters 

Co., of New York., Jersey City, N. J. 
The Rnckev.- * .ml and Iron Co., Jackson, Ohio. 
The Enterprise MiningCo.. Rico, Colo. 
The Tower Smelting I'O., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Silver ].n]_.•••• -vudicule, Limited,London, Eng. 
Warsaw Blue Straw Co., Wnrsaw, N. Y. 
•flic Klckapoo Valley Mining Co., Springfield. Mo. 
The Elk 'reel. Mining ro, Seattle, Wash. 
The Cascade Mining Developing and 

Milling Co., Tacoma, Wash. 
The Monlana Mining, Loan and I11-

vcslroentCo., Butte, Mont. 
American Mining and Improvement 

Co., St. Paul, Minn. 
Tlie Central MiningCo.. N e w Lisbon, Ohio. 
'Ibe Bay state Lead and zinc Co., Mansfield, Ohio. 
I he Efevnee -Mining Co., Great Falls, Mont. 
Whiten? Water Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Tbe Quaker Valley Mining Co., Youngstown, Ohio. 
The Taylor and Rathveu Investment 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
Master-Lode Nickel Mining Co., Chicago, 111. 
Black Boy .Mine and Quarry Co., Chicago, 111. 
The Wilson Oil Co., Wu-shinglon, Pa. 
The French Creek Mining and Milling 

Co., "Chicago, II). 
Loomis Coal Co., Bevier, Mo. 
The Union Leasing and Mining Co.. Denver, Colo. 
The Yule Creek Slate and Mining Co.,Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Yule Creek Marble and Mining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo, The Mt, Rosa Mining, Milling aud Land Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 

Metropolitan Land and Investment 
Co.. Joplin, Mo. 

Sleveusville, Mont. 
, Victor, Mont. 

Tlie Iron ton Structural Sleel Cu., Now York, N. Y. 
Lake Hancock Pebble Phospbatc Co.,Bartow, Fla. 
Eagle Milling and Milling Co., Seattle, Wash. 
Keystone Mining and Milling Co., Spokane, Wash. 
The Washington Improvement and 
Investment Co., Port Angeles, Wash. 
Utah Reduction and Refining Co., Washington, D. C. 
Witte Water Placer Co., N e w York City, N. Y. 
Central City Brick Co., Central Citv, W . Va. 
1 dd Dominion .MiningCo,, Richmond, Va. 
lolumliia Smelting aud Relining Co.,Cerrillos, N. M, 
Lehieh Coal CO., Alma, Kans. 
The Union Pucitic Coal Co., Hock Springs, Wyo. 
The Green Mountain MiningCo., Chb.ago, III. 
The Union Mining aud Smelling Co.,Uenver, Colo. 

Biiena Vista Mining Co., 
Victor ana Burnt Fork Jlining Co. 

Tlie Spur I Misv Mining Co., 
Rocklin Granite C 

Denver, Colo. 
Oakland, Cal, 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Downicville, Cal. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Kansas City, Kans. 
Black sburg, S. C. 

g Co,, 
Black H a w k Gravel MiningCo., 
l*,u j fog! aiaingand Milling Co., 
Kansas I in Sand and Dredging Co., 
Blacksburg Mining and Milling Co., 
Monte Cristo Miuing aud Improve 

ment Co., Seattle Wash. 
Galena City'Mining and Investment 

Co., Seattle, Washington. 
Brush Heap Mining Co., Detroit, Mich. 
The King Solomon Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
Aligns Coid Co., Angus, Booue Co., Iowa, 
Fresno Construction Co., Fresno, Cal. 
Gaviota Jlining Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 
Alcyone Gold, Silver and Copper Min

ing Co., 
Danville MiningCo., 
Atlas Phosphate Co., 
.lellico Bird's Eye Coal Co., 
San Juau Mining and Milling Co,, 
The Seneca .MiningCo., 
The Blanca Mining Co., 
Tho Weis Stone Co., 
Tbe Mineral Paint and Lumber Co., 
Nianlic Coal Co., 
Rusk MiningCo., 
The Slough creek MiningCo., 
The Little Maiden MiningCo., 
Washington Central Mining and Re

duction Co., Conconully, Wash. 
The Chat Mining and Milling Co., Colorado Springy Colo. 
Lehign Coal Jlining Co., Lehigh, Stark Co., N. D. 
The Peoples Manufacturing and In

vestment Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Sixjy-Si*. Mining Co., Topeka, Kans. 
The Lower California Sulphur Jlinirg 

and Manufacturing Co,, N e w York, N. Y. 
The Citizens Gas Co., Si, Henry's, Ohio. 
The Eagle Coal Co., N e w Whatcom, Wash. 
The Caslle Rock Mining Co., Portland. Oregon. 

San Fraucisco, Cal. 
Danville, IU. 
Chicago. 111. 
Louisville. Ky. 
71 Fulton St., N e w Yoi 
Pueblo, Colo. 
Pueblo, Colo. 
Toledo. Ohio, 
Stillwater, Minn. 
Niantic. 111. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Tacoma, Wash. 
Garileld, Wash. 

The Williams Coal Co., 
The Belle nap GrauiLe Co., 
The San I 'arlos Coal Co. 
E m m a Jlining Co., 
The Henry Huber Co., 
The Galesburg Mica Mining Co., of 

St. Joseph, JIo. 
Berwick, Me. 
Pittsburgh. Pa. 
St. Paul, -Minn. 
N e w York, N. Y. 

Galeshurg,"Ill. 
1 Lo id Co., 

Galesburg, 111. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Sharpsville, Ind. 
Portland. Oregon. 
Detroit, Jlich, 
Ouray, Colo. 

Atikojan Iron Co., 
Gray Jockey Mining Co., 
The H o m e Oil Co., 
TheT. G. Lamar Co., 

Washington Reduction Co., 
Detroit i.raphile Manufacturing Co., 
The Silver King Jlining Co., 
The Yosennle IKdraulic Jlining Co.,Denver, Colo. 
The Amherst Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
Abundaucia Mining and Smelling 

Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Stanly Gold and Silver Mill and Jlin-

ing Co.. San Francisco, Cal. 
The Mining Separating Fluid and Min-

iug Co., Denver, Colo. 
Mineral Hill Jlining Co., Portland, Oregon. 
Clark Coal and Coke Co., Fairmount W. Va, 
JIachiasport Granite Co., JIachiasporl. Me. 
Kittson, Browne Process Co., Portland, Jle, 
Mohawk Furnace Co., Geddes, N. Y. 
Kentucky Laud and Improvement 

Lomsville, Ky. 
Dululh, Minn. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
N e w Bremen, Ohio. 
Langley, S. C. 

Sioux Palls '.nmito Co.,Consolidated,Sioux Falls, S. D. 
The Black Diamond Coal and Coke, 

Co.. N e w York, N. Y. 
The Lake Shore Gold and Silver Jlin

ing Co., Yolo, Yolo Co., Cal. 
The Burra Burra Co,, East Orauge, N, J. 
Baue Iron and Reduction Works, 

Limited, Boise City, Idaho. 
Barbee MiningCo., Joplin, Mo. 
The Tacoma Mining Exchange, Tacoma, Wash. 
Junction Jlining and Milling Co., Centralia, Wash. 
The Bridgeport Jlining aud Jlilling 

Co., Spokane', Wash. 
Idaho Improvement and Developing 

Co., Limited, Boise City, Idaho. 
Gallatin Asbestos Mining Co.. Bozcman, Jlont. 
Butte Consolidated Mining and Re

duction Co., Butte, Jlont. 
Highland Mining Co , Helena Jlont. 
'J he Syracuse pride Jlining Co., Silvcrton. San Juan Co,, Colo. 
The Ouray Mining t Jlilling Co., l.rcckcnridge, Colo. . 
The Colorado and I tah Natural Gas, 

Oi! and coal CO., Denver, Colo. 
Rachel Jlining Co., Iron Mountain, Mich. 
Ruth .MiningCo., Iron Mountain, Jlich. 
Westmoreland Oil Co., GreensLmrg, Pa. 
Scranton Stone Co.. Scranton, Pa. 
'I he \\ab:i--b Clay Co., Veedersburgh, Ind. 
Volcano Gulch -Mining Co., Deer Loage, Mont. 
The Calumet Mining and Jlilling Co.,Manitoti, Colo. 
The F;iriiini_t..n Mining Co., Farmingtou, Ind. 
1 entr.Ll ' idiioiuia Oil Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 
Puente ' 111 Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 
Tbe Excelsior Pel.hie Phosphate Co., New York, N. Yr. 
The Golden Kinlng Mining and Jlill-

ingCo., Idaho Springs, Colo. 
Congo Coal Mining Co. Chicago, 111. 

Acknowledgement. 

The Canton Steel Roofing Co., of Canton, Ohio, with a 
desire to excel in everything issued from its works or 
office, has just issued a handsome office calendar, good 
fnr two vears, framed most conveniently in Russia 
leather. It is the finest calendar that we have seen this 
sea-son and is typical of the corrugated metal manufac
tured by the company—tbe best. Accompanying the 
calendar was a beautiful and convenient leather bound 
memoranda book, for both of which we extend thanks 

Dissolution. 

Messrs. Pepper & Register, manufacturing and con
tracting electrical engineers whoseollice is in the Provi
dent Building, Fourth and Chestnut Streets, Phila
delphia, sends us tbe following announcement under 
date of January 15th: 
"The firm of Clay, Pepper & Register has this day 

been dissolved by mutual consent. The business will 
be carried on as heretofore by the remaining partners 
under tbe firm name of Pepper & Register." 
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Progress of the Inter-Continental R a i l w a y . 

The following is an abstract of the report of Mr, L. J, 
Blanco, m e m b e r of the Inter-Continental Railway C o m 
mission for Venezuela, concerning that w o r k : 

United States and M e x i c o — T h e railways in these two 
-countries, being in perfect communication, the Commission 
has only been occupied with their continuation and the 
choice of the most suitable point of departure. It has de
cided for Ayutla, on the Guatemala frontier. 

Guatemala—-From Ayutla. the In tor-Continental Line 
will descend hy the Pacific coast, passing in the neighbor
hood of Rotahuleu and Mazatonungu as far as Santa Lucia. 
Thence will be used the branch, in course of construction, 
-of the Central Railway from Guatemala to ICseiiintiu, and 
will pass from Oujinjilapa to Santa A n n a , in the Republic of 
Salvador. 

Salvador—In this Republic the route of the proposed 
Central line will be utilized, passing by Santa A n n a , Nuevo, 
San .Salvador, Cnjntepeque, Sun Vincent, and San Miguel, 
entering Honduras by Guascoran. 

H o n d u r a s — F r o m Guascoran the line will continue by the 
shore of Gulf Fonseca, crossing the State of Gboluteca via 
the town of that n a m e , going thence to the south towards 
Nicaragua. 

Nicaragua—In this Republic the line will arrive at the 
t o w n of Chinandega, where it will join the railway from 
Corinto to Lake Managua, utilizing this line up to a suit
able point, lor example, Pueblo Viejo, skirting the lake and 
•coming to the town of M a n a g u a , where it will take the line 
already constructed from M a n a g u a to Mazaya. F r o m 
Mazaya the line will pass to Rivas, will cross tbe pfoposed 
Nicaragua Canal, and will enter into the Republic of Costa 
Rica. 
Costa Rica—Following the shores of the Lake of Nicar

agua and penetrating the country by the plains of Guatuao 
a n d San Carlos, the line will continue ns far as the town of 
Alajeula, where tliere is a branch to the capital. F r o m 
Alajeulaa continuation will be m a d e by tlie railway from 
S a n Jose to Puerto Li m o n , thence, liy points which are not 
yet determined, the length of the Isthmus of P a n a m a , as 
far as tbe entry of the Atrato Valley in Columbia, will be 
traversed. 

Colombia—Colombia being reached, the Inter-Continental 
will traverse the western Cordillera uf the Andes, entering 
into the Cauca Valley, and, reaching the environs of the 
town of Antio.juin. it will ascend by this valley, connecting 
the principal localities m e t with, and arriving at Popayan. 
T h e central Cordillera will be crossed in order to survey the 
branch intended to connect Bogota with the main line. 
F r o m Popayan the line will pass into the Patin Valley, 
m a k i n g toward Pnsto or Ipiales, with continuation towards 
Ecuador. T h e passage of the cordillera on the route from 
Popayan to Pasto will be one ofthe greatest dilticulties met 
with in Colombia ; it is at this point that the great rami
fications ofthe Colombian Andes c o m m e n c e . 

Venezuela—In order to place this Republic in c o m m u n i 
cation with the trunk line, a branch will start from a point 
(still undetermined) uf the route in the Cancu Valley, going 
to Meilellin, where it will rejoin tbe line, running froni 
that town to Puerto Berrio, on the Magiialena; thence it 
will go to Bueramungu, and thence to San Jose de Cuitica 
a n d San Cristobal, La Grit a, Merida, Trugillo, Barquisi-
meto, terminating at Valencia. 

F r o m Valencia to Caracas via La Victoria a railway is in 
course of construction and will be completed in a few years. 
Other lines, having been conceded, are being surveyed in 
the regions just indicated, and tlie route of the Intc'r-Con-
tinental will undoubtedly adapt itself to circumstances at 
the time of the execution of tbe project, whenever tbat m a y 
be. 

E c u a d o r — T h e line will touch at the town of Tulcan, then, 
descending by the central valley of Quito, will serve the 
towns of Ibarra, Quito, Latacunga, A m b a t a , Cnenca, and 
Loja, there entering Peru. 

P e r u — T h e line will traverse the Departmentof Cajamarca, 
or tbe Amazoncs, till it meets the river Mnranon, and will 
ascend by that valley as far as Cerro de Pasco. F r o m the 
latter point it will follow the course ofthe Perene up to a 
suitable point for a deviation to Santa A n n a , then todizco, 
Santa Rosa, and Puno, skirting Lake Titicaca in order to 
penetrate Bolivia. 

Bolivi — T h e Inter-Continenlal will connect tbe towns of 
La Paz, Ornru, and Huanchaca, where it will divide into 
several branches, going to Chili, the Argentine Republic, 
Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay. 
(.'bili—The Chilian branch goes from Huanchaca to A n -

tofagasta, a port on the Pacific. 
Argentine Republic—This branch, which has already 

been surveyed, goes from Huanchaca to Jujay, the extreme 
point ofthe railway system of this Republic. 

Paraguay and U r u g u a y — T h e line which is to connect 
thesetwo countries to tlie proposed system will start from 
Huanchaca, will follow tbe left bank of the Piicomayo, in 
order to rejoin tbe Osborn concession, wliich from Asunc
ion goes to the north of Paraguay. F r o m Asuncion use will 
be m a d e of the lines already constructed, or in w a y of con
struction, as far as Montevideo. 

Brazil—The Brazilian branch starts from H u a n c h a c a , 
going eastward, clearing the Paraguay River at C u r u m b a , 
where, penetrating on Brazilian territory, it follows the 
river Taguary as far as Coxini, a railway the concession for 
which is granted from this point to Uberaha; from this 
latter city are existing lines to Rio de Janeiro. 

T h e scientific commissions are authorized to search out 
and survey tlie best direction, and routes. T h e above plan 
must only be considered as a general idea, which, accord
ing to the plans drawn up at the Washington Central 
Bureau, wuuld appear to have met most effectually the in
terests of the American Republics. 

S o m e Historic Canals. 

The canal is an ancient institution. It co-exists with the 
remotest periods of h u m a n history, since primitive 
m a n discovered the value of an artilicial water-way across a 
peninsula, or from one reuiute stream tu the navigable 
waters of another. Historians allude to these artificial 
channel. as existing in Egypt and elsewhere in the far 
away centuries preceding the Christian area. 

In tbe year 12S.9 tbe Chinese completed an imperial canal 
that traversed a distance of 1000 miles, a forty days' sail for 
the Mongolian junk. 

In 1681 tbe famous Languedoc Canal was completed. 
This gave France an artificial water-way 143 miles in 
length with, a s u m m i t level of 600 feet above tbe tbe sea, 
and including upwards of 100 locks and fiftyacpieducts. 

In Great Britain R o m a n spades dug the first canal one or 
more of which are bolcling water to-clay. T h e canals of tbe 
United K i n g d o m n o w exceed 47,Oi>d miles in length and are 
amongst the best uf their kind in the world, T b e Manches
ter canal n o w in course of consti-uction will, w h e n coin-

j pleted, be a masterpiece of enterprise and engineering skill, 
' and will place tbe Manchester manufacturer in direct and 
unbroken c o m m u n i cation with the ocean. 
T b e North Holland canal was completed in 1822 and is 

fifty miles in length. T b e A m s t e r d a m and other artilicial 
water-ways are a m o n g the most vital auxiliaries of Dutch 
c o m m e r c e and prosperity. 

T h e Suez Canal, which u p to the date of Rs completion 
was the most stupendous undertaking of its kind in 
m o d e r n history, extends from Port Said on the Mediter
ranean to Suez on the Ped Sea, the whole length of navi
gation being eighty-eight gc-ugrapbical miles. This trans-
Egyptian water-way is navigable by steamers 100 feet in 
length and 50 (eet beam, the cost of this gigantic enterprise, 
including its harbors, being about sioo.000,000. 

In tbe western hemisphere, both in tbe United States 
and the Canadas, the inland canal has long been an 
economic necessity, and in tbe Erie and the "Welland, etc., 
w e have examples uf their service. 

In a strictly national sense w e have the magnificent mis
take of P a n a m a , with its big boles and insolvent stock
holders. A t Nicaragua American enterprise is already at 
work. T h e importance of (his canal to the United States 
and to other commercial nations, as a route between the 
Atlantic anil Pacific, is probably beyond any present calcu
lation, and is of so undeniable value, that be tbe engineer
ing dilliculties w h a t tbey may, the consummation ofthe 
idea is a m o n g the historic certainties of tlie future. 

A Prospective Railroad. 

The survey of the canyon ofthe Colorado has been com
pleted, and M r . R. B. Stanton has given a full account of it 
in the Engineering News. In spite ofthe great depths ofthe 
canyon and tbe cliffs of sandstone, marble, and granite 
composing it, a railway can in his opinion be built through 
it without m u c h tunneling, thus opening u p s o m e uf tlie 
grandest scenery of the world. In m a n y places the canyon 
expands into wide valleys, and even where it narrows 
there are terraces along the sides like the " parallel roads " 
nf Glen R o y in Scotland, which seem designed by nature 
for track and rail. T b e tributaries which enter tlie canyon 
laterally are, as a rule, small, and can be easily bridged. 
T h e distance of 1,019 miles through the canyon district will 
[-•ompTise only 20 miles of tunneling and 99 miles of granite 
cutting. 

C h o o s i n g a Business. 

The all-important question to every young man when he 
arrives ut tbat age where he begins tn look about h i m for 
the purpose nf settling upon something as bis life's work, 
is one that is nol always easily determined or judiciously 
considered. 

Advice upon this subject is frequently but slightly ap
preciated, as most y o u n g m e n consider themselves capable 
of choosing for themselves. However, it is fair to suppose 
that the experiences of others are worth something, and 
w h e n these experiences have proved successful they are all 
tbe more worthy of consideration. 

W e judge of a man's success by tlie fortune be has ac
cumulated in the business he has chosen to follow, and up
on this theory tbe following advice, from one of the most 
successful m e n of the present time. Mr. Russell Sage, is 
worth a careful study. H e says : " T b e question of choos
ing a business is a serious one. As a rule, a young m a n 
should adopt, the calling for which he has a preference. If 
he has no particular choice, it would be well for h i m to try 
different occupations, until he finds one that suits him. I 
do not counsel changing about to gratify a spirit of un
easiness, for once a young m a n is installed in tbe business 
that he is suited to, he ought to stick to it. I have k n o w n 
young m e n w h o entered employments reluctantly, and 
after a trial became fond of them. A young m a n must be 
determined to succeed. After all, tliere is one great lever, 
and that is will power. Without it very few m e n succeed. 

" It depends on tbe circumstances whether failures be
tray incapacity in a m a n . If a failure is clue to a cause not 
general, then it m a y he attributed to a lack of foresight and 
understanding. A shrewd merchant will not slock up 
with unsalable things ; a shrewd farmer will not plant his 
ground to raise unsalable crops. Both the merchant and 
the farmer must find out w h a t is salable, and act according
ly. There are exigencies, to be sure, like contagions, dis
asters, combinations, strikes, and boycotts, that cannot be 
foreseen. T b e prudent m a n of business has prepared 
himself to stand losses from such causes, and w h e n the 
troubles have passed tbe fact of bis liaving weathered t h e m 
makes bis financial position in tbe c o m m u n i t y stronger 
than ever. T h e present condition ofthe coal trade well il
lustrates the uncertain ity of things. T b e mild, open winter 
could not be foreseen, and has caused great dullness and 
loss in tbe trade. T h e n there is the march of improve
ment. This is an age of competition, and it requires 
energy and perception to meet it It used to take 'ninety 
days to find out the conditions of tbe tea crop in Japan or 
the coffee crop in Brazil. N o w the inquiry can be sent and 
an answer secured in a single day. 

" T h e young m a n should start out- in the world by tbe 
time he is twenty-one. If be is qualified to begin life at an 
earlier age he should du it. I began as a clerk w h e n I was 
twelve. A t eighteen I was in business for myself, and I 
have kept m y sign up ever since. I should say that the 
average boy could take a clerkship at the age of 16 or 18, 
A wrong start m a y not m e a n a permanent failure. M a n y 
of the most successful m e n have started wrong and after

ward righted themselves. There are m a n y instances 
where m e n educated for the pulpit have gone to the bar 
and been conspiciioussnccesses. Then, again, m e n educated 
fur the bar have gone to tbe pulpit and acbievedsuccess."— 
The Manufacturers' Gazette, Boston. 

H o w to Make Gas. 

To make coal gas is very easy. Most schoolboys know 
bow to do it at a few minute's notice. Here is the process 
which I tried a hundred times or more before I was ten 
years old : 
Get a little liit of Bituminous coal—as much as tbe size 

a walnut will answer. Pound it small, almost into dust, 

with a hammer or cobblestone. Take an ordinary tobacco 
pipe (one with a long stem is preferable) and lill it with the 
pounded coal, pressing it pretty closely with your t h u m b — 
I should have said nearly lill it. O n the top press d o w n 
s o m e tough clay, reduced to the consistency of putty by be
ing tempered with a little water. T h e n insert the pipe, 
filled with coal and closely covered with tbe tenacious 
clay, carefully between the bars of tbe grate, so that the 
clay on the lop of the bowl m a y not be disturbed. In a 
minute or two tbe heat of the lire evolves carbureted hy
drogen gas from the coal in the pipe. 

If the covering be compact and complete tbe gas flows 
out of the long stem of the pipe, which projects out of tbe 
lire, and you can immediately see and smell it. 
T h e smell is that of escaped gas—which is so unpleasant 

and unwholesome w h e n perceived in a r o o m — a n d the 
appearance is that of a thick smoke. Then apply a lighted 
match to this vapor which, being inflammable, instantly is 
all aflame—burning brightly until all the coal in the bowl 
ofthe pipe bus parted with its gas. W h e n this is done there 
is an end uf the llame. 

Take the pipe out of the fire, remove the clay cover of 
the bowl, and the residuum remaining therein is coke. 

N o w . this is tlie distillation uf gas from coal, which lights 
our bouses and streets—only at the gas works the vapor is 
submitted to processes whicli purify it, thereby producing 
a clearer and brighter light w h e n burning. W h a t is left 
after making tbe gas has a commercial value.—New York 
lie cor dee. 

The Poison of the Toad. 

Lovers of Shakespeare will be. glad to see the credit of 
their favorite poet rehabilitated even in a small matter. 
The lines : 

" Toad that, under the cold stone 
Days and nights hath thirty-one, 
Sweated venom," 

have of hue years been looked upon as simply tbe expres
sion of a popular prejudice current in Shakespeare's time, 
but now completely exploded. A correspondent of the 
Field remarks that '" Fleming, in bis well-known 'History 
of British Animals,' maintains that tbe toad is destitute of 
any venomous quality, and is only despised, bated ami per
secuted by tbe ignorant; ami be remarks tbat it is surpris
ing that prejudices so unjustifiable still continue to pre
vail." In two letters which apppeared in the Lancet of 
August 29, a large amount of evidence is brought forward 
to show that Shakespeare's word's, instead of being merely 
an expression ofa mistaken popular idea, are really a most 
truthful description of (act. 
The toad does secrete a venom ofa tolerably powerful 

character; and instead of this secretion taking place, as in 
the case of snakes, entirely through the salivary glands, itis 
actually secreted by the skin, so that the word " sweated " 
is most accurately descriptive. In his interesting letter, 
Doctor Leonard Guthrie mentions that the secretion also 
occurs in the toad through the parotid glands, and that the 
venom is a thick milky fluid like the juice of dandelion 
stalks in taste and appearance. W h e n inoculated subcu-
tnneously, it kills small birds in six minutes, and clogs and 
guinea-pigs in half an hour to an hour and a half; the 
symptoms in birds being loss of co-ordination, followed 
hy deal h ; in guinea pigs convulsions, and in the dog de
pression, vomiting, and intoxication. 
Dr. Guthrie describes two very interesting observations of 

bis own on the eflect of toad's venom. "He kept a small 
toad in a cage with some common lizards, and, one day, 
a lizard, bavin? biiten the toad, immediately afterwaroV 
rushed wildly round the cage, burrowing its head in the 
sand, became convulsed, and died in less than two minutes. 
His dog, having seized a toad, was attacked by instantaneous 
ami profuse salivation, violent vomiting and collapse. H e 
also noticed that the venom has a most powerful local ac
tion on tbe skin, so that, after carrying a toad in his hand, 
he got numbness and tingling in it, with a slight swelling 
and dryness ofthe skin lasting forseveral hours.—Lancet. 
Razors, Safety-Pins, and other Inventions of 3 0 0 0 , 

E. C. 

The Washington Star has been through tbe patent office 
in Washington in pursuit of inventions of antiquity and 
finds that not only were telephones used by tbe ancients of 
some thousands of years back, but several oilier alleged in
ventions of modern times, arc duplicated in the collection 
of remote antiquities at tbe Smithsonian Institute. 

T h e relies exhibited in this collection are mostly ofthe 
bronze age, from 2000 B, C. 1o Hit) B. C. A m o n g t h e m are 
razorsof bronze, s o m e of wliich nearly resemble in form 
tbe razors of the nineteenth century, while others are 
crescent-shaped,with modern handles. They are nut, in con
dition n o w to shave with, though hardly less so than the 
tools employed hy the astute barber upon the customer w h o 
never pays a fee. E v en more wonderful is the safety-pin 
with which tbe "Roman w o m e n in tbe time before Christ 
was born, fastened their garments. It was precisely like 
the safety pin of the year A. D, 1892, with tbe little coiled 
spring at one end and tbe catch at the other. Fish hooks 
in tbe bronze age were in shape precisely what tbey are 
n o w , with the same barbs and thesame bends, of which the 
famous Limerick and Shuugbnessy types are merely copies. 
T h e ends of their shanks, to bold tbe lines, were either 
flattened or looped, just as at present, In short, they were 
the s a m e articles exactly, barring the nature of the metal. 

In the Smithsonian collection referred to are s h o w n hat
pins with big round heads more than twenty centuries old, 
in all respects resembling those of to-day, though they m a y 

have been employed merely to bind tbe hair together. Also 
there are ordinary hair-pins, equally ancient, like those sold 
at dry goods shops n o w , and likewise thimbles of bronze 
with the customary indentations, though such implements 
are generally supposed to have been invented in the 
Middle ages under the n a m e of " t h u m b bells." Tweezers 
and strainers, after tbe modern fashion, are included in tbe 
s a m e assemblage of curiosities. 

Others of the same epoch are woven goods from the 
Swiss lake dwellings tbat were built on piles, bronze beads 
from R o m e actually plated with gold, bronze buttons m a d e 
just like those of to-day, bronze chains with tbe same mesh 
precisely as is employed n o w by jewelers for watch guards, 
bronze mirrors, bronze awls, bronze bodkins, bronze 
needles, and bronze sickles for cutting grass or grain, with 
wooden bandies—the originals of tbe McCormick reaper. 
O n e ofthe funniest things in the collection is a small vase 

with a hinge at the top for a cover—just like the m o d e r n 
beer m u g . It dates from before Christ. There are also 
stone molds of tbe same epoch for casting bronze knives, 
spear heads, hatchets, sickle*, and other implements pre
cisely in the m a n n e r followed n o w . A n ancient Etruscan 
vase shows mending with rivets after t h e s a m e method as 

is employed in this day. 
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Antiquity of the Carpenter's Plane. 

A very interesting discovery has been made at the Roman 
city of Silcbester. T b e excavators c a m e across a dry well, 

which, on being explored, proved quite a m u s e u m of 
antiquities. S o m e fifteen feet d o w n , a correspondent says, 

the diggers funnel an urn-shaped pottery vase, about a foot, 

in length, quite intact, and coriousl-j enough protected by 
lu m p s nf chalk built around it. T h e vase which probablj 
originally contained s o m e precious substance, was, bow-
ever, quite empty. A b o v e it wen- deposited a great n u m 

ber of iron implements, most of which \\ ere in a wonderful 
state of preservation. T h e y seem to have been tbe tools uf 

a carpenter and a coppersmith, wilh s n m e miscellaneous 
objects uf blacksmith's work thrown in. T h e principal 

specimen is a carpenter's plane of quite modern type, 
although unquestionably more than fifteen hundred years 

old, three or four axes retaining their tine cutting edges 
and quite -er.iienl.li-, a n u m b e r ol chisels and gauges ot all 
shapes and sizes, b a miners, adzes, SfiWS, files, etc. 

In tho smith department m a y bo specified a brazier for 
burning charcoal, quite complete ; two or three anvils of 
different sizes and shapes, a line pair of tongs adapted for 

lifting crucibles, a curious tripod candelabrum lanjp, or 
candlestick, and several other curious objects, tbe precise 
uses of which have not yet been determined, 

Fire-Arms of Early Settlers. 

Tbe precise population of New England, either Indian or 
white, at the time of Philip's war cannot be stated, but for 

the purpose of war it m a y be said that tbe forces on one 
side and tbe other were equal. A t tbat time the Indians 

were as well used to fire-arms as the whites, but tbe firelock 

of those days was but an inefficient weapon compared with 
the musket of later times or with tlie rifle of to-day. 

Tt seems certain that in Europe flintlocks bad been intro

duce.! before this time: but, on the whole, the concurrence 
of ev idence -luav- tbat such locks were not used in tlie civil 

w a r in England, a n d that both the king's party and tbe 
Puritans still relied on.the matchlock, Tlie form of tins 

can be readily explained tu any person w h o has seen the 
old flintlock of the present century. A h a m m e r — a good 

deal larger than the h a m m e r which afterward held" the 

flint, but quite like it—bad a screw which tightened or 
loosened tbe hold which two pieces of iron bad upon a 
match. 

Each soldier was obliged to carry s o m e yards of this 

match with him, and w h e n the battle began be lighted tbe 

piece of this match which was fixed to tbe h a m m e r of tlie 

gun. A pan which held powder, exactly as the pan of a 
flintlock afterward did, was in front ofthe h a m m e r , with a 
cover projecting, from which a sort ofa horn ran up nearly 

vertical, to be opened by the h a m m e r w h e n tbe soldier 
pulled the trigger. T h e lire o f t h e match communicated 
with the ]IOWtier, and tbe gun went oil. 

Thi*- was a sufficiently complicated w a y in which m e n 
should gu to battle, perhaps, in a wilderness, where even 

the procuring of fire at that time was attended with s o m e 

difficulty. T h e accounts of skirmishes of those times arc 
full of occasions w h e n fl shower put a stop to the whole 
battle. This is because the fire of the matches was ex
tinguished by tbe rain. 

T o change this rather clumsy lock into a flintlock simply 

required tbat a Hint of sufficient size should be screwed 
into the h a m m e r in the place m a d e for tbe match. T h e 

flint, then striking upon the cover ofthe pan, m a d e a spark 
which fell at the m o m e n t tbe pan opened into the powder. 

Eventually these locks were m a d e \\ ith great precision, so 
tbat the gun missed fire very seldom. 

I have no doubt that one and another soldierin Philip's 
w a r found for himself that a flint Indian arrow-bead screwed 

in the place of bis match could be m a d e to answer the pur
pose of firing the powder m u c h more readily than the 
match itself con Id do. A similar invention, however, as I 

have said, had already been m a d e in Europe, so that it is 

thought that flintlock g u n s had been found in France as 
early as 1640. In 1Q72, however, just before the w a r with 
Philip began, tbe law of Massachusetts and tbe provision 

m a d e for her soldiers still required the use of matchlock.— 
TheChaiitawjutiit. 

Some Successful Mechanics. 

vln 

th. 
1 helps 1 

There is T h o m a s A. Edison, the greatest genius of our day! 
Learning telegraphy was the first thing that led him into 

that intimacy with electricity which lias ended with him 

being its master; A n d r e w Carnegie «a- 11 telegrapher; 
Charles Pratt, w h o did m o r e to help young m e n to acquire 

trades than any m a n w h o m I can mention, started in life 
as a machinist ; Judge Daniels, ofthe Supreme Court ofthe 
State uf N e w York, w a - 11 - h o e u m k n William R Grace 
w h o wns Mayor of N e w York, and w h o is worth snme 

$20,000,000, w a s a butcher; the Into George Jones, w h o as 

editor of tbe N e w Lork Times, was one of the most power
ful m e n nf his day, was a printer's " devil," in the s a m e of
fice with Horace Greeley w h e n both were boys; Jay Gould, 

the great financier, was first a tanner and then a surveyor; 
Dr. John R. Paxton, D. D,, w h o preaches to the wealthiest 

congregation in the world, began life as a carpenter; Philip 

A r m o u r , the Chicago millionaire, was a moulder ; the late 
John Kelly, the famous politician, was a grate seller; John 
D. Rockefeller, n o w worth $l_..-i,000,000, was a mechanic in 

iron; Rev Robert Collyer D D., w a s o blacksmith ; John 
A. Mack.ay was a stune-ma-on be line he been m e the owner 

of the Comstock Lode, and one of tbe richest m e n in the 
world; .lesse Seligman, the eminent- banker and philan

thropist, laid the foundation of his fortune by studying in 
the very poor night trade selmnls that existed w h e n he was 
yo u n g ; United States Senator Hill, of N o w Vork, was a 

printer; the late H e n r y W . Grady, the greatest orator the 
South has given us since the days of Calhoun, was also a 

printer. A n d so it goes. I eoubl give scurc-s of other n a m e s 
of m e n w h o were mechanics, or were skilled in trades and 

became great after serving faithfully at their various tasks. 

To Remove Iron Rust. 

The engineer who is so unfortunate as to have a portion 

of his engine become rusted, or the more unfortunate man 

who takes charge of an engine which has been neglected 

and is covered with rust, finds befurc him a tedious job iu 

cleaning and getting tlie metal to again present a polished 

surface. Rust, chemically considered, is an oxide of 

iron when it appears on iron or steel; but tlie com

bination of oxygen and any other metal will form a 

rust, although in such cases it is usuallj' given another 

name. The combination nf oxygen with iron can only 

take place to an appreciable extent in tbe presence of 

moisture or hydrogen and, if extensive, leaves little de

pressions in the metal when the rust is removed. This oc

curs from tbe fact that when (he oxygen combines with the 

iron, tbat portion of the iron forming the combination is 

loosened or separated from the mass. There are two ways 

in which rust may be removed from iron orsteel. Thefirst 

and most cnmmun practice is by tlie use of some abrasive 

material, and the process is usually termed scouring. 

Anothei metliot. is by chemical action, by the application 

of smue chemical applied in solution, which has a high af-

nd which withdraws the oxygen, leaving 

imipniinds for such purposes is given by 

ttictlc, as follows : Potassium cyanide, 15 

tp. lo grammes; whiting, :.u grammes, 

r tu form the ingredients into a paste. 

11M 

tin 

and sufficient wal 

This is to be appl 

over the rusted surface, after which itis tube thoroughly 

wiped otT. and a cuatiug nf oil applied 0. stop further 

action. The active material in this composition 1- 'he 

potassium cyanide, which has the strongest deoxidizing* 

property of anv substance with which wc an- acquainted ; 

and, further, it is one of the most poisonous substances 

known, tbe base being potassium, whicli is combined with 

cyanic acid, ami cyanic acid is so poisonous that it is ex

tremely dangerous to use in any manner unless partially 

neutralized by combination with some other substance, as 

in tbe present case. 

Cyanic acid is of itself a gas, and in this condition itis ex

tremely destructive to life, the inhalation of even a small 

quantity being sufficient tn cause instantaneous death. 

When in solution in water, the liquid is called hydrocyanic 

acid, a single drop of which, if taken internally or entering 

the system in any manner, being sufficient to cause death 

within the short space of two seconds of time. 

No particular danger is to be apprehended from the use 

ofthe composition given for removing rust, as tbe addition 

of soft soap, which is of equal weight with the cyanide of 

potassium, goes far to counteract the acridity ni'the cyanide. 

Then tbe further addition of whiting in double the amount 

of cyanide reduces tbe strength of the compound so much 

that it is relieved of the greater part of its dangerous 

properties. 

If any one attempts to make use of this compound for 

scouring purposes, we would suggest that he do so only 

when tlie bands are free from abrasions of any kind, as, if 

it. should come in contact with any portion of the flesh 

where the skin is removed, a very bad sore would probably 
be the result.— Progressive Age. 
Combustion by tlie Steam Jet, 
The steam jet is no aid to combustion. The only way in 
which steam in the lire box proves a help to combustion, is 
by carrying with it considerable air which would not other
wise lie forced into tbe furnace. Steam or water in any 
form is not a benefit to fuel, or on fuel. Every p o u n d of 
water thrown upon coal " to help it burn, " only absorbs 
a certain quantity nf beat from the fire. It is claimed that 
a like a m o u n t of heat is returned by combustion of hydro
gen yielded u p by the steam w h e n disassociated. 

E v e n if this is true, there is a loss instead of gain by tbe 
operation. It is too m u c h like a piece of iron in the fur
nace, with the exception that after the iron becomes heated 
hy the burning coal, it will give out, on cooling, as m u c h 
or m o r e heat than was put into it. 

Keep steani or water out ofthe fire-box ; put 111 a certain 
a m o u n t of bot air, tbe hotter tbe better, but do not force in 
ton m u c h . T o o m u c h air extinguishes a flame about as 
quickly as so m u c h water. This is proved by tbe blowing 
out an ordinary kerosene light. A great volume of air 
forced against the blazing wick by tbe breath, cools off tbe 
bot gases so suddenly that-they can unite with oxygen of 
the air and tbe (lame is extinguished, and the gas, which 
would burn if it bad the chance, m a y continue to rise dur
ing several seconds from the bot wick.— The Tradesman. 

T o P r e v e n t a n d Restrict Diphtheria. 

Tbe Board of Health of Philadelphia, has issued a cir-

ulargiving the following regulations for tbe prevention 
,ml restriction of diphtheria : 

Recent investigations having proved that the poison of 
br.btberia A p rt-J I. i c m m u r n a b l e by mfce'tirr. end 

and diphi 

folio • ther 
imperative than ever before 

First, W h e n a child or y o u n g person has a sore throat, a 
bad odor to its breath, and especially if it has fever, it 

should immediately be separated and keept secluded from 
all other persons except necessary attendants, until it be 

or not it has diphtheria, or so m e other 

Second. Every person 

should be promptly 1 
public. Only those pc 

should have" charge ol 

•ctn 
j be si 

Hy 

with diphtheria 

dated from the 
;tually 

Th \\\ 

ssary 
nt the patient, and tbese 

heir intercourse with other 
in a house where there is a 
•permitted to attend school 

leriais fully developed tbe 

•ea ventilation, disposal and 
ed ur body linen etc 

same precautions in regard 
disinfection of discharge! 

isolation during convalescence [or m a n a g e m e n t ..J in 

corpse should death unfortunately occur), etc., etc., ought 
to be enforced which have already been r e c o m m e n d e d in 
regard to small-pox. 

Fourth. It is particularly important that persons whose 
thi-uaN are tender or sore R o m any cause should avoid 

passible exposure tothe contagion of diphtheria. Children 
under in years ..f age are in m u c h greater danger of taking 

the disease, and, after tbey do fake it, of dying R u m it 

than are g r o w n persons. But a d u R s u r c n o t exempt, and 
mild cases in them m a y cause whole series of fatal aftneks 
a m o n g children. 

Fifth. N u m e r o u s instances are recorded where tlie con
tagion of diphtheria bus retained ifs virulence for weeks or 
mnntbs, in cesspools, heaps of decaying vegetable matter, 

d a m p walls, etc, and been carried for long distances in 

clothing, in--ewers, in wasle-pipes from slatinnary wash-
stands, and in ntber conduits. H e n c e all sewer connec

tion- and other carriers of filth should he well ventilated 

and disinfected, and children particularly should not be 
allowed to breathe the air of any water-closet, cesspool or 

sewer into which discharges from patients sick with diph
theria have entered, nor to drink water or milk which has 
been exposed to such air or tlie atmosphere o f t h e sick 

room. 

Sixth. Beware of any person who has a sore throat; do 

nut kiss such a person or take bis or her breath; do not 

drink from the same cup, blow the same whistle, nor put 

bis pencil or pen into your mouth. 

Seventh. Do not wear nor handle clothing which has 

been worn by a person during sickness ur convalescence 

from diphtheria. 

Danger in Wearing Rubbers. 

A chiropodist says : Since tbe streets became so muddy I 

have had a number of sufferers apply to me for relief. If a 

man has a corn I can take it out ami relieve him. but if he 

is suffering from what I call "rubber fever" I can't help 

him and can only prescribe liberal font bathing and a re-

moval ofthe cause ofthe trouble. Rubbers should only 

he worn tn keep the wet out, and tbey should be removed 

tbe moment tbe wearer gets indoors. Failure to note this 

gives a man wet feet in a far worse sense than if he bad 

waded tlirough mud ankle deep. It was the trouble result

ing from forcing tbe perspiration to soak tbe stockings and 

keep tbe feet perpetually damp that drove rubber-soled 

boots out of tlie market. Even loose rubbers are a source 

of dunger and the cause of many more serious colds than 
they avert.—St. Louis Globe-Democrat. 
Prevention and Treatment of Influenza. 

The article " What the Doctors Say," which wereprinted 

recently from the European edition ofthe Herald, was de
voted to a timely discussion ofthe influenza, its s y m p t o m s 

and three leading forms, the history of previous epidemics, 
tbe m o d e of treatment, and tbe precautions which are de

m a n d e d during convalescence. 
T h e first question for tbe great mass of people is, H o w 

shall w e prevent ourselves from catching the grip? Our 

foreign medical correspondent answers, "Avoid fatigue, 
live well, dress warmly, and keep dry, avoid all fogs." If 

this advice is lived up to the present epidemic is not likely 
to become pandemic, as it w a s in last year and in 1890. 

But w e venture tn suggest tbat to these precautions one or 
two others m a y be judiciously added. 

T h e must fatal complications of influenza are those of 
tubercular ami heart disease, and unquestionably dust is 

the most prolific source of infection with tuberculosis. 

Crowdetl apartments and all assemblages in which w e are 
liable tn breathe air containing the germs of the disease are 

especially to be shunned. Wherever headache and malaise 
are su tiered in theatres, the air is foul, but, as an authority 

says, " the most subtle dangers lurk in the dust, which, 
equally with the bad air. is forced upon us," O n the 

streets, where in windy weather one is compelled to inhale 
m u c h infected dust, the danger m a y be considerably 

lessened by taking tbe leeward side of tbe street. While 
the grip is not very contagious it is infectious, and prudence 

dictates an avoidance ofall unnecessary contact with in
fluenza patients. 

But, after taking all due precautions, if the epidemic con

tinues m a n y m a y be stricken d o w n with (he grip and all 
should be instructed in tbe diagnosis and treatment of the 

disease. U s attack is sometimes slow and very insidious, 
sometimes very sudden and overwhelming, though in cases 
of the latter type a careful study ofthe patient's previous 
history will probably s h o w that he has been run d o w n by 

overwork or dissipation. W h e n the attack is decided the 
temperature of the body rises to 102 degrees Fahrenheit, or 
thereabouts, and sometimes even higher, with loss of appe

tite, thirst and febrile conditions, and in m a n y , but by no 

m e a n s all cases intense pain in the side and mo r e or less 
coughing. T h e immediate sequel of the attack is great 

weakness. If this were all, tbe malady might not be so 
dreaded. Bui (be tendency to grave complications and re

lapses is so mar k e d that often the grip retiring, like an 
a r m y on the retreat, strikes m o r e deadly blows than w h e n 
advancing. 

O U T medical correspondent discusses the treatment de
m a n d e d for this fierce malady. Of course, as he shows, the 
medication must be varied according to tbe m a n y phases of 

the attack. There is no specific remedy for influenza, and, 

once it is contracted, no time should be lost in s u m m o n i n g 
a competent physician, no matter h o w mild the first 

But pel baps tbe most urgent injunction our correspond

ent gives is to convalescents: " W h e n convalescence sets 

in," be says, " it is of the utmost importance to prevent 
the patients from going out too soon and from being in too 

m u c h of a hurry about resuming their ordinary occupa

tions." T h e medical profession and tdso the public will do 
wisely to consider the points brought out by O U T corre
spondent.—New York Herald. 

Three Perils to Avoid in Winter. 

1. Perils from heedless exposure. Winter is the gay 
season, the season of balls and dancing parties, and, in 

general, of prolonged amusements and excitements. W e 
need nut say hen P o m m o n it is for young ladies to attend 

S The exiitement, pby e' 
b o u n d the night, rem 

Iy susceptible to Ibe 01 

hanced by the evhausl 

the power of resistanci 

T b e danger is especially great in rural districts, where so 

m a n y must ride long distances tu their h o m e s through the 
icy air. Tens of thousands have in (his way laid the 
foundation of fatal disease. 

2. Perils from infectious diseases. In s u m m e r our dwell

ings ventilate themselves, with little care on our part; bat 
in winter w e i n m n m i / c heat at the expense of ventilation. 

F e w houses are provided vritb artificial ventilators, while 
the drainage is generally fer from perfect. Even houses 

supposed to be above suspicion in this respect arc often 
found to be dangerously defective. 

Unnoticed leaks ore c o m m o n and a bad leak in a 

neighbor's house m a y long have been discharging itself 
freely beneath tbe wooden floor of our o w n cellar. The 

main sewer is seldom or never free from the microbes of 
disease, and these m a y find entrance into our rooms 

through un trapped or imperfectly (rapped connecting 
pipes. It was from this cause that the noble and good 

Prince Albert c a m e to bis untimely end. 

3. Perils from school rooms. Comparatively few school
rooms are furnished with adequate adjustments for ven-
tilatlon. Hence the pupils nt an ngeofgrentsiisceptibility, 

breathe m u c h hud air, often from diseased lungs, and always 

il and mental, extending tea, late 
the surface of (be body peculiar-

le chill; the susceptibility is en-

, which at the same time lessens 

•d 1 de \luihi ons. 
nee of the system is 

dangerously hovered O n the other band, w h e n theflirbe-
coine- in-.ntler-.iliL- the teacher m a y order the windows 

opened, thus endangering those whosit withinthedraughfc 
al- o time w h e n they are least able to hear exposure.— 

Youth's Companion. 
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AIR COMPRESSOR. 

No. 462,776. FRANCIS H. RICHARDS, HARTFORD. CONN. 

Patented Noe. 10, 1891. Tbe compression cylinder 0 is part
ly filled with water, which stands at about the line L when 
the plunger P is at the outer end of its stroke as shown, and 
which rises to the line N in tlie delivery valve chamber at 
the other end of tbe stroke. The chamber 11 is partly filled 
with metal plates shown in end view iu Fig. 3, and a dif
ferent style in Fig. 2. AVhen air is compressed heat is also 
generated, which increases the pressure of (be air and so in
creases tbe resistance to the plunger. This beat is soon 
radiated and the power it represents is thereby lost. 
These plates are designed to abstract the heat during the 

act of compression and so prevent the undue increase of re
sistance and waste of power. A small pump, not shown. 
slowly changes the water in the cylinder and prevents it 
from getting too warm. 
At each stroke tbe beat-abstracting plates are entirely im

mersed in the fluid, und thereby thoroughly cooled, ready 

for effective operation at the next stroke ofthe compressor 
The plates, being continuous solid metal to a point below 
the water-line, aet during the compression to receive tbe 
heat and rapidly conduct the same down ward and discharge 
it into the fluid, thereby materially reducing tbe heating of 
tbe upper portions of tbe plales, and maintaining those 
portions in tbe most effective condition. During the com
pression the plates are submerged from the lower end up
wardly. 
The plates or other forms of beat-abstractors, divide tbe 

chamber into a multitude of narrow spaces, and being im
mersed at each stroke ofthe plunger in (he fluid are on tbe 
descent of the fluid covered with a thin coating or layer of 
water, which promotes the action of tbe plates for cooling, 
the air being compressed. 

C O A L W A G O N . 

No. 463,251. EDWARD L. LAYTON, TRENTON, N. J. Pat

ented November 17, 1891. Tbe main frame is composed of 
two side-bars 11, united by end-bars 12 and several cross
bars 13. A ring or turn-table 17 is secured by a center pin A 
to tbe middle cross-bar. and it runs on castors attached to the 
cross-bars, as shown. The wagon body is attached to the 
ring 17 by links 20, so that it cannot slide out of place. On 
each side of the frame tliere is a long right and left screw 
which can be turned by a crank slipped on the rear end. 
The screws are geared together liy a cross-shaft and bevel 
tears 33, one of which can be thrown out of gear when it is 
esired to work the screws independently. Nuts 26 are ar-

the turn-table and locked against further turning by a hook 
not shown. Both screws are turned until the box is high 
enough to deliver properly, and the notched legs 24 are 
then turned down until they hook over the edge of tbe 
frame. The screws are disconnected, and tbe toggle under 
the front end is operated until the load slides out, 
WATER-TUBE BOILER. 

No. 464,109. H A R R Y W . SELLER, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Patented Dec, 1, 1891. The drawing shows a boiler con
structed with two tubular steam-drums A, the front ends 
of both of which are connected to the upper sector-shaped 
box B and at their rear ends to a large cross pipe C, from 
which pipe a row of small tubes c extendduwn to and enter 
tbe rear portion of tbe lower sector-shaped box B'at the 
rear of tbe bridge-wall D, tbe pipe C being also connected 
to the upper box B by means of a row of horizontal pipes 
i/. Tbe boxes B and IV are connected by means nf water-tubes 
E and E', the ends nf which enter the plane surfaces b and 
l> ofthe boxes B and B' and are secured therein, preferably, 
byexpandingtbeends in the manuerordinarily employed in 
securing tubes in boiler-beads. Tbe tubes E and E'are 
preferably located at an inclination of about thirty degrees 
from a horizontal, so as to admit of room under tbe front 
ends for a furnace F. At the rear of and above the upper 
tier of tubes E', is a bridge or lire wall, which extends from 
the upperfuce b', of (be box B', forming therear of tlie fur
nace F. up, say, about three-fifths of the distance from the 
facet' of tlie box B' (following the curve of tbe bank of 
tubes E'J to tbe face h of the box B, so that tbe heat from 

W A L K I N G TRACTION ENGINE. 

No. 461,441. EDWARD M. KNOLLIN, LACONA, N. Y. Pat

ented Oc.t'ibec 20, 1891. The'front end ofthe boiler is carried 
on a pair of wheels which are controlled by steering chains 
in the usual manner. At the rear end of the machine 
twelve "legs" arc arranged in two sets of six each. Each 
rod 11 plays through a hole in the top liars 17, and carries 
on its lower end a pedal or hoof, con struct eel as shown in 
Fig. 7. The rod 11 ends in a ball which bears in a block 
19, and a block of rubber 20 is placed under 10 to ease off 
shocks. Tbe rods ur legs are operated by eccentrics oq the 
shafts 5, and (be shafts are driven by crunks and coupling 

the fire-box F passes up between the tubes E and E' 
and out between the end <• of the bridge-wall D and 
the face b ofthe box B and up bel-veen the horizontal 
pipes d against the lower sides of the steam-drums A, 
and along to the front ends thereof, and out through a 
chimney (., secured tn the front ends of said steain-drums 
A by breeching fl of ordinary construction. The boxes B 
and B' are provided with man-boles H on the curved sides 
h, so as to admit, of access to the inside, and in tbelowerand 
rear box B' is a partition I, extending from tbe lower and 
curved side h upward, about two-thirds of the distance to 
the angle h', the object of this partition being to form a 
chamber in the rear portion ofthe box B' for the reception 
of sediment, which can readily be blown out therefrom 
through (be blow-off pipe J in the usual way. 
COAL WAGON. 
No. 463,254. CHARLES PAY, PROVIDENCE, R. I. Pat
ented November 17, 1891. The wagon-body tilts on tlie back 
axle in the usual manner. Tbe front end is lifted by four 
toggles arranged as shown. Two toggles c cl are pivoted to 
a hlocki on the front end of the body, and the other two 
e c1 are pivoted to a bluck •* nn tlie frame, The opposite 
ends ofthe toggles arc pivoted to nuts s .**. which are moved 

precis attached to (he main driving shaft 2. Tbe eccentrics 
are all set at angles of 90° with each other. It will he seen 
(hat b and e are on the ground and arepushing the machine 
forward, a and d are ready lo descend, and c and / have 
risen and are about to pass forward to make new sleDS. 
By reversing tbe driving engi IH-4 the machine will " back " 
as powerfully as it will go ahead. The feet take hold nf tbe 
ground like a horse's hoofs, and consequently they will not 
slip as the wheels of ordinary traction engines do when on 
muddy ground. The linn bearing of tlie feet enables the 
machine to climb very steep grades. 

P N E U M A T I C S T O N E DRILL. 

No. 464,820. DANIEL BRA WB A UGH, EBERLY'S MILL, PA. 

Patented December S, 1891. This (ooi is designed for drilling 
and dressing sione and simihn'operations. It is held in tbe 
hands by means of handles attached to the collar A1. Air 
under pressure is supplied by a hose attacbed to the plug-
cock on the lop end. Fig. 1 is a perspective view, Fig. 2 is 
a lengthways section, and Fig. 3 is a similar section at right 
angles to Fig, 2. The shank I holds tbe tool, and is held 
up to ils stops, as in Fig. 2, by a coiled spring, as shown. 
Toe piston or hammer F is shown in Fig. 3 at the end of 
its stroke. The valve-chest D is clamped between tbe 
collar A and the body B, and it consists of a solid block 

ranged to travel along these screws, and toggle-rods 2? are 
hinged to them. The middle .joint and bluck 29 is not at
tacbed to tbe box but merely bears under it. To dump to 
the rear, both screws are turned simultaneously, thus ele
vating the front end of the box, which tilts on the posts 35. 
To dump to either side, tlie box is first swung around on 

to or from each other by a right and left screw 3. This 
screw has a square shank on each end, for a crank by 
which Ihe driver operates the device. Slotted guards R 
guide the ends of the screw and prevent the toggles from 
buckling or springing forward ont of line with each other. 
Tbe effort required to lift the load is small, and the box 
will remain suspended at any point without danger of the 
screw running down. 

bored to receive a small piston-valve E whicli moves cross-
ways of the cylinder. Small holes are drilled in the top 
side to serve as inlet ports, and other holes in tlie under 
side lead tu the opposite ends of the working cylinder. 
Other passa_.es/ are made in tbe metal of the cylinder 
which register with grooves 5 in the piston, and serve as es-

http://passa_.es/
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DRILLING POST. haust ports. A small pin-valve Q, Fig. 1, serves to choki 
the exhaust and reduce the number of strokes per minute . 
without reducing the force of the blows To reduce both I N o- 463.469. A L E X A N D E R W A L K E R , W H A T CHEER, 
at tbe same time the air is throttled by tlie phi"cock -7 at IOWA, Patented November 17, 1891. This post is composed 
the top. The inventor declares that tins tool will strike I o f t w o enc-] castings A and 3, which are united by wrought thirty thousand blows per minute under favorable circum
stances, and will penetrate stnne very rapidly. 

ron side plates 1. Tbe top casting is provided with 
adjustable center 7, and tbe lower one is threaded (o suit 
the jack screw 10. Long cast plates 10 are made with a 

their lower ends by links C-
frume take hold of a pin iu 1 
forming a practicable strui: 
are shaken sideways by tbei 
ing shaft E, and on the oppi 
air cvlinders or cushions < 
th. 

bangers ./nf the screen 
die ofthe links C2, thus 
• Miction. The screens 
v- shown un the driv-
e they are connected tn 

, which are designed to absorb 
** momentum of the screens and thus soften and diminish 

the shocks incident to the shaking movement. Turn-
buckles / are provided by which tbe air cushions may be 
regulated. 
ORE CRUSHER. 

No. 464.083. GEORGE AND ALBERT RAYMOND. CHICAGO, 

III. Patented Dec. J. 1891. The crushing head K is globu
lar in form, und is carried mi the lop end of a stiff spindle 
J. The lower end of this spindle is moved in a circle by 
the crosshead I, which is moved by two eccentrics d on the 
driving shafts D. They are driven at equal speeds in tbe 
same direction hy the bevel gearing shown. The crushing 
head with its shaft, and the crosshead I are adjusted verti
cally by two hanger rods II, which support their weight. 

flange on the front edge to lap over tbe edge of the bars 1, 
and are fastened to them by suitable rivets. Each plate is 
provided with ribs 20 which form a series of pockets to 
receive tbe trunnions ofthe drill nut 22. This nut is made 
in halves hinged together in the usual manner. Tbe drill 
is supported in any direction without tendency to run 
sideways or twist. 

COAL-DRILL BITS. 

No. 464,497. JAMES EAGEN, AVYOMING, PA. Patented 

Dec. 8, 1891. The auger is provided with a flat socket at 
the front end, whicli holds tbe shanks of three hits as 
shown. The edges of the socket are parallel, and the 
shanks of the bits 2 and 3 are widest at the inner end, 

F>s 1. F,o. 2 

The crushing head has no fixed center lo vibrate upon, 
but is centered by the material passing between it and the 
sides of the boppi r M. The head has the greatest motion 
near its lower edge, where tbe finest crushing is done, con
sequently all packing ur clogging with tine stuff is easily 
avoided. 

Fig. 2 shows another form uf the machine in which the 
driving gear is placed at the top, and the hopper and crush
ing bead at the bottom. With this form of machine the 
material is shoveled in from the door, and is preferable for 
many uses. 
MACHINE FOR SHARPENING DRILLS. 

No. 459,931. JOHANNES GUTHERLET, JERSEY CITY, N. J. 

Patented Sept. f.f 1891. This machine is intended to aid tbe 
blacksmith in sharpening rock drills. The hammers are 
attached to rods which slide in guides as shown. They are 
lifted by cams on the shafts B B1, and are thrown by the 
spiral springs shown. Each hammer strikes ou a die uf its 
own. Tbe dies art placed a foot or so apartsideways. The 

j while the shank of the middlebitl is tapered to suit the 
I taper of the others. When the middle bit its put in its 
i place and the cross key / is driven up tight, Ihe side bits 

hammer G1 serves to Uuvei inu anuuldersof the drill, and 
the hammer G draws down the cutting edge. As this part 
of the work requires more blows than the other, the shaft 
Bis provided with a double cum. so that the hammer G 
makes two strokes to one of l 
ated by u crunk, or it cai 

FG1. The machine can be oper- 52, armed with remov 
:• driven by a belt. I tail slots in the beads 

bar into a spiral and making occasional connections be
tween the coils as shown by fil in Fig. 4. The bar 52 is-
grooved on the outside, as shown. Power is applied to 
the end shaft40. which drives the feed-screws L by bevel 
gears. Tbese screws are slotted to engage feathers in the 
gears Ki on the cross-head 35. Ik-bind each gear 40 is a 
divided nut, the halves nf which are operated by Ibeslofted 
levers 30, Fig. 3. The pinions 40 drive several gears 61, each 
of which turns a chuck C, shown in detail in Fig. 5. This 
consists ofa shed tlirough which (be drill-tube pas-ses, and 
the end of the-shell is tapered and threaded for the collar 
nut III Slots 02 make the shell compressible, and by screw
ing up the mit tbe drill-tube may be gripped at any part of 
its length. The drill-lubes may be of any length di sired. 
Each drill leaves a solid core, and the borings pass out 
along the groove in ihe outside ofthe spiral bars 52. When 
the cross-head is fed forward as far as it can go, the nuts 36 
are thrown out of genr by the handle 39, the nut on each 
chuck is slacked off. and it is run back us far as desired, the 
chucks are again tightened, and the drills are ready to bore 
still deeper. Any depth of undercut can thus be made. 

S T E A M V A C U U M P U M P . 

No. 464,037. GEORGE H. NYE, CHICAGO, III. Pat
ented Dec. 1, 1891. This pump employs but one cylinder or 
working chamber A. K is tbe suction valve and C1 is the 
discharge valve. Steam is admitted by tbe globe valve d to 
the steam chest O. Two grooves T and S are made in the 
bore of tlie steam chest, which are covered and uncovered 
by the valve rings 1' and R. When l he;,' are in the position 
shown, with the steam groove T uncovered and the lower 
groove S closed, (he pump is ready to start. Tbe chamber 
Bis primed with water enough to cover the discharge 
valve C1. and this water makes its way through a small 
hole i« into E and into the working chamber A. Steani is 
turned into the chest 0 and it passes through tlie valve 
ring P, and the port .., small throttle valve/, and pipe X to 

thechamber A. The jet is very small, only enough to 
displace the air, ami it quickly condenses. Water enters 
by (be valve K and fills ihe chamber. When the ch umber 
is about full and the vacuum is gone, tbe head of water in 
A above that in B is sufficient to lift the discbarge valve 
which was held down by air pressure as long as there was 
vacuum in A, and also shitt the steam valve which is 
attached to Cl by a rod as shown. Tbe groove S is thus 
uncovered and steam in larger quantities is admitted by 
port /• to the cylinder A, which drives the water out info B 
and off by the pipe 0. The valve C1 now falls by gravity 
and diminishes the supply of steam, condensation again 
begins and the order of operations is repeated. The 
machine is intended for low lifts, for irrigation and washing 
purposes, and for small steam consumption. 

1 Rose Must Wait. 

Our readers will remember that a short time ago we 
called their attention to two valuable little bonks published 
by the Mason PegulutorCo., of Boston, Mass. These books 
have met with a very warm reception from steam users in 
till parts uf the country, and tbe following letter from Mr, 
James IL Hooking, of Paterson, N. J., shows how they nre 
appreciated by practical men : 

MASON REGULATOR CO., 

Boston, Mass. 
SIRS : 

Enclosed find 55 cents, for one copy each of " Common 
Seuse in Making and Fsing Steam," and " Key to Engineer
ing. " Our machine shop has jus. been burned to the 
ground, ami the two above copies atldetl to the Hames, to
gether with "Rose's Machine Shop Practice." "Rose" 
will have to wait, but I must have the above works at 

M R . ROUT. SPENCE, formerly mine boss under Me.-">rs. 
Sommerville ami Buchanan, at Winburne, Pa. has accepted 
a similar position under Supt. R. A. Sbillingfoi'd, uf the 
Clearfield Bituminous Coal Corporation, at Pleasant Hill 
Colliery, near Peale, Pa, 

MR. C, B.ROSS has resigned hisposition as Assistant Mine 
Buss at I'rowiilield, Pa,, ami accepted a similar position at 
the Oliver Coke and Furnace Company's new works, near 
Uniontown, Pa. The exchange took effect Jnn, 1st last. 
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M A C H I N E MINING. 

Its Advantages—Under What Conditions the Various 
Types of Machines are Most Successful—The 
Method of Keeping Accounts of Cost of Mining*. 

BY LEWIS STOCKliTT, ST. LOUIS, MO. 

Ten j'ears ago, in this country, machine mining was 
looked upon almost entirely aa an experiment in which 
few had any faith, or were willing to hazard capital in. 
To-day tbe experiment has become an assured success, 
and machine mining is fast becoming tbe rule and not 
tbe exception. In the State of Illinois, for the year 
ending July lst, 1890, out of a total of 12,638,364 tons 
mined by all methods, 2,881,983 tons were mined by 
machinery, being 23*% ofthe total. In the Fourtli In
spection District of this State for the same period, of a 
total of 3,71(3,464 tons mined, 1,(115,453 tons, or 4 3 5 % of 
the total, were mined by machinery; and in the Fifth 
Inspection District, covering the same period, ofa total 
of 3,240,004 _ons mined, 1,101,262 tons, or 34;% of the 
total, were mined by machinery; and succeeding re
ports will show increased percentages. 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Iowa, Mis

souri, Kentucky, Alabama, and several western stales, 
will show percentages that compared with previous 
years, will show that machine mining is steadily in
creasing, and tliere are scarcely any of the coal pro 
ducing states or territories of the Union where machines 
are not being or have been used with more or less de
gree of success, in other respects as well as financially, 
when tinder proper conditions, and earnest effort has 
been made to make them succeed. 
Ten years ago the miner that worked with or after 

machines was a " blackleg" to be shunned by his fel
low workmen, and often followed his occupation at the 
risk ofthe " bo)*eott," personal injurj', and even loss of 
life from those opposed to the innovation. This has all 
changed, and to day the machine miner and laborer 
form a large portion ofthe mining class, and are often 
the commanding influence. Where machine mining 
has been successfully organised and carried out the 
result has been greater regularity of work and better 
wages for tbe emplo3'es. 
So far machinery for mining is confined to machines 

for "undercutting,'' ''shearing," and "drilling," and 
which by cutting the vein horizontally or vertically, 
and drilling the boles for blasting, prepare it for the 
work ofthe miner in charging, blasting, assorting, load
ing, and timbering. Machinery for these latter pur
poses has not been introduced, though experiments are 
continually beiug made with machines for loading, and 
the writer has seen two patterns that in a large vein 
with good roof would do tbe work very well; itis to be 
hoped that a successful machine will finally be devised 
to relieve this tbe most laborious portion of securing coal. 
The cleaning of the coal from its impurities, where the 
same exist, and throwing of them back into the gob is 
a task tbat can hardly be accomplished by machinery, 
which can only be expected to lift the mass from the 
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floor and deposit it in tbe cars. AVhere these impuri
ties do not exist in too great an amount the cleaning 
can be done more thoroughly and more economically 
b3- proper coal cleaning machinery placed in the 
tipple outside. 

Electric batteries for firing the blasts after the 
charges are tamped, and the use of lime cartridges and 
power wedges for breaking down the coal may be men
tioned as attempts to do the breaking down by 
machinery, but have not come into general use. 
For timbering, machinery has nothing to offer and 

it is only indirectly that a saving can be effected in 
this department of the work; by deep undercutting 8, 
the roof if tender is shattered less by the blasts, and as 
machine mining gets over tbe ground much quicker 
than the older method, rooms are driven their length 
and finished before timbers need replacing. To offset 
this places for machinery are generally driven as wide 
as possible in order to give the machine the advantage 
of working steadily and preventing the loss of time in 
moving frequently from one face to another; this will 
take more timber, and it become. a nice point to deter
mine on the score of economy just where to draw tbe 
line between the two. 
The power used to operate mining machinery has 

been almost entirely compressed air, of late electricity 
has become a recognized factor as such, and there is no 
doubt but that in time, with improvements in applica
tion, it will become more and more so. At present 
the most successful machinery being driven by com
pressed air necessitates its use, and for this reason is 
preferred by the writer. 

DRILLING MACHINES 

are of two classes, revolving and reciprocating, the 
first of which classes can be again divided into those 
that leave cores, and those tbat take out the full space. 
For blasting purposes the first are seldom used, and of 
tbe latter we have those operated by band and 
those operated by power; both consist of a worm 
or auger, one end of which is dressed to an 
edge to cut the coal and the other end fitting into 
the socket, or vice versa, of a threaded feed-bar, and 
which revolving forces the cutting edge against the 
coal, cutting ofi'a portion the diameter ofthe bole and 
equal in thickness to the advance ofthe screw per rev
olution. The box through which the feed-bar revolves 
is held in place either by a post held to place by press
ure ofa screw-jack against the top and bottom or by a 
wedge fastened in the face of the coal; in a strong coal 
where the roof is high this latter is preferable, and in a 
soft, slipper}' coal, with low roof, the post is preferable. 
In some soft, pure coals an auger turned hy a brace and 
held to its work by the pressure of the breast is all tbat 
is necessary, and where the same can be accomplished 
it is undoubtedly the most economical mode of drilling, 
both for cost of equipment and cost of operating. 
Where power is used for this class of drills, its appli

cation is generally a high speed engine of the rotary, 
trunk, or oscillating types, geared down to give the re
quired speed to the drill and for power, and the power 
itsel f is compressed air or electricity. The rotary, when 
used for compressed air, is the most wasteful form of 

! application, its simplicity and few wearing parts, how-
: ever, have brought it into general use, tbe later patterns 
! fitted with double rotaries at right angles to pre-
, vent dead centering, are an improvement. 

The augers for both machine and hand drills are 
j generally in sets of three, tbe first two feet long, the 
: second four feet long, and the third one six feet long; 
I when the first one has gone in its full depth it is re
moved, tbe hole carefully but rapidly scraped or 
cleaned, the second one entered and so on until the re
quired depth is reached. These augers requiring fre
quent sharpening, it is done by means of a file in tbe 
hands of tbe driller who keeps up the edges as long as 
possible by this means, until they become too thick or 
broken off, when it becomes necessary to send them to 
the Bhop for sharpening at tbe forge by the smith. 
Care must be taken to keep these augers of standard 
width so that the succeeding length will easily follow 
and not bind in tbe bole ; where it is necessary to con
centrate the powder in the back of the h'ole, the 
shortest length can be made 21 inches wide, tbe next 
or middle length 2\ inches wide, and the last or longest 
length 2 inches, and where it requires that the powder 
be spread out more in tbe length of the hole, these 
widths can be made 2//, 1\}// and li" for the respective 
lengths. A little experimenting will soon show the 
best form of bit to meet the requirements ofthe par
ticular coal in question, a little change in this respect 
sometimes being the difference between failure and 
success of tbe machine. These augers are now, in 
some cases, being made with removable points, which 
allow of them being taken out and ground on an emery 
wheel when requiring sharpening; tl is is a very con
venient arrangement and saves tlie carrying out and in 
of tbe long augers, a driller going in at the beginning 
ofa shift carries in as many bits as will suffice for the 
shift's work, strung on a piece of wire through a small 
hole drilled in the bits for that purpose, taking them 
out at the close of the shift to be ground and made 
read}' for the next shift, or where a duplicate set can 
await the opposite shift. The necessity for carrying in 
and out the augers being thus done away with, it 

I allows of their being made much heavier and stiffer, 
preventing their bending and bind ing in tbe sides of the 

I holes. Tlie feed-bars have screws of diflerent pitch 
varying from 6 to 20 threads per inch, and with such 

I give positive feeds. Drills are now being made with 
variable feeds, by means of ball bearings and friction 
clutches, and where tbe same are made strong enough 
to stand the work intended are a decided advantage 
giving an almost instantaneous change of feed from 4 
to 1,000 threads per inch, adjusting itself to tbe changes 
of material in the bole. Other drills are fed by the air 
pressure, tbe feed-bar being the piston rod of a long 
cylinder, and others are fastened against, the top by the 
same means, a piston and rod taking tbe place of the 
screw-jack. 
In order to facilitate the rapid handling of these 

machines, all screws and jacks tbat require turning 
should be fitted with large-sized hand wheels, by 
means of which tbey can be tightened or loosened 
much more rapidly than if turned by a wrench on a nut 
or a bar through an eye. A set of blocks, say a foot 
long and three, six, nine, andtwelve inches thick, sho, 
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with iron on the side next the drill and bolted through 
horizontally to keep them from splitting, will help the 
rapid setting up of tbe column or frame, as well as give 
a better bearing against the top and bottom. All 
frames should be made sufficiently stiff to stand the 
thrust of the feed-bar without, the assistance of any 
back-jacks, which not only take time to place them, 
but are apt to throw the machine out of line and cause 
binding in the bole. 

In fairly clear coal or where the impurities are 
mostly slates, tbe auger drill is the most convenient 
and rapid, but in some coals that are liberally and ir
regularly interspersed with pyrites in the shape of 
round or flattened nodules, the revolving drill will not 
do the work satisfactorily, and recourse is then had to 
drills with reciprocating motion. The writer has seen 
nodules of pyrites that could not be drilled in a drill 
press of a machine shop with twist drills, easily 
ehatterecl by the light blow ofa hammer. So itis with 
reciprocating drills, a nodule tbat would completely 
stall a revolving drill, is shattered into small particles 
by the continuous blows ofone of these drills, and is 
passed out with the other drillings. 
Of this class of drills we have the band or churn 

drills, and the power percussion drills, both of the 
same principle and working exactly alike, in the first 
the blow is given and tbe drill turned by band power 
and in tbe latter by powerapplied through machinery. 
Both of these drills are familiar enough to the mining 
public not to need any description ; the hand drill 
should be double-bittedj tbat is, with a bit on either 
end, except one which will need a bead on one end for 
the purpose of knocking off sulphurs, four drills con
stituting an outfit for aday,s work. 

Any standard rock drill, such as the IngersoU, Bur
leigh" Rand, or Edison Electric, with a few modifica
tions, will do the work, it is essential tbatthey be as 
light as possible in order tbat two men may easily and 
quickly move them, a column of four-inch gas pipe is 
sufficiently heavy and stiff for any height not exceed
ing eight feet, the top of the column should be as rep
resented below in order to prevent the possibility of 
any turning of tbe same, and all clamps, 

saddles, etc., should be sufficiently large to hold 
the shell rigidly in place. The drill is the 
same as that used for rock, requiring only the smallest 
size, time can be saved in changing the bits by using 
rods with taper shanks which fit into a head having a 
socket of the same taper and are held in place by fric
tion, from which they are dislodged by a drift after tbe 
manner of the twist drills in drill presses and as 
represented below * 

n 
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Tbe drill rods should be of cross steel about l 1" X 
-f//, and made up in sets according to tbe travel of tbe 
drill in the shell, if this is IS", a convenient set would 
be four of the following lengths in addition to shank, 
24", 42", 00", and 78", care being taken to preserve the 
difference of lengths in the rods, for if thev are less 
than the travel of the drill, time is lost in drilling, and 
if they exceed it the rod cannot he entered without 
first increasing the length ofthe bole by churning in 
the rod by hand. The bits should be of the following 
widths: 

60" long, -J'g" widi.-, or l%" wide, 
7S" long, 2" wide, or I1./' wide, 

and are made by forging out the cross steel by special 
swedges and dies to tho required width ; gauges should 
be provided tho smith and every bit sharpened ac
curately to its gauge, the cutting edge is filed hoi and 
of tho Fame angle a- a hand drill. The channel of tbe 
cross stool cleans nut, the hole as the bits turn round, 
but time will be saved by cleaning out tbe hole at 
every change of bits, by a few rapid strokes of tbe or
dinary scraper. These-drills should also be fitted with 
the sumo complement of blocks as the power auger 
drills to ensure rapid setting of the same, and if the 
variation in the height of the rooms, entries, and so 
on, is too great, a saving of time will be found in using 
two columns, each one a different length, as required, 
and having its own clamp and saddle. 
The number of holes that will be bored bv each class 

of machine per shift is as follows : 

Hand Churn Drl.l C to 10, 
Hand Auger Drill 8 to 15, 
Power Auger DrUl.. 20 to 50, 
Power Percussion Drill 20 to 40, 

the first two requiring one skilled man to operate, 

the latter two requiring one skilled man and one 
laborer each, so that if due allowance is made for the 
amount of labor required and to this be added the cost 
of repairs and interest on the investment, it will not al
ways follow that machine drilling is the cheaper, besides 
which the follow ing should be considered, the greater ra
pidity with which a man carrying a drill on bis shoulder 
can move from place to place as compared with a 
machine drill and its accessories loaded on a truck, and 
which must be pushed from place to place on the truck 
dodging trips, cars, mules, etc; and, as is often tbe case, 
froni failure of the shots to do their work, a single 
"pop" shot is wanted, a man with a hand drill can 
have tbe same drilled while tbe machine is getting 
around to the work. This with delays from break 
downs, which will at times happen and which must be 
provided against, as far as possible by duplicate parts 
conveniently kept, make the question of how the 
drilling is to be done, one for careful consideration. 
There are some veins so full of impurities and pyrites 
that tbe only way to drill them is with power drills, 
and no choice presents itself in the matter; in some 
localities scarcity of skilled labor makes it a necessity to 
drill with power, but when the vein is ordinarily pure 
and skilled labor abounds, the hand drill will be found 
tbe cheaper. 

In entry and narrow work band drills can attack the 
work quicker, as a rule, and have it prepared for the 
blasting, loading out, timbering, and cutting again 
sooner than the power drill can leave the locality it is 
working at, and it will not pay to load up a drill before 
it has finished all the drilling in a room or face to go 
and do some other work load up again and come back and 
finish. Where the narrow work is being pushed this 
is an item of considerable importance. The rule pre
valent at so many mines of requiring all the shots to 
be fired at a certain hour or hours of the shift is also 
detrimental to getting entry and narrow work ahead. 
The true plan for economy is always having the entry 
and opening work ahead of all requirements and to 
proceed with it in regular routine, to push anything 
means to add extra expense, and may often eliminate 
all profit. Entry and narrow work should be blasted 
as soon as it is cut and drilled and gotten ready for the 
cutting machine as soon as possible; the ventilation 
should be such that the smoke from the blasts is quick
ly carried off; if not true economy demands a sufficient 
volume of air for this purpose, and that the air current 
be carried in " splits " so that the smoke of one section 
is not carried into and interferes with another sec
tion. 
It can readily be seen tbat while the hand miner 

can work ahead in tbe "tights" or on the "bench" 
and keep entry work going during delays and idle 
time, tbe machine requires that every portion of the 
work go ahead regularly without delay, and that any 
block in any particular department works through and 
delays the whole. 

MINING MACHINES. 

Cutting machines can be divided into three classes as 
follows: 
1. Those tbat plane or scrape the face of the coal or 

along tbe face ofthe same. 
2. Those that bore the coal. 
3. Those having a reciprocating motion, attacking 

the coal by a blow. 
Examples of the first class are the Kanglev Longwall 

Machine, Legg, Lechner New Arc Machines" and 
others. 
Of tbe second class the Smith, "Van Depoele and 

Stanley Entry Driver. 
And of the third class the Ingersoll-Sergeant, 

Chouteau, Harrison, Sperry, and others. 
This last class has the advantage of the same machine-

being also a "shearing machine.'' 
Like the drilling machines, there are some conditions 

under which a revolving mining machine cannot do 
the work, and where a blow is required to shatter and 
displace impurities, in a clear coal or undermining 
not too hard, machines of Classes 1 and 2 will not only 
do the work well but more rapidly than those of Class 
3 and have the advantage that more of tbe work is 
done by the machine, less depending upon tbe 
operator, whose work consists only of setting the 
machine and stopping and starting the same; with 
them u cut of a positive depth is made, though with 
some of them this cut is not of sufficient height to 
tumble the coal when blasted ; and "when the cutting 
is done in the coal a smaller percentage of it is lost in 
the cuttings than with those of Class 3. Machines of 
Classes 1 and 2 require a better roof and more room at 
the face clear of the props, ami for this reason cannot 
be used at all in some localities where these conditions 
are unfavorable; running at high speeds their wear 
and tear is heavy and require considerable expenditure 
for renewals and labor of repairs. 
Machines of Class 3 would be better named "power 

tools" than machines, and differ from Classes 1 and 2 
in that a large part of the work requires to be done by 
tbe operator and requires more or less training and 
skill on his part to manipulate them, like the percus
sion drill tbey can cut coal containing nodules that 
would entirely baffle a revolving cutter or drill, ac
complishing it by either cutting around and dislodging 
tlioin or shattering them liy a blow or blows. This 
gives them the advantage of being able to cut coals 
thai other elates fail on as well ;•* those tbey succeed 
with, and a- they can be handled where there is very 
little room between props and props and faces, together 
with tbefact they can both "shear" and "cut," and 
that wear and tear and consequent cost of repairs is 
light, make this class of machines the best "all around" 
machine for the purpose for which tbey were intended. 
Having selected one of this latter class as the ma

chine we will use, and compressed air as tbe power let 
us proceed to investigate tbe elements tbat enter into a 
successful machine organization, these may be listed as 
follows: 

1. Machinery used. 
2. Conditions of mining. 
3. Organization of working faces. 
4. Regularity of work. 
With a properly selected and installed plant, tbat 

its success will largely depend upon the mining con
ditions must be self evident, these are enumerated be
low, giving the extremes, variations being found all 
the way between -. 
Clear cutting. Cuttings full of nodules. 
Soft cutting. Hand cutting. 
Free cutting. Woody cutting. 
Dry face. Wet faces. 
Strong coal. Free slippery coal. 
Top an.1 bottom partings. Lack of top and bottom 

partings. 
Freedom from impurities. Containing impurities. 
Partings from impurities. Lack of partings from im

purities. 
Good roof. Poor roof. 
Face and end joints. Knotty curly coal. 
Regularity of floor. Irregularity of floor. 
Width of work. Narrowness of work. 
Freedom from faults. Faults. 

With the conditions enumerated in the first column 
we can expect exceedingly favorable results, and need 
not despair of results with those in tbe second, though 
for machinery with conditions in second column to 
compete with hand mining under conditions of 
first column would be almost a foregone conclusion, un
less part of it can be made up by a superior organiza
tion of the machine forces, as compared with a loose 
organization of the band mining, wliich brings the 
point tbat after all it is largely in the organization and 
control of forces which machinery enables, that the 
true success of machine mining lays. By it each per
son located at just the kind of work he is particularly 
fitted for and by continued practice at the same kind 
of work soon becomes very skillful and quick at it; and 
no needles props are set, no useless holes are drilled, 
powder is not wasted, no false blows of the 
cutting machine and so on, by the workman ; and 
water drained, ventilation secured, roads, cars, and 
motive power in best of condition, tools and equip
ment kept in order, and everything up to the top 
notch for results, on tbe part of the management; are 
the benefits which will result from organization and 
count in the direct cost per ton. The same may, in 
part, be true of hand mining forces, but it cannot be as 
thoroughly carried out where the miner has to do all 
departments ofthe work and no arrangement by which 
each person is put at the particular work he is partic
ularly good at. 
By no means least, comes the regularity of work 

without which a successful machine organization can
not be maintained. The different portions of the work 
being carried on by separate gangs, it becomes very 
necessary that an unbroken routine be kept up, ana 
that the several portions join together as the tenons of 
a dove tail to form a complete whole. The exigencies 
of trade, car supply, etc., can best practically be met by 
the mine having a large number of working places suf
ficient for several days work of the machines, and no 
more machines than that by working every day can cut 
the required amount of coal. This will keep'the ma
chine forces steadily at work and when trade demands 
and car supply warrants, a large force of loaders and 
timbermen can be put on, and the product of several 
days cutting loaded and hoisted. The usual difference 
between summer and winter trade is best met by run
ning the machines single shift duringthe summer and 
when the fall trade comes, running the same 
double shift, putting the helpers of the day shift 
through the summer on as runners for the second 
shift of winter, their places in turn as well as extra 
loaders to be filled by the labor tbat naturally comes to 
the mines in winter when much out-door emplovment 
ceases. Extra timbermen and blasters having been 
educated during the summer from the ranks of the 
loaders. 
In starting a machine organization, the better plan is 

to have every one connected with the working forces 
paid by day's wages or by the hour, with an allowance 
for use of tools, and for furnishing lamp, oil,and wick-
ing, a premature attempt to force contract prices upon 
the men before tbey know what ihe machines are 
capable of doing, and what they are capable of doing 
themselves under the new order, ami before even the 
management are practically posted on these points, 
nearly always resulting disastrously. Contract or 
piece-work for the different portions of tbe work after 
two or three years running when every one has become 
entirely familiar with tbe work then "becomes an ad-
vantage to both parties, aud is to be preferred to any 
lump contract. 

In organizing machine forces the following portions 
ofthe work are entirely distinct from each other and 
should be kept as entirely separate departments. 
Undercutting and shearing. 
Drilling. 
Blasting and timbering. 
Loading. 
Mechanical. 
Variations of the above are allowable as follows: if 

hand drills are used it may be advantageous to com
bine tbe drilling and blasting, and where the roof is 
good and little timber is required, the timbering and 
loading may go together, but generally the best results 
will come from an organization laid out as above. 
The whole to be placed under a general foreman or 

machine boss, who has entire charge of the machines 
and all men working with them, but in everything 
else is subordinate to the pit boss or underground 
manager who directs the workings, see that they are 
kept in Fafe and proper condition, mine properly ven
tilated and drained, coal hauled away, etc. Thebueis 
easily drawn, one directs what work is to be done, the 
other directs the men and machines to do it; on ft 
proper understanding and carrying out of this, success 
or failure may often depend, and unless the organization 
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-is small, it is impossible for one man to attend to the 
-duties of both places and do either of them anything 
like justice. If a second or night shift is needed, a 
night foreman will be necessary and this is all; too 
-common a mistake made is to load down organizations 
with several foremen for different departments whose 
jealousies and bickerings entirely destroy any possible 
-chance of success. This foreman may, in the early 
stages of the installation and at various times need 
several instructors, who should simply be competent 
workmen, on workmen's pay and" without any 
authority whatever. 
The general foreman should be a person with the 

following qualifications: 

t.ty, that to store them away in tbe g*,b before the coal 
is "blasted down is the work of another man. The 
runner operates the machine, directing the cutting, the 
helper changes tbe cutters as they become dull, and 
shovels back the cuttings ; tbe two move the machine 
from cut to cut and from place to place. Every ma
chine should be supplied with tbe necessary tools to 
operate same, and an oil can (the size to contain the 
proper quantity for one day and no more), these to be 
charged tbe runner when taken out, and to be returned 
by him at the close of his shift when reporting bis 
time and amount cut. The amount cut in lineal feet 
by feet in depth, the number of entries or narrow 
places and tbe number of shearings should be reported 

avoided by this means. 
Runners are taught by first working as a helper to a 

competent runner, then by cutting turn about with 
him or another helper, under tbe instruction of an in
structor or the general foreman, until by practice he 
becomes .-ufficientl.y skillful to take a machine, after 
which much depends upon himself; any ordinarily 
intelligent workman possessed of either mining or 
mechanical skill, and capable of doing a day's work at 
other branches of labor, can in from six weeks to six 
months, according to conditions, become good runners. 
Entry and narrow work often requires shearing or 

cutting up and down vertically in addition to the un
dercutting, and under some conditions this shearing of 
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1. Ability to get along with and handle men. 
2. General knowledge of mining. 
3. General knowledge of machinery. 
4. Sufficient schooling to keep time and record. 
As said before he should have the entire charge of 

the men and machines, and be responsible for results, 
hiring such men as he may need and discharging or 
changing those tbat will no"t carry out his instructions, 
or who may not in his judgment, after sufficient time 
has elapsed for them to become competent, give re
quired results. 
The undercutting is generally done by two persons, 

one called the "runner" and the other the " helper," 
some conditions requiring a third man or second 
helper called " slackman," as in soft fire-clay mining, 
in which the machine cuttings are of such large quan-

at the close of every shift and entered upon a record. 
If these measurements are reported to the general fore
man he will, from his own personal knowledge of the 
day's work, be able to check the reliability of the same, 
and should give them frequent checks by actual j 
measurement, especially as to depth, for on this one ' 
particular the success or failure of tbe undertaking will 
greatly depend. Every inch increased depth of cut-
ting, not only counts directly on the amount of coal ] 
produced, but also indirectly in the decreased cost of; 
blasting, the less shattering of roof, and consequent j 
saving of timber, and large percentage of large coal. I 
Other matters of importance to be looked after, are | 
that no more of the coal is cut than is necessary to get 
back the full depth, and tbat when there are no part- • 
ings the cutting is kept to its proper place, and loss 

itself is all that is needed, without any previous under
cutting. 
The drilling, as conditions may decide, will, in some 

cases, be most economically done by band and in 
others by power; if done by hand either with the 
churn or auger drill, each man called a "driller" is 
supplied with drills- or augers sufficient for a days 
work, and follows after tbe cutting machine, drilling 
such boles as directed by the general foreman, at such 
places, angles, and depths as experience gained from 
day to day may prove to be best. Some coal will allow 
of shooting over the mining from six inches to 
one foot, and when this is the case advantage should 
be taken of it, as all coal gained in this way is almost 
a direct profit; other coals again will shoot short of the 
mining, and it is better to let this be done, than to 
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attempttoget it all down at a waste of powder and sacri
fice of coal blown into slack. 
In Longwall work, work having a good top parting, 

and weight from the roof, and gaseous coals, drilling 
ami blasting are not always necessary, in these cases 
wedges under the cutting or sprags against tbe face are 
needed to hold the coal while being undercut, the re
moval of which afterwards allows the coal to drop, 
with now and then an occasional pop-shot to bring 
down some portions that may have failed to come. 
With power drills, the work is done by two men, a 

"driller" and "helper," the two together set and con
nect up the machine, the former runs or feeds the 
same, the latter taking his station close to the bole to 
quickly change drills and scrape out the bole, or while 
one looks after tbe running of the machine, the other 
with a file sharpens up such bits as may have become 
dull and yet not sufficiently so to be sent to the forge. 
With power drills it is an advantage to drill ahead of 
the cutting machines avoiding the cuttings which, if of 
coal, are left laying in a heap, about the place the drill 
column or frame is set up. Like the machine runner, 
each driller should besupplied with tbe necessary tools 
and oil cans to be charged up to him and returned by 
him at tbe end of each shift. 
The blasting and timbering together are usually done 

by tbe same persons and their duties consist of charg
ing and firing the boles drilled by the driller, breaking 
up large coal, trimming the iace and top and setting 
the required timbers, and are responsible for the 
safe conditions of their places. To them the powder 
and other blasting supplies are given outeach shift and 
they are accountable for tbe same and their proper use, 
and by them the timber needed is ordered from the 
partv whose business it is to see that the same is sent 
into" the mine Each blaster and timberman should 
have a box or shanty made in a cross-cut, under lock 
and kev to keep his "tools in, and which will consist of 
the following: Light trimming picks, heavy breaking 
picks, wedges, sledge, needles, tamping bars, scraper, 
powder run, cartridge stick, axe, saw, hatchet, etc. 
The loading is done by men called " loaders," who 

work singly or in pairs, as circumstances suggest. 
Their duty consists of loading up the loose coal into 
the pit cars, cleaning it of impurities and casting the 
same back into the gob ; their tools are the shovel or 
fork, a heavy breaking pick, and their own hands. 
Much of tbe" loader's success will depend upon the 
shape the coal is thrown down to him, the distance 
from car to loose coal and which should not exceed 
twenty feet to the extreme end, tbe regularity with 
which" empty cars are supplied to him and the loaded 
ones taken away, and the amount of impurities to be 
picked out. An average day's work will vary accord
ing to conditions, from eight tons per man to fifteen 
tons per man, to make which average means that at 
days it will run below this and others beyond it; 
under very favorable circumstances a good loader has 
been known to load twenty tons per day for several days. 
No more important division of the work is there 

tban that ofthe mechanical, for on proper sharpening 
and tempering of cutting tools, and general overhaul
ing, repairing, and keeping up of machinery the success 
of tbe entire plant depends. The mechanical force of 
a machine plant will consist ofone or more smiths and 
helpers as may be required, pipeman, machinist, the 
occasional services of a carpenter and the tool boys 
whose business it is to get in and out tbe sharp and 
dull tools from the workman at the face to the shop 
outside, unless as is seldom the case, the cutting is so 
exceedingly favorable as to allow each runner and 
driller with their helpers to carry in sufficient tools to 
do a shift's work, to be brought out again by them at 
the close ofthe shift. 
The shop should be fitted up with the required 

number of forges, the blast for which can be taken 
direct from the compressed air pipes or receiver, a wet 
emery wheel, grindstone, drill press, lathe, and small 
planer, and if so equipped will put in order many a 
part that otherwise would be thrown aside, a. well as 
make many of the parts needed for renewals. A small 
steam hammer will soon pay for itself in drawing out 
picks and drills and re-steeling thesame, and if supple
mented by a beating furnace will bestill more efficient. 
If the vein of coal is uot or has not any bench suf
ficiently good for the purpose, it will pay to procure a 
good blacksmith coal even at a pretty high figure, and 
boxes of dry sand ashes or slacked lime should be pro
vided in which to put the tools to cool off after the 
same have been tempered. 

All machinery should be regularly inspected and the 
machinist should not wait to receive word that some
thing ba- broken down to go into same, but endeavor 
by anticipating such and keeping everything in first 
class order to lessen the number of breaks and keep 
the machinerv up b- it- highest mechanical efficiency. 
Runners should, under no -I m i nuances, be allowed to 
attempt an}' repairs of their machines but should re
port the same to the general foreman, who will call in 
the machinist to attend to same; by this the runner 
will understand that his business is to run tbemacbine 
and keep it going during working hours, and will 
avoid the habit of constantly tinkering, to which so 
many are prone, and which, if allowed, is not only 
done at the direct cost ofthe owner but finally ends in 
a lot of very inefficient machinery. 

An extra machine always ready to use, to take the 
place of a disabled or irregular runnim.' machine 
should be kept where the same can be quickly reached 
in case of need ; and a supply of duplicate parts kept on 
hand to quickly replace and repair any broken or worn 
out parts should be in the hands of the machinist and 
kept by him under lock and key. 
Next to the general foreman on no one depends the 

success of machine mining so much as upon a careful, 
painstaking, active, and economical machinist. A care
less one, not only by allowing the machinery to run 
down may prevent a profit from being made, but many 
to keep up their machinery may spend in doing so any 
profit there is to be made. 

Tbe pipeman's duties consist of taking care of and 
extending the pipe lines, and taking up such as are no 
longer needed, being careful to so arrange bis work and 
the time of the same as not to stop or interfere in any 
way with the continuous working of tbe machines. 
In small operations tbese duties may devolve upon the 
machinist. The pipeman should be furnished with 
a place under lock and key in which to keep the sev
eral tools needed for bis work and tbe necessary valves, 
fittings, etc. 

When a carpenter's services are needed, as willsome-
times be tin- case for such matters as boards, trestles, 
tool b_txes blocks, sprags, wedges, etc., tbe carpenter 
employed about the mine for other purposes can be 
used and tbat portion of his time engaged upon the 
same charged to the maehine mining account. 
The tool boys keeping the runners and drillers at 

the face of the work constantly in sharp tools have 
much to do with tbe success ofthe work, for any delay 
for want of tools is a direct loss, and running with dull 
tools is very little better. Sufficient tools must be 
furnished by tbe management to keep a supply at tbe 
face, and for the same number in the shop being sharp
ened, and a like number on the road either in or out. 
A hole bored through (if one is not already there) the 
tools, allowing them to be strung together by a rod or 
heavy wire will assist to keep them from getting scat
tered" in transit, and they should not be sent out on top 
of loaded cars, but when a sufficient number are ready, 
loaded into an empty car, care being taken that one is 
selected which has a tight bottom and sides. As a 
general thing there is some one out side with other 
duties, part of whose time can be given to getting the 
tools from the top of the shaft mouth of the drift or 
slope to tbe shop and back again, and which portion of 
his time can be charged to the machine mining ac
count. Inside, one or perhaps two boys (remember tlie 
old saying) will be required to meet the incoming cars, 
take them to where they are needed, unload them and 
reload the car with dull tools. Tbe unloading should 
be done at central points where the machine helpers 
can come with their dull tools and take back to tlie 
machines a supply of sharp ones. 
Records sufficient to enable the general foreman to. 

know just what each individual or set of men have done j 
each day should be kept in a clear concise form; if 
made up every evening and results furnished the fore- : 

man it will enable him to look after weak points and 
correct them the following day. Such records should 
show the number of lineal or square feet cut by each 
machine, whether in rooms or entries, yards of narrow 
work cut, and the number of tons produced per rna-
j chine; number of boles drilled by each drilling ma
chine or man ; number of blasters and timbermen and 
tons per man ; number of loaders and tons per loader ; 
all mechanical and general expense ; powder and blast
ing supplies and tons per keg; oil and supplies used; 
cost of power and a general charge for depreciation, 
based upon tbe footings of the equipment account, a cer
tain percentage of which should be charged off daily to 
finally retire the cost ofthe plant. 
A convenient form is given on preceding page. 
Sheet A is a basis sheet to get at the propor

tionate expense per machine of general, mechanical, 
und power expenses, under each bead blank lines are 
left for other items tbat may from time to time come 
up. Tbe amounts of these charges are divided by the 
number of machines and drills and give tbe pro rata 
chargeable to each machine. The total cost of running 
each machine a shift (cutting machines and drills) is 
then arrived at by adding together the wages of the 
runner, helper, and pro rata of general, of mechanical 
and of power expenses ; to this is added an arbitrary 
charge based on experience and corrected from time to 
time of the amount to be charged each machine for the 
oil and waste used, parts for repairs, steel for cutting 
tools, etc., and which will vary in different localities 
and machines from 50 cents to §2.00 per day ; on blank 
lines below may be added any other expense for which 
provision has not been made before. The total of this 
column gives the total cost of a mining machine per | 
shift, and will be found to vary from $8.00 to SI 2.00, ac
cording to conditions and location. 
Below is given a column for the record ofthe drill

ing machines (or drillers if band drills are used) giving 
the name of the driller, number of boles drilled, time 
in hours and cost of running taken from the basis 
sheet. The addition of tbese figures gives the total 
number of hole" drilled and total cost of same, the 
latter divided by the shift's production gives the cost 
per ton for this item. Also, a column for the record of 
blasting supplies, in which are entered tbe supplies when 
given out; blank lines below providing for dynamite, 
e;ips, fuse, barrels, soap, grease, and other supplies tbat 
may from time to time be needed; the addition of tbese 
fi_rures give tbe total cost of supplies, and divided by 
the shift's production in tons, the cost per ton for sup
plies; which added to the cost of drilling gives total 
cost per ton for this department of the work. 
On the lower left hand portion ofthe sheet the total 

cost for the day is entered as taken from the second 
sheet, this is entitled to a credit for the yardage driven 
and rooms turned either at prices previously paid for 
band work, or tbe prevailing district prices. This, 
divided by the day's tonnage, will give the actual cost 
per ton and show at once whether tbe same is being 
conducted at a profit or loss. 
On Sheet B is entered the number of the 

machine, the name of the runner, the check 
number the coal from the machine is being 
loaded on, the number of feet cut, yards of 
entry and room work, tons produced by the machine, 
time worked in hours and cost as shown by the basis 
sheet. The cost of drilling and blasting supplies is ap
proximated by multiplying tons produced per machine 
by the cost per ton as shown by basis sheet, or if a 
drill does tbe work for a group of machines, the actual 
cost of the drilling and blasting supplies that went to 
this group can be charged directly to them. The 
number of timbermen and blasters or parts of timber

men and blasters chargeable to each machine is next 
entered and their cost for wages ; likewise tbe number 
of loaders and their cost for wages. All of which added 
together will give the total cost, connected with the 
tonnage of the machine from cutting the same to 
placing it on the pit cars at face, beyond which it is 
not necessary to go, the cost thereafter being tbe same 
whether cut by hand or by machinery. 
In succeeding columns will be found space for enter

ing the cost per ton for each of tbe previous items, 
which are found by dividing tbe cost by the tonnage 
of the machine. 
Each mining machine having been entered up in 

this way totals are made, and from tbese totals aver
ages arrived at, a comparison of which from day to day 
and with each separate maehine will show weak points 
and what need looking after, and where tbey are 
located. 

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION OP THE SOUTH. 

The regular February meeting of the Engineering 
Association of tbe South was held at the headquarters 
ofthe association at Nashville, on Thursday evening, 
Feb. II, Vice-President Jas. Geddes presiding. 
The Standing Committees for the ensuing year were 

announced by the Board of Directors as follows; Com
mittee on Finance, W . F, Foster, W . L. Dudley and 
John MacLeod ; Committee on Rooms and Library, 
E. C. Lewis, Jas. Geddes and F. P. Clute; Committee 
on Papers and Printing, Olin H. Landreth, W . B. Ross, 
Chas. B. Percy, Hunter McDonald and John B. Atkin
son. Applications for memberi-liip were received from 
E. B. Cushing, Resident Engineer Southern Pacific 
R. R., Houston, Texas, W . N. McDonald, Asst. En
gineer N. C. & St. L. R, R. , Nashville, Tenn. and A. H. 
Wood, Asst. Engineer T. C, I. & R. R. Co. Tracy City, 
Tenn. 
The President of the Association, Mr. A. Y. Gude, of 

Atlanta, who was unavoidably absent, sent a communi
cation inviting the Association to hold the March meet-
ingat Atlanta. The invitation was accepted and a 
committee was appointed to make provisions for trans
portation. This committee subsequentlv reported that 
_\Iaj. .1. W . Thomas, President of the N. C. & St. L. R.R. 
had very generously offered to furnish transportation 
to the members of the Association to the meeting at 
Atlanta, and would place a private car at their disposal. 
The trip will be made by daylight in order to give the 
members of the Association an opportunity to inspect 
tbe extensive improvements being made on the 
Western and Atlantic R. R., which has recently been 
acquired by the N. C. & St. L. R. R. Co. 

K- •:*- -x- -:<- * # * -x- -:*• * # -x- -x- -x- -x- *. 

Mr. Olin H. Landreth then spoke on tbe subject of 
"The Calorific Power of the Southern Coal Fields." 
One of the results presented was tbat a series of coal 
tests covering a large number of southern coals bad de
veloped tbe fact tbat there were at least three southern 
coals which were superior in calorific power to the 
standard second pool Pittsburgh coal and but slightly 
below Cumberland, Md. semi-bituminious coal. The 
paper was discussed by Messrs. Hunter McDonald, 
J. B. Atkinson, W . L. 'Dudley, J. S. Walker, W . G. 
Kirkpatrick, anel Gordon Idicks. 

Fluted Rubber Belting. 

AVe annex a cut ofthe new patent fluted rubber belt
ing now being manufactured by the Mineralized 
Rubber Company, of New York. This is claimed to be 
absolutely non-slippable, when used in conjunction 
with fluted rubber tires, which are applied at atrifling 
cost to any pulley without moving it Irom its place, in 
fact we don't see how, under these conditions, slip can 
take place; as the belt and ihe tire form, so to speak, 

an elastic cog-wheel. Even when the fluted belt 
is run on an ordinary uncovered pulley it is claimed 
tbat much ofthe slip is prevented, as the (lutings in the 
belt prevent all air-cushioning (a great provocator of 
slip) and the elastic flutings or ridges act as claws and 
take bold ofthe pulleys much as a man's finger nails or 
teeth bold an article tbat would slip from the lingers. 
For outdoor or exposed work it would seem as if a 
new and valuable invention had appeared. 

Reduced Rates and Enlarged Privileges for Clergy
m e n on the Pennsylvania Railroad. 

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company announces that 
commencing'on February loth, 1892, tickets will be sold 
to Ministers of the Gospel, holding proper clerical 
orders, at half rates. This arrangement will apply to 
all tickets sold on tbe Pennsylvania Railroad lines 
east of Pittsburg and Erie as well as to the Pennsyl
vania lines west of Pittsbuigh, so that a clergyman may 
not onlv be able to secure a ticket at half fare between 
any stations ea--t of Pittsburgh and Erie,but may enjoy 
the same privilege in the purchase ofa ticket to Cleve
land, Chicago, Columbus, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St, 
Louis, or intermediate points. 
This concession in the interest of so deserving aclaes 

is fresh evidence ofthe liberality of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad, and cannot fail to impress itself upon the ap
preciation of those w h o m it is designed to benefit. 
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THE PROG-RBSS IN MINING. 

Reviews of Important Papers Relating to Mining in 
the Proceedings of the Mining and Scientific So
cieties, and in the Mining Journals of Europe, 
United States, and Canada. 

Automatic The following described dumping 
arrangement has been in use for some 
time past at tbe main hoist ofthe Schu
bert's Peat Coal Mines, at Olbersdorf, near 
Zittau. Being completely self-acting, it 
offers the advantage of saving the ex

pense ofthe workman that receives the coal at tbe top 
ofthe hoist. Its construction originated with the pro
prietor of the above mentioned mines. 

THE HOISTING CAGE 

can be considered as the skeleton ofa horizontal cylin
der which is suspended on the bail a, made of strong 
square iron, so that it can rotate around its axis. The 
circular sides are connected with each other by the bars 
1,2, 3, 4, and receive through them as well as the broad 
vertical bar b and the bottom band c tbe required 

Forthe purpose of dumping, the two ciicular sides 
are provided with a segment from d to e which, as the 
cage ascends, gears into the rack /which is bolted to 
one of tbe guide posts at the proper height. To bold 
the cage in its ordinary position, an eye g, Fig. 5, is cast 
on the segment pointing inward and in tbe direction 
of tbe vertical axis of tbe cage. The bolt /. which 
slides up and down, and is pressed down by the spring 

Dump

ing Device. 

AT THE BEGINNING OI-* THE EMPTYING r 
THE CAR. 

Scale 40 to 1. 

are bolted to the bail ./. This shaft carries tbe lever n 
which acts upon the little toe 0 of the bolt h and raises 
the latter when turned upward. 
The leverp, provided with a small roller, is keyed to 

the same shaft, pointing half downward and half out
ward. This leverp strikes on the up-trip of the cage 
the guide bar <-/, which is beveled at its lower end under 
4o° and fastened lo tbe sides of the shaft at tbe required 
^height, in such a way that itis first pushed with its 
little roller to the inside, rolling along the beveled side 
and then slides upward along the inner face of the 
guide bar g. 
Through tbe first part of tbe movement, tbe shaft m is 

turned and consequently the bolt h raised out of the 
slot by tbe lever n pushing against, the toe 0, and thus 
tbe cage is free to rotate. 
To secure with the descending cage always a reliable 

and correct setting of the bolt h into its place, so that 
the cage comes again into its normal position and is 
kept there, the slot has been tapered from above to 
about ji of tbe thickness ofthe metal. Tbe guide bar q 
has a set screw on the side ofthe shaft for the purpose 
of bringing it into the right position. This adjusting, 
which is only done once, must be such that the bolt 
leaves the square part in the slot in tbe moment when 
the segment gears into tbe rack, and then, as the cage 
begins to rotate, leaves tlie slot on tbe tapered part, to 
be kept in its bigbestpositionunt.il with tbe down-trips 
ofthe cage the levers n and p return into their original 
position. The bolt h is forced into the slot as soon as 
the segment leaves the rack. 

As a receptacle for tbe dumped coal for each hoist 
serves a scoop s and for both hoists a common receiver 
r, as indicated in Fig. 3, from which latter the coal is 
taken to the separators. 
The shape of the two scoops is that of a cvlinder 

segment with an angle of 135° with parallel sides. 
Tbey rotate on tbe strong axis v. 
Two stay bolts are placed near the upper edge at y 

and z for stiffening the scoop. Tbe two fiat bars w are 
fastened to the sides and to theFe are hinged the two 
rodsx1 and .r2,which latter join into oneat the top. The 
lower rods a.*1 each have a slot e, Fig. 4, into which fits 
the stay-bolt y, Fig. 3. The rods -r1 and a*2 are continued 
by a chain t, the rod v and the chains <-.*. The latter 
are fastened with their upper ends to some support and 
only have tbe purpose to keep the rod u swinging in 
its ordinary position, Fig. 3, so that it. is free to move 
according to the requirements, as will be shown below. 
The rod u is provided on both ends with claws tbat 

point downward. It generally rests with its lower 
claw 61 on the cross-bar c1, and the scoop then has the 
position shown in Fig. 3. 
The upper claws rf1 are taken hold of by the bail of 

the ascending cage and carried along. The scoop is 
thereby placed in a position as shown in Fig. 4 and in 
whicli it receives the coal that is dumped from tbe air, 

l, fits into this eve or slot. Whenever the cage is ready 
I to tilt this bolt is raised in the following way: I 
j The shaft m is placed parallel to tbe axis of the cage j 

. 1. FRONT VIEW. 
Scale 10 to l. 

stiffness. The lower bars 1 and 2 carry tbe rails for 
receiving the car. The frame 4 is made of angle 
iron and placed at a convenient height to serve as a 
reliable support forthe upper edge ofthe car when
ever the cage is tilting. To lock the latter, and to hold 
the car in its place, there are two flat bars 5 and 6 
placed on the sides of the shaft in strong hinges in such 
a manner tbat tbey slide along tbe cage as it ascends 
and grip over the "top of the car with their hooks which 

FIG. 2.—TOP PLAN. 
Scale 40 to 1. 

are bent towards the inside and come to lay angling 
across them. In emptying tbe car tbe latter is thus, 
prevented from dropping out. i 

•--VI 
FIG. 4. SIDE VIEW: AFTER THE CAR HAS BEEN E.MPTIED. 

Sca.9 40 tO 1. 

in the two strong wrought iron bearings k, Fig. 5, which ! other topi 

FIG. O. — INC. UPLING ,\ URANGEMRNT. 

To prevent it tilting from this position toward the 
shaft and empty into it, it is made heavier on the side 
ofthe receiver so that the center of gravity remains on 
this side. With the return of the cage the scoop goes 
back to its normal position and at the same time 
empties its contents into the receiver. 
As the cage descends, the lower claw of the rod _. 

catches again the cross-bar c1 the upper claws are left 
by tbe bail ofthe cage and the rod suspends from the 
chains e1 across tbe shaft. 
This whole arrangement makes it necessary that the 

cage shall not be lifted beyond a certain height, since 
otherwise some of the working parts would have to 
break. At the Schubert mines this is done without 
difficulty with a little attention by the engineer. 

The Columbia Daily Calendar. 

An old friend in a new dress, and an article tbat 
has come to be one of the indispensables of an editor's 
desk, comes to band in tbe Columbia Daily Calendar 
for 1S.12. The calendar is in the formof a pad contain
ing 307 leaves, each 5-J- x 2$ inches; one for each day 
of the year, to be removed daily, and one for the entire 
year. Each slip bears a short paragraph pertaining to 
cycling or some kindred subject. At tbe bottom of 
each leaf is a blauk for memoranda. The stand is 
an entirely new departure, being made of sheet metal 
finished in ivory black, and is very compact. At the 
close of tbe year the stard will be available for another 
pad. This is tbe seventh issue of this now* well known 
calendar, yet all tbe matter is fresh and new, and com
prises notable events in cycling, opinions of physicians 

1 and clergymen,bintsabout road making,and numerous 

http://bigbestpositionunt.il
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itietitocls of **Wor_kI«s:. 

Tlie LrOll-ffwall ItlelliocI of Coal "\Vorl_Liii}j. 
The following system has c-ome under the notice of 

the writer and as he believes it to possess some special 
advantages, it will no doubt prove interesting to those 
for w h o m it is intended. The method was introduced 1 
into a seam lying about 300 yards from the surface and I 
of about 3' (i'/ in thickness. The floor of the seam is a 
fire clay of not very good quality, of variable thickness 
from a few inches up to as much as two feet occasional
ly. The roof is composed of blue shale, with layers of 
sandstone running intermittently tlirough it—there 
being always a few inches of shale next the coal. The 
top of the seam always adheres very strongly to 
the roof, so that it is necessary to use explosives to 
bring it down. 
The coal was previously worked Longwall but under 

another system that did not give a very satisfactory 
result as regards the percentage of round coal it made, 
so it was decided to try working the seam in a straight 
face as long a. possible under the existing conditions, 
and to uutlerhole the band of fire clay at the bottom of 
the seam, and apportioning the labor into tbe following 
three divisions : 

(u.) The holer, to be paid by the vard. 
(.*.) The getter, to be paid by the shift. 
(c.) The filler, to be paid by the score. 
The two first classes of men may be termed skilled, 

but the third is not, and of course receives a much 
lower rate of wages than do the others. 

It took some little time to get the new system proper
ly under way, as there was opposition displayed 
towards it from all sides, but which a masterly deter
mination in time overcame. 
The work assigned to tbe different sets of men may 

be described thus: 
The holers cut in under the seam to a depth of 3 ft. 

6 in., or such other depth as may be at any time 
determined on. Tbey have to cast back into the 
waste gob or goaf all debris made in holing, and to 
keep it behind the front of the timber and pack walls, 
and to put in their own sprags as may be required. 
W h e n the holing has been completed to the required 
depth and length, all stone and debris are to be cleared 
away along tbe line of coal face, so that there may be no 
chance ofthe coal falling upon it when it comes down. 
The getters have to take down during the night 

time the coal that has been undercut during the pre
vious daytime. 

The fillers have to fill up into tubs the coal taken 
down, dressing off all loose coal that may be hanging 
and has been loosened by either shots or wedging, as 
the case may be : the hour .of the latter arc eight a shift, 
from bank to bank. On the commencement of tbe 
system some years ago, a face of about 2o0 yds. in 
length wa. chosen for the experiment, which gradually 
extended and the roads were made and kept in the 
goaf, other districts have been opened out until three-
quarters of a mile of face are working under this 
method. 
Some modification in the method of keeping the 

faces is necessary owing to tbe thickness of the band 
changing; it will be an advantage to give details of tbe 
methods pursued, in the case of where the band is 
thick and where it is thin. In the former case the 
gate-ways are about 40 yds. apart, the wagonway gate
ways being9 ft. between the pack walls, which are 
4 yds. wide on either side of the road. It is an ad
vantage to build these pack walls with the roof stone 
that is taken down for height in the gate roads, as this 
stone is harder and in larger pieces than that which 
comes from the band and consequently bears more 
weight, and answers the purpose better than a smaller 
and softer stone would afford. Tbe other roads are 
packed on either side to 3 yds. in width. Smaller 
packs are put in along the faces and between tlie roads 
to support the roof. These are about 5 or 0 ft. in thick
ness and are kept up to within about (i ft. of tbe face, 
and are built with tbe largest pieces of stone from tbe 
band. These packs materially lessen the amount of 
timber required, which is in the shape of props from 4 
ft. 0 in. to 5 ft. 6 in. in length and 8 inches in 
diameter, one being required about every 2 yds. on 
an average. Tbe small debris and refuse made is 
thrown into the gob and fills it. 
On an average there is a holer for each 20 yds. of 

face, working in alternate shifts. Tbe undercutting is 
effected in the bottom coal of 4 to 5 ins. in thickness, 
and as this work progresses the band is liberated from 
the seam of coal by the weight on the coal face, sprags 
and stays being used to support the coal. On the 
holing being finished, fresh timber is set close up to 
the face, and the standing timber drawn out. 

During the night the getters are at work taking down 
tbe coal that has been made ready during the previous 
day. -V ehargeman is there with these men who care
fully examines all tbe faces to see tbat all is safe, that 
all debris is out ofthe way where the coal has to come 
down and to fire any shots that may be required, and 
to see that no timber is wasted. Tbe fillers go to work 
in batches of two shifts early in the morning, the 
second shift going down two hours after the first 
men, and all coming to bank at their eight hours end. 
The hands employed in working the coal areas 

follows: 
ffolers, 66 per cent. 
Fillers 31 " 
Gette*re 13 " 

The tram railsare laid down right and left from tbe face 

of each gate-way, branching off at a double turn, and 
the tubs are taken along the faces. The rails are laid 
down by the fillers as tbey fill up the coals, and tbey 
are laid upon sleepers that have notches in them for 
their reception—a quicker method than nailing them. 
As the coal face advances new cross-gateways are formed 
at distances varying from SO to 100 yds., as circumstances 
decide. It is found thattbe faces advance at the rate of 
80 yds. per annum. , 

In the places where the band of stone is thin it is 
found there is not sufficient material for building the 
middle packs with, so that it has been necessary to re
sort to tbe use of wooden chocks for the support of the 
roof. What small dirt is made in undercutting is 
thrown into the goafas before stated. 
Where the band is thick and the goaf consequently 

well [lacked, the roof does not fall, but rather gradually 
sinks on to the packs and stowed dirt behind the faces. 
Even where the dirt is thin and tbe goaf not stowed 
tight very little roof stone falls: it is more of a 
gradual subsidence and goc-s on for some 100 yards 
back from the face, where it is found to have become 
settled. The roof stone in all the roadways is excep
tionally good, the use of timber for supporting it being 
exceptional. The faces are very seldom lost from the 
roof coming in except perhaps when the fust weight or 
crush comes in a new district. 
The ventilatiou is very simple and effective as tbe 

air is taken in tbe first instance to the innermost end 
ofthe faces and brought back alongthem, the quantity 
varying according to the length of face to be ventilated. 
In tbe same seam of coal where the bord and pillar 

system is at work it is found that the produce of round 
coal is 46 per cent, taken upon a district after the coal 
has been exhausted. Assuming a loss in working of 
¥>% in bord and pillar workings and haif that quantity 
is Longwall, and taking into consideration the larger 
yield of round coal by the latter method—US per cent. 
of round coal in this case—then in an acre ofthe coal 
worked we get 1200 tons more round coal, a most im
port-in t consideration. 
The cost of working tbe coal by this method is some

what higher than if worked by bord and pillar, some
thing near sixpence per ton more; but this might be 
reduced were the roadways driven in the coal to the 
boundary first and the coal worked homeward, leaving 
the goaf behind, as the roads in the coal would take so 
much less to make and maintain, than in the goaf asat 
present. 
It ha° been found that the consumption of timber is 

extremely low —thanks to the good roof—on an output 
of 14,000 tons it was found to be under 0'02 of a penny 
per ton. Taking in consideration the difference in the 
amount of round coal obtained from this method of 
working as compared with the bord and pillar system, 
the effect financially is very considerable. Assuming 
the difference in value of round and small to be 4s. a 
ton, then in an acre of coal, say one foot thick for com
parison, there is pecuniary advantage of about £30, or 
about 5d. per ton on tbe whole output. And as the 
present extra cost of working is certain to be reduced 
by at least 4d. per ton, a saving will ultimately be ef
fected. 
Tlie effect on the economy of coal producing which 

the method of working exerts, calls for the most care
ful consideration in deciding on the system to be 
adopted. The competition of the present day causes 
every one to attain to cheapness and efficiency, and 
only those who attain this object can expect to work to 
an advantage. Some of the advantages of Longwall 
working may be stated as follows : 
1. Greater produce than by the pillar and stall 

system—the loss in working being perhaps only one-
half as compared with tbe latter mode; thus effectinga 
better return for the lessee, as well as tbe lessor when 
tbe. royalty rent is at so much per acre. 

2. A larger produce of round coal : tbe immense ad
vantages of this point are so obvious as to require no re
marks. 
3. There is less straight or narrow work and conse

quently less bard labor required in cutting, nicking, or 
shearing. 
4. The weight of the overlying strata so acts on tbe 

face ofthe coal as to cause it to be worked more easily, 
and consequently more cheaply. It also acts in abene-
ficial manner on the holing dirt, making it work more 
freely, as well as assisting to bring down the coal itself 
after the holing is performed. 
5. Ventilation is more simple and more effective, as 

tbe air has a much less circuitous route to travel. 
6. A larger output can be obtained from a given 

area, as more men can be employed in getting coal. 
Some of the disadvantages may be stated as follows : 
1. Greater expense in maintaining and forming the 

roadways in the goaf—and unless tho pack-walls are 
fully efficient the expense may become very heavy; 
tbey should be built perfectly solid, with as hard astone 
as can be obtained. 
2. LTnless the faces advance regularly and constantly, 

the roadways and faces are more difficult to keep. 
3. Faults and dykes are more difficult to deal with 

when met. 
The following are some conditions wliich ma}'be con

sidered as favorable for adopting Longwall: 
1. If Ihe seam of coal is hard and strong and thin, 

and if tbe top and bottom are not too hard incase extra 
height is to be made for roads. 
2. If there are bands of dirt in tbe seam which re

quire to be stowed below ground thus aflbrding good 
opportunities of stowing the gob or goaf well. 
3. If the boundary be not a great distance away, so 

that there will not be long roads to keep in tbe goaf. 
4. If the overlying strata do not contain water, which 

would get into the workings and thus increase tbe 
cost of working. 
5. If the surface is free from buildings, railways, 

water-ways, &c, whicli might be damaged by subsi
dence. 
In a general way it maybe said that depth is im

material so long as surface buildings will not be injured 

nor water let into the workings. It is bettor adapted 
for moderate areas and outputs than very large ones. 
That where tbe coal is tender and will not bear the 
extra pressure produced by tbe weight occasioned, it 
will be more advantageous to go in for bord and pillar, 
The best position for the undercut is decidedly when 
the bottom is suitable for it, as for instance, a soft war
rant of six inches to a foot in thickness. The cost of 
getting tbe coal at the face is generally less than would 
have to be paid for the same under bord and pillar, and 
more especially if the work advances regularly and is 
worked in the direction most suitable to the circum
stances of each particular case. There is always a larger 
yield of round coal and a larger yield per acre as com
pared with the other system. 
Perhaps the most important point to be considered is 

tbe cost of the necessary pack-walls and buildings. It 
will rarely, if ever, pay when the material for this work 
and for stowing has to be brought anv distance—it must 
either be got from the roof or floor dose at hand or out 
of the seam itself, where bands of dirt or stone exist. 
Tbesize ofthe packs varies from say 4 feet to 12 feet in 
width and according to the thickness of the seam. The 
cost per ton of the packs depends upon their size, the 
labor expended in getting the material for them and the 
width of face between the roadways: the nearer to
gether the roadways are the more packs are to build, 
and vice versa. But the greater the width between the 
roadways the greater will be the pressure upon the 
packs, and therefore there must be greater strength in 
them. Tbe cost of these packs varies considerably as 
will be readily understood, but if the price ever exceeds 
6d. a ton, it may be taken as being abnormally high— 
3d. or 4d. may perhaps be taken as about a fair average 
cost for them. 
Tbe following particulars apply to some collieries in 

Derbyshire, and for the purpose of simplification they 
will be divided into tbe following heads : 
1. As to the method of working. 
2. The conditions under which tbe Longwall system 

can be adopted. 
3. In relation to ventilation. 
4. Comparison of tbe Longwall system with that of 

bord and pillar. 
The method of working coal seams by the Longwall 

system is exceedingly simple, and may be described in 
general terms as follows : 
Two or more parallel levels are driven from the pit, 

for main roads, opening winnings, water-levels, and re
turn air-ways, as tbe case' may require. From the main 
road, at a suitable distance from the pit, and at con
venient distances from each oilier, roads are driven to 
the rise of the seam, and after a certain distance has 
been left solid for the support of tbe main road. Long-
wall working is started. The faces average a width of 
from 100 to 500 yards; tbe length however being much 
influenced by the nature ofthe roof and floor, and the 
quality ofthe coal to be worked. The working may be 
thus described : A gang of men called holers proceed 
usually through the night to cut away or undermine 
the face of the coal, usually to the extent of from 
three to four feet, and averaging six to eight 
inches high in front, and tapering down to nothing 
at the back of the undercut. Sprags of wood 
are fixed between the coal and the floor, at dis
tances of about six feet or less if necessary if 
it appears probable that tbe coal may fall after 
being undercut. At the end of the holing or last 
side of tbe coal the men make a vertical nicking 
or cut into tbe coal at right angles with that under 
the coal. This work having been finished, another set 
of men come to work and proceed to take down the 
coal that has been undercut, by means of picks, wedges 
or blasting, as the case requires. By this means large 
blocks of coal are obtained, which in some cases neces
sitate being broken iuto smaller pieces before being 
loaded into tubs for conveyance to the surface. Lastly 
after tbe coal has been removed from the face, the 
packers come in and it is their duty to keep the faces 
and roads, which are in tbe goaf, well timbered and se
cure. Atshortdistances, according to thestrength ofthe 
roof, tbey set props, placing a cap or head ta flat piece 
of wood) between the props and the roof. AVhen there 
is a good roof, it is generally necessary only to advance 
the same props, care being taken to place them opposite 
to the intervals or spaces between the props in their 
former position. AVhen however the roof is bad, it be
comes necessary to place good and new props more 
frequently and nearer together or else to build packs 
of stone or chocks of wood at intervals. Iron props 
have been much used. The coal having been thus got, 
the smaller coal and refuse remaining are thrown be
hind into the goaf or waste, often completely filling it, 
and as the roof breaks or bends down, a solid mass is 
formed. 
This minute description of working may appear to some 

to be unnecessary, as almost all persons connected in any 
way with collieries are conversant wilh hewing coal; 
but the Longwall system, well carried out, differs so 
materially iu management, that it is necessary to call 
attention to tbe smallest details. In some districts 
where the coal is cubical in structure, and pillar work 
is adopted, the -hewing process is done in a very sloven
ly and wasteful manner, the hewers hacking and cut
ting in all directions (com in only termed " scalloping"); 
but in strong coals worked by Longwall, this cannot be 
done. 
AA'here two or three seams are to be worked one after 

the other, the whole success of the undertaking depends 
on the soundness and good packing of the goaf, to
gether with the entire extraction of tbe coal. The 
proper construction of the pack walls for supporting 
the main goaf roads is of great importance. The cir
cumstances which aro favorable to Longwall working 
are, a good roof and a bard stratum below the holing. 
Sometimes the holing is made in tbe middle of the 
seam, when a more convenient pricking is not found 
underneath, but if this is to be done in tbe coal it is 
wasteful, inasmuch as it breaks it up into small pieces. 
Wherever tbese favorable conditions are found, the 
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Longwall method is to be recommended, both on ac
count of the simplicity of arrangement, the ease and 
efficiency of ventilation, and the economical manner in 
which tbe coal may be got. 
Tbe method of ventilation may be described in 

general terms, as tbe passing of an adequate amount 
of air in a continuous stream along each face, and 
which, entering at one end passes out at the other 
and then through a length of generally goaf road (the 
return air-way) and so on to the upcast shaft. The 
main road is used as the main intake, and the air is 
distributed from this to the different faces. Stoppings 
and regulators and doors and air crossings are placed 
in the necessary positions. AVhen the seam is fiery 
the return air may be carried to the upcast shaft by a 
dumb drift, entering the pit some distance above the 
furnace. Such is the very simple method of ventilation 
usually adopted in Longwall workings; of course there 
are cases where necessity compels a modified plan, but 
that now stated may be considered the one generally 
in use. 
Many modified forms of Longwall working have 

been adopted in various districts, such as the long work 
of the Yorkshire coal field, in which the coal is work
ed in faces of various widths, separated from each 
other by thick pillars of coal, which are afterwards 
taken out while working back. Another modification, 
called narrow bords and long work, is where two nar
row and parallel bords are driven, a pillar of coal of 
about 30 yds. in width being left between each pair of 
bords. These having been driven the required dis
tance, a communication is made between tbe pairs of 
bords, and the coal worked similar to Longwall towards 
the pit. By this means the goaf is left behind, and 
there is no necessity of keeping it up by walls or packs. 

WOODEN-CHOCKS.-Si|iiare pillnrs hnili of sbibs oi'wood. 
W A R T - A N T — A lough fire-clay tiinlerlving ihe set.in of coal. 
PACKS.--The walls built along each side of tlie gateways to sup

port tbe roof. 
F A S T SIDE. —In accompanying ..ketch throe working places or 

stalls are shown with 0 "fust side" or "putting" betweeu each-
A is tbe " fast side" to No. 1 because they Lave to nick or shear it 
us they advance their face. B is "fast side " to No _: while A is 
" loose side " to N o 2 and 1. is "loose side " to No. 3. 

PRICKINC. -Soft coal or earth for holing ln. 
BoitD AND Pil.LA...-Plihir and chamber. 
B O R D . — A chainber of work. 

WIRE ROPE HAULAGE ENGINES AND 
PLANT. 

In Operation at Lonaconing, Md. 

AVith this we give an illustration ofa complete plant 
of a pair of wire rope haulage engines and apparatus 
designed to haul mine cars through a distance of '21. 
miles on a grade of 4 feet in 100, the load consisting oi 
40 to 60 mine cars, each weighing 0,200 pounds. The 
engines have cylinders 14 inches diameter; stroke of 
piston, 24 inches. The connecting rods, piston rods, 

Milholland, of 240 Fiflh Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., have 
now over one hundred haulage plants in successful 
operation, they take particular pride in this one, and 
believe it to be one of the best haulage plants that has 
been erected. In connection with this plant, tbey have 
two steam boilers, of the return-tubular make ; 85 horse 
power each, which can be worked together or separate
ly, attbe will ofthe operator. Messrs. Milholland are 
at present erecting a very large haulage plant in the 
same district for the New Central Coal Co., of N e w 
York Citv. 

Packing. 

Every engineer knows the importance of having his 
engines, pumps, etc., properly packed. H o w to do this 
tight enough to prevent leaks of steani or water, and 
not at the same time cause unnecessary friction is a 
problem that many have attempted to solve with vary
ing degrees of success. 
A good packing should be tough and elastic, not af

fected by heat, and so made that it can be easily ap
plied. 
For many years the Gould Packing Co., of East 

Cambridge, Mass., has been studying this question, and, 
after putting their work to severe practical tests, has 
produced a packing which is a sure cure for leaky 
stuffing-boxes, whether the motion is rotary or recipro
cating, or whether the rod is round or worn oval or 
hollow. 
This packing is self-lubricating, thus economizing oil 

and enabling the pistons, etc., to be made steani and 
water-tight with very slight friction. It is practically 
indestructible, as it does not become bard with use, and 
hence does not have to be removed from the stuffing 

On consideration it will be seen, that as the output 
in bord and pillar working is limited by the number of 
working places open, so in Longwall work it is limited 
by the length of faces open, and tbe number of gate
ways open in such faces. Taking a case where tbe coal 
lies tolerably level, loaders will be at work on each side 
ofthe gateways ; and as under ordinary circumstances, 
where tbe coals are properly prepared for tbe loaders, 
by what is called turning tbe coal out, or splitting them 
up ready for the loaders, thirty tons per day may be 
sent from each side; each gate will produce sixty tons 
per day, whicli multiplied by the number of gates at 
work, gives the quantity of coal which can be produc
ed. Of the comparative merits of the Longwall and 
bord and pillar system it is not difficult to decide. 
Supposing all the seams were of the same quality and 
structure, either one mode or tbe other would be adopt
ed, without any question being raised as to its merits; | 
but as the component parts of tbe roof and floor vary 
in innumerable ways, tbe mode of working must be 
adapted to the circumstances. 

GLOSSARY. 

SPRAGS.—Short wooden props placed in a slanting direction 
against the bottom of the solid coal face to support it during the 
operation of holing. 
STAVS.—Somewhat similar to sprags, only longer. 
GATEWAYS.—Parallel roads running through the goaf from the 

main haulage road to the working face. 
W A G O N W A Y GATEWAYS.—Auxiliary haulage roads running 

through tbe goaf parallel to the main haulage roads. These 
wagonways are set out to cut offgrcni It-net lis ut" gateways. 

WIHE HOPE H A U L A G E EMilNES A N D PI A M 

and valve stems are made of hammered steel; and 
phosphor bronze bearings are used in all tbe boxes. 
The drums are 5 ftet in diameter, width of faces 36 

inches, with flanges on drums 12 inches deep; they are 
turned all over. A brake is attached to each drum for 
controlling the motion of the mine cars during tbe 
descent on grades. Tbese brakes are operated by the 
quadrant levers on the platform shown in front of the 
drums. The throttle valve is operated by the small 
wheel placed at some distance from the valve, so as to 
bring it and the quadrant levers within convenient 
reach ofthe engineer. 
The power is transmitted from tbe engine to tbe 

drums through the spur gearing, having a proportion 
of 3-Vtol. The ropes, which will be eventually 21 miles 
long, are arranged so that a rope is wound on one drum 
while the other is unwound. 
This plant has been erected at Lonaconing, Aid., in 

tbe Georges Creek Lh'strict. for the American Coal Co., 
of New York City, and has been in operation for 
several months, working very satisfactorily. During a 
trial, 45 mine cars were hauled up the 4 per cent, grade 
through a distance of 5,000 feet in 8 minutes with com
parative ease. 
Tins plant is equipped with all the modern applian

ces, including sight-feed lubricators, drain pipe connec
tions, and all such as will be conducive to convenience 
and durability, and no pains have been spared in mak
ing it durable, convenient, and modern in design. 
Although the builders of this plant, Messrs. J. & J. B. 

boxes ; and, as it contains nothing of a bard or gritty 
nature, it does not wear the rods or cylinders. 
The company has done a remarkably good business 

during the past year, and is in receipt of many testi
monials as to the solid woith of its goods. The pack
ing is largely used in government work, and a largo 
number of electric light and power stations are using 
it for high speed engines. 
Parties troubled with leaky stuffing-boxes in engines 

or [lumps will do well to write to The Gould Packing Co., 
36 Cambridge St., East Cambridge, Mass. Tbey can ob
tain a supply on thirty days trial, and if not satisfactory, 
it can be returned at the manufacturer's expense. 

A Large Company. 

The Manufacturer's Record states tbat tbe broadest 
plan of development in the South ever undertaken 
which will involve the initial investments by N e w 
York and Pennsylvania capitalists of many millions of 
dollars, has been consummated by Alex. A.Arthur, who 
founded the English town of Middlesborough, Ky. 
The operations of this company include the purchase 

and development on a very large scale of extensive 
coal and Bessemer iron ore properties in East Tenn
essee, the purchase of furnaces and coke ovens al
ready completed, the building of furnaces, steel works 
and coke ovens, the establishment of two manufacturing 
towns and the construction of several important rail
roads to tap extensive systems now in operation. 
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This department is intended for the use of those who wish to express 
their views, or ask, or answer, questions on out/ subject relation to 
mining. Correspondents need not hesitate to write for supposed 
want of ability. If the ideas are expressed, tee wilt cheerfully make 
any needed correction in composition that may be required. Com
munications should not be too lengthy, and personal reflections 
should be carefuUy avoided. 

AU communications shtadd be accompoiiicd with the proper nanietind 
address of tlie writer—not necessarily for publication, but. as a 
guarantee'of good faith. 

TTte Editor is nol rcsptmsihlr- ff.tr views r.rin-exsc.d in this Department 
49- Correspondence should be in ax simple language, and an free 

Uf technical sions ami formidx a< possible, conxtetent with clear solu 
tion. Catch-questions will not be published. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

Sat:—I will be greatly obliged if some of your able 
correspondents will furnish m e with an explanation of 
tbe following phenomenon: 
A slope and air way are each 2,000 ft. long. At tbe 

foot ofthe slope a lift'turns ofl', forming a gangway and 
air-way about 700 ft. long each. 

REFERENCES. 

Course of air is shown by finished arrows. 
Dips are shown bv unfinished arrows. 
Stoppings are shown by parallel Hues. 
Brattice" is shown by dotted lines. 
Beginning of grade in gangway shown hy O. 

All the headings above A were walled and plastered 
with mortar, but below A tbey were only brattieed 
across with boards, the last heading not being quite 
through. The fan had to be stopped for two days, 
therefore no air circulated except what was produced 
from the difference of temperature caused by the heat 
ofa pump situated at Aand exhausting into the return. 
AVhile tbe fan was stopped, the gangway and air-way 
were filled from their faces down to the point O, or for 
a distance of 400 ft. with fire-damp. AVhen the fan 
started, I was under tbe impression tbat the gas would 
all clear away in about 12 hours' time. But, 3 days 
elapsed and the fire-damp held the same position. I 
then thought a "cave" or something similar had 
occurred in heading or cross-hole H, as the pressure of 
the air current was very marked upon headings or 
cross-holes A, B, C, D, E, F, and G. The headings A, 
B, and C were walled up and plastered with mortar. 
The pressure, then became very marked on headings 
D, E, F, and G. In 24 hours after this, about one-third 
of the lire-damp was cleared away. D and E were now 
walled up again and plastered with the result that the 
pressure became more distinct on F and G, and in 
thirty-six hours afterwards all the gas was cleared 
away- But, what attracted m y attention most, was the 
fact that the pressure upon the headings F and G had 
so diminished tbatit could hardly be detected, even by 
sitting down quietly to listen. The return was found 
to be in good condition and freo from falls. 

The mine was easily kept free from any standing gas 
before tbe fan was stopped, but after the fan started 
the gas could not be swept away and tbe pressure 
became very distinct upon the stoppings in the head
ings. After the gas was cleared away, no pressure 
could be observed on the closed headings. Has such 
a case been met with before, and what explanation is 
there for it? 

Yours, etc., 
PRACTICAL FACT. 

Plains, Luz. Co., Pa., Feb. lst. 

Editor Collicri} Engineer. 

Su;:—1 notice that there have been several different 
answers to " S. AV.'s" pump question, whicli was only 
to be expected, because certain assumptions have to be 
made before an answer was given. These assumptions 
being different in each case, the answers do not agree. 
Each anwer under tbe mentioned assumption is correct, 
and pumps of dimensions given under these conditions 
would, no doubt, do the work. 
Some one wrote "More Light is the Soul of Am

bition," and no doubt many of your readers are de
sirous of "more light," and are seeking it diligently in 
the correspondent's column of your valuable paper, and 
on this same pump question many may be a little con
fused, owing to the several results. 

A careful study will make the matter clear, and in 
order to help a little further I will reason the question 
out on m y supposition, using Mr, Percy's rule given on 
page 165 of The Colliery Engineer Pocket-Book. 

20' X 20' X 10' X 6| gals. = 25,000 gals, each 30 
minutes, or 50,000 gals, per hour ; 50,000 gals. X 270 = 
13,800,000 cubic inches -*- 60 = 230,000 cubic inches per minute •+- 70 total height of delivery = 2,875 cubic 

inches per foot of p u m p -*- 12" = 240 sq. inches near
ly; to this add 10-% for slip of pump, and we have 
266*66 square inches; and 266*66 -H -7854 = ^339*5 = 
18 4*'' diam. of water cylinder. 
N o w let us consider the power required to move this 

resistance. The area of IS'4" diam. is 266'OG sq. 
inches, then what is tbe pressure per sq. inch of 70 feet 
vertical water column? 
70 X 15 = 1,050 A- 34 =• 30'9 X 266"66 = 8239*8 lbs. 

total pressure on pump. Effective steam pressure taken. 
at GO "lbs. persq. inch. Therefore 8239'8 -_- 60 = 137*33 
sq. inches as area of cylinder. 

W e have already made one assumption, viz.: tbat ef
fective steam pressure is 60 lbs. per sq. inch ; now that 
we have found the theoretic areaof cylinder required to 
raise the water, we must make another assumption, 
viz.: the amount of power required to overcome inertia 
of water in pipes, and overcome friction of p u m p and 
give extra power, etc., etc. Mr. Percy adds 5 0 % and 
others follow his rule (it is a safe one) but would it 
not be extravagant in this case with only 70 feet of a 
discbarge column ? I think it would, but, at the same 
time, the addition of 50 fo in this case would make the 
pum p available for a heavier duty if required at an
other place, and in this light it would be commendable, 
but tbe question only desires to know tbe power for the 
present duty. A margin of 10% I think would be 
sufficient even with the discharge column 9" diam. as 
the increased bead equal to the amount of friction 
generated by water traveling 300 feet per minute in 9" 
diam. pipe would be less than one foot, making the 
whole resistance equal to weight of water in 71 feet of 
water column. 

137-33 + 1 0 ^ =152-6. And, 
152*6-•-7854 = 194*3 

V 194'3 = 14" 
nearly as diameter of steam cylinder. 

Mr. Percy, on page 165 of The Colliery Engineer 
Pocket-Book, says: "Pipes should be at least as large 
as Ihe pump." This does not agree with American 
builder's practice, as an examination of any catalogue 
will show. 

Yours, etc., 
H. L. D. W. 

Bon Air Mines, White Co., Tenn., Jan. ISth. 
A Strong Endorsement of "The Colliery Engineer'' 

as an Educator in the Theory of Mining and 
Kindred Subjects. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR :—You are aware that the examinations for candi
dates for minemanagersarenowin progress in this state. 
As I am largely, if not wholly, indebted to T U E COL
LIERY E N G I N E E R for m y theoretical knowledge relating 
to mining, and it has enabled m e to pass a creditable 
examination, I deem it m y duty to render an acknowl
edgement of tbe benefits received through a careful 
study of its pages. 
I venture to say that nearly all, if not all, ofthe can

didates who passed the examination in this district 
(including five counties) were subscribers to T H E 
COLLIERY ENGINEER. A great many expressed them
selves as being glad that tbey bad subscribed for the 
journal a year or two before the law was passed, thus 
taking time by the forelock; others were free to 
admit that they were sorry that they had not heeded 
tbe warning given them by friends to prepare for the 
inevitable. 
I also wish to say by way of encouragement to others 

who may be seeking to qualify themselves to pass the 
examinations for mine managers that some of those 
who passed this examination had little or no education 
until a few years ago, when they were induced to read 
T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER. They commenced at the foot 
of the ladder. Beginning at addition they have kept 
on improving themselves until they have mastered 
arithmetic as far as is necessary to work out the for
muke used in ventilation and mine mechanics and, to 
their credit, some of these same parties obtained the 
highest grades at the examination, 
I take pleasure in commending T H E COLLIERY E N 

GINEER to all who wish to inform themselves in min
ing ; especially those who have not bad the advantages 
of early education. I freely concur in the opinion on 
the "Intelligent Miner," from Allegheny Co., Pa, 
who stated "if miners remain ignorant on subjects re
lating to mining when they have such opportunities as 
your journal presents it is their own fault." 

Yours, etc, 
PETER JEFFREY 

Carterville, 111., Jan. 25th. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I submit the following in reply to question (1) 
by " J. AV. S., " of AVestville, N. S., in your last issue. 

(1). A n air-way 10' X 10'and 2,000'long is passing 
60,000 cu. ft. of air per minute, what would be tbe re
quired area of an air-way to pass 15,000 cu. ft. per minute 
its length being 1,800'the pressure remaining thesame? 
Since air-ways will pass quantities of air in propor-

to their areas, the area will be in proportion to tbe 
quantity, other things beingequal. As the length differs 
in this case, so will the rubbing surface in the propor
tion 9 :_ 10. Then, we have the following compound 
proportion : 

4 ; 1 :: 100 : x, or 277 sq. ft. area, 
9 : 10 :: — : — 

The volume passing is as 4 : 1, and the length as 
9 : 10. 

Yours, etc., 
L. P. H. 

Avoca, Pa., Jan. 13th. 

Pumping. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

S I R : — I would say relative to tbe question asked by 
" Beginner," in the August issue, as to whether more or 
less power is needed if "the suction be 5' or 20' and the 
discharge 95' or 80', tbe shaft being 100' deep, that as 
the 15' more suction needs no power to bring the 
water up to the pump, only tbe power to overcome the 
extra friction of the extra suction, tbat the weight of 
water being less in tbe discharge pipe would need less 
power to discharge it and would result in a shorter 
steam line. 

Yours, etc., 
C. AV ALTERS. 

Leisenring No. 1, Pa., Jan. 25th. 
Surveying. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert in your next issue the foUowing 
question : 

A main entry running 1,000'due East has a furnace 
at the East end. Through carelessness the entry haa 
been closed ; desiring to get back to tbe furnace w e go 
into tbe main entry 250' from the AVest end and turn 
to the North 25° and run 250', then turning 35° still 
further North, we run 250' more. Now, I would like to 
know the degree of bearing from last given point and 
what the difference of travel would be from mouth of 
entry, workings are level. 

Yours, etc., 
MINER. 

Elk Garden, AV. Va., Jan. 26th. Miscellaneous Questions. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—Please insert the following questions in the 
next issue of your journal: 

(1.) AVbat is the meaning of the following equation ? 
Please work out fully. 

1 

V(-i) X 8 
(2.) A n inlet of a mine, 4,000' long, with a return of 

the same length, shows a water-gauge of 0-5 of an inch 
at the entrance, what would be the pressure 2,000/ 

further in ? Please give the rule to find the pressure at 
any given distance.-

(3.) AVhat would be the limit in distance of discharge 
of a siphon di oping •_. of an inch per yard, without con
sidering friction? State fully aud give rule for any 
angle of dip. 

(4.) The main entry of a mine divides into two 
entries, each of which extends to the surface, if the 
pressure is four pounds per square foot in the single 
drift, what is tbe pressure in tbe two drifts ? State fully. 

Yours, etc., 
ALBERTO. 

Wall, All'y. Co., Pa., Feb. 8th. Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

S I R :—I notice in the January issue an answer by "J 
S. K.," of Canon City, Colo., "to question (1) asked by 
"J. M-," of Morrisdale Mines, Pa., in which he states 
tbat tbe quantity of air is found by proportion, thus— 

VSO • VT60 :: 40,000 : x, or 56,445-}'. 
This answer in m y mind cannot be correct. While it 

is theoretically true"that the quantity of air varies as 
tbe square root ofthe pressure ; still I think there is a 
manifest difference between the amount of air that 
would be obtained from a fan increased to twice tbe 
speed, and that which would be obtained from double 
tbe pressure. 

A fan making SO revolutions per minute,and produc
ing 40,000 cu. ft. of air, if the speed is increased to 
160 revolutions per minute, will produce 80,000 
cu, ft. of air, but, of course, would take eight 
times the power to double tbe speed. Hence I think 
the quantity would be found to vary directly as the 
speed of the fan, which in this case would be SO.OOO 
cu. ft. 

Yours, etc., 
PETER JEFFREY. 

Centerville, 111., Jan. 25th. 
Mechanics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—I submit the following in reply to Thomas M. 

Brown, of Pinckneyville, 111.: 
If the pressure of an engine is 44 lbs. per sq. in., 

diameter of cylinder V S", length 6', and paddle-
wheel make 20 revolutions per minute, what is its 
power? 
In finding the horse power of an engine, we will let 
P =_. pressure. 
L = length of stroke. 
A — area of cylinder. 
N = number of revolutions per minute. 
Then, we have 

I' L A N 
"33,000 — - S 0 ^ H . P . 

Substituting their values we have 
44 X G X 20" X 20 X '7854 X 20 = 60,-„ H p_ Yours, etc., 

T. K. 
Mt. Olive, 111, Feb. 10th. 
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"Relative Efficiencies of the Force and Exhaust Fans, 
as Suggested toy the Escape of Natural Gas 

from Broken Mains into the Mines below. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—I have been considerably interested in reading 
the review of the mining report of Mr. Henry Louttit, 
Inspector for the First Bituminous District, given in 
your January issue. Mr. Louttit refers to the laying 
of gas pipes or mains by the natural gas companies over 
-certain mines in bis district and speaks ofthe danger 
to the mine, arising from breaks in the pipes, and the 
gas finding its way into the mine below. The subsi
dence of tbe surface, incident to extraction of coal, 
renders a break in tbe gas mains liable at any time. 
The same cause also opens a crevice by the fracture of 
the overlying strata that permits of direct communica
tion between the mine and the surface. 
His views, as expressed in bis report, will find very 

general endorsemeut, in regard to the possibility ofthe 
natural gas from the broken main finding its way into 
the mine below. But a better reason can be given' 
than the one he suggests, viz., the increased weight of 
the gas due to the pressure in the main. H e reasons 
thata cubic foot of air at a temperature of 32° and a 
barometric pressure of 30 inches, weighs *O80977 lbs., 
giving a pressure of 1472 pounds per square inch, due 
to weight of the atmosphere. Also, under the same 
conditions, a cubic foot of natural gas will weigh *04421 
pounds. But under the pressure of 60 pounds per 
square inch or the pipe pressure, be figures the 
fifl will weigh'1768 lbs. per cubic foot. This is true. 
e continues : " This weight is for the gas at the mo

ment of exit from tbe pipes, and this will be main
tained for quite a distance after leaving them owing 
to the great velocity with which the gas travels." 
It is quite evident this last assumption, that the 

weight of the gas is the same for even a second of time 
after leaving tlie pipe is wrong; because such a con
dition could only exist when tbe covering of clay and 
earth over-laying the pipes is practicably air-tight. 
And again assuming the pipes to be laid at a depth of 
four feet below tbe surface, this clay aud earth cover
ing would have to weigh 2160 pounds, or more than a 
ton, per cubic foot to hold the pressure of 60 pounds 
per square inch. 

Mr. Louttit means to say that tbe velocity ofthe gas 
is great at the pressure ofthe pipes. But it could not 
be greater than the tension of the gas under the same 
pressure. It is in point of fact equal to it, for it is the 
tension of the gas which produces such velocity, 
wliich measures it when produced. The instant the 
gas issues from tbe broken pipe tbe tension antl tbe 
velocity react against each other equally, and this takes 
place practically at tlie opening of the pipe. The gas 
under 60 pounds pressure has been compressed so that 
its atomic particles are practically | as far apart as they 
were under the ordinary atmospheric pressure. AVhen 
the pipe pressure is relieved, these particles spring 
back to their original relative, position, and their 
velocity in so doing is equal to the velocity ofthe 
escaping gas ; because, tbey react against each other. 
But the space through whicli each particle can move is 
infinitesimal!}- small, and hence the gas has assumed 
its original volume and weight practically at the open
ing ofthe pipe. 
Nevertheless this does not destroy the tendency of 

thegas downward tlirough tbe crevice and into" the 
mine in particular cases, viz., where the "vacuum" 
system of ventilating is being used in the mine. If, on 
the other hand, tbe " plenum " system is used, the gas 
will be forced upward and out through the escape pipes 
he mentions as connected with the trench. 
This brings us to a discussion which I have 

long wanted to see brought up, viz.: The relative 
merits of the force and exhaust fans. Tbe for
mer is tbe representative of the "plenum" sys
tem of ventilation and the latter represents the so-
called " vacuum " system. Formerly the expression of 
opinion was almost wholly in favor of an exhaust fan 
as compared with the force fan, no adequate reasonable 
such choice being given. An old miner once explained 
his preference for the exhaust method by laying a piece 
of hemp rope on the ground and taking it by one end 
Baid: " Boys, I can pull tbat rope all right, but I can
not push it." The arguments seem to be principally in 
favor of the force fan as far as our experience teaches 
us. But perhaps some ofthe readers of T H E COLLIERY 
E N G I N E E R can enlighten us as to the merits of the 
exhaust fan. If so, we shall be glad to bear from them. 
Let us compare the two methods by supposing them 

to be applied successively to tbe ventilation of the 
same mine, under like conditions of temperature and 
barometric presure. 
_ Let Fig. 1 represent the " plenum " system or ven
tilation by a force fan ; and Fig. 2 the " vacuum " sys
tem or ventilation of same mine by an exhaust fan. 
Let 

TORCE FAN 
(P'+P) p' 

"ri 

of pressure in the up-cast is p1 due to the atmosphere. 
And the difference of these two pressures or p will be 
the unit of ventilating pressure. N o w the total rosist-

KSQS 
ance ofthe mine K SA" or is the same in both 

cases, the quantity Q. being the same. Hence the ven
tilating pressure P = p a, necessary to overcome tbe re
sistance, must be tbe same in both systems ; and the 
unit of ventilating pressure p is the same in each case. 
By referring to Fig. 2 we see tbe unit of pressure at 
the down-cast is p1 or the unit of atmospheric pressure. 
Hence since the unit of ventilating pressure p is the 
difference between the units of actual pressure at the 
two shafts, the unit of actual pressure at the up-cast 

EXHAUST FAN 
(P'-P) 

Act mil pressure — I". 
Effective pressure =_ P> — (P' — P) 4= p. 

must be pl — p. That is to say, an exhaust fan of 
like efficiency as a force fan must be capable of reduc
ing the atmospheric pressure in a shaft as much as the 
force fan increases it. The expression (pl -j- p) denotes 
the efficiency ofthe force fan ; while (p1 — p ) denotes tbe 
same for the exhaust fan. The first of these expres
sions is a positive value and shows the efficiency of the 
fan to be limited only by tbe power of the engine and 
the strength of the fan. The expression (p1 — p) be
comes zero w b e n p = p1. Hence the power or effi
ciency ofthe exhaust fan can never exceed tbe atmos
pheric pressure. This limit however to the efficiency 
of the exhaust fan is so high as to meet all of the de
mands made upon it for mining purposes, especially as 
the velocity of the ventilating current is necessarily 
limited. 
But there is a very important advantage that the 

force fan has over the other, viz., tbe maintaining of a 
higher actual pressure, in distinction from the effective 
pressure of tbe pit. The effective pressure is the sur
plus or ventilating pressure p, and is tbe same in both 
systems of ventilation. The actual pressure per square 
foot, at any point in the mine is, in either system, equal 
to the resistance still ahead of the current, divided by 
the sectional area ofthe air-way, plus the actual press
ure per square foot in the up-cast shaft. In tbe ple
num system, tbe actual pressure per square foot in the 
pit is always greater than the pressure ofthe atmos
phere per square foot. The practical effect of this is to 
convert every crevice or fissure, reaching to the surface, 
into an outlet for the air ofthe mine, driving out what
ever gas is present in such fissure. Also, to drive back 
the gas.H which would otherwise issue from old works, 
by establishing a small leakage of air through such old 
works to find vent in tbe open air. In the vacuum 
system, on the other hand, the actual pressure per 
square foot in the pit is always less than the outside 
pressure, for the same unit of surface, and hence the 
above beneficial results are reversed ; and every crevice 
and fissure pours its gas into the pit. If such fissure 
communicates with the atmosphere, the outside air will 
be drawn or pressed into the mine through it. Every 
crevice or fissure becomes an inlet to the mine when 
the exhaust fan is used, but an outlet when force fan is 
employed. 
This we would suggest is the case where the gas from 

broken mains finds entrance into a mine. Tbese gases 
would not enter were the force fan used. If the exper
iment mentioned by Mr. Louttit, which is a good one, 
should be applied to a mine ventilated by a force fan, 
we venture tbe assertion that the gas would not have 
been found to have entered the pipe at all. 

Respectful lv 
J. t. BE._RD. 

Ottumwa, la., Jan. 23d. 

Actual pressure = (P1 + P). 
Effective pressure = (P1 + P) — P1 = P. 

p = unit of ventilating pressure. 
pl = like unit of atmosphere pressure. 

; It is evident that in Fig. 1 the actual unit of pressure 
in the down-cast must be (p1 -j- p), while the actual unit 

TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY ELEC
TRICITY. 

How It Is Done at the Edison Works, at Schenect
ady, N. Y. 

The transmission of power in mills by means of costly 
belting, pulleys, and shafting, and, in hundreds of 
cases, by steam pipes radiating from a boiler house to 
scattered auxiliary engines, has long been considered a 
costly and more or less unsatisfactory method. This 
consideration is becoming stronger and more wide
spread as tbe adaptation of electricity for tbe transmis
sion of power progresses towards further development and 
becomes better known. Mill owners, iron masters, 
spinners, carpet weavers, and others engaged in manu
facturing, who are now obliged to depend upon engines, 
with their accompanying evils of loss of power.dust, oil, 
strong smells, dangers from fire, etc., are asking them
selves if it is not possible to adopt some other method 
of power generation and transmission which will do 
away with the various disadvantages inseparably con
nected with this system. Various minor attempts at 
the utilization of electricity to operate mill and mine 
machinery at a distance, have been made within the 
past, few months, but no experiment on a really grand 
and extensive scale has been undertaken until quite 
recently. The Edison General Electric Company 
seems to have the honor of being tbe first to solve this 

problem in a comprehensive manner. Tbe trans
mission of power from one central power house, con
taining all the boilers and engines, to the forty or more 
different buildings which go to make up the Schenec
tady works ofthe Edison Company, has attracted atten
tion from all sides. A New York publication, Power, 
chiefly devoted to mechanical interests, considers the 
matter of so great importance, that, in its February 
issue, it gives a full and graphic description of the 
manner in which the elimination ofthe various defects, 
mentioned above, is effected. 
The power bouse, is situated almost in the middle of 

a piece of land twelve acres in extent, and is surrounded 
on all sides by tbe different buildings to which it sup
plies tbe necessary power. This bouse contains a bat
tery of boilers of over 2,000 Ii. P. capacity, the engines 
necessary to drive tbe electric generators and tbe gen
erators themselves. Radiating in all directions run the 
conductors through special Edison underground tubes 
to the different buildings where tbey are connected to 
Edison motors, which in turn are connected by belts to 
the shafting serving to operate tbe machinery. By 
tbe adoption of this method, the general aspect ofthe 
interior of the buildings is entirely changed. Former
ly, there stood in a corner of each building a small in
dependent engine connected by steam piping to the 
boiler bouse, giving off its superfluous steam, smelling 
of lubricating oil and raising the temperature, occasion
ally, to an unbearable degree. Now, in the place ofthe 
engine, and occupying, perhaps, less than a quarter of 
the space, is a small motor, a switchboard, and a regu
lator. One throw of a small switch lever, tbe motor is 
running noiselessly, and tbe whole machinery in the 
building is in motion. There is no trouble, no engine 
on center, no steani, no smell, and no dirt. The atten
tion required by the motor is very slight, and one of 
tbe workmen looks after it without allowing it to in
terfere with his ordinary occupation to any appreciable 
degree. Tbe machinery in the forty odd buildings, 
operated by the motors, drawing their motive force, 
electricity, from the central power bouse,gives employ
ment to over 3,500 men. Electricity is also conveyed 
along the wires to the different testing rooms where all 
kinds of electrical power apparatus is continually under 
delicate test. In addition, the two largest machine 
shops, properly so called, where the big Edison 
dynamos and their smaller brothers are assembled, and 
the foundry, are each equipped with traveling cranes, 
which are operated exclusively by means of electrical 
motors. These are so constructed that tbey respond 
immediately to the slightest desire of the motor man, 
and are capable of raising and transferring immense 
weights with ease and rapidity. Here also are to be 
found the huge shears for cutting iron, and the large 
and small trip-hammers, all owing their working ability 
to electricity generated at a point many hundreds of 
yards distant. 
In addition, Power, gives the following facts in figures: 
The power plant comprises an Armington A Sims 10 

x 12 engine of 150 Ii. P., driving on 100 Kilowatt Rail
road Generator and two 100 Kilowatt Standard Gener
ator, and another Armington & Sims engine of same 
proportions, in reserve, coupled to one 50 Kilowatt and 
one 100 Kilowatt Generator. A small engine of same 
make of 25 H. P. drives three S'5 Kilowatt generators, 
There are also two 300 H. P. Edison Triple Automatic 
Engines, each driving two of the new Edison 100 Kilo
watt Multipolar Dynamos,and a 150 H. P. Triple Auto
matic engine driving two 60 Kilowatt Generators of 
formerstandard Edison type. The boiler battery consists 
of three boilers of 500 H.P, each,and three of 250 Ii. P. 
each, making a total of 2,250; this will eventually be 
laised to 3,000 II. P., when tbe three additional 250 H. P. 
boilers are put up. The present generator or dynamo 
capacity is about 1,000 Kilowatts. This will be in
creased to 1,400 Kilowatts as soon as possible and the 
normal capacity ofthe power station will then be 1,900 
H, P. The normal output is about 950 H. P., at the 
present moment, but this is increasing as the new shops 
no up. Thepresentfloorareaof the Schenectady AVorks 
is 1P84 acres. Current is distributed to 43 motorB of 
standard Edison type, which would represent a capacity 
of 1,324 Kilowatts if run to their full capacity. About 
20,000 feet of single conductor wire is used to convey tbe 
power from the central house to the motors and this 
does not include the wiring of the buildings or the 
conductors laid in Edison underground tubes. The 
voltage of the motor circuit is 250 volts, the lightg run
ning on 125 volt circuits. The loss of power in trans
mission is small when compared with theenormous loss 
when steam was conveyed to the smallindependenten-
gines in tbe scattered buildings. 
Thus it will be seen from the foregoing that from the 

points of view of both economy and expediency the 
days ofthe universal use of steam alone in power trans
mission, are numbered. The impetus has been given 
to a new departure, and the progressive Nineteenth 
Century ideas will effect the rest. 

PERSONALS. 

Ma. J O H N W E A R , Ex-Superintendent ofthe Coleraine col
liery of AV. T. Carter & Co., died at his home at Beaver 
Meadow, Pa., on the 20th inst. Mr. AVear was well and 
favorably known in the Schuylkill region, where be had 
resided for a lung time. The Iiuzleton Sentinel recently 
published a sketch of his life. 
Mr. MORGAN D. ROSSER, who has been superintendent of 
the lour collieries of the Kingston Coal Co. for the past 
twenty-five years has resigned. 
Mn, E. B. LEISENRINC, the well-known coal operator, and 
one of the most prominent citizens of Mauch Chunk, Pa,, 
was married to Miss Annie May AVickbam, of New York, 
on the 16th instant. 

Mr. W . L. Bellis of Cleveland, Ohio, writes us that 
his patent mine collar is rapidly winning its way into 
still greater popularity, and all mines that once 
use them become regular customers. 
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MINING THIN COAL SEAMS IN 
SOURI A N D KANSAS. 

MIS-

BY ARTHUR WINSLOW, STATE GEOLOGIST, AND LEO GLUCK, 

ASSISTANT, MISSOURI GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

[From a Preliminary Keport of tlie Coal Deposits of Missouri.] 

The fact of the prevalence of thin coal beds in some 
parts of tbe State has already been referred to in the 
preceding chapter on the coal industry of the State. 
Some of the reasons why such beds can be worked with 
profit were there given." It is here proposed to describe 
the processes by which these beds are mined, in order 
that their entire availability may be appreciated and 
understood. 

The data from which the following article is prepared 
are derived chiefly from a study of the mines in Xa-
fayette County, Missouri, where the coal bed is about 20 
inches thick, and from an inspection of such at Leaven
worth, where tbe coal is 22 inches thick, and at Osage 
City, Kansas, where it is only 14 inches thick; tbese 
three localities being in the districts in which such thin 
beds are most extensively operated. 
Tbe general system of miningadoptedis the Longwall 

method. The prominent recommendation of this method 
is that it admits of all the coal in the mine being ex
cavated, none being lost in pillars, as in the pillar and 
room method. Hence tbe amount of coal taken out in 
the former case, from any given area is greater than in 
the latter case. 
In the past the belief was general that a tough and 

somewhat flexible roof was an essential condition for 
tbe successful use of the Longwall method. The con
ditions in Missouri and adjoining States necessitated, 
however, a removal of this restriction and, as mining 
progressed, a svstem of Longwall working has de
veloped by which the coal is taken out from under 
comparatively weak and unstable roofs. AA'e hence 
recognize a division ofthe process of mining these thin 
beds into tbe following two parts : 
Mrst, wliere the roof is strong and flexible. 
Second, where the roof is comparatively weak and brittle. 
Tbe former condition is, of course, the preferable one 

and, underthe latter conditions, work cannot be prose
cuted when the roof is extremely soft and weak, and it 
is always more expensive and somewhat more danger
ous than with tbe first. An essential condition, with 
either method, is that there be enough material avail
able, either from the roof or floor, to supply tbe 
packing necessary for partially supporting the roof. 
This will be better understood after the following de
scription ofthe methods of work is read. 
The ideal location in these flat beds, wdiere the ques

tion of drainage is not the preponderating one, and 
when the system of mining alone is considered, is at 
the center of the property, or, more properly, in the 
center ofthe coal area. 

METHOD OF MINING WITH A STIiOXG AND FLEXIBLE ROOF-

AVith the most approved practice, when the roof is 
strong and flexible, the following is the general line of 
procedure when the mine is operated by a shaft: 

From the bottom of the shaft four entries are driven in 
the coal at right angles to each other for a distance of 
from 20 to 50 fret, this distance depending on the char
acter and strength of the roof, the depth of the coal be
neath the surface, upon the nature of the underlying 
clay and also upon tbe anticipated period of operation 
ofthe shaft. From the ends of these rudimentary en
tries cross-cuts are then driven connecting the former 
with each other, as is illustrated in Fig. 1. From tbe ex
terior sides of these cross-cuts the coal is next mined 
radially from the shaft, the main entries advancing 
with tbe face and being kept open by gob walls and 
packing. This process continues until the face has ad

it tbe mining of the coal continues as before. AVhen 
this has proceeded to such a distance that the haul 
along tbe face of the coal to the entries again becomes 
excessive, bifurcation ofthe entries is again resorted to, 
although the angle at which the new entries separate 
from the original direction will be different from what 
it was in the first case. 
The process continues until the limits of the property 

are reached, unless the coal be at such a shallow depth 
that it is more economical to sink a new shaft tban to 
have a very long underground haul. 
In illustration ofthe general process of mining above 

directed the preceding outline sketch of the map of a 
mine operated by this method is presented in Fig. 1. 
Tbe position of the shaft and of the adjacent pillars 
will be readily recognized, the packing of gob is indi
cated by the irregular shading, while the face of the 
coal is plainly shown by the black band surrounding 
the whole. 

METHOD OF MINING WITH A WEAK AND BRITTLE ROOF-

W h e n the roof is comparatively weak, and brittle, a 
method of mining is pursued which differs from tbe 
last described in tbat less space is left between the ad
vancing face and the packing which follows it. Thus, 
while in the former case, a track is laid along the face 
between tbe entries, over which the coal is pushed in 
boxes, in the latter case no track is laid along the face, 
but the coal is removed directly along numerous subor
dinate entries. By this means much less open space 
need be left at any one time between the packing and 
the face, with consequent less strain upon the roof. 
The general mode of proceeding is as follows: From 

the foot of the shaft entries are driven in opposite 
directions forashort distance in the coal. As soon as a 
sufficient length of face is exposed for mining operations 
to proceed, the coal is attacked on both sides of tbe 
entry along the whole length. As the face advances 
the waste material or gob is thrown behind and, at tbe 
same time, ways are left with packed walls on both 
sides at intervals of about 40 feet. With the best prac
tice these passage-ways are run at right angles to the 
main entry. Between two passage-ways, along the 
main entry, walls of packing are carefully built. The 
interval between two such is known as a room, and is 
generally operated by one miner. 
The general plan of thus starting such w*ork is shown 

in Fig. 2. 

FIG. 1. 
Plan of mine operated by Longwall method In strong und 

vanced some SOO feet, and until tbe distance between 
the ends of each two adjacent entries is about 1200 feet. 
W h e n this stage is readied the face is still pushed for
ward in the same direction as before, but instead ofone 
entry being open and left packed, two are now left, 
which radiate from the main entry, one on tbe right-
hand side, one on the left-band sid'e, each at an angle 
of 45° with the original direction of this main-entry. 
In tbe angle between these two new entries a triangu
lar gob wall is built as a permanent pillar, and beyond 

At a distance from the shaft of about. 100 feet cross-
entries parallel with the room-ways, are started,on each 
side ofthe main entry, which are kept open by packed 
walls continuously to the limits of the workings. 
Between these cross-entries tbe rooms are continued in 

a direction at right angles to the main entry, while, be
yond these cross-entries, rooms are now started parallel 
to the main entry. Each room is made about 200 feet 
long and beyond this cross-entries are opened from 
which new rooms are started. This method is more 
difficult to describe than the last. A study, however, 
of Fig. 3 will make tbe method of work plain. The 
double broken lines there shown are entries, whereas 
the single solid lines are room-ways. Between these 

are the packing and gob. Tbe 
heavy black band around the mar
gin is the face of the coal. The 
object in having tbe various entries 
and in not running the rooms to 
an indefinite length, is manifestly 
to limit tbe distance which the 
miner has to push his boxes of 
coal, and to gather the various 
boxes into entries at frequent in
tervals, 
The two methods of work above 

outlined are both with shafts. 
With drift mines the method of 
working is the same, only tbe 
length of face subtends a smaller 
angle tban with the shaft mining. 

DETAILS OF LONGWALL MINING. 

Having now given a description 
of the general principles of min
ing in tbese thin coal beds, we 
will proceed to a discussion of the 
details. 

Methods of driving entries.—The 
method of entry-driving in these 
coal beds, varies with local con
ditions. 
_ As the coal bed itself is not suffi
ciently thickfora traveling way to 
be confined to it, it is generally 
necessary to cut down the roof, or 

flexible roof to ta'ie UP t*"ie n o o r lQ order to ac
quire tbe requisite height. The sec

tion of such an entry is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the larger 
mines a height of about 6 feet is usually desired in the 
ma in-entries. In the mines at Osage City, however, the 
entry is cut only 4 feet high and 4 feet wide, but here the 
roof is a soft shale and generally falls down so that a 
height of 6 to 8 feet prevails. "The entry is driven 
narrow here so as to prevent heavy roof falls. In the 
Leavenworth Mines the dimensions of the entry are 5 
feet wide at the base, 4 feet at the top, and 6 feet high. 
In Lafayette County the height of the entry is about 5 

feet and the width varies up to 12 feet with the double 
track entry ; the roof here is self-supporting and there 
are not the same restrictions to the width of the entry 
tbat prevail in mines with weaker roofs. In minor 
entries and room-ways, and also in very small mines 
where mules are not used, very little roof or bottom is 
taken out and the height in many cases is only about 
3 or 4 feet. 

Entry driving in the solid coal is only done at the 
beginning ofthe work, through the pillar at the foot of 
tbe shaft. Beyond this the entry work consists in 
packing the wa'llson each side, brushing down tbe roof 
or taking up the floor and laying tbe track. The method 
of doing this and tbe attendant cost vary with different 
conditions. In the vicinity of Lexington the entry is 
driven through tbe pillar by first undercutting the 
coal to a distance of 18 or 24 inches and then shearing 
the coal on each side of the entry to a corresponding 
depth. Tbe rib of coal thus left is then wedged down 
and removed. The coal bed here is less than 2 
feet thick and, between it and the overlying limestone 
roof rock, there are only a few inches of shale. Hence, 
in order to acquire the requisite height for hauling 
in tbe entries, the clay underlying the coal is lifted to 
a depth of 2.1 feet. In places, where there is more shale 
between the cap rock and the coal, less of the under
lying clay is taken up, and the roof shale is brushed 
down. Elsewhere,as in the Leavenworth Mines, where 
there is no roof rock, but a large body of shale imme
diately overlying the coal, the requisite height of entry 
is obtained entirely by brushing the roof. Under con
ditions such as sometimes obtain near Corder, in La
fayette County, wberethe overlying shale andthe under
lying clay are both thin, the roof rock is shot down in 
part. This lifting of the bottom clay, or brushing and 
shooting of the roof is necessary both in the entry be
yond the solid pillar as well as in the latter. 
The cost of thus driving an entry varies with the dif

ferent conditions. In the vicinity of Lexington tbe re
moval of the coal in the entry through the pillar costs 
aboutS5.00a running yard. The lifting of the tough, 
hard bottom clay to a depth of 3 feet in entries cost 
about §2.50 per running yard. In the vicinities of 
Corder and Higginsville, where the roof rock is shot 
clown to a height of about 3 feet, the cost is about 
§2.00 a running yard. 

At Leavenworth and about Osaire City, where fissile 
shale overlies the coal,S1.25 a yard is paid for brushing 
down the roof, in the main entries, to a height of about 
4 feet above the coal. In tbe short room-ways, in these 
mines, the miner brushes down the roof to a height 
sufficient for man haulage, without extra pay. Track-
laying is done by tbe companies in the main-entries; 
and such props as are necessary there are also furnished 
by tbe company. In tbe room -ways the miner lays 
the temporary track there used, and the company fur
nishes the necessary material. 
Method of Mining Coal,—The method of mining the 

coal is essentially the same in both of the systems 
previously defined. The coal is undercut along the 
whole face, to a depth of about 18 or 24 inches, and is 
wedged down, or falls from the weight of the superin
cumbent strata. These general conditions are illustrated 
in Fig. 5. The practice is for a certain length of face 
to be assigned to each miner and he is paid at a fixed 
rate for the amount of coal which he gets out. The 
under-cutting is done, in almost all cases, by hand, no 
machine cutter having been successfully used in such 
mining in the districts examined. 
In addition to tbe work of undercutting and wedging 

the miner has, further, to load the coal and sometimes 
to push it to tbe entries; to pack the gob, to keep his 
room-way open, and to lay tbe track in these room-
ways, and to move it along as the face advance. He, 
further furnishes his lamp oil and all tools, and keeps 
the latter in repair. AVhen props are necessary at the 

FIG. 3. 

face he puts these in place, but they are furnished him 
by the company ready for setting." The undercutting 
is generally done in the clay under tbe coal and is 
about 4 inches high at tbe face, tapering towards the 
end. Where tbe underlying material is excessively 
bard, however, or where there is little or no clay the 
cutting is done directly in the lower bench of coal. 
This is, of course, objectionable in tbat it causes waste 
of coal. Tbe length of face worked by one miner 
varies from 20 to 60 feet, and the length of cut per 
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shift varies 10 to 40 feet, according to the character of 
the underlying material, the thickness ofthe coal, and 
•other minor conditions. A cut of about 20 feet is per
haps a fair average. With the strong roof, where a 
track is layed along the face, the distance between the 
face ofthe coal and the gob packing is generally about 
seven feet, and this must be kept clear by the miner. 

With the weak roof, where no track is layed along 

FIG. 4. 

the face, the space is generally not more than three 
feet. In Lafayette Co., and in the Leavenworth Mines, 
the miner is paid at the rate of about 4c. per bushel 
($1.00 per net ton) for the clean coal which he mines. 
In tbe Osage district about a cent more per bushel is 
paid in consideration of the thinness of the bed and 
the consequent increased difficulty of mining. 
MeUiods of building pillars and packing gob. The 

method of supporting tbe roof is different in the two 
systems described in the preceding pages. AVhere the 
roof is a strong one a heavy and well packed wall is 
carried along by tbe miner on each side ofthe entries. 
Between these, continuous pillars, less carefully packed, 
are carried along at right angles to the face, as the work 
advances. These pillars are built of the heavier and 
larger blocks of waste material, and in between them 
the smaller and loose material is shoveled. 
The plan of work above described i. well illustrated 

in Fig. 6. 
The distance between each pillar is generally about 

6 feet, tbe wall itsel f is usually about two feet thick and 
it is tightly wedged with the roof at the top. The 
miner who works adjacent to the entry builds the 
entry wall, generally without extra pay. The differ
ence between this wall and the others is that it is made 
of the larger blocks, is more carefully, packed and is 
built with a smooth face towards the entry. Tbe 
proximity ofthe miner to the road bead is thought to 
be a compensating consideration for the extra work of 
building this wall; in some casej, however, a small ex
tra allowance of pay is made for this work. 
In mines with weak roofs pillars are carried only 

along the entries and in tbe room-ways between 
these, props are placed in rows running vertically to 
the face. In the Osage district, of Kansas, each prop 
in such a roof is IS in. apart, and each row is 2 L to 3 
feet from the adjoining one. As the work proceeds tbe 
entry walls are built of the larger material and tbe 
loose material is thrown in around these rows of props. 
In Fig. 7 this plan of work is illustrated. 

Cross section illustrating the method of mining coal. 

The method of hauling. In the larger mines hauling 
in the entries is generally done with mules. They 
haul the coal in trips of several cars, the number being 
dependent upon the grades encountered in the entries. 
In some large mines, where tbe grades are very slight, 
or the coal dips towards tbe outlet, the cars are run out 
singly by tbe miner, and this is generally the case in 
small mines. Tbe capacity of the cars is generally 
about one-half a ton or less, tbey being small and low 
on account ofthe limited working space. The track in 
the entries is generally a light T-rail, spiked to wooden 
ties. AVhere the track runs along tbe face, the rails 
are tbe same, but tbey are tied together by iron bars. 
As the face advances the whole track is moved forward 
by the miners. This track between two entries is not 
connected at the middle, but has loose ends. As it ad
vances with the face, the distances between the diverg
ing entries necessarily increases, and to allow for this 
additional lengths of track are added from time to time. 
The entry track and face track are connected by a flat 
iron plate on which the cars can be readily transferred 
from the one to the other. In some mines, where the 
entry is wide, a switch is laid at eacli road-head, where 
empty cars or boxes are stored and full cars can pass 
each other. Further, in mines with soft roofs, where 
the cars come from a large number of different points, 
turn-outs are provided in tbe entries, where empty 
trips coming in can pass the full ones going out. The 
transfer plate at the road-bead is not advanced with 
each moving of tbe face track, but, generally, remains 
in the same place for two or three days, tbe face track 
being curved back to meet it. Along the room-ways, 
in mines with weak roofs, only temporary tracking is 
laid of wooden strips 1-j" x 3// in section. 
In mines with strong roofs the empty cars are all run 

in along the face track, to the various places of work, 
by the "pusher," and are then filled by the miner. 
After the cars are filled they are removed successively 
from the face track to the entry track by the " pusher," 
beginning with the car nearest the entry. As each full 
car is removed an empty one to replace it is brought in 
and.is temporarily turned up off of the track so as to 
allow the full ones beyond to pass by, as they are 
pushed out. 

In mines with weak roofs the car is run to the end of 
each roadway and is then loaded by the miner, who 
either shoves each block of coal separately to tbe face 
ofthe roadway, or slides it in on small sled-like buggies 
to such roadways, and there loads it on to the cars. 
, Methods of ventilating and draining. The system of 
ventilation in these mines is extremely simple ; in fact 
it is one ofthe points recommending these methods of 
Longwall work that', when properly prosecuted, the 
mines are so easily ventilated. 
In some cases the entire fresh air current is carried 

from the downcast shaft out one of the entries to the 
face, it is then split to the right and left and carried 
around the whole face to the end ofthe opposite entry, 
along which it returns to the upcast shaft. In other cases 
the air current is split at the beginning, at the foot of 
the downcast shaft, and is then carried in opposite 
directions to the face, where each current is again split 
to the right and left. Tbese currents then pass along 
the face around a quadrant ofa circle, where two from 
opposite directions unite and pass back along one entry 
to the upcast shaft. The entries which are off tbe line 
of tbe main currents are generally cut off from these 
currents by brattices or doors, and are generally ven
tilated by the occasional opening ofthe doors or by the 
leakages through the brattices. In some cases small 
side-currents are kept up constantly along side entries 
which are much used. 

The draining of many of tbe mines, in which this 
system of work is carried on, is a very simple matter, 
inasmuch as little or no water accumulates in them. 
AVhere water exists it is drained towards a sump 
located at a low point, and is thence pumpedtothesur-
face. For drawing tbe water to these sumps, small 
ditches or drains are dug along the entries, and, in 
some cases, small drain tile is used. A large amount of 
water in connection with such mining is an especially 

Plan Illustrating pillaT work und gob packing with a strong roof. 

serious objection, inasmuch as it tends to weaken the 
roof, to soften tbe underlying clay, and to produce ex
cessive settling and squeezing throughout the mine. 
Concluding remarks. The fact that, with the methods 

of mining which have been described, all of the coal 
can be removed from tbe ground, has already been re
ferred to as tbe chief recommendation. The ease of 
ventilation has also been referred to and the simplicity 
of the plan of work further recommends it to use. It 
is desirable, however, in order that the best results may 
be reached, that the work be prosecuted regularly and 
uniformly, so that the face advance equally in all direc
tions and preserve approximately the shape ofa circle. 
If this is not done the coal will not split off freely at 
some points along the face, while elsewhere it willsplit 
off before a sufficiently deep undercut has been made. 
Further, unequal settling resulting from this irregular 
work will produce inequalities in the floor and roof, 
which become obstructions in hauling tbe coal along 
the face. A greater fracturing of the roof is also liable 
to result, accompanied by all of tbe attendant diffi
culties. All of such Longwall mining, however, causes a 
greater or less fracturing of the roof. On this account, 
it is not generally practicable to carry it on when the 
mining is near the surface, and when the surface is a 
wet one. An excessive amount of water is admitted to 
the mine in such cases. It can also not be practiced at 
a shallow depth when the overlying property is of 
great value, for the reason that the effects of the settling 
may be transmitted to the surface and cause serious 
damage. 
A number of suggestions might be made in the 

nature of improvements upon the methods of mining 
these beds, both in this state and in Kansas. Among 
these are the introduction of rope and power haulage, 
and the use of machine cutters. In the direction of 
rope haulage nothing has yet been done. The reasons 
generally given, are thai the properties worked are too 
small -and the amount of coal available too little to 

Plan illustrating pillar work and gob packing with a weak roof. 

warrant tbe introduction of an expensive plant. 
Further, the shallow depths at which the coal is found 
in many places, make it cheaper to have frequent open
ings from the surface than to haul the coal far under
ground^}* p o ^ r or otherwise. In the future, as the 
industry develops, and as tbe demand becomes greater 
and more regular, some of the conditions will change, 
and improvements in these and other directions will 
probably be made which will lessen the cost of produc
tion. At the Mendota Mine in the northern part ofthe 
state, where the coal bed is nearly 3 feet thick, rope 
haulage is already successfully used, but here both the 
pillar and room as well as the Longwall method are 
practiced. 
Machine cutters have been experimented with to a 

limited extent in Lafayette County, but not with suc

cess. The Harrison machine was used. The chief 
reasons given for tbe failure ofthe experiment are the 
lack of competent and willing labor, and the excessive 
amount of refuse which the cutters made. The coal bed 
here was only abou; IS in. thick, however, and the 
cutter took out nearly a foot of clay. This together 
with the overlying shale which came down with the 
coal was more tban could be disposed of in the mine, 
and hence had to be hauled to the surface at excessive 
cost. At the same Mendota Mine in the northern part 
ofthe state, in which rope haulage is practiced, machine 
cutters have also been introduced and are successfully 
used. AA7e do not feel, at present, at all convinced that 
with some form of machine especially adapted to these 
thin beds, machine cutting may not be'in near future 
successfully prosecuted. 

Lunkenheimer Lever and Throttle Valves. 

Lunkenheimer's lever throttle valves are especially 
adapted as throttles fortraction, hoisting, and yacht en
gines, steam shovels, saw mills, pile drivers, steam 
hammers, and wherever compact, simple, durable, 
and reliable quick opening valves are wanted. They 
may be operated by tbe handle or rod attachment, and 
are so balanced that they can be set at any desired 
opening. They are constructed of few parts, and there
fore will not get out of order. The discs being loose 
and provided with ball and socket bearings, wear even
ly and make a tight joint. Being aware of the im
portant service these valves are put to, the utmost care 

SECTION SHOWIN NSTRUCTION. 

is taken in their manufacture and all are carefully in
spected and thoroughly tested before leaving the 
factory. Tbey are in practical use by the leading trac
tion and hoisting engine builders throughout tbe United 
States, but are also suitable for other steam purposes, 
the lever movement being very convenientand indicat
ing the exact opening of the valve. They are made in 
brass from :-} to 21 inches and in iron from 2.V to 6 
inches. Tbey can be supplied liy any dealer or by the 
Lunkenheimer Brass Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati, O. They 
have a very interesting catalogue of superior steam 
specialties such as valves, lubricators, oil and 
cups, etc., which can be bad on application. 

Encouraging* Excerpts. 

MASON REGULATOR Co., Boston, Mass. : 
G E N T L E M E N : AVe are using the damper regulator, and 

are sntistied that it is paying for itself in the saving of fuel. 
Since its use, we having not had a single blow-off. 

Yours Respectfully, 
CRYSTAL SPUING B R E W I N G CO. 

Syracuse, N. Y. 
MASON REGULATOR CO., Boston, Mass.: 
I received the pump pressure regulator ordered of you 

some time ago. It works first rate, and is the best thing of 
the kind I have ever used. 

Yours respectfully, 
W I L L I A M M, DAVIS, 

Engineer Racine Wagon & Carriage Co. 
Racine, Wis. 

M O R A L :—" Go thou and do likewise." 
MASON REGULATOR CO., Boston, Moss.: 
I have just finished placing your governor, with all con

nections on my machine. I tried the same, and it worked 
admirably. 

Yours Respectfully, 
M. K. GOETZ, 

Proprietor City Brewery, St. Joseph, Mo. 
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Scranton, Pa. 
Oable Address—" Retsof, Scranton." 
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^TATCH FOR 
FUTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

OF THE 

THOMSON-VAN DEPOELE 
ELECTRIC MINING COMPANY, 

ON THB OUTSIDE COVER. 

D IRECT BLOW MINING MACHINES MOTOR CARS FOR MINE HAULAGE 
ELECTRIC PUMPS 
POWER DYNAMOS 
SPECIAL MOTORS 

INSTALLED AND RESULTS GUARANTEED 

The Sperry Electric Mining Machine Co. 

Write for Esti 
and Description of Plant 

in Operation. 

39TH ST. A N D STEWART AVE., 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

IT IS NECESSARY A N D WILL BE BENE
FICIAL. 

S i n c e the close of the war the Anthracite coal trade 

has been in an anomalous condition. The produc

tion has increased from ten million to forty million 

tons, but for nearly the whole period the mines have been 

in condition to produce more coal th an could be profitably 

marketed, and prices have fallen from $10 per ton, the 

retail price in Philadelphia in 1866, to $5 per ton, the 

retail price at present. The wages paid for mining 

have been reduced one-half and because it is necessary 

to restrict production to obtain even §5.00 per ton at 

retail in Philadelphia, the collieries are only worked 

from three-fourths to one-half time. All classes inter

ested in the production of coal are suffering because of 

this unnatural condition. The capital invested in the 

collieries is not profitable; the mine officers are not 

paid as well for their services as the same class in other 

branches of industry not requiring aa great technical 

knowledge and executive ability, and the Anthracite 

miner earns less than other workmen who perform 

the same amount of work and run the same risk of in- I 

jury or death from accident. 

The causes of this peculiar condition are, First: Too I 

much capital has been invested in the production and 

transportation of coal. More railroads than can be 

operated profitably have been built to distribute the 

product of the mines and more mjnes tban are neces

sary have been opened to supply these roads with ton

nage. Second : With tlie object of cheapening the cost 

of production in order to realize profits on the low 

prices for coal which have prevailed for many years, 

the operators have largely increased their output. 

Many new collieries have been opened and the capacity 

of those already opened has been largely increased. 

The result is that the capacity to produce is far ahead 

of the demand for consumption, and for years it ha. 

been impossible to obtain prices for coal that will pay 

the operators reasonable interest upon then- invest

ments and tbe miners fair wages for their labor. 

An association was first formed to prevent the ruinous 

effects of over-production and to secure a remunerative 

price for coal in 1872. This association was dissolved 

the first of September, 1870, because one of the com

panies w:as shipping more than its proportion. The 

history of the trade in 1S77 and 1879 (when unrestricted 

competition prevailed) shows how far in advance ofthe 

requirements for consumption the development of col

lier)' property is maintained. It also proved that with. 

out restriction of production and regulation of prices 

both mining and transportation interest must be ruined. 

At the New York auction sale of the D. L. & "W. Co. in 

November, 1877, prices fell to tbe lowest point as yet 

reached. The average price obtained, that year by the 

P. & R. C. & I. Co., for lump coal at Philadelphia was $2.40 

per ton. In 1878 there was a new association formed 

which expired by limitation at the end of the year and 

1S79 was another season of unlimited production. The 

losses suffered that year by the coal producing interest. 

have been estimated at thirty million dollars. Coal was 

sold on board vessels at Philadelphia at $2.00 per ton 

At the September auction sale in New York the price 

realized for broken coal was only $1.97f per ton. These 

prices are less than cost in the cars at the mines. 

This lesson was a severe one and it has not been 

necessary to repeat it. Since 1S79 the Anthracite 

interests have acted with sufficient harmony to 

prevent the ocurrence of another such disastrous 

experience, but there has been a great deal of friction 

because ofthe failure ofthe parties interested to act in 

good faith, and it has been found impossible to advance 

prices to a remunerative point, when there is no penalty 

for violating the mutual agreement as to the amount of 

coal to be mined and the price at which it is to be 

sold. 
Tbe pooling of interests by the owners of the Phila

delphia & Reading R, R. Co.; the Lehigh Valley R. R 

Co., and the N e w Jersey Central R. R. Co., and the 

purchase by the capitalists interested in them ofa large 

interest in the I>. L. & W . R. R. Co. is a movement to 

control the Anthracite coal trade and by introducing 

economies and regulating production to make the busi

ness of mining Anthracite coal remunerative. It wil] 

be better if the leasing of the Lehigh Valley and N e w 

Jersey Central properties by the Reading Company shall 

not prove unconstitutional since if the three roads can 

be placed under one management great economies inthK 

administration of the properties can be effected. The 

more economical the management of these large com

panies the greater will be tbeir earnings and the more 

liberal they can afford to be to the individual operators 

and to the employes of their mining departments, and 

the less it will be necessary to advance prices to make 

the business pay. If the leases are declared unconstitu

tional plans will be devised to accomplish the end 

aimed at. It is not necessary to discuss what action 

will be taken should such a contingency arise, but if 

the owners of the four largest companies interested in 

the Anthracite coal trade wish to do away with the 

ruinous competition that lias so long ruled they can do 

so. A saving of 25 cents pier ton in the cost of mining, 

transporting, and marketing the Anthracite coal pro

duct of forty million tons (or an advance in prices of 

that much) will add ten millions of dollars per annum to 

the earnings of the companies to be divided between the 

capital invested in transporting and mining the coal and 

the labor engaged in producing it. The proportion of 

this which will Jail to the operators and to labor will be 

so considerable as to largely benefit the whole popula

tion ofthe Anthracite coal counties. 

That the effect of this agreement by the owners of 

the coal carrying companies to act together will be to 

raise the price of Anthracite to exorbitant figures, as is 

so freely predicted by the New York and other journals, 

is ridiculous. As we have shown, Anthracite coal has 

been sold at prices so low that there has been no profit 

in mining, and both operators and miners have suf

fered. Hereafter it will not be mined if it cannot be 

sold at a profit, and the operator and miner will be 

benefited. Exorbitant prices will not be asked for it. 

Bituminous coal is plentiful and cheap and if the price 

of Anthracite is placed too high the public will use soft 

coal. 

The attitude of certain men, high in position in labor 

organizations, in opposition to this pooling of interests 

is something we cannot understand. It is certain that 

the prices obtained for coal will be higher and more 

regular than in the past, and as the wages of the 

Schuylkill miners are fixed by a sliding scale regu

lated by tbe rise and fall in the price of coal, it is also 

certain that tbeir earnings will be increased. If the 

earnings of the Schuylkill miners are greater tbe wages 

of those in the Lehigh, Wyoming, and Lackawanna re

gions will also be better. For twenty-five years every ef-

fortof the miners and laborers ofthe Anthracite coal re

gions to prevent the many reductions in wages which 

have been rendered necessary by the decline in the 

prices of coal, due to over-production, or to secure ad

vances in wages has resulted in defeat, because it has 

been impossible to get good pay out of an industry 

which could not afford to pay high wages. In plain-

language it has been impossible "to milk a dry cow." 

This movement to control the trade and advance prices 

is the first encouraging rift in the gloomy outlook for 

labor in the Anthracite coal regions for many years^ 

and yet we find men, whose occupation it is to advocate 

measures to secure better pay for the workmen, an

tagonizing it. 

THE COLLIERY ENGINEER SCHOOL OP 

MINES. 
I T is only four months since we enrolled our first stu

dent in The Colliery Engineer School of Mines, and 

we have now 275 in our books. Tlie course ismeet-

ingwith success beyond the most sanguine expectations, 

and the school has every prospect of becoming one of 

the largest and most popular institutes for technical 

education in the United States. Our students reside in 

every state in the Union, from Pennsylvania in the 

East, to Washington in the West and Alabama in the 

South, while Nova Scotia and British Columbia each 

supply a few. W e also number on our roll men in all 

positions from the mining engineer, mine superintend

ent, and mine foreman, to tbe miner. 

W e believe that few have an adequate idea of the 

completeness of the Lesson Papers or the thoroughness 

of tbe method of instruction. W e do not supply the 

student with a superficial text-book, and leave him to 

flounder through it alone. W e take right hold of each 

scholar and stick to him until he is proficient, whether 

it takes weeks or months. 

W h e n we first introduced this system of study we 

made the fee low in order to place it favorably before 

the public, because as it was something new it was na

tural some people should doubt the success ofthe system. 

Now, however, tbe continued approval of our students 

and tbe rapid progress they are making are sufficient 

evidence of its worth, and on the lst of Jane the fees 

will be increased to $35 for a complete mining or com

plete mechanical scholarship, payable in advance, or to 

$40 if paid by installments. The partial scholarships 

will be each raised to $20. 

W e wish to announce to our students that the In

struction Papers on Surveying will soon be ready. 

The first class for field practice, at Scranton, will start on 

June 1st, and those who intend taking advantage of it 

should apply for their Surveying papers, so as to have 

them studied previous to that date. 

ILLINOIS MINING INSTITUTE. 
W E are pleased to record the inauguration of a 

State Mining Institute for Illinois. It would 

be to the advantage of every man interested in 

mining if similar associations were started in every 

State in the Union. There is nothing better for the 

perfecting of a mining engineer's or mine manager's edu

cation than periodical meetings forthe reading of papers 

and friendly interchange of views. 

The first meeting of the Institute was held at Spring

field, 111., on February 19th, when the following officers 

were elected : President, J. C. Simpson, of St. Louis; 

First Vice-President, Richard Ramsay, of Braceville; 

Second Vice-President, Walter Rutledge, of Alton; 

Third Vice-President, Hugh Murray, of Sparta; Secre

tary, J. S. Lord, of Springfield; Treasurer, Thos. R. 

Stockett, of St. Louis ; Executive Council, W m . Scaife, 

of Coal City ; G. C. Simpson, of Springfield ; J. D. Peters, 

of Murphysboro ; Robert Lee, of Cable ; R. D. Fletcher, 

of Streator. 

The object of the organization is educational, and as 

all the members are in positions of responsibility as to 

life and property the Institute will embrace within its 
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scope all matters relating to safety and economy in 

mining. The next meeting will probably be held in 

May. 

During the meeting Prof. Joshua Lindabl, the State 

Geologist, drew attention to a circular be had issued to all 

the Illinois coal operators regard ing a proposed State min _ 

ing exhibit at the World's Fair. The Illinois Board Of 

Commissioners refused to allocate any money for this 

purpose. Prof. Lindahl thereupon wrote to every coal 

operator in tbe State asking them to send, at their own 

expense, a specimen of their coal to be exhibited, along 

with an analysis. The person to do the sampling for 

the analysis was, however, not to be of the operatorsi 
but of Prof. Lindahl's selecting, and we are not surprised 

to hear that out of eighty operators who troubled 

to reply to the invitation only five of them showed any 

inclination to respond. W e should say these five happy 

mortals must have gems of coal seams. The guileless-

ness of Prof. Lindahl's circular is highly typical of a 

true student of nature—not human nature. 

T H E N E W C A M B R I A L I B R A R Y B U I L D 

ING AT JOHNSTOWN. PA. 

AMONG the many buildings which were utterly 

destroyed by the flood of May, 1S89, few had been 

better appreciated than the Library Building 

which was erected by the Cambria Iron Co. in 1S79. 

A new building enlarged and improved, has now 

taken the place ofthe old erection. 

It was an act, unique in tbe annals of ordinary human 

nature, tbat prompted Andrew Carnegie to defray tbe 

entire cost of such a restoration. 

There are not many people who would, even with the 

means at their command, write out a check for $55,332 

to pay for the re-establishment of an institute to be de

voted to the educational advancement of the workmen 

of a business competitor. This is just what Mr. Car

negie did, however, and is another verification of the 

fact that his generosity recognizes neither country nor 

nation, sect nor creed, but is in everything thoroughly 

cosmopolitan. He is known alike on both sides of the 

Atlantic, and his fellow countrymen of tbe kingdom of 

Fife are as ready to swear by the name of Carnegie as 

the Moslems are by the beard ofthe prophet. 

One of the features of the inaugural ceremony of 

February 19 was tbe speech by Mr. John Fulton, 

General Manager ofthe Cambria Iron Co. Mr. Fulton 

dwelt on the work which had been done in the old 

building towards the technical education of the young 

men of Johnstown. The speech was a fine resume of 

the advantages of such a training and the worth of his 

advice was evidenced by tbe fact that of former 

students many had risen to high positions, one being a 

State Inspector of Mines, while others were now Mine 

Superintendents. 

p DITORIAL NOTES. 

H p H E State Board of Examiners sat at Springfield 

111., on February 15, and succeeding days, to ex 

amine applicants for certificates of competency as mine 

managers. Fifty-two were successful in passing the ex

amination. Of this numberthirty-three are subscriber^ 

to T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER, and four of these bold 

scholarships in The Colliery Engineer School of 

Mines. 

TDREYIOUS to the Reading Company taking poses-

sion of the L. V. R. R., the officials and clerks in 

the latter corporation's Philadelphia office were fur

nished with their midday lunches by the company 

The day after the deal was made, each officer and clerk 

was notified tbat from that time forward he would have 

to buy his lunch himself. One of the clerks, ofa poetic 

turn, thereupon relieved his mind in the following 

stanzas: 

Quickly following the Reading's coup, 
They cut off dessert, and then the soup, 
The "warming broth, the cool ice-cream, 
Are things as seen in a fleeting dream ; 
And now they all will have to go, 
(Officials high and Dinkeys low) 
Without the nourishing consomme, 
For which they now will have to pay; 
And missed along with the loved tureen, 
Are pies, puddings, baked apples, and cream *, 
They all must go, their weight to lend, 
To help the guaranteed dividend. 

Pennsy. isn't in'it, 

Reading made the scoop, 

Navi. doesen't give a pin, 

A n d we are in the soup. 

Anthracite Coal Statistics. 

Statement of shipments of Anthracite coal for month 

of January, 1892, c o m p a r e d with the corresponding 

! period last year. Compiled from tlie returns furnished 

by M i n e Operators. 

T h e Anthracite T r a d e . 

The past month witnessed the most important com

bination of Anthracite coal interestsever c o n s u m m a t e d . 

T h e Philadelphia a n d R e a d i n g Railroad b e c a m e the 

lessee of the Lehigh' Valley R o a d ; a n d the Port 

R e a d i n g Railroad, under the s a m e m a n a g e m e n t , be

c a m e the lessee ofthe Central Railroad of N e w Jersey. 

This naturally placed the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., a n d 

the Lehigh a n d Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., also, u n d e r the 

same management. The Delaware, Lackawanna and 
Western Railroad, at its annual election, admitted to 
its directorate Messrs. Maxwell and Baker, and it is 
announced that it will act in complete harmony with 
tbe Reading management, and its relations will be 
closer than they have ever been. This practically put 
under one management nearly 70% of the entire 
Anthracite output. The balance is produced by the 
Delaware and Hudson Canal Co., tbe coal companies 
of the Fcnnsvlvania Railroad Co., the Pennsylvania 
Coal Co., the New York, Ontario and Western R. R. 
Co., and the New York, Lake Erie and Western R. R., 
or other operators on the lines of tbeir roads. Of the 
above, tbe Delaware and Hudson Canal Co. controls 
about 10-Jji of the output. What action it would take 
in the matter has been under speculation for some 
days, and the recent activity in trade in its stock gives 
credence to tbe rumor that it will be brought into close 
relations with the new combination. 
Tbe Reading management will handle the output of 

the individual collieries on the lines of the Lehigh 
Valley and Jersey Central roads on tbe following 
terms : W h e n coal sells at $4 00 per ton f. o. b. New 
York, or less, the operator to get 60%, and the railroad 
40%. On all over $4.00 and less than $4.50 per ton. the 
operator to get 40%, and the railroad 60%. All over 
§4.50 per ton the operator to get 30%, and the railroad 
70%. President McLeod, in this arrangement, 
virtually guarantees a minimum price for stove coal 
at $4.00 per ton, f. o. b. New York, such price to be 
based on the average monthly prices of the Wyoming 
coals of the Lehigh Valley R. R. Co. and Delaware 
Lackawanna and Western Co. A n additional induce
ment offered the operators, is tbe establishment of a 
board of arbitration for the settlement ofall possible 
disputes, and of a system for tbe inspection of coal. 
This arrangement of prices can be readily seen in tbe 
following table: 

Wyoming Region.... 
Lehigh Uegion 
Schuylkill Uegion .. 

The stock of coal on hand at tide-water shipping 
points, January 31, 1S92, was 790,932 tons; on De
cember 31, 1891, 637,668 tons; increase 153,264 tons. 

N E W MINING COMPANIES. 

Names and Post-Offlce Addresses of the New Mining-

Companies Incorporated in the United States 

Since our Last Issue. 

The International Jlining ro., Pueblo, Colo. 
The C. O, D. Gold Mining Co., Colo. Springs, Colo. 
The Lou P. K. Miuiug Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Condon Mining and Milling Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Salmon River Placer Mining Co., 

Ltd , Denver, Colo. 
Bessemer Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
The American Turquoise Co., Chicago, 111, 
The -_no.-_.tomi Consolidated Gold 

Mining Co., Chicago, 111. 
LoretlaGold and Silver Mining Co., Milwaukee, Wis, 
Tbe Belle Vernon Coal and Coke Co.,Belle Vernon, I'a. 
The Connectieut Tree Stone Quarry Co.,('rum well. Conn. 
The Monscrral Silver .Mine*. Co., " N e w York Citv, N. Y. 
Albion Phosphate Miniug Co., Martin .burg, W. Va. 
Dead Medicine .Mining Co., Spokane, Wash. 
N e w York and Middle Coal Field Rail

road and Coal Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
East Palestine Coal Co., Pittsburgh, lJa 
Tbe Crescent Coal Co., Wilkes Barre, Pa. 
Hidden Treasure Gold Quartz Mining 

Co., 
Virtue -Mining, Milling 

ment Co., 
Antelope Crystal Salt Co., 
Union Gold Mining Co., 
N e w Jerstv Iron Ore Co.. 
Mississippi Cotton nil Co., 
Tbe Union Mining Co., 
Uood Luck MiningCo., 

Selling Price. 

S4.00 
1.10 
4.25 
•\.?.r, 

....li 

•1 (ill 

i . : . * . 

4.85 
5 cd 

Operator's Share. 

S2.40 
2.41 
2.50 
2.54 
2.60 
2.6S 
2.67^ 
2.70^ 

| 2.75 

Railroad's S 

91.60 
1.06 
1.75 
1.79 
1.00 
1.97 
2.07W 
2.14'A 
_!.25 

This arrangement is considered a liberal one, and is 
being accepted by the operators generally. 

Coxe Bros. tS-Co. have secured control of the three 
mines of Pardee Bros. & Co., at Latimer; of the mines 
of Pardee, Son & Co., at Mt. Pleasant, and of Calvin 
Pardee & Co., at Hollywood. The product of these 
mines will hereafter be shipped over the Reading's 
line from Bethlehem to Philadelphia, instead of being 
sent over the Belvidere Division of the Pennsylvania 
R. R. from Philipsburg to Philadelphia. 
There is naturally considerable uncertainty in the 

trade regarding the future policy of the combination re
garding prices, but the arrangement with the individual 
operators, mentioned above, makes it evident that 
prices are lower now than they will be when all the new 
plans are in operation. That the policy will be con
servative is evidenced by the fact tbat at the meeting 
of the sales-agents on the 26th ult., the March output 
was fixed at 2,500,000 tons, and there was no change in 
prices. 
Tbe demand for coal is light. Stocks in retailers' 

hands are also light, but there seems to be no desire to 
increase them. 

The Bituminous Trade. 

Tbe Bituminous trade is dull and featureless, and 
the trade is now considering the character and policy 
of the Seaboard Steam Coal Association, that seems to 
be an assured fact. It is believed that this association 
will be more effective this year, and rate cutting 
will not be so freely indulged in. It is too early in the 
season for new contracts to be made, and as old con
tracts are about filled, the trade is con fined to tbe wants 
of the smaller buyers. 
A rise in the Ohio enabled the Pittsburgh River 

operators to send nearly 5,000,000 bushels to Cincinnati 
and Louisville, and the Pittsburgh harbor is com
paratively bare of coal. The markets usually supplied 
with river coal, all have an abundance of coal now. 
The local demand in Pittsburgh is active. The trade 
in Chicago is suffering from an over supply, and, as a 
consequence, prices suffer. 

The Coke Trade. 

Tbe coke trade is a trifle duller than it was last 
month, and considerable coke is being stocked in the 
yards. The car supply is ample, and prices are well 
maintained at same figures as quoted last month. The 
future, at this writing, ia uncertain, as there is at 
present a depression in the iron trade, and this always 
has a corresponding effect on the coke trade. 

San Francisco, Cal. 
& Develop-

Stockton, Cal. 
Salt Lake Ranch, Cal. 
New < irleans, La. 
New VorK City, N. Y. 
Meridian, Miss. 
Neihart, Montana. 
Helena, Montana 

Consolidated Sil.cr Crown Mining Co.,Spokane, Wash. 
The Washington Consolidated Mining 

A Milling Co., Seattle, Wash. 
1-lli-s Suit und Oil Co., Bliss, Wyo. Co., N. Y. 
The Rnllalo Stone Co., Buffalo, N Y. 
The Consolidated Mica Co.. Hot Springs, S. D. 
Pacilic StarCoal Co., Chicago, 111. 
TheSau Luis I'r.ispecliug iV Minim; Co.,San Luis, Colo. 
Tho Gold King Mining Co., Colo. Springs, Colo. 
The Summit Gulch Mining and Mill

ing Co.. Denver, Colo, 
The Highland Mi ningA Tunneling Co., Aspen, Colo. 
Tbe Pueblo-CrceiIe .Mining Co., Pueblo, Colo. 
Camplleld Coal and MiningCo., Des Moines, Iowa. 
Tbe Clarendon Marble Co., Rutland. Vt, 
Bertha Zinc and Mineral Co., Jersev City,I-T. J. 
Jefferson Coal Co., Piedmont, W. Va, 
Coal Harbor Coal Mining Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Lend Placer MiningCo., Lead, S. D, 
The Lone Rock Marble .t Mineral Co.,Chicago, 111. 
Detroit Iron Co.. Duluth, Minn. 
Tar Springs Asphalt Co., Loa Angeles, Cal. 
The Asbestos Mining and Manufactur

ing Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Delia S. Consolidated Min in;. Co., Aspen, Colo. 
Tla- Bull Mounlaln liokl MiningCo., Coin. Springs, Colo. 
ThcBlack Hawk MiningCo., 
The Menlo Park MiningCo., 
The Eureka Coal and Coke Co. 
Until inglon Improvement Co., 
Silver Mountain Mining Co., 
The Moore AlShinton Gas Co,, 

Si-m I & AS) 

Denver, Colo. 
Ouray, Colo. 
Dan's Branch, W. Va. 
Huntington, Ark. 
Walla Walla, Wash. 
Nohlesville, Ind. 
Hueneme, Cal. 
Hueneme, Cal. 
Hneneine, Cal, 
Riverside, Cal. 

San A ._. 
Lion (.Ml and Asphalt Co., 
29 Palms Mining and Milling 
Consolidated Santa Kosa Mining Co., I'iverside. Cal, 
Charleston Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
Phoenix MiningCo., Paint Creek, W. Va. 
Hope Mining Co., Paint Creek, W. Va. 
Tbe Silver Basin Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Cripple Creek Syndicate Mining 

.v. Milling Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Western and Eastern Investment 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
El VadL-lesla Mining Co.. .fersey City, N. J. 
Everett liokl Mining ami Milling Co., Tacoma, Wash 
Fullon Fire Brick and MiningCo., Fulton, Mo. 
Tin' Harden T'laeerCo., «:olo Springs, Colo 
The Phillips Land &. Gas Co., of 

Alexandria, Alexandria. Ind. 
Henrietta coal MiningCo., Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Gb.be I'owderCo., Allegheny, Pa. 
Temperance Flat Mining and Milling 

Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
The Scotia Mining and Milling Co.. Colo. Springs, Colo, 
The Montezuma Countv Development 

Co., Cortez, Colo. 
The Saturn Mining Co.. Aspen. Colo. 
Tbe Miller Creek Contnu-t Mining Co.,Denver, Colo. 
The MansMeld Lead and Zinc Co , Mansfield, Ohio. 
Sunset Coal Co., Tacoma, Wash. 
Compromise Natural Gas Co., Windsor, Ind. 
The Glen Falls Coal and Coke Co. 
Cold Eagle Mining Co., 
Columbia Building Material Co., 
Chicago Iron Co., 
Kanawha Iron Co., 
Libert-. Mining Co., 
Vulcan Mining Co. 

Clarksburg, W. Va. 
Cerrillos, N. M. 
Alexandria, Va. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Great Falls, Moot. 
Elkhorn, Mont. 

Black Swan Coal &. MiningCo., 
Rowena Mining Co., 
,T. P. Pierce Co., 
Tlie blaho MiningCo., 
The Bompv'sHook Stone Co., 

Tbe Lost Creek Fire Brick and Silica 
Co.. Anaconda, Mont. 

Des Moines, Iowa. 
Keokuk. Iowa. 
Santa Clara, Cal. 
Salina, Kan. 
Bompy's Hook, near Alpine., 

Bergen Co., N. J. 
Enterprise Mining, Milling and Smelt

ing Co., Seattle, Wash. 
The Aeopatra Mining Co., Colo. Springs, Colo. 
Big Kanawha f'oal Co., Chicago, 111. 
The Augusta Gas&Oil Co., Augusta, 111. 
Sunset Mining Co., N e w Orleans, La. 
Black Hills Mining and Developing Co., 
Consolidated Quarry Co., 
Washington Marble Co., 
Pink Granite Co., 
Unib.-d States Contract Co,, 

Hill Citv, S. D. 
Alexandria, Va. 
Alexandria, Va. 
Alexandria, Va, 
Norfolk, Va. 
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Orkney Springs Hotel and Improve
ment Co., 

TheU. S. A. Tunnel Mining and MiU 
ing Co., 

The Cleopatra Mining Co., 
The 1 niniliii and nrant Smelting Co.. 
Hardin Baker Cold MiningCo., 
The Robinson Mining Co., 
Tbe Lemhi Placer Cold Mining Co., 
Dubuque "re Concentrating Co., 
Tbe John Young Silver Keiiuing Co . 
Patton Vitritied Brick Co., 
The Minnesota A N e w Mexico Reduc

tion Co., 
The Creede Prospecting aud Mining 

Co., 
The Mountain Side Mining and Mill

ing Co., 
Frisco Mining Co,, 
Tomasso Hill MiningCo., 
Missabe Mountain Iron Co., 

Mining and Improvement 

Alexandria, Va. 

Denser, Colo. 
Colo. Springs, Colo. 
Denver, Colo 
Milwaukee, Wis, 
Baker Citv, Oregon. 
Salmon City, Idaho. 
Dubuque, la. 
Chicago, 111. 
Chicago, 111. 

Co., 

'.real Falls, Mont. 
Great Fulls. Motit. 
San Francisco, Cal. 

luth, Minn. 

Centralia, Wash. 
Chicago, 111. The Argent Mining Co., of Idaho, 

The Bethlehem Natural Gas, Oil _. 
Mining Co., NoblcsviUe, Ind. 

Cynthiana Natural Gas, Oil __* Water 
Co Cynthiana, Ind. 

The Golden Star Mining Co., Chicago, III. 
The Ohio Laud _*. Coal Co., East Palestine, Ohio. 
Tbe Wenrich Lend A Zinc Co., Mansfield, Ohio. 
The Magnetic Ore Milling Co., New York City, N.Y. 
The Rapid River Mining Co., Spokane, Wash. 
Arctic Placer MiningCo., San Francisco, Cal. 
Long Creek Co.. Richmond, Va. 
The "Maid of Erin Silver Mines, Ltd., 

London, Eng., Leadville, Colo. 
The -Vntlers Mining,. Milling Co., Colo. Springs, Colo. 

" hi Mining J, Milling Co., Breekenridge. Colo. The : 
Helei 1 Mining! 

Ivor Pass 
ud and 

> Reduction Co., 

Land 1 

Pueblo. Colo. 
1 *real Falls, Jlont. 
Olden, Tex. 

d 
Los Angeles, Cal. 

and 

Farvi_» -
Howard Co,, Ind , Kokomo, Ind. 

Silver Bell MiningCo., Abuquerqne, N. M. 
Manhattan Gold Mining ..V Milling Co.,Silver City, N. M. 
Odgen Electric Power Co., N e w York City, N. Y. 
The Greiner Economical Cupola Co., Chicago, 111. 
Porter Creek Consolidated Mining Co.,Porter, Wash, 
Maromoth-Garlield Cold Mining Co., San Francisco, Cal, 
Bush Gold and Silver Mining Co., 
Carpenter Bar 1 fold Mining Co , 
The rr.cile Mining and Milling Co., 
Harri-nn Gas Coal Co., 
The Avr-ndale Lime and Stone Co., 
The Vallev Coal ami Mining Co,, 
Belington'Coal and Coke Co., 
TheSilver i'rince Mining Co,, 
Cleveland Iron Co., 
The Horton Mining Co., 
Woodward Mining and Milling Co., 

Consolidated.. San Francisco, Cal. 
Isle Royale Mining Co., New York City, N.Y. 

Marietla, Wis 
St. Croix Falls, Wis. 
Denver, Colo. 
Greensburg, Pa. 
Philadelphia. Pa. 
Kittannmg, Pa. 
IVliuglou, W. Va. 
Spokane Wash. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 

The Enterprise Mii and Smelting 

osphate Co., 

Butte. Mont. 
New Chicago, Mont. 

ri-
St. Paul, Minn. 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
Chicago, 111. 
Chicago, III. 
Chicago, 111. 
Burlington .la. 
Chicago, 111. 
Corning, Ohio. 
Glencoe, Ohio. 
Dayton, Ohio. 
Everett, Wash. 

The Gertrude 1 ' Placer Mining Co., 
Tbe Tnt'rnaiional (Tiemical Gas Co., 
Burlington Investment Co., 
Monarch Zinc and Lead Co., 
The Sunday Creek Oil & '.Ins Co., 
The Glen Coal Co., 
The Lewis & Talbot Stone Co., 
Everett Development Co., 
The Kevstoue Brick and Terra Cotta 

Co.. Rochester, Pa. 
Madison Fuel and Light Co., Madison, Kan. 
Plummer Quartz Mining Co., Nevada City, Cal, 
The Silver Galena Mining Co., Missoula, Mont. 
The Colorado Mining Bureau Corpora

tion, Denver, Colo. 
The Treasure Mining and Milling Co .Breekenridge, Colo. 
The Rico-Aspen Consolidated Jlining 

Co., Denver, Colo, 
The Mint MiningCo., Denver, Colo. 
Cooper Coal and Commercial Co., of 

Santa Rosa, Santa Rosa. Cal. 
Lake County Kaolin Co., Lcesburg, Fla. 
The Omaha MiningCo., Neihart, Jlont. 
Santa Rosa Oil Co., Sun Luis Obispo, Cal. 
Crossbow Gold Jlining Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Ohio Mining Co., Duluth, Minn. 
Acme Coul and Coke Co.. Seattle, Wash. 
The St. Louis and Argeuta Mining Co .East Si. Louis, 111, 
Western Stone Co,, Albuquerque, N. M, 
The Clifton Mining and Milling Co., Colo. Springs, Colo. 
The Florella Mining and Milling Co., Denver, Colo. 
Tbe Virginia M. Consolidated Jlining 

Co Colo. Springs, Colo, 
The Gold Mint ("'0 , Denver, Colo. 
The Rio Grande Valley Prospecting 

and Mining Co., ' Denver, Colo. 
Tbe Colorado Gas and Fuel Co., Colo. Springs, Colo. 
The Hovl Gold and Silver Amalgamat

ing Co., Chicago, III. 
The Chicago and Columbia River Coal 

Co.. 
The Doi 

Chicago, 111. 
Boston. Mass. 
Chicago, III. 
Chicago. 111. 
Minneapolis Mir 

, Chic. 
Sau Fr >, Cal. 

The-an Francisco De-Bomea Mining^ 

The Lawrence Land 4 Mining Co., 
The Cbnm-bosmavo Gold Placer Co. 
ThePuno Silver Mining Co., 
The Dominion I.uniberCo., 
Columbia 1 ".m i Investment Co., 

Bow, Nch. 
St. Paul, Ml nn. 
Elkhorn, W . Va, 
Hartford, Conn. 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
Chicago, 111. 

ig 
Oshkosh, Wis. 
Denver, Colo. 
N e w York City, N. Y. 
N e w York City, N.Y. 
N e w York City, N. Y. 
Columbia Falls, Mont, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Leadville, Colo, Ths Tenderfoot Consolidated Jlining 

Co.. Aspen, Colo. 
The Creede and Cripple Creek Land 

and MiningCo., Denver, Colo, 
Florida Iron Jlining and Manufactur

ing Co.. Orlando, Fla. 
Marienvllle can Co., Marienvllle, Pa. 
The Summit Coal & Coke Co., Clearlleld, i'a. 
The Greenbriar Oil, Gas and Jlincral 

Co,. Graysville, Ohio. 
Roek Run c0til CO., 
Freeman Reduction Co., 
Anchor Coal and Development Co. 

Brazil, Ind. 
Chicago, III. 
Chronicle Bldg., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JIulian, Idaho. Bierra Jlining and Jlilling Co., 

Greenhorn Creek Jlining and Lumber 
Co., Oakland, Cal. 

The Free Coinage Mining Co., Las Vegas, N,' M. 
The West Bedford Stone Co., Bedford, Tnd. 
Acme Jlining Co., Chicago, 111. 
Gold Nugget JMnlng Co., PorL Townsend, W 
The Park Regent Consolidated Jlining 

Co., Denver, Colo, 
The Jupiter-Bel muni Jlining Co., Denver, Colo. 

The Big Four Consolidated Mining and 
Jlilling Co., Aspen, Colo. 

The Franklin Land and Jlining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Enterprise Jlining and Land Co , Colo. Springs, Colo. 
Tbe Chief Mining Corporation, Pueblo, Colo. 
Vulcan Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
Dayton Iron Jlining Co., Duluth, Minn. 

STRIPPING ANTHRACITE SEAMS. 

Methods of Procedure to Secure Best Results, and 

A c c u r a t e Estimates of Material R e m o v e d . 

HY it. iv. i_I.TH0I.8E, 

Asst. Jlining Engineer, Consolidated Coal Co., of St. Louis. 

Stripping, whether applied to coal measures, ore 

bodies, or phosphate beds, literally means the removal 

of the covering, earth, rock, etc., from the material 

sought after, and often brings to mind the idea of 

cheap work. This is true in many instances; such as 

where earth alone overlies tbe seam, and it can be re

moved by dredge, figuring as low as six cents a yard. 

Under certain adverse circumstances where power 

shovels cannot be used, the cost is double or treble that 

amount. The latter is the cost of stripping Anthracite, 

when the topography of the country and nature of 

tbe material are such as to prevent the use of power 

shovels. W h e n the crops of the seams are low in the 

valley, on the hillside, and on the mountain top, as in 

the cross section, Fig. 1, they indicate erosion in addi

tion to upheaval. It will be noticed that much of the 

coal measures have been lost by tbe former agency, 

which is tbe case throughout the entire coal region, 

more especially prominent in the mountain country 

-where llje strata frequently is "turned on end." The 

wash met with usually, is inconsiderable compared 

with that found in tbe lower elevations, where it is so 

great as not to warrant removing. At times, where the 

seam conforms to tbe surface, and has not too much 

rock overhead, stripping is employed. Generally the 

crop is sought, whicli in most places is well defined by 

run with the crop, those crosswise are called sections 

as is shown in plan, Fig. 2. 

Letall tbe work be based on one common meridian 

and datum, agreeing with those of the mine workings, 
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FIG. 1. 

benches and ridges, and also by crop-falls, shaftings, 

and borings. The engineering data at hand being so 

complete, as a rule, to determine the exact location. 

The preliminary survey connected with the strip

ping depends upon the knowledge of the engineer. 

The question of location is a study; and practice and 

experience demonstrate the fact that even without 

classifying the materials removed it would be exceed

ingly difficult to estimate the amounts removed, unless 

a system is adopted. 

In laying out the confines of tbe work, tbe crop be

ing known, a base line, the foundation from which the 

work is planned, should be located in tbe field. This 

base line should be straight if possible, parallel to the 

strike of the seam, and 100 ft. away from the excava

tion. Having driven a stake every fifty feet and num

bering them from 0, 0 + 50 and so on, call this base, 

line 0 ; from it lay ofl", parallel to it, a line of stakes 

one hundred feet distant, number as above and mark 

this, line 1. Then stake off the remaining portion in 

fifty ft. squares or as judgment dictates. The lines 

if known. Estab

lish levels along 

the base line at 

each stake on 

plugs driven flush 

with the surface 

and take eleva

tions of the na

tural ground at 

all other stakes. 

It is also advisable 

to have a few 

good bench marks 

throughout the 

work. By means 

of this method of 

_aying out strip-

I pings, the engineer, 

between estimates, 

is enabled to watch 

the progress of the 

work in detail, not 

only on the ground 

but in the office as 

well. The mappin; 

should be on • 

h eavy paper as 

there will be con

siderable pencil era

sure. 

In surveying the 

work, use the ver

nier, accurately lo-

catethetopandbot- FIG. 3. 

tom of the cut, also the top ofthe seam and the bottom 

slate. Every point sighted to should have an elevation. 

Occasionally it is found that the seam has been grooved 

deeply by glacial action. 

ru 
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On the working plan, mark all surface elevations in 
black, those at the bottom of the excavation in red, 
which in the drawing. Fig. 2, are heavy and light re
spectively. Different months work should be repre
sented by colors. (In the figure June and July, for 
example, are in dotted and solid lines.) 
The excavation should continue, if possible, in one 

direction. This is of advantage to the contractor as 
well as the engineer, especially where there are four 
classifications. Much the engineer will become ac
quainted with. H e may have to notice when, where, 
and why the method of "plunging" the cut is adopted, 
which nationalities work better together, bow many 
shovels should be worked to a pick, and bow many 
barrows, carts, etc., for each group of men. H e also 
learns why.under force account there are so many men 
hired as foremen, blacksmiths, repair men, and last, 
but not least, water boys, and why the poor 
labor and small shovels are used; and why on 
a haul for barrows, carts are employed, and he must 
remedy expensive practices whenever possible. "Where 
possible steam shovels, ditchers, plows and scrapers are 
used, but when owing to the grades and material to be 
removed these are impracticable cars and carts should 
be used. 
The estimate connected with different classification 

is interesting. Rarely is the method of double areas 
by traversing employed, on account of the nature of 
the cut. It being impossible in such excavations, 
where the cuttings are perpendicular, to obtain the area 
unless the perimeter is run or by lengthening certain 
sights. On light slopes the perimeters could be obtain
ed, and also by running an average line on the slopes, 
(Fig. 3) it might be done, but to determine such point 
would require so much labor and detailed calculations 
as to condemn it. This method could be employed by 
taking a final estimate, but then it would not be 
thorough unless the principle of Graphostatics to a cer
tain extent is used, and in no case would it be exact 
for any other estimate but the final one without such 
additional employment. 

In the sectional method of estimating excavations. 
the survey should be platted as in plan (Fig. 2), all 
elevations marked, and the depth of wash and height 
of rock known. Then on prepared cross section paper 
in tenths, construct the sections, showing the classifica
tions, etc. In Fig. 4, 0 + 50 and 1 are cross sectioned 
in detail. These cross sections should be kept on file 
and completed as the work advances. 
By this system of planning, etc., stripping estimates 

are complete at the last excavation, no final estimate 
being necessary unless requested It will be found 
that after ihe adoption of the foregoing method, the 
work will be pleasing, as nearly correct as is possible, 
and entirely satisfactory to all concerned. 

entry is 1,925 ft. long, with a number of curves 25 ft. 
radius, and the longest up-grade for loaded cars 1,200 
ft., averaging \\e/o grade, but very irregular, so that for 
short distances the grade runs as steep as bfc. The 
other entry is 1,550 ft, long, with grades of \% lor loads 
to be hauled up, and very crooked, many curves being 
25 ft. radius, and one curve only 17 ft. 3 in, radius; 
curves being measured to centre of track. An ordinary 
day's work, not developing more than about half of the 
full power of the locomotive, is 31 round trips, or about 
20*5 miles total daily mileage. Over the longer entry, 
up maximum short grades of 5fc, from 8 to 11 cars are 
hauled each trip; weight of car 1,250 lbs., and of load 
3,360 lbs. The average charge of air doing this work 

or danger from gas makes steam locomotives undesir
able. The cost of an air locomotive is nearly the same 
as of a steam locomotive of the same size, and the cost 
of a compressor plant large enough to operate two loco
motives is usually a little more than the cost of one 
locomotive. The running expenses are light, and the 
air is also used to good advantage for running a pump, 
the air being conveyed a long distance, where 
steam would not work satisfactorilly. Compressed air 
coal digging machines may also be operated by the 
same plant. As compared with electric systems the 
compressed air locomotive involves about one-third the 
outlay, and the operating expense is less, and the dan
ger of naked electric wires is avioded, and also danger 

C O M P R E S S E D AIR M I N E L O C O M O T I V E . 

Its Advantage 1 over Steani or Electric Locomotives 
for Mine Use. 

H. K. Porter & Co,, of Pittsburgh, Pa., builders of 
light locomotives, have constructed a locomotive 
operated by compressed air, for use inside coal mines. 
This locomotive has been in use some months very 
satisfactorily, and is fully as powerful as a steam loco
motive of the same size cylinders. The general'con
struction is the same as a steam locomotive, with the 
boiler and water tank omitted, and two large cylindri
cal tanks added, for holding compressed air. These 
tanks are 33'/ diameter and 10' long, By means 
of a very simple method of connecting the air reser
voirs with the engine cylinders no difficulty whatever 
is experienced from freezing either in summer or winter. 
The locomotive is constructed to carry air at 500 to HOO 
lbs. pressure, but thus far the output ofthe mine, 15,000 
bushels per day, has not been large enough to tax the 
locomotive to anywhere near its full power, and usual 
charges of air are 250 to 450 lbs. This locomotive 
makes alternate trips on different cross-entries. One 

was 334 lbs., running the pressure down 193 lbs. and 
having 141 lbs. pressure left at the end of each 
trip—equivalent to a distance run of about 20 ft. for 
every pound of pressure used up. Over the shorter en
try from 14 to IS loaded cars are hauled up 1% grades, 
the average charge being 314 lbs., using up 14G lbs. and 
having 167 lbs. pressure left at end of each round trip, 
making distance run per pound of pressure exhausted 
about 21 ft. Of course on easier grades and curves one 
charge of air would run the engine a much longer dis
tance. The air is compressed by a Norwalk compressor 
(manufactured by the Norwalk Iron Works Co., of 

South Norwalk, Conn.) situated for convenience 2,4C0 
ft. from the point where the locomotive is charged, and 
no loss of pressure is noticeable, conveying the air this 
distance through 3 in. pipes. The locomotive is charg
ed inside of one minute. If charged to 500 lbs. it can 
make two round trips, a distance of about 1-J miles, 
hauling longer trains, than can at present be taken care 
of at the sidings or on the tracks at tbe tipple, and 
have considerable air to spare. It is entirely practicably 
to build an air locomotive with capacity to run 4 miles 
or more with one charge of air, doing heavy work. So 
little time is required to charge the engine, the com
pressor is usually run to a light pressure and the en
gine charged oftener. The locomotive can be charged 
Saturday night and left standing till Monday morning 
and not show perceptible loss of air by leakage, and 
there would be nothing to prevent its starting off at a 
mere touch of the lever after a rest of weeks, or even 
months. 
The compressed air locomotive hns advantages over 

any other system in mines where difficult ventilation 

of electric sparks causing fire-damp explosions. As 
compared with rope haulage, the cost of plant and of 
operating is less, and it can be used without any trouble 
on entries too crooked to be operated by rope systems. 
The air locomotive is simple and not liable to get out 

of order, and requires less skill to operate than a steam 
locomotive, and is safe and reliable. One of these air 
locomotives has been in use seven vears with not over 
§50.00 cost of repairs, and without losing a trip. It im
proves the air in the entry, and there is no steam, gas, 
fire, or smoke whatever. In this respect it has an im
portant advantage over the only cheaper system that 

there is—the steam locomotive. In 
mines whore the main entry is used 
for the return current of foul air, 
any smoke or gas made by the 
steam minelocomotive cannot reach 
the working parts ofthe mine, and 
so can do no harm. In mines 
where the locomotive entry must 
be used for the intake of fresh air, 
or where the locomotive is to be 
used for gathering from cross en
tries and rooms, the air locomotive 
is the cheapest and most effi

cient system. These air locomotives are built of 
various sizes of cylinders, from 5 in. to 10 in. dia
meter, and to suit the dimensions of the mine entry 
and gauge of track. The smaller sizes will run on 16 
lb. rail and in entries 4 ft, high, and are specially use
ful in cross entries. The larger sizes require 20 to 30 
lb. rail and entries 41 ft. or more in height. These air 
locomotives may be seen at work at the old Eagle 
Mines on the Monr.ngahela River, near Pittsburgh. 
Compressed air system is also the best possible system 
of transportation for many places where steam or other 
systems are dangerous or objectionable, such as pow
der mills, rope and cordage works, lumber yards, saw 
mills, etc. Compressed air is also well adapted to 
street railway purposes, and many street railway com
panies who are looking for some cheap and satisfactory 
power, without smoke or steam, and without the intol
erable screech of the electric motor, und free from 
the pole and wire nuisance, will find it in compressed 

NORWALK AIR COMPRESSOR USED IN CONNECTION WITH PORTER LOCOMOTIVES. 

(Built by Norwalk Iron Works' Co., South Norwalk, Conn.) 

An Unsolicited Opinion, 

Mr, Thomas Middleton, of 
Middleport, Ohio, writes, "I 
have been a subscriber to T H E 
COLLIERY E N G I N E E R since 1881. 

Of course, it had then an ad
ditional name (Mining Her
ald). I wouldn't part (of m y 
own choice) with the infor
mation and pleasure received 
from it in that time for thrice 
the money it has cost me." 

A Unique Calendar. 

One of the most unique and 
neatest calendars issued this 
year, is that issued by The 
Lunkenheimer Brass Mfg. Co. 
of Cincinnati, Ohio, to adver
tise the "Handy Gate Valve." 
It has embossed on it a perfect 
representation of a " Handy 
Gate Valve" that opens or 
shuts by moving the lever. 

" I have taken T H E COLLIERY 
E N G I N E E R for four years and 
was therefore enabled to pasa 
a successful examination and 
gain a certificate of competen
cy at the examination for mine 
managers in this state." 

J O H N WEST-WOOD. 

604 Barnhart Ave., 
Streator, 111. 
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A WELL MADE STEAM ENGINE, 

And First-Class Boilers of Guaranteed Strength. 

The engine shown below is one of the most modern 
of steam engines. Its proportions and arrangement 
conform to the latest engineering practice and its neat
ness and adaptability of design are evident to the most 
casual observer. 
The company building these engines claims not only 

these points for the engine but also strength beyond 
all ordinary requirements, first-class material and 
workmanship and construction on tbe interchangeable 
plan so that in case of breakage duplicate parts can be 
immediately ordered of the factory by number and the 
damage repaired with a minimum loss of time. 

Every engine is subjected to thorough tests before 
shipment, under full steam pressure and brake load, by 
competent inspectors at the works ofthe makers, a cer
tificate of which accompanies each, thus giving as
surance to tbe purchaser not only of the capabilities 
of the engine but also as to the result of its indi
vidual preformance. Tbe bed of this engine is 
also one of its distinguishing features. In it the 
metal is so distributed as to present the greatest 
resistance in tbe line of motion between the 
cylinder and crank shaft, and furnishing within 
itself both of the bearings for the crank-shaft, 
which brings it absolutely and permanently square 
with the other working parts. This point cannot fail 
to be appreciated by steam users generally and especial
ly in countries which are subjected to earthquakes and 
other terrestrial disturbances. 
The two bearings for tbe crank shaft being a part of 

the main bed of the engine, of which the guides are 
also a part, makes the whole a thoroughly rigid 
machine, all parts of which are fastened to the main 

machinery buying public that they do upon their 
engines. 
The plate used in these boilers, which are supplied 

in connection with tbe above described engine, is the 
best Open Hearth Homogeneous Steel, capable of being 
turned clown double cold without fracture. 
All ttibes are made lap welded and of charcoal iron 

from a mill whose reputation is beyond question and 
are properly expanded in the heads and beaded over 
in both encis by skilled workmen. 
The Burden Rivet is used exclusively. The holes in 

the heads for tubes are accurately drilled in all cases by 
means of special cutters, which not only causes no 
injury to the metal of tbe head but also produce a true 
hole into which the tube can be thoroughly fitted and 
expanded. The bracing is in excess of the require
ments of modern boiler practice. All flat surfaces are 
strongly and substantially stayed with braces ofthe 
best refined iron properly distributed throughout the 
boiler. 
The heads of stationary boilers are braced by bolts 

running from head to head with double nuts on each 
end. 
The arrangement of the tubes is in horizontal and 

vertical rows, and is such as to give free and perfect 
circulation within the boiler as well as being easy of 
access for cleaning. 

Before shipment each boiler is thoroughly inspected 
and tested to 150 lbs. hydrostatic pressure, by the 
authorized inspector of a reliable boiler insurance co. 
This inspector renders weekly reports to bis com

pany ofthe inspection and test of each boiler, and up
on these certificates a policy of insurance for ̂ 300.00 is 
issued on each boiler by said company. 
This policy is assigned to the purchaser of the boiler 

in due form, -"riving a substantial guarantee that the 
boiler has been properly made, inspected, and tested. 
The company manufacturing these goods carry a 

did not pass out to the slope at once, as might be in
ferred from the account, but waited for the after-damp 
(that filled the slope and blocked the mouth of the 
entry) to be cleared away, which required about one 
hour. They tested it frequently, and only ventured 
out when their lights would burn. Similar precaution 
saved many others. 
The mine was examined and the causes of the dis

aster inquired into at the request of the general manager 
of the Osage Coal and Mining Co., by Walton Rutledge, 
mine inspector of the 4th district of Illinois, C. C. Wood
son, State Mine Inspector of Missouri, and John T. 
Stewart, State Mine Inspector of Kansas, during the 
first week of February. Their report will probably 
soon be published, but it may be well to say now that 
they locate the start ofthe explosion in the same place, 
and ascribe thesame cause (viz., blown-out shots caused 
by reckless mining) as given in m y report, except that 
they think a small quantity of carbureted hydrogen 
gas (fire-damp) may have been liberated from the coal 
by one ofthe shots—not being willing to admit that an 
explosion can occur in coal dust in the entire absence 
of gas. They condemn in tbe strongest language, not 
only tbe shots in upper entry 0 (described last month) 
but also the shot fired at the same time that fatal after
noon in lower entry O and which was also a blown-out 
or windy shot—necessarily so from its depth and loca
tion. 

BOOK REVIEW. 

A MANUAL OF MIXING based on the course of lectures 
on mining delivered at The School of Mines of the 
State of Colorado. M C, Ihlseng, 0. E., E. M.. Ph. D., 
Professor of Engineering Colorado State School of Mines, 
formerly of Columbia College School of Mines, New 
York City. New York—John Wiley ct Sons, 1S92. 

bed. 
Under these conditions it is only necessary to set the 

main shaft of the engine parallel to tlie shaft which it 
is to drive, fasten it in position, attach the steam con
nections, and then the engine is ready to run. 
The separate pedestal which is used on ordinary side 

crank engines to support the outer shaft journal is dis
pensed with and all chance of the engine itself getting 
out of line is entirely removed. Such a shock as an 
earthquake might, and in fact would be likely to throw 
the engine out of line with the shaft it drives, but never 
out of line with itself. 
This engine, while not especially placed on the market 

as a high-speed engine, is nevertln'Irs*-designed for quick 
motion and may be run at almost any desired speed 
as it has all the elements of endurance. Its bed frame is 
rigid, its ports ample, and it has large bearing and 
wearing surfaces, adapting it to long and continuous 
runs under heavy duty. It is heavy, compact, durable, 
and a marvel of simplicity. The self-contained feature 
of its bed, which sustains the crank shaft in perfect 
alignment commends itself tu every one, its quick 
motion and sensitive spring governor insure close 
regulation, and there is no room for doubt that it will 
show results in power, durability, and economy rarely 
surpassed. 

These engines are used in almost every kind of in
dustry and in every case are rendering the utmost 
eatisiaction. 

The builders of this engine are also manufacturers of 
a complete line of both Stationary, Tubular, and Firebox 
Boilers, Circular and Muley Saw Mills, which are of the 
same modern designs and upon which tbey exert tbe 
same care in the choice of material and in tbe work
manship and devices for meeting the demands of the 

stock of them on hand at all times for immediate de
livery, the only delay necessary after receiving the 
order being that required for thoroughly packing such 
machines for shipment. 
Those who are interested in this subject and who 

desire a special descriptive catalogue can receive same 
by applying direct to the makers, Messrs. Chandler & 
Taylor Co., Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A. 

T H E M c A L E S T E R E X P L O S I O N . 

Some Additional Notes Regarding Its Cause. 

BY WHITI-'ll.l.D FAUX H A M . 

It is proper that a few words should be added to the 
account of the mine disaster at Krebs, near McAlester, 
1 ndian Territory, as published in the February number 
of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER. That report wa's written 
hurriedly, soon after the accident, and some additional 
facts have since come to light. It was stated that no 
powder cans were found exploded, but it now appears 
that some miner had (contrary to rules) smuggled bis 
25-pound can of powder down the slope, and bid it in 
the air course, nearly opposite entry O. This can was 
exploded, but was afterwards surreptitiously removed 
from this location to the proper place and locked in a 
box between two other powder boxes, thus successfully 
hiding the fact from the " pit boss " and the committee 
at tlie first examination. This explains bow the ex
plosion gained such force in its travel up tbe slope. 
The men who escaped safely from entry N, opposite 

and so near entry 0, the initial point of the explosion, 

This book »f 42S pages which has just been issued is 
got up in an attractive form. It is liberally illustrated 
with cuts of a high class type. Part I., entitled Mining 
Engineering consists of sixteen chapters embracing all 
the subjects which come within the scope of the min
ing engineer. The chapter on Methods of Mining em
braces not only coal and iron-ore working but in
cludes metalliferous, gypsum, salt, and other mines. 

The mechanics of mining are fully dealt with in 
chapters IV. to X., and ventilation is treated in 
chapters XI. to XVI. 

The illustrations of the various types of pumps and 
more especially the cuts descriptive of the details such 
as valves, suction pipes, clacks, etc., will be found of 
great value to students in a mining engineering course. 

Part II., entitled Practical _tfm.n<-/, gives details ofthe 
various forms of shafts, the methods of sinking, the 
modes of driving tunnels, adits, levels, etc. Boring is fully 
treated in chapter V. The illustrations on timbering 
under varying conditions are very clear and distinct. 
The new and more powerful types of explosives such 
as ammonite, tonite, etc., are well explained and their 
analyses given in Chapter VII. This is in itself a good 
recommendation for the book in the light of recent 
investigations, regarding coal-dust, which call for an ex
plosive which will besharp and flameless. 
The various types of mining drills and machines are 

fully described, and a considerable amount of space is 
given to a discussion ofthe best positions for bore-boles 
to secure the best results. 
Altogether this book will form a useful addition to 

tbe library ofthe expert and tothe table ofthe student, 
and possesses this additional great claim to popular 
favor that itis the only American work treating on both 
coal and metal mining. 
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FOR 

BEGINNERS 

IN THE STUDY OF THE 

R Q T O F ]Vll_Nl]SlG 
AND THE 

SCIENCES RELATED TO IT, 

This department ... intended for miners and others, who in 
their youth have not been able to attend schaol and who are 
now desirous to inform themselves in Out theory of mining and 
to learn how to answer the questions in /. 'nidation, mine sur
veying,and mechanics which are asked at the examinations for 
mine, manager's and mine foreman's certificates, and which it 
is important for them to understand as foremen and officers of 
mines. All the questions asked at the different examinations 
for mine manager's and mine foreman's certificates and for 
mine inspectors in this country arc printed and answered in 
this department. The principles involved are explained in. de
tail so as to be easily understood and, the calculations are 
worked out al length for thebencfit of those whoare notfamilar 
with figures. 

P E N M A N S H I P , 

In thestudy of penmanship the most important thing 
to be acquired is to be able to write plainly, for charac
ters that cannot be read are of little use. After this has 
been accomplished rapidity in writing may be obtained 
by constant and long continued practice; and finally, 
if one would become a graceful writer, beauty of writing 
must also be acquired. A page plainly written is 
satisfactory, but one beautifully written is not only sat
isfactory but praiseworthy. 
Continuing in the order ofthe alphabet, we have for 

consideration this month the capital letters P, Q, and 
R. Letter 1, Fig. 37, numbering from the left, shows 
the letter P written correctly. Its development con
sists of the capital stem, left curve, and a right curve. 
The capital stem begins at five-sixths of tbe full height 
ofthe letter ; at the base line it merges into a full left 
curve which, with a broad turn making a right curve, 
crosses the stem vertically at the top and recrosses it at 
right angles at the middle, where it terminates. The 

FIG. 37. 

second letter, counting from the loft, shows a common 
mistake made in writing this letter, viz., thatof making 
the general shape of the letter round instead of oval. 
In letter 3, the capital stem is drawn too far to the left, 
giving an angular turn at the base which destroys its 
symmetry. The fourth and last letter shows a careless 
way in which this letter is often written. The oval is 
not completed and the loop on the right hand side of 
the stem is too wide. 
Tbe capital letier Q, as shown by Fig. 38, consists of 

the capital loop with its terminating curve drawn to 
the left forming a horizontal loop at tbe base, ending 
with a curve one-third ofthe full height of the letter. 
In the second letter from the left the capital loop is too 
angular and is a violation ofthe fourth law of penman

ship, namely, all curves should be elliptical. The 
third letter represents an easy but incomplete way of 
writing this letter. Letter 4 shows several causes of 
deformity ; the curves are not elliptical, the strokes are 
not parallel, and in completing tbe letter an extra 
curve is made, which spoils the looks of the letter and 
prevents its union with the following letter in writing 
a word. 
In Fig. 39, the first letter R conforms with the require

ments ofthe four laws of penmanship and is pleasing to 
the eye. It consists of a capital P with a small loop 
made across the capital stem, and a curve extending to 
the base line, uniting there with a curve extending up 
wards one-third of the full height of the letter. W h e n 

Fio. 39. 

Ris combined with other letters this last curve changes 
to suit circumstances. In letter 2 the ellipse is made 
too circular, and although the inclination of the major 
axis is correct, it is imperfectly developed. The ellipse 
in letter 3 is too narrow and on a wrong inclination. 
Letter 4 is loosely constructed, and is a direct violation 
•ofthe laws of penmanship. 

ARITHMETIC. 

In this issue we will explain the process of pointing 
off the decimal in numbers that are added, subtracted, 
and multiplied. 

Pointing in tbe addition of decimals is of the most 
simple character, because it is evident tbat if "5 be 
added to '5 ihe result is 1 ; and if 5 is required to be 
added to *5 tbe result is neither 10 nor 1, because *5 
cannot be added to the integral or whole figure 5; 
consequently the simple rule in addition is to place 
the figures over each other, according to their 
numerical values, for example, '5 must be set over '5; 

'5 
*5 

1*0 

and when 5 i-J added to *5 

*5 

5*5 

Again, if *5 has to be added to '05 we have 

The rule for pointing in addition can be expressed as 
follows : The numbers to be added, are to be set over 
each other in such order that the separate figures stand 
to each other, in the same relationship that they each 
bear to the decimal points, for example, add the follow
ing numbers together : 1*03, 27'84, *005, 2002, "001. 

103 
27'S4 

•005 
2002-

•001 

2030-876 

In short the, common rule might be expressed as fol
lows: Keep the decimal points above each other, in 
the order ofa vertical line. But a statement like this 
is very unsatisfactory, and it is very much better for 
the student to first discover the reason why the 
decimal points are so kept in order. The position of 
the point-*, in the subtraction of whole and fractional 
numbers, is precisely similar as in addition, and the 
explanation given for one will equally apply to the 
other. N o w pointing off decimals in multiplication in
volves a little difliculty, which we will try to remove, 
It is clear that the half of a half must be a fourth. 
Therefore, *5 X '5 = "25, and tbe principle to be under
stood is simply this, that if you multiply a whole 
numher by less than a whole number the result must be 
less tban" the whole number multiplied, for ex
ample, the half of 20 is 10. and if you multiply 20 by '5, 
the result must be 100. Now, when a cipher stands 
alone, on the right-hand side ofthe decimal point, it 
has no value ; ciphers also on the right-hand side of a 
decimal number have no value, because "5 and *50 ex
press the same thing. Consequently the cipher in the 
last case may be dispensed with. At this point we 
would like to warn the student against acquiring the 
absurd practice of speaking of-25 as decimal twenty-
five. The term twenty-five can only practically be ap
plied to a whole number. And what is true in this ex
ample is equally true in all others. The rule for point
ing off in multiplication is as follows : Add the number 
of decimal places in the multiplicand, to the number of 
decimal places in the multiplier, and the sum is the 
number to be pointed off in the product, for example, 
multiply 2(5 by '6, then the product will be 15'G. In 
this case there was one decimal in the multiplier, and 
none in the multiplicand ; consequently one must be 
pointed ofi'in the product. Again, multiply 2'6 by *6, 
the product will be 1'50, as we have one decimal place 
in the multiplicand, and one in the multiplier, making 
two places of figure-'to be pointed off in the product. 
Therefore the only difficulty that can arise in this case, 
is in the confusion that may exist in the mind ofthe 
student, with regard to what is meant bv the term 
"the number of places." Multiply 345*345 by 543'002 
and tbe product will be 1S7,523'025090 ; now observe 
there were three decimal places in the multiplicand, 
and also three in the multiplier, making in all six 
places to be pointed off in the product. It will be seen 
that the last decimal figure is a cipher, which being at 
the right-hand side ofthe decimal figures has no real 
value; the product can, therefore, be expressed as fol
lows: 187,523'02569. With the aid of a few exercises 
out of an arithmetic, the student cannot fail to be cor
rect in his pointing. 

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS SOLVEn. 

Q. If the area of an air-way be doubled, the velocity 
remaining the same, how much will the frictional re
sistance be increased on tbe total quantity, and how 
much will the frictional resistance be decreased per 
square foot of section ? 

A—Friction varies directly as the rubbing surface ; to 
explain this we will take two air-ways, one twice the area 
of the other. The small air-way 5/ X 5' = 25 sq. ft. 
area, the large air-way 6' 3" by S/ = 50 sq ft. area, 
each are 3,000' long. The perimeter of the small air
wav is 5/ -|- 5' + 5' + 5/ = 20/; for the large one 6' 
3-v"_*_ 0/ %ff _|_ 8/ -f 8/ = 28*5/. The perimeters 
multiplied by the length in feet gives the amount of 
rubbing surface for each air-way, thus : 20' X 3,000*' = 
60,000 sq. ft. of rubbing surface for small airway; 28*5' 
X 3000 = 85,500 sq. ft. of rubbing surface for large air
way. 
Then, 85,500 -*•- 60,000 = 1*425, or tbe frictional re

sistance in this case will be increased from 1 to 1-425. 
The amount of rubbing surface per sq. ft. of section 
may be found as follows: 

60,000 -H- 25 = 2,400 for small air-way. 
85,500 -5- 50 = 1,710 for large air-way. 

Tli en, 
1,710 -r- 2,400 = -7125, or the resistance per 

sq. ft. of section will in this case be reduced from 1 to 
•7125. 
Q,—The pressure per square foot producing ventila

tion is equal to ti(i'56 ounces, what is the height of the 
water-gauge? 
A . — W e will first reduce the ounces to pounds, thus, 

66'56 

16 
4*16 pounds, and 4*16 pounds 

pressure per sq. ft. are equal to a water-gauge of 

4-16 

5*2 
= -S inches, 

Q.— H o w many cubic feet of air are there in a circu
lar shaft 1,680 feet deep and 18 feet in diameter; also 
what would be the rubbing surface of this shaft? 
A.—To find the number of cu. ft. of air in a shaft of 

the above dimensions we proceed as follows : 
The rule is square the diameter and multiply the 

result bv the constant '7854, to find the area, thus— 
IS X IS X -7854 = 254*4696, and this mul

tiplied by the depth in feet, 1,680 ; will give the cubical 
contents, thus— 

254*4696 X 1,680 = 427,508*928 cu. ft. 
The rubbing surface of the shaft is obtained by first 

finding the perimeter and multiplying it by the depth 
or length, thus — 

18 X 3-1416 = 56*5488' perimeter and 
56-5488 X 1,680 = 95,001*984, rubbing surface. 
Q.—The form of an air-way is that of an arch with a 

semi-circular top, it is S feet high and S feet wide, and 
begins to circle 4 feet from the bottom, what is the area 
ofthe section? 
A.—Up to the point where it begins to circle we have 

a rectangle 8' X 4' which has an area of 32 sq. ft. 
Treating the top part as half a circle, whose radius is 
4', and diameter 8', we find the area ofthe whole circle 
bv squaring the diameter and multiplying the result by 
•7854, thus— 

8** X '"854 =*= 50-2656 sq. ft. 
Then half of this would be the area of the circular 

part of the air-way, or 502656 -4- 2 — 25-1328 sq. ft., 
which added to the bottom gives the whole area, 

32 + 25*1323 — 57T32S sq. ft, the required area. 
Q.—A circular shaft is 16 feet in diameter, and dur

ing the course of sinking from some cause the shaft 
feeder has flooded the shaft with water to a depth of 
312 feet; bow many gallons and cubic feet of water are 
there in the shaft? 
A.—To find the cubic feet of water in this shaft we 

square the diameter Hi, and multiply the result by 
•7854, thus— 

16 X 16 X -7854 = 20V0624 the square feet 
in the area of the section of the shaft. Now, if the area 
of the section be multiplied by the depth of the shaft 
in feet, the result will be the volume of water in the 
shaft in cubic feet: 

20T0624 X 312 = (.273W6.S8 cubic feet of 
water. Now, as there are 7,4805 TJ. S. gallons in a cubic 
foot, then 

6273T46S8 X 7*4805 = 469,262*75 -f gallons 
the answer required. 
Q . — H o w long would it take to pump the shaft dry in 

the previous question if no feeder continued to run 
into it, the pump being twelve inches in diameter, and 
having a 5 feet stroke, and making 6 strokes per 
minute ? 
A.—First, w e will find the cubic feet the pump can 

lift per minute, as follows : The diameter being 12" = 
1', then 

1 X 1 X -7854 X 5 X 6 = 23-562 cu. ft. 
Now, if the cubic feet of water in the shaft be divided 

by the cubic feet of water tbe pump can lift per minute, 
the result will be the time in minutes the pump will 
empty the shaft. 
Thus, 

627..V468S = 26624minutes,or44*37 hours 

This is a correct answer theoretically, but in practice 
there is a loss by leakage from the bucket and the 
valves. 

POWER IN MINING. 

The Elementary Principles of Mechanics—Steam— 
Boilers—Eng*lnes—The Machinery Employed in 
Mines, 

1. What is a force ? 
It is anything tbat tends to change the state of a 

body. Either to move it or to stop it. 
2. H o w is it measured? 
Always in pounds. 
3. What is velocity? 
Its rate of motion. 
4. What are tbe laws of motion ? 
If a body is at rest it will remain so. If in motion it 

will move "forever uniformly in a straight line till some 
other force acts on it. 
5. Is that perpetual motion? 
Yes, but nobody ever has perpetual motion. The 

nearest to it is that ofthe shirs. 
6. W h y does not a body go on forever ? 
Becaus'e of friction, or the resistance of the air or 

some other force. 
7. What is the measure of a force ? 
W e measure it in pounds only if it is a pressure and 

in its ability to move a certain weight a certain 
distance in one second. Thus, if a force produce a 
velocity ofone ft. per second in a body weighing about 
one-half an ounce. 
8. If a force moves a 20-pound weight at a rate of 40 

feet per second, how much is that force? 
Well 20 pounds is 320 ounces or 640 half-ounces and 

that multiplied*by 40 feet gives 25,600 as the value of 
the, force. 
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9. Will you name some ofthe forces? 
Steam acting on a piston; air in an air drill; water 

moving a wheel; tbe falling weight of a clock; the 
explosion of powder ; and the muscular power of a 
m a n or horse. 

10. Are all of these forces measured in the same way ? 
Yes. In each case the force is only capable of pro

ducing a given quantity of power, no more, no less, 
N o scheme has yet been found for increasing tbe value 
of any power. W h e n you have multiplied the velocity 
by the number ol half-ounces, you have the total value 
of which the force is capable. Remember no kind of 
machine can give you any more. For in example, ques
tion 8 above, the force can give 25,600 units of 
force whether it is steam or a mule that fur
nishes it, and whether it is in a hoister or on a canal, no 
more than 25,600 units can be obtained. If you increase 
the Sliced you cannot move so heavy a body or if you 
try to force a heavier body, it will travel slower. 

11. Give m e some examples. 
With 25,600 units you can move a 4-pound body 

200 feet a second, because if itis all used on the body, 
then 25,600 must equal the number of half-ounces mul
tiplied by the velocity. 

25,600 = 4 X 2 X 16 X 200 
There are two half ounces in an ounce and 16 ounces 

in a pound. If you want to find bow fast this force will 
move a bodv weighing 20 minces you must divide the 
25,600 by 20," which gives 1,280 feet per second. 

12. Do you mean that no matter what kind of a force 
or what kind ofa body you have tbat this is always the 
rule ? 
Of course I mean only ou this earth are these things 

true. On the moon it may be different. Again this 
does not take into account friction or the resistance of 
the air. Of these we will speak later. 

13. Suppose all of the force were not acting on the 
body? You spoke as if that had something to do with 
it in question 11. 

By that I meant simply that friction did not act. 
And that the forces balanced each other. W h e n they 
do we call them in equilibrium. I will use the term 
balance instead of equilibrium. 

14. What is a machine? 
It is a piece or contrivance for producing an effect at 

one point by a power operating at another. 
15. Name some of the simple machines? 
A crowbar, a pulley, spur wheels, windlass, screw, and 

so on. 
16. H o w is a crowbar a machine? 
By it you can lift a weight or move a car. 
17. H o w does it act'.' 
One end rests on the ground and that point is called 

the fulcrum (pronounce the u as you would the u of 
tub). Then with your band at the other end you lift the 
weight at some point C, Fig. 1. Have you ever tried the 

FIG. 1. 

crowbar by holding it somewhere else than at the end ' 
If so, have you noticed that it is harder to lift a weigh' 
that way than if you held it at the end? Again, where 
would you prefer to hold tbe crowbar in Fig. 2, if it 
rests on a stone at A? At C, nearer to A, or at B far 
away ? At B, yes that is right. I would rather take 
hold" at B and pry the weight up with the point C than 
to hold it at C and lift the weight from B. Now that 
suggests a. rule. 

18. What is the rule"? 
Look back to question 10. W e saw there that if you 

increase the speed, you can not move _-o big a weight. 
Here is the same thing; a large weight can only be 
moved a small distance. Now the rule is this: The 
power multiplied by its distance from the fulcrum 
balances the weight multiplied bv its distance from the 
fulcrum : Power X A B = weight X A C. Take an 
example I can pull 60 pounds and the crowbar (Fig. 1) 
is five feet long. H o w much of a weight can I raise if 
it rests on C, one foot from A ? Here 60 X 5 -= weight 
X 1 and the weight is 300 pounds. Suppose I held 
m y band on the crowbar at D, Fig. 1,3 feet from A, then 
I could only raise ISO pouuds because 60 X 3 == weight 

X i. 
19. Do this example now: Suppose in Fig. 2 the 

same crowbar rests on a stone 15 inches from one end 
and I used 50 pounds at the other end B. What could 
I lift at C? 

Fio. 2. 

Well now A is the fulcrum. Then as the crowbar is 
6 feet long, or 60 inches, the end B is 60 — 15 inches 
•from A (= 45). 

50 pounds X 45 inches balances weight X 
15 inches. 

Therefore, 
Weight X 15 = 2,250 and the weight is 150 pounds. 
20. But suppose I wanted to raise 300 pounds with 

this bar, how could I do it? 
Your only way would be to move the stone under 

the crowbar until 
50 pounds X A B = 300 pounds -X A C. 

That is, when A B is six times as long as A C . As A B 

4- A C must equal 60 inches, then A C must be J of B 
C =***- 8A inches. 

21. Is that the only way? 
Yes. unless you could put on more muscle. 
22. But do not we gain power in this way? 
Yes, but you will also see that you lose distance 

Don't forget question 10. The point B must swing 
further than the point C. So you do not raise the weight 
as far as you move the hand. 

23. H o w can I arrange to gain distance and to gain 
power too? 
No way whatever can be found by which you can do 

both. It often is claimed but it can not be done. Don't 
believe any one who pretends this. 

24. Can "I arrange so as to gain distance then ? 
Yes, by using more power. Look at Fig. 2 and imagine 

your hand at C and the weight at B. Then you can 
raise the weight at B fast but the point C travels slowly. 

25. Suppose I want to raise a 300 pound weight nine 
inches high so I can put a block under it. What must 
Ido? 
To raise the point B nine inches high I must move 

tbe point C down a certain distance. If the stone at A 
is 15" from the end C, then C will go down -} as fast as 
the point B, which is three times as far off from A as is 
C. So C goes down 3 inches while B goes up 9 inches. 

300 X 9 inches balance power X 3 inches. 
So the power must be 900 pounds. 
26, But I can give only 50 pounds push. AVhat then ? 
Well, you must get a longer crowbar or else give it up. 

You would need a crowbar so long tbat 
300 X 9 inches *= 50 X distance swung by 

your hand wliich is 54 inches. If then the length A B 
were 45 inches your crowbar would have to be 270 
inches. 

27. I can't get so long a crowbar. What could I do ? 
Then vou must use some other kind of a machine. 

For example a jack-screw or a block and tackle, or wind
lass. 

28. Is a windlass a machine? 
Yes, it is a double machine. It has a crank-handle 

B on which you apply your power that goes to a shaft 
A then to the barrel on which the rope winds (Fig. 3). 

29. H o w does it act? 
In Fig. 4 I have drawn the end view of a windlass 

FIG. 3. FIG, 4. 

The rope bangs from the point C. If you imagine the 
barrel to be cut away except just the part shown, we 
have a crowbar like Fig. 2. Power at B, fulcrum at A, 
and weight hanging at (instead of resting on) at C. 
Then the weight multiplied by the distance A C (the 

radius of the barrel) is balanced by the power multi[died 
by the distance A B (the length ofthe crank arm). 

30. But does not the round barrel of the windlass 
have anything to do with it? 

No, it makes only this difference : Instead of having 
a large number of arms alike, A C (Fig. 4) close to
gether, they are prct solidly together and the barrel as 
it turns always has the rope hanging from an imaginary 
arm. 

31. Let the barrel be 9 inches across and tbe crank 15 
inches long, how much can I move with the windlass? 
Your power being, say, 50 pounds, we have 50 times 

15 balancing weight multiplied by the half distance 
across the barrel. 

50 X 15 = W times 4^, 
so the weight is nearly 167 pounds. 

32. Is tbe principle thesame with the crank arm of a 
direct-acting hoister? 

Yes, the drum of the hoisting engine winds rope on 
it just as the barrel of the windlass does. Instead of a 
crank-arm for the hand to take hold, the piston of the 
steani engine is connected by a " pitman " to the crank 
arm on the same shaft as the drum. (See p. 153, of 
February, 1892, number of T H E COLLIERY EXGINEER.) 

33. Let a drum be IO' in diameter and a crank on 
the side be 10" long, how would you calculate it? 
The weight ofthe ctge, car, ore, and rope is hanging 

from the drum. So if these all weigh 9,000 pounds 
then 9,000 times 5 feet must be balanced by the steam 
pressure acting on tbe crank pin times its crank arm. 
So 9,00(1 - 60 inches = P X 10". 

Whence the rotary power on the crank pin must be 
45,000 pounds. 

34. Suppose tbe arm was at a dead point, what then? 
Tliere is no force to turn the pin. 
35. Then the engine could not start from a dead 

point? 
That is why two cylinders, one on each side of the 

drum, are used, the pistons of which are connected to 
the crank.*, which are so set, that both cranks can never 
he at dead points. They are usually set at quarters. 
Later I will discuss the effect of the pitman and crank 
combination. 

[TO B E CONTINUED.] 

GEOLOGY 

In Its Relation to Coal, Iron, Oil, Gas, and Ores. 

1. What is coal? 
Any mineral substance containing sufficient carbon 

to supply its own fuel and be capable of burning. The 
line between the various fuels is not easily "drawn. 
There are all grades of coal with vegetable matter at 
one end of the series and graphite at the other, includ
ing peat, lignite, soft bituminous hard coal, and 
graphite. (See p. 18, August, 1801, number of T H E COL
LIERY EXGINEER.) 

2, What is the difference between tbese varieties? 
If you read the lectures on chemistry you will 

notice that every piece of organic matter, leaf, wood, 
flesh, etc., has carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen in it in 
different proportions, .\ccording as these elements (See 
p. 18, August, 1801, number) difl'er in quantity, so they 
produce wood, grass, or fle.h. For example, wood is 
made of minute particles of carbon, of hydrogen, and 
oxygen. Tbe same is true of the coals, of which here 
is a table to show their composition. For simplicity 
we put C. for carbon, H. for hydrogen, and O. for 
oxygen. 

Vegetable matter ha. about 

Bluck coal ha., about.... 
Soft coal has about 

C, 

••19 

•50 
•70 
•75 
*8S 
•1,5 

100 

EL 

00 

•07 
*0G 
'10 
•00 
.03 
00 

O. 

•46 

•15 
•00 

3. W h y are they so different? 
Because these coals were made at different times. 
4. H o w do you know that? 
Because they never occur near each other and they 

look so very much unlike one another. 
5. Please explain what you mean? 
Graphite is a pure carbon just like the diamond, and 

has a line grain, is smooth and shiny, like steel. It 
leaves no ash after burning. 
Anthracite is a hard stone coal, with a very little ash, 

and burns without smoke. 
The bituminous coal is soft, blazes up with a flame, 

swells, and finally bakes into a spongy mass called 
coke. There are many varieties called cannel, coking, 
cherry, splint, or block. 

Lignite is a poorer quality of coal that leaves behind 
a great deal of ash, and is brown in color showing 
often the fibres of wood in it. 
Peat is a matted mass of rotting vegetation. 
6. Where are these varieties found? 
Graphite is not very common, and occurs in thin 

seams. 
Anthracite is found in Pennsylvania and Colorado, 

where the rocks have been disturbed, or broken up. 
Bituminous coals are found all over the world, as a 

wise provision of nature for the comforts of man. 
Lignite, or brown coal, is mined in the Western States. 
7. Is there any theory to account for them? 
Yes, it is oue which the geologists have formed from 

their observations and knowledge of the behavior of 
tbe forces of nature. 
8. What is it? 
Have you ever noticed tbe marshes and bogs, how they 

are the rotting masses of vegetable and organic matter ? 
If they are not disturbed for a number of ytars the marsh 
becomes deep and large. In the swamps of Louisiana, 
Arkansas, and Mississippi are very deep bogs, in which 
also grow large trees, close together. W h e n these die, 
fall, and rot, a thick buttom of carbonaceous matter is 
deposited. W h e n the water is absorbed, or if the bog 
becomes dry, a peat is formed, which can be cut and 
burned. Throughout Ireland, and in many countries 
are thick, rich bogs of tbe peat, some quite compact 
and dry. In any swamp we can find a depth of this 
black, "half decayed wood. Then the land sinks, 
or tbe sea rises, and covers the peat with sand and mud, 
just as we have seen off the shores of Guernsey and off 
Devonshire. The peat becomes buried, pressed to
gether by the materials above it, and in time it assumes 
the shape like lignite, light, and having one-tenth of its 
weight in water. A further change, as time wears on, 
produces the forms of bituminous coal. With greater 
time, pressure and heat anthracite is formed. If it is 
still longer heated graphite or plumbago is formed. 
9. H o w long has this change been going on ? 
Geologist, cannot tell but it must have taken ages. 

The amount of coal that supplies TJ. S. inhabitants 
alone, is 150,000,000 tons exevy year, and men tell us that 
ther*-' is sufficient under ground to keep up the 
supply for an indefinite period. The time required to 
make all this coal out of wood is very great. 

10. What evidences have you of this theory ? 
First, the microscope shows coal is full of leaves, 

fibres, and bark of trees. Then near Richmond we see 
a bituminous lied of coal that has been changed in 
place to anthracite where a thin sheet of lava has 
touched it. And we can make coal by putting saw
dust under heat and great pressure. 

11. Have those "coal pipes" that occur in the roof 
any connection with coal formation? 
Those are called " sigillaria." They are tree trunkB 

that were standing when the mud formed around them. 
You will notice them in the roof as saucer-shaped. As 
they are the base of trees near the roots and taper 
thinner upward they are liable to drop down, so 
always stand from under and prop them at once. In 
looking for coal (prospecting that is called) tbe finding 
of sigillaria is a sign of being above the coal. Here is 

a picture of them, Fig. 1. The 
scars are where leaves once grew. 

12. There must have been im
mense forests to furnish so much 
timber and vegetation? 
There were. If you have seen 

the large and dense swamps 
of the Southern States that 
bid so many negroes during 
tho Rebellion; or the illustra
tions of Brazilian and African 
woods you will readily see that 
the illustration, Fig. 2, (on next 
page) is simple in comparison. 
It shows what the geologists 
believe to have been the forests 
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13. N o w there are three things troubling me. First, 
how does this theory come to have been formed? 
Second, what do you "mean by coal period? Third, 
I do not understand what you say about the mud form-
ingaround the "pipes? " 

FIG. 

Granite is always at the bottom and is called tbe base
ment of the earth. Then come a variety of sand
stones, slates, clays, and limestones, of different colors 
and natures. 
Some of the bottom layers of these have fossils 

like those in Fig. 4, and are 
called Silurian. Above them will 
come layers having fishes, called 
Devonian ; corals were also numer
ous. On top of these, never below 
them, came again series of slates, 
limestone, etc., (carboniferous) 
that are full of plants, fossils, or 
shells like Fig. 5. Above them 
came layers and layers of these 
same rocks carrying corals in 
sixes, not in. fours as were those of 
tbe Devonian, and equally split 
tailed fishes, and above all reptiles 
like those in Fig. 3-}. 

These layers included the 
Jurassic, lYiassic, and Cretaceous 
periods. During the last-named 
there also existed great forests 
to produce the coals of the West
ern States. After the Cretaceous 
we had birds appearing in the 
Tertiary rocks, and finally mam
mals. 
So you see there is perfectly 

uniform order which can always 
be identified by the kind of fossils 
The more nearly the animal or 

They are the same as clay but they have been 
hardened more than the clays. (See page 287, July, 
1S91. number.) 
25. Then, the coal must have been formed in very 

quiet water, a pool or ocean ? 
Yes, bow did you come to see that? 
26. Because usually our coal seams have clay or slate 

roof and floor. Then in years to come will we be fossils 
for future geologists ? 
Yes, drowned sailors lying in their wet graves are 

being slowly buried with whales and corals in the ever-
settling sediment. The whole history of the earth baa 
been one ceaseless action of rain and sea that carries 
everything to the ocean the bottom of which is and 
has been a cemetery in which lie the dead from the 
three kingdoms of nature—the earth, air and water. 
27. flow long has this been going on? 
AVe can not tell, certainlv a long time. 

That is a long story, but I will answer your the rocks contain 
second first. Have you noticed tbat coal contains plant resembles those of our day the higher up the 
different kinds of leaves, roots, etc.? Well they indicate rock is. 
to us that these plants existed at the time that the trees 
were growing. W e call that the coal period. 

14. H o w was the theory formed ? 
It followed the same ideas as are now going on. A 

leaf falls into the stream and becomes imbedded in its 
mud. A twig falls on the ground and is covered by 
sand. A n animal dies ou tlie plains, its bones are 
bleached. A rain washes them into a creek, and 
theyare covered with sand. If in time these are buried 
under the soil, they give form to the sand that packs 
around them and a "fossil" is produced. That explains 
the coal pipes that bad been growing in a marsh and 
stood many hundreds of years after the marsh had heen 
covered by a stream that had depo-ited mud around the 
tree. W e know that old forest trees live perhaps a 
thousand years. 

15. Did animals live durine tbat time? 
Yes; there were beetles, spiders, and other insects. 

There were some air-breathing, back-boned animals, 
like our water dogs. There were no birds, no serpents, 
no fruits, no flowers. Fishes were plenty. 

16. Are there any of these in the coal ? 
Occasionally they are found, to give life to the dead 

waste, but they are generally found in the slates and 
clays above and below the coal. 

17. Is that the reason that certain rocks are called 
carboniferous, or of coal period? 
W e always know how and where t-"» look for coal. 

The finding of fossils is our guide. For example if I 
find in a certain rock, remains of 
the five-fingered leaves, like that 
shown in Fig, 3, I know I am 
too high to look for coal and must 
go down. And if a rock is found 
with tho lower forms of life, like 
those of Fig. 4, I a m too low 
down in the rocks. Carbon
iferous rocks will have shells like 
those shown in Fig. 5. 

18. What do you mean by say
ing " too low down ? " 
The question involves tbe 

whole history of tbe earth's forma
tion. All the rocks are in layers 
which occur in the same order wherever you go. 

(TO NTIXUED.) 

layers may be missing or very thin, and in other places 
they will be thick. The order is, however, the same. 

FIG. 5, 

19. Are these rocks always of same thickness? 
No, for they were made under different conditions 

ofthe earth and may be one foot thick in Pennsylvania 
and 50 feet thick in Germany. * The carboniferous 
does not exist at all in Colorado. 
Again the rocks were fotmed 
like the peat as mud deposits of 
a creek, or lake, or ocean, so 
they will be thin near the 
banks and thick in the deep 
water. 

20. What are strata? 
That is a term for several 

layers. One is called a stratum 
Two or more are strata. 
21. Is that where "stratified 

rocks " comes, from ? 
As the rocks like limestone 

and slate arc. flat layers we call 
them stratified. (See p. 286, 
July, 1891, number of T H E COLI. 

22. Is granite stratified ? 
No it is a massive rock. 
23, Then it was not produced by seas or creeks? 
No, granite is the foundation rock of tlie earth and 

when as the Bible says, this earth assumed form, it be
gan to be worn away by frost and water. The coarse 
heavy material was washed to the bottom of the hill 
and there it was left while the sand and mud were car
ried further on. Soon the current became too slow 
and the sand accumulated while the lime grains were 
carried along with the clay mud. Afterwards the lime 
settled out and the mud formed a bottom way out in 
deep water. If the operation continued long we had 

'irMcA 

sandstone, limestone, and clay. Then if there was a 
drought, or the sea dried up, all the plants and animals 
went with the soil. 
Then a flood and a new sea formed later and began 

the same process of eating away the granite to form, 
perhaps, the Devonian, and so on. It is the same as is 
going on to-day. (See question 8''Surface Arrange
ments.") 

24. What are the slates made of? 

M E T H O D S O P MINING. 

Shaft Sinking—Tunneling—Systems of Working Coal 

and Metals—Timbering in Mines. 

1. AVhat are the methods of reaching veins or seams? 
By shaft, slope, tunnel, or adit. 
2." What is a shaft? 
It is a vertical opening sunk from the surface. 
3. AVhat is a slope? 
It is a passage that is inclined. Some call it incline, 

others a plane. 
4. What are the other two ? 
These are horizontal openings. A tunnel, properly 

speaking, is a passage driven through a mountain, or 
from daylight to daylight. In mining this term means 
a passage from daylight tlirough the country rock to 
the vein. An adit is a horizontal opening on tbe vein 
from daylight in. 
5. Then only slopes and adits are on the vein? 
Yes The first follows tbe dip of tbe vein and the 

other follows tbe strike ofthe vein. 
6. Which is the best method of opening a vein? 
That depends upon the surface features. If the vein 

crops out to daylight, one may have tbe choice of all 
four methods. Undoubtedly it is cheaper and more 
advised to follow the vein by slope or adit, for then 
you know what your vein looks like. With coal this 
is not of so much consequence, because the coal is so 
even in quality and the bed of uniform thickness. 
AVith lead or silver it is different, the vein changes in 
direction and in thickness. The vein is rarely ore-
bearing throughout, but only has streaks of ore that 
must be followed. Generally speaking, "stick by the 
ore" and follow it. If on a hillside the vein crops out, 
running up and down, then surely you have tbe best 
and cheapest method—by adits. These are driven 
every 100' apart in height and offer the simplest mode 
of transportation. 
7. H o w about slopes ; are they not chea» ? 
Slopes are good for following the vein down and thus 

give you an idea of its value, but tbey are expensive to 
keep up. The wear and tear of hoisting is great, and the 
timbering is more expensive than for the same style in 
shafts. But there is another objection. If the' vein 
should " knuckle back " hoisting would be dangerous. 
For example, veins in the lead and silver districts are 
not regular in their pitch, as you will see later, under 
geology of this department. Sometimes they double 
back. You may imagine what danger 
and trouble there is in hoisting up a 
shaft like that in Fie*. 1. I could 
name several, But when the com
pany started out on the slope, tbey 
did not know what to do when they 
reached the point A. I believe there 
are a dozen such shafts in Colorado. 
Their owners sooner or later must 
change. They can not hoist fast 
through them. And you know the 
speed of hoisting and the amount of 
the load fixes the output of tbe mine; 
no matter how much ore is broken 
down, only a small amount can be pulled out. 
8. Do you prefer a vertical shaft? 
By all means. It is safer, you can hoist quicker, the 

timbering is better preserved and watched, and even 
the hoisting rope lasts longer. 
9. H o w would you sink it? 
I'd prefer to put it on tbe side shown in Fig. 2, so aa 

to cut the vein. I would drive 
across to cut the vein every 100 
feet or so in height. 

10. Are not these cross-cuts ex
pensive? 
I grant you they are. 
11. Would this plan not cost 

too much ? 
This must, be determined by 

the owner. It is dearer than a 
slope at first. But when you 
figure up the first cost of slope 
and then add to it the slowness 
of hoisting, the extra cost of re
pairs, the danger of knuckling, 

and other dangers, you will find tbat before five years 
a vertical shaft is cheaper, for it will require less coal to 
run the engine, and tbe rope will last so much longer 
tbat you would save money. 

12. May wTe not first sink a slope to see what the 
vein looks like and then after sink a shaft? 
Yes, that is surely the best plan, for you would re

quire two outlets sometime anyhow. 
13. AArhen would a tunnel be better? 
AVhen the country is wet and you know enough 

about,,the vein and its ore to know where to find it and 

FIG. 1. 

FIG. 2. 
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what it contains. A tunnel is cheap to operate. It re
quires no hoisting machinery aud tbe cars and ore can 
be brought out through it without trouble or great cost. 
Transportation is the most important, and, in ore-
mines, the least considered of all branches of mining. 

14. Is a tunnel expensive to drive? 
Yes, though the cost will depend more upon the 

difficulties encountered, like water and soft rock. 
Hard rock is no longer any objection. With machine 
drills and electric firing tbe cost of driving tunnels is 
not so serious an item as it was. 

15. Are machine drills and electric firing cheaper 
than by hand'.' 

Yes, the work is done more rapidly and cheaper. 
16. What is the method of u^ing air drills in 

tunnels '.' 
There are two system.. The "center cut" and the 

"radial." In tbe center cut system, known as the 
American method, the holes are drilled 12 to 14 feet 
deep and in vertical rows of four each and looking to
ward each other. The two rows 1,1, in Fig. 3, the center 
cross and are fired first. This breaks out a wedge of 
rock. The others are fired in volleys, marked 2, 3, 
afterwards. Then the sides are trimmed to shape. 
For this method, there are two machines at A and B. 
Theadvance of the tunnel 
is 10 feet when tbe tunnel 
is 9 X 16 feet, 20 holes 
are drilled. The "radial" 
system is for drifts 
where the machine is 
placed at one side ofthe 
drift and drills the holes 
about 4 feet deep, each as 
in Fig, 4. 
In the consumption of 

powder they are a little 
higher than in hand 
work, but the progress is very much faster. It does not 

pay to arrange the holes in the 
fast way, as a miner would, for the 
time lost in moving the machine is 
too great. 

17. Are tunnels timbered? 
Usually not, unless the ground is 

® i - A L L SOft. • ' A 
18. H o w are they timbered ? 
Like galleries and drifts—in sets 

of four pieces. Sill, cap. and two 
posts. 

19. H o w are they joined? 
If the pressure is only from the 

top, then the cap may rest on the 
posts, as in Fig. 5. If there is any 

side pressure the joint should be cut, as in Fig. 6. 

FIG. 3. 
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FIG. 1 

FIG. 5, FIG. 6. 

Never hollow out the post to rest the cap on for the 
post will soon split. Always dress off the ends to a 

flat face. Some miners dress 
and hew off the cap and the 

S, ~~7\ P^ta like Fig. 7, but I do not 
/ / ( \ find this a good plan. I have 
/ / \\ known of cases where the cap 
/ / \ 1 fell through when the posts 
/ / 1 \ were forced back. This was on 
/ f \ \ account of poor backing. 

. _ 20. What is that? 
'' ' The timbers and frames 

should never be allowed to stand long without being 
well packed behind with waste rock stowed away be
tween the rock and the lagging. 

21. AVhat is lagging? 
That is close slabs of Hat boards, cord-wood, or half 

round slabs from the saw-mill, which are placed close 
alongside ofone another, like in Fig. 8. 

22, AA'hat are tbey for? 
To hold back the waste packing and to prevent any 

movement. Remember this one principle in timber
ing and mining general
ly—that timbering is 
not for a bad roof mere
ly. Itis intended to pre
vent a good roof, so called, 
from becoming bad. A 
stick of timber will hold 
a heavy load or stand a 
very heavy pressure so 
long as it is quiet, but the 
moment that movement 
begins, there is no tim
bering on earth strong 

enough to prevent disaster. So always close up spaces 
in the waste and pack them as tight as you can to pre
vent movement. The talk about "rock of ages" is all 
well enough but it is cracked, some will soften on ex
posure to the air and little of tbe rock of the earth is so 
solid as to stand the jars of blasting without loosen
ing up and falling. Tlie man who will not timber up 
because tbe roof looks good, will be fooled some day, 
and be brought home on a stretcher. Therefore, I pray 
you, be over-cautious in your timbering. Think of it! 
One man out of every four hundred miners is killed 
every year by falling roof. 

23. Is there no remedy against this ? 
No. M e n who live with the constant threatening 

dangers of mining all around them, become hardened 
and careless. Tlioy say that "I am more lucky," or 
" more careful." But to-morrow is their day. I have 
picked men out of mines crushed by rock, and yet they 
had to crawlover loose timberssupplied to them, to reach 

Fre 

their working faces. They are anxious for a big turn-
in, and do not want to lose the time necessary to prop 
the timbers. The use of machines for drilling and coal 
cutting will remedy this somewhat. For then certain 
men will do nothing but attend to the machines; 
others will only put up timbers, .till others will do the 
blasting, and so on. This is a big improvement, and is 
much safer for everybody. 

24. H o w far apart are the sets you mentioned in 18? 
Three feet, ordinarily, but they may be further apart 

or nearer together, according to the greatness of the 
pressure. 

25. H o w are the sets held together? 
Nails or spikes should never be used. Straps are 

sometimes used. But I advise you to get along without. 
any iron, all the pressure is inward toward the gallery 
or drift and if the joints are carefully made the pressnre 
will bold the pieces of frame together without any 
fastenings. Often wedges and wedge-blocks are placed 
at the citps and heads, as in Fig, 8, but a tight backing 
of waste rock will be sufficient. 

26. AVill this do if the ground is soft or crumbles? 
No. The lagging may help, but generally, soft 

ground requires heavy sets. The lagging, by the way, 
should always be weaker than the timbers of the sets, so 
tbat when crumbling takes place and anything must 
give away, the lagging will do so first and relieve the 
sets. The lagging can be so easily replaced when quiet 
is restored. 

(TO B E CONTINUED.) 

SURFACE ARRANGEMENTS. 

The Preparation of Coal and Ores for Market. 

1. Why need ores be prepared? 
Because minerals and ores as they come from a mine 

J are never pure. They are found mixed with material 
j of no value. Often, also, there occur with the valuable 
portion ofthe ore, material wliich is injurious to the ore, 
while in use. Of this we will speak later. 
2. H o w about coal? 
The same is true there. No matter what may be the 

uses to which coals are to be put, there are impurities 
that injure the coal. Iron pyrites and slate, besides clay, 
are tbe most common. The first occurs all through the 
coal in fine grains ami sometimes in balls that break up 
in the hewing or shooting. The slate and clay come 
from the partings, roof or floor. In loading the cars 
these cannot be picked out quickly in the dark so when 
they arrive up at the surface they must be separated. 
3. What are the objections to pyrites ? 
Pyrites contain sulphur which increases the percent

age of ash for whatever purpose it may be used. 
4. Does not coking in the ovens destroy the sulphur 

and carry it off? 
Burning does take, off some of the sulphur from the 

coke but the iron remains in the ash. Pyrites, as you 
may know, is over one-half sulphur and nearly one-half 
iron, 
5. Is the sulphur injurious? 
Yes indeed. A coai with much pyrites in it cannot 

be used raw in iron manufacture because the sulphur 
spoils the pig iron. Nor is impure coal fit for burning 
under steam boilers. It makes a poor heating coal and 
clinkers badly. The blacksmith cannot use a coal with 
pyrites, nor one with slate, because of injury to the 
tools he is forging. 
6. H o w are the pyrites and slate removed from the 

coal ? 
Until recently tbe only means adopted for separating 

them was by picking. The broken coal was caused to 
slide down screens made of bars through which the fine 
material and culm or slack passed and over which the 
larger coal sizes were carried. Boys, on convenient 
seats, watched for the lumps of slate or clay, and picked 
them out as they flew by. This method was crude and 
not entirely satisfactory. In ore mines, the method is 
the same except that the ore is dumped on bibles. 
The sorters have less ore to pick over than the boys 
have of coal. 
7. AVhat is done now ? 
Methods called washing are used. For coal and for 

ore, the principle is the same. 
8. AVhat is the principle? 
Watch a creek and you have the plan. W h e n a 

creek is falling fast and flowing with great speed it can 
wash away anything smaller than quite large pebbles, 
AVhen it has emptied into a large river, it moves slower 
and now the pebbles settle down, but tbe heavy sand, 
fine sand, and clay go on. Wherever the river widens 
the speed of the river is less and now sand will settle. 
The mud remains and is carried away out to sea before 
it settles down. Every change in the speed of the 
river alters the bottom ; finer material will settle if the 
speed is slower and only the coarse stuff will stay on 
the bottom if the river is faster. So with the washing 
machines, (See Q. 23, Geology.) 
9. Must the coal and the ore be fine for this work ? 
Yes, and that is the only objection, at least with 

coal. There is one reason why the material must be 
broken, besides the one mentioned. Usually the im
purities are mixed all through tbe coal aud ore, and un
less you break it up, you ran not separate them. 
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i objection l.. making small coal? 
e is largo ami von eaji not break op 
tog without losing a great deal. The 
J nearly a tenth ; screening loses some 
ens waste a little. It is found that the 
rom mines delivering to furnaces is less 

than that from mines which supply domestic sizes 
which are all small. This waste is always very large. 
Later we will discuss means of preventing so much 
waste. 

11. But is not sized coal better for the consumers? 
Yes, the consumers prefer sized coal. Grates are 

planned'for the burning of a certain size of coal, and 
so the screening is all right for the consumer. So, for 
coke making, small coal is preferred. But the breaking 
of coal produces so much culm wliich with the fine coal 

hoisted up to surface is screened out and lost. At 
present there is little chance of using the fine coal. 
Usually, too, it has more impurities than the raw coal. 
If thisslack were washed it would sell better than it 
does now. It could then be used for coke making. If 
the dry coals ofthe Mississippi A'alley could be coked 
there would be more washing of the coal and slack. 

12. Is coke better to burn than coal, tbat you should 
lay so much stress on it? 
For certain purposes, yes. Furnaces for melting iron 

and lead find coke better tban raw coal. 
13. Is any coal so good and pure as not to require 

washing? 
I hardly think so. I believe all coals have sulphur, 

and most of them have slate. But even if it was not 
necessary to wash the impurities out of the coal, 
screening would separate the coal into sizes and give 
cleaner products. So I believe that every coal should 
be washed for one purpose or another. 

14. Is it not expensive ? 
Oh yes. I grant you it is simply a question of cost 

as to whether it would pay. As the consumers prefer 
coal which is clean, and demand it to be screened and 
sized, it is a question whether a colliery wants to con
tinue to supply trade by puttingup a cleaning works, 
or if it would rather run "the risk of losing business. 
Breakers were found to be necessary and to improve 
trade years ago. So it will be equally important to 
build washing-bouses for the coal. 

15, Is there only one method of washing coal ? 
No, for air will accomplish just what water does. 

The farmer of the olden time separated the chaff from 
the wheat by letting a current of air sweep across the 
barn and blow away the chaff. Still the air method is 
not a success, for you have to use a strong blower fan 
or a suction fan to make the current. 

16. Then water is the only means? 
Yes. Dr. T. Drown has tried to obtain some other 

liquid, but, like others, has concluded that water is the 
cheapest. 

17. AVhat is the plan of washing? 
You have seen how water can separate lighter par

ticles from heavier? AVell, coal is lighter than the 
slate and pyrites. So a current of water is caused to 
flow in such a manner and -with such speed as to just 
carry off the coal and leave the heavy impurities be
hind. 

18. Is it the same plan as that of dressing ores? 
No, not quite the same. An ore of iron, lead, silver, or 

gold is heavier tban the impurities that are found with 
ores. So there, the plan is to wash away the lighter 
materials. 
19. Is there any other difference? 
Not essentially. In principle there is no difference. 

But in quantity to be treated there is. You see, with 
metallic ores, we have to deal with small quantities of 
rich material, and hence can afford to be more careful 
with the operation. A large ore-washing mill is one 
that treats 100 tons a day. This is a very small turn
out for a coal mine. A coal washing plant must deal 
with enormous quantities of a very cheap substance, 
and one on which the margin for profit is so small that we 
must use machines that act very quickly and simply. 

20. A coal-washer, therefore, is a very large mill of 
simple and self-acting machines, while an ore-washer 
is not. Is that so ? 

Not exactly. Tbe first part of the statement is cor
rect, but tbe latter partis not. First, a mill for washing 
ore is called a concentrator, and the process is called 
concentration. But the mill may be just as simple as 
the coal washer. All 1 intended to imply was this, the 
coal must be washed fast and the ore may be concen
trated slowly or even several times belore the operation 
is complete. Ores are, therefore, repeatedly washed in 
many mills. 

(TO B E CONTINUED.) 

T H E COLLIERY ENGIXEER'S estimate of the annual sup
plies required for an 100-oven coke plant is printed in 
the New York Engineering and Mining Journal and credit
ed to the American Manufacturer. The Journal acted in 
good faith. The Manufacturer acted piratically.—Con
nellsville Courier. 

No More Trouble From Boiler Corrosion and Boiler 
Scale. 

Last month we published an article on the merits of 
the boiler compound manufactured by tbe Pittsburgh 
Boiler Settle Resolvent Co. In our advertising pages of 
this issue will be found a page of testimonials from those 
who have used it longest. If it will successfully meet 
the requirements ofall these parties itnaturally follows 
that it will meet yours, and you cannot afford to pass 
it by without investigating it. 

A neat reminder of the Lidgerwood Manufacturing 
Company, comes to our desk in the shape of a 
delicately tinted bfivelled-edg-e card, 7 X 8:1 in., upon 
whicli is mounted a photograph of a new six-spool 
Lidgerwood hoisting engine for bridge erectors. There 
is a brief description of the engine below the photo
graph. The card is designed to be hung upon anail. 
The Lidtrerwood six-spool hoisting engine is portable, 

serviceable, and thoroughly reliable, and is designed for 
use in bridge erection and in the construction of iron 
buildings. It can also be profitably used for hoisting 
heavy loads generally. It has six spools, independent 
in action ami each having a clutch, lever, ratchet, and 
pawl. The absolute independence of the spools enables 
the engine to be operated to great advantage in bridge 
election as several members of a truss or girder can be 
hoisted and held in position while they are being bolt
ed or riveted. The engine has many other attractive 
features and the Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company 
will gladly reply to all inquiries concerning it, addressed 
to the New York office of the Company, 96 Liberty 
Street. 
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Use Hot Water. 

The human body, says a writer in HallA Journal of Health, 
is constantly undergoing tissue changes. Water has the 
power of increasing these tissue changes, which multiply 
the waste products, but at the same time they are renewed 
by its agency, giving rise to increased appetite, which in 
turn provides fresh nutriment. Persons but little accus
tomed to drink water are liable to have tbe waste products 
formed faster than tbey are removed. Any obstruction to 
the free working of natural laws at once produces disease. 
People accustomed to rise in the morning weak and 
languid will find tbe cause in the imperfect secretion of 
wastes, which many times may be remedied by drinking a 
full tunililcr of water before retiring. This very materially 
assists in the process during tbe night, and leaves the 
tissues fresh and strong, ready for tbe active work of the 
day. Hot water is one of our best remedial agents, A hot 
bath on going to bed, even in tbe hot nights of summer, is 
a better reliever of insomnia tban many drugs, Inflated 
parts will subside under the continued poulticing of real 
hot water. Very hot water, as we nil know, is a prompt 
checker of bleeding, ami besides, if it is clean, as it should 
be, it aids in sterilizing our wound. A riotous stomach 
will nearly always gratefully receive a glass or more of hot 
water. Consequences of Error. 

Take caie what thou sowest, as if thou wert taking care 
for eternity. That sowing, of whicli the Scripture 
speaketh, what is it'.' Yesterday, perhaps, snme evil temp
tation came upon you—the opportunity of unrighteous 
gain, or of unhallowed indulgence, came, either in the 
sphere of business, or of pleasure, of society, or of solitude. 
If you yielded to it, then and there did you plant a seed of 
bitterness and sorrow. To-morrow, it may be, will threaten 
discovery ; and agitated and alarmed, you will cover the 
sin, bury it deeper in falsehood and hypocrisy. In the 
hiding bosom, in the fruitful soil of kindred vices, that sin 
dies not, but thrives and grows ; and other and still other 
germs of evil gather around the accursed root, till from 
that single seed of corruption, tliere springs up in tbe soul 
all that is horrible in habitual lying, knavery, or vice. The 
evil deed may be done, alas! in a moment—in one fatal 
moment; but conscience never dies ; memory never 
sleeps; guilt never can become innocence ; and remorse 
can never, never whisper peace.—.Vc*-.* York Lc.lyee. 
A Paper on the Hidden Causes of Disease, by the 

Late Sir Morell Mackenzie. 

At the solicitation of the editor or Youth's Companion, Sir 
Morell Mackenzie, M. !_>., a-short time before bis death, 
wrote the following article on the "Hidden Causes of 
Disease." 
Age is not always to be measured by years. It has been 

truly said that " a man is as old as bis arteries ; " as long us 
tbese living conduits retain their soundness and elasticity, 
the parts which they supply with blood will resist decay. 
Overwork, " hard living," prolonged privation and 

exposure to cold, and generally speaking, whatever makes 
the fire of life either burn too fust or get low for lack of 
fuel, will add very largely to the natural wear and tear of 
the tissues 
Dryden speaks ofa man whose restless spirit 

Fretted the pigmy body to decay 
And o'er Informed the tenement of clay. 

PECULIARITIES OF STRUCT UKE. 

That there are peculiarities of structure and constitution, 
which predispose to certain diseases is a fact as to which 
there can be 110 possible dispute. 
A good example of such ti proclivity is seen in " bleeders," 

who suffer from what medical men call hamophila. The 
constitutional tendency to bleed on the slightest provoca
tion is very marked in such persons. Alter the extraction 
ofa tooth, or a trilling cut, they bleed so profusely and so 
long that surgical skill is sometimes taxed to the uttermost 
to keep them from bleeding to death. 
The late Duke of Albany (Prince Leopold) was the sub

ject of this peculiarity to such a degree that the lives of his 
physicians were made a burden by tbe almost incessant 
demand for their assistance which it entailed. It was ul
timately the cause of his death; and yet tlie injury which 
indirectly proved fatal was nothing more serious than a 
slight twist of the knee-joint, which occurred in dancing. 
Nothing has yet been discovered to account for this ex

traordinary peculiarity except a certain thinness of tbe 
blood vessels, which is far from being constantly present in 
such cases. The theory that the Duke of Albany had " one 
skin less than other people " is probably a grotesquely dis-

; torted version of t bis slight structural anomaly. 
The most noteworthy instance of constitutional tendency 

to disease is seen in the case nf con sumption, and what tlsed 
to be called scrofulous diseases. These are now all classed, 
together wilh consumption, under the head of tuberculous 
diseases. 
Tbe peculiarity of structure in these cases shows itself in 

this—that the real cause of the disease requires a certain 
condition ofthe tissues before it, can produce its ellect. 
They are more delicate and more easily injured in predis
posed subjects than they are in other people. Wounds do 
not heal kindly, and are apt to fester in persons of thiscon-
stitution. 

HEREDITY. 
That heredity is a cause of disease admits of no doubt. 
It is not tbe disease itself, but the tendency thereto, 
that is inherited, just as other physical peculiarities are. 
Readers will remember the horseshoe vein on tbe fore

head which was tbe badge ofall the tribe of Redganntlet; 
and there is a well-known family in tbe South of France 
which for more than three centuries has boasted a white 
lock of hair. The Bourbon nose, and the thick lip ofthe 
Hapsbnrgs, are other instances in point. 
Consumption, gout, insanity, and cancer arc tlie diseases 

which show the greatest tendency to run in families. Of 
the hereditary transmission of gout, nearly every noble 
family in Europe can show the most conclusive proof. 
With regard to cancer the case is not so cleor; but statistics 
prove that heredity can he more or less distinctly made out 
in a considerable proportion of those who fall victims to 
the disease. 
Tlie Bonaparte family furnishes a remarkable example of 

! the hereditary transmission of cancer One of the parents 
j of Napoleon the Firstdiedof cancer of the liver or stomach. 
Pie himself died of cancer of the stomach, which also 
! proved fat;il to his brother Lucien and to bis sister, tbe 
beautiful Pauline Borghese. 
A hereditary tendency to disease may not show itself till 

an advanced period of life, as Professor Huxley, in bis 
charming autobiographical sketch has lately told us that a 
peculiar movement ofthe hands wliich wqs habitual in his 
mother has recently shown itself in him. 
The moral to be drawn from tbese facts is that if a man 

has reason to suspect that he inherits u tendency to a par
ticular di-ease, lie should be careful to avoid exposing lum-
selfto tbe conditions which favor its development. He 
ahouldalso be mindful of his posterity, actual or possible. 
Most people use their bodies as ifi bey were their property 

in fee simple. This is hardly fair to their descendants. A 
man should, undoubtedly, treat his body as though it were 
strictlv entailed, and the rights of his heirs should be, as 
far as possible, respected. 
Tf the attack of the disease can by any means be kept off, 

it is possible tbat in time the family taint may be elimi
nated. 

Anxiety and distress of mind also contribute powerfully 
to hasten tbe advent of old age. A great sorrow will 
whiten tlie hair and make a man look old and worn : add
ing, in very truth, years to his life in the physiological 
calendar. 
Probably there is no more potent cause of disease than 

long-continued mental suffering; and the greater part of 
its effect in this way is due to the fact that it brings on pre
mature old age. 
Old age cause, disease by setting up changes in tbe 

tissues which make them liable lo perverted action, as in 
the transformation of harmless warts into cancerous 
growths; or less capahle of resisting the effects of cold and 
other external agencies ; or more prone to wasting, wliich 
the exhausted system finds it more and more difficult to 
repair. 
Organs like the brain and tbe heart—which are, as it 

were, banks for the storing up and distribution of vital 
energy—become worn ont, and physiological bankruptcy 
results. 
Tbe special enemy of old age. inflammation of the 

lungs, is due to weakness of the heart, combined with loss 
of el tsticity in the lungs. Tbe mortification ofthe feet and 
ulcers of the legs so frequent in the aged are also con
sequences of deficient blood supply, associated with local 
degeneration of tissue. 
HOW PARALYSIS COMES IN. 
The arteries lose their elasticity and give way under any 
nnwonted increase in tbe force of the blood current; thus 
a fit of anger or even a sudden movement may be loll owed 
by bleeding into the brain—popularly called "apoplexy" 
or "paralytic stroke "—or a lame vessel may become dilated 
into a kind of hollow ball, called an aneurism, which 
causes pain and troublesome complications by pressure on 
the parts in its neighborhood, and may at last burst, with 
an immediately fatal result. 
The changes wrought by old age in the structure of tbe 

brain show themselves at first in subtle alterations of dis-
osition and intellect, such as irresolution, timidity, irrita-
ility, unreasonable suspicion, avarice,—that "good old-

gentlemanly vice," as Dyron culls it,—garrulity, loss of 
memory, confusion of thought, and all the characters of 
age," wliich literature from Homer downward has de
lighted to portray. 
In a more advanced stage tbese senile changes in the 

brain lead to various forms of mental derangement, and in 
the last scene of all to "second childishness and mere 
oblivion." 
The most fatal tendency of old age, however, is to tbe 

formation of what are called "malignant" growths. This 
is distinctively a "senile change," if we are to believe Mr. 
Jonathan Hutchinson, an English authority on the subject, 
who insists that cancer is merely chronic inflammation in 
tissues that have undergone the degeneration characteristic 
of old age. 

The Mortality of Miners. 

This is an old subject of controversy, and tlie general 
idea seems to have prevailed that the mortality is above 
the average. In connection with the frequent mention of 
the subject lately, attention bus been called to l">r. Oale's 
views contained in a paper on "Occupational Mortality," 
which was issued in connection with Ibe Registrar-Gener
al's 55th annual report. A eontempomry thus summarizes 
tbe returns. 
While not bearing out tbe assertion tbat miners enjoy 

healthier lives than agricultural laborers, they show that 
coal miners and the miners in the North Riding of York
shire, and in other ironstone districts, aged between 25 and 
•85 years, were liable in 1871-80 to a lower death rate than 
the mean rate among all males at the same ages. Taking 
l.OQO to represent tbe mortality figure ofall males at the 
above-mentioned ages in tbe ten years under notice, tbe 
figure for laborers in ten agricultural counties was 701; for 
miners in nine counties where the mining was ulmost ex
clusively for coal it was 891- and for miners in tbe North 
Riding and other ironstone districts it was 834. Dr. Ogle 
wrote; " The death rates of coal miners ure surprisingly 
low. In spite of their terrible liability to accident, and 
tbeirconslunt exposure to an atmosphere vitiated by coal-
dust, by foul air, and by an excessively high temperature, 
the comparative mortality figure of tbese laborers is con
siderably below that of all males." This rule holds good, 
not only for the aggregate of all the miners in the nine 
counties dealt with, but for each ofthe six great coal areas 
taken separately, excepting only South Wales and Mon
mouthshire, where the exceptionally high rate from acci-
dentcuuses the mortality to exceed the mean for all mules. 
—Labor Tribune (England). 
Chauncey M. Depew's Method of Preventing* a 

Break-Down. 

To the charge which has been made in connection with 
tbe Hastings disaster tbat Chauncey M. Depew spends too 
much time outside his duties as President of tbe Central 
Road, Mr. Depew makes an extended reply : 
He saiil : "I have closed my twenty-fifth year with tbe 

Central Railroad and in that quarter of a century I have 
been in touch with every part of its business and every 
condition of its development. Though blessed with 
physique and health and capacity for work accorded to 
very few men, I early made up my mind from observing 
tlienien who had broken down around me and gone to 
pieces, that the only safety was in variety of occupation ; 
that unless a man could relieve the strain by excursions 
into other fields, and especially such things as would keep 
up bis cheerfulness and hopefulness, he was gone." 
After citing the means of relaxation adopted by a prom

inent banker and by a railroad president, Mr. Depew said : 

" I care nothing for cards, take no interest in games of 
chance, and at lirst used to spend my evenings late in the 
night in continuing the business of the day. Of course 
that produced sleeplessness, and in a short time led to an 
overstrain in one direction ofthe same brain fibers, which 
destroyed their elasticity, and resulted in bad judgment 
and poor work. It is for this reason that tbe extremely 
busy man can do better tbe next day if after his business 
hours he can switch bis mental machinery off to some 
channel which gives rest and recreation. Happily for m y 
critics, and equally fortunate for my health, m y recreation 
is mental labor in other channels than business, which 
are public and widely advertised, while the railway presi
dent or banker who passes his evening at his club or with 
the card party in Ins house is free from criticism, because 
tbe public are wholly unaware, and, therefore, they don't 
core how he passes his evenings." 
Mr. Depew spends much time iu his office, hut he urges tbat 

it is a misapprehension to estimate a man's value by hours. 
" I know plenty of business managers," he says. "If 

they were not ably assisted, would ruin t)\& properties 
which they control, even if they gave IS out 21 hours to the 
service. I know others of such comprehensive and ex
ecutive genius that, with three hours a day, they will make 
any business a success. Commodore Vanderbilt was the 
greatest business success the work! has ever known. He 
made about a million and a half a year for every year he 
lived, counting from his birth. He always closed his busi
ness day at 2 o'clock, and there never was any business so 
important that he would give it any attention after that 
hour. He drove in the afternoon his fust horses and 
devoted the evening absolutely to recreation and pleasure-
able amusements. He always claimed that his judgment 
wns very much better and his success largely due to these 
habits. I believe that a man of large executive endow
ments, who is properly educated and trained, has the 
faculty of selecting efficient and loyal subordinates, and 
the greater faculty of instantly turning his mind and con
centrating all its resources upon tbe business in hand, can 
successfully manage several important business concerns 
and still have time for his family, his friends, and tbe 
public." 
In conclusion President Depew refers to tlie large share 

of New York's traffic handled by bis road and then says: 
" I do not claim that my speeches produced this result or 
any considerable portion of it, but the passenger agents 
both ofthe Central and rival lines, tell me that they notice 
au appreciable difference in travel liy our lines, as the 
public appearances of the President are more or less 
frequent." 

Electrical Improvements. 

Two Germans have each invented a process by which tbe 
tilinnents of the incandescent lights can be preserved from 
deterioration. One is by depositing chromium upon tlie fila
ment, eitbercbemically or by electrolysis. Thecluimis that 
the melting point of chromium is so high, as to resist the 
action of the electric current and increase the life of the fila
ment. The second method is to deposit nitrides of silicon or 
boron upon the surface of tbe filaments. This is done by 
heating the filaments to high temperature, in an atmosphere 
of volatile compounds of silicon or boron, and volatile com
pounds of nitrogen. 
A French engineer has discovered a method of repairing 

broken filaments economically, so that the bulbs can be used 
again. He makes a hole in tbe bulb, carefully takes out the 
broken filament excepting a small piece, which is left at
tached to the platinum supports. The bulb is then filled 
with a hydro-carbon liquid, mid a new filament inserted, 
witli its ends just touching the piece of old filament. An 
electric current is then turned on, which decomposes the 
liquid; tbe hydrogen liberated, rises through tbe bulb and 
the carbon is deposited, cementing the new and old fila
ments together. The bulb is then cleaned and sealed ready 
or use. 
The reduction of aluminum from its oxide by means of 

tbe electric current, is one ofthe greatest results in tlie way 
of electrolysis. The metal which wa* only recently a com
parative myth, is now produced in large quantities, and ia 
used in the manufacture of many articles, both useful and 
ornamental. Experiments are being made, with reference 
to its use in the steel plating of vessels, a small quantity of 
aluminum in the steel, rendering the latter more uniform 
and more ductile, with a higher ultimate strength.—Mining 
Indusli-y, 

Is Electricity a Manufactured Article ? 
At first sight this may seem a grotesque question, but it 
has a very serious financial aspect and in fact more than 
one law suit to determine this point is at present in progress, 
one, indeed, in New York City. The point at issue is Ihe 
taxation of central stations, for many Stales andcities make 
a wide difference between manufacturing establishments 
and others. If electricity is a man ufactured article then it 
should be treated with the same consideration due to the 
establishment of a new industry, with us much gentleness 
as if it were a soap factory or a shoe shop. Then, too, the 
question is likely to arise from time to time whether the elec
tric current is dutiable, li is one ofthe few tilings that there-
doubtable McKinlcy did not specifically include in his ami
able tariff bill, but it might be levied upon us an iniclussed 
manufactured or unmanufactured article for the benefit of 
the governmental pocket. A question of opinion such as 
that involved in this inquiry is one to lill the hearts of our 
legal friends with unwonted joy, for their are as many sides 
to the subject as there are human beings to discuss it. Does 
a change, in the form of energy constitute manufacture? 
Is the electric current a substance or not, and in cither 
case is it in any sense properly manufactured in the central 
station? If it is a substance, has it been altered in form 
sufficiently to lie classified us a manufacture? If it is not, 
can it be manufactured at all? These are u few of the 
pleasant questions that arise for solution before the courts, 
and the longer one discusses them the more hopelessly ab
struse do they seem to be. As a matter of plain straight
forward equity, an electric light station and gas works 
ought apparently to stand on precisely the same footing, 
but whether under our existing laws this can be permitted 
is another question. Fur example, is an establishment for 
the distribution and sale of power, whether transmitted by 
cable, steam, or compressed air, a manufactory? If itis not, 
should tbe distribution of power by electricity be classified 
as manufacturing? On tlie other band, is not the produc
tion by the consumption of coal of an available something for human advantage manufacture, whether it is a current 
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of gas or of electricity? It is one ofthe cases where appeal 
cannot be taken to logic, for logic is left out in the cold in 
such a varying series of analogies ; nor can one appeal to 
ethics, for ethics is not always considered in adjudicating 
disputes: so after all it m a y have to be settled on a purely 
legal basis. If so, n o m a n can tell what tbe result will be, 
for the laws are not universally bound by any code of either 
ethics or logic—Electrical World. 

An Electrical Mail Carrier. 

A plan to carry the mails by electricity between New 
York and Brooklyn bus been submitted by Mr. A. Bryson, 
Jr., ol'New York, to Postmaster Collins, of Brooklyn. It 
is the result of an act recently introduced in Congress by 
Mr. J. J. Clancy, which provides for the better transmis
sion of mail matter between the two cities, by means of 
pneumatic tubes, electrical or other appliances, and author
izes the appropriation of $95,000 for tlie purpose. A simi
lar lull has also been introduced for experimenting between 
New York and other cities Mr. Pry-on- system consists 
ofa traveler, suv 6 feet Ions am] about 11 bv lb inches in 
breadth and height, to the back of which ta attached an 
electric motor about 8 inches sqoare; this is acted upon by 
an electric wire which runs along the bottom of an iron or 
steel cube, which encloses the whole arrangement. In fact 
it is the trolley system on a reduced scale, and the live wire 
which supplies the power is t'et\ from one end or the other 
ofthe route. The rapidity with wliich the traveler is pro
pelled may vary, depending on tbe amount of energy called 
for. From 70 to 10U miles an hour, or even higher speed, 
can be obtained. All tbe advantages which tbe pneumatic 
system could give would be obtained, but with much less 
expense for the plant and its maintenance. 
First Messages by Telegraph. 
Tbe AVestern Union Telegraph Company is searching for 
the first telegram that weni over a wire. It is believed 
that Mnj. Stephen Johnston of Piqua. has it, hut he has not 
been able to find it among his papers, 
In 1844, when Morse was experimenting in "Washington 

with a wire that extended to Annapolis, he wus visited by 
Maj. Johnston, who was among tbe delegates arriving in 
town on their way to the Whig convention in Baltimore. 
Tbe experiments were incomplete, and in the course of the 
explanation Morse said that he had sent to Annapolis a friend 
who would try to send a message in the characters that be 
bud arranged and gave the slip to Johnston, who considcriii 

it the complete.-! 
preserved it. The me. 
sender iu reaching tbe 
In tbe most trustwoi 

of the telegraph, it is 
. while the lin 

by telegraph, carefully 
the pleasure of the 

escription of the development 
ed that among the earliest mes-
its experimental state, was one 

from Baltimore on May], 1844, announcing the nomination 
of Henry Clay to the Presidency by the Whig convention. 
On May 11 Morse sent to his assistant, Albert Vail, in Balti
more, " Everything working well, " and that became his
torical. 
Tbe most impressive of the first messages was that sent 

at the pul 1 lie exhibition in the chamber ofthe United Slates 
Supreme Court in the capitol, on May 24, 1844, to which 
Morse had invited his friends. Miss Annie G. Ellsworth, a 
daughter of the ciuniuis-ioiier of pensions, who had an
nounced to Mor-e the piL-sui***.* of the bill granting tbe ap
propriation to build Ihe line, selected this message from 
Numbers xsiii; Z3: " What hath Cod wrought?" It was 
received by Vail in Baltimore and sent back. The strip of 
paperon which the Morse characters were printed was 
claimed by Gov. Seymour, of Connecticut, because Miss 
Ellsworth was a native of Hartford, and is now in the. 
archives of the Hartford Athenaurn.—Chicago Journal of 
Commerce. 

Cause of Thunder. 

Many theories have been offered in < 
phenomenon of thunder. Here is Prof. I* 
"Tbe sound which is known as thundi 
tbe fact that tbe air traversed by an elect 
a flash of lightning, is suddenly raised to n 

-purl 

perature and ha . its 
creased. The column 

mences where the ligh 

11 of tlie 
ription : 

mply to 
tbat is, 

gb tem-
moreover, considerably i 

of gas thus suddenly heated and 
everul miles long, and as the dura-
er the millionth ofa second, it fol-
-t- forth at once from the whole 
bserver at any one place, it com-
ling Hash is at the least distance. 

In precise terms the beginning ofthe thunder clap gives 
the m i n i m u m distance nf the lightning, and Ihe duration 
ofthe rolling ofthe thunder the length of the column of 
heated air. Professor Hirn also remarks that w h e n a flash 
of lightning strikes the ground, it is not necessarily from 
the place struck that the first noise is heard. Again, he 
points out that a bullet whistles in traversing the air, so 
that we 1 -in. to a certain extent follow its Ilk-lit T h e same 
tiling ul-o happens with a lulling meteorite just before 
Striking the earth. T h e noise actually heard has been com
pared to tbe sound produced w h e n one tears linen ; itis 
due, really, to the fact that tbe air rapidly pushed on one 
side ofthe projectile in front, whether bullet or meteorite, 
quickly rushes back to lill the gup left in the rear,"—Ameri
can Meteorological Journal. 

Fecundity of Sea-Fish. 

Doctor Weiny-s Fulton contributes a paper on this sub
ject to tbe *' Annual Report of the Fishery Hoard for Scot
land" of 1800, wherein he states that the fecundity ol over 
u hundred specimens of fish, comprising tbirty-ninespecies, 
has been determined. The degree of fertilitj Mine- to an 
extraordinary extent among certain fishes, and according 
to the sizes of the individual. The ling produce- a greater 
number of eggs than any other fish—twenty to thirty mil
lions being an ordinary average among medium-sized and 
large specimens. On the other hand, the pipe-fish brings 
forth each season only a few hundreds, the eggs lieing taken 
charge of by the male, which carries them about in a com
partment situated on its under surface. Tlie cod produces 
from two or three to seven or eight millions of eggs ; the 
haddock from two or three hundred thousand to nearly a 
million ; the suithe from four or five to seven or eight mil
lions ; the torsk, or tusk, from about one to two or three mil
lions. In the herring the number ranges from about twenty 
to about fifty thousand, the average for sixteen specimens 
examined being over thirty thousand, showing a consider
ably greater fecundity than has been generally supposed. 

Among Hut-fish the most fertile is the turbot, with from 
three or four to nine or ten million eggs, and. the least so, 
the long, rough dab, which produces from about thirty to 
sixtj tbiuisuiicl. [n proportion tn its size, the floi 111 derpro-
duces more eggs than any other fish, the number ranging 
from over tive hundred thousand to about une and a-half 
million eggs. The common, or English sole, is also very 
fertile. 

Facts About Our Railroads. 

To gather the statistics from the corporations whicli 
operate the American railways is not a simple work of a day 
or so, but takes time. It is only just now that we know, 
from tbe government reports, what the railway business 
amounted to for the year ending June 30, 1800. The mile
age at that time was 163,597, an increase during the year of 
5s38 miles. Tliis increase, itis of interest lo note, was great-
east in that group of Slates formed by Kentucky, Tennessee, 
Mississippi, Alabama, (ieorgia, and Florida, where were 
built during the year 1370 miles, or 23 per cent, of the 
whole increase. In the State of Georgia the increase was 
438 miles, and this was more than in anv other .State in tbe 
Union. 
These roads are owned and operated by 1707 companies, 

but about one-half of the mileage is operated by forty com
panies. The gross revenue of these roads for the year 
mentioned was $l.u,.l,s77,032, but 80 per cent, of this revenue 
was divided among seventy-five roads. Large roads must 
do cheaper work than smaller ones, as these seventv-five 
roads carried s''-̂  per cent, of the passengers, and 85j per 
cent, of the freight. To operate, the railways required tbe 
services of 710,301 men. This was an increase of 44,558men 
over the previous year, and added an average of twenly men 
to the operating force on every 100 miles of road in the 
country. 
In arriving at the capitalization of these great properties 

accurate statistics have been obtained on only 156, _04 miles. 
The capitalization for this mileage is $9,437,353,372, or 
$60,340 per mile. At the same rate the capitalization of all 
tbe mileage would bring tbe total up to about ten thousand 
millions. This is certainly a great amount of money ; but 
dividends were not paid during tbe year on 0376 per cent. 
of the capital stock. The surplus from operating tbese 
roads was $12,070,:-lS;., a decrease of $7,387,155 from that of 
the year before. The passengers carried were 492,•_ 30,80..*-, 
an increase of 20,250,522 and the uverage journey of each 
passenger was 240G.—Hmper's Weekly. 
Financial Training* for Children. 
In this, as in all other respects, a child's individuality 
must be considered. One child requires a different training 
from another; but generally speaking there are only two 
wrong natural tendencies to be overcome by such training. 
These are the two opposite extremes of thoughtless ex-
travagance and selfish hoarding. 
Probably the vust majority of parents have the first dif

ficulty rather than the second to contend with. Children 
are more apt to he thoughtless about money than to over
value it. How, avoiding each great error, can they be 
taught its wise use? The school savings bank idea is help
ing tocheck tbegreat waste of pennies and nickels which is 
constantly going on among the children ; but parents have 
a duty and an important, one in this connection. Few 
grown people seem to realize that right habits of both sav
ing and expenditure do not come by nature but must be ac
quired, and that, to assist u child in forming such habits is 
tbe truest kindness both to the present child and to tbe 
future man. A vast amount of unbappiness and of posi
tive trouble might be prevented if parents would take care
ful thought about tbe training of tbeir children in practical 
finance. There are questions of morals as well as of expe
diency concerned in it. 
In what way can the thoughtless, extravagant little one 

be trained to prudence? In the first place do not give 
spending money irregularly, regulated only by the child's 
detnunds. Think over the mutter and decide on u fair al
lowance, even if the plan is more trouble than to give ac
cording to the impulse of the moment. The amount once 
settled and stated to the child, on no account exceed it. 
Thus he may know what to expect ami get out of the way 
of letting the pennies slip and continually teasing for more. 
l.equire an account kept of his expenditures, and look it 

over each week before giving the next installment of tbe 
allowance. Here is an opportunity to give suggestions, 
but avoid severe criticism. A child will necessarily make 
some foolish purchases. Counsel rather than carp. 
Arrange if possible for a larger allowance as tbe child 

grows older, with the understanding that certain personal 
expenses shall be met from it. These will vary with tbe 
age and ability uf tbe boy or girl. One might be required 
tn provide handkerchiefs, ribbons and gloves, an other shoes 
and stockings or school supplies, books, pencils, papers, etc. 
Most young people would enjoy this re-pon-ibility; and 
the practical understanding ol the value and purchasi 
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their clothes w h e n tbey buy them froi 
purse. 

Teach the boy to weigh one pure) 
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ise against another 
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than a m 
lur 1 nny e n| :i .in en dbfe-rent dollars worth, but only 
one. T o -.elect one, excludes all the rest. 

AVe are responsible for what w e do not as well ns for what 
w e do buy A good place to enforce this is in connection 
with the ehiin I: und charity-giving. If such items are 
small, it is because others ore too large. 

Such training as Ibis presupposes thought and time de
void! to the matter ; and thought and time are the very 
things parents arc least willing to give their children. Yet 
to rear them to wise and noble m a n and w o m a n h o o d , if 
they would but realize the mighty fact, not m o n e y nor 
luxuries nor even parental fondness is worth a thousandth 
part us m u c h . 

AVith regard lo the selfish, stingy child, tbe m i m e plan of 
an allowance, accounts and their inspection should he pur
sued, but with the different end in view oi' fn-lei ing 
liberality. Strive lo m a k e the child forget his mere per
sonal wants, and draw out his sympathies for those around 
h i m and for .-ill noble objects. S h o w him in conversation, 
and perhaps in extreme cases by a severe object lesson, b o w 
tbe close selfish theory of life would w o r k toward him were 
it put in pruetice in the h o m e , lie*what you would have 
the child become. Surrounded by wide and noble 
sympathies it is scarcely possible for a child to grow up 
narrow and selfish.—Amelia II. Botxford, in Christian Union. 

Mortar Batteries and Long Range Rifles for the 

Defence of New York. 

In addition to the modernizing ofthe existing forts in 
New York Harbor a new element of defence will be in
troduced in theshapeof mortar batteries. As is well known, 
the mortar, or " bombard," was one of the earliest forms of 
cannon, and dates almost as far back as gunpowder itself. 
Not only so, but very large mortars were cast, and as long 
ago us 1857 a mortar was made in England carrying a shell 
30 inches in diameter, and weighing with its bursting-
charge, 3,000 pounds, A little later Armstrong introduced 
the rifled mortar, which bus recently come so prominently 
into notice on account of its great range and accuracy. 
Tbe method of using mortars in sea-coast defence is to 

mount a large number of them in deep pits where they will 
be. safe from direct fire, and after having obtained with one 
mortar the. range of one or more of the enemy's ships, to 
lire a volley from the entire battery with the same charge 
and in tbe same direction so as to cover several thousand 
square yards of space, and thus multiply the chances of 
sinking the ships. This is something on tbe shot-gun 
principle, butas the shells weigh over 600 pounds, and fall 
from a height of from 1000 to 4000 yards, the penetrating 
effect is very great. As the decks of tbe heaviest iron clads 
are only about-IA inches thick, and have an area of nearly 
half on acre each, the probability of sinking as well as 
striking a ship with a battery of mortars is excellent, while 
the mortars themselves and the gunners who serve them 
are comparatively safe. This is not magnificent, but it is 
war. 
It is proposed to have mortar batteries so located as to 

command not only the channels of approach to our harbors, 
but also ibe positions likely to be occupied by an enemy's 
fleet in bombarding our forts or cities. 
Another important element of offensive power to be 

added to our forts is the modern high-power rifle of from 8 
to 12 inches calibre, and perhaps lurger, these guns being 
very long, and using slow-burning powder, so as to give a 
very high initial velocity and a correspondingly long range, 
without overstraining tbe gun itself. Some idea ofthe 
enormous increase in range obtained with modern guns 
may be had from the " jubilee shot," so culled, because it 
was fired in July, 18S7, at Shoeburyness, during the Queen's 
Jubilee. This shot was fired from a 9'2-inch rifle, and at
tained a range of 21,800 yards, or more tban 12 miles, and 
at its highest point was over 4 miles above the earth. This 
is tbe longest range on record, and would, of course, be of 
no practical use except in bombarding a city or some 
other extensive target. The chances nf bitting a ship or a 
fort at that distance would be very slim ; but it is desirable 
to have ut least a few long-range guns to prevent a ship 
which carries such guns from taking up a position beyond 
reach of our guns and annoying us from a safe distance. 
It is to be noted that with guns of equal power a-fort would 
have the advantage of a ship in both range and accuracy 
of fire. The range would be greater, because guns on ships 
are seldom so mounted as to allow bring ut high angles of 
elevation, while tbe accuracy of fire would be greater on 
account of tlie more stable platform in the fort, Tbe roll
ing motion of a ship has been known to cause such inac
curacy of fire that a broadside at close range would do no 
damage whatever to the enemy, the shot passing harmless
ly over, or into the water beneath him. 
One of tbe greatest dangers heretofore has been tbat an 

enemy in swift armor clad ships would disregard tlie forts, 
and rush past them into onr harbors But this is now pro
vided against by the use of fixed torpedoes, whose mission 
it is to hold the enemy in check until the guns or movable 
torpedoes can get in their work. The torpedoes must be 
planted, if possible, under theguns of the forts, so that their 
removal by tbe enemy would require him to come within 
the effective range of onr batteries. Tbe exact location of 
the torpedoes would, of course, be unknown to the enemy, 
and the mere suspicion of their existence would inspire due 
caution on his part. It is pretty well settled by the best 
naval as well as military authorities that no commander of 
a ship or fleet would he justified in disregarding a torpedo-
blockade, or in attempting to remove such obstruc tions as 
long as tbeir shore connections are held by the defence.— 
Harper's Weekly. 

Electricity's Rival. 

Progress in the development of electricity has been so 

rapid during the last few years that the public has c o m e to 
regard it as the motive p o w e r of the future, hut it appears 
that electricitv is to have a rival in the shape of com
pressed air. Robert Gillbain, an engineer of N e w York, 
has recently returned from an extended sojourn in Paris, 
where he m a d e a thorough study of the compressed air 
system of the metropolis. T h e n e w d y n a m i c agent aecord-
ilig in hi- report, has within an almost incredibly short 
time fairly revolutionized m a n y lines of industry at the gay 
French capital. It is at this time propelling surface cars 
w ilh unequalled ease, furnishing motive power for 
elevators, and a multiplicity ot uses, manufacturing ice and 
preserving meats of all kind T h e air is compressed at a 
large central station and conducted through mains in the 
streets to all parts of the city, as an water and gas. 

T b e method of using the compressed air in engines as 
described by the engineer, is interesting. T h e air is 
admitted from the main through a pressure reducing valve 
by m e a n s of which the pressure can be adjusted to any 
n u m b e r of atmospheres desired. F r o m the reduction valve 
the air is conducted to a smull coke radiating device in the 
shape ofa hollow cylinder having vertical divisions where 

1 the air is heated. Tlie coke is bu ned in the central space 
j und the air passes up and d o w n thr other vertical divisions 
in succession until it has reached aehigh lemperature. T h e 
air is then conducted to the en gine, where it operates 
e.xactly as steam. Once in the engine it is m a d e to do all 
sorts of labor, not tlie least of which is Ihe generation of 
eleetriety for lighting and other purposes. 

O n e (act of importance noted by M r . Gillham on his 
visit was the preparation Paris engineers are making by 
mean-, ol compressed air wilh a view to averting the terrors 
of a no 1 be i* -iege such as wus experienced in 1871. Refriger
ator stations can in an emergency to be m a d e to contain 
enough food to last Paris for over a year. M r . Gillham 
thinks lliut both the s m o k e and steam nuisances will ue 
obliterated by the encroachment of the compressed air 
system in every line of dynamic application.—Chicago 
Journal of Commerce. 
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GAS APPARATUS. 
No. 463,139. JOSEPH H. COLLINS AND ISAAC N. KNAPP, 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. Patented Nov. 17, 1891. This ap
paratus is designed to make gas for metallurgical purposes 
from powdered carbonaceous material. A horizontal sec
tion near the middle of the height is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 
2is a vertical cross section near the middle, and Fig. 3 is a 
vertical section of the regenerator J along tbe line 3, 3. 
Ordinary producer gas is supplied by the producer A, 
through tbe flue C, Fig. 2, which runs to tbe front end of
the furnace B. Here the gas rises through a vertical Hue 8, 
and runs horizontally along the Hues E to the chamber D', 
and back toward tbe front again, as shown by the arrows— 
until it finally escapes Iron the chamber D-*, through the 
pipe K to tbe regenerator J'. To burn this gns, air is let in 
through the front by the stoppers d, __"•, d2 d* ns required 
to mainbtin uniform combustion in ull (he flues. The air 
comes in by tbe vertical flues shown in the front in Fig. 1, 
and through tbe regenerator ,T, which heats it to a high 
temperature. Tbe course of tbe air is shown in Fig. 3, by 
the arrows. The Hues E are made of hollow square tiles ns 
shown in Fig. 2, which are laid so as to leave narrow verti
cal spaces or retorts L, M, O, 1', It, extending from top to 
bottom of the furnace. Powdered coal or other fuel is led 
from the hopper M 1 into the top of tbe space or retort M, 
and as it works down ward it becomes highly boated, the 
gas is liberated and the remainder reaches the chamber 
N in a state of incandescence. At L' it is met by a current of 
steam blown iu from the pipe L 2 down through the space 
or retort L, which highly superheats it. The steam is de-

m 

composed by the glowing fuel at N, and water gas compos
ed of carbon monoxide and hydrogen is rapidly formed and 
mixed with the coal gas liberated in the retort JI. The 
mixed gases pass upwards through retort O to the cham
ber C, where oil is injected by the pipe O3. Tlie oil is quick
ly gasified by the intense heat, and mingles with the other 
gases, wliich pass down the retort P to the chamber Q, 
where they drop auy dust carried over from chamber N, in
to the dust-pan Q'. " In passing tlirough the retorts Pand R 
tbe gases are practically united and fixed, and they pass 
out of tbe furnace by the siphons S1 and hydraulic main T. 
The exhausting fan F serves to draw the products of com
bustion of the firing gas through the regenerator J1 while 
tbe fresh air is drawn in through J. As soon as J1 is 
thoroughly hented and J is cooled us far as allowable, the 
four way valve H is reversed and ihe air and gas currents 
are reversed. Another valve not shown changes the cur
rent of tiringgas from the producer A from the fine 8 to 
flue 10, and reverses the path of the Hime in the flues E. 
Thegas made by this process is without nitrogen and pos
sesses great heating power. 

TROLLEY FOR AERIAL ROPEWAY. 
No. 466,279. CHARLES. M. NORTH, MONTCLAIE, N. J-
Patented Dec. 29, 1801. In this ropewav tbe main cable is 
stationary, and is inclined about 10°, so that tbe trolley will 

cable. This is done by a band line 4 which extends from 
tower to tower over tbe main cable. When the line is slack 
as in Fig. 2, the arm -.' lays down, but when it is tightened 
us in Fig. 3, tbe arm is raised. The shaft 0 hasun eccentric 
inside the box 3, as shown in Fig. 1, and as it is turned it 
moves the block r downward and grips the cable between »• 
and ... When the line is slackened the weight of tbe arm 
opens tbe grip. Tbe block i is looked to the trolley by rais
ing it nearly to the top of its lift, so that the pin t1 shoves 
the curved end *•- of the book v aside und passes above it. 
The book drops buck by gravity and catches the pin as the 
fall rope is eased off. By hauling in or puying out tbe fall 
rope the trolley may be moved along the cable, as desired. 
To unhook tlie block the trolley is gripped to the cable, and 
tbe fall rope hauled in. As tbe block rises the pin -̂ strikes 
tlie body of the hook and crowds it back so far that the 
catch w catches the notch on its lower end and holds it out 
ofthe way ofthe pin. As the block lowers the pin P trips 
tbe catch'iii, as shown in Fig. 3, and lets tbe hook drop back 
into place for future operations. 

PNEUMATIC TOOL. 
No. 461,796. FRANK H. MARSH. NEWARK, N. J. Pat
ented Oct. SO, 1S91, This tool is designed to strike with 
great rapidity on the bead ofa rod R to which a chisel 
or other tool is attached. The blows are comparatively 

ing tbe effective radius of the paddles, and the quantity of 
liquid used. In Fig. 2, the pump is shown mounted on a 
loose sleeve B on the driven shaft C1, und is driven by power 
applied to the wheel A. I> is the easing and G G are tbe 
paddles. The motor is of similar general construction, 
having a fixed casing F, puddles G-, and a central hub H 1 

having a center hole much larger than tbe shaft. The 
central hub has a tubular neck I-I-' which is encircled hy a 
collar N. A screw L1 is operated by a crank or wheel on its 
top end, and serves to move the collar and tbe center H 1 

from the position shown in Fig. 3, to that shown in Fig. 4, 
thus giving the paddles on the top side of tbe shaft greater 
leverage than those ou the lower side, and requiring more 
liquid to till tbe spaces between them. As thesupply forced 
in by tbe pump is steady, tbe motor runs slower, but with 
proportionally greater force, thus adapting itself to the 
heavy strains of stopping and starting cars and other ma
chinery. The ports P, 1J1 of the motor are directly con
nected to the ports of the pump, forming a closed liquid 
circuit. The pump may be situated anywhere, ut nny dis
tance from the motor, and the ports may be connected by 
suitable pipes. A yielding connection is made between the 
hub H 1 and the shaft (.'', by four springs h. as shown, which 
allows I-I1 to be shifted without losing its hold on tbe shaft. MINING M A C H I N E , 

No. 465,197. JAMES PASSMOKE AND PETER A. ARP, 
PHILIPSI.URG, PENNA. Patented Dec. is, 1891. The cutter 
blades M 1 are each provided with a shank P1 shaped to fit 
in a socket Ql in tbe front end ofthe sleeve L1. A series of 
these cutter sleeves are supported in a long cross-head at 
the front ofthe machine. The cross bend is made in halves, 
and clamped together the top half being readily removable. 
Each sleeve bus a thrust collar on its front end, and a cog 
wheel Nl in tbe middle. The sleeves lay so close together 
that the cog wheels mesh and turn each other. The middle 
sleeve is turned by the shaft W which is below the motor 
shown, and is connected to it by gears X and L. The cross-

gbt, but tbeir great number per minute make them very 
ellective. Tbe piston D is propelled by compressed air 
which enters by the duct 2, and escapes by tbe duct 3, 
The necessary ports are formed by grooves in tbe out
side of the cylinder A, whicli aro covered by the sleeve Ii. 
This sleeve is forced on tightly and pinned in place. A 
small piston valve J moves crosswavs of the piston D in a 
seat drilled through the piston, and admits air alternately 
to the top and lower ends ol the cyl in der. and also exhaust's 
the spent air into duct 3. The top-end of the cylinder is 
made conical as shown, and is covered by a cap or throttle 
T. This is provided with several holes 4, of varying size. 
By turning this cap the duct 3 can be throttled to nny de
sired extent to regulate the rapidity of tbe strokes, or 
closed, to stop. The lower head of the cylinder E has a 
projecting collar 5 which enters the cupped end of tbe 
piston D and cushions the blow on the entrapped air, when 
for any reason the rod R does not come up far enough to 
receive the blow, the striking bead D1 is renewable. Fig. 2 
is a a cross section at the line .r, and Fig. 3 is a cross section 
on the line y, showing the graduated exhaust openings 4, 
and the spring pin used to hold the cap in place when ad-

HYDRA.ULIC VARIABLE SPEED GEAR. 
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Lotus DUNCAN. BALTIMORE, M D . Patented 
In this device a rotary pump is driven by 
er, and tbe liquid discharged hy it, prefer-

run one way by gravity. Tbe trolley is hauled back by the 
fall rope /, and jt is locked in any position by gripping the 

head is attached to two racks U which slide in ways on the 
main frame and serve as guides. The cutters are t'eA up to 
their work by pinions on the shaft Q at the rear of the 
machine. This shaft is driven by clutches P and S, which 
are moved by a bund lever (not shown), and which engage 
the worm wheels N and R which turn loosely on the shaft. 
These worm wheels are driven in opposite directions by 
worms M and A' on the shafts K and \V. Four scrapers Y 
are employed to remove tbe chips. Thev are fiat plates 
hinged at EL to a sliding frame D, in such a way that they 
can swing upward to pass over tbe dirt in moving forward, 
hut stand vertically while moving backward. The 
frame D is reciprocated by a pitman A1 und crank B1 

on the lower end of the vertical shaft Z, which is rotated 
by the bevel gears C1 D1 as shown. 

T O W I N G B O A T S B Y ELECTRICITY. 

No. 464,955. OTTO BUSSER. ODERBERG, GERMANY. 
Patented Dec. 15. 1891. An electric motor /, drives a worm 
wheel g, and a sheave wheel /_. This sheave engages a wire 
rope or other cable laid on the ground or in the water and 
firmly secured against movement. By turning the sheave, 
the boat to which it is attached is hauled along the canal, 
or wherever tbe cable leads. Electricity is conveyed to the 

J!Jsg • S. -***_?•• 

ably oil, is driven through a rotary motor or pump which 
is attached to tbe shaft to be driven. To vary the speed of 
this shaft, tbe motor is so constructed tbat the eccentricity 
ofthe hub, or ofthe casing, can be varied at will, thus vary-

raotor by flexible conductor 6 and tbe trolley 3, which runs 
on tbe suspended line wire 4. The mechanism is so simple 
that it can be readily attached to any boat, and as easily re
moved therefrom. A similar apparatus could be fixer, to a 
common dirt car or even a road wagon, and be used for 
haulage on common roads, for quarries and similar uses, 
with great advantage. 
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ELECTRIC M O T O R . 
No. 464,063. M A R T I N H. COLLOM, DENVER, COLORADO. 

Patented December 1, 1891. This motor consists ofa pair of 
solenoids or open coils A fixed to the sides of tbe frame 
shown, and an endless cure composed of alternate magnetic 
and non-magnetic portions. The endless core runs over 
sheaves I and H, Sheave H is electrically connected to 
one pole of tbe battery or dynamo, and the other is con
nected to the driving solenoids A. The magnetic sections 
F are electrically connected together by conductors in the 
non-rnngnetic sections G. Brushes D project from 

the front end of each section P, which rub against 
contact strips a on the inside ofthe solenoids, and complete 
the circuit. As a magnetic section F touches the end of 
the solenoid and establishes u current, in it, a powerful at
traction is instantly exerted by tbe solenoid to draw F to 
the center of the coil. Before it arrives at that point tbe 
current is interrupted, and the opposite solenoid is excited 
and continues the motion of tbe core until another mag
netic section arrives at tbe first solenoid and excites it. 
Any number of solenoids may be employed to increase the 
power of the motor. 
GRINDING AND AMALGAMATING MILL. 
No. 461,162. GEORGE FRASER, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEAL
AND. Patented December 29, 1891. The pan B is stationary, 
and is provided with a ring die L. The muller II is turned 
by the shaft E, and carries a spider I at its lower end, 
which supports a ring J. A series of conical rollers K lay 
on top of tbe ring J, with their peripheries against the ring 
die L. When the spider revolves, tbe rollers are crowded 
by centrifugal force against the die L, and they rub against 
each other, thus thoroughly grinding the crushed ore in 
the tub D to pulp. Mercury is introduced by tbe pipe N 
and cup N1, which is set above tbe bottom of the pan. Thr 
amalgam is drawn ofl'by the outlet B1 mid tbe plug B-
The tailings pass up between the circular shells P1 and P-

MINING M A C H I N E . 

No, 465,150. JOHN C. WERNER, BALDWIN, PENNA. Pat
ented Dec. 15. 1891. T w o cutter bars 4fi, are employed in this 
machine, with a worm or conveyor 43 between them to carry 
away the chips. Tbe cutter bars are bolted by Hanged 
joints to the ends of the shafts28, each of which has a pinion 
30 meshing with wheel 32. This wheel is driven by tlie 
pinion 31 above it anil tbe bevel gears 33 and 34. Motion is 
given to 34 by a square shaft 14 which is driven by gearing 
at the motor end of tbe machine from the motor 10, as 
shown. The cutter spindles 28 and their attachments are 

which are attached tn tbe nverllow pan I", and to the top 
by suitable bolts. Tlie inner shell is straight and is fitted 
with a movable collar R which can be udjusted by the hand 
wheels ll1 to control the outflow of water and tailings 
which pass away by the spout Q3. These two shells serve to 
protect tbe tailings at the point of overflow from the whirl
ing water and commotion in the tub, thus giving them a 
chance to separate by gravity. A muller of five feet 
dinmeter grinds from 500 to 800 Ibs. per hour, at about 70 
revolutions per minute, of stulf passing a half-inch sieve. 
The machine dispenses with tbe use of gratings or screens, 
copper-plate tables, riffles, blanks, and berdans. Tbe ma
chine further reduces the loss of quicksilver to a minimum, 
and also permits of reducing low-grade ore at a profit. 

T R A V E L I N G GRATE. 

No. 465,295. ROBERT J. SHOEMAKER, PHILADELPHIA, 
PA. Patented Dee. 15, 1891. This grate is composed of a 
series of grate bars 0, of a n y ordinary construction, w h i c h 
are provided at each end with jaws 12, Fig. 2, o n one side, 
and lugs 13 o n the other, which are adapted to pass be
tween the jaws 12 of the next bar. Bolts 14 are used to 
connect the sections tii-_-etber. T h e ends of each bar are 
shaped as at io, i<.-nit the teeth of the sprocket wheels 7, 
on e of which is located at each end of the fire-box. T b e 
fire-box is constructed with flanges or ribs A whic h project 
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under the ends of the grate bars and support them when 
moving, the grate may be inclined to any desired angle, 
and the bars may be designed to suit any variety of fuel. 
The sprocket-wheels may be driven by power for con
tinuous firing, or they may be moved by band for occasion
al removal ofthe ashes. 

COAL BREAKER. 

No. 466,185. Pin MI1 RICHARDS, PLYMOUTH, PENNA. 
Patented Dec. 29,1891. Tbe novelties in this breaker, are the-
inclined crushing plales s between the rolls, und the curved 
ribs or teeth 5 on the body of the rolls. The plates 8 are 
made with deep V grooves 0 running vertically on their 
faces, and tbe ribs on the rolls are curved in such a manner 
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mounted on a carriage 5, which slides on ways on the main 
frame 1. The carriage is fed either way by the screws9and 
nuts 8. Tbe screws are turned by the gearing shown at the 
right hand end ofthe machine in the top view and by dotted 
lines in Fig. 2. Friction clutches 16 and IS are employed to 
change the speed of tbe screws. 16 is attached to small 
pinion 22, and Is carries a larger pinion 21. Another 
clutch 37, Fig. 2, is employed to disconnect the driving gears 
on tbe carriage from the'eutter spindles. The front side of 
the machine slides on a shoe bar 4, and tbe rear issupported 
by truck wheels 2, designed to run on a rail 3. 

HOISTING DRUM. 

No. 406,158. WILLIAM C. DAVIS, DENVER, COLO. Pat
ented Dec. 29, 1891. Tbe friction disc 4 is driven by tbe bevel 
gearing shown in Fig. 1. The drum carries a ring X, hav
ing a V-edge adapted to the groove in the friction disc. The 
drum is pressed endways against the friction disc byascrew 
2, which is turned by the arm 0, which is attached by the 
link Z to the band lever y. The brake employed is the well 
known " differential " brake, consisting of the strap F wliich 
is fastened ut one end to the long arm A of a lever, and at 
tbe other end to tbe short end C. ofthe same lever. As the 
lever moves one end ofthe strap is slacked off and theother 
end is drawn up, and the strap is tightened by an amount 
equal to the difference between the movement of the pins 
at A and 0. AVhen the drum moves with the arrow K. for 

0 H | ^S|g)B |j[ | | [iH0^-}^*3!! 3 

that the coal is crowded toward the middle ofthe rolls and 
away from the side housings. The groves 0 serve to guide 
tbe coal past tbe rolls. Thus each roll is independent of its 
mate and crushes the coal against the plate 8, instead ofthe 
teeth ofthe opposite roll, as in the c o m m o n type of breaker. 

The Weather at Girardville, Schuylkill Co., Pa. 

From the records of Mr. E. C. AVagner,of Girardville, 
Pa., Superintendent of the Girard AA'ater Co., and volun
tary observer United State-. Signal Service,itappearsthat 
tbe chief features ofthe climate at that point, in 1891, 
was as follows : 

Highest reading of Buromcter, December Hist 30-631 inches. 
Lowest reading of Buromeier. January 22d .29-41;. inches. 
Highest reading of Thermometer, June 16th and 10th .92°. 
Lowest reading of Thermometer, Mun-h 2d 7°. 
Range of Ther aniuioier during the year 85°. 
Tot.il snow fall for the year. . .2-75 inches. 
Total precipitation tor ihe year ..6*_-*.*l iuches. 
Average monthly precipitation .6-20*. inches. 
Greatest monthly precipitation. July 9*64 inches. 
Least monthly precipitation. May. 1*80 inches. 
tireutest dall. rainfall August :_3d 3*90 inches. 
Precipitation 1887 48*73 iuches. 
Precipitation 1WW 6262 iuches. 
Precipitation 1889 70*27 inches. 
Precipitation 1M.0 64*03 inches' 
Precipitation lS'JL, ... ...624-1 iuches. 

hoisting tbe brake lets go automatically, because tbe a r m A 
slacks off the strap faster than a r m C takes it up. W h e n 
the drum moves with tbe arrow L, for lowering, the brake 
tightens itself. To prevent tbe closing of the brake when 
not desired, the bent arm D is added to (he brake lever A 
C. AVhen the lever O is moved to the left the drum is forced 
against the friction disc for hoisting, and the brake is free 
to slacken itself, and when 0 is in middle position, as shown 
in the end view, the drum is released and the brake is free 
to catch it and hold the load. But when it is moved to the 
right it depresses the arm D of tbe brake lever, and slacks 
the brake suitably for lowering. 

M R . J O H N F U L T O N has resigned from the arduous duties 
of C-eneral Manager of the Cambria Iron Co,, and has been 
succeeded by Mr Chas. S. Price. Mr, Fulton has been re
appointed to Ins former position of General Mining Engi
neer of the company. In bis resumption of his old posi
tion he will be relieved of a great many duties that have 
been particularly arduous, since the great flood of May, 1889. 
H e went through all the horrors of thedistister and keenly 
felt the loss of townsmen, acquaintances, and intimate 
friends, and in addition witnessed the destruction wrought 
in the magnificent plant of which he was tbe directing bead. 
H e has ably tilled the position in which he was placed, and 
under his direction the restored plant of the Cambria Iron 
Co. has been made more perfect than ever, and he no doubt 
will enjoy the relief that will come to him in resuming his 
old and less laborious office. 
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T H E E C O N O M I C G E O L O G Y O F ZINC. 

The Mlneralogry, Mode of Occurrence, and Produc
tion of Zinc. 

BY 11. A. WHEELER, E. M., OF ST. LOUIS. 

The number of minerals that contain zinc is not large, 
and there are only three which are found in sufficient 
quantities as to be of importance as ores, except at a 
peculiar local occurrence in Northern Nevv Jersey. 
These three common ores of zinc are the sulphide, car
bonate, and hydrous silicate, and the two latter are due 
to the alteration by the atmospheric agencies of the 
sulphide, and hence change into it as depth or the per
manent water-level is attained. They have the follow
ing characteristics: 
Sphakrite, or YAinc Blende, is a sulphide of zinc con

taining about (Slfo of zinc when pure, and 
has a non-metallic luster, a yellow to brown
ish streak, is rather soft, and only moderately 
heavy (specific gravity is 4*0). It varies in color from 
white to yellow, red, brown, and black, and is known 
by the miners under the names of " rosin-jack," " ruby-
jack," and "black-jack," according to the color. It is 
the principal ore of zinc from wliich by far the larger 
portion ofthe world's production of "spelter" is ob
tained, the latter name being the one under wliich zinc 
is sold in the metal market. 
Smilh--onite. or " dry bone," or "white-jack," is a car

bonate of zinc containing about 52-/-S of zinc, when 
pure; it has a non-metallic luster, usually a yellow to 
brown color, is quite hard and rather heavy (specific 
gravity is4'2). Itis generally earthy or massive, usually 
lacks any decided individuality, and is nearly always 
atained yellow ov brown by iron, though white or 
colorless when pure. 

Calamine,or "silicate," is a hydrous silicate of zinc 
that contains about 54-%, when pure ; it has a vitreous 
or glass-like luster, is usually white or brown-colored, 
rather hard, and moderately heavy (specific gravity is 
S'5). It nearly always occurs in crystalline, radiating 
masses or as small thin-bladed crystals. 
In Sussex County, in Northern New Jersey, there oc

curs, in the vicinity of Franklin Furnace, a peculiar 
group of zinc minerals that have never been found 
elsewhere in workable quantities. Tbey occur in
timately associated together, are remarkable for their 
purity, and have thus far proved to he very persistent 
and reliable in their occurrence. These zinc ores are : 
Zincile, or oxide of zinc, containing SO'fc of zinc, when 

pure; it has a red color, an orange colored streak, is 
quite hard, heavy (specific gravity 5*0), and has a non-
metallic luster. 

Willemite is an anhydrous silicate of zinc containing 
68% of the metal; it has a brown to greenish color, a 
non-metallic luster, is hard, quite heavy (specific 
gravity 4*0), and generally occurs in granules. 

Erankli.ni.te is a black mineral with a metallic luster 
I that is very hard, heavy (specific gravity 5*0), and 
I usually occurs in granular masses. It consists of a 
I variable mixture of oxides of iron, manganese, and zinc, 
and contains from 8 to 20fo of metallic zinc. It is too 
low grade to be used by itself for making spelter, but is 
quite largely used for making oxide of zinc or "zinc 
white" that is so extensively used as a paint. These 
last three zinc minerals are not only unique in their 
composition and association, but their mode of oc
currence is equally as interesting. They are found 
more or less intermixed in a highly disturbed belt of 
white crystalline or metamorphosed limestone that is 
of Archa?n age, or amongst the very oldest rocks 
known to the geologist, that has been severely folded. 

SKETCH A . — CROSS-SECTION* OF T H E STIRLING-HILL VEIN. 

This folding has been so sharp as to cause the vein 
that carries the zinc minerals to double on itself and 
to again crop out close to and nearly parallel with the 
original outcrop. This doubling of tbe vein on itself 
was not at first suspected by the miners, though pre
dicted by Dr. Cook, the geologist,and they were worked 
as two independent veins, known respectively as the 
"front" and "back" veins, each having a ditFerent 
pitch and somewhat different strike; when the work
ings were extended deeper, the two veins were found 
to be approaching each other, until finally at the South 
end of Stirling Hill, they united as one simple folded 

vein, as shown in sketch A, The vein conforms in 
strike and pitch with the enclosing crystalline lime
stone, and has been traced for a distance of four miles, 
though a large gap occurs in the central portion where 
the vein seems to be absent. The vein varies from five 
to forty feet, in width, and while the general tendency 
is for these three valuable zinc minerals to occur inter
mixed, there is frequently and at times a quite per
sistent segregation of the zineite and franklinite into 
separate distinct sheets or "veins." Prolonged and 
costly litigation has largely curtailed the working of 
the several mines located along the vein, so that the 
deepest is less than 400 feet; but now that the titles 
have at last been cleared, the output from this small 
hut important district ranges from 50,000 to 00,000 tons 
of ore a year, which goes to Newark, and Jersey City, 
New Jersey, ami Bethlehem, Pa., to be smelted. 
In the Saucon Valley, near the town of Friedensville, 

Pa. (four miles from Bethlehem), occur deposits of zinc 
that have become famous on account of the purity of 
the spelter made therefrom. The zinc occurs as very 
irregular deposits in a hard, compact, bluish limestone 
that vary from mere seams to boilies forty feet in thick
ness, which is now blende, since the water-level has 
been reached, while in the upper workings the ore was 
oxidized to the silicate and carbonate. The blende has 
a very unusual compact structure with a dark-gray to 
bluish color, and so closely resembles the limestone in 
which it occurs as to be distinguished from it with dif
ficulty. No other minerals occur with the blende, ex
cept iron pyrites, so that an exceptionally pure grade 
of spelter is obtained on smelting this odd ore. Some 
ofthe mines were so wet as to necessitate their partial 
abandonment, on account of the excessive quantity of 
water that had to be pumped, and at one of them is 
located the famous pumping engine "President," long 
known as the largest pumping engine in this country. 
This engine was designed to operate three pairs of 30-
inch pumps, and one pair of 22-inch pumps, all of ten 
feet stroke, by means ofa steam cylinder 110 inches 
diameter by 10 feet stroke, making six to seven strokes 
per minute. This district has not been a large producer 

SKETCH B.—SECTION OF THE BERTHA ZINC MINI., VA. 

for some time, on account of the trouble with water, 
and all the ore now goes to Bergenport, N. J., to be 
smelted. 
A very interesting deposit of zinc occurs at Bertha, 

Wythe County, Va., where under a cover of earth that 
varies from 10 to 100 feet in thickness, an irregular re-
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sidual deposit ofthe carbonate and silicate of zinc is 
found resting on limestone, or Hanking; pinnacles of 
limestone that rise well up into the overlying earth, or 
filling up pockets at the base of the pinnacles and 
hummocks of the limestone, as shown in sketch B,after 
McDowell. The ore sheet, or rather accumulation of 
ore, is usually fromone to three feetinthickness, though 
eome of the pockets carry quite large bodies of ore, 
while in other places the limestone is quite bare of ore. 
The ore is very free from lead, yielding a high quality 
of spelter, and it is mined by stripping off the heavy 
over-burden of earth. 
The Bertha mines belong to a series of deposits of 

zinc and- lead-bearing limestones that are said to extend 
for over 100 miles West of Roanoke in South-Western 
Virginia, which are oxidized ores or either the carbon
ate or silicate, as far as they have been worked, but 
which in depth will undoubtedly run into the sul-
phideor blende. AVhile this series of deposits have not 
thus far been extensively worked, except at Bertha 
and Roanoke, they seem to' be quite promising, and 
probably will become important producers in the 
future. 
The Upper Mississippi Valley lead district contains 

more or less zinc in association with the lead, anil 
while the zinc was thrown away in the early history of 
this region by the miners in their search for lead, the 
zinc has caused the re-opening of old abandoned 
mines, and infused new life into mines that formerly 
marketed only tbe "mineral," as the miners term the 
galena or lead ore. As this district was described in the 
article on lead in T H E COLLIERY ExGlNEEftof December, 
1891, a description of it will not be repeated here, 
though it was the joint proximity of coal, and the quite 
large production of sincere by this region that caused the 
erection of the zinc smelters at Peru, and La Salle, Il
linois, of which the latter is by far the largest zinc 
smelter in this country. 

The Central Missouri lead region has also produced 
some zinc in connection with its lead ores, but no large 
amounts of zinc have been found, and it has been re
garded as a by-product in mining the lead ore. The 
South-Etst Missouri lead region, where the galena oc
curs disseminated iu the limestone, does not carry any 
zinc. 
The South-West Missouri lead region was orig

inally opened and formerly exclusively worked 
for lead, and what zinc (either as "white-
jack " or as " rosin-jack") was obtained with 
the lead, was thrown away on the dump. To-day this 
same region has become the heaviest zinc-producer in 
the Unitetl States, while the lead is now saved as a 
by-product in working the mines for the zinc. For, 
since we have begun to smelt our own zinc-ores and 
cease to depend on the foreign producers, the price 
of zinc ore lias so risen that it is now more profitable 
to work them than to seek after the associated galena 

SKETCH C.—SECTION 01' A .lOI'LIN ZINC DEPOSIT, 

This regi>n may be said to have its center at Joplin, in 
Jasper County, which is one of the oldest mining 
camps of the district, and to extend as far AVest as 
Cherokee County, Kansas. 
Tbe ore is almost exclusively blende, which is usual

ly yellow colored, and is most appro])riately called 
"TOsin-jack " hy the miners, as it strongly resembles 
common rosin. Some carbonate (or smithsonite) aud 
silicate (or calamine) has been found near the surface, 
but except at Granby, in Newton County, Mo., the 
amount obtained of these oxidized ores has never been 
large. Variable amounts of galena or sulphide of lead 
occurs with the zinc, which at times is quite important, 
especially in the upper part ofthe ore-hearing stratum, 
but in most cases the amount is rather too small to be 
of great commercial importance, though there is always 
enough to injure the quality of the spelter obtained 
therefrom, so tbat it rates as a second quality when 
compared with the purer ores of the FrankUn District, 
New Jersey, or the Friedensville Mines, of Pennsyl
vania. 

The ore occurs in irregular bodies and caves in a 
cherty limestone formation of sub-carboniferous age, or 
just below the coal measures. In the ore-bearing 
limestone occur "bars" or strata of chert that are 

usually highly shattered and broken, and the ore is 
found fillingthenumerouseracksand fissures in thechert 
as shown in sketch C. Tbe ore-bearing horizon has not 
been worked to a greater depth than 200 feet, and most 
of the mines are very shallow, or less than 100 feet 
deep. More or less tough yellow to brown residual 
or "tallow" clay occurs with the zinc, besides iron-
pyrites, ealc or lime spar, dolomite, and galena. A local 
custom largely prevails in this district of leasing out 
tin- mineral-bearing lands iu small lots that are usually 
200 feet sqiiari-, on a royalty of 10*% to 25%. A so-
called land company will sink a central shaft by which 
the adjacent territory is drained, and will then lease 
out the adjoining lots to any miner or prospector who 
is capable of sinking a small working shaft and can 
carry on the crudest kind of mining and ore-dressing. 
The outlay involved on the part of tlie miner in equip-
ing his lot with a kit of hand-mining tools and a hand-
windlass or horse-whip or whim for raising the ore, is 
so small, that almost no one is debarred from lack of 
capital, with the result that most of the ore is pro
duced by a large army of small independent leasers. 
The ore requires concentration before it is salable, as it 
will only run from 10 to S0'/o as mined, so that a hand-
jigging outfit is the usual accompaniment of the lot 
leasers, though a few large power or steam concen
tration mills have been erected by some of the larger 
companies. The dressed or cleaned ore will run from 
50 to 02% in zinc, which is sold on the ground to travel
ing buyers that are kept constantly in the field by 
the numerous smelters in Missouri, Kansas,and Illinois, 
that depend on this district for their ore supply. The 
price of the dressed ore fluctuates considerably, 
dependent on tbe quality and usual market conditions, 
and first-class ore is liable to fluctuate from §20 to S2S 
a ton. Recently some sales have been made to English 
smelters, who in spite of the heavy charges that the 
ore will have to bear in being shipped to Swansea, still 
regard it as more profitable to buy than their own 
lower grade home ores. 
Associated with the argentiferous lead-ores of Lead

ville and Central City, Colorado, are quite large quan
tities of zinc-blende which generally contain so much 
iron as to be black or dark-brown in color. The blende 
dues not usually contain sufficient silver to permit being 
profitably worked as a silver-ore (or from 5 to 15 ounces 
per ton), while it is too intimately associated with the 
lead and iron ores to permit the zinc to be profit
ably extracted in the attempts that have thus far been 
made to work them. Large quantities of this impure 
blende is being stocked as tailings by some of the con
centrating mills of Leadville, which in time will prob
ably be profitably worked when the local market has 
enlarged and the cost of working will have been 
cheapened. Many other of the Rocky Mountain silver-
lead miningcamps produce similar argentiferous blende, 
which is too low grade to work for its silver contents 
by the present processes, and is too far away from cheap 
facilities for smelting anil marketing the zinc to be of 
value for spelter, Recently a mine having a large body 
of zinc ore near Socorro, New Mexico, has been able to 
profitably ship its ore tothe La Salle smelter, at La Salle, 
III., and in time this will undoubtedly be followed 
by others of the numerous scattered zinc producing 
mines ofthe Far Westwhen the conditions improve as 
regards cheaper labor and more reasonable railroad 
freights. 
Some of the silver veins in Maine carry considerable 

blende which is too low grade in silver to pay as a 
silver ore, and which is too impure with lead and occurs 
in insufficient quantity to permit being profitably 
worked as mere zinc mines, and this same remark can 
be extended to similar deposits that occur in the 
Southern States, especially in the Carolinas. Small 
amounts of zinc ore have been mined and shipped to 
the N e w York Bay smelters from Tennessee, hut the 
quantity has thus far be^n small and the shipments are 
quite irregular. 

Arkansas contains some zinc in the form of blende 
in association with the sulphides of lead, iron, and 
copper, in the central part of the state in fissure veins, 
but the veins have not thus far proved profitable. 
Close to the Missouri border, in Marion County, occur 
a very different class of zinc deposits in limestone and 
chert that are likely to become quite productive when the 
district enjoys favorable railroad facilities from which 
it is now debarred. The ore, as blende and carbonate, 
occurs in Hats or sheets so intermixed with tbe chert as 
to require concentration, before it can be shipped dur-
iii'i the high water season by fiat-boab* down the White 
River to the Iron Mountain R. R., and thence to St. 
Louis for a market. Tbe region is so inaccessible that 
most of the land is free, and the claims are located ac
cording to the U.S. mineral statutes, or in parallelograms 
1,500 by 600 feet. 
The production of spelter (or metallic zinc) in the 

United States for the year 1891 is estimated bv the En
gineering and Mining Journal at 76.500 short tons (2,000 
ibs.) Of this amount, the Eastern Zinc Works, locatedat 
Bertha and Roanoke, Virginia; at Lehigh, Pa.; at 
Bergenport, Newark, and Jersey City, N. J., furnished 
about 12,000 tons. The balance came mostly from the 
South Western Missouri district, which sent its ores to 
five works adjacent to this region in Kansas that pro
duced about 20,000 tons; to four works in, -Missouri tbat 
produced about 10,000 tons; and to three works in 
Illinois that are credited with a production of over 
28,000 tons, the larger portion of which came from 
the huge establishment of Mathieson & Hegeler, at 
La Salle. 
In the world's production of zinc the United States is 

decidedly eclipsed by the enormous output of the mines 
in Belgium and the adjacent Rhine provinces, which, 
as a group, stand conspicuously in the lead. Silesia 
ranks second, and before we were able to supply our 
own markets, this was one of the most important of 
the foreign brands in our market, on account of its 
purity. Our production ranks third, as m a y b e seen 
from the following figures ofthe world's production for 
the year 1890, in gross-tons (of 2,240 lbs.) 

WORLD'S pRiu.ijrrioN OF ZINC IN 1800, IN GROSS TONS. 

Tons Percentage. 
Belgium und MHImland y:.;e,::a or -10*. 
Sik-sin i.7, IT;. or 25** 
United Stiltt-s 60,(J*_0 or 17-*. 
Great Dritnln 2'J.l-if. or % 
France and Spurn li-V-10 or 6J_ 
Ausiria 7,135 or 2** 
1'oland 3,U2U or 1# 

Total 343,_!G5 Ions, or 100*4. 

The Worthington Sinking* Pump. 

Of all the situations in which steam pumps are re
quired to work, none are, in all probability, so exacting 
as where they are used in sinking mine shafts and re
covering Hooded mines. 
The work is rough, severe, and continuous, calling for 

great care in the selection of the materials of its con
struction and a design combining great strength with 
simplicity and compactness, and what is also very im
portant, employing the least possible amount of shaft 
space. 
The necessity for an efficient steam pump embodying 

the above requirements which should be positive in 
operation and quiet in its action, has long been felt, and 
the sinking pump shown has been designed in order to 
meet all the conditions mentioned, and possesses some 
additional features which are new and cannot fail to be 
appreciated by mine men and others who use pumping 
machinery of this class. 
In the fir-it place, the pump is duplex, and being fitted 

with the well known Worthington Valve Motion, its 
operation is positive, therefore, it is always ready to 
start and when running there is an entire absence of 
tbe concussive action which results from ihe use of 

single sinking pumps and often causes serious trouble 
and annoyance by bursting the column pipe. 
Being self-contained and woiking with perfect smooth
ness, the strain on support, and hanging irons is natu
rally reduced to a minimum. 
The use of tbe Worthington valve motion obviates 

any possibility of tlie pump refusing to start from the 
action of condensation water in the steam pipe, or from 
the formation of ice, where compressed air is used. 
The steam cylinders are fitted with dash relief valves, 
for regulating the stroke ; the two water plungers are 
double acting, working through exterior stuffing boxes 
and adjustable packing. Experience liaving proven 
that the outside packed plunger is much superior to 
any other form for sinking work. Tbe water valves 
are enclosed in heavy pots and are made accessible for 
examination or repairs by means of swing bolt covers 
to the valve pots. 
The suction opening is at the lower end ofthe pump, 

the most convenient place for attaching the suction 
hose. The discharge connection to the column pipe 
is on the side ; the discharge steam and exhaust pipes 
are placed inside next the shaft; the valve motion, 
which is very simple, is also inside next the shaft and 
is protected by the heavy cradles as shown. 
Means are provided for either suspending the ma

chine at the link at the ends of the steam cylinders or 
of banging it on suitable timbers on tbe side of the 
shaft, by means of hanging irons. 
Tbese machines are made in several sizes and are 

manufactured by Henry R. Worthington, No. 86 and 
S8 Liberty Street, New York City, and No. 607 Arch 
Street, Philadelphia, who will be pleased to furnish 
further particulars on application. 
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M E T H O D O F W O R K I N G T H E PITTS

B U R G H S E A M . 

A Plan of Working* to Economically and Safely Re
move nil tine Coal. 

1 nLI MBl s, OHIO, 

It will be generally admitted by those financially 
and officially interested in working the Pittsburgh 
seam, that a larger percentage of the coal in the seam 
should be taken out, and that, owing to the limited 
supply of timber and its great cost, other means must 
soon be adopted to secure the roof. 
Tbe present systems of mining are, (1) As shown on 

the accompanying plan on No. 1 entry, with 21 ft. rooms 
and 12 to 13 ft. pillars, and (2) As shown on No. Sentry 
with 27 ft. rooms and (> to 7 ft., pillars, Which are left 
permanently. 
The method shown on No i enlry is favorable only 

when the cover is light so that the falls can be con
trolled easily when the ribs nt* pill,irs are drawn. The 
coal, when worked by this plan, sh'.mld have well de
fined facing and end joints, so that no powder is used 
in its extraction. Lrnder such conditions, from 90 to 
95 per cent, of the coal has frequently been taken out. 
Such conditions, however, are tbe exception now and 
not the rule. Conditions quite the reverse are found 
after No. 2 Pool on the Monongahela River is passed. 
Then the system shown on No. 3 entry is almost uni
versally adopted, because greater losses of coal were ex
perienced when the other method was tried. The 12 
ft. pillars being crushed to slack by falls and squeezes, 
and frequently lost altogether. The squeeze extending 

The disadvantages of the present methods, will, I 
think, be very generally admitted, and tbey may be 
summed up as follows : 
(1.) Only 70 to 75 per cent, of the coal is extracted, 

white the expense necessary to extract the whole has 
been incurred. 
(2.) The cost of timber is too great, and owing to its 

limited supply new methods must eventually be 
adopted. 
(:-..) Break-throughs are expensive (when paid for), 

and inefficient sources of ventilation, and tbey are the 
direct cause of rooms caving prematurely. 
To remedy these, the plan of working, as shown on 

entries 2 and 4 is suggested. I think it will be found 
very satisfactory for the Pittsburgh seam, and espec
ially for it as found on the Third Pool ofthe Mononga
hela, and in fact at any place where it is possible to post 
the roof, providing there is sufficient debris to build the 
necessary pack-walls. No change is made in the entries 
or in the laying off of the rooms. Two rooms are con
nected, leaving the same amount of entry stump as 
under the old methods. The track is run alongside 
each rib making the room 39 ft. wide, and a pillar 27 to 
20 ft. wide, with a track on each side of it. The refuse, 
which amounts to one third ofthe seam, will be packed 
to the roof between the tracks, filling up about 20 ft. of 
the width ofthe room forming an artificial brattice, by 
which the air can be circulated around the face of the 
rooms, and which also forms the support for the roof. 
If not sufficient dibr'ts is found in the rooms, the slate 
from entries and rooms being turned can be taken in 
and gobbed. It will be seen that the ribs will be left 
intact, ami posts are not used, except temporarily for 
slate; cribs take their place. These cribs are placed 
every ten yards apart, beginning at 5 yds. from the 
entry stump on the side ofthe room whose rib will be 
drawn first. The cribs on the other side beginning ten 
yards from the entry stump. The advantage of this ar-

SGAL£~iiN. = 200FT. 

over a large area when it had once set in and occasion
ally closed the entry also. The method shown on No. 
3 entry is therefore preferable under the existing con
ditions. 
The rooms in both systems are laid off to run only 

75 yds. and break-throughs are made every 35 yds., or 
less if necessary, and about $1.00 per 1000 bushels of 
coal mined is required for timber. (Posts, caps, etc). 
Break-throughs cost 50 cts. per yard and are very un
satisfactory for ventilating purposes. In nine cases out 
of ten they are the direct cause of the rooms closing 
and burying large quantities of coal, even when tbe 
Bystem as shown on No. 1 entry is worked fairly suc
cessfully. Break-throughs are not usually paid for 
when the rib or pillar is only six feet thick, for, when 
the room has advanced nearly far enough to need a 
break-through, the miner commences " gripping " out 
in order to thin the rib, and finally a hole is put 
through, which the gob partly fills up again. These 
break-throughs are generally made in a straight line, 
parallel with the entry. Sometimes 20 or 30 rooms are 
working together, with a few at the beginning of the 
entry finished which begin to "cave." This "cave" 
having free access by way of the break-throughs to the 
other rooms, often affects* a number of them also. As 
some of these have only been worked two-thirds of 
their intended length when this occurs, the officials 
say "we can get this coal from the other entry." But 
the same conditions are met there and the coal is often 
irretrievably lost. Of course the owner does not know 
this, generally for two reasons: First, because he does 
not often personally go in the mine, and second, because, 
owing to a false idea of economy, the entries only are 
surveyed, the rooms being placed on the map approxi
mately. The excuse given is " the business is not profit
able enough to give the surveyor any more work than 
what is actually necessary to comply with the letter of 
the law and to prevent working in land outside of the 
lease or mine property." Acres of coal are thus lost, the 
room pillars alone representing about 2 0 % of the coal 
in the seam, and frequently the entrv pillars are also 
left in. 

REFERENCES 
^g PACKWALLS. 
m CRIBS. 
—* COURSE OF MR. 
flU oy£ftCAsrs 

rangement is apparent on inspection ofthe plan. If the 
pack-walls are built properly, the.-=e cribs will not be 
necessary until the rib is drawn back, but the best plan 
is to set them as the room is being driven. They may 
be built of old posts, ties, wooden rails, etc., with a 
foundation of say 9 to 12 inches of slack, and wedged 
up tight to the roof. The necessity for the slack will 
be best shown on their removal, as they can then be 
undermined easily. It also allows them to give a little 
as the weight upon them is increased. 
It is generally known that these rooms will not 

" cave " when 39 ft. wide, but the roof coal will " sag " 
sufficiently to make tbe packed gob air-tight. 
In bringing back the rib, small cribs made from 

wooden rails about 2^ ft. long, set on a base of slack, can 
be used. A few posts may also be necessary. 
Another pack-wall may be brought down with the 

rib. as shown on plan, which will prevent any fall tak
ing place, and a gradual subsidence will only occur, 
and no large reservoir for the accumulation of gas, will 
be formed. 
Ribs brought hack in this way will be " Longwall re

treating " on a small scale, and in case it is found that 
a roadway can be carried along the face of these ribs, 
every two alternate rooms could be left, and tbe coal 
worked back in this way, making a face length of 04 
feet, more or less, as circumstances may allow. Or the 
room may be made wider, and the car taken along the 
face of the room. The tracks would be safe, having one 
solid rib side, and pack-walls and cribs on the other. 
Conditions existing would soon prove what modifica
tions ofthe general plan could be made. It will be seen 
tbat rgoms can be driven an indefinte distance with
out fear of caving, and it will pay to drive them a 
minimum distance of 100 yds. or longer, if it will pay 
to haul one car further. Besides five pairs of entries 
will only be needed where six pairs are required by 
present methods. 
The proposed system will be found applicable where 

" soot seams " affect the roof and coal. 
I have found by experience, that double rooms were 

safer and required less timber in proportion to width 

tban narrow rooms, and that while entries and narrow 
rooms would cave until tlie roof had arched itself, the 
wide rooms allowed sufficient sag to relieve the pent-up 
gas, or they may be allowed to break in the center. 
For machine mining, the plan suggested, has a 

longer face length to work upon with no unnecessary 
moving ofthe machine. Tbe machine can he set down 
on one side of the room and work its way aeross. Tho 
truck in the meantime being changed tothe other side, 
read)" to transfer the machineelsewbere. 
Another advantage will be that the miners will work 

double, and in this way reduce the length of time the 
room will be in operation. Fewer tight shots will be 
needed, some ofthe labor of hearing in will be reduced, 
and better coal will be secured. 

In m y opinion many accidents occur when miners 
work singly, which woulil not occur if the men worked 
together. Men are often hurt and unable to report the 
accident, which becomes more serious on account of 
lack of timely assistance. 
It will, no doubt, be said that the system proposed is 

impracticable, ami that the rooms will cave, but this 
will not be found true if, the pack-walls are properly 
built, and anyone acquainted with Longwall work, will 
substantiate me. 
But, suppose the rooms did cave. Tbe ribs or pillars 

are large enough to allow a skip, say 12 or 15 ft. wide, 
to be taken, and thus the face of the room can be 
reached and finished, or tbe remaining portion of the 
rib may be brought back and no coal will be lost. 
The advantages claimed for this system, are : 
(1.) Tbe extraction of all the coal. 
(2.) A reduction in cost of timber. 
(3.) The ventilation of the working faces without in

curring the cost of the ruinou_ and inefficient break
throughs. 
(4.) It requires fewer entries, and as a consequence 

less rubbing surface, thereby producing better ventila
tion with the same expenditure of power. 
(5.) Large accumulations of firedamp will beavoided, 

if the debris is properlv utilized. 
(5.) The miners will have a wider room, better venti

lation, and will use less powder. 
(7.) Tbe system is better adapted for machine mining. 
1,8.) The mine foreman or his assistants, when mak

ing the required visits to working places will have only 
half as great a distance to travel. 
I hope those interested will give the subject a careful 

investigation, and if in their opinion the system is prac
ticable, try it in one entry at least. I do not claim the 
idea is perfect in detail. Some modifications due to 
local conditions, may be necessary, but these will soon 
suggest themselves to the practical official. 
Can the Pittsburgh seam be worked by Longwall ? is 

a question often asked. If this system is tried the 
answer will come, and it will not entail tbe risks of 
Longwall advancing. It certainly can be worked by 
Longwall retreating, but no one is prepared to go tothe 
first expense. 

Safety Signals for Mine Shafts. 

A mining contemporary gives an account of an elec
trical apparatus designed for tbe prevention of accidents 
to miners while riding on the cages in the shaft, and 
wliich will also, it is said, tend to lessen the number of 
accidents occasioned by cages coining in contact with 
the chairs. The invention has been in successful oper
ation during the past two years at the Drum L u m m o n 
Mine, Montana, and it was devised by an ingenious 
employe ofthe company owning the mine. The ar
rangement consists of an electrical connection between 
the cage and the chairs on the different levels ofthe 
mine, and also between the cage and the engine room. 
An ordinary battery is placed in the bottom of the 
cage, and wire attached to it run through a contact 
piece to the side of the shaft, something on the same 
principle as the trolley on an electric street car. A n 
ordinary push-button is placed in such a position on 
the cage that the station tender can readily reach it. 
Wires running down tbe shaft connect with 'ihe trolley 
on tbe cage, and at the other end are attached to a dial 
in tbe engine-room. Another wire connects with the 
chair in the mine, and as tbe dial is in full view ofthe 
engineer, he can tell at a glance whether the chairs are 
set or not. Should an accident happen to anyone on 
the cage between two levels, by pressing the push-but
ton, the cage can be brought to a stop in a moment. 
In the ordinary way, with a bell-rope attachment, if 
the cage is going at even a slow speed it is dangerous to 
attempt to grasp tbe bell line, on account ofthe liabili
ty of getting an arm caught between the sets. 

The Western Pennsylvania Mining Institute. 

At the February meeting of the Western Pennsyl
vania Jlining Institute, held at Monongahela City, Pa., 
Mr. AV. J. McMasters, of Munhall, presided in the ab
sence ofthe President. Mr. W m . Seddon read a paper 
on the objects of the Institute, which was discussed by 
a number of the members. That portion relating to 
gases was particularly discussed, and as some of the 
members present stated that they had encountered a 
strange inflammable gas, the Secretary was instructed 
to procure samples of it, and have it analyzed by some 
capable chemist, and report at the next meeting. Mr. 
W . J. McMasters exhibited a model ofa self-closing 
door to be used in main entries, or any other part of 
the mine where doors are necessary. Its advantages 
and disadvantages were fnlly discussed, and several 
suggestions as a means of further improvement in the 
invention were offered. Mr. McMasters also exhibited 
an improved Cbirry lamp, which met with general 
commendation on account of its economical features. 
As the next meeting (July 9th) will be the fifth an

niversary of the formation of the Institute, Messrs. 
Henry Louttit, Adam Kyle, and Robert C. Campbell 
were appointed a committee to arrange a programme, 
and they were directed to report to the Secretary not 
later than April 1st. 
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T H E P R O G R E S S IN MINING. 

Reviews of Important Papers Relating to Mining in 
the Proceedings of the Mining and Scientific So
cieties, and in the Mining Journals of Europe, 
United States and Canada. 

The Gas Enclosed 

Safety 

Explosives. 

A paper on this subject was 
recently read before the members 
of The North of England Institute 

in of Mining and Mechanical En
gineers. This paper was the re-

Coal and Coal Dust, suit of experiments made by 
Jlessrs. Bedson and McConnell 

with Bituminous coal taken from the Hutton seam at 
Ryhope Colliery. A known weight of coal in small 
lumps was heated for several hours at 212° Fahrenheit 
in vacuo. The gases produced were drawn off, meas
ured and analyzed. The analysis showed a mixture of 
carbonic acid gas, oxygen, nitrogen and mar-.li gas 
(C H,). After the coal had ceased giving off gas it was 
pounded into a fine powder and this dust was again 
heated in vacuo for several hours at the same tempera
ture (212° Fahrenheit). Tbe result was to obtain 
another volume of gas from this dust. This gas was 
similar in composition to that given off by the coal 
while in lumps except that instead of marsh gas there 
was a quantity of heavier hydro-carbon. These ex
periments arc interesting as a proof that all tbe gas in 
coal will not escape, even when the coal is reduced to a 
dust, unless subjected to heat. The natural conclusion 
therefore is that Bituminous coal dust holds a certain 
volume of combustible gas ready to escape when heated. 

In furtlier reference to the paper re
cently read before The Colliery Man
agers' Association of Great Britain, by Mr. 
Fogg in, and which was reproduced in T H E 
COLLIERY E N G I N E E R for February last, we 

are indebted to The Colliery Manager, of London, for the 
following letter written by Mr. 11. Bigg-Wither, Gen
eral Manager of the Roburite Explosive Co., Ltd., of 
Wigan, England. 

Mr. Bigg-Wither says: " I wish to point out tbat in 
discussing a subject of this kind writers shouldcarefully 
discriminate as to the particular words tbey use. For 
instance, there is an absolute difference in the meaning 
ofthe words "percussion "and "concussion;" and the 
term "explosion" can be very easily misapplied unin
tentionally, inasmuch as it may have several distinct 
meanings when applied to explosives. Thus, the ex
plosion of gunpowder is the result of combustion ; that 
of high explosives generally is the result of detonation, 
while in tbe case of some high explosives it is the result 
of detonation and combustion combined. 
" AVith this preface I will now call attention to the re

sults of percussion tests detailed by .Air. Foggin. W e 
have a percussion apparatus atour works similar to the 
one described. The falling weight is 59 lbs., ami we 
can get a fall of 40 feet. This year we have made a 
great number of tests with explosives of various classes, 
and we have found that with explosives ofthe Spren-
gel type, consisting ofa dual mixture of nitrate of am
monia and a hydro carbon, a blow of sufficient weight 
simply produces decomposition of the portion struck,1 

ami that Ihe surrounding massof explosive is not affiec- I 
ted by this so-called explosion, the result lieing merely I 
a sharp crack or report. Moreover, we have obtained 
this same result with substances which are not classed | 
or used as explosives. 

" Mr. Foggin'sstatement that this so-called explosion 
was not produced by "ammonite" at different heights 
from 5 to 23 feet is quite unaccountable, except on the 
supposition tbat there was some accidental mechanical 
difference in the carrying out of the various experi
ments, for, out of seven experiments made on one day 
with ammonite, we got the following results : Two ex
periments at 5 feet drop, one sharp report ; two experi
ments at 4 feet drop, both gave sharp reports ; three ex
periments at 3 feet drop, one gave sharp report. I may 
say tbat on thesame day we gota more resonant report 
from dynamite, carbonite. and tonite with a drop of 
only 6 inches at the first experiment with each. 

" Having p 
report produced by 

formed, namely, the decomposition of animal and vege
table life. 

Pennsylvania petroleum is a mixture of hydro-rar-
bons (which may be classed under tbe marsh gas 
series) with paraffins and oletincs. Pittsburgh natural 
gas contains 67% of marsh gas, 2 2 % of hydrogen, 3% 
of nitrogen, 5 % ofthe heavy hydrocarbons and the 
remainder of oxygen and the carbon-oxides. 
The writer goes onto say that assuming these two 

botlies possessed an origin identical with coal and 
noting their present order of deposit in the earth, 
their ingredients must have been originally removed 
from the great Pennsylvania Anthracite measures, thus 
assigning to these measures their unique nature. 
Aiiy Bituminous coal subjected to distillation in a 

closed vessel would precipitate (1) watery liquor, (2) 
aHherial or volatile oil, (3) volatile alkali, (4) thick 
greasy oil. The closed vessel in this case is nature's 
distillation in the crust of the earth. Internal heat, 
which has torn the country of the Eastern Alle-
gbanies into such great con tor tions, act ing on carbonifer
ous deposits would gradually distil tbese liquids above 
mentioned and the whole would be driven through 
the cracks in the earth's crust out ofthe country of 

n Alleghanie. into the region they are now the Easte 
found. 

Wt 
Good 

Surveying 

In an article on " Explosions of Coal 
Coal Dust in Artificial Fuel Factories" {Dingi. 

Poly.), two accidents due to the explosion 
Dust nf coal dust are described in the Jahres-

bericht d. /.. preuss. G'ewerbcrothe fur 1888. 
Explosion. At the Reichenwald works an explosion 

of coal dust took place in the dried coal 
store-room whilst the operations were in full progress, 
with the result that the front of the drying-bouse was 
violently blown out and a considerable conflagration 
occurred in the factory. At Furstenberg on tbe Oder, 
where the works are entirely built of stone and iron, a 
similar explosion occasioned no damage, either to the 
workmen or to tbe buildings. The ignition of the 
coal dust appears to have commenced in the lowest 
feeding screw belonging to tbe drying room elevator, 
and to have spread forwards to the store-room and 
backwards to the two drying-houses. Five explosions 
followed in quick succession in diflerent parts of the 
works, the detonation being strongest in the store
room, and in a few minutes all the chambers containing 
dry coal dust were on lire. These accidents show that 
coal dust is itself a dangerous explosive, the presence 
ot which must be guarded against in factories, mines, 
&c, liy thorough ventilation and other protective 
measures. 

AVhen a mining company puts down a 
The Value bore-hole they do so with the main object 

of proving the existence of some particular 
seam or vein. Sometimes the bore is suc
cessful in its search, sometimes it is not. 
In tbe latter event no value is placed upon 
the records of the boring and they are 
often allowed to disappear or are at least 
carelessly kept. In some instances where 

are indebted to the proceedings of 
The Minigg Institute of Scotland for a 
short description of "Shaft Surveying at 
the Przibram Mines, " taken from a recent 
volume ofthe Transactions ofthe Institu

tion of Civil Engineers, England. Two shafts—the 
Adalbert and Maria— had been sunk in 1S7H to the 
thirtieth level at a depth of 3200 feet and it was pro
posed to deepen the Kaiser Franz Josef shaft from the ,, 
'eventeenth level to the levelof the other two,a depth of the mineral ooked for is expected to be lound at a 
.l!if„_* T « ».„_.*_._.•_. -i,n.„ _.;„!-.,.„nF.i.;_.....*j> „-...- shallow depth from the surface no written records are 

pt at all and bore-holes are put down with as little 

of 

: Bore-Hole 

Records. 

y remarked the difference in the 
roburite" and "dynamite" under 

percussion, we thought that it would be interesting to 
study this difference, and see whether other experi
ments would not assist us in demonstrating that the 
report produced by the Sprenge] 'lass of explosives 
was no true explosion, inasmuch as nn detonating wave 
was set up, but that, on the other hand, the report 
from dynamite, for instance,was a true explosion, and 
that a detonating wave was set up. AVe have made a 
series of elaborate experiments in this direction wliich 
have thoroughly convinced us tbat our theory is ab
solutely correct." 

'Ihe Colliery tincrdinn, of England, 
H o w Anthracite publishes iu a n ci-nt issue 'i oaner 

lS64feet. To hasten tli e work the sinking of the shaft 
begun simultaneously at four different points. While 
one set of sinkers was sinking from the seventeenth' 
level another set were rising from the twenty-third 
level to meet them. Another starting down from the I 
twenty-third was being met by a rising set from the 
twenty fifth. Similar operations were being conducted 
between the twenty-fifth and twenty-eighth, and be
tween the twenty-eighth and thirtieth. 
It will thus be seen that eight points of work were in 

full force at onetime. The relative positions of the 
Ihree shafts were first determined by a survey at the 
twelfth level with a mining theodolite with two ver
niers reading to one minute. The total length of the 
survey was 3073 feet with forty-four stations, and tbe 
traverse gave the sides and angles of the triangle 
formed by the three shafts at 

Distance 
SidosofTriangle. in Metres, Angle. Opposite. 

a. Maria—Adelbert •== 501091 A at Franz (lu° 34' 58" 
b. M a rhi-Fran;- - 310091 B at Adell.ert 37° 18' 'JS" 
c. Adelbert—Franz = I-1'._'S28 C at Maria 52° 0' 3-1" 

The survey was repeated after a connection bad been 

effected in each of the sections, the total distance sur
veyed being eleven miles with 0S4 stations. Tbe opera
tion was completely successful, as the shaft was formed 
full size (19:; feet X <i\ feet) and no alteration was 
found necessary in timbering or masonry inanysection 
when a holing was made. 

From theTransactions of Tbe Min-
The Capell Fan ing Institute of Scotland we give 

thefollowingextract regarding some 
in Westphalia. tests made at tbe Prosper I mine at 

Berge Borbeck. There was origi
nally a Guibal fan at the colliery, 39 ft. diameter, with a 
maximum capacity of 70,000 cubic feet per minute with 
a 3*2 inch water gauge. As this was inadequate a Ca
pell fan 12*3 feet diameter and G'9 feet broad was sub
stituted. This (an after a few months' working shows 
what are quite justly described as " astonishing results." 
The fan engines are coupled, and the cylinders are 20-5 
in, diameter with 31.] in. stroke. The "fan is driven by 
a camel hair belt 2S'G inches broad and makes four 
revolutions to one ofthe engines. Special trials were 
made with the fan running at 228 revolutions per min
ute. With a water gauge of 7*3 inches 105,000 cubic 
feet per minute were obtained. This was an efficiency 
of 52'039 per cent, or 5 per cent, greater than the best 
ofthe fans reported on by the recent Prussian Fire
damp Commission. At a speed of 350 revolutions of 
the fan per minute the effective work was calculated 
at 53 per cent. Lubrication ofthe fan axles is effected 
hy kidney fat broken up into small lumps in the oil 
boxes with a continuous stream of water falling on it. 
With this lubricant no heating of the journals was ob
servable, whereas experiences with oil and tallow were 
not nearly so satisfactory. 

tdii ide 
elds 

tin 

•ofthe paper 
It is infer

tile following summar-j 
a_ likely to be of interest to our readers": 
esting to inquire whether the Mammoth seam of Penn
sylvania is co-existent with the coal measures of 
Canada. 
There is a 40 ft. seam of Bituminous coal in Pictou 

County, Nova Scotia, which enters one ofthe basins 
fi-om the southwest, and therein trends north several 
degrees east. This Bituminous seam which is heavily 
charged with hydro-carbons and sulphurous gases al
though now being worked has stood in abeyance for 
many years. It is stated that this seam i- a continua
tion ofthe Anthracite Mammoth scam of Pennsylvania 
and the alteration in its nature from Anthracite to 
Bituminous has caused much conjecture. The writer 
of the article goes on to submit the following theory : 

H e first briefly refers to petroleum and natural'gas 
and states that springing from one source these two owe .,,..,, ,..., 
their existence to the conditions under which coal was ] the explosives 

A series of experiments to test 
The use of whether the fumes from these 

explosives are more dangerous 
Roburite and Tonite to the health of the miner than 

gunpowder smoke was recently 
in Mines, carried out by a committee of 

The North of England Institute 
of Mining and Mechanical Engineers. The decision 
arrived at is that the products of combustion are not 
more deleterious with one explosive than with another. 
As both roburite and tonite are safer and more power
ful than gunpowder, their use should be extended now 
tbat the main objection to their adoption has been 
groundless. The committee are very emphatic in their 
declaration on this point, they say : " It has been ascer
tained in the examinations 'made by Professor Bedson 
that the amount of carbon monoxide resulting from 
th.-explosion of roburiteor toni .cor tonite is not practically, and 
on an average, greater than that produced by gunpow
der. Moreover, it has been shown tbat, after a very 
short interval, this ami other gasee are entirely carried 
out ofthe place by the air current. W e are, therefore, 
unable to assign the ailments complained of by the 
men to any poisonous or specially hurtful influence of 

,-al knowledge as if the cost of each 
was little more than of shoving a walking cane into the 
ground. Littlethought is taken of the fact that the use
fulness of these boreholes does not end with the at
tainment of tbe present object or that perhaps in a few 
years their records may save a lot of money in proving 
the existence of say a valuable clay where previously 
the search was perhaps onlv for a good house coal. 
Tbe State Geologist of Missouri, in hi* preliminary 

report on the Coal Depo.its of that State appreciates 
the value of all these local records a-* a means of assist
ing him in formulating a reliable State Geological map 
and we cannot do better than present his own words on 
this point. He says-: 
Of especial value in this report are the records of the 

various deep shafts and drill holes which are included. 
These were furnished by many different individuals, 
and, in each case where the results are quoted, recogni
tion of this assistance is expressed. With a few excep
tions, the individuals and corporations of the State 
have generously contributed such results in a free, pub
lic-spirited manner. The importance of furnishing 
such records to the survey, where they may be kept on 
file for ready reference, cannot, be too strongly em
phasized. Hundreds of such holes have been put down 
in tbe State for various purposes, and from compara
tively few of such are reliable results now available. 
Such holes are generally sunk for a definite purpose 
and when that end is reached it occurs to few that the 
results may still be valuable for other purposes. But 
Ibis is almost always the case. Whether a thick coal 
bed be encountered or not a good record establishes a 
seriesof facts concerning thegeology of the local ity and is, 
hence, valuable. For instance, the record though ap
parently barren of results of economic value, may show 
that the drilling stopped in a certain limestone, which, 
by comparison with a record obtained elsewhere, we 
know is 20 or 50 feet, as the case may be, above a cer
tain valuable coal bed. Hence from tlie study and 
comparison of these two records we are able to predict 
the probable existence of workable coal within a short 
distance of the bottom of the hole. Again, the hole 
may have penetrated rocks which we recognize as be
low any coal in the State; in this case the result is of 
general value in preventing further exploration below 
this depth. Only from the results ol such deep drilling 
can the area of available coal in the State be exactly 
determined and the limits of the individual beds be de
fined, especially in those parts ofthe State where the 
coalbeds are deep beneath the surface. 
The reason why records of value are not always at

tainable is, however, not only because of negligence on 
the part of those immediately interested to preserve 
them, nor yet because of refusal to contribute them. It 
is unfortunately the case that many holes have been 
put down by incompetent men, or by men who know 
merely how to handle a drill without having sufficient 
knowledge of lithology or geology to be able to ac
curately dc*-cribe and record the descriptions of the 
rocks they encounter, nor to interpret the meaning of 
all they pass through. In cases it is even worse than 
this, and the history of many a deep and expensive 
drill hole in the State: shows evidence of trickery and 
bad faith on the part of the driller towards those in 
whose service he was supposed to be working. The un
certainty attending such work has thus brought dis
favor in many localities upon deep drilling as a public 
enterprise; many having acquired the impression that 
only indefinite results of small practical value could be 
reached. This impression is wrong and unfortunate, 
for such work can and should be prosecuted by every 
progressive community in the coal regions whicli is 
anxious to determine the existence of coal beds and to 
have them developed. In view of these facts the 
survey suggests a possible plan of co-operation which 
if adopted, would ensure a well conducted drill hole, a 
reliable record and an official report on the same, and 
would, at the same time, secure for the State complete 
results of tlie drilling in such condition that they can 
be unhesitatingly used and will be entirely comparable. 
To any private individual or community desiring to 
have a deep drill hole sunk, the survey could arrange to 
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recommend reliable men w h o m the individual or com
munity can employ to do the work of drilling; second, 
it could supervise this work, and last, it could furnish 
an official statement of the results of this drilling. In 
return for this service, it would be required that the 
survey be allowed full and free use of the results for 
the benefit of the State. That this would be, in every 
way, a liberal offer, cannot be disputed. In addition to 
securing reliable results, the individual would, by this 
means, be put in possession ofa report, whicli would be, 
as it were, negotiable. Being of an official nature, from 
an impartial source, others will place faith in it and 
will invest money on its authority, for purpo.es of 
actual development, where they would not do so, were 
the report of a private nature, emanating from an in
terested source. If such a plan of co-operation were 
generally adopted, the State would soon have accumu
lated an invaluable mass of material from which it 
would be possible to outline, with a high degree of ac
curacy, the general "limits of each and every coal bed in 
tbe State. From this the prospects of finding coal at 
anyone point could be predicted, as well as its probable 
depth and thickness when found. Surely the attain
ment of sucli a condition of exact knowledge is worthy 
of our serious efforts. 

W e are indebted to the Iron and Coal 
Draining Trades' Review, ofLondon, Eng., forthefol-

j n lowing extract from a paper on the above 
subject recently read bv Mr. Henry Davey, 

Mines. M. I. C. E., before the "Cleveland Institute, 
of Engineers. 

The author dealt wilh some of the leading general 
principles involved in methods of draining mines' under 
the most important conditions of both coal and metallif
erous mining. In treating of draining during sinking 
operations, he said the conditions vary greatly in sink
ing for coal or tor ore. In the former'ease the shaft or 
pit is usually completed before the coal is worked ; in 
the latter the shaft is generally deepened during the 
working of the mine, and i-*, therefore, never in a per
manent condition. Temporary steam pumps might be 
used to advantage for small quantities of water from 
moderate depths, but for any important work a surface 
engine with bucket pumps having proper lower appli
ances should be adopted. Pumping water was not a 
costly operation if proper arid sufficient pumping plant 
was employed forthe work, but if this plant is insuffi
cient, the loss often is very serious. Even with proper 
plant sinking through water-bearing strata is slow and 
costly, because ofthe delay occasioned by the sinkers 
having to work in water. Heavy pumping under such 
conditions could be expedited by the use of jet pumps 
and other auxiliary appliances, by means of which it 
was unnecessary to lower the main pumps so frequent
ly. Hydraulic'pumps might he used to great advan
tage. Many special appliances of this nature might be 
employed if they could be procured when wanted, but 
no one kept special appliances. Makeshift plant was 
procured, and the sinking in consequence became very 
slow and costly. The author said that for many years 
he had been convinced that a sound investment would 
be found in the establishment of a depot where the best 
sinking appliances might be obtained on hire or pur
chase. In sinking shafts and wells thtough water bear
ing strata, great cost was usually incurred and much 
time taken up. The subject was of considerable local 
importance because of its bearing on the sinking of 
mining shafts. The problem was "simply that of keep
ing down the water in waterbearing-strata in advance 
ofthe sinking operations, so that the excavation ofthe 
shaft should be done in dry ground. The ordinary 
method was to sling a pump or pumps in tlie shaft and 
to lower the pumps from time to time as the sinking 
progressed; obviously the excavation had to be per
formed in water.and if the quantity of water was great, 
a large portion of the work hail to be done bv the men 
working in 2 or 3 feet of water. To facilitate the work, 
and reduce the water in which the men had to work, a 
sump was made under the suction pipe of the pump, 
and it was the keeping this sump excavated in advance 
ofthe other work which was most difficult and tedious. 
In the plan proposed by the author the pump would 

be placed in a borehole made before tbe commencement 
ofthe sinking of the shaft. It was necessary that debris 
should not go down the borehole in quantity sufficient 
to choke it up. That is provided against bv'means ofa 
heavy taper shield of cast steel surrounding the pump, 
and resting on the edge of the borehole, this shield is 
perforated with holes inclined upwards towards the 
pump to allow water to get into tbe borehole, but to ex
clude debris. The shield is made very heavy, and by 
its own weight follows the excavation around the pump, 
and also protects it from injury through the blasting of 
the rock. The pump is made without a foot valve, the 
rod ofthe bucket working through the seating of the 
valve which rests on the top ofthe working barrel. By 
this arrangement the drawing of the bucket also draws 
the valve, and should the bottom of the borehole be 
filled up with sand, it can be removed bv lowering a 
sand pump. The boreholes should be made to a greater 
depth than that required for the pump to provide space 
for sand and debiis. The application of this pump 
would be varied to suit tbe local circumstances and the 
geological formation ofthe strata to be passed through. 
In some situations the shaft might be drained by means 
of boreholes outside the diameter of the shaft alto
gether. It was usual and necessary to have duplicate 
pumping engines, and where two engines were made to 
pump from the same well, the well must be very large 
to accommodate two sets of pumps. Such wells were 
usually from 12 to 14 feet in diameter, A simple bore
hole could be made cheaply and expeditiously. Four 
30-inch boreholes could be put down in a small' fraction 
of the time required to sink a 12-foot well in the ordi
nary way. Instead of making a large well, the author 
puts down four boreholes to accommodate tbe pumps 
for duplicate pumping engines. The boreholes being 
completed, the pumps are lowered into them, and coup
led up to the permanent engines. The author held 
that it was true economy to have a pumping engine 

large enough to do the work at half or even one-third 
its full speed, or what might he called two or three times 
too big. He wa* at present putting down huge pump
ing plant at great cost to recover a colliery drowned be
cause it was formerly drained by means of underground 
steam pumps. The practice had been to put down a 
new pump for every new feeder, but one day a big 
feeder broke in, and the pumps were soon under water 
and the colliery also. 
Underground pumping engines had been largely em

ployed of late years, but tbe author thought it a mistake 
to taRe steam underground. It was not possible to get 
dry steam to underground engines through pipes carried 
down the shaft, and with wet steam the engine would 
give a low duty. H e had found the engines on the sur
face could be made to work with one-half the steam re
quired by the best underground engines for the same 
work. In some places underground pumping engines 
were more suitable than surface engines, but in nm.t of 
such cases the pumping WJ- better and more economi
cally done by means of hydraulic pumps from an engine 
on the surface. H e instanced the installation of Messrs, 
John Denton A Co., at the Grimesthorpe Colliery, Shef
field. The work was previously done by means of steam 
pumps, but the steam was such a nuisance under 
ground, the mine was made so hot, and the steam pipes 
and plant gave so much trouble, that Messrs. Denton 
resolved to try another plan. The shaft is an inclined 
one. There are three hydraulic pumps placed in differ
ent parts ofthe mine. The first lilts 150 gallons per 
minute 300 feet high ; the second 137 gallons 300 feel 
high ; and the third 30 gallons 300 feet high. The 
power is supplied from the surface through pressure 
pipes 4 inches, 3 inches, and 2.1 inches in diameter at 
700 lb*, persquare inch. The pumping plant cost .87,425 
and the pipes 82,-181. 
The author slated that lie had devoted considerable 

attention to the system of applying hydraulic power to 
underground machinery, and he gave"particulars of the 
hauling and pumping engines at Altbam Colliery, the 
New Russia Company's Collieries, and the Qtiebrada 
Copper Mines. lie expressed his conviction that for 
vertical shafts, where considerable quantities of water 
had to be dealt with, the pumping could be more safely 
and economically performed by means of surface en
gines and pump rods than by any other means. AAliere, 
however, their use is inadmissible, the svstem of hy
draulic transmission is the most economical, convenient 
and practicable, notonly for pumping, but also in many 
cases for hauling purposes. Conveying steam under
ground for [.urnping purposes was to" be avoided, if pos
sible, except under very special circumstances. The 
author mentioned that several installations had been 
put down for pumping by electrical power. H e also 
cited a colliery near Marseilles where three hydraulic 
pumps were placed in different parts of the mine, which 
is 1,100 feet deep. 

Mr. W . L. Saunders, M. A m . Soc. C. E,, 
Dimension recently read an interesting paper on 

this subject before the American Soeietv 
Stone of Civil Engineers. AVe append the fol

lowing excerpt of the paper : 
Quarrying. With beds of solid and valuable build

ing stone it is a point of importance to 
secure as large a percentage of marketable rock as pos
sible. One ofthe oldest methods of obtaining this is to 
drill deep holes. Quarrymen have often observed that 
holes drilled by hand are never really round, but arc 
somewhat triangular in shape and when a blast is fired 
in one of these boles the rock usually breaks in three 
directions radiating from the points of the triangle. 
This is very extravagant on the rock as the pieces are 
irregular in shape and a large percentage of stock is wast
ed in trimming off the stone into a cubical shape. 
One of the first devices for overcoming this waste was 

to insert tbe charge into the hole encased in a canister 
of peculiar shape. The hole was drilled from 10 to 12 
inches in diameter. The drill used was shaped like a 
broad axe and was worked by being raised up a certain 
height and then dropped : the weight ofthe drill in 
falling being the force which struck the blow. The 
canister containing the charge was made of two curved 
pieces of sheet tin with soldered edges. AVhen this 
canister was placed in position in the hole, there was a 
space on each side shaped like a crescent moon. This 
space was filled in with sand or earth and as the canis
ter was placed so that its section lay lengthways in the 
desired direction of fracture, the effect was the same as 
if the hole had been drilled in theshape of the canister. 
If it hail been possible to drill the hole exactly in the 
shape ofthe canister a good deal of work would have 
been saved. 
Another system was what is termed Lewising. A 

Lewis hole is made by drilling two or three small holes 
close together and parallel with each other. The parti 
tions between the boles was then broken down leaving 
one hole ofa long narrow shape of section. This form 
of hole is used in granite. Sometimes a series of Lewis 
holes are drilled in a straight line and at equal distances 
apart (sometimes 10 to 25 feet) and fired simul
taneously by electricity. 
Mr. Saunders describes the following new system de

veloped by Mr. Knox which possesses advantages over 
the two aforementioned. A round bole is first put 
down, preferably by machine to secure a perfectly round 
section. After this has been done a V-sh-rpcd groove is 
cut out on each side ofthe walls ofthe bole in the di
rection ofthe desired line of cleavage. These grooves 
are cut with a "reamer" by hand, and the greatest care 
must be taken to preserve a uniform direction with the 
V-shaped grooves or in other words the "reamer" must 
not be allowed to twist, or otherwise a bad fracture will 
result. 
If a bed of rock in a quarry has to be moved and a 

natural seam divides the bed at each end of the walls of 
the quarry then there will only be one face, the back to 
set free. 
Knox boles are put in at equal distances apart along 

the line of desired cleavage and these are fired electri
cally. 

The explosive recommended is one of a low grade. 
Dynamite is not suitable, and black powder, or .ludson 
powder, or other explosives which act slowly aie prefer
able. No definite rule can be laid down as to the 
amount of powder to he used to secure equal results in 
every case. A hard, fine-grained stone requires less 
powder than soft stone. As a matter of fact very little 
powder is required for most rocks. If too much powder 
is put in each hole, the rock, especially if it be soft like 
sandstone, is shattered. It is pn-fenible, therefore, to 
put a smaller charge in and to place the holes closer 
together. In this improved form of hole the tamping 
should not be put down directly on tbe powder. A n 
airspace should be left between the powder and the 
tamping. The tamping can be sustained at the top of 
the hole by first inserting a wad of hay, grass, oakum, or 
other material. AVhen a series of these holes have been 
blasted it is found tbat a clear fracture along the line of 
hole- i.~ obtained and a solid cubical mass of rock is 
thereby set loose. The theory of this action in these 
y-shaped holes is that the gases formed by the explo
sion finding no sharp angle a-* a starting point for a frac
ture at any point in the circumference ofthe hole until 
they come to the ys, tbey rush to tbese two points and 
concentrate all their eneigies on them acting like two 
wedges driven from the center by a force equally prompt 
and energetic. 
Similar holes to cut in two directions, one at right an

gles to the other, are made by cutting one additional pair 
of V*shaped grooves on the opposite sides ofthe hole. 
Mr. Saunders in his paper also deals with the merita 

ofthe Knox system adapted to the details of rock cut
ting. 

The members of The Mining Insti-
An Electric tute of Scotland recently had an oppor

tunity to inspect Bristol's Patent Elec-
Safety- trie Safety-Lamp. The following is a 

short description of it: The battery 
Lamp. consists of 3 cells of accumulators. Its 

action is that if a current is sentthrough 
it for a certain period it will afterwards when switched 
on a lamp give off a corresponding current for a corre
sponding time. 
The lamp can be charged to give a light for 10 hours. 
The cost of these lamps in England is .88.40 and for 

an installation of 500 lamps at a colliery including a 
two-horsepower dvnamo and all connections the first 
cost will be 84,500. The first cost for a similar outfit of 
Evan Thomas, Marsaut, or similar good-class oil safety-
lamps will probably be82250 includinga Ilowat's Patent 
Lamp locking and cleaning machine or just half the 
cost ofthe electrical plant and lamps. 
The cost of running and keeping 500 Bristol Electric 

Safety-Lamps to burn 8 hours a day will be S cents per 
lamp per week. 
Taking attendants' wages, deterioration of plant and 

5 % on capital outlay, into account the anual cost will 
be S2,7ti0 or 85.52 per lamp per annum. 

Mr. D. S. Bigge discussed "Theory" and 
Electricity "Practice" in the application of electricitv 

to mining in a paper read before The 
applied to North of England Institute of Mining 

and Mechanical Engineers, at Newcastle, 
Mining. Feb. 13th, of which the following is an 

abstract: 
The question of power transmission by means of elec

tricity is by no means anew or untiled one, anil though, 
perhaps, little is known of the details as yet by the 
mining world in general, result-- have b<jen obtained in 
actual practice wliich merit serious attention. Electric
ity has now been applied, and with gieat success, in 
mining work for haulage, pumping, drilling, coal-cut
ting, and other minor uses, and as in the cases of elec
tric lighting, electric power may now fairly be said to 
have passed out of its experimental stage, and to have 
become an accomplished fact. It is chiefly as a means 
for transmitting power to great distances with small 
loss along the line that electricity will be found to pre
dominate over any other known form of power trans
mission, and as distance is usually a most important 
factor in mining operations underground, electricity in 
a large number of cases will be found to adapt itself ad
mirably to the work required to be done. 
The advantages claimed may be tabulated as follows : 

1. A very large increase in working efficiency over 
any other known form of power transmission. 2. Con
siderable reduction in capital expenditure, when com
pared with other systems, a reduction which becomes 
more and more apparent, as the distance for the power 
to be transmitted increases. 3. Increased facility in 
runningthe cables when compared with the laying of 
air or hydraulic mains. 4. Very small loss in tlie cables 
through resistance or leakage to earth when compared. 
with the waste on a compressed air system. 5. Small-
ness in size ofthe machinery, thus proving itself to be 
ofa portable nature and easily manipulated, (j. Ab
sence of heat from the machinery underground. 7. 
Great simplicity in working. 8. Small cost of main
tenance. 9. Finally, the ease and speed with which the 
whole plant can be erected and set to work. 
The principal objections raised against the employ

ment of electric power are the following, viz.: 1. Dan
ger arising from sparking at the motor brushes and 
main switch underground. 2. The idea that electrical 
machinery is of too delicate a nature for use in mines. 
3. Risk of firefrom breaking ofthe main cables by fallsof 
stone, derailed tubs, or other causes. Having dealt 
with tlie three objections raised the author proceeded 
to consider the general question of power by 
electricity. W h e n one power is transmitted from on© 
place to another by means of steam, air, or 
water, through pipes, the difficulty of pre-determin-
ing the exact loss of power from friction in these 
pipes is very great; in fact it varies so much under dif
ferent circumstances that the author believed that, ex
act determination may be said to be impossible. So 
also the loss of power in the motors driven by fluids is 
equally undeterminable with any degree of accuracy^ 
on account ofthe variations in efficiency caused by 
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slight alterations in load or speed, or by leakage 
through the valves or packings. These difficulties in 
calculation do not present themselves with electrical 
transmission of power. The loss of power in the cables 
depends solely on the electrical resistance, which is a 
practically constant quantity, and the current passing 
through the cables, which can be estimated with great 
accuracy. Nor is the loss of power in the motors more 
difficult to estimate ; first, with a given motor the losses 
can be calculated with almost any degree of accuracy, 
from its known resistance and electrical or magnetic 
qualities ; and secondly, since the experimental deter
mination of the efficiency of dynamos and motors is so 
readily carried out, a very great number of actual effi
ciency tests have been taken from which the efficiency 
of a given size of machine of any particular type or con
struction can be easily foretold. The calculation there
fore of the power wasted in transmitting power by 
means of electricity is extremely simple, and the efli-
ciencesof a plant can be readily foretold, and the results 
to be obtained guaranteed with perfect confidence. 
Where there are two or more collieries under the

same management within a comparatively short dis
tance ofone another, at which power is required, one 
central station should be established where plants should 
be installed of sufficient power to serve tbe several col
lieries. The advantages of this plan are clear, (a) In
asmuch as all the machinery will not be working to its 
full capacity at each ofthe collieries simultaneously, the 
actual power at the one central station will be less than 
the sum ofthe powers which would have to be installed 
at each separate position, and in addition to 
this the plant would be cheaper, because the 
price of machinery does not vary directly as its 
output. (/-I The cost of maintenance of a few 
large dynamos and engines will be less than that of a 
greater number of small ones, (c) Greater efficiency 
is obtained by running the machinery more nearly at 
its full load, the percentage variationsof power required 
being smaller, when a large number of motors are 
taking power from the one plant. (.7) The cost of at
tendance on the generating plant will be enormously 
reduced, the same number of men being able to attend 
the one central station as would attend to each of the 
separate plants. The great saving in all these directions 
had been fully proved by actual practice in the large 
central stations supplying light and power in London 
and other large towns. 

C O A L IN W E S T VIRGINIA. 

Reports of the Inspectors of Mines for the Year 
ending- June 30, 1891. 

Annual reports of the State Mine Inspectors of 
West Arirginia have just been made to the Governor 
and contain valuable information and interesting sta
tistics. The reports show that during the year ending 
June 30, 1891, the total coal production in the State 
was 7,281,430 tons of 2,240 pounds each, and the coke 
production in the same time was 1,238,418 tons. In 
18S0 the coal production of the State was 1,5-iS.OOO 
short tons. In 1889 the production of coal was 4,720,-
047 long tons, and of coke 665,103 long tons. The re
ports for the last year also show that there were 179 
mines in operation in which there were employed 
14,178 men. There were 4,117 coke ovens in operation 
and 777 more building. 
Inspector Harr,of the First District, reports 14 fatal 

and 24 non-fatal accidents during the year. H e says : 
"Upon making careful inquiry into the cause of these 
accidents, 1 find that a majority of them resulted from 
the carelessness of the workmen themselves. A care
less miner is the worst enemy to his fellow-workmen. 
I can not see how best to remedy this evil, but would 
suggest that the mine boss in charge, exercise more 
strenuously his authority in this matter. In no case 
should he allow men to work in danger, no matter 
what their experience may be. There has been but 
one explosion of gas during the year, from which four 
men lost their lives. This happened May 7,1891, 
Harrison County, at tbe Ocean mine." 
There were six mines opened in the First District 

during the vear and eight are now being opened. 
There are 1207 coke ovens in blast anil 255 are being 
erected. 
Inspector Spruce, of tbe Second District, reports 25 

fatalities. H e says: "The fatalities in the counties of 
Mason, Putnam, Kanawha aud Fayette are one in 748 
miners employed, while in the counties of Mercer, and 
McDowell tbey are one in 180 miners. According to 
these figures about four times as many men get killed 
in the mines of Mercer and McDowell as in the other 
counties just named, in proportion to the number em
ployed. This is due, he explains, more to the fact that 
inexperienced men are employed there than that the 
mines are dangerous ; and also that the miners are not 
required by the companies to set posts in their own 
rooms or working places. H e recommends that the 
miners be paid for setting their own posts instead of 
its being done by men employed for that purpose." 
There were 35 new mines opened during the year 

and a large number of coke ovens built. 

NUMBER OF MONTHS WORXED AND AVERAGE EARNINGS OF THE 
MINERS OF Till-*. SECOND DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA, 

FUR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1891. 

w o r K e a - month. 

Mason 
Putnam 
Kanawha . 
Fayette 
M-TCur 
McDowell,. 

II 
9 
10% 

S37.29 
41.17 
39.11 
36.91 

42.75 

A F O R E M A N F O R E A C H M I N E . 

The Pennsylvania Bituminous Mine Law Defined to 
Mean That Operalors Must Employ a Certifi
cated. Foreman for Each Important Opening1. 

AVe are indebted to the Scottdale Herald for the follow-
mportant decision of Judge Doty, of AVestmoreland 
Co., Pa. : 

ly the Court: On 30th June, 18S5, the Legislature 
of this Commonwealth passed an Act entitled, " A n 
Act relating to Bituminous coal mines and providing 
for the lives, health, safety, and welfare of persons em
ployed therein." It was intended to be a complete 
system. Everything is required that was thought to be 
for the welfare of the miners, and everything pro
hibited that was likely to prove detrimental to the 
lives, health, or safety of those employed in such 
mines. 
Among other provisions, the Act provides for the 

appointment of Inspectors, and prescribes minutely tbe 
duties to be performed by such inspectors. It is one of 
tbe duties of an inspector "to examine the mines in 
his district as often as possible, which shall be not less 
than once in three months, to see tbat the provisions 
of this Act are observed and strictly carried out," 
In pursuance of his duty, AVilliam Jenkins, an In

spector of the Second District, on the 30th of April, 
1890, gave notice to John P. Brennen, Superintendent 
of the McClure Coke Co., that but one mine boss was 
employed for two mines, known as Bessemer and Ris
ing Sun, contrary to the provision of the fifth section 
ofthe said Act* of Assembly, and requested an ad
ditional mine boss to be employed by said company. 
From this decision of the Inspector au appeal was 
taken to the Court of Quarter Sessions, under the 
fourteenth section of the Act. Again, it was decided 
by the Inspector that the McClure Company was 
violating the fifth section in employing only one min
ing boss for the mines known as Donnelly No. 1, 
Donnelly No. 2, and Mayfield ; and also in employing 
one mining boss for Hazlett Shaft, and Hazlett Slope. 

From the latter decision appeals were also taken. 
On the 4th October, 1S90, the Court appointed three 

practical, reputable, competent, and disinterested per
sons to forthwith examine such mines, and report, 
under oath, the facts as they exist, together with their 
opinions. For some unexplained reason such report 
was not filed in Court until 22d September, 1801. 
There is a difference in opinion among the viewers, but 
an agreement as to the facts as tbey exist. 
The fifth section of the Act provides as follows: 

"In order to better secure the proper ventilation of 
every coal mine, and promote the health and safety of 
the persons employed therein, the owner or agent 
shall employ a competent and practical inside overseer, 
to be called mining boss * •• * ." AVe think there 
is no difficulty in arriving at the meaning of this sec
tion. From the language ofthe section the expressed 
purpose of the Act and the many and exacting duties 
imposed on tbe inside overseer, it seems plain that tlie 
section requires a mining boss to be employed for every 
coal mine. The plain requirement is that to secure the 
proper ventilation of every coal mine a proper mining 
boss shall be employed. 

What then is a coal mine in the sense in which it is 
employed in this statute? 
A coal mine is defined as, "a mine or pit containing 

mineral coal; " and a mine is, " a pit or excavation in 
the earth from which ores are taken hy digging." Tbe 
number of men employed is immaterial, as it is pro
vided in a subsequent section tbat the Act shall apply 
to every mine employing more than ten men. The ex
tent ofthe mine does not seem to be a consideration in 
the mind ofthe Legislature, nor the amount of territory 
embraced in one mine. It seems equally clear tbat it 
is not the intention to require a mining boss for each 
separate working drift in the same mine. Nor is it 
necessary to inquire as to the quantity of coal mined, 
or whether the output from a mine goes to one or dif
ferent places. It is not intended that but one mining 
boss should be employed by each coal company, or tbe 
Legislature would have so said in unmistakable terms. 
A single company may, and frequently does, control 
many mines extending over a great extent of territory. 
Underground communication is an element not to be 

lost sight of, but these ramifications under ground may 
connect many different coal mines. "Every coal 
mine," then, evidently means every separate and dis
tinct mining operation ; mine disconnected with any 
other mine; an excavation from which coal is taken by 
digging, having a system and operation distinct and 
disconnected from any other mine. AVe have seen the 
definition of AArebster, and, as commonly understood, a 
coal mine is also a pit where coals are taken out by 
digginginadistinctand separate operation. Every coal 
mine has its machinery and equipment for taking out 
the coal; its shaft, or slope, and system of ventilation : 
its mules and tracks and the men who work especially 
in that mine. And in and of itself contains every ele
ment of the definition, and so far as its operations are 
concerned, is independent of and disconnected from 
any other mine. 
Now, what are the facts in these cases ? The Hazlett 

mines are known as the Hazlett Shaft and Hazlett 
Slope. The two are connected by an entry for the pur
pose of drainage, but the entry is not sufficient for the 
purpose of travel. Each mine has its tipple and its 
system of ventilation, and apparently all the appliance 
for mining. Seventy-three men are employed in the 
one and thirty-one men in the other. The only other 
things in common tire, that they are operated hy the 
same company, have substantially the same name, and 
one mining boss has supervision over both. In other 
respects, so far as we are advised of tbe facts, each is in
dependent of each other. AVe have no doubt that one 
mining boss could supervise both these mines. The 
territory is not large and not many men are employed : 
but we are also persuaded that each is a distinct coal 

mine, and under the Act it will be necessary to employ 
another certificated mining boss, one for Hazlett Shaft 
and one for Hazlett Slope. It might be a more reason
able requirement to give a mining boss supervision ofa 
certain amount of territory, or over a certain number of 
men, but if such change is desirable it is for the Legis
lature and not for the court. 

AVhen we look at Bessemer and Rising Sun Mines 
the situation is some what diflerent. These are connected 
by underground traveling ways. Both are of small 
area and confined within a limited space and only about 
eighty-four miners are employed in the two mines. 
Each" mine has its own tipple and its own_ system of 
ventilation, and one mining boss has supervision of the 
two. Each seems to be complete in itself and inde
pendent of any other. Bessemer has all the machinery 
and equipment necessary for mining coal, and the 
operations there would go" on if the other had no exist
ence. AVhat is true of Bessemer is also true of Rising 
Sun. The two mines are not one. The two have under
ground connection. Cine mining boss, in our opinion, 
could easily superintend both mines. But we have no 
discretion in the matter, and our duty is simply to con
strue the law, and, as we understand it, the law requires 
a mining boss for every coal mine. 
It is very evident that East Donnelly, AA'est Donnelly, 

and Mayfield are three distinct mines. Each has its 
own tipple. Each its system of ventilaton, and all the 
machinery and equipment necessary for mining coal. 
One mining boss has supervision over East Donnelly. 
and West Donnelly and one mining boss over May-
field. Between East and AVest Donnelly there seemsto 
beno connection underground. Andyet in these three 
mines only 103 miners are employed. It seems an un
necessary burden to impose upon tbe company the 
duty of employing three mine bosses, but under the 
facts found, such seems to be the law. The concluding 
paragraph ofthe minority opinion is as follows: 
I am also of the opinion that one mine boss can 

properly attend to two or three or more small mines, 
where the outlets are convenient of access to each 
other, and within close proximity to each other, where 
the numberof men aggregate within reason, say 200 
men. There are many mines in the Bituminousregion, 
having one mine boss, where there are employed from 
250 to 500 men, and the area-of such mines being of far 
greater extent tban is the area of any of these mines in 
dispute, namely, " The Hazlett," "Bessemer." and"Eis-
ing Sun," and " Donnellys 1,2," and " Mayfield." 
And now, January 30, 1892, it is therefore ordered 

and directed that one certificated mining boss be em
ployed for each of the following mines : Hazlett Shaft, 
Hazlett Slope, East Donnelly, AA'est Donnelly, Rising 
Sun, Mayfield,and Bessemer. And it is further ordered 
that the appellant pay the costs of this proceeding, in
cluding a reasonable compensation to tbe viewers, which 
compensation shall be agreed upon by the counsel for 
the parties, or, on failure to agree, hereafter to be fixed 
by the court. 

The Origin ofthe N a m e "Tram" Road. 

AArebster's Dictionary tells us that the origin of the 
word tram \H probably Scandinavian. This is an instance 
in which the Dictionary is mistaken. Before the days 
ofthe railroad, the canal was, in England, as elsewhere 
the most convenient means of transit fer heavy loads 
and tbe owners of these many water-ways stood much 
in the position of the railroad kings of to-day. 
Among the most successful canals in England was 

the one stretching from Derby to Birmingham and 
Staffordshire. One end of it extended to the north of 
Derby about four miles toaplace called Little Eaton and 
its terminus there formed a convenient connection 
with the extensive bouse-coal, iron and pottery fields 
of the Alfreton and Ripley districts. The land from 
Little Eaton to Alfreton has a considerable rise and it 
was thought unremunerative to build so many 
locks as would be required if the canal were extended 
to the latter town. A road was laid therefore through 
a tract of land purchased for the occasion by the Canal 
Co., and this road is in active operation in connection 
with the canal to the present day. The designer of 
the road was James Outram, of Little Eaton. It con
sisted of flat cast-iron flanged plates each 3 feet long 
with a gauge about equal to an ordinary cart. The 
rails were laid at each end on stone blocks and fastened 
to them by spikes driven into a lead plug run in a hole 
in tbe stone. The road was called, after its inventor 
an Outram road afterwards contracted into 'tram road. 
The cars run on the road are marie with removable 

bodies that can be hoisted bodily with their loads of 
two tons each into the canal boat's. AVhen these boats 
arrive at tbeir ultimate destination the car bodies are 
then hoisted out and laid with their load on cart 
frames and the soft high class coal of the Kilburn A'al-
ley is thus transported direct from the coal pit to the 
ve'ry cellars of the consumers without being once trans
shipped. 
This explanation of the origin of the word tram is 

given in Dr. Smile's Life of George Stephenson. 

Mr. H. A. Kingsbury, dealer in mine, mill, and rail
way supplies and manufacturers' agent, 435 Spruce St., 
this city, announces his removal on April lst, to Temple 
Court Building, 313 Spruce St, The well known high 
standing of the manufacturers he represents and his 
close connection with them, together wilh the undis
puted superiority of their goods enables him to offer 
the best material at the lowest prices. His reputation 
as an honorable business man insures perfect satisfac
tion to his customers. H e has demonstrated the fact 
that careful attention to bis business, truthful repre
sentations as to his goods and honorable treatment of 
his competitors, are a mean-, of success. In his_ new 
quarters he will be prepared to estimate on machinery 
and supplies for any part of the continent. AVe wish 
him continued success in his new and better location 
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THE USE OF THE UPPER TELESCOPE. 

A Practical Example Illustrating: its Use and the Cal

culations Required to Obtain the Correct Vertical 

Ang-le. 

BY 11. w. I.TIUH'SE, 

Assistant Eng r Coiisolidnti.d Coul Company, of St. Louis. 

This necessary adjunct to the mining transit is de
signed especially for use on heavy pitches where the 
lower telescope proves of no effect, either as to taking 
the course or for obtaining the vertical angle. 
Perhaps to no other part of the transit is given such 

little attention as this same telescope, which, being a 
separate article, seldom receives tbe care to which it is 
entitled, and at times it is looked upon as rather an 
evil. However, its employment is necessary in that 
portion of the Anthracite coal fields where heavy dips 
are of frequent occurrence. 
The upper telescope should be in adjustment with 

that ofthe lower, for level, plus the height between the 
center of each, which by construction in most transits is 
0*35 ft., and under no circumstances is it advisable tore-
move the telescope until after having completed the 
heavy angles, as the adjustment would likely change. 
A good policy always is to test it before using. 

Other devices for taking vertical angles on steep in
clines are in use, but ineffective where most needed; 

After thoroughly considering the foregoing methods 
I evolved a plan to obtain the true vertical angle 
which worked successfully requiring less labor at the 
instrument, and also being simple and accurate. An 
explanation of which is as follows : 
Noting the sketch Don the rod marks the "elevation" 

or height 1 A of the transit, invariably to be taken to 
the lower telescope because most easily accomplished, 
Then as the distance 1 2 is lOO'O ft, which I J also equals, 
and the line B D found to read minus 60° 12', giving 
the right angle triangle, A B D with the angle B 90° 
OO'.perpenclH.'-d*..-' (A B) 0*35 and the base B D, 100*0 ft. 
to find tbe angle at D. 

-D = Tang, angle D. 

A B = 9*544068 
B D — 2-000000 

Tang, angle Corres. 7.544068 = 0° 12' angle D. 

The line B D being—60° 12' and since this line D is 
found to be0° 12' in excess, of B E the true vertical angle 
would read—00° 00', which for 1000 ft. on the pitch gives 
the vertical and horizontal distances as S6'6 ft. and 500 ft, 
respectively. 
In the other methods of using the " top" telescope, 

the distance on the same pitch decreases and the 
angle increasing, the error becomes greater, and on very 
heavy dips, is considerable. 
Therefore, in determining elevations with the upper 

telescope, great care should be taken, and tbe plan I 
have given will be found convenient and accurate. 

The Pennsylvania as a Disburser. 

The speech of President Roberts at tbe annual meet
ing ofthe Pennsylvania Railroad was interesting in 
giving a novel and striking idea of the importance to 
the business interests of the community of a great cor
poration. The public, except that portion of it em
ployed bv the railroads, is apt to regard them as a 
tremendous concern which simply moves freight and 
carries passengers and as a great absorber of money. 
They donot know, or they forget, that the railroad com
pany pays back to the community in cash promptly the 
larger portion of its earnings in wages, and that it is. 
besides, a large purchaser of manufactures and a pat
ron of every department of trade. A purchasing agent 
in this city recently bought for his company some sew
ing needles and an"anchor on the same day. It would 
be difficult to mentionany articleofcommerccin which 
a railroad company in its capacity as a consumer does j 
not deal. 

Technology, one ofthe foremost engineering schools, 
have given figures for economy of performance of the 
Pulsometer which firmly establish it in its high rank 
of excellence among that class of water raising ma
chinery with which it was designed to compete, and 
have entirely wiped out the erroneous impression, held 
by some, that it is an uneconomical machine in point 
of steam consumption. 
The test figures show that the performance of the ' 

Pulsometer ranges considerably above the perform
ances of the average of the direct-acting steam pump, 
and its efficiency further is maintained steadily and 
uninterruptedly, and will not, after a comparatively 
short period of use, come down to a low notch, as is the 
case with most direct-acting pumps. 
There is nothing to wear out in the Pulsometer that 

cannot in a few minutes, at an insignificant cost, and 
without removing the pump from its postion, be re
placed; no leakage of valves, plungers, pistons, stuffing 
boxes, and the like—and hence its unique position in 
point of excellence of performance and durability. 
As regards cost, the Pulsometer defies the competi

tion of other pumps of the same rated capacities. Its 
cheapness and freedom from complicated mechanism 
at once commend themselves, even to the most inex
perienced, and to those desiring simple pumping ma
chinery capable of handling large quantities of water 
or other liquid, with the least trouble and expense. 

The Graphite Industry. 

The graphite industry is fittingly represented by the 
company whose founde'r first gave it birth. 
The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J., 

was founded by Joseph Dixon in 1827,"who* at that 
time began the manufacture of black lead crucibles 
and completely revolutionized the crucible business. 
All crucibles used at the present day for melting brass, 
steel, copper, gold, silver, nickel, etc., are made of black-
lead (the common name for graphite), and by the 
Dixon process. 
The Dixon company have not only been progressive, 

but they have been aggressive, and 'have pushed their 
goods into all parts of the civilized world. During the 
past year they made extensive changes in their factories, 
and we take pleasure in showing by the illustration 
below tlie main works and offices located in Jersey 
City. Their graphite mines are at Ticonderoga, N. Y., 
and their cedar mills are at Crystal River, Fla. 
The nature of graphite, sometimes called plumbago, 

or blacklead, is not generally understood; and there-
fore its great value in the mechanical arts has not been 

In his speech, Mr. Roberts pointed out the extent of fully appreciated. Graphite is one of the forms of 

such as in lining slopes and repeating the vertical 
angles, whicli should always be done, and the angles 
averaged, care being taken that the rear and fore rods 
are vertical and tbat the heights to tbe lower telescope 
on both correspond. 
For determining the vertical heights by means of the 

upper telescope many different methods, though at 
variance with each other, and also incorrect, are com
monly employed. Thus, as in annexed sketch, the 
pitch of slope being 00° 00', the height of transit (1 H ) , 
two feet and the rod 2 G the same. N o w in sighting, j 
the angle B to G is thus made less than it should be 
and the height changing from 1 H to nearly 1 B, it 
does not follow that by simply deducting the distance 
(A B), 0*35 ft. from the apparent vertical height that the 
latter is correctly attained. 
Another method used to considerable extent, is to 

take the angles to G and 2, and give the heights of in
struments 1 B and whatever other it will make by 
sighting to 2. This may not appear incorrect, but a 
glance at the sketch will show its inaccuracy. 
Stiff another plan, and as with the rest, above 

mentioned, at fault, is occasionally used. By plusing 
the height A C to the vertical height obtained by sight
ing B D. This mode on heavier pitches requires 
plumbing, etc., in order to find the point of intersection 
at C which can not be done without assistance, and is 
dangerous, in fact, almost an impossibility. 
If anything the engineer desires to complete his 

work quickly, as on a slope there is no time and it is no 
place to be reaching unnecessarily about on pitches of 
60° to 80°, and even as great as S3°, an instance of 
which I know, nor is it pleasant to be grasping a rope 
Or rail on such dips in winter, the mercury near zero 
and ice continually falling, making the work' dangerous 
and difficult. 

the Pennsylvania Railroad's operations as a purchasin-
and consuming portion of tbe community. 
H e showed that during the last decade 
that corporation had absorbed the pro
ductions of Philadelphia alone tothe ex
tent of $15,800,000, or at the rate of 
81,500,000 per vear. The manor corpo
ration wliich adds 85000 per day to the 
business of his city, and does it for ten 
vears,ought to be cultivated. This sum, 
it is understood, includes only the money 
spent in actual improvements—in termin
als, wharves, warehouses, shops in the 
city, &c, which indirectly tend to make 
further increases in commerce and trade 
in many directions. 
The total expenditures of the Pennsyl

vania Railroad are, of course, much lar
ger, and, after showing what the road bad 
done for the city, President Roberts tool-
up those figures. In the single year of 
1891 the Pennsylvania Railroad expend
ed in this Commonwealth the enormous sum of 8o2,000,-
000, or at the rate of 81,000,000 per week. There are 
not three railroads in the United States whose 
gross earnings are equal to this sum, a fact which, 
after all, gives but a small idea of the immensity 
of the Pennsylvania's disbursing capacity, as we believe 
forty other millions were spent on portions ofthe line 
outs'ide the State. The figures do not need elaboration. 
They demonstrate at once how much and how import
ant "a part of the community the Pennsylvania 
Railroad is, and point out its intimate relations to all 
matters pertaining to business in a most striking way. 
The ultimate effects of these large, constant, and 

timely expenditures cannot be contemporaneously 
known or pointed out. W e of this generation can 
only see that thev have added largely to the conven
ience ofthe public, that thev have made the city more 
accessible to freight shippers, that they have increased 
our coastwise and foreign trade, that they have added 
to our manufacturers, and in a hundred ways built up 
and promoted the stability of the city and Common
wealth, President Roberts and his able lieutenants 
are to be congratulated on having done so much to
wards the development of commerce and the promo
tion ofall that tends to a broader and more beneficent 
civilization.—Editorial in Philadelphia Press March 10 AS9S. 

carbon. It is not affected by heat, cold, acids, alkalies 

To P u m p Users. 

Imitation, it has been well said, is the sincerest flat
tery, and the makers ofthe Pulsometer Steam Pump, 
now known tbe world over, have therefore much upon 
whicli to congratulate themselves. Imitations of the 
Pulsometer have, within tbe past half-dozen years, been 
turned out in growing numbers, but, without excep
tion, they have failed to secure that degree of economy, 
convenience, and general adaptability to a wide variety 
of uses for which the genuine Pulsometer has become 
so justly famed. 
Years of practical work with the Pulsometer, under 

all kinds of conditions and for the most varied uses, 
have demonstrated the merits claimed for it in the 
most striking manner, and leave little more to be said in 
its favor. Carefully conducted expert tests, moreover, 
made within the past year at Stevens Institute of 

or any known chemical solvent. It is also the best 
solid lubricant known to science, a remarkable con
ductor of heat and electricity. The peculiar qualities 
of graphite have given it a wide range of usefulness. 
It is used in the manufacture of lubricants for all pur
poses, crucibles, stove polish, lead pencils, foundry 
facings, electrotyping, graphite, graphite paint, etc. 
The Dixon Co. are miners as well as importers of 

graphite in all its forms, and use no graphite that they 
do not mine or prepare. Their unties are located in 
Ticonderoga, N. Y., and they have every facility in the 
way of chemists and expensive machinery, etc., neces
sary for completely freeing the graphite from thesilica, 
sulphur, and other impurities which it contains when it 
conies from the mines. 
The company's illustrated catalogue of graphite pro

ductions is an interesting pamphlet and well worth 
reading. It is sent free on application. 

Rope Haulage and Rope Transfer. 

It may be interesting to know whattbe Trenton Iron 
Company are doing in tha wire rope tramway business, 
in addition to the line which they have just so success
fully built for the Holy Moses Mine in the New Creede 
district. They have received the following contracts: 
One line for the Amethyst Mining Company in the 
Creede Camp, having a length of 8,250 feet, and a capac
ity of 200 tons per day ; anotherlineof 5,150 feetforthe 
Smuggler Union Mining Company in Ouray, Colo., with a 
capacitv of 200 tons per day, and another line for one 
ofthe Haggin Mines in Guanacevi, Mexico, having a 
capacity of 100 tons per day, and a length of 5,960 feet. 
They are also under contract for one of their large 
cable hoists for the Avondale Stone Company, of Penn
sylvania, and have just completed a duplicate one for 
the Passaic Quarry Company, of Paterson. They are 
about to duplicate the big cable transfer over tlie Sus
quehanna at AA'illiamsport', and are now constructing 
an additional 800 tons per day tramway for the Penn
sylvania and AA'est A'irginia Coal Company, in AVest 
Alrginia, and another for the transportation of culm 
for the St. Bernard Coal Company, of Kenturky, and 
also a large haulage plant for the Croton Falls Mag
netic Iron Ore Company, near Brewsters, N. Y. 
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This department ... intended for the use of those who wish to express 
their views, or ask, or answer, questions on any subject relating to 
mining. Correspondents need not hesitate to write for supposed 
want of ability. If the ideas are expressed, we trill cheerfully make 
any needed correction in composition that may be required. Com
munications should not be too lengthy, and person-j.1 reflection* 
should be eareftiltt/ avoided. 

All communication-- ../•-.»_•.. be accompanied teitli the proper name and 
address of Hie writer—not necessarily for publication, but as a 
guarantee of good faith. 

The Editor is not responsible for views expressed in this Department 
4 9 - Correspondence should be in as simple language, and as free 

qf technical .•.'.;••.. ami fm-mtil:r as possible, consistent with clear solu 
Son. Catch-questions 'will not be published. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Will some of your readers kindly answer the 
following question : 

One evening I chanced with a tinman to sit, 
Win,-1- tongue ran a ir resit >lt-i*il too fust l..r his wit ; 
Ik- tsill-.Hl of iii. 11 rl vviMi abundance of mettle, 
So 1 asked liim to make m e a flat-bottomed kettle ; 
Let tlie top and Hie bottom diameters be, 
In jnsl such propurlion as live is to three; 
Twelve inches tliij depth 1 propose and no more, 
And to hold in ale-gallons' seven less than a score. 
lie promised to do it and straight to work went, 
But when he had done it he found it tuo scant ; 
•Re altered it then but too big he now made it, 
For though it held right tlie diameters tailed it ; 
Tliiii making ii ofien loo big and too little, 
The tinman at l.i-l -pute spuiled his kettle ; 
But he vows he will bring his said promise to pass, 
Or he'll utterly spoil every ounce of his brass. 
N o w to save liim from ruin, I pray lind him out 
The diameter's length, for he'll never do it, I doubt. 

•Ale-gallon = 2S2 cubic inches. 

Avoca, Pa., Feb. Hth. 

Yours, etc., 

L. P. H. 

The Siphon. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

S I R — I n answer to "S.U.P.," in the January issue,I 
would say that the quantity of water delivered per 
minute is about 30 gallons (U. S.,. See T H E COLLIERY 
E N G I N E E R Pocket-Book for table; for 2// pipe look on 
page 110, in upper right band column. Then 

30 X 60 X 4 ***-= 7200 gallons in four hours; 
this being 75% of the total quantity we have 7,200 -f 
2 300 — 9,500 U. S. gallons made in 24 hours. 
' If " S. U. P. " wishes to make tbe calculation, I 
know of no better formula than Hawsley's, viz.: 

Imperial Galls. 
J (15 df X H 
V L 

Where 
d = diameter in inches. 
I-I = head of water in feet. 
L = length of pipe in yards. 
Galls. = gallons per hour. 
This only leaves 100 U. S. gallons in the 24 hours dif

ference between the two formuke. 
Yours, etc., 

J. V. 
Punxsutawney, Pa., Feb. loth. 

Speed of Fans. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :— The barometer reads 29 5° where a fan is mak
ing 40 revolutions per minute, if the barometer sudden
ly falls to 2S 5° would the fan travel faster (owing to di
minished density) or otherwise, the power remaining 
thesame? 

Would some of your able correspondents kindly 
answer the above question? 

Yours, etc., 

C A, 
Broad ford, Pa., Feb. 3d. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR: -Please insert the following in reply to 
"Carbon," of Lemont Furnace, Pa., in the January 
issue: 
The quantity will be in proportion to area, thus— 

6,250 : 22,500 :: 25 : x, or 58 sq. ft. area. 

Yours, etc., 

T. K: 
Mt. Olive, 111., Feb. 10th. 

Gas in Siphon Pipe. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

Sin:—AVill you please publish the following, tbat 
some Of your able correspondents may express their 
views: 

A siphon is laid in a mine, and it is found that after 
running several hours it " cuts off." Tliere is little or 
no leak in the pipe, which on being uncoupled at or 
near the summit, and a lamp held near the pipe to see 
if there is any obstruction, a gas is fired, and the 
pump being on the inner or feed end is started. The 
gas burns at end of pipe until water forces the gas all 

out, Now, what kind of gas is it, and how can the dif
ficulty be avoided ; or. in other words how can the gas 
be removed from pipe while still running so as to pre
vent stoppage of siphon ? 
It has been claimed by some that an air chamber at 

summit and two valves, one below chamber and one 
above, so as to have a space above pipe for the gas and 
air to accumulate in, and then, by closing the lower 
valve and opening the upper one it would escape. 
Would this be effective ? State reasons pro and con. 

Yours, etc., 

S. U. P. 
Lawsonham, Pa., Feb. 16th. 

Mechanics. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I submit the following in answer to Thomas 
M. Brown, of Pinckneyville, 111., in your last issue : 

Let, 
A = area of cylinder in sq. inches. 
D = diameter of piston in inches. 
P = average pressure of steam in lbs. per sq. in. in 

cylinder. 
S = length of stroke in feet. 
R — number of revolutions per minute. 
Then, we have the following formula : 

2_APRS 
33,000 ' 

A P S 2 R 

33,000 

Substituting valueB, we have 

2 X 20** X '7854 X 44_X_6/ X 20 

33,000" 

100*5, the horse power ofthe engine 

H. P. 

3,317,529'6^ 

33,000 

Avoca, Pa., Feb. 11th. 

Yours, etc., 

L. P. H. 

Mathematics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—Please publish the following in reply to 
question by " F. W.," of Duncan P. O., Pa., in your last 
issue : 
A shaft 12/ in diameter was measured by a rod the 

exact depth of the shaft, and on leaning it over against 
the other side, thereby forming the hypothenuse of a 
right-angled triangle, it lacked one inch of reaching the 
top, what is the depth of the shaft? Please explain 
fully. 
Let .r = the depth of the shaft in feet, it will also 

equal the hypothenuse of tbe right-angled triangle 
formed ; (-c — TV) will equal the perpendicular of the 
triangle, and as Ibe square of the hypothenuse equals 
the sum ofthe squares ofthe other two sides, we have 

tf = •> — TV)2 + 122, or 

x2 = A — \ x 4- T i T 4- 12
2, 

transposing 

-•J- - Jr* + I = 144 + T}T, 

collecting and solving 

-r — 6 (144 + T}z) = 804' 5", 

depth of shaft. 

South Fork, Pa., Feb. 16th. 

Yours, etc., 

W. J. 

Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

Sir:—In THE COLLIERY ENGINEER of June, 1891, there 
is published the following question : "A fan running at 
40 revolutions per minute, produces 00,000cu. ft. of air 
per minute, what will the quantity he if the revolu
tions be increased to 60?" The formula used in 
solving was: 

40 : 60 :: 60,000 : 90,000 cu. ft. 

ln January, 1892, this question was given, " A fan 
making 80 revolutions per minute produces 40,000 cu. 
ft. of air, how much more would it produce if the revo
lutions were doubled?" It is worked out by the use 
of this formula : 

l/.SO : 1160 :: 40,000 : x, or 56,445* cu. ft. 

Now, as the questions are similar, I would like to 
know which of the two formulce is the right one to 
use for such examples? Please explain fully. 

Yours, etc. 
J. E. J. 

Duryea, Pa., Feb. loth. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I submit tlie following in answer to second part 
of "Trackman's" question, which appeared in the 
October issue; the first part having been answered 
by others; A tree 80' long, 6' diameter at butt end, 
tapers to 1' diameter, how long a rope will it take to 
coil around it, the coils to be close together, also how 
long will the rope have to be, allowing 12// between 
coil*,? 
W e may liken the circumference of the treeto a series 

of right-angled triangles, with bases decreasing from 
I8'8496' to 3'1416/ with an altitude of V'. The length 
of rope required to go around one section will be tbe 
hypothenuse ofthe triangle, and for the tree it will be 
tbe sum ofthe hypothenuse ofthe 80 sections. 
From the end diameters the mean diameter is found 

to be 3J'. Then, 
ZY X 3*1416' = 10*9956, the mean circumfer

ence; and by using the foUowing formula we find the 
required length: 

1/10*995^ + V X 80 = 833-27832'. 

Yours, etc., 

J. E. M. 
Duncan, Pa., Feb, 15th. 

A Suggestion. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I notice in the Inspectors' report for 1890, that 
Ex-Inspector Austin King has not corrected tbe error 
he made in 1S80, but assumes that some parties hold
ing first grade certificates are not qualified according to 
law. This is, no doubt, correct; yet, there are others 
w h o m he failed to mention who have labored for 
years in gaseous mines. I would suggest that Mr. King 
publish the names ofall the first and second class cer
tificated men, and let the public see who the impostors 
are. The Board appointed by the proper authorities 
granted the certificates. If there are men who ob
tained first grade certificates under false pretenses the 
law will deal with them. If Mr. King has not the 
names Mr. D. H. Thomas, his successor, can furnish 
them. 

Yours, etc., 
F A I R P L A Y . 

Rimersburg, Pa., Feb. 9tb. 

Elitor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—Please insert the following in reply to " S. U. 
P.," of Lawsonham, Pa,, whose question appeared in 
the February number: 

" A siphon 550'long and 2 " in diameter has a lift 
of 8' from sump to summit, and 25' fall from summit to 
discharge. "What will be the volume of water dis
charged per minute ? The water is allowed to accum
ulate 14 hours, and the siphon will run off this head, in 
addition to the water made while running, in 4 hours. 
Now, what is total amount of water conveyed in 18 
hours. This being 75% of water made, what will be 
the total amount for 24 hours? " 

Now, using Eytelwene's formula, 

AV = 
iv 

AVhen 
D = diameter of pipe in inches. 
II = head of water in feet. 
L = length of pipe in feet. 
AV = cubic feet of water discharged per minute. 
To those who do not understand what is meant by 

"head of water," as used in this formula, I would say 
itis the vertical difference between the lift and dis
charge. Now, in this question, we have a lift from 
sump to summit of 8', and from summit to discharge a 
fall of 25'. 
Then 

25' — 8 ' = 17' = H. 

W ••£! 
32 X 17 

...u 
X4'71 = 

32 X 17 = 544, 514 -A 550 = "9890909090. 

l/*0890909090 = *9944S. 

•99448 X 4*71 = 4'6S4 + _=the number of cubic 
feet of water discharged per minute, and 

4'6S4 X 60*= 281'04cubicfeetof water discharged 
per hour. 
Judging from the nature of the question, tbe siphon 

runs 4 hours out of every 18. In one hour it dis
charges 28104 cubic feet of water, in 4 hours it will 
discharge 281*04 X 4 = 1124*16 cubic feet, being the 
amount of water conveyed in IS hours, this being 7ofo 
of water made in IS hours, to find total amount made 
we will solve it thus: 7o% : 100 % A. 112446 : 1498*88. 
This is the total am mint of water made in IS hours. 
To find the total amount made in 24 hours, we use the 
same rule. 

18 : 24 :: 1498*88 : 1998-5. 
Yours, etc., 

J. N. K. 
Mansfield Valley, Pa., Feb. 14th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—Please publish the following in answer to " S. 
U. P.," of Lawsonham, Pa,: 
It is not the raise and dip of a mine that will make 

so large a difference in Ihe ventilation as friction resist
ances. The velocity ofthe large mine is4'0S times that 
ofthe small mine, aud the frictional resistance increases 
as the square ofthe velocity. 
For the first mine, we have 6' X 9' = 54 sq. ft., area 

at inlet; area of furnace = 8 X 0 X "7854 -*- 2 = 18-84 
sq.ft.; and 10,000-|- 15,000 -•- 2 = 12,500 cu. ft., the 
average amount of air passing through the large mine. 
Then, q -s- a = v, or 231-4' at inlet, leaving a velocity of 
663*4' per minute at furnace. 
The area of inlet of second mine — 5' X 7' — 35 sq. 

ft., and 2,500 -f 4,000 H- 2 = 3,250 cu. ft. of air, the 
average amount of air passing through small mine. 
Then g -A- a = v, or 92*8' at inlet, with a velocity of 
162*5' per minute at furnace. Now, v -fr- v = D , or6l33*4 
4- 162-5 = 4"08 times greater velocity at large furnace 
than at small one ; also, v -J- o = D, or 23P4 -f- 92*8 = 
2*5 times greater velocity at inlet at large mine than at 
small one. 

Yours, etc., 
R I C H A R D LEWIS. 

Gosford, Armstrong Co., Pa., Feb. 15th. 
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Thin-Coal Mining in Missouri and Kansas. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

Sir:—AVith reference to Messrs. Winslow & Gluck's 
very interesting paper on the above subject, in March 
COLLIERY ENGINEER, I should like, with your permission, 
to ask the authors for a little further information on one 
or two points that bear directly upon the practical min
ing of these thin coal seams: 

FIRST. It would he useful to know the details of the 
sections of the seams, together with a description ofthe 
cleat or "face and butt", if any; and what eflect this 
cleat has upon the digging of the coal: the all-round 
or " circle system " of working indicating, as I consider 
it does, that there is no well-defined system of joints in 
these coals. 

SECOND. Fig. 3 shows that all the coal has been re
moved from around the foot of the hoisting shaft—that 
no shaft-pillar has been left. The air shaft-also, is upon 
the gob. Will the authors please inform us what the 
prac tical effect wasupon tbe shafts owing to no pi liars be
ing left; .. e., how much did they subside; were they 
pulled out of plumb ; how long did it take for them to 
become quite settled after coal was mined out around 
them ; were the gobs packed or filled up solid from tbe 
start; was the coal got out around them from them 
outwards, or towards them from a short distance away ? 

THIRD. T O what scale is plan Fig. 2 drawn? 
FOURTH. Dees the $5.00 a running yard said to be 

paid for removing coal in entrywork in pillars, mean 
for coal only, the floor-lifting being extra ? 

FIFTH. What is about the average thickness of brushing 
in the " short room ways " ? 

SIXTH. Please give the dimensions of screens used at 
Leavenworth Mines. 

SEVENTH. A description of the "sled-like buggies" 
used where roofs are weak, would be of interest; and 
are they run upon the bare floor ofthe working-place, 
or upon boards, or what? 

EIGHTH. Should like to be informed as to nature and 
extent of surf ace settle/unit due to mining these thin seams, 
to which authors make reference. 

Yours, etc., 
AV S. GRESLEY. 

Erie, Pa., March 23d. 
Mensuration. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—In answer to "Beginner," of Riverton, 111., 

would say I think answer given by m e in December 
issue is correct. 
I stated the formula precisely as given by Haswell, 

but in order to make it plainer for " Beginner," I here
with give answer and process of finding same: 

1 4- 6 = 7 -*- 2 = 3-5 X 3-1416 = 10 0946 
X 80 = 879-57, and 

879-57 X 870'57 = 773043'384.i + (80 X 80), 
or 6400 — 773707-3849 and ,'7~73707~r3849 = 879'65 
feet. 
The following formula, perhaps, would be plainer 

than one given in December: 
V(0 + 1 s- 2" X~3:i416~X SO)** -j-~S0-* = 
879'05'. 
James Payne, of Adger, Ala., solves the question in 

January issue, giving same answer. 
Yours, etc., 

H. L. D. AV. 
Cincinnati, Ohio, February Kith. 

The Siphon. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR:—AVill you please insert the following reply to 

the question regarding the siphon, in vour February is
sue, by "S. U. P.": 
The flow of water disregarding friction is due to the 

difference of level between the ends of siphon which in 
this case is 17 ft,, and now according to the laws of fall
ing bodies—square root of twice the product of the 
gravity and space fallen through is equal to the velocity 
in feet per second : 
l/2 X 32 X "17 = 32*241 ft. per second, and 
the amount of water flowing is equal to the area of the 
pipe times the velocity per second 

2a X '7854 ***= 3-1416 area of pipe. 
Then, 3*1416 X 32-241 X 12 = 1215*196 cu. in. per 

second—which converted to gallons of water per hour 
equals 

1215*196 X 60 X 60 ,-«„.«.«, ,, 
— —- - - =15850 382 gallons per 

hour. 
And as the siphon ran off all the water made in IS 

hours in 4 hours, the total amount of water made in 18 
hours = 15850*382 X 4 = 03200-152 galls, of water ran off 
in4hoursandmadeinlShours. This being 75% ofwhat 
was made in 24 hours, therefore, 63200*152 ~ -75 = 
84266-869 gallons made every 24 hours. The above is 
theoretically, the quantity made and ran off by siphon. 
But taking friction the quantity is considerably re
duced. Considering friction we have the following 
formula to compute the flow of water through pipes ; 
V X H 

L -j- 54 D 
diameter, H = head, and L = length of 

As stated in the first solution the quantity of water 
is equal to tbe area of the pipes times the velocity of 
second, which is 

3-1416 X4V004 = 12S-81S1064 cubic inches 
i per second, and taking 276 cubic inches to the gallon we 
have 

128-8181664 X 3,600 
" "270 

per hour and 1680"2369 X 4 = 0720"947fi gallons ran 
off in four hours, which is the whole water made in IS 
hours a.nd.76 fo of water made in 24 hours which will be 

6720 9476 

48 • 

LetD _ , _ , _ 
pipe ; placing the value in the above formul. 
have 

/* X 17 

•VS* 
55 + 54 X i 

or 48 

•Vo5 

57-913 
second. 

559 . 
1 

3-417 X 12 -
vr 

V 
5~59 _ 

1 
559 

- = 1680*2369 gallons, 

8961-2635 

'allons made in 24 hours. 

velocity per 

Kingston, Pa., February 20th. 

Yours, etc., 
M. D. R. 

The Utilization of Electricity. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR :—The object of your valuable journal being " the 

education of your readers in everything relating to 
mining," and as electricity is likely to become a great 
power in the near future in mining, as in almost every 
other branch of industry, information as to generating, 
accumulating, and storing electricity would be quite 
" apropos." 
Being an old miner myself (but not at present em

ployed in the mines), and although but a new sub
scriber, still I am greatly interested in your journal, 
and would like to ask through your columns, if some 
of your numerous and able correspondents, many of 
w h o m are, no doubt, au fait in the modus operandi, 
would advise m e as to the following idea : 
I am running a plant here with a Westinghouse com

pound engine, the main driving belt, 24" wide, has a 
velocity of nearly 5,000' per minute, generating in the 
immediate vicinity of tbe pulleys, a great amount of 
electricity. M y idea (Quixotic perhaps) is that this 
electricity could be utilized in illuminating the engine 
and boiler rooms, if it were possible to accumulate and 
store it. As I have no knowledge, theoretical or 
practical, of the application of electricity to practical 
purposes, I would be glad if some of your readers 
would inform me, if, in their opinion, there is sufficient 
electricity developed, under the above conditions, to 
run one or more lights, arc or incandescent, and if so, 
how it could be accumulated and stored and what 
appliances I would require. 

Yours, etc., 
EDWARD HALPIN. 

-Allegheny City, Pa., February 18th. 
Mechanics. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I submit the following answer to the question 
asked by " F. AV.," in your February issue : " A shaft 
12' in diameter was measured by a rod the exact depth 
of the shaft, and on leaning it over against the other 
side, thereby forming the hypothenuse ofa rightangle 
triangle, it lacked one inch of reaching the top, 
what is the depth of shaft?" 
Let x represent the depth of shaft from tbe point 

where the rod came in contact with the other side. 
N o w A -f- 144** is equal to (x* 4-1)2, 

Ori" + 144* = a*3 + 2 x -f 1. 
Or by cancelling the ..*- on both sides we find 

1443 = 2 x + 1. 
Transposing we have 144'** — 1 = 2 x, 

Then 
144** — I 

or 10367-5 inches — perpendicular. 
To prove the above solution we will find the depth of 

the shaft from the above data, the base of the shaft is 
given as 144 inches, and we have found thatthe perpen
dicular or the side of shaft from the point where the rod 
came in contact with it, to be 10367*5 inches. 
Now, 

/l0367T5~+ 144** = 10368'5 inches equal to 
length of rod and depth of shaft. Trusting that it is 
fully explained, I remain 

Yours, etc., 
M. D. R. 

Kingston, Pa., Feb. 20th. 
Mensuration. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 
SIR :—AVould some of your able correspondents kind
ly inform m e how to change the rise per yard measured 
on pitch to degrees and vice versa. For instance. 
(1.) An incline pitches 8°, what is the rise per yard of 

incline ? 
(2.) An incline is 33 yards long, and rises 9" to the 

yard, what is the degree of divergence? 
Please give rule without having to use tables of 

sines, etc. 
Yours, etc., 

J.V. 
Punxsutawney, Pa., February 21st. 

Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—In " L. P. H.'s" answer to " Carbon's" question, 
in the January issue, I beg to state that he makes 
tbe area too small, it should be about 124 sq. ft, 
"L. P. H." is all right as far as be goes, but he 
should also take the rubbing surface of the 90' 
area, and the rubbing surface of the 25' area and pro
portion them thus: 
Vm • i/38 •• 90 : 124-

If " L. P. II." will work out the formula 
k s v2 

g — u, 
a ' 

he will find u to be larger for the 90' area than for the 
25'area, but for 124'area, supposing them all square, 
he will find that for the quantities mentioned, that u is 
about tbe same. Taking the length as 1,000', u -= 
nearly 6,S00. 

Yours, etc., 
J. V. 

Punxsutawney, Pa,, Febiuary 21st. Mathematics. 

Editor Collieri/ Engineer : 
SIR:—In answer to " F. W.," of Duncan P. O , Pa., 

would say that if the rod on measuring the shaft, was 
placed close to the side, then leaned over to the other 
side, as described, the shaft would be SOI-,1/ deep. 
The 12' diameter would equal the semi chord, the inch 

short on tbe rod would equal the rise, and the depth of 
shaft the radius. Tbe rule for working out such a prob
lem is to square the semi-chord, divide by the rise, to 
quotient add the rise, and, then, dividing by 2 gives the 
radius. (See The Colliery Engineer Pocket Book, page 
9, and 9th rule on page ) 
Then, 

122 = 144, and 144 -*- -,'.. = 1728' -4- 1" = 
172STy and 1728fh' -*- 2 — 864,'/ = depth of shaft. 

Yours, etc., 
J.V. 

Punxsutawney, Pa,, February 21st. 

The Siphon. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 
SIR:—I offer tbe following solution to question by 

" S. U. P.," in the Febiuary issue : 
A siphon 550'long and 2" in diameter has a lift of 

8' from sump to summit, and 25' fall from summit to 
discharge, what will be the volume of water discharged 
per minute? 

Using Eytelwein's formula : * 
D = diameter of pipe in inches. 
H = bead of water in feet, 
L = length of pipe in feet. 
AV = cubic feet of water discharged per minute. 4*71 X ̂  "< ~H, V 3 32 X 17 

X 4*71 -4-71 

:;._>__•*:: 

L ' * 550 
cu. ft. discharged per minute, ami 

4*71 X 7-48 
" 231 

gallons per minute. 
The water is allowed to accumulate 14 hours and the 

siphon will run off this head in addition to the water 
made while running in 4 hours, thus making 18 hours 
water run off in 4 hours, what is total amount of water 
conveyed in eighteen hours? 
If the siphon discharges 35'23 gallons of water per 

minute, it will discharge 35*23 X 60 X 4 = 8455*2 gal
lons in four hours which is the amount of water con
veyed to sump in IS hours? 
This being 75#> of water made what will be the total 

amount for 24 hours. 
8455-2 X 100 

75 

11274 gallons nearly, 

Oakwood, Vermillion Co., III., March 5th. 

Ventilation, 
Editor Collieri/ Engineer: 

SIR:—I submit the following in reply to "Alberto," 
Wall, All'y Co., Pa.,—question No. 2: H e wants to 
know, if the pressure at entrance of air-way 4000' long 
with 4000' return is indicated by W . G. to be 0'5, what 
it will be if taken 2000' farther in, he also wants a 
rule to find the pressure at any given distance. In the 
first place the difference indicated by AV. G. is caused 
by the air rubbing against the surface exposed in its 
travel from the time it enters the mine until its exit, 
and the pressure is increased or decreased in proportion 
to the surface exposed, the velocity remaining the 
same. AVe therefore have in this case an example in 
the following proportion, 4000' X 2 — 2000' = 6000'. 
Therefore as S : 0 :: 0"5 : x, or 0-375 = pressure 2000' 
farther in. For rule explaining fully the friction of 
air in mines, I would refer Alberto to T H E COLLIERY 
E N G I N E E R pocket book, page 74. 

Yours, etc., 
T. K. 

Mt. Olive, 111., March 16th. 
Specific Gravity of Gases. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—AVill some of your readers kindly give rule for 
finding the specific gravity of the different gases? 
Please explain fully. 

Yours, etc., 
MINER. 

Uniontown, Pa., March 10th. 
Safety-Lamps. 
Editor Colliery Engineer; 

SIR :—Please insert the following question in 
your next issue: 
AA'bat effect will it have on a safety-lamp to increase 

the size of the wire in the gauze three times ? 
Yours, etc., 

MINER. Uniontown, Pa., March, 16th. 
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Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—AA'ill you please insert the two following dia
grams, that some of your correspondents may make 

Al 

i D o o a 
Tl 

.Cppa-d 
SIGNS 

AIR CURRENTS-

REGULATOR 
DOORS 

STOPPINGS - --

Fl.:. 2. 

any suggestions whereby the system of ventilation can 
be bettered, and point out any faults ? 

Yours, etc., 

C. D. E. 
Hope Church, All'y. Co., Pa., March 5th. 

Surveying. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I submit the following in answer to question 
1 by "Miner" in your last issue: 

Tbe bearing from last given point will be S. 51° 15' 
E.; di=tance on this bearing to furnace 513.14 feet, 
making a total distance of 1203,14, and difference in 
travel of 263.14. I enclose plot. 

Yours, etc, 

C. G. TOLER. 

Coalburg, Ala., March 13th. 

Miscellaneous Questions. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—It will interest m e very much to read answers 
to the following questions: 
1. H o w would you timber adrift through quicksand ? 
2. Where would you leave the strongest pillars in 

synclinals or on anticlinals? 
3. AVhat size would you dig a mine drain to convey 

300 gallons per minute with a fall of 2 " to 100' ? 
4. AVhen a miner asks you for work at tbe mines, by 

what are you guided iu deciding upon his qualifications 
for the position applied for? 
5 5. In opening up a new coal field, bv what are you 
guided in locating the shaft, slope, or drift? 
G. Make the necessary calculations on the following 

mine survey: 
1. Main Heading. 

1. N. 16° 9' E. 203' to lst Right. 2. N. 25° 3' E. 
300'to 2d Right, 3. N, 18° 13' E. 275' to 3d Right. 4, 
N. 20° 38' E. 300' to 4th Right, 

2. First Right Entry. 
2. S. S4° : 1. S.80° 10' E. 604 

3. Second Right Entry 
1. S. 84'E. 700'. 2." S 

4. Third Right Entry. 
1. S. 75° 10' E. 1100' S. 81° 52' E. 400' 

1 1' E 

'/ E. 900'. 

750'. 

5. Fourlh Right Fntrv. 
1. S. 85° 55' E. 1300'. 

It is desired to drive a heading from a point which 
is 1400' due east from the pit mouth or starting point 
of the survey to a point which is 10' back from end of 
4th Right, thus crossing the intervening entries. Give 
points in each and direction by angle both ways, that 
workmen mav work both ways in each entry and have 
the work all in a straight line. 

Yours, etc., 
AVILLIAM limns. 

Scio, "bio, Feb. 26th. 

Ventilation, 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In your March issue Peter Jeffrey is right in re
gard to his criticism ofthe comparative amount of air 
we obtain when we double the speed ofthe fan. This 
question was answered in January issue as follows : 

v'80 : Vl60 '•' 40,000 : x, or56,445! 

or if we double the number of revolutions ofthe fan we 
would only obtain an increase of air from 40,000 to 
56,445! cu, ft. This is worked out from the equation 

O Vff. 
showing the quantity to vary as the pressure. But the 
question is not, if we double the pressure, but, "If we 
double the speed of tbe fan." 
N o w if we refer to the equation ofa straight paddle 

fan we find Ihe pressure varies as 

n* X f n2; 

and also the quantity supplied by such a fan varies as 
the expression 

nX V "-
Plence we see if we double u we would obtain 

2f'2 or 2.52 

times the quantity of air; and 

4f 4 or 6.348 

times the pressure. But this formula has yet to be cor
rected for tbe increase of resistance in the fan du; to 
increase of speed which will bring tbe quantity down to 
about double, for double the speed. But it cannot re
duce it down to the mere fractional increase shown in 
the January issue. 

Yours, etc., 
J.T. B E A R D . 

Ottumwa, la., March 15th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In tbe February issue of THE COLLIERY ENGI
N E E R there appears an answer to a question of " A. B,'s," 
of Hanna City, 111., by "N. S.," of Dagus Mines, Pa. 
The question being, an air-way 8' X 8' X 1,000'is pass
ing 40,000 cu. ft. of air, what diameter should a circular 
air-way 1,200' long be to pass one-half the quantity, the 
pressure remaining the same? 

"N. S." works this question by finding the relative 
lengths of an equivalent air-way which are found 
to be 8195' and 2430' respectively, and concludes by 
saying, " Therefore, a = 37*5 and o = 2P7 for the circu
lar air-way, the diameter of which is 6'11"." I would 
like to have " N. S." show more plainly where he gets 
the 37'5/ area and the 21*7' perimeter as it is not 
clear enough for myself and a number of your readers. 
I feel much gratified for tbe several answers to this 

question tbat have appeared in your paper by your cor
respondents, as I was inclined to think there was not 
sufficient data given by which to work it, and now 
find it can lie worked by several methods. 

Yours, etc, 

T. S, CUMMING, 

Gardner, III,, March 5. 

Editor 

SIR 

Mensuration. 

Colliery Engineer : 

—Please insert the following in your journal that 
some of your correspondents 
may answer: 
In tbe sketch, No. 1, repre

sents the main gangway ofa 
mine, a breast A B is opened 
off from it at right angles and 
is 25 yards long. From B it 
runs to C a distance of 75 
yards and at an angle of 60°. 
At C it intercsects gangway 
No. 2, now what is the length 
of No. 2, or from A to O, and 
what is the angle? Please 
give a plain and simple solu-

Yours, etc., 
JOHN CAYAR. 

erivas, Ohio, Feb. 19th. 

Fans in Mining*. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—AVill "T. S. C," of < lardner, Ills., who answers 
so ably the questious of " E . R.," of Hopwood, Pa., rela
tive to the above subject in the February issue of T H E 
COLLIERY ENGINEER, tell us farther what water-gauge 
he will have in the nunc in question into which he 
furnishes 40,000 cn. ft, of air per min. bv a fan 11*13 ft. 
diameter. 

j\nd also, assuming the area ofthe entry or air-way 
to be o0 sq. ft. or its size 6' X 81" giving a'perimeter of 
2S.i ft., what would the length ofthe air-way be, allow
ing for the purpose of discussion that the shaft offers 
no resistance to the current? 
And, also why does he mention no breadth of blades 

or temperature, or barometric pressure, all of wliich 
play a certain part or enter as factors into the problem. 
This is not asked as a catch question, but to lead to a 

legitimate discussion of tbe use of the " Equiva* 
Orifice "asa basisofci 
believe it is wholly dependent 
and is therefore unreliable as a 
less the temperature and baroi 
tioned. 

Ottumwa, la.,March 15th. 

of different Mines. AVe 
ion a variable quantity 
ase of comparison un-
-•trie pressure are men-
Yours, etc., 

J. T. BEARD. 

A Problem in the Development of Coal Lands. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

Sir :—I would be pleased to have some of your able 
correspondents consider the following questions: 
There are two bodies of soft coal, each containing 500 
acres ofthe same coal seam. The first body of coal is 
500 feet vertical above railroad grade, and can be de
veloped for working by drift, with incline 1500 feet long 
which would cost si 5*00.00 to grade. The second body 
of coal at the point for opening, is 60 feet below the 
surface or "water level," and 70 feet below railroad 
grade, and would have to be developed hy shaft or 
slope tlirough overlying strata. This 60 feet covering 
is half ordinary sandstone and half hard shale or slate. 
Tbe coal scam iu each case is 5 feet thick, and dips 3 
feet in 100 feet towards tbe point of opening. It is de
sired to select one of these bodies of coal for developing 
to ship 600 tons per day by rail. Assuming all other 
conditions to be equal, and'that the cost of labor and 
material is the same as is usual in the coal regions of 
Pennsylvania, which of these bodies of coal is prefer
able for the purpose? 

(2). AVhat would you estimate (roughly) to be the 
probable difference in tbe cost of developing and equip
ping for shipping coal ? 

(3). AVould you develop the second body of coal by 
shaft or slope? State your reasons for your preference 
please. 

(4). Assuming that both of these bodies of coal were 
developed and properly equipped, and that the drift 
mine made 25,000 gallons of water per day, while the 
other mines would make four times that quantity, all 
of which could be drained to the opening, but in the 
latter case would have to be lifted by pump to the sur
face, 60 feet; what would you estimate would be the 
difference in the cost of operating said mines per day? 

Yours, etc., 

H. J. 
Charleston, W . A*a,, March 19th. 

The McAlester Explosion. 

Editor Colliery EngineeiA-

SIR :—It seems to me, after reading Mr. Farnbam's 
description or account of this terrible disaster and after 
lookingat hisplan of Mines No. 7 and 11 accompanying 
sauie, that we have not nearly all the evidence before 
us here to enable any very reliable opinion being given 
as to bow the men, collected in the vicinity ofthe 
downcast or hoisting shaft at the moment ofthe explo
sion, came by their deaths, i. e., what it teas that exploded in 
/his particular portion of the pit. 

W e are not told the nature ofthe burns on the poor 
men's bodies ; whether coked dust was or was not 
found adhering to the timbers or about the head of the 
slope or between that point and the foot of shaft; or 
whether the entry, "upper O", here signs of having 
been filled with (lame after the firing of the shots therein 
at 5.01 P.M. ; neither does the report say anything about 
how clean or bow imperfectly the coal was worked ont in 
this—the slope—section of the pit, especially in the 
neighborhood of the "knuckle". No gas having been 
found that day is no proof that the mine contained 
none, by the mime I mean the old workings or fallen-in 
places towards the upper parts ofthe lifts I and K or 
immediately to the dip of "main west" gangway. 

Now, Sir, it seems to m e a not altogether unlikely or 
improbable thing that tbe concussion produced by the 
firingof shots in " upper O " broughtoutfiredampfrom 
the gobs of old workings near the top of the slope, 
which exploded at the men's lamps in the main intake 
within a hundred yards ofthe shaft. 
I don't of course know how tlie coal was worked in 

the rooms off I and K entries, but merely beg to sug
gest that gas possibly lurked in tbe broken roof of some 
of these places, which, being the ('.') highest point in the 
slope-district of the mine would not be unlikely to have 
collected there and ready to be driven or sucked out 
from any heavy concussion in the air-current. I think 
that if there were breaks in the roof connecting these 
gobs with the slope, gas would probably find its way 
through them. The sketch-section given below will I 
think help to make m y idea clear. 

I venture to think that if gas did exist about the 
point marked " GAS", it was this that blew up and 
killed the men, rather than any dust on the roads, be
cause dampness, wet and mud seem to have been the 
prevailing condition in the part ofthe pit affected. 
If this letter draw forth any comment or bring out 

any new facts of this case, the space I hope you will 
give it in your April issue will not have been occupied 
to no good purpose. 

Yours, etc., 
AV. S. GRESLEY. 

Erie, Pa,, March 14. 
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Surveying:, 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I desire to drive a roadway from one side to 
the other of a shaft, in five sections in the form and 
dimensions ofthe following diagram : 

The shaft is 14' wide, and each section of roadway is 
60' long and 12' wide, what would be the distance from 
center of shaft to center of roadway, and what would 
be the bearing of each section ? The center of shaft is 
N. 19° East. The roadway to be on North side of shaft. 

Yours, etc., 
D. 

AVilkes-Barre, Pa,, March 2d. 

Mathematics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Please insert the following solution to question 
by" F. W.," in the February issue: 
W e have given in the question the chord of an arc of 

a circle and the height of arc of segment to find radius 
ofthe circle. 
Then, we can ascertain the depth of shaft thus, the 

diameter 12', is half the chord, and the inch equals the 
height of arc of segment, therefore 

12= -- 1" = 144 -•- -TV = 1728" 
and 

and 
172S" + 1" - 1729 - = 864*5" 

864-5" -4- 12" = 72 2y, depth of shaft. 
To prove the correctness of tbe above, 

_ I enclose a sketch lo represent the shaft. 
To get rid of decimals we will omit the 
fraction and call the depth 72'. Then 
by trigonometry 

I ' A C H l B ' ^ D C = 73'nearly, and 
A B -BC = sineofC= '1642, or 

anangleof9° 27'. Then. 
90° - 9° 27'= 80°33',B; 

the sine of B is -9S64,and 
as sine A or 90° : C B :: sine B : C A, or 

»' 1 : 73' :: '9S64 : 72' depth of shaft. 
Yours, etc., 

JOSEPH QUIGLEY. 
Westville, N. S., Feb. 16th. 

M R . A. N, IIoMniREYs, of Irwin, Pa., formerly of Wilkes-
Barre, Pa., has been appointed Generul Superintendent of 
the Westmoreland Coal Company's collieries, shops, etc. 
Mr. Humphreys was, a good many years ago, a mining 
engineer in Schuylkill County, anil later in Luzerne. For 
some years past he has been the Westmoreland Company's 
Chief Engineer. 
He has had a great deal of experience in mining and 

mechanical engineering work, and has erected some fine 
colliery structures, and designed a great deal of excellent 
machinery. AVe do not hesitate in saying that in his 
present position Mr. Humphreys will manage affairs with 
much ability as well as profit to the Company. 
Tbe AVestmoreland is the largest gas coal mining com

pany in this country, shipping conl nil along tlie Atlantic 
sea board from Maine to Florida, also to Cuba and South 
America, and exporting it to Europe. The Company owns 
and has in regular service several thousands of the largest 
and best railroad cars, and uses besides cars belonging to 
many railroad companies. The coal is taken off tlie 
laterals at the collieries by the Pennsylvania Railroad 
Company's locomotives and distributed to all other rail
roads, and it may often Lie seen passing northward through 
this city. 
The directory of this Company is a most able one, and 

the executive is very progressive and advanced in ideas 
and business methods. 
MR. THOS. LYNCH, the General Manager of the H. C, 
Frick Coke Co., (the largest coke company in the world) is 
a comparatively young man, being considerably on the 
sunny side of lift*--. In stature he is about medium height, 
squarely built, and has bright blue eyes that flash intelli
gence and kindliness combiner! into the faces of those with 
whom he converses His hair is dark brown mixed with 
gray, as is also his full beard which he wears closely 
trimmed. He resides in a pleasant home in the beautiful 
town of Greensburgh, at the junction ofthe Penna. R. R. 
main line, and the Southwest division. 
DR, JOHN C. BRANNER. for several years in charge of the 
Geological Survey of Arkansas is now connected with 
Stanford University, Menlo Park, Cal. Dr. Branner is a 
geologist and engineer of more than usual ability, and 
withal is a pleasant, cultured gentleman. His contribu
tions to scientific literature, both as an official of the 
Pennsylvania and Arkansas geological surveys, and as a 
private writer, rank very high. 
MR. ARIO PARDEE, one of the pioneer coal operators ofthe 
Lehigh region, died at Rock Ledge, Florida, on Saturday 
morning March 26th. Mr. Pardee was almost eighty-two 

year,--of age and was blessed with remarkable good health 
throughout his long life. The funeral took place at llazle-
ton on AVerlnesday afternoon of the 30th ult., and was 
largely attended by coal operators from till parts of the state. 
A sketch of his life will appcur in our May issue. 

Lunkenheimer's Re grinding Globe Valve. 

AVe present with this a sectional view ofa valve that 
possesses some features of special merit. Instead of 
the hub being threaded direct to the body ofthe valve, 
it is merely fitted into it plain, and rests upon a flange 
which fits upon the upper edge of the opening, as 
shown. The hub is then secured by a nut which fits 
over the flange, and is threaded to the outside of the 
body ofthe valve, as shown. 
The resultof this arrangement 

is tbat thy valve can be reground 
at any time with the greatest 
facility, because all that is nec
essary is to loosen the nut, re
move the hub, place a little 
sand and soap under the disk, 
and then replace the hub, leav
ing the nut loose, so that the 
hub is free to turn with the 
stem during the grinding. A 
piece of wire is passed through 
a hole provided for tbat purpose 
in tbe lower end of the stem 
and disk, so that the disk will 
turn with tbe stem during the 
grinding, which, of course, 
it does not necessarily do 
when in use. The hub being 
in place when the grind
ing is done, effectually cen
ters the stem and holds it in 
proper place, so that the regrinding is done correctly. 
The valve can thus be readily ground while in position, 
and in many cases does away with tbe necessity for 
breaking connections. The disk is also, of course 
easily replaced when required. The valves, as a proof 
of their superiority, are extensively used on locomo
tives, steamers, and in the United States Navy on 
cruisers where the requirements are very severe. These 
valves are made only by Tbe Lunkenheimer Brass 
Mfg, Co., Cincinnati, O. 

REGRINDING 
GLORE VALVE. 

Save Your Oil. 
It is astonishing how much oil is wasted in supply 

houses and engine rooms at all collieries. The drip 
pans are almost constantly full, and in many cases they 
overflow with oil that could be utilized with as good 
results as that drawn from the barrels or tanks, if it was 
not for the dirt and grit that finds its way into the drip 
pans. The carelessness of employes around collieries 
makes tbe loss from wasted oil an item of expense that 
in the course ofa year becomes very heavy. This loss, 
can be almost entirely dispensed with, if the waste oil 
is filtered in a Robertson Waste Oil Filter. 
This is an ingenious and inexpensive device for re

claiming waste oil so that it can be used again, and its 
employment v ill result in a saving of from one-third 
to one-half in lubricating oil bills. 
AVhile exceedingly simple 

it is very effective. It con
sists of a galvanized iron 
tank in which are three 
movable trays. The top 
one being of finely woven 
brass wire gauze, and the 
two under ones of suitable 
filtering cloths. The oil be
ing poured in at the top, a 
spreader on the under side 
of the lid scatters the oil over 
the first tray (separating all •••T} 
large refuse), and the oil then fiv^'. 
••••••• " down tlirough j 

fc- .__ 

the filtering cloths into the 
bottom chamber, thoroughly 
cleaned of all foreign matter 
and in a condition to use 
again. This process can 
be repeated indefinitely, and the original oil used 
many times. A siphon is arranged in the filter to 
automatically carry off water poured in with waste oil, 
which if not needed can be closed with a plug. The 
trays lieing loose, the entire filter can be cleaned in a 
few minutes. Suitable gauge glass and valves with 
cock to draw off the oil are arranged in proper portions. 
\Tery strongly made it will last many years, and being 
handsomely japanned and striped is an ornament. It 
is manufactured and is for sale by Messrs. Hine -.-, 
Robertson, of 45 Cortlandt Street, New York, who will 
be pleased to furnish inquirers with testimonals as to 
its efficiency and economy. 

Messrs. Thos. Carlins' Sons, of Allegheny, have just 
moved tbeir foundry and boiler shop into their new 
buildings on River Avenue, and have now increased 
facilities for turning out first class work at reasonable 
prices. The foundry is 60 ft. X H O ft, and tbe boiler 
shop i-= 42 ft. X HO'ft. Both built almost entirely of 
iron, and so arranged with improved traveling and 
swinging cranes, trolleys, etc., as to ensure most con
venient handling of materials. The largest being a 40 
ton traveling crane in the foundry. The boiler shop is 
thoroughly equipped with steani riveter, bending rolls, 
and numerous punches and shears. The new machine 
shop is in course of construction, and will be ready for 
occupancy in the course of a few weeks. The old 
machine shop, 66 ft. X 88 ft., will be used for ware
house purposes in addition to the present ware
house, which is 24 ft. X 100 ft. This will enable tbe 
firm to have such a stock on hand as to ensure im
mediate delivery. Their railroad facilities are excellent 
for shipping to all parts of tbe continent—either by 
Pennsylvania or Baltimore and Ohio systems. 

COLLIERY IMPROVEMENTS. 

C'ollierv O w n ere, Suj.erinten-.leii to, M m in-.' Engineeis, Contractor*., 
anil others are respectfully rei-nestcd to inform us as curly 
us piis.il'l'- ofall inqiro Yemenis coulemplnleil at their mines. 
W e ilcsin. io tiiaketlii- rlei .irtuient u. complete impossible.— 
Editor. 

K
s.

a
w The Sterrick Creek Coal Company, of Peckville. 

Lackawanna County, Pa ,has awarded tlie contract for sink
ing the No. 1 or "Old Shaft," from its present depth, 100 ft. 
deeper to the Clark seam, to Ward A: Griffith, nf Scranton, 
Pa. They are also enlarging the area ofthe old shall from 
22 ft. x 10 ft. to 28 ft. x 12 ft. 
They have also started on extensive repairs in thchreaker ; 

having torn down the narrow part and the inclined trestle, 
which will be replaced bv a wider screen room and a tower. 
Tbey are also strengthening tbe screen room, and altering 
the jackets on tbe screens 
In addition to the old machinery, the remodelled breaker 

will contain anew breaker engine, a new pair of main 
rolls, two new mud screens, one new center screen, two 
new main screens, and two new buckwheat screens. 
This company was formerly known as The Grassy Island 

Coal Company. A charter was recently taken out in the 
name of The blerriek Creek Coal Company. Mr. James 
Arcbbald, Jr., is the superintendent. 

^V^TheSpringside Coal Company, ofl'ana, 111., contem
plates substituting either Rope Haulage, Electric Haulage, 
or Compressed Air Locomotive for mule haulage in the 
course uf a few months. 

•".,''. The Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company, of 
Pratt Mines, Ala., lias recently contracted the operation ofa 
certain Feldof coal, situated within a mile of Pratt Mines, to 
Mr. Charles A. Nolan, which will be known as Slope No. 6. 
Mr. Nolan is now puttingup the necessary machinery,build
ings, etc This slope is really a part of shaft No, 1 and was 
driven from that place a distance of 6,000 ft, lo the outcrop in 
order to furnish another opening to that part of the mine 
known a. Rock Slope. This is the first instance in the S(ate 
of Alabama where the entire length ofslope has been driven 
before any side headings were driven oil. The drainage 
from this place will flow through to shaft No. 1 and will 
he pumped to the surface at the drainage shaft two miles 
distant. 
The company has also contracted the operation ofa field of 

coal near the Blossburgh Mines of The Sloss Iron and Steel 
Company on the Georgia Pacific Railroad, some 20 miles 
west of Pirmingliam, Ala , to Mr, James C. Patterson, who 
was lormerly mine boss of its slope No. 4. The coal can be 
worked by drift. He is at present opening two drifts, build
ing tenement houses, tipples, etc. Tlie railroad connec
tions are being put in. 
A tunnel driven at Slope No. 2 to a drainage shaft, which, 

when completed, will cause all the water in the mine to 
flow to the shaft where it will be pumped direct to the sur
face. At present the drainage of the mine is accomplished 
by means of 7 pumps operated by compressed air and scat
tered over the mine. The above nrrnngementwilldispei.se 
with all these air pumps. 
These improvements arc underthe supervision ofErskine 

Ramsay, Esq.., Mining Engineer for the T. C. I. & R. Co. 
*#-*« The Centralia Mining and Manufacturing Co., of 
Centralia, III., having completed its new shaft 88(1 feet in 
depth is about to erect a new headgear and -Litchfield 
engines 24" x 315" with 10 foot drum and sheaves. Plans 
are also being prepared for the ventilation and haulage 
plants. Mr. P. Fursythe is Superintendent of ihis com-
'••V'':-- The Southern Land Improvement Co., of Pineville, 

Ky., Mr. J. U. Blake, Gen. Manager, is mining a 3G inch 
vein of line gas and coking coal. They am atprrsmt con
sidering the installation of an electrical plant for lighting, 
hauling, and mining. The erection of a disintegrator for 
crushing and disintegrating the coal before coking is also 
under contemplation. 

•'/is The Rock Springs Coal Co., of Rock Springs, Wyo., 
Mr. P. .1. Quealy, Manager, contemplates improvements 
which will double their output at No. 2 Mine, Rock Springs, 
These include a new hoisting engine and fan, also a re-
screener and elevator with storage bins. Another chute 
will be added to the dump. These improvements will raise 
the output lo 800 tons of lump per day. This mine is 
especially arranged for the production of commercial coal, 
and is one ofthe most completely equipped of the district. 

V*;:i* The Redstone Oil. Coal, and Coke Co., of Grind
stone, Pa., is about to erect a small haulage arrangement 
for manipulating the mine cars on the surface. The ma
chinery and plant are on the ground and the work is being 
pushed forward under the supervision of Mr. I. F. Cook, 
the Superintendent ofthe company. 

*,**» The H. C. Frick Coke Co. is to tbe front with a 
new steel headgear at the Leisenring No. 2 shaft. This is a 
valuable addition to the plant and is the first girder derrick 
erected in this district. It was designed by I. II. Paddock, 
Esq., chief engineer tothe Company, and was erected by 
tbe Keystone Bridge Co. The shall is fitted with tbe Ram
say shifting truck and steam rams for pushing loaded and 
empty wagons on and off the cages No. 2 Mine is one of 
best equipped mines in the neighborhood and is fitted with 
an underground haulage which although working under 
the great disadvantage of crooked rinds, is still giving excel
lent results. Two haulage engines are erected at top ofthe 
air shaft one in each side, and if any thing should happen to 
either of tlie engines the other is capable of maintaining the 
output. One of the haulages is very crooked for over 1700 
feet, and gave a great amount of trouble at first but, as is 
invariably the case where the management is determined 
and intelligent, these difficulties have now been overcome. 
V * The Bell, Lewis & Yates Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., is . 

putting in operation one ofthe largest mines in the country 
at Big Soldier Run, near Reynoldsville, Pa. Tbe vein is 
over six feet thick and the mine is already a large producer. 
The company ure preparing to put in a rope haulage plant 
and arrangements have been made for a new iron tipple. 
AVhen these arrangements are completed, which will be 
within a year, they will be able to turn out six thousand 
tons of coal per day, making the largest output of any one 
mine in the country, if not in the world. 

http://Suj.erinten-.leii
http://nrrnngementwilldispei.se
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T H E CO-EFFICIENT O F FRICTION. 

I F we draw a piece of cotton-waste across a smooth 
table it seems to travel pretty easily. If we draw 

the same piece of cotton-waste across an unplaned 

plank it does not go so easily. It requires a cer

tain power to overcome tbe resistance or the friction of 

the rough plank. The extra power thus required is 

called the uo-efficient, or the equivalent of the frictional 

resistance. 

If it requires J of a pound of pressure to pass this 

cotton-waste over a square foot of plank, it will require 

h a pound of pressure to overcome the resistance of two 

square feet. 

This is tbe principle which governs the friction of 
air in mines. As the extent of the rubbing surface 

increases or decreases, so does tlie pressure required to over 

come it increase or decrease. 

Every mining student knows the formula evolved by 

Atkinson, the pioneer ofthe theory of mine ventila

tion—p — —but just what is, or ought to be, 

the exact value of k nobody seems to be able to say. 

Atkinson suggests that k = *0217 lbs., the pressure 

required to overcome the resistance of one square foot 

of rubbing surface at a velocity of 1.000 feet per minute. 

Other writers have differed from this so much, and 

presented so many varied co-efficients, that 

"By their o w n perplexities involved 

They Tavel more." 

Tbe following is a table of the co-efficients proposed 

by the various authorities : 

T A B L E O F VARIOUS CO-EFFICII-NTS O F F R I C T I O N O F 

AIR IN MINES. 

Pressure per sq. ft. in decimals 

of a lb. for cacb foot of rubbing 

surface and a velocity of 1,000 

feet per minute. 

Atkinson's Treatise -0217 

A. Devillez, in VentUation des Mines. 

Porchies -008211 

Crachet-Pic--uery -0CS92S 

Grand Baissou.. 008611 

Average of -!,;., and 4. -01)8585 

Used in Ventilation des Mines 009511 

Arched Tunnels '002113 

Along a working face of coal. 0H266 

G. G. Andre, Atmosphere of Coat Mines -022424 

Peclet, Chcminee (Deville*., p. 112) 003697 

D. K. Clark *002272 

According to Goupillicre's Cours d'Exploitation 

des Mines, vol, ii., p, 389. 

D'jiubuisson -001955 

Navier , -001872 

W. Fuirley 010000 

J. Stanley James -009200 

Here are fifteen various co-ellicients used by various 

authors. The highest but one is that used by Atkin

son and tbe lowest is that of D'Aubuisson. 

Tbe question naturally rises to one's mind;" What 

difference would these two extremes make in the total 

power required for the ventilation ofa colliery. 

If by Atkinson a farce of 79 horse power is required 

to ventilate a certain colliery, then by D'Aubuisson the 

energy required would be only 7*1 horse power; a ratio 

of 11 to 1! Plere is a diversity of opinion. If Atkin. 

son is right then D'Aubuisson must be incompetent 

while if D'Aubuisson is correct Atkinson is most ex

travagant. Fairley, in his "Theory and Practice of 

Ventilating Coal Mines," suggests *01 as being a suffi

cient value for /_. This figure be arrives at by striking 

a medium between Atkinson and Clark, but his figure 

is only an assumption. 

Such diversity as is here shown tends to make a 

student wary in estimating the value of the co efficient 

of friction, and, as it is better to have too much power 

at a colliery than too little, the result has been to cause 

most people to cling to Atkinson's figures. 

W e do not intend here to formulate anew co-efficient, 

tbeir name is legion already, and it will require a 

thorough and exhaustive series of experiments to find 

out a reliable figure. W e think that until this is done 

something like Atkinson's co-efficient should be used 

As it stands, however, his figure entails considerable 

calculation and to avoid this we would suggest that tbe 

co-efficient "02 be used instead of -0217. The difference 

would be exceedingly small and the labor of calcula

tion reduced to a minimum. According to the case 

previously cited the energy required would be 73 horse 

power, as against 79 horse power with Atkinson's 

figure. 

The importance of the general use of some figure a_ 

a co-efficient cannot be over-estimated. 

Text-books on mine ventilation are now becoming 

numerous. Several authors formulate their own co-

elli.'ient, and every book has its own advocates. If 

any one of these authors gave definite proof of the 

correctness of his co-efficient the matter could be easily 

settled, but each one founds his figures upon experi

ments which have been too restricted. 

This being so, a mining student entering an exami

nation for a mine foreman's or mining manager's certifi

cate is probably at a loss to know which co-efficient 

finds most favor with the examiners in his district and 

be runs a risk of being thrown out. 

This difficulty arose before us in preparing the In

struction Papers in connection with The Colliery En

gineer School of Mines. After careful deliberation 

we found we were coerced into using Atkinson's figure 

because it is the one in common use, at present, at ex

aminations in this country. Nevertheless, yve are still 

inclined to advocate the advisability of such a com

promise as is offered by the use of *02. 

D A N G E R O U S O C C U P A T I O N S . 

WHENEVER one of those large colliery dis
asters, wliich from time to time send a thrill 

of horror through the community takes place, 

the daily press, as a rule, speaks of the occupation of 

the miner as being more dangerous than any other. 

W e have just received an advance copy of the third 

annual report ofthe Inter-state Commerce Commission 

containing the Statistics of Railways of tbe United 

States for the year ending June 30, 1S90. 

From certain tables contained in this report we find 

that there are proportionately many more fatal 

and non-fatal accidents amongst railway employes than 

amongst miners. 

W e have selected a few figures from these tables and 

present them in a tabulated form alongside similar 

statistics relating to the mining industry of Pennsyl

vania. 
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These figures speak very strongly. They tell us that 

a man employed about a railroad has twice as much 

chance of being killed as a man about a Pennsylvania 

colliery, and the collieries of Pennsylvania are as fiery 

as any in the world. They also show that if a man is 

liable to be injured in a mine once a year, bis brother 

working on the railroad system of America is equally 

liable to accident once every seventy-five days. 

There is no doubt that the mistaken idea which ex

ists regarding tbe risk incurred by the miner is due in 

a great measure to sentimentality. There is something 

peculiarly revolting in the idea of many men being for

ever immured in the bowels of the earth, without a 

moment's warning, by a single disaster. There is some 

meagre consolation to the widow and fatherless to be 

able to secure a last look at their dead. 

It is this touch of excusable sentiment which detracts 

from the horror of the daylight accident on the rail

roads, and adds to the already exaggerated notion of 

the danger ofa miner's life. 

W e do not write this article for the purpose of 

deprecating the risks of mining. W e know what 

tbese risks are, and we continue to advocate with all 

our might for more careful management and better 

display of judgment on the part of the miner himself 

to reduce these risks. 

W e consider, however, that it is our duty to 

point out this mistaken idea in defence ofa large army 

of officials who are striving to the best of their ability 

to combat tbese dangers. 

Many bosses are much in the position of the 

philosopher who said when he was dying that his 

knowledge was as meagre and his conceit as great as 

that of the man who picked up the shell on the seashore 

and thought by studying it he could learn all about the 

mysteries of the great ocean. What they don't know 

would fill a big book. But there are hundreds of 

others, however, who are trying their best to master all 

the many subjects allied to the theory of their calling 

and in face of the newly discovered danger of coal-

dust (before unsuspected) they have a big job on hand. 

W e repeat, it is in defense of these officials, as well as of 

the increased intelligence exhibited by the miners 

themselves, as shown by the decrease ofthe number of 

accidents in mines in recent years, that we present 

tbese figures. 

M I N I N G INSTITUTES. 

WE have the authority ofthe old proverb for be

lieving that " in a multitude of counsellors 

there is wisdom," and we think it safe to say 

that there is no business in which this is more true 

than in mining. There are often several ways of 

remedying a difficulty, but there is always one which 

is best suited to the particular circumstances. If a man 

can hear the opinions and experiences of others who 

have met similar difficulties, he will be able to piece out 

his own judgment with their experience, for a wise man 

often receives valuable ideas from men of much less 

ability than himself. 

There has been, in times past, some feeling that if a 

man told what he knew to others he was giving away 

bis knowledge and getting no return for it, but now the 

most intelligent men are not only willing but anxious 

to exchange experiences with one another, whenever 

there is a proper opportunity, knowing that both will 

be benefited. 

There are a few organizations in the. United States 

and Canada to enable practical mining men to get to

gether and discuss matters-pertaining to their business, 
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.and great good comes from them, but there is room for 

many more. Recently a representative of T H E COL

LIERY E N G I N E E R has been traveling through the mining 
districts of Elk, Jefferson, and Clearfield Counties of 

thisState.and iu conversation with some of the leading 

superintendents and mine bosses, the wish was often 

expressed to him that an Institute might be organized 
in that region. Many successful practical men said 

that they would take great interest in such an organ

ization if formed, but no one seemed to know how 

fo proceed to form it. 

W e have always taken great interest in all such 

movements and believe that there is no way in which 

a man of experience can derive more benefit, than from 

such discussions a. naturally come before these socie

ties. AVe shall be very glad to give all the assistance 

possible to those wishing to form such organizations, 

and if some one in each district of the state will 

write a letter offering to receive communications from 

those interested, we will cheerfully publish it, and we 

think that when in this way an expression of willing

ness to take the matter up is obtained from a number, 

it will not be difficult to arrange a time and place for 

a meeting where a permanent organization can be 
formed. 

It yvill be well if a number of institutes can be formed 

so tbat it will not be necessary to make too long journeys 

to tbe place of meeting. In this way it will be possible 

to have more frequent meetings and the interest will 

be greater as subjects of direct personal interest to 

those in attendance can be brought up. W h o will 

make a beginning? 

C O A L IN ILLINOIS. 

THE tenth annual compilation of statistics taken 

from the Mine Inspector's Report of the State of 

Illinois which ranks next to Pennsylvania in 

production of coal, has just been published. The total 

number of tons of coal mined during the year ending 

July 1,1S91, is 15,660,698. The average price paid per 
ton for mining was 71J cents. The average numberof 

employes for each life lost was 549 as against 461 in the 

Bituminous region of Pennsylvania. The state is divi

ded into five inspection districts. The following is a 

table of the number of employes, the tons mined, and 

the number of fatal and non-fatal accidents in each 

district: 

in machine work sends out rather more than double 

the tonnage sent out by the hand miners. 
The law recently passed by the legislature requiring 

mine managers to hold certificates has given an impetus 

to technical education which we ourselves can evidence 

by the fact that Illinois alone provides over 50 students 

to the present roll of the Colliery Engineer School of 

Mines. 
Certificates of service are granted to managers at pres

ent holding an appointment as such but these certifi

cates are only available for their present situation. As 

no man cares about being consciousof the fact that when 

be loses his present situation be is ineligible for an

other the result is tbat all tbe old bosses are dusting the 

cobwebs off their lesson books and competing for a cer

tificate of competency wherewith to assert their free

dom. Such action is creditable to them. 

The Anthracite Trade. 

The Anthracite coal trade is rather quiet at present, 
with the outlook encouraging for the future. March 
proved to be an unusually good month for the retailers. 
The output is being limited to tbe actual requirements 
of the market as far as possible, and in consequence a 
number of collieries have been shut down completely, 
and others during certain days of the week. With the 
output well restricted, the stocks of coal on hand at 
tidewater points will soon be reduced. The Philadelphia 
Public Ledger, of the 2Sth inst., in its coal trade report 
says: 
"The outlook for a good year for the Anthracite 

trade is excellent, and notwithstanding the great pro
duction of coal in 1891—tbe largest of any year on 
record—it is believed by those who study the situation 
carefully and keep correct statistics tbat the production 
of Anthracite in 1892 will break all previous records. 
The actual selling price, too, it is expected, will average 
a better profit to the mining and carrying interests 
than last year's results. The Eastern coal trade is very 
quiet, and until after May 1st no more coal than is 
actually needed for immediate consumption will be 
shipped in that direction." 

It has been agreed to restrict the production for 
April to 2,500,000 tons, including the output of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad. 
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Several things may be noticed about this table. For 

instance, the number of tons mined per man in the 

fourth district is 753, which is much above the average-

the fifth district comes next with 612 tons per man, 

while tbe second district is lowest with 283 tons. The 

explanation for this may be obtained by observing the 

average thickness ofthe seams in each district. It will 

be observed that the seams in the fourth district have 

a somewhat higher range of thickness than those of the 

first, second, and third districts. The seams of the fifth 

district have even a higher range tban those of the 

fourth, but they have also a lower range than any ofthe 

other districts. 
As in other states the greatest number of accidents 

occurs from falls of roof and sides. Tbe average in Illi

nois for 1S91 is 55 per cent. The average for the pre

ceding year was G7.9 per cent.; so there is an improve

ment here. 
From the report it seems tbat the value of lump coai 

at the mines ranges from 81.426 per ton in the second 

district to 75.7 cents in the fifth. The average value is 

exactly Sl. 
For the last ten years, with one exception, the value 

has declined. From 1882 to 1886 the decline was 41 

cents per ton, and from tbe latter date to 1891, 10 cents 

per ton. The one exceptional year was 1888, when 

values showed a slight increase averaging 3.7 cents per 
ton. Since then the decline has been slight but con

tinuous. 

There are 241 mining machines in use in Illinois and 

these machines produced 2,423,0S0 tons oflumpcoal dar

ing the year and found occupation for 3,005 men. No par

ticulars are given in the report as to the cost per ton by 

machine as compared with band mining, but an idea 

may be obtained when we say that the machines mined 

18.7 per cent, of the entire outputwitb only 9.1 per cent, of 

the men employed, or in other words each man engaged 

The Bituminous Trade. 

The Bituminous coal trade is quiet, although large 
amounts of coal to fill contracts are being shipped. 
Outside of this contract coal the business is rather dull. 
The Pittsburgh and Hocking Valley mine owners have 
made an agreement, whereby the Pennsylvania oper
ators are to be allowed five cents a ton reduction in tolls, 
and it will go to the consumer. New York reports a 
dullness in the market for fuel of all kinds. Prices have 
been cut to a great extent by certain Bituminous oper
ators, some, however, are'making contracts with their 
regular customers at good figures, as the cut rate people 
cannot supply tbe full demand. 

The Coke Trade, 

The Connellville coke trade remains in about the 
Fame condition as last month. Prices are well main
tained as follows: Furnace coke $1.90; foundry coke, 
$2.30; crushed coke, S2.65; all per ton of 2,000 lbs. 
f. o. b. at ovens. The Connellsville Courier, in its issue of 
March 25th. says. 
Our detailed report of tbe operation and output of 

the region for the week ending Saturday, March 19th, 
shows 13,259 active ovens and 3,965 idle, a change of an 
even hundred evens from the active to the idle list 
since the previous week. Production remains practi
cally the same. 

OBITUARY. 

Henry Morris Luther. 

Henry M. Luther, Assistant Engineer in charge of the 
Mahanoy District, Philadelphia anil Reading Coal and 
Iron Co., diet! of Bright's disease on the 19th ult., at 
Atlantic City, N. J., in the thirty-seventh year of Ids age. 
Mr. Luther was tlie youngest son of the late Peter D. 

blither, an old time operator in tlie Schuylkill region, and 
a brother of R,. 0. Luther, Esq., Genl. Supt. ofthe Phila. 
A' Rending Coal .V Iron Co. He was horn and raised at 
Pottsville. Pa,, find in 1W73 entered tlie engineering depart
ment of the P. A- R. C. et I, Co. as a chainman in the same 
district of which lie was engineer in charge at the time of 
his death. He had recently been elected Secretary ofthe 
Peerless Coal Co., of West Virginia, and was also to have 
been its Superintendent. 
As a hoy he wasexceptkmlly bright, and his early man

hood showed that each year was developing greater talents. 
His rise from the position of chainman to that of Assistant 
Engineer was gradual but regular, and at the time of his 
death he ranked as senior Assistant Engineer. 
He began ins work as chainman under his brother, who 

was at that time resident Engineer of tbe Mahanoy 
District, but who resigned to accept another position soon 
afterward, tin Mr. R. 0. Luther's return to the Phila, and 
Rending Co., he found his younger brother, the subject of 
this sketch, had, by his own exertions and careful work, 

, ; risen to 11 prominent place a m o n g the company'scnginecr.-*. 
; i His official position was not in any way due to favoritism, 

but was due solely to his own exertions. Early in 1.S75, 
the writer, who at that time was employed as a chainman 
by tlie same company, was transferred to tbe Mali.inoy 
District, and first made tbeacquaintanceof Mr. Luther, and 
this acquaintance develuped into a friendship flint fasted 
till it was severed by the sad and early death of Mr 
Luther. 
His character was one that made all acquaintances friends 

and we doubt, if tliere is a man that ever met Harry Luther, 
that did not express sorrow at bis death. 
He was a man of strong likes and dislikes, but he was 

always open to conviction and was easily won as a. friend 
by any person who proved himself at aU worthy of his 
friendshqi. In business transactions bis integrity was 
unquestioned and socially be wus exceedingly popular 
He was married in tbe early part of 1S83 to Miss Ida M. 

Thirlwell, ol Ashland, who with two young sons survive 
him. 

Mr. Luther's health first gave signs of breaking down last 
fall, and be was compelled to take a rest of several weeks. 
Shortly before tbe holidays, and before he returned to 
work, he spent an evening with the writer, and rejoiced 
greatly over his recovery and prospects of future good 
health. But his recovery was not a complete one, and his 
expectations were not realized. Early last month he again 
became incapacitated and, with Mrs. Luther, went to 
Atlantic City on the 10th ult, in hopes that a few weeks 
rest at the sea shore would restore his health but his 
disease had progressed too far, and his death occurred at 
2.30 a. m. on the morning of the 19th. Less than twenty-
four hours before be bad written his eldest son a letter in 
which he stated that be was some better, but not as well as 
be should he. 
Mr. Luther was n consistent member of the Protestant 

Episcopal church, and was a vestryman and treasurer of 
St. John's Church nt Ashland, Pa. 
His funeral took place on Ihe afternoon of the 22d ult., 

from his lute home at Ashland, and was very largely 
attended. 

A Fine Publication. 

Some months ago, Mr. W . L. Saunders, of the Inger-
soll-Sergeant Drill Company, showed us the illumina
ted cover and some proof sheets ofa catalogue he was 
getting up, and said "I want to get out a catalogue that 
for size, value and beauty, will excel any ever issued 
by any firm or company in our line of business." It 
has been issued, and Mr. Saunders lias accomplished 
his purpose. It is a handsome volume of 225 pages, 
printed on toned paper in the most artistic manner-
It is replete with fine engravings, and while it acts as a 
trade catalogue, it is also full of useful information to 
practical men engaged in mining, tunneling, and quar
rying. The illustrations are drawn with the view of 
showing machinery at woak, and tbe reading matter has 
been arranged to the end that tbe whole subject divided 
under its different departments may he placed clearly 
before one who seeks this kind of information. 
The volume contains HO much of interest concerning 

rock drills, air compressors, blasting apparatus, and 
rock work generally, that every mining engineer, mine 
official and contractor should have one in his library, 
and tbey can secure one by addressing a request to the 
Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Company, No. 10, Park Place, 
New York. 

The Gassier Magazine Company, of New York, pub
lishers of Cassier's Magazine, has issued to its advertisers 
a convenient and strong receptacle for duplicate adver
tising contracts. Twenty-eight prominent technical 
publication's names are alphabetically arranged on the 
outside ofa strong 10" x 4-1'' envelope, and opposite 
each publication's name are spaces that give at a glance, 
the space of each advertisement, when it began, num
ber of times it is to appear, and amount to be paid for 
it. The idea is a good one, and the Cassier Magazine 
Company is to be congratulated on its success in devis
ing so convenient a holder for duplicate contracts. 

.ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 

Statement of shipments of Anthracite coal for month of Feb., 1892, compared with tbe corresponding period 
last year. Compiled from the returns furnished by the Mine Operators. 

From Wyoming Region, 
From Lehigh Region, 
From Schuylkill Region, 
Total - - - - - . 

FEBRUARY. 

1892. 

1,6__,52018 
532,232-19 

1,059,21.15 
3,216,972-12 

FEBRUARY, 

1891. 

1,23.5,19011 
374,725-18 
787.285-03 

2,377,20112 

DIFFERENCE. j F o? 8|
E A 1' FoJs J

EiE! DIFFERENCE. 

Inc. :_J0,.J30-II7 3,1.6.4-1804 2,910,49716Inc. 226 050-OS 
Inc. 157,50701 885.57919 874,147-10 Inc. 11,43209 
Inc. 291.9:1312 1.994,81019 1,722,517-10 Inc. 272.293-0!) 
Inc. 839,771-00: li,026,83!J02 5,516,16210,'Inc. 510,676-06 

The stock of coal on hand at tide-water shipping points, February 
31, 1892, 790,932 tons; increase, 94,721 tons. 

. 1892, was 885,653 tons; on January 
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N E W M I N I N G C O M P A N I E S . 

Names and Post-Office Addresses of the New Mining 
C o m p a n i e s Incorporated in the United States 
Since o u r La s t Issue. 

La Fortuim Mining Co., San Antonio, Texas. 
Tbe Queen City Iron Co., Queen Citv, Texas. 
La Belle Mining Co., 1 lallas, Texas. 
Llano Marble & Granite Co., Llano, Texas. 
Bald Mountain Consolidated Milling 

Co., Deadwood. S. Dak. 
Pennsylvania ami Ohio Fuel Co., Chicago, III. 
High t'oini .Mining Co., Joplin, Mo. 
The Sterrick Creek Coal Co., Scranton, Pa. 
Skagit Valley MiningCo., Mt. Vernon, Wash. 
The Idaho Aluminum Mining and 

Mfg. Co., Spokane, Wash. 
The Kansas and Utah Mining Co., Salina, Kan. 
Washington Ice Co., Duluth, Minn. Putnam Iron Co. 
Hale Iron Co., 
Townnda Iron Co., 
Swedish American Iron Co., 
Security Iron Co., 
Irun Belt Mining Co., 
N e w York Iron Co., 
Twin City Iron Co . 
Mesabi Chief Iron Co., 
Boston Iron Co., 
The American Mining Co,, 
Bradley Iron Co., 
Oneota Iron Mining Co., 
Virginia Iron Co,, 
The .let!'. Davis Mining Co., 
Golden Gale Mining Co., 
Crescent Oil and Mining Co., 
The HouUdale Coal Mining Co., 
Peoples Pebble Phosphate Co., 
King Mining Co., 
The Central Laud Improvement Co,, N e w York, N. Y 
Whitlatch Union and Mclntyre Gold 

Mining Co., Helena, Mont. 
Eureka Mining aud Reduction Co., Helena. Mont. 
Tlie Champion Mining Co., Darlington, Wis. 
Athens Iron Co,, 
Duluth Iron Mining Co., 
Elmira Lund & Loan Co. 
Lackawanna Iron Co., 
The Star of the West Mining and 

Milling Co., 
The Black Eagle ConsoMmed Mining 
Co., Aspen, Colo. 
The Myrtle Mining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Hardin a Smelting Co., Aspen, Colo. 
The Midland Mining and Land In

vestment Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Boulder County Ore Reduction 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
Tlie Black H a w k Reduction Co., Denver, Colo. 
Northern Lund anil Mining Co., Hancock, Mich. 
American Developing and Mining 

Co., 
Queen of the Mountain Mining Co. 
Jones Lumbjr Co . 
The Salsbnrv Mining Co., 
The Buckeye Stone Co., 
Kev.tone Iron Co., 
Buckeye lruu Co, 
Drake Co,, **••- rum, oiiun. 
American and Mexican Mining and 

Milling Cu., San Francisco, Cal, 
The Hurricane Hill Mining Co., Port Angeles, Wash 
Arizona i.mvx Co.. Paterson, N. J. 
Petit Jean oil and Mineral Co., Magazine, Ark. 
The Miser's Dream Mining and Mill

ing Cn., Ward, Colo. 
The Railway Conductors Mining and 

Milling Co., Colorado Springs, C 
The Big Pocket Mining und Milling 

Duluth, Minn, 
Duluth, Minn 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth. Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth. Minn. 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Spartansburg, 8. C. 
Trenton. N. J. 
Camden, N. J. 
Plant City, Fla. 
Roanoke. Va. 

Duluta, Minn. 
Duluth. Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 
Duluth, Minn. 

Colorado Springs, Colo. 

Marvsville, Mont. 
, lireut Falls, Mont. 
I'arkersburg, W . V. 
Butte, Jlont. 
Gallon, 1 ihio. 
Duluth. Minn. 
Sl Paul, Minn. 

Co., 
The Denver Citv C->*_i_i>li<l-iled Minim. 

Co., " P 
The orphan Bell Mining and Mill

ing Co., 
The Pint.- .Mining Co., 
The Maricopa Gold and Silver Ex 

traction Co., 
The Yurapai Gold and Silver Mining 

Colorado S , Colo. 

Co., 
and 

Denver, Colo. 

Denver, Colo. 

ngs, Colo. 

The Manhattan 
Milling Co., Manhattan, Colo. 

The Equitable Mining and Milling 
Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 

The Rocky Mouutain Mining and 
Investment Co., Colorado Spn 

The Creede Gold aud Silver Mining 
Co.. Denver, Colo 

Superior, Wis. 
...ling Co., Duluth, .Minn. 
ia Iron and Steel Co., Duiuth, Minn. 
ling Cc, Dewey's P. 0., . 
r Paint Co., Kansas City, Kans. 
n Cu., San Francisco, Cal. 
ili.lated Mining Co., Grass Valley. Cal. 
tins Co., N e w York, N. Y. 

•turing Co., Charleston, W . " 

, Mont. 

The Superior Jaspei 
Great Westerr 
The Pennsvlv 
Gray Jockey 
The Siilin.' R: 
Providence Minim* 
The Baltic 1 **«_>..li-
Abundancin Minin 
The Forsythe M a m 
Marble Hill Quarry Co., Pittsburgh, Pa 
The Pennsylvania Hard Vein Slate 

Co.. Easton, Pa. 
North Star Mining and Milling Co., Spokane, Wash. 
Crawford, Hannon, and Clayton, Seattle, Wash. 
Eureka Oil Co., Eureka, Cal. 
Chicago Zinc Co., Chicago, 111. 
Clark Iron Co., Duluth, Minn 
The Iron Cliff Mining Co., Duluth, Minn. 
The Martinsburg Oil, Gas. and Min

eral Development Co., Martinsburg, W . Va. 
Greenbrier Coal and Coke Co., McDowell, \V. Va. 
Roseburgh Gas Co., Rosehurgh, Ind. 
The Hollensbe Stone Co.. Sand Creek, Ind. 
The San Juan Mining and Milling 

Co., Chicago, 111. 
The Ruck Glen Tuwn and Mining Co..Colorado Springs, Colo 
The Cripple Creek Silver Bell Mining 

Co., Pueblo. Colo. 
The Colfax Mining Co., 
The Golden Reward Mining Co., 
The Washington Jlining Co , 
Thomson Gold Mining Co., 
Shipman Gold Mining and Man 

factoring Co., 
Elkins lias Coal Co., 
Newell Coal Co., 
Ridgeville'.as Co., ol nidge*, il le, lnd.,Ri.|geville, Ind. 
Hicks Park Mining Co., Big Timber, Mont. 
Florida Phosphate, Mining, Trans

portation, and Storage Co., Barlow, Fla. 
Austerlit/, Gold Mining Co., Norwich, Conn. 
Everett Snohomish Mining Exchange 

Co., Everett, Wash. 
Monroe I.and and Improvement Co., Monroe, Wash. 
Comstock Gold and Silver Recovery 

Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Calif irnia and Nevada Gold and Silver 

Extraction Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Bltka Consolidated Mining Co, San Francisco, Cal. 
American Onyx Co., Chicago, 111. 
The- Pooruian Silver .Mines, Limited, Caribou, Culo. 
The Dewey Hill Mining and Milling 

Co., "Denver, Colo. 
Carolina Sulphuric Acid Jlanufaelu 

Colorado City, Colo. 
Denver, Colo. 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Spartausburg, 8. C. 

Detroit, Mich. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Peori. *' 

ing Co., 
Cosmnpolii-i 
The Corata 
Laclede M u 
The Camagi 
The Corn in,. 
The Opbia , 

Ir* 
l.lacksbur-. S. C. irg, 

ilulh, Mini 
Duluth, Minn. 
liurlev, Idaho, 
New York, N. Y. 
Elyria, Ohio. 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 

Tbe Breekenridge Mining and Milling 
Co., Denver, Colo. 

Golden Hope Mining Co., White SulpburSprings, .Mont 
The Conlcilerate Phieer Mining, Land, 

and Irrigation Co., Helena, Mont, 
Centralia .Mining Exchange, Centralia, Wash. 
Ve.per Creek Mining Co,, Everett, Wash. 
Kalama Gold and Silver Mining and 

Milling Co., Kalama, Wash. • 
Missabe Monarch Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
The Creede .Mining and Investment 

Cu., Denver, Colo. 
The Chicago Park Mining Co., Gunnison, Colo. 
The World Mining and Jlilling Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The King Solomon Mining and Mill

ing Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Edina Mining ami Milling Co., Colorado Springs, Culo. 
Tbe Addie C. Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Bessie C Jlining Co., Denver, Colo. 
Crossmail Mining Co., Joplin, Mo. 
The Columbia Jlining Co., Alma, Wis. 
Menominee Falls Quarry Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Udell JI.Tchautile Co., Pony, Mont. 
Black Hills Mining ami Smelting Co..Rapid City, S. D. 
Tbe Del Motita Mining aud Jlilling 

Co., "Colorado Springs. Colo. 
The Shasta Jliuim., Jlilling, and Pros

pecting Co., Colorado Springs.Colo. 
Wabkootah Iron Co.. Duluth. Minn. 
Donald Grant Mining Co., Duluth, Minn. 
Columbia Iron Co., Duluth, Minn, 
Consolidated Missabe Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
I'll. Bessemer ure MiningCo., Chicago, 111. 
The Hoyt Placer Mining, Phosphate, 

and Ore Concentrating Machine 
Co., Chicago, 111. 

The H, W. Flagg Real Estate, Mining, 
and Investment Co., JIartinsburg, W. Va. 

Waverly Mining Co., Menominee. Mich. 
New England Iron Co., Duluth, Minn 
The Little Mesabi Iron Co,, Jlinneapoli*., Minn. 
Crescent Fire Brick Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Duluth Mining Inveslment Co., Dululli, Jlinn. 
The Cisco Mining Co., ' Cleveland Ohio 
The Ohio Coal Jlining Co., Akron, Ohio. 
The Creedc-i'uinu-i Mining Co., Creede, Colo. 
The Little Maid Jlining and Jlilling 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Aspen Mining und Reduction Co., Aspen, Colo. 
The Western Dredging and Improve

ment, Co,, Lafayette, Ind. 
!•..-.i...u lead -md Silv-r Mining •'... .-'nr-.-rh-f. 'A'u 
Thetford Asbestos cotton Co., ... S. Clinton St., E. Orange 

N. J. 
Olive Branch Mining Co., Helena, Jlont. 
Dyes Creek Placer Jlining Co., Bannack. Jlont. 
Lake Superior Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
The Orphan Boy Mining and Milling 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Lovaltv Mining und Jlilling Co., Denver, Colo. 
The National Belle Mining, Jlilling, 

and Development Co., Fremont, Colo. 
The Double Eagle Mining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Blaiue Minin- und Milling Co., Pueblo, Coin. 
Riverside Iron Jlining Co., Chicago, 111. 
Crawford County Development and 

Improvement Co., Louisville, Ky. 
Wyoming Minim, and Milling Co., Chicago, 111. 
Lincoln Iron Co., Duluth, Jlinn. 
Rouchlean Iron Co., Duluth, Jlinn. 
San Diego Improvement Co., San Diego, Cal. 
Spring Garden MiningCo., San Francisco, Cal. 
Colorado and Utah Mining and Slate 

Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Tlie RamoEii Jlining and Jlilling Co.,Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Trinidad Gold and Silver Mining 

Co.. Trinidad, Colo. 
The Conservative Jlining and Milling 

Co., Colorado City, Culo. 
The Pueblo Consolidated Gold Jlining 

Co.. Pueblo, Colo 
The Pike's Peak Sampling and Reduc

tion Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The G reel ev Minim.- and Jlilling Co., Greeley, Colo. 
Tbe Italian' Mountain Jlining Co., Aspeu, Colo. 
The Experi MiningCo., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Cripple Creek Placer Mining Co., Fremont, Colo. 
Tin-Little Mauri Gold MiningCo., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Cascade Range Mining Co., Waterville, Wash. 
Western Investment Co., Seattle, Wash. 
The Mesaba Iron Syndicate, Madison, Wis. 
The Andes Gold and Silver Jlining 

and Smelling Co., Chicago, 111. 
Red Mesa. Stone Flagging Co,, Alberquerque. N. Mex. 
Old Abe Co.. White Oaks. N. Mex. 
White naks MiningCo., White Oaks, N. M e x 
Chatham Mining Co., Chatham, N. Y. 
Ulster Blue Stuue Co., Kingston, N. Y. 
Snowv Creek Coal ami Coke Co., Cormlh, W. Va. 
The Central Vermilion Iron Co., St. Paul, Jlinn. 
Republic Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
Moberly Fuel & Improvement Co., Omaha, Neb. 
The Northwestern Mining and Agri

cultural Co., Spokane, Wash, 
flue Creek Mining Co., Tacoma, Wash. 
Union Mining Co., Tacoma, Wash. 
American Tripoli Co., Seneca, Jlo. 
The Ohio and Pittsburgh Coal Mining 

Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 
Blue Valley Plaster Co., Omaha, Neb. 
The Work Mining and Milling Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Lottie Gibson Mining and Milling 

Co., Colorado Springs, Colo 
The Pueblo and Creede Jlining and 

Milling Co., Pueblo, Colo., 
The Denver and Cripple Creek Jlining 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Comstock-Eldrldge Gold Jlining 

Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Creede and Cripple Creek Jlining 

and Milling Co., Colorado, Springs, Colo. 
Gold Finch Mining Co., Seattle, Wash. 
Snvder Pros. Minim, ami Smelting Co .Joplin, Mo. 
Mesaba Iron Range MiningCo., St. Paul, Minn. 
Camdeu Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
Hock-Hocking Mining Co., St, Paul, Minn, 
Gun Flint Lake Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
The Gogebic Jlining and Jlilling Co., Grand Junction, Colo. 
Tbe Headlight Mining and Milling 

Co.. Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Roaring Fork Mining Co., Aspen, Colo. 
The Taylor and Brunton Ore Samp

ling Co., - A_pen, Colo, 
Columbus iron Co., St. Paul, Minn. 
The Keystone Fire-Clay Co., N e w Lisbon, nhio. 
Black 1 fills Development Co., Deadwood, S. D. 
The Rosebud Jlining and jlillingCo.. Denver Colo. 
Manufacturers Fuel Supply Co., of 

Madison Co., Ind,. Anderson, Ind. 
The Black Wonder Gold and Silver 

Mining Co., Jersey City, N. J. 
Columbia Iron Milling Co., Chicago, 111. 
Logan County Coal and Coke Co., Charlottesville, Va. 
Pigeon CrceK Coal and Coke Co., Charlottesville, Va. 
Alleghany Trading Co., Clifton Forge, Va. 
The Last Chance Mining and Milling 

Co., Denver, Colo, 
The Goldstoue Mining Co., Colorado Springs, Coin 
The Barlholl'Mining and Jlilling Co., Denver, Colo. 
The LoneStarMJnJngand Milling Co.,Fremont, Colo, 
The Claude Mining and Milling Co., Mauitou, Colo. 
The Pike's Peak Placer Mining ami Milling Co., Fremont, Colo. The Ella C. Mining and Jlilling Cu., Colorado Springs, Colo. Shenandoah Lumber aud Iron Co., Baltimore, Jld. Eureka Mining Co., Tacoma. Wash. The Fort Scott Mining Co., Fort Scott, Kans. Stockton r-oiisolidaled Mining Co., Stockton, Cal. Valen*.ui.la Consolidated Jlining and Land Co. San Francisco, Cal. 

THE COMPANY STORE. 

The Decision of the Supreme Court of the State 

of IUinois Declaring the " Truck. Store Law'' 

Passed by the last Legislature of that State Un

constitutional. 

An enactment called "The Truck Store Law" was 

passed by the last Legislature of tbe State of Illinois. 

It contained tbe following clause : 

"It shall be unlawful for any person, company, cor

poration, or association now engaged, or herealter to be 

engaged, in any mining or manufacturing business in 

this state,toengage in or to be interested, either directly 

or indirectly, in the keeping of a truck store, or con

trolling of "any store, shop, or scheme for the furnish

ing of supplies," tools, clothing, provisions or groceries to 

his, its, or their employe., while so engaged in mining 

or manufacturing." 

A case of violation of this Act was decided against the 

defendants who took tbe matter on appeal to th& 

Supreme Court which decided that the law was uncon

stitutional. 

ln discussing the question at issue the court says : 

"The prohibition ofthe statute operates not directly 

upon the business of mining and manufacturing, but 

upon the individual, because of his participation 

in that business. It is not imposed for the purpose of 

rendering mining or manufacturing less perilous or 

laborious, nor to restrict or regulate the duties of 

employer and employe in respects peculiar to those 

industries, but for the sole purpose of imposing dis

abilities in contrac.ing as to tools, clothing, and food, 

matters about which all laborers must contract and as 

to which all laborers in every other branch of industry 

are permitted to contract with tbeir employers without 

any restriction. 

" It is moreover difficult to comprehend bow there 

can possibly be anything in the relations between 

employer and employe which renders it necessary to 

withdraw the power of contracting as to tools, clothing, 

food, etc., and yet allow them power to contract in all 

other respects. If there is capacity to contract for the 

payment of wages in money, why is there not capacity 

to contract for their payment in something else? If 

there is capacity to contract with reference to the sale 

of real estate, or of a horse or a cow, or of household 

furniture, why is there not capacity to contract with 

reference to the sale of clothing or food ?" 

Tbe court furthermore says : 

" Our constitution guarantees that no person shall be 

deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process 

of law, and the roan or the class forbidden the acquisi

tion or enjoyment of property in the manner permitted 

to the community at large would be deprived of liberty 

in particulars of primary importance to his or their 

pursuit, of happiness. 

"A person living under the protection of this govern

ment has tbe right to adopt and follow any lawful indus

trial pursuit, not injurious to the community, which he 

may see fit. And, as incident to this, is the right to 

labor and employ labor, make contracts in respect 

thereto upon such terms as may be agreed upon by the 

parties to enforce all lawful contracts, to sue and give 

evidence, and to inherit, purchase, lease, sell and con

vey property of every kind. The enjoyment or de

privation of these rights and privileges constitutes the 

essential destruction between freedom and slavery; 

between freedom and oppression." 

Tbe Globe Injector. 

W e herewith present an illustration of the Globe 

Automatic Injector, manufactured by the Eagle 

Lubricator Co., of Cleveland, Ohio. 

Great as have been the improvements made in steam 

goods during the last ten years, probably no one article 

has advanced with such rapid strides as the steam in

jector. The clumsy and complicated, four and five 

handled injectors of afew years ago have been super

seded by the automatic injector without handles, stuf

fing boxes, or packing. It requires but one valve to 

operate it, and it will lift with a hot suction pipe. It 

works with from 25 lbs. to 140 lbs. of steam, and can be 

graded 4 0 % and will restart itself if the feed is broken. 

It has but few parts, any of which can be duplicated 

without sending the injector to the factory. It requires 

no attention, and is thoroughly reliable at all times. 

Such is the Globe Injector. Every one of them js 

thoroughly tested before leaving the factory, and is 

fully warranted by the manufacturers, who will be 

pleased to send our readers descriptive circulars and 

price lists. As was stated before the manufacturers 

are the Eagle Lubricator Company, of Cleveland, Ohio. 

They also manufacture an improved ejector which will 

be illustrated in a future issue of T H E COLLIERY EN-

A calamitous explosion of fire-damp occured in No. 3 

pit ofthe Anderlues Colliery, in the province of Hain

an., Belgium, by which 152 miners lost their lives. 

Owing to the presence of fire in the pit the work of res

cue had to be abandoned and the workings flooded. 
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THE W E S T E R N PENNSYLVANIA MIN
ING INSTITUTE, 

\"M. !> 1.1'DON, --I-i 

{Transactions of Western Pennsylvania Mining lustitule.) 

From time to time there are rumors set afloat by-
certain mine otlicials not connected with this Institute. 
and who either have no intention of joining it, or are 
not eligible to membership on account of their general 
behavior and character, I deem it m y duty as secre
tary of the organization to state that our motto is 
"safety, economy, and perseverance." 

It has always been the object of the members to first 
carefully consider safely as of the utmost importance in 
the working of tbe mines under their charge; and not 
as some people would have the public believe, the dis
cussion of means whereby we can secure an advance of 
salaries. In tbe discussion of the best possible means 
-of securing safety we derive benefit because we are pre
paring ourselves to overcome difficulties whenever they 
present themselves, and the miners under our charge 
and our employers are both benefited either directly 
or indirectly in proportion to our attendance at the 
meetings ofthe Institute. 
Some colliery officials do not consider it necessary to 

study or discuses methods of mining after they have 
secured a certificate of competency as a mine foreman, 
thinking that because they are competent as far as the 
present mine law is concerned, that is all that is 
required of them. This is not the true spirit. The 
Board of Examiners that granted them certificates did 
not imagine any such line of thought, or they would 
not have granted the certificates to candidates'of such 
a frame of mind. In passing an examination, we do 
not get a diploma guaranteeing that we are absolutely 
capable of managing a mine safely and successfully, 
and there are none that more fully understand this 
than the members of this Institute. Their attendance 
at our meetings proves to me that they feel the necessity 
for more extended knowledge. 
For the past live years we have been holding these 

meetings to advance ourselves in the theory and prac
tice of mining and its allied sciences. 
I think we have a great deal to learn before we can 

assume to be even comparatively safe in our mines. In 
the matter of gases met with in mines, our theoretical 
knowledge is obtained from text-books which are very 
good in their way, but our knowledge is not as com
plete as it can be made by conference with our fellow 
officials on the practical experiences we have each had. 
I do not think we have, as yet, advanced far enough in 
our knowledge of gases to prevent serious disasters. 
It is only under certain conditions tbat we are capable of 
lessening fatal accidents in mines generating gas. It 
would appear that there is some gas present other than 
those we expect, or are taught to expect, and it is one 
with which we are not familiar, if the evidence offered 
from time to time after serious explosions is correct. 
This evidence i. to the effect that the mine was free 

of explosive gas shortly before tbe explosion. Admit
ting that a small percentage of gas and a highly volatile 
coal-dust will cause au explosion, I still think it possible 
that we could have gases present fur which we have 
never searched and of whose nature we are ignorant. 
It is possible that there is a gas given off that owing to 
its affinity for tbe hydrogen present in fire-damp, or, the 
friction of its own atoms under certain conditions— 
such as a heavy blast, a blown-out shot, or a sudden fall 
of roof—will ignite with serious results. While we 
have gases taken from the mine and tested for tbeir 
inflammable nature with certain quantities of air, jve 
do not have them tested regarding their constituent 
parts and these are important factors. 
All explosions do not occur in alike manner. At the 

time of the recent explosion at McAlester, Indian Ter
ritory, the manager ordered tbe speed of the fan im
mediately increased. This appeared at the time to be 
the most essential thing to do, and it proved to be the 
correct tiling to do. I have, however, known instances 
where a similar action proved disastrous both to the 
rescuing party and the mine. This goes to prove that 
all explosions do not occur in the same manner, neither 
do they end with the same results. 
Much more evidence could be offered on this subject, 

but as time is so limited I intend to touch on only a 
few ofthe important difficulties with which we have" to 
contend. In ventilation the notion that one mine is 
as easy to ventilate as another is absurd. Though 
located side by side difficulties will present themselves 
daily in one mine which in the other mine may never 
be met with. The superintendent of one may not be 
as willing as the superintendent of the other to have 
the mine in a well ventilated condition. H e may 
refuse to erect a furnace or f tn where such is required, 
or he may insist on a furnace where a mechanical ven
tilator would be better. Our formula? to find quantity, 
Bize of air-ways, power, etc, cannot be called, at all 
times, correct. While these formula- may be useful,and 
may show the intelligence of the mining boss who is 
able to wort them, it is only possible to arrive at 
approximate results by their use. I do not want to 
appear as condemning the works of Atkinson, Eairley, 
or Wilson. They are useful and have done a great deal of 
good, and will, I hope, continue to do so. They are 
undoubtedly right, if the air-ways and entries are driven 
as true and smooth as the entries on which these 
formula; and co-efficients were based. This being the 
case, there is room for further study and advancement 
on our parts. AVe should arrive at some system where
by we can come nearer to what we want in calculating 
lengths, size, quantities, power, etc., in our crooked and 
usually jagged air-ways that we have in our mines at 
the present time. 
Drainage is another important study, both theoreti

cally and practically, for good drainage is essential for 
health and safety in mines. I do not hesitate to say, 

that a few lessons in this branch would do none of us 
any harm. 
Timbering is a subject tbat I think has been neglect

ed. W e do not see man}- mines that can be truthfully 
said to be well timbered. In our River mines we stick 
to the old system of cross bar and post, no matter what 
the nature of the roof or floor may be. On tlie conti
nent of Europe they have an entirely different system. 
I have heard professional men, who visited the mines, 
say that they work se;\ms by using their method of 
timbering, that could not he worked at all if timbered 
by our method. There is no doubt, but that there is 
plenty of room for improvement in our manner of 
timbering. 
Haulage is another subject that demands an import

ant share of our attention. While we have in this 
vicinity some fair systems of haulage, we could improve 
them considerably if we visited mines where the most 
improved systems are in use, and discuss our experiences 
and the ideas gained at these meetings. Economy is 
one ofthe main requisites of successful mine manage
ment, and both operator and miner benefit by it. The 
one directly the other indirect]}1*. I do not mean by 
economy, reductions of wages to make up deficiencies 
due to mismanagement. 1 mean economy in the use 
of men and material. The mine boss should look on 
all expenses as if they were to be paid out of his own 
Eocket. A waste of material is no credit to an official, 
ut on tbe contrary, it is injurious to his character, as 

well as a loss to his employer. 
Where is there a better place to discuss economical 

methods of mining, than among the practical men 
composing tbe membership of this Institute? 
The third point in our motto is "Perseverance". 

This is essential if a man wants to be successful in any 
avocation, but in none more essential than in tbe avo
cation ofa mine foreman. No doubt it is disheartening 
to find yourself pressed on every side with difficulties 
over which you have no control. Your mine may not 
be in the shape }rou would wish it; You may be 
troubled with an excessive amount of water ; your air-
yvays may need timbering or retimbering, and you can
not find time to attend to them or even give instruc
tions as to the way you want the evils overcome because 
your time is all taken up by other equally important 
work. More coal is needed than you can produce 
owing to your entries striking the dip, and you have 
not the means to get the water out of them, or the 
entries have struck a rise and gas has begun to appear, 
and your ventilating power is insufficient. A U this 
may happen, and considerably more. Under such cir
cumstances tbe best of onr mine foremen will at first 
become disheartened. But, by carefully considering 
the situation and with intelligent work and persever
ance they will overcome the difficulties, and will have 
the mine in a fair, if not in a good condition, when the 
mine inspector pays him his next visit. 
Ifi were asked "the question, where could a man get 

better advice if placed in the position 1 have described, 
than by attending the meetings of this institute, I 
would be at a loss for an answer. In conclusion, I 
would say, there i-' a large field of knowledge in which 
we have never entered, and which we are not even 
acquainted with, that can be cultivated by attending 
our meetings, so as to bring forth fruit " an hundred 
fold." As we have done during the past live years, let 
us continue practicing our motto, and show by our 
actions and the transactions of our Institute, that our 
meetings are not to discuss the wage question, but to 
cultivate the acquaintance of each other and discuss 
tbe true theory and practice of mining with credit to 
ourselves, profit to our employers, and a deep regard for 
the welfare ofthe men under our charge. 

which appears in another part of this journal, is an in
structive essay which will be appreciated by all stu
dents of geology, and contains many valuable bints to 
prospectors and those in charge of the opening out of 
new mineral fields. Chapter III. is devoted to a de
scription of the coal industry ofthe State of Missouri, 
and chapter IV. is a detailed systematic description of 
tbe coal-bees now operated. 

How. TO RUN ENGINES AND BOILERS. Practical In

struction for Young Engineers and Steam Users. By 
Egbert Poineroy Watson, Editor and Proprietor of The 
Engineer. Published by The Engineer, 150 Nassau St., 
New York. Price $1.50 by mail.' 
This book of 125 pages is neatly got up and is full of 

valuable hints and information to those for whom it is 
written. It treats on all the ills that engines and boil
ers are heir to. It shows the young engineer how to 
clean boilers, and pipes of scale and describes the safety 
valve and other boiler fittings in a way that makes one 
feel more at home with these parts, "tban heretofore. 
Mr. Watson gives a good deal of space to the construc
tion of the various parts of the steam engine, and 
describes the different hitches that occur in the working 
of machinery and bow to repair tbe parts out of order. 
This book is a valuable addition to the library of tech
nical schools and will prove of service to engine drivers 
&c. 

FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE MINE INSPECTOK 

OF T H E STAT1_ OF MISSOURI FOR T H E Y E A R ENDING J U N E O O , 

1891. 
Mr- C. C. Woodson, the State Mine Inspector, presents 

a very interesting and well prepared report. It shows 
an increase of production of coal of Sri per cent, over the 
previous year. The lead and zinc industry has been 
exceedingly active the output having surpassed any 
previous year in the State's history. The iron product 
shows a decrease as compared with 1S90. The report 
affords full information as to the general character and 
location 01 all mines, tl e methods of raining and ofven-
tilation, and gives a complete list of all improvements, 
Ac, Ac. The number of tons mined is 

Coal 2,i_5l**,CUS 
Lentl 16,<J25 
•ifnc 123,725 
Iron 138,356 

The number of fatal accidents in coal mines during 
the year was 30, an average ofl fer every 413 employes 
as compared with 1 for every 448 in 1890. There have 
been 12 fatal accidents in lead ami zinc mines. 

C O A L : ITS ANTIQUITY; DISCOVERY A N D E A R L Y D E V E L O P 

M E N T IN T H E W Y O M I N G V A L L E Y . A paper read before the 
Wyoming Historical and Geological Society, June 27, 
1890, by George B. Kulp, Historiographer of the Society. 
The research and industry displayed by the author in 

gathering together and arranging'these historic facts 
and narrative are deserving of high commendation. Its 
peru .al will be found instructive and interesting. 

" DO YOU TUMBLE ?" 

T H E P H O S P H A T E S OF AMERICA, Where and H o w They 
Occur; H o w They are Mined; and What They Cost, 
with Practical Treatises on the Manufacture of Sul
phuric Acid, Acid Phosphate, Phosphoric Acid, and 
Concentrated Superphosphates, and Select Methods of 
Chemical Analysis. By Francis Wyatt,Pb. D., Pp. 178; 
profusely illustrated. Tbe Scientific Publishing Com
pany, New York, Publishers. Price S4. 
Tins book will undoubtedly fill a long-felt want. 

Until now the literature on this subject has been scat
tered, being mostly confined to articles published in 
scientific journals, and in the proceedings of societies of 
different nations, and in diflerentlanguages. Dr. Wyatt 
has collected and epitomized what has already been 
written on the phosphates of North America and sup
plemented it with the result of his own large and 
varied experience. 
Since the nature and extent of the Florida deposits 

were discovered there has been a "boom" in phos
phates, and more attention has been attracted to the min
eral tban ever before. As there has been no authorita
tive book of reference on this subject the general ignor 
ance concerning it is enormous, and as a consequence 
unscrupulous or oversanguine promoters and landown
ers have been able to sadly mislead the trusting 
investor with illusive statements. At the present time 
manufacturers, chemists, and farmer-* are all agreed that 
the supply is not being economically used, anil this 
book, in showing the way to the right path, should 
prove a boon to all interested. It is written chiefly for 
tbe non-scientific and non-technical, explaning chemi
cal reactions when necessary, lucidly and simply, and 
illustrating by plain diagrams the construction ofappara-
tus and machinery. 

A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE COAL DEPOSITS OU MIS

SOURI F R O M FIELD W O R K PROSECUTED DURING T H E YEARS 

1890 A N D 1891, with 131 illustrations by ArthurWinslow, 
State Geologist. This book is interesting throughout 
its entire pages. Even the preface, an extract from 

That is, "do you tumble" to the fact that you can gain 
a vast amount of information regarding economies in 
the mining and preparation of coal by keeping posted 
in regard to improved mechanical methods? If you 
do, you will appreciate the wisdom of our advice, when 
we tell you to 

Said to (ieo. P. Clark, Windsor Locks, Conn., for a cata
logue of his exhaust fans. 

Send, to Crawford & McCrimmon, of Brazil, Ind., for a 
catalogue of their hoisting engines, fans, etc. 

Send to W . E. Cole, Washington, Indiana, for circulars 
describing and prices of bis efficient and durable fans. 

Send to The Cannelton Supply Co,, of Cannelton, Pa., 
for circulars and prices ofthe successful Grim'a Coal 
Drill. 

Send to The Cameron Steam Pump Co., foot of East 
Twenty-third St., New York City, for a catalogue of 
the old reliable Cameron Steam Pumps, that have for 
years ranked among the best for mine use. 

Send to Copeland & Bacon, 85 Liberty St,, N e w York, 
for catalogues of hoisting and winding engines, ore 
treating machinery, etc: They have been in the busi
ness for years, and are fully up to the times. 

Send to The Philip Carey Mfg. Co., 117 to 125 Gilbert 
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, and learn how much the effi
ciency of your steam plant may be increased by using 
their Asbestos boiler and pipe covering. 

Send to The Craudall Parking Co., of Palmyra, New 
York, for a catalogue of their different kinds of ex
cellent packing for steam or water pistons. 

Send to The Curtis Regulator Co., 63 Beverly St., Boston, 
Mass., for a catalogue illustrating and describing their 
various regulators that will prove efficient and econo
mical. 

As an illustration of dispatch in supplying repairs 
we heard ofa man who recently went to the shops of 
the Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company to get two 
cross head gibs, wliich were to replace worn ones from 
an engine made by the company ten years ago, and 
since became obsolete. The pattern jvas found, brass 
castings made, put into shaping machine, and finished 
and delivered in one hour and a half. 
Another case a few days before, the Empire Construc

tion Company, of Oiange, N. J., bought a double drum 
hoisting engine and boiler, and upon erecting boiler on 
the bedplate, it fell (a rope breaking) and broke about 
tenor a dozen parts ofthe engine. A man was quickly 
dispatched to the Lidgerwood shops and carried away 
everv part required in less than half an hour. The en-
ginewas running the next morning. 
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A W E L L D E S I G N E D ENGINE. 

And one tbat is Peculiarly Adapted for Fane and 
Breakers. 

A long felt want around collieries has been an engine 
combining the old principles of plain slide valve, and 
box bed frame, with modern tasteand eeomomy ofsteam. 
That result has been practically secured in th'e produc 
tion of the engine illustrated in the accompanying en
graving. 
The cylinder is securely doweled to the bed frame 

and its proportions are made to comply with tbe best 
gractice ofsteam engineering. Tbe cylinder of twenty 
ve years ago with its stroke three and frequently four 

times the bore, allowed tbe steani to follow almost the 
entire length of tbe stroke before cutting off. The 
pressure, therefore, at the end of the stroke was almost 
equal to the initial pressure and the benefits ofthe ex
pansive qualities of the steani were thus wasted through 
the exhaust pipe. In the modern plain slide valve en
gine it is the intention of the designer to so proportion 
his cylinder that the steani supply shall be cut off at 
from one-half to two-thirds of the stroke and then 
utilize the expansive force ofthe steam to complete the 
stroke. The exhaust pressure is thereby reduced to 
about one-half of the initial piessure. To do this effect
ively and maintain the power, the diameter ofthe 
cylinder is increased and the stroke decreased. And 
in place of 10// X 30", 8" X 20", and G" X 15", we 
find 12" X 15", 10" X 12", and S" X 10", as the pop
ular proportions ofthe cylinders for 40, 25, and 15 liorse 
power, respectively. 
Another leading economy in the modern cylinder is 

the fact that as the diameter of the cylinder is increased 
tbe percentage of friction is decreased. 
The engine here shown has been designed on the 

foregoing principles. Perfect, alignment, rigidity, econ 

A S U C C E S S F U L E L E C T R I C MINING-
P L A N T . 

Erected and Running Under Most Adverse Condi-

The utilization of sources of power remote from its 
point of application has, during the past two years, 
received considerable attention from electricians in 
this and other countries; and repeated experiments 
have demonstrated the practicability of utilizing power, 
by the adoption of electrical methods, which would 
otherwise be wasted, and of its utilization to t-uch ad
vantage tbat projects may be, and have been, carried 
out which, without the application of electricity, would 
have been impossible. This has been particularly the 
case in the mining industry. Lodes of metal are'fre
quently found at great altitudes, jvhere, unless some 
cheap power can be applied attbe requireilfpot.they can 
never repay jvorking. It is not so long ago that a 
project to generate pojver for mining purposes at the 
foot of a mountain and utilize it economically and 
midway, or at the summit, would have been etoff.d at as 
visionary ;but this feat has been accomplished and with 
complete success. 
Probably the best example of this, at tbe present 

time, is tbe large plant which has been installed by the 
Edison lien eral Electric Company at the Virgin ius group 
of mines near Ouiay, Colorado. It is one ofthe largest, 
if not the largest, purely mining plant in the world. 
Every difficulty likely to be met wilh in work of this 
nature was encountered in the installation. Tbe pipe 
line is laid along the side of a rocky canyon ; the wires 
from the power bouse to the mine, are stiung partly 
through dense timber, where they are exposed to dam
age from falling trees, and partly above timber line, 
over rocks and snow banks, where the poles and wires 
are liable to be carried away by snow-slides and where 

omy, and durability, at the lowest possible cost, are 
what the makers claim for it. 
The rods are all of steel, the "Brasses" of tbe best 

gun metal and tlie shaft of hammered iron, A critical 
steani test is made of every engine, at the works, before 
shipping, the adjustments are all carefully made and 
the engine is ready to run the moment it is placed in 
position and given steam. 
They areadapted to all classes of duty and are guar

anteed' to give as satisfactory service as any plain slide 
valve engine of similar capacity and in the majority of 
cases will show an economy of"fuel. 
Tbese engines a^e carried in stock and are at all times 

ready for immediate delivery. A full line of vertical 
engines from three to thirty five horse power and hoi-t
ing engines of almost any description from live to 
fifty horse power are also carried in stock. 
A full line of vertical and horizontal tubular boilers 

are also kept in stock for immediate delivery. The 
boilers are made of steel with a tensile strength of 60,000 
lbs. per inch of section. They are well braced through
out and the workmanship and material are ofthe best. 
Any further information wiil be cheerfully furnished 

by Mr. C. B. Scott, Scranton, Pa., who will willingly 
furnish estimates to buyers on any part ofthe conti
nent. 

S. B. Stine, of Osceola Mills, Pa., reports a gratifying 
number of replies to his advertisement of mine cars and 
patent car wheels which has appeared in T H E COLLIERY 
E N G I N E E R for several months past. H e has received a 
number of orders through it, and at present is making 
estimates on a lot to go fo New Mexico. Mr. Stine has 
had long experience in the business and builds many 
diflerent kinds of cars. Owing to his works being situ
ated where both lumber and iron are cbeapand freight 
rates reasonable, be is able to furnish cars at the lowest 
possible prices. 

lightning storms are frcqtientand violent. The line is 
nearly four miles long, the voltage ofthe current eight 
hundred volts, and the mine is wet. The relative ad
vantages ofthe ground return and complete metallic 
circuit are illustrated, and switches are so arranged tbat 
either may be employed, tbe metallic circuit being 
used at present. The plant includes a variety of ma
chinery, comprising two pumps, one hoist, one blower, 
and two motors running mills, indeed, ahnost every-
thirg except locomotives and drills, and these will 
probably be added shortly. Lastly, the enormous 
saving that can be effected in many places by the utili
zation and transmission of water power by means of 
electricity is strikingly manifested. Coal at the mines 
costs eighteen dollars per ton, and before the installa
tion of this plant was made, the cost of the power 
amounted to nearly 840,000 per annum. This sum is 
saved by the adoption of electric power. An instance 
is also afforded of unprofitable mines being rendered 
profitable by the use of cheap<r power, for while some 
ofthe mines of this group are rich enough in melal to 
repay working under tbe most adverse conditions, 
there are others of lower grade which wouldhave been 
shut down in case the electric plant had proved a fail
ure, but which, with tbe plant, will now yield a satis
factory profit. 
The foregoing gives a general idea ofthe nature of 

the plant and the difficulties encountered in its instal
lation, but an actual visit to the mine is necessary to 
give a correct conception of the real character of the 
plant, which is undoubtedly one of the most remark
able in existence. Great credit is reflected on the 
managers ofthe mine, who possessed tbe requisite en
terprise and sagacity to expend a large amount of 
money 011 a purely speculative experiment, tbe success 
of which was regarded as uncertain by even tbestrong-
est advocates of electric transmission of power. 
If a careful search ofthe Rocky Mountain Region 

had been made with a view of selecting for the first ex
tensive cxperimenlal mining plant, a location present
ing every conceivable difliculty and one which would 
prove a crucial test to electric power at tbe very outset^ 
it is very probable that the Virginius mine would have 
been chosen. 
Tbe Virginius and neighboring mines, owned by the 

Caroline Mining Company, are situated near the sum
mit of Mt. SnefHes, in the* region of perpetual snow at 
an altitude of 12,700 feet above the sea, and about 5,000* 
feet higher than timber line. They are reached by a 
wagon road, open in the summer, but impassable in the 
winter, when the only route to tbe mines is by a diffi
cult trail, the lower part of which, denominated the "zig
zag," winds up a declivity so precipitous that burros 
with their packs, slipping"from a trail frequently roll 
down past several blanches of the zigzag before they 
are stopped by a tree or rock. The upper part extends 
over a rocky plateau above timber line, and along cliffs 
where the snow is frequently over 20 feet deep on the 
level, and where terrific wind and lighlning storms are-
frequent. The lower half of the line from the power 
bouse to tbe foot of the zigzag extends up a deep 
canyon through a forest of dense timber. Tbe danger 
of breakage and grounds frcm falling trees which are 
frequently blown down by storms and rest on the 
wires for some time before they can be removed, is-
continually present. The constructions ofheavy line 
work over nearly four miles of such ground is an 
undeitaking, the" difliculty of which is evident, but 
which can be fully appreciated only by an actual ex
amination; while the maintenance and operation of 
the plant underthe conditions just specified piesent 
even more serious difficulties. Butalthough these diffi
culties are exceptionally great, the enormous expense 
of transporting fuel to the mines, rendered the advan
tages of an electric transmission plant so very striking. 
tbat the management was induced to make the trial. 
Tbe water power utilized for the plant is in Red 

Canon Creek, nearly four miles from the 
mines. The water power plant consists of 
a small dam, an iron pipe line, extending 
alongthesidesof the canon,a distance of 
about 4,000 feet, giving an effective head 
of 485 feet, and two Pelton wheels, one 
five feet, the other six feet in diameter, 
capable of developing under that head 
500 II. P. and 720 H. P. respectively, or 
a total of 1220 H. P., the two wheels-
being connected to separate shafts, so 
that either wheel may run the entire 
station. The electric generating plant 
comprises, at present, one 100 K. W . Edi
son dynamo and two 60 K. AV. Edison 
dynamos, giving a total output of 293 E. 
H. P. The length of the line, as previ
ously described, is a little over 19,000 
feet. The electric machinery operated 
at the mines consists at present of two 
pumps, 00 H. P. and 25 H. P. respective
ly ; hoist one (25 H. P.). 2 Edison motors, 
each of GOH. P., running concentrators 
and stamping mills and a 15 H.P. blower. 
The large pump which was erected when 
the plant was first installed, raises 150 
gallons of water 700 feet per minute, and 
is of the Knowles duplex type. A n 
Edison standard motor is geared to it by 
a double worm, one right hand and one 
left hand, working into two spur-gears 
that mesh into each other and operate 
the pump, the object of the two worms 
being to neutralize the longitudinal 
thrust. The smaller pump, which was 
installed a few months ago, is somewhat 
similar, the motor, however, being 
mounted over the pump, with its arma
ture vertical, the weight of the armature 
counteracting the thrust of the single 
worm employed. Both pumps have 
been working steadily and smoothly for 
several months, and have satifactorily 

filled requirements. 
1 The hoist consists of an Edison motor of standard 
type, but of street car winding and controlling switch, 
geared to tbe drum through tbe medium ofa friction 
clutch. By means of the controlling switch and clutch, 
the hoist is under more perfect control tban a steam 
hoist. 
The molors for the mills and blowers are of the 

standard type, and present no exceptional features. 
The most serious troubles have been caused by 

lightning, electric storms in that section ofthe country 
being frequent and very violent. This has formed tbe 
snlVeet matter of particular study and special lightning 
anesters have been devised that give excellent protec
tion. Since their adoption little or no trouble has been 
experienced from this source. 
That difficulties were encountered in the early opera

tion ofthe plant is not surprising, and the fact that 
these difficulties have been overccme and the entile 
plant operated successfully and satisfactorily under 
conditions that for severity are not likely to be ex
ceeded anywhere, demonstrates the practicability of 
electric power for mining, and guarantees its success in 
this field. 

Messrs. Abendroth & Root Manufacturing Company 
2S Cliff Street, New York, send to our desk an interest
ing and handsomely illustrated pamphlet, telling all 
about the manufacture ami uses of their celebrated Spi
ral Riveted Water Pipe, also giving numerous views of 
situations where it is employed. 
There is an admirable illustration of the St. Clair 

Tunnel, Port Sarnia, Canada, showing Root's Spiral 
Riveted Pipe as used therein for ventilating purposes. 
The pamphlet is well worth obtaining and can be had 

upon application. Ask for "Spiral Riveted Water 
Pipe" pamphlet. 
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FOR 

BEGINNERS 

IN THE STUDY OF THE 

A R T op JVIi-NiNG 
AND THE 

SCIENCES RELATED TO IT. 

Ibis department is intended for miners and others, who in 
their youth liave not been able to attend, school and who are 
now desirous to inform thewiselvex in Ihe theory of mining and 
to learn how to answer ihe questions in ventilation, mine sur
veying, and mechanics which are asked at Ihe era mi nations for 
mine managers and mine foreman's certificates, and which it 
is important for them to understand as fun men and officers of 
mines. All the questions asked at the different examinations 
for mine manager's and mine foreman's certificates and for 
mine inspectors in this country are printed and answered in 
•flu's department. The principles involved are explained hide-
tail so as to be easily understood and tlie. calculations are 
worked aid al length for the benefit of those who are not familiar 
wilh figures. 

PENMANSHIP. 

To write well consists in training the hand to obey 
the will, so that whatever form may be fixed upon the 
mind, the hand will readily reproduce it. To illus
trate the importance of this statement write your name 
with the pen in the right band, then in the left hand, 
and see if tbe results are alike. If not, it is not that 
you have any less perfect knowledge of what is under
taken, but the muscles do not obey the commands of 
the will, because not trained. To make these muscles 
subject to tbe will requires practice and much of it. 
Thiscan not beemphas-ized too strongly, as penmanship, 
like any other study, requires close application. 
The capital letter S, Fig. 40, is written correctly in 

the first letter at the left. It consists of a right curve 
extending upwards the full height of the letter, at the 
top it is joined by a narrow turn to the capital stem 
which it crosses midway between the bottom and full 
height of the letter. The oval is terminated just before 
it reaches the intersection of the curve and stem. 
Letter 2, counting from the left, is a deformity arising 

from the imperfect development of the lower ellipse; it 
is made too large and on the wrong inclination. 
Another error is tlie crossing of the stem at too gre.it a 
height. In letter 3 the downward line is made too 
Straight, producing an angular turning at the base. In 
this letter, as in letter 2, the lower oval i_ divided un
equally upon left and right of first curve. In the fourth 
letter the upper loop is too large and Ibe lower loop too 
small, which produces a manifest deformity. 
The capital T is sliown as it should be written in tbe 

first letter, counting from the left, of Fig. 41. It con
sists of a capital stem and a cap. Usually the cap is 
written first, but it is optional, some preferring to write 
tbe capital stem first. In studying this letter it would 
be well to practice upon tbe parts of tbe letter separate
ly, observing tbe proportionate length and position of 

AdA-^ Try 

the lines. In letter 2, counting from the left, the capital 
stem is made too nearly straight, and the cap piece is 
imperfectly developed. Letter 3 shows the stem and 
cap connected, which is a careless way of writing this 
letter. In letter 4, the fourth law of penmanship is 
violated in making the cap piece, namely: all curves 
should be elliptical. In the stem the oval is contracted 
and brought to a close by a dot. 
In Fin. 42 the first letter U sati-f.es the requirements 

of the four laws of penmanship, and is pleasing to the 
eye. Its development consists of a capital loop, the 
same as is employed in making the letter V, which 
unites at the base with a right curve which extends up
ward two thirds tbe height ofthe letter, at the termi
nation of this curve a slanting straight line is drawn to 

the base and there unites with a right curve drawn up
wards one-third of the full height ofthe letter. Letter 

2 is a violation of tbe first law of penmanship, namely: 
all strokes must be parallel. Letter 3 shows an error "to 
be guarded against in writing (his letter, that of making 
it too much like the capital W, so that it is mistaken 
for it. In letter 4 the capital loop is imperfectly 
developed, and the straight line retraces the right curve 
one-half of its length. 

P O W E R IN MINING. 

The Elementary Principles of Mechanics—Steam— 
Boilers—Engines—The Machinery Employed in 
Mines. 

36. But in example under Question 33 you forgot that 
the weight of car and so on, hung from a pulley at the 
top of tbe head gear? 
Tbat pulley, or sheave, did not alter the case. The 

rope pulls with 9,000 pounds whether it is straight to the 
drum or not. 
37 Then is a pulley or sheave of no account? 
All that one fast pulley does is to change the direc

tion of the motion. Tbe engine and drum could not 
be placed on top of the derrick. 
38. Is that always the case, that a sheave only affects 

the direction not the amount ofthe power? 
Yes, I will prove it. A power pulling on the rope at 

P has tbe same lever arm as the 
weight which is hanging at W . (Fig. 5}, 
because the pulley is round. 

39. Suppose the pulley is not fast, 
what then? 
If the pulley is loose and one end of 

the rope fast as in 
Fig. 0, then the power 
is different. The pul
ley revolves by climb
ing up the rope A B 
so tbat P has a lever 
arm equal to tbe 
diameter of the pul
ley, and the weight, 

from the center, has a 
adius. So, P 

_ W. P X 2 •• = W X r. 
40. How is it with the block and 

tackle? 
Similarly, only with two 

A A 

tP 
FIG. 5. 

which han_ 
lever arm equal to thi 

FIG. 7 

•ets of 
hlocks.one fixed and the other pet loose, 
the power required to hoist any weight 
with the combination is as much smaller than the 
weight raised as the number ol branches of rope. A 
pair of blocks with 4 pulleys above and 4 below will 
have 8 branches of rope (Fig. 0 has 2). So the power 
can, by the combination, raise a weight S times as great, 
but, of course, yon must haul in 8 times as much rope 
as the distance through which the weight is lifted. 
41. What is the strongest combination of pulleys? 
What is known as Ihe differental pulley, Fig. 7. 
A large pulley, B, and a small one, A, arefastened on 

the same axle. An endless chain goes 
around them, as is shown, and also 
under tbe pulley. Now, if yon pull on 
the chain at the arrow, you raise the 
weight a small distance. A power ap
plied there will raise a weight equal in 
amount to the power multiplied by 
twice the diameter of the pulley B, 
and divided by the difference between 
the diameters of the pulleys A 
and B, This is a very powerful and 
useful arrangement for lifting great 
weights like pump rods, column pipe, or 
machinery. 
42. H o w is it with spur wheels? Do 

they obey the same rule? 
Yes, the rule is thesame. The power 

multiplied by its lever arm is equal to 
the weight multiplied by its lever arm. 

Also, that the distance traveled hy the power multi
plied by the power equals the distance traveled by the 
weight times the weight. 
43. Does not the number of teeth have anything to 

do with it? 
Yes it has. Two wheels gearing into one another 

have their teeth the same distance apart. So the num
ber of teeth the two wheels will have depends upon their 
diameters. If one wheel is 5 feet across and the other 
is 20 inches across, then the big wheel has 3 times as 
many teeth as the little wheel, because it is 3 times as 
broad. 

44. Suppose a spar wheel 9 inches diameter engages 
with another star wheel 72 inches across, how much 
weight can I raise with it? 
That depends upon how the power is applied. As 

for these two spur wheels, one wheel turns around 
once while the other turns 8 times, because the big 
wheel has S times as many teeth as the small one. 
45. Then let us assume a second motion hoister with 

5,000 pounds pressure on tbe crank pin which is 1 inch 
from the edge of the spm- wheel ? 
That is a poor relation of parts but I will take that 

case. The crank turns once while the small spur 
wheel turns once. N ow the crank being 1 inch from 
the edge, is 3?,- inches from the center. Tbe lever arm 
ofthe power is 3.5 inches. So 5,000 X 3} = 17,500 foot-
inches. The spur wheel turns once and could raise a 
weight on its teeth equal to 17,500 divided by 4\ inches 
(see Fig. 5}. So the weight it could raise at its teeth is 
3,888 pounds which is tbe effort made upon the teeth 
of the large wheel. Now 3,888 multiplied by 30 inches 
the radius of the large wheel equals the effort upon 
the drum. If the drum is on the same shaft as the big 
spur wheel, it revolves as often as tbespur wheel. The 
weight ofthe rope, cage, and car which is hanging from 
the drum with a lever arm equal to its radius, balances 
the 3,888 multiplied by 36 inches. So, if the drum 

equals 5 feet, the weight times 2\ ft. balances 3,888 
times 3 feet. The weight would then be 4,000 pounds. 

Fig. 8 would illus
trate this case. (See 
page 153,oftheFeb-
ruary, 1892, number 
of T H E COLLIERY 

ENGINEER.) 

40. Then do all 
the calculations in 
m e c h a n i c s and 
power depend upon 
the one principle of 

FIG. 8, lever arms ? 
'Yes. Whether it 

is a crow-bar you are using or a pullev, or any similar ar
rangement, the rule is to multiply the power you must 
use hy its lever arm and that must be equal to the 
weight you lift multiplied by its lever arm, 
47. Would it make any difference in the calculation 

whether the second motion engine has its two wheels 
spurred or only friction wheels? 
No. Whether the pinion wheel A gears by teeth 

into tbe tooth wheel on the drum, or if A is a paper 
wheel pressing against tbe iron band of the drum, the 
result must be the same. 
48. Is there no difference at all between spur wheels 

and friction wheels for transmitting the power? 
Tbe only difference is that the pinion wheel pays 

out power to the spur wheel by contact ofthe teeth, 
and each tooth must lie strong enough to stand the 
pressure. W h e n two friction wheels are in contact, the 
power paid out by A depends upon the friction, or bite, 
that the paper can be made to have on the iron band 
of tbe drum. To get this amount of friction you must 
use great force at the brake lever to throw the drum 
against the pinion. 
49. Then what is the idea in having a small crank 

wheel and pinion and a large drum ? 
The crank arm can only be half as large as the length 

of one-half the stroke. The pinion wheel ison the 
same shaft as is the crank wheel. Now, the longer the 
stroke of the engine the longer is tlie crank arm and 
tlie greater weight tbe drum can hoist. Or the larger 
the diameter of the iron friction band on the drum, 
and the smaller the diameter of the drum, the larger is 
the weight that you can hoist. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

METHODS OP MINING*. 

Shaft Sinking-—Tunneling*— Systems of Working* Coal 
and Metals—Timbering- in Mines. 

27. What are the sills for? 
With a soft floor the posts will sink unless they rest 

on sills. I have seen six feet galleries nearly closed by 
the pressure of soft floor upwards and hard roof down
wards. In lead mines tbese "creeps" are as common 
as they are in coal mines. The sills should be long and 
strong, and always placed with bearings on tbe ends, 
and tbe ground hollowed out under them at the center. 
Then they are not so liable to break if the posts force 
the sills down. 
28. Are not sills sometimes placed lengthwise instead 

of crosswise to tbe drifts? 
Yes, the foot of each post rests on unhewn logs which 

are placed along the two corners ofthe floor. On each 
log several posts rest. If the pressure is also great from 
the sides, the sills are kept apart bv wedge-braces every 
seven or eight feet, fitted to the sills. (Fig. 9.) 

29. H o w far apart 
should the frames 
be? 
That depends up

on thenatureof the 
ground. If the rock 
is firm, thesetsmay 
be three or four feet 
apart. If the press
ure is great tbey 
must be nearer to
gether. 

30. Suppose the 
ground is crumbling? 
Then on tbe outside of the sets lagging is placed, 

resting against tlie posts, and on top of the caps. 
31. What is tlie lagging made of ? 
Slabs from tlie sawmill, or somewhatlight cord wood. 

The lagging should always be weaker than the timbers 
of the sets so as to break first if the pressure comes. 
After tlie crush the lagging can be more readily re
placed than could the sets if tbey broke. 
32. Suppose the ground is very weak and soft, bow 

would you timber? 
If I were driving a gallery through very soft ground,* 

I would use spilling. That method protects the miner 
while he is working and makes a permanent strong 
timbering. Fig. 10 is a fair drawing of it. Under tbe 

Fin. 10. 

cap of one set and over the cap of tbe next, I would 
drive spillings ; that is, laths, somewhat pointed. Tlie 
length ofthe laths is greater tban the distance between 
two sets. As the men pick out the face they have a roof 
overhead,and when they have gone ahead tar enough to 
put in a set it is done. In the meantime not onlv are 
the roof laths driven, but also those at the sides, in 

http://gre.it
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front of one post, and behind the next one in advance. 
W h e n the roof or sides press upon the laths, they are 
bent so that the front end is forced down on the for-j 
ward set, and the rear end upward against the cap. , 
The cap is not raised out of place because on top of it 
two other laths are pressing downward. The laths are 
driven by mallet or hammer. 

33. H o w large are the laths? 
Tbey may be of any size that you can drive. But 

not much over three inches thick. 
34. What kind of ground would you use this method 

for ? 
Soft shaly ground, broken stuff, and moderately stiff 

clay. 
35. Will it do in very soft clay ? 
Yes if the ground does not run like quicksand, for 

example, or if it does not melt after it has been opened 
into. 
36. Suppose you strike the kind of ground that runs, 

what then ? 
For the purpose of driving through such soft ground, 

you would have to use some of the more elaborate 
methods which employ iron and masonry. 

37. Are drifts, galleries, and entries all timbered 
alik e ? 

Yes, unless they are so wide as to require very etout 
caps, or else a center prop. The center props are not 
desirable, because of the room they take, and also 
because thev are tbe cause of so many accidents if cars 
are run on" both sides of them. In metal mines the 
timbering is of a different style. 

38. W h y is that? 
Because tbe veins are steep, and because the floor and 

roof rock is stronger than you find in coal mines. Flat 
beds, whether of coal or of zinc, have soft roof and floor, 
and require sets to be of four pieces. AVhen the vein is 
tipped up steep, the floor and roof are on the sides of 
tbe gallery, and are called foot wall and hanging wall. 
As thev are strong and firm, there would be no timbering 
required on the sides. The only pieces then are the 
cap, called a stull, and the floor sill. 

39. H o w is the stull fastened? 
A hitch is cut in the foot 

wall to rest one end of tbe 
stull while the other end is 
hammered down against hang
ing wall. Tbe stull is cut much 
longer than the width of the 
vein between walls. Some
times a wedge-block is driven 
at head, as shown in Fig. 
11. (See page 103, February, 
1802, issue.) 

40. Suppose the 
brittle, or soft? 

Then a large head block 
is used beside the stull, just 
as the post and collar arrange
ment would be used in coal 
veins. If that will not do, the 
gallery is timbered by three 
pieces, as in Fig. 12. By the 
way, remember that the tri
angle is the strongest form 
you can have for frames. 

GEOLOGY 

In its Relation to Coal, Iron, Oil, Gas, and OreB. 

28. Is the whole crust of the earth stratified above 
the granite? 

Yes, and all are called sometimes sedimentary rock as 
well as stratified. The first name refers to the mode of 
formation, the second to the manner of its occurrence. 
29. H o w thick is the stratified series? 
The crust of the earth is 50 miles thick and the 

stratified rock varies from a mile to ten miles. 
30. Has any one ever seen the bottom granite? 
Oh yes. Sometimes the stratified rocks on the granite 

are not deep and a bore hole has been drilled down 
into it. Sometimes very deep holes, nearly a mile, have 
failed to reach even the carboniferous. In other places 
there are no stratified rocks to bide the granite. 

31. W h y is that? 
Such places may have been the original hills of the 

earth against which all the seas have beaten. In 
Canada and the Adirondack Mountains are remains of 
these primitive hills. 

32. May they not have been thrown up through all 
these strata? 
Not there; but the Rocky Mountain range was 

formed in that way. 
33. Did the mountains break right through all the 

strata? 
Yes, for all along them North and South you will 

see the rocks standing up on end like in Figure 8. At 

30. W h y are they so called . 
Geologists call them faults. Thev are breaks in the 

Fig. 
But it 

FIG.11. 

strata, across them. For example, if the rocks 
9 were to break, the fault would be along A B. 
seems tbat besides cracking, the strata fell and are mis
placed as in Fig. 11, where A and B are coal seams. 
The right hand side slipped on the fault line. As these 
faults generally cause a settling ofone side or the other, 
tbe miners have called them "throws" as if one side 
was thrown up or thrown down. 
40, What do tbe miners mean by " rock faults " or 

" slate faults ? " 
These are not, truly, faults but they are names which 

the miner uses for portions of the coal beds which are 

FIG. 12 

41. Would this be used "if one wall is loose? 
Perhaps, though a common plan then is to put a post 

along the wall that is not strong, and have the cap rest 
on it at one end, and on a notch in the other wall. 

42. In all of these forms of timbering I see no arrange
ment for cairying oft'the drainage water? 
In the coal mines vou do not want to cut the gang

ways or entries any higher than vou have to for the car 
or man to get through. So a gutter is arranged for 
down in the lower corner ofthe timbering sets. In ore 
mines and in steep veins it makes no difference if you 
cut a high gallery, so then the gutter is cut under the 
sill and under the ties of the track. This is better than 
making the gangway wide, which you do not want in 
steep veins. 

43. H o w are slopes or inclined shafts timbered? 
Very much like the tunnels, only great care must be 

used ih placing the sills. You must have sills in slope-
timbering but vou do not have to use them in tunnels. 
If the roof is bad you must give attention to its support. 
If it is not, then the frame is not strong, or else only 
props are used in the center with a partition nailed to 
them if the ladder-way is to be separated from tbegang-

way. 
44. H o w are shafts timbered ? 
Some shafts in firm rock are not timbered at all, but 

these are not safe. Besides, the hoisting can not be 
very fast in such a shaft. A bucket is tbe only convey
ance that can be used then, and it is not safe to hoist 
buckets faster than 200 feet per minute. An nn-
timbered shaft is therefore only for small mines. For 
large mines Ibe shaft must lie well timbered to allow of 
the use of a cage for hoisting, and to give a secure outlet. 
for the men. Tbe varieties of form for shaft timbering 
are numerous. 

45. Which is the simplest? 
The simplest and quickest to build is that composed 

of posts in the four corners standing upright, and five 
feet long. On these there 
rest two long wall plates 
and short sticks across. 
These pieces are about six 
or eight inches square or 
round. (See Fig. 13.) 
Above again come the 
corner posts with wall 
plates and crosspieces. At 
every thirty feet or so 
there are three very heavy 
timbers fitted into notches 
in the walls. These support the entire weight of the 
timbers. Back of the timbers the shaft is lined with 
two inch planks placed vertically, wilh tbe space behind 
them filled up with waste rock. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

places the walls stand 300 feet high. It is this wliich 
makes the Garden of the Gods so famous. There, the 
rocks stand hundreds of feet high in walls and towers. 

34. Is the Silurian next to the granite? 
No, not here. Elsewhere it is next. The carbonif

erous was broken off below, but was not pushed up to 
the surface. You will notice to tbe right the rocks be
come Hat and so they extend all the way for 2,000 miles 
to the Allegheny Mountains where they again stand up. 
Some of the Anthracite coal seams are steep instead of 
flat. The coal marked to the right is cretaceous. W e 
know, too, that the Rocky Mountains were tipped up 
because on the other side the rocks are broken off dip
ping toward the West. And also a few patches were 
carried up on the tops. 

35. I should think the strata would be broken up by 
this uplifting. Are they? 
Yes they are. You must remember that tbe quiet 

depositing of mud as I explained was going on while 
the earth was cooling. As it cooled, tbe strata shrunk 
and in doing so became squeezed. The layers were 
bent and distorted just like a number of sheets of paper 
would behave under a side pressure tbat squeezed 

them. 

sandstone where some ofthe 

FIG. 12. 

coal ought to be, as S in Fig. 12. Tbey call them 
" horses " in ore mining. 

41. Faults, then, are places where the rocks havebeen 
broken and afterwards displaced? Is there ever any
thing in those cracks? 
Oh, yes. In regions where volcanoes exist and where 

earthquakes are common, the faults are often filled with 
lava from the volcanoes or with silver and lead ores. 
In the coal regions, however, they rarely have anything 
but dirt and fine rock. 

42. Are faults common? 
I know of onlv three in Pennsylvania Bituminousre-

gion. There are several in the Anthracite districts. 

30. What are these called ? 
They are called " folds " or ' 

They a re quite numerous in the WesternStates hut not 
rolls." Vou must have common in Virginia, Illinois, or Missouri. 

43. H o w far do the rocks slip? 
The limits are 1 foot and 20,000 ft. The average may 

be said to be 20 feet. But in Utah there is a throw of 
10,000 feet. And in Pennsylvania and Virginia the 
sinking is over 30,000 feet. 

44. Are thev ever near together? 
Look at Fig". 13 which is a good example from Eng

land. 
45. 

noticed them in the mine. Fig. 9 is from an actual 
case. Fig 10 is also another case from on top of the 
Rocky Mountains a mile above sea level. The dotted 
lines show where it is believed the strata united. A 
B and C are valleys and creeks. At Tamaqua, Penn., 
the M a m m o t h coal bed, as it is called, is bent like the 
letter U coming out on Sharp Mountain at one end and 
Locust Mountain at the other. 

37. With these bends and rolls I should think the 

Fio. 10. 

strata might he broken ? 
They often arc broken fine or else they crack just 

as is shown in Fig. 11. (See page 103 and Fig. 4, p. 147, 
of February, 1802, number.) 

38. AVhat are the cracks called? 
" Faults" is the proper name for these bre.aks but 

miners call them " thrusts," or " throws." 

H o w do you know but they maybe separate beds 

which never were connected? 
Do not vou recall what I said about fossils? 
Well, each different rock will have some distinct 

variety of shell fish or leaf by which we can recognize it. 
AVhen the rocks are similar they have the same kinds 
of fossils. 

40. Then by tbe fossils you know where to look for 
the rest of the coal seam ? 
Yes, if I am mining one of those coal seams and 

strike a fault, I go over to the other side, examine the 
rock and then by its fossils I can tell whether the 
thrust has been up, or down. And I go accordingly, 
Don't you see how important fossils are? 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 
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A N A L Y S I S O F C O A L , ORES, ETC. 

Instructions in Sampling and in Making- Analysis to 
Ascertain the Quality and Value of Coal, Ores, 

-Sec, &c. 

An analysis as defined by the dictionaries as the 
separation ofa compound substance into its elements. 
As applied to chemical work, it is more than this. Not 
only are the simple substances separated from one 
another but tbey are also measured or weighed, so as to 
know the relative amounts. Gases are not easily 
weighed, so they are measured by the quart or cubic 
foot. Solids and liquids are weighed. 
First in taking samples for analysis the attempt 

should be made to get as near an average ofthe ma
terial to be tested as possible so that the sample will 
give a fair idea of what the mine will ship. To get 
this, the rooms or stopes, which have working faces ex
posed, should be visited and broken down over the 
entire face of tbe exposure, up, down, and across. Each 
driftor tunnel should be similarly sampled so that the 
average of the vein is obtained. In coal seams, small 
partings that are likely to be removed and shipped 
with the coal should be included in the sample. Wher
ever samples may be taken, entries are made in the 
note-book ofthe appearance, size, and character ofthe 
face, partings, etc. If the partings are very large, the 
sample from them is not mixed with that from the 
vein. In sampling lead and silver veins the care taken 
is greater in order to take away for analysis a sample 
that will have a fair average of the mineral streak. 
Tbe streak is separately sampled from the vein rock on 
tbe sides. Iron ores or clay are sampled in the same 
way. The endeavor must always be to have the 
sample, as far as possible, to be of the same average as j the weight, just after the volatile matter was driven off 
thai of the ore which will be shipped. If a. shipping mine I Weight ofthe platinum crucible is AV. 
is being tested, numerous samples are taken from the | Weight ofthe coal taken 20 grains. 
cars, buckets, or out of the chutes or bins. 
Samples taken from the different faces ought to be j 

kept separate, packed up into sacks or boxes and an-

half an hour or so. The crucible is allow to cool and is 
weighed. The loss of weight is water. 

(2). It is then placed over a flame and heated. Thegas 
is driven out and burns at the top of the cru

cible. After five or six minutes 
tbe gas will no longer escape 
So the crucible is covered and again 
weighed. N o w the loss, since the 
water was boiled off, is the volatile 
and combustible matter (or what 
the Chemist of the Survey, N. AV. 
Lord, calls the volatile carbonaceous 
matter). It is not such an easy mat
ter to know just when the gas ceases 
to escape, but one can come very 
close to it. It is for this reason that 
analysis of coal is called a proximate 
analysis. Quite concordant results 
can be obtained if the chemist is at 
all careful. The character of this 

. coke that remains must be carefully examined and 
I noted in the report. It gives a good idea ofthe coking 
quality. 

(3). The crucible still contains the "fixed" carbon 
and ash. The term, fixed, is used simply to distinguish 
the carbon tbat was volatile from tbat which resisted 
tbe moderate beat ofthe last test. But the carbon can 
be burned ofl'if the heat is sufficiently high. A n ordi
nary porcelaincrucible would withstand the heat of the 
analysis up to the present time, but if one is to drive 
ofl'the fixed carbon, a platinum crucible is indispen-
sible. 

(4). The coke that remains in the crucible is now 
ignited while the lid of the crucible is off and the whole 
kept at red beat till there is no trace of any carbon left. 
Then only ash is in the crucible. To know its amount 
first deduct the weight ofthe crucible, lid and ash from 

alyzedseparately, but if that is not desirablethe method 
of quartering is adopted. Tbe mineral to be tested is 
mixed thoroughly and broken up somewhat finely and 
carefully gathered on a canvas. The pile is then divi
ded by "a shovel into halves. One-half is rejected and 
the other again piled up on the canvas. The pile is 
then divided by a shovel into quarters and the opposite 

quarters A a n d B (Fig. 1) taken. If 
this is not too large an amount, the 
sample is boxed up in a very close 
box and analyzed. 
In any analysis the object to know 

is what there is in the mineral, how 
much of it is good and bow much 
valueless; what impurities are in the 
specimen; and in silver ores, which 
part carries the silver. (See also ques

tions under Surface Arrangements in the March 
of T H E COLLIERY EXGINEER, page No. 188). 

Weight after driving out moisture is m. 
Weight afrer driving out volatile matter is c. 
AVeight after igniting the coke is c. 
Then AV -f 20 — m _= water in 20 grains of the coal. 
AAT + 2 0 — in — v = volatile matter in 20 grains of 

the coal. 
v — c = carbon in 20 grains ofthe coal. 
c — w = ash in 20 grains ofthe coal. 

[TO B E I CED.] 

OO 
OQ FIG. 1. 

The impurities of coal which it is desirable to analyze 
are pyrites and ash. A coal is also analyzed to know 
how much fixed carbon and how much volatile matter 
the fuel contains. By reference to the questions 8, 59, 
etc., on geology you will see that in the process of coal 
making from peat that a great deal of marsh gas and other 
volatile matter was produced and liberated. It is this 
which gives so much trouble in the ventilation of col
lieries, besides being always a menace to the safety of 
the mine. The harder the coal, that is, the more 

S U R F A C E A R R A N G E M E N T S . 

The Preparation of Coal and Ores for Market. 

21. H o w i's this washing done? 
There are three distinct methods. And there are 

several patented machines for each method. 
The first method is to rest the coal or ore on a sieve 

sue j and then forcing through it, upward, quick currents of 
water. 
The second method is to force a constant current up

ward against a stream of falling ore or coal downward. 
The third method is identical in behavior with that of 

the creek we spoke of. The material to be washed is 
floating in a current of water, or is carried by it, nearly 
horizontal. At various points are troughs for receiving 
the material which settles and the current ofthe stream 
is varied to assist the settling. 

22. AVhich is the commonest plan? 
The first. Perhaps nine-tenths of all the ores and 

nearly it approaches to being Anthracite, the more of I three-fourths of all the coals are treated by the ma-
this volatile matter has been driven off. In Bitumin- ' chines depending upon this principle. The second 
ous and in lignite coals, it exists in quantity not as a | method treats nearly all the rest ofthe washed material, 
gas but as a form of compound ; chemists call the com--] while the third method is quite rare in this country. 
pound hydro-carbon. The presence of this volatile! 23. AA'hat is the first method called? 
matter is not exactly deleterious but is productive of j The machines used are called jigs because of their 
smoke and causes the coal to burn with a long flame. ! motion being a jigging one. (See page 162, February, 
As the volatile and combustible matter is driven off, j 1892, number). 
the coal hardens and becomes porous, and produces \ 24. N o w is the coal just as it comes from tbe mine 
what is called coke. All coals having volatile matter i washed at once by the jigs ? 
will coke—some more readily than others. The best i Oh.no. The coal and so also the ore, must be broken 
coke is obtained from those which cement when the up and afterwards screened so as to separate the broken 
gas is driven off. Some coals which do not cement, or stuff into sizes. This process is called sizing or classify-
clog up in the furnace, may also produce coke, but it is ing. 
of poor quality. They burn free and may be used, 25. AVill you please explain what is done first? 
without coking. To ascertain, then, the amount of The ore, or coal, comes up to the surface and is dump-
volatile matter and the tendency to coke, the coal must \ ed upon a platform or into bins. From there the stuff 
be analyzed. (Seealso p, 18, August, 1891, number of 
T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER.) 

Again, the amount of pyrites or sulphur must be de
termined, because itis very objectionable wherever the 
coal is to be used. Its iron melts out and fuses with 
the ashes to "clinker" the coal. Sulphur attacks iron, 
so neither tbe blacksmith nor the iron furnace man-
wants a coal of this kind. 
The ash of the coal must be determined for several 

reasons. The quantity of ash and its character gives 
an index of the beating value of the fuel. The more 
ash there is the less carbon there remains for fuel. A 
red ash proves that pyrites is in the coal. The red 
color is made by the iron. 
The amount of moisture in the coal must also be 

weighed. Not only does it make the coal heavier but 
its presence is objectionable. It takes some ofthe heat 
of the coal to drive off the water—and the amount is 
not insignificant, either. Many coals have 7% of 
water—or they have 150 pounds to every ton. Some 
lignite coals ofthe AA'est have 450 pounds in a ton. 
In analyzing a coal, the Ohio Geological Survey 

Bureau grinds the sample to about a } inch mesh. It 
is then thoroughly mixed and quartered down to a 
pound, which is bottled. It is further pulverized till it 
will go through fine bolting sieve of 100 mesh, and then 
6 or 8 ounces are bottled. 

(1). Of the pulverized sample, about 30 grains are 
weighed out carefully and placed in a small platinum 
crucible which has already been weighed. The whole 
is placed in an oven and the water boiled out of it for 

goes to breakers. Here the coal is screened over bars 
crushed, and again screened to sizes. 
26. W h y would not screening without crushing do? 
Because there is a larger demand for the medium sizes 

of coal tban comes from the mine. So some of tbe large 
lamps must be broken up. The screening over bars 
sorts out some ofthe mined coal into uniform sizes. 
The lumps that do not go through pass by men who 
pick out the slate and throw it away. The coal that 
goes through the first sets of bars is very dirty and is 
cleaned over mud screens which sort out the fine dust 
and clay from tbe pea and eyg sizes which are sold. 

27. H o w is the lump coal treated? 
Some of the lumps go through a chute to the steam

boat rolls, which cnish it to small size ; after which the 
coal passes to screens of different sizes. 

28. Are Anthracite breakers tbe same as Bituminous 
breakers ? 

Yes, but larger and more elaborate. 
- 29. I should think that these breakers would be ex
pensive ? 
They cost more for wet cal than for dry coal and can 

not be built for less than 850,000. 
30, W h y are they so high ? 
Because it is better to have the mine run coal start at 

the very top and go down hill as it passes from rolls or 
bars to the different screens. Of course the hoisting 
engine has to raise the coal so much higher, but when 
once started, it hoists cheaper than tbe elevator belts 
and cups could. And if the breaker were not built so 
high, then the coal would reach tbe level of the floor 

before all the scree.iing was done and the rest would 
have to be elevated again. 
31. H o w are the rolls made? 
They are steel barrels with movable steel teeth. As 

the two barrels turn, tbe coal is caught between the 
teeth and crushed. These give less waste than the old 
style roll- cast with iron teeth on them. 

32. AVhat are the screens? 
They are simply frames of iron on which wire cloth is 

stretched. Tbey are set on a shaft which is inclined so 
that the coal can slide down as the screens turn. They 
receive the coal through a hopper at the higher end 
and all the coal that does not go through is discharged 
at tbe lower into a chute that feeds to the next screen. 
Sometimes the finest screen comes first and all that 
does not go through it is sorted in ihe next which is a 
little coarser and soon. In other works the coarsest 
screen conies first, all that passes through goes to the 
next which is a little finer and so on. Tbe first scheme 
is not so wearing on the iron and is therefore cheaper. 
33. AVhich sizes of coal are sold ? 
Everything has been screened out into various sizes 

except "the coal from the mud screens. To save this re
quires washing. Often, in Bituminous coals, the smaller 
sizes will all require washing. 

34. AVhat is the next step after screening? 
AVashing. You remember that the coal is in different 

sizes. N ow if you will refer to Q. 8 of this subject and 
to Q. 23 of "Geology of Coal" you will see that the 
washing action of water depends upon the size and the 
lightness of tbe material. You will find that tbe cur
rent of water washes away the liy ht fine stuff and leaves 
behind the heavy, coarse material. Each screen now 
feeds to a jig that treats one size of stuff that has been 
classified. 

35. H o w does the jig work ? 
Look at tbedrawingon page 162,of February, 1892,num-

ber, and you will see that a jig is a tank full of water and 
in two parts. In one 
part a piston plays 
u p a n d d o w n ; 
while the coal is 
in the other resting 
on a wire cloth. 
AVhen the piston 
goes down, it forces 
water up through 
the bed of coal and 
lifts everything a 
little way. Butthe 
coal being lighter 
than the slate and 

pyrites is raised higher up to the top. Each time the 
piston goes down it raises the coal a little higher until 
all of it is soon on top. AA'hen the piston goes down, 
the stuff all settles down for the next stroke. Tbe 
operation would now be complete, and you might stop 
the jig, shovel off the cleaned coal and then get the 
slate and pyrites at the bottom and throw them away. 
But that would be expensive so the jig is arranged to 
be automatic. A very heavy current of water is con
tinually fed to the jigs and as it escapes over the end, it 
takes the cleaned coal with it. Now to keep up the 
supply a hopper, H, feeds from the screens continually 
and just as fast as the cleaned coal reaches the surface, 
the water washes it away into a bin. The slate and 
pyrites are meanwhile collecting on the bottom. A 
slide is raised at A, Fig. 1, and then they rush out into 
a trough to be thrown away. 

30. But does not some material get through the wire 
cloth in B? 
Not very much for the holes are smaller than those of 

the screen feeding the jig. 
37. A\rhat becomes of the dirt and clay that sticks to 

coal ? 
If that sort o' dirty coal had been delivered to the 

jigs then the washing would not remove the dirt be
cause it would wash off with the clean coal because it is 
lighter than pyrites. The dirt is usually washed off 
before the coal is crushed and screened. Jets of water 
from wooden troughs or iron pipes are thrown upon tbe 
coal and remove the dirt. 

38. Does it make any difference whether mine water 
or creek water is used or not? 

Yes, it does because the mine water is usually very 
acid. AVater is water and would wash the coal all the 
samp, but the acids, coming from the pyrites, eat iron 
away very rapidly. So the mine water is very destruc
tive to the machinery and makes the repairs very cost
ly. This makes the cost of washing dearer where mine 
water is used than where pure water is employed. 
Mine water is often so bad that it eats through an inch 
thick iron pipe in a couple of weeks. Many mines have 
to use wooden column pipes because the pumped water 
is so bad. 
39. AVhich are tbe best jigs? 
For coal, the best are the Clark and the Bradford 

patterns. For ore, the Collom and the Hartz jigs are 
most used. There are hundreds of styles patented, but 
the simpler the arrangement, the better, and those I 
have named are very simple. 
40. What other ways are there of washing coal 7 
The cheapest, simplest and oldest scheme is one that 

is shown in Fig. 2. A long trough set at angle steep 
enough that the water will carry the coal down to D, 
where there is a bin for receiving it. The slate and 
pyrites, being heavier, settle on the bottom and are not 
carried off. The hopper, H, feeds the coal from the 
screens. Generally, however, the finer screens feed 
here while the coarser coal goes to tbe jigs. 

http://Oh.no
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41. What prevents all the materials, pyrites, as well 
as the coal, from being emptied at D ? 

The heavy stuff settles behind the cleats B, B, and 
accumulates "there. AA'hen tbese are full the lever, at 
right of hopper, is pulled and the water washes the 
slate into the car at C. Then the cleatsare closed again 
and go on collecting pyrites and slate. 
42. H o w is this arrangement regulated so as to give 

clean separation ? 
Easily enough. You raise the trough and the cur

rent is not swiff, if you use only a little water the cur
rent cannot be swift. If you lower the end or use 
much water you g-rt a strong current. So you can regu
late the current all right. Now, a strong current will 
carry away more stuff, heavier or large, than a mild 
current can. So you see that it is possible to feed just 
the right amount of water as will wash the coal 
properly. 

[TO BE CONTIMEI).] 

V E N T I L A T I O N IN MINES. 

Including* a Description of the Gases Met With in 
Mines and the Atmospherical Conditions Necessary 
to Be Known to Undertstand the Laws of Ventila
tion. 
1. AVhat is air? 
Air is the name given to the compound gas that sur

rounds the earth. 
2. W h y is it called a gas? 
Because the matter of which it is composed is light, 

transparent, and has the property of expanding. 
3. AVhat are the kinds of matter ? 
Solid, liquid,and gas. All matter must be one of these 

three. 
4. H o w do they differ? 
A solid requires no vessel to contain it and force is 

necessary to separate its particles, A fluid requires a 
vessel to confine it. There are two varieties of fluids— 
gases, and liquids. These two can be poured but unless 
received in something can not be preserved. The 
liquids require no force to separate their particles. 
They pour with ease. Gases prefer to be separated 
while liquids are neutral, and solids, require forceto ac
complish it. 
5. What keeps a gas in place0 

You must lock it up in a tight reservoir or else it will 
be continually moving in order to get away. 
6. AA'hat keeps the air from leaving us, or does it fill 

all space between us and the sun ? 
Air fills all space but tbat air is very thin ; astronomers 

call it ether. The ether is much thinner than that we 
breathe. 

7. H o w do you account for any about the earth? 
The air around the earth is kept here by tbe attraction 

of the earth for it. Thin as the air seems, it contains 
matter in it, but very finely divided. And in just 
tbe same way that the earth attracts the falling apple-
so it draws the matter of the air down to it, 
S. Then the air b* acted on by two efforts,an internal 

one that naturally expands it and anothcr.an external 
one, that draws it to the earth? 

Yes. that is the idea. The nearer air is to the surface 
the more compact it is. In Colorado at Denver, tbe air 
is only four-fifths as heavy as it is in Scranton. And 
on top of our high peaks, it is only a little more than 
one half as heavy as in Scranton. If we go down under
ground the air is still heavier. 
9. H o w much heavier is it in our deepest shafts? 
The deepest mines to m y knowledge are about 3,900 

feet. In the lowest level tbe air is one seventh heavier 
than at the surface. 

10. H o w heavy is air? 
That depends "upon how hot it is. A cubic foot of 

air from Scranton at freezing point of water, 32° 
Fahrenheit, weighs 008073 of a pound. If tbe air is taken 
on a bot summer day when tbe thermometer reads 100° 
Fahrenheit, a cubic foot weighs 0 0703 ofa pound. 

11. H o w heavy is the air on the top of mountains ? 
At a height of 14,000 feet above the sea, the air we 

breathe weighs 0*0511 of a pound per cubic foot, 
12. Does it ever become so light as to weigh nothing? 
No, not absolutely nothing, but nearly so. The moon 

has an atmosphere about it so very light that no human 
beings could exist there. It weighs very nearly zero. 
• 13. Does it weigh the same at all places on the sea 

level? 
Yes, in Wales, in the United States, or in Australia 

the air weighs just the same at the sea coast. 
14. W h y should it weigh more at the sea level than 

at Denver which is 5,000 feet above the sea? 
Look at Fig. 1 and imagine a high pile of cotton. 

Tbe layer at the bottom has a lot of 
cotton pressing down on it to compress 
it. Half way up there is less cotton 
above, so the layer at B is squeezed 
a little only. On top there is nothing 
to press it down and the cotton is very 
puffv. A cubic foot of cotton from A 
would be very heavy while that from 
B would not weigh so much, and that 
from C would be very light. So it is 
with airon the earth. There are about 
120 miles of it piled up like the cotton. 
At the sea level the air is like tbe 
cotton at A, Fig. 1, pressed by the 120 

miles of weight above it. The air of Denver, or that 
on tbe tops of our mountains behaves like tbat cotton 
near B. It has only half tbe air above it and it is not 
so dense as that at A, and so weighs less. Points on 
the earth's surface above the sea level have lighter air 
than that at Philadelphia, 

15. Then I am receiving upon m y shoulders and 
head the pressure ofall the air above me? 
Yes, you are carrying the weight, not of the world, 

but of all of its atmosphere upon your shoulders. 

FIG. 2. 

. . If these experiment. 
[\JH Denver, instead of ; 

water would only b 

Mi 

10. H o w much does it weieh and what is the press
ure? 
Tbe air above tbe level ofthe sea extending 120 miles 

up presses down with a weight of 147 pounds per 
square inch. 

17. Is there a pressure of 14*7 pounds on every square 
inch of m y body ? 
Yes. Every square inch of your body is receiving a 

pressure of 147 pounds, upward, downward and side-
wise. 

is. Is that the case also on a mountain ? 
No, instead of 14'7 pounds it is, perhaps, only ten 

pounds to every square inch. 
19. H o w can you prove it? 
By the barometer which indicates the amount of tbe 

pressure. Pour water into a U tube of 
glass or into a hose and you will find that 
it rises to the same level in both arms, 
Fig. 2. Tbe air is pressing on A just as 
hard at it is on B. But imagine the top 
of the tube above A to have no air in it, 
and imagine its arm to be extended 150 
miles up above the earth. Then at B the 
air is pressing and at A there is no air to 
press on it. Then the water will lower to N, Fig. 3, 

while the other side will rise up to M, Fig. 
3, 34 feet high. At tbat it will stand. If 

M mercury were used instead of water the 
level of M would be only 30 inches above 
N. The water from tbe level of N to tbat 
of M weighs 147 pounds, so also, the 30 
inches of mercury will weigh 147 pounds. 
If these experiments were performed in 

at the sea level, the 
ly be 2S feet high and 

the mercury 24* inches. N o w tbese 34 
feet of water or 30 inches of mercury 
balance the weight of the air above, or 

FIG 3 represents the weight of the atmosphere. That 
is what the barometer indicates—the 

weight or pressure of the atmosphere. 
20. But a barometer is closed atone end. 
Yes, so it is. Take the tube in Fig. 3, seal up the top 

of the tube above M and you have a barometer. There 
is no air above M in the 150 mile tube, so if we pump 
out the air from the tube after it is sealed, leaving the 
end N open you have on one side a column of mer
cury, or water, balancing at N the pressure of the air. 

21. Does the barometer always stand at 30 inches of 
mercury ? 
No. AVhen a wind is blowing, or when a storm is 

brewing, the barometer falls and there will be, perbap^, 
20 inches of mercury. The severest storm known 
lowered the barometer to 28*5 inches. 

22. Does the height of the barometer indicate any
thing besides weather? 
It does in this way. If tbe barometer falls suddenly, 

it means tbat there is less pressure of air outside. Now, 
gas in a goaf, or in coal, is under a heavier pressure 
tban the air. So, when any cause releases the outside 
pressure, the gas can get out readily and the amount 
depends upon how far tbe barometer lowers. For this 
reason the ventilation of a mine should be plentiful 
when the barometer is seen to fall. 

Again the barometer indicates the amount of water 
that can balance tbe atmosphere or that the atmor 
phere c m lift. 

23. Is tbat what is meant by the suction of a 
vacuum? 
Well, a vacuum is a space having nothing in it, not 

even ;iir. If then I draw the air out of a tube I have 
produced a vacuum. If the lower end is under water, 
the vacuum of tbe tube is like tbat in tbe arm M of 
Fig. 3. " Nature abhors a vacuum," and the weight of 
the air outside forces the water up into the tube. Thougl; 
the result is the same as if I " sucked "the waterup, yet 
the real truth is that the atmosphere forced the water. 
No matter how long or how large tbe tube may be, the 
water is driven up into it. But the water will never 
rise over 34 feet under any conditions. Generally it 
will not be raised that high, even on account of friction 
and the leakage. At Denver the "suction length " is 
not over 28 feet. AVith a siphon tho highest point of 
the bend must not be over three-fourth. of tbe theoreti
cal suction lift. 

24. H o w can I know the amount of the suction lift? 
By looking at the barometer and multiplying the 

number of inches of mercury on it by {. 
25. Please give m e an example? 
I want to know tlie practical height of the suction 

lift ofa pump when the barometer reads 28.'. inches. 
28J X .- •= 24*9 feet. 

That is the lower cla *k ofthe lift can not work if it is 
more than 25 feet above the level of the water in the 
sump. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

EXPLOSION IN A COAL BOX. 

Cor__ pre seed Air. 

The use of compressed air for the transmission of power 
in mines, and for supplying motive power for mine 
locomotives, and all kinds of stationary machinery is 
gradually but surely extending in allrcoal fields ofthe 
continent, and it is not now a question of "will it work?" 
but the question is, "which is tbe best compressor, and 
can I understand the use of compressed air?" Com
pressed air acts practically the same as steam, exceptthat 
its exhaust does not vitiate the air in the mine, or rot 
timbers and disintegrate tbe roof. On the contrary, if 
the exhaust is conducted into the intake air, it im
proves the ventilation ofthe mine to a certain extent. 
Every colliery ollicial in the country should be posted 
on the use of compressed air, and compressed air ma
chinery. The lately issued catalogue of the Norwalk 
Iron Works Company, of South Norwalk, Conn., will 
give him a large amount of information on this subject, 
and he can get it free by merely writing a postal card 
for it. It contains besides, a number of useful tables, 
conveniently arranged. 

HY SAMUEL 

No question is more important, and none perhaps is 
receiving more attention, than tbat of the part which 
coal-dust plays in mine explosions. 
Few, if any, mining engineers now deny that coal-

dust may bo tlie cause ol' augmenting and extending an. 
explosion after it is once initiated, but a great many de
cidedly object to tbe theory that coal dust alone—with
out any small accumulation of gas—may become igni
ted, say by a blown-out shot, and if present in large 
quantities thus cause a disastrous mine explosion. 
As one who believes strongly that coal dust is capable 

of itself, when mixed with air in sufficient quantity to 
cause an explosion, I hereby give a detailed and correct 
account of an explosion, which occurred in a coal box 
at the surface at the Brancepeth C. Pit, operated by 
Straker, Love & Co., in the County .of Durham, England, 
and which, in m y opinion, was a coal-dust explosion. 
This mine is very shallow as compared with the 

mines near the East coast of thesame county ; its depth 
being about 120 or 130 feet, but though not deep its 
workings are very extensive, as somewhere near 350 
miners are employed, besides the necessary number of 
company hands. 
The seam of coal worked is known as the "jet seam" 

and varies from 2 to 3 feet in thickness. The top part 
is "jet" (the parrot coal of Scotland) and is from 6 to 9 
inches thick. No outbursts of gas have ever occurred 
in the workings, naked lights exclusively being used. 
The coal is loaded separate from the jet or cannel, and 

on reaching the surface, is passed from the cleaning 
screens, through Carr's disintegrators or coal crushers, 
and is crushed into powder or dust, and is then lifted 
by elevators to the coal box wherein the explosion oc
curred, so that all the coal was in a finely divided con
dition when placed into the box. The box was made 
large in order to always have a good stock of crushed 
coal on hand for the coke-ovens when from any cause 
the output might be too small to load tlie ovens. Di
mensions of box were as follows : 24 ft. X 31 ft, X 31-J ft. 
Near tbe top ofthe box windows were placed to ad

mit light to certain parts ofthe elevator machinery that 
required oiling two or three times per day. Ladders 
were placed on the outside ofthe box for ready access 
to the top, and ladders were also placed on the inside so 
that a person could pass up the outside and down the 
inside whenever required. 
This caused four small landinjrs or platforms to be 

placed inside about equal distances apart. 
A few iron tie rods passed through the box. 
Now, it will readily be seen that on the upper land

ings and rafters of box a quantity of very fine dust 
would accumulate. Slides, or movable doors, were 
placed at the bottom of the box by which the coal was 
taken out of box by cars to load ovens. 
Just previous to April 24, 1889, the day ofthe explo

sion, a dispute arose between the workmen and the 
company wliich ended in a strike, and the whole of the 
coal the box contained had been taken out by the slides 
at bottom except that resting on bottom corners of box, 
and that on the rafters and platforms referred to pre
viously. Opportunity was therefore taken to have the 
box thoroughly cleaned out, and for this purpose five la
borers were instructed to take shovels with them and 
clean all coals from the box. These five laborers entered 
the box at about 10 A. M. through the slides at bottom, 
and the "boss" or cbargeman, Mr, Mills by name, en
tered by means ofthe ladders up the outside. Seeing 
that a large quantity of fine dust had accumulated on 
the upper platforms he called two ofthe laborers to 
come up and clean it down. 
Four oil lamps or open torch lights had been hung 

upon one of the tie rods about 7 ft, from the bottom of 
the box. 
The two men commenced throwing down the coal to 

those below, causing such a thick cloud of dust that 
those at the bottom, according to their evidence, could 
not see each other, and before they had been more than 
ten minutes in the box the explosion occurred, severely 
burning the six persons inside, breaking the glass 
in the windows, and partly dislodging the top of the 
box. 
Tbe report of the explosion was a low rumbling noise, 

not such as would be expected from a gas and air ex
plosion and tbe damage was not near so great to the 
box. The two laborers at the top part ofthe box were 
thrown to the bottom and were rescued from the slides, 
but the cbargeman, Mills, appears not to have been 
knocked down as be came out from the top by meanB 
of the ladders, as he had shortly before entered". Mills 
and the two laborers who were with him on the upper 
platform all died from the effects of burns and shock 
received, but tbe three laborers at the bottom ofthe 
box recovered ; thus it seems as though the flame was 
not so intense near tbe bottom as it was further up. 
One of tbe survivors says that he noticed the dust as 

it was ignited at tbe lamps ; then there came a second 
larger flame, and then the whole box suddenly seemed 
filled with flame and he felt he was burned, and he sank 
on one ofthe slides falling through when some person 
opened it from below letting him out to daylight and 
pure air. 
Another ofthe survivors in his evidence said that he 

was holding his cap over his mouth to keep out the 
dust, it seemed so dense, and that he noticed nothing 
until he felt the sharp sensation of burning behind his 
neck. 
In m y opinion this explosion is proof positive that 

coal-dust is of itself explosive, for the fittings ofthe top 
and windows were not sufficiently close to allow gas to 
accumulate, and besides, that same morning before day
light, the person who oiled the machinery had been up 
at the top ofthe box oiling the elevator machinery, 
previously referred to, with an ordinary oil lamp. This 
would have readily ignite.l any gas had it been present. 
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W h a t Food to Take. 

Whether the old saying that a man's heart is reached 
through his stomach is or is not a true one, itis a scientific 
fact that ths stomach is a highway tothe brain. The ex
hilarating in line nee ofa good dinner is sum climes shown ill 
brilliant impromptu speeches, without n doubt. Tbe cook 
is responsible for many of the accidents, tlie failures, and 
successes of life. Not long ago u well known lawyer in 
summing up a case acquitted himself so wretchedly that 
tliejury promptly brotlglit in a verdict against his client. 
The lawyer afterward acknowledged tbat bot muffins at 
breakfast were responsible lor his having lost the case. They 
made him irritable and insolent. 
Curious lo know upon what sort of food men oPiiote do 

their best work, 1 recently interviewed some of the lightg of 
the medical profession, law, commerce, theology, and 
society. 
Genial Dr. George F. Shrady, President Grant's stanch 

friend, declares that be must vary his food in order to de
velop, and nourish, separately and collectively, the organs 
ofhis hotly. 
"I have an excellent digestion ami can take all kinds of 

food without feeling any discomfort", said lie "but I believe 
that the brain is most nurtured by sleep and rest. If we 
gratify our intellectual tastes we are feeding the brain vast
ly better than by tiny sort of material food, and consequent
ly obtain better results. 
"A friend once hud as a patient a young author, who had 

been recom mended (o follow a strict diet of pumpkins. On 
this sort of fare lie wrote a novel. Well, the oll'spring of 
pumpkins—roasted, bniled, and stewed—is still looking for 
a publisher to launch it on an unsuspecting public! 
"No one kind of food exclusively is good for the ordinary 

man. 'To be healthy, wealthy and wise', as the old maxim 
goes, study the likes and dislikes of your stomach and regu
late your diet accordingly (as I do) and all will go well." 
DEPEW's ADVICE. 
Chfiunrey M. Depew adheres religiously to simple fare 
— a cup of coffee and an egg for breakfast, a chop or some 
chicken for luncheon and a roost or other plain food for 
dinner. He believes that upon plain food the brain be
comes most responsive to the demands made upon it. 
"If men would avoid gorging, overfeeding, and otherwise 

abusing their system", he said, " they would find that in so 
far as the mind is developed so far can it be depended upon 
in every emergency and ut all times. 
"AAre all know that man's brain power is not in accor

dance with Ihe capacity of his stomach. I know two men 
of wonderfully clear minds wdio could write a logical essay-
on political economy after two plates of corn beef hash 
which might place another man of ordinary capacity on the 
verge of apoplexy, and therefore every man must he a 'law 
unto himself. Care ofthe body in ihe hosts of ways that. 
we all neglect will give to its organs, one and all, a vigor 
and power hitherto unsuspected ". 
Judge linger A, Pryor laughed heartily when told that 

every briefless lawyer in town was anxious to know 
whether his spirited speeches might be attributed to squab, 
lobster, or partridge. 
"Tell them froni me", said Judge I'ryor, "that I am ex

tremely fond of birds and dainties generally and that lob
ster « la Newburg is a toothsome dish I don't despise ant] 
that my brain works best when I'm free from indigestion. 
Tell these young men to follow the old Roman maxim and 
secure for themselves 'a sound mind in a sound body'. 
" Hot broads, salads, ices, and sweets form part ofmy daily 

meini, and as they give my body strength lam able to do my 
allotted share of men tal labur. The body must first be min
istered toby food and exercise, aud then tbe mind will soon 
be ripe for cultivation. The reason, memory and imagina
tion must each be nourished with tbe food it requires— 
logic, law, mathematics, poetry or art. Upon the idiosyn-
craeies and constitutional peculiarities of each man depend 
the kind of food hc assimilates". 
DON'T WORRY. 

Dr. H. P. Loomis thinks men pay too much attention to 
the specific uses of certain foods. 
" Look at the enormous sale of phosphates and so-called 

brain foods", said be. "Thereis nothing in them. If in
stead of wondering whether this, that, or the other is good 
for him a man would simply follow the dictates of his own 
appelite we would be much better off. Nature places a 
safeguard upon excess by creating the sensation of satiety. 
"AVhen I have eaten some rich food that causes me some 

annoyance I take a horseback ride or other pleasant exercise 
and rid myself of the ill-feeling, and in the future avoid 1 hat 
Welsh rarebit or venison that caused the trouble. Rest is 
really the best tunic for the brain. In two words I would 
give this prescription for happiness—'Avoid worry.' " 
A prominent member of Sorosis, a really brainy woman, 

declares that the amount of food people require or think 
they require, is largely a matter of habit. Said she: "Itis 
possible to train the stomach to do with very little or to 
make its requirements border on the'margin of gluttony. 
When the hunger is satisfied, brain achievements depend 
upon heredity and environment, and to thorn must be attri
buted all success or failure. The gardener who only cares 
for the blossom ofhis plant instead of directing bis efforts 
to the root, will have but sorry fruit as a reward. Let man
kind look to their physical perfection, and the mental and 
moral are sure to follow ". 

MEXTAL PABULUM. 

The Rev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke, tbe author and clergyman, 
believes the brain to be touehingly appreciative ofall kind
ness shown to the stomach, and sullen and unmanageable 
when the latter is oppressed. At tlie same time allowance 
must be made for individual tastes, 

'My food", he said, " must be taken at regular intervals 
and be largely ofthe farinaceous kind, while yours, pos
sibly, may he taken when and as you choose. A single 
sandwich of caviar would incapacitate me fur several hours. 
So. \saS. he kind to the machinery of flic body. Afterall, 
the best diet for the brain is a constant variety in the qual
ity and quantity of our intellectual food". 
Tliere seems to be no particular edible which holds a ma

gic power over the realm of thought but by selecting food 
with a view to digestibility. In individual cases the body is 
aided in performing its various functions and tbe brain with 
its other organs is thus enabled to discharge its duties prop
erly as well. 

The Enervating Energy of Americans. 

In thirty years time, less than half the Biblical allowance 
of man's life, the United States has multiplied its wealth six 
times, aud has nearly trebled that per cap ha. AVhat energy, 
what work, what unceasing effort has been needed to bring 
about this marvelous result! What can we do to retard 
this development of the brain and nerves at the expense ol 
the body? Obviously it is impossible to change our sur
rounding, to change our food, to lessen the drive of our 
modern life, to relieve the strain on tlie mind, to make the 
competition less fierce. It is apparent, then, that as we 
cannot lessen the strain we must increase the ability to 
undergo it. AVe must, aa a people, learn to understand 
this, that while we drive the brain we must build the 
body. The methods of doing this are so simple that 
they are apt to be overlooked ; tbey may be summed up 
in two words—exercise aud fresh air. As we teach 
our children to wash their hands and faces in the 
morning and continue our teaching until ablutions become 
a habit so fixed as to produce positive discomfort if they arc 
omitted, so wc must teach tliem to exercise until this.' too. 
becomes a habit, a second nature, a something that when 
omitted causes real physical distress, and we must choose a 
form of exercise wliich is adapted to persons of middle age 
as well as to children. . . . Build up tlie body, build up 
tbe body! In our modern life (bis should be dinned into 
the ears ofall until it is obeyed, for, verily, unless we build 
up the body, the strain on the brain will ruin tlie American 
people. The very elements in ourselves that have made us 
great, the push, the drive, tlie industry, the mental keen
ness, the ability and the willingness to labor—these contain 
in them the seeds of national death. No race may endure 
(hat has nut the stamina and power of tlie healthy animal. 
The American race has run too much to brain.—Dr. Cyrus 
Edson in North American Periew fur March. Indian Surgery. 

It is a mistake to suppose that the Digger Indian h* en
tirely ignorant of how to proceed in cases of broken bones, 
A correspundent of tlie Scientific American, who once had 
some experience in sawmills in California, writes that jour
nal as follows: On one occasion, while a number of Indians 
were curiously watching tlie operations ofthe mill, and 
standing near the double-flue boiler to keep warm, one of 
the flues suddenly collapsed in such a manner as to fatally 
scald one ofthe owners and hurl a poor old Indian woman 
some 20 feet away, breaking one of her legs below the knee. 
In the excitement uf the occasion and the necessary care of 
the injured owner, the injury sustained by the woman wa,s 
not observed and she was taken quietly away hy the other 
Indians. Three or four days later quite a large number of 
Indians appeared in a hostile attitude on a near-by eleva
tion which overlooked the mill. After taking their station, 
a tall chief approached and inquired fur the "sawmill 
man", complaining that he had "shot off his sawmill " and 
broke the leg ofa muhale, and he, the chief, was ready fur a 
fight. The foreman took in the situation at once, invited 
the chief into tho house adjoining, and showed him the 
stricken owner in tlie agonies of death. The chief then, in 
his turn, took in tbe situation from theoppositc standpoint, 
ami immediately exclaimed: •" No intendi, accidenti. Me 
safe, no lite, all wano". AVe now append the interesting 
and sur_:ical part ofthe story as given in the Scientific Amer
ican .- \\i ix day or so after Mr. Hoxey's burial, the surgeon 
went to the campudia, and there sat the pour broken-legged 
muhale. Tbe physician told me that the Diggers measured 
around tbe leg in several places, then cut a piece out of a 
slippery elm tree, near the size am! shape of the leg, took 
the bark off, shaved off the outside and made as line a splint 
as hc ever saw, and fitted it around the broken limb, leaving 
the space open about one quarter of an inch on the top, and 
were pouring in a little water to keep down tbe fever boat. 
and that in a few weeks the squaw was limping around 
town agaiu. Typhoid Fever. 

The following memorandum on typhoid fever and its 
proper treatment was given to Major-< ieneral Ellis liy the 
late Sir AViliiam (lull, M. D., two years after he was in atten
dance on the Prince of Wales during his illness in lt.72. It 
was suggested to Major-General Ellis recently that the pub
lication of this memorandum might prove useful, audit 
appeared in the Time*. Sir AVilliams Gull's suggestions with 
record to the trenttuent of typhoid fever have been observed 
in the case uf Prince George :— 
I. Typhoid fever is a disease which runs a more or less 

definite course. It cannot be stopped or cured by medi
cines. 
II. The chief thing to be done at tbe outset of an attack is 

to send the patient to bed, so as to save strength from the 
beginning. 
III. No strong purgative medicines are desirable. 
IV. As the fever develops, and the strength grows less, 

light food should betaken at short intervals—i.e., water, 
toast-water, barley-water, milk ami water, light broths (not 
made too strong, or too gelatinous). 
V. If there be restlessness or much agitation of the 

nerves, wine (port, sherry, or claret) or brandy inmoderato 
doses at short intervals. This must be directed medically, 
but in general it may be said that the amount required is 
that which induces repose and sleep. 
VI- The bowels may be left to themselves. If unmoved 

for 24 or 3(3 hours a lavement of warm water may be neces
sary, but this will be direcled medically. 
VII. The restlessness or wakefulness in fever is best 

remedied by the careful giving of wine or spirit with tbe 
food, or in water. Sedatives, such as opium, are inadmiss-
able—mostly injurious. 
VIII. The bedroom tu be kept at a temperature of 02 to 

64 degrees. 
IX. Great care necessary to keep the bed clean and sweet. 

This is most easily done by having a second bed in tlie room, 
to which 7_>atient can be removed for two or three hours 
daily, whilst the other is thoroughly aired, and the linen 
changed. 
X. All fatigue to be sedulously avoided. No visitors ad

mitted, and no other person but one nurse and one attend
ant to help her. 
XI. Patient's room never to be left unattended for a 

moment, as in the delirium of fever patient might jump 
from bed and injure himself. 
XII. As to medicines and tbe treatment of complications, 

the immediate medical attendant, must be responsible. 
XIII. As it is probable that the discharges from tbe 

bowels in typhoid fever may be a source of contagion, it is 
desirable that before being thrown down the closet they 
sbould be largely mixed with Condy's fluid or some other disinfectant. On thesame principle, the strictest cleanliness must be observed in the sickroom. 

XIAr. Tliere is no reason to believe that typhoid fever is 
contagious from person tu person in the ordinary way. 
The largest experience show, that it does not extend, like 
an ordinary contagious disease, to nurses or others attend
ing upon patients suffering under tho disease.—National 
Labor Tribune [England.] 

"In God w e Trust." 

The motto. " In God AVe Trust," wliich i.. now stamped 
upon all gold and silver cuius of the United States, was sug
gested by an ohl farmer living in Maryland. This con
scientious Christian gentleman thought that our currency 
should indicate in some way (be Christian character of our 
nation, which he argued, could be best dune by putting a 

1 motto upon our coins expressing a national "reliance on 
divine support iu governmental affairs, it was in 1801, 
when S. P. Chase was secretary of the treasury, that this 
man wrote to Washington respecting bis ptt idea. His 
letter was referred to Mint Director Pollock, who discussed 
the question in Ids report of 1862. 
Pollock and Chase were in favor of introducine the motto 

at unco, but Congress gave the suggestion no attention what
ever. In his next annual report Director Pollock again re
ferred to the matter, ibis time in linn theological argument, 
saying, "The motlo suggested, 'God Our Trust,' is taken 
from-our national hymn, 'Tlie Star Spangled Banner;' tbe 
sentiment is familiar to every citizen of onr country; the 
time is propitons; 'tis an hour of national peril. Let us rev
erently acknowledge his sovereignty, and let our coinage de
clare our trust in God." 
A two-cent bronze piece was authorized by Congress to be 

coined tlie following year, and on April 22, 1S64, the (irst 
United States coin was stamped with the legend, " In God 
AVe Trust."—St. Louis Republic. Wonders of the Grave. 

The tomb of Edward I, of England, who died in 1307, 
was opened on January 2, 1770, alter •hi', years had elapsed, 
and his body fouiTd to be almost perfect, the face even retain
ing its expression. Canute the Dane, who crossed over to 
England in 1017, was found in 1776 by the workmen who 
repaired the Cathedral. His body had repused in the grave 
for nearly 750 years, but was perfectly Ircsh and life-like. 
In 1569, three Roman soldiers were dug out ofa peat hoe* in 
Ireland, where they had in all probabilities lain al least 1500 
years, yet they were perfectly preserved even to skin, hair, 
eyes, and nails. In the reign of James II, of England, the 
big church at Warwickshire fell. In clearing away the debris 
it became necessary to move the tomb of Thomas Gray, at 
one time Marquis of Dorsetshire, When this had been done 
it was found that the body of the Marquis was as fresh as a 
corpse newly buried, the joints even being pliable, this dis
covery was made exactly seventy eight years, three months 
and two days after the burial. Robert Braybrook, who was 
bishop of London in 1381, and who died in 1104, was found 
to look perfectly natural. When removed from the tomb 
after the great London fire of 1666; even the color of the eyes 
could be distinguished. The "Trackless" Ocean. 

That it is a mis-use of language, in these modern days, to 
speak of the ocean as " trnckless," is ably argued by our es
teemed contemporary, Goldwaite's Geographical Magazine. 
It proceeds to .bow that the routes taken by vessels, under 
modern conditions, even between points so distant from 
each other as New York and Calcutta, will coincide so 
nearly as scarcely (o show at any point a divergence of fifty 
miles. A sailing vessel, faking what is called the southern 
route from Liverpool to New York, would sail about 4,500 
miles to cover a direct distance of less than ,'.,01)0 miles, yet 
would in all that devious journey follow ;i path well under
stood a:ul established in the Sailing Directions. Science 
has well served mankind in thus overcoming the mystery 
of Ibe ocean wastes; but, even so, we cannot perceive the 
unfitness of the word "trackless," as customarily used ii) 
this connection. AVhorever else man journeys, lie heats a 
Eath or leaves a trail, and the next corner may be guided 
y the print ofhis foot or the mark ofhis wheels. That is 

a track, as commonly understood. But when a vessel cats 
her way across the main, her course is "writ in water," and 
she makes-no track save her fast vanishing wake. Men 
have sought out devices, it is true, by which her path may 
again lie traced with exactness and certainty, and may be 
implicity followed. But the track is only un paper after 
all; and he who in mid-ocean, his eye assuring him of the 
fact, speaks of it as trackless, is not guilty, we submit, ever* 
ol'poetie license.—Mechanical News. Virchow's Attack on Darwinism, 

In recent years Darwinism has received some telling 
blows, which ils over-zealous adherents affect to despise. 
But the latest criticism of its assumptions by Professor 
Virchow, in his address delivered at the Vienna Anthro
pological Congress, cannot be answered by a sneer. 
Prof. Virchow said : 
Since the Darwinian theory ofthe origin of man made 

its first victorious mark, twenty years ago, we have sought 
for the inlerniedu.te stages which were supposed to connect 
man with the apes; the proto man, the pro anthropos, is not 
yet discovered. For anthropological science the pro anthropos 
is even a subject of discussion. At that time in Innspruck 
(he prospect was, apparently, that the course of descent 
from ape to man would be reconstructed nil at once; but 
now we cannot even prove the descent of tlie separate races 
from one another. At this moment we are able to say that 
among the peoples of antiquity no single one was any 
nearer to the apes than we are. At this moment I can af
firm that there is not upon earth any absolutely unknown 
race of men. The least known of all are the people of the 
ceutral mountainous district of the Malay Peninsula, but 
otherwise we know the people of Terra del" Fuego quite as 
well as the Esquimaux, Bashkirs, Polynesians and Lapps. 
Nay, we-know more of many of these races ihan we do of 
certain European tribes ; I need only mention the Alban
ians. Every living race is still human ; no single one has 
yet been found that we can designate as simian or quasi-
simian. Even when in certain ones phenomena appear 
which are characteristic of apes—c. g., the peculiar apelike 
projections ofthe skull in certain races—still we cannot 
say that these men are ape-like. 
Of course, Darwinians retort that the absence of proof 
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does not necessarily disprove their theory. But, if, after so 
many years of world-wide research, no single race "bus yet 
been found that we can designate as simian (ape-like) or 
quasi-simian," (he theory must be in a very sorry plight, 
when (lie verdict of its own advocates is "Not proven." 
—New York Herald. 

Definition of a Cold "Wave. 

The Weather Bureau definition ofa cold wave is a fall in 
temperature of 20 deg. or more in twenty-four hours, free 
of diurnal range, and extending overall urea ofat least 
50,0130 square miles of country, the temperature somewhere 
in the area going at least as low as 36 deg. Marking on a 
map where a cold wave has occurred hy lines through the 
place-, of equal fall of temperature the areas are seen to be 
enclosed and something very great in extent. In one of 
the greatest cold waves in recent years, that of Feb. 17, 1883, 
tbe temperature at 7 a.m. was 20 aeg. lower tban at the 
same hour on tho day preceding, throughout an area of 
1,065,0 1' S pure mile-*, extending from Lake Superior and 
Georirian Bay on the north tu the Rio Grande on the south, 
and from Kansas City to Cincinnati. Inside of the area of 
twenty-degree fall tliere was an area of forty-degree fall of 
137.010 square miles ; inside the forty degree fall there was 
31,000 square miles of fifty-degree fall, and inside of the 
fifty-degree fall a fall of sixty degrees at Keokuk, Iowa, the 
center of the cold wave, the temperature which was Oh deg. 
on the morning of Feb. 16, being zero the next day. 
A theoretical treatment of the motions ofthe air involved 

in cold wave production is entirely out of the question in 
presentstate of the science of physics. The areas of high 
and low pressure that traverse the earth are probably con
nected in some way, as yet unknown, with the general cir
culation of the whole atmosphere. At the equator the air 
is heated more than at the pole, and, being expanded, it 
rises hi<rher in the upper level in the upper layers. Tliere 
is a continual tlow ofthe upper air from the equator toward 
tbe poles, deflected to the right by the rotation of the earth. 
In the northern hemisphere outside of the zone of trade 

winds there is a general motion of the air from west to 
east around the earth, resulting in a more or less perma
nent area of low pressure over the North Atlantic Ocean. 
In this region there are threecenters where the low press
ures are variously developed at different times: one near 
Davis Straits loo-**ritude 60 deg. west; one south of Iceland 
20 deg west, and tlie other near the White Sea, north of 
Russia, 4') deg. cast. The greater ur less development- of 
low-pressure area near these places in winter lias an im
portant hearing on the occurrence of cold weather in Eu
rope. Low temperatures occur differently in Europe and 
tbe United States. In Europe the change mostly advances 
from the east toward the west- aud is slow aud gradual. In 
tbe United States tbe change is almost always from the 
north and west towards the south and east.—Engineering 
Magazine. 

Early Steel. 

The Chinese, who in very early ages, had attained to 
30-ne degree of understanding in the elementary prin
ciple-* of science and their application., possessed also 
a comparatively advanced amount of knowledge in the 
manufacture and use of steel. Of its ori_rin among them we 
have no aeeount; but it is quite conceivable that its discovory 
preceoVd tint- of the lodestone, which under the name of 
Tche 'bib (direction stone), was in use among them fnlly 
2.600 B. C. There is mention of steel in very ancient 
Chinese writings, and on account of the process of manu
facture hv one writer about401 B. C.; and various descrip
tive illusions to it. implying a considerable amount of 
knowledge and power of discrimination in reference to its 
properties, occur at various subsequent periods down to 
the pipsent day. when it is still a flourish ing branch of their 
manufacture. 
Inferentially, it is perfectly clear that the Phoenicians 

were acquainted with the use of extremely hardened iron 
(pronerlv speak in 2, steel), as their numerous a fid beautiful 
works in ornamental metallursry, and the cutting and en-
gravines of precious stones, for which they were conspicu-
ouslv eminent among the nations of antiquity, necessarily 
involved. as alsn do the inscriptions whicli exist in the 
Phoenician language. Plucnicia. as represented by its 
famous daughter City of Tyre, was at the hoi__lit of artistic 
celebritv in the time of David and Solomon (1050-10011 B.C.) 
With them, as powerful neighboring monarchs, Hiram, 
the amhitinns vountr King of Tyre, found it wise to enter 
into a friendlv alliance, and concluded an arrangement 
which oroved to be for the mutual advantage of both com
munities, in the numerous works of art and value, espec-
iallv in met*.llur_rv, executed hy his trained artificers for 
the furnishing and enriehment of the temple, capital, and 
palace at Jerusalem.— Chambers' Journal. 
A Large "Wire Rope. 
At the Globe AVorks, Bankball, Liverpool, there is in 
course of manufacture one of the largest steel wire cables 
that IIHS been made in this country. AVhen completed it 
will be three and a-half miles in one continuous length 
without a jointor splice, and will weigh about twenty tons. 
It is 3? in. in ci renin ference, made from the finest quality of 
patent crucible steel wire, and bavins a tensile guaranteed 
strain of over 40 tons. Some idea may be formed of the 
immense amount of labor required for the manipulation of 
an order of this kind, when it is mentioned that the total 
length of wire in the cable would measure something over 
300 miles. The machinery employed by Messrs. A\'. B. 
Brown ife Co., for this heavy work is of special design — 
National Labor Tribune, England. 
Evolution of Inventions. 
A new- departure will be made hy tbe patent office at tbe 
World's Fair in Chicago. Hitherto it has never attempted 
to gn beyond an exhibition of photographs and drawings. 
In this instance it will offer an elahnrateand comprehensive 
display of models. The show will he designed to illustrate 
as comnletelv and as vividly as possible the age of mechani
cal civilization. It will give in concrete form a picture of 
the proc; ress of invention 
The Cnmniis .inner of Patents snvs that the great exhibit 

ofthe Patent Office will not be displayed. All that will he 
attempted in the show proper of his bureau will be to il
lustrate the processes throueh which those achievements 
have been perfected. For this purpose groups of models 
will be prepared. For example, one group will represent 
the progress of the steam engine beginning with the first 
one, which was built one hundred and fifty years before 

Christ, by a Greek named Hero. It had a boiler, and was 
able to do work by means of a shaft and belt attachment. 
From this primitive contrivance to the modern Corliss en
gine, in miniature, an interesting series will extend. 
Other groups will be similarly arranged. One will rep

resent the printing press, all the way from Guttenhurg's 
original invention to the rotary Iloe machine, which turns 
out newspapers at the rate of many thousands per hour and 
folds them ready for delivery. In electricity wonders of 
all sorts will he illustrated by progressive series. There 
will he telephones running all the way from the primitive 
conception to the perfected instrument now in use. The 
telegraph will be introduced with the actual instru
ment made by Morse, by which (he (irst experimental 
messages were sent over the wire from AA'ushington to Bal
timore, this line of discovery culminating with the latest 
devices for printing messages at any distance with type and 
transmitting one's own handwriting across thousands of 
miles of space in a fraction of a second. The growth ofthe 
locomotive will be shown in like manner; also that of the 
sewing machine; of the marvelous modern agricultural 
implements from primitive types; of clocks, from the water 
clock of ancient Babylon and the later hour-glass, etc. 
Many of the models required for these groups are already 

in the possession of the Patent Office, but a large number 
will have to be constructed especially for the purpose. 
Manufacturers all over the country will be asked to supply 
specimens of their products for representing the latest de
velopments of inventive art. The locomotive works will 
be requested to lend miniature models of their newest en
gines. Makers of agricultural tools and sewing machines 
will contribute the most improved specimens of their handi
work. Likewise with printing presses and everything else. 
Few, if any, ofthe mechanical models will he set working, 
however.— Washington Star. 
Wire-Wound Guns. 
The idea of making wire-wound guns first occurred to an 
American by the name of Dr. AVoodbridge, as far back as 
1850, Ever since tbat time a number of ordinance and ar
tillery officers have believed that the wire gun will be the 
great artillery weapon of tbe future. Hence it is not sur
prising that numerous attempts have beeu made both in 
this country and in Europe to invent a system of wire gun 
construction which would give better results than the 
system ofthe built-up steel rifle. Theseattempts, however 
have been unsuccessful, and not one of the wire-wound 
guns made up to this day has offered such advantages as to 
justify so great a change in gun construction. 
The ideal cannon ofthe future, no matter whether it is a 

wire-wound or any other kind of gun, must be both a mili
tary and economical success. This at once shows the re
quirements whicli the cannon of the future must meet, 
namely: It should he able to withstand a higher powder 
pressure, and thus give a greater initial velocitv and conse
quently a greater penetrating power to the missile; itshould 
be ligbier in weigh!, cost less money, save time in construc
tion, while the material used should retain its commercial 

! value after the gun is no longer serviceable. High as these 
| requirements may seem, all of them are essential in order 
, to justify a change in the present methods of ordinance 
construction. 
I The Brown segmental gun, tbe invention of John Hamil
ton Brown, seems to fulfil these conditions. Lieutenant 
G. N, Whistler's "Theoretical Discussion " of this system 
of gun construction has been assailed by many, including 
the writer of this article, but has not yet. been disproved. 
In this meritorious paper, AVh ist lor theoretically proved that 
the Brown segmental wire gun is possible, and also that it 
meets all the above mentioned requirements of the gun ofthe 
future. All that remained to be seen was whether the in
ventor and the constructor of the gun would be able to 
carry out practically their theoretical propositions. This 
has now been done, though most ordinance experts ridi
culed the idea of a segmental wire-wound gun. Among 
tlie many reasons of the opposition it was claimed lhat, 
since the segmental core of a gun in itself has 110 circum
ferential strength, it was therefore a mistake at the very 
start to choose segments instead of a solid core. The recent 
successful test at Birdsborough of the powder chamber of 
the new 5-inch segmental gun whicli is now being con
structed at that place for the United States Government, 
under the supervision of Lieutenant Whistler, settles de
finitely and conclusively the strength ofthe Brown system 
of wire gun manufacture. This text was anxiously antici
pated by many experts, as it was known that both the in
ventor and the constructor of the gun had been experi
menting for more than two years in order to find the best 
methods of construction. 
The Training of Mechanics. 
The lack of thoroughly trained artisans in tbe various 
trades is one of the greatest drawbacks on the progress 
of American industry. AVe have very few apprentices 
nowadays. Boys usually "pick up" trades. Not one in a 
hundred of our alleged "masters" of trades of American 
birth has bad any systematic instruction. The most of our 
best trained mechanics are of foreign birth and learned 
then* trades m foreign shops. The "ironclad" rules of ihe 
trades Unions" render it impossible for any considerable 

number of our American boys to learn trades in regular 
shops. The result of this has been to create a wide de
mand that the deficiency be made up by training boys in 
the rudiments of mechanics in tbe common schools; and 
there have sprung into existence many college annexes 
where the scientihe principles of physics are taught in con
nection with the practical application. 
Every section of the country ought to encourage every 

movement intended to train our youth in handicraft and 
every large city in the Union ought to have one or more 
echnological schools similar to the Sheffield annex at Yale 
and the scientific and practical schools at Cambridge tbat 
are under (he control of Harvard. 
A contemporary, in alluding to this matter, makes refer

ence to the munificent bequest or Mr. I. V. AVilliamson a 
wealthy philanthropist of Philadelphia who has deter
mined to found a free school for the training of boys in all 
branches of mechanical business. He will put into Ihe 
enterprise at the start $2.500,000 or $.*..000,000, and if the 
school meets his expectations, or comes near doing so he 
wdl liberally extend and endow it bv donations in'his 
will. 
Mr. Williamson's plan is not to establish a "Manual 

framing School" as that term is generally understood and 
asitisexeniphhed in many of our public school systems. 
Such 'training schools" come very short of the require
ments necessary to turn oulsuch workmen as are sought for 
and must be had in order fo carry on in a successful manner the great workshops of the present day, which are so Immeasurably in advance of similar establishments as tbey existed fifty years ago. The intention of Mr. AVilliamsoii js to teach boys thoroughly in the mechanical trades in 0rder that when tbey enter upon life they may be able at unee to secure employment, Ho deprecates the tendency 

ofthe day to despise hard labor, and thinks that the condi
tion of tlie laboring class will be immeasurably improved 
if the workmen are bred up from boyhood to lake pleasure 
and satisfaction in their work. It is with this view that he 
will establish his school, and the common belief is that he 
will give a large part of bis fortune to place it on a firm 
basis and secure permanence. 
It is to be hoped that when the Stanford University of 

this State is fully under way, it will accomplish, as a part 
of its work, the purpose which has been outlined by Jlr. 
AAi'illiamson. By so doing be will render it possible to fill 
our California shops with those who have been "to the 
manor born," and make useful to themselves and tbe 
State thousands who would, under tbe present condition of 
things, become a burden to themselves and a possible detri
ment to the public—Mining and Scientific Press. 

•V_gEEGTRtCAL ', 

The Allied Powers. 

Under the above suggestive title, Mr. D. Ashworth, at the 
Buffalo Convention, discussed tbe closely interwoven rela
tions of steani and electricity. AVe do not believe that our 
friends who have devoted themselves for years past to steam 
engineering, half begin to realize the actual importance of 
electricity as a co-worker with steam in the arts and indus
tries of tho future. Some of the more Tar-seeing and enter
prising of them do perceive the real state of the case, and 
are moving to meet the growing demands of the electrical 
service. It is not, to be supposed that the development^ of 
electricity as a motive power is as yet commensurate with 
that ofsteam, but it is rapidly becoming so, and it does not 
require a strong prophetic vision to anticipate the time 
when there will be a hundred electric motors where tliere 
is one steam engine ; or, if that be an unfair basis of com
parison, when nineteen-twenticths of the power phmts for 
wliich steam is now utilized will be operated through elec
tric generators and motors, and when the application of 
power for manufacturing purposes will lie enormously ex
tended by reason of the superior facility with which 
electricity adapts itself to the needs of the situation. It is 
the manifest destiny of the --team engine to be the hand
maid of the electric generator in the application of power. 
To this end more attention should be given (u the mutual 
adaptations of tbe two machines, from the point of view 
that electricity is not a rival of steam, but (hat tbe two are 
allied powers whose combined forces are capable of con
quering territory whicli neither could alone put under sub
jection.—Electrical Progress. 
The Relation of Electricity to Mechanics. 
Electricity may, and is certain to revolutionize many of 
the industrial methods and conditions of life and have a 
powerful eflect on all. Yet, howsoever great this effect 
maybe, it can but intensify and make more certain our 
dependence on machinery. Electricity, the great revolu-
tionizer, banding together for instant communication the 
utmost parts of the earth; transmitting at our pleasure 
speech, light, heat, or power. In tlie hands of the physician 
or surgeon, a gentle messenger of mercy; in those of the 
executioner, an avenger. Most simple of all power in its 
practical application ; most wonderful in the diversity of 
its uses; most mysterious in its methodsof operation ; who 
can but watch with an absorbing interest its development 
in the service of man, fascinated by its mystery and mar
velous works; already exerting an influence'in industrial 
affairs little realized, except hy a few. Yet Ibis influence 
only faintly foreshadowing that of the near future —The 
Northwestern Mechanic. 
Electricity on the Railroad. 
\\re have already, in previous issues, alluded to the new 
possibilities of what electricity may shortly accomplish in 
tbe way of displacing steam on our great railroads. There is 
only one man in the' world whose opinion would be 
accepted for what he promises in the near future. That 
man is Thomas A, Edison. Mr, Edison, in speaking of 
electricity displacing steam, says: "It will displace it, if 
economy as well as speed and safety, is a factor of locomo
tion, not because it will make easily a speed of 100 miles an 
hour, while steani strains itself lo make 00. but because it 
will get one-horse power out of from one to two pounds of 
cheap coal (water power), while out of six pounds of dear 
coal a locomotive engine can only get that, same one-horse 
power. It will displace it because it will be cheaper." 
Thus this greatest of inventors unhesitatingly announces 

the early ending of the presentera of steam, and the birth 
ofthe new and improved, but not yet perfected era of elec
tricity. 
It is expected that the first authoritatively practical 

evidence of its wonderful aehievement will be made at the 
Columbian Exhibition in Chicago—a most appropriate be
ginning of a new era of progress at the ending of the first 
100 years of .my real industrial progress which the world 
has ever made. 
Mr. Edison declines to go into full details of all that he 

has in hand at this time, as be has not secured European 
protection and possibly has not fully perfected all his de
tails in regard to moving overland trains. " But," he says, 
I will say briefly that the current will pass from the 

stationary engine to a central rail between the tracks, 
thence through tho mechanism attached to the bottom of 
the cars or motor (a freight train, of course, would need a 
motor, because ofthe number o fears, although a single pass
enger car could be run. carrying its own motor beneath it), 
thence to the wheels and thence hack by the side rails to the 
power house or stationary engine. Three of these station
ary engines with a horse power of 10,OIK) or 12,000 each 
would run the wdiole Pennsylvania Railroad svstem be
tween Chicago and Philadelphia; freight, local, express 
trains, and all, at 11 great reduction of expense." 
In alluding to this street car problem, Mr, Edison 

illustrates his low power system, which makes the trans
mission safe and at the same time all powerful, as follows 1 
" You see I employ the heavy current- wilh the low pressure. 
That is the whole secret of safety. The principle is this, 
that a stream of water 100 feet wide, which falls afoot, 
gives the same power as a stream one foot wide which falls 
100 feet. The wide stream is my way, the high fall some 
other people's and the allowance of such pressiiresin public 
streets as some that are used, is like letting a man place a 
boiler in a vault- under a street- and put on 1,000 pounds of 
steam if be wants to do so. Electricity has developed too fast, you see, for the law to keep up with it. The whole quesfion is one of expense, A low pressure trolley wire.for instance, occupies four times as much cupper as a high pressure one. This system is the cheapest known and does not cost half as much as the cable. 
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STEAM JET BLOWER, 

No. 467,427. WILLIAM MCCLAVE, SCRANTON. PA. 
Patented January 19,1392. Fig. 1, is a perspective view of 
the blower as commonly made for operating in a conical 
pipe, which leads into the space below tbe grates of fur
naces. Steam is taken in at one of the vertical ends/, and 
the other end is covered by a screw cap, which is removed 
whenever it is desired to blow steam through the device to 
remove rust, dirt, or sediment that may have lodged in the 
passages. All the passage-ways are flattened as much as 

the first run and with steam in the following run, will give 
off a great and even flow of gases, in which the nitrogen of
the air, the only non-cumbustihle element, will amount to 
less than thirty-five per cent, of the whole product. The 
heated air passing up through tlie space e cau lie drawn off 
through pipe t" by a suitable exhauster and used for heat
ing purposes, or as a hot blast to aid in the combuslion of 
the gases generated by the apparatus. The gases generated 
in the furnace pass up through the pipe M. This pipe 
being porous, the hydrogen passes more freely through its 
pores than the heavier gases by reason of its feeble density, 
and. hy osmosis, and by the action of a suitable exhauster 
fixed to the pipe a. The gases collected in the annular 
space G, have therefore a higher percentage of hydrogen 
than those remaining in the pipe M and can be drawn off 
through pipe g and burned or stored separately from the 
gases delivered by pipe M. The heavier gases pass on 
through a metallic extension of the pipe M (not shown), 
and may be burned in any suitable apparatus or stored up 
for future use. 

STEAM BOILER. 

No. 446,780. JOHN GAMGEE, LONDON, ENU. Patented 
Jan. 12, 1S92. This invention applies to boilers having one 
or more internal flues, and consists of tubes designed 
to regulate and assist circulation. The tubes _* are made in 
sections which are bolted together as shown, upon the flue. 
Each piece is made of such a size that it can be taken in 
through the manhole and bo applied to boilers already in 

possible, and tbe edges are made A"-shaped, so as to reduce 
the obstruction offered by them to the passage of air, to the 
least practicable amount. The jet boles c are drilled in tbe 
front edge of the passage-ways as shown. 
Fig 2 shows a'blower made on a rectangular plan to suit 

large square air Hues, and Fig. 3 shows a construction in 
which tbe passage ways all radiate from acentral hub. 
These blowers can also be used for exhausting, ventila- i 
tion, etc. 

GAS PRODUCER. 

No. 466,603. CHARLES FIESSE, NEW YORK, N. V. Pat
ented January 5, 1S92. This upparat us is designed to make fuel 
gas composed mainly of hydrogen aud carbon monoxide, 
and to separate the two gases as far as possible. A (ire is 
made on a grate D. of coal dust balls, coal, or coke. Above 
this fire is a pot S having a perforated bottom, and which 
is filled with broken stone, or clay, and oxide of iron, to 
serve as a strainer and purifier of tlie gases passing through. 
A pipe M made of porous material conducts tbe gas away. 
Tbe furnace E1 is jacketed by a shell E, and all the air used 
is drawn through this jacket by a fan so as to save the heat 
radiated from tho furnace walls. The fuel which may be 
coal dust, or poorer stuff loaded with Lima oil or other 
hydro-carbons, is blown in through the pipe A below the 
grate D. Steam is blown in by means.of porous pipes B. The 
operation is as follows: The bed of coal dust balls, char
coal, or coke on the grate D is blown up to a state of incan
descence by a forced draft-
After the fuel is sufficiently incandescent, the pulverized 

fuel is fed into the furnace with the compressed air blast, 

END'1. lEW. 

through A. Entering into the furnace tlie compressed air 
blast, loaded with pulverized fuel, diffuses itself all around 
the outlet, thus avoidingany destructive effects of the blast, 
and is ignited. Tbe pulverized fuel burns out very fast in 
producing carbonic acid. By rising up through tbe bed 
of glowing fuel in the upper part of the furnace the car
bonic acid takes up another atom of carbon, which converts 
it into carbonic oxide. Alter a run of about five minutes 
tbe blower is stopped. Then the steam is introduced into 
the porous cylinders B by means of the pipe b. The radia
tion of the heat in the lower part of the furnace having 
highly heated the porous cylinders B, it follows tbat said 
steam is readily superheated and passes tlirough the pores 
of tbe pipes B nearly dissociated. In rising through tbe 
bed of glowing fuel the oxygen ofthe steam will combine 
with the carbon of the fuel, because of the high tempera
ture and volatilization of the carbon in the furnace. Car
bonic oxide will thus be produced and tbe hydrogen of the 
steam liberated. The transformation of the carbonic acid 
into carbonic oxide and tbedecomposition ofsteam to form 
carbonic oxide and hydrogen, said transformation and de
composition taking place in alternate runs of about five 
imnutes each, the furnace being fed with pulverized fuel in 

use. Tbe tubes terminate in two spouts/, which shoot the 
mingled water and steam horizontally, thus liberating the 
steam from the water very thoroughly. The water passes 
down between the successive pairs of tubes and oomes in 
again under the bottom ends •!, to repeat the movement. 
A slight modification enables the tubes to be applied tn 
boilers having two flues. 

PULVERIZING MILL. 

No, 466,864. EMORY I. NICHOLS, SAN FRANCISCO, CAT.. 
Patented Jan. 12, 1S92. The grinding is done between the 
roller edge F and the die E. The body or huh G ofthe 
roller is made bell-shaped as shown, and is keyed to the 
top end of the shaft H. Tlie shaft turns and'swivels in 
the ball bearing I, which is supported in the top of the 
cone 2. The cone is attached to or is cast in one piece 
with the pan C. The lower end of the shaft turns in 
a box J, which moves in an oblong slot p, formed 
by flanges cost on the tup side of the driving 
pulley B. The weight ofthe box, with the shaft H, and 
roller G and F, is borne by the roller •*, and the spring 

K throws tbe shaft out of center and causes the ring F to 
bear against the die E. The mill is driven by a belt applied 
to tbe pulley B. The shaft H is free to turn in its bearings, 
and as the driving pulley revolves, the roller turns on its 
axis, at the same time tbat it rolls around on tbe inner face 
ofthe die E. Scrapers L serve to stir up the pulp in the 

bottom of the pan, and also to throw the <Jnst against 
the screens g. All that passes tlie screens falls in the circu
lar chamber h, and is washed out ot the spout i. Centrifu
gal force also assists to keep Ihe roller edge in good contact 
with tbe die. 

PROPULSION OF CARS BY COMPRESSED AIR. 

No. 466,415. JOHN HUGHES, CHESTER. ENGLAND. Pat
ented- Jan. 5, 1S92. In this system, compressed air is con
veyed in pipes below the surface of tlie ground, and along 
the track, either between tbe rails or along one side, as 
shown in tbe drawings. Each ear is provided with tanks 
''-as large as practicable, to store up air and thus obviate 
the necessity of too many charging stations. Each car 
carries an automatic apparatus whicli makes a connection 
between the air main and the tanks on (he cor. every time 
it passes a charging station, without stopping Ibe car. Fig. 
2 shows a cross-section of a ear and a charging station. 
The ear is provided with a double-ended sleeve or socket A, 
shown clearly in Fig. 3, which turns on the end of a pipe 
A 3 which goes to the tanks IA. The air main P1 runs into 
tlie box 0, which is sunk in the ground alongside of the 
rail 2. Tbe end of the air pipe carries a four armed nozzle 
M, wliich is free to turn on the pipe, and is provided with 
stuffins:-boxes to prevent leakage as shown. Holes ore pro
vided in the end of the air pipe, marked N1, upon which 
the nozzle turns, and corresponding holes are made in the 
hub of the nozzle in such position that no air will pass 
through while the nozzle stands in the position shown, 
but will pass air freely into the branch which is passing 

between 3 and 4. Tbe box O is provided with a hinged 
cover O1 which ordinarily lays down and covers the nozzle 
M. Tbe car is provided with a kind ol'plow-bar D1, which 
the motorman lowers by suitable levers, which catches tbe 
beveled end of this cover and turns it up vertically, os shown 
in Fig. 2. The under side ofthe cover is provided with 
grooves 0'*- (sec Fig. :.'.) which engage roller-pins re1 at cither 
end of the sieve A, and guide the sleeve onto the nozzle M. 
The sleeve A is carried by a strong bracket B on tbe frame 
of the ear, und os the car continues to move, the sleeve A 
and the nozzle M turn together on their hearings, and air 
passes from the mains into tbe tanks while they are turn
ing. Tbe groove at the other end of the cover guides the 
sleeve properly out ofthe box, and both A and M are left in 
position for future operation. The connection between the 
sleeve A and the nozzle M is made tight by large cup 
leathers in the end of the sleeve. Each half of the sleeve 
contains a check-valve to prevent back flow of the air in 
the tanks. The motor is a rotary engine. If the tanks 
are exhausted, the motor man can stop Ids ear over the box 
and get as much air os hc wants ; or if be is running down 
grade and does not need any air, by holding up bis plow-
bar be can skip as many boxes or charging stations as he 
wants to. DRILLING POST. 
No. 468,058. MATHIAS F. MCNELLT, STI.RLIJ-.I_; III. 
Patented Febetiari/ 2, 1S9A. The post D is provided with a 
square shank C which slides into a square socket 
A, and has a socket F at the opposite end, to receive 
the shank of (he swivel G, to which the feed nut is 
pivoted. The drill is turned by the crank and gearing 

shown, which is of ordinary construction. By making the 
post D, audits socket A both square, all liability of the 
post turning in its socket is avoided. The set screw serves 
to adjust the length of the post to the length of the auger 
and the swivel G permits the drilling to be done in any 
direction. 

http://Sti.rlij-.i_
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GRINDING MILL. 
No. 467,368. AVILLIAM H. COWARD. BATH, ENGLAND. 
Patented January 10, lit9S. A is Ihe drum, revolved on a 
horizontal axis by peripheral spur-gear 3. 
B are two sets of edge runners rolling upon paths side by 

side within the drum, and guided, su that bodily motion of 
tbe roller is permitted only up or down, 
C C are sets of elevating-cups [\xeo\ near tbe periphery of 

the drum, their mouths being in tlie direction of rotation of 
the drum, in order to catch tbe material after it has been 
crushed and carry it up and throw it down again in front 
of tlie edge runners, ami at the same time expose it to the 
winnowing action of the air current. 
Each edge runner B is fixed to tbe end ofthe shaft D, 

which passes out ofthe drum through a large circular open
ing in the side, and is journaled at its outer end in a swivel 
bearing E, which has lateral gudgeons e, pivoted in a rigid 
bracket F. So that while the edge runner and shaft are free 
to revolve tbe edge runner is prevented from deviating from 
its path, but is free to rise and fall on passing over the 
roughly-broken material, the slight lateral motion of the 
edge runner due to angular motion about tbe axis e ofthe 

A toe or arm N is adjusted on this rod so as te 
fappet on the stomp stem 0, up and down co 

foil i 
usly, 

swivel-bearing E having the effect of supplementing the 
crushing action ofthe edge runner by on abrasive or rub
bing action between the edge runner and tbe drum, which 
conduces to tho more rapid reduction ofthe material. Each 
shaft D is guided by a bearing g, tree to rise and fall in 
guides G, and pressed upon by an adjustably-weighted lever 
or by a spring H, regulated by screws h, in order to increase 
the crushing power of the edae runner. 
The openings at the two sides ofthe drum are closed by 

stationary covers L, titling within the surrounding flanges 
I, which are cradled upon sets of friction-rollers J, carried 
by shafts turning in hearings,/on the bed-plate, the drum 
being thus wholly supported on tiie two sols uf friction-rol
lers. The drum has three sots of elevating-cups—n sot C, 
fixed to each side of the drum, as hefoie, and a middle set 
C', fixed to the periphery ofthe drum and passing between 
tbe two sets of edge runners, the cups C being larger than 
the cups C. 
Tbe cover L at otic side uf the drum is provided with a 

feed-hopper M, while the oilier cover N has an aperture ot 
the upper part leading through an upwardly extending and 
gradually-contracted spout 0 into a vortical pipe P, which 
is carried up to a suitable height and then connected to an 
exhaust-fan. The current of air passing up this tine carries 
away the finely ground material, and no screens are needed. 

No. 466,881. Jo* 
Patented Jtaii-try 12, 
feed ore into the mor 
by the tappel on the 
hopper C and is fed 
carries an oblique dis 
push the ore forwar 
Tbe front end of the • 

-*"_?.__-. 

O R E FEEDER. 

MIN lb RUSSELL, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
, 1892. This apparatus is designed to 
•ir ofa stamp battery, and is operated 
-tamp stem. The ure is placed in the 
lown into tbe barrel B. The shaft D 
*• E, whicli operates at each rotation to 
I toward tbe mouth of the barrel B, 
haft, carries a spider F having suitable 

.. • J J • 11 n , •_-

or stick] 
to assi-t 
a pawl I 
by the h 

ope of the ore. AVhen the ore is pasty 
raper arms II are atinohed to (he spider 
.- of the ore. The shalt D is rotated by 
.t wheel I. The pawl lever J is worked 
ch are united at the front by tlie rod JI. 

liqipei i.ui Lll. -i-uiqi at cm >.-, UJJ aiiuui 
The rotation ofthe feeding devicesdopend_. ,,, 
of motion given to the arm N by the tippet, consequently 
the feed is automatically adjusted to tbe stroke of the stamp 
and tbe condition ofthe mortar, feeding slowly when itis 
full, and fa.-t when it is empty. The spring S compels the 
arm X to hoar against the tappet at all times, and there is 
none of the jarring and racking ofthe feeder cum mon to ma
chines of this class in which the tappet strikes the feeding 
mechanism. 
DIFFERENTIAL HOIST. 

No, 467,513. EDWARD Y. MOORE, MILWAUKEE, AVIS. 
Patented January 20, 1S92. This hoist consists of two chain 
wheels E and F, each of which has an internal spur gear E1 

and FL cast on one side, and a double spur pinion L and K 
which meshes with them. The chain wheels turn on bear
ings G which are made solid with the side frames A. The 
double gear L K turns on tbe eccentric I, running on the 
rollers M. The eccentric is keyed on the shaft C which runs 
through tbe bearings G-, and carries tbe wheel D for the 
operating or band chain. The hoisting chain II is double, 
both ends being attached to the hook ; and it is so reeved 
that the load is suspended from both chain wheels, on one 
side of IC, and on the opposite side of F. By (his arrange
ment all tendency to run down is avoided. As the eccentric 
is revolved by the hand chain and wheel D, the gears L 
and K are compelled to mesh with all the teeth in the 
rims E1 and F! at each revolution, L has 22 teeth, E1 28, K 

32 and Fl has 38 teeth. In nil ling once around the rim F\ 
K makes Iii; revolutions, as docs \, also. But the number of 
teeth in L multiplied by 1 il = 30-1 teeth. The rim E 1 con
tains only 28 teeth, and consequently it is compelled to forge 
ahead 2:1 teeth at each revolution ofthe eccentric. This 
causes the chain wheels E and F to slowly revolve in oppo
site directions, but as the hoisting chain II bangs one strand 
on sheave E and tho other . 
lows that both strands go i 
selves to theineqnality in tin 
separate chains may be en 
end—thus having une hoo 
Tlie ratio between the gears 
extent, to secure anv de-ire. 
to he lifted and the pull rcqi 
composed wholly of spur g< 
from friction. 

B L O W E R F O R PULVERISED FUEL. 

No. 466,603. CHARLES FIESSE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Patented January Ij. 18.92. Tbe shaft U is horizontal and is 
turned by a belt and pulley nut shown. It carries a fan 
wheel AV, a drum 0, 01, having a spiral blade P between 
Ibe rims, and a long conical (hum R having a number of 
vanes r on its outer-urfa.-e Between thefan wheel W a n d 
the drum O, a water Moch Y, V, is piovnh-.]. Ilnm. 
whicli water can be circulated to keep the parts from •_ 
ing too hot. The fuel which is pulverized is fed in throu 
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ator connected to the furnace to which tbe fuel is supplied, 
thus securing a high degree of economy, ahd making it 
practicable to use a very low grade of fuel. 

SAFETY LAMP. 

No. 467.193. GEORGE T. PARRY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.-
Patented January 19, 1S92. Tbe case A is provided on its 
bottom plate with feet a, on which rests an ordinary lampB, 
around which air can pass to the flame, and which is pro
vided with a filling bole b and a ratchet-wheel shaft -..with 
ratchets c*1 to raise or lower tlie wick. The shaft c may be 
adjusted from the outside by a button c'2 on its end or on 
the inside of the lamp-case by a button c3, located as indi
cated by dotted lines. 
To tbe case section A an upper metal case section A1 is 

screwed fast of d, as shown, making with an india rubber 
washer dl an air tight joint or connection. 
C represcnls a conical tube arranged in the front part of 

the section A1 of the metal case and (irmly secured therein 
in any suitable manner. Tbe small end of this tube ex
tends nearly to the flame D of tbe wick IC and serves for 
concentrating the light from flame D. 
In tlie front end of the tube C, a bull's eye F is placed, 

as shown. By means of the tube C the concentrated light 
is, thrown upon the bull's eye in such a manner as to se
cure a brilliant illumination in the mine, a result that 
would not be accomplished without this tube in so perfect 
and effective a manner. Behind the flame D a reflector G* 
may be arranged, the same being fastened to the metal 
case A1. 
Outside of the section A1, at the rear ofthe lamp, a loop-

handle II is provided. Tlie upper part of the lamp above 
the ease section A 1 is, as usual, formed of wire-gauze I 
which is fastened by its lower edge to the upper edge of 

the section A1, as shown. In the bottom of tbe section A 
a draft opening .1 is provided, and this opening is covered 
with wire gauze K of about tbe same mesh as the wire-gauze 
I. Under this construction in order to fill the lamp at the 
opening _• the sections A 1 A- are separated by unscrewing 
the same at •/. 
It will he seen that all parts of the case containing the 

lamp are air-tight, excepting the wire gauze I and (he draft 
opening J, covered by the wire-gauze K. It- will olso be 
seen that tfie Home D from the lamp B will light up the 
safety covering gauze I the same aa in the ordinary Davy 
lamp, while the projection of light from the bull's-eye 3? 
will be a bright and steady light for aiding workmen in 
their operations in the mine. 
It will he further seen that the outer cose of this lamp is 

constructed (o form a cbi 
is placed, and 
from the cos( 
rounded on . 
through win*. 

• in which a reservoir lamp 
i* lamp is a distinctstructure 
1 within the case it is sur-
lottom hy a large airspace, 

iromoting combustion 
at the wick, and thus cools the body of the iamp. 

P L U M B A N D LEVEL. 

. NEWEL H. SPENCER, ELMID*, N. Y. Pat-
, 1S9S. This device is intended fur attach
ed-res or squares or other tools, or it may 
it bin the body of such tools. It consists of 
having a circular groove accurately formed 
r ri, and a ball of accurate shape which is 
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tbe pipe 2 along with the air for burning it and is driven 
by the fan-wheel through the passage to1 into the spiral 
passage formed by the blade P between the rims O, 0' 
This spiral serves to make the delivery of the fuel uniform, 
and eurrects the irregularity uf the first feeding into the 
pipe 2. The mingled air aud fuel passes onward over the 
drum Rand out liy the pipe N to the furnace. The ab
used id preferably heated as highly us possible in a regener-

confined within the groove. Lines E are carefully drawn 
on the face of the block to indicate various angles. The 
bull will, of course, always roll to the lowest point, and its 
position relative tothe lino desired can be readily judged by 
the eye, quite as easily as the bubble in an ordinrry spirit 
level can bo centered ; with the additional advantage that 
the ball will indicate as many diflerent angles as there are 
ines E drawn upon tbe face ofthe instrument. 
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THE ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF COPPER. 

TheMineralopry, Mode of Occurrence, and Production 

of Copper. 

BY H. A. WHEELER, E. M., OF ST. LOUIS. 

The number of copper-bearing minerals is very large, 
most of which have a green color, but until the open
ing up of the large deposits in Arizona and Montana 
within the last filteen years, there were only two that 
were found in sufficient quantity in this country as to 
be of much importance as ores, or the native and 
"yellow-copper." Since the Far Western mines have 
become such heavy copper producers from the oxide*., 
carbonates, silicate, and black sulphides, the number of 
important copper ores has considerably increased, so 
that it will be necessary to consider all ofthe following 
as now being of commercial importance. 
Native Copper, as its name implies, is pure copper, 

which occurs naturally in very large quantities at Lake 
Superior, and in very small quantities, as mere speci
mens usually, at or near the outcrop of nearly every 
copper bearing vein. If untarnished, it has the char
acteristic copper red color, is very tough and malleable, 
rather soft, and very heavy (specific gravity is S*9). 

Chalcopyrite, or "Copper Pyrites," or " Yellow Cop
per Ore" is a sulphide of copper and iron, consisting of 
about equal parts of copper, iron, and sulphur. Itis 
the most abundant ore of copper, and on account of its 
bright, metallic luster and brass yellow color, it is very 
easily recognized. It is somewhat hard, rather heavy 
specific gravity is 4'2), gives a greenish-black .-treat, and 
is very brittle, by which it is quickly distinguished from 
native gold, which it resembles in color and for which 
it is occasionally mistaken. 
Bornite, or Erubescite, or " Purple Copper Ore," or 

" Peacock Ore," is a sulphide of copper and iron that 
contains a variable amount of copper ranging from 50 
to 70 per cent. It has a bright metallic luster, varies 
in color from purple to brown to bluish black, usually 
has a variegated tarnish and gives a black streak. It 
is rather soft, quite heavy (specific gravity is4'4to5'0) 
and not very brittle. 
• Chalcocite, or " Copper-glance," is a black sulphide of 
copper that contains $0% ofmetal. It has adull metallic 
luster, while the color and streak are black to lead-gray. 
It is quite soft, very heavy (specific gravity is 5-7), and 
is slightly sectile or is tough enough to be cut into 
small shavings. 

Cuprite, or " Red Copper Ore," is the red oxide of 
copper and contans about 89% of copper. It has a 
non-metallic luster, varies from bright red to very dark 
red in color, and gives a brownish-red streak. It is 
rather hard, very heavy (specific gravity is 6), and verv 
brittle. 
Melaconite, or " Black Copper Ore," is the black oxide 

of copper and contains about 80<^ of copper. It has an 
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earthy luster, a dark-brown to black color, and gives a 
black streak. It is usually very soft, very heavy 
(specific gravity is 6'2,) and very brittle. 
Azurite is the blue hydrous carbonate of copper, and 

contains about 5 5 % of copper. It has a non-metallic, 
vitreous to earthy luster, a deep blue color, and gives 
a pale blue streak. It is rather liard, not heavy (speci
fic gravity is 3'7) and is very brittle. 
Malachite is the green hydrous carbonate of copper, 

and contains about 5 7 % ofthe metal. It has a non-
metallic, silky to vitreous luster, light to dark green 
color, and gives a pale green streak. It is rather bard, 
not heavy (specific gravity is 3'8) and is very brittle. 
The compact varieties take a fine polish and are highly 
prized for ornamental purposes as a semi-precious 
stone. 

Chrysocotla is a hydrous silicate of copper that varies 
considerably in its composition, ranging from 22 to 
3b% in copper. It has a non-metallic, vitreous lustre, 
varies from blue to green in color and gives a white 
streak. It is somewhat bard, very light (specific gravity 
is 2-2) and usually very brittle. It is very common, as 
a green wash or staining, along the outcrop of copper 
bearing veins, but seldom occurs in sufficient quantity 
to be of value as an ore, and'it is an expensive ore to 
emelt on account of its low grade and high silica. It 
has deceived many a prospector by the conspicuous 
way in which it will make a great showing on the 
surface, but on assaying the green stained rocks they 
are usually found to be too poor to work. 
Clialcanthite is the hydrous sulphate of copper oris the 

same as blue-vitriol, "it is not often found as a vitreous, 
blue, soit solid, but frequently occurs in solution in the 
waters of old copper mines, from which it often pays to 
extract the copper by means of scrap-iron, on to which 
the copper is thrown down on prolonged standing. It 
is this mineral that gives the highly nauseating, me
tallic taste to the drainage from copper mines and 
causes the miners to break out in pimples and sores 
from the poisonous action of such waters when in con
tact with the skin. 

letrahedrite, or "gray-copper," is a sulphide of copper 
and antimony that may contain as high as 4 2 % of 
copper. It has a bright metallic luster, a steel-gray 
color, and gives a dark red to gray streak. It is_ rather 
hard, quite heavy, (specific gravity is 4'S), and is very 
brittle. It seldom occurs in large quantities and makes 
a very inferior quality of copper on account of the anti
mony it contains, but it so frequently carries silver as 
to often be a very valuable silver ore. 
All the copper minerals are frequently found to contain 

paving amounts of gold and silver, and should always 
be assayed for the precious metals, which are rarely 
entirely absent, though in undisturbed regions the 
amount of the precious metalB is usually too small to 
pay to extract. 
In considering the deposits of copper, the most unique 

in character thus far found in the world, as well as of 
the greatest importance in regard to quality, are the 

famous deposits ofthe Lake Superior region, where all 
tbe copper is mined in the native or metallic condition. 
Native copper occurs in at least specimen quantities in 
many other places, and at Santa Rita, New Mexico, 
andsome parts of Arizona,in even appreciable amounls; 
but thus far such natural occurrences ofthe metal else
where have never held out to any depth or been of 
much commercial importance. But the entire heavy 
output of the Lake Superior district is obtained exclu
sively from this ore, and it is found to be of exceptional 
purity, which is so important for the enormous electri
cal demand tbat has recently sprung up. Other ores 
of copper have been found in the Lake Superior dis
trict, "but thus far in such small amounts as to be of no 
commercial value, and the profitable mines have all 
been opened on only the native copper veins. Another 
interesting feature about the copper lodes of Lake 
Superior is the fact that they are so low grade, as with 
one exception the average yield does not exceed 2 % , 
and in one case a mine has paid regular dividends from 
an ore that yields only three-quarters of one per cent. 
of copper. Omitting the one lode that carries from 3 
to 5 % (the Calumet and Hecla), the Lake Superior 
copper companies are working low, r grade ores than 
are worked any where else in the world. The unique
ness ofthe deposits, the permanence of the lodes, and 
the important position that " Lake " copper commands 
in the world's copper market, which until recently was 
the heaviest output from any one district, entitles" this 
region to special consideration. 
, The present history of the Lake Superior copper re-
' gion dates from the year 1845, when it made its first 
I appearance in tbe copper market with an insignificant 
output, at a time when our country was producing a 

I small amount of copper from a few mines in the Appala
chian belt, but mainly depending on foreign sources 
for its supply. Though the occurrence of native copper 
in that region had been reported two centuries earlier by 
travelers, it was notuntil that late date that determined, 
vigorous efforts were made to open up mines in what 
was then an unknown wilderness- Since that year more 
and more mines have been developed, many ofthe old 
ones have enlarged tbeir facilities, and so few of the 
lodes have thus far become exhausted, tbat the output 
has steadily risen until last year (1S91) tbe output had 
increased to about 58,000 tons, and the preparations 
now being made at the Lake indicate that this heavy 
output will be considerably exceeded in the immediate 
future. But the past history of this region as a pro
ducer, when it was worked by tbe prehistoric miners, 
who have left such abundant evidence of their work
ings, is at present unknown, but some of the best lodes 
have been found by means ofthe remains ofthe work
ings of these ancient miners. None of these old work
ings are deep or very extensive, but considering the ru
dimentary methods they possessed of working these 
hard copper lodes by n_teans of their stone implements, 
they must at least have given considerable attention to 
them. 
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The geological formation in which these highly 
productive copper lodes occur consists of a series of 
parallel beds of rocks of very great age (probably Cam
brian) that extend from the end of the peninsula that 
juts out from the middle of the south shore of Lake 
Superior, known as Keweenaw Point, for a distance of 
at least 1-50 miles to the Southwest. This range of 
copper-bearing rocks is made up of alternating beds of 
compact lava known as " trap,"of amygdaloidal lava 
known as " melaphyre" or " amygdaloid," and of 
coarse red conglomerates and brown sandstones. The 
copper rocks are from 3 to 7 miles wide, and have a 
general dip to the Northwest that varies from 20° to 55°. 

The copper occurs in these rocks in three classes of 
deposits: As (1) fissure reins, that break across the 
formation at right angles, and which are usually verti
cal; (2) as contact veins, or ore-bodies that lie along the 
plane of contact of the trap and conglomerate belts; 
and (3) as impregnated deposits, in wliich the old steam 
cavities in the amygdaloidal lava belts, or the inter
stices between the gravel and sand in the conglomerate 
belts have been more or less completely filled by copper. 

The fissure and contact veins were most actively 
worked in tbe early history of the region, as tbey carry 
their copper largely in the form of solid masses that 
vary from a few pounds in weight up to 600 tons, and 
were therefore thought to be far more profitable than 
the amygdaloid and conglomerate belts in which tbe 
copper mainly occurs as small disseminated shots or 
granules. But the stern lesson of experience has 
shown that the expenses of mining such heavy masses 
of copper are much greater than when it occurs as small, 
scattered pellets, so that with the low prices of copper 
that have now ruled for some time, almost all of the 
vein mines have had to close down from their inability 
to compete with the belt mines. Tbe vein mines are 
usually very narrow, or from one to three feet wide, 
rarely over five feet, while the belt deposits usually 
range from ten to thirty feet wide. While the fissures 
are found running across tlie formation throughout its 
.entire length, tbey are much more numerous at the 
northern end of the range in Keweenaw County, wheie 
they have been very extensively worked, while 
the' contact deposits, which are few in number, 
have only been worked at the southern end of the 
range, inOntonagon County. The belts arefound to run 
continuously from one end of the ran ge to the other, but it 
is only in places that they are found to be rich enough 
in copper to pay to work, and thus far all the profitable 
belt mines have been opened up along the central part 
of the range, or in Houghton County. On account of 
the fine condition of most of tbe copper in the belt 
mines, it is necessary to crush the low-grade rock into 
sand, and then concentrate the heavy copper on jigs 
ami slime tables, by which treatment the light rock is 
washed away, yielding a copper sand that will assay 
on an average about 70% in copper. For this purpose 
large mills are to be found along the lake shores, 
adjacent to, and connected with the mines by 
railroads, where powerful steam stamps are employed 
to perform tbe crushing that are capable of reducing 
from 150 to 300 tons of two and one-half inch rock to 
three-sixteenths inch sand in twenty-four hours per 
stamp. More or less pure copper is also found 
associated with the masses in the vein mines, but as the 
amount is comparatively small, the vein mines still use 
the old fashion drop stamps to crush the disseminated 
rock, which have a capacity of only two to four tons 
per stamp in twenty-four hours. Tbe rich copper 
sands, or "mineral" produced by the stamp-mills 
merely requires melting to free it from the associated 
matter, to be put into merchantable condition as ingots 
for casting, bars for wire-drawing, and cakes for rolling 
into sheets. 

The most prominent of the fissure vein mines are 
the Cliff, Phoenix, Copper Falls, and Central, all of 
which are in Keweenaw County, at the northern end 
of the range. The Cliff Mine was the first regular 
copper producer of Lake Superior, beginning its career 
in IS45, and was the first, and for a long time the 
heaviest dividend paying property of Lake Superior, 
The vein, which is about vertical, has been worked to a 
depth of nearly 1,700 feet, and as it has pinched 
and grown poorer with depth, work on it was finally 
abandoned in 1SS5, after it had produced about 19,000 
tons of copper, from which it paid a total of $2,027,660 
in dividends, or nearly 2,400% on tbe capital stock 
paid in. 

The Phoenix Mine is better known by the 500 ton 
mass that it produced than by a brilliant record for 
either a large product or dividends. For while it was 
one of the very first to be worked, dating back as far as 
1844. tbe vein bason the average been so poor that it bad 
produced less than 8,000 tons of copper when it was 
shut down in ISS7. after attaining a vertical depth of 
about 1,200 feet, and only 920,000 has been declared in 
dividends, .vhile tbe as-ess ments amount to about 
$1,000,000. It is an interesting instance ofthe expense 
of working the large masses that occasionally occur in 
tbe fissure veins that this 500-ton mass which wa. 
found in 1S70, cost more to mine, cut up into manageable 
chunks, and raise than it finally realized, though 
copper was selling in those days lor more than twenty 
cents a pound. 
The Central Mine is the on\y other fissure vein property 

in the Keweenaw District besides the Cliff, that can 
make a satisfactory showing as a financial investment 
and it is now the " Last of the Mohicans," as it is the 
only fissure vein property being actively worked to
day in the State of Michigan. It was discovered in 
1854. and has been worked continuously to date, having 
produced a total of about 22,000 tons of copper, and 
has now attained a depth of over 2,800 feet. It paid its 
first dividend in 1802, since which time it has returned 
from $1 to $8 per share per year, aggregating $1,970,000 
in all, on a capital investment of only §100,000. The 
vein runs about north and south, dips to the east at 
the rate of 10 feet per 100 front the vertical, and like 
all the fissure veins, has a vein filling of calcite, quartz, 
and zeolitic matter, in which are found the masses and 

disseminated copper. This mine has produced a large ! 
number of masses, which were larger and much more • 
abundant in the upper part of the mine than in the , 
lower workings. One of these masses was a huge slab 
found lying against the wall of the vein that proved to 
to weigh about 600 tone, after it had been slowly and 
laboriously cut up into chunks of five to ten tons"each. 
In mining such unmanageable slabs, it is necessary to 
stope away all the ground in front of one face of" the 
mass, when by drifting behind the middle of it and 
tilling a chamber with black powder to the extent of 
twenty-five to fifty kegs, it can be blown out free from 
tbe rock and is ready to be cut up. The cutting is done 
hy special miners, who with long, sharp chisels and 
eight pound striking-hammers, slowly cut off pieces 

SKETCH A.—CROSS SECTION OF THE CENTRAL VEIN. 

small enough to be hauled out through the drifts, and 
hoisted by a special engine of great power. The 
cutting is done by contract, and as high as $14.00 per 
square foot of face cut is paid, as the cutting has to be 
done chip by chip, which is very slow on such tough 
material. Recently the Central vein was found to be 
faulted, or lost, on the thirtieth level, or apparently 
the fissure extended no further; hut later explorations 
have shown that it was "heaved," or thrown about 300 
feet, from whence it again continues, as shown in 
sketch A. 
At the Southern end ofthe copper range, in Ontona

gon County, mines have been opened on the fissure 

mass of about six tons weight was found already mined 
and blocked up by the aboriginal workers, who seemed 
to have been unable to utilize such a massive piece. 
After assessing to the extent, of $60,000, the mine began 
paying dividends in 1S52, which were regularly con
tinued" until 1865, a total of $1,920,000 having been dis-. 
bursed from an output of over 17,000 tons of copper, 
besides putting about a third of a million into plant. 
The mine was shut down in 1870, after reaching a depth 
of 1200 feet, and only tribute work has been carried on 
since in a small way. The vein lies bet.ween a trap 
hanging-wall and a conglomerate foot, is from 2 to 8 
feet wide, has a dip of 52° to 64°, and trends with the 
formation. The vein filling is mainly calcite, in which 
occurred many large masses, one of which was 45 feet 
long, bad an average width of 13 feet, and an average 
thickness of 4 feet, with an estimated weight of 500 
tons; it took 20 men 15 months to extract this one 
mass, which is famous as being the most solid masa 
ever found on the Lake, as it had a maximum thickness 
of 8^ feet. Almost the entire output of this mine has 
been from " heavy " copper or pieces of several pounds 
weight and upwards, tlie fine, shot copper having been 
of very minor importance. 
Youngest in age but most important in the magni

tude of its output and the magnificence of its dividends 
is the central portion ofthe copper range, in Houghton 
County, where all the mines work either belts of con
glomerate or belts of amygdaloid. While this portion 
ofthe copper range has the largest number of dividend 
[laying mines, it also has an abundance of properties 
that have failed to repay the large sums tbat have been 
put into many of them. One ofthe oldest mines of 
this district tbat as yet ranks next to the world famous 
Calumet & Hecla, is the Quincy, which operates a belt 
of amygdaloid that averages about 2 % in copper, but 
wliich is found to be very bunchy in its copper contents 
and therefore neecessitates extensive exploration in the 
search for new ore-bodies. Unlike most of the belt 
mines, tbe Quincy lode carries considerable heavy cop
per, masses of five to even twenty tons not being infre
quent, though its principal product is obtained from the 
stamp-rock or the finely disseminated copper. It began 
producing in 1850, since which time it has produced 
over 60,000 tons of copper, and paid dividends there
from with great regularity that now aggregate the 
handsome sum of $6,170,000, besidespayingfor plant in
vestments that exceed $1,500,000, on an invested capital 
of only $200,000. It is one of the deepest mines in this 
country, a. its lowest level, the 41st, is 3200 feet deep as 
measured on the dip ofthe vein, whicli averages about 
54°. Adjacent to tbe Quincy and operating "the fame 
belt is the Pewabic Mine, which after prolonged litiga
tion and idleness, has been absorbed by the Quincy 
people ; it paid $400,000 in dividends since it began 
operations in 1S55, and produced about 14,000 tons of 
copper. Adjoining the Pewabic Mine and also operat
ing the same lode is the Franklin Mine, which since 
1S57 has produced over 35,000 tons of copper, and paid 
$1,120,000 in dividends. 
An admirable instance of the success of good manage

ment is to be seen in the Atlantic mine, which started 
in 1S72 on Ihe financial wreck of two previous admini
strations that had spent $1,000,000, and then failed 
when copper was high and the mine shallow, has 
become a decided financial success and one ofthe beacon 
lights of low grade mines. The lode is a very uniform 
belt of amygdaloid, about 15 feet wide, that yields only 
abo'it :| of one per cent, of copper. Yet by very careful 
management and operating on a large scale, they have 
been able to finally put it on a dividend paying basis, 
in spite ofthe low prices lately ruling and the mine 
becoming constantly deeper, and have disbursed $700,-
000 in dividends since the first one was paid in 1S78, 
and have produced a total of over 27,000 tons of copper. 

mh* 

SKETCH H.— LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF THE ATLANTIC MINE. 

veins, on tbe amygdaloid belts and on tbe contact veins, 
and while quite extensive work has been done, the only 
successful enterprises have been tbe Minnesota and the 
National Mines, which are adjacent properties on the 
same contact lode that have both repaid all the money 
put inlo them and three times more in the latter case, 
and thirty times more in the first. The Minnesota 
Mine was very successful in its day, and has left a bril
liant record. It was discovered in 1847, by the remains 
from the workings ofthe prehistoric miners, and a 

For a longitudinal section ofthe mine, showing the 
regularity ofthe stopes and the mode of working, see 
sketch B". 

The Osceola Mine is a well managed property tbat was 
opened on tbe famous Calumet & Hecla conglomerate 
belt in 1S73. Though it adjoins the Hecla mine, and 
the lode was very rich at first, it was soon found to 
have only the Southern end of the Hecla copper chute, 
and while the lode continues uninterrupted, it is practi
cally barren of copper after a small portion adjacent to 
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the Hecla property line had been exhausted. The mine 
would have been a failure if anew amygdaloid belt had 
not been discovered, on which a new mine has been 
opened since 1878, which has already attained a depth 
of 2500 feet on the lode. The total production of this 
Croperty exceeds 30,000 tons, from which $1,547,000 has 
een paid as dividends. 
The giant of the coppe- world when production and 

dividends are considered, is tbe famoua Calumet .C' Hecla 
Mine, which began operations in 1S65 on a conglomerate 
belt that has been proved to carry a very extensive 
chute of copper that yields from 3 to 5%. Originally 
started as two separate mines, the Calumet and the 
Hecla, which subsequently consolidated with an invest
ed capital of *1,200,000, the annual output now exceeds 
30,000 tons a year, which is more than the combined 
product ofall thcother mines on the Lake, from whi'h 
$2,000,000 a year is usually paid in dividends, while tlie 
total output exceeds 350,000 tons, and the total divi
dends aggregate the enormous sum of "•*..0,850,000, be
sides paying several millions more for one of the largest 
and most extenf-ive surface plants to be found in the 
world. The lode varies from 10 to 30 feet wide, and 
the workings now extend to the 42d level, or ov ***-, 
4000 feet on the dip, which here amounts to about 3S° ; 
over 3000 tons of ore are hoisted a day, and about 25 
acres are exhausted a year in maintaining this enor
mous output. 
Adjoining the Calumet ,--, Hecla property on the dip 

ofthe lode, are the Tamarack and Tamarack Junior 
Mines, which are remarkable instances of very bold 
and fortunately very successful prospecting. Tbe Tam
arack' Mining Co. started a vertical shaft in February, 
1881, about half a mile beyond the outcrop of the Calu-

THE SPONTANEOUS IGNITION OF COAL 
A N D ITS PREVENTION. 

BY PROFESSOR VIVIAN B. LEWES, F. I. C, F. C. S. 

(From the Proceedings ofthe Society of Arts, England, March 2, It. 02). 

Last Autumn I had the honor of bringing before the 
Chemical Section of the British Association certain 
views, which are now widely gaining ground, as to 
tbe cause ofthe phenomenon of spontaneous ignition 
of masses of stored coal; and, in the discussion which 
ensued, Sir Frederick Bramwell expressed the hope 
that the paper would be followed by a second, in 
wliich methods for the prevention of this too often 
disastrous action might be discussed; and it is at the 
invitation of your secretary that I propose to bring m y 
views on the subject before you to-night. Ever since the 
general adoption of coal as a fuel, the storing and ship
ment of masses exceeding 2,000 tons has been recognized 
asrequiringgreat care ; and if much small coal has been 
present, or if it has been stored wet, firing, or at any 
rate heating, of the mass has frequently taken place. 
On shore this has led to much inconvenience and loss, 
but it is during shipment that the real danger has 
occurred ; and many a fine vessel, with all hands, has 
been lost from this cause, without even a record of the 
calamity reaching the land. In 1S75 tbe lossof life and 
property from this cause became so serious that a Royal 
Commission was appointed to report upon tbe possi
bility of preventing these appalling disasters; but the 
recommendations contained in the report, although of 

-CROSS-SI:CTION OF T H E CALL*MET CONGLOMERATE. 

met & Hecla lode (as measured on the dip of the lode), 
as shown in sketch C, and after sinking it to a depth of 
2270 feet, it struck the lode in June, 1885, after 3j years 
steady work and an expenditure of about $250,000. 
Although there was but little uncertainty about finding 
the lode, and the mining-engineer had calculated to a 
beautiful nicety as to the point where it should be 
expected, yet it was very problematical whether the 
lode would carry any copper, as the experience ofthe 
Osceola Mine had shown, at great expense, that the 
lode was valueless outside ofthe copper chute. Fortu
nately the lode was copper-bearing and very extensive 
work since carried on makes this one of the finest prop
erties on Lake Superior, as the output already exceeds 
30,000 tons, from the proceeds of which $2,490,000 have 
been declared as dividends. 
Th© Tamarack Junior is similar in its position to the 

Calumet & Helca property, in lying so far beyond the 
outcrop of the lode as to necessitate very deep shaft•= 
in order to reach the lode, with a by no means small I 
possibility of finding the lode barren after the heavy 
outlay involved in reaching it. However, two shafts ! 
were started in May, 188S, and one of them struck the j 
lode at a depth of 2,400 feet in a little less than 3 years 
time, and luckily found it copper bearing. The other [ 
shaft will have to go 2950 feet before it strikes the lode, , 
and until then the property will not have had an 
opportunity to produce much copper. 

[TO BE CONCLUDED.] 

The enterprising Lunkenheimer Brass Mfg. Co., of 
Cincinnati, Ohio, are preparing for the World's Fair a 
most elaborate display of their popular specialties in 
Valves, Sight-Feed Lubricators, Oil and Grease Cups, 
etc. They will exhibit a complete line of Brass and 
Iron Goods, besides some novelties in Steam Whistles 
and Sight Feed Lubricators. They report business ex
ceedingly bri-k, being crowded with orders for their nu
merous specialties and receiving large contracts for spec
ial work for United States cruisers. 

the greatest possible value, seem to have had but little 
effect in checking the loss from spontaneous ignition ; 
and, in the nine years following the publication of the 
report (1S73 to 1883), no less than fifty-seven coal-laden 
vessels are known to have been lost from this cause, 
whilst 328 others were missing. In coal stores, and in 
gasworks, heating frequently takes place, but is so 
much more easily dealt with than at sea, that cases of 
absolute ignition are much rarer; and it is from the 
evidence obtained in the case of coal cargoes, that we 
can learn most as to the cause and prevention of this 
most dire plague of the coal trade. In treating the 
subject to-night, I will first bring to your notice the 
explanation ofthe action which eventually results in 
combustion, and which is founded upon the work of 
Richters and myself, and will consider how the incip
ient action can be best prevented, or at least retarded, 
and the steps which should be taken in case ignition 
should result. Coal is a substance of purely vegetable 
origin, formed out of contact with air by long exposure 
to heat and pressure, from the woody fiber and resin
ous constituents of a monster vegetation, which 
liourished long before the earth was inhabited by man ; 
and coal may therefore be looked upon as a form of 
charcoal, which, having been formed at a temperature 
lower than that of the charcoal burner's heap, and 
under great pressure, is very dense, and still retains a 
quantity of those constituents which, in tbe latter case, 
are driven off as tar, wood naphtha, &c. These bodies 
consists essentially of compounds containing carbon 
and hydrogen, together with a little oxygen and 
nitrogen, and form tbe volatile matter and hydrocar
bons of the coal. Besides the carbon and hydrocar
bons, coal also contains certains mineral bodies, which 
were mostly present in the sap and fiber of the original 
vegetation, and which gives the ash which is left behind 
when the coal is burnt. These substances consist 
chiefly of sulphate of lime or gypsum, silicaand alumina, 
whilst in nearly all kinds of coal is to be found a sub
stance called disulphide of iron, coal brasses or pyrites, 
which has been formed hy the gradual reduction ofthe 
sulphates by carbonaceous matter in the presence of 
iron salts, and which, during the combustion of I' 

coal, is decomposed, giving off sulphur compounds, and 
leaving behind oxide of iron, which gives the reddish-
brown color to the ash of many kinds of coal. Of these 
constituents of coal, tbe only ones which play no part 
'11 the phenomena attending heating and spontaneous 
gnition, are the mineral con-tituents other than the 
pyrites, and we have, therefore, to deal with the 
chemical actions which take place when the caibon, 
hydrocarbons, and brasses contained in newly-won coal 
come in contact wilh air and moisture. 

THE INFLUENCE OF CARBON IN PRODUCING HEATING. 

Carbon is one of those substances whicli possess to 
an extraordinary degree the power of attracting and 
condensing gases upon their surface, this power vary
ing with the state of division of the particular form of 
c rbon used. The charcoal obtained from dense forma 
of wood, such as box, exhibits this property to a high 
degree, 1 cubic inch of such charcoal absorbing: 

Cnhic inches. 
Amnion In giis *K) 
Sulphureted hydrogen *_:>• 
Curbon dioxide 3_ 
Ethylene (olviiant gus} SU 
Oxygen y 25 
Nitrogen ti 5 

whilst certain kinds of coal also exhibit the same power, 
although to a less degree. The absorptive power of 
newly-won coal due to this surface attraction varies, 
but the least absorbent will take up oue and a quarter 
times its own volume of oxygen, whilst in some coals 
more than three times their volume of the gas is 
absorbed. This absorption is Very rapid at first, but 
gradually decreases, and is, moreover, influenced very 
much by temperature, for reasons which will be ex
plained later. The absorption is at first purely mechan
ical and itself causes a rise of temperature, which,in the 
case ot charcoal formed in closed retorts, as in prepar
ing alder, willow, and dogwood charcoal for powder 
making, would produce spontaneous ignition if it were 
not placed in sealed cooling vessels for some days 
before exposure to air. The rate of absorption varieB 
with the amount of surface exposed, and, therefore, 
able to take part in this condensing action, so that, 
when coal or charcoal is finely powdered, the exposed 
surface being much greater, absorption becomes more 
rapid, and rise of temperature at once takes place. If, 
after it has been made, charcoal is kept for a day out of 
contact with air, and is then ground down into a 
powder, it will frequently fire alter exposure to the air • 
for thirty six hours, whilst a heap of charcoal powder, 
of 100 bushels or more, will always ignite. It is for this 
reason that in making the charcoal for powder, it is 
always kept, after burning, forthree or four daysin air
tight cylinders before picking over, and ten d"ays to a 
fortnight before itis ground. In tbe case of coal, this 
rise in temperature tends to increase the rate of the 
action that is going on, but is rarely sufficient to bring 
about spontaneous ignition, only about one-third the 
amount of oxygen being absorbed by c -al that is taken 
up by charcoal; the action also being much slower, 
tends to prevent the temperature reaching the high 
ignition point of the coal. Air-dry coal absorbs oxygen 
more quickly tban wet coal. 

THE ACTION OF THE BITUMINOUS CONSTITUENTS OF TUB 

COAL IN SPONTANEOUS IGNITION. 

All coal contains a certain percentage of hydrogen-
which is in combination with some of tlie carbon, and 
also with the nitrogen and oxygen, and forms with 
them the volatile matter in the coal. The amount 
present in this condition varies greatly, being very 
small in Anthracite and verv great in cannel and shale. 
W h e n the carbon ofthe coal absorbs oxygen, the com
pressed gas becomes chemically very active, and soon 
commences to combine with the carbon and hydrogen 
of the Bituminous portions, converting them info car
bon dioxide and water vapor. This chemical activity 
increases rapidly with rise of temperature, so that the 
heat generated by the absorption of the oxygen causes 
it to rapidly enter into chemical combination. Chemi
cal combination of this kind—i. c, oxidation—is always 
accompanied by evolution of heat, and this further rise 
of temperature again increases rapidity of oxidation, 
so tbat a steady rise of temperature is set up, and this 
taking place in the center of a heap of small coal, which, 
from the air and other gases enclosed in its interstices, 
is an admirable non c inductor of heat, will often cause 
such heating of the mass that, if air percolate slowly 
into the heap, in sufficient quantity to supply the 
necessary percentage of oxygen for the continuance of 
the action, the igniting point of the coal will soon be 
reached. The effect of rise of temperature in increas
ing tbe rapidity of chemical actions of this kind can be 
realized from the eflect which it has in the spontaneous 
ignition of oily waste or rag. If a substance like cotton 
w;a«te be rendered oily with anything except the min
eral oils, it acquires the power of taking up oxygen 
from the air, and this oxidizing the oil gives rise to 
heat. At ordinary temperatures this oxidation is slow, 
and, consequently, it may be days before the rise in 
temperature becomes sensible, but when (his point is 
reached tbe oxidation proceeds with remarkable rapid
ity, and in a few hours tbe point of ignition is reached, 
and the mass bursts into flame, whilst if the oily waste 
be placed in a warm place at first, f-pontaneous ignition 
is onlv a question of hours, or sometimes even minutes. 
Galletley found thatoily cotton at ordinary temperatures 
took some days to beat and ignite, whilst, if placed in a 
chamber warmed to 130 degs. to 170 degs. Fahr. (54 
degs. to 76 degs. Cent.), the cotton, greasy, with boiled 
linseed, ignited in one hour fifteen minutes, and olive 
oil on cotton in five hours ; and in a chamber heated to 
ISO degs. to 200 degs. Fahr. (82 degs. to 93 degs. C.) 
olive oil on cotton ignited in two hours. It has been 
suggested that very Bituminous coal, such as cannel, 
shale, and coals containing schist, isliable to spontane
ous ignitionfrom the factthata rise in temperature 
would cause heavy oils to exude from them, which, by 
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undergoing oxidation, might cause rapid heating. But 
•experiment not only shows that this is not the case, but 
tbat the heavy mineral oils have a remarkable influence 
in retarding heating; e.tton waste, oily with easily oxi
dizable oils mixed with 20 per cent, of heavy mineral 
oil, being exempt from heating. 

THE ACTION OF IRON DISULPHIDE, PYRITES, OR COAL 

BRASSES IN PROMOTING SPONTANEOUS IGNITION. 

The earliest theory as tothe cause of spontaneous igni
tion in coal was, that it was due to the heat given out 
during the oxidation of pyrites (the disulphide of iron) 
into sulphates, ami this idea has been adopted, and 
has held its own, in this country up to the present 
time, although the researches of Dr. Richters, some 
twenty years ago, clearly prove that the explanation 
was an erroneous one, and the late Dr. Percy, as early as 
1864, pointed out that probably oxidation of the coal had 
a great deal to do with the action. This disulphide 
of iron is found in coal in several different forms, some
times as a dark powder distributed throughout the mass 
of the coal, and scarcely to be distinguished from coal 
itself. In larger quantities it is often found forming 
thin golden looking layers in the cleavage of the coal, 
while it sometimes occurs as masses and veins, often 1 
in. or 2 in. in thickness, but inasmuch as these masses 
of pyrites are very heavy, they rarely find their way 
into the screened coal for shipment, many hundreds of 
tons of tbese " brasses" being annually picked out from 
tbe coal at the pit's mouth, ami utlized in various manu
facturing processes. The yellow pyrites which form 
the large masses in the coal, and even the dark varieties 
when in the crystalline form, remain practically unal
tered, even after long exposure to moist air, but the 
amorphous and finely divided portions, which proba
bly contain lower sulphides mixed with the disulphide, 
will oxidize and effloresce with considerable rapidity 
when exposed to moisture and air, forming mixtures of 
ferrous sulphate and basic sulphates of iron, and it is 
during this process of oxidation that the heat supposed 
to bring about the ignition ofthe coal isgenerated._ In 
some of the coals mostsubjeet to spontaneous ignition 
there is onlyO'S per cent, of pyrites, and if we imagined 
the whole of this to be easily oxidizable, and to be con
centrated in one spot instead of being spread through
out the mass, and to be entirely oxidized in a few hours, 
the rise of temperature would only be a few degrees; 
whereas, under existing circumstances, it is manifest 
that practically no determinable increase can be gener
ated bv the action. Under certain conditions the oxi
dation of masses of pyrites first gives rise to the forma
tion of ferrous sulphate, and sulphur dioxide with 
liberation of sulphur, and m y early experiments led m e 
to believe tbat inasmuch as sulphur has an igniting 
point of 250 degs. Cent., this free sulphur might play an 
important part in the action, by lowering tbe point of 
ignition ; latter experiments, however, show that this 
could only take place with large masses of pyrites 
undergoing oxidation, and tbat with the amounts 
present in coal, if the air were present in sufficient 
-quantity to oxidize the pyrites, the small trace of 
sulphur liberated would be oxidized to sulphur dioxide 
at temperatures a- low as OOdegs. 0. This oxidation of 
sulphur at low temperatures is not a generally known 
action, but m y experiments show that it takes [dace 
with considerable rapidity. The only way in which 
pyrites can assist spontaneous ignition is that when 
they oxidize they swell, and cause disintegration of the 
lumps of coal, so exposing fresh surfaces to absorb 
oxygen and afterwards carry on chemical action, I 
have carefully determined the igniting point of various 
kinds of coal, and find that cannel coal ignites at 60S 
degs. Fah. -= 370 degs. C ; Hartlepool coal ignites at 
766 degs. Fahr. = 408 degs. C.; lignite coal ignites at 
842 degrees Fahr. = 450'degs. C.; Welsh steam coal 
ignites at 870 5 degs. Fahr. = 477 degs. C. So tbat no 
stretch of imagination could endow the small trace of 
pyrites scattered through a large mass of coal, and 
undergoing slow oxidation, with the power of reaching 
the needful temperature. W h e n coal is heating, it gives 
out a distinctive and penetrating odor, which is the 
same as that noticed when wood is scorched. The 
gases evolved by the heating coal consists of nitrogen, 
water-vapor, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydro
carbons of the paraffin series, and sulphureted hydro 
gen, the presence of the latter gas showing beyond 
doubt that oxidation of sulphur had nothing to do 
with the action. W e can now trace tbe actions which 
cumulate in ignition. The newly-won coal is brought 
to the mouth of the pit, and at once commences, hy 
virtue of its surface action, to absorb oxygen from the 
air; but unless piled in unusually large heaps, and a 
great deal broken, it does not, as a rule, show signs of 
heating, as the exposed surface is comparatively small, 
and the air, finding its way freely between the lumps, 
keeps down the temperature. The coal is now screened, 
and the obtrusively large lumps of brasses picked 
out; it is then put in the trucks, and enjoys the disin
tegrating processes of joltings and shunting., innumer 
able, every jar adding to the percentage of small coal 
present, and a corresponding increase in the size of the 
surface exposed to tbe air. Arrived at the docks, it has 
to be transferred from the truck to the ship, which is 
done hy one of the numerous forms of tips, shoots, or 
spouts employed for the purpose, and it is during this 
operation that more harm is done than at any other 
period. The coal first shot into the vessel, by reason of 
the distance which it has to fall, is broken down into 
small lumps, and liaving to bear the impact of the suc
ceeding load falling upon it from a height, rapidly be
come**, powdered into slack, whilst the succeeding loads 
falling in on the cone so formed get more or less broken 
down, so that by the time the cargo is all taken in a 
dense mass of small coal is to be found'uuder the hatch
way, and it is invariably at this point that heating 
takes place, as the large surface exposed fresh to the 
air by the breaking down of tbe coal causes rapid ab
sorption of oxygen, and consequent rise of temperature. 
This sets up chemical combination between tbe oxygen 

absorbed by the coal and the hydro-carbons and coal 
brasses. On examining the evidence to he obtaineil a-
to the conditions under which spontaneous ignition of 
coal in ships usually takes place.it is found that liability 
to ignition increases with : 
1. Ihe Increase in Mass of Coal.—Thus, in cargoes of 

under 500 tons Ihe cases reported amount to a little 
under | per cent, for shipments out of Europe ; from 
500 to 1,000 tons, to over 1 per cent.; from 1,000 to 1,500 
tons, to 3*5 per cent.; 1,500 to 2,000 tons, to 4-5 per cent.; 
and over 2,000 tons to no less than 9 per cent. The 
evidence demonstrating this very remarkable result is 
to be found in the Report of the Royal Commission for 
1875, p. 8, and clearly shows the influence of mass upon 
this action, which acts in two ways: (fl.) Tbe larger 
tl.e mass, the more non-conducting material will there 
be between the spot at which heating is taking place 
and the cooling influence of the outer air. (_>.) Tbe 
larger the mass the greater will be the breaking down 
action of the impact of coal coming down the shoot 
upon the portions first loaded into the ship, and the 
larger, therefore, the fresh surface exposed to the action 
of the air. 
2. The Ports to wliich Shipments arc made.—26,631 ship

ments to European ports, in 1873, only resulting in ten 
casualties, whilst 4,485 shipments to Asia, Africa, and 
America gave no less than sixty. The startling result 
is partly clue to the length of time the cargo is in the 
vessel, the absorption and oxidation being a compara
tively long action ; but a far more active cause is the in
crease in the action brought about by the increase of 
temperature in the tropics, which converts a slow 
action into a rapid one, and if statistics had been taken, 
most of the ships would have been found to have de
veloped active combustion somewhere about the neigh
borhood of the cape, the action developed in the 
tropics having raised the temperature to the igniting 
point of the coal by that time. 
3. Tlie Kind of Coal.—Some coals beingspecially liable 

to spontaneous heating and ignition. This is a point 
on which great diversity of opinion exists, but I think 
it will be pretty generally admitted that cases of heat
ing and ignition are more frequent in coals from east 
coast ports than in shipments ofthe South Wales coals. 
The idea that the percentage of pyrites present is any 
indication of the liability to spontaneous combustion 
must be entirely discarded, as experiments show that 
many coals poor in pyrites frequently ignite, whilst 
others rich in them are perfectly safe. A much suier 
guide is to be found in the quantity of moisture present 
in an air-dried sample of coal, which is a sure index to 
the absorptive power. The higher the amount of 
moisture held by the coal, after exposure for some time 
to dry air, the greater will be its power of absorption 
for oxygen, and the greater therefore its liability to 
spontaneous beating and ignition. This is beautifully 
shown by the following table, in wbicb the percentage 
of pyrites and moisture present in some coals are con
trasted with their liability to self-ignition. 

Pyrites. Moisture. 
Per cent. Percent. 
1 13 251 
1 Ol to 3 (II 2*75 
1 51 1-1'JO 
1*20 .-50 
I 08 
115. 

1 I 

1 :.-. 

The percentage of moisture shown in this table is not 
due to external wetting, but is nioUture absorbed from 
the air and held hy the coal, so that the amount of it 
present is nn indication of the power of absorption 
possessed by the coal, and which will give it the power 
of taking up oxygen as well as water vapor. 
4. The Size of the Coal.— Small coal being much more 

liable to spontaneous ignition than large. This, as has 
been pointed out, being entirely due to the increase in 
active, absorbent surface exposed to tbe air,afact which 
is verified by the experience of large consumers of coal 
on land ; gas managers recognizing the fact thar coal 
which has been stamped down or shaken down during 
storage being more liable to heat than if it has been 
more tenderly handled, the extra breakage causing the 
extra risk. 
5. Shipping or Storing Coals while Wet.—The effect of 

moisture upon coal is very remarkable. At first exter
nal wetting retards the absorption of oxygen by the coal, 
but tbe presence of moisture afterwards increases the 
action ofthe already absorbed oxygen upon tbe hydro
carbons ofthe coal, and so causes a serious increase in 
the heating. Of late years the researches of Cowper, 
Baker, Dixon, and others have shown so fully the im
portant part which moisture plays in chemical combina
tion, that it is now fnlly recognized as a factor of im
portance in actions of this kind. During last autumn 
a very marked case of the influence of moisture in the 
action taking place came under m y notice. A ship 
took in a cargo of coal at a South" Wales port, the 
weather being fine and dry whilst she was loading at 
the main hatch, and wet whilst taking in the coal at 
the after hatch, with the result that the temperature 
after the first few days was uniformly about 10 degs. 
higher in the coal that had been loaded wet than in 
the dry portion of the cargo, spontaneous ignition 
being the ultimate result. 
G. Ventilation ofthe Mass of Coal—Tbe so-called venti

lation, which has from time to time been introduced 
into coal ships, is undoubtedly one of the most prolific 
causes of spontaneous ignition. For ventilation to do 
any good, cool air would have to sweep continuously 
and freely through every part of the cargo, a condition 
impossible to attain, whilst anything short of that only 
increa-cs the danger, the ordinary methods of ventila
tion supplying just about the right amount of air to 
create the maximum amount of heating. Tbereason of 
this is clear. A steam coal absorbs about twice its own 
volume of oxygen, and takes about ten days to do it 
under favorable conditions,and it is this oxygen wliich, 

in the next phase of the action, enters into chemical 
combination, and causes the serious heating. A ton of 
steam coal occupies 42 to 43 cubic feet, and if properly-
loaded contains between the lumps, as nearly as possi
ble. 12 cubic feet of air space—that is to say, of the 42 
cubic feet, 12 cubic feet is air, and 30 cubic" feet is coal. 
Thirty cubic feet of coal, with its fresh absorbing sur
faces laid bare by tbe crushing incidental to loading, 
will in tbe first ten days after being hi ken on board, ab
sorb 60 cubic feet of oxygen, if it can get it. Now, air 
contains only, roughly, one-fifth of its volume of oxygen, 
so that 60 cubic feet represent 300 cubic feet of air, or 
twenty-five times as much as i_ present. It is there
fore evident that if the air could be excluded, there 
would be only one twenty-filth the quantity of oxygen 
present that is needed for complete action, and any 
heating would, in consequence, be very slight, whilst 
to produce the greatest heating it would be necessary 
to change the entire air in the cargo twenty-five times 
in the first ten days, and this is just about what the 
old method of taking a box shaft along the keelson 
with Venetian lattice upshaftsfrom it would give. The 
most forcible illustration ofthe evil.of such ventilation 
is to be found in the case of the four colliers, " Euxine," 
" Oliver Cromwell." "Calcutta," and " Corah," which 
were loaded at Newcastle under the same tips, at the 
same time, with thesame coal, from the same seam. 
Tbe first three were bound for Aden, and were all ven
tilated. The " Corah" was bound for Bombay, and was 
not ventilated. The three thoroughly ventilated ships 
were totally lost from spontaneous ignition of their 
cargo, whilst the "Corah " reached Bombay in perfect 
safety. 
7. Rise in lempcraturc.—It has been fully pointed out 

that anything which tends to increase of initial tempera
ture increases the rapidity of chemical action, and in 
most cases of spontaneous combustion in coals stored 
in this country, the cause can be traced to a steam pipe 
or boiler-flue in contact with the mass of coal, or even 
fixed to a wall against which, on the other side, the 
coal is heaped. Sometimes the coal store is close to the 
benches of retorts, in a gasworks, or even 
against the wall of the benches, and in such 
cases, with certain classes of coals, ignition would 
be almost certain to take place. In a paper 
read at the last meeting of the Gas Institute, it 
was proposed to lead the flues from the benches under 
the coal store, in order to dry tbe coal, a device which 
would infallibly lead to spontaneous ignition. On col
liers there are many causes for increased temperature, 
amongst them being tbe introduction of triple expan
sion engines and high pressure boilers. Steam at 80 Ibs. 
boiler pressure has a temperature of 324 degs. Fabr. (162 
degs. Cent.), and a common stoke-hole temperature, 
with boilers worked at this pressure is 100 degs. to 130 
degs. Fahr. (or 3S degs. to 54 degs. Cent.) Steam at 
a boiler pressure of 155 lbs. has a temperature of 368 
degs. Fahr., or ISO degrees Cent., and gives a corre
sponding increase of temperature in the stoke-hold 
and other adjacent portions of the vessel, the tempera
ture in the stoke-hold under tbese conditions being from 
HOdegs. Fahr.(43*5 degs. Cent.) to 140 degrees Fahr. (60 
degs. Cent.), an increase of about 10 degs. Fahr. Then, 
again donkey boilers will often be found recessed into 
bunker bulkheads, and steam pipes led alongside 
the bulkheads, with the cargo close up against them on 
the other side. The effect of temperature due to climatic 
influences has already been dealt with under the in
fluence of ignition of ports to which shipments are made. 
Having now discussed the chemical and physical 

conditions which lead to the phenomenon known as 
"spontaneous ignition," we can formulate precautions 
which will tend to prevent such disasters: 
1. Ihe Choice of Coal for Storage or Shipment.—-The coal 

should be as large as possible, free from dust, and with 
as little "smalls " as can be helped. It is better as free 
from pyrites as possible, and it should contain, when 
air-dried, not more than 3 per cent, of moisture. 

2. Precautions to be taken in Storing or Loading.—The 
coal store should be well roofed in, and have an iron 
floor bedded in cement. All supports passing through 
and in contact with the coal should be of iron or brick ; 
if hollow iron supports are used they should be cast 
solid with cement. The coal must never be loaded or 
stored during wet weather, and the depth of coal in the 
store should not exceed S ft., and should only be six 
where possible. Under no condition must a steam or 
exhaust pipe or flue be allowed in or uear any wall of 
the store, nor must the store be within 20 ft. of any 
boiler, furnace, or bench of retorts. No coal should be 
stored or shipped to distant ports until at least a month 
lias elapsed since it was brought to the surface. Every 
care should be taken during loading or storing to pre
vent breaking or crushing of the coal, and on no 
account must a large accumulation of small coal be 
allowed. These precautions, if properly carried out 
would amply suffice to entirely do away with spon
taneous ignition in stored coal on land, and we have 
now to consider a far more important phase of tbe 
question. 
3. Precautions to be taken on board- Couldadcn Ships.— 

This phase of the question is undoubtedly the most 
important, and in order to ensure any successful treat
ment of the coal cargo at sea, to prevent undue heating 
and ignition, the means adopted must be as nearly 
automatic in their working as possible, as it is useless 
to expect the master or any officer on board a collier 
during rough weather, &c, to comply with any instruc
tion-", such as daily taking the temperatures in various 
parts of the cargo, and so on. The iron bulkheads 
dividing the coal storage from the other parts of the 
vessel should be made double, and spaced 6 in. to 1 ft. 
apart, with openings (which could be closed water
tight) every few feet, to allow of the interior being from 
time to time coated with protective compositions. 
Through this double casing sea water would be allowed 
to circulate, and would not only effectually prevent 
any penetration of heat from tbe stokehold, boilers, or 
engine room to the coal, but also do away^with any 
chance of leakage of gases from the coal cargo into others 
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ortions of the vessel, and so would minimize the 
anger of explosions. A similar double partition 

ehould run down the center of that portion of the 
vessel in which the coal was stored, and it would be 
sufficient if this were packed with silicate wool; this 
partition would serve to prevent any heating which 
might take place in one part of the cargo being com
municated to the other half, whilst it would also per
form the important function of helping to prevent 
shifting ofthe cargo during heavy rolling. When the 
coal has all been taken in it should be battened down, 
and the hatches should not be again opened until the 
vessel reaches her destination, the only ventilation 
allowable being a 2 in. pipe just inserted into the crown 
of each coal compartment, and led 12 ft. up the nearest 
mast, the top being left open. This would be quite 
sufficient to allow free egress to any gases evolved by 
the coal, but would not allow undue excess of air. Into I 
the body of the coal cargo itself would be screwed, at 
regular intervals of about 10 ft,, iron pipes, closed at 
tbe bottom and containing alarm thermostats, so 
arranged that when a rise of temperature causes expan
sion of the mercury in rising in the tube it makes a 
contact; and the wires from tbese tubes are in connec
tion with an electric bell, index board, and battery in 
the captain's room; so that the moment the tempera
ture is reached to which the thermometers have been 
set the bell rings, and will continue to ring until the 
temperature again sinks, the spot in which heating 
is taking place being indicated by the index board, ln 
the evidence given before the Commissioners in 1875, 
Mr. J. Glover strongly advocated the use of carbon 
dioxide, or carbonic acid gas, as it is more usually 
termed, for extinguishing ignition when it had broken 
out in a coal cargo, and for stopping heating when it 
had reached a dangerous pitch. His proposal was to 
generate the gas by the action of hydrochloric acid 
upon chalk, and to lead it by gas pipes to the compart
ment affected; and this gas, being heavier than air, and 
a non-supporter of combustion, was to displace the air 
and its contained oxygen, and so to prevent further 
action by surrounding tbe coal with an atmosphere 
which could not carry on combustion. The idea was a 
good one, but there were many difficulties in the way 
of carrying it out, one being that, for every 1,000 tons 
of coal carried, 80 cwt. of hydrochloric acid would have 
had to be shipped ; also the gas could not have been 
driven down into the hold if anv serious heating had 
taken place, as an up-current wouid have been formed, 
and would have carried it away ; whilst in the state of 
gas it fails to give any great cooling eflect and so would 
have exercised but little influence upon the mass of red-
hot fuel. These objections weighed so strongly with the 
Commissioners that, in their final report, we find the 
following sentences: "Several methods for generating 
carbonic acid gas, and applying it to the ignited portion 
of a coal cargo, have been proposed for our considera
tion. W e consider, however, that although this gas 
might be useful for excluding atmospheric air (which 
is essential to support combustion), yet it will not, as 
water does, exert any very sensible cooling effect, which 
is a point of vital importance in the case of a mass of 
ignited coal. W e are of opinion that water aud 
eteam are the only agents practically available for the 
purpose of extinguishing fire in coal" cargoes." Applied 
in the way which was suggested, there is no doubt but 
that the carbonic acid gas would have been practically 
useless; but there is another way in which it could be 
used, which would make it a most powerful cooling 
agent, an instantaneous quencher of fire, and would pre
vent any further tendency to heat on the part of the 
coal treated with it. If carbonic acid gas is compressed 
under a pressure of 36 atmospheres at a temperature of 
32 degs. Fahr. (0 degs.-Oent), it is condensed to the 
lkjuid state, and can be obtained in steel vessels closed 
with screw valves. In opening the valve some of the 
liquid is ejected into the air, and, and in coming into the 
ordinaryatmospheric pressure, is in a moment converted 
into a large volume of gas. Conversion from the liquid to 
the gaseous state means the absorption of a large amount 
of heat; and so great is this, that everything near the 
stream of new-born gas is cooled down, and some of tbe 
escaping liquid is frozen to a solid, having a temperature 
of—78° Cent, or—108-4 Fahr. This liquid carbonic acid 
gas is now extensively manufactured, and is used 
abroad to a large extent for aerating waters, driving 
torpedoes, and for freezing machines; and I should 
suggest its use in the following way for the checking of 
ignition in the coal cargo : The nozzle attached to tbe 
screw-valve on the battle of condensed gas should have 
a short metal nose-piece screwed onto it, the tube in 
which should be cast in solid, with an alloy of tin, lead, 
hismuth, and cadmium, which can he so made as to 
melt at exactly 200 degs. Fahr. (93 dees. Cent.) The 
valve should then be opened, and tbe steel bottle 
buried in the coal during the process of loading. The 
temperature at which the fusible metal plug will melt 
is well above the temperature whicli could be reached 
by any legitimate cause, and would mean that active 
heating was going on in the coal; and under these 
conditions the pressure in the steel cylinder would 
have reached something like 1,700 lbs., ami the moment 
the plug melted the whole contents of the bottle would 
be blown out of it into the surrounding coal, produc
ing a large zone of intense cold, and cooling the 
surrounding mass to a comparatively low temperature. 
The action, moreover, would not stop here, as the cold, 
heavy gas would remain for some time in contact with 
the coal, diffusion taking place but slowly through the 
small exit pipe. 
W h e n the coal has absorbed as much oxygen as it 

can, it still retains the powerof absorbing a considerable 
volume of carbonic acid gas; and when coal has 
heated, and then been rapidly quenched, the amount of 
gas so absorbed is very large indeed, and the inert gas so 
taken up remains in the pores of the coal, and prevents 
any further tendency of heating; indeed, a coal which 
has once heated, if only to a slight degree, and has then 
cooled down, is perfectly harmless, and will not heat a 
econd time. It is not by any means necessary to 

replace the whole of the air in the interstices of the 
coal with the gas, as a long series of experiments show 
that 60 per cent, of carbonic acid gas prevents tbe 
ignition of the most pyrophoric substances. Oue 
hundred cubic feet of gas can be condensed in the 
liquid state in a steel cylinder 1 ft. long and 3 in. 
diameter, and it. has been shown that a ton of coal 
contains air spaces equal to about 12 cubic feet; there
fore, one of these cylinders would have to be put in for 
every S tons of coal, as, although the gas formed at the 
first moment would only occupy a small space, on 
account of its low temperature, it would rapidly expand 
in contact with the hotcoal. These cylinders should be 
distributed evenly throughout the cargo and near the 
alarm thermometers, which should be set to ring 
a degree or two below the point at which the 
fusible plug would melt. The bell ringing in the 
captain's room would warn him that heating was taking 
place, and the bell would continue to ring until the 
cylinder had discharged its contents, and bad cooled the 
cargo down to a safe degree, so that the whole arrange
ment would be purely automatic, and yet the officers 
would know if everything was safe. This liquid is now 
beingmadeat a comparatively cheap rate.and,with any 
demand for it, machinery could be put up at the prin
cipal coaling ports to charge empty cylinders at a very 
low rate, so that the initial cost of the steel cylinders 
once got over, the expenses would not be worth con
sidering, more especially as ouly one, or two at most, 
of the cylinders in use would be likely to go off. If 
the precautions advocated were taken, no danger could 
arise until the arrival of the ship at her destination, 
and the commonest precautions would then suffice. On 
removing the batches no naked light must be allowed 
near them, and no one must be allowed to descend into 
the hold until all the gases have had time to diffuse out 
into the air. If the cylinders have gone off, there will 
be but little fear of explosion, as a high percentage of 
the carbonic acid gas lowers the explosive power which 
the mixture of marsh gas (given off from some coal) 
and air possess; but the carbonic acid gas would 
overcome and suffocate a man descending into an 
atmosphere containing any considerable percentage of 
it. W h e n a safety-lamp, lowered into the hold, con
tinues to burn as brightly as it did in the open air, 
then itis perfectly safe to descend. "Whenonce coal in 
a cargo has fired, pumping in water is of practically no 
use, as the fire is, as a rule, near the bottom of the mass 
of coal, and tbe flow ofthe water is so impeded by the 
caking of the heatel mass above the fire, that in per
colating through the interstices of the heated coal, it is 
converted into steam before it can reach the seat- of 
combustion. The most effective way to apply water 
would be to have 3 in. pipes laid along the floor of the 
coal compartments, about 6 ft. apart, tbese tubes having 
a 1: in. hole bored in the upper side every foot or so, 
and each pair of pipes coming through the bulkhead, 
and connecting on to two 6 in. pipes, passing through 
the side of the vessel, the sea water being prevented 
from entering by means of screw valves, As soon as 
the alarm thermometer gave notice that beating had 
reached a dangerous point, thesevalves could beopened 
and tbe lower portion of the cargo drenched with salt 
water. This, evaporating rapidly, would give large 
volumes of water vapor which, pa'ssing up through the 
heated coal, would lower its temperature, but would not 
be nearly as effective as the method before advocated. 
It might, however, he used in conjunction with tbat 
method, and would, in many cases, save the carbonic 
acid gas. In the case of coal bunkers, in modern 
steamers and warships, the conditions under which tbe 
the coal is placed are so totally different from those 
existing in a collier, that no comparison can be drawn 
between them. In the coal bunker, tbe question of 
mass, which plays so important a part in a bold laden 
with coal, is almost entirely eliminated, as 50 to 400 
tons would be about tbe capacity of any ordinary-
bunker, and it has been before shown that the cases of 
spontaneous ignition in masses of coal less than 500 
tons does not amount to more than ', per cent., and the 
question of initial temperature becomes tbe most im
portant factor. A few years ago such an occurrence as a 
coal bunker on tire was rare, whilst at the present time 
hardly a week passes without some more or less serious 
cases occurring on the fast liners, and it is evident that 
there must exist some well-defined cause for this 
enormous increase in cases of spontaneous ignition. 
On collecting evidence on this point, the first thing 
that strikes one is that bunker fires are almost 
entirely confined to vessels in which the bunker bulk
heads are only separated from the funnel by a 
narrow air space, or in close proximity to the 
boilers themselves, but where tbe bunkers are stepped 
back from thefunnelcasingandboilers.spontaneousigni-
tion is a great rarity. Taking the case ofa fast liner, it is 
found that the temperature in a coal bunker varies 
very considerably according to its proximity to the air 
channel round the funnel casing. Close to the outside 
ofthe bulkhead the temperature is often as high as 200 
degs. Fahr. (93 degs. Cent.), whilst inside 120 degs. 
would be a fair estimate, anil from the center of the 
hunker to the side of the vessel it is seldom above 75 
degs. Fahr. (24 degs. Cent.); the temperature, however, 
being higher near the iron decks, which, being in con
tact with the heated bulkhead, conduct the heat 
through the coal and raise the temperature often up to 
100 degs. Fahr. It has been pointed out that if coal 
be kept at a high temperature, even though it be far 
below its igniting point, ignition is only a question of 
time ; and if tbe bunker coal'next the bulkhead be kept 
at 120 degs. Fahr., any coal with a tendency to absorb 
oxygen will run a great chance of igniting within a few 
davs. It is manifest that if this is the real cause of 
ignition, the Peat of the fire ought to be found close to 
trie heated bulkhead, but this is very often not the case, 
the mass of fire being found near the centre of the 
bunker, and sometimes even towards the sides of the 
vessel; but careful examination soon reveals the cause 
of this, as a line of charred coal is mostly to be found 
running from the heated bulkhead to the seat of active 

combustion, showing that tbe fire, started by the high 
initial temperature, has not had sufficient air near the 
bulkhead to do more tban smoulder, but that as Eoon 
as it came in contact with a current of air passing up 
through the coal from the hatches in the decks, the 
smouldering mass began to burn fiercely. In order to 
prevent spontaneous ignition of the coal under these 
circumstances, all that is necessary is to reduce the 
temperature of tbe bulkhead in contact with the coal, 
as, if this is kept at a temperature not exceeding 82 
degs. to 90 degs. Fahr., there is little or no fear of the 
oxidation of the hydro-carbons of the coal proceeding 
with such rapidity as to cause ignition in such a 
quantity of coal as can be carried in the hunkers—the 
iron decks, by sub dividing the mass, also helping to 
reduce any risk. In order to reduce the temperature to 
the required extent, it would be necessary to make the 
bulkheads close to any heating surface," such as the 
funnel easing, double. Through this double casing sea 
water would be allowed to circulate very slowly, and 
would effectually prevent any undue rise of tempera
ture; whilst to make the arrangements complete, a 
thermostat should be fixed on the inner plate of each 
bulkhead, which, if the temperature rose to a hundred 
degs. Fahr. (3S degs. Cent,), would ring a bell in the 
captain's room, when the rate of flow of water could be 
increased until the required fall in temperature took 
place. Should this arrangement prove impossible from 
any structural cause, then a rapid current of air forced 
through the bunkerfc by means ofa fan, or even an up-
current formed by a good air pump ventilator in the 
crown of tbe bunker, would go far to keep the 
temperature within safe limits. In a coal cargo 
perfect ventilation is impossible, on account of the 
massof coal present, and, therefore, the hold should be 
battened down, and everything done to prevent 
imperfect ventilation, gas-tight bulkheads being a 
necessity for this purpose. In coal bunkers, on the 
other hand, on account of free access being obtained 
to both top and bottom of the coal, and also the small 
mass present, perfect ventilation is possible, and should 
be attempted, whilst the water bulkheads will do away 
with any undue rise of temperature. Chemists have 
been repeatedly asked if analysis gives no indications 
hy which a coal liable to spontaneous heating, can be 
distinguished from another which is perfectly safe for 
storage or shipment in bulk; but up to the present 
time the action has been so little understood, that no such 
differentiation was possible, but with a clear conception 
of the causes which lead to heating, it should be quite 
possible to do so. As I have shown, all coals, when 
heated to a temperature a little above that of boiling 
water, have their power of absorbing oxygen so in
creased that they will, in a few hours, absorb sufficient 
to give a perceptible increase in weight, and the 
greater their absorption power the greater will the in
crease be; and as it is upon this that the liability to 
heat depends, the amount of increase in weight would 
give a sure indication ofthe liability to spontaneous 
ignition. W e have at present, however, no data toshow 
what is a safe amount of absorption and with what 
amount danger commences, and the owners of collieries 
yielding coal liable lo beating are so anxious to prevent 
the fact leaking out tbat there will be considerable 
difficulty in obtaining authentic samples to make the 
determination with. M y own experience, however, leads 
m e to think that if an air-dry coal does not contain 
more than 3 per cent, of moisture, and w*hen powdered 
and heated to about 250 degs. Fahr. in an oven for three 
hours does not increase more than about 2 per cent, in 
weight, it may be looked upon as a safe coal to store in 
bulk, I am perfectly aware that the precautions I have 
suggested will never, unless pressure is brought to bear 
upon them, be adopted by tbe owners of colliers, 
on account of the slight extra expense and trouble 
they would envolve; but if Lloyds could be prevailed 
upon to lower the rate of insurance upon coal cargoes 
treated in this way, and substantially increase tbe rate 
upon cargoes in which these precautions had not been 
adopted, a class of disaster asappalling in nature as it is 
destructive in result would soon he entirely done away 
with. 

Electric Mining* Machines. 

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. of Columbus,Ohio has 
now in successful daily use 51 Electric Mining Machines. 
U p to the present time, this company has sold, and 

has in actual daily use more electric mining machines 
than all their competitors combined. With exper-
iencedmen, together with their business experience of 
the past three years, they are enabled to contract for 
complete plants under guarantee to accomplish all they 
claim for them. In addition to the machines already 
in use, they have just booked tbe following new orders : 
Second order for one Jeffrey Electric Mining Machine 
from the Congo Mining Co. Congo, Ohio. Third order 
for one Jeffrey Electric Mining Machine from Ihe Red
stone Oil, Coal and Coke Co., Grindstone, Pa. Also 
three orders—First equipment for complete Jeffrey 
Electric Coal Mining Machine Plants for the Hocking 
Valley, briefly described as follows : 
Two plants, each consisting of boilers, engines, dyna

mos, and all necessary connections to run four Jeffrey 
Electric Mining Machines, with a daily tonnaee capac
ity of 800 tons. One plant complete to run six Jeffrey 
Coal Mining Machines, with a dailv tonnage capacity 
of 1200 tons. 
Tbe Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. is also enjoying a 

flourishing business in tbeir chain specialties. The 
demand for their new detachable drive chains [see ad
vertisement in this issue] has reached their most san
guine expectations, while the outlook is very bright for 
a largely, increased demand. 

Last month we announced the completion of the new 
boiler shops of Messrs. Thos. Carlin's Sons, thepro-
gressive manufacturers of mining machinery, boilers, 
etc., at Allegheny, Pa. The shops are now in complete 
working order, and the first boiler was completed in 
them and shipped to Mr. J. S. Sauters, on the 18th ult. 
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TABULAR ESTIMATE 
SHOWING THE APPROXIMATE QUANTITY, PAST AND FUTURE. PRODUCTION OF COAL IN THE SEVERAL DISTRICTS OF THE NORTHERN ANTHRACITE COAI, BASIN OF PEN 

By William GrlfHtli, ___.iiKineer and Geologist, Scranton, Pa 

_3_ 6 

NAMES OF THECOALBEDS. DESCRIPTIVE REMAKES. 

Forest City a n d Carbon
dale District. 

From extreme Northeastern end 
of ba*.iii to Fowderly Slope, two 
miles Son Ui West of Cu rbomlule 
Stimuli, D. tt H, It. R. 

Top Coal I Known as Slope Bed at Forest City. 

Bottom Coal or Sbaft Red I Principal beds oi district. 
Clilt'ord Bed, Dunmore, 

orThirdBed Only workable over portions of area 
with an outcrop. 

6,700 j 

6,800 

7,400 
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2,274,805 

2,294,297 

104,736 

Production, 1691, 1,009,818 tons. 17U,:..._t,200 4,395 aS,092 23,369,198 4,G73,S3* 

J e r m y n District. 

From Carbondale District to % 
mlleSoutti West of J e r m y n Siatiou, 

D. & H. R. R. 

Diamond.. 
Rock 
Grassy Islai 

i.; ood. 

New County Not Worked. 

Archbald Principal bed of disrtiet, 

Dunmore Very thin and sometimes absent. 

3,040 

*J, 1.00 

To. Uf Hi 

..i.*vll'0 

s,.-_ii,mni [>n 

10,500,000 

37,027,200 1,680 

5,600,000 

, lsoi, i,:;si,S17 tons. 

A.rclil>ald District. 

F r o m J e r m y n District to Winton 
Station, D. <_. H . R. R. Includes 
S. V. White aud Euton Collieries, 

Production, 1891, 510,961 tons. 

Peckville, Olyphant, 
a n d Prlceville Dis
trict. 

Totals., 

, 1691, l..11)1,590 tons. 

Scranton District. 

From Prlceville District to % 
mile North East of Moosic Station, 
D. & H . R . R. Includes Pancoast 
and Sibley Collieries. 

Production, 1891. G,19.._.9_ tons. 

Pittston District. 

From Scranton District to \i, 
mile North East of t'laiiisville Sta
tion, L. V. K. R. Includes Key
stone Colliery. 

Production, 1891, 3,777,8 

New County Bed Small area, thin and divided, 
Archbald... Principal bed of district 

Dunmore or Red Asb.. ry thin over large part of the area 
within the outcrop. 

Olyphant, No. 1 j V e cleaili 

Olypl ant, No. 2 ) J 

Coal Red . Thin, not workable at present. 
Coal Red . ... Thin, Dot worked. 
Diamond ... Thin, not worked. 
R 0 Ck .. Often con tains di\ idirj-_-..*ni.l!iin ofrock 
Grassy Island.. . I'rmcipal bed of district. 
N e w Count. Sometimes.loul>lethis thickness. Rock 

or slate parting. 
Clark... Usually divided, ruck purled, and not 

much worked at present. 
Duniiiore, No. 1 .. ..... ) 
Durum m., No. 2 Only one bed workable at present. 
Dunmore! No.;* J 

I.risbin 
Richmond,,... .. .. 
Church Slope .... 
Diamond 
Rock 
I.ij,... . 
N e w Counlv . 
Clark 
Dunmore, No. '.... 

Dunmore, No. 2... 

Dunmore, No, .... 

Principal bed of District. 
Large area cl hided and thin. 
often in two parts, -separated by rock. 
Large area not workable. 

Coal lied. (?) 
Checkeror7 ft 
Pittston or 11 ft 
Marcy 

4 ft. or 4th Bed 

Powdennill or Red Ash.. 

Principal bed of District. 
Sometimes divided by rock. 

Known also as Checker Bed. Often 
carries considerable refuse. 

Generally divided by thick rock part
ing. 

Wilkcs-stairc find Ply
m o u t h District. AubleorNew 

Snake J. land <ir K Bed. . 
From Pittston District lo ', mile Abbott. 7 ft., or Iluch-

North East ol Warrior Run Station, inson 
L. V. R. R. Includes Avondale Thin f'onl Bed Only limited area. 
and Matfet Collieries. I.ance. Kidney, or 

Bowkley 
Hill: 
Ijodgnieiit Workable for small area only. 
G or Old Bennett 
5 ft. to 0 ft. or Lance.. .. . 

Cooper 1 These two beds often unite and 
form the Baltimore. Principal 

Bennett ) bed ol district. 

Checker Workable for limited area. 
Ross Often split or divided into Upper and 

Lower Ross. 
Red Ash Often split or divided into Top and 

Bottom Red Ash 

Production, 1801, 7,312,087 tons. Totals 

Nanticolc _- and ..locana- George , 
q u a District. Mills" 

From Wilkes Barre and Ply- | Q 
mouth District to Smith West end I (inc.-..r ill 
of basin. Includes Chauncy and Cooper 
Warrior Run Collieries. Bennett or Forge 

Rosa. . Frequently divided into Upper and 
Lower Ross, 

Red Ash or Duck Mt Often split into Upper and Lower Red 
Ash. Principal bed of District. 

Production, 1891, 2,111,018 tons. 

Total production, 23,620,083 tons, 

Totals, 

3,100 

3,300 

335 
350 

1,800 
2,000 
•J, sou 

3,700 
4,500 
0,500 

7,700 

3,000 1,770 13.426 13,741,876 .S,548,375-

2,380 
5,000 

7,700 

7,7i.O 

9,200 
9,330 
15,180 
10,000 

19,700 

12-000 

2,400 
6,348 
8,080 
12,TOO 

4,000 

9,200 

31,720,000 1,470 I 11,700 

I • ! 

13,SC0,00O 

48.3SO.000 1,470 11,700 9,713,760 1,942,753 

3,752,000 

3,1175,000 

6,300,000 

8,4011,000 

13,720,000 

25,900,000 

50,7011,1100 

32,760,000 

75,400,000 

53,70G.OOO 

2a, 000,000 

37,450,000 

345,877,000 

498,-100 
16,600.000 
24,500,000 
101,332,000 
69.520,600 

150.606,000 
90,127,800 
155,130,600 
56,000,000 

132,384,000 

65,520,000 

8 62,327,406 

8,00-1,000 
11,7611,000 
60,407,760 
120,601,100 
124,460,000 

60,480,000 

279,972,000 

671 838,160 

2,590,000 
11,400,000 

325 
225 

1,650 

170 

130 

2.52G 

320 
30 

2.890 
1,380 
•1,-25 
1,150 
2,700 
SOO 

1,960 

6-15 

16,366 

5 

1,120 
3,610 
1,300 

20 

1,700 

7,935 

1 
10 

2,600 
1,687 1 

14,850 
3 

1,190 

520 

26,937 

1,600 
105 

27,966 
9,832 
51,772 
10,935 
IV10 
3 200 

9,108 

2,496 

136,624 

36 

7,616 
42,672 
9,100 

108 

37,170 

77,020 

4 
74 

2,147,600 
1,393,462 | 

71,862 

12,206,100 
2,073 

982,040 1 

429,520 

! 

17,294,457 

1,321,000 
80,730 

23,099,916 
7,295.233 
42,763,672 
6,551,810 
16,280,460 
2,0.3,200 

7.771,008 

2,061,696 

119,877,224 

29,736 

6,200,810 
35,247,072 
7.510,600 

89,208 

14,182,420 

63,355,832 

3,304 
0,112 

429,520 
278,692 

14,372 

2,453,220 
594 

196,588 

85,904 

3,458,890 

264,200 
17,346 

4,619.983 
1,459,046 
8,552,784 
1,310,862 
3,256,1192 
528,640 

1,554,201 

412,339 

21,975.444 

5,9*7 

1,268,163 
7.049.414 
1,503,320 

17,841 

2,836,484 

19,671,160 

661 
1,222 

59 
5-8 

^•1 

8-5 

4-5 

1U0 

140 

97-6 

IVO 

G7 
6'2 

2*5 

40 
7-3 

7*9 

6*6 

13*2 

6 1 0 

15,300 

19,800 

21,500 

22,000 

12,000 

25,000 

26,772 

189,872 

2,400 
4,000 
5,200 j 
5.500 ! 
6.C00 
7,600 
S.000 
12,100 ! 

13,250 

G3.956 

l •_:•*.,::T.\ 1 >uu 

160,776,DUO 

273,910,000 

261,800,000 . 

75,600,000 
350,000,000 

524,731,200 

2,218,761,200 

22.176,000 
:I?,.._*0.IIIH.I 
15 •••I'.lll'*.] 

••.V_.MU!IHI 

:•*••,m IIMUIU 

T 6.6511,1. mil 

NIvlNMIIlll 

111,80-1,000 

244,860,000 

4170,476,000 

600 
1,190 

40 

5,100 

5,180 

1,020 

1,940 

3,780 
11,900 

230 
1,595 

46,956 

44,036 

10,10-1 

26,931 

3,024,000 

9,620,400 

19-1,936 

1,317,470 

38,7S5,656 

86,873,736 

8,593,704 

22,245,006 

004.800 

1,905,880 

38,987 

263,494 

7,757,131 

7,274,747 

1,718,741 

4,449,001 

Grand Total... 

147,216 121,447,124 24,289,1-4 

;.i,l.S'i,024 

17,145.120 

23,444,930 

005,035 (.,057,868,500 ! 53,032 407,287 I 383 244,421 70,048,478 
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TABULAR ESTIMATE.--CONTINUED. 
EXPLANATION OP TABULAE ESTI-
I MATE. 

13 

pas. 

li -i 

6,02.1,107 

5,595,654 

259,179 

212,576 

8,059,284 

65-!.080 
42,924 

11,432,500 
3,610,521 
21.16-1,393 
8,243,756 
8,057,4-18 
1,308,160 

3,845,990 

1,020,364 

54,379,530 

9,470 
10,000 
10,700 

57,45 

40 
2,060 
4,970 
4,810 
6.3S0 
4.775 
8,180 
12,480 
9,200 

17,740 

11,355 

81,99 

3,113,420 
17.4-11.313 
3,720,080 

44,150 

7,019,096 

31,355,776 

3,0-15 

531,440 

96,476 
652,036 

19,195,612 

18,001,916 

4,253,155 

11,009.392 

5,000 

in,ion 
12,610 
-l.iiiiii 

15,260 
19,525 

16,340 

16,820 

'.,1.100 
7,560 
7,150 

11,ISO 

5 -Ti C-gj--

113 g. «M * 

44,976.400 

42,418,600 

42,102,200 

129,407.200 

70,0(10 
5i is, 4 l>l 

7,o..o,ooo 

10,500,000 

16,56-1,800 

5,600,000 

40.980.20G 

1S,256,000 

13,860,000 

ll-.'.iiiil) 
l.:'ll,s00 
0.:ii)ii.uui.i 
S,.1110,0111.) 

1,'.,I,-J'_,M.1) 

25.'. .in'Ll 
:;:., 010.0011 
32,751,400 

73,794,000 

53,032,000 
28,000.000 
37,450,000 

|'.l\|l''l 
1 1,I2H.HU0 
21,;:..:;, in HI 
f.:;,2'j'.i, 1.1.11.1 

57,ld-l,*.ll0 

7S.2I:'. M > 0 

To.ui.s.MtO 

127,515.000 

51,520,000 

119,212,SOO 

677,344,400 

6,013,01)0 
11,7F;O,mm 
•III,7711,0110 
60,'.I.-.;*. 0011 

111,720,000 

60,328,800 

564,486,000 

'.'1,726,111111 

176,510.1100 
21,1'Srl.lltlO 

126.1M7.l.DO 

15.6,543,11110 

206,171.000 

200,158,000 

2,012,672,200 

22,ITr.,mil) 
37..VJI.I.IHHI 

•l:.,5'.'.s.M.o 
l'.i.J.-jl.lilill) 

;•;::.iu 11).mm 
70,050.1100 

10I-..U75.20U 
Sii,s75,'_i.iU 

215,292,000 

27,269,100 

27,065,700 

83,246.200 

•15,000 
31,.-. um 

4,911,000 

6,750,000 

10,64S,800 

3,600,000 

11,730,000 

8,910,000 

30,640,000 

a,3_ 

§*Z 

1887- 886,845 
1888—1,024,823 
18S9- 872,187 
1S90—1,016,220 
1891—1,009,818 

1887- 739,201 
1886— 897,1135 
1889—1,014,338 
1S90- 986,318 
1691—1,381,817 

1SS7- 470,538 
1868— 505,775 
1869— 424,788 
1890— 455,925 
1891- 5-10,961 

72,000 
s.|:;.3O0 

-1,1.150.1.00 
....-IIIHIIH* 
.••,77 0, Nil) 

)6,i;.-.ii.oin.) 
2;,os:.,uoo 
21,050,400 

47,439,000 

34.092,000 
is.00ii.000 
2l,o7..,oiJO 

203,539,566 

Factor 800 tons per acre. 
2-61,000 

.V-4o,iniu 
1:1. Oil, ,0111.1 
:.i.,17l.2O0 
::i',i;i;;.,(,oo 
•ll,ti'.i:;,r,0ii 
•15,153.601.1 
72,883,200 
29,410,000 

68,121,600 

35,427,200 

386,99G,000 

1687— 876,039 
1888—1,135,825 
1889—1,020.528 
1890- 936,017 
1891-1,301,590 

•I 579,200 
i'..7„'i',o00 

••"vi-10,000 

••••x. 25.1.21X1 
70,610,000 

31,473,600 

1887—5,871,260 
1888-6,620,634 
1889-5,6-13.260 
1890-5,060,379 
1891-6,193,390 

1887—2,511,170 
1888-2,838,653 
1889-2,357,970 
1890-2,963.473 
1891-3,777,802 

12,593,083 1 01,000 035,037,300 

189,739,986 ' 45 

339,560,000 

Factor 700 tons per acre. 
1,292 200 

2o.i;r..,_:i'u 

15.--i,l.l)-M) 
f-h.271.*. i 
]2.iMiH.MlO 
6:;,ii-i:,-.o0 
7H,271,500 

101,085.800 

1,000,330,100 

21,7'.f,i,liiO 

0.0-25,000 

li;,-i!o.ooi 

:*s. ;;*_..,( 1110 
53,037,600 
10,437,600 

107,646.000 

317,518,600 

2,374,194,600 

16S7-7,361,877 
1888-8.177,987 
1889-6,760.001 
1690-0,510,151 
1891—7 312,687 

1887-2,240,304 
1888-2,656,071 
1889-2.370,610 
1890-2,176,412 

1891-2,111,018 

at" J-* ".oz 

._ii.ii-

1,200,000 tons per 
year. About 70 
years. 

3 V. of future pro
duction. 

1,400,000 tons per 
year, excluding 
N e w Counly bed, 
14 years; includ
ing N e w County 
bed, 19 years. 

IJV- of future pro
duction. 

550,DOO tons per 
year. Archbald 
bed only, 21 years; 
including thin 
beds 36 years. 

•OO/V. of produc
tion. 

At 1,400,000 tons per 
annum, exclud
ing the thin beds, 
75 years*, includ
ing the thin 
beds, 140 years. 

8iWof future pro-)j"Wu 01 mil 
auction. 

S,30fi,000 tons per 
annum, exclud
ing two thin beds, 
63 years ; includ
ing two thin beds, 
01 years. 

161 of future pro-
dutelou. 

At 4.000,000 tons per 
vear, excluding 
thin bed. 81 years; 
including thin 
bed, 63 years. 

14*. of future pro
duction. 

At 7.500,000 b.ns per 
year, excluding 
thin beds, 127 
years; including 
thin beds, 13-1 
yen 

A t 2,:'.00, iii iO tons per 

year, exeludiu:. 

thin b e d s . 121 

v e a r s ; i n c l u d i n g 

thin b e d s , 138 

years. 

1 4 / o f future pro

duction. 

A t 24,000,000 tons 

per year the 
whole basin wilt 
be exhausted in 
about 99 years. 

S h o w i n g tbe A p p r o x i m a t e Quantity, Past a n d F u t u r e , 

Production of Coal in the Several Districts of the 

N o r t h e r n Anthracite Coal Basin of Pennsylvania. 

Editors " The Colliery Engineer " .-

SIRS:—I herewith offer for publication an estimate of 
the approximate quantity and past and future produc
tion of coai in the several districts of the Northern 
Anthracite Coal Basin, more generally known as the 
Wyoming and Lackawanna Coal Fields. 
In making this estimate it was found most con

venient to divide the region into districts as shown in 
Column No. 1 of the table, this will serve to show the 
distribution of the coal. Column No. 2 gives the local 
names applied to the various beds in each district, and 
are arranged with reference to their relative positions 
in the measures. 
Column No. 3 contains short descriptive remarks aa 

to known peculiarities of the individual beds. Column 
No.4 contains ihe average thickness of the individual 
coal beds in each district and includes all beds that 
average over two feet thick. While these thin beds 
are not worked at the present time, they cannot be 
disregarded in an estimate of this sort, as the time will 
doubtless come when they will be profitably mined. 
The items in this column were obtained by taking the 
average thickness of each bed as found by using all the 
bore-hole, shaft, and other sections in the different 
parts of the basin, as published in the atlases of the 
State Geological Survey ofthe region. 
Tbe number of columnar sections of the measures 

thus used was 352, about evenly distributed 
throughout the basin. The totals in this column 
show the aggregate thickness of coal beds at the 
deepest point of tbe measures for each district. The 
items given in this column includes whatever slate, 
bone, and other refuse there may be in the beds. 
Column No. 5 contains the approximate superficial 

area of workable coal in each bed, and was obtained 
from the published maps of the Geological Survey, 
which very correctly show the outcrops of the lowest 
coal bed and one other bed that is the most worked in 
each locality. 
The outcrops of all the other beds were sketched 

approximately upon these maps by the author from 
his personal knowledge of the geolosy of the region, 
aided by the published cross sections and columnar 
sections. The area of each bed was then computed for 
each district, deductions were occasionally made from 
the areas thus found, in order to allow for those areas 
where certain beds are known to be too thin to be in
cluded in the table. 
Owing to the prevailing flatness ofthe measures in 

this region, no account lias been taken of the greater 
area of coal caused by steeper dips at the margin of the 
basin, or on the sides of the anticlinals. The actual 
area of the coal beds will therefore be somewhat in ex
cess of the items given in the table, but this increase of 
area will doubtless be more than counter-balanced bv 
the loss caused by poor and unminable coal on tbe out
crops, anticlinals, faults, troubles of various kinds, etc. 
The totals in this column show the area that would be 
covered if the buds were spread out side by side upon 
a level surface. 
Column No. 6 contains the approximate quantity of 

solid coal in the ground before any was mined. The 
items are obtained by multiplying the thickness of 
each bed as is given in Column 4 by the items in Column 
5, and this product by the factor 1,400, as lieing the 
number of tons of pure coal per foot per acre in the 
average coal bed after deducting 23-4% for the slate, 
bone, and other refuse, including an allowance for rock, 
and dirt faults, etc., which always occur in greater or 
less degree in all large areas. 
In order to arrive at an average percentage for the 

refuse, the author obtained bed sections in various 
parts of the region from as many coal beds as possible, 
and from them ascertained the facts shown in table on 
following page. 
Tbe table would seem to show that the refuse 

material in the average coal bed will amount to 1S7 fo 
of the contents ofthe bed. 
The frequent occurrence of troubles, such as thin and 

poor coal, various kinds of faults, slips, squeezes, etc., 
etc., would seem to call for an allowance in addition to 
those referred to under Column 5, an arbitrary deduc
tion of 4*7% is therefore made on this account. There
fore taking specific gravity of Anthracite coal at 15, the 
weight of good coal in ground per foot thickness of 
bed per acre would be 

W e i g h t ot solid coal per fool thick per acre 1,828 tons 

D e d u c t 18*7.'. for refuse 342 tons. 

D e d u c t about-17.: for faults, troubles, __c 86tons. 

428 428 tons. 

G o o d coal in g r o u n d p e r foot thickness of b e d 

p e r acre 1,400 tons. 

The long ton of 2,240 lbs. is used throughout this 
estimate. 

Column No, 7. The items in this column were found 
in manner similar to No. 5, by measuring tbe area 
worked in each bed as shown upon tlie published Mine 
Sheets of the State Survey. In doing this tbe areas were 
measured full to make approximate allowance for the 
areas mined over since the date of publication of the 
maps. 
Column No. 8 is found by multiplying items of 

column 7 by those of column 4 
Column 9. The total approximate production of this 

coal basin to Jan. 1,1892, as found from Mine Inspectors 
Reports and other published statistics is about 
3S3.244.421 tons, and this amount divided by the grand 
total footings of Column 8 would give 826 tone 
as the average quantity of coal produced per foot thick
ness of bed per acre, to-tan. 1,1892. The items of Column 
8 multiplied by the factor 826 will give the items of 
Column 9. 
While the factor 826 tons may fairly represent the 
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average yield for the whole basin in the past, it will 
not necessarily be correct for the special areas, particu • 
larly in the future when more mining is done in. 
deeper parts ofthe basin. 
The conditions under which coal is mined have a 

direct effect upon the yield per acre, where the con
ditions are favorable (North of Scranton for instance), 
light covering over the coal, few surface improvements, 
little trouble from gas. etc, etc., more tons per acre can 
be won than in the Wilkes Barre region where the beds 
are deep and gassy, surface either much improved or 
covered by deep gravel deposits tilled with water, that 
will flood the mine if the roof is cracked, thus requir
ing stronger pillars, better ventilation and more careful 
mining in every way. 

Column 10 is intended to show the approximate 
quantity of clean coal wasted in mining and preparing 
tbe coai lor market. (The slate, bone, and other refuse 
being fully accounted foraboveunderbead of Column 6.) 
In 1890 and '91 The Clear Spring Coal Company pro

duced 342,523 tons of coal; and 66,532 tons of culm 
(including all the buckwheat coal) went to the culm 
pile, i. e., the culm was about 197 fe ofthe total produc
tion, this seems to agree fairly well with the experi
ments made by the Lehigh and AVilkes-Barre Coal 
Company as published in Beport A, ofthe Geological 
Survey of Pennsylvania, page 56, where the average 
percentage of waste for old style rolls is shown to be 
15'7fo of quantity charged into the breaker or 19*8% of 
the coal shipped. And on page 123 another experi
ment shows the culm to be 21'4fo of shipments. The 
average of these percentages shows the culm to be 203 
% ofthe production. 
Of course in cases where the buckwheat and birds-

eye are taken out the percentage is much reduced ; this 
is now being done to a large extent: quite a saving is 
also made by using the more improved machinery. On 
the other hand all of the pea coal and much of the 
chestnut formerly went to the culm pile, so that the 
factor 20 per cent, of the production, or 165 2 tons per 
foot per acre as used in this column cannot be consid
ered as excessive for the waste in the past. 

This department is intended for the use of thorn who wish fo express 
their views, or auk, or answer, questions on any subject relating to 
mining. Correspondents need not hesitate to write for supposed 
want of ability. If the ideas are expressed, wc will cheerfully make 
any needed correction in composition that ntui/ be required. Com
munications should not be too lengthy, and personal reflections 
should be carefully avoided. 

All communications should be accompanied with the proper name and 
address of the writer—not necessarily for publication, but as a 
guarantee of tjood faith. 

The Editor is not responsible for vines expressed in this Department 
j&-Correspondence should be in as simple language, and as free 

of technical viaus and formula- as possible, consistent with clear solu 
Hon. Catch-questions will not be pubtislied. 

" Water cracks " in Steel. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—I would esteem it a favor if some of your 
correspondents would answer the following question : 
Is there any remedy for whatare called" watercracks" 

in steel (especially rock drills), tempered in water? 
Yours, etc., 

BURLEIGH. 

Nanaimo, B. C, March 31st. 
Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—In replying to " H. L. D. AV.," of Cincinnati 
Ohio, in your January issue, I would like to transpose 
his order of questions, taking a as the 300'' at outlet, b 
the 300' in the middle, and c the 300' at the inlet. 

(fl.) N o w for the 6,000/ X 5 ' X 8', w e have 

k s ii*-

p _= - — 5'2S93 lbs. pressure per square foot 

of area, and for the 300' X5'X 2', 9*114 lbs. pressure 

3,000 X 

5,000 X 

100 
1 

400 ^ 

30 lbs., friction of empties. 

125 !l>s., friction of drums, ropes,. 

= 13-65 seconds theoretical 

** 900 lbs., tbe power acting ver-

Total thickness of beds. 

Wlike ..-Barre und Plymouth District 61 
Pittston District 28 
Scranton District 33 

Total 122 

Column 11. Bv deducting the sum of factors used in 
Columns 9 and 10 from the factor 1400 we have 408'8 
as tbe percentage of coal per foot per acre now remain
ing in the ground in the areas tbat have been mined 
over, it exists in the form of solid pillars, and coal 
wasted with the "gob" or mine refuse. While part 
of this area has been worked out there are still con- • 
siderable areas where much coal can yet be won by • 
robbing these pillars, but no accouLt has been taken of 
this item in the table. 
By deducting the items of Column 7 from those of 

Column 5 we obtain the items of Column 12, and using 
these as a basis we obtain the items of Columns 13 and 
14 from it, in same way as Columns 0 and 9 were 
obtained by using Column 5. 
In Column 14 in view ofthe facts referred to under 

Column 9, as to the effect of the conditions under 
which the coal is mined upon the yield per acre, we 
have thought best to use a larger factor, i, .., 900tons for 
tbe yield per acre for areas North of Scranton where 
the conditions are more favorable for mining in the 
future. 

For the Scranton and Pittston districts 800 tons per 
acre is used, and for tlie lower end of the basin 700 
tons, as this is about all tbat can be obtained under the 
present conditions, methods of mining, etc. 

From the footings of Columns 13 and 14 wTe 
see that the result of the estimate is that something 
over half the solid coal remaining in tbe ground can be 
mined. 
Column 15 shows the production ofthe several dis

tricts for each year for the past five years, together with 
the percentage of the total output that each has pro
duced. 
Column 16 shows approximately the probable life of 

each district at present rate of production, also the per
centage of total quantity of coal in the field that each 
district possesses. 
The greatest portion of the mining in the past has been 

at those points where the coal was thickest, best and 
most accessible, where the mining could be done at the 
greatest profit to the operator, and those parts where 
the beds were thinner have been left for the future, and 
hence the items in Column 4 which represent 'the 
average thickness of beds for the whole district, may 
be less than the average thickness of same beds for 
area worked in any particular district, while at the 
same time they may be more than average ofthe un-
worked areas. In this case the quantity of coal we 
have credited tothe unworked areas would overrun 
because the beds would not be as thick as estimated. 
In view of this therefore tbe estimate may be somewhat 
excessive. O n the other hand future developments 
may prove more and better coal than hits been antici
pated in portions of these unworked areas. 

In addition to this, the experience and methods of mining that have prevailed in the past (and upon which our estimate is based),which have been to say the least very wasteful, may he very much improved in the future, so that larger yields per acre will eventually be obtained from the unmined areas, and the worked and abandoned parts ofthe region maybe partially remined and thus increase the quantity of available coal above our estimate. W M . GRIFFITH. Scranton, Pa., April 20, 1802. 

Total thickness of ref-

115-1 feet 
43'3 " 
57-5 " 

Per cent, of refuse. 

19-4'-' 
18-4-*. 
17-8-**. 

per square foot of area. Then, the total pressure for 
the 5' X 8' X 6,000' portion •*•*•*•_ 211*57 lbs., and for the 
5' X 2' X 300' = 91-14 ths. 
211-57 + 91-14 = 302-71 lbs. total pressure. 

30271 
The total pressure at inlet would equal r— — 

7-5677 lbs.persq.ft. The units of work forthe 6,000/ part 
are found by multiplying the pressure by the quantity, 
or p q *= 75677 u, and for the 300' part p q = 91140 u, 
making a total of 166,817 units, or about 55 H. P. 

(6). In this case we have three sections, the last 
section requiring a pressure of 2'6446 lbs., the middle 
section alone requiring 9*114 lbs., but having a total of 
105-786 lbs. pressure to overcome at the first section. 
Tbe pressure at the entrance of the 300' section equals 
105*786 + 91*14 _ 19.G9261ba.ialsothelst3,000'takesa 
pressure of 26446 ibs., by adding tbe separate totals we 
find the total at inlet to be 30271 lbs,, which equals 
7-5677 lbs. per sq. ft. as in case (a); but it is different 
with the power, the units in last section = p q = 26,446 ; 
for the middle 196,926, and for the first section 75,677, 
or a total of 299,040 units which equals about 9 H. P. 

(c). N o w in this case we have 300' at inlet employing 
0'114 lbs. pressure per sq. ft., or 91*14 lbs. total pressure, 
but having the 211-57 lbs. pressure ofthe 6,000' section 
to overcome. This makes a total of 302*71 lbs. forthe 10 
sq. ft., which equals a pressure of 30*271 lbs. per sq. ft. 
at inlet, and 5*2893 lbs. at entrance of the 6,000' X 5' 
X 8'. The units of work for each would be 302,710 and 
52,893 respectively, or a total of 355,603 units, or 10*7 
H.P. 
To find the quantity that would be obtained from the 

above pressure, the whole length being 6,300' and the 
area 5'X 8', we use the formula 

Q YT.X-
I am well aware of tbe apparent anomaly in tbe 

power in the three cases, but the more one looks at it 
the moie we find it is only apparent. This shows the 
folly (not to say wilful waste of power) of having small 
inlets with long air courses. 

Yours etc., 
J. V. 

Punxsutawney, Pa., March 21st. 

Mechanics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following in reply to " J. T. G.,'' 
of Braidwood, 111., in your September issue : 

O n an incline rising 1 in 10,theloads weighing 12,000 
pounds and the empties 3,000 pounds, the drums, ropes, 
and sheaves 5,000 pounds; the friction of the cars 
equal 1 % of their weight, and the friction for drums, 
ropes, and sheaves -A of their weight. W h e n they are 
being let d o w n by a brake, it takes 4 minutes to run 300', 
n o w what is tbe a m o u n t of friction applied by the 
brake? 

T h e total friction is found to be 275 lbs. as follows : 

etc. 

275 lbs..total friction, 

AAW x soo 
Vl6T X 30 

time; and 12,000 — 3,000 = 9,000 lbs. load overbalan
cing the empty sets. 

0,000 X 30 
300 

tically that will hold the loadonthe plane independent 
of friction. 
Also 

900 X 13-65 
900 — 275 

time if the brake were not applied. 
The total friction is found thus, 

9Q0-_(9°°X13'65^ __ 848.8125 tts. total 
\240 seconds/ 

friction, then 
848-8125 — 275 = 573"8125 lbs. friction ap

plied by the brake. 
Therefore, 

900 X 13*65 ... , . , .. 
900--848*8125 = 2 4 ° 8 e C ° n d 8 ' a C t U a l t i m & 

w h e n the brake is applied. 
Yours, etc., 

F. B. 
Maccan, N. S., March 25th. 

Examination Question. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—I submit the following solution in reply to 
question by " J. W. S.," of AVestville, Pictou Co., N. 8., in 
your July, 1891, issue. 
" A furnace at the bottom of a shaft 400' deep pro

duces 15,000 cubic feet of air per minute with 5'2 lbs. 
pressure per square foot. The temperature in the 
downcast shaft is 40° F., what is the temperature in the 
upcast shaft?" 
Solution : 5*2 -5- 400 = '013 lb., or one cubic foot of 

air in the upcast weighs '013 lb. less than one cubic foot 
of air in the downcast. A cubic foot of air at 40° weighs 

1-3253 X 30 
459 + 40 

*-= 066077 weight of one cubic foot of air in upcast 
shaft. 
Therefore 

132nLil -° = 596'44 ~ 459 = 137-44°, 
•066677 

the required temperature in the upcast. This result 
can be proved by reversing the operation. 

Yours, etc., 
THOS. J. SIMPSON. 

Osceola Mills, Pa., March 28th. 
Specific Gravity of Gases. 
Editor Colliery Engineer: 

S I R : — I submit the following in hopes that it will 
give " Miner," of Uniontown, Pa., some insight into 
the specific gravity of gases : 
The relative weight is a term used in chemistry 

whereby it is shown that the specific, gravity of a com
pound gas is not the mean or average weight of the 
constituent atoms in the molecule, but a weight result
ing from the condensation of a group of atoms of 
hydrogen. For example: Carbon dioxide = 0 0 B 

now here we have three atoms and if no condensation 
resulted, the molecular weight would be 

C_+ O + O _ 12 + 16 + 16 _ , 
3" "" " S " 

The true relative weight, however, is 
C + O + O _ 12+ 16 + 16 _ 44 _ 

2 2 _ 2 
From this we get the general law at once simple and 

and easy to deduce. All the compound gases found in 
mines have a relative weight, which is found by divid
ing the sum of the weights ofthe constituent atoms by 
two. 
To atmospheric air the above law does not apply as 

air is a mechanical mixture. Nitrogen and oxygen are 
mixed in the following proportions by weight: Nitro
gen, 77; oxygen, 23 ; and as N = 14 and O = 16, it fol
lows that the specific gravity of air when weighed 
against hydrogen is 

79 + 14 21 + 16 
100 ^ 100 ' 

= •079677 ; then "079077 — '013 

which means that 14 added to 1Q0 + 16 will 

give the specific gravity of air. 
W e find,-then, in mine ventilation we have to deal 

with five elementary bodies—nitrogen, oxygen, hydro
gen, carbon, sulphur, and seven compound gases, viz.: 
Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydride of ethyl, 
methyl hydride, watery vapor, hydrogen sulphide, ni
tric oxide, and one mechanical mixture, atmospheric 
air. The specific gravities of gases are found by weigh
ing them in equal volumes against hydrogen, thus H 
= 1, then carbon monoxide = 14; methyl hydride = 
8; hydride of ethyl *= 15; watery vapor = 9; carbon 
dioxide ***= 22; hydrogen sulphide = 17; nitric oxide = 
15; and atmospheric air = 14'42. 

Yours, etc., 
W M . STUBBS. 

Frugality, Cambria Co., Pa., Apr. 5th. 
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Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer .* 

SIR:—Having examined the answer of "T. S. C." to 
question of " R. R. S.," of Winburne, Pa., in the Septem
ber, 1891, issue, lam at a loss to seethe method by 
which he attains the results. 
" T. S. C." claims that the answer given by " S. TJ. P." 

in August issue is too great a quantity, as it would 
require a pressure of more than 10 lbs. to pass 12,962 
cubic feet of air per minute in the question given. 

"T. S. C." begins by saying that the question can be 
answered in several diflerent ways and for which 
he submits two, but I fail to comprehend the mean
ing ofhis formula. 
I have several books on ventilation and have care

fully searched for the formula in question, but cannot 
find it. 
I took the formula given in Fairley's book where a 

road of various dimensions can be reduced to a uniform 
or typical road that will offer the same resistance and 
took the quantity as found by " S. TJ. P.," but did not 
find anything like the pressure, viz., 16 lbs. 
I will be obliged to " T. S. C " if he will kindly inform 

m e in what book to find the formula used by him, as it 
appears that either Mauchline or"S. TJ. P." must be 
wrong. 

Yours, etc., 

X. Y. 
Nanaimo, B. C, Apr. 4th. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Replying to " L. P. H.," of Avoca, Pa., in the 
April issue, I beg to submit the following: 
The " flat bottomed-kettle " would be in shape a frus

tum ofa cone, and, as such, the formula for finding its 

contents would be-^-(B + b + ]/B X &),a, being the 

altitude, B — the area of large base and b — area of 
small base. If we let 25 x = B and 9 x = b and substi
tuting the known quantities we have the equation: 

- —(25 .r + 9 x + -v/25 x X-9 x) = 3,666 cubic inches 

which is tbe number of cubic inches in a score of gal
lons, less seven, of 282 cubic inches each. 25 x and 9 x 
are selected because the diameters of the bottom and 
top are to each other as 5 is to 3, and circles are to each 
other as the squares of their diameters. The above 
equation becomes successively 

— (25 x + 9 x + ly225 xj = 3,666 

4 (25 x + 9 x + 15 x) = 3,666 
100 x + 36 x + 60 x ***= 3,660 
196 x = 3,666 

x = 187 
9 x = 16S'3 = area of top in inches. 
25 x = 4675 = area of bottom in inches. 

As the area of a circle is equal to the diameter 
squared multiplied by 7854, if we divide 108-3 and 
467*5 by this number we get 214'2S and 595'24 respec
tively, and then extracting the square root we have 
14'6 + inches and 24'4 + inches as the top and the 
bottom diameters ofthe kettle. 

Yours, etc., 
C O A L . 

Pratt Mines, Ala., April 11th. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please publish the following in answer to John 
Cayar, of Gervias, Ohio : In the sketch No. 1 represents 
the main gangway of a mine, a breast, A B is opened 
off from it at rightangles and is 25 yards long. From B 
it runs to C, a distance of 75 yards,"and at an angle of 

60°. At C it intersects 
gangway No. 2, now what 
is the length of No. 2, or 
from A to C, and what is 
the angle? 
The following rule will 

answer for all cases of 
this kind: 
R : h :: sine : For, 64'95 
R : h :: cosine : B or, 37*50 
B : R :: P : tang., or 43° 
53'55", and sine : P :: 
R : A, or 90*13 yards. 

Yours, etc., 
R I C H A R D L E W I S 

Gasford,Pa.,Apr.l5th. 

The Co-efficient of Friction. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

Sir:—I think your editorial on "The Co-efficient of 
Friction," in your April issue, was very timely and to 
the point. I have no doubt but what the majority of 
your readers fully agree with you, and thank you for 
the stand you have taken. 
The co-efficient of friction, as formulated by some 

ofthe authors,has long been a stumbling block for the 
average miner to understand and correctly figure out. 
Looking at the value of k, as given by the diflerent 

authors, in the table published by you, we again find 
the usual disagreement among experts. Some of the 
figures seem to be founded more on the hair-splitting 
theory than on actual facts. Naturally we might ex
pect to find considerable difference among authors as to 
what ought to he the proper co-efficient, on account of 
the variable and changeable condition in the rubbing 
surface found in mines. Take our Anthracite mines for 
an example: From a large roomy gangway, at a com
paratively slow velocity, the air current might have to 
travel behind a brattice, or up behind man-ways, and 
through small cross-cuts, and finally through a small or 

Eartially obstructed return air-way. Even under most 

tvorable conditions, in actual practice there exists no 

cause or reason why the co-efficient should be carried 
to the sixth or seventh decimal, except ambiguity or 
confusion is the aim. It is, ofcourse necessary to make 
it high enough to cover any ordinary condition, found 
in actual practice. W h e n the motive power is sought 
for, it is generally economy, and always desirable, to 
have ample power. Atkinson's co-eflicient, as improved 
by you, 1 think is amply sufficient, simple, easily un
derstood ; and, until actual experience and demon
stration has established a more correct one, ought to he 
generally used and accepted. 

Y"ours, etc, 
J A M E S B O H L I N , 

Freeland, Pa., April 23d. 

Mensuration and Mathematics, 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—AVill some of your able correspondents kindly 
answer the following questions : 
(1.) Two entries are driven parallel to each other as 

shown by the diagram, now, wishing to drive from A 

e 

to B and from C to D, what would be the distance from 
A Cto where the lines would cross each other? 
(2.) A coal barge full of Bituminous coal displaces 

0,625 cubic feet of water, bow many tons of coal does 
the barge contain? 

Yours, etc., 
R.L. 

Gasford, Pa., April 13th. 

Pumping;. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—The following question was asked in the 
August issue of your journal: " In a shaft 100' deep, 
a pump is placed with 5' suction and 95' discharge. 
AVill it require more or less power if the pump is 
placed up the shaft with20'suction and 80' discharge?" 
The question has been answered bya number of your 

correspondents and I think shown and proven in a 
plain simple manner that the power would be one and 
the same in both cases. In the March issue C. AAralters, 
ofLeisenring No. 1, Pa., explodes the whole theory of 
pumps by stating that as the 15' more suction needs no 
power to bring the water up to the pump, only the 
power to overcome the extra friction of the extra 
suction, that the weight of water being less in tbe dis
charge pipe would need less power to discharge it and 
would result in a shorter steam line." 
I would like (as, no doubt, would many others of 

your correspondents) to know how Mr. AValterscan lift 
water 15'without using any power. Itis contrary to 
the laws of nature, and I would Hke to see it explained. 
As the question, as answered by Mr. Walters, would be 
misleading to some of your readers, I think a reply to 
it is called for. That water has weight no one will 
deny, and to talk of raising it without power is wrong. 
Steam-line=i should be shortened where possible with
out interfering with any other part ofthe work. In 
this case tbe shortening ofthe steam line 15' wrould be a 
little benefit, if it were not for lengthening the suction 
pipe, but as it is almost impossible to make a suction 
pipe ofa pump air tight. I think the shortening ofthe 
steam line would not compensate for the lengthening 
ofthe suction. In the 15' suction there would be more 
places for leaks to occur and a very small leak would 
make quite a difference in the amount of water dis
charged, and I will stand by m y first assertion that the 
5' suction would give best results. Hoping to hear 
from Mr. Walters I remain, 

Yours, etc., 
Mansfield Aralley, Pa., March 17th. J. N.K. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Please insert the following questions that some 
of your readers may give their views concerning them: 
(1.) A mine is ventilated by exhaust fan; distance 

from fan to incast is 1500 yards, air measure at 
incast is 12,000 cubic feet per minute; area, 84 
sq. ft. N o w what amount of air should be measured at 
upcast, and if the area was smaller at upcast, where the 
air was measured, would it not in a great degree make 
up in velocity what it lacked in area ? 
(2.) AVhat effect would this head of air have on the 

walls of the air-way—would it press against the air
way at right angles with itself or at an angle be-

\ WALL OF AIRWAY 

INLET ss» •£ ^>-
_ _ - » • . '-* 

s^ 
tween 45°and 90° in the direction itis traveling; or 
would it produce a suction instead of a pressure on 
the walls ofthe air-way (see diagram), and would press

ure or suction be the same at inlet as at outlet, other 
things being equal? 
(3.) Would it be possible at any time ofthe year for 

*a hole or holes broken through to surface at any point 
between the incast and upcast of this mine to become 
the upcast for the air as long as the fan produced this 
amount of air, and the air traveled in the mine mouth? 

Yours, etc., 

READER. 

Mutual, West'd Co., Pa,, Mch. 28th. 

Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I submit the following reply to "Alberto's" 
question, No. 4, which was published in March number 
of T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R : "The main entry of a 
mine divides into two entries, each of which extends 
to the surface. If the pressure in main entry is 4 lbs. 
per sq. ft., what is the pressure in the two drifts?" 
As the pressure will vary inversely as the area, it will 
be necessary to assume the size of the entry, also the 
two drifts, therefore assuming the size of main entry to 
be 6' X 14' = 84 sq. ft. area, and 6' X S' each for 
the two drifts, would = 6' X 8' X 2 = 96 sq. ft. area 
for the two roadways, or entries. Then as 96 : 84 :: 
4 : x or 3'5 lbs. pressure per sq. ft. of sectional area 
of tbe two drifts. 

Yours, etc., 

T. K. 
Mount Olive, 111., April 12th. 

Surveying. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to ques
tion by Miner, of Elk Garden, AV. Va., in the March 
issue: 
A main entry running 1,000' due East has a furnace 

at the East end. Through carelessness the entry has 
been closed; desiring to get back to the furnace we go 
into the main entry 250' from the AVest end and turn 
to the North 25° and run 250' then turning 35° still 
further North, we run 250' more. Now, I would like to 
know the degree of bearing from last given point and 
what the difference of travel would be from mouth of 
entry, workings are level. 
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In solving the problem we use the following formula : 
_• = 250 cosine 25° w = 250 sine 25°. 
,/ = 250 cosine 60° . — 250 sine 60°. 
Sine 25° =- 4220 x -= 250 X 9063 = 220'575. 
Sine 60° = S660 y = 250 X 500 = 125-000. 
Cos. 25° = 9003 w _- 250 X 4226 = 105-650. 
Cos. 60° = 500 v = 2 50 X S660 = 216500. 

Then 
z = 750 — (226-575 + 125 000) = 398-425. 
_._=„,+ .. = 105-650 + 216500 = 322150. 

Tan- L = . " 3221J, 

and 51° 3'+ 30° = 81° 3'. S = v secant 51° 3' = 322'150 
X 1'5908 = 512*37. 
The difference in travel will be 250 + 250 + 250 + 

512*37 =• 1262*37' — 1000' =s 262*37', distance on main 
entry. Yours, etc., 

* W. S G. 
Walls, AU'y. Co. Pa., March 21st. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

Sir:—AATill you please insert the following plan ofa 
mine so that some of your correspondents may show 
the best way of ventilating it: 

= +398'4252 + 322-150' = 512"37. 

398-425 
1-2368 = 51° 3', nearly, 

I would like it ventilated without doors being used, 
and so that both sides of the mine could be worked at 
the same time. Either No. 1 or No. 2 may be used as 
the downcast shaft. 

Yours, etc., 
Mineral Ridge, Ohio, March 31st. STRAGGLER. 

Crushing" Strength of Coal. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Can any of your readers inform m e where I 
can find particulars of any reliable tests on the strength 
of various qualities of coal to resist crushing or com
pression ? If any of your correspondents would kindly 
contribute particulars of any tests made by them 
(describing also the kind of coal), it would, I feel sure, 
be a great boon if published in the columns of T H E 
COLLIERY ENGINEER. 

Yours, etc., 

LONGNECK. 

Grape Creek, 111., Feb. 25th. 
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Mechanics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

Sir:—Please insert the following question in your 1 
Correspondence Department: I 

If a mine car weighing 4 tons be suspended by a rope 
on rails at an angle of 45°, what weight will be on the 
rails and what weight will he on the rope? 

Yours, etc., 
J O H N MOSES. 

Jeddo, Luzerne Co., Pa., Apr. 25th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

Sin :—I submit, the following in reply to question by 
"Practical Fact," of Plains, Luzerne County, Pa., in 
your March issue: 
Before the fan stopped, the gangway and return was 

clear from gas. Tbe stopping of the fan allowed the 
fas to gather in a body which formed like that of a 
attery against the air which was the obstruction in 

the way and for said reason the air took the shortest 
and easiest way to the fan. After headings A, B, C, D, 
E, F and G, had been bratticcd, the pressure of air at 
point O became greater than that of the gas, conse
quently the gas was cleared away leaving the air-course 
and gangway clear for the air to travel tlirough at the 
same time taking the pressure from the closed headings. 

Yours, etc., 
J. E. B, 

Glen Carbon, Schuylkill County, March 21st. 

Specific Gravity of Gases. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—I submit the following rule in answer to 
"Miner," of Uniontown, Pa., in the April issue : 
The specific gravity ofa gas is the proportion which 

exists between its weight and that of an equal volume 
of distilled water at an equal temperature and pressure. 
One cubic foot of water at 32° F. and bar. 30" weighs 
62*355 lbs.; one cubic foot of air under the same condi
tions weighs '0809749 lb., now if we divide the weight 
ofone cubic foot of air, or of any gas, we will get the 
specific gravity, thus—'0809749 -f- 62'355 = "001298, the 
specific gravity of air. In the same way computing the 
weights of one cu. ft. of C02, O, and N, we find their 
specific gravities to be respectively : 

•123353 -"- 62*355 = -001078 sp. gr. CO.. 
•089255 -:- 62"355 = '001431 " " O. 
•078410 --- 62355 = 001257 " " N. 
If " Miner" wishes to obtain a simple formula taking 

air at 1000 he will find it in Wardle's book, p. 35. 
Yours, etc., 

M. 
Bevier, Mo., Apr. 15th. 

Eleven Miners Drowned. 

By a body of water that- had collected in old work
ings breaking through the pillar into the workings of 
the Lytle Coal Co.'s colliery, near Minersville, Schuyl
kill Co., Pa., eleven men were drowned on the 21st ult. 

The Lytle Coal Co. were at work opening a colliery 
at a level lower than that which had been worked 
years ago, and which had been allowed to fill with 
water. Considerable ofthe water in the old workings 
had been pumped out before work was commenced on 
the coal lower in the basin. The water that caused the 
disaster was dammed back by falls, and was not drained 
off by the pumps. 
As a precaution against accident, drill holes were 

kept in advance of most of the live workings to insure 
safety. There were no maps of the old workings in 
existence, and this made the officials extra cautious. 
But tbe break occurred at a point where it was least ex
pected and there were no drill holes. It came so sud
denly that Thomas Buggy, James Dolbin, John Zerbey, 
and eight Italians were drowned. The bodies of the 
drowned men were not recovered for several days, as 
the amount of water that caused the damage was larger 
than was at first supposed, and considerable pumping 
was required before exploring parties could enter. 
The last body was recovered on April 20th, and the 
funerals took place on the 27th. Foreman Adams of the 
colliery was untiring in his efforts to recover thebodies. 
and with no thought of his own safety, performed hero
ic work in his efforts to recover the bodies ofthe un
fortunate men. In his work he was ablv assisted by a 
corps of hardy men, always ready to follow where he 
led. The accident was an entirely unforseen one, as 
the officials ofthe colliery had taken every precaution 
they thought necessary to avert such a disaster. 
It was entirely due to the lack of surveys in the old 

workings, which were operated when the mine surveyor 
was almost an unknown personage in the Anthracite 
regions. Had there been even an approximately cor
rect map ofthe old workings the accident would not 
have occurred. 

Jeffrey Giant Drill. 

Tbe accompanying illustration represents the Jeffrey 
latest improved Power Drill which will be known as 
their " Giant Drill." The general construction of the 
frame is the same as the drills heretofore furnished 
and which are now used largely throughout the coal 
fields. The Giant Drill, so called on account of the 
increased power derived from the new pattern of 
engine used, consists of a double rotary valve engine 
which in actual service develops great power with a 
minimum amount of air. This feature is covered by 
patents and users of the drill will get the benefit of this 
improvement which will be of great importance. A 
new, as well as simplified feed arrangement has also 
been added,making this drill without doubt superior to 
any power drill yet offered. A n air feed can also be used 
with this drill. Instead of the screw, an air or feed tube 

•*«•> * » • * 
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Surveying With Compass Needle 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—I wish some of 3'our able correspondents would 
enable m e to get out ofthe following difficulty, viz: 

Setting the compass up at Station O, where there was 
no iron or other mineral to deflect the needle from its 
true course, I sighted to a point (Station 1) and the 
needle read S. 33° 45' E., distance 76 ft., to where there 
was some 4-inch water pipe on the entry. Setting the 
compass up at Station 1,1 took aback sight to Station O, 
and the bearing read N. 39° 30' W., a difference of 5° 45' 
between the foresight and backsight of Station O and I, 
I desire to start an entry at Station 1, where the iron 
pipe is (and which deflected the needle 5° 45' out of its 
true course) to go on a true bearing of S. 58° E. N o w 
what I want to know is whether I should add the 5° 45' 
to S. 58° E. andsturt the entry at S. 03° 45' E. or subtract 
the 5° 45', and start the entry S. 52° 15' E. so as the 
entry will be going on a true needle bearing of S, 5S° E. 
when it gets away from the influence of the iron pipe. 

Yours, etc., 
Y O U N G SURVEYOR, 

Pomeroy, Ohio, Apr. 20th. 

Specific Gravity of Gases. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Inanswerto " Miner, " of Uniontown,1 Pa., in 
your April issue, I would refer him to Mauchline'sbook, 
p. 10, where he will find the rule he wants. If he 
hasn't that book, however, it can be found by propor
tion as follows: 
14-4 : 8 :: 1 : -555, the specific gravity of fire-damp ; 

144 bsing the atoi.:n_ wei-Jit cf air 8 ths atomic weight 
of C H „ and one that of H. 
Also, the specific gravity is found by dividing the 

atomic weight of gas bv the atomic weight of air, thus 
for carbonic acid gas—22 -:- 144 = 1*527, specific 
gravity. 

Yours, etc., 

L. P. H, 
Avoca, Pa., Apr. 19th. 

is substituted, lieing operated by air, the feed is not 
positive, which allow the auger or drill bit, to advance 
slowly, when striking an unseen sulphur ball, or hard 
cutting, thus preventing more or less strain. The man
ufacturer.'-', The Jefi'rey Mfg. Co., of Columbus, Ohio, 
are to be congratulated on their success which has 
been achieved with these drills and as a further in
ducement they now offer these at prices which are 
about 25 or 3 0 % lower than formerly quoted. 

Mine Inspectors' Examination at Olpmpia, Wash. 

A.n examination of applicants for State Mine In
spectorships was held atOlympia, AVashington, on Jan. 
17th. The Board of Examiners was composed of D. T. 
Davies, Supt. of Carbonado Mines; Morgan Morgan, 
Supt. of Black Diamond Mines; S, Ronald, Supt of 
Roslyn Mines ; Oscar Huber, Mining Engineer of Spo
kane; Mitchell Love, Miner, of Renton; T. Ismay, 
Miner, of Bucoda, and AVm, Richards, Miner, of Roslyn. 
There were eight candidates. The two successful 
applicants were David Edmunds, of Franklin, and 
Joseph James, of Carbonado. Both of the successful 
applicants were one time students in the Drifton, Pa. 
School of Mines. 

COLLIERY IMPROVEMENTS. 
Colliery Owners, Superintendents, Mining Engineers, Contractors, 

fiud others are re.p_itl'iillv request*.-*1 to inform us as early 
ns possible of nil improv.-meiits conieniplQted at llieir mines. 
W e desire to make this department as .-ompl.tc as possible.— 
Editor. 

A:A The Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre Coal Company 
Elmer H. Lawall, General Superintendent, Wilkes-Barre, 
Pa., will shortly make some important improvements at 
Lance, No. 11, Colliery. Among tlie changes will be the 
erection of one 100 II P. Dimmick & Smith boiler; the 

.•tion of annexes on each side ofthe breaker, which will 
increase its capacity from 40 to 75 cars per day ; the erection 
of an additional chestnut and stove coal screen, and the 
remodeling ofthe dust fan in the breaker. The shaft will 
be continued tothe Ross seam, a new fan 12 ft. x 35 ft. will 
be erected, and there will be important changes made in 
tbe ventilation of the inside workings. 
*»*# At the collieries of the Silver Brook Coal Company, 
at Silver Brook, Pa., the following improvements have 
been made or are in progress under tlie supervision of Mr. 
H. C. Zacharias, Superintendent and Engineer of the com
pany : 
No. 1 Colliery.—In No. 1 slope from main west gangway, 

an inside slope has been sunk 50 yards to the first lift, and 
90 yds. to the second lift. It is now being sunk to the basin. 
Tbe self-acting plane has been extended 100 yards. A new 
slope, called No. 2 Slope, 800 yards southwest of the breaker, 
has been sunk 140 yards on the No. 0 seam. Two lifts are 
turned off on the west side, and one on tlie east. 
No. 4stripping has been opened up, and tlie removal of 

the surface for a new stripping on the Mammoth seam is in 
progress. 
A 100 H. P. Dimmick it Smith boiler has been added to 

the steam plant and extensive repairs and alterations have 
been made to the breaker, thereby greatly increasing the 
facilities for preparing the coal. 
No. 2 Colliery,—The Slope on the No. G seam is now 

down 240 yards tothe basin. The first lift is turned off to 
the west and the lower lift east and west. 
A large area of the Mammoth seam has been uncovered 

at the stripping started in November, 1890. The new 
breaker which is in course of erection will be completed in 
ample time for the fall trade. It is being fully equipped 
with 1 irst-class modern machinery. 
A 500 H. P. Babcock &. Wilcox boiler, and a pair of 22" x 

36" hoisting engines with double drums have also been 
erected. 
•*-,,.:-.:;, The Peel Splint Coal Companv, of Lewiston, West 

Ara., Mr, Z.T. Krieger, General Manager, is laying 3,300 ft. 
of steel rail around the hill, and in the main entries of the 
mine. This will result in changes that will increase the 
capacity of the mine 200 tons per day, and will enable tbe 
officials to more economically and expeditiously handle the 
output. 
•"•j.*,. Mr. George Prentis, of Canon City, Col., ihe Super
intendent ofthe Prentis Coal Mine, is making some radical 
changes in tbe methods of mining. He is erecting an air 
compressor and putting in a number of mining machines, 

_*_•* Tbe Leavenworth Coal Company, of Leavenworth, 
Kansas, Mr. J. E. Carr, Genera! Superintendent, has just 
completed the erection ofa large i-o-foot fan, built by tbe 
Vulcan Iron AVorks, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa, This company 
has also remodeled the shaft head and all cars are handled 
by machinery operated by alOH. P. engine. The ma
chinery is worked by paper friction wheels and rack gear. 
There are 9 levers, all centering at one point, and arranged 
to be worked by one man. This machinery was designed 
by the officials ofthe company. 
•V* The Coal City Mining Company, of Coal City, Ala., 
Mr. AVm. Herbert, Superintendent, is operating at present 
one slope with an output of 250 tons, The seam is four feet 
thick, of excellent quality, and makes a coke that is said by 
foundrymen and furnacemen to be equal to Pocahontas 
coke. Preparations are now being made to open another 
slope, and a 100 H. P. Lidgerwood engine is on the ground 
with two 50 II. P. boilers under construction for use at 
this new slope. This company intends to increase its out
put by next fall to COO tons per day. 
**** The H.G.Davis Coal Company, whose office is at 
Piedmont, West Va,, and whose mines ore at Thomas, 
West Va., under the management of Mr. II. G. Buxton, 
recently completed its second shaft. The main shaft 12! x 
•21' was commenced May 3d, 1891, and tbe coal was reached 
at a depth of 179 ft. 9 ins. on September 7th, 1891. The 
shaft passed through very hard sand rock for almost its 
entire depth, and it was timbered as the sinking progressed. 
The sinking of the air shaft, 14' x 14', was begun September 
14th, 1891, and reached the coal at a depth of 187 ft. on 
January 21st of this year. Several delays were caused in 
each shaft by tbe breaking of pumps. The shafts were 
sunk to open the Davis seam, which lies 192 ft. below the 
Thomas seam, which was the only coal heretofore mined 
by this company, and whicli was opened by drifts, Tho 
coal ofthe Davis seam has an excellent reputation as a 
smithing, steam, and coke coal. The output is expected to 
reacli 1500 tons perday by the beginning of next. year. 
•»•*** The Gailitzin Coal and Coke Company, of Gallitzin, 
Pa., have lately been putting in a new basket for lowering 
the coal into the cars without breaking. Tbey also have 
added an elevator to carry tbe slack and a car haul opera
ted by rope transmission. This machinery was constructed 
and installed )>y the Link Belt Engineering Company, of 
New York. It handles the coal rapidly and economically. "A* Mr 
Pa„ conte 
feet in leu 
20 foot flu 

inenian, at South Fork, Cambria county, 
Hitting in a new rope haulage plant 1500 
lip and WOO feet on the level, also a new 
dating. 

***. Rapid progress is being made with the new shaft of 
the Consolidation Coal Company, near Lonaconing, Md. 
The shaft is known as a "square" shaft, having two 
sections 8x10 feet each. A Band (vnipr-r-ssorongine of three 
drills capacity is used with the aid of tlie IngersoU drill. 
Tbe winding engine used is reversible, and is fed hy two 
boilers of SE horse-power each. Mr. B. S.Randolph, the 
efficient Superintendent of the company, iy determined to 
make this shaft n model of its kind, and to this end is pro
curing only the most modern machinery. 
*«** Work on the large haulage plant at Big Soldier Run 
Mine, Reynoldsville, Pa., has been actively begun. The 
foundati-.n. f.-r Ihe boiler-house and engine house are being 
laid. The chimney is to be thirteen feet square at base 
and lun feet high, and large enough to serve for six 100-
borse power boilers. There is also to be erected an iron and 
steel tipple building 56 (eet wide and 120 feet long. 
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Mr. A. A. M C L E O D , President of the Philadelphia &. 
Reading Railroad Company, is to-day perhaps the most 
prominent business man in America. He is not only the 
president ofthe great Beading corporation but is also gen
eral manager of its business. His rise to bis present posi
tion has been phenomenally rapid. He first became con
nected with the company in November, 1SSG, liaving been 
appointed general manager by Austin Corbin, tbe then presi
dent, who recognized Mr. MeLeod's great executive ability, 
•On the resignation of Mr. Corbin as president ofthe coni-
Eany in 1890, Jlr. McLeod wus elected his successor, though 
e still retained the general managership. Under his 

direction the Reading company has made the most 
remarkable advances in its history. His foresight, energy 
and pluck led him to make innovations and extensions 
-that to more conservative men were appalling in their 
scope, but results have proven tbe wisdom of his course. 
In personal appearance he is over six feet tall and splen
didly proportioned. He has an erect firm carriage and is a 
striking figure in any assemblage of men. J Lis features are 
large and regular, bis forehead is broad and high, and his 
clean cut lips are shaded by a heavy brown mustache. 
Pie wears no jewelry. His taste in personal adornment is 

exhibited in dark clothing of faultless finish and quietstyle, 
neckwear of subdued colors and always a broad-brimmed 
beaver hat. 
In his personal contact with individuals ofall classes he 

is one of the most affable of nit-n. There isa conspicuous 
absence of that brusqueness which is affected or becomes 
second nature, in men who represent great interests and to 
whom, above all others, time is money. A section foreman 
whose duties at some period ofhis life may call liim to the 
president's office receives as much sincere attention and 
courtesy as does the official representative of a great cor
poration who may desire to discuss traffic arrangements 
with the head of the Reading Railroad. 
His business habits are very methodical, and he is one of 

the first to reach the Fourth street offices ofthe company 
and the last to leave. Unless called away from the office on 
official business, he is at his office every day from 9 a, m. 
till 6 p.m. Naturally, a man having the direction of as much 
business as he has. must be protected from the interrup
tion of callers desirous of seeing him on trivial matters or 
with chimerical schemes Therefore all callers are received 
by his private secretary, Mr, Frank G. Odenheimer, who is 
uniformly courteous to all. If the business is of a nature 
tbat an interview with Mr. McLeod will expedite it, the 
interview is readily secured, and the business is rapidly 
disposed of. AVhile Mr. McLeod is a thorough American 
by birth and education, his ancestry was Scotch, as is 
readily shown by bis full name Archibald Angus McLeod. 

Mr. PETER SHBRIDAN, of Highland, Pa., has accepted the 
position of mine boss for Coxe Bros. & Co.. at Oneida. 

T H E Governor of Ohio has re-appointed RobertM. Hazle-
tine, of Mahoning County, as Chief Inspector of Mines of 
that State for a term of four years. 

M R . T H O M A S H. CAREY, who has been superintendent of 
the Woodward Colliery of the D.. L. & W . R. R. Co.. in Ply
mouth township since its start, has been placed in charge of 
tbe operations ofthe same company iu Hanover township 
where a breaker still larger than the AVoodward is to be 
erected. Mr. AVilliam Beacham, who has had charge ofthe 
Dodge Colliery near Bellevue, will succeed Mr. Carey at the 
Woodward. 

BAIRD H A LB ERST ADT, Pl M,, recently connected with the 
coal department of the U. S. Census, but now Assist int 
State Geologist of Pennsylvania, is at work in the Eighth 
Bituminous districtgathering data for a map ofthe Bitu
minous regions of the State. 
JUDGE RICE, of Luzerne County, has appointed tbe follow

ing Boards to examine mine foremen in the Third, Fourth 
and Fifth Districts respectively. They will serve until the 
first term of Common Pleas Court, 1*93: 
Third District—S. B. Bennett, operator, West Pittston ; 

Patrick A. Sweeney, miner, Pittston ; John F. Evans, miner 
Pittstou. 
Fourth District—Elmer II. Lawall, superintendent, 

Wilkes-Barre : Thomas Owens, miner, Plymouth ; Patrick 
McGrane, miner, Sugar Notch. 
Fifth District—J. C. Haydon, operator. Jeanesville; 

Michael Mulligan, miner, Upper Lehigh ; John Scott, 
miner, Hazleton. 
Mr. J O H N L. WILLIAMS, ofSbenandoah, Pa., Division Sup

erintendent of the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron 
Co., has resigned to accept the position of General Superin
tendent of the Union Coal Co., with headquarters at Shamo
kin, Pa., vice Mr. Holden Chester, who resigned on 
account of age, and a desire for relief from his ar
duous duties. By this change the Philadelphia and 
Reading Coal and Iron Co. bos lost one of its most 
efficient officials, and the L'nion Coal Co. has secured a 
superintendent whose superior as a practical mine man
ager cannot be found_. The writer's aquaintance with Mr, 
Williams began in 18/5, when he occupied the position of 
Assistant Inside Foreman at Indian Ridge colliery. He 
was promoted from this position to the foremanship, and 
from the latter to that of District Superintendent on the 
death of John Reese, who lost bis life with Jonathan Wasley 
and Frank Willman atKehley's Run colliery. After serv-
ing about four years as District Superintendent of tbe 
Shenandoah District. Mr. Williams was appointed Divi
sion Superintendent, and had charge ofall the Philadelphia 
and Reading collieries in the Mahanoy and Shenandoah 
Valleys ease of Big Mine Run, 23 in all. Under his direc
tion some of the most important coal developments in the 
Mahanoy A'alley were made, and bis mining ability was 
recognized on all sides. Our acquaintance with Mr. AVil
liams has been a long and an intimate one, and we hearti
ly wish him thesame measure of success in his new posi
tion as he won in bis past. 
On the evening ofthe 30th ult. Mr. Williams was ten

dered a banquet by his associates among the officials ofthe 
Philadelphia and Reading Co., and Inspector Stein, at tbe 
Ferguson House, Shenandoah, Pa. The banquet was a 
very pleasant affair, and at opening District superinten
dent Elijah Gregory, on bebalt ofthe company assembled, 
presented Mr. Williams with a beautiful case of drafting 
instruments in a neatly worded speech which expressed the 
sentiments of his associates in bidding an official farewell to Mr. AVilliams. Inspector Stein accepted the gifton behalf of Mr. Williams, and then the entire company joined in tbe banquet which was prepared by Landlord Hutchinson. At its close the entire company filed past Mr. AVilliams, shook him by the hand and wished him unbounded success and prosperity in bis new field. M R . T H O M A S MITCHELL of East Brady, Pa., President of the Diamond Coal Co., died on March 31st, aged 62 years. 

Mr. Mitchell was a native of England, and emigrated to 
America inlS54. In 1800 he was appointed General Mana
ger ofthe .Pittsburgh Coal and Mining Company's mines at 
Catfish, Pa. He discharged the duties of this position for 
ten years, and then, in company with James B. Stephen
son, engaged in mining and shipping coal at Pine Run, 
near East Brady. After several years work, this mine was 
exhausted, and in company with his sons he secured coal 
lands on the Sligo branch ofthe Allegheny Valley Railroad 
and opened tbe Diamond mines. These mines are still in 
operation, and are now surrounded by other mines opened 
by parties who followed Mr, Mitchell in this region. Dur
ing all the years that Mr. Mitchell was engaged in the coal 
business, be commanded the respect ofall who came in con
tact with him. Honest and upright iu all things, and of 
a kindly nature, be not only won the esteem ofhis business 
associates, but bad the affection and esteem ofhis working-
men as well. Some ofthe latter who had removed to other 
fields traveled over 100 miles to pay a last tribute of respect 
and affection to their deceased friend on the day ofhis in
terment. 

IN T H E retirement of Mr. Holden Chester, of Shamokin. 
from the superin tendency of the LTnion Coal Co.'s collieries, 
one ofthe best known men connected with colliery man
agement in the lower region permanently retires from the 
business. For many years Mr. Chester was the superin
tendent of the Mineral Bail road and Mining Co.'s collieries, 
and when the late Hon. W m . L. Scott leased from tbat cor
poration several of its largest mines purebased large tracts 
of anthracite coal lands and formed the Union Coal Co., he 
made Mr. Chester his general superintendent. Lip to the 
time of bis death he had unbounded confidence in Mr. 
Chester's ability, and when the latter spoke of retiring from 
active duty several years ago, Mr. Scott personally request
ed him to remain with the Union Co. until be could find 
an equally competent sncce.sor. Had it not been for tbis 
Mr. Chester would have retired from active work several 
years ago. After his many years of hard and successful 
work, he is entitled to a rest that T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER 
wishes may be a long andpleasant one. 

M R . F R A N K N. SLADE, well-known in mining circles in 
Ohio, as a very practical man, has been appointed the rep
resentative of the Sperry Electric Mining Machine Co. for 
Ohio, Pennsylvania and AVest A'irginia, with headquarters 
at Room 14, Board of Trade Building, Columbus, Ohio. He 
wilt pay special attention to the introduction ofthe Sperry 
eight wheel haulage system dynamos andminingmachines, 
each of which has proved so thoroughly practical and eco
nomical tbathe will in every instance guarantee results to 
the user. He will examine mines and give full plans and 
specifications for their equipment with complete electrical 
mining, haulage, and pumping apparatus. During the 
coining summer he expects to personally call on many of 
the operators and officials of collieries in tbe three states in 
his territory, and we trust he will receive the reception due 
a gentlemen who does not propose introducing an experi
ment, bot one who is prepared to refer to plants tbat have 
been in successful and profitable operation for at least a 
year, and have permanently replaced former methods. He 
invites special attention to the haulage plant and the pick 
machines in the mine ofthe Crescent Coal Co., at Jackson
ville, Ohio. Mr. Slade will be pleased to personally accom
pany operators or colliery offieials to inspect plants in 
operatiou and explain fully the details ofthe Sperry system, 

M R . GEO. F. B A K E R has been appointed first Ariee President 
of tbe Lehigh and AVilkes-Barre Coal Co.. vice Mr. Walter 
G, Oakman, resigned, Mr. S. M. AVilliams has been appoint
ed second Arice President of the same corporation. The 
circulars announcing these appointments also states that 
Genl. Supt, E. H. Lawall will report direct to, and receive 
instructions from President Maxwell, and that the General 
Auditor an I Purchasing Aeent will report to, and receive 
instructions from second A'ice I'resident Oakman. 
Friction Drums and Guide Sheaves. 
Messrs. Thos. Carlin's Sons, of Allegheny, Pa., who 

have foryears made a specialty of double friction drum 
power hoists, as used for tail rope system for operating 
derricks, and other works where power is obtainable 
either through sprocket chain or belting, herewith 

drum may be fitted with foot breaks as shown, and cut 
heads or winches may be placed on the far end ofthe 
drum shaft, for use in some locations where it is desired 
to drag cars on side tracks. 
AVhen fitted for tail rope haulage, the several levers 

may be combined so tbat the operator may have per
fect control of the machine by a hand and foot lever. 
As will be seen in the cut, the gearing runs con

stantly, but the drums operate only when the friction 
levers shown in the front are moved. It is a very-
strong machine and takes up but little floor space. 

FIG. 2. 

Two sizes are made and drums are constructed to 
meet the requirements. Messrs. Carlin's Sons also 
build a machine ofthe same general design for use on 
inclined planes, etc. 

The pulleys shown by the 
three cuts, show their sev
eral designs of guide sheaves 
for use with wire rope haul
age. It will be seen by refer
ence to Fig. 1 that tbe verti
cal guide sheaves have a 
neat iron base plate, which 
can be bolted to the cross-
ties. They are made in two 
sizes. The carrier sheaves 
(Fig. 2) with stands have 
chilled bearings and are very 
neat and strong. Fig. 3 
shows a tail rope carrier 

sheave, the frame of which makes a guard tbat keeps 
the rope from coming out ofthe groove. 
Messrs. Carlin's Sons have recently issued a very 

large and complete catalogue of their specialties, in 
which they illustrate and describe in detail all their 
products. It is a very complete work, and can be secured 
by actual purchasers on application. 

FIG. 3. 

illustrate their drums that have proved so successful 
wherever used. A driving pulley or other means of 

FIG. 1. 

transmitting power is furnished with each hoist. 

Nothing- Succeeds Like Success, 

The invention of a piece of machinery is one thing. 
Its successful introduction is another. AVhen an in
vention is such that it economizes labor and makes it 
possible to do more work with less cost, its introduction 
is comparatively easy. All that is needed is a good 
machine, and tbe faculty of making its merits known 

to those who will be benefited by 
its use. 
The Cannelton Supply Co.of Can

nelton, Beaver Co., Penna., have a 
good and cheap machine in the 
Grim Patent Coal Drill, and have 
brought it to the attention of the 
miners and operators in all parts of 
America through the medium of an 
advertisement in the columns of 
T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R during the 

past year. Mr. Heilman, the man
ager of the company, informs us 
that theyhave been very successful 
in introducing it into every coal 
field in America, and among the 
recent prominent purchasers who 
are using it with success are : 
Tbe Coahuila Coal Co. of Mexico, 

16 sets, and the WinifredeCoal and 
Coke Co. of West A'a. Messrs. AVolf, 
Lane & Co. of Pittsburgh, who rep
resent the company in the Pitts
burgh region disposed of 52 sets in 

| Starch alone. The Sbort-Frick Mer-
_ . ." -"- cantileCo.,ofDillonvale, Ohio, who 

also handle these drills have in a 
comparatively short time disposed 

of over $900 worth of them. 
They are largely used in the Anthracite regions and 

are particularly in favor in the Shamokin region. 
They are adapted to all kinds of coal, and need only 
a trial to ensure their permanent adoption. The fol
lowing letter from one of the most prominent colliery 
otlicials in Pennsylvaaia, shows the favor in which the 
Grim drill is held: 

BELL, L E W I S & Y A T E S C O A L M I N I N G Co. 

Reynoldsville, Pa., Feb. 12th, 1S92. 
C A N N E L T O N S U P P L Y CO. 

Cannnelton, Pa. 
Gentlemen :— 

I a m in receipt of your favor and will reply that at 
our mines,at both DuBois and this place, we are using 
your drills and they have given us very good satisfaction 
W e are not now in need of any more, but when we 
shall be in the market we will undoubtedly call on you 
as heretofore. Yours truly, 

S. B. ELLIOTT, Gen'l Manager. 
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"^TATCH FOR 

FUTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

OF THE 

THOMSON-VAN DEPOELE 
ELECTRIC MINING COMPANY, 

ON THE OUTSIDE COVER. 

that will practically drive consumers to the use of Bi

tuminous coal, are ridiculous because it is unreasonable 

to suppose that those with capital invested in an industry 

will deliberately ruin it. 

The Anthracite coal business for a number of years 

past ha. been such-that except in a few isolated cases 

the cost of production was fully equal to or exceeded 

the price the coal brought on cars under the breaker. 

The gteat cost of Anthracite mining plants and the 

expenses connected with the mining and preparation 

of the coal, including the necessary drainage, ven

tilation, etc., are not understood by the metropolitan 

news writers, simply because they have never taken the 

trouble to inquire into details. The coal is limited in 

its supply, and when once taken from the mine is gone 

forever. A new crop cannot be raised the following 

year as with vegetable productions. This is another 

phase ofthe subject never taken into consideration. 

Another point to be considered is the law of supply 

and demand. W h e n the demand is not equal to tbe 

supply in any other branch of business, the supply is 

curtailed,and there is no reason why this rule should 

not be enforced regarding coal as other productions. 

For years the men employed at the Anthracite col

lieries have been working but part time and at wages 

that are not such as they should receive. This was due 

to the low price paid for coal underthe breakers. The 

operators can not afford to pay higher wages and the 

workingmen have gone on without resorting to strikes, 

which they knew could not benefit tbeir condition. 

The new state of affairs, it is hoped will remedy these 

conditions. Coal will either be mined at prices that 

will ensure a fair profit to the operator and fair wages 

to the miner, or it will not be mined at all. 

It cannot be claimed that Anthracite is a necessity as 

breadetuffs are, for if it becomes too expensive, the 

cheaper Bituminous coal can and will take its place. 

The men at the head of the new deal understand this 

and they have too much hard business sense to advance 

prices enough to discourage consumption. Before jump

ing at conclusions it would be well for the New York 

dailies and their followersamong the provincial journals 

to send conservative intelligent men into the Anthra

cite region to study the existing conditions and the 

policy of the corporations and operators interested. If 

they do this, and then base their editorial utterances 

on the facts gleaned, they will, if honest, commend 

rather than condemn a policy tbat is rational and 

equitable, and one that is designed to bring about a 

condition of affairs in the Anthracite region that will 

prove beneficial, not only tothe capital invested in the 

coal business, but to every workingman and business 

man dependent upon the industry. 

T H E M E T R O P O L I T A N P R E S S A N D T H E 

C O A L C O M B I N E . 

THE enterprise of the more prominent American 
daily newspapers, as a rule, is such that it excites 

the wonder and admiration of all intelligent read

ers. But there are subjects on which their writers gen

erally display ignorance that under the circumstances is 

almost criminal. One of these subjects is coal. 

The recent great union of coal roads was a matter 

that in the importance of its results, entitled it to the 

most careful investigation on the part of news writers 

before opinions regarding its effect were expressed. In 

regard to the capital invested, and the people directly 

affected, it was more important in many ways, to the 

general American public than any of the political 

changes south of the Bio Grande, or on the continent 

of Europe. 

But, the subject of coal and coal mining has always 

been one on which the metropolitan news writers have 

as a rule displayed either amazing stupidity or a sen

sationalism that is only equaled by the literature dis

tributed by dime museums or the peripatetic circus. 

Those unfamiliar with the technicalities of coal mining 

accept their false statements as gospel truths, while 

those familiar with the subject are impressed with the 

idea that if a newspaper will make such absurd and 

erroneous statements on one subject, it must also be un

reliable on others. 

The statements that are daily published attributing 

to the officials and stockholders of the several com

panies, a desire to corner the Anthracite coal market 

and force prices to a point that will be burdensome and 

that Euch a precaution may not be cheerfully accepted. 

and it may be pointed out that in the locomotive also, 

the arrangement of the oil tanks can be such that the 

flow need not be assisted by gravity. For some years 

there have been at work in Russia, near the oil fields, 

many locomotives which use petroleum as their sole 

fuel. 

The earliest experiments in Russia with petroleum 

fuel were made in 1874, but the fuel was abandoned on 

account of cost at that time but has since been adopted, 

as the fuel ofthe Tsaribsin Railway. 

As compared with Bituminous coal, petroleum refuse 

showed, according to the locomotive superintendent 

an advantage of fifty-six per cent, in weight, and sixty-

six per cent, in cost, and when carried in bulk the load

ing and unloading of any liquid is so easy that there 

appears good reason to suppose that the use of petro

leum refuse will extend. But petroleum refuse is not 

the sole liquid fuel by any means. 

Apart from the tar produced from coal in the process 

of manufacture of illuminating gas, there is a tar 

which is saved from blast furnaces, and a tar from 

coke ovens. Blast furnace tar, produced by cool

ing the gases from blast furnaces, is stated to possess 

the following properties and composition by Watson 

Smith. 

The example analyzed had a specific gravity of *954 

and was distilled to dryness with the following result: 

ANOTHER USE FOR COKE BYE-

PRODUCTS. * 

IN the production of coke by the crude method of the 

old oven, whereby the only product is coke, there 

is an enormous waste of valuable fuel under the 

name of bye-products. 

The tar and tar oils, which are the result of coke 

manufacture, differ from the tar products of the gas 

works, but such difference as exists is not of material 

importance in some respects. It is perhaps inferior as a 

source from which the creosote oils can be made which 

seem best fitted for use. in the preservation of railroad 

ties. But apart from this question of creosote, or of 

artificial manures there is the growing inportance of tar 

as a fuel. 

Under the head of liquid fuel we may include 

every combustible substance which will flow 

through pipes of an inch or two inches diameter when 

waimed, and in this category come practically all tbe 

bye-products of the distillation of Bituminous coal. 

There are of course certain constituents of all such pro

ducts which have a comparatively low temperature of 

volatilization and it is well that such substances should 

be eliminated, as they may readily be, prior to the em

ployment of tbe tar as a fuel, but this done there ap

pears no good reason for doubting the entire safety of 

liquid fuels for the purposes of the steamship or of 

the railroad. Needless to say common caution would 

point to the use of properly devised tanks for their 

reception, whether in the tender of the locomotive or 

the bunker space of the steamship, and there are those 

who bold it essential that under no circumstances 

should the feed of liquid fuel to the furnace be in the 

slightest degree aided by gravity. This is, perhaps, a 

fair and proper precaution to exercise as a safeguard 

against the possible breakage of the pipe connections 

and the sudden escape upon the floor of the stokehold 

ofa quantity of the fuel before it could be shut off at 

some point nearer to the tanks themselves. 

The convenience of a gravity flow is not so great but 

Volatilized below 446° F. 

Volatilized at 446°—572° 
Volatilized at 572° till oils solidify 
Soft Paraffin scale 
Coke 

Percentage of Products 

f Water 30C by volume 
(Oil 2*9 by volume 

70 by volume 
13*0 by volume 
16*7 by volume 
21*6 by weight 
6*5 by weight 

Speciflc 
Gravity. 

As a fuel therefore something like seventy percent 

of this tar is combustible. 

The tar from Jameson coke ovens is of very similar 

composition, and we may probably take it that the 

water present in the crude tar would all pass off with 

the first distillates, leaving behind an anhydrous liquid, 

free from the more volatile constituents which can be 

better utilized,and eminently suitable for use as a liquid 

fuel. 

This, it appears, is generally, if not invariably, thrown 

away in America, and some interest may be aroused 

as to the latest English practice with liquid fuel 

At the outset it may be stated that England does 

not present a specially favorable field for the employ

ment of liquid fuels. 

The ties used on English railroads are half square 

timbers, usually of Baltic Fir, and they are usually 

heavily treated with creosote. There is thus a large. 

demand for the tar of the gas works, which not many 

years ago was a nuisance, and it is converted variously 

into aniline dyes, artificial manures, and creosote for 

ties, and pitch for paving purposes. 

Coal, too, is plentiful, and it is unlikely therefore 

that liquid fuel can oust coal. Nevertheless on 

the Great Eastern Railway the locomotive superin-

tendendent has evolved a system of liquid fuel combus

tion which possesses considerable merit, for it has in

volved no departure from the normal style of coal burn

ing furnace, which can prejudically affect the capacity 

for burning coal alone. 

The arrangement consists ofa pair of steam actuated 

injectors, fitted at the rear of the firebox, underthe 

foot plate, about twenty inches apart and ten inches 

above the grate level. Their nozzles are placed cen

trally in two five-inch holes cut through from out

side to inside of the back of the firebox, the holes 

being tubed from box to casing, through the water 

space. Each nozzle has a double opening, one directly 

forward, the other toward the middle space of the fire

box. 
Round each nozzle is a ring pierced for several small 

steam jets, which induce air currents into the firebox 

round the injector nozzles. 

Tbe action ofthe injectors is to finely spray the liquid 

fuel, brought to them by pipes from a tank at the 

rear ofthe tender, and distribute it in the furnace, any 

whicli is not consumed falling to the grate or settling 

upon the brickwork of the smoke arch, which at once 

volatilizes it. 

The grate is thinly covered with a fire made up of 

coal and broken chalk, its object being to serve as a 

lighter of the oil, and preserver of temperature 

during stoppages, as well as to intensify and ensure a 

more perfect combustion, sufficient air being allowed 

through the grate to maintain this light fire and assist 

to burn the oil likewise, but more air being provided 

by the air injection jets of the two fuel injectors, by 
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which latter indeed the correct air supply is main

tained at the point when smoke is just formed in 

occasional light puffs. 

The preservation of a bed of actual fuel has the ad

vantage that lighting up can be just the same as in any 

other engine, and the oil fuel need not be used till the 

engine takes its turn with a train. 

Any failure in the supply of oil can make no differ

ence, for coal can at once be used instead without the 

least inconvenience. This is an advantage which is 

unattainable where a special brick furnace is built for 

oil burning, as is done on the Russian line using petro

leum. 

The latest engine fitted with liquid fuel on the Great 

Eastern Railway is one ofa class often similar express 

engines, and, as compared with the other nine engines 

doing the same round of duty, the oil burner has used 

about one-third the weight of coal per mile, and about 

as much oil as coal in weight. Her total fuel is thus 

about two-thirds by weight what it would he if all coal-

The liquid practically gives an efficiency of double its 

weight of coal. The writer has had runs on this engine 

when burning mixtures of plain gas tar and creosote 

residuals, warmed up, in the tank which is placed at the 

rear ofthe tender, to a liquidity sufficient to cause it to 

flow freely through the injector pipes, and to destroy 

its viscosity so that it would spray finely from the noz

zles. Its behavior in the furnace is satisfactory, filling 

the firebox with white flame, while the air rings ad

mitted ofthe most delicate adjustment ofthe supply of 

air to effect perfect combustion without air excess. 

Steam was made most freely. 

A discussion took place in the English papers on this 

locomotive. It was urged that the combined system of 

solid and liquid fuel was not so economical as the all. 

liquid furnace. On the other hand it was urged that 

the ability to use either or both fuels at a moment's 

notice and to make the change instanter was an advan

tage not to be lightly despised. Where the firebox is 

filled with cellular brickwork, this cannot of course be 

done and there can, after all, be no refractory material 

as a covering for the bars and as an incandescent bed 

for ensuring volatilization of any oil which may fall, 

superior to a thin fire of coked coal, clinkers, and chalk 

lumps, as used in Holden's system on the G. E. Railway. 

The elasticity of the system commends it where a loco

motive may run through a district in which alternations 

of coal or liquid fuel occur. 

In England, for example, gas tar can be picked up at a 

country town at a distance from any tar distillery 

works for a priceless by the carriage than it can be had 

where there is a creosote works, and where liquid is 

cheaper it may be used in a compound furnace just so 

long as it can be bad insufficient quantity. The reduc

tion in the labor of the fireman is very marked, and the 

cleanliness when burning oil is equally noticeable. 

With such an immense field open for the comsump-

tion ofall the tar which can be produced there should 

he no throwing such a valuable article to waste to the 

blackening of the atmosphere and injury of vegeta

tion. Its saving is called for, to redeem American coke 

making from the stigma of extravagance. The coke 

industry cannot afford to throw away such valuable 
bye-products. 

THE NORTHERN ANTHRACITE COAL 

FIELD. 

ON another page we publish a tabular estimate 
ahowing the approximate quantity, and the past 

and probable future production of coal in the 

several districts of the Northern Anthracite coal field, 

prepared by Mr. AVm. Griffith, engineer and geologist, 

late of the geological Survey of Fennsylvania. 

This table is accompanied by an explanatory letter 

from Mr. Griffith explaining the methods whereby he 

arrives at his deductions, and we think all readers will 

agree in the opinion that his figures are as nearly cor

rect as it is possible to make them. The compilation 

of this table entailed on Mr. Griffith an immense 

amount of research and hard work. H e was, how

ever, specially fitted for the undertaking hy his exper

ience on the Geological Survey and his practical acquain

tance with the geology ofthe region. The table, will, 

on inspection, be found very interesting, and the in

terest will not end with its first examination. It con

tains a vast amount of information concerning the 

great Northern coal field, arranged in the most con

venient form, and for years to come it will no doubt 

be used as a work of reference and as a basis for cal
culations. 

A careful study of the table reveals the following in
teresting generalities : 

It shows that in the past nearly sixty per cent, of the 

coal originally in the ground has been won—this in

cludes shipments and local consumption. 

Mr. Griffith thinks tbe future production cannot well 

be expected to much exceed fifty-three per cent, ofthe 

coal remaining in the ground, but this may be increased 
somewhat by improvements in the methods of mining, 

but as most of the coal remaining is at the lower 

end of the field, where the measures are deep and 

gaseous, some radical change in methods will be neces

sary to materially increase the percentage stated. 

The large yield of sixty per cent, in the past, as shown 

by the table, may be partially accounted for by the 

fact that the coal has been mined from the margin of 

the field and points where it is not so deep and the 

surface of little value, so that more coal per acre could 

be taken out. 

According to Mr. Griffith's deductions the several 

minor divisions of the field will, at the present rate of 

production, last the following lengths of time: 

Time of exhaust-[Time of exhaust-
Ion excluding 1 ion Including 
thin seams not thin seams not 
now worked. now worked. 

Forest City and Carbondale. 
Jermyn 
Archbald 
Peckvllle and Olyphant 
Scranton 
Pittston 
\\ ilk."--Burr.- und Plymouth 
Nanticoke aud tower end. .. 

Of course, as the northern districts are exhausted the 

production will be greatly increased in the lower enj 

ofthe basin. A large percentage ofthe coal north of 

Scranton is in thin beds that have not yet been 

worked to any extent, and in this portion ofthe field 

more robbing can be done, as the beds are not deep, 

and the su*rface is not very valuable. This statement 

makes plain the relations existing between the figures 

in the above table. 

In the following table is showri the proportion of the 

whole quantity of coal still unworked by districts and 

the percentage of the 5$fc of the whole quantity (that 

may yet be mined), which-will probably be produced 

in each district. 

Forest City and Carbondale 
Jermyn 
Archbald 
Peckvllle and Olyphant.. 
Scranton 
PlttSttlll 
Wilkp-. Barre and Plymouth. 
Nanticoke und lower end 

Percentageof Percentageof 53,. 
coal remaining i_n of coal that 

the ground. ' m a y b e mined. 

16-0 
1-1-0 

vy 
H'O 

Of all the coal remaining in the ground, including 

pillars in the mines, the Wyoming Valley has about 70 

per cent, and it has produced about 54 per cent, of all 

the coal produced from the entire Northern Field. The 

Lackawanna Valley has 30 per cent, ofthe coal remain

ing in the ground, and has produced 46 per cent, of the 

total production. The past production divided up 

by districts, gives each district the following percen

tage: 

Forest City and Carbondale, Q%; Jermyn, 3 % ; 

Archbald, 2% ; Peckville and Olyphant, 4 % ; Scranton, 

3 1 % ; Pittston, 16% ; Wilkes-Barre and Plymouth 

32-% ; Nanticoke and lower end, 6%. 

Ofall the solid coal in the unworked areas, about 

20fo is contained in seams that have not been worked 

to any extent in the different districts. 

The greatest thickness of the measures is at Wilkes-

Barre, where they have at the deepest point, fourteen 

beds, aggregating 97*6 ft. in thickness. The Archbald 

and Carbondale districts have the least thickness, the 

former having two beds with a total thickness of 

eleven feet, and the latter three beds with a total thick

ness of seventeen feet. 

To give an idea of the magnitude of the amount of 

prepared coal still to be produced from this field (2,374, 

194,600 tons) it is necessary to use something beside 

figures. This amount would fill an ordinary 60 feet 

wide city avenue, 60 feet deep, or level with the top of 

an ordinary fifth story window, for a distance of 5,000 

miles. 

•WHAT IS A "MINER?" 

T H E Anthracite Mine Law of Pennsylvania (1891) 
states (Art. 8, Sec. 4) " Certificates of qualification 

as mine foremen and assistant mine foreman shall 

be granted by the Secretary of Internal Affairs to every 

applicant who may be reported hy the examiners, as 

heretofore provided, as having passed a satisfactory ex

amination and as having given satisfactory evidence of at 

least five. (5) years practieal experience as a miner." 

AVhat constitutes a " miner," however, is not defined 

and the real meaning of the word is the subject of 

some dispute. 

It seems that some candidates on presenting them

selves for examination have been refused the right to 

sit because they could not give satisfactory evidence of 

having mined coal for five years. Is this right? 

W h e n we speak of any craftsman, we speak of a man 

who is competent in all branches of his trade, and who 

is especially competent in the more important and 

dangerous branches. It is very rarely, however, that 

we find in any trade a man who is an all-round, first. 

class workman. In large industries it is well known 

that the greatest amount of work can be got out of a 

certain number of men by apportioning a particular 

piece of work to each, and we must be content there

fore to consider any man an artisan who has a good 

knowledge of the most important branches of his trade. 

In reading the law under question we must consider 

the object which it is intended to accomplish. It is 

called " An act to provide for the health and safety of per

sons employed in a?id about the Anthracite coal mines of 

Pennsylvania, and for the protection and preservation of prop 

ertiy connected therewith" 

The intention of the section of the law under con

sideration is to provide competent foremen, and the 

workman who knows most about all the work in mines 

will make the best foreman, as the more he knows the 

better able is he to protect life and property. 

AVe do not think five years coal hewing is a sufficient 

training in this respect, and personally we would rather 

trust ourselves underground with a man of five 

years general experience, than in the care of a m a n 

who has done nothing but hew coal for the same period. 

According to law, any man who has labored under

ground two years can receive a certificate that he is a 

miner, and if a miner is to mean only a coal hewer, 

then, after working other five years, perhaps in a single 

chamber, with never a thought only to secure so many 

cars of coal a day, and with no experience in timbering, 

tracklaying,bratticing,door building, or any other branch 

ofthe work except cutting coal, he can present himself at 

an examination and be allowed to sit while the man w h o 

has had experience at all the work but digging, and 

who for years has had charge of the doors, and brattices, 

and timbering, which supply pure air and safe travel 

to the digger, is refused the right to sit. 

The term "miner," as used in this section of the act, 

must certainly mean a workman in. the mines who has 

had five years of general experience in the work under

ground and who understands the practical details of 

every branch ofthe underground work well enough to 

qualify him to be a competent foreman. 

Whether the candidate possesses these qualifications 

which will constitute him a " miner, " and qualify 

him to stand for examination is a matter to be decided 

in each individual case by the Board of Examiners. 

THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION AND 
T H E M I N I N G I N D U S T R Y . 

C O N S I D E R A B L E misapprehension exists, both 
in this country and abroad, as to the mines 
and mining exhibit which is to be made 

at the Exposition. At World's Fairs, heretofore, 
tbe mineral and allied exhibits have been shown 
in the manufacturers' building, or in annexes to 

other structures occupied by exhibits having 

but remote relation to anything of the mineral de

scription. Many press notices and comments indicate 

that the impression prevails widely that such is to be 

the case at the Exposition of 1S93. But that is far from 

being true. "Mines and Mining" has been made a 

separate and distinct " Department" ofthe- Classifica

tion of Exhibits, and will have the exclusive use of one 

of the finest and largest ofthe Exposition buildings. 

The mines and mining building measures 350 by 700 

feet, has a total floor space of almost 9 acres, and cost 

$265,000. The fact is that, at the World's Columbian 

Exposition, forthe first time in the history of such en

terprises, the mining industry and products are accord

ed the recognition which their exceedingly great im

portance to the wealth and prosperity of all civilized 

nations really demands. Mr. Skiff, Chief of the De

partment, says that it is already assured that in the 

Mines and Mining Building will be gathered in 1893 

incomparably the largest array and most complete and 

most instructive evidence of the mineral wealth and 

progress of the mining industry ever collected or at

tempted. 

With the mining industry so well taken care of, there 

is every reason to suppose that enterprising manu

facturers of mining machinery will endeavor to make 

such displays of their products as will show the high 

standard to which American ingenuity and skill have 

brought the construction of all kinds of mining appli

ances. 

During a recent visit to Chicago, the writer spent a 

pleasant and profitable hour with Mr. Skiff, and after-
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wards visited the exposition grounds and buildings. 
Everything connected with the exposition is on an elab

orate and stupendous scale, and the manufacturer of min

ing machinery who fails to avail himself of the oppor

tunity to show his products to the mining officials and 

engineers of the world will miss a great opportunity. 

Comparitively few persons have any idea of the high 

grade and powerful machinery used in coal mining. 

The terms, engines, fans, pumps, etc., as applied to coal 

mines are to them merely the names applied to rough 

small pieces of mechanism of most primitive construc

tion. For them to see the character of the machinery 

used will be an education. In fact so general is the 

idea that almost any kind of an engine willdoforuse 

at a colliery, that it can best be illustrated by the fol

lowing incident: 

A representative of this journal recently called at the 

works ofa prominent firm manufacturing machinery 

for metalliferous mines in one of the large cities and en

deavored to secure from them a contract for advertis

ing. H e was courteously received by a young man in 

charge, who made the absurd statement that their 

•works " manufactured no hoisting machinery suitable 

for coal mines. They made only large direct-acting 

hoisting engines." There was no use in trying to 

show him his error. H e knew all about it. If a man 

holding as high a position as he does in such works is 

so ignorant, what must be the ignorance of the general 

public on the subject. 

A first class display of coal mining machinery will 

effect a double purpose. It will show the mining 

world that American manufacturers lead those ofall 

other nations in the production of serviceable, con

venient and economical mining machinery, and it will 

show them that both directly and indirectly the coal 

they consume is only mined and marketed by the ex

penditure of large outlays of money and exercise of 

engineering skill. 

The manufacturers of mining machinery suitable for 

coal mines have not been as active in tbeir arrange

ments for exhibiting their products as have others, and 

it is time they took the matter up. The expense of a 

good display will be found a most profitable invest

ment. 

T H E CO-EFFICIENT O F FRICTION. 

IN our correspondence columns we publish a letter 
from a subscriber commending our editorial on the 

above subject in the April issue. Tbe co-efficient we 

proposed ('02 the pressure for a velocity of 1,000 feet 

per minute) is so much more easily used than Atkinson's 

and the difference in the result of calculations will be 

so little that we fail to see any reason w hy itshould 

not be adopted. The annual examinations for mine 

foremen in the Anthracite regoins are about to be 

held and in such examinations every minute is valu. 

able to candidates who are not adepts in writing, and 

if their thorough knowledge of formula- can be demon

strated without long calculations such as Atkinson's 

figures entail, surely it will be a convenience to both 

examiners and examined if permission is given intend

ing candidates to use the proposed co-efficient. W e sug-

• gest that our Anthracite examining boards adopt this 

proposal and we are sure i f they do so they will gai n the 

approval of every right thinking man. 

The Anthracite Trade. 

The Anthracite trade opens this month in excellent 
condition. The accumulations of coal have been re
duced to a minimum at all points, and the output from 
the mines has been kept rigidly down to the require
ment ofthe markets. On the first of the month the 
increased prices went into effect, and the output for 
this_ month has been placed at 2,750,000 tons. By 
Elating the output at this amount the new prices will 
e maintained. Tbese new prices are as follows : 
Stove coal, $4.15 ; chestnut, $3.90 ; egg, $3.75; broken, 

$3.65. These are tide-water rates f. o. b., and are for a 
ton of 2240 lbs. 

Unbusinesslike competition and excessive production 
has ceased. Anthracite coal will either be sold at a 
reasonable profit to the producer, or not mined. The 
advance in prices will not only enable a profit to be 
made on the capital invested in mining, but will also 
result in better wages to the workingmen who natu
rally share in the advance of the sliding scale system of 
payment at the collieries in the Schuylkill region, and 
it'is but natural forthe wages of the miners in the 
other regions to be placed on the same relative figures. 
Navigation on the great lakes has opened and western 
shipments have begun. 

Unfilled orders for coal at old prices have been can
celled, and a determined stand for better prices is being 
made. All the coal that can be sold will be mined and 

there will be no excessive charge made for it. The 
prices will be fixed at figures that will result in reason
able profits, and in reasonable wages to the miners. 
The only parties who will object to this, are the sensa
tional waiters on the N e w York dailies, who endeavor 
to stir up dissension and trouble by unwarranted 
attacks on the " Coal Barons " which are inspired either 
by dense ignorance, or ulterior motives. 

The Bituminous Trade. 

Since the making ofthe larger contracts early last 
month the Bituminous trade in N e w York and Phila
delphia has settled down to ordinary business. There 
is a fairly good demand from those who held ofl" in the 
expectation of lower prices during the contract season. 
The advance in the price of Anthracite has had a stifi-
ening effect on Bituminous coal, and shippers are anx
ious to get coal to tide. Conservative dealers do not 
think this effect will be a permanent one, as the An
thracite advance is not large enough to effect a material 
change from hard to soft coal by com-timers. 
The supply in all the larger southern markets is 

large, and business for the operators shipping there is 
naturally dull. Business at Chicago is active and coal 
is in excellent demand. The railroads are placing their 
contracts, and competition for them is brisk. There 
is considerable uncertainty regarding the prospects for 
labor troubles in Northern Illinois, and users of coal 
from tbat section are laying in supplies. The Indiana 
miners and those ofthe Pittsburgh region have signed 
their respective scales, and peace between operators 
and workingmen in these fields is assured. 

The Coke Trade. 

The coke trade is in rather an unsatisfactory condi
tion and production is being curtailed. The larger 
operators in the Connellsville region have shut down a 
large number of ovens, so that now only about two-
thirds ofthe total number in the region are in opera
tion. The idea of the operators being to work a por
tion ofthe ovens full time rather than all of them part 
time. Prices are quoted at the same figures as have 
prevailed for many months, though they are cut by 
some of the smaller operators. The larger operators 
controlling about nine-tenths of the output of the 
region are, however, firmly holding to the quotations. 

The Explosion at McAlester, Indian Territory. 

In previous issues we gave in detail an account of 
the explosion at the Osage Coil Mining Co.'s shaft No. 
11, at Krebs, near McAlester, Indian Territory. At the 
request of Jlr. R. M. McDowell, the General Manager of 
the company, Messrs. Walton Rutledge, Inspector of 
Mines, Fourth District of Illinois, C. C. Woodson, State 
Mine Inspector of Missouri, and Jno. T. Stewart, State 
Inspector of Coal Mines, of Kansas, made an investi
gation and inquiry into the cause of the explosion. 
Their report to Jlr. McDowell has just been issued and 
corroborates theaccounts published in our columns. It 
also contains as an appendix some recommendations re
garding the future working of the mine which we print 
in full, as they are ofa nature that may prove beneficial 
to other mines working coal of a similar nature. 
The recommendations were as follows : 
" AVe would recommend that this system of working 

the coal in Jline No. 11 be changed, as the coal is of a 
highly Bituminous nature, very dusty, and gives off 
small quantities of fire-damp. Powder should be very 
carefully and judiciously used ; no shots tu be fired un
less properly undercut in rooms ; in entries the coal to 
be sheared on one side andproperly undercut; no holes 
to be drilled ahead of the cutting; ho entry or room or 
other workmen allowed to fire shots, except the prop
erly appointed shotfirers,and all men to be out of the 
mine except those engaged in firing shots; no more 
than enough powder to be in the mine at any one time 
except for one day's use, and the powder to be kept in 
proper air-tight powder cans, and the cans to be kept in 
a close, tight-locked box, said box to be at least sixty 
yards from the working face; and a sufficient interval 
must be given between the firing of each shot, to allow 
for the smoke to pass away and the subsiding of the 
coal-dust. 

" At the intake on the slope, on account of the stop
pings being blown out, we could not get a proper meas
urement ofthe ventilating air current. We measured 
in returns, and found the total quantity to be 23,135 
cubic feet of air per minute. A Crawford tt JrCrimmon 
fan, fifteen feet in diameter, four feet wide, making 
ninety revolutions per minute, is used for the venti
lation. The volume of air herein described, in our 
opinion, is not sufficient for the number of men em
ployed and extent ofthe workings; but it should be men
tioned that the large falls not yet cleared from the slope 
or main intake form a serious obstruction to thecurrent, 
and make it impossible for us to judge closely the 
quantity of air passing previous to the explosion. 
"The fan shaft No. 7 and the escape shaft are located 

too far from tbe center of the workings, causing un
necessary friction of the air currents. As the escape 

shaft is so far from the main workings, sign boards 
ought to be posted up at each angle or turn, indicating 
the road to the escapement shaft. W e would also 
recommend tbat themine should be ventilated by split 
currents of air; overcasts should be put in, giving each 
set of working entries a separate split or current of air 
not more than fifty men to work in -one split, as we con 
sider it very dangerous in a dry or dusty mine, giving 
off fire-damp, to have the air passing around in one 
continuous current. The air is now split in Mine, 
11 at the bottom of the slope, passing through the 
workings in two currents. 
"AVe would also recommend a proper system of 

sprinkling, by introducing a system of pipes on the 
slope, engine plane, and entries, the water to be intro
duced into the intake air current in a finely divided 
spray. 

" All mines in this seamof coal have been exclusively 
worked on tbe room and pillar plan since the time 
operations were begun, twenty years ago, except cent-
erly for a short time, in Jline No. 8, now abandoned. 

In our opinion Mine No. 11 could be more econom
ically worked, the coal produced at a less cost, a more 
efficient ventilation produced, and the mine kept in a 
safer condition, by Longwall system of working, the 
condition of tbe roof and bottom being very suitable 
for the same. Such an explosion as that at Mine 11 
would be impossible under the Longwall system of work
ing, as little or no powder would be used. 
"The company have introduced this plan into their 

new mine, No. 12, in a different seam, which gives 
evidence of working very satisfactorily wherever the 
Longwall work is given a chance ; but the miners are so 
wedded to the use of powder and BO disinclined to 
mining or undercutting that every obstacle has been 
thrown in the way. " 

AVALTON R U T L E D G E , 

State Inspector of Mines, Bourth D'strict, Itt'ui) 

C. C. WOODSON, 

State Mine Inspector of Missouri. 

JOHN T. STEWART, 

State Inspector of Coal Mines, Scam mon, Kansas. 

Recovery of the Bodies of The Hill Farm Mine Victims. 

ThebodieB of twenty-two of the thirty-one miners 
entombed in the Hill Farm Mine at Dunbar, on June 
16, 1890, were recovered on March 23, after nearly two 
years of unceasing work and tbe expenditure of an 
immense amount of capital. The men who.e bodies 
were found had been suffocated, and their death was a 
sudden and comparatively painless one. The coroner's 
jury that held an inquest on tbe first six bodies re
covered, rendered tbe following'verdict, which meets 
the approval of every person conversant with the facts 
connected with the unfortunate accident and the un
tiring work of Gen'l. Supt. Frank A. Hill and his assist
ants in their efforts to recover the bodies: 

AA'e, the jury, find that these six bodies came to their 
death by suffocation from smoke caused by the turning 
ofa brattice cloth. And we further say that the Dun
bar Furnace Company deserve great credit for the 
interest and expense they have shown in recovering the 
bodies, and also Frank A. Hill, General Manager, Sup
erintendent Robert Lang, and other officials of the 
company are deserving of great credit for their perse
verance in recovering the bodies. 

B O O K f*\̂ viE w. 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION OP N 

S. AV. FIVE VOLUMES 18S5-90. We have just received 

a copy ofthe above transactions from the secretary, Mr. 
Henry Y. Ahrbecker JI. I. Mech. E. They contain 
papers read by members and the discussions thereon 
and cover the field of Jlechanical, Marine, and Wmp 
Engineering. They are well gotten up, well illustrated 
and printed and are a valuable addition to the library 
of any engineer. 
REPORTS AND STATISTICS OFTHE MINING DEPARTMENT OF 
VICTORIA (AUSTRALIA) FOR THE QUARTER ENDED 30TH 

SEPT.. 1891. COMPILED AND ARRANGED BY THE SECRETARY 
FOR MINES. 
It is a difficult matter to dress up a batch of statistics 

in a fnrm that will be interesting, but Mr. A. AA7. Howitt 
the Victorian Secretary for Jlines seems to make such a 
task successful. The above quarterly report which we 
havejust received is the best Government report that 
we have seen. Besides the usual particulars of pro
duction of ore, number of men employed, etc, there 
are mineralogical reports and assays, notes on boring 
operations, with numerous diagrams of sections and a 
well illustrated article is given on Lake Karng, and 
another on the countiy lying between north and 
south Mirboo. 

ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 

Statement of shipments of Anthracite coal for month of JIarch, 1S92, compared with the corresponding period 
last year. Compiled from the returns furnished by the Mine Operators. 

From Wyoming Region, 
From Lehigh Region, - - -
From Schuylkill Region, 
Total 

M A R C H . 

1892. 

i,i,-_!_.'! ns*b. 

l,01iiS,*4*ls 

-3,072,849-10 

^ L ' DIFFERENCE. 

1 :.l)0 2UV0,'Vlnc 
:'.!iii,:*!sl*H Inc. 
M5_838*0S Inc. 

2,515,45!. It) Inc. 

322.fif.S-12 
33,G34"15 

..: --.JL-'X 

FOR Y E A R 

1892. 

4.769,38619 
1,318,596'05 
3,011,705*17 
9,0.>9.C8970J 

F0189lEAH DlFl--EBI__.CE. 

4,219,737*19 Inc. 549,6_9-00 
1,273,520-1)1 Inc. 45,067*04 
._,.r.:.\.: i5 16 Inc. 473.350'02 
8,031,622-15!inc 1,068.066*06 

The stock of coal on hand at tide-water shipping points, March 31, 1892, was S21,023 tonB; on February 
29, 1892, 885,653 tons; decrease, 04,630 tons. 

http://322.fif.S
http://DlFl--EBI__.CE
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N E W MINING COMPANIES. 

Names and Post-Office Addresses ofthe New Mining-

Companies Incorporated in the United States 

Since Our Last Issue, 

Keystone & King Mining and Milling 
Co., Carter, Mont, 

Chester Mining Co., Missoula, Mont. 
Zenith Iron Co., Duluth, Jlinn. 
Brush Heup Mining Co., Kingston, N. M. 
Fire Center Gold Jllnini, Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Pennsylvania Zinc aud Iron Co., Roanoke, Va. 
Richmond Mica Co., Richmond, Va. 
Hamilton, Lowe __: Co., Chicago, 111. 
Oxford Mining Co.. Chicago. III. 
Montana Silver Mining Co, of Chlcago.ehicago, 111. 
Seymour Concentrator Co., Chicago, 111. 
The Carroll County Zinc Mining Co.,l.oganport, Ind. 
The Sterling Iron and Railway Co., Warwick, N. Y. 
Beaver White River Stone and Marble 

Co., Eureka Springs, Ark. 
The Grand City Coal Co.. Chicago, 111. 
Silver Plume Consolidated Mining Co., 

oi" Nebraska and Colorado, Lincoln, Neb. 
The Douglass Lava Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Tbe Extension Gold Mining and Mill

ing Co,, Denver, Colo, 
Tbe Crown Point Wining and Milling 

Co., Creede, Colo. 
The Nelson Tunnell Mining Co., Creede, Colo. 
The Cripple Creek Mining and Milling 

Co., Fremont, Colo. 
Vermont Red Slate Co., Fair Haven Vt. 
Iowa Fuel Co., Oskaloosa, Iowa. 
Charieroi Coal Co., Charieroi, Pa 
Madison Gas Coal Co., Greeusbur-,', Pa, 
Northern Light Iron Co., Duluth, Jlinn. 
The JeHerson Jlining Co., Moreland. Colo. 
The Tabor Mines and JiillsCo., Denver, Colo. 
Tbe Solar Fuel Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Mineral Hill Mining and Tunnel 

Co., Fremont, Colo. 
Evans Mining, Jlilling, and Smelting 

Co., Baltimore. Md. 
The Heirs of Philippe Francois Renant 

Title Co., Jeraey City, N. J. 
TheCaloctin Co., N e w Vork City, N. Y. 
Libertyville Clav and Gravel Co., Llbertvville, 111. 
Tbe Vermillion Sandstone Co., Danville, 111. 
The Peerless Coal Co,, Calvert, Texas. 
Monte Crislo Development Co., Everett, Wash. 
The Wannicut Lake Jlining Co., Spokane, Wash. 
The Eastern Consolidated Mining Co.,Missoula, Jlont, 
Illinois Mining A Investment Co., Helena, Mont. 
Tlie P--.T1.SS Cement Plaster Co., Saline, Kan. 
Tbe Miners ,'nlou Association Creede, Colo. 
The Paystone Mining and -Milling Co.,Aspen Colo. 
TbeMurdie Mining and M111 in_. Cu., Village ol Chaney, Colo. 
Catskill Gravel Mining Co., Marysville, Cal. 
Cottonwood Milling and Mining Co., Fort Bidwell, Cal. 
Mexican Zaragosa and Hidalgo Gold 

and Silver Jlining Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Don Carlos Gold Jlining Co., Santa Cruz, Cal. 
Blue Mountain Oil and Mineral Co., Waveland, Ark. 
Nebava Irou Mining Co,, Duluth, Minn. 
The Polaris Mining A Jlilling Co., Dillon, Jlont. 
The Champion Empire Minim, Co., Aspen, Colo. 
The Summit Mining and Milling Co., Colorado springs, Colo. 
The Nellie Sand hum Mining Co,. Pueblo, Colo. 
Tbe American Lithograph Stone Co.. St. Lunls, JIo. 
Tho Adair Coal Mining Co., Fort Worth, Texas. 
The Vermoul Quarry Co., JIuntpelier, Vt. 
Salmon River Placer Mining Co., Salmon City, Idaho. 
The Fanners Mutual Gas Company of 

Jackson, Jackson,Ind. 
Swan Lake Iron Mining Company of 

Minneapolis. Minneapolis, Minn. 
The Carnegie MiningCo., Duluth, Jlinn, 
Chicago and AssiniLnda Railroad Co., Clinton, Iowa. 
The Aztec Onvx Co., Albuquerque, N. M. 
Excelsior Red Stone Co., Hancock. Mich. 
Denny Clay Co., Seattle, Wash. 
The FrankUn Mining Co,, Pueblo, Colo. 
Hamar Zinc and Lead Mining Co. of 

N e w Jersey, Jersey City, N, j. 
Mosley Zinc Company, Plain Held, N, J. 
The Sandia Mining and Smelting Co., Hoboken, N. J. 
Aurora Iron Co., Duluth, Minn, 
Idaho Springs Mining and Develop

ment Co,, Denver, Colo. 
The Oregon- Con.oliduled Mining Co..Denver. Colo. 
The Alamo Mining Co,, Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Addie E. Jlinincand Mil lint; Co., Oolunulo Sj.rin-. Colo 
The Coronado i-ii.t.l MiningCo., Pueblo, Colo. 
The C. and I. C. Gold and Silver Min

ing Co,, Denver, Colo. 
The Hindoo Jlining Co., Pueblo, Colo. 
The Squaw * .uh h Gold Jlining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The New Zealand Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Pneumatic Ore JliUing and Min

ing Co., Denver, Colo. 
Rolfe Coal and Coke Co., Eolfe, W. Va. 
Big Four Wilmington Coal Co., Chicago, 111, 
Cambria Coal Mining Co., Williamsport, Pa. 
The Climax l dl and Gas Co., Woodslletd. Ohio. 
Morning Mining Co., Mnllan, Idaho. 
The Beatric Cousoli.hiled Jlininp Co , Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Louise Mining Co.. Denver, Colo. 
TheNogal ABonito Minim; & Jlilling 

Co., St. Louis, JIo. 
The Wittenmeier Stone Co., Columbus, Ohio. 
Bessemer Jron mining and Manufac

turing Co., La Payette, Texas. 
Eagle Iron Co., Spring'Valley, Wis. 
Pacitic Coast Prospecting tl; Developing 

Co., Springfield, Ore. 
The Belmont Oil _, Gas Co., Wheeling, W . Va. 
Angeleno Oil <_• Mining Co,, Los Angeles, Cal. . 
Forest ('rove Stone Co., Forest Grove, Ore. 
Tho Bright Light Mining Co. Portland. Ore. 
The Imperial Mountain Iron Jlining 

Co., St. Paul, Jlinn. 
TheBrown Bunnell Iron Co,, Youngstown, Ohio 
The El Dorado Gold Mining Co., Chicago. 111. 
Tha Foley Jlining Co., St. Cloud, Minn. 
Sedalia Minim. .. Prospecting Co., Sedalia, JIo. 
Casev-Grirashaw MiningCo., Kansas City M o 
The Gilpin Franklin Gold MiningCo., Denver, Colo. 
The Summit Mining A Smelling Co., Denver, Colo 
Tbe Camp Bird Minim.' A Milliii-.- Co., Denver, Colo. 
TheU. S. Paymaster MiningCo., Denver, Colo 
Tbe Gold Field Jlining Co., Moreland, Colo. 
The Pony Express Mining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Beaver Dale Placer Minim; Co.. Colorado s.pnn_rs Colo 
Wilmington Siar Mining Co., Summit, .Vis. 
The Salina Cement Plaster Co., Salina, Kas. -
W. T. C. JIacaller Co., Portland, Jle. 
South Ahderdeen Improvement Co., Tacoma, Wash. 
The Elk Iron Mining Co., St, Paul, Minn. 
The H o m e Jlining Co., Bozeman, Jlont. 
Eagle Gas and Oil Co., Wheeling, W . Va. 
Warren Zinc Co., Saco, Me. 
Riverside Stone Co., Great Falls. Mont. 
The Topeka .MiningCo., Denver, Colo. 
The Copper Monarch Jlining, Smelt

ing and Refining Co., Pueblo, Colo. 
The Eunice Jlining Co., Denver, Colo. Tbe Bear Mountain Mining and Jlilling Co., Aspen, Colo. The Kreutzer Sonito Consolidated Mining Co., Creede, Colo. The J. A. J. Mining and Jlilling Co., Denver Colo. The Gold Standard Mining and Tunnelling Co., Barry, El Paso Co., Colo. 

Grizzley Mining Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
The Esmeraldas Gold Mining Co., Jersey City, N. J. 
Marcus & Co., Jlont Clair, N. J. 
The Amethyst Jlining Co., Denver, Colo. 
Vermont Slate Jlining Co.. Poultney, Vt. 
The Reuo Mining and Jlilling Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Florence E. Mining Co,, Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Columbian Mining.. Jlilling Co.,Denver, Colo. 
The Cripple District Jlining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Milwaukee and Colorado Gold 

Jlining Co., Boulder, Colo. 
Tbe Golden Star Jlining & Milling 

Co., Livingston, Mont. 
The Sapphire & Ruby Co., of Montana, 

L't'd,, Helena, Mont. 
Rock Creek MiningCo., Rocklield, Ind. 
Cajon Jlining and Water Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 
Gold Bar Quartz Jlining Co., Grass Valley Cal. 
Tbe Rockdale Mining anil Manufactur

ing Co., Rockdale, Texas. 
The Areo Mining and Milling Co., Chicago, 111. 
Occident Iron Mining Co- Chicago, 111. 
The Mary MrKinnev MiningCo., Colorado, Springs, Colo. 
Solomon Solar Salt Co., Kansas City, Mo. 
Reginia Land and Jlining Co., Joplin, Mo. 
Tho Ci.liimhtis nil Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
The Nay An-. Coal Co., Scranton, Pa. 
Cranberry Improvement Co,, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Kew Wales Hard Vein Slate Co., Easton. Pa. 
The Yurnerthal Stone Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 
Eureka Onyx Co., Labanon, Ind. 
Citizens Gas, Land A Improvement Co., 

of Selma, Ind., Selma, Ind. 
Western Washington Jlining & .Manu

facturing Co,, Seattle, Wash. 
The Sultan Mining and Prospecting 

Co., Orting, Wash. 
The Cardinal Bullion Co.. N e w York City. 
Middle Creek Mill and Jlining Co., Sacramento, Cal. 
The Powder River Jlilling Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Lawienee JIinin_r A Milling Co., Canon City, Colo. 
Tne Forest Mining Co., Fort Collins Colo. 
The Seven Forty Consolidated Jlining 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Black Wonder Gold & Silver 

MiningCo., Boston, JIass. 
Tbe Mayflower Jlining and Jlilling 

Co,, Denver, Colo. 
Henrichs Jlining Co., Joplin, Mo, 
The Poland Mining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Red Cloud Gold Jlining and Jlilling 

Co., Portland, Jle. 
Ad.Ho Mav Mining Co., Portland, Jle. 
The Reading Coal it Coke Brick & 

Title Co., Athens, Ohio. 
The CarMndale Coal Co,, Chillicotbc. Ohio. 
Tlie Salem Co., Leetonia, i Hiio. 
Delphi Mineral JliniDg Co., Delphi, Ind. 
International Nickel MiningCo., Chicago, 111. 
The Sapphire Corundum & Emery CcChicago, III. 
Ortiz Irrigation A* Jlining Co., Chicago, 111. 
The Red JIouolain-Com-Belkc Jlining 

Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Ruby Placer Jlining Co., Anacortes, Wash. 
The Florin Gold Jlining Co., Ouray, Colo. 
Scotland Mining Co., Scotland, JIo. 
Kecwatinlron Co., Superior, Wis. 
Colonial Jlining Co., Portland Me. 
Hutchinson-Jenkins Steel Co., N e w York City, N. Y. 
Lamont Iron Co., Chicago, 111. 
St. Charles Lead & Zinc Co. East St. Louis, 111. 
The Columbian Lllhographic Stone &. 

Cement Co., Chicago, 111. 
Tbe Granite Construction Co., Jlontpclier, Vt. 
Banner Gold Minim,*- A Mil lim.-Co., Sun Francisco, Cal. 
Blair Consolidated Mining Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Phoenix Minim; A Mil lim* Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
The Little Anaconda Mining A Milling 

Co , Denver, Colo, 
The Boston A Colorado Smelting Co., Argo, Colo. 
The Mount Esther Minim.' & Jlilling 

Co Colorado Springs, Colo. 
While Swan Jlining Co., Baker City, Ore, 
The W. L. Scott Co., Erie, Pa. 
The Stoddard Coal Co., Gilberton, Pa. 
The Roek Island Jlining _. Jlilling 

Co., Rock Island, 111. 
Wyoming Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
St" Paul A Duluth MiningCo., St. Paul, Jlinn. 
Licking Jlining Co., St. Paul, Jlinn. 
King Solomon's Jlining Co., Kansas City, Mo. 
Duval Jlining A Oil Co.. Laredo, Texas. 
The Margarv Jlining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The T o m u'ShanterGold MiriinR Co., Fremont, Colo. 
Tbe Hamburger Mining A Prospecting 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
Tbe World's Fair JlinlngCo , Fremont, Colo. 
Stein's Pass Mining A Reduction Co., Doming, N. M. 
Sunset Mining Co. Mogollon, N. JL 
The Plvmonih Roek Jlining Co., Fremont, Colo. 
The Jackson Mining and Exploring Co..Denver, Colo. 
Donnelly Lead Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
American Rose Garnet Co., N e w \ ork City, N. Y. 
The Asbestos Pulp Co., Rochester, N. Y. 
Minnehaha Mining A Milling Co., Minneapolis, Jlinn. 
Pend D' Oreille Jlilling A Mining Co., Spokane, Wash. 
Chicago Lead A Zinc Co.. Chicago, III. 
Tbe Erie Coal Co,, Athens, Ohio. 
Georgia A Florida Investment Co., N e w York City, N. Y. 
The Cachavi Co., N e w York City, N. Y. 
The Potlatch Minim; A Jlilling Co., Moscow, Idaho. 
The Cripple Creek Golden Egg Jlining 

Co., Fremont, Colo. 
The Standard Mining A Land Co,, Colorado Springs, Cola 
The Blue Bird Placer Mining & Milling 

Co.,- Fremont, Colo. 
Columbus Mining Co,, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
Bozeman & Butte Mining Co., Bozeman, Mont. 
United States Mineral Black Paint Co.,Roanoke, Va. 
The Amazon Jlining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Iron Dollar Silver Mines Co., Pueblo, Colo. 
The .Magna Churta Jlining & Milling 

Co., Colorado Springs, and Fre
mont, Colo. 

The Mid'and Cold Jlining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Pennsylvania Minim:- A Improvement 

Co., " Everett, Wash. 
The Anthony Phosphate Co., Anthony, Fla. 
Atmric'in MiningCo., Kansas City, Mo. 
The Henrietta Iron Co., .Ifnneapolis, Minn. 
Silver Gulch Jlining Co., Barker. Mo. 
'1 Im fhiinutu isi M iniiiL- Co , Colorado Springs. Colo. 
The American Zinc Co., Joplin, Mo, 
Wisconsin Valley Land Co., Wausau, Wis. 
l-kbi I i HI Co., N e w York City, N. Y. 
The Ravhutilt Coal Co., Columbus, Ohio. 
Trabucco Gold Mining Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 
Hudson Bav Cun.olidi.u<_d Gold Mining 

Co., " ^ a n Francisco, Cal. 
Butte Belle Gold Jlining Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
McKiiih v Jlining Co., Great Falls, Jlont. 
Hercules MiningCo., Butte, Jlont. 
Athens Jlining Co., Peoria, 111. 
The Roderick Gas Co., Eaton. Ind. 
Mntoa Gold Mining Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
Eureka Onyx Jlining Co., Chicago, 111. 
Jlount Vernon M b dm., A Siiailthit, Co.,Mount Vernon, Wash. 
Shepherd Oil Co., Roanoke. Va. 
King Exploration Co., Roanoke, Va. 
Vir<'ini-i Hard Coal Co., Radford Va. 
Palisades Trap Rook Co., North Bergen, N. J. 
Tbe El Dorado Gold Jlining A Jlilling Co., Colorado Springs, Colo, The Granite Hill Jlining & Jlilling Co., Colorado Springs, Colo, The Temonv Jlining and Jlilling Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. JIa<_:nolia Marble company, of Georgia. Pi Hs burgh, Pa. Queen City Coal Co., Queen City, W . Va. Oasis Jlin'inj** company of Nevada, Rattle Snake Canyon, Nev. 

The Mountain Gold and G e m Explora
tion Co, Limited, 

Fayette Oil Co., 
Arona Gas Coal Co., 

Helena, Mont. 
Uniontown, Pa, 
Greensburg, Pa. 

Single Connection Sight F e e d Lubricator. 

This lubricator has been devised to meet the demand 
for a low priced cup, suitable for small engines and 
steam pumps. They are simple and very effective. 
The oil reservoir and arms are cast all in one piece, so 
there are no joints to leak or rack loose. A very de
sirable and convenient feature of this cup is in the 
mode of attachment. The stop valve N is so made aa 
to be attachable to a vertical or horizontal steam pipe 
or directly to the steam chest as may he desired, by 

REGULATING VALVE 

FIG. 1. 

simply transposing the position of the screw nipple E 

a n d plug P. „"_""I__ir KfW8 

Fig. 1 shows side connection and Fig. 2 shows bottom 
connection when it is desired to attach the lubricator 
to a vertical pipe, an ordinary short pipe nipple, aa 
shown in Fig. 1, should be used. If it is desired to at
tach to a horizontal pipe or steam chest, the plug P, 
and nipple R, should be removed and changed places 
as show in Fig. 2. Should the nipple It be too short, 

FIG. 2. 

substitute for it one ofthe desired length, taking care to 
have it long enough to allow the regulating valve C and 
vent-cock F to clear the steam chest or pipe. 
Each of these lubricators are filled with oil and tested 

on a steam pipe before they leave the factory and the 
makers, The W m . Powell Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio 
guarantee them to work sucee..fully. They are for 
sale not only by the manufacturers but can be procured 
from jobbers in any part of the country. 

We have received from Mr. Henry Belin, Jr., agent 
for E. I. D u Pont de Nemours & Co., whose office is in 
the Third National Bank Building, this city, a very 
handsome illustrated pamphlet descriptive ofthe vari
ous types of explosives manufactured by the D u Ponts. 
Besides being a beautiful specimen of typographical! 
art, it contains among other interesting data a table 
showing at a glance the periods during which tbe game 
laws are not in force in the different States and Terri
tories throughout the Union, and at which time sports
men are at liberty to go in pursuit of game. 

http://P--.t1.ss
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1 Lehigh ,_• Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. vs. Delaware tfc Hatlson 
Canal Co.—Miners—Equity—Flooding—Pressure on PiUars 
—Fire. A fire occurred in Deft's Mine which threat
ened to destroy both Deft's Mine and those of the 
adjoining mine owners. To prevent the injury the 
mine wa. Hooded. Tbe Plaintiff asked the Court for 
an injunction alleging tbat the barrier pillar was not 
strong enough to withstand the pressure of the water. 
On a motion for a preliminary injunction, the C o m m o n 
Pleas of Luzerne County held that the preliminary 
injunction should be refused. 

Opinion delivered January 11, 1892.—Rice, Presiding 
Judge. The plaintiff is the lessee of a colliery known 
as the Hollenback mine, and the defendant is the lessee 
of an adjoining colliery known as the Conyngham 
mine. In each there is a large quantity of unmined 
coal, and each is connected with other mines. The 
two mines are separated by a barrier pillar of solid coal, 
which, according to the plaintiff's afibiavits, has a 
minimum thickness of fifty feet. The vein of coal as 
miued is seven or eight feet in thickness. About a 
year ago a fire occurred in the Conyngham mine, 
whereupon the defendant company turned water into 
the mine and filled tbe same to a height of two 
hundred feet above shaft level The plaintiff alleges 
that the effect of turning in the water was to bring on 
a squeeze or crush ofthe barrier pillar and to endanger 
the Hollenback and all the connected mines, as well 
as ihe lives and safety of persons employed therein. 
The plaintilf's witnesses, including the mine inspector 
ofthe district, testify that when the water reached a 
height of two hundred and thirty feet it came through 
the pillar with considerable force, the coal was crack
ing ofi' the pillar, and the signs that the pillar was 
weakening were unmistakable. On tbe other hand, the 
defendant's engineer, who was present at the same ex
amination, testifies tbat the cracking of the pillar and 
percolation of water do not prove pressure from the 
column of water on the other side, that the same often 
happens without any danger or undue pressure, and 
that the cracking was not of a character to indicate a 
squeeze. W e shall not undertake to decide between 
these witnesses upon this question of opinion, but it is a 
significant fact, tending to corroborate the testimony of 
the plaintiff's witnesses, that when the water was at a 
height of one hundred feet the pillar showed no signs 
of weakness and was apparently safe, and that these 
signs, which the plaintiff's witnesses say were unmis
takable, did not appear until afterwards. 
At all events, there was so strong probability that 

these manifestations were due to the pressure as to 
make it necessary, in the exercise of ordinary prudence, 
to strengthen the pillar. The method adopted is thus 
described by the plaintilf's superintendent: " A bore
hole was put down by one company to connect with the 
return air-way, which is parallel with said pillar, and 
said air-way and the adjacent breasts have been par
tially filled with .culm, which has tbe affect of re-enforc
ing and strengthening the pillar to such an extent that 
the mine inspector is now willing that our men, who 
have been idle in that mine for three months, shall 
return to work provided no more water is put in 
the Conyngham mine." It is claimed that while the 
barrier pillar as re-enforced is sufficient to resist the in
creased pressure which will be caused by raising the 
water to any considerably greater height, and there
fore the plaintiff prays for an injunction. 

The defendant claims: (ct) that in re-enforcing the 
pillar it was possible for the plaintiff company to have 
so placed timbers as to put the resisting strength of the 
barrier beyond all question ; (6) that the present bar
rier will successfully withstand any pressure of water 
that will be brought against the same. The mine in
spector, although not going the same length, say_: " M y 
opinion as* to tbe weakness of the barrier pillar . . . 
was based on the fact that of the coal cracking off tbe 
pillar, and yet I learn that under similar circumstances 
in a mine at Harleigh, notwithstanding the cracking 
ofthe barrier pillar, the parties continued the filling of 
water to a height of two hundred feet additional, and 
the pillar successfully withstood the pressure. In that 
case the vein, as mined, was about thirty feet thick, 
while here it is only seven or eitiht feet thick, which is 
an advantage in favor of the defendant's mine. I learn 
ten feet thick held the water at ICohinoor mine." 
In the disposition of this motion we are to consider, 

first, the probability of injury to the plaintiff's property 
consequent upon raising the water in the Conyngham 
mine to any greater height than it now is ; second, the 
consequences to the defendant if it should be enjoined. 

That great damages, which could not well be measured 
and compensated in money, would ensue to the plain
tiff if this barrier pillar should give way, can not well be 
doubted. Work would have to be suspended in the 
Hollenback, and probably in the connecting mines, a 
very large number of men would be thrown out of em
ployment, the ventilation would be disturbed, and the 
mines would be filled with explosive gases, and the 
gangways and air-ways with debris. But it is equally 
true that the only practicable way of putting out the 
fire in the defendant's mine is by'flooding ft in the 
manner proposed, and that if the fire is permitted to go 
on it will prove ruinous to the Conyngham mine, and 
may prove destructive to adjoining owners. The mine 
inspector says: "It is to the interest of the plaintiff 
company and all tbe neighboring owners to have this 
fire extinguished," This is a fact which scarcely needs 
proof. W e have, then^on the one hand, an anticipated 
injury which may occur, but which is not certain to 
occur if the defendant is not enjoined, and, on the other 
hand, an injury which will certainly occur if the in
junction is granted. It will be observed also that the 

act to be enjoined is not a trespass, nor a nuisance 
per se, but is a lawful use of the defendant's property, 
and is necessary to prevent destruction and injury to 
adjoining properties. A man may not use his own so 
as to injure another's property. But the question here 
is not whether the defendant could defend an action at 
law in Hooding the plaintiff's mines upon the ground 
that it was necessary to the preservation of its own prop
erty, but whether the fact of its act will cause injury to 
the plaintiff's property is established with such cer
tainty that a court of equity would be justified, under 
all the circumstances, in enjoining it. In cases of doubt 
as to the plaintiff's right, or the imminence of the 
danger, the uniform rule is for the court to withhold its 
hand, especially where the injury which would result 
from granting the injunction is greater than that which 
would result from refusing it: Richards' Ap., 57 Pa. 
105; Gray vs. Ohio & Penna. R. R. Co., 1 Gr. 412; 
Harkinsoh's Ap,, 78 Pa. 196-204 ; Dilworth's Ap., 91 Pa. 
247. 
Anticipations of danger which may never occur, 

apprehensions merely speculative, eventual, and con
tingent, where the grounds on which they rest are 
denied, rarely warrant interference by injunction: 
Rhodes vs. Dunbar, 57 Pa. 274—287—2S9 ; 8pring Brook 
Railway Co. vs. Bryan 4 Luz. Leg. Reg. 117; New 
BostonCoal & Mining Co. vs. Pottsville AVater Co., 54 
Pa., 1(54; Huckenstine's Ap., 70 Pa. 102—1S7. 
Appreciating fully the seriousness ofthe dilemma in 

which these parties find themselves, and not by any 
means wishing to be understood as making light of the 
plaintiff's apprehensions, we are, nevertheless, com
pelled to say that in view of the certain injury which 
would ensue if the injunction were granted, and the 
doubt raised by the defendant's affidavits as to the 
necessity for the exercise of this extraordinary power we 
woulil not be justified in interfering at this time. There
fore the motion for preliminary injunction is denied. 

Who Owns the Calm Piles ?—Some days ago, one ofthe 
staff of the T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R interviewed Charles 
L. Hawley. Esq., of this city, concerning a matter of 
much interest to many of our readers. In answer to 
the question," W h o owns the culm piles?" Mr. Haw
ley said: 
One ofthe greatest ofthe changes which have taken 

place in the coal business during the past few years is 
in the treatment of culm and the value placed upon it. 

Millions of tons of it are piled up near the various 
breakers over the whole Anthracite coal region—at as 
late a time as five years ago the lessee of coal lands did 
his best to get his lessor to allow him to burden as much 
as possible of his, the lessor's, land with what was then 
supposed to be valueless waste, or culm, and he thought 
himself shrewd when he piled upon such land every 
year thousands of tons of it containing coal which is 
now being delivered at houses in this city tor two dol
lars per ton—at least one instance has been brought to 
m y notice in which the very man who threw it away, 
with the mental ejaculation "good riddance to bad rub
bish11 recently tried to buy from his lessor the right to 
screen it out at a substantial per ton royalty. 
W h e n these culm piles were built—excuse the term— 

the lessors, lessees, and public generally considered 
them, not only of no value but an actual incumbrance 
on the land ; but now that they have been shown to 
have a value in the market, conflicting claims to them 
are likely to be made and the courts will, no doubt,_be 
called upon in many cases to decide upon the respective 
rights of lessors and lessees claiming limited or abso
lute ownership thereof. 
In very many cases the lessors sold to the lessees 

" all the merchantable coal " under certain lands and 
gave to their lessees the rijjht to deposit culm on the sur
face of a certain part of said lands described in the lease. 
For years all parties to the lease treated the culm like 
anything in the world but " merchantable coal" and are 
now estopped from claiming differently. In these cases 
the coal in the culm pile, as well as the pile itself, as a 
whole, belongs to the lessors who own the land on 
which it is ; the lessees by their conduct having waived 
their right, (if they ever had such right after throwing 
the culm away, which I very much doubt) to screen out 
the good coal in the culm, even upon paying to their 
lessors. The same per ton royalties called for in the 
lease. 

In such cases tbe terms ofthe lease must be inter
preted with reference to the common understanding at 
the time the lease was made ; and the thing farthest 
from the minds of the parties to the lease was the final 
screening over a small mountain of apparently worth
less refuse. It was thrown aside as waste—all parties 
agreed upon that way of treating it and now they have 
to stand by it. 
This view of the case seems to have been sustained by 

the courts of our State: In Erwin's case, an owner nf 
lands in Berks County (Pennsylvania) in 1877 leased to 
another for a per ton royalty the right to mine and 
dispose ofthe iron ore in said lands. The refuse re
sulting from the mining of such ore was afterwards 
found to contain, not only iron but valuable ochre. 
In 18S7 our Supreme Court sustained a lower court in 
holding that the lease was made hy the parties to it 
not upon " future possibilities but upon the obvious 
facts of everyday life," and that the lessees should be 
enjoined from obtaining the ochre from the refuse. 
Years ago the parties to a coal lease did not believe 

that tbelessors were selling what was then considered 
" waste " to the lessees as merchantable coal." Had 
the lessors sued the lessees for royalty on the " mer
chantable coal " in tbe dump, would the lessees have 
fought the case? The question answers itself. While 
the Berks County case does not precisely cover the 
point, it does go far enough to establish that when the 
lessees threw away the refuse they lost their dominion 
over it. 
This position is further sustained by a Lehigh Coun

ty case (Doster vs. Zinc Co)., decided last year, in which 
the court say: " However general the terms may be in 

which an agreement is conceived, it only comprehends 
those things in respect to which it appears that the con
tracting parties proposed to contract and not others 
they never thought of. " 
One must not be misled by the usual clause, giving 

tbe lessee the right to pile the refuse on his lessor's land 
into tbe belief that the lessee is thereby given an 
estate in the land covered by the dump and the pos
session ofthe same forthe purposes other than the de
positing, (for example the screening) ofthe culm. The 
clause is much the same as if the lessor bad said to the 
lessee " Mine all you can and put what yon don't wanton, 
m y land." The lessor simply agiees that bis land may be 
burdened by the waste. Under a lease of all the coal 
with a royalty to be paid on all coal passing over a certain 
mesh the lessee would no doubt have the right to pre
pare and sell, without payment of royalty thereon, all 
coal passing through such mesh. But to avail himself 
of such right he must prepare and sell the same with
out first storing it as waste for years, on tbe land of his 
lessor andto his injury. The minds of the parties to the 
lease when tbey made it did not unite in such inter
pretation of its terms. 

Lunkenheimer's Glass Body Oil Pump. 

Our iUustration below shows one of Lunkenheimer's 
Glass Body Oil Pumps, and is a very important adjunct 
to an engine. This is intended as an auxiliary to the 
sight feed lubricator, and is in fact so necessary that 
no engine should be without one. With this pump any 
amount of oil can be supplied to the cylinder at any 
time. 

The advantages of this can readily be seen when 
starting up the engine. Or suppose an accident happen 
to the sight feed lubricator in the breaking of a glass 
tube. This would cause great annoyance, but all this 
can be obviated bv having one of Lunkenheimer's Glass 
Body Oil Pumps on the steam chest or cylinder. These 
pumps are simple aud practical in construction, dur
able, efficient and very ornamental. They have been 
adapted by the leading engine builders in the United 
States, and are highly endorsed by them and thousands 
of other users. They are strictly first-class and war
ranted ; made in two sizes, holding one-third and one 
pint respectively, and furnished highly finished either 
in brass or nickel plated. The glass body shows the 
stage of oil. It will pay you to investigate this useful 
article, as it can save its cost many times over in a year. 
Can be supplied by any dealer in brass goods or by 
The Lunkenheimer Brass Manufacturing Co.,Cincinnati, 
Ohio, U. S. A. Our 1892 catalogue of superior steam 
specialties, valves, lubricators, glass oil and grease cups, 
etc., will interest you. Write for one. See our adver
tisement on another page. 

A T L A N T I C CITY. 

And the Reading's Royal Route. 

The popularity of Atlantic City long since reached 
National proportions, and it continues to grow from 
year to year. The approaching season promises to be 
the Greatest ever known at this, the greatest of all sea
side'resorts. The Reading Railroad, whose superbly 
magnificent line between Philadelphia and Atlantic 
City has become famous throughout the country as the 
"Royal Route to the Sea," will continue to be the prin
cipal and favorite means of getting to and from the 
City by the Sea. The Reading's superiority in equip
ment is generally conceded. Its chief advantage con
sists in the fact "that it has tbe only double track line 
of railroad to Atlantic City. The importance of this 
cannot be overestimated. Not only does it insure the 
absolute safety of passengers, but it admits of quicker 
and more reliable transit.. The Reading line is also 
several miles shorter than any other road to Atlantic 
City, and it runs almost as straight as the crow flies. 
The great "Seventy-five Minute Flyers" are the most 
talked-of trains in America. For beauty, elegance, and 
speed they are literally beyond rivalry and those of our 
readers who visit Atlantic City should not fail to ex
perience the delight ofa ride on one of these matchless 
trains. The summer schedule will comprise a larger 
number of fast express trains than has ever heretofore 
been run on any line. Trains will start at such fre
quent intervals that one can scarcely fail to catch a 
" Flyer " at whatever time he may desire to go. The 
" Royal Route's " Philadelphia stations are at Chestnut 
and South Street wharves, and all Ticket Offices on the 
Reading System have through tickets and baggage 
checks for Atlantic City. 

Mr. George Wise, of Jeddo, Pa., the general agent for 
Beagle's Patent Mine Hames, which have through their 
superiority over other hames, replaced all other styles 
in the more prominent collieries in every American 
coalfield, writes us as follows: 'The harae and har
ness trade is tip top, and m y advertisement in T H E 
COLLIERY E N G I N E E R is to blame for it." 

Our shoulders are broad enough to carry all the 
blame, but it is but fair to state that some of it is due to 
tbe merits ofthe goods and Mr. Wise's straightforward 

I business methods. 
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FOR 

BEGINNERS 

IN THE STUDY OF THE 

R H T O F JWbflK'jiG 
AND THS 

SCIENCES RELATED TO IT. 

2 his department is intended for miners and others, who in 
their youth liave not. been, able to attend school and who are 
now desirous to inform themselves in the theory of mining and 
to learn how to answer tlie questions in ventUation, mine sur
veying, and meclianics which are asked at the examinations for 
mine manager's and mine foreman's ccrt>Jicate3', and which it 
is important for them to understand as foremen and officers of 
mines. All the questions asked at tlie different examinations 
for mine manager's and mine foreman's certificates and for 
mine inspectors in this country are printed and answered in 
this department. The principles involved are explained in de
tail so as to be easily understood and the calculations are 
worked aid at length for the benefit of those who are not familiar 
with figures. 

PENMANSHIP. 

The capital letter V consists of a capital loop, the 
same as is employed in making the letter 17, and a com
pound curve extending upwards two-thirds of the full 
height of the letter, joined hy a turn at the base line. 
This capital is written correctly in the first letter at the 
left of Fig. 43. In the second letter from the left the 

FIG. 43. 

compound curve retraces the capital loop making an 
angular turning at the base. The third letter is imper
fectly made, in tbat the capital loop is contracted and 
the turn at base too wide. Tbe fourth law of pen
manship is violated in writing the fourth letter from 
the left, namely, all curves should be elliptical. 
In Fig. 44 the first letter W satisfies the requirements 

of the four laws of penmanship and is pleasing to the 
eye. Its development consists ofa capital loop, a right 
curve which is joined at the base by a sharp angular 
turn to the bottom of the loop,and'a slight left curve 
which is joined at the base with an angular turn to 
another left curve which extends upwards two-thirds of 

FIG. 44. 

the height of the letter. The last left curve turns a 
little to the right. The second letter is a deformity 
arising out ofthe imperfect development ofthe curves 
near the base line. In the third letter the capital loop 
is carelessly made, and is out of proportion to the rest 
of the letter. The turns at the base are too wide, 
and the second law of penmanship broken in that the 
strokes are not proportional in distance. The fourth 
letter shows a common mistake in writing the capital 
loop, viz., that of making its general shape round in
stead of oval. The curves "are on a wrong inclination, 
being vertical instead of slanting. 

The capital letter X is shown as it should be writ
ten in .the first letter, counting from the left of Fig. 45. 

FIG. 45. 

It consists ofa capital loop, a left curve which touches 
the loop at one-halfits height, and a right curve which 
is one-third of the height of the letter. In letter 2 the 
loop is a little too circularand on the wrong inclination. 
The third letter shows the loop incomplete, and as a 
consequence offends the eye. In finishing the letter an 
extra curve is made which spoils the looks ofthe letter 
and prevents its union with the following letter in 
writing a word. In letter 4 the capital loop and left 
curve do not come together. This is an error which 
should he guarded against, as it destroys the symmetry 
of the letter. It is also terminated with a straight line 
instead of a curve. ' 

M E T H O D S O F MINING. 

Shaft Sinking-—Tunneling—Systems of Working* Coal 
and Metals—Timbering in Mines. 

46. Is this a good form ? 
It is the commonest and is very strong. The joints 

must be nicely cut and no spikes used. All the plates 
must be perfectly level and the posts plumb. 
47. Is it not expensive? 
It is not hard to make and is very quickly set. 
48. Is it used for large shafts too? 
Yes, those of three or four compartments are timbered 

in this style. 
49. H o w are the compartments made? 
At every ten or twelve feet buntons, or cross-pieces, 

are laid, and to them the partition planks are nailed,or 
else the cage guides are spiked to them. 
50. H o w many compartments should a shaft have ? 
Always one for a ladder-way, and one for the pump 

pipes and steam pipes, besides as many hoist-ways as 
tlie mine requires. 
51. AVhy are they laid side by side and not in a 

group ? 
It has been found that a shaft-

is stronger with the compart
ments laid as in Fig. 14, instead of 
as in Fig. 15. 

•2. Is the 
FIG. 14. 

FIG. 17. 

round Bhaft better tban the ob
long? 
ln general, the round shaft is 

stronger than the oblong, but it is 
not so convenient to divide it up *tIG- l 0 

into compartments. There is some waste room. There 
is another reason to account for the round shaft. Many 
of them have been sunk through wet, or very soit 
ground and, as we shall see, the method of sinking pro
duces a round shaft which can not cheaply be lined 
with wood. 

53. Is there any other method of lining with wood 
than what you gave in question 45 ? 
Yes. In firm rock asma 11 shaft may be lined with three-

inch plank on edge. 
Each plank is cut like 
the pattern shown in 
Fig. 16 with a shoulder 
at each end. The left 
hand cross-plate is not 
placed. Another com
m o n method is that 
shown in Fig. 1 
whicli the same kind of 

•cv, 1 R a shoulder is cut as in 
^Ifi- ib* the planks in Fig. 16 but 

they are wider. In Fig. 
16 the shoulders are only 
one-half the thickness of 
the plank. In Fig. 17 
they are as wide as tbe 
width ofthe plank. Be
sides the planks are laid 
on their broad side, not 
on tbeir edge. The two 
methods last mentioned 
requiresawn and dressed 
lumber. The first will 
do with hewn logs. 
54. Are these methods of timbering strong enough for 

shafts through soft rock ? 
For rock not crumbling, or swelling, this latter form 

of timbering with four or six inch scantling is quite 
strong enough. If the ground requires stronger support, 
it would be better to UBe iron or masonry^built up in 
sections. 

55. H o w is a round shaft lined with masonry ? 
The shaft is timbered rather strongly, and when it is 

down far enough the masonry is built upwards. At 
everv thirty or fifty feet a strong set of timbers is set 
into the walls forafoundation.andfrom this the bricks 
are built up like a round chimney-wall to the next 
upper set. 
56. H o w is an iron lined shaft put down ? 
About in the same way as with masonry. The iron 

lining is in sheets flanged so as to fit together around 
the temporary timbers, and also to be fitted together 
up to the surface. 

57. Can not the iron lining be put in as the shaft 
goes down just as we do in timbering a shaft with 
wood ? 
Yes, if the iron tubing is hung from the surface until 

the foundation has been prepared for it. Then the 
tubing is lowered to rest on the foundation of stulls. 
58 Is there any other method of lowering the iron 

tubing, or of sinking the shaft? 
Yes; a process known as KindChandron bores the 

shaft down into moderately hard rock without men 
going down into it at all. The tools are like the oil 
well rigs, but tbe drill is thirteen feet across and bores 
a shaft thirteen feet diameter and quite fast, too. Then, 
if the shaft should strike soft running ground like 
water or sand, the tubing is lowered and an arrange
ment is added below by which the bottom of the tubing 
is closed completely, preventing the tubing from sink
ing or the water from rising. A stop-cock in it can be 
opened if desired and that would let the water out from 
below and thus permit the tubing to sink. This scheme 
works very beautifully. 
59. Is there any different method of sinking a shaft? 
Yes, the late General Henry Pleasants, of Pottsville, 

Pa., at the time Chief Engineer of the P. & R. C. 
& I. Co., at the sinking of Ellangowan shaft had 
diamond drill holes put down holes two inches in 
diameter, . 400 feet deep. These were about 36 
inches apart and as many were drilled as would cover 
the entire area of the shaft. Then the holes were 
filled with sand, all except for three or four feet deep. 
They were fired off, all together, by electricity and 
dualine. After clearing away the broken rock another 

three-foot section was cleaned out of each hole and 
fired. So on all the way down. 

CO. What are the methods of timbering and support 
ing the roof or the barging wall? 
One way is to leave portions of the vein untouched, 

as pillars. Every shaft, slope, entry, air-way, or gallery 
should have pillars of the vein matter on each side, so 
as to protect these haulage ways against a crush of the 
roof. The size of them should increase as the gangway 
increases in importance. Rooms have pillars on either 
side for protection, which are larger as the mine is 
deeper. They should be large for a firm roof, because 
then the weight on the roof, instead of breaking it, falls 
upon the pillars, so tbe pillars receive both the weight 
above them and that on the roof too. With a strong 
roof tbe rooms may be wide; if the roof is weak the 
rooms must be narrow. 

| 61. What are panel pillars ? 
The}' are especially large pillars left in the mine to 

enclose a large area of the workings. A panel is a sec
tion of the mine surrounded by panel pillars. Each. 
panel has a set of rooms or slopes which are ventilated 
separately from the others. 

62. What is the advantage of this panel pillar? 
It is so strong that if anything happens in a panel, 

the panel pillar prevents the accident from spreading 
too far. 

63. Plow else may the roof be supported ? 
You may timber it up. For a vein of ordinary thick

ness the ordinary post and cap, or collar will do. But 
tbe post is not very strong, so it must not be expected 
to support very much of tlie roof. So the posts must be 
near together. It is safer to have a number of them 
near together than to have only a few large posts. In 
working Longwall tbe miner should keep at least three 
rows of po*_ts behind him, and not over three feet apart 
nor over six feet from the face, unless the roof is very-
good. 

64. May these props be used in thick veins too? 
They are not advisable. Ordinarily thick veins are 

worked in slices between tbe partings "(see Question 55 
Geology) ; or else tbey are worked in slices about six 
feet high just as if they were veins of tbat thickness. 
Then other roof may be propped up temporarilyand the 
props removed afterwards, before beginning the next 
slice to it. But this is a dangerous plan. W h e n 
timbering is to be used tbe plan is what is called the 
Nevada system. A gang of men work a face six feet 
high by six wide, and as soon as tbey have advanced 
six feet they build up a set of timbers,"cut by machine, 
that fit together like tbe edges of a box.' There are 
four pieces laid on the floor, making a square; four 
posts rest at the corners and on them a square of four 
pieces is laid. 'This makes one square set. Imagine, 
now, the men going ahead another six feet. They then 
lay three sills down on the floor in the same direction 
as the others. Then put up two posts nt the far corners. 

Fio. IS. 

On top of the two they rest a cross sill, and finally 
they place one on each side, resting on one of the last 
posts and one of the posts of tbe first set. They pro
ceed building up a honey-comb square set behind them. 
Then other gangs start on each side and also on top, each 
building his set onto the first sets. Soon the room will 
look like Fig. IS where the men are supposed to be 
mining to the right, left and ahead. 

65. Is this a good method? 
Yes, but it is expensive. Think of the amount of 

timbering to be done! It must be cut faultlessly per
fect and fitted well. They have machines for cutting 
the pieces all exactly alike, so there is no play at the 
joints. If each joint should have, say,, one-fourth inch 
plav you can see that if the roof begins to squeeze or 
slide, that in a few sets the pieces will slip out of place 
and then the whole timbering is destroyed, Or if a post 
or sill breaks for some reason or other, those standing 
receive more than their proportion of the pressure 
and the weakest of them is liable to break, then the 
next weakest, and in a few minutes the whole room 
is in ruins. A room I know of, ninety feet high, was 
timbered in this way. W h e n tbe foreman noticed a 
broken sill he ordered the men all out, and in ten 
minutes the crushing had progressed so rapidly as to 
bury the entire mass. 

66. Is the entire vein mined out in this way? 
The richest parts are taken out and the space sup- ' 

ported by timbers. The iron mines of Lake Superior 
are worked in this way, and the Comstock silver mines 
of Nevada. So also the flat lead mines of Colorado are 
timbered. 

67. For what kind of ground is the square set used? 
For thick veins of soft ore. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 
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P O W E R IN MINING. 

The Elementary Principles of Mechanics—Steam-
Boilers—Engines—The Machinery Employed in 
Mines. 

50. Can you write out a simple relation for the 
second motion engine? 
Let \V be the weight of cage, car, and rope. 

P be the pressure on the crank pin, 
c be the length of the crank arm. 
d be the diameter of the drum. 
y be the diameter of the friction band, or spur 

wheel. 
x be the diameter of the pinion wheel. 
R be the pressure between the teeth or friction 

surfaces, 
then W d = R '/, 
and P c = k R x 

from which we get, W =••- -— , -. 

Try this on the example in Question 45. _' 
51. H o w would this apply on a direct-acting engine ? 

Y'ou know that iu a direct acting engine the crank pin 
is on a wheel that is on the same shaft with the drum. 
Then,in tbatcase, there is no pinion or geared wheel, 
so that y and x are each zero, and they drop out of the 
formula given in Question 50. 

52. According to the formula, then, one can not 
hoist a very large load unless one makes the drum 
smaller than the friction band, or makes the crank arm 
larger tban the pinion wheel? 

That is true. 
53. Has not the connecting rod some effect upon the 

power ofthe engine? 
Yes, it makes "the power ofthe engine vary because 

it is so short (and it would not pay to make it long 
because the machinery would have to be so big). Tbe 
explanation for that is very difficult. At any rate, 
when the crank is at its dead points, that is, when the 
piston is atone end of the cylinder, all the power of 
the steam imaginable could not turn the drum. W h e n 
the crank is the least bit up from the dead point then 
the steam power has a leverage so it can turn the drum. 

FIG. 9. 

In Fig, 9, the leverage of the steam is the distance 
A B. If the piston moves as shown by the arrow, the 
distance A B becomes larger until it is equal to the 
length ofthe crank arm. Then it becomes small again 

FIG. 10. 

to the other dead point, and so on around. That is 
the reason why the engineer will not let his engine 
stop at tbe dead point. For when he tries to start it 
again it will not start with a very big load. The best 
place to stop it is at a quarter from the dead point. 

54. H o w may I know the length of the lever arm, A 

B? 
W h e n you know the angle of the crank you can easily 

enough find A B, because A B is the sine of tbe angle 
times the length of the crank. It will be as easy, how
ever, instead of finding A B to calculate the rotational 
force operating on the crank and multiplying by the 
length of the crank arm. I give here an average case 
of connecting rod 5-j times as long as the crank. For 

Angle of Crank. 

For ward. 

Ci° 
20° 
40° 
60° 
79° 48' 
84° 43' 
00° 
120° 
150° 
180°, 

I.e.urn. 

3d0° 
3-10° 
320° 
300° 
280° 12' 
275° 12' 
270° 
240° 
210° 
180° 

Position of 

Piston. 

0 000 
0*035 
0*1 ii 

0*278 
0*45 
0,50 
U-5-1 

0*7S5 
0-940 
1-000 

Rotational 

Force. 

0*202 
0*303 
0*713 
0*914 
1000 

0'972 
0'764 
0'418 
IM 11.10 

any other ratio you will need a different table. This 
is the average case for hoisters. At 0° the crank is at 
its inner dead point, then moves on the forward stroke 
to outer dead point at 180°. Thence it return*, to 3600 

or 0°. If the rotational force be multiplied by the 
steam pressure and by the area of the cylinder also 
by the length of the crank (or half stroke) you have 
the movement ofthe engine power which operates to 
turn tbe drum and move the load. 

55. Suppose the engine does stop at a dead center, 
it could not hoist a load ? 
If the engine is at dead center it could not start a 

load at all, so tbe engine would have to be backed up or 
else assisted. 

56. Is that the reason why two cylinders are used? 
By using a " duplex " engine—that is two steam cylin

ders—with the cranks set at right angles to each other 
there is never any fear but what one ofthe crank arms 
is off from dead center. 

57. Is there any other advantage with a duplex 
engine? 
In a duplex engine one cylinder is placed on each 

end of the drum or pinion shaft, and the drum turns 
smoother with less twisting on the axle. 

FIG. 11. 

58. Could not a drum be used for two ropes, one 
lowering while tbe other is hoisting? 
Yes and if they are keyed to one shaft, each helps the 

other. Imagine in Fig. 11 the rope A to be hoisting and 
the rope Bas lower
ing. Hanging from 
B is a short rope, 
cage, and car, or a 
bucket, at the sur
face. The rope A 
extends all the way 
down the shaft and 
at the bottom has 
another cage, and 
car, or bucket hang
ing from it. The 
rope a n d the 
weight is trying 
to turn the drum 

right-handed while the rope and weight A is endeavor
ing to turn the drum left handed. Each has a lever 
arm of the same length so we have the weight of two 
cages and cars, or of the buckets balancing one another 
and the engine has to start only the long rope A and 
the ore or coal in the car. As the coal comes up on A, 
the rope B is going down. The Weight ofthe rope A is 
constantly growing less while the rope B is lengthening 
out as it reaches the bottom. W h e n the two cages 
pass each other, halfway down, the rope, cage, and car 
of A balances the rope, cage, and car of B, and the engine 
need only be powerful enough to raise the ore. After 
that the rope B more than balances the rope A, until 
just before they are landed the weight ofthe rope A is 
very small and that of the whole rope B may even bal
ance the weight ofthe coal. 

59. That ought to be a very good idea ? 
Yes, it is. Remember, however, I am neglecting 

friction ; of that, I will speak later. But there is a still 
better plan for saving power than by using double rope 
on one drum. By the way, what I have explained 
assumes that the ropes pass off and on the same drum 
or different drums feathered on the same shaft. If the 
lowering drum is thrown out of gear while the hoisting 
drum is geared to the engine, you gain nothing then 
for the effort of the lowering rope and cage is all spent 
upon the brake which the engineer has thrown on. 

CO. Are many drums arranged so they turn on the 
shaft? • 
Not many, though it is a convenient plan. If the 

drum was fixed to the crank shaft you could not 
lower the rope B without, at least, running the engine. 
So in such a hoister, the engine must be reversible so as 
to turn right handed or left handed. Some of them 
use steam always, even for lowering, whether there are 
two ropes or only one. The Lidgerwood reversible link 
motion is one of this variety. 

61. What was the method you mentioned as still 
better than the one described in Question 59? 

By a tail-rope system. 
Imagine, in Fig. 12, A and 
B to be cages under each is 
an old rope, too weak to be 
safe for hoisting passing 
around a sheave at the 
bottom. Now, no matter 
where the cages are, you 
see tbat each top sheave 
has hanging from it a cage, 
a car and a full length of 
rope. Tbese always balance 
while tbe engine has only 
to hoist a load of ore. This 
form of counterbalance or 
counterpoise works very 
well if the Bhaft is clear 
enough to allow of it. 

62. These all require 
double rope. Is there any 
arrangement for single rope ? 

FIG. 12. 

Yes the double rope re 
quires often a larger shaft 
than the mine has, so for a 
single rope there are two 
forms of counterbalance. 
One uses a cylindrical 
drum which we have just 
been considering, and the 
rope A is still the hoisting 
rope. Instead of lowering 
rope B, Fig. 13, there is a 
heavy chain so - propor
tioned with weights as to 
balance fairly well. It FIG. 13. 
hangs down in a small shaft 
and when the cage on A is at the bottom, the whole 
weight ofthe chain is balancing the cape, rope and car. 
As the load comes up the chain lowers until it strikes 
the bottom of the shallow shaft, and coils up there just 
as fast as the rope A becomes shorter and lighter, until 
when the load is landed only a little chain is hanging 
from the drum, by a length of rope. This is used in 
Australia and in Germany. 

[TO B E CONTINUED.] 

GEOLOGY 

In its Relation to Coal, Iron, Oil, Gas, and Ores, 

47. Have these faults anything to do with the cleat 
of coal ? 
Not at all. By the name of "cleat" we mean the 

joints in the coal. All rocks have joints and split along 
them giving smooth surfaces. Slate cleaves into thin 
slabs and building stones have also that tendency. But 
besides breaking into slabs, many stones break across 
them into blocks more or less like a cube. The joints, 

along which the stones naturally break are called cleav
age joints or "cleats." These joints are natural to 
every material. Even volcanic rocks, as we shall soon 
see, have clt-avage planes. (See page 287, July, 1891, 
issue of T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R ) . 

4S. Are the cleats the same distance apart in all coals? 
No. The soft coals have the cleats nearer together 

tban in the hard coals. But for a particular coal they 
are tbe same distance apart. Sometimes they are in 
such directions as to give a cubical shape to the coal. 
At other times, tbe cleats are at an angle. 

49. What is the cause of cleats ? 
It is the natural condition of the coal just as the 

" mundic, " " iron," or " pyrites " in the coal alw'ays 
occur as a cube. 

50. Are cleats of any help to tbe miner? 
Yes, indeed. Tbe coal breaks off easily at these joints 

and so the lever will cut under as far as a cleat and 
then let the coal fall. To make this possible, it often 
happens that direction ofthe cleat fixes the direction 
of the working faces. So the rooms are turned off from 
the gangways so that their faces shall be with cleat, 
Mines working by the " pillar and stall " method can 
take advantage of the cleat in this way. Those work
ing Longwall can not always. In Anthracite, the cleat 
is not an important enough matter to determine the 
direction of the working faces. The coal seams are 
generally too steep there. 

51. H o w does tbe coal look on the cleat? 
Smooth and shiny. 
52. Can you explain the methods of mining as you 

mentioned" them ? 
I leave that to another time. 
53. Is the coal often crushed badly by these folds, 

bends, and faults? 
Oh yes. In the hollows of the sharp bends there is 

a great deal of finely broken coal. The quality ofthe 
coal is very much injured and the loss by waste is often 
very high from this cause. 

54. M ay it be that the"dir_faults "and"rock faults" 
are caused by grinding of the strata on each other? 

Yes, the name of dirt fault is often applied to places 
where the coal has been badly broken up. Sometimes 
though the term like that of rock fault or slate fault 
is used to express the idea that the coal has thinned 
out and is replaced by dirt, rock, or slate. 

55. What are " partings?" 
They are seams of clay or slate found in the coal beds 

that divide the coal into several layers. Rarely is a 
coal bed without them. They occupy on an average 
one-seventh of the entire thickness of the bed. These 
partings are mud deposits that show tbe bottoms ofthe 
ancient marshes had been raised 01* that the currents 
flowing through them had changed in direction or 
speed. 

56. What is the amount of coal yet remaining in the 
U. S.? 
That is hard to say. But the Census Bureau esti

mates 250,000 square miles of coal beds ofall varieties 
and thicknesses. Assuming 5 feet as the average thick
ness of the coal and an average of 1000 tons of coal that 
can be recovered from every acre of coal bed oi one 
foot thickness, we have. 
250,000 X 640 X 5 X 1000 = 800,000,000,000 tons as 

the total amount of coal. 
57. H o w long will that last? 
Last year there was sold and used 128,000,000 long 

tons. At that rate there is supply for G250 years. But 
population.is increasing and the demand increases like
wise. From the past experience, it has been found 
tbat the consumption doubles every 16 years. On this 
basis, in 190 years all the coal will have been burned 
up unless other sources of power and of heat are mean
while discovered or else more economy shown in the 
burning of fuel. 

58. A m I to understand that all coals are made of 
the same vegetable decay ? 
W e believe so, that club mosses, ferns and trees like 

our pro .-.id pine furnished the most ofthe mineral coal 
of the Carboniferous age. 

59. H o w about the cannel coal? 
Tbat is a compact smooth-breaking coal which will 

light with a matchjustas acandle would. It is formed 
of the finer grained marsh weeds. 

CO. I can not understand bow so much coal could 
be formed from one marsh. For the peat and wood 
must have lost much of its oxygen and of its weight in 
being compressed to coal? 

Yes, so it has, wood actually loses three-fifths of its 
weight in being altered to Bituminous coal, and three 
fourths of it is lost in being changed to Anthracite. 
Besides this.the decayed matter is compressed and loses 
in bulk. So that, altogether, it took about 5 feet of veg
etable marsh to make one foot of Bituminous coal and 
S feet to produce one foot of Anthracite. 

61. H o w thick is the coal ? 
Coal occurs in marshes very thin at the edges and 

thick in the middle. In some places a single bed is as 
thick as 40 feet (one in Colorado is 90 feet thick) but a 
pure seam is seldom over eight feet. Any thing over 
that is a compound seam, in which the streaks are sep
arated by thin partings. 

62, H o w many coal seams are there in a district? 
In Pottsville, Pennsylvania, there are 113 feet of coal 

seams; and in tbe U.S. the largest number of seams, 
one above the other is 42. In Wales there are 100, of 
which 70 are worked. In Nova Scotia there are 81 
workable seams. 

63. Dbd you say that these different seams were 
caused y the ocean overflowing the land several times? 

Yes. The forests and swainps were covered by sedi
ments and became hidden from view. The marshes 
sank during the disturbances that followed. Then the 
ocean flowed over it and brought more mud. The peat 
bog compressed and coal began to form there under the 
clays. After a rest during which more mud and sand 
was deposited, more disturbances occurred. Some 
ground went up, some fell. Forests began to grow and 
more ferns flourished to form marshes. After these 
had decayed, another sinking is supposed to have taken 
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place, and another mass of peat was buried to after
wards form coal. This must have been repeated as 
many times as there are seams of coal. Sometimes salt 
water covered the marsh, sometimes it was fresh water. 

64. H o w long did all this take? 
I have seen estimates making it over a million years. 
65. H o w is that measured ? 
A n ordinary forest will make about 2000 pounds of 

organic matter per acre, each year. This is 200,000 
pounds in a century. One hundred tons compressd 
to be as heavy as coal will make 2420 cubic feet. If 
these are spread over an acre of 435C0 square feet sur
face, they will form a layer only two-thirds of an inch 
thick. But in the formation of coal four-fifths of the 
material escapes as gas, oil, or water and only one-fifth 
remains in it, therefore it must take 500 years, instead 
of 100, to make a layer of coal two-thirds of an inch 
thick. For a coal seam of the standard size, four feet, 
it must therefore have required 72 times 500 years to 
make it, or 36,000 years. But some coal regions have 
over 100 feet of coal. To form the coal alone would 
therefore require about 900,000 years. Think of it! 
and we are using it up as fast as we can, and have per
haps enough for the sixth generation beyond our own. 

66. What is meant by an ore? 
A n ore is an accumulation of mineral in such quan

tity and of such a quality as to pay for mining. 
67. What is a mineral ? 
A mineral is the compound of a metal in chemical 

union with a non-metallic substance, a. sulphur, car
bonic-acid (the choke damp of mines), etc, 

68. Will you give some examples ? 
Iron anel sulphur make a mineral called pyrites; 

lead and sulphur give a mineral known as galena; iron 
with oxygen makes a very common iron mineral, and 
silver with arsenic and sulphur is often seen. And 
when a big bed of any of these minerals is found it is 
mined for tbe ore of iron, of lead, or of silver. 

69. Is pyrites a common ore of iron ? 
No. Pyrites is the commonest occurrence of iron in 

the earth, but it is mined not for iron manufacture but 
for the sulphur in it. Hence it is not an iron ore. It 
does not pay to roast off the sulphur and make iron of 
it when there is so much ofa better ore to be had. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

ANALYSES OP COAL, ORES, ETC. 

Instructions in Sampling and in Making Analyses to 

Ascertain the Quality and Value of Coal, Ores, 

•SEC, &C. 

The accompanying table gives briefly the results of 
analyses of some ofthe varieties of coal: 

Plumbago.., 
Anthracite.. 

Bituminous. 

Penn. 
Rhode Island 
Mauch Chunk 

Lehigh 
Indiana 
P-enn. 
Va. 
Ohio. 
Penn. 
ilo. 

ri 
s 

_3 
E-*. 

91*10 
8-V-8-1 
MT 
87*5 
75-
75.4 
58*9 
63*2 
49*8 
50*7 
4&-5 
27-1 

!=_ 
S3 2£ 

> 

0*60 
*10*30 
G*6 
7*5 

21-
16*4 
30*5 
43*8 
42*7 
33*8 
43.5 
(SOO* 

* 33 per cent, is water. 

Determination of Sulphur.—The Sulphur exists in the 
coal in organic combination, partly in iron pyrites and 
perhaps as sulphate. So that properly, the sulphur 
should be reported separately. 
Take 30 grains of the pulverized coal and mix it with 

30 grains of calcined magnesia and 15 grains of carbon
ate of soda. Heat in a platinum crucible for an hour, or 
until the mass melts without boiling. Then lift cruci
ble and all off and let them cool. Place in a glass beak
er, or better, in a porcelain dish, and treat them with 
water and bromine (about ten grains). Filter through 
a glass funnel. (The filter papers can be had already 
cut to different round sizes. One of these is folded once 
across to form a half circle, then the paper is crimped 
by beginning as shown at A, Fig, 3 and folding A on B 

then doubling both of 
them back under. N o w 
bend C and take all three 
as shown, to form the 
next crimp and so on till 
the operation is complete 
and the paper looks like 
Fig. 4. N o w open the 

_ paper out and place it in 
•I™- 8« the glass funnnel, wet it 

a little with clean water and you 
have a very rapid filter. Looking 
into the funnel it is like Fig. 5.) 
The portion which has filtered 

through into a glass beaker is slowly 
treated to some hydrochloric (muriat-
ic)acidaslongas any bubbling of car
bonic acid is shown. N o w place the 
beaker on a wire cloth or asbestos 
cloth, boil off the bromine, add some 
chloride of barinin. A white pre
cipitate forms; this contains the sul
phur. Filter this through a funnel 
as before, dry the paper and its con-

Fig. 4. 

Fio. 5. 

tents slowly, burn off tbe 
paper and let thecon tents fall 
into a small watch glass or 
place paper and contents in a 
platinum crucible and burn 
off the paper. Weigh and 
find out how much the pre
cipitate weighs. Multiply 
that weight by 13'73 per cent. 
and you have the weight of 
the sulphur. For example, 
30 grains of coal gave us a 
precipitate which weighed 
2-4 grains. N o w 24 X 13*73 

-J- 100 = 0*329 grain of sulphur. That corresponds to 
1-09 per cent, of the coal. As pyrites has 53'33 per 
cent, of sulphur in it, there was 2*06 per cent, of pyrites, 
probably. 

Calorific Effect of Coal.—This is measured in a variety 
of ways. But if you read undei Geology of this series 
questions 116 to 125. you will find a discussion of this mat
ter. The simplest heatmeasurer is the thermometer. But 
it only measures the degree of heat, not the amount of 
heat. For example, a small stove fire may show the 
thermometer to read 2000° F. inside of it, and so will 
that in a very large stove. But the small one cannot 
heat as large "a room as the big stove, because it does 
not contain as much heat. True, the amount of heat 
does depend upon the temperature ofthe body, but also 
upon the mass of that body. 
The standard unit of heat is that amount of heat 

which is necessary to raise one pound of water 1° Fah
renheit. A hot substance, therefore which raised 100 
pounds of water 1° F. or 1 pound of water 100° F. has 
given out 100 heat units. N ow it is the number of heat 
units which coal will give out that we want to know 
in order to ascertain the calorific—or heat making— 
value of fuel. This I have explained under questions 
116 to 125 in Geology, basing the calculations on the 
ultimate analysis of the coal. (This latter form of an
alysis differs from that previously des. ribed, in that it 
requires very elaborate apparatus and aims to convert 
all the carbon into carbonic acid, weighing the amount 
produced and collected in a tube. It alsoc onverts all the 
hydrogen into waterand weighs that. Thenthereare40*7 
Eer cent, of carbon in the carbonic acid Il'l percent, of 
ydrogen in the water. The method described was an 

approximate analysis which serves for most purposes). 
See also page 18, of August, 1891, number. 
Besides desiring to know the number of heat units, it 

is equally as important to ascertain the evaporative 
value of a fuel when placed under a boiler. This may 
be ascertained quite well by the use of an appliance 
shown in Fig. 6, This consists of a glass cylinder which 
will hold 29*01 grains of water 
(or a multiple of that quantity) 
up to a certain mark, A. A 
Eerforated copper stand, B, 
as a socket, C, and a copper 

cylinder 1), having springs as 
shown. 

The copper cylinder is 
charged with 30 grains of the 
pulverized coal, 80 grains of 
nitre and 240 grains of chlo
rate of potash. Do not grind 
these after mixing. This mix
ture is packed gently in tbe 
copper cylinder in and around 
a cotton fuse that is saturated 
with nitre. Ignite the fuse, close the stop cock at E 
and put on the copper cvlinder which is held in place 
by the springs. Place the whole combination quickly 
into the glass cylinder which is filled with water to A. 
The temperature, t, ofthe water before the experiment 
is noted. As soon as the deflagration and ebullition 
has ceased in D, open the stop cock E, and take the 
temperature off the water again (this we will call T), 
making sure that the water is uniformly hot by pump
ing the combination up and down a few times. N o w 
allowing 10 per cent, loss of heat in radiation and in 
warming up the apparatus, we have the evaporative 
power ofthe fuel. 
Assume as an example , 

f, before the test is 62*1° F. 
T, after " " " 73'2 F. 

Then the rise of temperature is il'l0 

Loss by radiation 1*11 

Result 12'21°. 
The ratios and proportions are so taken that the rise in 
temperature corresponds to the number of pounds of 
water evaporated by one pound ofthe fuel under test. 
From this we learn that one pound of fuel would evap
orate, under favorable conditions 12'21 pounds of water. 
The fuel value ofcoal does not depend only upon 
the percentage of combustible matter nor is it exactly 
proportional to it. A deduction must be made for stok
ing and the removal of ash. It is because of the in
creased difficulty of firing that smalls sell at less price 
than lump, rather than because of the excess of pro
duction over the demand for small sizes. In any event, 
however, consumers are not so careful to ascertain the 
heating value of the coals as one might expect. If a 
certain fuel is advertised as a strong steam coal, it 
accepted irrespective of its chemical impurities. 

[TO B E CONTINUED.] 

SURFACE APPLIANCES. 

The Preparation of Coal and Ores for Market. 

43. Is that the way you control the jigs, too ? 
Yes, the less water used the cleaner will be the coal 

in the trough or the jig. 
44. W h y not do that then ? 
The trouble is that if you use little water, only a little 

coal is washed out clean, and the operation is too slow. 
It would not pay to make such perfectly clean coal as 

to make the output small. So that the generalplan is 
to work as fast as you dare without producing too bad 
a coal. So the jig pistons are run fast, and the troughs 
or sluices are set eteep to give a big output of rather 
clean coal rather than to get a small turnout of very 
clean material. 

45. Are tbese sluices much used ? 
You will see them in some coal washing plants in 

Kentucky, Indiana, West Virginia, and England. They 
are used in cleaning iron ores, and for washing iron sand 
out of clay. They are also common for washing dirt 
and gravel from gold. 

46. Plow are tbey used for gold ? 
The cleats are fast to the trough and mercury is 

placed behind them {gold mines call the cleats, rimes). 
As the ore is washed down the sluices, the gold settles 
at the bottom and rolls in behind the cleats where the 
mercury catches it and holds the precious metal. 

47. Are these cheap to work ? 
Yes, that is their advantage. Tbey will wash only 

very small coal, and use much more water than jigs. 
They arc not as good washers as some ofthe jigs. 

48. Are tbey no better for ores ? 
They work quite satisfactory where there isagreat 

difference between the weights of the material to be 
saved and that of the waste; so that for ores, or gold 
washing tbey work quite well. 

49. Can coal be cleaned by any other forms of ma
chines ? 

Yes, there are the Osterspey Siphon and other 
conical washeis and also bumping tables. These will 
clean coal nicely and other varieties of these machines 
used upon ores too. 
50 H o w does the Osterspey Siphon work? 
If you notice in Figure 3 you will find a tank 

having two partitions reaching nearly to tbe bottom 
and forming three compartments. Water pours down 
the central compartment and rises in the other two. In 
the right hand one, the automatic balance is connected 
with the lever, rod, and plug ofthe left hand compart
ment. The coal and other stuff to be washed enters 
the left hand compartment and tends to fall down to 
the bottom but it meets a current of water rising in it. 
The pyrites is heavy enough to fall against the up
ward current, but the coal can not. So the pyrites set
tle in the hopper at the bottom while the coal is 
washed out at the top. The material is fed constantly 
so as to make it a continuous machine. 

Fig. 3. 

51. But the pyrites and slate which accumulate in 
the hopper -will "soon choke it up so that the water can 
not get through? 
True, when the water can not get through the right 

hand compartment comes into play forthe water triea 
to get out there. It raises the balance I mentioned 
before and that raises the plug which opens the bottom 
ofthe hopper and lets the pyrites escape through the 
tube. 

52. W h y is this called a siphon washer? 
It does not act like a siphon at all and there is no 

accounting for the name. However, it works well. 
53. Does this machine clean the coal well enough 

without repeating it? 
Generally two or three or four of these machines are 

placed side by side so that the overflow fromone washer 
goes to the next, and so on. This gives a very good qual
ity ofcoal at the end. Jigs are also arranged the same 
way so that the overflow from B, Fig. ], goes to other 
similar machines alongside of, and slightly below it. 
By this plan, without any great difficulty, the material 
gets three or four cleanings. 

54. H o w many times may the coal be cleaned by 
machines ? 
Justas along as there is any impurity mixed with the 

coal, but there comes a time when it does not pay to 
treat the material more ; because the value of the coal 
after that is not enough greater to pay for the time lost 
and cost of handling. The cheaper the mineral the 
sooner that comes. For example : It does not pay to 
wash coal more than in one class of machines, that is 
on jig, on sluice, or in an Osterspey; lead and zinc ore 
are usually treated two, sometimes three times. But 
silver and gold ores are treated on a variety of 
machines, over and over again, as I will explain. 

55. Is there any other form of coal dresser ? 
Yes, one which I have not seen frequently here. A 

form of table that is inclined and about 10 feet long by 
3 or 4 feet wide. The material to be separated ia 
delivered at the upper part ofthe table and tends to 
flow down it. But the table is hung from rafters over
head and is bumped at the end and the result is that 
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the slate and pyrites actually climb up to the top and 
fell off into a chute while "the coal makes off at the 
bottom. This goes on continuously. 
5C. W h y should these separate ? 

££L_iy a nickel coin on the table, then with your nail 
catch the table cloth and stretch the threads of the cloth. 
If you suddenly let go, the cloth will move under the 
coin which will be stationary. By repeating this you 
will find that the coin actually moves toward your 
hand. Now that is what take, place on the bumping 
table. Under ordinary con lition., the coal, pyrites, and 
all would wa.hdown the table. But it is struck at the 
end by a wiper A, Fig. 1, striking the block B. A is in 
continual revolution so it strikes B about 30 times a 

"•W 
FIG. 4. 

minute. So the table is jarrred or "bumped " 30 times 
a minute. Now all the stuff resting on the table would 
behave just like theniokel coin on the table cloth, ifit 
were not for the water, which washes the material down 
hill. One force tries to wash every thing down and 
another to help every thing up. Between the two, you 
can arrange the supply of water so as just not to wash 
the slate and pyrites down. As vou vary the water sup
ply so you vary the cleanness of the coal. With little 
water you will" have very clean, but onl3' a little coal, 
With much water you get a bigger_output, but there 
mav be some impurities mixed with it. 
57. Then this is automatic? 
Yes, unless these machines work automatically with

out constant watching, they would be of no value. 
58. H o w much can'these machines treat in a day? 
That depends upon how clean the coal is to he made, 

Of course you do not try to clean coal any better than 
is necessary for a sale. But a jig will handle about 30 
tons of coal a day ; a sluice has about 20 tons capacity ; 
while the siphon washer (Q. 50) can treat 40 tons. A 
table will handle 30 ton-, without trouble. 
£ 59. Do these machines take much power to run? 
No, I should say tbat a jig or table can be run with 

about A a horse power. 
60. Are they expensive? 
The cost is not high, 8300 will set up a large table or 

jig. Of course for a big plant a number of tbese will be 
required, so that the cost runs up, as I said to many 
thousands. 
61. Are there any other means of treating coal that 

you have not described? 
Not that I am aware of. 
62. H o w is it with ores ? 
They are treated in much the same way. 
63. What is the first step? 
The ore must be broken just as the coal was. The 

material however is much harder and therefore re
quires very powerful machinery to break it. 
64. What is in the ore ? 
Quart*., limestone, pyrites, galena, blende, and silver 

mineral. 
65. What is an ore ? 
Anything that has a mineral in it enough in quantity 

and pure enough in quaUty to pay for mining. 
66. Then coal is an ore? 
Yes, though some of it is very poor. While other 

coal is so far away from railroad as will not yet pay to 
mine. Often, clay of good quality may be an ore. 
67. Please define minerals and those you mention in 

Q. 64. 
See questions under Geology, in June and July issues 

for an explanation ofthe different minerals in ores. 
68. Please explain tbe kind of breaker used to crush 

metallic ores? 
The ore falls between the rough jaws of the crusher 

One jaw is fixed while the other swings from the top. 
A n eccentric forces the lower movable er.d against the 
lower end of the fixed jaw. The rock which falls be
tween the two i. crushed to about walnut size and 
smaller. I cannot conceive any roek that cannot be 
broken by this machine, 

C9. Then it does not work like the steamboat rolls? 
No, those rolls will do for coal, but not for quartz. 
70. Is that all the breaking the ore gets? 
No, tbe broken stuff slides down tbe chute to a pair 

of rolls—just like those for coal, only they have no 
teeth. These rolls turn constantly in opposite direc
tions to one another and are so set that they break the 
ore very fine—to one-half inch or less. 

[TO B E . D.] 

V E N T I L A T I O N IN MINES. 

Including a Description of "the Gases Met With in 
Mines and the Atmospherical Conditions Necessary 
to Be Known to Understand the Laws of Ventila
tion. 
26. What effect has tbe falling of the barometer upon 

the ventilation of the mine? 
The pressure outside being so much less.air is sucked 

up, just Hke the water, only faster, because air is lighter. 
27. H o w does it effect (he gas in the goaf? 
In the same way. It " sucks " the gas into tbe gob 

roads or air-ways because a partial vacuum is produced 
by the escape of mine air, at the surface, and the 
gas rushes out to help fill the space abandoned by the 
mine air. 

28. Is that tbe principle ofthe fan exhaust? 
YTes, the fan revolves very rapidly and produces a 

vacuum into which the air rushes to fill because at the 
downcast shaft the atmosphere is forcing air through 
the mine and up the return way. 

29. Is that what produces the current? 

Yes, the downcast is like the arm N, of Fig. 3. Upon 
it the weight of the atmosphere added to the air in the 
intake is pressing on one side trying to balance the 
weight in the arm M. But just as fast as air enters the 
mine, an equal amount goes out of it at the upcast and 
the current is circulating. 
30. The U tube in Fig. 3 looks like the water-gauge 

we use. 
So itis, just the same. The air ofthe intake forces N 

down and M up, the latter being connected with the 
upcast. The height JI N measures the difference of 
pressures in the two shafts. If the fan makes a vacuum 
so tbat the barometer reads in the fan way 29 inches 
of mercury while the barometer outdoors reads 30 
inches, the mine air weighs only $•$ of the atmosphere. 

31. H o w much does the water-gauge read? 
In an easy mine to ventilate, the gauge pressure is 

not over :[ inch—that is the difference between the 
levels of the water in the two arms is about ([- inch. A 
mine which is large and has long, or narrow, entries 
and air-ways requires a pre sure equal to a 4-inch dif
ference in level. 

32. What is the pressure corresponding to the water-
gauge readings mentioned ? 

You may remember that the atmosphere weighs 14'7 
pounds for a pressure of 34 feet, or 408 inches of water 
column. Then for the gauge readings mentioned we 
have 0'027 pounds and 0'144 pounds, because 

40S : i :: 14-7 : 0*027 
40S : 4 :: 14*7 : 0'144 

33. What is meant then by saying the pressure is 10 
pounds in speaking of mine ventilation? 
The figures I gave are for each square inch, but min

ing men prefer to figure in feet. So as there are 144 
square inches in every square foot, it follows that the 
pressure per square foot of area, produced by the at
mosphere is 14*7 X 144 •*= 2086 pounds. 
Those given above are 3*9 pounds and 20*7 pounds. 

Tbe 10 pounds you refer to mean that the difference in 
the water column levels is such a. to correspond to 10 
pounds weight per square foot or 0'07 pounds per square 
inch. 

34. H o w may I best calculate the pressure? 
The formula we use is p = 5*184 g. In this p is the 

pressure in pounds per square foot; 5*184 is the 
weight of a column of water 1 inch high and 1 foot 
across while g is the difference in level of the water 
columns. 

35. What is the pressure when the gauge reads 2 
inches in m y Anthracite mine? 
The pressure is 10'4 pounds per square foot. 
36. Would this be true in the light air of Colorado, 

too? 
Yes, the pressure would be the same anywhere. 
37. Of what use is it to know the gauge pressure? 
It measures the force necessary to drive a current of 

air through the mine. One arm of the tube projects 
through a door into the intake enrrent and the other 
arm is on the other side of the partition in the return 
air-way. If there is any difference in the levels of N 
and M, Fig. 3, then that measures the difference in the 
pressures ofthe incoming and outgoing air. It measures 
therefore the l_*ss of pressure by reason of the "drag" 
or friction of the air in passing through the airways. 
To overcome the friction, greater force must be given 
to the current in proportion as the gauge reading is 
great. 

88. Then the gauge only indicates the drag of the air, 
not the amount of air? 
That is so. It does not follow that because a mine 

has a high gauge reading of, say 4 inches, that it is re
ceiving any more air than one working with a ij-inch 
gauge. 
39. H o w is the required pressure obtained ? 
You can get it by an exhaust fan, a blowing fan, or 

bv tbe furnace? 
"40. Which is the best? 
Generally speaking, an exhaust fan is preferred be

cause it is cheap to run, and always reliable. The blow
ing fans are used to ventilate the faces of breasts 
working on a steep pitch. The furnace is dangerous, 
consumes more coal than the steam engine running a 
fan and is not as good as a fan for mines of moderate 
depth. 

41. But there are more furnaces than fans used? 
Yes, but fans are being acknowledged better and near

ly all new minesareputting in fans instead of furnaces. 
A good fan and engine is cheaper than a furnace for a 
mine not deeper than 4,000 feet. Below that, a furnace 
may be more efficient. Hence, the utility of the furnace 
is confined to very deep shafts. 
42. Are they not good ventilators? 
Yes, furnaces are fairly good, but they are limited in 

capacity because they can burn only a certain fixed 
quantity of fuel and the temperature to which they can 
raise the air is therefore limited. 
43. H o w is the difference in pressure produced? 
Do you remember, how in Question 23 I explained 

the suction with a tube? Well, an exhaust fan does 
the same thing. If it turns very fast it draws the air 
out which the atmosphere tries to replace. If the fan 
could be worked air-tight like the plunger of a pump, 
a very strong suction could be produced, but this is out 
of question. 
44. What is the idea with the furnace? 
To produce a volume of air, at the bottom of the up

cast, hotter than the air in the intake. Tbe hotter a 
gas is, the lighter it becomes. So as the light, hot gas 
rises the atmosphere drives cold air down the other 
shafts. 

45. H o w may we know the effects of the fan ? 
By the water-gauge and by our knowledge of the 

weight ofa eas. Agasincreasesin weight as its pressure 
increases. You remember tbat the weight of the gas 
in Scranton is greater than tbat in Colorado, because 
the pressure under which it is is also greater, Fig. 1. 
Again the weight of a gas decreases as its temperature 
increases. So the weight of a cubic foot of gas is equal 
to 

W : 
1-3253 B 

: 459 -f V 

In this B is the number of inches of mercury of the 
barometer and t, the number of degrees Fahrenheit of 
the thermometer. From this ve can calculate all con
ditions of ventilation. 
46. Our mine is COO feet deep anrl the furnace gives 

us gas 150° Fahrenheit, how am I to know the weight 
of the gas ? 
At the sea level the barometer stands*at 30 inches of 

mercury, so one cubic foot of gas will weigh 
39759 -*- 609 = 00653 pounds. 

If the temperature of the air outside is 60° F., then 
one pound of it weighs 0*0766 pounds. Every cubic 
foot of air in the downcast weighs 0*0766 pounds while 
each cubic foot of the upcast weighs 00653 pounds. 
Each shaft is 600 feet deep. Now, a column of air COOfeet 
high and one square foot of base weighs 600 times 
O-0653 (= 39*18 pounds) in the upcast, and 600 times 
0'0766 (— 45'96 pounds) in the downcast. Then one 
side weighs more, for every square foot, than the other 
by 6*78 pounds. And just as the columns of water in 
Fig. 2 changed because of the pressure on one side 
so here, if you imagine the water at the higher side to 
run over at the top just as air does. The ventilating 
pressure of that furnace is therefore 6*78 pounds, or 1'SO 
inches of gauge (see Question 34). 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

First Class Mine Cars. 

There is no equipment of a colliery that requires 
more care and better work in construction than the 
mine cars. They are subject to the severest usage, and 
to be of most service they must not only be constructed 
of substantial materials, but they must also be so made 
as to run with a minimum amount of friction. 
The Star Manufacturing Company, of New Lexing

ton, Ohio, recognized these facts when they started in 
business, and the result has been that to accommodate 
their steadily growing trade they have largely increased 
their works, and a-t the same time introduced such 
machinery and system that they are able to turn out 
first-class cars at very low prices. They are prepared 
to build mine cars of any shape or size, and use in their 
consti-uction nothing but the best Muck bar iron and 
seasoned timber. 

Every portion of the car is made so as to secure the 
greatest strength and convenience in handling. W h e n 
brakes are required they are arranged so that they are 
most efficient and convenient. 
Their wheels and axles are deservedly popular wher

ever used, and their points of excellence are a_ follows: 
Thev are made of the best grade of charcoal iron, 

carefully selected for tbe purpose. The wheels are cast 
in chill's that <nve them an exceptionally deep chill. 
The oiling device is simple and economical, and makes 
an easy running wheel. The wheels are made either 
self-oiling or plain and sample sets are sent on approval. 
They are all bored out in the hub, true to fit the 
spindle, before they leave the factory, and are carefully 
inspected so that none but perfect wheels are shipped. 
Wheels, axles or car irons, of any size or description, 

are sold separately whenever it is desired to construct 
the cars at the mine. 
The facilities of the factory are such that orders can 

be filled at short notice, and we advise our readers to 
write them for their special circular describing tbeir 
mine cars. One of the features of this establishment 
is a blank form which they cheerfully send to mine 
owners or superintendents. These blanks are so 
printed that the superintendent can readily fill them 
out so as to describe exactly the size and character of 
car desired, and prompt estimates will be made from 
them when returned to the shops. Or, if the gauge of 
track, size of wheel, height of car, height of coal, aud 
capacity of car is given, they will cheerfully give their 
ideas ofthe size of car and irons adapted to the same, 
based on their past experience. As stated before, the 
Star Manufacturing Company's shops are located at 
New Lexington, Ohio. 

Anti-mony Rubber. 

In the present age of diffused knowledge it is sur
prising how little is known about India Rubber al
though the consumption of tbat article runs into the 
millions per annum and manycompanies with millions 
of dollars capital, are daily manufacturing and putting 
it before the public. Buyers keep on purchasing and 
using rubber that don't last half as long as it would if 
intelligently ordered. A case in point is Drill hose, eo 
largely used in mines. In a late edition of that bright 
trade paper, Tbe Rubber World, we read : " W e think 
that the very best rubber which in the present 
state of knowledge upon the subject, it is possible to 
manufacture is what is known as ' Anti-mony Rubber."' 
Now, how many of our subscribers know what Anti
mony Rubber is, or why it is better than sulphur cured 
rubber? In fact, bow many of them know the different 
terms by which the trade distinguishes between Sul
phur cured and Anti-monial cured Rubber? And yet 
for purposes where Rubber is constantly subjected to 
steam-heat there is probably double tbe life in the Anti
mony (or Mineralized) Rubber, than there is in the 
Sulphur (or Vulcanized) Rubber. 
Again it is a well established fact that Mineralized 

Rubber will withstand the action of earth oils far long
er than Vulcanized and yet what engineer takes this 
into consideration in ordering? It is not a case of price. 
Quality for quality, we believe that the Mineralized Is 
as cheap as the Vulcanized, although probably the for
mer is not susceptible of being adulterated to the extent 
that the latter will bear. 
These remarks are communicated by the Mineralized 

Rubber Co., whose advertisement will be found in our 
columns and who, despite their name, supply both Vul
canized and Mineralized Rubber, and who will gladly 
reply to any further enquiries that may be addressed 
to them at their offices in Cliff St., N e w York. 
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this view is appalling. As a matter of cold fact there is em- The mammoth engine, which is ofthe twin compound 
ployment today for every able-bodied man and woman in condensing type, will have a capacity of 20,000.000 gallons 

The Columbus of History.—How his Character ap
pears under the Search-Light of Modern In

vestigation. 

The Columbus of history is one of its least pleasing char
acters. He was evidently a searover and a buccaneer. He 
sold his services to Rene of Anjou, or Charles of France in
differently. A rude uneducated seaman, lie joined in tlie 
barbarous sea-fight ofTSt. Vincent, and aided in the massacre 
of honest traders and useful men. Time somewhat softened 
his harsher traits, but his early impulses never left liim. 
He becume familiar with the slave-trade in Portugal, and 
introduced it to the New World. He treated Ihe natives of 
the new land with pitiless severity. He threw them into 
chains, cut off their bands and feet, or sold them as canni
bals to misery and death. Ho probably invented the fiction 
ofthe Caribs only to destroy* them. Las Casas thought that 
thejndgments of Heaven had fallen upon the merciless dis
coverer. In almost every trait of moral excellence Colum
bus seems equally wanting. To the Spanish settlers in His-
paniola he was a hated tyrant, a cruel usurper. He threw 
Moxica over the walls ofhis fort with his own hands, and 
spurned him as he fell. His victims, hung by tlie neck 
shocked the humanity of Bobadilla. It was beleived that 
Columbus and his brothers planned a new empire in the 
Indies, and hoped to throw off the yoke of Spain ; in later 
years Columbus engaged in a treasonable correspondence 
with Genoa. His ingratitude to the Piuzons, his betrayal 
of Beatrix Enriquez, his falsehoods, bis fierce bursts of rage, 
his avarice, his revenge, his wild ambition, his pious frauds! 
his fanatical faith, can never be forgotten; they may be 
forgiven. Harsh, fierce, severe, the features ofColumbus 
look down upon us over the flight of four centuries, the 
symbol ofhis cruel age. 
Columbus found the natives of America full of the passion 

for gold. The glittering particles had for them all irresist
ible attraction, as to so many of what are called the educa
ted races. They searched in the rivers and sands for gold, 
and when tbey had found it hung it in their ears and noses' 
Sometimes the more highly cultivated beat it into plates, 
which they fastened around their necks. It was their chief 
and almost only ornament.almost their only dress they used 
too, paint, feathers, and strings of pearls. The universality 
of this strange passion for tbe ductile metal in civilized and 
savage man ia without an explanation ; it is natural W e 
are told that there are ants that heap together glittering 
particles of precious or colored atones ; it is their instinct. 
In Columbus the passion raged with a violence seldom 
known. He dreamed of golden palaces, heaps of treasure, 
and mines teeming with endless wealth. His cry was 
everywhere for gold. Every moment, in his fierce avarice 
he would fancy himself 011 the brink of boundless opulence ; 
he was always about to seize tbe treasures ol tlie East pain
ted by Marco Polo and Mandeville. "Gold," he wrote to 
the king and queen, "is the most valuable thing in the 
world ; it rescues souls from purgatory and restores them lo 
the joys of paradise." 
It was something of his early pirate life that stirred him 

in his plans of discovery. He was always a buccaneer. He 
was always a slave trader. He selected theport of Navidad 
because it seemed a convenient harbor for slave-ships. He 
made slaves wherever he went. In his fierce avarice, when 
he found the naked Indians had little gold, he proposed to 
sell them, and thus establish a wide source of profit. Gold 
he must make by some means. He urged upon the king 
and queen his infamous project. Tbey seemed at first to 
disapprove, and afterward countenanced it. They could 
scarcely fail to see that hunting tbe helpless natives through 
the islands and the continent to sell them into slavery was 
not a Christlike trade. They gently relinked the discoverer. 
butsoon after we find them lending him their approval. 
"Let him be informed," they wrote, " of what has trans-
Sired respecting the cannibals that came to Spain. He has 
one well," etc. Soon every Spaniard who sailed to America 

became a slave-trader. Ojcda and Americtis Vespucius 
filled tbeir ships with "cannibals," and the brothers of 
Columbus followed the example ofthe admiral. A bound
less horror settled upon tlie new-discovered lands. Las 
Casas thought the sickness and pains that fell upon Colum
bus a judgment for the woes be had inflicted up 111 tbe 
helpless Indians,— From " The Mystcrt/ of Columtius," by 
Eugene Lawrence, in Harper's Magazine for April. 
Ocean Depths. 
The eight or nine mile depths in mid-ocean, declared 
very probable by Maury, are not found by later actual in
vestigation, according to the Engineerina News. A depth 
of five to six miles is very exceptional and the average ap
pear to be about 2..-.tin ]'atln.ims furthe waters of the globe 
The greatest depth yet found is 4.575 fathoms (5-2 miles) 
south of tbe Ladrones, and 4,561 fathoms north of Porto 
Rico, near St. Thomas. The deepest sounding, then, in 
the North Atlantic is 4,561 fathoms, and in tlie South At
lantic bottom is always found at a less depth. Tbe Med
iterranean gives 2,150 fttfhoms as a maximum to date, and 
the deepest known water in tbe Indian Ocean is 3,199 
fathoms. The polar basin seems to grow shallower as the 
North Pole is approached, and bottom was found at 72 
fathoms in the most northern sounding made, Tbese 
soundings, so far as made, also disprove the theory that the 
'ocean bottom is a counterpart of the dry land in its irreg
ularity of surface. It lias its peaks and deep gorges, but as 
a rule, the surface lies in very gentle undulations, without 
abrupt or steep slopes. 

the United States—remunerative employment. 

LAHOKERS WANTED. 

"There is more territory and are more interests suffering 
to-day for want of laborers than tliere is territory over
crowded or are interests oversupplied. Tliere are vast 
sections of this country where it is actually impossible to 
obtain help, male or female, and where that is we have 
arrested development. I know it to be a fact that within 
twelve hours of Chicago enough help cannot be obtained to 
carry on farming operations. There are no farm hands to 
be had, although homes and good pay are offered on yearly 
contracts. 
"There are no house servants to be hired for love or 

money, and the well-to-do are obliged to do their o w n 
washing and other housework. The absence of help is as 
m a m e d in all the small Western towns as in the country. 
I believe there is some kind of employment and a h o m e for 
every m a n , w o m a n and child in this country w h o can do 
anything. 
"The trouble is just where the trouble is with contracts— 

the guestion of exchange. People are freezing to death 
within a few hours ofcoal regions ; Other people are starving 
here while corn is being burned for-fuel in Kansas. Our 
grain rots iu the shock for wantof help to garner it, and 
thirty thousand hungry mouths and idle hands are within a 
day'stravel of us. 
THE IU.SU FOE THE CITY. 
"The high daily wages of manufacturing centers drains 
the country of young men, and once there they will never 
return. Their children would rather live in garrets in the 
city than go on a farm and plough and plant and do house
work. The real labor problem is to equalize things, to 
draw off the surplus from the congested points and spread 
it on thedeficientspots. Ifthe so-called labor leaders and 
humanitarians could work earnestly together to thatendtbe 
labor problem might be solved. I do not say it could be 
accomplished without the co-operation of labor, for it 
couldn't. Y o u can't lake au unemployed m a n or w o m a n 
off the streets ofa city and compel him to accept work and 
a home. Y o u can't make him stay if you get him. If you 
could do tbat tbe question could be settled. It rests with 
the labor world. The employers of labor don't want it 
settled. The sharper the competilion the cheaper they get 
their work done."—New York Herald. 

"Records for O n e Mile." 

Ofthe various methods which man has found or invent
ed to get himself over the ground as rapidly as possible, 
ulroad travel is the fastest. Tbe following table gives the 
istest time for one mile ofthe leading methods : 

Railroad Train. -19 sec. 
Ice Yacht. 1 min. msec. 
Running Horse. 1 niin. 35 sec. 
Torpedo Boat 1 into. 50 sec. 
Pacing Horec. 2 min. Usee. 
Trotting Uoree 2uiin. sjisec. 
Steam 1 • •• 2 min l*_ V; sec. 
Skating 2 min. 12 % sec. 
Bicycle. 2 oiin. 15 sec. 
Ocean steamship 2 min 4*iscc. 
Foot Ennui DR. 1 min. 1 2 % sec. 
Four-oared shell 4roiu. 51 sec. 
Single sculls.. 5 min. I sec. 
Eight-oared shell 6 min 4%sec. 
Walking.. 6 min. 5.". sec, 
;. \\ inm 1 • • ...-. 12 min. J-j sec. 

Training the Memory. 

A splendid way to improve the memory is to begin by 
treating it as if it were another person, and then charging it 
upon penalty ofa severe upbraiding, to keep until wanted 
tbe information, fact, date, name, or whatever is to be re
membered. By this course you unconsciously do two 
things—you sort out things worth while to know, and you 
impress them upon the memory in such a way as to cause 
it to grasp and keep them. 
Tbe latter is a most important thing to do. Half of one's 

forgetfulness comes from failure to properly grasp what it 
is.that you are to remember. It is said of Thomas B. Reed, 
the famous member of Congress from Maine who was 
Speaker ofthe House of Representatives for two years, that 
he considered it a great hardship to have to tell a man the 
same thing twice. 
You ought never to cause any one such hardship.—From 

Harper's Young People. 

The Problem of the Age, 

"The labor problem" remarked a political philosopher 
from Western New York, "not only puzzles the student of 
economies in your big cities, but it tries the soul of the 
agricultural bosses. I own some large farming tracts in 
the Northwest and West and understand pretty thoroughly 
the conditions that prevail there, as well aa in the interior 
Of our own State. There are hungry hordes of unemploy
ed men and women in every large city in the land. 1 am 
assured that there are thirty thousand unemployed in the 
city of Chicago alone, aud probablyas many here in New 
York. The same holds good proportionately in other 
Cities. Not the same persona all the time, perhaps, but an 
average—some working to-day and some lo-morrow, for a 
few weeks or a few months, another set being idle while 
th_*e have work, and so on. When we consider the still 
greater number who labor at a recompense so slender that 
it serves merely to keep soul and body together, who live 
practically in perpetual bondage to their daily necessities 

Precious Metals. 

Many ofthe elementary metals are more valuable than 
gold. To speak of them as being mined is, however, hardly 
precise. They are extracted by tedious and expensive pro
cesses in chemical laboratories in infinitesimal quantities. 
The following is a recently prepared list of tbe elements 
whose market value exceeds that of gold, the price of the 
latter being$299.72 per pound, avoirdupois: 
Value Per Lb. Value Per Lb. 
Vanadium SI,7'J2.-10 Indium SI.522.08 
Rubidium 3.2-il.GO Ruthenium 1.304.64 
Calcium 2.4-16.20 Columbiuni 1.250.28 
Lautalnm 2.146.20 Rhodium : 1,032.84 
Cerium 2.446.20 Barium 924.12 
Lithium (wire) 2.,.).._4 Th-dhim .. 
Lithium (globules) 2.22S.76 Osmium . ... 
Erbium. 1,671.57 Palladium.. 
Didymun) .- 1.630.08 Iridium 
Strontium 1.576.44 Uranium 

7;;s :;.i 

652.32 
•m-jo 
-16.. ... 

These are not-nominal values, as m a n y of the elements 
are used in the arts. Vanadium, for instance, is employed 
in the production of analine black. It reouires some 
twenty-five distinct chemical operations to extract va
nadium from sandstone.— New York Herald. 

A Great Pumping Engine. 

An engine for pumping, which is said to be the largest 
ever built in this country, will soon be placed in position 
at the Spring Garden Water Works near Girard Avenue 
bridge, Schuylkill River. It has just been completed by the 
Southwark Foundry and Machine Company, at Fifth 
Street and Washington Avenue, this city. A daily journal 
says of it: 

per twenty-four hours delivered against a head of 250 feet 
above tlie water in tlie fore-bay, through a rising main of 
JS inches diameter and 14,000 feet length. The order for it 
was placed with the company about a year ago, and it has 
required ten or eleven months to make the patterns and 
build it. Considerable time and care were devoted to the 
study of tlie designs, it being the purpose to meet as com
pletely as possible the special conditions of space alloted for 
the pump at tbe Spring Garden Works,tbe work to be per
formed, tlie convenience of operating, and the durability of 
the details of the engine. 
Tlie entire pump weighs OoO/iOO pounds. It will occupy 

a floor space of 40 by 30 feet and is 35 feet in height. Two 
massive bed plates, single castings, weighing 50,000 pounds 
each, will support the steam and water cylinders and also 
carry the bearings for tlie beam shaft, crank shaft, fly 
wheel, and steam cylinders. 
The pump is supplied with two high-pressure steam 

cylinders of 3 feet 8 inches diameter each and two lower 
pressure steam cylinders, each 7 feet-1 inches in diameter. 
The water cylinders are placed horizontally with valves 

moving in a vertical direction. The fly wheel, 20 feet in 
diameter and weighing 90,000 pounds, is carried by the 
main shaft. A triangular walking beam is employed for 
transmitting the power to the pump. The two pump 
plungers are of the double-acting pattern, each 37 inches in 
diameter.—Philadelphia Manufacturer. 

How a Thermometer Is Made. 
The making of a thermometer may be either a delicate 
scientific operation, or one of the simplest tasks ofthe 
skilled mechanic, according to the sort of thermometer 
made. With the extremely sensitive and minutely accu
rate instruments designed for scientific, uses greut care is 
taken, and they are kept in stock for months, sometimes 
for years, to he compared and recompared with instru
ments that are known to be trustworthy. 
But so much time can not be spent over the compara

tively cheap thermometers in common use, and these are 
made rapidly, though always carefully. The method of 
manufacture has been so systematized within a few years 
that the very cheapest thermometer should not vary more 
than a fraction of a degree from the correct point. 
Whether tlie thermometer is to be charged with mercury 

or alcohol; whether it is to be mounted in a frame of 
wood, pressed tin, or brass, the process is substantially the 
same. Mercury is used for scientific instruments, but most 
makers prefer alcohol, because it is much cheaper. The 
alcohol is colored red with an aniline dye which does not 
fade. 
The thermometer-maker buys his glass tubes in long 

strips from the glass factories. The glass-blower on the 
premises cuts these tubes to the proper lengths, and with 
his gas-jet and blow-pipe makes the bulb on the lower end. 
The bulbs are then ii.led with colored alcohol, and the 
tubes stand for twenty-four hours. 
On the following day another workman holds each bulb 

in turn over a gas-jet until the colored fluid, by its expan
sion, entirely fills the tube. It then goes back into the 
hands of the glass-blower. He closes the upper end, and 
turns the tip backward to make the little glass hook which 
will help keep the tube in place in the frame. 
Tlie tubes now rest until some hundredsof them, perhaps 

thousands, are ready. Then the process of gauging begins. 
There are no marks whatever upon the tube, nothing to 
show the temperature of the atmosphere, and tlie first 
guide-mark to be made is the freezing point, 32 degrees 
Fahrenheit. This is found by plunging the bulbs into 
melting snow. No other thermometer is needed here for a 
guide, for melting snow gives invariably the exact freezing 
point. This is an unfailing test for any thermometer whose 
accuracy may be suspected. But melting snow is not always 
to be had, and a little machine resembling a sausage grinder 
is brought into use. This machine shaves a block of ice 
into fleecy, snow-like particles, whicli answer the purpose 
as well as snow. 
When the bulbs have been long enough in the melting 

snow a workman takes them one by one from their icy 
bath, seizing each one so that his thumb-nail marks the 
exact spot to which the fluid has fallen. Here he makes a 
scarcely perceptible mark upon the glass with a fine file, 
and goes on the next. 
The tubes, with tlie freezing point marked upon each, 

now go into the hands of another workman, who plunges 
them, bulb downward, into a vessel filled with -water kept 
constantly at (.! degrees. A standard thermometer attached 
to the inside of this vessel shows that the temperature of 
the water is correct. Another tiny file-scratch is put at 64. 
Then a third workman plunges tlie bulbs into another 

vessel of water, kept constantly at 96. This is marked like 
the others, and the tube is now supplied with these guide-
marks, each :i2 degrees from the next. A small tab is then 
attached to each tube on which its number is written—for 
owing to unavoidable variations in the bore of the tube 
each one varies slightly from the others. 
With its individuality thus established tbe tube now goes 

into the hands of a marker, who fits its bulb and hook into 
the frame it is to occupy, and makes slight scratches on 
the frame, corresponding to !.2, G4, and 06 degree marks on 
the tube. Tbe frame is given a number corresponding with 
the number of the tube and the tube is laid away in a rack 
amid thousands of others. 
The frame whether it be wood, tin, or brass, goes to the 

ganging room, where it is laid on a steeply-sloping table, 
exactly in the position marked for a thermometer of that size. • 
The 32, 64, and 06 degree marks must correspond with the 
marks upon the table ; if they do not the error in marking 
is instantly detected, and the frame is sent hack for correc
tion. 
A long, straight bar of wood or metal extends diagonally 

across the table, from the lower right-hand corner to the 
upper left-hand corner. On the right this works upon a 
pivot, and on the left it rests in a ratchet, which lets it 
ascend or descend only one notch at a time. That notch 
marks the exact distance of two degrees. With the three 
scratches already made for basis the marker could hardly 
make a mistake in the degrees if he tried. 
The marks made upon the frame or case are all made by 

hand with a geometric pen and India ink if the frame is of 
wood, and with steel dies if it is of metal. 
The tube bearing the corresponding number is next 

attached to the frame, and the thermometer is ready for the 
market without further testing. Some makers use only 
two guide marks ; but the best makers use three. In the process of manufacture tbe ordinary thermometer goes through the hands of nineteen workmen, half of whom are often girls and women. Some of the larger concerns ID and near New York produce several hundred thousand instruments annually, and on every one of them the purchaser may see, if he looks closely, the tiny file scratch on the glass at 32, 64. and 96 degree marks—or somewhere near them, as different makers use different points.— William Deysdale, in Philadelphia Inquirer. 
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Civilization as a Cause of Disease. 

Cr. Wm, Cushing, in a lecture recently, maintained that to 
live in accord with the present civilization i1 is impossible 
to conform to the laws of health: hence civilization and 
health are not cordial in their relations, tbe chief aim of 
study in tbe past has been to cure disease that has taken such 
fearful hold of civilization; the study of the future will be 
to prevent disease. The best means to that end will be to 
properly educate the people. 
One of tbe greatest sources of evil in civilization is the 

use of stimulants ; it has indeed come to be regarded as 
necessary. As a scientific fact, however, stimulants are 
not necessary. 
No. beverage in use is so hurtful as tea, particularly to 

women. It excites and shocks the nervous system and re
sults finally in prostration. The tannin in tea is a poison 
that only serve, to impede all the natural functions. Cof
fee is much less hurtful because it interferes less with 
nutrition. 
ALCOHOL HURTFUL. 
Alcohol is bad in its concentrated form and the primary 
cause of a great many disorders. In its lighter forms it is 
less hurtful, and in some forms even beneficial if properly 
used. As it exists in malt and light wines it is an aid to 
nutrition and prevents the waste of tissue. The study of 
civilization should then be to learn the proper use of al
cohol. 
Tobacco has no redeeming qualities; it is bad from be

ginning to end, and absolutely no good conies from its use. 
It impairs to a greater or less extent all the senses ; but its 
chief evil is its hurtful influence on the heart and brain. It 
is particularly injurious when taken into tbe immature 
system. If people are determined to use it, the effect would 
be much less hurtful by waiting lill after they are 21 years 
old. 
Overeating is a dreadful vice of civilization. It takes 

into the system an excess of material that cannot be thrown 
off, and the inevitable consequence is the turning of that 
into poison, the chief agency of disease. People eat too 
much meat, too many varieties of food and too much trash, 
which moves in genteel society under the alias of " pastries," 
Meat once a day is usually enough for any one, and there 
is no better specimen of health than tbe ruddy German, 
who is glad to get it twice a week. Too much food results 
in fatty degeneration. 
EATINO TOO FAST. 
An evil hardly less hurtful than overeating is fast eating. 
This, too, is one of tbe pernicious products of civilization. 
People not only eat too fast, but they live too fast, and the 
extra energy they expend is taken off the end of life. 
The fast living of civilization causes riot among all the 

natural functions. The nervous system becomes irritated 
and weakened till it can no longer resist fatigue. Then 
disease takes bold. 
Contagious diseases are peculiar to civilization. Con

sumption, scarlet fever, typhoid fever, cholera, smallpox 
and others, all contagious, are rare among the aborigines. 
They are in the great majority of cases the result of drink
ing impure water. 
The cure ofall this is the education of the people. Every 

school in the land should have one or more com
petent teachers of hygiene. For every dollar spent 
in building schools, a like amount should be spent in 
providing proper means for physical training. 

Night Air and Malaria. 

" Ever since I can remember, I've heard changes rung on 
the necessity for sitting in doors st night, especially in 
malarial districts. Tn walk about much in the evening 
was deadly. To sit on the porch or door st̂ p was to take 
one's life in one's hands, while riding or driving were only 
permitted as matters of necessity, and the team generally 
went home against time, in order to eet us in out of the 
night air. 
"Now, the physician comes in hereandattends a patient 

suffering from a malarial disease, and after divers and 
sundry other directions, tells us, that, whatever we do, we 
must not shut fresh air out of the sick-room even at night, 
but must have the windows so arranged that the ventila
tion will be as nearly perfect as possible. 
"Now, this is a malarial locality, at all events it is con

sidered so, and the patient contracted whatever disease 
there may be just here. If you will tell me what difference 
there is between breathing night air indoors, and night air 
out of doors, it will relieve my mind of great anxiety. W e 
would no more think of spending the night, or anyportion 
of it, in the bo in mock on the porch than we would of seeking 
suicide in any other direction, and yet here is this medical 
authority insisting that we bring indoors the very elements 
that we are supposed to stay in the house in order to avoid, 
"Now, don't understand that I am quarrelling with any

body's notion on tbe importance of Iresh air, for I am not, 
but I am trying to make up my mind why so much is said 
against spending a little time out of doors in the evening, 
and so much in favor of bringing the same atmosphere in to 
the house. For my part, I think that a great deal of the 
danger from night air comes from the fact that people go 
out without sulficient wrappings. I think tbat I could 
spend half of m y evenings on the piazza, and not receive 
the slightest injury, if I protected myself in a proper way, 
but I should wear a cloak as thick as the one I use in mid
winter, and should keep a hood or light shawl over my 
head all of the time. I once spent a season in one of the 
worst malarial districts I ever knew. It was confidently 
predicted by every one who knew me, that I would have 
malaria-fever, because I insisted on sitting outon the porch 
of evenings, but I always put on a jacket, and then wrapped 
myself in a mackintosh with a hood pulled over so as to 
cover all but m y face. I didn't catch cold, nor did I have 
an ache or a pain either that season or the next. Almost 
every one around there had ague and chills and fever and 
aches of all sorts, but I assure you that the sick ones were 
those who went out without wrappings, and always de
clared: " Oh, it won't hurt me to go out a little while; I 
never take cold ; " but they took the consequences of their 
imprudence, and some of them paid for their folly with 
their lives. This and similar experiences have fully satisfied 
me that it is less what you do than the way you doit, which 
preserves the health; therefore, I am going to obey the 
doctor's orders and open the windows, but they will not be 
the windows of the sick-room. I shall let in the air _o the 
other rooms first, and ventilate entirely in what you might call a secondary fashion. I shall also take the precau

tion to put an extra blanket over the sufferer, or, what is 
often better, a very thick linen sheet, which is a more com
plete protection under such circumstances than the heav
iest blanket."-T-ATew York Ledger. 

The Balance Sheet in Life. 

It is said that the world gets value received for all of its 
acts and doings, and tbat the law of compenastion is so ac
curately adjusted that the balance sheet tallies to the mil
lionth part of a fraction. 
It might be interesting to note the operations of this 

law as regards drunkenness and other excesses. There is 
a Scripture text which seems to bear directly upon this sub
ject: " Becnuse sentence against an evil work is not exe
cuted speedily, therefore the heart of the sons of men is 
fully set in them to do evil." To put off the day of account
ing, to he fully persuaded in their own minds that because 
it has not appeared to come it never will, is the line of 
reasoning which the self-indulgent sinner adopts, and 
feeling secure on this ground, he giveshimself up to license 
of all sort, and actually revels in wrong doing. 
So much for the present evil. The law of compensation 

does not appear as yet; but it is leavening this lump of de
fiance, and sooner or later will have its perfect work. 
Some day there is a pain in the head, an " all gone" feel
ing that destroys ambition and puts hope out of joint; or 
there is a slight attack of dizziness, some symptoms of apo
plexy, or a scarcely perceptible feeling of numbness over one 
side or in the hand or foot. The law is beginning its work. 
Butsome way proceedings seem to be stayed ; the reconstruc
tive powers of nature rally a little, and enable the victim 
to pull himself together and to go on again, often with more 
recklessness and less reason than ever before. Of course, 
nature finally rebels, and the result is either a mental 
wreck or a physical burden. 
And the real reason for all of this breaking down is never 

given to the public, if, indeed, it is not carefully concealed 
by the physician, even from the patient himself. He is 
often called the best doctor who humors the patient's 
whims, and, wise man that he is, he allows a certain amount 
of dissipation, on the theory that a too sudden breaking 
off is not wise. In this way the victim's conscience is lulled 
to rest, and he is " kept comfortable," the friendssay, when 
in reality he is still clinging with the feeble grasp ofa dying 
man to the few vices which his circumstances and surround
ings will permit. But the doctor is building better than he 
knows, and is helping to finish the work by permitting 
these indulgences. The struggle cannot last long, and soon 
nature feels that she has had enough of such a destroyer of 
her handiwork, and quietly drops him, as not worth look
ing after any longer. Better men than he are ready 
and anxious to fill his place in the world, and nature has 
vindicated ber great and unchangeable laws. 
Well would it be for the sons ol men if they gave heed to 

these warnings. But they go about, blinded by ignorance 
and an overwhelming desire to prove all things which are 
evil. And this is the way in which lives are wrecked and 
hearthstones are made desolate. 
" Because sentence against an evil work, is not executed 

speedily, therefore the heart ofthe sons of men is fully set 
in them to do evil."—New York Ledger. 

easily as those which come from the flame of bis spirit lamp, 
and describes the composition ofa flaming sun as readilyas 
can the geologist the constituent parts of the rock whicli he 
is chipping with his hammer. Each fresh discovery,too, adds 
to the mystery ofthe heavens, and causes tbe finite mind 
to stand amazed at the complexity of the laws which rule 
the universe.— Philadelphia Record. 

Sun Spots and the Aurora Borealis, 

Observers ofthe sun's face have for centuries noticed at 
times dark spots on it. Now we know from the accumu
lated observations that tbe extent and numberof these spots 
vary. Sometimes we can see very few, or even none at all, 
and sometimes we can see a great many, some of which are 
visible to tlie naked eye when protected by a colored or 
smoked glass. Such a spotted region is now (February 
18th) passing out of sight on the southwestern limb ofthe 
sun ; but a second group of spots is finely visible on the 
northern hemisphere, stretching in a long line from the 
eastern edge to the center of the sun. But what has the 
sun to do with the aurora? Simply this: It has been 
shown that when we have the greatest number of sun spots, 
then we have the most frequentand most gorgeous displays 
of the aurora. When there is a great storm on the sun-
producing spots, then we feel at once on our little earth a dis
turbance of electrical conditions. The display of the aurora 
on February 13th is regarded as an accompaniment of the 
solar disturbances which have produced the tremendous 
spotted regions mentioned. 
The average time from when the spotted area on the sun 

is greatest to the next maximum is a little over eleven 
years. Tlie last spot maximum occured in 1883-4, a year 
or two behind the average time, and we seem now to be 
approaching a maximum in 1892-3. W e may therefore 
fairly conclude that during this year we shall be favored 
with numerous and brilliant aurora,—Professor John K. Pees, 
in Harper's Young People. 
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Astronomical Advance. 

No department of science has made greater progress in 
late years than has astronomy, and the discoveries brought 
about by the aid of photography may yet compel a revision 
of the existing theories in regard to the solar and stellar 
systems. Reference has already been made in these columns 
to the investigations into the variations in the light of 
Algol, which the Arabs call the Demon Star, and to the dis
covery that th.se variations are due to a huge, dark body 
revolving around Algol, which at regular intervals comes 
into the line of sight between the latter star and the earth, 
and thus partially eclipses the Demon Star. 
Certain irregularities in the motions of these two bodies 

have given rise to the suggestion that possibly their erratic 
movements may be due tu the presence of another star in 
their immediate neighborhood ; and Mr. S. 0. Chandler, of 
Boston, has, after careful calculations, come to the conclu
sion that such a star actually exists, and that it is far more 
massive than either Algol or its companion. Mr. Chandler 
goes even farther, and says that there are several otberstars 
known to astronomers to be variable whicli evidently have 
one more dark companions like those of Algol; and if this 
speculation should prove to be true it would simply beaddi-
tional evidence of thegreatnumberand variety of material 
objects that undoubtedly exist in the stellar system, 
The announcement made last month of the appearance 

of a new star in a constellation in the Milky Way bus also 
attracted the attention of astronomers. New stars have 
heretofore been supposed to be stars of the ordinary kind, 
suddenly subjected to some process whicli has driven them 
into a condition of fervent heat; but new facts obtained by 
the use of the spectroscope have suggested that the former 
theories need tu he entirely recast. In a memoir on this 
subject, presented recently to the Royal Society, Mr. G. 
Norman Lockyer. the great English astronomer, declared 
that one by one " the facts have been established that the 
solar system may, at a former stage of its history, have 
been a swarm of meteorites; that tbe spectra of nebula: 
and ofa certain class of stars remarkable for the appearance 
of bright lines in their spectra are similar to a degree 
hitherto undreomt of; and finally, that in a nebula so-
called stars may vary their brilliancy with unimagined 
rapidity, and that even such stars as the Pleiades may 
in all probability be only the bright centers of a nebulous 
assemblage, a meeting-place of meteoritic streams," 
During the last twenty years astronomers have been at 

work on new stars with the spectroscope, and it has been 
discovered tbat the quality of the light emitted by the stars 
is intimately related to comets and nebuhe. It has also 
been discovered that by heating a meteorite in a vacuum 
tube a bright light may be produced in the spectrum which 
disappears when tbe temperature is increased. It wasalso 
found that this line of light was coincident in position with 
the one observed in new stars, in nebula-, and in faint 
comets; and the conclusion baa, therefore, been reached 
that the appearance of a new star is due to the collision of 
two meteor swarms of different densities. 
The amazing progress of science is strongly illustrated by 

these discoveries. In his lonely tower the astronomer scans 
the heavens, with his instruments, weighs and measures the flaming masses that are whirling through space billions of miles away, recognizes the colors which they give out as 

Electrical Action ofthe H u m a n Body. 

In the course of a series of lectures delivered by Prof, 
McKendrick before the Royal Institution of London, the 
speaker showed some interesting experiments to demon
strate that there was in reality a distinct electrical action 
of tbe human body. He showed the effect of animal 
electrical currents by means of a very sensitive galvano
meter. Current from animals such as the torpedo fish had 
long been known, he said, but it was much disputed 
whether there was such a thing as an electric current from 
man. This man-current he demonstrated by putting his 
hands into a three-quarter per cent, solution of common 
salt contained in two Hat vulcanite dishes.' The effect 
upon the galvanometer was greater as the numberof fingers 
inserted was increased, and wos greatest when the muscles 
of the arm -w,ere contracted. There were no fewer than 50 
species of animals that were living electric batteries, the 
speaker declared, although only live or six were generally 
known. 

Is Electricity a Manufactured Article ? 

Ifelectricity is a manufactured article, so is the atmos-
pbericair we breathe, and the one is quite as much open to 
taxation as the other. Atmospheric air is utilized in many 
ways. Take one, for example, viz.—blast furnaces. The 
air which surrounds this globe of ours, and without which 
active natural life {animal or vegetable) cannot exist, is 
drawn by the blastengine into its cylinders, and there com-
pressedand forced outihrnugh the tuyeresinto thefurnace 
with the force required to raise its contents to melting beat; 
it undergoes no chemical or other change; it is not manu
factured by a con bination of other elements ; it is certain
ly a combination of gases, but that combination is not the 
result of human agency, and it is free to all creation ; con
sequently cannot by any laws or possible course of reason
ing be brought underthe head ofa manufactured article. 
- In its utilization for the above-mentioned and for Hun
dreds of other purposes, it undergoes 110 change of any de
scription, and cannot be placed in the same category as gas. 
Electricity is an element similar to atmospheric air. 
Every one who knows anything about electricity knows 
that it pervades everything in the universe, in a positive 
or negative state, and by disturbing the equilibrium which 
if left to itself maintains, certain effects, are produced. 
Electrical machines of whatever description, do not man
ufacture the electric fluid. Tbey are merely suitable forms 
of machines for collecting, or generating (though it is a 
question whether tbe latter is a strictly correct term) the 
electric fluid which already exists; just as the blowing 
cylinder of the blast engine drawa in and compresses the 
air, so the dynamo draws off from the surrounding earth 
its supply of electricity, wliich by carelul insulation is uti
lized as required in its efforts to return to its normal con
dition. Blast is conveyed by pipes from the blowing cylin
der, and air vessels (when they are used) to the furnaces_ or 
to whatever other use the compressed air is to be applied. 
The electric current is conveyed by insulated wires and 
cables to whatever use it is to be applied, but roan did not 
make the air or tbe electric fluid but he does make thegas.be-
cause by a mechanical process he produces it from a sub
stance—coal—which undergoes a change and yields other 
products besides gas. Neither tbe atmospheric air or the 
electric fluid undergo any change in their constituents by 
utilizing tbe energy collected, and stored in the appliances 
and apparatus in use at electric lighting stations, or at the 
blast furnaces of iron companies, and the latter could not 
reasonably be taxed for the supply of air drawn from nature 
any more than the electric fluid can be taxed which is also 
drawn from nature. Water works companies do not man
ufacture tbe water which they supply to the public, but all 
three industries derive pecuniary profit from the supply of 
these articles to the public, with which articles they are 
supplied by nature, and consequently to determine the 
point mooted in your article it is for legislators to decide 
whether setting aside the nature and description nfarticle 
(atmospheric air, electricity, or water), the industry itself 
asa profit-producing business taken from the same aspect 
as any other profit-producing business in which capital is 
invested,is or is not liable to taxation on the profits ofthe 
concern ; if it is not faxed the chances are the public will not be supplied a whit cheaper, and if it is taxed the public will indirectly pay the tariff—If. I). Boylis in Discovery. 

http://th.se
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ORE MINING MACHINE. 

No. 471,434. JAMES C. ROBERTSON, GLEN CAMPBELL 
PUSSY. Patented March 21, 1892, A large triangular drill 
head 50 is mounted on the end of the drill shaft 31, which 
is rotated by hand by means ofthe crank 31, and tlie bevel 
gears 3'J and 33. The drill shaft carries a large brush 52, to 
clear away the borings made by the drill head 50. It also 
carries a worm 35, which drives a worm wheel 20 (seen in 
the front end view) and the cutter shaft 18. This shaft has 
several flanges or discs 21 which are notched to receive and 
hold three cutter bars 24. These cutters are notched on 
their edges as shown, and they serve to tear out the ore that 
is loosened by the drill. The cutter shaft and the drill 
shaftare mounted on a sliding plate 13, which slides between 
the front end bars 1, and the side bars 3. A cross head 
composed of two transverse bars 26 is attached to 13 and 
guides it, and also carries the driving gears and crank. It 
is provided with two nuts, made in halves, which engage 

the screws 8. These feed screws are journaled in suitable 
boxes in the front and rear frames 1 and 2, and are turned 
hy a chain and sprocket wheels 10. Tbe third sprocket is 
carried on the end ofthe square shaft 11, which is rotated by 
a ratchet 37 and a pawl carried on a lever GO, This lever is 
vibrated by a pitman attached to a crank pin on the face of 
the gear 36 and the throw of the lever is varied by connect
ing the pitman at different points, for which purpose the 
lever is provided with several holes. In operation the 
frames 1 and 2 are securely fastened in place by jack screws 
or bars, and the crank is rotated until the drill and cutters 
are driven as far forward as the crosshead will carry them. 
Then the keys 47, on each side of the feed nuts, are drawn 
out allowing the nuts to open. Next the frame is moved 
forward by bars or handspikes, until the rear bars 2 encoun
ter the crosshead ; tbe feed nuts are closed, and the machine 
is ready for another advance. 

GAS APPARATUS. 

No. 469,574. JAMES R. KEXPALL, TERRE HAUTE, IND 
Patented February 23, 1892. The shell or casing A, is made 
of wrought iron plate, and is lined with fire-brick a, aa is 
its cover T, which has in it the valve Tl closed by the hinge 
E. 
The apparatus has within it three chambers B, C, and D, 

of which B and C are heating and decomposing chambers, 
and D the gas receiving chamber, tbe remaining space 
within the cylinder being filled with brick "checker work," 
in which the currents of gaspassingin through the cylinder 
are interrupted and broken up, thus causing a thorough 
diffusion and mixture of the gases throughout the cylinder or 
retort. The top layers of the checker-work are covered 
with a layer of fire-brick balls s s, which form grate-like 
bottoms for the heating or decomposing chambers. 
Access to the chamber B for the purpose of cleaning, re

pairs, and inspection is had through the valve-opening T1, 
and to the chamber C through the man-hole R. The valves 
K and T1 are used to admit air while the retort is being 
heated to tbe proper degree for fixing the gas and are closed 
during the operation of fixing. 
Blocks . fi, of suitable refractory material, which contain 

the curved and flared tuyeres (.', are set into the lining of 
the retort in such a manner as to cause the hydro-carb6n 
vapor, steam, and air passing through them to spread 
out and rotate around the chambers, thereby diffusing and 
commingling the same. 
The gas receiving chamber D is provided with the dis

charge-pipe d, through which the gas which has entered it 
from the chambers B and C and passed through the checker 
work fi fi, leaves the retort or generator, 
; Embedded in tbe lining ofthe retort are the circumferen
tial steam pipes iu i11 atld the vertical air-pipes p p. which 
connect by means of the pipe •p111 plu and p1 pu with the 
tuyeres fi fi. These pipes pl p11 at the point where they 
enter the retort are connected to the tuyeres are con
siderably contracted in diameter, forming nozzles i i. at the 
larger end of which, as shown in Fig. 1, enter the nozzles 
•Pt1, which admitthehydro-carbon to the retort, and behind 
them the pipes i11!*11 in the lining of the retort, through which is admitted steam to the retort at iH*. The nozzles » i are really injectors, the steam-jet spraying and vaporiz

ing the oil as it enters the nozzles and carrying it into the 
decomposing chambers. The pipes pl pu connecting with 
the nozzles or injectors i **., are used to admit air directly 
to the retort. 
A draft pipe S, is attached to the gas pipe d, and is pro

vided with a steam jet blower VV, to aid in blowing up the 
fire. The apparatus is started hy building a wood fire in 
the top chamber B, and starting the upper injectors and 
blowing in some oil spray. At the same time the valves T1 

andK are opened.also the valves I and 0 in the pipe S, and 
the steam jet W is started. As soon as tbe checker work 
begins to get hot. the valves T1 and K are shut, and air is 
taken in only through tbe pipes p. As soon as the brick 

are heated to incandescence, the valves I and 6 are shut, the 
air supply is shut off, and all the injectors are turned on to 
full capacity. The oil vapor and steam are broken up by 
the intense heat, and combine to make permanent water 
gas, which passes off to the holder by the pipe d. This 
process of gas making is continued until the checker 
work is cooled to the point where it wilt not dissociate the 
vapors, when the gas valve in pipe d is closed, and the 
blower W is started up, and the process of blowing up the 
heat to incandescence is resumed. Thus the process of gas 
making and heating up the apparatus are alternated at in
tervals depending upon the size ofthe apparatus. 

GRINDING MILL. 

No. 469,145. SAMUEL HuaiiES, CHARLESTON, S. C. 
Patented February 16th, 1S92. A represents a circular die. 
This die is set horizontally on abed 1, where it is held 
securely by a bolt or band 2 as shown. The die is prefer
ably constructed with a tapering borj 4, and rolls 5 5, pre
ferably cylindrical in form, are arranged to co-operate 
with this die to crush, grind, and pulverize the material 
fed into the mill. To properly balance the machine, three 
rolls are desirable. These are secured on shafts 6 6, which 
in turn are arranged equidistant from one another around 
a horizontal drive-shaft 7. A pair of drivers 8 andy are 
secured to the main shaft 7 at suitable distances apart. In 
the former the shafts are arranged to vibrate or slide radi
ally from the shaft 7. The end of the shalt passes through a 
sleeve 10, where it passes, revolves freely as occasion 
requires it, and to prevent endwise movement collars Hare 
secured on the shafts at the ends of the sleeves. Tbe sleeves 
themselves are provided with trunnions 12, by which tbey 
are supported in driver 9. In tbe large driver sliding jour
nal-boxes 13 13 are arranged to slide in and out and the 
shafts revolve in these journal-boxes. Stout spiralsprings 15 

15 of sufficient tensile strength to sustain the weight ofthe 
rolls and their shafts, are interposed between the journal 
boxes and the hub of the driver, to resist the downward 
tendency ofthe uppermost roll or rolls when not held out
ward by centrifugal force. The drivers hold the rolls to 
their work and prevent lateral strain which would other
wise result. The heads 16 and 17 are secured to the op
posite ends ofthe circular die, as shown in Fig. 1, and the 
rock ia fed through the former. 

To regulate the passage ofthe material through tbe ma
chine and prevent it. beiug fed through too rapidly, feeding-
arms 18 IS are secured to the main shaft 7 just inside the 
head of casing 16. These arnis are preferably a bout three in 
number, and as they rotate they catch the material and 
drive it inward. From the enormous speed tliere is a tend
ency to drive (hc material entirely through the die at once 
before it is ground; but this is prevented by bending the 
arms at tbeir ends to form hooks 19 19. These catch the 
material and tend to stop it or retard its progress. At the 
opposite end ofthe circular die the pnddles or fans 20 20 are 
secured. These devices create a draft, which forces it out 
through a discharge 21, and, in this manner, tbe material 
is removed from the mill, after which it may be screened. 

MINING MACHINE. 
No. 469,260. JONAS L. MITCHELL, CHICAGO, III. 
Patented Februani 2d, 1892. This machine employs a long 
taper cutter bar F, which is armed with projecting teeth as 
shown, and is rotated by a pinion /gearing into the wheel 
dl. This wheel is driven by the pinion shown on the 
engine shaft The engine is double and is intended for the 
use ofsteam or compressed air. The driving wheel d1 also 
drives a pinion e1 on a shaft e. The machine is dragged 
along the face, and the cutter bar kept up to its work by a 
cable K1, which is wound up by the drum K. The end of 
tbe cable is bitched to a jack-screw fixed at some conven
ient place ahead. The drum is driven at either of two 
speeds by the worms shown on the shafts cand d. Both 
worm wheels are loose on the shaft I, and turn at different 
speeds, in the snme direction. A clutch P serves to engage 
either worm wheel to the feed shaft I, which turns the 
worm wheel L on the foot of the drum shaft/;. Connection 
is made to the drum by means of the friction clutch M, 
which is operated by the screw /.- and hand wheel k*. In 
case hard coal or other obstructions are encountered, the 
clutch M may be eased off, and the drum be allowed to slip 
until the obstruction is cut through or removed. The 

3 'f x Ft.33. 

chips are cleaned out from the cut by a chain h, which ia 
driven by a sprocket wheel IT1", and is guided by bars h2. Mo
tion is imparted to II'1 by the shaft II1 and miter gears H 3, 
TI3 which are driven by the shaft d. The cutter bar is re
movable from tbe main frame ofthe machine, to faciliate 
the moving of the machine around the chamber. To do 
this, the cutter bar journals aro made to run in square 
boxes. The rear end of the frame is provided with heavy 
straps g and keys as shown. The square boxes pass between 
the straps and are secured by driving in tbe keys. The 
tendency of the machine to work itself out of the cut is 
resisted by a rail C. which is laid on the floor and is held in 
place by suitable jack-screws. The outer bar of tbe main 
frame is supported hy tbe wheels a, but the inner side runs 
on a shoe plate laid on tlie floo-\ 

STEAM BOILER. 

No. 469,124. THOMAS R.BUTMAN, CHICAGO, III. Patented 
February 16, 1892. This boiler has a plain cylindrical shell 
g, which is closed at the bottom by a semi-circular ring s, 
which provides a good receptacle for sediment and scale. 
The upper tube sheet is riveted to an inner shell i which ia 

closed at the top by a coyer I, lined with brick or tile m. A 
great number of short tubes n, run from the smoke box 
through the shells i and g, to the outer smoke flue or jacket 
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0. This jacket extends downward to the chimney belt p. 
The furnace is circular, and is made with double walls, and 
the air for the fire is taken in between the walls, for the 
purpose of economizing heat and increasing the combustion 
ofthe fuel. A deflecting ring/ is provided at the top of the 
tubes to equalize the draft through the tubes n. 
The bot gases from the fire pass upward through the 

tubes d, into tbe smoke-box, and out through the tubes 
n, then downward through the jacket o, to the belt p, 
and pass from there up the stack q. Tbe water line is car
ried above the top tube sheet. In all but the smallest 
boilers there is enough room between the shell g and the 
tubes, for a man to pass asound, to inspect and clean the 
interior. 

TRACTION DEVICE, 

No.468,860, WALTER B. WRIGHT, CHICAGO, III. Patented 
Feb. 16, 1892. It is found that in the case of light cars, such 
as tram and street cars in which the propelling power lo
cated upon the car is employed, the weight of the car is not 
sufficient to cause the desired degree of adhesion of the run
ning-gear to the supporting track. Particularly is this de
ficiency remarked in the event of heavy grades and slip
pery tracks being encountered. 
To remedy this trouble, a wheel O*1 running in a conduit 

P 4 is employed, to grip the flanges of the conduit against 
the traction-wheel with any desired force. 
C is a traction-wheel on the short axle D, which is sup-

Eorted in tbe bearings E E, so as to move vertically on the 
angers F F. G is a sprocket-wheel upon the same axle 

driven by the drive-chain H. from the sprocket-wheel J on 
the armature shaft Kof the dynamo L. M Mare the arms of 
a yoke, in which is also journaled the axle D, and these 

arms are linked by the link N to similar arms 0 0 "with
in the channel O1. These arms support the short axle 0-, 
which carries the wheel O8. At the forward ends of tbe 
arms 0 tbey are connected by the link I*1, which passes up 
through the slot P2 between the side sections P3 P3 of the 
conduit pipe P*. 
The grip handle S1 and its shaft S passes down through 

the platform and is provided with a screw thread on the 
lower end, which engages the nut P1. The grip shaft also 
has a collar bearing on top of the swivel R11. When the 
car arrives at a hill, or a piece of slippery track, the motor-
man can secure all tbe adhesion he wants by turning the 
handle S1, and thus increasing the pressure between the 
wheels C and O 1 upon the flanges of tbe conduit. 

LATHE. 
No. 469,813 CAUL G. DAHLGBEH AND JOHN H. SVENSSON, 
GOTEBORG, SWEDEN. Patented ifareh 1, 1892. The object of 
this invention is to turn blanks to square, hexagonal, or 
other prismatic form, in a lathe of ordinary construction. 
Fig. 1 shows a top view of the lathe and special cutter, 
and Figa, 2 and 3 show the relative positions of the blank 
and the cutter at successive moments, when producing a 

square and a hexagonal column. It is found that a cutter 
having two equidistantblades will, if driven with a velocity 
double that of the blank, cut out a four-angled figure, the 
faces of which are slightly convex. If driven with a velo
city treble tbat of tbe blank, it will but out a hexagonal 
*igure the faces of which will be slightly concave. 

In the drawings, A is the blank, which is fixed on the 
live-spindle e in the usual manner. The live-spinlde c 
drives tbe shaft z3 by means of toothed wheels A A. 
On the shaft A is the toothed wheel 8s, which gears 
with the spherical toothed wheel *.', through which 
passes tbe shaft ... connected to rotate with the wheel z1 by 
means of a long feather d1 thereon moving in a keyway in 
the wheel, so tbat the shaft ./is freely movable in tbe line of 
its axis back and forth through said wheel. The shaft d is 
connected to the shaft a, carrying the cutting-tool B, said 
shaft a being journaled parallel to the blank in a rest-block 
with usual adjustments parallel to and perpendicular 
to tbe blank. The joint connecting the shafts d and a may 
be of any known construction of rocking joint, whereby 
tbe shaft d may revolve the shaft a at all times, whatever 
may be the relative angular position of the axis ofthe shaft 
during the working of the machine. By replacing the one 
or other pair of wheels z1 z3 or s3 z*1 by similar gearing-
wheels of different relative sizes the proportion between 
the velocities of the spindle e and tbe shaft rf, "or between 
the blank and tbe cutting-tool may be altered at will. If 
the tool be moved up too close, the blank will be merely 
reduced in size although it will be properly shaped, but if 
the tool be moved too far away it will only Hat oft or hollow 
out the sides of the blank. Thus the size of the work 
turned out is limited by the size of the cutter. 

DRIVING PULLEY FOR LATHES, ETC. 

No. 469,468. PERRY R. GILBERT, CHAMJBERSBURG, PA. 
Patented Feb. 28, 1892. The shaft A is driven by the pulley 
B, or vice versa. The hub of tbe pulley is made with several 
notches b, which are engaged by the dog D. Tbe shipper 
rod I carries two arms or forks H and J. Arm II takes 
bold of the cone G, which slides on a feather in the shaft, 
and serves to throw the lever or dog D into the position 
shown. The collar which carries the dog is fast on the 
shaft, and when tbe cone is moved up against the collar F, 
tbe pulley hub is seized by tbe dog and it is compelled to 
revolve with the shaft A. AVhen it is desired that the 
pulley should run the reverse way, the cone G is moved 
away to the position shown, the spring rf throws the dog 

up out of the notch _>, and the shipper rod is moved to the 
left until the arm J obstructs the hub . on the arm P, aa 
ahown. This arm turns loosely on tbe shaft and carries a 
pinion N, which gears with a spur wheel M (wliich is keyed 
on A) and with teeth on the inside of the pulley rim. 
While the pulley is clutched to the shaft by the dog D, and 
cone G, the arm P and its pinion all go around with the 
pulley, but when the arm P is stopped by the shipper arm 
J, the pinion revolves on its pin and transmits the motion 
of the spur wheel M to the rim S of the pulley, moving it 
in the opposite direction, and at a lower speed. The device 
is thus adapted to drive machines having a slow driving 
motion and a quick Teverse or return movement. 

LIGHTING DEVICE FOR SAFETY-LAMPS. 

No. 469,918. JOHN B. HARRIS, JOHN T. GRIL-FITH, AND 

THOMAS B. HARRIS, WILKES-BARRE, PA. Patented March 1 
1S92. The letter A represents an oil-reservoir of the usual 
construction, which constitutes the base of a lamp and is 
adapted to be screwed to the lower section ofa lamp. This 
reservoir is provided with the usual wick-tube and wick-
raising devices, as shown, and in proximity to the wick-
tube A1 is arranged the open-ended tube or casing B, within 
which is arranged the traveling fulminate-carrier, which 

consists ofa flat elongated plate R, bavinga screw threaded 
opening, through which passes the screw rod P, which is 
suitably swiveled at its lower end in a cap-plate a, which 
latter rests upon the end of the nut or screw-threaded ring 
T, which is secured to the bottom of the oil-reservoir by 

screwing the same into the ring or circular flange TJ, said 
cap-plate serving also as a cover for the lower end of 
tbe tube B. thereby cutting off all communication with the 
atmosphere and thus preventing the admission of air and 
gases through the same, tbe carrier for the inflammable 
substances being thus completely boused within the con
taining tube. Tlie tube B is formed with an interior recess 
or niche to receive the rod P, which latter is provided at 
its lower end with a thumb-nut or handle e, by which it 
may be rotated so as to cause tbe fulminate-carrier R to 
move up or down for the purpose of bringing apellet orthe 
end of a match-stub into position to be operated upon by 
tbe igniting device 0, for the purpose of lighting the lamp, 
the formation ofthe tube or easing being such that a num
berof match-stubs, as shown in Fig. 3, or other suitable in
flammable substances may be placed therein at one side of 
the rod P and supported upon tbe carrier, one above 
another, so as to be brought successively into position to 
light the lamp. These simple contrivances afford a ready 
means for supplying a miner's lamp with a number of ful-
minating-pellets, for the-purpose of lighting or relighting a 
lamp by manipulating the igniting device from the outside, 
witboutdanger of explosion or the necessity for leaving ibe 
mine. 

PUMPING ENGINE. 
No. 469,661. WM. E. GOOD, PHILADELPHIA, PENN'A. 
Patented Feb. 23,1S92. The plungers are double acting, and 
are driven by a connecting rod D, which takes hold of a pin 
E 1 on the triangular beam E. The pistons of the high 
pressure cylinder K, and ofthe low pressure cylinder L, are 
connected by tbe rods N and P to tbe opposite ends of the 
same beam, by the pins E 2 and E3. Two of tbese engines 
are usually built in one frame, and the fly-wheel J is locat
ed between them. Each end of the fly-wheel shaft is pro

vided with a crank H, and the shaft is rotated by connect
ing rods G, which are coupled to a fourth pin E*1 on each 
beam. The valve mechanism (not shown) is driven by a 
"Fink" link, and is controlled by a "Porter" governor as 
shown. By this construction tbe working parts are made 
very easy to get at, and a great economy of room is secured. 
The foundations required are of the plainest kind and con
sequently the expense for buildings and masonry is smaller 
tban with other types of pumping engines. 

ELECTRIC RECIPROCATING ENGINE. 

No. 469,441. MERLE J. WIGHTMAN, SCRANTON, PA. 
Patented Feb. SS, 1892. This engine employs a continuous 
current in the field coils b, bl, which are stationary, and an 
alternating current in the armature coil a on the reciprocat
ing core B, at the same time. The field coils are contained 
within groves in the outer iron case C, and are connected at 
one end to the brush I, and at the other end tothe brush I2. 
A resistance box h, is provided in the circuit to vary the 

excitation of the coils b, _*'. The core B is guided by the 
rods rf, rf1, and one of them rf1 is insulated hy a nonconduct
ing washer from the core body. Tbe guide-head A is also 
insulated from the body of tbe case C. The coil a is made 
principally of plates, and tbe ends ofthe coil are connected 
to the rods rf and d1, and through (hem tothe brushes ff1,/'. 
These brushes hear on thecontinuous rings g and/andcon-
sequently receive an alternating current, while the brushes 
I and I3 bear on opposite sides of an ordinary commutator 
and take off a continuous current. Tbe polarity of the 
field is thus constant, while tbat of the core is rapidly 
reversed. The alternating current can be varied in strength 
by the resistance box i. Tbe movement of the core 
may be made much stronger in one direction than in the 
other. This is done by connecting the armature coil a to 
the continuous current circuit, through a resistance that 
can be varied at will. If tbe continuous and alternating 
currents be equal then the core B will be inert, and its 
moving force will increase exactly as the continuous 
current is withdrawn. Aa long as both currents excite the 
core, the movement outward or away from the center of 
tbe case C, will be equal to the difference in force ofthe two 
currents, butthe return will be accomplished by the com
bined force ofthe two, and will consequently be far mora 
rapid and forcible than the outward motion. The operat
ing currents may be derived from the same machine, as 
shown, or from separate dynamos. Or a continuous 
generator may be used with a pole changer to produce the 
alternating current. 
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[CONCLUDED.] 

Of even greater importance, at present, tban tlie 
Lake Superior region, is tbe copper output of Montana, 
which since 1887, has been the heaviest producerio the 
world. This great output comes from the immediate 
neighborhood of Butte City, where a series of parallel 
fissure veins have been worked for a distance of over 
three miles. Tbe veins occur ia a dark granite, and 
carry ore bodies that run from 10 to as high as 150 feet 
wide. At first the ores were largely oxides aud purple 
ore that ran from 10 to 50 fo in copper, but as the mines 
getdeeper, the ores become more base, or change into 
the poorer chalcopyrite, so that to-day tlie ores of 
Butte may be said to run from 5 to 10% in copper. 
They all carry some silver, and usually in sullicient 
amounts to more tban pay for its extraction. In fact, 
the famous Anaconda, the giant producer ofthe camp, 
was originally started as a silver mine, aa no copper of 
any importance was struck until a depth of over 400 
feet bad been attained ; but at that depth large bodies 
of very rich oxidized ores were found, which at greater 
depths have changed into the sulphide. On account 
of the lower grade of the ores since the mines have 
worked below the permanent water level, concentra
tion mills have had to be erected to enrich them before 
smelting which latter operation produces a product 
called " matte " that will assay from 35 to 70 fo in cop
per. This copper matte is shipped to Eastern and 
Continental smelting works, to be further treated and 
converted into casting copper or ingots. Although 
copper ore of high grade had been previously shipped 
out of Butte to Colorado and other smelters, the real 
history of Butte as a copper camp may be said to date 
from 1880, when it first enjoyed railroad facilities and 
began to do its own smelting. Since then the output 
has steadily grown until it exceeded 56,000 tons in 1891, 
of which the Anaconda group of mines, though shut 
down for several months, produced 23,000 tons, the 
Boston & Montana Companv 13,000 tons, Parrott Cop
per Company 7,000 tons, and the Butte & Boston 9,000 
tons. In spite of these large outputs the profits have 
not been very large, for while the ores are much richer 
than at Lake Superior, the working expenses and trans
portation changes are much higher tban at the "Lake", 
while the copper sells for £ to 14. cents a pound less 
than lake copper ou account of its inferiority for wire
drawing or rolling. So with the comparatively 
low prices that have ruled for copper since Butte has 
become such an active competitor in the world's cop
per market, the dividends have not been very heavy ; 
however, the Boston & Montana Company have paid 
•out $2,075,000 and the Parrot Company '3850,000, as 
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dividends, while no official information is published as 
to the profits of the Anaconda Company, though it 
probably does not begin to rival its great lake com
petitor, "the Calumet & Hecla, a-* a money maker. 
Next in importance in tlie far west to Montana 

comes Arizona, which began to regularly produce 
copper, though in small amounts, in 1873 ; a new era of 
activity began in 1880, which has finally resulted in 
making this territory one of the most important 
producers of this country. Copper is very liberally 
diffused throughout most of Arizona, and if it 
enjoyed good and cheap railroad facilities, with an 
abundance of water and fuel, it would become a very 
heavy producer. As it is, only rich and large ore 
bodies can be worked at a profit, on account of the 
heavy expenses for operating, and the excessive trans
portation charges. This latter item brings the price of 
the coke used for smelting that costs $2.00 at the coke 
ovens, up to $20.00 to §00.00 a ton at the mines, 
depending on tbeir proximity to the railroads. 
The ores thus far worked in Arizona have been 

almost exclusively the oxidized series, or the oxides, 
carbonates, and silicate, wliich in one smelting opera
tion yield a pig copper that will assay about 96fo. 
This smelting into pig or block copper is done at the 
mines, and the pig metal is shipped to the eastern 
smelting works to be refined and put into marketable 
condition. Tbe quality of Arizona copper is usually 
excellent, it ranking next to Lake Superior in the 
copper market. The copper occurs in several kinds of 
deposits in Arizona, but the large, profitable ore-
bodies have thus far been quite generally found in, or 
adjacent to limestone of carboniferous (or coal meas
ure) age, as irregular bodies and stringers, as is well 
shown in the cross-section of the Globe mine, in 
sketch D, which is close to a contact with a diorite 

SKETCH D.-CROSS SECTION OF THE GLOBE MINE, ARIZONA. 

dike (after Wendt). The ores as delivered at the 
furnace, after sorting or concentrating, will assay from 
8 to 20;% in copper; but as the mines become deeper, 

as they are still quite shallow, the oxidized ores will 
give place to ibe poorer, and probably less pure 
sulphide ores. Tbe largest producer in Arizona is the 
Copper Queen Mine, whicli has forthe past four years 
shipped about 4,700 tons of copper a year, and has* paid 
$1,560,000 in dividends since it began producing in 
1880. This mine and the Halbrook & Cave properties, 
which produced 1,400 tons in 1891, are in the Bisbee 
district, near the Mexican border. 
Next in importance to the Copper Queen Mine ia 

the Old Dominion Mine, in the Globe district, in the 
central portion of the territory. This district is the 
most disadvantageous!)' located of any of the copper 
producers of Arizona, as all the supplies for the mine, 
and the pig copper sent out has to be hauled 120 miles 
liy wagon, before reaching the Southern Pacific R. R., 
at an expense of §30.00 a ton. But on account of the 
richness of the ore it has been a very profitable 
property since 1882 on an annual product ranging from 
2,300 to 3,900 tons of copper. 
The Arizona Copper Co., at Clifton, in the south

eastern part of tbe territory, built a railroad seventy 
miles long in order to do away with the heavy haulage 
charges that they formerly had to bear in working a 
property that yields from 2,300 to 3.S00 tons of copper 
a year. The Detroit Copper Co., which produces about 
2,500 tons of copper a year, is also in this Clifton 
district, which is the oldest in the territory, it having 
been a constant producer since 1S73. 
The United Verde mine, in Yavapai County, with a 

production ofabout 3,300tonsin 1801,and afew small 
mines bring tbe total production of Arizona up to about 
20,000 tons in 1891, which is the largest record in tbe 
history of the territory. 
As Lake Superior, Montana, and Arizona produced 

about 9 3 ^ of the copper product of the United States 
in 1891, it leaves but little to be considered as the 
present results of the other copper-producing districts. 

Colorado produces -but little copper from mines 
worked solely for this metal, but considerable is 
obtained as a secondary or by-product in working the 
gold and silver ores in several parts of the state, 
especially in Gilpin and Clear Creek Counties, and the 
total output in 1891 was about 3.400 tons. 
California produces a little copper from a property 

in the southern part of the state that is now operated 
by a French company, and which at one time promised 
to become an important producer. The output of this 
state in 1891 was only about 1,800 tons._ 

Utah produces some copper, but mainly as a by
product in working copper-bearing gold and silver ores, 
the amount not exceeding 1,000 tons in 1891. 
New Mexico and 2't..'<.o_* have had flattering prophesies 

made of their copper resources, but thus far tbeir 
copper production has never been large or important, 
the N e w Mexican output having been only about 800 
tons in 1891. 
The Appalachian belt, from Canada to Alabama, con

tains more or less copper, and many attempts have been 
made to work these deposits in Maine, Vermont, N e w 
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Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Tennessee, and 
other Eastern States, but with the exception of Ver
mont, they have not proved a success as a financial 
investment. At Ely, Vermont, the copper vein, which 
is a segregated deposit, has been exceptionally rich 
and persistent for these Appalachian chalcopyrite ore-
bodies. 
This Ely Mine has been worked to a depth of over 

2300 feet, on the pitch ofthe vein, in working an ore 
that runs 3 to 1%. and formerly produced as much as 
1500 tons annually, which is a very large output for 
an Eastern copper mine. The total product of the 
Eastern and Southern States in 1891 was less than 1000 
tons. 

In considering the copper production ofthe world, 
the heaviest pro ducing district after those of the United 
States, is the be**t of crystalline rocks of Paleozoic age 
that stretches for a distance of 140 miles from Western 
Spain into Portugal, and on which are the famous Rio 
Tinto, Tharsis, Mason & Barry, and other mines. 
In this belt, which is 30 miles wide, occur lenticular 
masses of copper-bearing pyrites, as contact deposits, 
along porphyry intrusions. Tbe ore varies somewhat 
in richness, but usually runs from 2-5 to 3'5% in cop
per, while the ore bodies vary from a few inches to 
over 500 feet in thickness, and as much as 3000 feet 
long. Large quantities of this low grade ore is shipped 
to Europe, where its high sulphur contents is first util
ized in making sulphuric acid, before tbe copper is 
extracted by smelling from the roasted residue. Much 
larger quantities of the poorer grades are treated at the 
mines, and the total production of these Iberian mines 
in 1S90 is given as 53,000 gross tons, of which the Rio 
Tinto company is credited with 30,000 gross tons. 
Next in importance to Spain in Europe are the cop

per-bearing slates of Mansfeld, Germany, from which 
large amounts of silver-bearing copper ore has been 
mined from a 12 to 22 inch seam of Bituminous slate for 
a long time. The ore will average from 25 to 3*0 % in 
copper, though some is as poor as 2% and a little 
as rich as 10%. The usual output of this district, at 
present is from 12,000 to 10,000 tons of copper per 
annum. 
None of the other European countries produce any 

large amount of copper, and the famous Cornwall dis
trict in England is now of trifling importance as a cop
per producer, as its output in 1890 was only about 1,000 
gross tons. 

Chili was one ofthe most important copper producers 
ofthe world for quite a long period, but its annual 
product quite steadily declines, through the impover
ishment and exhaustion of its mines, and the output in 
1890 was 20,000 gross tons, which is about half as much 
as was produced in 1879. 
Japan is quite a copper producer, its output in 1890 

amounting to 15,000 gross tons. 
Australia,Soutli Afrie;i,Venezuela,and Mexico produce 

some copper, which when added with various other 
scattering countries of t-till less importance, assist in 
bringing the total copper production ofthe world up to 
about 270,000 gross tons in 1890, accordingto theannnal 
statistics ofthe Engineering and MnAmg Journal, from 
which most ofthe preceding statements of production 
have been obtained. 

Nova Scotia Explosives Commission. 

Reference was made some time ago in our columns to 
the appointment of a Commission by the Government of 
Nova Scotia, to examine into the question of replacing 
funpowderby an explosive equally effective but less 
angerous in the presence of gas and dust. The ques

tion was forced upon the Government owing to the 
inquect upon the Spnnghill ihsaster pre • m ^ that the 
immediate cause of the explosion was due to the flame 
of a charge of gunpowder used in blasting. The Com
mission, with the Inspector of Mines as chairman, has 
had several meetings and has experimented with the 
most promising explosives in the Pictou and Cape 
Breton mines. The results are not vet known, but it is 
understood that two explosives have proved satisfac
tory so far. One of these is roburite, already well 
known in England, although not vetoflicially endorsed 
by the British < rovernment; the other is understood to 
be similar to the mixture of dynamite, and nitrate 
of ammonia approved of by the French Government as 
having, when detonated, a temperature less than that 
of tbe ignition of fire-damp. As the exact composi
tions of tbese explosives calculated to be safest for coal 
mining have not yet been settled, the labors of the 
Commission are still unended. This subject is one of 
great importance, and has been studied bv many ofthe 
leading chemists of the present day. The report of 
the French Commission is considered the most valuable 
contribution to tbe literature of modern explosives. 
They started out to find an explosive which, when 
fired 111 a mine, would not produce heat enough to 
ignite fire-damp. _\fter researches and experiments 
extending over several years, they have announced four 
such compounds. Two of these have hitherto appeared 
desirable to the Nova Scotia Commission. If the 
further investigations of this Commission, which 
appear to be deliberately and carefully conducted, result 
in giving the public a safe explosive, the Nova Scotia 
Government will have rendered a great service to tbe 
coal mining industry of the Continent. Undoubtedly 
public opinion in the United States will follow that of 
Nova Scotia and demand that where gas is found in coal 
mines a safe explosive must replace gunpowder, and as 
the difference in cost of these explosives, as compared 
with gunpowder, is pound for pound, inconsiderable 
operators will not be able to raise the cry of 
increased cost of production. It is understood that as 
soon as a definite conclusion is reached by the Commis
sion, the miners of British Columbia who have suffered 
from explosions will demand at the hands of their 
Provincial Government a similar measure of protec
tion.— Canadian Mining Revieiv. 

EXTRACTION OF ORE PROM W I D E 
VEINS OR MASSES. 

UY G. D. DELrRAT, LONDON, ENG. 

The object of this paper is to describe an application 
of the cross-cut system of mining, as carried on in the 
Cabezas del Pasto mine, one ofthe copper-mines in the 
south of Spain. The system is not newjbutit is not 
very generally adopted. It offers, however,decided ad
vantages over other systems more in use; especially 
where the ore is found in large masses or wide lodes, it 
allows the extraction ofall the ore without leaving any 
pillars or roofs. A somewhat detailed description ofthe 
various operations and costs of working may not only 
be interesting, but may possibly lead to a more general 
adoption of this method in cases where at present the 
pillar and stall system is preferred. 
The copper-lodes in the south of Spain and Portugal 

are the following : They are nearly all lenticular mass
es of great lateral dimensions and unascertained depth ; 
tbeir direction is approximately east-west, and their 
dip towards north. Some are contact-lodes, having 
slate on the hanging-wall and porphyry on the foot 
wall; others are imbedded in porphyry, and others 
again are imbedded in clay-slate. 
The upper portion of these lodes consists of "gossan," 

a siliceous peroxide of iron, mixed with more or less 
clay. The depth to which the gossan goes down varies 
in different localities, from 40 feet to 120 feet, and more. 
Below tbe gossan is found tbe iron pyrites, with about 
2 to 3 percent, of copper. Thegossanis generally ad-
milted to be tbe result of the decomposition ofthe py
rites, the copper rendered soluble, filtering into the 
underlying layers of undecomposed ore, and enriching 
the ore below tbe gossan above the general average. 
Very rich pockets and streaks of ore, containing some
times 10 per cent, of copper and more, are often found 
in the upper portions of the lodes. The copper con
tained in the ore is generally in the shape of gray and 
black sulphides and copper pyrites : rich pockets often 
show chalcopyrite and fahlerz. In nearly all the mines 
the ore has been found to get poorer in copper with 
greater depth ; a cross section through the Cabezas del 
Pasto mine (Fig. 1) shows this dimunition, and may be 
taken as a fairly representative case. The greater the 
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FIG. 1. CABEZAS DEL PASTO—TRANSVERSE SECTION 

THROUGH SHAFTS 7 AND 8. 
lateral dimensions ofa deposit, the greater is generally 
the depth down to which a fair percentage of copper is 
found. 
In the Rio Tinto mines, which are tbe largestcopper 

mines in Spain, a depth of 700 feet has been reached'in 
some places without any marked decrease in copper con
tents ; but the length and width of the Rio Tinto de
posits are enormous, one of them being more than half 
a mile in length, and in some places more than 300 feet 
wide—all solid ore. 
In the Thai-sis mines, the next in importance, poor 

ore has been found at much less depth, the lateral di
mensions ofthe deposits being smaller. In most ofthe 
smaller mines the ore gets too poor to be worked at a 
profit at a depth less than 300 feet. One percent, of 
copper is generally taken as the limit of workable ore. 
The following is a complete analysis of a fairly rep

resentative sample of ore from the Rio Tinto mines: 
Sulphur 48*3 
Copper „ 3'44 
Iron 43 •:« 
Bismutli -02 
Lime... '94 
Lead 1*00 
Gold -0-1.005 
Silver 004 
Cobalt '05 
Arsenic "75 
Antimony 07 
Calcium oxide.... *23 
Manganese •Of) 
Silica 1-89 
Moisture *-l8 
Selenium traces. 

" •J9D5405-

There are some exceptional deposits, which are of a 
different nature, such as the "Esperanza", near Tharsis, 
where tbe copper is found as a sulphide impregnating 
the slate, but tbey need not here be mentioned. 
The ore is generally sorted by band into two classes. 

The richer ore is sent to England and the Continent, to 
the sulphuric acid manufacturers (who, after burning 
off the acid, send the residue to the copper-works), and 
tbe purer ore is generally treated for copper only in 
proximity to the mines. 
Two svstems of mining are very generally adopted. 
When the gossan is comparatively shallow, and the 

mineral mass is wide, the ore is generally got by open
cast working; the over-burden is removed in benches 
about 30 fee thigh, and the ore, thus laid bare, is quarried. 
The cost of removing the over-burden varies with the 

nature of the ground and with tbe facilities for getting 
proper dumping facilities. The following statement 
shows the average cost over a whole year in the "Joya" 
mine, which is worked by the open-cast system. The 
greater part of tbe material removed is decomposed por
phyry,and, as a rule, fairly bard. 

COST OF REMOVING OVERBURDEN AT THE "jOYA" MINE 
PER CUHIC VARD IN THE SOLID (CALCULATED ON THE 

TOTAL QUANTITY REMOVED DURING 1891.) 
Labor.—Superintendence • SOOOO 

Excavation 0'032 
Loading iuto wagous 0*049 
Mule drivers 0*005 
Unloaiiinq waoons und repairing muds.. 0*016 
Various.. . 0*001-̂ 0*112 

Materials.—nxplosives... 
Baskets (used for loading wagonE).... 
Railway material 
Wagon material -
Oil and grease 
Vurious —0-011 

Shops 0*006 
Stablee_Epen_.es (mules) - 0*013 
Tools !T. 0'003 
Amoriisaiiou of railway material _____!_____-* 

Total cost per cubic yard 50.15 
The open-cast working is certainly the best system 

in mines where the overburden is shallow and the de
posit wide. The limit at which the removal of over
burden becomes unprofitable is generally put at 4 cubic 
yards of overburden for every ton of ore laid bare. The 
cost of quarrying the ore, after having laid it bare, may 
he taken as follows, exclusive of general charges: 
COST OP QUARRYING ORE IN THE OPEN-CAST IN THE 

".IOYA" MINE PER TON OF 1000 KILOS (AVER
AGE FOR THE YEAR 1891.) 

Brcakinq the Orc-Minera 80-038 
Materials (explosives) 0*012 
Shops 00O4 
Tools 0*005-S0'059 

Loading into wagons 0038 
Weighing 0*003 

Total cost per ton, put into wagons and weighed... 80il0~ 
Examples of open-cast working are found at the Rio 

Tinto (south lode), Santo Domingo, Tharsis (north lode 
Sierra Bullones, and center lode) La Zarza, La Joya, Las 
Herrerias, Lagunazo, etc. 
W h e n the proportion of overburden is too great, the 

mine is generally worked on the pillar-and-stall system. 
The lode is divided off vertically in floors, 30 to 40 feet 
apart, and in each of these floors galleries and cross-
galleries are driven, intersecting one another at right 
angles, leaving large pillars of mineral to support the 
roof between the floors. The roof is generally leftabout 
12 to 15 feet thick, and the square pillars have sides of 
15 to 20 feet, the galleries being of the same width as 
the pillars, and about 20 feet high. It is evident that 
byadopting this system of working, a large quantity of 
ore is left in the mine ; taking floors, 35 feet apart, with 
a roof of 12 feet, galleries 23 feet high and 16 feet wide, 
and pillars with sides of lOfeet, the quantity of ore ex
tracted by means ofthe galleries is only one-half of the 
total quantity. In several mines, considerably lessthan 
one-half is extracted. It is generally maintained, by 
those who adopt the pillar-and-stall system, that after 
honeycombing the mass, more ore may be gained by 
robbing pillars and roof. This is, however, a very dan
gerous operation in mines where the lode is nearly ver
tical, where the width is considerable, the ore very 
heavy (specific gravity about 5), and where often ten to 
twenty floors are formed one above another. Only in 
one mine (the Carpio mine) has this been done; and 
the result was not encouraging. Only four floors had 
been formed, yet, although a good deal of ore was 
extracted by robbing, still by far the greatei part re
mained in the mine, and could not be got out—the com
paratively great height of the galleries being a great 
element of danger. That tbe operation of robbing is a 
very delicate one is confirmed by the fact that most of 
the mining companies, after extracting all the ore they 
could get by means of galleries, and finding their ore 
reserves disappearing, have determined, instead of rob
bing the pillars, to remove the overburden and quarry 
the honeycombed mass in the open air. Instances of 
this are found in many places. It is needless to say 
that a great deal of money would have been saved if the 
overburden had been removed from the beginning. 
Another disadvantage, in connection with the "pillar-

and-stall " system is the great cost of breaking the ore. 
Although galleries may be driven of considerable di
mensions, as long as the ore is firm, still breaking ore 
in galleries, especially in hard ore, is always very 
costly. "Whilst the breaking of ore in the open-cast 
may cost §0.07 per ton, the breaking in galleries will 
cost, on the average, from §0.52 upwards. When the 
ore is very hard, it may be as great as §0 85. The rea
sons for this higher cost are too evident to need any 
mention, A miner will break, per shift, in galleries 
about ij ofa ton ; ip the open-cast he will break from 
12 to 15 tons of ore—and even more in favorable cases. 
Examples of pillar-and-stall workings are found at 

Rio Tinto, in the San Dionisio lode ; at Tharsis, in part 
of the north lode, and formerly, in the Sierra Bullones 
and La Tarza Tharsis (both these lodes are now open
cast); at Lagunazo, in the eastern portion of the lode, 
at Sotiel-Coronado, Pena de Hierro, Lapilla, Aznalcol-
lar, Caridad. etc. 

http://Stablee_Epen_.es
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The Cabezas del Pasto mine is worked on a different 
system which allows all the ore to be extracted, with
out any danger, and at a low cost; and there seems to 
be no reason why the system should not be adopted in 
all places where "the pillar-and-stall is now used, and 
where the height of overburden excludes the open
cast system. The mineral depositat this mine is about 
500 feet long, with a width varying from 20 to 75 feet, 
tbe average being about 32 feet. The gossan goes 
down about 100 feet; and it was, therefore, impossible 
to work the mine by open-cast. The lode is nearly 
vertical, as shown in Fig. 1, which presents a cross-
section, approximately in the center ofthe mass. 
After fairly ascertaining the bearing and extent of 

the lode, an extraction shaft and a pumping shaft were 
sunk in positions outside ofthe lode, as shown in Fig. 2. 
The dimensions of these shafts were 10 feet bv 5 
feet and 11 feet by 5 feet. The extraction shaft wasdivided 
by a partition in the center, so as to accommodate two 
cages. They were originally sunk to a depth of 230 feet, 
and subsequently deepened to 350 feet. The lode was 
then divided in floors, about 05 feet apart. From 

J. 

cheaper ; so that, whereas the contract-price given to 
the miners in the first slice averaged §0.50 per ton of 
ore, it was only §0.25 in the slice next above. Again, 
in tbe first slice the first cross-cuts in the solid ore cost 
$0.76 per ton of ore, and the secondary cross-cuts, 
which were really widening out the first ones, only cost 
§0.42 per ton. These figures show the enormous advan
tage of liaving free sides for the working-faces—an 
advantage, by the way, which is never got in working 
by pillar-and-stall. After tbe second slice has been 
removed, a third was taken away in the same manner, 
and so on, until the whole lift of 65 feet was removed. 
The working was not limited, however, to one lift or 
level, but three were attacked simultaneously in the 
same manner; and, at the present day, the second, 
third, and fourth levels are in active work, and the 
fifth is in preparation. Fig. 3 shows, in vertical long
itudinal section, the condition of the workings, Julv 1, 
1891. 
It might be expected that some difficulty would be 

experienced when workings of one floor reach the 
stowing of the floor above. In practice, however, it is 

FIG. 2. CABEZAS DEL PASTO—PLAN OF THIRD LEVEL. 

tha extraction-shift galleries were driven, at every 
floor, cross-catting the lo:le entirely. W h e n tbese 
galleries reached tbe ore, narrow galleries (A Fig. 2) 
ware driven east and we.t, following the hanging-wall 
•.the extraction shaft b^ing in that wall) along all the 
sinuosities of the lode, and accurately determining its 
shape. From these galleries, again, cross-cuts B were 
driven through the lode at every 33 feet. After thus 
learning tbe exact shape ofthe lode, a " side-tie " C 
was driven in the country-rock, alongside the lode and 
at an average distance of about 15 feet, and from this 
side-tie cro_s-cu_3 were driven towards tbe lode at 
regular intervals of 33 feet. Tbe side-tie was kept 
nearly straight, and was used as an extraction-gallery 
a tramway of 2-foot gauge, with rails of 30 pounds to 
the yard, being laid in it. There were various reasons 
why the gallery A, along the wall of tbe lode, was not 
utilized as an extraction-gallery ; the two principal ones 
being^ it. crookedness, and the fact that it became sur
rounded by " stowing" or " gobbing, " which necessi
tated constant timbering to keep it open. On one of 
the levels it was, indeed, attempted to make this gal
lery serve for extraction; but it was found very diffi
cult and expensive, and quite unsuitable. 
Both walls of the lode are slate, in which all gal

leries had to be closely timbered. 
W h e n tbe ero.s cuts from the gallery along the 

hanging-wall had reached the foot-wall, they were 

found that the stowing gets so tightly packed as to b 
quite lirm, and, with a little additional care, it is com 
paratively easy to mine below it. No galleries nor 
cross-cuts were made more tban 0 feet high and 0 feet 
wide, and no new cross-cut was started before the 
adjoining one had been properly filled in. 

During the filling in ofthe gallery A, on the hanging 
wall, a chute wa*s built up in rough stone, above tbe 
cross-cut, from theside-tie. Through this chute the ore 
from the secoud slice was thrown down to tbe cross-cut. 
W h e n the second slice had been removed, and the next 
gallery filled in, these chutes were carried up, and eo 
on ; and these always served for sending the ore down 
to the cross-cuts and thence to the side-tie, where the 
ore was loaded into wooden hntche. holding about .! 
ton each, and subsequentlv trammed to the extraction-
shaft. 
The material u.ed for stowing is quartzite. This is 

quarried on the top ofa hill, about 700 yards from the 
lode. The stone is lowered by means of an inclined 
plane tothe level of the mouths of two special shafts 
(marked No. 7 and No. 1 in Fig. 2), sunk for the pur
pose of delivering stone to the workings, and extend-
ing.at present,to tbetbird level, with loading-platforms 
at each floor. The stone, loaded in hutches, similar to 
those used for the ore, is lowered in these shafts hy 
means of double drums with brakes, tbe full wagon 
going down pulling up the empty one. The stone 
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It was found, however, not economical to do this, as the 
smalls were more expensive to handle in the mine than 
the big stones, and also because stowing done with 
smalls settles down far too much, and loosens the ore 
above to a dangerous extent, making a very treacherous 
roof in tbe workings higher up. 
The stowing with large stone is so firm that no sub

sidence ofthe ground over the mine can be noticed, 
although a very larjje quantity of ore has already been 
removed, as may be seen from the longitudinal section, 
Fig. 3. 
This system has now been in operation for eight years, 

during which a total of 230,000 tons has been extracted. 
Only one man has been killed by falls ofthe roof dur
ing all this period, which shows that the system is not 
a dangerous one. All the ero-s-cutsare kept narrow (6 
feet); very few props are used, and even these few are 
generally taken away before stowing. 
The average quantity of ore broken by a miner in 

this mine is 3 tons per shift of ten hours, as against:( ton 

A 

_il. 

under tbe pillar-and-stall system, the difference being 
due to the ore being always under-cut and requiring 
little blasting. (See Fig. 4.)" 
The average cost of work in 1891 was for different 

parts of the system, as follows : 

First cross-cuts, B, in the solid ore SO 76 
fro.-.-cuts D, E, F, etc 042 
First cross-cuts, b, in next slice 0*28 
Following cross-cuts, d, e, f, etc 0*24 

This shows the increased economy in breaking when 
the ore is under-rut. 
The cost of extraction for the year 1S90 was as fol

lows : 

COST PER TON A P A R T FI; GENERAL KXI'I-LVSLS. 

FIG. 3. CABEZAS DEL FASTO-LONGITUDINAL VERTICAL SECTION, 

filled with stone, carefully piled up, and new cross-cuts, 
D, were then driven alongside the first ones; these were 
again filled up, and again new ones, E, were made, and 
so on, until a complete slice of ore had been removed 
over the whole length and width ofthe deposit. All 
the galleries and cross-cuts had a uniform size of 6 by 6 
feet, so that the height of the first slice removed was 6 
feet. W h e n this had been accomplished, the gallery A, 
along the hanging-wall, was filled up and a new gallery 
was driven right above it. From this new gallery crois-
cuts were again driven through the mass, and filled up 
the same way as below, but with one important differ
ence ; while the first slice of 6 feet had to be broken out 
of the solid body of ore, the slice next above was now 
undercut over its whole area ; in fact, it was resting on 
the packing. This made the blasting very much 

required in the fourth level is landed in the third level 
and trammed through the extraction-gallery of this 
level. This extraction-level is connected with the work
ings below by means of winzes; the stone is tipped 
in the winzes and falls almost at the foot ofthe work
ing to be filled up. As the slices are removed, these 
winzes get filled up also, and therefore gradually dis
appear, while the ore-chutes always get longer. Each 
level is thus supplied with stone from the floor above, 
and the stone need never be raised by hand. All the 
winzes for throwing down stone are made in the 
hanging-wall; they are about 3 feet square and very 
securely timbered. 
A good deal of small stuff is produced in the quarry. 

At various times trials were made to use these smalls in 
the filling up, as it seemed a pity to throw them away. 

Labor.— Superintendence 
Breaking the ore 
Loading" into wagonsund I ramming, . 
En_jnc-inen, etc., 
Stowing 
Tim |->eri nt*; 
Un watering, 
Various, 

SliOjis.—Carpenter shop 
Smithy 

Materials.—Explosives, 
Coal, 
Timber, 
Steel 
Caskets, 
Grease, 
Various 

Tools 
Depreciation •_•( machinery 
Depreciation of wagons and rails 

Total per ton 

-il-Ol j*. 

1.1-O. ,n I 
0'0:.r,2 
0-15150 
0-IJ1.VJ 
0-0(118 
0*0078—SO '521 
0*0091 
0*0148 — 0'02-J 
0'0i3G 
0 0353 
0*03: :i 
0'0022 
0 0074 
0-007.*. 
0 0031—0132 
0*0ii91 
0*0273 
00035-0*040 

50-717 
The cost of stowing per cubic yard may be detailed 

as follows, one cubic yard corresponding to about 2'7 
tons of ore: 

COST PER CUBIC Y A R D FOR 1890. 

Supcrinteudence §0*0114 
Quarrying stone, inclusive of explosives 0*0550 
Throwing small .stud' over dumps 00510 
Transport of stone to shafts anil lowering down 

in shafts, 0-0931 
Underground tr-ns|«jrt from shafts to winze, and 

topping, 0*0654 
Underground transport from winzes to workings,,. 00720 
Building up in workings 0*0360 
Various, 0*0164 

Total per cubic yard 80.40 

For the belter appreciation of these cost-sheets, I 
may here give the average daily wages earned by 
workmen in the district: 

W A G E S E A R N E D PER D A Y . 

Reals. Dollars. 
Foreman of (be mine, 24 100 
Engine-drivers 20 0*87 
Stokers io 0*43 
Carpenters. 20 0.87 
Smiths, 20 0*M7 
Masons, ., 16 070 
Miner. 12 tol6052to 0*70 
Trammers 12 0*52 
Ordinary lahorers, 10 0*43 
Boys and girls, 6to8 0 26 to 0"35 
Cost ofcoal 150 li'54 
Cost of firewood. 45 2*00 
Cost of six foot props, each. 10 0'43 

The following is tbe cost of a ton of ore, mined by 
the pillar-and-etall system, where other conditions are 
the same as above : 
COST OF PILLAR-AND-STALL SYSTEM PER TON OF ORE. 

Labor.—Superintendence SO 0128 
Breaking tlie ore 0*6540 
Loading into wagons and tramming 0 0501 
En-.-n.e ineo. etc 0 0362 
Timhenug .. 0*0152 
Uuwuteriug 0-00-18 
Various 00078—80*781 

Shops 0024 
Materials.. 0132 
Tools 0-009 
Depreciation 0-031 

Totnl per ton S0*977 

The cheaper working over the pillar-and-stall sys
tem is entirely on account of the cheaper breaking of 
the ore, the difference being about §0'2(3 per ton. 
The system here described was started by Mr. C. 

Roepell, M. E., and subsequently carried on by the 
writer and Sir. P. E. Carr, M. E. It can be applied in 
all large masses and wide lodes, and is a safe and eco
nomical mode of getting all the ore. 
The Cabezas del Pasto mine is one of the mines 

worked by the Bede Metal and Chemical Company, 
Limited, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
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H A N D - T E L E S C O P E F O R STADIA-

W O R K . 

BY" ROBERT II, RICHARDS, BOSTON, MASS. 

[From the Trail sac tions of the American Institute of Mining 
Engineers.] 

If one holds up a prism, or wedge of glass, with 
narrow angle, say 1° to 2°, and compares the trans
mitted image with the image seen above or below the 
prism, tbe former will be found to be thrown to one 
side by an amount varying with the angle of the wedge. 
Speaking ofthe two rays as the direct ray and the bent 
ray, we may say that when the bisectm***-; plane of the 
prism is at right angles to the line of sight, the angle 
between the direct ray and the bent ray will be con 
stant for any given prism. 

u 

If now we place a prism or wedge of glass in such a 
position tbat it half-covers the objective of a telescope, 
we shall obtain on looking through it two images of 
every object seen—one image by the direct ray, which 
comes through the uncovered half of the objective, the 
other which comes tlirough tbe prism, and is the 
image by the bent ray. The angle of divergence of 
these two rays will he constant and unalterable, 
whether the telescope is directed to a near object, with 
its eye-piece at increased distance from its objective, or 
upon a distant object, with eye-piece nearer "to the 
objective. That is to say, if the " throw " or apparent 
dislocation of the image is one foot in one hundred feet 
it will be two feet in two hundred, ten feet in a 
thousand, and so on. 

the reading of tlie upper line on the rod. 
There are, therefore, two personal equa
tions in the operation of taking readings. 
With the prismatic stadia-telescope, on 
the other hand, both obser.ations are 
made at once, just as the sailor, in taking 
the altitude of tbe sun at sea, brings the 
sun's image to the horizon and observes 
the contact. Only one personal equation 
is thus involved. 
The spider-line stadia-telescope cannot 

be used by simply holding it in the 
hand, but requires a firm support; for, 
if it were used in the band, the first line 
would wander from the zero on the rod 
before the reading ofthe second line had 
been taken. The prismatic stadia-tele
scope, on the contrary, can be used in the 
hand just as a sextant is. Nevertheless, 

as the readings 
to be made with 
it are much finer 
than those of the 
sextant, a sup
port will be pre
ferred for most 
purposes. 
The one great 

advantage ofthe 
spider-line over 

the prismatic telescope iSf that it uses the 
full light of the whole objective at all 
times, while the prismatic has only half-
light. This objection to the latter is 
completely removed when the spacing target-rod is 
used; and it is fairly well met bv tbe employment of self-
reading rods, to which reference will be made below. 
In adapting the prismatic stadia-telescope to the 

needs of the surveyor, several important matters have 
to be determined, relating to the prism and also to the 
telescope and the rod, 

The usual form of stadia-telescope has at the focal 
point of the objective two spider-lines, placed at a defi
nite distance apart and intended, let us say, to represent 
a throw of one foot in one hundred feet. But as the 
distance between lines remains tbe same, while the dis
tance from the objective to the webs differs with every 
variation in the distance of observed objects, it follows 
that the angle between tbe lines of sight which these 
two spider-lines define cannot be constant, but must 
vary with every increase or decrease of distance 
between the instrument and the object viewed. 

If in Fig. 1 we represent three positions ofthe spider-
lines by W j , W s, W:I, and three objects corresponding 
to those positions by 0It 0B, 03, at near, medium, and 
distant positions, we see at a glance from the figure that 
there is no constant angle represented by the spider-
lines, and that the only way to graduate a rod for the 
practice of stadia-measurement by this method is to 
determine values for one foot at a sufficient number of 
distances, and to provide the rod with a graded scale 
accordingly. 

Fig. 4. 

The prismatic stadia-telescope, on the o%er hand, 
has a constant angle for all distances and all focal 
lengths; and wheu the factor has once been obtained, 
it may be used to graduate a rod with uniform scale 
from end to end. 
Again, the usual stadia-instrument involves two 

_Di__i_Dts of observation. Tbe operator adjusts the lower 
er-line on the zero of the rod and then observes 

n 
Fig. 5. 

U HB Fig. 7. Fig. 8. Fig. 9. 

to draw the targets slowly apart; and the instant the 
white lens become invisible the reading, Fig. 8, ia 
taken. The disappearance of this white lens gives a 
close and positive reading. The results stated below 
were obtained with this reading. 
A target of the size shown in Fig. 4 can be read 

easily at 2000 feet distance with a 20 d telescope, in an 
even atmosphere. A much smaller target will suffice 
for short sights. The design of Fig. 4 has more strong 
points in its favor than any other yet tried by me. 
The spacing-targets, Figs. 4 to 9, may be used on a steel 

tape if the following conditions are observed : Tbe tape 
must be held at right angles to the line of sight. If the 
right angle is at one of the targets, it will be found 
easier to reproduce them at a point half-way between 
tbe targets. For distances much greater than 2000 feeta 
larger target or a higher-power telescope, or both, will 
be needed. 
Fig. 10 represents a tape, as used by m e on a 1970-foot 

sight with the above targets and a 20 d telescope. 
Self-reading Targets—Three forms which have been 

experimented upon are represented in Figs. 11, 12, and 
13. 

Fig. 11 gives good results with a 10 d : 50 combina
tion for short distances. It may be graduated, as 
shown, with 2-foot unit or with 5-foot or 10-foot 
unit. In the latter case, it would be used for long dis
tances with a 20 rf : 100 combination up to 30 rf : 150 
combination ; but the individual feet would have to be 
divided bv the eye. The skeleton second image on it 
reads 68 feet. 

Fig. 12 may be graduated wilh 1-foot, 2-foot, 5-foot, 
or 10-foot units, according as a short distance or a long
distance rod is wanted. The skeleton-reading of the 
second image upon it indicates 205 feet. Possibly, for 
certain distances, this graduation may be found easier 
to read than that of Fig. 11. 
Fig. 13 represents a target-rod with an optical ver

nier. The space from 0 to 100 feet on the rod ia 
graduated into 11 parts, while the spaces from 100 to 
! 200, also from 200 to 300, and soon down, are graduated 

In m y experiments 1 have combined a telescope of into 10 parts. Moreover, the space from 0 to 100, which 
30 diameters magnifving-power with a prism of one | we may call the vernier, is graduated on the opposite 
foot throw to 100 feet, and also with a prism of one 
foot throw to 150 feet. I shall speak of these two 
combinations respectively as 30 rf : 100 and 30 rf : 150. 
I have also combined a telescope of 20 diameters mag-
nifying-power with three prisms, throwing respec
tively 1 foot in 50 feet; 1 foot in 100 feet; and 1 foot 
in 150 feet; and I shall speak of these combinations as 
20 rf : 50 ; 20 rf : 100 ; and 20 rf : 150. Finally I have 

combined a telescope of 10 diameters 
magnifying-power with prisms of 1 foot 
to 50 and 1 foot to 100 ; and I shall call 
these combinations 10 rf : 50 and 10 rf : 
100. 
The first fact I encountered in these 

experiments was, that 10 rf : 50 and 10 
rf : 100 can be used with uncorrected 
prisms, since tbe amount of color does 
not seriously injure the observation; 
while no prism not thoroughly achro
matic was found satisfactory for either 
the 20 rf or the 30 rf telescope. 
Fig. 2 represents what appears to m e to 

he the rational and proper mode of com
bining the prism and the objective; 
while Fig. 3 shows an improper com
bination. In Fig. 2 the bent rays are 
exact counterpart of tbe direct rays, 
while in the adjustment of Fig. 3 this is 
not the case. 

Choice of a Prism.—For hand-use a 
wide prism is preferred, say 1 foot dis
placement in 50 feet distance. For a 
fixed telescope 1 : 100 or 1 : 150 would 
be preferred, according to the distances 
to be sighted and the length of the rod 
to be used. A prism throwing 1 : 150 
will permit readings at 1500 feet on an 
11-foot rod, while a 1 : 100 prism will 
read only to 1000 feet on the same rod. 
On the other band, where a standard 
steel tape with sliding targets is used in
stead of a rod, we may say that the 
wider-angle prism will give more accu
rate work tban the narrower, 

Choice of a Telescope.—Since a large 
field is not needed, we have to deal with 
two considerations only : the lightness of 
the instrument and its power. If the 
former consideration governs the 
choice, I would recommend a light 10 rf 
or a light 20 rf telescope ; if the latter, I 

t- n (-". would recommend a 20 rf or 30 rf telescope. 
y' ' Choice of Pods— In this direction I 

believe I have settled the question as regards the 
choice of a spacing rod with sliding targets ; but 1 do 
not feel so sure with respect to the self-reading rods. 
The spacing-rod represented in Figs. 4 to 9 is so 

pre eminently superior to every other which I have 
tried that I strongly recommend it. 
This target stands out strong and bright under any 

circumstances. It can be read against a dark back
ground in the woods and also against a light sky back
ground on a hilltop. 
In Fig. 5 the rod is represented 

as seen by the eye. Fig. 6 shows 
it as seen by tbe prismatic stadia-
telescope. In this figure ud, Id are 
theupper and lower images by the 
direct ray,and«6, lb are theupper 
and lower images by thebent ray, 

a 
h 

side to the other readings, so that the second imag 
can bring it down and give a vernier-reading between 
the two images. The partial skeleton secorid image 
gives a rtading of 423 feel, no dividing by the eye 
being required. By this system an 11-foot rod may be 
made for a 30 rf : 100 combination,which will actually 
give readings of individual feet at 1000 feet distance. 
The vernier-reading is tbe most fascinating idea I 

have met in m y investigations. "Whether it is really 
practical can only be decided in the field. The images 
which are important for the reading are half-light 
images, and therefore dim, while with the other two 
forms of target a full-light reading is obtained. 
Limits of Error.—Partly by reason of the limited time 

at m y command for experiments, and partly because 
every time 1 went out to get definite records of practice, 
I made some discovery which led to an improvement 
in the apparatus, I can only promise at this time to 
give detailed figures at an early day as a supplement to 
this paper. The figures I am now prepared to publish 
were taken with a curved spacing-target of the design 
shown in Fign. 5 to 9. 
With a 20 d. ; 150 combination, holding the rod at 

100 feet distance, 1 obtained five separate readings of 
tbe distance in feet between the targets, which were 
0653 ; 0'654 ; 0653 ; 0'053 ; 0*053. With a 30 rf : 150 
combination I made these four successive readings at 
100 feet distance: 0.675; 0675; 0'675; 0*675; all with 
the spacing-target described in Figs. 4 to 9. 
If I had made an error of 0001 foot upon the rod, 

this would correspond to an error of 0'15 per cent, or 
0'15 foot in 100 feet. But I did not make this error in 
four readings with 30 rf : 150, and only made it once in 
five successive readings by the 20 d : 150 combination. 
If the prism bad beena 1 : J00 prism, the error referred 
to would have been 01 foot in 100. If the prism had 
been a 1 : 50, the error would have been *05 foot in 100 
feet. I cannot imagine a reason why the percentage-
error at 1000 feet or 2000 feet when the atmosphere is 
steady, should be any greater than it is at 100 feet. 
From the above considerations, I believe I a m safe in 
saying that the error of the prismatic stadia is well 
inside of 0'1 per cent. Zl^~ 
I hope to present, in tbe near future, some figures 

actually obtained for both short and long distances. 
If one desires to determine the distance to a point 

without the trouble of sending an assistant there, it 
may be done wdthapair of Wollaston camera-lucidas,as 
shown in Fig. 14, in which W , W 3 are the two cameras. 

If the Wollastons both give 90°, then the requisite 

-a Fig. 10. 

The observer of course neglects ud and Hi and uses for his I deviation from 90° may be obtained by inserting a 
contact ub and Id. The important advantages of this 
form of contact are shown in the subsequent figures. 
Fig. 7 represents the targets approaching contact; 

Fig. 9 shows the images lapping, in which case there 
is a bright lens-shaped image, indicating theamount of 

prism, P, as shown. If, however, the two Wollaston 
angles add up to say 177° to 178°, then the apex-angle 
will be 2° or 3°, and will answer without the addition 
of another prism. After the two observers, Ei Eg, have 
found tbeir places, so that their respective images 

lap. Upon its appearance the assistant is signalled | coincide, then they can measure the base-line between 
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them by a prismatic stadia-telescope; and knowing the T H E P R O G R E S S I N M I N I N G . 
factor of tbe Wollastons, three feet or four feet to the 
hundred, the distance to the unknown point may be 
determined approximately by multiplying the observed Reviews of Important Papers Relating to Minin, 
distance between E, and E., bv the factor, 3 feet to 100: 
30 feet to 1000 ; 300 feet to 10,000; and so on. 
In making m y designs and" in testing m y instru

ments, I have been helped materially by Captain A. II 

Fig. II. Fig. 12. Fig. 13-
Coal Cutting 

Machinery. 

401") 

A New 

Russell and Messrs. J. Hays Gardiner, W . H. Weston, 
Franklin Knight, Luis T. Verges, and W . S. Hutchin
son, friends to w h o m I wish to make acknowledgment. 

- Chandler & Taylor Company, of Indianapolis, Indi
ana, report that they are now working on a complete 
new line of saw-mill machinery which they expect to 
have ready for the market by early summer. Their 
standard mill has already been completed and has been 
favorably commented on by all who have seen the mill. 
The design is neat, the working parts are heavy and 

the proportions and convenience are at once apparent 
and. leaves nothing to be desired. The Pleacock patent 
variable belt feet works will be used on all mills, which 
will largely increase their output. 
W e will inform our readers further as soon as com

plete catalogues are issued of these machines which the 
makers will be glad to send on application. 

Messrs. Copeland and Bacon, the widely known 
builders of Hoisting Engines and Mining Plants, whose 
general offices are at 85 Liberty St., N e w York, and 
who for several years have had a branch store at 535 
Arch St., Philadelphia, have opened another branch 
store at No. 62 South Canal St., Chicago, for the con
venience of western purchasers. 

the Proceedings of the Mining: and Scientific So

cieties, and in the Mining Journals of Europe, 

United States, and Canada. 

Mr. John B, Atkin
son, of Earlington, 
Ky., contributes a 
short article in a 
recent issue of the 

Transactions of the Engineering 
Association of the South on his 
experiences with coal cutting ma
chinery. 
While electricity is making rapid 

advances in its application to mining 
100 work, Mr. Atkinson doubts if it 

will ever displace compressed air as 
a motor for coal cutters. He points 
out that while constant feed rotary 
machines may be successful in 
seams with an even plain holing tbey 
are costly where the holing contains 
iron or sulphur balls. W e think 
this is an opinion pretty generally 

20- held by mining men. ln the latter 
case, Mr. Atkinson found that a 
pick machine (the Harrison) was 
the best. H e considers that ma
chines are toocumbrous for thin veins 
but that in a vein of ordinary thick
ness they can be profitably used. 
Ordinary labor can be used, and two 
weeks' experience will convert a 
farm hand into a fair runner. The 

300 machine does the hardest part of 
a miner's work, does it quicker, gets 
a greater percentage of lump coal, 
and saves 50 fr ofthe cost of powder. 
With 00 rooms of work at Earling
ton tbese machines can produce 250 
tons of lump coal per day, whereas 
by manual labor 100 rooms would be 
required for the same output. This 
is a consideration as a smaller num
ber of mules are necessary, and the 
general underground cost would be 
less. 

At a recent meeting 
of the North of Eng
land Institute of Min-

Ventilator. ing Engineers, Mr. M. 
Walton Brown read a 

paper descriptive of the "Rateau 
>00 Ventilator," which, he stated was so 

designed that air mightpassthrough 
it at a high speed, and without in
terruption. The wheel is mounted 
upon the shaft, and is fitted with 
thirty blades ofa special form. Each 
vane has four edges, one of which is 
fixed upon tbe face of the wheel, 
the second form spartofthe periph
ery of the fan, the third moves 
in close proximity to the casing of 
the fan, and the fourth edge is 
placed at the inlet ofthe fan. Be
tween tbe inlet and circumferential 
edges ofthe blade tbe air passes be
tween the body of the fan and tbe 
curved casing of tbe fan. On leav
ing the fan tbe air passes into the 
dilfuser, composed of three parts— 
first, a fiat spiral diffuser, formed of 
two parallel plates placed adjacent to 
the circumference of the fan, and 
forming a space whose width is con
stant while the height increases; 
second, of a square volute whose 
area increases with the distance ; and 
third, of a square expanding chim
ney through which the air passes to 
the atmosphere. A table accom
panied the paper giving the result 
of experiments upon a Rateau venti
lator, 6 ft. 6:{ in. in diameter, erected 
at the Aubin Colliery, Cransac, Avey-
ron. 

W e are indebted to the 
Colliery Guardian (Eng.) for 
the following article on this 
subject. 
At the closing seance in 1S91 

of the Societe Industrielle de Mulhouse, M. Charles 
Zundle gave some particulars gathered from two 
reports sent to the society by the German Mine Depart
ment, ofthe deepest borehole which has yet been put 
down, viz., that at Schladebach, near Kotschau, in 
Merseburg, Prussia, which attained the great depth of 
1,748 meters, or 956 fathoms. 
Tbe boring was begun in August, 1880, by the Royal 

Division of Prussian Mines, and finished intbeAutumn 
of 18S0, having occupied 1,247 actual working days, 
with a mean daily advance of 1*4 m. (4 ft. 7 in.) and at 
a total cost of 212,304 marks ($50,912.00) or, say, $38.08 
per yard of boring. A 25-horse power portable engine 
sufficed for the motive power necessary to work the 
boring rods and also the pumps, a tower 27 m. (89 ft.) 
high, permitting of 20 meters of tube lining being raised 
or lowered at a time. 
The initial diameter ofthe hole was 280 m m . (11 in.) 

After 20 m. of sand, gravel and marl, passed through 
by the system of Schapp, nbohntng, or tube boring, the 
variegated sandstone was struck, which was attacked 
by the Hohlfreijdllinstrument, or free-fall apparatus, a cast-
steel drill with end in the form of a cross with guides, 

Deep Boring at 

Schladebach, Prussia. 
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water Mowing down outside the tabular rods and rising 
up the inside. At the depth of 57 m. (31 fathoms), 
the lining could not be got to descend further, so an 
attempt was made to go on without lining; but the 
debris detached from the sides of the hole rendered it 
necessary to put in a tube lining of 230 m m . (9 in.) 
diameter. At 161 m, (00 fathoms) _trata of gypsum and 
anhydrite were encountered, and also water charged 
with sea salt. At the depth of 175 m. (95 fathoms) the 
free-fall apparatus was abandoned lor rotary boring 
by means of a soft iron crown, of 210 m m . (Sj in.) 
diameter, set with borts or carbonate diamonds, pro
ducing cylindrical cores of 140 mm., or nearly 6 in. 
diameter. In the dolomitic limestone it was found ' 
impossible to detach one of these cores ; ami the crown 
became lixed so fast that it became necessary to draw 
up the rods and bore into the core with a small crown, 
in order to detach it, a work that occupied three weeks. 
After several accidents and difficulties—such as the 

rods bending and having to be cut and lifted, a crown 
sticking in the bottom of the bole and having to be 
perforated and ground up by the free-fall apparatus, 
or a tool falling by accident into the hole and necessitat
ing the cutting of the rods at great depths—the depth 
of 1,070 m. (585 fathoms) was reached, the diameter of 
the hole having been reduced seven times. Between 
this depth and that of 1,724 m. (943 fathoms) the h ole 
was continued with a diameter of 48 mm.(2in.) yielding 
cores of 23 m m . or less than 1 in. diameter The old 
red sandstone bad been passed through between 327 
and 1,630 m., when the Devonian rocks were traversed 
without, however, encountering a seam ofcoal, which 
might have been met with at that geological depth. 
A stratum of cuprose schist, struck at 326 m., was not 
considered rich enough to warrant its being worked. 
Nevertheless, the bole was continued, with a purely 

scientific object, and at the beginning of 1886 a lighter 
tubing, of 33 m m . (1-g in.) diameter, was put in, in which 
boring was carried on with a crown of 31 m m . (1} in). 
giving cores of 12 m m . (\ in. hare) only. But, finally, 
after successive accidents —such as brea'knge ofthe rod 
and fall ofthe crown, and breakage ofthe screw ofthe 
core-extracting apparatus—at the depth above men
tioned it was found necessary to slop the work, which 
could only have been continued at a great expenditure 
of time and money. The following are the rocks passed 
through with their depths and thicknesses: 

Variegated sandstone 
Gypsum und anhydrite 
Permian limestone iZcchstein)... 
•JypBum 
Anhydrite 
Cuprose schist 
Old red sandstone 
Devonian rocks 

Careful thermometric observations were made as tbe 
work proceeded, and naturally delayed its progress con
siderably. From a depth of 3937 feet they were con
tinued regularly every 98*4 feet, and before the tube 
lining was put in, so as to avoid any disturbing influ
ence from conduction, while to counteract that of 
water-currents, the thermometer was immersed in a 
fixed column of water between two clay plugs, and left 
therefor sixteen hours. To prevent the gla.ss from 
being broken by the great pressure, it was enclosed in 
an iron case ; and there were always three superposed 
thermometers from which a mean ofthe readings was 
taken. The observations of the first 3937 feet were taken 
subsequently. The observations wentto show that the 
increase of temperature does not diminish with depth, 
as had heretofore been imagined, but follows a con
stant arithmetical progression. The last reading taken 
viz., at 1*716 m. (93S fathoms) was 453 degs. Reaumur, 
or 56*6 degs. Cent, or 134 degs. Fahr., which shows an 
increase ofl deg. Reaumur for every 46'09 m., equiva
lent to 1 deg. Cent, for every 36'87m. At this rate potas 
sium, the fusion point of which is 48 degs. Reaumur -*-**•= 
60 degs. Cent. = 140 degs. Fahr. would melt at a depth 
of 1,845 m. (1,009 fathoms), and grey foundry pig (1,240 
degs. Reaumur = 1,550 Cent) at "56*775 m\, or about 
thirty-five miles, while the greatest temperature of blast 
furnaces, which according to Scherer is 2,230 degs. 
Reaumur (4*037 degs. Cent.) would be attained at a 
depth of 104,70S m., or a little over 14 geographical 
miles. 
M. Zundel concluded his interesting communication 

by calling upon tbe .Societe Industrielle to urge the 
putting down ofa deep borehole in Alsace-Lorraine, or 
tbe deepening of two Hastnrain and Dollfus holes, in 
order to prove the existence of coal or Bituminous 
shales yielding petroleum, or even to demonstrate prac
tically tbat a source of beat and power exists beneath 
our feet, that shall maintain warmth in our bodies, 
and keep our mills and factories going, when all the 
coal deposits shall be exhausted. 

At tbe meeting ofthe Man-
The Practical Chester Geological Society,held 

last week, Mr, Richard Sut-
Working of Coal-Cut- cliffe read a paper on the 

"Practical Working of Coal-
ting Machines. cutting Machines," of which 

the Colliery Guardian (Eng.) 
gives the following summary : "In the course of hie 
remarks Mr. Sutcliffe said that he quite agreed with Mr. 
G. Blake Walker, of the Wbarncliffe Silkstone Col
liery, who was the largest user of coal-cutting machines 
in England, when he said that actual experience points 
to 100 yards per eight hours shift as being a satisfactory 
performance with coal-cutting machines when the 
ordinary conditions of work in a coal face were in 
force. The writer had found that the most convenient 
machine, and a better one for all-round work than any, 
was one having a cylinder at each end, with the cutting 
wb'eel in or near the middle. By this arrangement as 
comparatively light machine would keep the rails 
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without extra fittings in working, and was capable of 
cutting eithercoal or fire clay, and the power could be 
varied to suit the material to be cut, by making it to run 
from 3 to 1 to 12 to 1 between the crank shaft and cut
ting disc, and its total length need not exceed 7 ft. To 
get anything likegood results from the best machines, 
when cutting 3 ft deep or more, the debris should be kept 
removed, as the fore or cutting portion of the wheel 
brought it from the groove or cut, otherwise it would be 
taken back in part by the back portion ofthe wheel, 
until it becomes jam bed. As the attendant might have 
many things to look after, as well as the removalof this 
debris, it was often neglected, and therefore much 
ofthe power wasted. This fact must suggest to the con
templative mind the desirability of making a coal cut
ting machine capable of dealing with it- refuse automati 
cally.so as to prevent its return into the groove. The 
fixing ofthe chisels or cutters in the periphery of the 
rotating disc had agreat influence on the working of a 
machine in cutting hard material. The proper way was 
tofixthe cutters radial in the disc, and hook them near 
their edges, sufficiently forward to cat, and then, as a 
cutter shank wore loo-=e, it got less, instead of more work 
to do. Even the sharpening of the cutters bad an import
ant effect on the working of a machine, and a set of 
twenty was sometimes blunted in as low as 10 yards, and 
sometimes would cut as much as a thousand yards, even 
when properlv edged and tempered, according to the 
material to be cut. If the holing was fairly free from iron 
pyrites,or such-like impurities, the set of cutters should 
do from 50 to 100 when each cutter was doing its share 
in either coal or fire-clay. A good coal-cutting machine 
should b3 strong and simple in construction, with few 
working parts ; itshould have sufficient base and weight 
to keep on the rails when working without extra fittings; 
it should be able to cut either way,and be easily re
versed, and should automatically remove the debris, so 
as to prevent it getting into the groove, and it should 
not exceed 3 ft. in width, nor 7 ft. in length. Where 
coal hail to be blown down after being cut it was best 
to make a deep holing, but where it fell from gravita 
tion it was .ometimes advisable to take a lighter or 
shallow cut, which enabled tbe machine to cut a 
greater distance, and the fillers to fill out a greater 
length, each in the shift, allowing the gates to be 
farther apart; but whether the cut were deep or shal 
low.it was unde-irable to dress down the face more 
than was necessary to the machine to pass, as it saved 
labor, and made less small, when allowed to remain 
for next fall. At Gartness Colliery, near Airdrie, in 
Scotland, where machines had worked successfully for 
many years in a 30-inch seam, with good roof and strong 
floor", they made the gob roads 14 yards apart. The 
corves were filled in the gob road at about 17 cents per 
ton, and the filler bad to throw the coal when it got 
out of his reach, filling 0 yards at each side of the 
gate. The cutting was done by one contractor at 9 
cents per ton, and the filling was "done by another. In 
Yorkshire the system was to take the cars into and 
along the face, necessitating the use of small cars in 
thin seams, but allowing the gob roads to be made at 
any desired distance apart, aud accordingly they were 
made at from 12 to 50 yards apart to suit the ideas of 
those adopting them, and it often took from two shifts 
upwards to fill out the coals. This necessitated irregu
lar working of the machines, without any regular 
quantity of work being laid out for them per shift, and 
it was not nearly so methodical a system as the Scotch. 
It also -••ompelled the filler to take up the floor clay 
instead of confining his energy to the filling out ofthe 
coal, which could not very well be done but while the 
pit was drawing, and the floor clay could be removed 
at any time. In some cases the machines were made 
to cut all in one direction, having to be taken back 
through the gob roads every time it cut through the 
length ofthe face, but almost all the recent installations 
were made to cut back and forwards. His (the writer's) 
opinion was that money spent in takiug them through 
the gob road, except for repairs, was simply wasted. 
The best mode of working seemed to be to subdivide 
the labor into something like the following divisions: 
Holers, blowers, and timberers, fillers and packers, and 
rippers. The holers would include a man to drive the 
machine, one m a n to lay the way in front of the 
machine, and a youth to clear awav the debris from the 
cut. The fillers to devote the whole of their time in 
filling out the coals. The blowers wouhl include men 
to bore the holes, timber up the face, and blow down 
the coal. The packers to take up the floor clay, and 
rip and pack the gob roads. The whole of those"about 
tbe maehine should be under tbe control of a capable 
man—more especially at the commencement—who 
understood machinery and mining in a general way. 
H e might have it on contract or it could be left to the 
section under him, but be should have complete con
trol of the men, without interference of subordinate 
officials, whose prejudices and jealousies could only 
hamper and impede the work. Energy, perseverance, 
and system would work machines in any mine with a 
fairly good top, but of course their proper place was 
in thin seams, where holing forms the greatest part of 
the labor, and where properly worked they should 
benefit both the miner and the mineowner ; the former, 
in doing the most laborious part of the work, and the 
latter, by increasing the output, reducing cost of getting 
and in reducing the proportion of small coal made in 
getting. Mr. G. B. Walker gives the saving effected in 
the reduction of cost of getting at from 0 cents per ton 
in a 3 ft. seam, to 21 cents in an 18 in. seam, and that 
effected by tbe value of the yield of coal, as compared 
with hand labor, at from 134 cents in the 3ft. to 21 
cents in the seam 18 in. thick, per ton, making together 
a total saving of from 19*4 cents in the 3 ft. to 42 cents 
per ton in tbe 18 in. seams. In concluding his paper, 
Mr. Sutcliffe said that the boring type of machine had 
obtained a strong footing in America, but compressed 
air was the motive power in both countries, with few 
exceptions, and in the mining districts of the United 

tes machine mining was steadily increasing, tliere 
ng scarcely any coal-producing territory of the 

Union where machines were not being, or had not been 
used with more or less success. 

A correspondent in a 
The Miner's Safety L a m p recent number of the 

Colliery Guardian (Ene-
and Improvements land) writes: Out ofthe 

vast number of people in-
by The Double Chamber, terested directly or indi

rectly in the improving 
and perfecting of Ihe miner's safety lamp, compara
tively few have interested themselves to understand 
its fundamental principle. The history of the safety 
lamp with enumeration of its development, would un
doubtedly, if written, be interesting lrom more points 
of view than one, and provided one possessed the nec
essary time and data for compiling, there is here ma
terial of great value. The primitive Davy lamp was not 
destined to reign for very long. Its dim and murky 
light, its proneness to get blown out with currents that 
it had to contend with in the mine, together with its 
unsafeness, were features that made the work of sup
planting it easy. The acute feeling of relief tbat accom
panied tbe advent of the Clanny can be conceived . nly 
by those who have had experience with the Davy. 
Without making further mention ofthe Clanny, and 

passing over a host of o;her forms of lamps, which, 
from their very number, form a splendid monument of 
the patient endeavors and labors of inventors in try
ing to solve the problem, we eventually come to the 
Mueseler lamp, which, in its first days, created a good 
deal of stir and enthusiasm, and bade fair to satisfy 
scientific men and miners. But it would appear that 
the size of the inside tube and its position are such that 
tilting tbe lamp to an angle of but 20 degs. from per
pendicular or even less is in most cases sufficient to 
deviate the feeding current from the flame to such an 
extent that it wilLdie out. The Mueseler lamp, how
ever, must be credited with having introduced a new 
principle. Without doubt, the tube in the Mueseler is 
one of the features necessary in the construction of an 
absolutely safe lamp, but it should be modified to some 
extent. It should be altogether larger, say lj in. at 
the base and tapered to § in. at the top. a bell-mouth 
to be formed at the base in order to deflect the incom
ing current that it may pass down close along the inner 
side of the glass, and thus be brought to impinge di
rectly upon the flame. Thus nearly all the oxygen of 
the air passing through the lamp will be available, al
though it will not, of course, be all consumed. The 
unconsumed portion, together with the products 
of combustion—carbon dioxide and steam and 
the diluent nitrogen—all at a considerably elevated 
temperature, will intermix and pass up through the tube 
with considerable velocity into the gauze beyond. And 
now by preventing any further ingress of air, or, more 
precisely, of oxygen, into this mixture, it will be quite 
impossible for any inflammable gases which may have 
passed into the tube with these products to be consumed 
in the gauze beyond the tube. The chance of its ig
nition will be noted further on. As stated, the foul 
products will be considerably heated and very much 
rarified, and we know that although combustion may 
be carried on with great freedom in an atmosphere of 
normal density at some given temperature, we can by 
sufficiently attenuating that same atmosphere, prevent 
combustion entirely at that same temperature or even at 
ahigherone. Thus the rarefaction of the gases will 
further reduce the chances of combustion beyond the 
tube. But tbe principle, the importance of which I 
wish to note, is that the products, after once passing 
through the Mueseler tube, should be kept strictly 
intact from the outsideatmosphere (thus preventing any 
increase in the amount of oxygen present) until the pro
ducts emerge again through the shield at the bonnet. 
N o w if the greater part of the gauze be so shielded up 
that the outside atmosphere cannot intermix with the 
combustion products and any inflammable gases mixed 
with them as they pass through the Mueseler tube and 
until they again pass out through the bonnet at the top 
then the ventilating of the lamp will be more or less of 
a circular column of heated gases co-axial with the 
tube. Thegauze ofthe lamp will thus be constantly 
immersed in an atmosphere of foul gases surrounded as 
it were, by thick walls of carbon dioxide and foul air— 
the ventilating current, in fact, having to force its way 
through a chamber containing a non-supporter of com
bustion. The result of this is that, although ignited 
gas may be forced through the tube as previously ex
plained, the flame cannot possibly live for any length 
of time in the atmosphere that now surrounds it. It 
therefore dies out. Thus far, theory and facts lead to 
this conclusion, that a lamp of this description will 
always extinguish except in an atmosphere containing 
a percentage of fire damp less than that necessary to 
form a mixture of the least explosive properties. In 
case the percentage of inflammable gas mixed with the 
incoming air be a little less than is required to form an 
explosive mixture, say 5 to 6 per cent, and is more than 
sufficient to form a capon the flame, a faint combustion 
may be carried on (though unstable) at the base mouth 
of the tube. This cannot possibly be any source of dan
ger, even though it is continued all day, as it is quite 
clear of thegauze, and will m-.t produce more heat than 
that which the lamp can easily radiate ; the temperature 
ofno part of the lamp will therefore be dangerously 
high. Itshould be stated that these features appear to 
have been combined in a lamp patented by Mr. Thomas 
Thomas, of Ynishir, South Wales. 

Mr. A. H. Osterloh, Jr., an energetic and progressive 
young man, has entered into the Mine, Mill and Rail
way Supply business at No. 89 Water St., Pittsburgh, 
Pa., under the title of The Osterloh Supply Co. lie 
will handle first class new and second hand machinery 
ofall kinds, and is prepared to contract for the erection 
of complete colliery plants. H e is also prepared to fur
nish first-class supplies and tools promptly and at rea
sonable prices. It will pay to send to the Osterloh 
Supply Co. for circulars and catalogues. 

M I S S O U R I C O A L . 

The Coal Production—The Coal Market—The UBes and 
Adaptabilities of the Coals—The Available Tonnage 
and Duration of Supply—The Value of Coal and 

Coal Lands. 

(From the Preliminary Report on Coal of the State Geological 

Survey.) 

The total production of coal in Missouri for the year 
ending June 30, 1891, was 2,650,028 tons, valued at 
3,480,867 dollars. According to Bulletin No. 10 of the 
Eleventh Census, Missouri ranks second as a coal pro
ducer among the States west of the Mississippi River, 
Iowa being first with a production of a little over four 
million tons. Colorado is ranked next after Missouri, 
her production being 2,544,144 tons, and Kansas is fourth 
with a production of about 2,200,000 tons per annum. 
After these no other of the western states approach 
-Missouri in tbe amounts of coal produced. Accord
ing to the same Bulletin Missouri ranks ninth as a coal 
producer among the States of tbe Union, Pennsylvania 
leading off with tbe magnificent figure of over 
80,000,000 tons, Illinois being'next with about 12,000,000 
ton, Ohio third, with nearly 10,000,000 tons, West Vir
ginia next with over 6,000,000 tons and then Iowa, Ala
bama, Maryland, and Indiaua preceding Missouri in 
tbe order given. 
The amount of coal produced in the State is, thus, 

both absolutely and relatively large. Its value is 
greater than that of any one other mineral product in 
the raw state, tbe production of lead for the year end
ing June 30, 1801, according to the State Mine Inspec
tor's figures, being valued at $2,411,399, that of zinc at 
$2,673,073, and of "iron at 5331,665. 
Accoi'ding to the list of coal mine operators appended 

to this report there are, in all, 3S5 individuals and cor
porations engaged in mining coal. Of these, one or
ganization mines about a fourth ofthe total amount pro
duced each year; ten companies mine together nearly 
two-thirds of the total amount and sixty individuals 
and companies mine together about five-sixths of the 
total, leaving for 325 individuals and companies the 
production of one-sixth. 
The principal coal producers, in the order of the 

amounts of their products, are: The Rich Hill Coal 
and Mining Company, the Western Coal and Mining 
company, and the Lexington Coal and Mining Com
pany, these three being under one management, 
with mines in Bates and Lafayette Counties ; the Kansas 
and Texas Coal Company, with mines in Macon, Ray, 
and Linn Counties ; the Keith and Perry Coal Company, 
with mines in Henry and Bates Counties ; the Rich
mond Coal Company with mines in Ray County; 
Loomis & Snively, with mines in Macon County ; the 
Mendota Coal Company, with mines in Putnam 
County; the Inter-State Coal and Mining Company, 
with mines in Randolph County, and the Randolph 
Coal Company, with mines in Randolph County. 
The conditions affecting the market of the coals west 

of the Mississippi River are, in some respects, different 
from those in the eastern part of the country. The 
Western Bituminous coal field is surrounded on all 
sides by large expanses of country destitute of 
merchantable coal.* These great areas with their con
stantly increasing population and needs, must, under 
natural conditions, draw their supplies of coal largely 
from the mines of Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Ar
kansas, Indian Territory and Texas. The area of 
workable coal is also restricted in Kansas, Arkansas, 
Indian Territory and Texas, only a small portion 
of the coal measure areas there being productive. 
East of these areas their coals are brought into compe
tition with the coals of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, and 
Ohio in the North, and with those of Tennessee and Ala
bama in the South; even the Anthracites of eastern 
Pennsylvania are sold within the very limits of these 
western coal fields, on account of their special adapta
bilities. The natural facilities for transportation pro
vided by the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers enable the 
coals of western Pennsylvania and of Ohio to compete 
very successfully with the geographically much nearer 
western coals, especially along tbe lower Mississippi. 
Further, through the distribution of railway lines and 
adjustments of "rates, Illinois coals force the competition 
line much farther west than would seem possible from 
geographic considerations. Thus the territory affected 
by this competition to the east, is large, and it will 
probably always be considerable, though subject to 
variations. 
Towards the west, however, there stretches a great 

area of country in Nebraska, Kansas, Indian Territory, 
and Texas, which is not only destitute of coal, but 
which, has, further, a sparse supply of timber to answer 
as a substitute for such mineral fuel. This is especially 
the case in Kansas, and its effects upon the Missouri 
coal industry is important. West of this coal-barren 
area are the" deposits of Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado, 
and New Mexico, which are to a certain extent com
petitors in the market and which may become more so 
in the future. It is not to be anticipated, however, 
that this competition with the coals of Missouri and ad
jacent states will reach very far east, for the latter coals 
are generally superior in quality to those farther west, 
which are largely lignitic, and the supply of superior 
coals in Colorado and New Mexico appears to be not 
more than is needed to satisfy the home needs and the 
more imperative demands for coal still farther west. 
Thus the coal-barren area surrounding the Western 

*Iu eastern Texas und Southeastern Arkansas 11 re largo areas un-
lain by lignites, or brown coals. These have been in the past, only 
of limited local use. Recent in vest ij,-'U ions, by Hie i.ieological Sur
vey of Texas, have shown lhal these limiilcs ure e-|iml in character 
to those which are widely used in Europe. They will probably be
come merchantable in the future. That they will he extensively 
substituted for Bituminous coals in the most Important uses of the 
latter, is, however, an expectation which docs not seem at present 

warranted. 
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Bituminous Coal Fields may be looked upon as a most 
promising market for the future, especially that to the 
west where the population is destined to increase rapid
ly in the next few years, with a proportionate increase 
in coal consumption. 
In addition to the foreign market however, there is in 

Missouri a good home market; one which is destined 
to increase greatly in the future and which will always 
be a steady consumer of coal and the most substantial 
supporter of the coal industry. The coal fields of Mis
souri are not located in a mountainous, rugged, or 
sterile country ; on the contrary there are in a country 
of moderate elevation, with gentle undulating surface, 
where bluffs and steep declivities occur only along the 
largest streams ; a country with a most fertile soil in a 
well advanced stage of cultivation. It is already well 
populated, a network of railways traverses it, small 
towns are numerous, and cities occur at short intervals. 
These conditions furnish consumers for the coal at the 
very mouth ofthe mine, they cause small operations to 
be numerous and to be profitably prosecuted, and they 
further permit the mining of coal for local uses under 
conditions which would not be profitable for the 
general market. In addition, these conditions furnish 
opportunities for obtaining labor, and inducements for 
retaining it, which are entirely absent in many coal 
mining regious. 
The railways of the State constitute, without doubt, 

the largest class of consumers of coal. Hence the 
Greatest single use to which coal is put is for the pro-
uction of steam in locomotives; but, for manufactur

ing purposes, a large amount of coal is also used in 
steam production. Domestic consumption in stoves 
and furnaces ranks next in importance. Forthe pro
duction of illuminating gas a few coals of the State 
have been roughly experimented with, but not with 
generally satisfactory results, and very little of the coal 
product is used for this purpose. Thus coal from Ihe 
vicinity of Moberly has been used there at the gas 
works, and, when well purified, the gas from it was ex
cellent, but the cost of purifying it from sulphur was too 
great. The coal mined at the Hamilton Coal Co.'s shaft 
in Caldwell County has been tested for gas production 
and is reported to have yielded an abundance of gas, 
but it would not coke in the retorts, and, therefore, 
could not be profitably used. The coal mined at 
Trenton, in Grundy County, has also been tested with 
Bimilar results. In Henry County are several coals 
which have been used for gas production, with reported 
favorable results. Tlie thick coal bed south of Lewis 
station is such a coal, and also that from the Pitcher 
mine south of Clinton. These coals have been used, 
not only in the immediate vicinity of the mines, but 
have been shipped to remote point= in the State for 
this special purpose. The coal mined at Minden, 
Barton County, also gives promise of being a gas pro
ducer, inasmuch as coal from the same bed mined at 
Cherokee and other points farther west in Kansas, is 
largely used for that purpose. 
No coal in the State, to the writer's knowledge, is 

used for coke manufacture. Partial tests have been 
made ofa few coals, but the results were not encourag
ing. The coal from the Excelsior Coal and Coke Com
pany's shaft, at Iligginsville, in Lafayette County, was 
thus experimented with. The product was of fair 
quality for domestic use, but was too weak and contained 
too much sulphur for furnace use. 
Concerning the adaptabilities of Missouri coals we 

know, therefore, little even in a general way, and practi
cally nothing in a detailed and authoritative way. As 
steam producers we know that they are extensively used, 
but what their relative evaporative powers are as com
pared with each other we can say nothing at present; 
and we are equally in the dark as"to how thev compare, 
in this respect, with the coals of other states with 
which they are brought into competition. AVe know 
tbat tbe same coal burnt in different furnaces will yield 
very diflerent results, and rice versa, that the same 
furnace fired with different coals produces different 
amounts of steam ; yet we are unable to sav ofthe vari
ous Missouri coals in just what furnaces the best results 
may be attained with each. W e know that some coals 
are better for steaming purposes, some for domestic 
urposes tban are others; but which are the best 
omestic and which the best steamingcoals of Missouri 

we cannot say. Gas coals and coke are imported into 
this State from Pennsylvania and are sold here at 
necessarily high prices. It is bv no means improbable 
that there exist coals in the State which could be used 
more economically for the purposes for which these 
coals are imported. It ia, therefore, in the interest of 
both the owners ofcoal lands and the producers of coal, 
as well as of the consumers, that the adaptabilities of 
the Missouri coals be first definitely established and 
then that the various coals be applied to those uses for 
which they are best suited. 
Estimates have been made in publications of past 
ears of the probable amount of coal in the State. 
uch estimates have been made by assuming an average 

thickness of coal for the whole area of the coal measures 
and then multiplying this thickness into such area. This 
method does not commend itself for further use, and, in 
general, we are ofthe opinion tbat tbe attempt to make 
such an estimate in the past was altogether premature 
and would still be so now. W e are not in a position to 
make as much as an approximate estimate in this 
direction, even were we to leave out of the question en
tirely the considerations affecting the availabilitv of 
the coal in the present and in the future. The data 
necessary for such an estimate are the number of coal 
beds, their respective thicknesses, the area underlain 
by each bed, and the depth of each beneath the surface. 
Some ofthe principal causes restricting the distribution 
and availability of Missouri coals have been described 
in the preceding chapter of this report. To properly 
make such an estimate it is necessary that we define tbe 
nature and extent of such limiting causes, and this can 
only be done by the most detailed local work. 
The question ofthe distribution and of the amount of 

coal in the State, is one which the state as a whole, as 

well as the individual property owner cannot afford to 
neglect. Coal is, probably, of all others, the most sub
stantial of a State's mineral possessions. Every industry 
is dependent upon it and it is tbe main spring of our 
Nineteenth Century civilization. In Great Britain, 
from the results of carefullyexecuted geological surveys, 
estimates have been made by special commissions of 
tbe amount of coal in tbe United Kingdom, over one 
foot in thickness and situated within a depth of 4,000 
ft. beneath the surface. 
An acre of ground contains for each foot of coal 

underlying it about 1,700 tons. With two feet of coal 
the tonnage per acre is 3,400 tons. With the methods 
of mining pursued generally in the State, certainly not 
less than 2.500 tons of these 3,400 tons could be 
marketed. This would be 1,600,000 tons per square 
mile, and, thus, the product from a two-foot bed ofcoal, 
over an area of two square miles, would more than equal 
the present annual production for the whole State. Or, 
in other words, at the present rate of production, there 
is annually exhausted in the State an area of less than 
two square miles, and probably much less, inasmuch 
as the coal under a large part ofthe mining territory is 
three and four feet thick. The total area of the coal 
measures in the State, as already stated, is about 23,000 
square miles. If only one-tenth of this area be under
lain by available coal two feet thick, the supply will be 
sufficient to furnish coal at the present rate of produc
tion for over a thousand years. It is allowable to as
sume that a much larger area of available coal exists 
but, on the other hand, the rate of production is con
stantly increasing and will doubtless continue to do so 
for many years to come. Hence estimates of duration 
of supply can never be anything more tl an approxi
mate and provisional. With the present indefiniteness 
as to the amount of coal present, even an approximate 
estimate cannot be presented. What is above given iB 
offered merely as a suggestion. 
The total value of the coal in the State must remain 

indeterminable until tbe question ofthe amount of the 
coal is settled. With a coal bed two feet thick the value 
ofthe 2,500 tons of available coal per acre, at 81.30 per 
ton, is 83.250. The value of the product of a square 
mile of such coal is $2,080,000. If we allow a profit of 
ten cents per ton, the net value of the coal from an acre 
of such land is $250, and for forty acres of such land it 
is 810.000. The value of the coal contents of such land, 
based upon the present market prices of the same sub
stance, is thus many times what the land is valued at 
for farming purposes. Coal, however, is a possession 
which is not convertible until excavated and transported 
to market, and, until this is done, it represents just so 
much capital lying idle in tbe ground. Moreover, the 
coal of any one trnck cannot be opened upon, excavated 
and thus converted into ready money in a short time ; 
but the work will proceed slowly and the returns will 
come in gradually from year to year. Thus, if a man 
own a property of forty acres, of which, according to 
our calculation, tbe net value of the coal is *10,000, and 
if he does not receive any of this 810,000 until the ex
piration of fifteen years, then the present value of his 
land is a sum, which at compound interest at current 
rates, will amount to $10,000 in fifteen years; this at 
six per cent, interest will be about $-1,160, or about $100 
per acre. The exact time when a man may receive the 
full net value of the coal contents of his land depends 
upon many indefinite factors, such as the growth of 
facilities of transportation, the demand for the product, 
etc. It is thus impossible to give any one value per 
ncre which will apply to all coal lands, even though 
their coal contents and the conditions under which it 
occurs be similar. Considering tbe conditionsafl'ecting 
the coal market already described, and, considering 
further, the undoubted prospect of a great growth of 
coal consumption in this and adjoining states, it would 
seem, however, a well assured fact that any and even-
large body of coal land may be made a profitable pro
ducer of coal during the course of a few years. Coal 
rights covering many square miles of land in the State 
have been purchased at the rate of a few dollars per 
acre, the amount seldom exceeding $5. In the case of 
a single large property, only a portion may be operated 
at any one time, but a moderate production from this 
portion, on a very small margin of profit per ton, will 
yield many times 6 per cent, on the amount of the 
original cost, not only of the area actually worked, but 
of a large surrounding area also. Thus, the original 
cost of the coal rights over ten square miles, at $5 per 
acre, is $32,000. If the bed be only two feet thick, and 
if the coal underlying only 40 acres be removed per 
year, and sold at a profit of ten cents per ton, the in
come would be $10,000, as above calculated, or about 30 
per cent, ofthe total original investment. On the basis 
of these figures it is plain that the results ofa few years 
work, and the exhaustion of a very small fraction of 
the entire track, will suffice to return to the investor 
the total amount ofthe first cost ofthe coal land. The 
net receipts after this will continue to be large and will 
be clear profit. 

Thus, the coal lands of Missouri would seem to be 
promising fields for investment, even at rates much 
higher than have been so far maintained. The statistics 
of shipments show that the tendency is towards large 
operations bv companies controlling thousands of acres 
of lands. Pursued on this large scale mining can be 
prosecuted undoubtedly much more economically and 
larger markets can be reached. The coal can also be 
sold on a smaller margin of profit, which is a benefit to 
the consumer. The small operator is sometimes, if not 
generally, the sufferer through such conditions; and, 
further, "the small land-owner is often, through lack of 
local competition, induced to part with his land, or its 
mining rights, to the adjacent large owner and operator 
at extremely low figures. Once the value of these coal 
lands well established and their extent defined, how
ever, wide interest will be excited and strong organiza
tions will be led into keener competition for the pos
session of. these lands than has heretofore been the 
case, we may, therefore, look forward, in the march 
of events, to a large increase in the coal industry of 

the State, to profitable returns to those who invest 
their money sagaciously in coal lands and in the 
support ofthe dependent industry, and to an en
hancement of the value of such lands now largely 
held and used purely for agricultural ends by private 
citizens ofthe State. 

"WHY DIP IS MORE LIKELY TO BE REGULAR 
THAN STRIKE WITH FISSURE VEINS. 

HY ALBERT WILLIAMS, JR., M. E. 

Faults may throw a vein out of plane as to either dip 
or stiike, or both ; perhaps more frequently the former. 
But, barring the effects . f faulting, experience has 
shown that most fissure veins are tolerably uniform in 
their downward trend, while more or less wavy in their 
horizontal course, and that the dip often remains con
stant even where the average strike may be distorted 
by large scallopings. Reference here is not to the out
crop, which may be apparently twisted from the real 
course by tbe manner in which the topographical con
tours cut the plane of the veins, but tothe flexures 
shown underground, where no such cause misleads 
observation. Tbe splitting of veins into offshoots and 
the irregularities where two parts of a vein widen 
apart to inclose a horse, also occur in such ways as to 
affect both dip and strike, or either; but again the 
eflect is more commonly to deflect tbe strike than the 
dip. While (here are Jew positive laws thus far estab
lished regarding ore deposits (about the safest deduc
tion ofall being that what we do not know about them 
far exceeds what we do), the characteristics just 
referred to seem to be sufficiently frequent to have 
some significance ; and though this frequency may not 
be enough to lead to anything that could" be fairly 
called a law, yet even if it is established in a prepon
derance of cases only—and this at least may be con
ceded—it has a direct bearing upon the choice of plan 
to be adopted in mining where not much is known in 
advance as to the character of tbe ground to be opened. 
Probabilities are certainly better than nothing to work 
upon. 

If, then, it is really true (hat the dip of fissure 
veins is likely to be more reliable in point of unifor
mity than their strike, the question naturallv comes 
up, W h y should this be so'.1 

The most satisfactory answer seems to be that a 
large proportion of the veins are on the lines of fault 
fissures. This is pointed to by the occurrence of smooth 
walls, slickensides and clay selvages, which perhaps 
might also be accounted for by assuming small move
ments of tbe ground up and down during a long time, 
where the fbrow is not large enough to be dignified 
by the name of fault, but when these marks are very 
pronounced and there is found besides in the vein 
crushed rock indicating violent disturbance, tbe testi
mony becomes stronger, and when, as sometimes 
(though rarely) happens, Ihe amount of throw can be 
measured and disjointed rock formations actually 
matched, then the evidence becomes conclusive. As to 
such veins as most probably were filled by hot ascend
ing solutions, on the solfataric theory, there are parallel 
examples in the case of existing thermal springs 
(whether mefalliferous or not), for these are often 
found in lines along the tops of evident fault fissures. 
Now, faulfing means a movement more in an up-and-
down direction than in any other. This being FO, it is 
easy fo understand why, when a rupture of rock 
masses has taken place, one being heaved up or the 
other slid down, or both walls moving in opposite 
ways or in tbe i-ame direction, but with diflerent 
degrees of motion, the fracture along the line in which 
the force was applied should have been more or hss 
straight, while in other directions the result might 
have been a warped surface, since there the line of 
least resistance would be determined rather by the 
character of tbe ground than by the direction of "effort, 
tbat is, where the impulse was most intense the break 
would be a clean one, whereas sidewise it might be 
irregular. Indeed, if it is conceivable that, in faulting, 
tbe up-and-down surfaces might have split off in waves, 
the continuance or renewal of the movement would 
cause the walls to act upon each other like huge plan
ing machines, or rather like two slabs which the stone-
dresser is surfacing, thus grinding off the inequalities 
with irresistible power and leaving the wall faces smooth 
and slickensided, with broken rock in the vein and 
clay gouges along the edges, just as in fact they are seen 
in the distinctly typical fissure veins.—from the Engi
neering and Mining Journal. 

The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company have 
issued from their New York headquarters, 96 "Liberty 
Street, a forty page pamphlet, the third of their Sketch 
Book series, bearing the title " Open Pit Mining. " It 
is profusely illustrated with dainty pen and ink 
sketches and full of valuable and interesting facts re
garding the application ofthe company's celebrated 
Locke-Miller and Harris-Miller suspension cableways 
to open pit mining, quarrying and construction work. 
Several views are shown of tbe Tilly Foster Iron 

Mines, Tilly Foster, N. Y,, the concentrating works at 
Edison's Ogden Ore Mills, Ogden, N. J., and tbe Dun-
nellon Phosphate Company's mines, Dunnellon, Fla., 
with tbe suspension cableways erected by the Lidger
wood Manufacturing Company at these well known lo
calities,also views of cableways used for building the So-
domDam, at Brewsters, N. Y., and tbe Austin Dam, Aus
tin, Tex. The last named cableway is the largest ever 
erected, having a span of 1350 feet. Tbe book contains 
as well some very strong testimonials which will be 
read with interest by engineers and contractors. 
" Open Pit Mining" is intended for gratuitous 
distribution. 
The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company now own 

or control over a dozen patents on cableways, notably 
those of T.S. Miller, M. W . Locke, N. C. Harris, and 
C. M. North. 
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This department is intended for the use of those who wish to express 
their views, or ask, or answer, questions on anil subject relating lo 
mining, Correspondents need not liesitate to'write for supposed 
want of ability. If (lie. ideas are expressed, ice will cheerfully make 
any needed correction in composition that may be required. Com
munications should not be too lengthy, and personal reflections 
should be carefully avoided. 

All communications should be accompanied with Ih- proper nameand 
address of the writer—not necessarily for publication, bid as a 
guarantee' of good faith. 

The Editor is no! rt-^ponsilite for i-ieies expressed in Ibis Department 
*3~ Correspondence ./.<••_.._ be in as simple language, andasfree 

S'technical signs ami formula as pos~ib!e, consistent with clear solu-
tm. Catch-questions will, not be published. 

Speed of Fans. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I submit the following in reply to "C. A.," of 
Broadford, Pa., w h o asks the following question in the 
April issue: 

"The barometer reads 29'5°, where a fan is making 40 
revolutions per minute, if tbe barometer suddenly 
drop to 2S'5° will the fan travel faster or otherwise, the 
power remaining the same?" A s tbe pressure varies 
directly as the density, and as the density is decreased 
by the sudden drop in the barometer the fan will travel 
faster, tbat is in the proportion as 28'5° ; 29*5° :: 
40 : x, or 41*4 revolutions per minute at a reading of 
2S'5°. 

Yours, etc., 
T. K. 

Mt. Olive, 111., April 12th. Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer .* 

SIR:—I notice in your April issue that in his answer 
to Question No. 2, asked by "Alberto," of Wall, All'y 
Co., Pa., "T. IC." ma1i.es a mistake regarding the water-
gauge 2,000' farther in the mine. If the water-gauge 
registered 0'5 at entrance, the distance being 4,000' in 
and 4,000' return = 8,000', then the water-gauge 2,000' 
farther in, and 2,000' back again, making an additional 
4,000' would be found by proportion. 

Thus: 
8 : 4 :: 0'5 : x, or 0*25 = the pressure 2,000' 

farther in tbe mine. 
In finding the pressure at any distance, everything 

else being equal, the rule is, if the length is doubled 
the pressure is also doubled, and one-half the length 
requires one-half the pressure. 

Yours, etc., 
J. N. 

Trotter Mine, Pa., April 11th. 
Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I submit the following in answer to " L. P. H.,' 
of Avoca, Pa., in tbe April issue: As the kettle was to 
hold 7 gallons less tban a score, the contents would 
equal 13 gallons. In 13 gallons there are 282 X 13 = 
3,666 cubic inches. Then as tbe diameters are as 5 is 
to 3, w e can solve as follows: 

(5a _•_ 32-) _•_ t5 4. S) x | 2
 = 196j a n d 

196 X -7854 = 153-9384. 
By proportion we find the required diameters thus,— 

153'9384 : 3G66 :: 5'' : 595*36801733. 
Then 

I'595'36801733 = 24*4002 inches, the greater 
diameter. Also 

5 : 3 : : 24*4002 : x, or 14*6401 inches, the 
smaller diameter. 

I would have worked it out in full, but did not want 
to use too much of your space. 

Yours, etc., 
BRYCHAN. 

Nanticoke, Pa., April 20th. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following question for answer 
in your Correspondence Department: 

On the Fourth of .luly a pole was erected, 
Composed of six pieces mid nicely connected. 
T w o feet and six inches it measured around 
On the place where it stood on the top of the ground. 
The form was a cone in surface complete ; 
The heiglil of tin; same was twice sixty feet. 
What length of Inch riband procured at the shop 
Will wind round the pole from bottom to top, 
And have it lay smooth and plain to be seen 
By leaving a space of five inches between. 

Yours, etc., 
BRYCHAN. 

Nanticoke, Pa., April 20th, 

Trigonometry. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In tlie December, 1891, issue of THE COLLIERY 
E N G I N E E R " R . L. T.," of Reynoldsville, Pa,, asks a 
question whicli I do not think has been answered as 

""lerefore I offer the following solution : 

Will some of your readers kindly explain h o w the 
decimal is found for any number of degrees such as 
35°? Is it by multiplying bv the sine of one degree? 
'017452 X 35° is not correct. 
Being under the impression that " R. L. T." is sit

uated like myself, and has to plod along the best he 
can, I venture to submit the following formula as I 
understand it in Davis' Legendre: 

The sine of one degree is found thus: As there are 
180° in a semi-circle, and the radius being 1, we have 

3*141592-1- -_- ISO = '017458+, the sine of the 
first degree, then 

•017453+ X 2 = -03489-h sine of the second 
degree carried out to five decimal places. 

N o w by Davis' rule w e find the sine of the third 
degree thus: 

•01745 : -03489 — "01745 ;: '03489 -f *01745 : 
sine of third degree. 

AVe will illustrate this by the following example: 
Sine 1° : sine 2° — sine 1° :: sine 2° -f- sine 

1° : x, or substituting their values 
•01745 : *01744 :: '03489 : a:, or *03486, 

then, 
'03480 + '01745 = "05231, sine of the third 

degree. Tbe slight difference is caused by not carrying 
out the decimals further. 

Yours, etc., 
BRYCHAN. 

Nanticoke, Pa,, April 20th. 
Speed of Fans. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

Siu :—Please publish the following in reply to ques
tion by " C. A., " of Broadford, Pa., in your April issue : 

The barometer reads 29*5° where a fan is making 40 
revolutions per minute, if the barometer suddenly falls 
to 28'5° would the fan travel faster (owing to dimin
ished density) or otherwise, the power remaining the 
same? 2S"5 : 29'5 :: 40 : x, or 41-4. 

Yours, etc, 
T. K. 

Belleville, 111., M a y Sth. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

Sm:—Please insert the following in answer to the 
" Kettle Problem " in your last issue: The kettle is to 
contain 13 gallons X 2S2 cubic inches = 3666 cubic 
inches. The depth is 12 inches and the diameters are 
in the ratio of 5 to 3, then the areas for the different 
ends will be in proportion to the ratios squared. The 
square of 5 is 25 and of 3 is 9 making a total of 34 parts, 
9 for small and 25 fordarge end. N o w if w e divide 
3666 bv 12 w e have 305*5 area for one end which mul
tiplied by 2 and divided by 34 gives one part. W e 
now multiply this by 9 which gives area of small end 
then 

305'5 X 2 = 611 •+• 34 = 17'970588 X 9 = 
16L735292. Then subtracting 16173&292 from 611, we 
have 449'26470S area for large end. These areas divi
ded by "7854 = the squares of their diameters, the 
square" roots of which will be the required diameters. 
Therefore 

161-735292 -*- -7854 = l/205'93 diameter squared, 
the square root of which — 14*35 -4- and 

449'26470S -5- '7854 = /572*0202 the square root of 
which = 23-9169, n o w if w e divide 1435 by 3 and mulfci-

4 
ply by 5w-ehave2:..'9105,beingoiily- -.. over the mark. 
Now to prove from the areas that thekettle holds thequan-
tity let us multiply each end by one-half the depth and 

161735292 X 6 = 970*411752 and 449264708 X 6 — 
2695*5S8248 = 3606 cubic inches -5- 282 = 13 gallons. 

Yours, etc., 
G. S. FORSYTHE. 

Delaney, Cambria County, Pa., May. 9th. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In Nesbit's Mensuration there is a question 
similar to " L. P. H.'s " kettle question which appeared 
in your April issue. Itis not worked out but the an
swers given for the diameters are 24'400163 inches and 
14*640098 inches respectively. In working it out, how
ever, I make the diameters 20*760 inches and 12*456 in
ches. What causes the difference? I cannot imagine 
unless it is in the value of the score. I compute a 
score to equal 20. By the rule m y diameters give the 
wdiole quantity of inches in 13 gallons counting 282 cu. 
inches to the gallon. 
The rule to find the contents ofa frustum ofa sphere, 

which is similar to tbe " Tinker's Kettle, " is " To the 
sum ofthe squares ofthe radii ofthe two ends, add 
one-third of the square of the height, and this sum 
being multiplied by the height and the product again 
by 1*5708 will give the contents." In this instance we 
will let 10 x equal the large diameter and 6 x the 
small. The radius equals one-half the diameter, then 
the formula is. 
(5 xf + (3 xf -\- •—- X 12 X 1-5708 = 282 X IS, collect
ing 

(34 x- + 48. 18-8496 = 3666 cu. ins. 
Therefore, x = 20760, which multiplied by 10 and 6 

gives the large and small diameters respectively. 
Yours, etc., 

W.J. 
Dunlo, Cambria Co., Pa., May 2d. 

Mensuration. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—I send the following solution to question by 
"L. P. H.," of Avoca, Pa., in the April issue: 

The rule for finding tbe contents of a conical frus
tum is as follows where the two end diameters are D 
and d and the height is Ii and C — contents : 

D — _ 

In the example we have d = 

8 

ofD; H = 12 and 

- 3666 cubic inches and we have to find D. 

Reducing 

Calling D 
1 I3 Y 

•r (5- A 
3 

_-_-_• 
1167. Hence .c" = 

tve get 
U 1 -
U -

= JK w e get 

= 1167 : 

= 5954 and 

larger diameter of which 

-_' 
-ci 

490 
250 

_ = 

3666 
— 3-1416 

__ = 1 1 6 7 
X 

= 1167 nearly. 

1/595.4 = 24-4 inches the 

= 14-64. 

-_ ours, etc., 
W. H. BOOTH. 

Willesden Junction, 
London, N. AV. England, May 3d. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—As " X. Y.," of Nanaimo, B. C, does not under
stand m y solution of" R. R. S.'s " question in September 
issue, I will try. to oblige him by further explanation 
and show him where I get m y formula. It is not always 
necessary to go to an author for one. It must be evi
dent to any one who understands anything about fric
tion of air in mines tbatthe water-gauge (1*85 inches) 
or 9-62 pounds pressure is the frictional resistance due 
to the passage of the current, not for the first section of 
the air-way alone, but all four combined and that each 
contributes its part of pressure; and the relative amount 
due to each section will be as its rubbing surface divid
ed by its area cubed. N o w I will try and show you as 
plainly as I can where I get m y formula. By using the 
equation k s tf — p a3; and as we want to "find p we 
must divide p a3 by a'\ to get p or what is the same di
vide * h s q- by a3,'because k s g2 =pa\ but in the ques
tion /. and q are the same in each ofthe sections ofthe 
air-way those factors cancel each other so we can leave 
them out, and we then have 

k s o** p as ,, . ,. 
- . •= ——rr- = the refati ve pressure. 
•r* <r 

The next formula I used was made from the same 
equation as above where it is found if air-ways passing 
the same or equal quantities with the same pressure 
their rubbing surfaces will vary as the cubes of their 
areas as can be seen thus, k s ga = pa3, because after 
canceling we have 8 on the one side and o3 on the other, 
hence 8 varies as a'A 
" X . Y. "says he has tried Fairley's formula where 

a road of various dimensions can be reduced to a typi
cal air-way that will offer the same resistance to the 
passage of the current and cannot find anything like 
the same pressure, viz., 16 lbs., I think he has evidently 
made a mistake in the working of the question as may 
be seen by applying Fairley's formula, which is 
X —-j— = V for the typical airway. 

0' a3 

Af and 0' representing the area and perimeter of the 
assumed or typical air-way respectively. 
Let us assume such an air-way 4 X 5 whose area will 

*= 20 sq. ft. and its perimeter IS feet, 
Then 

^ = «'44 

1st air-wav, or section, 

2d air-way, or section, 

3d air-way, or section, 

Lengths. 

X 444'44 = 112'53 

27500 
3 H 8 

36000 
35 • 

X 444'44 — 392'44 

4th air-way, or section, 

- '— = —40°°3— X 444'44 *= 10S5'54 

Total length of typical air-way = 1963*66 ft. 
Then, 

k I 0 v 
k s v* _ _ *0217 X 1963'66 X 18 X 648'!1 

a ~ P ~ 20 
= 16i lbs. pressure. 
So w e see that by Fairley's formula we obtain the 

same pressure as I found it to be before, and if " X. Y. " 
will apply this formula to the quantity, which I gave 
as the answer, viz., 9-998 cubic feet, he will Audit will 
work back to the given pressure nearly (9'62) and 
I think tbat either of the formuke I used is easier than 
Fairley's, and not so difficult to understand. 

Yours, etc., 
T. S. C. 

Gardner, 111., M a y 17th. 

http://ma1i.es
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A Problem in the Development of Coal Lands. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In answer to "H. J.," of Charleston, W. Va., 
in the April issue, 1 would say that to answer his prob
lem in detail would require considerable space. I will 
endeavor, however, to answer his questions so that he 
can draw a conclusion as to which field of coal would 
be the cheapest to develop. 
W e will first consider the coal above water level and 

note some of the advantages and disadvantages. As I 
a m not informed as to the rise of the ground I would 
say fur the benefit of" H. J." that the cost per yard for 
putting in a drift and timbering the same, would be 
$6.00 per yard without taking into 'onsideration the 
cost of timbering. The opening to he 6\ feet high, 6 
feet wideou top and 8 feet wide on bottom, This cost 
will be ou the mine until thecoal will be fit formarket; 
probably twenty yards. W e will say twenty yards 
for our calculation. Then we have: 

20 X &5.00 $ 12U.00 
Cost of gradim,' 1,500.00 
61)0 ties at 10 cents each. 60.00 
15 tons steel rails at S..U .50.00 
Labor for laying tin- same 00.00 
Splice bars, spikes, mid boltfl about 15.00 
Rollers and bracket.-, about 40.00 

Total.. -_V.M5.6o 

I haven't given the cost of rope as I don't know what 
size would be used, but a rope ; inches diameter would 
be the proper size for the above calculations. I will 
not make an estimate of the friction drum and connec
tions, but will suppose tbe cost to equal the head gear
ing, etc., of the shaft. Steel rails to be 20 lbs. to the 
yard and incline to have three rails all the way except 
the pftss-bye, which will require four rails. The ties 
should be long enough to reach under all the rails as 
they hold the road in better shape tban if they were 
short, besides the saving of timber. If you have no 
timber on the tract of land the ties will cost more than 
10 cents each. In a drift mine there is no trouble to 
get the water out. of the mine, whereas in a shaft or 
slope mine it will be necessary to use pumps. Thecoal 
could be handled on the incline with two day hands 
lees than with the shaft. 
W e will now make an estimate of the shaft work. 

As the shaft will be 60' to the coal it will require 70' to 
be sunk in order to give sump room. The averagecost 
of sinking a shaft 10' X 14' including tools, timber, 
blasting material, carpenter and blacksmith work, etc., 
is $120 per foot, then 

70' X $120 = 88,400. 

As there will be 100,000 gals, of water to be lifted per 
dav it will be necessary to calculate size of pump re
quired to perform the work, and as it will require a 
pump to perform the work in ,-) of a day to allow time 
for packing, repairs, etc., we will calculate the size of 
pump to lift water in 8 hours : 8 X 60 = 4S0 min. 
Then by using imperial gallons we have 

100,000 -*- 480 = 208$ gals, per min. 

208* ., , • , 
2T'X"20X"034 = 1 1 + i n c h e s = diameter of water 

end. 
In one imperial gallon there are 277*274 inches ; 

length of stroke 2^ ft,; number of strokes per min., 20. 
Again using the U. S. standard gallon we have 

208 X '31 = - 480-4-* S402-4 
A 20 (No. of strokes) 30(lengthofstroke\ 

== 8008. 

J8C108 _ 1Q + inches = water end of 
*'.So4 

A pump of that size would cost from $1200 to $2000, or 
on an average of $1600, you will then need pipes and 
fitting-., b filers, engines to hoist coal, boiler house, 
engine house, etc., which would not be required for the 
drift mine. 
In case ofa stoppage for want ofa market for coal, or 

from strikes, etc., the drift mine would cost merely 
nothing but the shaft would require a fireman, pumper, 
and machinist, or engineer, besides the boiler coal used 
to pump the water out besides the cost of packing, lubri
cants, etc. Aslope mine could be driven for lessthan 
the sinking ofthe shaft, but the coal could not be 
handled any faster and all other labor would be on a 
par with the shaft work. If a slope was put in it 
ehould be on an angle of 15° or 20°. To make it any 
steeper will require a carriage to convey the cars to the 
Burface. The cost per yard for driving aslope would 
heabout?18forlaborand standing the limber. I haven't 
the time to give the question the consideration it 
should have or I would answer more fully and perhaps 
some of your able correspondents will have answered 
thesame question. If any of yourcorrespondents wish 
to criticti-e or correct this answer, I hope they will do it 
in a gentlemanly way. 
By discussing all such questions in the proper way 

in your valuable journal, we can get all, or nearly all, 
the good there is in a question and may get the ideas 
of some of our brightest correspondents, thereby mak
ing the Correspondence Department more interesting 
and learning some good lessons ourselves. 

Yours, etc., 

PEACE. 

Dunbar, Pa., April 20th. 

P. S.—Would say for the benefit of" H. J." that if he 
adopts the drift mine and lays an incline read to the 
lame that he may take a few hints from the following : 
A good rate of speed on an incline is 8 miles per hour 

or 704 ft. per min. At this rate it will require 2 min. 7 
sec. to make the trip, or three minutes to make the 
tidrjand give ample time to hitch and unhitch the cars. 
The work should be laid out so that it could be done 
an 8 hours. 

600 tons = h o u r 75 tons = e r 

S hours 60 min. 

min. H tonsX 3 min. =3^ tons per trip. The reason 
I took S hours for the time was to give allowance for 
breakage or accidents. P-

Mensuration, 

Edtior Colliery Engineer: 

gIH;—Please insert tbe following in answer to question 
by " L. P. H., " of Avoca, Pa., in the April issue : The 
diameters ofthe flat-bottomed kettle being in the pro
portion as 5 is to 3, make it in shape the frustum ofa 
cone. There being 2S2 cubic iuches in an ale gallon, 
the cubic contents ofthe kettle would be as follows: 

282 X 13 =3666 cubic inches, 

and 
3666 ... . 

— - — = 3055, 

then 

/"305'o 

^ 7S54 
the mean diameter. Adding the top and bottom dia
meters ; also the given proportions, we obtain the fol
lowing : 

19*72 -j- 19'72 

5 + 3 
and 

4-93 X 3 = 1479 top diameter, 
also, 

493 X 5 = 24*65 bottom diameter. 
The following is a proof that the diameters are as 5 

is to 3, 
5 : 3 : : 24'65 : 1479 
3 : 5 : : 1479 : 24'65 

Yours, etc., 

TRACKMAN. 
Mt. Pleasant, Pa., May 25th. 
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Specific Gravity of Gases, 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In the May issue of THE COLLIERY ENGINEER I 
notice several replys to question asked by " Miner", of 
Uniontown, Pa., none of them agreeing. I will there
fore offer the following solution to his question. He t 

wants a rule whereby the specific gravity of any g_as 
may be found. In the first place the specific gravity 
of anv gas is its weight as compared volume for volume 
with "dry air, air being taken as 1 or unity. And it 
requires 1306 cubic feet of dry air to weigh one pound, 
then as the weight of any gas compared volume for vol
ume with 1306 will be the specific gravity of the gas. 
To illustrate the above more fully we will take tbe fol
lowing gas for solution: 
Hvdrogtn requires 18853 cu. ft. per 1 pound, then 

13'06 -=- i8S'53 = *0G92 specific gravity of hydrogen. 
Carbon requires 15 75 cu, ft. per 1 lb., therefore the 

specific gravity of carbon is 13'06 -*- 1575 *= '8292. 
Carbonic oxide requires 13'o0 cu. ft. per 1 lb., there

fore carbonic oxide is 1306 -A 13*50 = *9673. 
Carbonic acid requires 8"59 cu, ft. per 1 lb., therefore 

the specific gravity is 1306 -*- 8'59 -***= 1 '52. 
Methane requires 26 61 cu. ft. per 1 lb., therefore the 

specific gravity is 13 06 -*- 26*61 *= "559. 
Yours, etc., 

T. K. 
Mt. Olive, 111., May 23d. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIB:—In your April issue "S. U. P." asks a number of 
questions regarding siphons, among which is " H o w can 
a siphon be prevented from cutting off?" In reply 
would say, if the pipe is 2 " thick, remove a length from 
tbe discharge end and replace it with 1\" pipe, the si
phon will then run as long as there is water to supply it. 

Yours, etc., 

W M . KELLER. 
Irvona, Pa., May 28th. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

g I B :—I notice that " N. S., " of Dagus Mines, Pa,, in 
answering question by " A. B.," of Hanna City, 111., gives 
the perimeter as 217*'. I calculate it to be IS'3758' and 
5*817'diameter by his rule for working the question. 
T. S. Cummings, of Gardner, 111., also, objects to " N. S.'s 
method of finding diameter, but says he is glad that 
it < an be worked several ways. Now, I am not satisfied 
with any ofthe answers given so far, and would like 
" W . "of Hornsby, 111., to work his calculations out-
more in detail so that they could be better understood. 

Yours, etc., 
SAGER. 

Pine Knot, Whitlev Co., Ky., May 28th. 

" Watercracks" in Steel. 

Etlitor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—Please insert the following in answer to ques
tion by " Burleigh," of Nanaimo, B.C., in the May issue : 

W h e n the drills are ready to be tempered they should 
be dipped blood-red hot in the following mixture: 2 
ounces of charcoal, 2 ounces of bone-dust, and one pint 
of machinery oil thoroughly mixed. Then made blood 
red hot again and tempered in the usual manner. The 

water used should not be too cold, as this is often 1 
cause of " watercracks." 

Yours, etc., 
J A M E S T. JENKINS. 

Plymouth, Pa., June 3d. 

Something' About Graphite. 

We occasionally hear of some one complaining of 
graphite orgraphite productions. N o w and then such a 
person, without further investigation, will write to some 
mechanical paper condemning its use in places where, 
If the graphite is pare and properly prepared, it should be 
ofthe greatest benefit. 
The nature of graphite, sometimes called plumbago or 

black-lead, is not generally understood. Eminent 
writers on friction have declared that it is the best 
natul-al lubricant known, and scientificand mechanical 
papers have advocated its use for many purposes. Incom
petent, if not unscrupulous parties, have attempted to 
meet the demand by putting on the market graphite 
productions that are totally unfit for the uses specified. 
Graphite is one of the forms of carbon. It is not 

affected by heat or cold, or any known chemical. As 
it comes from the mine, however, it contains from 50 to 
SO per cent, of silica, sulphur, and other impurities, and 
the process of completely freeing the graphite from 
impurities requires very expensive machinery and the 
most skillful manipulation. Only manufacturers hav
ing such facilities can hope to produce an absolute
ly pure article. The impurities in much of the 
graphite now in the market take on the appearance of 
graphite by contact, and such impurities are sometimes 
undetected even by the expert, unless chemical tests 
are employed. This is especially true of amorphous 
graphite, commonly called black lead, which is graphite 
without any particular form, and usually mixed with 
clay. 
Pure graphite, and even black lead, is useful in many 

ways as will be shown bv a perusal ofthe catalogue of 
the" Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., of Jersey City, N. J.' 
To be useful in the highest degree, the graphite 

should be carefully selected with a view to the use in
tended. Graphite suitable for lead pencils is not the 
most suitable for lubricating, although it has lubricat
ing qualities. Again graphite suitable for stove 
polish would not answer for crucibles, although it 
might be equally pure and stand the heat equally well. 
It varies greatly in its construction and usefulness, and 
the best results are only brought about tlirough exper
ience, knowledge and proper mechanical facilities. 
The Jos. Dixon Co. are miners as well as importers 

of graphite in all its forms, and they do not use any 
graphite tbat they do not either mine or prepare. 
Tbey not only have every facility in the way of ma
chinery and chemists, but also the records and experi
ence gained in sixty-five years in tbe business. They 
therefore know and guarantee the purity of their pro
ductions, and buyers ofthe Dixon products can feel as
sured not only of the purity of the graphite used, but 
also that the proper graphite has been used. 

W c have recei ved from the Lidgerwood Manufacturing 
Company, of 96 Liberty Street, New York, a copy of 
"Open Pit Mining," whicli is a beautiful pamphlet of 
fortv pages, illustrating by engravings from pen and 
inksketches tbe use of Lidgerwood Improved Suspen
sion Cableways in open pit mines. Among other 
sketches are a number illustrating the method of hand
ling the ore at the Tilly Foster Mine, in New York, and 
the method of handling phosphate at phosphate mines 
in the South. 
As an example ofthe possibilities of their method of 

handling material, the cableway in use at Austin, 
Texas, for the construction of the famous Austin dam, 
is shown.. This is the largest hoisting and conveying 
cableway ever built. It has a clear span of 1350 feet; 
the main cable is 22 inches in diameter, and the load 
carried is seven tons. 
Anions*; the other interesting illustrations are sev

eral showing the Lidgerwood cableways in use at 
Thomas A. Edison's famous Ogden Ore Mill, at Ogden, 
N. J. 
The success that the Lidgerwood Company has met 

with in their business is entirely due to the superior 
qualitv and convenience of their machinery, and is 
attested by tbe fact that during the year i890 they 
sold 1105 engines and 588 boilers. 

"A Practical Consideration of Compressed Air," 
by William L. Saunders, C. E., of 10 Park Place, 
New York, is one of the most interesting and 
valuable treatises on the subject we have yet 
read. Mr. Saunders has given the subject of 
compressed air as a means of transmitting power, 
year., of study, and has had a vast amount of practical 
experience in" the matter. His work is therefore one 
that contains in a condensed form many valuable hints 
regarding the means necessary to obtain the'greatest 
efficiency from compressed air, and be corrects some 
popular errors on tbe subject. The work is reprinted 
from the Journal of the Franklin Institute for May, and 
contains several illustrations that make clear the ideas 
expressed. It was originally delivered as a lecture be
fore the Institute in December, 1891, and is now pub
lished in pamphlet shape, so as to be within the reaoh 
ofall persons interested. 

We have received a copy of the Monthly Record, Vol. 
1, No. 5, published by the Edison General Electric Co., 
at the Edison Building, New York City. It is a very 
pretty 8-page journal printed on fine calendered paper, 
and is illustrated by half-tone engravings of superior 
merit. While naturally intended as an advertisement 
ofthe Edison General Electric Co., it contains a great 
deal of useful and interesting matter regarding the 
transmission of power hy electricrty. It is well,edited, 
and is just such a production as would be expected from 
such an enterprising and progressive corporation as 
the Edison Co. 
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N E W M I N I N G C O M P A N I E S . 

N a m e s a n d Post-Offlce A d d r e s s e s of the N e w M i n i n g 

Companies Incorporated In the United States 

Since Our Last Issue. 

Elkhorn Mountain Gold Mining Co., Portland, Oregon. 
Tin' Eootenay Lake Reduction Co., N e w Haven, Conn. 
Katohin Mining Company, Spokane, Wash. 
The American Plug Mining and Tun

nel Company, Fremont, Colo. 
Columbian Mining ami Milling Co., Leading, Vermont. 
MeAntire and McKee Min.ng Co., Joplin, Mo. 
Jack MiningCo., Carterville, Mo. 
Mel-inney Coal and Coke Co., Marietta, Ohio. 
McKlnley Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
The North Dakota coal and Power Co.,Mandau, N. D. 
The Miller Mininc und Tunneling Co.,Aspen, Colorado. 
The Fortunatus Gold and Silver Min

ing Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Colorado Enterprise Leasing and 

Mining*Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Captainlneu MiningCo., Pueblo, Colo. 
The Cut Diamond Mining and Mill

ing Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Creede Camp Mining Stock Ex

change Co., Amethyst, Colo. 
The H o m e Run Mining Co. Del Norte, Colo. 
The Mountain Child'Gold Mining and 

Milling Co., Fremont, Colo. 
The White Shir Mining Co., Bullalo, Wyo. 
The Refugio Mining Co., Chicago, III. 
Gold Brick Minin.-. Co., Portland, Oregon. 
The Rochester Cusolidated Mining and 

Milling Co., Ouray, Colo. 
The White Elephant Gold Mining Co.,Fremont, Colo. 
The Shenandoah Mining aud Milling 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Star ofthe East Mining Co. Fremont, Colo, 
The Colorado oi 1 and Gas Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Copper Roek Gold .Mint Mining Co..Den ver, Colo. 
The K"ck Island Gold Mining and 

Milling Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Juniata Minim: and Milling Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Burton Gold and Silver Mining 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Grand View Mining, Milling and 

Developing Co., Del Norte, Colo. 
Tbe Ethyolite Mining and Milling Co.,Denver, Colo. 
The Garfield Coal Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Relief Minnie und Milling Co., Port Collins, Colo. 
The Gold Link Minim, and Mi liim- Co. Denver, Colo. 
The Tecumseh Mining and Milling Co, Hen ver, Colo. 
Rocky Ridge Coal Co. N e w Whatcom, Wash, 
The Silver Queen Mining Co., Kettle Falls, Wash. 
Merrit Nickel Mining Co. Duluth, Minn, 
Stiles Gula Quartz Mining Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
The Guadalupe Minim; and Milling Co,Chieogo. III. 
Middlesex Marble Co., Portland, Maine. 
Tennessee Oil, Gas and Mineral Co., N e w Vork City, N. Y. 
Bon Acei>rd Pincers. Limited, 
Portable Improvement Co,, 

Cavendish. Montana. 
Camden, N. J. 
Newton, N, J. 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Mid die branch, Ohio. 

Th.- Maekirdv MiningCo., 
The Diamond Porl land Cement Co.. 
The Evangeline Gold Mining and 

MiltlingCo., Chicago, 111. 
The Banner Oil and Gas Co.. Hartford City, W. Va. 
Pride of the Mountain Mining Co. Everett. Wash. 
Chicago Improvement Co., Chicago, 111, 
United States As *• halm in und Develop

ment Co., East St. Louis, 111. 
The Tower Lode Mining Co., Kiugham, Kas. 
The Englevale Coal Mining and De

velopment Co., Englevale. Kansas. 
Whitaker Phosphate Co., Kansas Citv, Kas. 
Cvmbin Coal Co.. Philadelphia, I'a. 
The Pacific Gold aud Silver E_xtrac-

tion Co., 
The Black Bear MiningCo.. 
The Auehoriau-Leland Mining 1 

Milling Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Equity Mining, Milling and De

velopment Co., Denver, Colo, 
The Miueral Development Co., Denver, Colo. 
The June Mining and .Milling Co., Denver, Colo. 
The American Girl MiningCo., Denver, Colo. 
Th<- Wnudv and Silver Creek Mining 

and Milling Co., Aspen. Colo. 
The Amethyst Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Mica Monarch Mining Co,, Denver, Colo. 
The Empress of Aspen Mining Co., Manitou, Colo. 
The Needles Reduction < a.. 
The Crystal Mining and Milling Co., 
Rochester Medina Stone Co., 
Elko Mining. Milling, and Manufac

turing Co., 
Meehanieal < ...1.3 Extractor Co.. 
The Evangeline Gold MiningCo., 

iCo, 

The A. O. Jones I'ri'.'k and'Terra Cotta 

Denver, Colo. 
Fremont, Colo. 
Albi. n, N. V. 

c-
Randolph. N. Y. 
Jersey Citv, N. J. 
Jersey City. N. J. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Elkhorn, w. Va. 
Chicago. III. 
Barre, Vt. 
Nashua, N. H. 
Boulder Creek, Idaho. 

rag and Milling Co. 
Stanesvilie, Ohio. 
Kallspell, Mont. 
Butte, Mont. 
N e w Brunswick, N. J. 
Spokane, Wash. 
St, Louis, Mo. 
San Francisco. Cal. 
Scranton, Pa. 
Allegheny, Pa. 
Lebanon,Ind, 

Daisy Hill MiningCo., 
Blue Ridge Coal Co.. 
The McLaughlin Oil Co.. 
The Eli/.avllle Natural Gas Co., 
Ten to Duras Mining and Milling Co., Cherokee, Iowa. 
Jewell Metallic Paint Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
The Chicago ami Creede Consolidated 

Minine und .Milliue Co , Creede Colo 
The Free Coinage Mining and Mill

ing Co.. Denver, Colo. 
The Princes.-. Gnld MiningCo., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Colorado and Mexico Exploration 

and Development Co. Denver, Colo. 
The Milli-r Mining and Tunneling Co.,ABpen, Colo. 
The Oolitic Stone and Lime Co., Romona, Ind. 
The Goodman Mine, San Francisco, Cal. 

old Mining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
.Illlil. lOTTl Hi-il.. 

nelCo., .Timtown, Colo. 
ling and Tunnel Co..Fremont, Colo. 
'ower Co., Creighton, Neb. 
.ntique Marble Co.,Milwaukee, Wis. 

1 Co.t Philipsburg, Mont. 
Alleghany Iron Minn and Mil ling Co, Dul nth, Minn. 
Tlie SI.-UIH -.,1 n.l Gas Co.. Sleiil,eln'ille, Ohio, 
The Falcon Gold Mining and Hilling 

Co., Balida, Colo. 
Tin; T. E. T. Mining and Milling CO., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Copper Ko. k Gold Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Uicky Tunnel Min ng Co, Pueblo, Colo. 
International Mining Co., Spokane, Wash. 
The Inter-State Development Co., Cheyenne, Wyo. 
The Cheyenne Mining Co., Cheyenne, Wyo. 
Citizens' Natural Gas Co,, of Green-

castle, Indiana, Greencastle, Did. 
Yellow Run Conl Co., Greensburg Po. 
Columbia MiningCo., Danville, 111. 
Inter-Re 1 ui bl ic Gold und Silver Mining 

and Milling Co., Las Cruees, N. M. 
The Bl-lVletalllO 8 It-tag Co., Leadville, Colo. 

phir Bell MiningCo., Aspen, Colo. 
- W a x Mining and Prospecting 
Co. Denver, Colo, 

The Mammoth Mountain Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
M a m m o t h Mountain Deep Mining and 

Tunnel Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Bachelor Hill Mining Co. Pueblo. Colo. 
The Golden Rule Mining Co. Denver, Colo. 
The Fre_ Gold Hill Consolidated Min

ing aud MillingCo., Denver, Colo. 
The Carson Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Iron Clad Minim: aud Milling Co.Denver, Colo. 
The Kootenai Placer Mining Co.. Waneta, British Columbia. 
The Seven Mile Mining and Milling 

Co., Fort Collins,Colo. 
The Leghorn Mining and Manufac

turing Co., Reading. Pa., 
Brooksidc coal Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
The Sunflower Coal and MiningCo., Kansas City, Kas. 
Ferguson Splint Coal Co. Ferguson, "w. Va, 
Berkeley Sand Co., Berkeley Springs, W . Va. 
Out-Crop Hon MiningCo., St, Paul, Minn. 
Trojan Mining Co., Tacoma, Wash, 
Po-Keg E-Ma Iron and Mining Co., Chicago, 111. 
Menlo Gold Mining Co., Grass Valley, Cal. 
Continental Marble Co., Manchester, Vt. 
Capitou Jlining Companv of Colorado.Jersey Citv, N. J. 
The Golden Eagle Mining and Mill-

ine Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Mountain Chief Mining and Mill

ing Co., Denver, Colo, 
The M a m m o n Gold MiningCo., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Sweet Mining und Milling Co.. Pueblo, Colo. 
The Toronto and Montreal Mining and 

Milling Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Jack Pot MiningCo. Colorado Springs, Colo, 
The Nugget Mining and Milling Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Remia Gold and Silver Mining 

and Milling Co., Canon City, Colo, 
The Decatur .Mines Syndicate, Limited, 

London, England. London, Eng. 
The 1 lambda Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Stanhope Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Victor Smuggler Gold Mining Co., Pueblo, Colo. 
The Pueblo Bell Miring and Milling 

Co., Pueblo. Colo. 
The Currency Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Phil Sheridan Mining and Mill

ing Co., Pueblo, Colo. 
The Free Coinage Gold MiningCo., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Alhambra Miniug Co., Pueblo, Colo. 
The Anequa Placer and Lode Mining 

Co,, Fremont, Colo. 
The Barbara-Gibson Mining and Mill

ing Co., Denyer, Colo. 
The Windsor Mining Co., Denver. Colo. 
The San Luis Coal and Coke Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Gold Dust Mining and Milling Co..Denver, Colo. 
The Monument Treasure Mining and 

MillingCo., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Orphan Girl Consolidattd Min

ing and Milling Co., Denver, Colo. 
Ravenswood Oil and Gas Co., Raveuswood, W . Va. 
American Exploring Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Martha Washington Placer Mining Co..Oakland, Cal. 
The Pacific MiningCo,, Duluth, Minn. 
The Kirkpatrick, H o w k & Massey 

Stone Co., Joliet, 111. 
Corinth Store und Improvement Co.,of 

W . Va., Baltimore, Md. 
Empress Josephine Mining Co., New Vork City, N. Y. 
Reed Mines Consolidated Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
Western Star Gold and Silver Mining 

Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
•Osborn Gold Mill and MiningCo. San Francisco, Cal. 
Helena _•_ Butte Co., Helena. Mont. 
The C m hennc Noble MiningCo., Minneapolis, Minn. 
The CoUett Gas and Oil Co., Collett, Ind. 
Standard Coal and Timber Co., Philadelphia. Pa. 
Battel li. Oil Co., Morgan town, W . Va. 
Aetna Mining Co.. N e w Vork City, N. Y. 
Diamond Developing Co., Cheyenne, Wyo. 
Lander Coal MiningCo., Lander. Wyo. 
Carbonate Chief Mining Co.. Great Falls, Mont. 
The Gold Geyser MiningCo., Cripple Creek, El Paso Co,, 
The Bachelor Mountain Mining and Colo. 

Milling Co,. Denver, Colo. 
The M a m m o t h Mining and Smelting 

Co.. Puebln, Colo. 
The MatoaGold Mining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
The Rocky Mountain Mining and De

velopment Co., Pueblo, Colo. 
The Ophir Gold Miniug and Milling 

Go., Denver, Colo. 
Black Butte Consolidated Quicksilver 

Mining Co., Portland, Ore. 
Golden King Mining Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
The Mountain Bank Coal Co., N e w Whatcom, Wash. 
The Bogie Man Jlining Co., Kansas City, Kas. 
The CurtisvilleNatur.il Gas, Oil, Lighl, 

Heat and Power Co., Curtisville, Ind. 
The Josephine Miniug Co.. Spokane. Wash. 
The Diamond K. Mining Co., Pueblu. Colo. 
The Cripple Creek Brokerage and In

vestment Co., Cripple Creek, Colo. 
The World Minim; and MillingCo., Fremont, Colo. 
The Old Dominion MiningCo., Richmond. Va. 
The Solitaire MiningCo., Aspen, Colo. 
The Holden Smelting and KeflningCo ,Denver, Colo. 
The Colo. Cripple Creek Gold Mining 

Co., Denver, Colo, 
Tbe Lillie Gold Jlining and Milling Co..Den ver.Colo. 
The Shebo Queen Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
Tlie Sal Ida Jlining und Developinc Co.,Sulida, Colo. 
The Southern Red and Brown Stone 

Co., Sanford.N. C. 
The Ten Mile Mining Co,, Paterson, N. J. 
Juneau Mining and Manufacturing 

Co., Eauclaire, Wis. 
Tlie White Cloud Copper Jlining Co,. New York Citv, N. Y. 
Wolfe P.utte Consolidaled Mining Co..Great Kails, Mont. 
The Boise County Mining Co.,Limited,Idaho 1 ity, Idaho. 
Custer Mining Co., Limited, Wallace, Idaho, 
The B. V. Gold Mining Co., Colorado Springs, Colo, 
Crystal Mills Co.. Chester, Mass. 
Rock Island Gold Jlining Co., Pock Island, 111, 
TheCruham Oil Co., Franklin Mills, Pa. 
Enterprise Jlining ami Milling Ass'ii.,Riverside, Col. 
Mount George Jlining Co., Grass Valley, Cal. 
Farwell Stone Co , San Francisco, Cal. 
The l-'jijuio Mining Co. Sacramento, Cal. 
The California Mining Co., Cripple Creek, Colo, 
Cardinal Jlining and Milling Cu. Uenver, Colo. 
The White Cross Jlining and Milling 

Co., Portland, Maine. 

A Popular Coal Drill. 

Tbe McNelley Coal Drill, a cut of which is shown 

herewith, is deservedly very popular on account of itB 

many points of excellence. 

Endless Rope Haulage Operated by Electricity. 

The Leavenworth Coal Co., at Leavenworth, Kansas, 

is arranging to drive the endless rope haulage machin

ery at the foot ofthe shaft by electric motors. There 

are two separate lines of rope, one on each side of the 

shaft, and tha length of eacn is about 3500 ft. Each 

line will be operated by a 40 H. P. Sperry electric 

motor. Tbe power is at present applied to the 

work by a transmission rope from the surface. As the 

shaft is 710 feet deep and very wet, and the ropes are 

exposed to the influence of frost in the winter, their 

average life is only about eight months, while in the 

mine where the ropes are dry, the haulage ropes last 

from 3 to 4 years. By the use of tbe electric motors, 

the heavy expense of frequent renewals of the trans

mission rope* is overcome. 

MCNELLEY COAL DRILL WITH SIDE GEAR ATTACHED. 

The machine complete, consists of the post, as shown 

in the cut, with boxing to carry the screw and auger, 

a steel screw for driving the auger, three steel augers, 

two, four, and six feet long, and side-gear for imparting 

the motion. The posts are made of extra strong pipe, 

made especially for this machine, and are made so as to 

telescope together, which feature is secured by letters 

patent. This enables tbe operator to lengthen or 

shorten the machine easily and more quickly than 

any post machine made ; it being held at any desirable 

height by set-screws. The connecting parts of the posts 

are all made of malleable iron, strong and durable. 

The boxing is longer than any other used, giving it 

more strength, and saving wear over any other. It 

rests upon a slide bridge, which can be raised or 

lowered in the post at will. This is a valuable feature 

in this machine, as when the bottom is soft the post is 

liable to settle, and thus cause the auger to bind in the 

hole, often necessitating a resetting ofthe post. A post 

machine is liable to settle. In this machine all this 

trouble is overcome, as with the jack-screw it can at 

once be tightened, and the sliding bridge adjusted so as 

to relieve the auger from any friction, however slight. 

No other machine has this feature, which is also se

cured by letters patent. 

The driving screw is made ofthe best steel, and also 

the augers which are fitted and sharpened ready for 

use. 

This machine is adapted to all kinds of mine work, 

and for lifting bottom, or taking down roof, it is abso

lutely the best machine made, as it can be worked at 

any angle desired, and is so easily and quickly adjusted. 

For close work it is unequalled ; and, the side-gear can 

put a hole within two inches of the rib. The gear can 

be used on either side, or on top, or directly under the 

driving screw, and can be changed from one position 

to another instantaneously. This valuable feature is 

not embraced in any other machine made, and is also 

secured by letters patent. 

Tbe great advantages of this machine are: It will 

drill high or low, at any desired angle or elevation, and 

closer to the rib than any other, andean be more quick

ly and easily adjusted; islighterand more easily moved 

from place to place, and can be operated by a boy as 

well as a man ; it will do quicker and better work than 

any other machine made, and where in use is pro

nounced perfect. 

It is made regularly in three lengths, as follows : 

Xo. 0 for seams ranging from 3 ft. to 5 ft. in thickness. 

No. 1 for seams ranging from 3 ft. 8 in. to 7 ft. in 

thickness. 

No. 2 for seams ranging from 4 ft. 4 in. to 8 ft. in 

thickness. 

Different lengths will be made on application, with

out delay. 

The general agents for these drills are Messrs. Puchta, 

Pund, & Co. (Queen City Supply Co.), of Nos. 161 to 165 

West Pearl St,, Cincinnati, Ohio, who will be pleased to 

send catalogues and circulars to al! inquirers. 

Western Pennsylvania Mining Institute. 

The next meeting of the Western Pennsylvania 

Mining Institute, which will be held at the Court 

House, in Pittsburgh, on the 28th and 29th inst., prom

ises to be a very interesting one. The following is the 

programme of special papers arranged for this meet

ing: "The Longwall that would be Applicable to 

the Pittsburgh Seam," by Inspector James Blick; 

" Mining, " by Daniel Boden, Supt. Mansfield Coal and 

Coke Company; " The advantages ofa Slope over a 

Shaft for Mining Coal," by Inspector W m . Duncan; 

and "The General System of Longwall, " by W . S. 

Gresley. 

The subjects for debate are as follows: 

fl) Should a Miner have a Theoretical Knowledge of 

Mine Gases? (2) What Relative Advantages or Dis

advantages has tlie Exhaust Fan over the Blower Fan 

for Ventilating Purposes? (3) In the Absence of a 

Physician, what Remedy is the Best to Apply for the 

Relief of a Miner (a) Burnt by an Explosion of Gas ; (6) 

Rendered Insensible by Inhaling Fire-damp; fr) Over

come by Inhaling Black-Damp? (4) AVhat kind of 

Timber is Best for Timbering the Entrance of a 

Mine; also What kind is Best for Propping Work

ing places, the Cost to be Considered? .5) Does the 

Present Mine Law Neod Revising ? 

This programme is one that promises k> be very in-

terestiHg and instructive, and should induce a large 

attendance ofthe members and others interested in 

coal mining. 

http://CurtisvilleNatur.il
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UTILIZATION O F ELECTRICALLY T R A N S M I T T E D 
P O W E R A T T H E W O R L D ' S FAIE. 

The potentialities of electricity become wider and 
more numerous as tbe days pass, and seems like a 
horizon continually receding before the advancing 
student and inventor. Each new day a new develop
ment is made manifest, and tbe public now omits its 
expressions of astonishment at the. perusal ofthe won
derful evolutions of the only recently appreciated force. 
Tbe electric light was received first with incredulity and 
surprise, while now, even an advance of 100 per "cent. 
would call forth nothing more than a faint expression of 
approval, as if what had been done was only what had 
been expected. 
Electricity, as a power, utilizable for almost every 

purpose to which steam has been applied, is of a later 
date. It sprang into favor assoop as the possibility of 
its economical transmission was proved. Tbe problem 
has been economically and successfullysolved. Manufac
turers mindful of greater profits, derivablefrom a reduc
tion in the expenditure for power, are adopting the ever 
ready motor to the exclusion of the steam engine. The 
long lines of shafting with the inseparable evils of 
copious lubrication and costly friction, heavy and expen
sive belting in complex systems and large and small 
pulleys innumerable are slowly being discarded. One 
ofthe largest engine and mining machine manufactories 
inthis country has recently been equipped with motors, 
the claims of which to greater economy, reliability, and 
perfect safety being fnlly conceded ; and the greatest 
electrical manufactory in the world, that of the Edison 
General Electric Company at Schenectady, employing 
over 5,000 men, and covering with its fifty-three build
ings an area of nearly twelve acres in extent, is entirely 
operated by electricity generated in. and transmitted 
from a central power bouse in wliich are the only 
boilers and steam engines in the entire works. 
The immense advantages which the use of electrical 

power oilers, the freedom Irom dirt, oil, smells, and the 
many shortcomings incidental to steam power, of which 
loss in transmission is perhaps greatest, appeal strongly 
to the public, and the consequent increase in the 
demand on Central Stations throughoutthe country, for 
electrical power, is causing them to strengthen their 
facilities in order to cope with the constantly increasing 
load. 
The engineers of the Construction Department of the ] 

World's Fair have recognized the many benefits to be I 
derived from the use of electricity and from the first 
decided upon employing it to run the machinery usedin I 
the work of construction, asbeingthe only perfectagent j 
to perform the work as expeditiously as the shortness 
of tbe time at their dispo-al demanded. They have 
installed in the Fair Grounds a perfect electrical power 
transmission plant—one in which the conditions are ofa 
peculiar nature on account of the long distances separa
ting theapparalus, ami the fact that this machinery is 
being constantly shifted from place to place as it is re
quired. The lines had therefore, to be erected to satisfy 
any call for power from any particular spot in the 
grounds. 
The buildings ofthe Fair, which are to be wonders of I 

the World for the time being, are built of wood covered 1 
with stuff which will give to them the appearance of; 
imposing marble edifices. The Irame-work of the 
buildings is of iron. The major part ofthe machinery, I 
therefore, consists of saw-mills to cut the lumber, and ! 
hoists for raising into their lofty positions the immense 
girders, trusses, and ponderous beams. In addition 
there ate moulding machines, planing machines, and 
pulverizers for the clay. The presence ofthe electric 
motors for operating the saw mills ensures the absence 
. of fire, from the danger of which the employment of 
steam-engines is no guarantee. 
The entire plant consists of the generators, the line 

and the motors, together, with the various accessory 
appliances needed for the successful and economical 
operation ofthe electrical apparatus. The current of 
500 volts is generated from two 100 K. W . compound 
wound Edison Generators, of the Edison street railway 
type, belted direct to two high speed engines. The 
duplication of the generating apparatus was decided 
upon in orderthatthe machines should be continually 
supplied with power, and the chances ofa total break
down, obviated, one generator being capable of supply
ing the entire demand for a short time in case the other 
should be disabled. Tbe" temporary "station in which 
the dynamos and engines are located, ar.. so substan
tially constructed that the term is almost a misnomer. 
The same may besaid ofthe pole line carrying the 
wires and making a complete circuit of that portion of 
thegrounds in which the motors are located. Itis of 
first-class construction, and of the best material. The 
high standard of insulation ofthe wires is always main
tained, each circuit being subjected to rigid daily in
spection and tests. 
In the Manufacture and Liberal Arts Building—the 

largest structure in the Exposition, wliich covers an 
area of thirty acres, one of the saw-mill plants is 
erected. This consists of a saw sharpener, band and 
cut-off saws, a rip saw, and a boring machine. This com
pact outfit is run bv a 12 K.W.Edison shunt wound 
machine belted to a'line shaft. In the United States 
Government Building is another saw-mill plant run by 
a 15 Kilowatt Edison motor. There is still another in 
the Mines and Jlining Building, and one in the Horti
cultural Building. In this last named building is an 
electric hoist operated by a 20 K. W . Edison motor 
fastened to the same frame as the base of the hoist. 
The hoist is of tbe double-drum form with two winch 
heads and ean be used to raise two separate weights at 
once, while at the same time the winch heads can be 
used to drag material into position. It is now used to 
raise the immense trusses and purlins of the dome of 
this building, and has proved eminently satisfactory. 
In the Transportation Building a huge derrick has been 
erected for raising the trusses into position. It can be 
rolled to any requisite point and has a 3-it Kilowatt 
Edison Motor erected in its base frame. In this build

ing as well as in the Agricultural Building, are other 
electrically operated saw-mill plants. 
The Exposition Building, facing towards the lagoon, 

and ornamented on the exterior with Corinthian pilas
ters *42 feet high, has another saw mil! plant. This 
building has been especially arranged with a view to 
electrical illumination at night, which in effect will be 
unequalled. 
Here, too, is the large clay pulverizer, belted to a 12 

K. W . Edison Motor, which drives it at a speed of 1,200 
revolutions a minute. In the Machinery Hall, the Il
linois St tc Building, the Fisheries Building, and 
Woman's Building are other mills and planers. 
Each motor is operated by means of au ordinary 

starting switch and rheostat, and main line switches in 
series with each motor. Protection is afforded by suita
ble fusible cut-outs, and the motors are also sheltered 
from dust, dirt, rain, and accident as far as. possible. 
These machines are let to the contractors hy the Ex
position Managers, the charge for their use being based 
upon the average daily maximum load, gauged by 
suitable measuring instruments. As promised by the 
Engineers, the result of the adoption of electricity has 
proved entirely satisfactory, and the advocates of the 
portable steam engine ami boiler have been compelled 
to acknowledge defeat. The motors have responded to 
every call made upon them even to the extent of sus
taining a heavy overload for a short time. 
The entire plant is leased from the Edison Company 

and is to be returned in the same good condition as 
received on the lst of January, 1803. 
This transmission plant is a most important one, al

though only temporary,on accountof its magnitude, the 
long distances separating the various plants, and the 
fact that the line is easy of access from any point with
in the grounds. The motors are scattered over an area 
a mile north and south by half a mile wide. The abso
lute freedom from accident or failure of any kind whicli 
the plant has enjoyed, proves that this means of power 
transmission is as reliable as, if not more so, than any 
known method. 

OBITUARY. 

Theodore S. Mize. 

Theodore S. Mize, the genial, whole-souled and tal
ented Eastern representative of The Black Diamond 
is dead, at the early age of thirty-eight. H e was a man 
of most amiable disposition, and had the peculiar fac
ulty of winning the friendship and esteem of every 
person thrown in contact with him. 

He was an able writer, and one of tbe best informed 
men regarding tbe current status of the coal trade in 
the country. His integrity and good judgment com
manded the respect of every coal man with w h o m he 
was thrown in contact, and all were ready to give him 
their confidences because they knew he was worthy of 
them and never abused tbe "trust placed in him. In 
his writings ho occasionally, of necessity, touched on 
technical matters, and when this was thecase, he wrote 
not as a carele-s novice, but as one who studied the 
conditions, and sought information Irom thosewho were 
versed in the technicalities. The result was that his 
writings on trade topics, a subject he was most familiar 
with, were never spoiled by ridiculous technical errors. 
There was hardly an operator or coal dealer of prom

inence in the East who did not know him and appre
ciate his pleasant disposition and noble character. 
Words fail to portray the sorrow caused by his early 
death, and the sympathy we feel toward the editorial 
force of cur contemporary, which has lost a faithful co
worker and a friend endeared by the possession of a 
character composed ofall the attributes tbat goto make 
a gentleman. 

M R . JAMES CLAYTON, of the Clayton Air Compressor 
AVorks. New York, was among the passengers on the Cu-
nard Steamer "Aurania, " which sailed May i!_;th for Liver
pool. Mr. Clayton will spend a well-earned vacation ofa bout 
tliree months traveling through England and France, and 
while in the former country will for a time be the guest of 
his brother, Jlr. Thomas G. Clayton, the superintendent ol' 
the Midland Railway. Before his departure, Mr. Clayton 
was presented with a handsome gold watch by his em
ployes. 
THE Langeli-feColliery, locatedat Avoca, Pa., was recent
ly sold to Messrs. Brooks and Mears, of Scranton. Tbe 
new organization will be known as The Langcliffe 
Coal Company and officers have been elected as follows ; 
President, Reese G. Brooks; Treasurer, John A. Mears; 
Secretary. T. R. Brooks, 
Ma. JOHN SWEENEY, of Tresckow, Pa., basbeen made fore
man ofthe Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.'s large strip
ping at that place. 
MK. WM. L. SAUNDERS, Secretary ofthe Ingersoll-Sergeant 
Drill Co,, of New York, is certainly a versatile personage. 
He is a civil engineer, and one that ranks very high in bis 
profession. He istlie author of several valuable pamph
lets on air compression andthe use of compressed air, and 
also on quarrying, shaft sinking, and tunneling. He per
sonally manages the extensive business of the Ingersoll-
Sergeant Co., und also personally designs and compiles the 
elaborate and beautiful catalogues issued by that com
pany. His most recent venture is in the field of politics, 
as he has recently been elected Mayor of North Plainfield, 
N. J., his place of residence. His energy and sound busi
ness judgement are such that it is safe to say that Mayor 
Saunders' administrat'ic-p will be both an economical and 
a progressive one. 
MB. WM. YOCNG, father of Major James Young, Superin
tendent ofthe Pennsylvania Coal Company's collieries in 
the Lackawanna Valley, died at hie residenap in Dunmore, 

Pa., on tlie night ofthe 20tb ult., aged 70 years. Mr. Young 
was a native of Scotland, from which country lie emigrated 
in 1843. With bis wife and first-born child, James, he 
settled in Carbondale, where he resided until 1851, when he 
located in Dunmore, where he continuously resided up to 
the time nf his death. Up till within a few months of bis 
death he was employed about tlie collieries in various 
capacities, but for most of his life as a skilled miner. H e 
was offered official positions several times, but always 
declined them, preferring to work as a miner, rather than 
ti. take charge of men. The cause of his death was due to 
a general breaking down whicli begun with n severe attack 
of "Grippe" two years ago. He is survived by his wife, 
now 70 years old, ami tliirteen children, of whom Supt. 
Young is tbe eldest. Mr Young was a man, who, tlirough 
all his long life in one locality, always retained the respect 
of his neighbors, owing to his integrity, and many good 
Lpualities as a man. 
MK. H. C, ZACIIAKIAS, late superintendent ofthe collieries 
ofthe Silver Brook Coal Co., at Silver Brook, Pa., lias been 
appointed General Manager of tbe Peerless Coal A Coke 
Co., whose coal lands are at Vivian, McDowell Co., West 
Va. Mr, Zacbarias is now at work opening out the col
liery, and with bis engineering skill, backed by a broad 
gauged management, he will soon have one of the most 
extensive and well arranged mines in the Pocahontas 
field. 
MK. MONROE SCIIREFFLER, division superintendent ofthe 
Philadelphia .V Beading Coal & Iron Co.'s collieries be
tween Big Mine Bun and Treverton, Pu., has had the divi
sion formerly under the supervision of Mr. John L. 
Williams added to his old one. This change makes Mr. 
Schrellier's division include all the collieries operated by 
the P. & R C. & I. Co., between the Mahanoy Tunnel and 
Treverton. In point of production and number of col
lieries, his new district is the largest in tbe world under tbe 
superintendency ofone official. 
MK, FRANK A. HILL, superintendent of the Dunbar Fur
nace Co.'s plant at Dunbar, Pa., basbeen promoted tothe 
position of President and General Manager of the com
pany. Mr. Hill bus made a record in tbe Connellsville re
gion by bis business ability and professional skill, exercised 
under the most trying conditions, that marks him as one 
of the ablest men in tbe business, and the Dunbar Furnace 
Co. attests its appreciation of his services by this promo
tion. W e sincerely wish him a continuance of bis past suc
cess without a repetition of the troubles he went through 
as superintendent. 
MR. R. M. HASELTINE, Chief Inspector of Mines of Ohio, 
has assumed the responsibility of making Ohio's mineral 
exhibit at the Chicago Exposition. Mr. Haseltine held 
tlie matter under advisement for some time, and formally ac
cepted the undertaking last month. He Jsnow considering 
the plan of exhibit and the amounl of space required. The 
great variety of the mineral wealth of Ohio and tbe desire 
to give eacb product a creditable sbowing is quite an under
taking. He should huve tbe hearty co-operation of all 
engaged in the production of minerals in tbe State, and he 
will be greatly assisted in the work if they will correspond 
witli him in regard to the size and character ofthe samples 
they desire to furnish. 
MK. W. J. WATKINS, well known in the Schuylkill coal 
field, where he was for several years employed as inside 
foreman of Suffolk Colliery, near Mahanoy City, and 
who made a record for bravery and good judgment 
as Lieutenant of the Coal and Iron Police force dur
ing the Mollie Maguire troubles some years ago is now 
located at New Whatcom, Wash., as superintendent of tbe 
Blue Canyon Coal Mining Co. During the past three 
years he has traveled from southern Oregon to Herendeen 
Bay. on the Behring Sea, examining and reporting on 
coal properties for tbe Oregon Improvement Co. On the 
first of September of last year he accepted his present posi
tion. He has purchased a fine farm of 170 acres at New 
Whatcom, which he has well stocked, and on which he has 
three large barns and a very comfortable residence. 
Mit, JONAH A. DAVIS, fire-boss in the Boston Mine of 
the D. &, II. Coal Co,, near Edwardsville, Pa., was instantly 
killed on the 2d ult. by a trip of cars running over him. 
Mr. Davis had been u prominent resident of Edwardsville 
for twenty years, and was highly respected for his up
right character and close attention to his duties. 
MK. GEOROE JOHNS, of tbe firm of Geo. I-I. Myers A Co., 
after 12 years active service as superintendent ofthe York-
town Collieries, at Audenreid. Pa., bus retired to enjoy a 
rest well earned, after many years of active service in both 
the Schuylkill and Lehigh regions. Mr. Johns ranked as 
one ot the ablest colliery managers in the Antbrocile field, 
and under his superintendency the Yorktown Collieries 
have been made one ofthe best paying investments in the 
Lehigh region. Col. D. P. Brown, superintendent ofthe 
Lehigh Valley Coal Co.'s Collieries in the Mahanov and 
Shenandoah Valleys of the Schuylkill region, suceeded 
Mr. Johns on the first inst. Under the intelligent and pro
gressive management of Col. Brown, who is a man oflong 
andsuccessful experience, the record ofthe Yorktown Col
lieries will not fall from the high position to which Mr. 
Johns had raised it. 
MR. J. A. HASKELL, President ofthe Mahoning Railway. 
and General Manager ofthe Adrian Coal Co.'s Helvetia 
Mines, in Jefferson County. Pa., will on July lst become 
Vice-President ofthe Hercules Powder Co., of Wilmington, 
Del., and will remove to that city. 
HON. JOHN W. PARKER, of Mahanoy City, Pa., atone time 
a very prominent labor leader, died at bis residence in 
Mahanoy City lust month. Mr. Purker was a man of 
superior intelligence, and was the founder und editorof tbe 
Anthracite Monitor, u one-time prominent labor pupeT pub
lished, at Tamuqua, Pa., und later was tbe founder and 
editor of the Tel- Weekly Record, a profitable and influential 
journal now published by his son. Mr. Parker's first liter
ary work wus done while working ut his trade as a black
smith at a collierv near Tamaqua, and bis productions were 
signed "The Bnckville Blacksmith, " a sobriquet by which 
he was widely known, until he became more prominent as 
a labor leader, when his conservative counsel, strict 
integrity, and wisdom of speech and writings, won for 
him tbe title of "Honest John Parker." 

Mr, Parker was a labor leader but not a demagogue. 
When his counsel was followed the workingmen always 
profited, and when at times tbe policy be advocated was 
thrown aside for that of demagogues, disastrous results 
were always the outcome. 
He was not a professional politician, but was hanorcd in politics by being elected to the Pennsylvania Senate from tlie Twenty-ninth Senatorial District in 1S78. on the Greenback-Labor ticket. Tbe district wus strongly Democratic, and his opponent, Hon. W , L. Torbert, was a very popular man. He served but one term, and never sought office afterwards, but was appointed by Governor Beaver a trustee ofthe State Hospital for Injured Persons at Ashland, Pa. 
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O N T H E OUTSIDE COVER. 

NOTICE. 

The editorial rooms and business offices 
of The Colliery Engineer Company, have 
been removed from the fourth floor of the 
Coal Exchange Building to Rooms 14, 15, 16, 
17 and 18 on the third floor of the same build

ing, "with the entrance at R o o m 17. The 
School of Mines will occupy, in addition to 
its old quarters, the rooms formerly occupied 
by the editorial and business rooms, and the 
instructors can be found there. 

THE NECESSITY FOR TECHNICAL EDU

CATION. 

NEVER in the history of American mining, was 
the necessity for technical education on the 

part ofall persons connected with the industry 

more apparent than at the present time. The extrac

tion ofa limited portion of the mineral in tbe ground 

at a heavy expense, and with great liability to accident 

will not be tolerated in tbese days of enlightenment 

and progress. While the development of the mining 

industry of the United States has advanced with most 

prodigious strides during the past few years, the 

methods of development and working have naturally 

also advanced to a higher and more successful plane. 

This advancement will continue. Every day new 

difficulties and obstacles present themselves to the mine 

.1 and working miner. They must be overcome, 

is by the application of intelligence and skill. 

Competition has been a strong incentive to this 

raising of the standard of intelligence on the part of 

mining officials and miners; and as this competition, 

not only between diflerent districts producing the same 

mineral, but between different mines in the same dis

trict, increases, there will be greater necessity for in

creased technical ability. 

That region, which, by reason of natural advantages 

possessed by it, or the superior skill of the men em

ployed therein, can produce a mineral at the least ex

pense is naturally the one that prospers most. The 

first of these advantages cannot be regulated by man, 

but the second and equally important one depends upon 

the personal exertions of each man employed, to store 

up in his mind tbe principles regulating the forces of 

Nature, which, when intelligently directed, are most 

potent for good, and which when ignorantly dealt with 

frequently cause disaster. 

Even where tbe advantages bestowed by nature are 

greatest, brains are necessary for success, and many 

regions with less natural advantages, but with intelli

gent and skilled labor working under intelligent super 

vision, are more prosperous than those possessing great 

natural advantages and less skilled labor. 

Employers as a rule have learned by experience that 

by the employment of skilled labor, the production i-

increased and there is infinitely less danger to life and 

property, tban when ignorant labor is employed. Sev

eral of the State legislatures have also recognized this 

fact, and have wisely passed laws compelling mine 

officials to prove, by strict examinations, that they 

possess sufficient technical ability to superintend ami 

direct the work of miners in a safe manner. Similar 

laws will eventually be enacted by other States, and it 

is safe to predict that wdthin ten years, there will nol 

be a State in the Union, in which mining is a prom

inent industry, that will not require mining officials to 

show their ability by qualifying before a board ol 

examiners. 

Therefore itis evident that the mining official who 

desires to advance must keep up with tbe times, by 

systematically studying the principles involved in the 

art of mining that he may be able to apply his knowledge 

in such a way as to produce better results than his 

neighbor. If he will do this, advancement is sure 

and speedy. If he does not do it, he is sure to retro

grade, and by ignorance of certain principles in an 

emergency, he may be directly responsible for great loss 

of property and possibly of life. 

Ambition to rise above tbe position in which he i*-

placed by force of circumstances is inherent in the 

Ameiican miner, and it is commendable. Family tie. 

and affections are just as strong among American 

workmen as among any other class of men, and they 

naturally des-ire a higher position in life for their chil 

dren than they themselves hold, and they should be 

ready to grasp any means by which this ascension in 

wealth and the social scale can be secured. Education 

is the most potent lever to effect this rise, and system

atic study is the only proper way to stcure the necessary 

education. 

There is also a moral obligation resting on both mine 

officials and miners to secure a technical education. It 

is their moral duty to not only protect their own liver*, 

but the lives of their fellow workmen as well. This 

they-cannot do, if they do not Btudy the principles 

regulating the mighty forces of Nature, so as to direct 

them aright, and make them assistants rather than 

cruel and death-dealing masters. 

The miner or mine official who neglects his oppor

tunities to study tbese principles is untrue to himself, 

for he not only toils more than is necessary, but he is a 

constant menace to his own life and that of his fellow-

workmen, because his ignorance may be the primal 

cause ofa disastrous accident. 

W H A T IS T H E O R Y ? 

T H E R E is no word in the English language more 
abused than "theory." It is a word that is as a rule 

used in an entirely wrong sense. The majority of 

men believe it to mean something entirely opposite to 

practice, when in reality itis closely allied to it. There 

never was a practical man who was not a theorist. If 

he did not understand the theories involved in his 

business, he could not put them in practice. 

The meaning usually given to the word theory proper

ly belongs to hypothesis. A theory is an exposition, or 

explanation, of the general principles of a science, 

and not an improved supposition advanced merely for 

argument as an hypothenisj is. The introduction of 

organization among (he facts or data of a science is 

theory. Thus, the practical and well proven facts and 

rdata observed by diflerent men at different times, in 

the production of certain results, when colle *ted and 

organized, form the theories that explain what forces 

produced those results, and how much each force was 

exerted. Thus, we know that tbe pressure required to 

produce a certain current of air in a mine depends 

upon the resistance due to friction and also upon the 

sectional area of the air course. W e know also from 

experiment that tbe resistance due to friction ia so 

much per square foot of nibbing surface, and this 

amount is known as a fixed quantity or co-efficient. 

W e also know thatlbe friction increases with the square 

of the velocity, which is a fact that has been proved 

by both calculation and experiments. Now, having 

these facts firmly established, we combine or organize 

them and find that the pressure required to produce 

a certain cuirentis equal to the product ofthe co-effi

cient multiplied by the number of square feet of rub

bing surface, and the square of the velocity ofthe air 

current, divided by the number of square feet in the 

sectional area of the air course. This is theory. Es

tablishing the current by producing the required press

ure is practice. Or, it is a theory that a box four feet 

long, by four feet wide and four feet high, contains 

sixty-four cubic feet. If a carpenter who is told to 

construct a square box to contain sixty-four cubic feet 

doe.- not know and understand this theory he cannot 

build the box, and is therefore not a practical man 

The miner or mine foreman who is told to produce 

a certain amount of ventilation in a mine, to do it 

quickly, successfully and economically,must understand 

the theory of ventilation. If he doesn't he can't fulfill 

his duties, and he is not a practical man. 

H O W A W O R K I N G M A N C A N E D U C A T E 

H I M S E L F . 

T H E R E are three ways by which a workingman 
can educate and fit himself for advancement. 
The first is by purchasing text-books and 

studying them at home ; the second is by attending a 

night school; and the third and best way is by taking 

a course in a good school in which tuition is by corre

spondence, and each student studies when and where he 

pleases, and recites his lessons when learned,by writing 

out the answers and mailing them to the instructors at 

the headquarters of the school. 

The first method is one tbat rarely proves successful 

though some very eminent men secured their educa

tions in this way. In the first place the choice of text

books is a difficult one. Some excel in one branch, 

some in another, and a few, owing to the authors giv

ing hypotheses for theories are worthless. In the 

second place the cost ofall the text-books necessary to 

pursue the study of any science is necessarily high. 

The author of each, assuming that the student has 

been educated to a certain standard, begins with formu

ke and statements that are Greek to the uneducated 

man. Before he can understand the books specially 

designed to teach the principles of a science, he must • 

have at least a good common school education. Few 

workingmen are fottunate enough to possess this advan

tage, and tbe result is that if they desire to study a 

science they must start with elementary school books 

and giadually work their way up. In doing this,unless 

they are carefully directed and advised by competent 

persons, they lose a great deal of valuable time study

ing branches or parts of the school books that have no 

relation to the subject they desire to master ; and, by 

misconstruing the language of a single rule or princi[ le 

they find themselves hopelessly entangled in a mass of 

formula., and they give up, completely discouraged-

Their timt and money having been spent in a great 

measure, for nothing. As we stated before, some few 

men have educated themselves in this way, but they 

were exceptions to the general rule. Few men have 

the natural talents that Hugh Miller and Henry Wilson 

possessed, and few men can hope to educate themselves 

as they did. 

The plan of securing an education by attending night 

school, while possessing many excellent features, is not 

free from disadvantages that make it almost impracti

cable In the first place, it is difficult to establish a 

night school, and when it is established it is impossible 

to secure a teacher, who combines practical knowledge 

with ability at. a teacher, for the limited compensation. 

offered. In many cases tbe teacher, from lack of exper

ience in the sciences taught, confuses hypothesis with 

theory, and thus lays a faulty foundation for future 

sludy. Itmu*-*t also be borne in mind that while the 

workingmen are in point of education, children, they are 

not children when natural responsibilities are concern

ed. They must labor to support themselves and fam

ilies, and in the natural course of their labor, they mu8 t 

at times neglect the school, owing to other engagements, 

or they find that when night comes they are too tired to 
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supplement the day's muscular toil with several hours of 

mental labor. The result is that the classes in tbe night 

school are composed of men, some ofwhom, being natu

rally bright and with few family cares, are able to push 

forward rapidlv, while others; owing to no faultof their 

own, are slower. This causes the first class, to be retarded 

in their studies, or it causes the second class to be pushed 

forward without a clear understanding of the principles 

gone over. 

There is but one way in which a night school can be 

successful. It must be located where the number of 

students is sufficiently large to enable the employment 

of a competent instructor. Every student must he 

regular in his attendance and must have an equal edu

cational start to keep up with his associates. Bad 

weather, illness, business or social engagements, mu*-t 

not prevent attendance, or the student will fall behind 

and will be unable to catch up. To comply with tbese 

requirements is bard enough w h e n the pupils are chil

dren without responsibilities, but w h e n tbe pupils are 

m e n with heavy responsibilities it is impossible to ful

fill them and m a k e this system a success. 

B y the correspondence system of tuition the ditli. 

culties ofthe two former systems are overcome. W h e n 

the student joins he is taken in hand by a competent 

inslructorand he is drilled in the very elements ofthe 

science he desires to learn. H e is not advanced beyond 

theelementary lessons until he fully understands them. 

H e is not limited in time,and takes such opportunities 

for study as are most convenient for him. As he fin

ishes one lesson he is led by easy steps to the next. 

His text-books are furnished him free, and they are 

specially prepared with the idea of making them as 

simple, clear, and brief as possible, so that the student 

works only on such principles as bear on tbe particular 

science he desires to master. If two m e n start the course 

on the same day, and one is either naturally brighter. 

or has more time to study than tbe other, the second is 

not expected to keep up with the first. If the fin-t 

finishes a lesson in a day or two, and the second re-

quiresa week, he is given a week, or longer, if necessary 

H e is under no obligation to keep up with tbe first stu 

dent. All that is required of him is that he sticks at 

the lesson until he thoroughly understands it, and is 

able to answer the questions given him. In this way be 

is made as proficient as the first. Distance of residence 

from the headquarters ofthe school -.Iocs not affect its 

work. A m a n m a y live three thousand or even ten 

thousand miles away from it, and enjoy equal facilities 

with those living in the same town. The school, 

naturally having a very large number of students, 

gathered front all sections of the Continent, can afford 

to make its terms reasonable and at the same time e m 

ploy a large force of able specialist-, as instructor--. 

The system of studying the lessons, and then answer. 

ing the questions by writing them out, drills the stu

dent in composition, and trains him for experience 

with an examining board. It improves bis penman

ship and spelling, and drills him in the art of letter 

writing. In case he does not understand a principle 

or formula, he does not have to pass it over or show 

other students his inability to comprehend a princi

ple that m a y have seemed easy to them. A short note 

to the school asking for explanation is treated confi

dentially and all necessary explanation is given. N o 

student can join the school and not receive its full bene

fit, unless he purposely neglects the advantages given 

him in his scholarship. The system is not a n e w one. 

It has been in successful operation for years both in 

America and in Europe, and is conceded by all w h o 

understand the plan to be the only successful medium 

by which an education can be secured by m e n of limit

ed means w h o cannot afford to neglect their daily 

toil. 

THE SUCCESS OF THE COLLIERY 
ENGINEER SCHOOL OF MINES. 

T H E necessity for some practical means whereby 

the standard of technical education among mine 

officials and miners, could be raised has been for 

years apparent to the management of T H E COLLIERY 

ENGINEER. While the necessity was thus apparent, 

the means of meeting it, and successfully filling the wanl 

was not so clear, and much time and thought w*_s be

stowed on it. The outcome of all this was the establish

ment, on November lst, of last year, of T H E COLLIERY 

ENGINEER S C H O O L OF M I N K S . It was expected that a 

school in which the elementary principles of the 

sciences connected with mining, would be taught by 

correspondence, would be popular enough to warrant 

us in calculating on from two hundred to three hundred 

students in the first year of its existence, and that with 

that number of students it would pay to furnish a sim

ple elementary course of lessons, which would enable 

the student to pass successfully an examination for a 

mine foreman's certificate of competency. As soon as 

the organization of ibe school was announced, and its 

plan of operation was explained, it became exceedingly 

popular, and many requests were made to have its 

scope so widened as to give the students a complete 

practical education in the principles of mining. As 

the number of students increased, we saw our way clear 

to comply with this idea, and tbe scope ofthe school 

was accordingly enlarged. This naturally made it even 

more popular, and as a result there are now over seven 

hundred and fifty students enrolled. Tbey reside iu 

various parts of the Continent, and there is hardly a 

mining district from Mexico to Nova Scotia, or from 

the Atlantic to the Pacific that has not representatives in 

the School. The list of students embraces all classes, 

from executive officers uf companies and superintend

ents down to day laborers, ami also includes a num

ber of prominent mine inspectors. Every student who 

has fairly entered tbe course has voluntarily expressed 

his gratification with its plan and features. Hundreds 

of letters have been received from students, in which 

their approval of tbe course is expressed in tbe highest 

terms, and there has not been a single complaint 

against it. The plan and treatment accorded students 

basbeen so highly appreciated that we fiud thateach 

student advocates the advantages of the school among 

his associates. 

This gratifying state ofaffairs lias made necessary an 

enlargement ofthe force of instructors, and of quarters, 

and has enabled us to carry the student fuither along 

in the various sciences connected with tbe art of min

ing than was at first contemplated. 

Among the new features added are facilities for those 

ofthe students who desire to come to Scranton, to have 

practical work in surveying and mapping, and to enjoy 

a number of practical illustrated lectures on mining 

topics. Other features equally as advantageous to all 

students,are detailed in the new prospectus, which is a 

handsome volume of sixty-five pages, and which will 

be sent free to all enquirers. It explains in detail the 

work of the School, and the advantages offered to every 

man, who can read and write, to secure a complete min

ing education at a small outlay of money, that will 

enable him to fill any mining position. The only re

quirement is that students can read and write, no mat

ter how poorly. This prospectus contains many valuable 

hints to miners, and also a large number of testimonial-

from students in the School. Those who wish to take 

advantage ofthe course, and do not, for various reasons, 

desire to have their names published in the list of stu

dents, will always have their wishes respected. 

p DITORIAL N O T E S 

M O T W I T H S T A N D I K G the exertions being made by 

interested parties to break the combination of the 

Anthracite coal roads,President McLeod and his subor 

dinate officials are quietly going on with the work o( 

opening up new markets for thecoal, and of advancin 

prices gradually until theyshall reach a point, that while 

not oppressive, will guarantee to the miner fair wa 

and more steady work, and to the operator a fair profit 

on his invested capital. Notwithstanding this work has 

been in progress for some time, we can authoritatively 

state tbat up to present writing neither Messrs. Pulit 

zer, ofthe N. Y. World, or Bennett of the Herald, hav. 

been compelled to raffle off their cook-stoves on account 

of their inability to purchase fuel for them. 

"pOR the benefit of mine owners, superintendents, in

spectors, and others, who do not desire to take a course 

in T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R S C H O O L OF MINES, but who 

do desire to possess the lesson papers used, which consti 

tutea text-book of over 1.000 pages, we have arranged to 

sell the complete set of papers atthe same price as a com

plete scholarship. The papers embracing the text used 

in partial scholarships will be sold at tbe same price a6 

tbe corresponding scholarship. These papers will only 

be sold subject to the same conditions as are required of 

students, and cash must invariably accompany the 

order. They will not be sold on installments. 

T x the nominations of Judge John Dean, of Holli-

daysburgh, for Judge of the Supreme Court, and of 

Genl. W m . Lilly, of Mauch Chunk, for Congressman at 

Large, the Republican party of Pennsylvania has di

verged from the usual plan and given the great coal 

industry ofthe State tbe recognition it deserves. The 

nominations are practically equivalent to election, and 

we wdll shortly have on the supreme bench, a man who 

not only ranks high as an able jurist,but one who also has 

a thorou'. h knowledge of the coal business; and we will 

also have as a representative in Congress, an able, prac

tical businessman whose integrity is unquestioned, and 

whose experience in tbe practical working of collieries, 

and whose knowledge ofthe necessities of the coal trade 

in the way of legislation is equal to that of any other 

man tn the State. 

T N our April issue, in " Easy Lessons for Beginners," 

-**- theanswertoQuestion39,underthe beading,"Surface 

Arrangements" unintentionally omitted the Diescher 

Washer, manufactured by the Scaife Foundry and 

Machine Co., Limited, Pittsburgh, Pa., from the list of 

best jigs. 

This washer has proven its superiority by actual work 

in many portions ofthe country, and its simple con

struction and method of operation commend it to all 

practical men. 

It is a rigidly constructed jig, having a stationary 

screen four feet square with a reciprocating plunger. 

placed directly below tbe screen, and an automatic slate 

box or discharge at the front end of the screen. The 

location of the plunger or piston immediately under, 

and of equal size, with the screen, ensures a uniform 

action ofthe water over Ihe entire screen surface, while 

the construction and arrangement ofthe slate discharge 

effect the continuous and most efficient separation and 

discbarge ofthe coal and impurities respectively. 

The Anthracite Trade. 

The Anthracite trade, while dull, is in excellent con
dition, Itis now between seasons, and not much de
mand is expected. The demand and consumption dur
ing the Spring was large, and as a result, stocks are very 
low. Restriction how restricts, and prices, which have 
been again advanced 2b cents per ton on Western ship
ments, and 16 cents per ton on chestnut coal for ship
ments Eastward beyond the Capes, are rigidly adhered 
to. There has been no chnnge in prices to line trade. 
The Summer and Full trades promise to be active, and 
good prices will be obtained for coal. Tbe prices real
ized for coal last month were such as to fix the rate of. 
wages paid the Schuylkill miners, for the last half of 
May, at 6 per cent, below the basis, an increase of one 
per cent, over the wnges paid in the first half, and an 
increase of three percent, over the wages paid immedi
ately before the Reading deal was consummated. While 
tbe increase is not a large one, it is a welcome one tothe 
miners, and is evidence to them tbat the new order of 
things means greater prosperity in the future than they 
baveenjoyed in the past days of restriction that didn t 
restrict, and circular prices that were not adhered (o. 
The output for June has been fixed at 3,000,000 tons, 

which amount is expected to meet the requirements of 
the market. Suits to secure legal interference in the 
Reading, Lehigh Valley, and Jersey Central combine 
are multiplying, but they do not seem to cause much 
uneasiness on the part ofthe R-ading managers. The 
latest suit ha-* been begun by Lehigh Valley stock
holders in Northampton County, Penn'a. It is evident 
to all familiar with the history of the Anthracite 
trade, that the only means by which it can be 
lifted out of an unprofitable condition, is by 
some such means as contemplated by the combi 
nation of the coal roads. To continue in tbe old 
way means only loss to operators and miners, and 
enormous profits' to retail dealers in tbe large cities, who 
far years have been getting all tbe plums. If the jour
nals that claim to oppose the deal in the interest of the 
poorer class of consumers will display as much activity 
in exposing tbe true sources of extortion under their 
very noses, by showing up the methods of the average 

ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 

Statement of shipments of Anthracite coal for month of April, 1892, compared with the corresponding period 
last year. Compiled from the returns furnished by the Mine Operators. 

From Wyoming Region, 
From Lehigh Region, 
From Schuylkill Region, 
Total " -

APRIL, 
1891. 

1,696.450*02 U.-.2,520*0s Inc. 2-13,929'] I 6.465,837-01 
433.03103! 488,778*04: Dec. 55.747'0l 1,751,627'08 
815.022-13; Sr2.39.-V0l Dec. 57,372'HI 3,820,728-10 

FOR YEAC 

1891. 

5,672,258-07 
1,762,307*05 
:_vUft,750'19 

2.944,..03T8 2,S13,693'10 Inc. 130,SlO'i.i2'l2,044,19-?T9 I0,S45,316'11 

DIFFEREN CB. 

Inc. 79S.57.-V14 
Dec. 10,679'17 
Inc. 415,977-11 

•3,876-OB 

T h e stock of coal on hand at tide-water shipping points, April 30, 189£, was 714,842 tons; on March 31 
1S92, S21,023tons, decrease 106,181 tons. 
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retail dealer, they will more nearly consummate the end 
they profess to desire and will tn a small extent, at least. 
become something more than journalistic fakirs. 

The Bituminous Trade. 

The Bituminous trade is dull and ;featurelese. Con
tracts made early in the season are being filled and large 
quantitiesof coal are beingmoved from the mines. N ew 
ordersare few,and are lor comparatively small amounts. 
Prices are weak and fluctuating. 

The Coke Trade. 

The iron trade continuing exceedingly dull, and 
prospects for the future not being bright, makes the 
demand for coke very light, in the Connellsville region 
only about two-thirds of the ovens are in blast, and 
they are not running full time. In fact, there has been 
no change of any importance since our last report, and 
prices remain the same. 

SUMMER TOURS. 

Tbe Latest Publication ofthe Pennsylvania Railroad. 
The lst of June is a date looked forward to by the 

thousands Who make their preliminary plans for sum
mer outings, and their main guide is the Summer Excur
sion book issued yearly by the Pennsylvania Railroad 
Company, wliich regularly appears on that date. Ad
vance copies for the season of 1892 are fresh from tbe 
press and certainly excel anything of like character 
ever published by this progressive railroad companv. 
It is not only a Compendium ofall the rates prevail

ing over its own and connecting lines to the principal 
resorts of the land, but it is equally as valuable as a 
guide-book, with full and explicit information as to 
how trips mav be made, and as to what desirable var
iations mav be utilized to enhance tbeir pleasure and 
profit. Nearly five hundred resorts, ranging from 
Prince Edw ud Island to the mountains of Western 
North Carolina, from the southern extremity of New 
Jersey to the wild lakes of Canada, from the mineral 
springs of Virginia tothe great inland lakes, are de
scribed at length, and over fifteen hundred routes, repre
senting a stock of fifteen hundred special forms of 
tickets, are set out clearly and intelligibly within its 
paces. 
In arranging these routes care has been observed in 

making them read over lines that present the greatest 
number of interesting points, and in every case there is 
a wide field for choice. They also provide for a return 
trip by a different direction, so that the tourist may 
find bis outing a continual succession of changing 
scenes. 

It is so comprehensive that one could hardly ask fur 
a ticket to an Eastern resort of any prominence and 
fail to find it readv-made by a variety of routes. One 
hundred and thirty railroad and steamboat lines are 
represented in the coupons of these tickets, everyone 
of them connecting directly or remotely with the Penn
sylvania system. 
The cover to this handsome edition represents one 

ofthe famous Pennsylvania Railroad Observation Cars 
artistically executed.' The illustrations are the finest 
style of half-tone work, on as high a grade as the popu
lar magazine productions. 

Application of Electricity to Mining Operations. 

It is a mistaken idea to suppose that the number of 
electric plants at mines issu small as to keep the appli
cation of electricity as a means of transmitting power 
.still in the experimental stage. It is also a mistake to 
imagine tbat the application, of electric power is con
fined only to two uses, haulage and coal cutting. While 
it is true that these two branches ofthe work have 
received the most prominence in literature treating on 
application-- of electricity to milling it was simply 
because thev were the ones that most needed the 
application of an improved method nf transmitting 
power. However, while the electricians and mining 
engineers were wrestling with the problems that pre
sented themselves when these branches were under 
consideration, they did not neglect the others, some of 
which were very simple propositions, while others 
presented just as large a field forthe application of 
inventive faculties as either ofthe two first mentioned 
branches. The Thomson-Houston Electric Co. was 
the first to enter the field of mining on a large scale, 
and after securing the best available engineering 
talent, thev expended large sums of money, and an 
amount of patience and perseverenee that seems 
almost incredible, to secure tbe best designs of electric 
machinery capable of performing the work in a perfect 
manner, and their enterprise has been rewarded, by 
the possession of patents (hat enable them to turn out 
machinery designed for haulage either by locomotive 
or rope, and for coal cutting either by chipping or 
scraping, solenoid drills or rotating drills. Tbey have 
also succeeded in sucessfully applying electric motors to 
hoisting machinery, ventilating machinery, triplex, 
duplex, and centrifugal pumps, diamond drills, etc., 
etc. Thev have also produced the VanDepoele elec
tric percu'ssion drill for rock work, that is so arranged 
on a universal joint tripod or adjustable tunnel 
columns, that it can be operated in any position. 

Plants embracing all types ofthe machinery men
tioned run by Thomson-Houston motors, and 
supplied with power generated with Thomson-Hous
ton dynamos are in operation in mines in all parts of 
the country, and a number of them are superbly illus
trated in "the handsome catalogue just issued by the 
Thomson-VanDepole Electric Mining Co., which con
trols all the mining work of the Thomson-Houston 
Co. 
ingi 

This catalogue is composed of 200 pages contain-
ne illustrations and a large amount of interesting 
•••"Juable text. W e advise all our readers who 

it already secured a copy of this work to sood 
| once. 

STEAM PUMPS. 

We herewith present sectional views of The Laid
law and Dunn Co.'s Duplex Mine P u m p and Duplex 
Boiler Feeder. These pumps have won an enviable 
record for efficiency and durability, and are specially 
constructed in a manner to ensure a continuance of 
their high reputation,and the consequent large volume 
of business being done by their manufacturers. 
These pumps are made with removable and inter

changeable brass water cylinders and plungers, with 
bronze piston and plunger rods to resist the action of 
acidulated mine water. The cast brass cylinders are 
heavy enough to be bored out several times, before it 

| cup leathers, or metallic packing, in accordance wdth 
i the kind of water to be pumped, 
1 The boiler feed pumps manufactured by tbe Laid-
j law & Dunn Co., are also fitted with heavy removable 
cast brass interchangeble water cylinders showing the 
flanged ends. They are held in by the water cylinder 
: heads. The advantage of having pumps constructed in 
this mannerjies in the fact that when the water cylin-
derbecomes worn, it is not necessary to send tbe pump 
to the repair shop to be rebored, because, by simply 
taking off tbe water cylinder heads, the old or worn 
cylindercan be removed, and a new brasscylinder can be 
pushed into its place in a few minutes. This advan-

will be apreciated by all steam users. 

BECTIOl. \L VIEW OF DUPLEX MINI* PUMP. 

is necessary to renew them. They are fitted to the 
main body of the water end with ground joints, and 
are held in place by a heavy flange- They are also 
fitted with bra-ss valve seats, which are screwed into 
the valve deck with a fine tapering thread. The valve 
stems are of best brass, and screw into the valve seats 
in a similar manner. 
The water ends of these pumps are provided with 

large hand hole plates, so that every valve in the suc
tion and discharge ofthe pump can be removed with
out dismantling the pump. On the large mine pumps 
the suction valves are below the water cylinder, as 

The smaller sizes of these pumps are all fitted with 
brass followers in the packing glands. The bearings 
are large and long, thus ensuring least wear and tear. 
They are also fitted with steel adjustable valve mo
tions, brass valve seats, brass stems and springs, 
and composition or brass valves, as may be 
desired. They are guaranteed for hot or cold water. 
As in the mine pumps, all parts of these pumps are in
terchangeable. They are made of the best material, 
and the best workmanship is used in their construction. 

Every pump is carefully inspected in all its parts, 
and is not shipped from the works until absolute perfec-

BEOTIONAL VIEW OF DUPLEX BOILER BJSBDEB, SHOWING CAST BRASS FLANGE AND WATER CYLINDER. 

shown in the section, and the discharge is above the 
water cylinder. 

All pumps are fitted with steel adjustable valve mo
tions, for taking up the wear and tear, and all parts arc 
so constructed as to reduce the wear and tear to a mini
mum. All parts of the pump are made of best material 
and with great care, and consequently there are no • 
better mine pumps made. Every part ef the pump is 
made in duplicate to templates, and is therefore inter-! 
changeable, and can be duplicated without any tron ,' 
ble. The ports in the water end are made large, so 
that, if necessary, tbe pump can be run at a highspeed, j 
The water plungers are packed with square packing, 

tion is attained. The officers of the company are com
paratively young men, though men of large experience 
in the pump business. They are justly proud of the 
reputation the Laidlaw & Dunn pumps have obtained, 
and will allow nothing to interfere with the contin
uance of their reputation as energetic and progressive 
builders of pumps ofthe highest efficiency and great
est durability. Their catalogue contains, besides de
scriptions of tbeir various styles of pumps, tables and 
data of value to all pump users. It will be sent free 
to all colliery owners or colliery otlicials. The address 
of the manufacturers is The Laidlaw A Dunn Pump 
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
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COLLIERY IMPROVEMENTS. 

Colliery Owners, Superintendents, Mining Engineer-;, Contractors, 
and otben. are respectfully requested to Inti.rm OK a. early 
as possible of all linj.rov.-ment*. contemplated ut their mine. 
We desire to make ibis department a.-* complete as possible.— 
Editor. 

*K*» Tbe Coabuila Coal Company, Hondo. Coahuila, 
Mexico, has tbe following improvement, in course of con-
etruction-under tbe supervision of Mr. __.. G. Tuttle, Super
intendent : 
At their new mine they are sinking a tbree-comparlrnent 

shaft, which is 10 ft. 10 in. x 21 ft. 4 in. Each compartment 
will be 0 ft. x H ft. in the clear. 
At their Hondo mine, tbey arc-erecting a new tipple with 

Mitchell dump alongside of tbeir 600 ton washer 'I hi*, new 
tipple will weigh and screen tbe coal before it passes to the 
washer. 
Tbey have also erected a 22" by 29" air compressor at the 

Bame mine tofurnish power for a Harrison Coal '.'utter. 
*»*# The Leavenworth Coal Company, of Leavenworth, 
Kansas, Mr. J. K. Carr, General Manager, is erecting une 115 
H. P. generator, and une 50 H. V. generator tu operate 6 
Sperry mining machine-*, a 25 H. P. power pump, with a 
capacity of A) gals, per minute and ;i lilt uf 710 ft ,and two 40 
H. P. motors to drive tbeir inside endless rope haulage ma
chinery. They will also use other smaller motors for various 
purposes around the mines, Tlie electric machinery is all 
being erected by the Sperry Electric Mining Machine Cu., 
of Chicago. 
»%• Messrs. John Ingle 6i Co.. of Evansville. Ind., are 
making sweeping improvements at tbeir lugleside colliery 
at Evansville, and propose to have the most complete coid 
handling appliances in the Stat*. They have ordered new 
first motion Brazil winding engines of latest type, from 
Messrs. Crawlord .V M'Crimmon. of Brazil, Ind.. and are 
putting in new boiler-, pumps, etc. They will also begin 
the erection ofa new tower at once and put in a new outfit 
of screens ofthe most approved construction. They arealso 
sinking a prospecting shaft from tbe present level, which 
has reached a depth of 100 feet from tbe surface. 
.%* A numberof improvements will shortly be intro
duced at the Milnesvillecolliery under tbe .uperiiitendency 
of Mr. J. I. Hollenback. of H_izleton, Pa. A new locomo
tive has been added to tbe plant, and an electric light plant 
will be added, so tbat tne work DD '.be extensive -.trippings 
can be prosecuted both night and day. 
,V The Mill Creek Coal Co., New Boston, Schuylkill 
County, Pa., will shortly sink a new slope 900 ft. long in 
the Buck Mountain seam to tbe basin, and will open tbe 
overlying seams by tuun*--l3. fbey will also erect a new 
breaker to prepare the coal from this new opening. All 
the improvements contemplated will be under tbe super
vision of Mr. T. D. Jones, general superintendent. 
***«* Tbe Reynuldsville Coal Co., of Reynoldsville. Pa., is 
opening a new mine near Sandy Vallev, Jeflerson County, 
Pa. 
The D. L. Ai W. R. R. Co. have made preparations to 
sink shafts and erect two breakers in the vicinity of tbe 
Bad ni an and Comer farms in the suburbs of Nanticoke, 
Pa. They will be fitted up with the latest and most im
proved machineiy forthe preparations ofcoal for market, 
and will be called tbe "Bibs" and "Auchincloss" alter 
Directors ofthe Company. 
*»*» Tbe Vesta Coal Co., under the superintendency of 
Mr. K. A. Drum, has a large force of men at work opening 
ap a new mine at .VI lei i port, Washington County. Pa., near 
the old American Mine, which they are now operating to 
its full capacity, Tbe narrow work in the new mine is 
being pushed forward as rapidly as possible. Tbe entire 
structural work ofthe tipple, etc.. will be of iron, and it will 
be one of the finest on the Monongahela River. A rope 
haulage plant is being placed in the new works which will 
handle the coal from both the old and the new mines. 
Both mines will be ventilated by a 25-foot fan, which is 
nearing completion at the old mine. 
The Vesta Coal Company is composed of members of the 

Jones & Laughlin Iron and Steel Company, and the pro
ducts ofthe two mines will be largely used at the mills and 
furnaces of that company at Pittsburgh. At tbe new iron 
tipple, a large crusher will be operated for crushing the 
coal, which will be loaded in barges and taken to Ihe cuke 
ovens near tbe furnaces. It will be so arranged that when 
the river is too low, the coal can b" loaded on cars and run 
down by rail. This plant promises to be one of tbe largest 
and steadiest running mines in the upper pool of the 
Monongahela. 
New Mine Inspection Districts In Ohio. 
Chief Mine Inspector R. M. Haseltine, of Ohio, has 
redistricted the State for inspection purposes, in com
pliance with the law as amended at the last session of 
the Legislature. The state will now consist of seven 
districts, instead of five, as formerly. The first district 
comprises the counties of Hocking, Vinton, Jackson, and 
Scioto, containing seventy-nine mines that employ 
more than ten men and forty a less number. 
The second district is composed of Washington, Ath

ens, Meigs, Gallia, and Lawrence, containing sixty large 
and thirty-eight small mines. 
The third district, embracing the counties of Musk

ingum, Perry, Morgan, and Noble, contains seventy 
large and eighty small mines. 
The fourth district, composed of Monroe, Belmont, 

Guernsey, Coshocton, and Holmes, embraces sixty large 
and eighty small mines. 
The fifth district covers Harrison, Jeflerson, Carrol, 

and the southern portion of Columbiana, and contains 
thirty-seven large and sixty-seven small mines. This 
district was made smaller than the others in order to 
allow more time to eacb,owing to the number of mines 
in it which generate fire-damp. 
The sixth embraces Tuscarawas, Stark, and Wayne, 

and has sixty-three large and one hundred and nine
teen small mines. 
The seventh, Summit Medina, Portage, Mahoning, 

Trumbull, and the northern portion of Columbiana, con
taining fifty-four large and seventy-seven small mines. 
The records in the Mining Department show nine 

hundred and twelve mines in operation. Of these four 
hundred and twenty-three employ more than ten men 
and four hundred and eighty nine, a less number. The 
average to the district would be sixty large and seventy 

small ones. In making the division, three small mines 
were considered the equivalent of one large one and the 
districts will contain 92, 93, 87, til, 100, and 70 average 
mines respectively. 

Engineering Association ofthe South 

The regular April meeting ofthe Engineering Asso
ciation of tlie South was held at tbe Association head
quarters in the Cumberland Publishing House, Nash
ville, Tenn., on the evening of the 14th inst. 
Vice-President F. P. Clute, ofSouth Pittsburgh, Tenn., 

presided, with the following gentlemen in attend
ance: Messrs. Hunter McDonald, J. Biddle, J. S. 
Walker, H. M. Robert, W. N. McDonald, R. L. Johnson, 
C. E. Bright, W . B. Ross, William Leftwick, William 
Whorley, and Frank Ross. In the absence of the Secre
tary Mr. W. B. Ross was appointed Secretary pro tem. 
The minutes of the last meeting were read and ap

proved. 
Messrs. Hunter McDonald, and J. S. Walker, the 

tellers appointed to canvass the ballots for member
ship reported the election ofthe following gentlemen: 
A. memben-: William W . Carson, Prof, of Civil En
gineering, University of Tenne.se, Knoxville, Term. ; 
Henry L. Collier, partner and engineer of tbe Lithonia 
Granite Quarries, Atlanta, Ga. ; Chas E. Hamlin, En
gineer and Manager Southern Office of the King Iron 
Bridge Co., Chattanooga, Tenn,; Benjamin M. Hall, 
member of firm of Hall Bros , Civil and Mining Engi
neers, Atlanta, Ga.; Arthur G. King, Practicing Engineer 
Atlanta, Ga. ; Henry M. Robert, Lieutenant Colonel of 
Engineers, U.S.A., in charge of Cumberland and Tenn
essee Rivers Improvement, Nashville. Tenn. 

As Juniors: Philip IL Porter, Post Graduate Student 
and Fellow in Engineering, Vanderbilt University, 
Nashville, Tenn. . Arch T. B. Somerville, Engineer lor 
tbe King Iron Bridge Co.; Chattanooga, Tenn. 
A communication was read from President A. V. 

Gude, Atlanta, Ga., stating his intention tobepresent 
at the Fifth International Congress of Internal Navi
gation to be held at Paris, France, beginning July 21, 
1892. On motion President Gude was appointed a rep
resentative of this association at the corning congress, 
and the Secretary was directed to forward a notice of 
his appointment to Mr. Gude and to the Secretaire Gen
eral at PariB. 
The paper of the evening entitled " Municipal Entri-

neering in Chattanooga," by Mr. James A. Fairleighof 
Chattanooga, was then read by the Secretary pro tern, in 
the absence of tbe author. 
The paper presented the system of organization and 

control of the department of public works and engi
neering of the city, giving also the amounts of appro 
priation and expenditures in the city during the past 
two years, together with the amount of asphalt, granite 
block, brick, and block asphalt streets in use, with the 
cost of same and an exhibit ofthe mileage and cost of 
the sewers ofthe city, of which there are nine miles of 
brick and thirty three miles of pipe sewers. The paper 
was discussed by Vice-President. F. P. Clute, of South 
Pittsburgh,Tenn..Col. H. M. Robert, ofNashvillc-, Tenn., 
and Mr. Hunter McDonald, of Atlanta, < ia. 

The Illinois Mining Institute. 

The newly organized Illinois .Mining Institute seems 
to have made an auspicious beginning at its first quar
terly meeting held at Springfield, Illinois la--t month. 
The attendance was large, and there were fifty-seven 
applications for membership. Mr. ./. C. Simpson, 
General Manager of the Consolidated Coal Co., of St 
Louis, is president ofthe organization, and Hon. John 
S. Lord. Chief of Bureau of Statistics, Springfield, is 
secretary. Papers were read by tbe president, Mr. 
Simpson, on "The Purposes of the Organization;" by 
Inspector Walton Rutlege, on "The Water-Gauge;" 
by Thos. Stockett, chief engineer of The Consolidated 
Coal Co.,on " Coal-Cleaning Apparatus;" by Inspector 
Hudson, on ''Mine Inspection ; " by Mr. Murray on" "The 
Mine Manager; " by Mr. Rolloon " Fire-damp in Illinois 
Mines ;" and by Mr. Ramsay, of the Braceville Coal 
Co., on'• Drainage in Wet Longwall Mines." The 
reading and discussion of tbese papers occupied tbe 
greater part of two days, and tbe published proceed
ings ofthe meeting will doubtless afford interesting 
and instructive reading to all engaged in raining coal. 

The Roslyn Disaster. 

The explosion that occurred at the Northern Pacific 
Coal Company's Roslyn No 2 Mine, on the 10th ult., 
was tbe most disastrous accident that ever occurred in 
the Pacific Coast coal industry. 
The mine is the largest one ofa group of three mines 

known as Roslyn Nos. 1, 2, and •'., and is located in Kit
titas County, near the center ofthe State of Washington. 
Its capacity is 2,000 tons per day. It has two openings 
for the drawing of coal (independent of the traveling 
way for men and mules), called respectively, the Wator 
Level and the Main Rope Entry, The mine is a very 
extensive one, and consists of a dip entry, first level, 
second level, third level, fourth level, third east, second 
east, and first east; the latter being worked out. but 
used as an intake for a separate split of air. The second 
east was also used as a separate intake. The water level 
and manway were also used as intakes, making four in 
all. Ventilation was produced by a ten-foot cyclone fan, 
and tbe Inspector's report for 1891 shows that the 
quantity of air diaplaced by the fan was 57,600 cubic 
feet per minute. 
On the day of the explosion, gas was reported in tbe 

sixth west entry and in the sixth east. All this gas was 
removed bv Foreman John Shaw before the men were 
allowed to commence work. At noon the mine was re
ported free of gas, and theair current circulating was about 
45,000 cubic feet. The explosion occurred at 1.45 P.M., 
and 43 men were killed. All tbe men were working 
with naked lights, except in the sixth east gangway, 

where three men were using safety-lamps. The cause 
of the explosion is- not known positively, but Mr. John 
Kangley, the general manager ofthe company supposes 
that a sudden outburst of gas occurred which suddenly 
filled the workings and was ignited by some man's 
lamp. 
Tbe mine was supposed to be in an excellent condi

tion and the ventilation was considered hy the work
men and the mine inspector as first-class. 
Taking into consideration the excellent ventilation, 

the comparative freedom from gas in the past, the anal
ysis of the coal, and the feet that one small pump effected 
the drainage, the following deductions as to the condi
tions existing previous to the accident can be drawn: 

(1). The mine was a dry one. 
(2). The coal contained 30-29 per cent, of volatile 

hydro-carbons. 
(3). There was a strong current of fresh air sweeping 

through the workings. 
(4). The explosion extended over a very large portion 

of the mine. 
These deductions show that all the elements neces

sary to cause an explosion of dust, ignited by gas, were 
present. It is a settled fact that thedu.t of coal contain
ing as much as 2b% of volatile hydro-carbons is exceed
ingly explosive, and the presence ofa small percentage 
of gas increases the danger. 
Owing to the location of the mine and the badly 

mixed and uo technical press dispatches, intelligible 
detailed accounts of the explosion are unobtainable', but 
by taking the facts of the explosion, and the last pub
lished report of the State Mine Inspector into consid
eration, we are justified in the opinion that coal dust 
was a more potent factor in the explosion than gas. 

Fatal Mine Explosion. 

An explosion of gas in the lower lift of the West End 
Coal Co.'s Colliery, at Mocanaqua,Luzerne Co.,Pa.,on the 
morning.of the 31st ult., resulted in the death of two 
men, John Pretheroe, mine foreman, and John Walters, 
a miner, and the fatal injury of three others, W m . 
Hooper and two Poles, names unknown. Besides these 
six others* were more or less seriously burned. 
No person is able to tell the exact cause of the ex

plosion, as mine foreman Pretheroe, whose lamp ig
nited the gas, was instantly killed. It is supposed that 
a body of gas bad accumulated in some spot not visited 
by Pretheroe earlier in the morning, as was his custom, 
and owing to the comparative freedom of the mine 
from gas, he took chances. He carried a safety-
lamp, eithei ofthe Davy or Clanny type, and itis sup
posed that either the gas ignited in the lamp and hurst 
it, or that the lamp was accidentiy broken, and ignited 
the gas. At thL- colliery the foremen acted as fire-
bosses in connection with their other duties, and in this 
instance Foreman Pretheroe neglected the usual pre
caution ofan examination previous to the entry of the 
miners, and he paid the penalty for his neglect with 
his life. 

One of the neatest specimens of typography that we 
have ever received in the shape of a catalogue, is the 
New General Catalogue of the Henry R. Worthington 
pumps. It is beautifully illustrated, as are all the 
Worthington Company's catalogues, and should be in 
the library of e\ery operator and colliery official. 
Several new special catalogues are in preparation that 
will show Worthington pumps of rnanv diflerent de
signs, for special work. The particularly "high standard 
of excellence ofthe Worthington pump, together with 
the enterprise of the company in securing every real 
improvement in pump construction, make these cata
logues a medium through which pump users can be kept 
posted regarding the most modern types of steam 
pumps. 

The H. C. Frick Coke Co. is having made a complete 
model of its Standard mine and coke Works on a scale 
ofone twentieth of an inch to the foot. The model 
will be an exact reproduction of the shaft and inside 
workings and coke plant. It will show the headings 
and rooms, inside haulage machinery, the shaft timber
ing, hoisting machinery, transfer trucks, coke ovens, 
larries, etc., etc. Tbe machinery will all work just as 
tbe larger machinery does at the mine. Coal will be 
hoisted and handled, and the coke ovens will be in 
blast, but instead of burning coal they will be fired by 
ua<*, and asbestos blocks will represent the coke in pro
cess of burning. It will be an unique and interesting 
exhibit. 

Messrs. J. E. Carr & Son, of Leavenworth, Kansas, 
in a recent letter inform us that they have just 
shipped six of their patent cable grips to the Pana 
Coal Co., of Pana, 111., and that with the assist
ance of their advertisement in T H E COLLIKBV E X 
GINEER they are selling large numbers of them to 
collieries in all parts of the United States and British 
Provinces. The experience of Messrs. Carr A Son, can 
be duplicated by all manufacturers of mining machin
ery, if the same means are used to secure business, 
viz., by manufacturing first-class goods, and then by 
making their goods known to purchasers through the 
columns of The COLLIERY E N G I N E E B . 

W e have re-reived from the Gould,,: Manufacturing 
Company, of Seneca Falls. N. Y., advance sheets from 
tbeir handsome special catalogue ofEfTlcient Power 
Pumps and their Application." The pages received 
contain a large amount of valuable data regarding tbe 
merits of Gould's Triplex Power Pumps, one of which is 
in successful operation at the PancoastColliery, nesfrthi*. 
city. Its motive power is electricity, and the operators' 
ofthe colliery are highly pleased with it. The Goulds 
pumps are constructed to run by either elecVie or 
steam power, and we advise our readers to look into theis 
many superior points, by sending for and nvading thir 
catalogue. 
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T H E B A B C O C K ___ W I L C O X A S A COLLIERY 
BOILER. 

WJ illustrate in this issue a boiler recently erected 
by The Bibcock & Wilcox Co., for tbe Summit Branch 
Railroad Company at Williamstown, Pennsylvania, 
and reference to our advertising columns will show to 
what extent the.e boilers have already been introduced 
Lnt _t -oilier ies. Tne rea .ons for adopting these boilers 
are economy of fuel, durability, small cost of repairs, 
and the fact that excessively high pressures may be 
carried with perfect safety. Where steam has to be 
carried long distances, as it does at many collieries, this 
latter reason is often times an all-important one. 
The question of economy is one that until within a 

comparatively short titue has nut been thought worthy 
of much attention at Anthracite mines. N o w how
ever that the finer grades ofcoal are being utilized 
operators are finding out that thecoal they burn is 
valuable to sell, and lately at many collieries the boilers 
are charged on the books at the regular market price for 
all coal burned. Where thi? is done itis easy to see that 
the old practice of plain cylinder boilers is a very ex
pensive one. As a matter of curiosity we have made 
some estimates as to the probable saving that could be 
effected by a change from cylinder boilers to the more 
improved type. The mine inspectors report about 8,000 
boilers in the Anthracite Districts of Pennsylvania. If 
these average only 30 h. p.eacb, there is a total of 240,000 
h. p. Suppose the running time averages li. hours per 
dav for '300 days per year and that tbe savitig in coal is 
only 2 pounds per h. p. per hour. The total annual sav
ing will then be 528,000 tons ofcoal worth on board cars 
an average of about $L00 per ton, or 8528,000.00 per 
annum. 

sylvania, known as Gettysburg, which the great battle 
of the Civil War has made historic for all time. Unlike 
Waterloo, this field is marked by monuments which 
tell every detail of the struggle. Nearly four hundred 
of them mark the spots where the Federal forces fought 
and won everlasting glory. Many of these monuments 
are genuine works of art. In fact, this famous battle
field is a grand out-do-jr National Gallery of Art—heroic 
Art. Nothing like it can be seen on either hemisphere. 
Twenty miles of roads have been laid out on the field, 
and a million dollars' worth of bronze and marble may 
be seen in a day. As an object for Summer Excursions 
there is no such spot on the Continent. The scenery 
about Gettysburg is beautiful and full of repose. Its 
hotels are good, its people hospitable and appreciative, 
and the Reading Railroad has made the journey thither 
comfortable and even luxurious. 

A Convenient and Accurate Transit. 

The transits manufactured by Mr. Herman Pfister, 
105 West Fifth St.. Ciucinnati, Ohio, are models of con
venience, accuracy and good workmanship. They are 
all made under the personal supervision of Mr. Pfister, 
who carefully tests and adjusts every instrument, before 
it leaves tlie shop. Among the special features of this 

, transit may be mentioned the following: 
The telescope plunges both ways over the compass 

' box. even when extended its greatest length. The 
' graduation of tbe compass box and sliding plates are 
' especially distinct and easy to read. The shifting plate 
' for moving the head of tbe transit on the tripod is en
tirely independent ofthe leveling screws. The level-
;ng plates and screws are not detachable from the in-

T1IE 

The economy secured by the use ofthe improved 
type of boilers, however, covers a good deal more ground 
that the market value of the coal saved. It means a 
reduction in tbe number of men required to handle tbe 
coal and ashes. It also includes wonderful saving in 
wear and tear. To fire the 8,000 boliers referred to not 
les? than 1,000 men are required, while the same h.p. in 
Babcock & Wilcox Boilers can be fired by at most 400 
men. This great reduction in the number of employes 
is due to the smiller amount of fuel handled, and to 
the fact that the boilers are usually put in larger sizes, 
one 125 h.p. boiler taking the place of four cylinder 
boilers. If the saving in labor be 600 men at 8300.00 per 
year, tbe aggregate economy in labor and fuel will 
amount to considerably over 8700,000.00 per annum, or 
about §"..00 per h.p. perannum. IfthcBabcock & Wilcox 
Boilers cost w-hen set from 84.00 to 88.00 per h. p. more 
than the plain cylinder type, tbe difference will be paid 
back in from two to four years, after which the 
saving is a continual source of profit to the operator. 
In addition he has a boiler tbat will last many times 
as long as the cylinder boiler, and carry high pressure 
steam with safety. W e are glad to know that so many 
collieries have already taken this view of the matter. 
It is a branch of colliery engineering that has had 
entirely too little attention paid to it in the past. 

Gettysburg 

The New York Commercial Advertiser says in a 
•""•"nt editorial: 

iere is no spot in this country so attractive to 
fwho have patriotic emotions, and who honor 
i deeds, as the quiet little town iu Southern Penn-, 

BABCOCK AND WILCOX BOILER AT WILLIAMSTOWN, PA. 

strument proper, and are packed in a walnut case, ex 
posing nothing but the tripod to dust and dampness, 
The vertical angle is read from a full circle, and not 
from an arc only. The eye piece as well as the object 
glass is adjusted by rack and pinion movement; and 
there are spring tangent movements for both upper and 
lower plates. The instrument is constructed in such a 
manner that is not easily put out of adjustment, but if 
such a thing should happen it is readily and easily ad
just* 1. The prices for tbe diflerent types of instruments 
are reasonable, and catalogues will be sent free on appli
cation. 

Mr. James Pollock, mechanical engineer, of AVilkes-
Barre, Pa., has been granted a patent on a culm separa
tor that promises to be very successful in practical 
operation. It consists ofa water tight tank about eight 
or nine leet deep, having a rectangular form five feet 
by fourteen feet at top with sides converging to a 
small square opening at the bottom. In this opening at 
the bottom a gate valve is located which can be opened 
and closed at will, tlirough which tbe sediment can be 
removed. Thetank is filled with water to within afew 
inches ofthe top, and seven inches under the surface of 
the water is located a perforated plate of one-eighth of 
an inch round the mesh. In its operation the coal or 
culm enters the tank at one end and is conveyed over 
tbe surface of the perforated plate and under the sur
face of the water, washing the material as it moves 
through, allowing all the particles which are too small 
for burning purposes to drop to the bottom where it 
can be drawn off through the gate without materially 
affecting the water in the tank. The material washed is 
conveyed through the water until it approaches the 
opposite end ofthe tank, at which point the perforated 
plate is inclined upward with the conveyor, carrying 
the material out of the water and depositing it into a 
chute, which carries it to a screen to be meshed into 
marketable sizes. This arrangement enables the water 
to remain in the tank and to continue washing the coal 
without an overflow. The sediment, which settles 
under tbe perforation, is drawn oft'through the gate 
valve at the bottom into a car and deposited on the 
dirt bank. 
The idea was originally intended for washing the 

1 small dirty coal in breakers, but the capacity of the 

midline is large and it has been found to be suitable 
for washing tbe material in culm banks, for which pur-
p ise it seems very well adapted. 

The American Institute of Mining Engineers. 

The Sixty-second Meeting of the American Institute 
o1'Mining Engineers, which was announced for June 
21 st has been postponed for one week, and will begin 
(Tuesday evening, June 28th. 

This changeof date has been made in consequence of 
tbe offer of the manager of the magnificent Hotel 
Champlain, situated at Bluff Point, about three miles 
south of Pittsburgh, to open tbe hotel in advance of 
the regular summer season, foi'the special entertainment 
of tbe Institute, provided the dale ol June 28th could 
be substituted for the earlieY date first announced,at 
which time it would be impossible to have the hotel 
open. The superior comfort and enjoyment assured 
to members by this arrangement need not he argued to 
any one knowing, by reputation or personal experience 
the Hotel Champlain. Headquarters will therefore he 
established and sessions will be held in this hotel. The 
usual rate of $5 per day will be reduced to ?3.50 for 
members and guests of the Institute, and the reduced 
rate will be continued until July 0th for the benefit of 
such as may desire to remain at Bluff Point over the 
Fourth of July. 
This meeting promises to be one of exceptional in

terest and pleasure. Communications and inquiries 
concerning local arrangements may be addressed to 
\. L. lnman, Esq,, Pittsburgh, N. Y., Acting Chairman 
ofthe Local Committee. 

The new catalogue, just issued by the Lunkenheimer 
Brass Manufacturing Co., of Cincinnati, is a book tbat 
should be in the hands of every mine owner, and col-. 
liery official, or other person using steam power. It is' 
a beautifulillustrated volume, bound in flexible cloth, 
and illustrates the many types and styles of brass and 
iron valves, fittings, etc., etc., for steam, water, gas, or oil, 
manufactured by the Lunkenheimer Co. This com
pany was founded over thirty years ago by the late 
Frederick Lunkenbeimei*, who won a high reputation 
for the excellence and efficiency of his brass and iron , 
specialties, and bis sons who have succeeded him have • 
demonstrated the fact tbat tbey can perpetuate this rep
utation, and are doing it by turning out only first-class 
goods at reasonable prices. Every product of their large 
works bears tbe name " Lunkenheimer "stamped prom
inently on it, and every valve, gauge, lubricator, etc., 
is tested before it leaves tbe factory to ensure its hear
ing out the reputation ensured it by the name it bears. 
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FOR 

BEGINNERS 

IN THE STUDY OF THE 

A R T op JWIJIIJIG 
AND THE 

SCIENCES RELATED TO IT. 

ZAte department is intended jar miners and others, who in 
their youth have not been able to attend school and who are 
now desirous to inform themselves in the theory of mining and 
o learn how to answer the questions in ventilation, mine sur-
ikying, and mech-tnics which are asked at the examinations for 
mine manager's and mine foreman's certificates, and which it 
is important for them to undcrslandas foremen and officers of 
mi-ifs. All the questions asked at the different examinations 
for mine manager's and mine foreman's certificates and for 
mine inspectors in this country are printed and answered in 
this department. The principles involved are explained in de
tail so as to he easily understood and the calculations are 
worked out at length for the benefit of those who are not familiar 
with figures. 

PENMANSHIP. 
The capital Y consists ofa capital loop similar to tbat 
employed in making tbe letter V, a right curVe which 
is connected with the loop by a short turn, and an ex
tended inverted loop which has its straight line made 
one space longer at the top than usual. "The inverted 
loop should extend below the line two-thirds of the 
height of tbe capital loop above the line. Itis shown 
in the right proportions in the first letter at the left of 
Fig. 46, The second letter from the left is faulty in 
that the right curve is on the wrong slant and" the 

FIG. 40. 

inverted loop is too circular and lies in the wrong 
direction. In the third letter the loops are made too 
angular, which is a direct violation of the fourth law of 
Penmanship, namely, all curves should be elliptical. 
In tbe fourth letter the right curve is too short which 
destroys the symmetry ofthe whole letter; also, the 
inverted loop is out of proporlion to the rest ofthe 
letter, and it is terminated below where the line would 

be. 
The first letter in Fig. 47 shows the capital Z written 

in conformity with the four laws of Penmanship. It 
consists ofa capital loop, an inverted loop and a small 
loop, which is made in joining tbe inverted loop with 
the capital loop. As in the letter Y the inverted loop, 
is _ two-thirds the length of the capital loop, 
or if the whole length ofthe letter was divided into 
five parts, the capital loop would be three parts high 
and the inverted loop two parts. In letter 2 the 
capital loop is too angular, and the inverted loop is 

incomplete, thereby breaking the second law of Pen 
manship, namely, all strokes must be proportionate in 
distance. The capital loop ofthe third letter is circular 
instead of elliptical, and shows how any divergencies 
from the correct elliptical arrangement produce deform
ities. This is a common error to be guarded against in 
writing both letters Y and Z. In the fourth letter the 
capital loop is drawn too far to the left producing a 
manifest deformity. Also the inverted loop is con
tracted and out of all proportion to the rest of the 
letter. 

GEOLOGY 

In its Relation to Coal, Iron, Oil, Gas, and Ores. 

70. What is the ore of iron ? 
The several ores are all varieties of the compound of 

iron with oxygen. They are called hematite, limonite, 
or magnetite. 

71. Where are they found ? 
In the sedimentary rocks between the strata, like 

coal; and often very "thick. 
72. H o w were these beds formed, like coal ? 
•Not exactly like coal but yet very similar, in that 
water and vegetable and organic matter have had a 
great deal to do with the deposit. 
73> What is the iy_»cess? 
W e judge only by what is going on now. Taste the 

waters ofa bog as they ooze from the soil. The taste 
iB(iaky. The water is colorless. A chemist would tell 

you that there is iron in it. Where did it come from? 
I will tell you. Where are the iron bogs seen ? Any
where and everywhere. Do you remember m y saying 
thatpyrites was a very common mineral? It is every
where. In coal, in clay, in sandstone and in nearly all 
the rocks. Water isagreat and powerful solvent. Itcan 
leach out of any rock some ofthe matter it contains. 
Well, it will dissolve, or wash away pyrites which 
naturally accumulate in the marshes. 

74. But wc do not find pyrites there? 
No you do not for the moment, wet pyrites comes out 

into the air it rusts (that is it takes oxygen from tbe air) 
and you will notice a scum floating on top of the water. 
That is iron rust. Bye and bye the rust sinks to the 
bottom and as more of it is washed in here, a layer of 
iron mineral is formed. 

75. W h y it is just like coal formation. 
Yes, this bog iron ore forms in pools like coal but 

there is a difference. It seems that organic matter is 
important in this work. Decaying plants and animals 
seem to hasten tbe process which otherwise would he 
slow. 

76. Are all the varieties of iron formed in the same 

way? 
Practically the same. The varieties differ in the 

amount of oxygen contained with the iron. This dif
ference causes some iron ores to be reddish, like ochre, 
and others metallic. 

77. Are iron springs the same thing you have been 
describing? 
Yes, they are. You will see them near the place 

where coal-bed-- come up to daylight. Indeed one way 
to find some coal blossom is to be on the lookout for 
these iron springs or iron bogs. 

78. You told us of the effect of heat on coal, does it 
ever change the iron ores? 
Wherever a bed of iron ore has been heated by hav

ing lava near it or where it has been squeezed badly 
in the disturbances ofthe rocks, the soft limonite iron 
ore was changed into the hard shiny " magnetite " or 
"hematite." 

70. In what geological formations does iron ore 
occur? 
Most of the English iron ore comes from the coal 

measures. Alabama iron ore is also from near the coal 
seams. Tlie Silurian contains much of tlie iron ore. 

80. Does an iron bed have fossils in it as in a coal 
seam ? 

Yes, but the fossils are always of fresh water plants 
and shells. 

Sl. H o w much iron is there in the ores? 
Magnetite is nearly three-fourths pure iron ; hema

tite or specular ore has nearly as much ; bog ore has a 
little over one-half iron. 

S2. Where are tbese ores mined ? 
In almost every state of the Union. Some ores are 

purer than others, but tbe Lake Superior region, Corn
wall of Pennsylvania, ami Virginia, are turning out 
large amounts of iron ore. Michigan stands first in 
mining nearly 6,000,1)00 long tons of an average value 
of --?2.70 per ton. Alabama and Pennsylvania come 
next with 1,500,000 each. 
83. Do all kinds of iron ore produce the same kind of 

iron ? 
No. The red hematite is the most desirable iron ore. 
Hi. H o w much iron ore have we in the United 

States ? 
W e produced 14,518,500 long tons last year. The 

consumption is 15,733,405 (according to the census). 
Each long ton of ore is equal to about 1200 pounds of 
pig iron. 
85. Have any figures been given as to how long the 

iron ore supply will last? 
It is predicted tbat we have only sufficient iron ore, 

now discovered, to furnish the United States, for 110 
years assuming that tbe consumption doubles every 13 
years as it has done during the last 10 years. 

S6. H o w thick are the iron ore beds? 
Like coal, they may be found up to 50 feet thick, 

though the purest seams are only about 4 feet. Like 
coal, also, the seam is underlaid by clay 

ST. From what you say of iron and coal, the plants 
and animals must play a very important part in 
Nature ? 
Tbey do,and though we are exhausting the coal beds 

and iron mines, tbey return to the earth again. "When 
we burn up coal, it goes up into a gas, that is called car
bonic acid gas, what miners call choke-damp. That gas 
feeds tbe plants now living and they take the carbon 
out of the gas, put it into the grass or wood which soon 
decays and goes through tbe same process. So itis 
with iron, when it rusts it falls into the soil and is 
washed back into some pool and we have iron ore again. 
88. Does anything else depend upon the plants? 
Yes, natural gas and petroleum. Tbey are the pro

ducts of decay of wood and vegetation. Some claim 
that petroleum, or mineral oil, was made by the decay 
of organic matter, perhaps of animals. 
S9. W h y is that so thought? 
Because" big caves have been found containing bitu

men, the solid remnant of petroleum and with fossils. 
In one place there has even been a cave solidly full of 
fishes that have been changed into oily tar. At least 
the geologists are all agreed that petroleum was made 
from organic matter that lived in salt water. 

90. What is the objection to the belief that the oil 
came from trees and plants ? 
Because petroleum rarely occurs in strata that have 

been heated. 
91. What is natural gas? 
It is a gas accumulated in the subterranean cham

bers. It was discovered while drilling for oil wells. 
All oil wells may yield gas, but gas wells do not give 
petroleum. 

92. H o w was it produced? 
Do you remember Q. 8 in which it was shown that 

the movements of the rocks in the earth heated and 
changed the character of the coals from peat or lignite 
to Bituminous and from the soft coals to the hard coals? 
In this process, the most ofthe carbon remained in the 

coal as the table in Q. 2 showed, while the oxygen and 
some hydrogen forming water was carried off while 
the remainder of the hydrogen and some of tbe carbon, 
combined as a gas or in different gases (see page 287 
Juh", 1S92, number of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER), escaped 
into the strata where it was collected in tbe pores or 
in cavities. 
93. Is the natural gas, then a remnant of the coal 

changes? 
Yes, it is, and is found in the vicinity ofthe coal re

gions. A few geologists believe that fishes furnished 
the oil. 

04. Does the gas cover a large territory ? 
It is found in a greater area than that of oil. And by 

the finding of new wells the district is extending. 
There are 500 gas-wells in the oil country and its vicin
ity and tbese produce 100,000,000 cubic feet per day. 
05. At what depth is gas found? 
Tbe depth is 2200 feet or so, though of course it 

varies. 
06. Is there any connection between the gas and oil? 
Yes, Mr. C. Asburner who is the authority says they 

are the same in a Geological sense. (See also p. 145, Feb
ruary, 1802, number,also the illustrations.) 

07. Where does the gas occur,geologically speaking? 
It is found in the flat or nearly flat beds of three differ

ent sets of strata. The most productive wells are in the 
Devonian sands. (See Q. 18 Geology). It is found 
in tbe lower Silurian limestones. It is in the Bradford 
and Sheffield sands and 1500 feet below the Pittsburgh 
coal. In no case, however, does it occur where the 
rocks are broken up badly or where the strata are not 
porous. W e find oil and gas in the Cretaceous in Colorado. 

OS. W h y is the 
oil in a given strat
u m ? 
Because the rock 

B is porous and has 
a floor A of clay. If 
n o w the rocks 
above are so badly 
cracked as to allow 
the oil to flow in 
from above, the oil 

will accumulate in just the same way as the artesian well 
waters do, Fig. 14. W h e n a hole is drilled to the porous 
stratum, theoil, gas, or artesian water, according to the 
region, will flow out. 
99. Does the natural gas occur in the same way ? 
The stratum is there overlaid by a roof or cover of 

impervious material like clay, and the rocks below are 
broken or porous enough to let the gas rise as high as it 
can. 

[l'O BE CONTINUED.] 

METHODS OP MINING. 

Shaft Sinking—Tunneling—Systems of Working Coal 
and Metals—Timbering In Mines. 

68. What is the best method of supporting the roof 
besides timbering? 
The important one is by filling the excavation with 

rock waste. 
69. What is this method called ? 
The name varies with the other conditions. For 

example, coal, clay, and ore may be mined by " Long-
wall ", which you shall see, is one variety. Then the 
iron mines of Lake Superior and many lead mines in 
the old country are worked bya method called "caving," 
or one called " filling." Then in silver vein mining, the 
methods include a kind of filling. So no one name can 
be given to it. 

70. What is tbe idea? 
In " Longwall " and in "caving" the idea is to break 

and " hew " ore over as large a face as it is safe and then 
to let the roof cave behind tbe miner as much as it 
would. No effort is made to support it. These 
methods require a bad roof and a brittle banging wall. 

71. Suppose the roofis strong? 
If the roof or hanging wall is strong and will not 

break, then these methods willnotdo. Unless thereof 
caves you cannot work by " Longwall" with any degree 
of safety. 

72. What is the "filling " method? 
That is where the roof is too firm to break ami cave 

and rock is quarried above and lowered into tbe mine 
to fill up the rooms as fast as the ore is mined out. It 
is cheap and very safe. 

73. What is the method in silver mines? 
It is not often that the vein carrying an ore of silver 

has only silver minerals in it. For then the silver 
would be as plentiful as coal, for example. But a vein 
which is about four feel wide will have in ita streak or 
two which may not beovera few inches thick. All the 
rest of the four feet is filled with quartz, or spar ; and 
they are worthless. Now, we shall see that in vein 
mines then, only a little of the mineral is taken away 
and hoisted to the surface, while all the rest is left. 
Sometimes it is all shot ofl" and broken to be left on the 
stulls (see Question 39), for support between the walls. 
Or sometimes if the vein does not happen to have 
enough of this waste rock to (ill up the rooms that are 
mined out, the hanging wall is shot down to help fill 
up 

74. Then the only idea is to so use the waste rock as 
to save timbers ? 

Yes, even in tbe pillar and bord method, you throw 
the waste rock behind you and try to pack it into a 
place so as to hold up the roof. The -waste is called 
gob in coal mines and gangue in metal mines. 

75. What are tbe methods of mining and upon what 
do they depend in making a choice? 
The choice between the various methods of mining 

depends upon the thickness of the vein, the dip of it 
and the strength of the roof and ore. A hard or, 
whether thick or thin may be mined by any method 
almost, but a soft ore can only be mined by caving or by 
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square setts (see Q64). Otherwise the method of mining 
depends upon the dip and the thickness of tbe vein. A 
very steep vein, and thin, can he mined only by over
hand method—the underhand method is no louger 
used. A very steep vein, that is also thick, may be 
mined by "filling" and by square setts, A vein of mod
erate dip and medium thickness may be mined by the 
bord and pillar. A quite flat vein of not over 0 feet 
thick can be mined by " Longwall," while a vein over 
6 feet thick and flat may be mined by bord and pillar. 
Panel working is used "for coal seams that have much 
gas. 

76. Is the vein worked all over at the same time? 
Oh no. It must be " blocked out ". That is the vein 

is divided into sections, or lilts. And one liftisworked 
at a time. After the shaft has reached the vein, or 
where a slope ison the vein, gangways are driven along 
and in the vein for some distance. In coal mines they | 
are always in pairs. One is the return air-way and the l 
other is a haulage way. In metal mines they do not | 
drive any return air-ways, so there is only one gallery, 1 
which they call a drift. 

77. H o w far apart are these galleries ? 
If tbe dip is steep, they are about 100 feet apart. If | 

the vein is quite flat they are several hundred. 
78. What fixes the distance between them? 
The tbickerthe vein, the nearer together these may 

be. In large steep iron mines, the drifts are about 
00 feet apart. In thin coal seams that are quite flat, the 
gangwa*. s are as much as 600 feet apart. 

79. What is the distance between these called ? 
The part of the vein between the two drifts is called 

a " stope" in in'tal mines and a "lilt " in coal mines. 
Sostopes are from 60 to 100 feet high and lilts are 300 
to 600 feet. 

80. H o w many of these lifts or stopcs are laid out? 
If you run out the galleries very long, you need not 

block out more than two lifts at a time. For you will 
have enough of vein to work out for a long time. Of 
course you work on both sides of tbe entry. If tbe drifts 
are not run out very long then you must sink the shaft 
or slope deep enough to drive several galleries on each 
side. 

81. W h y do you drive them so long or so numerous'.1 

To open up enough of the vein to have "reserves" 
for changes in tbe market demand. W h e n the price 
is good you will be ready to turnout a great deal. So 
in veins. As you may know under "Geology" ques
tions, tbe metal-ore changes very much in value and in 
purity. By opening up much ofthe vein, you will have 
a variety of ores to supply the market with as tbe de
mand varies. 

82. H o w long are the galleries driven? 
That depends upon the kind of lianlage systems to be 

used. Tramming would not pay if it was over .00 feet. 
But if you put in a tail rope or an endless rope or even 
a locomotive you can make tnegallery even a mile long. 
But a mile is as long as will surely pay to haul the 
coal unless the shaft is very deep. It may be cheaper 
to sink another shaft further on, than to haul all the 
coal a mile, or more, to one shaft. W h e n a mine be 
comes large the entry may not be large enough to allow 
all the coal to be raised from the ground a mile en each 
side. Then the operator must sink a new shaft or entry 
to help out tbe first one. 

83. What is the size of these galleries ? 
They arc made only large enough ior the purposes 

thev are to serve. In coal mines they may be wide 
enough for two tracks and a space for a man to travel 
along without being struck by the cars. Sometimes tbe 
gangway hasa row of center props to hold up the cap 
of the timbers and so support the roof. But this is an 
exceedingly dangerous aud barbarous practice because 
ofthe numerous accidents that come from it. A gang
way ha* tu do ser. ice for a block of vein that is one lift 
of 300 to 000 feet high by perhaps a mile long. 
In metal mines the width of tbe gangway is only 

enough for a car track Usually the width of the gang
way, ordrift, is fixed by the distance between the walls 
ofthe vein. A drift here only does service for one 
stope of 60 to 100 feet high and rarely over 1000 feet 
long. 

Along metal mine drifts the haulage, or tramming is 
by hand ; while along coal mine gangways, cable rope 
or even locomotives may be the source of power. 
The height of gangways in coal mines is fixed by the 

thickness of the seam. It can hardly be less than 4 feet 
for mules or men and need not be over 7 feet. If the 
roof is good it may not be objectionable to rip into it to 
get height sufficient for tramming. If the roof is poor 
it is not usually cut into. In some few cases tbe floor may 
be cut away. Generally, however it is best to avoid cut
ting either roof or floor, if one can. In metal veins the 
height of tbe drift is about 0 feet 6 inches because there 
is no objection to cutting into the vein matter. 

84. Is a vein or seam ready for attack when it is 
divided in this way? 

Yes. To review, we have reached the vein or seam 
and driven out a number of galleries, quite horizontal, 
wliich have between them blocks of mineral ready fer 
mining. A metal mine litis several stopcs opened out, 
(see Q, 81) but coal operators do not run out more than 
one lift at a time, because the coal is so even in nature 
and value tbat " reserves " are not needed and besides 
the keeping up of several galleries is expensive. So 
the next lower lift is notstarted until the one above is 
exhausted. 

[TO D E CONTINUED.] 

P O W E R IN MINING. 

Tbe Elementary Principles of Mechanics—Steam-
Boilers—Engines—The Machinery Employed in 
**(inee. 

How does the fusee or conical drum work ? 
* s an arrangement for making the work of 

the engine as uniform as possible. It is used 
single where tbe object is merely 
to equalize the engine work. In 
Fig. 14 is a side view of a conical 
drum, from the small end of the 
drum the rope A and its load is 
hanging. Then the leverage is the 
radius ofthe small end : if the rope 
wtigbs q pounds per foot, the caye 
and car weighs c and the load 

weighs W , then the weight hanging from the small end, 
down the full length, D, of the shaft ise + W + q D. 
This multiplied by tbe lever arm, r,gives the moment 

of the weight. To make this constant then this pro
duct must be constant for any position of the cage in 
the shaft. But the length of rope is decreasing. To 
balance that, the lever arm must increase so that when 
the cage is at a point half way down the shaft we 
have 

(c + W + g D) times r = (c + W + q J D) X R-
So, R, the radius of the drum at that time (C, Fig. 14) is 

known, when the weight of your cage, load, and rope 
are fixed upon. 

64. What then should be the size of the drum for a 
one inch rope with a cage and car of 2,500 pounds? 
A one-inch steel 1 ope weighs about 1'6 pounds per 

foot. Assume a shaft 600 feet deep, then the rope, 
weighs, g D, 960 pounds. A car usually holds about 
twice the coat that it weighs. So tbat the weight to be 
hoisted is 2,500 + W + 000 pounds. N o w the smallest 
allowable diameter to a drum is 40 times the diameter 
of the rope. Tbat is the drum cannot be less than 40 
inches across at its small end. This makes the radius 
ofthe drum 20 inches. 
(3460 + W ) X 20 must balance the rotational 

power of the steam on the crank arm. At the other 
end ofthe drum, the lever arm ofthe weight is Et, from 
it are hanging only the cage car and load, or 2,500 f 
W , so 

(34G0 -f W ) 20 = (2,500 + W ) R 

and if W is a ton of 2,000 lbs., R becomes 243 inches-
The deeper the shaft, tbe larger R must be for a 
balance. 

65. H o w would you proceed to calculate the power of 
a hoisting engine? 
Always calculate the least power the steam bason the 

crank arm for the engine may stop on any point of its 
revolution, see Question 34, and it must be capable of 
starting from that same position. As a single cylinder 
would be unreliable the double cylinder is used as in 
Question 56. Then you must calculate the smallest 
power of the double crank arrangement as in the table 
given below. 

60. Please explain the table. 
The first column has tlie amount of cut-off which the 

engine valves are set to. For example a cut-off of 

TABLE OK ROTATIONAL TOWEE OF STEAM UPON THE CRANK TIN. 

(Including 7). clearance and excluding compression.) 

Ratio of apparent expansion. 

0, n o cut-off. 

1, cut-ofl*. 

y,, cut-off. 

%, cut-off. 

A, cut-olf. 

/ -

•5615 
-4661 
•-43SU 
•I.56 
•3893 

i*Ar 

•3974 

*3iio3 

•2472 

•1878 

'1469 

.= 
'5600 

•4606 

•4365 

•4193 

•3SIS 

5lA r 

•3974 

•3688 

•2499 

1923 

•1473 

. = 
•5589 
•4586 
•4353 
•4124 
•3736 

7 r 

0-3974 
••Arm 
•2550 
•1966 
•1512 

Co-elllcient given is to be multiplied by P k-s 

ij means that the steam only enters for J of the 
stroke when tbe supply valve is closed until the 
piston reaches the end of its stroke to return. 
The other columns arc in pairs. The first pair are 

for a connecting rod 4.1 times as long as the crank, the 
second where it is 5*} times, and the third pair where 
it is 7 times tbe crank length. The first column of each 
pair gives the greatest steam power that the crank arm 
receives while the second column gives tbe least power 
and the one you must figure for. 
The co-eflicieiit is the same, for any boiler pressure 

or size of cylinder. So you must multiply that found 
in the table by P k2 s where P is the pressure of the 
steam as it enters the cylinder, k is the diameter of the 
cylinder in inches and s is tbe length of the stroke in 
feet. 
For example, a }, cut-off engine, SO pounds of steani, 

duplex cylinders 10 X 20 having a connecting rod of 
70 inches long will give a co-eflicient from the table of 
0'4124 as a maximum and of 0'1900 as a minimum (the 
connecting rod i. 7 times the length of the crank, 10 
inches.) These two give u-i therefore 

0*1966 X SO X 256 X P666 = 6710 pounds, 

0 4124 X SO X 256 X P666 = 14076 pounds. 

On a conical drum directly connected having (as in 
Question 64) radii of 20 inches and 243 inches, the en
gine could in the weakest position raise a weight, W , 
— 500 lbs. from the small end and of 820 8 His. from the 
large end, because (reducing 20 inches to feet) 

0710 = (3460 -j- W ) 1-666 
Whence 

W -= 566 and 6710 = (2500 -f- W ) 2*02 
Whence 

AV = 8208 

67. Tbat is a small load is it not? 
Yes, the case results in a small load, but it shows for

cibly the influence which the dead weight of the rope, 
cage, and car has in tbe effective work of the engine. 
These should all be very light and then properly pro
portioned to the weights tu he carried. 

68. What wouldbe the difference if there were two 
such conical drums on the same shaft arranged so that 
while one is hoisting the other is lowering? 
The result in that case would be very beneficial. As

sume just the case mentioned. Then, while the (3460 
•4- W ) has a lever arm of 1.066 feet, the load (2500) is 
hanging from tbe 2'02 radius of tbe drum to turn the 
drum with the effort of the engine and thus assist it. 

This leaves for the engine to do only (3460 X "W) PG6& 
— 5050 = 710 + 1*666 W . 

So that the engine could stait, even from its weakest 
position, a wi ight of 3,600 pouuds. So you can see the 
benefit of a balance like some of those mentioned in 
Question 5S. 

69. H o w is it with reels ? 
Tbey are only used for flat ropes, where the first coil 

winds on the small axle ofthe reel and after that each 
successive turn winds the rope on its predecessor. 
The result is that tbe lever arm of the weight at the 
start is small, but increases with each revolution ofthe 
reel until at the top, the weight is winding on a big 
circle. It is practically tbe same as with a conical 
drum. (See also page 115, of December, 1S91, number 
of T H E COLLIEKY ENGINEER.) 

70. Is that the object of the flat rope ? 
Partially so. It saves a long drum, and is safer to 

wind. But it gives trouble by slipping off its coil and 
down between the other coils and the arms, where it 
wedges tight and often break--. 

71. Are engines measured in any other way? 
O h yes, you will bear them spoken of as so and so 

many horse power. Long ago Watts set a number of 
horses to lifting weights by means of pulleys and 
averaging up their work, be found that a horse could 
raise 150 pounds at tbe rate of 220 feel a minute. It was 
also found that with other machines a single horse 
would lift, each miuute, 1,000 pounds at a speed of 33-
feet a minute. Tested by various appliances, the re
sult was always the same tbat the weight lifted multi
plied by the speed was 33,000. So 33,000 foo.-pounds 
was called the work or power of a liorse. Any 
machine or appliance that gives 33,000 foot pounds in 
a minute is said to give one horse power, sometimes 
written H P . No matter how slow, or how fast, tbe pro
duct of the speed and weight measures the work. A 
given engine, machine, or animal may, by suitable ar
rangements hoist fast, but the load is correspond
ingly less. Remember what was said in Question 23. 
AVhat held true of the "balance "of moments is also 
true of the equilibrium of work. The general princi
ple is known as that ofthe conservation of energy. 

72. H o w does this apply to the example in Question 
19? 
There 50 pounds at B balanced 150 pounds at C. The 

work done by the lever was to raise tbe weight. N o w 
if that weight is lifted 2 inches or \ of a foot, the work 
done is4, times 150, which is 25 foot pounds; expressed 
as ft. lbs. To perform this work, tbe force of 50 pounds 
at the other end bad to pass tlirough \ foot. The 
measure ofthe work ofthe force is 25 it. lbs. 

73. Is the foot pound, (ft. Ib.) the unit of measure of 
work ? 

Yes, it is called also a dynamic unit. (See page 163, 
of the February, '02, number.) In this unit all work is 
expressed, sometimes the work is also measured in time; 
for example, the work done would be thesame no mat
ter how long it took you to raise the weight. If you 
did it in a minute, you are stronger than one who re
quired 3 minutes to lift it. So in comparing power it 
is necessary to refer the work to some unit of time—a 
minute is the standard. 

74. Will you cite some instances of powers? 
The average man on a windlass can, in a minute, do 

5,300 ff. lbs. of work, a horse on a canal averages 2S.O0O-
ft. Ibs. per minute, a mule hauling cars gives the same 
work. 
A trammer is capable of about 3,240 ft. lbs. per minute. 

A water-wheel may give out as much work as is equal 
to tlie weight of water used multiplied by the height of 
the fall. 

[TO B E CONTINUED.] 

ANALYSES OP COAL, ORES, ETC. 

Instructions in Sampling and in Making Analyses to 
Ascertain the Quality and Value of Coal, Ores, 
&c, &c. 
The Amount of Carbonic Acid in Air.—ThiB may be 

found, approximately, by putting into aglass stoppered 
bottle, one-half an ounce of dilute lime-water, tinted 
with phenolphtbalein, and if on opening the bottle iu 
the room, the color remains as it was, there is less than 
} ofone per cent, ofthe choke-damp. If the colordis-
appears lapidlv, there is more carbonic acid than 1 in 
400 of air. 
The only other method tbat is simple consists in 

filling a bottle that will bold about a gallon (its volume 
must be carefully measured) with tbe air to be tested. 
Pour into it 100 c. c* of lime water and shake up for 
some time; add pbenolphthalein and it will color tbe 
solution so long as there is any hydrated lime present. 
N o w add ofa standard solution of oxalic acid till the 
color is gone and note bow much solution it requires. 
Every 1 c. c. of the solution corresponds to 0'012125 
grain of carbonic acid. 
So that if it required 10S c. c, of the solution there 

were 1*31 grains of carbonic acid. 
Now take another 100 c. c. of the same lime water as 

used before, and add the same amount of phenolphtba
lein. Also proceed as above to add ofthe standard 
oxalic acid solution lill the color is gone. Note tbe 
amount and calculate as before. Suppose it required 
70 c. c. of the solution. Then that corresponds to 
0'84S grain of carbonic acid. 
The difference betweeu the two readings, (0'462), 

gives the amount of carbonic acid in grains which 
when multiplied by 48 4 gives the number of cubic in
ches of tbe Lras in the given bottle. For greater accu
racy thi- should be reduced to tlie zero of temperature 
and normal pressure of 30 inches of barometer. 
Having now the number of cubic inches of gas in 

the known volume of the bottle it is a simple matter to 

•All measuring tlasks aud burettes, (dropping tubes) are divided 
up iuto Freuch measure instead of English measure. A c , c. Is a 
cubic centimeter, tbat is, a cube whose Bides ure the one-hundredth 
of a meter in length, A meter is 39'87 Inches long. So a cubic 
centimeter is 0*06108 cubic inches. 
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determine the percentage of gas in the given sample 
of air. 
Assaying of Ores.—Just as the analysis of coal pro

ceeds in miniature as does a coke oven to ascertain the 
fixed and volatile compounds, so assaying similarly 
treats ores to ascertain their behavior in tbe smelting 
furnace as well as the amount of silver, lead, etc., that 
they will produce when melted. W e distinguish the 
terms analysis and assay from one another by embrac
ing in the latter term all methods which require tbe 
high heat of a furnace. Analysis is a term the chem
ists use for the wet processes, or those involving 
filtering and the use of liquids. 
An ore contains several metals of iron, silver, lead, 

-copper, etc., the amounts of which may be determined 
by the dry (or fire) method, or, with greater accuracy, 
by wet metliods. The former is preferred because it is 
-quicker, and resembles the smeltine process. There 

are in the main two lire methods, 
one employing a crucible and the 
other a scorifier shown in Figs. 7 
and 7... These receptacles are 
both of clay but the crucible is 
coarser and heavier tban the 
scorifier which is a soft smooth 
fire-c 1 a y 
recep tacit 
n ot as 
deep but 
broad e r. 
Tbe cru
cible is of 
sand, in 
f o r m 
round or 
triangular, and of sizes from those 
2 inches high holding, perhaps, 
2 ounces to those holding a gal

lon. These crucibles are sometimes called " Hessians." 
In the crucible tbe operation of assaying follows the 

principle of smelting the contents to metal which is 
then weighed. In the scorifier the operation is rather 

2 pairs of scorifier tongs, Fig, 10. 

Fi.;. 10. 

2 pairs of cupel tongs, Fig. 11. 

Fir.. 11. 

1 small shovel scraper, Fig. 12. 

FIG. 12. 

The latter is an emergency tool for sprinkling sand 

upon the muffle floor when a scorifier has been upset 
or eaten through ; and also for scraping off the fused 
mass as soon as possible. 

one of roasting—tbat is driving off all the volatile sub
stances. It i. broad and shallow exposing a large sur
face of tbe molten contents to the action of tbe air. 
All the operations of assaying the metallic value of an 
-ore are conducted in one or other of these dishes. 
Tbe assaycr must be 
provided with a suit
able furnace within 
which to perform 
the fusion. Fig. 8 
shows the three 
veiws of the best 1 
form of assay fur
nace. It is made of ^ g 
common brick, with 
fire brick lining at the places, exposed to tbe flame. As 
seen, it is merely a brick shaft having a fire grate, c 
near the bottom'opposite to which is a door, a, for feed
ing coal, an opening for the "muffle" and a vent d 
connecting with the chimney. The draught ought to 
be strone—at least 10 feet of chimney ; soft coal may be 
used. Upon the ledges marked b, b, the ''muffle" 
rests. This furnace can be built for 825.00. 
A muffle is afire clay cylinder about 14// long and 

having a cross-section the shape ofa capital Q, Fig. 8a, 
One end is open and faces tbe front while the other is 
closed except for a small vent. Tbe crucible or scori tier 
is placed inside of the muffle which is kept red hot by 
the flames of the coal burned below. A muffle 8 inches 
wide X 14 inches long is tbe best size for all around 
work and will allow ?,—2 .-inch scorifiers to stand side 
by side. A muffle with care will give a month's service. 
When tbe mnifle, mm, is placed on the support and 

in position there should be at least a 3-inch ledge in 
front, the space between the muffle and the brick is 
stopped up with a cement made of fire-clay 4 parts, 
sand 1 part, and some water. 
The tools required by the assayer are : 1 pair crucible 

tongs, Fig. 9. 

Fin.13. 

For grinding ores, a mortar and pestle might be used 
but the most rapid crusher is the combinationof a 1 irge 
heavy cast-iron plate 18 x 24 inches 1 inch thick and a 
cast iron grinder about 5 inches square and about 3 
inches thick. Fig. 86. The lower face of the box is con
vex. A handle is set into an eye at the top, The ore 
to be ground is broken into small pieces aud then the 
grinder, held by the left hand and the handle by the 
right, is rubbed" over the smooth surface of the plate 
and pulverizes the ore quickly and easily. 
The ore is always sifted through a sieve with 100 

holes to the inch. "The sieve in two parts is preferable, 
that is a tin box about S inches 
diameter, into whicli fits a tin 
cylinder with a sieve bottom. 
The ore is thus sifted through the 
sieve into the box below without 
dust or loss, Fiu. 13. 
Tbe assayer should also have an 

iron mould receivingscorifications. 
This is a heavy casting 
nto which are several 
•up-shaped cavities, Fig. 

With a supply of the 
articles mentioned the 
assayer is ready for busi
ness, though there are 

several other articles to be purchased. These will be 
suitably discussed in place. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

VENTILATION IN MINES. 

Including a Description of tbe Gases Met With in 
Mines and the Atmospherical Conditions Necessary 
to be Known to Understand the Laws of Ventila
tion. 

47. Suppose tbe case of a furnace in a 400-foot shaft 
and the mine drag is 2 inches gauge, how hot must it 
raise the air? 
2 inches gauge = 10'SOS pounds pressure between 

tbe two columns of 400 feet each. The difference in 
weight per cubic foot must therefore beO'02592. Air at 

l!0° F, weighs 0 0760 pound. So the light air must 
weigh 00507 pound per cubic foot. To attain this the 
air must be at a temperature of 320° F. 
4S. Is tbat thesame method of figuring as with a 

fan? 
Yes, you know the difference is only one of pressure, 

not of temperature. For example, in the formula given 
in Q. 45, / is 60° Fahrenheit usually. Then W becomes 
0*002553 B and the difference between the weights of a 
cubic foot of downcast and a cubic foot of upcast air 
would be equal to O'OOOISO times gt, the gauge reading. 
A fan producing an exhaust equal to 2 inches (it is 
also called a depression ofthe water-gauge of 2 inches), 
makes the upcast air lighter tban that in the downcast 
by 0*000372 pound per cubic foot. 
49, Is the difference in the weights of the air in the 

two shafts the only cause producing draught and ven
tilation? 
Yes, that is all. The product of the depth of the 

shaft by tlie difference between tbe two weights is 
called the motive column,—tbat which causes the 
draught. 
50. Is not there a natural method of ventilating, 

which require., no machinery? 
Yes, by having the two outlets at different levels and 

depending upon the difference in weights ofthe warm 
mine air and the air outside, but it is not reliable nor 
safe. This plan is only used in the metal mines, and 
not in thecoal mines. 

51. Does it furnish as good ventilation ? 
No. The current is not always in the same direc

tion ; and in mines having bad gas this would be dan
gerous. One time the air from outside would come 
down the entry and then go along tbe workings to the 
upcast. At another season the air would be in the 
opposite direction and go along the workings first. In 
the spring and autumn there would be no current. 

52. Would it make any difference which way the air 
moved ? 
Yes, it would, because at one time the goaf gases 

would be swept into the mine by the current; at 
another they would go out and give no trouble. 

53. Is the air good in metal mines? 
There are no coal gases to spoil the air, but then there 

is very little fresh air taken into the mine. The air in 
the metal mines is more impure than in coal mines be
cause no current is supplied and the dead air is not 
washed out. 
54. AVhat do you mean by dead air ? 
Air is composed of two gases, called oxygen and 

nitrogen. If air contains no oxygen it cannot support 
life and nothing can live in it. ft is dead air. 
55. Is there much oxygen in it? 
Under any conditions and in any place you gather it, 

pure air has 21 parts of oxygen and 79 parts of nitrogen. 
56. What is oxygen? 
It is a colorless, tasteless gas that is essential to the 

burning of fuel andto life of any animal. 
57. VVhat is nitrogen? 
Tbat is a gas that simply has no influence upon life, 

one way or ibe other. It appears to act only as a dilut-
ant—to' prevent the air being too rich. 

58. Then air i-. good or bad according as it has much 
or little oxygen in it ? 

Yes, that is true to a certain extent. But tbe air may 
be bad if it has other gases in it. W h e n you step into 
a room i ou say its air is bad when you may mean that 
there are other gases in the room besides oxygen and 
nitrogen. 
59. What are the other gases ? 
There is always some carbonic acid (choke-damp) 

and there may be some sulphureted hydrogen. In 
coal mines there is also more or less marsh gas (fire
damp). " 

60. What is carbonic acid? 
It isa gas that weighs more tban air and is the pro

duct of all decomposition. AVe breathe it out from our 
lungs, so do animals. Timber and coal, while 
rotting, give out the same gas. It is tbe gas that comes 
out ofthe stove from burning fuel. You will always 
find it ntar the floor or in the bottom of obi workings. 
As this gas is very poisonous, no one should go 
into it. Only a small amount of it in the air will 
poison a person. You never fee! it if you are breathing 
it until it is too late to help yourself, It makes you 
very weak and finally kills. Old workings should, 
therefore, never be entered until they have been tried by 
a candle. If the candle or lamp will not burn in it, 
l>eepoutof the place until the place is ventilated. If 
you want to test the air in another way, do this : Fill a 
bottle outside with water. Go into the room, turn the 
bottle upside down and as tbe water runs out, the gas 
will bubble up into it. Cork tbe bottle and when vou 
get up above, pour into the bottle some clear lime water. 
If the fluid becomes milky, then carbonic acid is 
present. 
61. Will carbonic acid only gather near the floor ? 
Yes, so long as it is undisturbed. If a current of air 

be swept through the place the carbonic acid will float 
off with the air. 
62. AVhat is sulphureted hydrogen? 
A heavy gas tbat has a rotten eggodorandis very 

poisonous. It comes from the pyrites, or mundie, that 
you find sparkling in the coal, like gold, some call it 
fool's gold. This gas cannot be produced unless there 
is also some heat. So if ever you smell it, be sure that 
you do not breathe it long and also be careful that tbe 
goaf or room in which it is be thoroughly ventilated. 
If it is not ventilated, the heat may start a fire in the 
slack. 

63. Is this also found near the floor? 
Yes. the two I have mentioned are the only two 

heavy gases produced in a mine. 
64. What are the light gase-3? 
Some say there is formed a little carbonic oxide that 

you call "white damp" but tbe main gas of collieries is 
the fire-damp. 
65. AVhat is fire-damp? 
If you remember Q. S under Geology, I spoke ofthe 

miasma of swamps, that is called marsh gas. The 
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marsh gas collected in swamps, some later, gathered in 
the rocks and is now called natural gas and some stayed 
in, or near the coal and is called fire-damp. This fire 
damp also conies off from the burning of coal and pro
duces the chimney smoke. (See page 66, October, 
1891, number.) 
66. Is there much of it in coal ? 
Underground, it is found in big caves or chambers that 

suddenly burst into the mine ; it collects in the pores of 
the coal or in crevices. Tbe amount can never be esti
mated. It is always found in the coal mine, and is 
always feared because you never know when a great 
deal of it might be thrown out. 

67. Is it poisonous? 
Yes, it is not wise to breathe it but there is a still 

more serious objection to it. It explodes. 
68. AVhere is it most often found ? 
Near the roof, and always at the upper portion of any 

cave or nook. Just under the platform it collects, too, 
so that it must be watched for everywhere. 

69. H o w mav we know of its presence ? 
Sometimes ft comes out from the coal continually 

with a low hiss as a " blower." At other times, there is 
no sound at all. The several ways of testing for fire
damp is by ibe way a candle or lamp llame behaves in 
it. If there is very little gas, the flame does not show 
it but as the amount is large, the flame will become 
long and the cap of blue grows long too. When the 
flame is all blue and can hardly be seen, there is a very 
dangerous amount of £.is in the air. A\Then you find 
the lamp flame shows blue, don't blow it out, but first 
lower it slowly toward the floor and leave the room. 
(See page 163, February number). 

70. What does the blue cap mean ? 
That there is enough gas in the air to take fire and 

almost enough to explode. 
71. What causes the production of gas? 
It is always escaping from thecoal. A little would 

not be very serious, but it is the sudden production of 
gas that we fear. The falling or sqeezing of a part of 
the roof, the creeping of the floor, the crushing of a 
weak pillar or the falling ofthe barometer outside will 
force a great deal of gas into the workings. 

72. Is there no means of preventing this ? 
None whatever. There is no prevention, but there 

is a cure, and only one—a very strong ventilating cur
rent. 

73. Is not the use ofthe safety-lamp a good cure? 
It is a partial cure. That is, a mine not using safety-

lamps is very likely to have more accidents than one 
using them. But still, even in the latter case, the only 
remedy is to have a very powerful pressure and plenty 
of good air. 

74. W h y is tbe safety-lamp not good'.' 
Because, first, none ha-, yet been invented that gives 

a good light and also prevents the air current from 
blowing the flame against the iron wire gauze. Second
ly, because there is no lamp that can be locked so that 
a miner can not open it. Thirdly, because the miners 
themselves will insist upon prying it or breaking it 
open. The first trouble has been nearly perfectly 
remedied. Tbe second has not been and the third 
will not be until the fool-killer's work is done. I do 
not blame a miner for wanting a good light to watch 
the roof and to protect himself against falls but too 
many open the lamp to light a pipe. A perfectly se
cure lock on the lamp or a light so arranged as to go 
out if pried open are the only safe-guards against the 
men who risk the mine and all their fellow laborers 
for the pleasure of an hour's smoke. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

SURFACE APPLIANCES. 

The Preparation of Coal and Ores for Market. 

71. AA'hy must the ore be broken so fine? 
The lead, zinc, or silver minerals occur in such small 

crystals and all scattered through it. So the rock must 
be broken up fine enough to release all the material. 
This will give you clean broken quartz or galena free 
from quartz. Coal is not broken any finer than the 
demands of the market require, but here we must sep
arate, by crushing, tbe different minerals from one 
another. 

72. Then does the size ofthe minerals in the rock 
fix the fineness ofthe crushing? 
Precisely, and this is accomplished better as the 

rock is softer. Quartz is so very hard tbat we can not 
get a perfect separation. The loss of mineral sticking 
tothe lumps of quartz is what makes the process less 
perfect than coal washing. 
73. Is tbe sizing done ih the same way as in coal? 
Yes, the broken mineral is raised by an elevator to 

a hopper in the top of the mill or else, if the site 
allows it, tbe mineral goes down a chute to the screens 
(see Q. 30). In any event, the broken stuff is now 
screened just as I explained in Q. 32. Only the screens 
are not cylindrical, Fig. 5, but conical, Fig. 6. 

74. AVbat is tbe advantage ? 
The screens must be inclined so as to deliver the coal 

freely at the bottom. 
Now, a cyl indrical 
screen can not get this 
without bevel gearing 
or a chain of some 
sort. This additional 
machinery is wasteful 

of power and is expensive. A conical screen mav 
have its shaft level and, so, can be directly con
nected with the lineshaft. 
But in the metal mines 
we use conical altogether. 

75. Then is the rest of 
the process the same as 
with coal? 

Yes, but a little more 
complex, as explained inQ. 54. Thescreensgiveamore, 

or less, imperfect sizing of the stuff". Each screen de
livers to its own jig and each jig treats a certain sized 
stuff". The jig, Fig. 1, f April number) will clean the stuff 
which is continuously delivered on the sieve B. The 
heavy stuff collects on the bottom of the sieve while 
the light is forced to the top. Here, however, it is the 
waste which is the lightest and which is washed off' 
attbe tail board. So the quartz is cleaned off from 
the metallic ores, while the heavy is collected, at A, Fig. 1. 
76. Do not you separate the lead ore from the zinc 

ore, and that from silver? 
Oh, yes. This is done by repeated operations in this 

way. As pyrites is heavier than slate, and slate heav
ier than coal, you could, if you wanted to, not only 
separate the clean coal but also, afterwards, separate 
the slate from the pyrites by similar operations. But 
the last two do not pay so of course no attempt is made 
to separate them. Thesame is true with those you 
mentioned. Quartz is lighter than pyrites, and pyrites 
does not weigh as much as zinc blende: Zinc blende, 
or black jack, is lighter than lead ores (galena, for ex
ample) and galena is lighter than silver ores. Now, 
as explained in Q. 42, the more water, you use, tbe 
more stuff it will carry off. So we could use a great 
deal so as to carry off all but the silver ores, or we 
could carry off all the material that is lighter than the 
lead. Then afterwards we could separate the lead from 

the silver and also in other machines, the zinc blende 
from the pyrites. That is what they do in the old 
country. Separate all the minerals from each other be
cause they are all salable. Here, it would hardly pay. 
So we draw the line at the lead ore. 

77. Then you mean that you arrange the jig so as to 
collect all the lead and the silver on B, Fig. 1, and 
wash off the tail board all that is lighter than the 
lead ? 

Yes. But remember these are not perfect machines 
so that we can not collect all the lead and silver for 
some does escape. Some floats off, being exceedingly 
fine, while more is lost by sticking to tbe quartz and 
pyrites. Mostof itis caught, though. 

78. Are tbe lead and silver discharged at A, Fig. 1, 
like tbe pyritps from coal? 
A'ery much like that. There are many schemes for 

removing the "concentrates," as they are called as 
soon as they aie made. The tailings are washed off 
into the jig next alongside as was mentioned in Q. 53. 
In tbat theyare again treated andsomelead is recovered, 
but of course it is not much. Sometimes even the 
third jig gets some ofthe lead. 

79. H o w is it that the third or even the second jig 
can get any thing out ofthe tailings which are already 
washed ? 
Because usually the pistons ofthe others are set a 

little slower so as to get what had escaped with the 
quicker piston of the first jig. 

80. Does any of the zinc ever collect in the first ? 
No, genetally the object is to get very clean lead. 

Tbe second jig has considerable zinc blende, or "jack" 
but little pyrites. The third will have hardly any 
galena, less zinc, and much pyrites. The fourth jig has 
a bad mixture of them all. That which escapes off the 
tail board or the fourth, is very poor, but has some val
uable mineral in it. In Fig. 7 is an illustration of the four 
jigs with theirdischarges shown at A for the coarse and 
at M the fine concentrates. 

81. Is this variety of jig used for any variety of 
ores? 

Practically any mixture of mineral may be concen
trated by jigging, provided there is suflicient differ
ence in the specific gravities of the various minerals. 
The effectiveness of the separation depends upon tbe 
cleanness with which the various minerals break. If 
the ore can not be crushed perfectly enough to free tbe 
galena from the blende and the pyrites, there must be 
some of the valuable material lost because of its ad
herence to large particles of the quartz or spar, which 
washes away. 

82. AVhat becomes of the tailings ? 
They are re-treatcd by being subjected to another, 

and _ finer crushing to further" liberate the adhering 
particles of valuable mineral after which washing is 
effected upon another variety of machines similar in 
principle to those aleady mentioned. 

[TO HE CONTINUED.] 

The IngersoU Sergeant Drill Co., of No. 10 Park Place, 
New York, has opened a branch ollice under the firm 
name of Parker, Melcher, and Ingraham, at 100 to 104 
AA'est AVashington St., Chicago, 111., where a complete 
outfit of machinery manufactured by the company, 
such as Air Compressors, Channelers, Bock Drills, and 
all Mining, Tunneling, and Quarrying Machinery with 
duplicate parts will be kept in stock. 

Economy at the Steam Plant. 

There is no poi tion of an American colliery where 
there is more waste and consequently more money lost 
tban at the steam plant. Many operators and superin
tendents pay no attention to this waste, as they think 
it is entirely a waste of fuel, which is naturally cheap at 
the mine. But this is not the only waste, though it is 
bad enough, because every ton of fuel burned has a 
market value, and all burned in excess of actual need is 
loss. Tbe waste also includes long lines of steam pipe 
of larger size than actually needed, and either more 
boilers than are needed, or loss from delays caused be 
lack of steam power at the point ..f utilization, even 
though tbe boiler plant is large enough. The waste is 
entirely due to the condensation of the steam between 
the boilers and the point of utilization. There is no 
excuse for this waste, because there is an efficieny 
remedy, and one that is really not expensive when 
properly considered. This remedy is a good non-con
ducting steam pipe covering which can be easily and 
quickly applied to the pipe, such as the Carey Standard 
Asbestos Removable Covering. It is one of tbe most 
perfect sectional removable coverings made, and is un-
exelled in its efficiency and convenience. 
It is ci mposed of Asbestos fiber and a very light ce

menting compound, thoroughly intermixed, after wliich 
it is moulded into sections 3 ft. long, and 
to fit any size pipe from \ to 12 inches in 
diameter. It has a firm and hard exterior, 
while the interior is filled with minute 
air cells, which confines the air within the 
body of tbe covering. This is the most 
practical way of accomplishing the best 
results of an airspace or air-chamber 
and forms the best non conductor and 
heat-retainer known. It is first wrapped 
with woolen felt cemented to the outer 
surface, and then covered with a heavy 
canvas, the whole forming a most ex
cellent covering, complete and ready 
for use. It combines all the qualities 
essential in a good pipe covering. It re
tains heat, excludes cold, prevents con
densation of steam, is light and durable. 
It is both fire and water proof, and is easy 
to apply. It will not. corrode, eat, or 
injure iron surfaces, nor will it shrink 
or warp out of shape, and thereby leave 
openings for the escape of the heat. It 

is also absolutely indestructible by heat. As it is nec
essary at all collieries working below water level, to 
carry steam to pumps, and other machinery, often sit
uated many hundreds of feet from tbe boilers, a good 
pipe covering is not only a good investment, but is an 
actual necessity. For hy its use dry steam can be con
veyed to the pump or other engine with sufficient ex
pansive power to do the work required, and the cover
ing by keeping the heat where it belongs, in the steam 
pipe, will protect timbers from rot, and the roof from 
disintegration. 
A few of the advantages resulting from the use of this 

covering may be summarized as follows : 
You can convey steam or hot water to any point no 

matter how far distant from the boilers. 
You work dry steam in your engine cylinders and 

thus avoid all risks of accidents or breakdowns. 
Vou save wear and tear on your boilers, etc., by 

avoiding the necessity of excessive firing to keep up the 
requisite amount ofsteam. 
Your grates will not require renewing aa frequently 

as formerly. 
Your engine will run nice and smooth and give better 

results in developing power. 
The cost of keeping your steam plant in good repair 

will be decreased. 
It increases tbe efficiency, insures the safety, and de

creases the expense of operation of any steam" plant. 
This covering is manufactured by the Philip Carey 

Manufacturing Co.,117 to 125 Gilbert Avenue, Cincin
nati, Ohio, who also manufacture special coverings for 
ells, tees, crosses, and globe valves, though an asbestos 
cement, which they make is also frequently used for 
covering fittings, as it makes a very neat and complete 
finish. It will pay all steam users to write to the man
ufacturers for catalogue and descriptive circulars. 

Important to Prospectors for Coal or other Minerals. 

The diamond bit rock drill that furnishes a core of 
the material through which it bores, is naturally the 
best machine for prospectors' use, and is tbe only ma
chine that will furnish information on which positive 
statements can be based. Most types of diamond drills, 
however are expensive and require steam, compressed 
air, or electricity to work them, and the question of, 
power is a serious one when the prospectors means are 
limited, or when the hole to be bored is not very deep, 
and the land owner or prospector does not care to ex
pend a large sum of money for the desired information. 
To meet the requirements of such persons, the Hasen-
zahl Portable Diamond Bit Rock Drill, for hand or other 
power, was designed. It is simple, durable, cheap, and 
portable, and can be operated by any person of ordi
nary intelligence. It has been in use in all parts ofthe 
continent for several years and has everywhere given 
perfect satisfaction. The inventor and manufacturer, 
Mr. AVm. llasenzahl, 135 AVest Second St., Cincinnati, 
Ohio, will cheerfully send descriptive circulars contain
ing complete descriptions ofthe drill, with price-list, 
and testimonials from users to any person desiring to 
purchase a drill, with a capacity up to 500 ft. of depth 
of hole. Mr. llasenzahl, has a'lso associated with him 
an expert geologist and cbemiFt of national reputation, 
and tbey are prepared to take contracts for prospect
ing any kind of mineral lands, and for furnishing 
chemical analyses and assays of any cores. 
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H o w an Athlete Trains. 

The objects which the athlete usually has in view when 
he begins to train are : 
First—To get rid of all tissue, the loss of which will not 

impair tbe strength—in a word, tbe "dead weight" of the 
body. 
Second—To improve the " wind." 
Third—To develop the particular sets of muscles to be 

used in the actual contest, to the highest degree possible. 
The first step toward the removal of fat is in a judicious 

regulation of the diet. The athlete, particularly il he is 
inclined to take on weight rapidly, diminishes the amount 
of fat-producing foods. H e avoids Int meat, sugur, starch, 
and butter, and limits his liquid food tu a minimum. His 
bill of fare consists cliielly uf lean meat or mutton, varied 
by poultry, eggs, or fish, .tewed vegetables, greens and fruit 
and jelly or bread pudding fur dessert. The bread used 
should be about twenty-four hours old. For drink weak 
coffee or tea, the latter iced, and with a little lemon juice 
added, is best 
Such a diet in itself will ordinarily reduce the weight 

somewhat, but, by exercising and rubbing, the fat" is 
.removed more quickly. If the athlete is so heavy that he 
must train oil a good ileal, be wears n heavy "sweater," or 
jersey, while exercising, in order to induce perspiration. 
He must then be very careful not to drink much, else he 
will regain in a few minutes the weight it took hours of 
hard work to get rid of. 
By " wind" we mean the power ofthe heart and lungs to 

do their work properly in spite of continued exertion. 
Everyone is familiar with the distressful feeling occasioned 
by unusual and violent exercise. This distress arises simply 
from the inability ofthe lungs to supply the proper amount 
of oxygen to refresh the blood and to get rid of tbe poison
ous carbonic acid gas, the production of which is greatly 
increased by muscular work, and from the inability of the 
heart tocirculate the blood"freely. 

It is necessary for tbe athlete therefore, no matter io 
what branch of sport he intends to compete, to take as part 
of his training, exercise that will develop the power of 
these organs. Running is by all means the best method uf 
developing the wind, and for this reason is practiced not 
only by the runners themselves, but by oarsmen, boxers, 
and football players as well. 
To develop any particular set of muscles, those muscles 

must be given a great deal of work. The athlete begins by 
exercise well within his powers, and then, by gradually in
creasing the demands made upon tliemuscles, they become 
accustomed easily to preform work tbat before would have 
been impossible. 
He is expected to keep regular hours, to get sleep enough 

without becoming lazy, to avoid unusual excitement, to get 
plenty of pure air and sunlight, and is if he is a smoker, to 
give up tobacco. 
A Word as tothe alleged dangers of training. " Athletes 

die young," is a warning I have often heard. Of course 
they do, if after training tbey plunge into all manner of 
excesses. But it isn't athletics that kills them,— Philadel
phia Record. 

The Best Exercise. 

A celebrated London physician told the greal Dr. Pnn-
shon, of oratorical fame, that he could extend his life ten 
years at least by walking a short ilisttuice every day. 
Looked at from its physical side alone, walking is the 

prince of gymnastics of any kind. AVe do not mean, how
ever, that rush of fury, that artilicial pace which the char
acteristic impatience of the times has introduced, but the 
regular, gentle motion of a natural gait, culling many 
muscles into play, giving tlie body just occupation enough 
to leave the mind perfectly free fur (bought, aerating the 
blood through expanded lungs, causing tbe million pores 
of tbe skin to brent li forth tbfir moisture, the whole organ
ism to glow with health, and discharge its many functions 
with comparative ease and lightness. 
Take that exercise, and yon return home with a keen zest 

for food or work or play, or whatever awaits you, the weary, 
jaded feeling gone. At night you retire to unbroken 
dreams, to sleep, deep and refreshing as an infant's. 
If some Koch or Brown-Sequard were to discover an 

elixir half as virtuous as a regular walk every day in the 
open May air, he would become tlie blessed of thousands of 
thousands of grateful hearts. His concoctions would com
mand their own price, and his name would encircle tlie 
civilized world; yet here is Nature's own remedy, and, like 
all else provided by ber, free of cost and only needing a 
persevering trial to insure its own reward. 
Again ; Walking is not only healthy physically, but 

mentally. The distractions of the city cease as you move out 
to the rural scenes surrounding it. Nature instructs you 
that it was God who made the country, and only m a n made 
the town. Her bidden beauties, never seen by tlie m a n 
who rushes through them in an express train, are dis
covered in rich and rare splendor all around. Distant bills 
draw near, undulating valleys reveal their lovely hearts. 
Trees are companions ; the grass beneath ourfeet is instinct 
with every form oflife. \Ye go back, amid tbe music ofthe 
birds and the rushing of the bmoks and the murmuring of 
the winds, to quiet seclusion and peaceful thought. 
Thus it is that men's best, grandest, purest moments 

come to them when tbey take their walks abroad; but 
whether, like Dr. Johnson, you prefer the busy city streets, 
or, like ourselves, the country retreat, your exercise will 
still be profitable to the entire being.—Aew Tori- Ledger. 

Overeating vs. Overwork. 
An abuse that tends to the injury of brain-workers is ex

cessive eating. A writer in the Medical Mirror recalls to 
mind several active brain-workers who suddenly broke 
down, and fancied that it was due to brain fatigue, when, 
as a matter of fact, it was due to overstuffing of their stom
achs. The bodily furnace connected with their mental 
machinery became clogged up with carbon in various 
shapes and forms, and as a result disease came, and before 
the cases were fully appreciated a demoralized condition of 
the nervous systems W H S manifested, and they laid tbe 
flattering unction to their souls that they bad indulged in 
mental overwork. Hard work, mental or physical, rarely 
ever kills. Ifa mild amount of physical exercise be taken, 
and a judicious amount of food he furnished, the bowels 
kept open in the proper manner, the surface protected with 
proper clothing, and the individual cultivates a philosophi
cal nature and absolutely permits nothing to annoy or fret 
him, the chances are that he can do an almost unlimited 
amount of work for an indefinite length of time, bearing 

in mind always that when weariness comes he must rest, 
and not take stimulants and work upon false capital. The 
secret of successful work lies in tlie direction of selecting 
nutritious food, taken in proper quantities, the adopting of 
regular methods of work, and tbe rule of resting when pro
nounced fatigue presents itself, determining absolutely not 
to permit worry. 

The Treatment of Croup. 

To begin with, croup is that terror of all parents whose 
children are subject to this malady. The mother w h o has 
once been roused by the hoarse barking cough so unmistak
able in its warning is never likely to forget the thrill of 
terror which seemed to make her very heart stop beating. 
No matter whether it, be true or false croup, the alarm at 
the moment is the same, and in neither case is there any 
time to be lost. If tbe cough docs not seem very tight, and 
is not accompanied by strangling, begin giving syrup of 
ipecac in doses of fifteen drops every twenty minutes. 
Continue this until tbe child's breathing is relieved, or 
until he vomits. But should lie awake with symptoms of 
choking and great difficulty of breathing, administer at 
once a teaspoonful of the ipecac into which Las been stirred 
a good pinch of powdered alum. Should this not cause 
vomiting in fifteen minutes, repeat tbe dose, and assist its 
netion by making tbe child drink a cupful of warm water. 
Place him in as hot a bath as he can bear—about 100 
degrees—and keep him there at least ten minutes, spread
ing blankels over the tub to prevent the water cooling. 
H e should be supported in a reclining position, so that as 
much ofhis body as possible may be under water. AVhen 
he is taken out roll him at once in heated blankets, and 
put him lo bed in a warm but well-ventilated room. H e 
may sometimes be relieved by inhaling steam. If possible 
get a doctor immediately. 
Take great care the ilay after croup that the child isnot 

exposed to cold. There used to be a comforting theory 
current that no child ever had croup after midnight, but, 
alas! time and experience have proved this a pleasant 
fallacy.—Harper's Bazar. 

An Easy W a y of Giving1 Cod Liver Oil. 

Cod liver oil is a substance that is largely and very prop
erly used in treating lymphatic conditions in delicate and 
rickety children. It is both a foodstuff (on account of its 
oil) and a medicine (through the iodine and other elements 
which it contains). Unfortunately its disagreeable taste 
prevents its administration, und this taste can be only par
tially concealed by mixing it with syrup of coffee, Malaga 
wine, orange juice, or by giving, as soon as it has been 
taken, a mint drop or some other aromotic preparation, 
A process tbat is quite efficacious, but that is difficult to 

realize in children, consists in moistening the mouth with 
a little strong wine, in bolting down the oil, and in ending 
up with a glass of the same wine, which carries down tbe 
remaining portions ofthe oil. 
Attention, however, has now been called to a means 

which seems to be a good one, and which hail already 
been used by druggists in making emulsions of cod liver 
oil. It consists in mixing the oil with an equal amount of 
medicinal lime water. In this way an odorless liquid is 
obtained, of milky appearance, very like a syrup, to which 
can be added any aromatic essence, such as mint, lemon or 
an ise-seed as a corrective. Cod liver oil, saponified in this way, 
has a taste that is almost agreeable, does not adhere to the 
walls of tlie mouth, and does not give rise to tlie rancid 
und repugnant alter-taste that is so disagreeable in the 
Elain oil, Tbe preparation can be kept for a long time, can 
e easily assimilated by delicate stomachs, and has, further

more, tbe advantage of being relatively low in price. 

Musical Instruments. 

Apollo was tbe old god of music, and his favorite instru
ment, the lyre, was invented by Mercury. AVhen the latter 
was four hours old he found the shell of a tortoise, and 
made it into a lyre with nine strings, iu honor of the nine 
Muses. This instrument Mercury gave to Apollo, who be
came a wonderful playtr upon it. The lyre was used by 
the Greeks in olden times, and from it was fashioned the 
harp. 
The old time viol was tbe first instrument of its kind, and 

furnished theplan for the modern violin, which, however, 
is seven hundred years old. It is said that Charles II. in
troduced it into England. One of the finest makers of 
violins was Stradivurius, of Cremona, who existed in the 
early part ofthe eighteenth century. Violins made by him 
are worth thousands of dollars now, and highly esteemed 
by collectors and performers. 
The flute is very old in its origin, but tbe flute of to-day 

is different from that ofthe ancients. It has been improved 
upon from time to time, and the old people would prob
ably fail to recognise it now, The flageolet, which is some
what similar, iscredited to Juvigny, about 1581. 
The first trumpet was a sea-shell and was used by very 

old nations. Trumpets were well known in tbedayswhen 
Homer lived, and a Jewish feast of trumpets is spoken of in 
tbe Bible, nearly 1500 B. C. Alexander the Great is said to 
have used a speaking trumpet M.>5B. C. 
The harp, which was suggested by the lute, is ascribed 

to Jubal, 3875 B. C, and was King David's favorite instru
ment. The harp was used by tbe Welsh and Saxons, and 
also by the ancient people of Ireland. One of the oldest 
harps in existence is in tbe Dublin College Museum, and 
originally belonged to Brian Boroihnie, King of Ire
land.— From Harper's Young People. 

Ventilation. 

Tbe healthy atmosphere in a room is one in which tbe air 
is changed to the extent of SOOO cubic feet per hour per 
adult inmate. T b e air admitted need not be cold; w a r m e d 
air, so long as it is fresh, is of coarse preferable to cold air in 
winter, but in s o m e w a y the air m u s t be brought in if w e are 
to continue in health. There are various w a y s of doing this. 
O n e is by admitting cold air so tbat itis directed u p w a r d 
toward tbe ceiling, where the air ofthe r o o m is at the high
est temperature ; the cold stream is then heated in its pas
sage as it falls to the lower level for breathing. B u t in 
large rooms, to utilize at its best this current, there should 
be in the skirting outlets communicati g with a heated up
cast flue, w h i c h will d r a w a w a y tbe heavy air near tbe door. 
In cases where there is heating by hot water coils, the cold 
air m a y be brought in at or near the floor level and passed 

through the hot water coils—the outlet for vitiated air being 
in or near tbe ceiling—to a heated up-cast flue. In larger 
r o o m s or buildings for public assemblies it m a y be necessary 
with either of these systems to use a fan, either to propel 
fresh air into tlie r o o m or to draw a w a y Ihe vitiated air. 

T h e great desideratum in the ad mission of fresh air is to 
cut it u p into very fine streams something in the w a y water 
is cut u p in passing through the line rose of a watering can. 
It has been found that air admitted through a tube or orifice 
of equal sectional area throughout enters as a cold draught; 
but if the inlet be th rough a series of small truncated cones, 
the smaller section outward, the larger inward, wilh a wire 
gauze o n the inside, the current is so cut u p and diffused 
that the draught is not felt. B y analogy, a mass of water 
entering through a narrow canal drives all before it and 
cuts a channel for itself, but the s a m e quantity passing over 
a large surface of ground gently irrigates it. Another 
important point is not to let the passage ofthe air be at too 
great a velocity, the gentler tbe flow the better.—Cootempo-
rary Re clew. A Bridge of Salt. 

Tlie natural wonders of Death ATalley have probably been 
more minutely and extensively described by professional 
writers than any other spot they never saw, but one wonder 
there has in some way escapedthese untrnveled scribes. In 
1SS3 some borax works were built on the east side of the 
valley, a couple of miles or so above tlie mouth of Furnace 
Creek canyon. The road thence tothe railroad led down 
tbe east side of the valley for several miles, and then bad to 
cross over to the west side because no drinking water can 
be had on the east side below Furnace Creek. Moreover, 
the land on tbe west side lies much better for a road. But 
how to get the wagons across the valley was a problem. 
From end to end the center of the valley is one long salt 
marsh, and in some places it is to soft and wet that even a 
m a n would need snow-shoes to insure his safety. F.lsewhere, 
however, the ooze has been crusted over. This crust is in 
places very thin and treacherous, and only in one locality 
does it seem to be firm. Wherever this crust has been cut 
through a thin, slimy salt m u d has been found to be of 
immeasurable depth—immeasurable witli any line or pole. 
Dr. C. Hart Merriam's corps ol scientists cut through in 
one place and easily shoved a pole down fifteen feet. There 
is no guessing how much deeper tbe slime was. 
However, a road must be had, and so the workmen went 

about over tbe marsh where tbe crust seemed to be thickest 
and sounded it with sledge-hammers. Tbey found the crust 
was a mixture of salt und sand, and eventually a route was 
decided upon. Tbe road was then to be graded, and prob
ably for the first time in the world a road the length of this 
one was graded exclusively with sledge-bummers. 
Here was a stretch of solid.alt some eight miles across. 

In a sense it was level—there were no hills or valleys. In 
another sense there was scarce a level square inch on the 
whole bed, for the salt crust had probably, through tbe in
fluences of beat from above and of moisture from below, 
been torn und twisted and thrown up into tbe most jugged 
peaks, pyramids and criscrossed ridges imaginable. Tbey 
were not high—none more tban four feet—but there was 
nut level space even fora man's foot between them. Every 
step made wus on a ragged point or edge ofsome kind. The 
nearest approach to anything like that I have ever seen 
was on the ice on Lake Erie, where two fields had been 
jammed together by the wind and held so by the frost. 
The ragged ice masses were somewhat like these salt 
musses. Tbey were larger, but they were not so sharp or 
in any way so difficult to cross. 
Judging that the crust would sustain the weight ofthe 

wagons the workmen swung the sledge-hammers day after 
day until they hud beaten down tbese pinnacles into a 
smooth way six feet wide. It was perhaps the most 
laborious engineering work ever done in the country, for 
the climate and tbe location, far from civilized habitations, 
combined to retard the efforts ofthe workmen. The road
way, when completed, led over what may be properly 
called a naturally formed bridge of salt eight miles long— 
Ihe only bridge of the kind in the world. 
As one enters the easterly end of this road two unmarked 

graves are seen in the salt crust near the track. They are 
graves of unknown men who died there from I he heat, and, 
after tbe fashion of the country, were buried where they 
fell. They were covered over with pieces of salt broken 
from the pinnacles near by. Tbe crust was too hard to 
warrant digging into it. One must travel a long time to 
find two more graves like these, if, indeed, two more can be 
found in the world.—New Yorl: Sun. 

A Relic of the W a r . 

Tbe following is a copy ofa bill, written in lead pencil on 
coarse yellowish " war paper," for second-hand crockery-
ware sold at auction in Raleigh, North Carolina, January 
7,186-1. Tbe war was still nearly a year and a half from its 
close, so some idea may be gained of wbatprices rose to in 
tbe last days of tbe Confederacy. 

2 Waiters, eocb ?100 SSOn 
1 Sifter . 5 50 
Ll Stone crocks, tuch 52 2....... 4 .0 
6 Cups and .iiuc.r-- 78 U0 
i; Teacups and saucers .- ... '<'.i 00 
12 Plates, each SO '_.. 75 00 
1 (Haw mug (U5 
2 Steak dishes, each $15 00 SOOO 
_ Steiik <lish_s, .--nil ._*3 Ud 16 CO 
Teapot, bowl und cruet.. .. — 85 00 
2 Pickle dishes, -.nch S-l 50 'J 00 
6 Salt-stands, eacli ..2 00 1200 
1 Soup tureen - US 00 
1 *..'ravv dish IOC-0 
1 Gravy dish (cruc'-.ed) 2 CO 
'• Dinner plates, .-;u-h ;(', 25 31*25 
2 Vegetable dishes, each .1S26 M50 

Total :jieo-'J 
— F r o m Harper's Weekly. 

Practical Uses of Geology. 

Though the practical value of geology has been, and still 
is, well demonstrated, there is a certain class of well mean
ing persons who, from wunt of due consideration or lack of 
information, fail to see any direct benefits from thestudy of 
stones. Appended are a few hints regarding the worth 
and results of geology. As a statement, geology is the sum 
ofall the sciences, the foundation, the support, tbe very 
anchor that holds the rest, for it treats of our own earth, 
of its birth, rise, progress and the present state. Properly 
studied, it embodies the complete story of life, tbe great 
history of creation, the narrative of our very existence, the 
record of our own planet, onr present home. To be a com
petent geologist, one must study everything useful and 
economical to explain causes and effects, reasons and 
results. As he journeys he involuntarily studies thor
oughly tbe country he pusses through—Ihe botany, ento
mology,chemistry,-.oology, mineralogy, und compares them 
with the silent wonders he saw sculptured in tbe rock that 
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lived, flourished, and died thousands of years ago. Astron
o m y is consulted as to the formation of this earth and its 
companions and visitors. F r o m tbe little diatom, resplen 
dent under microscope, to the huge reptiles 75 feet long, in 
stony silence petrified, the boundless, natural realm of 
mysteries opens wide its gates. All havea wonderful tale 
to tell—a story often beyond the grasp of man's p u n y intel
lect. But proofs are constantly carried around with you of 

tne uses of mineralogy and geology. T h e metal buttons on 
your clothes, the knife in your pocket, your keys, not to 
mention the countless array of hardware everywhere, o w e 
tbeir cheapness to work of the persevering follower of 
science. This assertion is true. It can not be denied. There 
are belts and lodes of mineral in the earth that have certain 
limits, sure and certain m a n n e r of occurrence and regular 
deposition. Here the mineralogist and geologist steps in 
and defines them, toiling a w a y until the rocks tell their 
o w n story of hidden treasure. B y deductions, the geologist 
locates mineral belts, natural gas, oil, marble und minerals. 
It is not to be forgotten tbat bis theories have to be tried 
in the crucible of experience.—Alining Industry. 

kglEGTR \CA\Al 
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The Electric Current and the H u m a n Body. 

A recent discussion in an engineering society on the 

trolley brings up again the subject of what currents are 

dangerous. Notwithstanding the amount of matter pub

lished regardinn tbe resistance ol the human body and the 

current which would kill, tlie subject still seems to be 

greatly misunderstood by tuanv, partly becuuse numerous 

persons interested are not sufficiently well posted in elec

trical matters to understand the statements made, and partly 

because such statements often appear contradictory, mak

ing tbe whole subject look mysterious. There are, for 

instance, about as many figures given for the resistance of 

the human body as there are authorities for such state

ments. Furthermore, the question is often asked. " H o w 

mu;y volts will kill? " It is stated by some that 30 or 40 

volts will kill a horse, while others ask how it is that Tesla 

is not killed when be takes many thousand volts if 3,000 

volts bus been known to kill in a number of cases. The 

writer himself, on top ofone of the Alpine peaks iu u storm, 

has bud lightning pass through his body to an extent 

sufficient to make a loud cracking noise and to produce 

long blue streams of sparks from the fingers, representing 

probably many millions of volls, without any eflect on the 

body other than to induce him to descend without delay. 

Others report having taken " the full current ofa 1,000 volt 

alternating current machine th rough their body " without 

fatal effects, while in still other cases flesh has been burned 

to the bone without proving fatal. Tbese apparently con

tradictory statements make it seem to many that little is 

known about this subject. This is not the case, however. 

Although there is room for more definite knowledge, a good 

deal is known ; it requires only to be properly stated. It 

re 111 in ds one ofthe old story of the color of tuecbamelon ; all 

three of the observers were right in their observations but 

wrong in their conclusions. Regarding the resistance of 

the body it is well known tbat this resides chiefly in the 

skin. If the skin is very dry and thick, as on some work

men's hands, it is ahnost an insulator; while if it is moist

ened with perspiration, or water, or better yet with caustic 

potash, which penetrates the pores as it dissolves the fatty 

substances, the resislanee of the skin becomes very low. 

The condition of the skin and the size of the electrode in 

contuct with it are therefore the most important factors in 

measuring the resistance of the body, if the electrodes were 

placed in incisions made through the skin the resistance 

would doubtless be exceedingly low. A horse is easily 

shocked through shoes because the nails penetrate into tbe 

moist part ofthe hoof, thus making a good con tact through 

the insulating horny substance ; besides this, bis hoofs are 

often wet with mud. The current necessary to kill depends 

very much ou the contact with tbe moist parts of the body 

and it therefore cannot be snid that a certain numberof 

volts will or will not kill. Furthermore, the quantity of 

the current actual traversing tlie body is also an important 

factor. In Te-lns machine the quantity of the current is 

small and insufficient, as the body is capable oT taking care 

of it rapidly enough to prevent danger. The sourceof tlie 

current must therefore be great enough to develop a suffi

cient quantity of current as distinguished from the voltage 

alone. In all electric light und power circuits there is 

always sufficient quantity! It would appear from this that 

the number of amperes might be a better gauge than tbe 

numberof volts, but the time is also of importance, as the 

Barue currentis no doubt nioredangerous if it continues to 

pass for a loneer time. '»ne author states that one tenth of 

an ampere for one second is sufficient to kill. This, though 

more rational tban merely the number of volt-, is Hill not 

•sufficiently definite, as in many cases a great enough 

number of amperes has been taken locally to burn and char 

tbe llesb without producing death. It appears, therefore, 

as Prof. Houston pointed out, tbat a current, to cause death, 

must pass across the body ; tbnt is, through some vital purt, 

ol an arm or a leg. A comparatively large current passing 

in at the hand and out at the shoulder would nol necessarily 

cause death directly, but il' it parses through to the other 

hand, thereby passing through the heart, it would doubtless 

prove fatal. Tu siinunuii/.". it i- therefore not rational to 

speak in general of the definite resistance per se of the 

h u m a n body, not to say that more than a definite number 

number of volts is fatal, except between verv wide limits. 

T h e nature of the contacts must first be considered, then 

the number of amperes, and the duration, and finally the] 

question ofthe current through the body in relation to tin* 

vital parts. The voltage must then be great enough to send ' 

that current through that particular resistance of ihe body, 

according to Ohra's law, and the source must generate a 

sufficient quantity of electricity to keep this current flow

ing. Finally, there appears Io be also a counter electro

motive force in the body, which must lie considered, and 

there is besides doubtless a difference between the alternat

ing and direct currents. A direct current probably decom

poses the tissues by electrolysis and a high potential dis

charge may act in tbe form of rupture of the tissues.—Elec
trical World. 

Weaving by Electricity. 
That decentralization in industry which some economists 
expect to grow out ofthe development of electricty us u 
motive power seems to be already in progress at Wt. Etienue. France, according to a recent report of our department of state T h e industry at that place is tbe manufacture of silk ribbon, and most of the large output of s o m e '••21,000,000 a year is the productof house industry. Generally the weavers o w n their o w n looms and operate them by bund in 

tbeir o w n homes. There are 18,000 looms thus distributed 
abouf, while the steam-power factories have only 5,000 
looms. X o w the city of St. Etienne intends to set up a large 
electric-power plant and distribute power to the looms of 

the house weavers and supply light as well. T h e cost of 
the undertaking and tlie conversion ofthe band looms into 
power looms will be borne in the first instance by the city, 
and ft charge will be imposed of seven cents a day per loom 
for the use of current and motor, T b e plan is regarded 
with great favor by the hand weavers. That they 
have been able so long to stand against the factorysystem 
with its cheaper processes ofprodttction is to be explained 
apparently by the tact that their ribbons had obtained 
such a reputation for superiority in tbe general market as 
to be able to overcome the drawbacks of higher cost of 
production and prices. N o doubt the supply of cheap power 
to the house looms will n o w firmly establish the weavers 
in their industrial independence. T h e experiment is a 
most interesting one and before very long will be given a 
trial, without question, in m a n y parts of the United 
States.—Electric Power. 

Electricity as a n A i d to M o r a l Suasion. 

It appears that electricity is not confined to electrocution 
as a m e a n s of punishment as it has been found to be effec
tive in cases of minor criminals at the N e w a r k City H o m e . 

This institution is a temporary retreat for the incorri
gible youth of Newark, for m a n y of w h o m , by reason of 
long practice, the rod and switch have lost tbeir terrors. 

Dr. Whitehorue, of Verona, is tbe regular physician of 
the place, and is credited with the adoption of a medical 
battery for administering reproof. 

A boy n a m e d Ralferty, tried to stab one of his compan
ions during the play hour one day and the Superintendent 
determined to try tbe electrical punishment on him. H e 
was taken into tbe Superintendent's private r o o m which 
was darkened to befit the solemnity of the occasion, and 
Ralferty was requested to remove his coat and roll up his 
sleeves. T h e Doctor was in attendance- and adjusted his 
battery which gave forth an ominous buzzing sound. 

T b e proceedings so far were unusual, and the boy com
menced to get frightened. O n e electrode was placed at 
the back ofhis neck, and the other, in the form ofa brush 
with wire bristles, was rubbed over the boy's arm. AVith a 
yell of terror the boy broke a w a y from the chair and stood 
shivering in an agony of apprehension. H e was forced 
back, however, and the Superintendent continued dusting 
the wire electrode over the boy's a r m und face. T h e current 
w a . increased and the boy after being nearly paralyzed 
with fear, was finally released in an exceedingly limp con
dition and a very penitent frame of mind. For several 
days he remained in a spiritless condition, and after be re
covered, not understanding the nature ofthe punishment, 
be spread the report that he had been pricked with bunches 
of red hot needles and subjected to tlie most awful tortures. 

Tlie method proves itself effective, however, as in n o 
case where it has been tried, has the offender given cause 
to require a second application. T b e authorities of tbe in
stitution consider it an entire success in subduing the vicious 
tendencies of their youthful charges.—Electricity. 

Boiling Rails. 

The process of rolling railroad rails of Bessemer 
steel, as practiced in G e r m a n y , says Machinery is de
clared to be one ofthe most perfect mechanical opera
tions in the world. T h e steel is cast in blocks which con
tain sufficient material for two or three rails, these blocks, 
while still red hot, being carried to tbe preparatory roll
ing mills, by horses which have been trained to work in 
the midst of this fire and noise ; here they are kept hot, in 
special furnaces, and are rol led into longer blocks having a 
square cross-section. After being thus prepared, they are 
taken to the rail rolling mills, which consist of two com
plete rolling mills, with all the appurtenances in one 
apartment, and the blocks which c o m e from the prepara
tory mills are heated again and then passed between the 
rollers, of which there are three placed one above tbe other, 
so tbnt the rails ure rolled during ihe backward as well as 
the forward motion without requiring a change in the di
rection of rotation ofthe rollers. T b e rails have tu pass 
back and forth between tbe rolls 13 or 14 times, and each 
time tbat tbey c o m e from the rollers they are caught by 
the w o r k m e n on the short, bent ends of long levers which 
run mi rollers on movable carriers. Each time the rail 
passes from between tlie rollers it is longer, and its cross 
section narrower than after the former rolling, until it 
finally stretches itself out like a gigantic fiery snake. It is 
theu taken to a circular saw, which cuts through the glow
ing metal with perfect ease, dividing the long bar into two 
ur three rail-*. T h e cold ring is n o w put under presses, by 
m e a n s of which the slightest irregularities are removed, 
and then the holes are bored, the end surfaces evened, etc. 

T h e G r e a t Bells o f t h e W o r l d . 

The Russians and the Chinese are behind the rest of tbe 
civilized world in m a n y things, but hell-founding is not 
a m o n g the number, for tbe bells manufactured by both na
tions are not only the largest, but a m o n g tlie be-1 ofthose 
m a d e by any nation It is said that before tlie great lire 
bj H li'n 'h Napoleon was driven out of Moscow, there were 
in the churches of that city 1,700 bells, each of which ex
ceeded I m m pounds in weigh I Tl upitul 0! Pekin, 

China, has a bell is feet hi*U and 15 feet in diameter, and 

1 feet 1 . In 
id 1 

bell of AVestminster, 30,350; that of St, Peter's, in R o m e , 
18,600. Several of these bells are sounded only on im
portant occasions. T h e St. Paul bell, the A'ienna bell and 
the bell uf St. Ivan's are tolled only at tbe death of royalty; 
tbe bell of St. Peter's tolls at the death ofa Pope. 

esti ni at 

and its value us old ni_-.nl exceeds $300,000 not considering 
tbe gold and silver, of which there is a considerable quan
tity, which enter into its composition. This bell, w h e n 
sung required forty m e n to ring it, the clapper being 
s w u n g by m e a n s of two long ropes, with twenty m e n at 
each. It is n o w cracked and useless and rests upon its rim 
on the ground. T h e great bell at St. Ivan's in M o s c o w is 
40 feet, Sl inches in circumference, its thickness just 
above the rim is sixteen inches, and its weight is comput
ed at 127,830 pounds. T h e great bell of A'ienna weighs 
40,200 pounds. After these are m a n y smaller, yet of con
siderable size. A bell of Olmut/, Bohemia, and a bell in 
Rouen, France, are about equal in size to the A'ienna bell ; 
the bell of St. Paul's, London, weighs 3S,470 pounds ; the 

The Squadron of Christopher Columbus. 

At a time when preparations are making in Europe and 

America to celebrate with brilliancy the fourth centenary 

of the discovery of tbe new world, everything relating to 

Christopher Columbus and bis memorable voyages assumes 

a great interest and has a right to attract the attention ofthe 

public. AVe propose to make known to day some studies 

that have recently been made on tbe little vessels, the cara

vels, by means of which one of the greatest navigators 

ever known discovered tbe new continent. 
Th e Hemic Maritime Autrichiennc, of Pola, has recently 

published a very interesting article giving tbe result of all 
the investigations that have lately been m a d e , particularly 
in Spain ; for thepurpose of ascertaining what was theexact 
lype and maritime value of the three ships that the illus
trious admiral of Castile c o m m a n d e d in bis search for the 
n e w world, starting from Huelvas on the 3d of August, 
1402. 

W e k n o w tbat tbese vessels were called caravels ; but tbe 
result of the latest researches has taught us that this term 
was applied to no particular class of vessels. T h e Spaniards 
used tbe word Oarabela, borrowed from the Francic lan
guage and derived from the Greek word karati, to designate 
ships very unlike one another in construction and sails. 

T h e investigations have brought together a 11 the data that 
the writings of the admiral (especially his log-book), tbe 
sketches m a d e upou his published m a p s by his pilot, Juan 
de la Cosa. and the ancient publications on this subject, 
were cupuble of furnishing; ahdthey have given Rafael 
Manleoti, the marine painter, the m e a n s of making an 
aquarelle representing Columbus' three ships 

Tlie three ships were n a m e d the Santa MarLi, the _V.*-.tand 
the Pinta. T h e first of thes" bad the following dimensions: 
Length of keel, 62 feet; between perpendiculars, 75 feet; 
greatest width, 23 feet; depth 14iJ feet; burden, from 120 to 
130 tons. A s the crew never exceeded 00 m e n , the ship was 
capable of carrying quite a large supply of food and water. 
T h e admiral's log mentions that his pinnace wus 30 feet in 
length, but the s a m e document speaks only superficially of 
the armament. It mentions, for example, tbat on the 26th 
of December tbe admiral fired una loudmrday una espingarda. 
T h e latter of these arms is well k n o w n ; the former was a 
gun of small caliber that originated in Lomhardy. 

T h e suit of sails of the Santa Maria was that o f a small 
three masted-vessel, with live sails only : a jib, foresail, 
mainsail, topsail, and a lateen. T h e mainmast was provided 
with a top, which the sketch represents as round and bas
ket shaped, and which was capable ofaHording shelter to 
firers ofgremules. T h e general form of the hull was that 
of the round ships of the period. There was a large poop 
a n d a small forecastle. T h e free board was very low amid
ships, and the deck was here open. 
T h e nautical qualities of the Santa Maria were excellent, as 

the admiral's log proves : " This ship behaved very well in 
bad weather, and bad the speed ofa good sailer." T h e same 
was the case with the two other ships, and the log often 
mentions a speed of 15 Italian miles an hour equivalent 
to 11 nautical miles—a very good speed for vessels sailing as 
consorts. T h e Revue Autriehienne cite*, moreover, as an ex
ample of the high speed reached by ships of this epoch, a 
journey of 000 Italian miles m a d e in 36 hours by a caravel 
c o m m a n d e d by Vincente Lago, which visited in succession 
the Canaries, Madeira, Port Santo, and G a m b i a in 1444. 
T b e dimensions of tlie two other ships c o m m a n d e d by 

Columbus are not indicated. T h e Victoria celebrated for 
having m a d e the tonr of the world for the first time had a 
capacity of but So tons. 

T h e Nina resembled the Santa Marin. T b e Pinta carried 
lateen sails on her three masts, at least at the beginning of 
tbe voyage : but the admiral's log tells us that at (be first 
stop (at the Canaries) this set of sails was replaced by 
square ones, in order that (he ship might be placed in the 
sa m e condition as the two others. 

These three ships sailing as consorts, fiew the flag of 
Castile at the mainmast and that of the admiral at the miz

zen. T h e first was divided into four squares, two red and 
two white. T b e latter each bore a lion and tbeothersa 
castle. These were the arms of Castile. These of Arragon 
were excluded by the orders of Queen Isabella, the govern
m e n t of that country having refused to participate in the 
expenses of the expedition. T b e admiral a Hag was it white 
pennant with a green cross between two crowned letters F 
and I—the initials ofthe n a m e s of Ferdinand and Isabella, 
w h o had given these arms to Columbus. A cross was 
painted on the sails of the ships, according to the custom 
adopted by the Spanish and Portugese in order to distin
guish their vessels from those of tbe infidels. Such i. a 

data furnished by the article in the Revue 
Maeiti, of Pola 
There still . 

the first voyage of Chi 
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s e u m of Madrid a picture of 
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G r e a t D a m in Australia. 

Official details oi the great dam atBeetaloo, Australia, cor
rects s o m e of the previously published statements and fig
ures, und the immensity of such a piece of engineering work 
m a y well challenge a comparison with unytbingof the kind 
in iii;. | •.'in .' . •••, .1-1.1. T h e -1 n.icl.ure i- of concrete, 110 
feet Inch from tlie bed of the creek to the top of tbe d a m 
undosii feet long, behu. curved in the plan uf a radius of 
about 1 H«) feet . the width of the top is fourteen feet, the 
profile of the section lieing designed in accordance with 
Rankine's rules and the width uf the section at the foun
dation 11" feet; thecrest of the bvwash, which is 200 feet 
wide, is five feet below the crest ofthe d a m , and the reser
voir behind the d a m at its full one and one fourth miles 
long, with an average width of eight chains. T h e capacity 
under these conditions, is 800,000,000 gallons, for the supply 
of a district covering an area of 1700 square miles, including 
eight separate townships, etc. T h e quantity of concrete 
used was 60,000 cubic yards, the net time occupied in con
struction being about two and one-half years. Special 
machinery was used for mixing the concrete and deposit

ing it in place, and the whole work is regarded as a most 
creditable achievement. 
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PULLEY BLOCK. 

No. 471,519. PHILIP FREUND, BROOKLYN. N. Y. Pat
ented March £f!d, 1892. The casing is formed in two parts 
wliich ure duplicates. The halves are fastened together by 
rivets or bolts at B and H, and by a center pin R. The 
central part of each side is drawn inward, forming circular 
shoulders L. Tbe sheave K is a ring having a groove N 
around its outside for the rope, und having two grooves Q 

as shown, to receive two sets of balls M. Tbese balls roll ou 
the shoulders L of tbe casings and I bus form circular ball 
bearings for tbe sheave. The casings may lie castings, or 
they may be pressed into shape from sheet - etal, thus 
making a light, cheap and serviceable pulley block. Fric
tion is reduced to 1 lie lowest possible limit. The sheuve 
can not bind in tbe cueing, us the balls confine it laterally 
as well as centrally. 

ELECTRIC M I N E DRILL. 

No. 472,444. J O H N FISH, SI 
April Sth, 1S9H. This is a new mi 
be used as a pick or drill, in any 
is available A is the electric nn 
armature, whose shaft is exle 

rn BEND. IND. Patented 
ig machine, which may 
.ition where electricity 
r, of Tiny type. B is its 
_d outside tbe motor 

far enough to receive the pulley C, that carries the 
driving belt D. The electric motor is mounted upon 
a base A1 und this is mounted upon and secured to a 
sub-base A-by a strong pivot having a vertical axis tbat 
permits Ihe motor to be swiveled as shown by the 
arrows 1 1. This permits the drilling to he done in any di
rection without cl lunging the position ofthe sub-base ofthe 
motor. Cpon the extended armature-shaft is hung the 
forked frame E, whose branches are arranged upon oppo
site sides uf the driving-pulley C. and are retained upon the 
said shaft by means of collars F F. The frame E has par
allel guide pins G for the belt !>, and said frame is rigidly 
attached to tbe long arm II. that carries at the outer end tbe 
drilling mechanism. The forked frame lis attached to the 
arm H by a swivel joint so Unit it can be turned in any di
rection. At the upper ends of the forked frame I is ful-
cruined a yoke-shaped rocking frame J, having down-

Now as the pulley in this rocking frame revolves its pins 
or lugs force back the hammer-block against -the long spring 
in, compressing the hitler until the pin pusses the block, 
and the spring forcibly drives tbe hammer-bloc*-* against 
the anvil or collar on the drill rod and imparts thereto a 
blow, which is repeated in such rapid succession as to give 
a very effective cutting action to the drill-point or tool-car
rier at the end ofthe rod. 

ORE CONCENTRATOR. 

No. 471,319. JAMES TCLLOCII, ANGELS CAMP, CAL. 
Patented March SBd, 189S. Tbe pulp mixed with water is 
fed upon the endless belt or apron D. This is made of 
rubber, canvas, or other suitable material, It is supported 
on carrying rollers C2, a tail roller C1, and a head roller C, 
all of which are curried in a swinging frame C C. The 
frame, together with the rollers und tbe belt, is suspended 
by bangers I and eye bolts J to the cross sticks b, of the 
main frame, A'iliratory motion is imparted to it by tbe 
cranks K and roils k. The head roll is provided with a 
ratchet M on tbe end of its spindle, and a pawl N is 
arranged to engage the ratchet and turn it one tooth at 
every swingof the frame. It is claimed 'hut a decided ad
vantage is gained by suspending the belt, etc., from the 
over-bead frame work instead of supporting it on rock
ing ports, as commonly done. 

011 three points only—one being the head 31 of thecenter pin 
35, and the other two points are tbe clamps 2. Tbe ma
chine is fed along tbe ways by tbe same rope which drives 
the cutters. Tbe arrangement of driving rope is shown in 
Fig. 3. The motor N.S, drives a double pulley 10 and 12, 
of different diameters. The pulling strand of rope from 
the machine pulley 32 lo the motor—runs on (be small 
pulley 10, while tlie slack or returning strand runs off the 
larger pulley .2. Both strands run beyond the motor, 
around guide pulleys to a sheave 15, which is bitched to the 
machine 
The two lines or " runs " of the driving-rope, which ex

tend from the driving wheels 10 and 12, respectively, to and 
around tbe driven pulley 32, constitute the "driving cir
cuit, " while the opposite lines or runs, extending from 
said driving wheels tothe pulley 15, constitute the "feed-
circuit" ot the driving system. Tbe operation of the differ
ential wheels 10 and 12 when operated in the proper direc
tion, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 5, is to pay off the 
rope to the driving-circuit faster than it takes back the rope 
from said circuit, the difference being taken fromthe feed-
circuit, thereby shortening the same. The lengthening of 
the one circuit and the shortening of the other is com
pensated by the drawing forward of the mining-machine 
on its track toward the right hand in Fig. 5, tbe rate of 
said movement depending of course on the relative sizes of 
tbe two wheels 10 und 12, which sizes may be made ofa 
proportion suitable for any required rate of feed. 

CUPOLA FURNACE. 
No. 468,306. CARL SAHLEH, COLOGNE. GERMANY. Pat
ented February -Jd, 1S92. This smelting-furnace, which is 

| operated by the suction ofa steam jet or a ventilator, is 
j used for smelting ores and resraelting the resultant metal-
! lie products. 
j Tbe furnace consists ofthe shaft S and the water-cooling 
jackets VV and W , the portable and adjustable hearth H, 

I and the exhaust A with tbe steam-jet I, The shaft S is 
piovided ut its tup with hopper g and bell h, surrounded 
by a water-jacket or other suitable easing a. The shaft S 
is carried freely by means ofthe columns T and the sup
porting-ring C. or Ihe ring C is supported upon double 
T-standards. 
The water-cooling jackets AV ami AV are carried by bands 

Z and Z', which are supported by bolts /. b', secured to the 
ring G. By means of the nuts b" Ir' the water-cooling 
jackets W and AV may be raised und lowered. By this 
arrangement two ring-shaped adjustable air-ducts L und L' 
ure formed, one between the hearth H and the lower cool
ing-jackets \V and the other between the two jackets W 
and VY". As soon as the jet I is i 11 operation in the exhaust 
A air enters the ducts L and L' to assist the combustion. 

This motion is advantageous, in tietter spreading the ma
terial over the surface ofthe belt, and in keeping it worked 
away from tbe sides thereof and toward the center, result
ing in a more perfect concentration. 

MINING MACHINE. 

No 472,177. CHARLES 0. PALMER, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 
Patented April 5th, 1S92. The cutter wheel 45 is made like 
a spur gear, the back of each tooth being shaped to act as a 
gear tooth, and the face of each tooth is shaped to act as a 
cutter, oris provided with detachable cutters. The cutter 
wheel is driven by a pinion 26 which is keyed to Ibe same 
spindle that curries the grooved pulley 32, the arms ofthe 
wheel are Hush with the under edge ofthe rim, und are 
of less thickness than tbe rim, the carrying arm 27 is off set 
downward just inside of tbe rim ofthe wheel, so that the 
portion which enters the kerf made by the cutters will 
lay below the top edge ofthe wheel rim. The inner end of 
tbe arm has a hub which turns in tbe boss 25 of tbe ma
chine frame and is retained in place by a ring or collar 36. 

wardly-curved side bars. This frame is fiffcruined upon 
a pin or shaft tbat extends through both tbe brunches of 
tbe forked frame and the yoke shaped frame. Thelurge 
Sulley C is set to one side of the frame I in line with the arm 
[ by means ofa sleeve d and can ies upon its inner face one 

or more laterally-projecting pins ur tappet-lugs c. 
In the rocking frame J. in suitable bearings in its ends 

there reciprocates the drill-rod !__., whose angle may be 
changed by the adjustment of the frame about its fulcrum 
as shown by arrows 4 4. Tins drill-rod has attached to it a 
collar or anvil k, and between this collar and tbe end ofthe 
frame J is a spiral spring I. encompassing tbe drill-rod. On 
the opposite side ofthe collar and sliding on tbe drill-rod is 
a hammer-block L, and between this hammer-block and 
the opposite end ofthe frame is a long spiral spring m. 

WW'AAm^MA-_AA , _ 
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A sprocket wheel 37 is attached to the hub ofthe arm, and 
serves to swing the arm and cutter wheel around the cen
ter pin 35. It is connected by a chain 39 to a sprocket 
pinion 38, which is turned by a four-armed handle 42. 
The cutter arm is swung into or out of the cut by turning 
42, and it Is fastened in position by a stop pin 44, which 
may be inserted in holes 43 in the top plute of the machine. 
The machine slides on a stationary frame composed of two 
rails 4 and 4' suitably braced together as in Fig, 3. It bears 

i'.t 

77TA 
111 order to admit air to the center of tbe shaft as well as 

to its periphery, the lower water jacket AV1 is contracted so 
as to form with tbe health H and air duct L1, of annular 
shape and correspondingly smaller diameter than L, From 
this arrangement it is clear that the air entering at L1 must 
be directed more toward the center ofthe shaft than tbat 
entering utL, 
In smelting more or less pulverized ores the part R of 

the air-injector is apt to become clogged, ami therefore it 
must be readily interchangeable during the working, 
The removable pipe section R is surrounded by the casing 
BI, having closed ends, as shown, to form a tight joint and 
hold the parts in position, as the section R is removable. 
In order to prevent overheating of the steam-pipe r in 

the exhaust, tbe steam is admitted ut both ends . and .', 
and thus tbe whole pipe is continually filled with steam. 
The jet-pipe r is made in one piece, und is removable and 
interchangeable. Tlie jet •* is regulated by means of nuts m 
and in1. 
In order to make tbe furnace serviceable for distant and 

mountainous regions, it is made to be taken apart in 
pieces of not over two hundred pounds weight, so as to be 
transported on the backs of mules. For this purpose the 
sheet metal ofthe casing is not riveted together, but is put 
together with bolls, and further, the water-cooling jackets 
AV and W 1 are each made of eight sections of water boxes, 
and the exhaust A is made of a series of sleeves which fit 
each other, while tbe standards Tare made of two U-shaped 
beams screwed together and provided with base and cap 
pieces. 
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FIREMAN'S M A S K , 

No. 472,048. Tni.onot.i-: 0. HELBING, CADILLAC, MICH. 
Patented April Sth 189B. This mask consists ofa front half 
made of silk or other impervious material, and a back half 
of common cotton cloth. The neck is made with an elastic 
band 0 whicli serves to keep out smoke, etc., from the neek-
The front half is provided with two small windows5, cover
ed with glass or mica. To supply good air a light hose 7 ex

tends nearly to the floor where there is usually a layer o 
air free from smoke or fames. The top end of tbe hose is pro" 
vided with a spring clip 9 shown separately in detail, which 
serves to bold a sponge against tbe mouth and nostrils of 
the fireman—thus enabling him lo breathe in a room where 
the smoke would otherwise suffocate him. 

MINING MACHINE. 
No. 472,503. A11 AM KIEL AND ANTON R. AVKSTERDAHI.. 

PITTSBURGH, PA. Patented April 5th, 1398. This machine em 
ploys an endless chain having cutters attached to each alter
nate link. The front end ofthe frame is composed of two Hat 
barsC which serve to support tbe chain links while they are 
engaged in cutting coal. Tbe chain is driven by a sprocket 
wheel C o n the lower end of the shaft of tbe large spur gear 
E. Power is supplied by an electric motor G'and G which 
is mounted on standards attached to the main slide or car
riage b. Tbe driving pinion E'is on the lower end ofthe 
armature shaft, and gears directly into the wheel E. The 
sides ofthe chain are supported on rollers F which have a 
wide flange on the lower edge to furnish a good bearing. 
The stationary frame A is composed of Hat bars a, united by 
cross bars a1, a2 and a*. This frame lays directly upon tbe 
floor. Tbe feed screw D is journalled in brackets d rf' which 
are bolted to the cross burs as shown. The screw is grooved 
as shown, to suit the feather in the driving sleeve S. The 
lower end of the armature shaft carries a worm which drives 
a worm wheel P which runs loosely on the screw D, and 
has clutch jaws on one side to engage similar jaws on the 
sleeve S. The opposite end ofthe sleeve is provided with 

jaws lo 
which 
ment v 

1 the jaws on the hub of the bevel pinion e2 

n by e1. Tbe sleeve is moved into engage 
T .-', by tbe hand lever /. The wheels P and e-

rnn in Opposite directions, at different speeds, and one is 
used for feeding the cutter chain into the cut, and the other 
tor backing out. The screw turns in a nut k, on the side of 
the bearing of the main sprocket wheel and spur gear E. 
The sliding frame or carriage U is composed of two flat burs 
c, united by cross bars C and the motor frame b. The side 
bars C slide through suitable slots in the front cross bar a'. 
An additional support 3 is used to support the chain on 
the running in side, to prevent the cutters from jumping or 
gouging, and thusbreaking thechain. 

WATER METER. 
No. 471,295. JOHN THOMSON AND FRANK LAMBERT. 
BROOKLY N , N. Y. Patented March 88d, 1898. Tbe measur
ing chamber of this meter is made in two sections 13 and C 
and is bored truly-spherical, so that the disc 59 will fit water 
tight in all positions. The heads are made conical, and are 
shaped to form a bearing for the ball 37 to which the disc 59 
is attached. The ball has a pin 36 projecting upward, 
whicli engages a small crank 35, and through it drives the 
gearing that moves tbe register in the upper part of the case. 
The measuring chamber is divided into two chambers by a 

partition a, shown by doited lines in Fig. 2. This view 
shows the upper part of the case 10 removed. Tbe 
disc 59 is slotted to allow the partition to pass through 
it. and the partition is located between the supply port 
25 and the discharge port 17. The disc does not re
volve as the crank 3.5 turns, but merely rocks or 
wabbles in its bearings, sufficiently to sweep through 
tbe entire space between the upper and lower heads. 
The disc touches each head on a line only, and as 
it wabbles this line of contact shifts, being exactly with the 
crank, on the lower head, and exactly opposite the crank on 
tbe upper bead. Thespoce in tbe chamber always grows 
larger behind tbe line of contact, and smaller in front of it. 

At each revolution of the crank the disc expels a volume of 
water equal to twice the contents ofthe chamber less twice 
the bulk ofthe disc and ball. Tbe water enters at 12, passes 
under the chamber 15, and rises through the port 25, and 
enters the chamber by a wedge-shaped opening similar to 
the exhaust port 16. The action of tbe disc is continuous 
and the displacement is perfectly uniform. 

COKE OVEN. 
No. 472,115. W M . T. GATES AND GEORGE H. SHARP, 

FAIRCIIANCE, PENNA. Patented April 5th, 1893. The oven 
is made with a straight flat bottom, flat sides and ends, and 
an arched top having the usual vents, 4. 4. Each end of 
the oven is provided with three flat doors, 10, 11, and 12, 
and a small windlass is provided to lift them. The dis
charge end of the oven is provided with a screen 25, over 
which the coke passes to the car 26, to remove ashes, etc., 
from the finished coke. A second track 29 is built in the rear 
of the ovens to accommodate the discharging and leveling 
apparatus which is mounted on tbe car 27. Two rams are 
employed, one above the other. The lower one is used to 

MINING M A C H I N E . 

No. 469,608. JAMES TAYLOR, EDWARDS, III, Patented 
February SSd, 1898. The stationary frame A of the machine 
is secured to any suitable fixed support. Two arms B B 
are connected with the frame A by tbe pivot bolt C The 
arms extend forward and between their free ends is jour
naled a cutting-wheel D on the pin a. The arms B B are 
oifset within the rim ofthe wheel, so that the combined 
thickness ofthe arms and the central portion ofthe wheel 
is equal to the width of the rim ofthe wheel, thus permit
ting the arms to enter into the cutting made by the wheel. 
Tbe wheel D is furnished with removable cutters b on its 

periphery, which are provided with shanks c, extending 
through the rim ofthe wheel, and receiving nuts rf, which 
are turned down on the wheel-rim, clamping the cutters 
securely in place. 
The wheel D on its upper face is furnished With a toothed 

rim c, wdiich isengaged by a beveled pinion/, mounted on 
a shaft -7, journaled in bearings hh', and secured to the arm 
B'. The shaft g is provided with the spur -wheel i for receiv
ing power from an electric or other suitable motor mounted 
upon the arm B and moving with the said arm. 

push out the finished coke from the oven lo the car, and 
the upper one is worked back and forth to level the charge. 
Both rams are provided ut. their front ends with large T 
shaped heads nearly us wide as the ovens. Both burs 
are provided with teeth on the under side, and are 
propelled by pinions driven by the cranks ana gearing 
shown. Either tbe upper or lower ram bar may be thrown 
into or out of gear with the driving pinions by the hand-
lever 48. The doors being divided, either ofthe rams may 
be used without opening the whole end of the oven. The 
admission of to* much air is thus prevented. 

The arm B' is provided with a segmental worm-wheel E, 
and in journal-boxes^' on the frame A is journaled a worm 
ft, which engages tbe worm-wheel E. The worm-shaft is 
prolonged beyond one of its bearings and provided with a 
motor-wheel /, wliich is engaged by a corresponding wheel 
ll, on the vertical shaft *••*.. journaled in the bracket *», 
secured to the frame A. The shaft in. is provided with the 
hand-wheel 0, by wdiich it may be turned, and with a 
ratchet-wheel p, which is engaged by the pawl g. pivoted 
on the bracket n. 
Motion being imparted to the shaft-? from any suitable 

source of power, the wheel D is revolved, and as it is 
revolved the arms B B' are moved forward by turning the 
worm k, thus currying the wheel D up to its work. The 
cutters b readily remove the coal as the wheel advances, 
and the wheel is constantly held up toils work by the 
action ofthe worm and by the pawl-and-ratchet mechanism 
above described. 
The cutters b are preferably notched at the center, as 

shown in Fig. 2. They are readily removed for sharpen
ing after loosening the nuts rf. 
Owing to tbe construction of tlie arms which carry the 

wheel D, the said wheels may cut a groove in the body of 
the coal equal in depth to nearly the diameter ofthe wheel. 
The frame A may be secured to any convenient support, or 
it may be fastened to the floor of the mine by means of fl 
jack-screw. CAR FOR INCLINED RAILWAYS. 

No. 467,945. JACOB MESSNER, CALUMET, MICH. Patented 

February 8, 1892. The draw rods E extend through both 
ends of the car and are cushioned by spiral springs F on 
tbeir rear ends. Several rock shafts I having crank-shaped 
ends, extend across tbe body of the car. above the draw 
rods. Each rod or rock abaft I is provided with a slotted 

arm g, which engages a pin h, on the draw rods. As long as 
there is any tension on the draw rods they are pulled forward 
and tlie pins h move the arms g and turn the rock shaft I 
sufficiently to lift the bent ends-.clear of the catches & which 
are fastened to the stringers or cross ties as shown. As soon 
as the hauling rope breaks or the tension is slacked off, the 
spiral spring H pulls back the draw rods and drops the 
booked ends of the rock shafts, which engage the catches 
shown and stop the car. 
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The RubljiiiK of Pillars. 

The working off of pillars economically, safely, and 
without any great loss of coal is a subject worthy of 
great consideration, and when we consider how many 
different methods are in vogue in the collieries of 
Northumberland and Durham, we cannot help being 
struck with the idea tbat some of these methods are 
based upon wrong principles, and are neither economi 
cal for the owners, nor safe for the workmen, it is, 
however, of no use making such general statements as 
these, as although the system employed may exhibit 
grave defects, at the same time they are not easily re
moved, and wc should submit tbat it is only by becom
ing practically acquainted with many different methods, 
and carefully observing for ourselves tbe various pecu 
liarities to be seen in them, that we may hope to be 
able to lay down reliable rules for working off the pil
lars, or tlie " broken working," as this removal of pil
lars or second working is usually termed in Durham 
and Northumberland, and we must remember that 
owing to the great variety of circumstances under 
which coal is found, that no single rule can be given 
to apply to all. 
In writing this the author has observed the follow

ing subdivision of the subject: 
1. General remarks upon broken workings including 

a few observations upon creep, pressure, etc. 
2. Particular descriptions of methods now in use or 

of those that have been employed in the working away 
of pillars. 
3. Cost of broken workings as compared with whole 

workings. 
4. History. 
5. Appendix. 
Itis only in the bord and pillar (stoop and room in 

Scotland) system of working coal that the second or 
broken working occurs (except perhaps to a slight ex
tent in the Longwall system where po-ts and pillars 
are left on each side of tbe gateways and which are re
moved after the district is finished} and as the north of 
England may be said to be the birthplace of this system 
of working coal and of removing the pillars, it is there 
where we find the system at the present day pursued 
in the most perfeet manner, and that district will 
therefore be more particularly referred to in this paper. 

In the days when coal mining was in its infancy in 
the North of England, very small pillars of coal were 
formed of minimum dimensions to support the roof 
and to prevent heaving or lifting of the floor of the 
Beam during the working of the whole, and these pil
lars were abandoned in the mines when the boundaries 
were reached in the whole. This was a serious loss of 
•coal to the owner of the minerals, to the owner of the 
•colliery, and also to the country, but it was before the 
method we now know as the " broken working" was 
suggested, or tried and mineral owners in many cases 
actually stipulated for the leaving of pillars of coal of 
certain dimensions for the purpose of supporting the 
surface land, and to allow as much as possible of the 
royalty in the whole to be worked. The leases often 
provided " That the tenant shall leave good and suf
ficient stoops and pillars to uphold the roof," etc. It 
frequently happened however that the pillars were 
left too small for the superincumbent pressure and 
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when they began to deteriorate and the floor to soften 
the mine would become practically unworkable, and 
the surface in many instances more damaged than if 
all the coal had been extracted. 

Many of the pillars which were abandoned in tbese 
old pits have in recent years been worked out, and the 
author knows of some collieries in the county of Dur
ham where this is being done at the present day in the 
Hutton Seam which contains valuable household coats. 
The method of safely workiug off the pillars having 

been found to answer it soon became extensively 
practiced, and landowners are now very careful to have 
the colliery leases drawn up to provide for the working 
out of the pillars and secure, as large a percentage of 
the available c >al iu the royalty as possible, consistent 
wilh safety, and ti cautiously guard against improper 
modes of working the coal. 
In opening out a colliery the determining of the 

dimension-* of tbe pillars to be formed by the whole 
working is a subject demanding the most careful con- | 

depth. For instance, at a depth of 100 fathoms, pillars 
left 30 yds. x 14 yds. might be found to be large 
enough, but at a depth , of 200 fathoms, pillars 
of the same dimensions would in alt probability be 
found quite inadequate,and with this increase in depth 
it would be necessary to increase the size ofthe pillars 
to 40 or 45 yds. x 22 yds. 
It is also necessary to consider the nature and 

strength of the stone forming the roof and particularly 
tbe floor, the reasons for this will be given when we 
explain the term "creep," and also the hardness or 
softness and thickness of tbe coal seam. No hard and 
fast rule can be laid down whereby we can calculate 
even approximately the dimensions of the pillars 
owing to the varying conditions under which, coal 
seams occur; a rule which answered to the require
ments ofone district might be very misleading and in
applicable to another, therefore it will be seen that ex
perience is alone worthy of confidence in deciding 
such weighty matters, and in a district where there are 
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' 1 FIG I.—ILLUSTRATING THE PANEL SYSTEM WITH BARRIER PILLARS. 
(Scale, 500 it. = 1 inch.) 

sideration and ought^ to he decided only by those I 
thoroughly conversant with mining who are able to 
weigh well the various peculiarities of the coal seam, 
surface conditions, and various other points ; for the 
future success of the colliery may to a large extent de
pend upon a judicious determination of the size of the 
pillars. 
The first point to consider is, what is the least size of 

pillars consistent with sufficient strength to support 
the roof and prevent anv heaving or lifting of the floor, 
and when this is determined it may be found advisa 
ble, for reasons enumerated later on, to consider, what 
dimensions over and above the safe or minimum 
dimensions the pillars are to be made. To determine 
the least size of the pillars consistent with safety, it is 
necessary to take into account the depth of the seams 
from the surface, because with the depth the pressure 
of the superincumbent strata which the pillars will 
have to support increases, consequently it is essential 
to increase the size of the pillars with am increase in 

other collieries working the same seams under similar 
conditions the methods and particulars of working 
ought to be carefully examim-d and the merits and de
merits weighed, so as to assist in arriving at the most 
suitable dimensions in each case. The table on follow
ing page has been culled from the writings some years 
ago ofone of the Government Inspectors of Mines in the 
North of England. 
At most ofthe collieries in the North of England the 

dimensions of the pillars are made much larger, and 
consequently a larger percentage of coal left than is 
given by the table. Take for instance the size 
given for pillars at the depth of 100 fathoms, viz.: 22 
yds. x 9 yds. Very few if any of the collieries in Dur
ham at or near that depth will be forming pillars of 
less dimensions than 30 yds. x 14 yds. and some as large 
as 50 yds. x 30 yds. At depths varying from 200 fathoms 
to 300 fathoms in the eastern district of the same 
county the pillars are in most of them as large as 60 
yds. square. 
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Mr. G. G. Andre, in bis work on "coalmining" in 
writing on tbe " Dimensions of the Pillars and Stalls" 
says, " the pillars are regarded, not as supports to the 
roof, hut as masses of coal prepared for subsequent re
moval. Hence enormous dimensions are given to the 
pillars, and by this means the evils of thrust and creep 
are entirely avoided. As there is nothing but conven
ience to limit the size of the pillars when viewed as 
masses to be wholly worked away, in deep pits it is 
customary to take out by the preliminary workings 
that is, by the driving of the bords and headways, only 
from one-fifth to one-fourth of the coal, leaving pillars 
30 yards long by 18 or 24 yards broad, and even 40 
yards long by 30 yards broad." 

W e will now show in the same way the advantages 
and disadvantages of 

L A R G E PILLARS. 

ADVANTAGE 

(a) Fair percentageof roundin 
the pillars. 
(.<.) Lessened hewing or getting 

cost over the total area. 
(cl Less cost of maintaining 

bTofcens. 

Sueh is an imperfect sketch of the considerations 
that must be kept in view when laying out pillars, and 

1 although some of the above may not exist at all col-

DISADVANTAGES. 

Small proportion of whole 
workings. 
More broken workings to main

tain. 
Greater amount of straight, nar

row, or yardage work. 

SCALE FOR FIRST W O R K I N G , W I T H DESIGN OF A F T E R W A R D S TAKING OUT T H E PILLARS; T H E W I D T H OF PRINCIPAL 

WORKINGS BEING FIVE YARDS, AND CROSS HOLXNGB, TWO YARDS. 

Fathoms deep. 

20 
40 
60 
80 

120 
140 
160 

Size of Pillars. 

yards. 
20 x 5 
2 0 x 6 
2 2 x 7 
2 2 x 8 
2-2x9 
22 x 12 
24 x!2 
24x14 

Proportion left in Pillars. 

-41 
•50 
•52 

I '61 
•63 
•66 

Fathoms deep. 

180 
200 
220 
240 
260 
280 
300 

*M. Wearmth. 

Size of Pillars, 

yards. 
26 x 14 
26 x 16 
28x18 
28x20 
30 x 21 
30 x 22K 
30x24 

| 40x29 

Proportion left in Pillars, 

•69 
•71 
•73 
•75 
•77 
'78 
•79 
•80 

the depth of nearly 300 fathomp, has been worked with five yards openings, whilst the 

It is particularly to be observed that to work cheaply 
in the " whole " is to a great extent opposed to an eco
nomical "broken" or second working, and forthe fol
lowing reasons: 

FIRST. That to get a large quantity ofcoal in the first 
working 01 course leaves less forthe " broken," and while 
in the first case we get a large amount of coal for a cer
tain length of wagon -way, engine plane, or other 
haulage road, in tlie " broken " we get a proportionally 
smaller quantity for the _ame wagon-way, etc., and con
sequently all charges connected with upholding the 
same will be very heavy upon the" broken " on account 
ofthe smaller quantity ofcoal to be worked. 

SECOND. W h e n too much coal has been taken away 
when working the " whole," the "broken " workings are 
difficult to maintain in an efficient working condition, 
and are very liable to "creep," that is, the floor lifts, 
and consequently consume a larger quantity of timber 
etc., than they would have done had the pillars been 
left larger. 

THIRD. The coal got under the above circumstances 
is generally of a soft nature giving a small percentage 
of round, and often so crushed that large portions are 
left underground. 

It will be seen from the preceding that if the first 
working is cheap the second working will in all probabil
ity be expensive, and it is therefore readily seen what a 
very difficult point it is for the mining engineer to de
cide as to the cheapest method of working his pit so 
that the cost of the " broken " added to the cost of the 
" whole" or first working, will amount to a minimum 
total cost over a given area ofcoal field. 
If the excavations made during the first working are 

of such an extent as not to leave sufficient coal to be a 
support for the roof or a preventative against the bot
tom or floor of the seam, rising up, the second working 
is always very expensive, and the coal very much 
crushed, vet if the excavations bear such a proportion 
to the coal left that the weight of the superincumbent 
strata is not able to render the coal softer and easily-
worked, the customary saving in a lessened hewing or 
getting price may not be expected ; another important 
consideration to be looked at demanding that the pil
lars should not be too large so that the coal in the 
"broken" should be softer tban in the "whole" is 
that no blasting in the coal is allowed in the broken 
workings of many seams. 
At this juncture a weighty question arises as follows : 

In the case of house coal would it not be cheaper to 
leave large pillars and so get a good percentage of 
round in the " broken," than getting a good percentage 
in the" whole" workings, but very poor in the "broken," 
as is the case when small pillars are left? 

It is also necessary that the following question should 
be kept in view : Would the increased percentage of 
round coal in the " broken " workings more tban bal
ance tbe probable extra cost of getting or hewing? 
In some cases we have also to look at the necessity 

of getting a large supply of coal at once incident upon 
the opening out of a new colliery or in a current going 
colliery upon the arrival of increased trade, in which 
cases it is often necessary to have many bords or rooms 
going at once, and in order to do this, little pillars are 
left. 

W e mny put this intricate subject before our readers 
in this light: 

SMALL PILLARS. 

lieries as advantages or disadvantages, yet generally. 
speaking they will be found to be tolerably accurate 
At one large and deep colliery for instance, where there 
is no narrow or yardage work of course this would not 
be an advantage for small pillars, nor a disadvantage 
for large ones. The inapplicability of the small or 
large percentage of round coal has already been cited. 

Another considerable disadvantage with large pillars 
in seams where fire-damp is given off, is the distance 
that it is necessary to carry the air to tbe working 
faces by means of brattice rendering it sometimes an 

seams as a large reservoir of gas and as this sometimes 
gives the gas off into the workings, it increases the* 
difficulty of ventilating, and interferes with the general 
comfort of the workmen. 
The usual method of ventilating a "broken" district 

is at the present time only to force the air along the 
goaf edge, so as to exert a sufficient amount of pressure 
on it to prevent the gas from escaping in such volumes 
as to prevent the working off ofthe pillars, or in other 
words " to keep tbe goaf edge clean " by a current of air 
sweeping along it and carrying off' any gas that may 
exude from the goaf of greater pressure than that of the 
air. 
In one fiery seam in Durham, we are told, however, 

that it was the regular custom to ventilate the goaf 
and have currents of air passing through it. 
In Green well's work on "Mine Engineering" there 

is a plate wliich would appear to represent the venti
lation of a goaf, yet tbat this system is both inappli
cable and undesirable can easily be seen. 
The idea has long existed that gae might be drained 

from the goaves near the broken workings by means 
of pipes open at some part of tbe goaf above the rest, 
and into which pipes the gas would flow or be exhaust
ed by means of a fan to the surfrce. Messrs. Lyell 
and Faraday, in their report to tbe Government on 
Haswell explosion, proposed this method, and a paper 
.by Mr. Fowler on the subject about twenty years ago, 
is a further evidence that the idea even then had not 
been forsaken. There can be little doubt but that 
these contrivances might be of some use, but when 
the expense is considered, it is plaiu tbat except under 
particular circumstances, they are practically inappli
cable. 

Instead, however, of adopting Mr. Fowler's process of 
exhausting the air from the mine, it has been proposed 
that it should be forced in and let the only outlet be 
tbe mouth ofa tube, the other end of which is an 
arched chamber situated in the highest part of tbe 
goaf, by this means fresh air would be forced in at the 
edge of the goaf, and expel the gas through the tube 
and out to the surface, but to this would apply the ob
jections of the late Mr. Dunn, H. M. Inspector, and 
others, that it would partially destroy the ventilation 
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FIG. 2.—ILLUSTRATING METHOD OF FOLLOWING UP WHOLE" WITH 
VENTILATION OF THE GOAF-EDGE. 
(Scale, 250 ft. = 1 inch.) 

BROKEN" AND THE 

ADVANTAGES. 
(al Large proportion of coal in 

DISADVANTAGES. 
Low percentage of round coal 

in the broken owing to the pil
lars being crushed. 

Large cost of hewing or get
ting over the total workings. 

the whole with a good percent
age of round coal. 
(b) The brokeus being smaller 

or containing less coal for the 
same area were there larger pil
lars left, are soon exhausted. 

(c) Small amount of straight or Increased cost of maintaining 
narrow work, where yard prices the broken workings. 
are paid. 
(d) More coal to be got on short More lo be paid for removing 

notice then could be in the case falls when the roof is fallen, and 
of targe pillars. more liability to creep. 
Besides which there are other considerations for and 
against the leaving of small pillars, but which it is 
hardly necessary to mention, at the same time it may 
be remarked tbat it depends largely upon what the 
coal is used for, as to the size it is advisable to leave 
the pillars ; for instance the pillars in a gas or coking 
seam need not be of such a size as in a house or steam 
coal seam. 

extremely difficult matter to keep them in a fit and 
proper condition for the men to work in, especially 
when they are about up the distance to be driven and 
near holing. 

Mr. Buddie's plan of leaving panels separated by 
barriers, as shown in Fig. 1, recommends itself for 
these reasons, that it enables the 'brokens" to stand 

j better as regards pressure; if the creep does occur in 
one panel it is prevented by the barriers from extend
ing to any others ; and also as the barriers are worked 
off'with the "broken", it gives a better percentage of 
round coal in the "broken". 

W e can, with the assistance of the preceding, and 
data as to costs of working over a given area, arrive 
pretty nearly at the cheapest method. 
W e will now dismips the question as to the size of 

Eillars, and say a few words on the ventilation of 
roken workings. 
Anyone who is a practical miner knows well enough 

that "broken " workings are rarely as well ventilated 
as the " whole" workings of a colliery, and the reason 
is tbat in the first place the return air-ways from a 
"broken " are rarely maintained in such good" condition 
as those from a district working in the "whole mine," 
in consequence of the workings being in an uneasy 
state; and secondly, because the places are more open 
and cannot be ventilated by means of brattice (at least 
tbe " juds" or working lifts and "loose end" places can
not) as bords and walls in the. whole workings; and 
thirdly, more places exist at which air can escape from 
the working place ; and fourthly, the air spreads itself 
to a great extent into the goaf or gob; and lastly, the 
removal of the pillars causes the top stone to fall, and 
the thill or floor to creep, so throwing open reservoirs 
of gas which often baffle the best ventilation. At a 
large colliery in South Durham, for instance, when the 
"broken " working was commenced in one of the seams, 
the roof fell and tjas issued to such an extent as to rend
er foul 38,000 cubic feet of air in the district. 
The workings in a "broken" district from these 

causes are often badly ventilated, and the near proxi
mity of the goaf, which may be considered in fiery 

ofthe mine, but it need only be in opeiation when the 
pit is not working. 

Mr. Buddie in his evidence on the explosion^that 
occurred at Wallsend Colliery in June, 1835, says "with 
reference to ventilating the goaf in pillar workings: 
"These wastes are not ventilated and a great quantity 
of foul air is necessarily engendered there, and at 
these situations a current of air is directed to pass the 
face or front of the void to carry off the gas emitted 
from it to the gas drift." And again before a Parlia
mentary Commitee in 1835 he says: " W e proceed to 
take off'the pillars ofcoal, always working to the wind
ward, that is to say against the stream of air in order 
tbat whatever pas may be made, may be immediately 
carried off from the people working there." ^t' ?— 
It will thus be seen that the system of ventilatinĝ a 

"broken" is to keep tbe air pressing on to the goaf, 
but not into and through it. This is shown in Fig. 2, 
the ventilation of which is indicated by the arrows. 

[TO BE CONCLUDED.] 

W e are pleased to note that the enterprise and fair 
dealingof tbe Ottumwa Iron Works, of Ottumwa, Iowa, 
in furnishing first-class haulage and hoietingmachinery 
at reasonable prices has been rewarded by a strong de
mand for their machinery from all parts of the country. 
During the month of June they have shipped or have 
on their books tbe following orders: 

1 Pair Geared Hoisting Engines 16" x 24" for Colorado. 
1 Pair Geared Hoisting TCn^iin.s Iti" x 21" lor Penna. 
2 Pair Geared Hoisting Engines 10" x 12" for Iowa. 
l Pair Geared Hoisting Engines 12" x 16" for Kansas. 
1 Pair Direct Acting Hoisting Engines -20" X :V_." for Missouri. 
1 Pair Tail Hope Hoisting Engines 15" x 18" for Tennessee. 
1 Pair Tall Rope Hoisting Ehgines 12" x 16" for Ind. Ty. 

Such a showing for one month is positive evidence of 
the favor in which their engines are held, and we ad
vise parties contemplating the erection of hoisting or 
haulage engines to write them for bids, particulars of 
construction, etc. 
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REGULATORS. 

BY S. M. ROBERTS. 

Having noticed within the past eighteen months 
the difference of opinion among the readers of T H E 
C O L L I E R Y E N G I N E E R in regard to tbe theory of finding 
the area of regulators, I wish to express m y opinion 
on the subject. 

The difference of opinion among your readers has 
been as to which of the following formulas is the correct 
one 

Jo a ti' it s f* 7 
Now, I don't think either of tbe above formulae can 

be applied to find the area ofa regulator. They are to 
find the area of an air-way "that has lateral resist
ance." While a regulator has no lateral resistance, all 
the power being expended in velocity. 
Therefore we must apply some formula in which the 

power is expended in giving rise to velocity to find the 
eize of a regulator, to pass a certain quantity under a 
given pressure. ' 

The formula used by most authorities for the flow of ' 
fluids through a thin plate is : 

V 
,---- = a, (1) 

•61 V 2 g h 
where 
V = quantity in cubic feet, per second. 
•61 = co-efficient df contraction into co-efficient of 

velocity. 
g = gravity = 32 2. 
h = head of fluid. 
a = area in thin plate. 
To illustrate the theory I a m about to demonstrate, I 

will use Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
Suppose we have two air-ways, Fig. 1, A B, and Fig. 

A = area for air-way No. 2. 
V0

J = square of velocity, air-way No. 2. 
S = rubbing surface, air-way No. 2. 
q = quantity = 12,000. 
Then, 
k --* = H = B C, Fig. 1. 

and 
k 8 V 

A 
Substituting figures 

: D F, Fig. 2. 

•00000026881 X 24 X 1,500 X ( '" ) 

= H = B C, Fig. 1, and 

•00000026881 X 30 X 600 X 
12,000\* 

56 A 

56 ~ 
3*94 + = h = D F, Fig 2. 
B ence, 

29-S6 - 3-94 = 25-92 = h0 = F G, Fig. (3). 
Then substituting the value of h0 in (1), we have 

200 
; = 8"93 square feet of 

'61 1/6-44 X 25'9 ' 
area of regulator. 

(3) may be thus reduced 
•204 V 

= area of regulator. 

V0
a and v2 = square of velocity in feet per minute. 
V _= Quantity to pass through regulator in cubic feet 

per second. 
To give mvself greater satisfaction, of the above 

tbeorv, I tried an experiment on a regulator, and ob
tained the following result: 

(1). With '1-inch water gauge a veloc
ity of 1,150 feet per minute. 

(2). With "26-incb water-gauge I ob
tained a velocity of 1,910 ft. per minute. 

(3). With "25-inch water-gauge I ob
tained a velocity of 1,790 ft. per minute. 

(4). With p. water-gauge of "09 inches I 
obtained a velocity of 1,060 ft.perminute. 

N O T E . — T b e thermometer was held in 
the middle of orifice while measuring 
the velocity. -' 

FIG. 1. FIG. 2 

% D E; A B having a greater resistance than D E, 
and A quantity equal to q passing through A B (per 
minute) under a pressure (in air column) equal to B C. 
Again, suppose we have any given quantity passing 
through D E under a pressure (in air" column) 
equal to F D. Then the power expended in D E will 
be equal to B C — F G. Then, suppose we have a hole 
in a thin plate equal to O under a pressure equal to F 
O ; and capable of passing a quantity equal to that pass
ing in the air-way D E. 
Then the same power will be expended in D E plus 

O as is expended in B A. 
Now, suppose we take O, Fig. 2, and place it as a 

B L A S T I N G B Y ELECTRICITY. 

The use of electricity for firing blasts, 
• either of common black blasting powder 

j- or dynamite, commends itself to all 
•• practical men liaving sufficient work to 

' • • •— justify the small first outlay for the nec
essary apparatus: first, because it is 
absolutely safe, and secondly, because 

by firing a number of holes at exactly the same in
stant of time, the entire and combined strength of the 
explosive is fully secured. 
The apparatus necessary for electric blasting consists 

of enough insulated copper wire to reach from the bat
tery to the blast, a few feet of connecting wire, some 
electrical exploders or caps, and a magneto machine. 
The " Pull U p " Blasting Machine is a first-class one, 

and is largely used in work where a large number of 
shots are to be fired at once. The three principal sizes 
are Nos. 3, 4 and 5. No. 3 has a capacity from 20 to 30 
holes; No. 4, from 40 to 50 holes ; and No. 5 from 75 to 
100 holes. 

In this Blasting Machine between the 
field pieces there is fitted to revolve an 
armature wound to a very high resistance. 
The rapid revolving of the armature by 
pulling up the operating bar, generates an 
electric current of high electro-motive 
power, which, at the moment of its maxi
m u m intensity, is Bent out to the outside 
circuit, in which are the exploders, the ex
plosion of which is instantly accomplished. 
These machines are operated by a very 

easy and simple motion, which works 
smoohly and without any strain upon the 
parts. The operating bar, after being 
pulled up to fire, will fall back into its 

FIG. 3. FIG. 4. 

regulator, O, Fig. 4, then will the power expended in 
D E, Fig. 4, be equal to that in A B, Fig. 4, also A B, 
Pig. 1. 
Therefore the resistance is the same (each resistance 

due to the column D G.) 
Now we have sufficient data to base a formula : 
Let H denote B C, Fig. 1. 
Let h denote D F, Fig. 2. 
Let h^ denote F G, Fig. 2. 

Then, 
H — h = fto (2) 

Substituting the value of _V, in (1), we have 

-ci ,'S—7TI—T\ = a ^ or area of regulator. 
oJ. > 2. g (tl — h) 

To make this a little easier to understand, I will 
solve a problem given in a recent issue: 

QUESTION.—" A n air-way 6' X 6' X 1500' is passing 
12000 cu. ft. per minute. W h a t size regulator should be 
placed in an air-way 7' X 8' X 600/ so as to pass the 
same quantity." 
Let k = co-efficient of friction in air column for a 

velocity ofone foot per minute ='00000026881. 
* = rubbing surface for air-way N a 1. 
a = area in square feet for air-way No. 1. ** = square of veloc!t" f~- ":- - v- 1 

I place of its own weight, and is ready to be 
£ O used again. All parts are made strong and 

| durable. 
These machines are warranted to fire 

the number of holes claimed at a distance 
of 500 to 1,000 feet. 

For blasting purposes, where the numberof holes 
range from 5 to 8,the No. 1 "Victor " Machine isacheap 
and good one. It weighs but 15 lbs^nd its dimensions 
are 71 in. X ' in. X 4i in. For tunnelingand ordinary 
shaft sinking it meets all requirements. 
The Smith Blasting Machine is a magneto-electric 

instrument of small size, weighing onl v about twenty-
two pounds, occupying considerably less than one-half 
a cubic foot of space. 
Itis constructed on the Wheatstone and Siemen's 

principle, having a magnet of the horseshoe character, 
of iron, wound about with coils of insulated copper 
wire ; between the poles ofthe magnet there is fitted to 
revolve an armature of cylindrical construction, carry
ing in its body other insulated wire coiled longitud
inally, as to the cylinder. 
The rapid revolution of the armature, by suitable 

means, generates and sustains in the machine an ac
cumulative current of voltaic electricity of treat power, 
which at the moment of its m a x i m u m intensity is, 
practicably, switched off to theoutside circuit in which are the exploders, and in the interior of each exploder, the ignition is instantly accomplished. These machines are made in two principal sizes. No. 3, and No. 4. The first has a capacity of from 10 to 20 holes, and the second from 20 to 40 holes. 

The Crescent Blasting Machine is the simplest in con
struction, and requires no skill on the part of the operas 
tor. It discharges a uniform current of electricity at 
every operation. There is no violence or rapid move
ment required when making the blast, and the parts 
are not liable to break or get out of order. It is also 
madeintwo principal sizes. The " O " machine having 
a capacity for 20 holes ; and t h e " D " machine having 
a capacity for fifty holes. 

Each machine should be supplied with enough lead
ing wire to make two leaders of sufficient length to 
reach from the blast to a safe distance for the person 
who operates the machine, to stand. Cotton covered 
wire is generally used, and gutta percha covered wire is 
also used to a small extent. However, the most con
venient leading wire is the "Improved Cable manu
factured by the Aetna Powder Company, of Chicago. 
A small quantity of pure copper wire for connecting 

the exploders in the various holes is also necessary. 
If the exploder wires are picked up after each blast, 
they can be twisted together, and used in place of con
necting wire. Each outfit should also have convenient 
reels on which to wrap the leading wire and connect
ing wire when not in use. 
The electrical exploders, or caps, are a very important 

factor. In fact without them electric blasting would be 
impossible. To insure success and safety only the best 
quality should be used, and exploders made by different 
manufacturers should never be used in the same blast, 
as they may be of unequal electrical resistance. 
A very important and useful addition to the blasting 

apparatus is a roll of insulating tape. That made of 
okonite and sold by the Aetna Powder Co., of Chicago, 
is the best. It is a useful and convenient article for 
covering bare wire joints in blasting, either on dry 
ground or under water. Its composition is okonite, a 
superior insulating compound. It makes a waterproof 
joint, and can be applied instantly. The heat of the 
hand will cause it to stick fast to the bare wire, and it 
cannot be removed except by cutting it off. It is put 
up in half-pound packages, in widths of I- and | inches. 
It costs but a trifle, and should be generally used by all 
blasters for covering bare connections. 
To use this tape the cloth, which is onlv placed upon 

it to separate the layers, and prevent the compound 
from sticking together, must be removed. 

Wrap the joint thoroughly, taking pains to have.tbe 
tape overlap, then apply a little heat from a lighted 
match, when it will be found impossible to remove the 
tape without tearing it. 
The application of heat is preferable, but not abso

lutely necessary. 
The following general rules must be observed to en

sure the greatest safety and success in electric 
blasting: 
Drill as many holes as you want to fire at one time. 

The distance between the holes should be about the 
same aa the depth of the holes ; thus, if the holes are 10 
feet deep they should be about 10 feet apart and 10 
feet back from the face of the rock. Place the electri
cal exploders in the ceLter of the explosive to be used, 
and let the wires extend some ten or twelve inches 
above the mouth ofthe hole loaded. 

T a m p the holes carefully with dry sand or fine earth. 
Care should be taken when tamping not to injure or 

cut the insulation on the wires, as bare portions of the 
wire or bare joints should never be allowed to touch 
the ground; particularly so if the ground is wet. 
Man y blasts have failed by allowing bare connections 
to come in contact with the ground and it is sometimes 
advisable to cover the joints with insulating tape. 

W h e n all the holes to be fired at one time are loaded 
and tamped, separate the ends of the two wires in each 
hole, and, by the use of connecting wire, join one wire 
ofthe first hole with one of the second, the remaining 
free wire of the second with one of the third, and so on 
to the last hole, making a continuous connection be
tween the holes and leaving a free wire at each end 
hole. 
Connecting wire should be of same size as the ex

ploder wires. Leading wire should be at least twice as 
large. 
All connections of wires should be by hooking and 

twisting together the bare and clean ends. Great care 
should be taken that the connections are clean, bright, and 
well twisted ; more failures occur from improper connec
tions than from any other cause. 
The charges having all been connected as directed 

above, the free wire of the first hole should be joined 
to one of the leading wires, and the free wire of the 
last hole with the other of the two leading wires ex
tending to the battery. The leading wires should be 
long enough to reach to a point at a safe distance from 
the blast—say two hundred and fifty feet to five 
hundred feet. 
Everything being ready, and not until all are at a safe 

distance from the blast, clean the free ends of the two 
leading wires and connect one to each of the two set 
screws on the battery, by passing the ends through the holes in the set screws, bringing the thumb-nuts down firmly upon the wires. Then operate the battery by using the handle as directed by the rules accompanying the type of battery used. Great care should be taken with the exploders. The' Aetna exploders which are all of quintuple force, and every one of which is guaranteed, are the best. They will explode any of the high explosives, such as blasting gelatine, gelatine dynamite, ammonia powder, or ordinary dynamite. There are no second quality Aetna exploders made. The above data has been compiled from practical experience gained in all kinds of mining, quarrying, and excavating work, and is published more in detail and with numerous illustrations in the new catalogue of the Aetiia Powder Co. of 95 to 101 Randolph St., Chicago. This catalogue will be sent free on application to all readers of T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R . The explosives and blasting apparatus manufactured and for sate by this company are all of first quality, and are fully warranted. 
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T H E C O A L - D U S T T H E O R Y . 

Its History from 1803 to 1892—Its Production in 
Mines and the Various Methods of Overcoming its 
Dang-erous Properties 

BY W. WALKER, OF NOTTS COUNTY, ENGLAND. 

Within the past few years the subject of coal-dust has 
been brought prominently and constantly before the 
mining world, by means of searching enquiries into the 
cause of explosions, and frequent rep- rts of minute and 
searching examinations of mine-.' in which explosion.-
have occurred, lectures on coal-dust and its irritability 
of flame, together with numerous experiments and 
demonstrations illustrating its dangerous properties, 
and lastly, by the report just issued by the Royal Com
mission appointed to enquire into the effect of coal-dust 
on explosions in uiines. 

These experiments and reports have conclusively 
proved that finely divided dry coal-dust is capable of 
feeding and materially lengthening the flame and in
creasing the destructive properties of an explosion of 
marsh gas and air. 

They have also proved that fine dry coal-dust is ca
pable of raising air containing from 2 to 3 per cent, of 
tire-damp to an explosive point. 
Also from some of these experiments it appears that 

certain kinds of very dry, finely divided, highly com
bustible and most inflammable coal-dusts, when present 
in large quantities and in the close vicinity ofa strong 
blown out shot, may cause an explosion in tbe absence 
of appreciable marsh gas, whose intensity and destruc
tive force may be even greater than tbe intensity and 
destructive force of an explosion of marsh gas and air. 

Coal-dust, therefore, becomes a most dangerous ele
ment in the art of coal-mining, and demands most 
careful study and care on tbe part of all interested in 
coal mining. 

It has existed in coal mines from the earliest days of 
coal mining ; it being to a greater or less extent an un
avoidable daily product of coal mining. 
The quantity of coal-dust produced daily in out-

modern coal mines is incomparably large compared 
with the quantity produced during the early days of 
coalmining; hence tbe dangers of coal mining have 
increased. 

Thi-. great difference is due to the rapid extension 
which coal mining has undergone during the latter part 
ofthe present century, by which mines are enlarged, 
greater depths reached, more men employed, the use of 
explosives more common, greater distances along whicli 
coal has to be brought from working places to pit-bot
tom, and an increased velocity of transit. 
These are some of the chief causes which have tended 

toward an increased production of coal-dust in modern 
coal mines. 

The first mention of coal-dust as a dangerous element 
in connection with coal mining occurred in the year 
1803, in which year an explosion occurred at tbe Wall-
send colliery, in tbe North of England, by which 13 
men and boys were killed, and 20 more or less seriously 
injured. It was decided to investigate into the cause of 
this explosion, and Mr. Buddie was appointed to make 
the necessary examination. After makingall necessary 
examinations in tbe mine, he wrote bis report, which 
stated that the mine was dry and dusty, and that the 
survivors who had been the furthest from tbe seat of 
the explosion were burnt by red hotsparks of coal-dust, 
which had been ignited by the flame of the explosion 
and carried along by the force ofthe current. 

His report proved that the injury to the workmen 
and the destruction to the property had been increased 
by the ignition of these fine particles of dry coal-dust; 
and yet history yields no record of experiments or dis
cussions on this new theory of mining dangers. 

No more is heard of coal-dust for a period of 25 years, 
when its dangerous properties are again mentioned by 
a Mr. R. Ball; but such report seems to have had no 
more effect on the mining world than Mr, Buddie's re
port, since it does not appear to have induced any ex
periments or discussions on the dangers of coal-dust. 
Such silence, indifference, and neglect is not to be 

wondered at when it is remembered tbat mining engi
neers were very scarce in those days, and colliery man
agers were often made out of men from other industries 
than mining, so that farmers, blacksmiths, joiners, Ac, 
were often appointed indiscriminately to take complete 
charge of a mine; men who knew nothing of tbe dan
gers attending the art of coal mining, whose knowledge 
of roof and sides and their necessary support, methods 
of extraction, gases produced, and found in mines, their 
effect on animal life, and the safe removal or dilution of 
these gases, was nil. 

No wonder that a knowledge ofthe effect of fine dry 
coal dust in the presence of an explosion of marsh gas 
and air, or of its effects in the presence ofa strong blown 
out shot has been so markedly slow. 

Nothing could have retarded this new theory more 
than the appointment of incompetent men to such re 
sponsible positions. 
Meanwhile, explosions were occurring more frequent

ly and owing to the extension of mines the number of 
victims were gradually increasing with nearly every ex-
Elosion ; thus feelings of sympathy were raised in the 
earts of intelligent and feeling men, and as successive 

explosions occurred, accompanied by tbeir dreaded re
sults, taking away the stay and the support of fami
lies, rendering children fatherless, sometimes orphans. 
and parents sometimes childless, it was thought desir
able tbat more minute and searching investigations 
should be made into the causes of these explosions ; so 
that when the great Haswell explosion occurred, in Sep 
tember, 1844, by which 95 men and boys lost their lives, 
two eminent men (Faraday and Lyell) were appointed to 
investigate into the cause of this explosion. 
They entered into their work earnestly, and spent 

much time in the mine examining minutely everything 

which could give them the least trace into the cause of 
the explosion ; they also paid great attention to the 
evidence given at the public enquiry, and from this 
evidence very little gas could have been present at the 
time of the explosion, quite inadequate to produce such 
disastrous results. 

During tbeir examinations tbey found deposits of 
coked coal-dust adhering to the bars, props, and sides 
uf the road ways along which, the flame of tbe explosion 
bad passed, varying in thickness from one-half to near
ly one inch. 
This coked coal-dust enabled them to come to the 

conclusion that as the flame ofthe explosion had come 
in contact with this fine dry dust it had decomposed it, 
and under such conditions each particle of dust bad 
yielded up to the flame a part, or the whole of the gas 
it contained, which gas fed Ibe flame and thus increased 
tbe destructive effects ofthe explosion. 
They presented their report to the H o m e Secretary 

in the year 1845, and after describing tlie possible col
lections of fire-damp in a mine, the diflerent ways by 
which it was disturbed by atmospheric changes, the 
way by which it could be effected by falls of roof, con
sequent on the removal of timber or otherwise, thereby 
reducing the areas of the reservoir in which gases 
could collect, also the effect of certain mixtures of 
fire-damp and air when brought into contact with 
flame. 
They continued their report by stating that the whole 

ofthe flame and the destructive force ofthe explosion, 
was not, in their opinion, due to an absolute mixture 
of fire-damp and air, but that the extent of tbe flame, 
the intensity of the heat, and the destructive force of 
the explosion, had been materially increased by the 
fine dry particles of coal-dust, as collected on the bars, 
props, sides, and floor of the mine. 
This valuable report was given to the mining world 

in 18-15, and in the same year Faraday lectured at the 
Royal Institution in London, on the effects of coal 
dust in conjunction with an explosion of marsh gas and 
air, and thus hy their report, lecture, and illustrations, 
Faraday and Lyell tried to force home to the mining 
world the intensified effects of an explosion of fire-damp 
in the presence of fine dry coal dust. 
It would seem, from the want of recorded history, to 

have either been forgotten or entirely ignored, or dis
believed in by the mining community, as no more ap
pears to have been heard ofthe coal-dust theory for a 
period often years. 
This is, perhaps, not to be wondered at, when we con

sider the disbelief generally introduced when any new 
theory or idea is introduced or propounded. Mankind 
is naturally very slow to accept new theories. 
The knowledge contained in these reports and lec

ture of Faraday and Lyell's does not appear to have 
traveled out of England; for in 1S55, ten years later, 
the mining world is awakened by a report from France, 
by M. du Souicb, who had examined a mine immedi
ately after an explosion of fire-damp, and stated in his 
report what be considered a new theory on explosions, 
viz., "The Coal-Dust Theory." H e observed during 
his examinations the coked coal-dust adhering to the 
bars, props, and sides of the roadways through which 
tbe blast had parsed, and came to the same conclusion 
as Faraday and Lyell had done in 1845. 
In the vear 1801 the same French mining engineer 

examineel two mines where explosions had occurred, 
and in his reports of these examinations he again 
advanced the coal-dust theory, and tried to show how 
coal-dust had materially increased the destructive force 
of the-e explosions. 
The continuation of these reports on coal-dust awoke 

the mining world from its slumber of indifference, and 
induced in some a desire to prove the truth of these 
strange statements. 
From 1864-7, a Frenchman, named M. Verpilleux, had 

a series of experiments carried ont. which proved fine 
dry coal-dust to be a dangerous element in an explo
sion of marsh gas and air. Other Frenchmen contin
ued these experiments, but especially a M. Vital, who 
in 1875. made some experiments on some fine dry coal-
du«t obtained from a mine where an explosion had 
occurred in which gases were seldom detected. 
His experiments were carried out with a view to ascer
tain the effect of coal-dust in the presence of a strong 
flame, resembling tbe flame from a blown-out shot. Pie 
was satisfied that very fine, dry, and highly inflam
mable coal-dust would, in the presence of a strong 
blown-out shot, &c, suffer decomposition and feed the 
flame, and thereby increase the destructive force of an 
explosion. 
Experiments were made in England, about this time, 

by Mr. AV. Galloway, on a large scale. From these ex
periments he was led to believe that coal-dust would 
not of itself produce an explosion ; but in the year 1880, 
he conducted a further series of experiments, and prov
ed tbat certain kinds of very fine and highly inflam
mable coal dust would produce an explosion when 
present in large quantities, and in the vicinity of a 
highly-charged blown-out shot. 
About thesame time experiments were carried out by 

Professor Freire Marreco and Mr. W . Cochrane, at the 
Elswick Collieries. These experimentalists made tbeir 
experiments in a model colliery, ventilated by a model 
Guibal fan. by which a strong current of air was main
tained, and a quantity of fine dry coal-dust thickly sus
pended in the aircurrent. At this stage ofthe experi
ment a pistol was fired into the air current, which was 
immediately followed by so violent an explosion that 
the model mine was damaged and the Guibal fan brok
en. 
Theseexperiments were continued by Messrs. Morri

son, L. Wood, and G. Gray, and by tbe North of England 
and the Chesterfield Institutes of Mining Engineers. 
To further illustrate the destructive effects of very fine 

dry coal-dust in the presence ofa blown-out shot, a 
scries of experiments were carried out by Mr. H. Hall, 
Her Majesty's Inspector of Mines for the Liverpool dis
trict, in conjunction with Mr. Clarke, about the year 
1875. These gentlemen had placed at their service an 

adit level or footrill 45 yards in length, and dipping 
from,, the entrance in direction ofthe dip of coalv;-.the 
adit was arched with bricks, and had a sectional area of 
about 30 feet, and it was ventilated by a vertical shaft. 
At distances ol 15 feet sheets of a very inflammable 
natuie were suspended across the level, and reached 
two-l birds of ihe height ofthe adit, and nearly touched' 
ibefloor. In tliere sheets small hoies were made, and' 
in these holes small quantities of powder were put. 
Charges of gunpowder varying from 1J-2J lbs. were 
fired at intervals, and under varied circumstances, from 
a cannon fixed at the end of the adit level. 
In the flist experiment tbe cannon was charged with 1 J-

lbs. of powder, and the charge rammed with nnderclay 
or chinch. W h e n tired it was found that the flame of 
the blown-out idiot bad reached about 15 feet; no sheet 
or powder had been affected by this charge. 
The second experiment was with li lbs. of powder, 

but tbe charge was rammed with small coal and a quan
tity of fine dry coal-dust spread in the vicinity ofthe 
cannon, and extending eight or nine yards from the 
cannon. In this experiment the flame reached 30 feet, 
but not 45, as proved by tbe firing of the inflammable 
sheets and powder. 
In the third experiment the chargeof powder was 2 lbs., 

and rammed with small coal, and coal-dust in the vicin
ity of cannon, as in second experiment. In this experi
ment the flame reached 45 feet, but not 00, as shown by 
sheets and powder. 
The fourth experiment only differed from the second 

and third in the charge of powder, it being 2-> lbs. The 
flame reached 60 feet, but not 75, as proved by cloth and 
powder. 

In the fifth experiment, the adit being wet, the floor 
was covered by deal boards all the length of the adit, 
and thickly covered with fine dry dust. The charge 
was 2k lbs. of powder rammed with small coal. In thiB 
experiment the flame issued in a large volume from the 
mouth ofthe adit level, and of such intensity, "that had 
anyoneboen standing at the mouth of the adit it 
would have killed them. 
Tbe temperature ofthe adit was 50° F. 
Water was slowly dripping from the roof and the 

floor was wet. 
No gas could be detected at the time of these experi

ments. 
These experiments carried out as they weie, under 

conditions very possible in a mine, proved conclusively 
tbat the length, the intensity and the destructive force 
of the flames from a blown-out shot was con
siderably increased when fine dry coal-dust was 
inflamed, and the length of the flame in the 
third and fourth experiments was increased at 
least 15 feet for every additional \ lb. of powder. 
This was due to the additional powder increasing the 
forceof the explosion, thereby enabling more coal-duetto 
be decomposed, by which more gas was thrown into 
the flame, increasing its length. 

Mr. Hall continued his experiments, in 1890, in a ver
tical shaft placed at his disposal having a depth of 200 
yards. H e represented a blown out shot by the firing 
of a cannon, pointing upwards, from the bottom of the 
shaft. In bis first experiments be fired the cannon in 
the absence of dust, and merely obtained a loud report, 
similar to the report ofa shot fired at the bottom of a 
sinking shaft. H e then bad a quantity of very fine dry 
dust riddled into the shaft from the surface, after which 
the cannon again was fired, and the flame of the shots 
variously increased ; whilst in some of these experi
ments the flame issued from the mouth, of the shaft, 
proving conclusively the danger of very fine dry coal-
dust in the presence of a rapid and powerful flame 
such as issues when a blown-out shot occurs. 
Since the majority of these preceding experiments 

were carried out, the Royal Commission on Accidents 
in Mines spent considerable time in making experi
ments on coal dust from different collieries, and the out
come ofall these reports and experiments wasthatpart 
ofG. R. 12 of the 18S7 A. of P. which refers to the ram
ming of shots anil firing of shots where dry coal-dust 
exists. 

About tbe same time, and also quite recently, the 
Prussian Firedamp Commission spent much time in. 
making experiments, on an elaborate scale, on the 
effect of fine dry coal-dust in conjunotion with an ex
plosion of fire-damp, and itspropertiesintheabsence of 
firedamp; the outcome of their researches being the 
introduction of more stringent rules. 
The coal-dust theory being brought so prominently 

and constantly before the mining world, induced Par
liament to appoint, on February 9th, 1891, a Royal 
Commission on explosions from coal dust in mines. 
The first report of this Commission has just been issued, 
and shows how exhaustive the Commission has been in 
endeavoring to ascertain the opinions of some of the 
most influential and interested gentlemen connected 
directly with mining. Such gentlemen consisting of 
the Chief Inspectors of Mines, Mining Engineers from 
various coal fields, and Professors of Science. 
Twenty-three witnesses were examined by the Com

mission, and of this number twenty-one were examin
ed directly on the coal-dust theory, with the following 
result : Thirteen of these witnesses are agreed that 
very fine dry coal-dust, is capable of causing an explosion 
in the presence ofa blown out shot and in tbe absence 
of fire-damp ; the remaining eight witnesses, whilst not 
admitting coal-dust as capable of causing an explosion 
in the absence of marsh gas, are agreed that it is dan
gerous element, and capable of aggravating an explo
sion of fire-damp ; also able to render smaller quantities 
of fire-damp capable of producing an explosion. _ 
In each of these commissions fine dry coal-duBt is re

garded as a very dangerous element in mining. Thus 
the coal-dust theory has gradually been gaining ground 
and has been the means of explaining much ofthe mys
tery surrounding several ofthe explosions that have oc
curred during the past 10 or 15 years. At the enquiries 
held immediately following these explosions, evidence 
has repeatedly been given that 'ire-damp has not been 
detected, or otherwise only to a very limited extent o» 
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the day of explosion, and therefore quite inadequate to 
produce am explosion, whilst the minute and searching 
examinations in the mines immediately after an ex
plosion, have often revealed a state of things which, 
according to the coal-dust theory, were quite compe
tent to produce an explosion. 
Tbe Seabam explosion of 1880, by which 164 men and 

boys lost tbeir lives, is generally considered to have 
been due to the eflect ol a blown-out shot in a district 
that contained large quantities of very fine, dry, and 
highly inflammable coal-dust; probably with a small 
percentage of fire-damp in the air. 
The Altoft explosion of 18S6, by which 22 men and 

boys were killed, wa- proved at the enquiry to be due 
to a strong blown-out shot, which had been badly 
planted, in a district containing large quantities of very 
fine dry coal-dust. This explosion occurred on a prin
cipal intake air-way 500 yards from the downcast shaft 
and along which 40,001) cubic feet of air were pass
ing per minute. The explosion occurred in the after
noon, when all tbe day shift men were out of the mine, 
otherwise the results would have been more disastrous. 
The Elemore explosion of 1886, by which 28 men and 

boys lost their lives, was also proved to have been due 
to a strong blown-out shot, which had been badly 
planted in a district containing large quantities of fine 
dry coal-dust. This explosion also occurred on a prin
cipal intake air-wav, 200 yards from the downcast shaft, 
and along which 37,810 cubic feet of air were passing 
per minute. 
This explosion also occurred when the day shift bad 

been drawn to the surface, otherwise the results would 
have been more appalling, 
Explosions of fine dry coal-dust resulting from a 

heavilv charged and bad planted blown out shot, and 
in the "absence of appreciable marsh gas, may generaUy 
be distinguished from an explosion of marsh gas and 
air, by the first results ofthe explosions. 
In the case of an explosion of coal-dust, the seat of 

the explosion is, generally speaking, not much disturb
ed, since tbe first stages of an explosion of coal-dust are 
the feeblest; but it gathers force as it travels ; being fed 
by the ga-i from tbe particles of coal-dust, and produces 
the greatest destruction where the largest quantity of 
dust exists. 
Pure air traveling at a high velocity will favor an 

explosion of coal-dust, since it contains more of the 
element oxygen to support the combustion of the dust. 
In the case of an explosion of marsh gas and air, the 

seat ofthe explosion is often most difficult to find, since 
its first stages are very violent. 
Pure air in large quantities renders marsh gas inex-

plosive. 
Having briefly stated the coal-dust theory, and 

shown how it is possible for coal-dust to either intensify 
an explosion of marsh gas and air, or cause air contain
ing only a small percentage of fire damp to become explo
sive, or cause an explosion itself in the absence of appre
ciable marsh gas, but in the vicinity of a heavily 
charged and badly planted blown-out shot, we must 
nest consider how coal dust is produced in mines. 
The amount of coal-dust produced in a mine will de

pend on the following conditions: 
(1) The nature of the coal. 
(2) The methods of extracting the coal. 
(3) The practicability ofthe workmen. 
(4) The condition of'the rolling stock. 
(5) Transit from working places to pit bottom. 
The ftature of coals vari.-s very considerably: some 

coals being soft, tender, friable or nesb, and cannot be 
extracted fiom their natural position without produc
ing large quantities of slack and dust. Such c als can
not be conveyed over tbe long distances common in 
modern coal "mines, and at high velocities, without 
producing small, which eventually becomes a part of 
the dust of mines by tbe p*ssage of men, boys, and 
horses to and from their working places. 
Other coals are hard, strong, dense, or compact, and 

can be extracted and rehandled witboutproducingmuch 
slack and dust, and admit of being conveyed over great 
distances much safer and quicker. 
This statement is proved where two coals, the one a 

soft coal and the other a hard coal, are extracted at the 
same timeand in thesame mine. In the soft coal roads 
the production and accumulation of dust U much more 
rapid for a given quantity extracted tban in the hard 
coal roads. Hence the amount of dust produced will 
depend to some extent on the nature of the coal work
ed. 
(2) The method of extraction. 
There are always certain natural directions in which 

coals may be worked with a maximum production of 
large coal and a minimum production of slack and 
dust. A soft, friable coal will yield a maximum of 
large and a minimum of dist if worked on the end, a 
technical term employed by colliers to indicate right 
angles to the shoes oi the coals, or to nature's marks. 
If such coal be worked on the face, ie., parallel to the 
slines, it will yield a maximum of slack and dust and 
a minimum of large coal. If worked on any point be
tween end and face, long or short horn, it will produce 
less large than when worked on end and more large 
than when worked on the face. 
Therefore, the best way to work a soft, tender coal is 

on the end, other circumstances being favorable. 
A hard, strong coal will yield a maximum of large and 

a minimim of small if worked on the face, parallel to 
the slines. It will in most cases make the most small 
and dust when worked on points between face and end, 
long or short horn. Therefore, the best way to work a 
hard, strong coal is on the face, other circumstances 
being favorable. 
Whibt pointing out the best methods of working coal 

with a maximum of large and a minimum of small and 
dust, it must not be forgotten tbat local circumstances 
may often decide the exact point at which coals must 
be extracted. 

No mine of any extent can at all times so arrange 
the whole of its working places so as to constantly ad
vance on ihe best point for producing a maximum of 

large and a minimum of dust. The thickness of the 
seam of coal will affect the production df small and 
dust. If the seam be thin and is required to be holed 
and cut deep, there will bean increase of dust. If the na
ture of the floor or thill be sb bard that tbe holing has to 
be done in the coal itself, the amount of dust produced 
will be materially increased. If the coal be worked 
with a series of cuttings, the dust produced at these 
points will be very abundant, due to the incessant 
grinding action at such points, and should the seam be 
thin and large quantities of air required, then the high 
velocity with which it travels along contracted cuttings 
picks up the dust and carries it in suspension, and de
posits it where the velocity is decreased, due to in
creased area. 
Tlie amount of dust produced will depend to some 

extent on tbe readiness or otherwise of the coals to fall 
when liberated, without the aid of explosives, since the 
shattering force of an explosive materially increases 
the production uf dust, and the blast of the explosion 
floats tbe dust in the air in clouds. 
(3) The practicability of workmen. 
Contiactors, stallmcn, or workmen may increase or 

decrease thedust unavoidably produced according to their 
practicability. W h e n the workmen are sound practical 
men, they will always try in Longwall working, to 
keep their stalls straight from end to end, free from all 
buttocks or projections ; they will have their coals holed 
to a good depth, if necessary, and always keep plenty 
of stock in advance, so as to allow the coals to soak or 
leave the roof, and thus be ready to fallon the removal 
of sprags, thereby avoiding the use of explosives as 
much as possible ; they will by timber and packs try to 
avoid weights, which, when heavy, grind the coal con
siderably. They will constantly supervise their work
men and prevent them from unnecessarily cleaving the 
coal, and will see that the coal is so loaded that with 
ordinary tramming it will not fall down by the way 
from the working place to the pit bottom Good work
men in post and pillar working are equally careful in 
their endeavor tu extract the coal in the best and most 
practical way, and will be very careful to bole and cut 
their coals to tbe very best advantage. Such men 
usually use the least explosives, where explosives are 
allowed. 

In their endeavor to make a day's wages, they ever 
keep before them tbe fact that it is, generally speaking, 
the large round coal that makes tbeir wages, and recog
nize in every ton of slack and dust produced and thrown 
into the goaf or gob, a direct loss to themselves, their 
fellow workmen, their employers, and the community 
at large, and thus every effort is centered on a maximum 
of large round coal and a minimum of slack and 
dust. 
In the case of incompetent or negligent workmen, no 

regular system is observed, and such ' workmen and 
their working places are always from haud to mouth, 
nothing is done at the proper time, therefore nothing 
can be found in its proper place at proper times, viz.: 
props, packs, sprags, cuttings, rippings. Such incom
petent workmen in thin seams, working by the post 
and pillar system, where, generally speaking, more ex
plosives are employed than in Longwall working, some
times put their holes in with such bad judgment, and 
charge them with the same wisdom, that when the 
shots are fired no coals can be found at the face, the 
overcharged shot hole having blown the coal to 
slack..ajid dpst and scattered it in all directions, and 
to such distances as to be beyond hopes of recovery. 
In mines where a round price is paid to workmen for 

large and slack coal, there is every encouragement to 
carelessness in getting the coal. In such mines the 
dangers are greater and more numerous than in mines 
where it is the large coal that makes the workmen's 
wages. 
(4) Condition of rolling stock. 
The condition of the rolling stock will affect the pro

duction of dust in mines. . 
The trams, tubs, or wagons may be considered as 

the most important rolling stock, and may be either box 
endtd, or one open end, or practically both open ends. 
In the latter case the tram consists of a frame with two 
sides, with a narrow strip of sheet-iron 6 or 8 inches 
wide passing along one end and attached to each 
side. 

Each of these trams are used often in the same dis
trict. 

Open ended trams are not to be recommended for 
mines where the gradient is perceptible and variable, 
because of the impracticability of always keeping the 
open end or ends of the trams in such position as is 
most suitable for retaining the coal, nevertheless, they 
have their advantages inflow seams, and enable the 
loading of the coal to be done quicker and easier, and 
can convey a great weight of coal per tram. 
If the trams or tubs be not kept in good repair, they 

act like a sieve, and allow the smaller pieces of coal to 
fall through upon the mads, and a great part of such 
coals becomes eventually the dust of the mines. If 
ki-pt in good repair, they"preventthe smallereoals from 
falling through, and therefor, assist in keeping the 
roads clean. 
The transit of the coal from the working places to 

the pit bottom produces the greater part of the dust of 
mines, and tbe amount produced will depend on the 
following conditions: 
The size ofthe roadways. 
The condition ofthe roads, crooked or straight, good 

or bad roads. 
Methods of haulage. 
If the roads leading from the working places be small 

and partly packed up with dirt, then owing to the 
scrubbing of coal either on the sides ofthe roadways or 
on the roof, small and dust must be produced, and such 
accumulates along the roadways 
If the roads be badly la.d or crooked, trams or tubs 

will not ride. . It is a well-known fact that a good load
ed tram will not ride on a bad road, and a badly load
ed tram Will not ride on a good road. And whenever 
coals are turned out of a tram, either by accident or 

otherwise, the whole ofcoal is never put into the tram 
again, hut small pieces are left on the roads, and the 
workmen, horses, or trains grind it to fine dust. 
If the roads be level, the removal of the coals is much 

facilitated and much safer, and produces less dust than 
when the roads are inclined. In the latter roads lock
ers or sprags, used in the wheels of the trams, and 
heavy chains running behind the trams to further 
assist the ponies, produce large quantities of very tine 
dust. 
The first part ofthe haulage is done by men, ponies 

and horses, after whicli the haulage is generally me
chanical, snch as self-acting inclines, dip engine roads, 
tail rope haulage, and endless ropes or chains. Some
times large quantities of dust are produced, and at the 
same time the air is laden with very fine dust by a run
ner or a breakage on dip haulage ro,tds, due to the 
drawing of cap or socket of rope, breakage of rope and 
underchains, breakage of coupling, breakage of a brake 
strap, or carelessness on the part of the men and boys 
on the main roads. 
The endless rope haulage produces tbe least dust of 

any mechanical haulage, due to the. slow regular speed 
at which the trams run, and the necessarily large roads 
required for this method of haulage. The fine par
ticles of dust always to be seen on the surfaces ofthe 
coal in trams or tubs are picked up by the air current 
when strong, and especially where the trams and the 
air current are traveling in opposite directions, which 
is commonly the case. These fine particles of dust are 
floated by the air current until they are Anally depos
ited on the roof, bars, props, sides and floor of tbe road
ways. 
The travetingof the men, boys, and horses to and 

from their working places is constantly producing dust 
in dry mines, which remains for some time after their 
passage more or less suspended in the air, and 
finally deposited on the bare, props, and floor of the 
mines. 

Very fine dust is sometimes carried down the down
cast shaft froni the screening planr, and especially if 
such plant be en cted near the pit top, and the direc
tion ofthe wind carries '.be dust over the mouth of the 
shaft. 
The dust being produced in a variety of -ways, the 

very line particles are suspended by the action of the 
air current, and coming in contact with the bars, props, 
sides, and floor of the mine, collect particle by particle 
at these points until large quantities accumulate, unless 
systematically removed. 
It will be seen from the preceding pages that coal-

dust is "most abundantly produced and accumulates 
most rapidly on the main haulage roads ofa mine, be
cause on these roads the whole ofthe coal must pass in 
traveling from the working places to the pit bottom, 
and as these roads are chiefly the intake air-ways for 
the mine, thedust will be much dryer. 
Generally speaking, the dust is also dryer in deep 

mines than shallow mines. This is due to the higher 
temperature and the more or less absence of surface 
water. 
The very fine dust produced at the working places is 

fresher and purer than is found at any other partofthe 
mine. 
The return air-ways do not contain dangerously dry 

dust, since the air, which has become more highly 
charged with moisture in its passage through the work
ing places, yields up a part of this moisture in its pass
age through the return, and if a return has been in 
use for vears, as a return, very little coal-dust will be 
exposed" to sight, the whole of it being coated over 
with the products of combustion from the lights em
ployed in the mine. 
The dancers attending the production and accumu

lation of fine dry coal-dust in the working places and 
roadways of a mine suggest a decreased production 
wherever possible, and whilst there are a large number 
of mines in which the dust question is closely attended 
to in the most practical ways, there are nevertheless 
mines iu which little, if any, attention is paid to this 
dangerous element. 
Its production and dangers can only be decreased and 

avoided by a combined effort on the part of the man
agement ol the mineand the workmen employed. 

On the part of the management onlygood and prac
tical workmen should be employed, and these should 
be supplied with sufficient material to keep their work
ing places in the best condition, and tbe roads under 
their supervision in good repair. The trams, tubs, or 
wagons should be constantly maintained in good con
dition, the roadways large, and the roads kept in good 
repair, the bestsystem of haulage introduced, and the 
main road arrangements on the best principles. 
On the part of tbe workmen a stricter supervision 

amongst themselves is neces?an\ so that every care is 
observed in working their places to tbe bestadvantage, 
with a view to producing a maximum of large to a mini
m u m of small and dust. Where explosives are allowed, 
the greatest careand judgment in deciding the position 
of shot hole, the boring of tiie hole, tbe amount of ex
plosive employed, the nature of the material employed 
for ramming, and the ramming of the shot, so as to 
avoid a blown-out shot. 

In all cases of blasting on dusty main roads, which is 
usually done at night time, after complying with Gen
eral Rule 12 and Special Rules in force at the colliery, 
further precautions should be taken by causing tbe 
deputy or fireman, who is generally chosen from the 
most practical workmen to examine the position of 
every shot hole before it is charged, and if not satisfac
tory, have another one bored under his direction, and 
to charge the hole with the explosive himself, or other
wise see that it is not overcharged, and be should also 
see that it is rammed with suitable material, damp 
sloom or clay, so as to reduce the possibility ofa blown-
out shot to a minimum of danger. 
Much has been said and written during the past few 

years about the more or less practical ways by which 
the dangers of fine, dry, coal-dust might be removed or 
safely overcome. 
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In a few words, the dangers of coal-dust may be re
moved or safely overcome by the careful removal of a 
fiart of the dust, accompanied by a systematic sprink-
ingof water on the roadways, thereby keeping the 
roads clean and damp. 
In some mines large quantities of dust are loaded 

up and sent to the surface, or to a gobgate, or into the 
working places, to be gobbed, and the most dangerous 
places sprinkled with water, and then swept up. In 
some cases water pipes have been laid on the side of 
the principal roadways, and at short distances small 
upright pipes terminated with rose ends, screwed into 
the main, and from tbese small pipes the water is di
rected to the dust on the roadways. This method is not 
largely employed. 
Mechanically-arranged water tanks have been intro

duced, by which a spray of water is thrown upon the 
roads during the moti in ofthe tram. 
Tbe most common and most practical method of wat

ering the roads is by means ofthe common water, cart 
having one or two plug holes in the end and sides, or 
lengths of perforated lj to 2 inch pipes attached to the 
ends or sides of the water barrels, the plugj are with 
drawn as required, and the water flows either in a 
stream or in a spray. 
The watering of tiie roof and sides of roads, and es

pecially the roof, partakes more of theory than practice. 
Very fine sprays of water have been thrown into the 
downcast shaft, so as to saturate the air with moisture, 
but such an imperfect method of laying the dust in 
mines is not much advocated, since it cannot carry its 
water to the more distant roadways, but deposits 
it too near the pit bottom. It is also injurious to the 
workmen, being constantly surrounded by air fully 
charged with moisture. 
Impure salt has been employed in North Stafford

shire, and was reported a fe v years ago to be giving sat
isfaction. It was stated that9 tons were required for 
every 500 yard-- of roadway, and such required to be 
done every week for the first month, and once a month 
afterwards. This method does not appear to meet with 
much favor, probably due to cost and extra work re-
-quired. The removal ofa portion ofthe dust, together 
with the sprinkling of water on the roads, when car
ried out systematically, gives general satisfaction, and 
induces feelings of safety. 
Much has been said about the effects of water on the 

roadways ofa mine, and it has been generally admitted 
that its effect on tbe roadways varies very much in dif
ferent mines, according to the nature of the strata, and 
as nearly the whole ofthe waterfalls upon the floor of 
the roadways, it will be the floor which is-most affected. 
It will, therefore, require more repairs to be done to the 
roads, which means an increased cost for repairs, but 
generally speaking an increased cost is not considered 
when the safety of the workmen and the mine is at 
stake. 

DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS 

Cluiiclt—A kind of hard earthy lireclay. 
ADeal Boards—Planks. 
Planted— Located. 
.SUne—A facing or smooth parting or joint ia coal, etc. 
Horn Coal— Coal marked portly end-on and partly face-on. 
Post and Stall—A system of working a coal seam, much the same 

-Be Pillar ami-stall. 
Trams—Cars. 
Bar—A length of timber placed horizontally for supporting the 

roof. 
Gob-Gat-:—An abandoned road used for Ihe purpose of stowiug or 

gobbing refuse. 

T H E P R O G R E S S IN MINING. 

Reviews of Important Papers Relating to Mining in 
the Proceedings of the Mining* and Scientific So

cieties, and In the Mining Journals of Europe, 

United States, and Canada. 

At a recent meeting of The 
Chemical Means of North Staffordshire (Eng.) In

stitute "of Mining and Meehan-
Preserving W o o d jca[ Engineers, a paper on the 

and Timbers for use above subject was read by Mr. 
Joseph Taylor. 

in Connection with Mr. Taylor commenced by re
marking that winter was the 

Mines. best time for felling timber, as it 
was less liable to dry-rot than if 

felled at any other time. 
Defective" ventilation is one of the chief sources of 

deterioration or rapid decay of timber in mines. The 
chief impurity in the atmosphere of mines which exer
cises a prejudicial influence on tbe timber of tbe mines 
is Carbonic acid, which with a certain temperature ind 
humidity is highh favorable to the growth of fungus. 
This fungus seta up a chemical change, which causes 
decay of the timber and vitiates the air of the mine at 
the same time. 
Mr. Taylor described various methods in use for the 

purpose of preserving timber in mines and recom
mended creosoting as being the most efficacious. It 
is especially valuable as a preservative ofthe softer and 
more porous kinds of timber when placed in wet places. 
Any timber used in wet roadways may be rendered 
twice as durable by creosoting. 

By invitation of Messrs. Kes-
Trial of Coal-Clean- son & Campbell, the makers, a 

large and representative gather
ing Plant at a Scotch ing ofcoal masters, colliery man

agers, and others interested in 
Colliery. tge coai trade, recently assembled 

at Dechmont Colliery, near 
Newton, Scotland to inspect the dry coal-clean
ing and washing machinery just fitted up by 
them for the Dechmont Colliery Co., Limited, 
The result as regards the eturacter of the machin
ery was altogether atisfactory, it bein^ admit
ted on all hands that Messrs. Kesson & Camp
bell have been successful in bringing out a set of 
plaitt which is unsurpassed by that of any other maker 

in Scotland, and which will compare favorably with 
any other coal cleaning plant. 
This colliery was the creation of the Flemington Coal 

Company, and for a time the pits were the deepest in 
Scotland, the depth to the splint coal being 212 fathoms 
or a quarter ofa mile. The company started to draw 
coal about the end of 1878, but as the works proved un-
remunerative, tbey were abandoned in 1882, everything 
being demolished except the winding engines of No. 1 
pit, the pumping engines and steam winch. In the 
beginning of 1890, the present company entered on the 
lease, fitted up the pithead frames, cleared the pits of 
130 fathoms of water, and commenced to draw coal 
about February, 1891. 
At the colliery there are two pits about 140 feet apart, 

which are connected by a scaffold 22 feet above the 
ground. Under the scaffold are eight lines of railway, 
on which the various kinds of coal are loaded into 
wagons. Before thecoal reaches the .wagons, however, 
it is thoroughly cleansed and separated—the processes 
in use for this purpose being those known as the "dry" 
and "wet," the former for treating the large and the 
latter the small coal. 
Near the middle ofthe scaffold are placed three revol

ving tippers, which are common to the two pit-, so tbat 
the car loads of coal from either pit may be run into 
any of them as desired, and tipped onto the distribu
ting bands. Each of these tippers is placed at the begin
ning of a set of machines for " dry " cleaning and sepa
rating. Each set is for the treating ofa diflerent seam 
of coal, and consists ofa distributing band, jigger screen, 
coal picking band, screen shoot, and delivery plate. 
These being in alignment, tbe coal is passed from the 
one to the other in the order named. 
The distributing band effects the uniform distribu

tion of the coal over the jigger screen and picking band. 
and the jigger screen effects the separation of the coal 
into large and small—the large passing over the screen 
on to the picking band, and the small passing through 
the holes in a perforated plate forming bottom of screen 
on to a conveying band underneath. This conveying 
band, which is common to all the three jigger screens, 
conveys the small coal from them, and delivers it into 
the small coal receptacle. The large coal, passed over 
the jigger screen to the picking band, is freed from all 
foreign matter, whicli is easily seen and picked out by 
hand as the band carries it along. From the picking 
band the coal is passed over the screen shoot on to the 
delivery plate, and from it into tbe wagon. Any small 
that is in tbe coal after passing from the picking band 
falls out through the screen shoot so that the large 
coal passes into the wagon entirely free from all foreign 
matter and sc.all, and ready for the market. The small 
falling through the screen is delivered by a conveying 
hand into the small coal receptacle. The foreign mat-
b r picked from the large coal is treated as follows: 
That to which there is no coal adhering is conveyed by 
a haulage to the refuse heap, while that to which there 
is coal adhering is conveyed by a band to a crusher, 
where it is broken up, and then elevated and couveyed 
by the small coal conveyor to the small coal receptacle. 
This completes the " dry " cleaning process. The small 
coal is lifted from th_j receptacle by a bucket elevator 
to a height of fifty feet and discharged into a revol
ving screen. By this screen it is separated into three 
sizes, the first or smallest being run through a shoot 
into an improved washer of the conical type with re
volving arms or stirrers. The coal is washed free ofall 
foreign matter which is elevated and delivered into a 
car on the scaffold level from whence it is run to the 
refuse heap. The washed coal (or " pearls " as they are 
known in the trade) is carried by a flow of water into 
a revolving screen of fine wire meshing over which the 
greater percentage of the coal passes into a large hop
per with a perforated inner lining, where the water is 
drained off and returned to tbe pond to be again used, 
the coal being delivered dry into a wagon. A small 
percentage of the coal passes through the meshing of 
tbe revolving screen along with the water, but this is 
run through pipes to a silt recovery where the coal is 
separated from the 'water and defiverd at the boiler 
doors for stoking purposes. 
The second size of coal from the first mentioned re

volving screen is passed through a Bhoot into a newly 
improved washer ofthe Bash type, and is there washed 
free of foreign matter. The washed coal in this case is 
tsken out of the washer ahnost dry by means of an 
arrangement of inclined perforated plates and scraper 
blades and delivered through a shoot into a wagon. 
The third size of coal from the same revolving screen is 
washed in a Bash machine similar to that described. 
but adjusted to suit tbe larger size of coal. The coal 
from this machine is conveyed by a traveling band to a 
revolving screen, and there separated into two different 
sizes and delivcied into wagons on separate roads. 
These two Bash washers are so placed as to secure a 
very compact and effective arrangement of the elevators 
for removing the refuse and recovering tbe small coal. 
Tbe refuse is delivered into a car on the scaffold level, 
from whence it is run to the refuse heap. The water 
used for the washers is that pumped from the pits, 
from which it is delivered into a storage tank. From 
this tank it is pumped into the Bash washers by a 
small Worlhington pump, and, after circulating through 
them, overflows into tbe range of pipes leading to the 
silt recoverer. The silt recoverer consists of a tank 
about forty feet long, by seven feet wide at top and 
tapering to two feet wide at bottom, and thirteen feet 
deep. In this tank a bucket elevator works, made so 
that the buckets scrape along the bottom of the tank 
its entire Isngth The buckets lift all the matter which 
has subsided to the buttom ofthe tank, and delivers it 
intosh«otK delivering nt the boiler doors. Tho buckets 
being "perforated, all the water is drained out and runs 
back into the tank. The clear water from the silt re
coverer overflows tlirough pipes into the settling pond, 
frafm which it is lifted by a Pulsometer pump and forc
ed into the conical washer. As already described, the 
water overflows from this washer, carrying with it a 
small percentage of the washed pearls* through pipes 

into the silt recoverer, and thus completes the circula
tion of the water. The motive power of the "dry" 
cleaning plant is derived from a 14-in. by 21 in. vertical 
engine, and for the "wet" from a pair of coupled 
engines each 14 in. by 24 in., while the silt recoverer 
elevator is worked by a 6 in. by 12 in. horizontal en
gine. As most of the machinery works automatically 
the whole apparatus only requires the attention of 
one man. 

Mr. W . N. Atkinson, English 
Note on the Report Government Inspector of Mines, 

has prepared a paper for the 
of the Austrian Fire- North Staffordshire Ins-titute 

of Mining and Mechanical En-
damp Commission, gineers, entitled " Note on the 

Report ofthe Austrian Fire-damp 
Commission." ' Mr. Atkinson has reviewed some of the 
experiments and conclusions ofthe Austrian Fire-damp 
Commission published in the Annules des Mines by Mons. 
Chesneau, and in the Bulletin dc la Societe Minerale by 
Mons. Rene Grey. AVith regard to the composition 
and properties of fire-damp and of air currents in fiery 
mines, he said fire-damp from a number of blowers was 
analyzed, and the results showed that pro to-carbureted 
hydrogen or methane was the only hydro-carbon usually 
liberated by coal. The results of the analysis did not 
differ essentially from those obtained by the Prussian 
Commission, exceptas to those at Obernkirchen, where 
an extraordinary percentage of ethane was found. 
Hydrogen was not found in gas from blowers in any 
true coal, but was found in small proportion in the 
Trifail lignite mines, which gas also contained a con
siderable amount of carbonic acid and nitrogen. Gas 
extracted from coal by means of boreholes differed in 
composition according as it was taken from newly-
opened workings or from the old pillars. In the former 
case its composition was very similar to gas from 
blowers, while in the latter case there was a consider
able diminution in the proption of methane and a 
corresponding increase of carbonic acid due to the 
oxidizing influence of the air. It was proved tbat coal 
completely exhausted of gas by prolonged exposure 
would not reabsorb as much gas as it liberated. W h e n 
placed in methane at atinospherk' pressure the maximum 
quantity of methane reabsorbed did not exceed 1'61 
cubic inches for 1,543 grains. Analyses of tbe air-currents 
in mines showed that owing to the oxidizing action of 
the air on coal the quantity of oxygen compared with 
that of nitrogen was always less than its proportion in 
pure air. Thus in the mines of Bohemia there was on 
the average 7954 per cent, of nitrogen'for 20355 of oxy
gen, while in pure air there was only 77'04 of nitrogen 
for that quantity of oxygen. With respect to the press
ure of gas developed in boreholes, at Rossitz a pressure 
of 5 atmospheres was obtained in a borehole 24A ft. long, 
and at Ostrau-Karwin 92 atmospheres in boreholes 21$ 
ft. maximum length. Most important experiments 
were made as to the influence ofthe getting ofcoal and 
the atmospheric c nditions above and below ground. 
Tbe return air from tbe most fiery district contained an 
average of 1'51 per cent, of fire-damp (and 0'103 per 
cent, of CO), and yielded in twenty-tour hours 518'91 
cubic feet of fire-damp per ton extracted. 
Having spoken ofthe quantity of fire-damp exhaled 

per ton of coal, he proceeded to notice the experiments 
made with safety-lamps, observing that in a general 
way it was shown that brass wire gauzes appeared more 
dangerous than iron wire gauzes, and that the addition 
of a small quantity of dust tothe moving mixture 
increased the danger, while a large quantity, on the 
contrary, diminished tbe danger by producing an 
excess of combustible gas which extinguished the flame 
of the lamp. The Austrian Commission concluded from 
the experiments that the lamps used in Ostrau-
Karwin—Mueseler, Wolf and Marsaut lamps—were 
much safer than was generally admitted, since, when 
shielded, they resisted the most explosive mixtures at 
velocities much exceeding 32*8 ft, which was practically 
tbe highest velocity encountered in fiery mines. 
.Details were.supplied as to experiments with explo
sives. The latter bore chiefly on the 'danger of shot-
firing in the presence of coal-dust, and they showed 
that the danger of dust was greater than waB 
usually recgonized. To combat the danger of dust, 
watering of the working places was recommended, 
which, when it could be properly done, gave 
very good results. In dusty mines without fire-damp 
high explosives should be used after complete removal 
of the mass of dust by sweeping or watering; if practi
cable, safety explosives should be used, which, when 
stemmed with damp sand, gave great security. If 
there was also a small amount of fire-damp (A to 1 per 
(rent.) the shot should also be fired by means incapable 
of causing flame. The Commission made several recom
mendations as to the classification of Are damp mines, 
the method of opening and working mines, and venti
lation. Fans were recommended in preference to fur
naces for ventilation. Furnaces should not be allowed 
in mines producing much fire-damp, and where used 
in mines producing little fire-damp, or a moderate 
amount only, the return air should not be allowed to 
come in contact with the fire. Considerable attention 
was given to the question of lighting, and i.he Mueseler, 
Wolf, and Marsaut lamps were mentioned as good 
lamps, and precautions were pointed out as to the fir
ing of shots and the working of fiery and dusty mines. 
Mr, Atkinson concluded by saying: "Tbe experiments 
on the circumstances which influence the liberation of 
fire damp are interes ing, and they appear generally to 
confirm the opinion usually held on tbe subject in this 
country and expressed in tbe report ofthe Royal Com
mission on Accidents in Milieu. Tbe analyses of fire
damp present no remarkable features, except thatsome 
of them show a good deal of nitrogen and carbon diox
ide. Tbe gases evolved from coal heated to 212 degs. 
Fahr. often contained a certain proportion of ethane, 
tbe presence of which gas has been supposed by some 
persons to have an effect in increasing the inflamma
bility of thu dust from the coal containing it, The 
pressures observad in bore-boles were not so high as 
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some ofthe pressures attained in this country in the 
same way, a pressure exceeding 30 atmospheres having 
been observed on one occasion. The observations on 
the effect of variations of barometrical pressure accord 
with general experience. The statement that bar
ometrical pressure does not effect the libeiation of 
carbonicacid gas appears to require qualification. It 
may have done so in the mines experimented on, but as 
a general rule I believe the liberation of this gas is 
influenced as much as fire-damp by changes in the atmos
pheric conditions. It is said that the velocity of the 
wind on the surface, and storms, have no influence on 
the liberation of fire-damp in mines artificially ven
tilated. But such atmospheric disturbances sometimes 
have the effect of reducing the amount of ventilation 
and so increasing the proportion of fire-damp, besides 
which they are usually accompanied by a sudden 
decrease of pressure. With regard to the safety-lamp, 
experiments, M. Chesneau considers they were not so 
searching as those of the French Commission because 
ofthe limited duration ofeach experiment. The French 
experiments were made with lighting gas, and the lamps 
could be kept in an explosive current for an unlimited 
time, and the apparatus was so constructed that the 
lamps could be jerked about and placed at different 
angles with the current. H e also considers the experi
ments made with lamps in stationary mixtures unsatis
factory because of the small capacity of the testing 
chamber in which the explosive mixture could not be 
renewed, in consequence of which the products of com
bustion extinguished the lamps before a proper observa
tion could be made. The French experiments proved 
that in most of the lamps placed in explosive mixtures 
at very low velocities, so as to get rid of the products 
of combustion, the gas continued to burn in the lamps 
for an indefinite time, and in some cases to heat the 
gauzes to redness. H e is also of opinion thatOO seconds 
was too short a time in which to observe satisfactorily 
the "caps" formed by different proportions of pas, 
except in the case of the Pieler lamp. It apptars that 
in Austria the Pieler lamp is in regular use for the 
dection of fire-damp. The English Royal Commission 
condemned it as dangerous, and in the "form it was first 
introduced no doubt it was dangerous. Subsequent 
modifications have made the lamp safer, but not so safe 
that it can be recommended for general use. In tbe 
earlier form of lamp the alcohol was apt to overflow 
from the wick tube and fill the gauze with flame ; to 
prevent this the bottom ofthe lamp is now filled with 
cotton wool to absorb the alcohol. There issome uncer
tainty about tbe exact percentage of gas indicated by 
caps of different lengths. The cap-lengths given by the 
inventor of the lamp and subsequently by Dr. Brook-
manu forthe German Fire-damp Commission exceed 
those given by the French and Austrian Commissions. 
The lampshould not be used without being completely 
shielded and should not be taken where gas may be 
{.resent until a previous examination with an ordinary 
amp fails.to detect the gas. It is only useful for detecting 
low percentages of gas in an air-current and not for 
finding gas in the goaf or in holes. It should only 
be used by persons of discretion and experience. 
The experiments with explosives bore principally upon 
the danger from coal-dust. It was not found possible 
to decide the degree of danger caused by-diff'erent'dusts 
fromtheirchemical cdmposition and physical properties 
The only conclusion drawn is that the sensitiveness of 
dusts increase generallywith the proportion of easily 
inflammable hydrocarbons (especially with the amount 
of ethane liberated at 212 degs. Fahr.), and with the 
dryness of the dust. This is a question requiring fur
ther elucidation. That the dryer a dust is the more 
inflammable it becomes is easily understood ; what we 
want to know is how damp it must be to be harmless. 
I incline to the opinion that the physical condition of 
coal-dust as to dryness, purity, and fineness will be 
found to be more importaut factors than its chemical 
composition." The soda-dynamite recommended for 
use by the Austrian Commission was not approved by 
the French Sub Commission on Explosives. The fol
lowing is an extract from their report, as translated by 
Messrs. Brown and Bird, for the North of England 
Mining Institute: "The Prussian and Austrian Com
missions agree in recommending the use of mixtures of 
dynamite and crystallized carbonate of soda. The con
clusion cannot be accepted, because these mixtures 
have not only a very low explosive force, but, further, 
the easy dehydration ofthe salt may lead to serious 
inconvenience. It has been previously mentioned that 
if an attempt is made to thaw cartridges of frozen dyna
mite in warm water, the nitro-glycerine is expelled 
from the pores ofthe silica, and exudes when the water 
rises to 9o degs. Fahr., and the cartridges then 
become dangerous. The same effect may occur as has 
been mentioned, during summer in magazines where 
the cartridges are stored ; and cartridges prepared some 
weeks back may be thus seriously damaged. It appears 
difficult to recommend the use of such unstable explo
sives, which may cause serious accidents, even in the 
absence of fire-damp. It is remarkable that several 
other salts, easily volatilized, but more stable than car
bonate of soda, were not tried, as was done by the 
French Commission. There is no need therefore to 
repeat the reasons which led the French Commission 
to abandon mixtures of this nature, and to replace the 
inert salt, by a salt explosive in itself, such as nitrate 
of ammonia; as the desired safety may be thus obtain
ed, without sacrificing too great a proportion of the 
explosive force." The classification of mines for legis
lative purposes according to the amount of firedamp 
thej' produce has never been attempted in Great 
Britain, and it is doubtful whether such a scheme is 
either practicable or desirable. The recommendations 
of the Commission as to precautions against a fire on the 
surface preventing access to the mine by both shafts is 
worthy of consideration. No serious catastrophe from 
Buch a cause has occurred in Great Britain, but if a fire 
on the surface prevented access to a mine by both 
shafts, and the smoke went down the downcast shaft, 
the loss of life might be great. The opinion of the 

Commission that shot-firing may still be alio A*ed, when 
the greatest precautions are taken, in places where 
there is 2A per cent, of fire-damp, is, in Mr. Atkinson's 
opinion, wrong. Such a proportion can not be detect
ed by ordinary safety-lamps, and the only safe rule lo
go by is not to fire shots where any gas can be detect
ed in that way within 20 yards ofthe shot. It will be 
observed tbat where dust is present in addition to 2 
or 2A per cent, of ga*, the Commission would prohibit 
shot firing altogether. 

T H E U S E O P A S B E S T O S IN MINES. 

ItB Superiority Over Other Materials as a Non-Con
ductor, and its Structural Advantages. 

Asbestos is a highly refractory fibrous mineral, 
having about 9 0 % of silica and magnesia in its com
position. Itis insoluble.in water, and will not change 
its mechanical (that is, fibrous) structure when wet. 
The application of Asbestos in operating mines, is to 

insulate steam connections. The problem which con
fronts the mining engineer is, how to secure good re
sults with a steam boiler at the mouth of the pit, and a 
pump several hundred feet under ground, or a fan 
several hundred yards away from the boiler, 
necessitating the use of long lines of steam pipe which 
must be covered with a non-conducting material to pre
vent the radiation of heat. 
This pipe often runs close to the tracks in slopes and 

along haulage roads, or is hung perpendicularly in 
shafts, where it meets with the roughest usage and is 
often subject to the constant drip of water, sometimes 
strongly impregnated with sulphur. 
Of what form and of what materials to make an in

sulator tbat will be of service under such trying con
ditions is the question that must he solved. That the 
pipe must be covered is scarcely a matter of debate. 
Assuming the pipe to be 4" internal diameter, and the 
run, say 1,000 feet, the exposed iron surface will be 1,250 
square feet, i. e., the equivalent of aflat surface 125 feet 
long by 10 feet broad. 
Assuming, further, a steam pressure of 70 lbs. we have 

a body of beat at 316° Fahr., 1,250 square feet in extent 
constantly radiating into an atmosphere about 250 de
grees cooler than itself, with results which anyone 
familiar with tbe condensation of vapors can easily pre
dict. Theoretically, it would take over 8 tons of coal 
per annum to remedy the waste in each 100 lineal feet 
of pipe, or, at $3.00 per ton, $24.00 per 100 feet, making 
a total waste on the line of pipe in question of $240.00 
per annum, but practically thepump could not be run, 
as the water cf condensation would clog tbe cylinder 
and valves so as to stop the motion and injure the 
machinery. 

With the pipes properly insulated by the application 
of a good non-conducting covering, all this loss can be 
prevented, and perfectly dry steam delivered at great 
distances from the boiler. 
The loss from radiation under such favorable circum

stances is infinitesimal, and compared with the loss or 
waste through friction and other causes, is not worthy 
of note. It is- hard to obtain reliable statistics owing to 
the difficulty of making accurate observations from 
apparatus covering so much ground. In a recent test, 
however, of a system of piping carrying hot water 
under pressure at 400 degrees Fahr., the total loss, in a 
travel of 10,000 ieet, chargeable to radiation, was placed 
at Sfc. These tests were made bv competent engineers. 
and with theuseof every means known to science. All 
of the pipes in question were insulated with lA'Mn 
thickness of Asbestos. 
Having considered the possibilities of the case, we 

now revert to the main question. W h a t material, if 
any, will answer the purpose? 
Such material to fully answer the purpose must fill the 

following requirements: 
1. It must be a non-conductor of heat. 
2. It must be unaffected by beat. 
3. It must be unaffected by water. 
4. It must stand rough usage. 
A countless list of articles have been offered by enter

prising vendors, with various devices for fire proofing, 
water-proofing, etc,and in turn have been discarded 
for some fatal defect. 
The fire-proof lining has been found no protection or 

the water-proof cover has been broken away and the 
water has destroyed the coverings. 

It may be interesting to review a few of tbese to see 
in what way they fall short of the standard we have 
just set up, i. e., durability under heat, water, a"nd 
rough usage. 

First comes Hair Felt, the oldest form of pipe cover
ing in use, one ofthe best non-conductors of heat 
known, because so full of air cells, but hair felt is short 
lived under heat, and disintegrates rapidly when wet. 
The various fire-proof linings used under hair felt do 
indeed prolong its life but do not give it real dura
bility, and for mine work it cannot be recommended. 
Then there is an extended list of paper pulp and wool 
felt materials, usually made up in sectional or cylin
drical form. Some have a thin sheet of Asbestos as a 
lining, placed there more for appearance than use, as a 
close examination will show the Asbestos to be too 
thin to afford much protection. 
The best type of this covering is made of alternate 

layers of wool felt and Asbestos sheathing, laid up in 
cylindrical form so as to leave airspaces. But this 
covering while efficient and durable, under ordinary 
circumstances, will not stand the exposure ofa mine 
shaft; the wool felt will char, leaving the Asbestos. 
W e would refer right here to the well-known eflect 

of heat and moisture on organic substances, which is 
to disintegrate them rapidly. Hence these, and simi
lar coverings, containing a large percentage of hair, 
wool, and other organic matter will be quickly de
stroyed in mines, and we therefore lay down the gen
eral proposition that no covering should be adopted 
for use in mines that contains organic matter in its 
composition. 

The various forms ofnon-conducting cements are 
more durable under heat but are too easily injured by 
rough usage to last long in a mine. W e can divide 
them into two classes, those containing heavy clays or 
earths wilh animal or vegetable fibers as binders, and 
those made from Asbestos and infusorial, or fossil 
earths. The former are only nominal pipe coverings, 
as they do not retain the heat and have no real value. 
The latter have merit, but are not of service in the line 
of work we are nuw conU mplating. 
In connection with tbese cements or plastic cover

ings, we find in use several made from mixing mag
nesia or plaster with Asbestos. Tbe Asbestos acts as a 
binder and adds to the strength of the plastic com
pound, which is formed into sections or slabs, but the 
objection urged against the use of cement in mines 
holds good against this form of material; it will not be 
found durable. 
AVe have just referred to various forms of non-con

ducting coverings and point to the fact that in each 
case the materials used in their make-up other than 
Asbestos cannot be recommended for use when exposed 
to great heat, continued moisture, and rough usage. 
W e now point to another most important fact to be 

observed, which is that all the durability these goods 
possess is found in Asbestos Fibers, which they contain. 
The hair, wool, paper, pulp, etc, chars under heat, 
while the clay, magnesia^ plaster, and other similar 
fillings wash away under exposure to moisture or 
crack and break when subjected to abrasion. 
It was the discovery of these facts that led to the 

construction ofthe style of pipe covering manufactured 
by the H. W . Johns Manufacturing Company. This 
meets all the demands of mine work, and we will now 
fully describe it. 
It is an established fact that the non-conducting 

property ofa material depends not so much on the 
elements of which it is composed as on tbeir mechani
cal arrangement. A material ^vhicb is made up in 
solid and compact form, so that its particles be in close 
contact will be a poor non-conductor of heat. If, how
ever, this same material be loosely felted together so as 
to form numerous air cells between its particles or 
fibers it will then prove an excellent non conductor of 
beat, and it is such substances only which admit of 
such treatment that are useful as non-conductors of 
heat. Asbestos, for instance, is popularly known as a 
mill board or sheathing, and in this form is only a fair 
heat insulator, while in the loose or fibrous form it is 
one ofthe best non conductors of beat known. 
In conformity to these well proven facts the cover

ing we are about to describe is made solely from fib
rous Asbestos. 
The Asbestcs is taken iu its crude or natural state, 

and by special processes it is cleaned from all foreign 
substances and the long silken fibers are selected and 
separated and divided until they are as loose and fine 
as a bat of cotton. 
This material has been found to answer the first 

stipulation as laid down earlier in this article, i. e., it is 
a good non-conductor of heat. 
It also meets the second requirement and will stand 

the most intense radiated heat that can be brought to 
bear on it, for it is entirejy free from all organic sub
stances, and hence will meet the third requirement, 
which is to be unaffected by water. 
This material is then taken and by machines, in

vented by the H. W . Johns Company, it is shaped into 
cylindrical form, of sizes to fit pipes of any diameter 
and of any required thickness. 
These cylinders or sections of Asbestos are fhen cut 

on one side so as to open and slip over the pipe, after 
which they are neatly jacketted with suitable material. 
and provided with bands and buckles to hold them in 
place. 
For mine work, under favorable conditions, the jack

et is a light cotton duck which is afterwards coated 
with a water proof paint to keep the covering dry as 
possible. But in very wet places, and under trying 
conditions, a jacket of Asbestos and wire cloth is sub
stituted. This is a special material formed by uniting 
layers of Asbestos through the meshes of wire cloth 
after which the material is waterproofed. This forms 
a jacket of great strength and durability, unaffected by 
beat and impervious to moisture. 
These jacketings are to give finish to the coverings, 

and also to prevent any excess of moisture in them, 
as moisture fills the air cells and promotes conduction 
of heat. The covering does not depend on the jacket 
either for its strength, or for its protection, as the 
Asbestos Fibers from which it is made have in them
selves great strength and will stand very rough hand
ling. If they are wet they dry out again without in 
any way injuring the covering. 
W e have thus far treated Asbestos only in its function 

as a non-conducting covering, and we can justly claim 
to have demonstrated its unequalled merit for this 
purpose 
There is certainly no material known that in any 

way approches to it for such a purpose. 
But it is not only in this way that it is useful to 

the miner. There are many other ways in which it is 
useful and doubtless many more will be devised in the 
near future. 
It is largely used as a piston packing in cylinders of 

engines and pumps, and also as a flat packing to make 
cylinder beads, steam cheats, and all kind of flange 
joints. . , 

As a fire-proofing it admits of great possibilities. 
Its long silken fibers can be spun and woven into a 
fine fabric that would make an excellent brattice-cloth, 
and the many light flexible and durable forms into 
which it can be made could, when intelligently used, 
greatly decrease the fire risk in mines. 
W e venture to predict tbat the present known uses 

of Asbestos are to its soon to be discovered possibilities, 
as the feeble steam of the pioneer Cornish pumps are 
to the present million gallon Worthingtons of to-day. 
W e therefore commend it to the notice of every 

thoughtful and progressive mining engineer. 
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nig department is intended for the use of those who wish to express 
their views, or ask, or answer, ques.tion.1 on any subject relating to 
mining. Correspond! Ms need not hesitate to write for supposed 
want of ability. If the ideas are expressed, we will cheerfully make 
any needed correction in composition that may be required. Com
munications should not be too lengthy, and personal reflections 
should be carefully avoided. 

Alt communication-: slmiilsl be accompanied with the proper name and 
addtesi of Uie writer—not necessarily for publication, but as a 
guarantee of good faitli. 

TUe Editor is not responsible for views expressed in this Department 
Mg- Correspondence- xhoidd be in as simple language, and asfree 

S* technical sign* and formula? as possible, consistent with clear solit-
on. Catch-questions wUl not be published. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR;—I submit the following sketch in reply to 
"Straggler" of Mineral Ridge, Ohio, in the -May num
ber: It is not by any means free from doors, which of 
course will not be in accordance with his wish, but 
with the plan of openings given, it is the best method 
of ventilation I could recommend, providing both en
tries have long distances to go. It will be noticed there 
are two intakes and une return. This could be 
reversed, if desired, with a very slight change at shafts 
bottom. By this latter method less track, etc. would 
be required. There are twelve doors shown but twice 
that number will be needed if a steady current of air 
must be kept up tu working face, but itis not always 
the ca*=e that middle pillars are large enough to give 
space forthe trips to pass through one door and tbe 
other door to be shut. Thirteen overcasts are used. 

AIR CURRENT 

REGULATORS 

DOORS 

O V E R C A S T 

UPCASA 

OOWNCAST 

The number and size of regulators to be used would 
have to be regulated according to the differences of 
lengths of entries from upcast and number of miners 
working in each split. (It would be better to regulate 
entries and number of miners and avoid regulators as 
much as possible.) If " Straggler " wishes to have his 
mine ventilated without doors, or nearly so, he will 
have to somewhat change his plan of openings. 

M v principal reason for replying to this question is 
tbat it may possibly induce some of your able corre
spondents "to give their opinions as to the possibility of 
working mines without doors or nearly so, especially 
gassy mines. There is no doubt but that doors are a 
great source of danger and expense wherever used. I 
believe if the subject is taken up and discussed intelli
gently through the columns of T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R 
that the time will be hastened when doors will be a 
rarity rather than 100 yard obstructions. Too often in 
the past the cost of erecting tbe doors only lias been 
considered and not the expe"nse of operating them and 
the dangers resulting from their use. 

Yours, etc., 
JOSEPH CAIN. 

Whitwell, Marion Co., Tenn., May 30th. 

P. S.—I would say that the mine could be worked 
entirely without doors hy only having one break
through open at one time, but there does not seem to 
be any wisdom in that as there would not be sufficient 
air ih tbe workings. 

Gas Met "With in Mines. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Please insert the following question in your 
next i-sue : A drill hole from surface to coal is 223/. A 
room 12' wide is driven from No. 1 entry to drill hole, 
to be used as a pump room. W h e n the "fan is Btopped 
thejpunap room fills with gas.j] Now, could this gas be 

y«« NO 1 ENTRY —-^ 

lighted at bottom of drill hole by throwing fire down, 
^he hole being 8" in diameter? If so, would the gas 

explode, and would the coal fire from the gas ? W h e n 
the fire was discovered how would you proceed to 
quench it, and when extinguished what would be the re
sult in gases? 

Yours, etc., 

C. H. FELLABOM. 

West Newton, Pa., May 7th. 

Ventilation. 
Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In answer to "Straggler," of Mineral Ridge, 
Ohio, in the May issue, I submit the following plan: 

I'i ] i 1 1 1 1 i l 

SIGN S-
•«:—^ RISE: O F SEAM, R E G U L A T O R • •• 

•^ «S AIR CURRENT D O W N C A S T D 

X AIR C R O S S I N G - U P C A S T U 

In case the pitch of seam is in the opposite direction 
the current should be reversed in the butt headings. 

Yours, etc., 
W I L L I A M K E L L E R . 

IRVONA, PA., May 23d. 

Ventilation. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—I notice that " Alberto's " question No. 4, in the 
March issue, has been answered by " T. K., "of Mount 
Olive, 111. 
I beg to submit the following in reply to '' Alberto " 

and leave to the decision of your readers as'to who is 
right: Taking "T. IC.'s " data we have a main entry 
6' X 14' = 40' perimeter and two smaller entries each 
6' X 8' — 28' X 2 ='56' perimeter. N o w according to 
the first law ol friction " Pressure varies directly as the 
rubbing surface," we have 

40 : 56 :: 4 lbs. : 5*6 lbs., which would have 
been the pressure were it not for the second law of 
friction, " Pressure varies inversely as the sectional area." 
Then, 

90' : 84' :: 5-6 lbs. ; 4:9 lbs. pressure per sq. ft. sec
tional area of two small drifts. 

Yours, etc., 
. E.J. 

Oglesby, 111., June 7th. 

Mathematics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—Phase insert the following in answer to ques
tion (2) by "R. L.," of Gasford, Pa., in the May issue: 

(2). A coal barge full of Bituminous coal displaces 
6,625 cubic feet of water. H o w many tons ofcoal does 
the barge contain ? 

A N S W E R . — In taking this question into consideration 
we will assume that the water in the hull ofthe barge 
is ou a level with the coal; any other way of working 
the question would be suppositional. One cubic foot 
of fresh water weighs 1,000 ounces or 62J- lbs. fine 
cubic foot of salt water weighs 1028 ounces or 64"25 lbs. 
One cubic foot of Bituminous coal varies but weighs, 

say, 1250 oz. or 78'] 2 lbs. 
N o w coal in its broken state as screened and sent 

from the mines varies in proportion likewise, say, as 62 
is to 100. 
Therefore in every cubic foot, 62 parts coal and 38 

parts water, each would weigh : 
. Coal, 100: 62 :: 1,250 oz. : 775 ounces per cu. ft. 

Water, 100 : 38 : 1,000 ; 380 ounces percu. ft. 

Coal and water combined 1155 ounces percu. ft. 
Then 

100 parts -A 38 = 2 ^ cubic feet of space to make 1 

cubic foot of water. 

And 
12 9 

775 X 2 ^ - = 2,039 'g- ounces of coal space to equal 

1 cubic foot of water space. 
N o w there are 6,025 cubic feet of water, this multi

plied by 2039 

13,511,513 ; 

will give ounces ofcoal in barge = 

ounces,or 

6,625 X 2.039 T
B
B 

2,240 X 16 

the barge contains. 

Also, 
6,625 X 1.000 

=-370 (nearly) tons of coal 

184 S4 tons of water dis-
2,240 X 16 

placed. 

If the barge contained sea water, which is much 
heavier, the weight can be found in the same manner 
as above. 

Jeanesville, Pa., June 21st. 

Yours, etc., 
J A M E S STIRLING. 

Ventilation. 

Elitor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—I herewith send plan of ventilation as requested 
by " C. D. R.,H of Hope Church, All'y. Co., Pa., in the 
April number. Very little fault can be found with 
plan submitted by "C. D. R." Where there is one plan 
of ventilation as well arranged there are five inferior to 
it. However, I send the following in answer to Fig. 1 
in hopes that it will better enable him to deal with ex. 

AIR CURRENT ' 

OVERCAST 

STOPPINGS 

REGULATOR 

plosive gas, if any. It will be noticed that I have seven 
overcasts, four more than the original plan, and two 
additional short break throughs. I have no doors in 
entries, an item of consideration, as doors are objection
able and a source of expense when used. I have placed 
two doors in break-throughs between main intake and 
main return so that if a furnace is used coal can be 
brought there, but if the furnace is located elsewhere 
they will serve as a ready means to pass in and out of 
air-way for inspection, etc. 

" C. D. R." asks for any suggestions whereby his 
system of ventilation could be bettered. I would point 
out the following faults (Fig. 1, April issue): 
(1.) Only one door separating the intake from the 

return whereas two should be used. 
(2.) A large return air current loaded with impurities 

directed into main headings on north side. 
(3,) An overcast used on one of the south side main 

headings which does not seem to be of much value as 
it is shown as an intake current. 
(4.) No regulator where one is needed in the return 

from entiles 1 and 2 cast on north side of shaft. 
(5.) No way shown to get to upcast shaft, except by 

going around to head of main entry. 
The following are a few errors made in ventilat

ing mine (Fig. 2, April issue): 
The main intakes are nothing but doors and return 

air-ways. The left -ide main entry could be made into 
a true intake current by the expenditure of a few 
dollars in building two overcasts and the driving of 
a few yards of narrow work so as to make one re
turn for each set of four entries. The value of the 
money spen t would be soon repaid. I have no doubt 
but that other faults visible will be fully dealt with by 
others of your able correspondents. 

Yours, etc, 
JOSEPH CAIN. 

Whitwell. Marion Co., Tenn., April 16th. 

Mechanics. 

Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR :—Please insert the following question in the 
Correspondence columns of your journal: 
Pipe of what diameter, and boilers of what size 

should be used to conduct steam a distance of 400 feet, 
and to an elevation of 150 feet above boilers to run a 
fan 18 feet in diameter, 85 revolutions per minute. Size 
of engine 10" cylinder by 20" stroke. 

Yours, etc., 
SuBSCKIBER. 

Pocahontas, Va., June 22d. 

Efficiency of Fans. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR:—In looking over the back numbers of T H E COL
LIERY ENGINEER, 1 notice a question in the September 
issue by '" M," of Braidwood, 111., which remains unan
swered, therefore I offer the following solution : 
H e wants to know the efficiency of a 16' fan making 

130 revolution per minute, with a water-gauge of 3'2''. 
W e will first find the tangential velocity of fan by mul
tiplying the diameter 
16' X 3T416 X 130 = 6534'5280 -_- 60 = 10S'9 velocity 
per sec. 
Then, 
108-9- -^32 = 370-6 motive column, and 
1-2 X 12 X 370-6 -_- 1,000 =533664 theoretical water-

gauge, and by dividing the registered water-gauge by 
the theoretical we find the efficiency, thus : 
32 -=- 533664 = 599 per cent. 

Yours, etc., 

T.K. 
Mt. Olive, 111., June 20th. 

A Word of Thanks. 

Editor Colliery Engineer : 

SIR :—I wish to thank "J. W.," of Trotter Mine. Pa., 
for correcting m y mistake in answering question No. 2 
asked by " Alberto." I simply neglected to deduct 
the 2,000 feet return, otherwise, the question was solved 
the same. 

Yours, etc., 

T. K. 
Mt. Olive, 111., June 20th. 
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Editor Colliery Engineer: 

SIR:—Please insert the foUowing answer to question 
(1), asked by " R. L.," of Gosford, Pa., in your May 
issue: 
Two entries are driven parallel to each other a? 

shown by the diagram Now wishing to drive from A to 
B and frouiC to D what would be the distance from A C 
to where the Hues would cross each other? 

A N S W E R . — F r o m the sketch-we see that gangway No, 1 
is driven 120 feet and gangway No. 2 is driven 90 feet 
with VI feet intervening. N o w the angle A D C has a 
raise of 12' in 03', or a raise ofl' 4" in 10', and the angle 
A B C has tbe sama raise of 12' in 120', or a. raiseof 1'in 
10'. Therefore 1' 4" + V ~2A", which is tbe distance 
between the two lines at 10'distance. The foregoing 

is necessary ti find the length of the base ofa triangle 
whoaealtitude is 12' and having a raise of 2' 4" in 10'. 
Then,as wewishtofind the distance from A and Cto 
the pointof intersection of the lines we solve thus: 

12' -=- 2' 4" = 51, or 5'1£" to center. 

1'4"X 51 = 6' 102" 
V X 5^=5 VA' 

Then, 
lO'X&f = 51 Yy and 

12' 

Jeanesville, Pa., May 27th. 

= 51-685'. 

Yours, ctc.y 
J A M E S BTIBHNG. 

N E W MINING COMPANIES. 

Names and Post-Office Addresses ofthe New Mining 

C o m p a n i e s Incorporated in the United States 

Since O u r L a s t Issue. 

The Gould Mining & Milling Co., Colo. Springs Colo 
The Edwin Booth Gold Mining and 

Milling Co., Denver, Colo. 
Tbe dinner Mining Co., Aspen. Colo. 
The Victoria Mining and Milling Co.. Denver, Culo. 
The New York und Chance Mining 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Amalgamating Chemical Electric 

Reduction and Manulactu ring Co., Denver, Colo, 
The MehieD. Hold Mining Co., Cripple Creek, Colo 
The Motto Mining Co., Aspen, Colo. 
The Carson Tunnel Co., Carson, Colo. 
The Lincoln-huekv J; Lee Mining Co., Denver, Culo 
The Atlantic Mining and Milling Co., Fort Collins, Colo. 
The Anaconda Uold MiningCo., Denver, Colo 
The While Star MiningCo., Denver, Colo 
The Atlantic Ward Hold MiningCo., Denver. Culo 
Southern Illinois < iii and Mining Co., Pulaski, III. 
Listie Mining and Manufacturing Co., Listie, Pa, 
PntEHix Oil and Jlining Co., Omaha, Neb. 
Yoiublngheny and Lehigh Coal Co., Superior. Wis. 
TheSoltec MiningCo., Dayton, Ohio. 
The Pittsburgh Land und MiningCo., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
The New York Mining and Smelting 

Co.. Pittsburgh, Kans. 
Crystal Rock Suit Co , Chicago, 111. 
Tennessee Oil Co., Port Huron, Mich. 
Phcenix Mill and Mining Co., Spokane. Wash. 
The Washington and Nevada Mining 

Co., Vancouver, Wash 
The Jicarilla Iron MiningCo., 
Troy Development Co., 
Rainy Mining Co., 
TheBernice Miniug and MillingCo. 
The Benita Mining Co., 
The Napoleon Hold Mining Oo.. 
The Elktoil Mining and Milling Co., Colo. Springs! Colo. 
The Mollie Eppert Mining and Mill

ing Co., Colo Springs. Colo. 
The Union Gold MiningCo.. Colo. Springs, Colo. 
TheGoodland Mining and Milling Co.,Gondlund, Kans. 
Tho American Asphalt Co., Denver, Colo. 
Black Hills Tin Metal and Developing 

Co., Chicago. Ill 
Provldencia Gold Mining Co., 
Dugger Cooperative Mining Co., 
The Federal Hill Gas Co., 
The Helena Coke Co., 
Leve Artesian Welt Co., 
Ruby Mining and Smelting Co., 
Good Hope Mining Co., 
The Hub Minngand MillingCo., 
The Minnesota Consolidated Mining 

Co., Davenport, Ia. 
Montana Precipitator Co., Helena, M o m . 
TheEuterpiise Miniug and Smelting 

Co., Livingston, Mont. 
The F. F. V. Placer Mining Co. 

East has Vegas, N. 1 
Spokane. Wash. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Denver. Colo. 
Cripple Creek, Colo, 
Colo. Springs, Colo. 

Jersey Citv, N. J. 
Dugger, Ind. 
Noblesvllle, Ind. 
Mt. Pleasant, Pa. 
San Francisco, Cal, 
East St Louis, 111. 
Washington. D. C. 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

The Cheyenne Mining Co., 
Rock Oil and Gas Co.. 
Burbeuse Mining and Smelting Co., 
The Smith nil and Gas Co., 
The Williams Proca*. Iron Co., 

- The Yellow Jacket Mining und Mill
ingCo., 

The Glengarnock Onvx Co., 
California Smelting "and Manufacture 

Cripple Creek, Colo. 
Cheyenne, Wyo. 
Manning ton, W . Va. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Washington, Ind. 
Newark, TH, J. 

San Francisco, Cal. 
The Marigold Mining and Investment 

Co., Denver, Colo. 
The Mountain Lion Mining and Mill

ing Co.. Saguache, Colo. 
The Buffalo Creek Coal Minlic Co., Denver, Colo. 
The United Concentration Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 
The Puget Sound Reduction Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 
Duluth and Winnipeg Terminal Co., Baltimore, Md, 
The Goodland Mining and Milling Co.,Goodlaud, Kans. 

Bella Mining Co., Boise Citv. Idaho. 
The Deming Ore Co., Deming, N. Mex. 
^chreuier Mining Co.. Las Cruces, N. Mex. 
The Queen Bess Gold Mining Co.. Denver, Colo. 
The Ben llur Mining and Milling Co.,Fremont, Colo, 
The Rom-uice Consolidated Gold and 

Silver Mining Co., Denver ,Colo. 
Industrial Mining and MillingCo , Sun Francisco, Cal. 
Tbe H o m e Block Coal Co.. Youngstown, Ohio. 
German Mining and MillingCo., Rochester, N. Y. 
Guthrie Center Coal Co., Guthrie Center, Iowa. 
The J. M. Cooper Mercantile and Min

ing uo Galena, Kans. 
The Comstock MiningCo., Stockton, Kans. 
The Blake Pearsall Co., Seattle, Wash. 
P O O L Iron Co., Duluth, Minn. 
Bell Boy Miuingco., Joplin, Mo. 
The llowells MiningCo., Massillon, Ohio. 
Jordan Mining and Milling Co., Long Creek, Oregon. 
The Grant Mining und Milling Co., Colo. Springs, Colo. 
TheQiant camera Gold Mining and • 

Milling Co,, Denver, Colo. 
Wisconsin 1 inianienlul Stone Co., Chicago. 111. 
The Golden Cu.-tk- Mining Co., Spokane, Wash, 
The Gold Deposit Mining Co., Denver, Colo. 
Eureka Consolidated Mining and Con

struction Co., Seona. Idaho. 
Oliver Aluminum Co,, New York City, 
The Spring Creek Gold Jlining and 

Milling Co., Denver, Colo, 
The California Gold Mining aud Jlill

ing Co.. Fremont, Colo. 
The Grey Eagle and Pocahontas Con

solidated Jlining Co Leadville, Colo. 
The Argent Consolidated Mining und 

Jlilling Co., Grand Junction, Colo. 
Knillin Dail, coke and MiningCo, Dallas. Texas. 
The Sopns Mining and Jlilling Co., Colo. Springs, Colo 
The Nettie MiningCo., Tucoma, Wash. 
Saint Mary's Cupper Co., Hancock, Mich. 
Blue Ja\ Gold Jlining Co., ' Sun Fransisco, Cal 
Jay County Mining Co., Portland, Ind. 
Tbe Southern Indiana MiningCo., Washington Ind 
Union Metal Reduction Co., Chicago, 111. 
The Idaho Gold Extraction Co., Boise Citv, Idaho. 
Solace Jlining Co., Huilev, Idaho 
The Montana Hvdraulic Mining Co.,Butte* Jlont. 
Legal Tender Silver Jlining Co., Missoula, Mont 
Swank Creek Jlining Co,, Tacoma, Wash, 
White Sands Soda and Gvpsum Co., Las Cruces, N. JI 
The Carlton Consolidated Mining Co ,Denver, Colo. 
The Colusa Quicksilver Mining Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
The Broad Top und Cambria Coal Co..Harrisburg, Pa. 
Pacific Coal Co., Pittsburgh. Pa 
The Mitchell Coal and Coke Coke i"o.,Tvrone, Pa. 
Southern Salt Co.. Mason, W. Vu. 
The Beacon Gold and Silver Mining 

Co., Florrissant. Colo. 
The Brookvale Mining aud Tramway 

Co.. ColO. Springs, Colo. 
Erie Jlining Co., Auburn, Cal. 
The Gold BluffMinlng Co., Jersey City N, J. 
Blue Ridge Stale and Tile Co., Jersey Citv N J 
Tbe Kaolin MiningCo., Chicago, 111. 
Tbe Sunny Belle Mining and Milling 

Oo., Colo. Springs, Colo. 
The Nellie MiningCo., Tellurlde. Colo, 
ThoCoin Silver Mining Co., Creede. Colo 
The Enola Miniug und Milling Co., Fremont, Colo. 
The Idaho Aluminum Mining aud 

Manufacturing Co., Rathdrum, Idaho 
The Roanoke Coal and Coke Co., Rolle, W. Va. 
Eagle Miningund Milling Co , Tacoma, Wash. 
American Smelting and Helming Co., Topeka, Kansas. 
Empire Coal and Jlining Co., Chicago, 111 
The Ouarlz Creek Mining aud Milling 

Co., Pitkin, Colo. 
The Marguerite Consolidated Mining 

Co., Denver, Colo 
Tbe Mo. Pac. MiningCo., Denver, Colo. 
Tbe Cripple Creek Gold Extraction 

and Power Co,. Denver, Colo. 
The Alverta Cold Mining Co.. Denver. Colo. 
The Latonia MiningCo.. Leadville, Colo. 
The Golden Gate Mining and Milling 

Co.. Fremont, Colo. 
The Spring Creek Mluing Co., Colo. Springs, Colo 
The Merino Jlining Co , Chad wick. Mo. 
The Electric Lend and Zinc Co . St. Louis, JIo. 
Colorado aud Illinois Jlilling and Min

ing Co,, Chicago. III. 
The Bismarck Mining and Milling Cn,Portland, Oregon, 
Jonesnort lied Granite Co., Jonesport, Maine. 
American Kaolin Co., Portland. Oregon. 
Spokane Smelting Co., ' beyenne, W j Ing 
.lame.-. Duryea JI ningCo., Sacramento, Cal. 
Sweet's JIetal Cross Tie Co., Les Angeles, Cal, 
The Lincoln Jlining Co., Helena: Mont. 
The Philippi coal aud Coke Co., I'hilippi, W. Va. 
The Pool Coal and Coke Co., Pittsburgh Pa. 
Inter-State Chlorinating Co.. Olean, N.Y. 
Tbe American Electric Kock Drill Co.,JerSey City, N.J. 
The Jefferson and Monroe Manufac

turing and M ning Co., Upland, Incl. 
The Chief Lode Mining Co., St Paul, Minn. 

Messrs. McClave and Brooks, manufacturers of the 
celebrated McClave Grate and Argand Blower have re
moved from No, 401 Lackawanna Ave. to more com
modious quarters at Nos. 301 and 303 seventh St., this 
city. In the future they will be in better shape to 
meet the rapidly increasing demand for their grate and 
blower. AVe advise all steam users who have not seen 
these arrangements in use to write to them for one of 
their illustrated catalogues. There are hundreds of 
these grates and blowers in use, all of which are earn
ing the highest commendations from users. The New 
York Steam Co., whicli has the largest steam heating 
plant in America, experimented with various grates 
and blowers for several years, and now use none but 
those manufactured by Jlessrs. McClave & Brooks. 
Hon. Eckley B.C->xe, of Drifton, Pa., who has probably 
done more experimenting in mechanics connected with 
mining tban any other man in the country, has also 
adopted the McClave Grates and Argand Blowers at 
the steam plants connected with all of Coxe Bros. & Co.'s 
collieries, 

On a racent order for Selden Patent Packing received 
hy the manufacturer, Mr. Randolph Brandt, of 38 Cort
landt St., N e w York, the following foot note appeared : 
" W e consider the 'Selden' Packing far superior loany other pack

ing we have ever used. Ithassoproven to us for both water and 
steam." Signed 

MAI.TIN C A H I L L . 

JIauager Mutual Mining Co., of Cannelburg, Ind. 
I. N. CAS8IDY, 

Engineer Mutual Mining Co. 
These gentlemen have been using the Selden Packing 
on large plunger pumps for over a year. 

Messrs. Thomas Carlin's Sons, of Allegheny, Pa., 
write us as follows: " At present we are having quite 
a run on plans for grinding fire and red brick clays, and 
our hoisting engine department is also fairly busy." 

HEAT A N D FLAME. 

Delivered in the Guildhall, Derby, February 27, 1892. 

BY GEO. FLETCHER, ESQ., F.G.S., A. INST. E.E. 

Ofthe Derby JIunicipal Technical College. 

Mr. Fletcher said: The subject to which I ask your 
attention this afternoon is one of great importance to 
those engaged in mining and engineering work. It in
cludes a large number of questions of great practical 
value. In the tirst place, I shall attempt to make clear 
certain great principles which will enable you to con
nect together many of the facts which I shall this after
noon illustrate by experiment. In the younger days of 
science, when what passed for philosophy concerned 
itself with speculations rather Than experiments, heat 
was regarded as a material substance, and while philos
ophers like Bacon, Boyle, and others, imagined that 
beat was a kind of motion among the particles ofa heated 
body, it remained for such investigators as liumford 
and Davy to show that heat was not a material sub
stance, but might be created by friction. Time would 
fail m e to do more than mention the labors of these 
men. It is now an accepted fact that heat is simply a 
statedue t«the molecular condition ofthe heated body. 
W e must regard it as a form of energy. As such we 
can convert it into other forms of energy and convert 
these in their turn into heat. It i_ one ofthe familiar 
facts of every-day life that friction gives rise to heat. 
Everyone knows tbat the tendency of friction is to de
stroy motion. AVe endeavor in our machinery to 
reduce friction to a minimum. W h y ? Because we 
know it is wasteful ofthe energy of mechanical motion, 
and also because we have heat produced where the 
friction takes place, in some cases to such an extent as 
to cause trouble with the bearings of machinery, and 
the greater the amount of friction the greater the quan
tity of heat developed. W e see then tbat while 
mechanical motion may be destroyed, the energy 
which that motion represents cannot be destroyed; "it 
is only converted into some other forms. Let us con
sider in what different ways heat may be produced. 
we-may produce it by the friction of substances, by the 
striking together of two bodies, or simply by compres
sion. Here is a brass cylinder into which fits a piston, 
to one end of which is attached a small piece of Ger
man tinder. If I suddenly push the piston into the 
cylinder so as to compress the air, sufficient heat is 
generated to set fire to the tinder. (Experiment.) 
In all tbese cases you will see that tbe heat is gener
ated at the expense of motion, at least of visible 
motion, for as I shall presently hope to make clear, the 
destruction of the visible" motion is accompanied 
by the quickening of the motion of the molecules 
which constitute the heated body. Thanks to the 
labors of such investigators as Mayer and Joule, 
the precise numerical equivalence between heat 
energy and mechanical energy has been determined. 
The latter, by a series of the most careful experi
ments, showed that if the work done by a bodv one 
pound in weight in falling through a distance of 772 
feet were wholly expended in producing heat, that 
heat would be sufficient to raise tbe one pound of water 
through 1 deg, F. Or, conversely, if tbe amount of 
heat liberated by one pound of water falling, say from 
60 deg. F. to 59 deg. F., be wholly expendedin lifting a 
weight of one pound, it will be sufficient to lift it 
through a distance of 772 feet. Thus the mechanical 
equivalent of heat is 772 foot-pounds. The practical and 
theoretical importance of this determination cannot be 
overestimated. 
Tliere are yet other ways in which heat may be pro

duced, but in every case the heat is generated at Ihe 
expense of some other form of energy. You are already 
familiar with the conversion of electrical energy into 
heat and light. AVe may also produce it from" what 
may be termed the energy of chemical separation. In 
order to dissociate the elements of a chemical com
pound, we have to apply energy. Thus we may sep
arate the elements of water—oxygen and hydrogen— 
by means of the electrical current. The separation of 
these two gases represents the energy expended in dis
sociating them, and we can, by mixing them together 
and applying a light, cau e them to reunite, with the 
production of heat. In all cases of combustion, in the 
burning ofa fire or a gas, we have the energy of chem
ical separation converted into the energy of light and 
heat. (Experiments.) 
The physical effects of change of temperature on 

bodies is of immense practical importance. As a 
general rule, solids, liquids, and gases expand with an 
increase of temperature. Their consttituent mole*1 

cules are caused to move more rapidly, and a change 
of volume results. Here is a rod of iron, which, as 
you see, fits accurately in a gauge bar. On heating it, 
however, it becomes too large to go in the gauge, 
but on cooling again it resumes ites original dimen
sions. The force of the expansion and contraction, 
due to heating and cooling, is considerable. The 
contraction of this bar of wrought iron in cooling is 
sufficient to break this small rod of cast-iron. (Ex
periment.) Liquids expand more tban solids for 
an equal rise of temperature. You will perceive that 
only a slight amount of heat is necessary in order to 
expand tlie water contained in this flask, and when the 
water is heated over a flame, the rise of tbe 
liquid within the tube indicates the rapid expan
sion. It must not be forgotten that the flask itself 
is expanding, but the liquid is expanding at a 
far greater rate. Here is another flask containing air, 
Tbrotgh the cork runs a tube open at both ends. 
AVhen tbe flask is heated tbe air expands considerably, 
and you observe that when I hold it with the open end 
of the tube below the surface of water, a continuous 
stream of bubbles passes through the water. The con
tained air is not very hat, and when I withdraw the 
flame it begins to cool. This is accompanied by con
traction, as is manifested by the fact that the water is 
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now being forced up the tube. N o w it has reached the 
top ofthe tube and is running into the flask, and you 
notice that as soon as this takes place the air within is 
rapidly cooled by the water, which is projected against 
tbe end of tbe flask with some violence, forming a 
beautiful miniature fountain. You will see by the 
quantity of water in the flask that the expansion must 
have been considerable. Air, and, indeed, all gases, 
expand l-273d part of their volume for every degree 
centigrade. This is known as the co-efficient of ex
pansion for gases. There is one important exception to 
the general law of tbe expansion of bodies by heat to 
which I must refer. I refer to water. If we take water 
at 32 deg. F. (freezing point) and heat it. contraction 
will take place until a temperature of 39 deg. is reached, 
above which the liquid expands. This temperature is 
known as that ofthe maximum density of water. 

In the case of a solid, increased temperature leads 
to an increase in volume, which means that the mole
cules which constitute it are driven further apart. 
This may take place to such an extent that the force of 
cohesion, which becomes feebler and feebler as tbe 
molecules are pushed further apart, is at last insufficient 
to prevent tbe particles frcm moving freely one over 
the other ; and we have tbe change from a solid to a 
liquid state. With a still further increase of tempera
ture, the molecules are driven further apart, until at 
last they are entirely freed from tbe influence of cohe
sion, and the gaseous state is reached. As you are per
fectly aware, the temperature at which different sub
stances change their state differs considerably. Some 
suhstances are gaseous at very low temperatures, while 
others cannot be rendered gaseous by the most intense 
heat which we can artificially produce. 
Accompanying these changes of state are thermal 

phenomena of great importance. This may be well 
illustrated in the case of water. If we take ice and 
apply heat, we find that it does not melt suddenly, 
but that in order to m?lt it we must supply a consider
able amount of heat. This heat is absorbed without 
raising tbe temperature, and hence is called latent beat. 
It is really employed to bring about that separation of 
the molecules which I have previously referred to. 
As soon as the last particle of ice has disappeared, the 
temperature begins to rise, and continues to do so until 
the boiling point is r-ached, and then the temperature 
ie once more constant until all the water is turned to 
steam, the heat being employed to overcome the molec
ular cohesion. 
The manner in which the beatia transmitted from one 

place to another is a subject of considerable importance. 
It may either pass through matter—conduction, with 
matter—convection, or independently of matter as 
ordinarily under.-tood—radiation. In this case the 
medium of transmission is the ether. Different sub
stances differ from each other very markedly in their 
ability for conducting beat. You will see that the heal 
from this flame, when applied to tbe junction between 
a compound bar of copper and iron is transmitted 
more rapidly through the copper than through the iron. 
(Experiment.) Liquids and gases become heated by 
means of convection. AVater, as you will see, is a very 
bad conductor of heat, for when 1 beat the water in the 
upper part of this tube to the boiling point, that in the 
lower portion remains quite cold. If, however, I heat the 
water at the bottom of the tube, the heated water rises 
and cold currents descend to take its place. Here the 
water is heated by convection. You have an excellent 
example of the manner in which beat is transmitted 
through space independently of matter—namely, by 
radiation—in this little instrument (exhibiting 
Crooks's radiometer, which he explained). 
It has already been explained that beat is produced by 

combustion. Now the burning of gas or a candle, or 
the coal on the fire, are examples of combustion—of 
chemical combination. The constituents of these sub
stances are uniting with the oxygen of the air; the 
products of burning are given off, and light and beat 
are evolved. In each case the flame is produced by the 
chemical union of gases, which, in the act of combining. 
develop so much heat tbat their products are rendered 
incandescent. It is seen that it is necessary to initiate 
this chemical action by applying a light in the first 
place, but that as soon as started the action continues, 
for in tbe act of union, great heat is evolved, and this 
is communicated to other neighboring parts ofthe burn
ing substance. The temperature required to initiate 
the action is diflerent in many cases. Thus, certain 
gases combine spontaneously with oxygen at ordinary 
temperatures, while others, such as coal gas, require a 
high temperature to start the action. Unless the gaseB 
be raised to tbe temperature necessary they will not 
combine, or if gases in the act of combination— a flame 1 
— b e cooled below that temperature, the action will I 
cease. Thus, if a coil of copper wire be placed around 
a candle flame, tbe copper conducts the heat away so 
rapidly that the temperature of the flame is reduced 
and goes out. This does not take place if the coil of 
wire is previously hented. This is a fact of immense 
practical value. Upon it depends the action of our 
safety-lamps. Sir Humphrey Davy found, in his early 
experiments on explosive mixtured of fire-damp and 
air, that a high temperature was necessary to bring 
about an explosion.and that, therefore,it was not difficult 
to cool down tbe flame below the temperature essential 
in order that combination should take place. H e found 
that metallic tubes, a fifth of an inch in diameter and 
IA inch long, stopped an explosion, and that the flame 
would not pass through wire gauze, owing to the cool
ing action it exerts upon the flame. 
The heat liberated by the burning of a particular gas 

will, of course, depend upon the rate at which the 
action of combination takes place. If we increase the 
supply of air to a burning gas, we increase the rate, as 
in the case of a blowpipe flame. Here I have a blow
pipe, in which, instead of air, I supply pure oxygen, 
and we get intense heat produced—so intense tbat, as 
you see, wrought iron is rapidly melted,and iron filings 
are instantly raised to a white heat and oxidized. 
Here the rate of combination is very rapid. 

Where we have the two gases between which union 
takes place mixed with each other, tbe combination 
takes place with great rapidity, and an explosion results. 
It must not, however, be imagined tbat this is really 
instantaneous. A number of experiments have been 
made with a view to determine the rate at which flame 
travels through various explosive mixtures. In the 
case ofa mixture of oxygen and hydrogen of maximum 
explosive power, it w;is found that flame travels at the 
rateof about 37 yards per second, and in many other 
mixtures at a much slower rate. 
It will be interesting now to consider upon what 

the luminosity of flames depends. Here is a burner 
in which air is allowed to mix with coal gas before 
burning. It is known as a Bunsen burner, and you 
will observe that the flame produced is non-luminous. 
If I close the holes which are at the bottom of the 
tube, and so prevent tbe air mixing with the gaj, 
the flame becomes luminous, as with the use of an 
ordinary burner. There is another important differ
ence between the flames : tbat ofthe Bunsen burner is 
smokeless and will not blacken anything placed over 
or in it. The luminous flame is smoky, and 
covers with soot a glass rod or other body placed 
within it. Is there any relation between the two 
phenomena ? Davy's idea was that the luminosity 
was due to soot in the flame; but it has been argued 
that there are certain luminous flames (such as the 
flame of phosphorous burning with oxygen) which 
cannot contain solid particles. Professor Frank-
land proposed a theory which explains the lumi
nosity as due to the presence of dense gases. H e had 
observed that a candle burning on Mont Blanc gave 
less light than under ordinary circumstances, although 
the rate of burning was unchanged. Experimenting in 
the laboratory, he found that the luminosity of any 
flame was diminished by a diminution of pressure, and 
vice versa, while a non-luminous hydrogen flame be
comes as luminous as a coal-gas flame ofthe same size 
under a pressure of 20 atmospheres. H e discovered 
that soot from a flame contained a quantity of hydro
gen which could not he separated, and it was found 
that under pressure a hydrogen flame yields a spectrum 
in which tbe hydrogen lines widen out until the spec
trum becomes continuous. H e thought that the soot 
from a flame was purely a condensation product, and 
urged tbat, if a flame contained solid particles, it would 
not be transparent. The German chemist, Heumann, 
however, showed that soot was not a condensation 
product—tbat if you heat a porcelain rod and hold it in 
the flame you will get as much soot deposited upon 
it as if it were cold, and also that you would get a 
larger amount deposited upon the under tban upon the 
upper 3ide. H e further showed that a flame casts a 
shadow, due to the solid particles it contains, and that 
if you mix with luminous coal gas carbonic acid 
gas, or even hydrogen, its luminosity is diminished, 
or even destroyed. Indeed, if by any means you can 
prevent the carbon from being separated out as soot 
you reduce the luminosity. Now a certain temperature 
is necessary to separate the carbon from the carbon-
holding molecules, and if you added an indifferent gas, 
such as nitrogen or carbonic acid gas, the carbon-
holding molecules are separated one from the other; 
the carbon is not separated, and the flame is non-
luminous. Gas used for illuminating purposes should, 
then, be as free as possible from these indifferent gases, 
which diminish the luminosity. 
It is found that heat aids the separation ofthe carbon 

as soot Here I have a Bunsen burner with a platinum 
tube. You notice that we now have an ordinary non-
luminous Bunsen flame. I will now direct upon the 
platinum tube a blowpipe flame, and you notice that 
as it gets hot the flame becomes more and more lumin
ous. I now extinguish the blowpipe flame and direct 
a current of cool air across the tube. The flame again 
becomes non-lnminous. W e see the advantage then of 
warming the gas before it is burnt, and the gas may be 
carried over its own flame, as is now commonly done 
in street lamps. You will further see that if I allow 
two ordinary gas flames to play one upon the other, 
we get a greatly increased luminosity without increased 
consumption. It is also advantageous to use burners 
with nozzles of low conducting power, such as steatite. 
In conclusion, Mr. Fletcher dealt at some length with 

the influence of suspended combustible dust, such as 
coal-dust, in enhancing the effects of explosions in coal 
mines, illustrating his remarks with experiments. 

A Very Fair Proposition. 

In a late issue of THE COLLIERY ENGINEER was pub
lished an entire page of testimonials from the largest 
steam users in America regarding the benefits they had 
derived by using the Pittsburgh Boiler Scale Resolvent 
to prevent the formation of scale, and the corrosion from 
acid feed waters in tbeir boilers. 
The continued use ot this preparation by such firms 

as the Carnegies', Edgar Thomson Steel Works, and 
the H.C. Frick Coke Co. for periods covering from five 
to seven years is pretty good proof that the article is all 
its manufacturers claim for it. In this issue on page vi 
the PittsburghBoilerScale Resolvent Co. offerto furnish 
a barrel to any colliery or other steam user on appro
bation, and mark the invoice, " Not to be paid for unless 
its use proves entirely satisfactory." 
They claim it contains neither acid or alkali and will 

positively prevent corrosion, no matter how bad the 
water, and will prevent entirely the formation of scale 
except in extreme cases where the amount of mineral 
contained in the water is very excessive, and even in 
such cases will greatly reduce theamount of scale and 
render easy of removal such as does form. 
By writing for their pamphlet entitled " H o w to 

remove scale and prevent corrosion in steam boilers at 
a cost of ten cents a week for each 50 horse power," 
you will get some very original and useful information 
on this subject. 

TESTING- FOR GAS IN COAL MINES. 

Lecture Delivered In the University College, Not
tingham, (Eng.), February 6th 1892. 

BY PROFESSOR CLOWES. 

Professor Clowes said: Tbe term "gas testing"" 
should refer only to the best ways of detecting the 
presence of low percentages of tire-damp in air, and of 
measuring their amount. This involves the careful use-
of an appropriate safety-lamp or other apparatus. Any 
form of safety-lamp in unskilled hands will indicatepro-
portions of fire-damp exceeding about 6 or 7 per cent. 
Such mixtures make the flame increase in size, and 
then flare and flicker, or they totally extinguish it if the 
propoition of gas is high. The?e signs of the presence 
of gas cannot be mistaken, and they are supplemented 
in some ofthe less perfect forms of lamp by tbe burning 
of tbe ;.as itself inside the lamp (experiments shown).. 
The Gat'forth detector, which serves to introduce the 

gas. taken from any suspected part, into the lamp, and 
make it light the flame, serves well to find gas, if it is 
not mixed with much air (gas was shown by this 
detector). 
W h e n the proportion of gas to be detected falls below 

2 per cent., however, only the careful use of a suitable 
lamp or apparatus will serve to detect it and measure 
its amount-
It may be urged that very low percentages of gas 

need not be detected, as they give rise to no risk of 
explosion. This statement, however, certainly requires 
qualification in the light of what is now known with 
regard to the influence ofthe presence of fine coal-dust. 
Air containing less tban 2 per cent, of gas becomes explo
sive if it is mingled with coal-dust, and accordingly, in 
dusty mines, percentages of gas less than those which 
can be found by an ordinary lamp must undoubtedly be 
looked for. 
Then, again, in order to test the sufficiency of the* 

ventilation, and moie especially to ascertain that the 
air reaching the mine by the " downcast " is properly 
divided up into tbe "splits," so that each split gets its 
due share, it is absolutely necessary to ascertain period
ically the percentage of gas in the " returns." The per
centages of gas to be determined in the returns will ' 
usually be below the lowest quantity detectable by an 
ordinary safety-lamp. 
If there should exist amongst managers any unwil

lingness to use the most perfect means of gay-testingr 
simply because they do not wish to know the worst 
concerning tbe state of tbe ventilation of their mines, 
either as regards its amount, or its proper distribution, 
this feeling must surely give way in the present age of 
scientific progress, and in view of the preventable 
danger which is incurred by such i-ecklessnesB. 
The only satisfactory and trustworthy methods of 

gas-testing at present known depend upon the fact 
that even the smallest percentages of gas in airr 
which cannot be kindled by a flame, will yet burn com
pletely if they are kept in contact with a sufficiently 
hot surface (experiment shown). Thus, air containing 
a mere trace of gas shows a pale mantle of flame, 
or "flame-cap," around an ordinary flame which is 
burning in it (experiment shown). Also a wire main
tained at a red heat by the passage of an electric cur
rent, when introduced into such air, becomes visibly 
brighter ; this is due to the gas present in the air burn
ing around the wire, and imparting the heat of its com
bustion to the wire. It ia on these facts that the most 
important methods of gas-testing rest. 
The most satisfactory gas-indicator as yet produced 

is that of Liveing. It consists of a small box, enclos
ing apparatus for producing an electric current. This 
current is passed through two spirals of fine platinum 
wire, and beats them to redness; both of them being 
maintained at the same heat. One of the spirals is en
closed in air free from gas, the other is exposed, with 
suitable precautions, to the air ofthe mine. If gas ia 
present in the air of the mine, the spiral which is im
mersed in tbe mine-air glows more brightly thau the 
other. This increase of brightness is proportioned to
the amount of gas present; and by a simple arrange
ment for measuring the difference of the brilliancy of 
the spirals, the percentage of gas present in the air can 
be at once read off upon a scale. Tbe delicacy of this 
instrument is shown by the fact that, with 2 per cent. 
of gas in the air, the spiral becomes no less than five-
times as bright as the other ; and the difference of its 
brightness is easily perceptible when only 0'25 per 
cent, of gas is present (this apparatus was explained,. 
and its uses illustrated by means of a large dissected 
model, by diagrams and projected photographs, and by 
the exhibition of tbe indicator itself). The only ob
jections which seem to be raised to the use of this ap
paratus in the mine is that it is costly, that it necessi
tates the carrying of a special apparatus, and that some 
trouble has arisen from the spirals being rendered use
less by fusion of the metal, caused by overheating 
them." If no simpler and less costly and troublesome 
apparatus is available, these objections surely are not 
of very great weight; they seem insufficient to account-
for the neglect with which this apparatus has been-
treated since its invention in 1880. 
Another apparatus depending upon the use of an 

electrically-heated wire is that devised by Maurice, 
a man practically connected with coal mining. In this 
apparatus a sample ofthe air to be tested is encloeedr 
and a wire is kept glowing in it by means of electricity 
for a few minutes. Any gas present in the air is tliuB 
burnt. The percentage of gas in the air is then measured 
by the decrease of pressure which occurs, and which is 
measured upon a water-gauge. The gas in burning 
causes three times its own volume of air to disappear: 
hence arises the decrease of pressure, which will be 
proportioned to the amount of gas present. This ap
paratus is sound in principle. It seems doubtful wheth
er it is as simple in practice as that of Liveing (Maur-
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ice's apparatus was explained by diagrams, by a work
ing model, and the apparatus was shown). 
In endeavoring to devise a satisfactory and delicate 

.gas-indicator, attempts have been made to improve the 
method originally employed, that of detecting the gas 
by the " cap" appearing over the flame of the safety-
lamp. The ordinary forms of safety lamp, even in the 
hand of those experienced in gas-testing, will not with 
-certainty indicate less than 2 per cent, ol gas. The del
icacy of the 'flame-cap" test has, however, recently 
• been vastly increased. The examination of lamp's 
special]}' designed fir gas-testing has been undertaken 
in Prussia, and has resulted in the recommendation of 
an extremely sensitive lamp devised by Pieler. Tbe 
examination of the sensitiveness of certain modified 
lamps for gas-testing has also more recently been re
ported upon by a Royal Commission on Accidents in 
Mines. The lecturer has devised a special apparatus 
for the purpose, and his experiments have thus far had 
the result of proving that the Hepplewhite-Gray lamp, 
as modified by James Ashworth, is capable of detect
ing and measuring extremely low percentages of gas. 
The Pieler lamp burns methylated spirits; the flame 

is large and is shielded from the eye; the "cap" seen 
over this flame with very low percentages of gas is 
large and well-defined ; there is no difficulty in detect
ing and measuring it. The cap is over an inch in 
height when only a quarter of 1 per cent, of gas is pres
ent (the Pieler lamp was shown in action). Objections 
have been taken to this lamp on the score of its being 
useless for lighting purposes, since its flame is pale ; 
this necessitates the carrying of a safety-lamp with it. 
It is also said to be dan gerouB ; in one senee at least 
there is danger incurred when the lamp is in careless 
hands, since the spirits, if spilt upon the flame, will 
blaze, and its vapor is explosive when mixed with air 
and fired (proved by experiments). These sources of 
danger, however, vanish with care (the Pieler lamp 
was shown burning in air containing gas). 
The modified lamp introduced by Ashworth, when it 

is burning benzolineisopen to thesame objection when 
it is placed in careless hands. Benzoline is an inflam
mable spirit, and its vapor when mixed with air is ex
plosive. But it presents no other danger, and it has 
the decided advantage of furnishing either a brilliant 
illuminating flame or a pale gas-test ing flame as maybe 
•desired. The preparation of the part ofthe glasscylin-
der immediately behind the flame also adds immensely 
tothe sensitiveness of the lamp for gas-testing. The 
"flame-cap " is so pale that in order to render a small 
•cap visible, the lamp-flame must itself be almost non-
luminous; and, further all reflections ofthe flame from 
the glass must be abolished. By a low-pitch screw, the 
wick ofthe lampcan he gradually drawn down until the 
flame issmall and pale blue in color. This flame is 
then examined against a lamp-glass ground at the back, 
so as to give no reflections. A still better surface is 
•obtained by smoking the back of latnp-glas* insidewith 
the flame of a wax taper. Asbworth's modified lamp 
used in this way readily detects half a percent, of gas 
by a cap about 7 millimeters, or a quarter of an inch, in 
height: with one per cent, the cap is 10 millimeters, 
with 2 per cent. 14, with 3 per cent. 20, with 4 per cent. 
25, and with 5 per cent 30 millimeters in height. Here 
we have a lamp whicli is at once a good lisht-
ing and a good testing-lamp. Mr. Ashworth has 
arranged for burning safe oils, which are free 
from the dangers of bvnzoline, in his lamp. 
With these oils the lighting power of the lamp is 
admirable, but the lowered flame is not abso
lutely pale, and is not, therefore, a« sensitive for gas 
testing as the benzoline flame (the lamp and its special 
glasses were shown, and the lamp was shown with full 
lighting power, and with a cap in gas). 
It will be seen that much has been done towards 

producing a i-afety-lamp which is very sensitive for gas-
testing, and is at the same time a good illuminator. 
But, probably,more may yet be done; and an arrange
ment for gas-testing may be applied to a safety-lamp 
which will free the lamp from the reputed danger of burn
ing benzoline or inflammable spirit of any kind, and 
yet give good flame-caps. 

What is to be desired is a flame which shall not only 
be pale, but hot, and also sufficiently large. The flame 
Dioduced by drawing down the wick of a safety-lamp 
burning oil is not sufficiently pale; it is also so small 
that it lacks the heat necessary to produce a large and 
well-defined cap; while the very smaUness of the flame 
makes it liable to go out, and to cause the gas-tester to 
lose his flame in a place where he cannot relight it. 

As far as m y experiments have gone at present, they 
indicate that the flame of burning hydrogen fulfills all 
theconditions required for very delicate gas testing. 
I shall probably have more to say about this in a future 
lecture. 
The apparatus which I have constructed for testing 

the sensitiveness of lamps ior gas testing consists of a 
lar^e air-tight wooden box of about 100 litres capacity. 
It is mounted on legs of a convenient height. In the 
front is a window for examining the lamp in the inter
ior; the lamp being introduced through an opening in 
the bottom ofthe chamber, which is closed by a small 
tray of water. The interior of the testing chamber is 
painted dead-black. And a large thin board, almost 
equal in size to the section ofthe chamber,is suspended 
from an axis in one of the upper corners, so that it can 
be swung up and down in the chamber to mix the gas 
and air. The gas is introduced in measured quantity 
from a gasholder into the top of tbe chamber, the air 
which it displaces being allowed to escape below. After 
the gas and air in the chamber have been mixed, the 
lamp is introduced, and the size and appearance of the 
flame-cap caused by the known percentage of gas is ob
served. The experiments are made in a dark room, 
and the eye should have been in darkness for some 
time before examining tbe flame. Thegasusedin the 
experiments was marsh-gas chemically prepared. The 
apparatus furnishes a ready means of testing the sensi
tiveness of safety-lamps as gas-indicators ; and I a m at 
present applying it to other matters of interest in con

nection with gas-testing (the testing-chamber was ex
hibited, and explained by diagrams and photographs; 
it was then charged, and a lamp was introduc-d). 

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA CENTRAL 
MINING- INSTITUTE. 

An Interesting and Well Attended Meeting Held at 
Pittsburgh. 

The Western Pennsylvania Central Mining Institute met 
in the Court-House at'Pittsburgh June 28th. In absence of 
the President, Inspector J. T, Evans was made President 
pro tem. 
The first paper was read by Inspector William Duncan 

on "The Advantages of a Slope over a Shaft." Mr. Dun
can took the ground that under certain circumstances tbe 
advantages in economy of construction and working were 
as 5 to 3 in favor ofthe slope. 
This view was uombuted quite briskly by several, and 

ex-Inspector F. C. Keighley asked, and was granted leave 
to prepare a paper for the next meeting showing " The Ad
vantages ofa Shaft over a Slope." 
The next question for debate was "Does The Present 

Bituminous Mine Law Need Revising?" 
The general expression was that it did and that the law 

proposed at the last session of the Legislature was in gener
al a very good one and with a few changes would be ac
ceptable to both miners and operators. After a discussion 
ofthe weak points ofthe present law the Chair was author
ized to appoint a committee consisting ofthe eight Inspect
ors, three operators and three miners, to serve without pay, 
who should consider the matter and report to the next 
meeting of the Institute what changes should be made in 
the law as proposed to the last Legislature. 
The general feeling shown during the debate was that 

several points of tbe law were impossible of enforcement 
and impractical, and that if these could be modified there 
would be little opposition to it. 
The next question was; "Should a Miner Have a Theo

retical Knowledge of Mine Gases ?" 
There was considerable discussion on the question, but 

it was very one-sided, and the meeting decided the question 
unanimously in the affirmative. 
The next question was: "What are the Relative Ad

vantages and Disadvantages ofthe Exhaust over the Blow
ing Pan for Ventilating Purposes?" 
Inspector Jenkins said he thought the blowing fans best 

as the exhaust fan rarities or lightens the air and allows 
the gas to come forth in undue quantities upon small 
changes in the barometer, while a blowing fan compresses 
and to a targe degree overcomes this tendency. Also if 
tliere is black-damp the extra pressure from tbe blowing 
fan serves to keep it back in the falls and unused places. 
Also, an exhaust fan on account of handling the expanded 
air will require more power tban tbe blower, as the blower 
puts it into the mine under pressure and in smaller bulk 
and it expands in the mine. In case of falls stopping the 
current, the exhaust fan rarefies the air, and the mine is 
quickly filled with gas. 
Mr. Stinner said: The exhaust fan will produce more 

air tban the blower, fur while the blower fan makes tbe air 
heavier it thereby increases thefriction. 
Mr. King said he knew of no particular advantage for 

either. Fan-i should be so put up that they can be used 
either as force or exhaust. In the Broad Top region itis 
necessary that they shall he able to work in eitherdirection 
at different times of tbe year,as the great difference in eleva
tion between the intake and outlet causes a powerful natu
ral current which changes its direction with the changes of 
outside temperature. 
Mr. Keighiy favored the blowing fan, aud gave some fig

ures in regard to a change which he hod made from exhaust 
to force fan. He said, however, that certain natural con
ditions had much to do with tbe apparently favorable results 
ofthe force fan , so that the test was hardly a fair one. 
Mr. Evans said : The advantages of an exhaust fan are : 
1st. The fouled return airdoes not pass through the haul

age road. 2d. In case of an explosion the jar to the fun is 
less. 3d. It has advantages in protecting the slialt timber. 
Its disadvantages are: 1st The air meeting loaded mine 

cars causing greater friction ; 2d. Winter causes ice in the 
shaft ; Sd. Pressure is less and more gases are liberated. 
Mr. Hartley considered force fans dangerous in gaseous 

mines, as on account of compression the gases are held in 
the waste places and crevices, and a sudden diminution of 
the ventilating pressure will allow them to come out and 
expand, thus filling the mine quickly. 
Mr. Blick preferred exhaust fans. It was better to take 

all the pressure possible off and let the gas come out and he 
carried away tban to pin it up with a blowing fan and have 
it let loose by some unexpected accident. 
The meeting was about equally divided on the merits of 

the two fans. The meeting then adjourned till the next 
morning. ' 
When the meeting was called to order on the morning 

of the 29th the report of the committee on oil and 
gas wells was read. This committee was appointed at a 
former meeting ofthe Institute to consider how coal mines 
should be protected from oil and gas wells. Tbe report 
was debated by the Institute article by article, and as finally 
adopted is as follows : 
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON GAS AND OIL WELLS. 
Owing to the imminent danger and constant menace to 
tbe lives to the miners working in the Bituminous mines 
of this State, and the great liability of many of the valuable 
coal properties thereof being rendered useless fiom the 
blind policy that is being pursued by the oil operators in 
boring oil and gas wells through the workings of the said 
coal mines without proper regulation, and regardless of 
what might become ofthe lives of the workmen or property 
rights of others, therefore we, your committee appointed at 
the last meeting of this Institute, beg leave to make the 
following suggestions which we deem necessary to afford a 
reasonable degree of protection to all engaged in operating 
mines in tbe oil and gas regions of this state: 
First. That we petition the Legislature at its next session 

to enact a law for the protection of workingmen employed in 
the Bituminous mines and to guard against tbe probable 
destruction of valuable mining properties from the escape of explosive gas and oil into the coal mines from bure-holes bored into the gas _md oil bearing strata which underlie the coal measures in so many counties of the State. Second. That an expert Mining Engineer be appointed to enforce the statue regulating the boring of oil and gas wells through the coal measures and the sealing of the same after abandonment. Third. That all bore-holes which are to be bored for natural gas or oil shall be properly located by the State | 

Mining Engineer on a county map immediately after bor
ing operations begin, said maps to become the property of 
the State and a copy of all such to be kept at some of the 
Stale departments for public inspection and a copy also to 
be filed as a public document with the prothonotary of the 
county in which said wells or bore boles are situated. 
Fourth. That before any individual, firm, or corporation 

owning or operating a gas or oil well shall abandon tbe 
same, he or they or their lawful agent shall notify the said 
State Mining Engineer of their intention of abandoning it, 
who shall immediately visit the said well and shall see that 
it is properly sealed from bottom to top by an approved 
cement. 
Fifth. That after the sealing of the well has been approved 

by the said State Mining Engineer, he shall issue a cer
tificate as evidence of the fact that said well has been her
metically sealed, after which the oil or gas company shall 
be released from further liability. 
Sixth. That if any coal operator, firm, or corporation shall 

have opened a coal mine, thereby giving them the prior 
right of working their mineral property, no individual, 
firm, or corporation thereafter desiring to bore oil or gas 
wells shall be allowed to locate said wells at such places as 
to interfere in any way with the main passages or projected 
passages, main or cross-headings and air courses of tbe 
mine. 
Seventh. That when any gas or oil well has been bored 

through solid coal, the coal company, provided the well ia 
not abandoned and hermetically sealed, shall be required 
to leave a solid block of coal around the producing well, of 
such dimensions as the State Mining Engineer shall ap
prove; hut for each ton of coal left for such purposes the 
oil operator or company shall be required to pay to the 
owner or operator of said coat a reasonable compensation 
for the amount of coal left, provided said coal cannot be 
profitably recovered by the mining company after the well 
is abandoned. 
Eighth, That when gas or oil wells are bored through an 

abandoned part of a producing coal mine, and the roof 
strata above the coal seam have not subsided, stone or brick 
walls shall be built by the parties boring such wells and 
said walls shall be of such size as the State Mining Engineer 
shall approve and should tbe roof strata have thoroughly 
subsided in said abandoned parts, the said oil operator 
shall be required to put in the well, for a depth of at least 
ten feet below the floor of the excavated coal scam, a strong 
outer metal casing, leaving between it and the main casing 
ofthe well, a space of at least one inch at all parts. 
Ainth. That all pipe lines for conveyinggas over coal 

properties which are being mined or over abandoned parts 
of any minethatisin operation, shall be layed on trestle 
work on the surface and tlie method of laying the pipeline 
shall be approved by the State Mining Engineer. 
Tenth. That the State Mining Engineer shall be empow

ered to locate, at the expense of the State or county, all 
'abandoned holes, such holes to be filled up as herein set 
forth. 
Eleventh. That each deed of property shall describe the 

numberof holes that are being or have been drilled on the 
estate tbat the deed represents. 
Twelfth. That till individuals, companies, or corporations, 

before drilling a hole shall cause to be deposited in the 
hands ofthe Stateor County Treasurera sum equivalent 
to the cost of locating and filling up such bole or holes. 
Thirteenth. That all oil or gas companies shall be placed 

under bonds to faithfully carry out the provisionsof the 
act. 
The consideration of this question consumed all the 

morning and it was found necessary to omit part of the 
program for the afternoon. 
At the afternoon session, the first paper was by W . S. 

Gresley, of Erie, Pa., entitled "The General System of Long-
wall." Mr. Gresley was not present, and the paper was read 
by Inspector Evans. At theclose a vote of thanks was given 
Mr. Gresley for bis paper. The next was a paper by Inspec
tor Blick, entitled " The Longwall that would be Appli
cable to the Pittsburgh Seam." This was a very able paper 
and excited much interest and some criticism. Mr. Blick 
explained several points tbat were criticised. After this 
the meeting adjourned to meet again next December. 

The Mineral Wealth of Newfoundland. 

In a report to the Colonial Office on the condition 
of Newfoundland, it is stated that ores of antimony, 
zinc, molybdenite, manganese, chromite, nitkel, ha'ma-
tite, rutile, gold, siver, etc., are all known to exist; 
while ot the eaithy minerals and non-metallic sub
stances there are a great variety, and in many cases an 
abundance of material. During the year 1890 valuable 
seams of coal were discovered in the vicinity of St. 
George's Bay. Previous to this tbe St. George's Bay 
carboniferous area was generally thought to bedestitute 
of workable coal seams, and as being occupied almost 
entirely by the lower measures, namely, the carbonif
erous limestone and millstone grit series. It ie grati
fying to be able to state tbat, upon reference of the fos
sil plants and samples obtained during the year to Sir 
William Dawson, Principal of M'Gill University in 
Montreal, one of the most eminent authorities upon 
fossil botany in North America, he has given it as his 
opinion that" the specimens sen tindicatea development 
of tbe coal measures not unlike that of Eastern Cape 
Breton, with which the beds may be connected under 
'the gulf;" and he adds that the government of thia 
colony would do well " to inform the English Govern
ment of tbe value of the coals on the west coast and 
their prospective importance to Britain and Newfound
land as well as to the other colonies. You have," he 
adds, " the nearest coal to England on this side the At
lantic." The investigation in the section of country re
ferred to has brought to light 27 ft. ofcoal, which is but 
10 ft. less than that of the North Sydney Section. The 
analysis of this coal gives a percentage of carbon not 
inferior to that of Cape Breton coal. 

Messrs. Abendroth & Root Manufacturing Company, 
2S Cliff St., N e w York City, recently furnished two 266 
H. P. Root water-tube safety steam boilers to the great 
Shattuck & Babcock Co. Mill, De Pere, Wis., one of the 
finest pipe-making establishments in the Fox River 
Valley paper district. 
This mill is also using a large quantity of the cele

brated Root spiral riveted water-pipe, which is also 
manufactured exclusively by Messrs. Abendroth & Root 
Manufacturing Company, and becoming very popular 
with paper-makers. 
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"^VTATCH FOR 
FUTURE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

OF THE 

THOMSON-VAN DEPOELE 
ELECTRIC MINING COMPANY, 

ON THE OUTSIDE COVER. 

THE SALARIES OF THE BITUMINOUS 
MINE INSPECTORS OP PENN

SYLVANIA. 

ONE ofthe peculiar differences existingbetween the 
Anthracite and Bituminous Mine Laws of Penn

sylvania, and a very unjust one, is the inequality 

ofthe salaries ofthe Inspectors of Mines. The Inspect

ors of the Anthracite mines are each paid $3,000 per 

year, while tbe Bituminous Inspectors are paid but 

§2,000. That the salaries paid tbe Anthracite Inspectors 

are not too high, is proven by the fact that a number 

of them, in the past, have resigned to accept more 

remunerative and less laborious and less hazardous 

positions with large firms or corporations engaged in 

the coal business. They were offered these positions on 

account of superior mining ability, such as is absolutely 

necessary in a competent Inspector, and which also 

made them desirable to their new employers. If super

ior mining ability is worth more than §3,000 per year 
to private firms and corporations, it must certainly be 
worth §3,000 to the State. 

The Bituminous Inspectors, to comply with the spirit 

and letter of the Bituminous Mine Law, must be men 
equal in ability to the Anthracite Inspectors. Their 

duties are equally as laborious and hazardous, but they 

only receive a salary of §2,000 per year each. This is 

unjust and tends to keep many men of superior ability 

from competing for the position, because they can do 
better with private corporations. 

No class of men connected with the mining industry 

of Pennsylvania are exposed to as many dangers as the 

Inspectors, and nobody could cope with these dangers 

more fearlessly and with more disregard for self than 

they do. The ordinary superintendent or mine fore

man must only meet the dangers incident to the mine 

or mines with which he is directly connected. Tlie 

Inspector must be on band and direct the work of res

cue after every serious accident at any ofthe many 

mines in his district, ami he is frequently called to 

assist in similar work in neighboring districts. H e 

must lead the rescuing party into the very jaws of 

death, and on his judgment and coolness the lives of 

scores of men often depend. In the discharge of his 

duty, even when no accident has occurred, be must visit 
dangerous localities and direct how the dangers are to 

be removed. Pie must, besides his mining ability and 

good judgment, be sufficiently politic to secure the 

enforcement of the law withoutcausing friction between 

employer and employe, and between the State as repre

sented by himself and all parties coming under the pro

visions ofthe law. Taken all in all, he must be just 

such a man as is desired by every large mine owner as 

a manager, and should therefore receive from the State 

a salary large enough to make it an object for him to 

remain in the employ ofthe Commonwealth. 

The Bituminous inspection districts, as a rule, cover 

much more territory than the Anthracite districts, and 

as railroad facilities are generally not quite as good, 

the Bituminous Inspector is compelled to spend more 

time away from his home than the Anthracite Inspect 

or. To fill his office satisfactorily, he must be the peer 

ofthe Anthracite Inspector in knowledge, judgment, 

and courage. H e is called on to perform exactly the 

same duties, and is exposed to exactly tbe same dan

gers. His services are in demand from Bituminous 

colliery owners who offer him less laborious and less 
hazardous positions with greater salary. 

Recently the H. C. Frick Coke Company wanted a 

well-qualified superintendent for one of its extensive 

collieries, and General Manager Lynch offered the 

position with a fair salary to Inspector Austin King, of 

the Eighth Bituminous District, and secured his ser

vices. Mr. King resigned an office with most onerous 

duties, to accept a more profitable position, with less 

work and fewer dangers, and the State lost the services 

ofa most competent man. It is true, the State secured 

a good man in his place, but it has no guarantee that 

his successor will not follow Mr. King's example at the 

first opportunity, and he cannot be blamed if he does. 

Another similar instance occurred when Mr. F. C. Keigh
ley resigned as Inspector ofthe Fifth Bituminous Dis

trict. If the salaries paid Messrs. King and Keighley 
had been §3,000 per year instead of §2,000, they would 

probably not have resigned. 

If the salaries of the Bituminous Inspectors are 

placed at §3,000 per year, the State will simply be 

doing justice to deserving and hard-worked officials.. 

With such a salary attached to the office many men of 

superior ability, who will not now accept the position, 

will appear before the examining boards and naturally 

the efficiency ofthe inspection service will be increased. 

Great Britain pays her Chief Inspectors £800 or 

§4,000 per year, and her first-class Assistant Inspectors 

£400 or §2,000 per year, and the inspection districts are 

not nearly as large as those of Pennsylvania. Besides 

the term of office is for life or good behavior. The 

result is that the inspection service of Great Britain 

has reached a high standard of efficiency. To attain 

such a result in Pennsylvania, the State must pay suffi

cient salary to not only obtain, but to retain first-class 

talent. A n increase of the salaries of the Bituminous 

Inspectors to §3,000 per year will be a move in the right 

direction and it will be productive of good. All col

liery officials and miners should employ every means 

in their power to influence the next Legislature to pass 

an amendment to tbe Mine Law of 1S85, fixing the 

salaries ofthe Bituminous Inspectors at §3,000 per year 
instead of §2,000 as they now are. 

FALLS OF ROOF A N D SIDES. 

O V E R 40 per cent, of all the fatal accidents which 

occurred in the mines of Pennsylvania during 

tbe year 1890 were due to falls of roof and 

sides. This percentage is about tbe average of similar 

accidents in tbe other States in the Union and in Great 
Britain. 

Two papers which have been recently read before 

the Manchester Geological Society (Eng.) afford a few 
statistics and practical suggestions on this subject. 

In England during the past 40 years the deaths from 

all kinds of accidents have decreased from 1 in 219 to 

1 in 530 persons employed. During the same period 

the deaths from falls of roof and sides have only 

decreased from 1 in 661 to 1 in 1,135 persons employed. 

In other words, the number of deaths from this kind of 

accident has only been reduced to | of what they 

previously were, while deaths from all kinds of acci

dents have decreased to |, so that (he fatalities from 

falls have not decreased in as great a ratio as the whole. 

Mr. Henry Hall, English Government Inspector of 

Mines, states that during the 17 years ending 1SS9 the 

total deaths in England from falls of roof and sides was 

7,790, or 45 per cent, of the total number of deaths 

from accidents. 

In Northumberland the ratio of deaths from falls was 

less than in Lancashire. It was generally supposed 
that tlie good roof in the former district was the cause 

of its comparative freedom from such accidents. As 

the percentage in Northumberland is, however, grad

ually decreasing, while that in Lancashire remains 
steady, this reason does not seem to be good. 

Mr. Hall says that Northumberland men work 1£ to 

2 hours less per man per day tban the Lancashire men 

and are therefore exposed a shorter time to danger. 

This may be a reason for the lower percentage but the 

real reason is that in Northumberland the timbering is 

done by skilled officials, and not left to the workmen. 

In Lancashire the timbering at the working face is done 
by the miners themselves. 

In every branch of mining it is noticeable that where 

tbe work is done by the owners the security of life is 

greater, but where it is left tothe men working on 

contract no appreciable advance has been made. As-

circumstances vary in every mine, Mr. Hall suggests 

that each manager should have a rule, and be com

pelled to enforce it, specifying how far the props-

should be placed apart suited to the special conditions 

of the mine. This distance would depend on the 

nature of the roof and floor and on other conditions, 

and while it is not feasible to alter the present custom 

of the miners setting their own timber, more official 

control might be secured in this way. 

E L E C T R I C A L T E R M S . 

A GREAT number of mining students are desirous 
of obtaining some practical knowledge of elec

tricity, but find at the outset difficulty in under

standing tbe terms used. W h e n an Englishman first 

comes to reside in America he is best able to appreciate 

the value of his purchase at the stores by converting* 

the dollars and cents into pounds, shillings, and pence. 

It is just the same with the young electrical student-

H e knows by reading a text-book on electricity that the 

"volt" is the unit of electric pressure but he has no 

means of estimating what relation there is between 

volts or amperes, aud pounds or gallons. 

Practically there is no thorough definition of elec

tricity. No one has as yet found out really what the 
subtle force is. 

Probably the best way is to compare it with some force, 

with which we are familiar and the best for that pur

pose seems to be hydraulics, or water power. 

In some large cities there are pipes laid underground-

called high pressure hydraulic mains. These mains 

pass water at a high pressure for the purpose of supplying 
water power for working hydraulic hoists, etc., in the 

city- The water is passed through these mains under 

pressure supplied by the engines at the main pumping 

station. In electrical practice the power is supplied by 

what is called the dynamo at tbe generating electric 

station. This power is passed through wires either 

under or above ground to tbe electric motor. 

A tabulated statement will help to make the com

parison clear. 

WATER POWER. ELECTRIC FOWEp. 

Pumping Station = Generating Electric Station. 

High Pressure Main Pipes = Conducting Wires. 

Water Motor = Electric Motor. 

There are other conditions in hydraulics which have* 

tbeir equivalents in electricity. For instance, the water 

in passing through the pipes underground meets with 

a certain amount of frictional resistance in rubbing 

against tbe sides of the pipes and the extent of the re

sistance is in proportion to the diameter and length of 
the pipes. A certain percentage of the total pressure 

0r power exerted at the pumping station is thus ab

sorbed and only the remainder is available at the water 

motor. In the same way a certain percentage of the 

total power exerted at the generating electric station is 

absorbed in passing through the conducting wires and 

this percentage depends in tbe length, size, and quality 

ofthe wire used. 
The effective pressure of the electric motor is ex

pressed asso many "volts" in the same way aa the 

pressure of the water motor is expressed in "pounds 

per square inch." The quantity of electricity is 

measured in " amperes " as the quantity of water ia 

measured in "gallons." The resistance of the wires ia 

expressed in "ohms" as the frictional resistance ofthe 

pipes is expressed in " pounds " pressure required to-

overcome it. 
The "volt" is the unit of electric pressure as the-
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" pound " is the unit of water pressure. The voltageor 

number of volts is sometimes called the electro-motive 

force.orfor ̂ hort the E, M. F. 

The value of a " volt" is the amount of pressure re

quired to cause a current of ono "ampere" to flow 

through a wire with a resistance ofone " ohm." It is the 

measure of the energy of any electric battery or cell. An 

ordinary Daniell's cell newly made up has an E. M. F. 

of 1072 volts, a Leclanche cell as used for electric bells 

or household use has an E. M. F. of li volts and a 

bichromate cell, well known from its bottle shape, has 

an E. M. F. of nearly 2 volts. 

The "ohm" is the unit of resistance and is that 

offered by a column of mercury one square millimeter 

or "00155 inch in section, and 106 centimeters or 41'733 

inches in length. A copper wire 1000 feet in length 

and TJ-0 of an inch in diameter will, if the metal is pure, 

offer a resistance of l'OOOS ohms at a temperature of 

60° Fahr. A German silver wire only 36 inches long 

and AS7S of an inch in diameter will offer a resistance of 

1'12 ohms. 

The "ampere" is the unit of current and is the 

amount which a pressure ofone volt can force tlirough 

one ohm. The volt is represented by the letter E, the 

ohm by R, and the ampere by C, the number of am

peres can be obtained by dividing the volts by the 

ohms, thus: 

Volts 

O h m s 

Or, using symbols : 

Amperes, 

= C. 

HPlIE groat Przibram mine fire. A disastrous mine 

fire broke out on May 31st in the Maria shaft of 

the Birkenberg silver mine, near Przibram, which is 

the richest and most extensive in Austria-Hungary. 

There were 807 men in the mine at tbe time and only 

475 escaped. The 332 who lost their lives leave 292 

widows and 092 orphans below 14 years of age. 

The Austrian Socialist Congress has passed a reso

lution declaring charges of culpable negligence against 

the management. 

The cause ofthe outbreak is said to be the ignition by 

some lighted tapers of a small wooden altar erected by 

devout miners in honor of John Nepomak, the patron 

saintof Bohemia. 

The mines which belong to the State yield an annual 

revenue of §300,000. The principal production is silver, 

but load and ochre are also mined in smaller quantities. 

This is probably the worst metalliferous mining acci

dent on record. 
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In mechanics, hydraulics, etc., w e do not speak of 

pounds pressure but of horse-power, and w e k n o w that 

a horse-power is the power required to raise one pound 

33,000 feet in one minute or 33,000 pounds one foot in 

one minute. A horse-power is therefore called the unit 

of power and in the same way the unit of power in elec

tricity is called a "Watt." This horse-power is most use

fully employed w h e n the greatest percentage is used in 

doing work and is least usefully employed w h e n a large 

percentage is needed to overcome friction before it gets to 

the point where the work is to be done. In the same 

way a " W a t t " is doing its best work w h e n it is giving 

the best results either in electric light or as mechanical 

power, and it is least effective w h e n it is wasting its 

power in heating the wires, the dynamo, or the motor. 

The horse-power is the pressure multiplied by the 

quantity, the Watt is the volts multiplied by the a m 

peres, and as volts is equivalent to pressure and am

peres to quantity then a Watt is equivalent in charac

ter to a horse-power. W e say they are equivalent in 

character but they are not, however, equal in power as 

a Watt is only 7 } , T ofa horse-power, to find out there

fore what horse-power is being exerted by an electrical 

installation, w e must multiply the volts by the am

peres and divide by 746, thus: 

E X C Watts 

740 • ° r 740 

In the same way if we have a certain horse-power 

and want to know to bow many Watts it is equivalent 

we use the following formula : 

H. P. X 746 = Watts, 

and 
Watts 

Amperes 

T ^ H E following is a summary ofthe present condition 

of the Anthracite blast furnaces in the Schuylkill 

valley, includingSwedeland, Port Kennedy, Norristown, 

Phix-nixville, Pottstown, Bechtelsville, Birdsboro, Read

ing, Temple, Leesport, Pottsville, Topton, Macungie, 

Robesonia, Sheridan, and Alburtis. At all of these 

places there is a total of 31 furnaces, and of these 17 

are in operation, 13 out of blast and one is banked. 

The 17 in active operation include four in Reading, 

two each at Swedeland, Pottstown, and Alburtis, and 

one each at Port Kennedy, Birdsboro, Pottsville, Topton, 

Macungie, Robesonia, and Sheridan. There are two 

idle each in Reading and Birdsboro, and the remainder 

are scattered along tbe main line of the Phila. and 

Reading Railroad and near-by poinls. Iron men say 

that this condition of affairs presents a very hopeful 

aspect, and that among the furnaces in operation are 

some of the largest in this valley. There are furnaces 

at Ringgold, Lyons, and Kutztown, which have been 

idle for many years, and may never be put again into 

operation, while several others have been dismantled 

during the past few years. 

H. P. 

Volts, 

or, 
Watts 

Volts 
Amperes. 

E DITORlAL NOTE; 

A N E W explosive. Messrs. Von Dahmen & Co., pl 

Castrop, Westphalia, Germany, have introduced a 

new explosive called Dahmenit. Experiments have 

been made with it at several coal mines and stone quar

ries throughout the Westphalian and Saarbrucken 

mining districts. The results have proved everywhere 

very satisfactory. It is claimed that Dahmenit is quite 

harmless, and can be handled with safety. It explodes 

only by the action ofa powerful detonator. The flame 

ofthe explosion is not communicative, and there is no 

danger of the ignition of coal-dust or gases. This has 

been tested and satisfactorily reported upon by several 

German mining experts. As a .proof that the compound 

is'quite harmless, it may also be mentioned that the 

German State Railway authorities have given the com

pany permission to dispatch it by rail, as ordinary 

goods, a privilege which no other explosive can boast 

of. Herr Hans Ritter von Dahmen is the inventor of 

this explosive, and patents have been taken out in all 

countries. A number of Westphalian mine-owners are 

interested in the undertaking. 

The Anthracite Trade. 

The Anthracite coal trade continues quiet and there 
is not much new business being done, but large quanti
ties of coal ate being moved from the mines to various 
points of distribution. The stock of coal at Port Rich
mond is lower now tban it lias been at any time since 
the strike in tbe latter part of 18X7 and early part of 
1888. Tbe sales-agents of tbe coal companies met in 
New York on the 29th ult, and advanced the price of 
coal to Eastern points as follows: Broken coal, 15 cents 
a ton ; stove, 30 cents ; egg, 35 cents ; chestnut, 35 cents, 
A general increase of 25 cents per ton for coal for Wes -
ern points was also decided upon. 
The agents also fixed the production for July at 

3,500,000 tons. 

The Bituminous Trade. 

The Bituminous trade is fairly good for this season of 
the year, though prices rule low. The New York 
Central contract for 1,500,000 tons has been awarded. 
It includes the supply of coal needed for the Rome, 
Watertown and Ogdensburg and West Shore roads. 
The contract has been divided between The Fairmount 
Coal and Coke Co., and The Bell, Lewis & Yates Min
ing Co., of Buffalo; Morgan, Moore and Baine, and 
Osborne, Sager A Co., of Cleveland, have secured the 
larger part of the contract, but how much each party 
interested received is kept quiet by those interested. 

The Coke Trade. 

There has been no improvement in the coke trade 
since our last report. The same dullness, prices, and 
conditions exist, and the iron trade remains the same, 
with the prospects of a general lockout strong. This 
of course has a very depressive effect on the coke 

trade. 

c of the pioneer miners of the 
jw located at lOvansville, Ind., 
tin until visiting old scenes and 
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•red the valley, the Boston R u n 
11 tunnel, down the valley, were 
n, lie also opened the Lee tind 
sElmwood Colliery, P. LtE.C.AI. 

time operated tlie old Trenton colliery. H e 
was surprised to learn that old Boston Run, tlie first bouse 
of which was occupied by himself, was nn longer in e.\i..1eiice 
usa village, the houses, on account ot the caving in of tbe 
surface, having been removed to the other side of tlie valley. 
H e was equally surprised to learn tlint the name of Pott 
Run mine has tailed out ofthe memory of most people. H e 
wusalsoa pioneer in the Ashland district. H e prospected 
there, and was the first to open up anil develop 1 lie M a m 
moth vein with a water-level tunnel. This work was done 
before tlie Gordon Planes and old Jline Hill Road were con
structed. Some twelve yea rs ago. Mr. Wooley was prospecting 
in the then wilderness of West Virginia, far from any settle
ments or railroads, and he secured some coal interests there 
that,owing tothedevelopmeni and opening up of the country 
by opening 1 ail road extensions, have become valuable. 
Before returning to his home he intends visiting his West 
Virginia properties and moke arrangements to either de
velop them or sell them. 

Mn. J A M E S F. B E A T T I E has been appointed mining engi
neer for ihe Guyandot Coul Land Association, a corpora
tion owning large tracts ofcoal and timber la nil on the line 
of IheXori'olk & Western R. R., and whose headquarters are 
in Philadelphia, Mr. Beattie's headquarters are at Dun
low, W a y n e County, West Virginia. 

M R . H U G H Ross, formerly inside foreman at Ihe Mullin 
Mine ofthe McClure Coke Company, near Mt. Pleasant, Pa., 
is now filling tlie same position for the J. A. Strickler Coal 
and Coke Company at Southwest, Westmoreland County, 
Pa. The mine he is in charge of is a slope opening with a 
tipple fitted for raw coal. There are no coke ovens as yet 
erected, Ihe raw coal being of excellent quality meets with 
ready sale. 

M R . S. W . O I L M A N , of Chicago, for the past three years 
president of the Brazil Block Coal Company, lias resigned 
on account of ill health. Mr. Charles it. Ni block, for some 
years past engaged in mining in the State of Washington, 
and at present president of the Snoqualmie Coal ami Coke 
Company and general manager of the Acme Coal Company, 
both of Tacoma, Wash., has been elected president in Mr. 
Oilman's stead. 

M R . J O H N M C G O N I U A L , inside foreman for R. B. Wigton & 
Sons at Troy mine, litis been appointed assistant to Jlr. 
Charles E. Sliarpless, engineer anel Miperin ten dent for tbe 
same firm. Mr. McGonigal's title will be assistant superin
tendent. 

J O N A T H A N W E I H fire-boss at the Lehigh & Wilkes Barre 
Coal Company's South Wilkes-Barre shaft, has been appoint
ed inside foreman for the West End Coal Company at 
Mocanaqua, Pa., vice John Protheroe, deceased. 

M R , G E O R G E M A U E has disposed of his Hazleton Sentinel 
to a stock company, with Mr. C. F, Paul as business mana
ger. John McCarthy, for some time past associated with 
Mr. Mane in the editorial work, becomes the editor, and 
Mr. Mane takes charge of the job printing department. 
The new management has secured the Associated Press 
service and will undoubtedly publish tin interesting and 
readable journal. It has one great advantage over most of 
its ciintemporaries in have as editor a young man with a 
remarkabl) vivid imagination, who, in case the Associated 
Press service becomes impaired, can improvise one. 

T H E death of Mr. Harry M, Luther, assistant engineer in 
charge ofthe Mahanoy District, P. & R. O. & I. Co., has 
caused a redisricting ofthe company's collieries in tbe 
Mahanoy and Shenandoah vallej.s. Mr. Luther's old dis
trict has been divided One half of it has been added to the 
Shenandoah district, under charge of Mr. John I-T. Pollard, 
as-i;tunt engineer, and the other half litis been added tn the 
Ashland district, under charge of Assistant Engineer F. P. 
Weiser. Tbe force of transitmen and chainrnen formerly 
under charge of Mr. Luther, have also been assigned to 
work in the offices of Messrs. Pollard and Weiser. 
WILLIA^i SCAIFE, of Coal City, Illinois, has been appoint

ed inside foreman forthe Pacific Star Coal Company, at 
Mystic, Iowa. 

M R . W M . G R A E B E R . Coal Inspector for the Philadelphia & 
Reading Coal & Iron Company, died at his home in Shen
andoah, Pa., on the evening of the 5th ult. Mr. Greeber 
was well-known in mining circles in the Schuylkill 
region, and was for someyearssnperintendent ofthe Phila
delphia tS: Reading Coal & Iron Company's North Franklin 
collieries at Treverton, Pa. H e resigned this position on 
account of failing health, and was given the position he 
held at the time ofhis death, because its duties were not 
confining and not beyond his failing strength. H e was a 
man of most kindly disposition, and his jovial voice, always 
marked with a strong German dialect, was an index ofhis 
sunny and kindly disposition, 

M R . E. G. TUTTI.K, of Hondo, Coahuila, Mexico, general 
superintendent ofthe Coahuila Coal Company, was a visitor 
to tlie Anthracite regions during the past month. The 
object of his business was to purchase a lot of mining ma
chinery, consisting of hoisting engines, screens, etc. After 
inspecting the machinery in use at several of the larger 
collieries in the Wyoming valley,he placed his order with 
the Vulcan Iron Works, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa,, and started 
for home via N e w York City. 

ANTHRACITE COAL STATISTICS. 

Statement of shipments of Anthracite coal for month of M a y , 1892, compared with the corresponding period 
last year. Compiled from the returns furnished by the Mine Operators. 

From W y o m i n g Region, 
From Lehigh Region, 
From SchuylkiB_Regicin, 

2,040,43(3-02 
518,243*03 
972,442-10 

MAY, 
1891. 

1,807,931-04 
557.314-05 
974,289'08 

Inc. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

232,504'18 
39,071-02 
1.846'18 

S,506,273'03 
2,269,870'11 
4,799.171-00 

FOR YEAR 

1891. 
7,480,189*11 Inc. 1,026,08312 
2,319,621-10 Dec. 49,750'19 
4,3S5,040'07 Inc. 414,130-13 
14,184,851-08 Inc. 1,390.463-06 

T h e stock of coal on hand at tide-water shipping points, M a y 31, 1892, was 684,0 

1S92, 714,842 tons, decrease 30,180 tons. 

tons; on April 30, 
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E X P L O S I O N S IN C O A L MINES. 

[From the Transactions of The Mining Institute of Scotland;] 

No industry has been subject to disasters involving 
so large a loss of life as coal mining, and these disasters 
have been principally due to explosions. 
The magnitude of colliery explosions has strongly 

dirtcted public attention to the dangers of mining, and 
has led to the passing of Mines' Regulation Acts, each 
more stringent in its provisions than its predecessor. 
It is now held by many persons that the extension of 

nearly all the larger explosions has been caused by coal-
dust, and even that some explosions have been wholly 
due to the combustion of that agent. 

The words "coal-dust" do no.t occur in any Mines' 
Regulation Act except that of 1887. It is evident, there
fore, that an important factor in colliery explosions has 
been overlooked, and it is probable that many explo
sions have occurred simply from a want of knowledge 
in which all connected with mining have shared. 

The influence of fire-damp in explosions has been 
two-fold, it is itself the cause of explosions, and it ha 
diverted attention from another factor—coal-dust. 
W e may even go lurther, and say that one of thi 

precautions, large cut rents of air, adopted to lessen the 
danger of fire-damp, has directly assisted in increasing 
the danger of co.il-dust by rendering the mines dryer, 
and promoting tbe formation of the most dangerous 
class of dust deposits, those due to the fine upper or 
wind-borne dust and common on many main intake 
ami haulage roads. 

If these considerations be true it is clear that our 
knowledge of tbe causes of colliery explosions, and of 
means for their prevention, will require to be recast. 
and in this paper attention will be especially directed 
of coal du-t as tbe cause of explo ions that is least 
understood. 

Explosion may be defined as the sudden large in
crease in volume of matter. 

In practice accidental explosions are ofthe following 
kinds: 

(«) The expansion of gunpowder and allied explo
sives on combustion. 

{h) The expansion of dynamite and allied explosives 
on disassociation. 

(c| The expansion of mixtures of inflammable gases 
or vapors with air on combustion. 

(d) The expansion of mixtures of inflammable dusts 
with air on combustion. 
(e) The expansion of gases or vapors under press

ure on the rupture of retaining walls. 
a,b,c,a.mid may be called chemical explosions, and are 

accompanied by flame; e may be called a mechanical 
explosion, and is not accompanied by flame. 

Explosions undur the above heads occur in mines. 
This paper will, however, be confined to tbe considera 
ation ofthe explosion of mixtures of fire-damp and air, 
and uf mixtures of coal-dust and air, and also of gun 
powder and nther explosives, so far as they initiate the 
two former classes of explosions. 

A true explosive is a body containing within itself 
the power of explosion. Thus gunpowder on tbe appli
cation of heat, or nitro-glycerine compounds on detona
tion or shoek, explode without the assistance of any 
other body. These are true explosives. Fire-damp 
and coabdu-t arc not explosives. Mixtures of fire
damp and air or of coal-dust and air are explosive, 
but the oxygen of the air is as essential to the explo
sion as the lire-damp or coal dust. It is scientifically 
incorrect to speak ofthe explosion of fire-damp orcoal-
dust. Gunpowder is an example of a solid explosive, 
nitro glycerine of a liquid explosive, and there are ex
plosive gases, but they are never met with ont of the 
laboratory. Thus one of the oxides of chlorine (hypo 
chlorous acid) is an explosive gas. W h e n slightly heated 
it decomposes with explosion. 

Fire-damp is usually a mixture of marsh gas, with 
nitrogen, oxy gen, and carbonic acid gases. The marsh gas, 
or light carbureted hydrogen, is the combustible constit
uent. Fire-damp is pent up in the strata at high 
pressures, and issues into the workings of a mine, 
usually as a steady flow, but sometimes as a sudden 
outburst. In elevated unventilated parts of mines it 
collects, and often issues from Fucli places in large 
volume on a foil of the barometer. 

W h e n rlaine is applied to firedamp issuing as a jet 
into the atmosphere, it burn* at the point of issue like 
ordinary lighting gas. There is combustion but no ex
plosion. If mixed with air in certain proportion, flame 
passw rapidly through the mixture, and explosion re-
sult-\ the explosion being wholly due to the expansion 
of the resultant gases, caused by the heat of combus
tion. There is no absolute increase in volume of the 
mass, such as takes place when gunpowder is fired 
when the resultant product", apart from the expansion 
due to the heat of combustion, occupy many times tbe 
volume ofthe original gunpowder. 
The temperature of ignition of an inflammable 

mixture of fire-damp and air, tlie speed of the passage 
of flame, tbe temperature of combustion, the increase 
in volume of the resultant gapes if free to expand, the 
increa.se of pressure if confined, and the composition of 
the resultant gases, are all points for consideration to 
which it is not proposed to direct attention. Recent 
researches, however, have shown that, an regards the 
speed of flame, the pressure developed, and the com
position of fehe resultant gases of an explosion of fire
damp and air, the older text-books are not altogether 
correct. 

Coal-dust is more or less prevalent in all dry coal 
mines. W h e n the beat of a mine raises the tempera
ture of the air entering the mine its capacity for ab
sorbing moisture, or its drying power, is increased ; and 
if the quantity of moisture in the strata mined, and 
that due to the respiration of men and horses, and to 
the combustion of lights is not sufficient to saturate 

the air, the niine becomes dry. The temperature of 
the strata increases with the dept! , while the quantity 
of moisture usually decreases. Deep mines, are, there
fore, dryer than shallow mines. 
Some coal seams produce more dust tban others—the 

more friable tbe coal the more dust. Coal seams are 
traversed by joints or cleavage planes running at right 
angles to the plane of stratification, and by partings 
parallel to the stratification. The latter planes of 
division are very generally coated with a dull, black, 
friable substance, known as 'mother of coal, dant, or 
mineral charcoal, which probably is largely present in 
fine coal-dust.. 
The hewing, filling, and leading of the coal are the 

principalcauses of coal-dust deposits in mines. Two other 
causes (1) the falling of coal from the sides of the pass
ages, aud its subsequent tituration by the feet of men 
and horses, and (2) tbe carrying down of coal-dust from 
the screens on the surface by the air current descend
ing the downcast shaft. 
if a pound of ordinary coal is placed upon a fire it 

burns and is eventually consumed; first the combus
tible gases tbat are driven oft'combine with tbeoxygen 
of the air, producing ffame and heat; next tbe solid 
carbon is consumed until nothing but ash remains. It 
can be shown by calculation that if the combustion of 
tbe pound of coal took place suddenly tbe heat given 
off would so expand tlie resultant gases that explosion 
would result, exactly as in the case of the combustion 
of lire-damp. If the pound of coal was in the form of 
fine dust and suspended in air, under some conditions 
such rapid combustion will take place, and this is a 
coal-dust explosion. 
The explosions of fire-damp and air of coal-dust and 

air are therefore in some respects similar phenomena; in 
each case the explosion depends on the beat ofthe com
bustion expanding the resultant gases, and each explo
sion is accompanied by flame and a vitiation of tbe 
atmosphere. 
A mixture of fire-damp and air readily takes place— 

the motion of tbe air in a mine, the mobility of the fire
damp, and the property of diffusion which gases 
possess, even when stationary, all favor the mixture. 
The fire-damp is readily ignited, and does not require 
to be broken up before combustion takes place. 

With coal-dust and air the conditions are different, 
and opposed both to the ready formation of an explo- ! 

sive mixture and its subsequent ignition. 
Coal-dust is a solid body: it is not present in the air 1 

ofa mine under ordinary conditions in any consider-, 
able quantity, but requires to be raised from the floor 
or dislodged from the sides and roof before a cloud is I 
formed ; it requires to be broken up, or the gases it con-
tains driven off, before combustion takes place. The 
combined effect of these conditions makes it difficult to 
initiate an explosion of coal-dust and air. The fact 
that it requires special conditions to obtain an inflam
mation of a cloud of coal dust in an air free from fire
damp dues not, however, prove that the extension of an 
explosion in such a mixture is equally difficult to 
obtain, because the conditions are then different. After 
an explosion is started in a mine the coal-dust is no 
longer quiescent, but is blown into tbe air bv the explo
sion, and forms a dense cloud; behind the cloud is heat, 
flame, and pressure. 
The behavior of coal on an ordinary lire resembles j 

somewhat that of coal-dust inan explosion. The first-, 
step to start a coal fire is to ignite paper. The paper; 
ignites wood, which in turn ignites the coal; once a ' 
coal fire is thoroughly kindled it is self supporting, but 
the coal cannot in the' first instance be readily ignited 
without the assistance of heat from other material. 
The heat and consequent force developed by the 

inflammation ofa mixture of fire-damp and air in such 
proportion as to secure complete combustion is greater 
than the beat and force developed by a similar mixture 

tity named as being required for perfect combustion, 
but practically no maximum. If this be true, it has an 
important bearing on the question. The minimum 
quantity ofcoal dust occurs constantly over long lengths 
of roads in mines, and consequently the conditions are 
present for the propagation ofa coal-dust explosion. 
That is to say, many roads in mines, in their normal 
condition, contain tbe necessary agents for an explo
sion of coal-dust and air; while a similar state of things, 
due to the presence of fire-damp and air, is an abnor
mal condition. 
\ With regard tothe force developed by an explosion 
1 of coal dust and air, as compared with the force de-
j veloped by tbe explosion of fire-damp and air, the fol-
| lowing is worth consideration : 

In an explosion confined to coal-dust and air, travers
ing a road in a mine containing a large excess of fine 

: coal-dust, there will probably be only coal gas distilled 
; from the dust consumed ; the combustion of coal gas 
; results in more heat than the combustion of an equal 
j volume of fire-damp, the coal gas containing free hy-
j drogen ; if this excess of heat is equal to the heat 
! absorbed in distilling the coal gas from the dust, then 
the heat available to expand the resultant gases will 
be as great in the one case as in the other. Experience 
iu actual explosions shows that, where there is a large 
1 excess of fine coal-dust, the force developed is greatest. 

In an explosion of either firedamp aud air or coal-
dust and air, a limiting factor is the quantity of air the 
road contains ; fire-damp, if presouit in volume so as to 
form the most explosive mixture, occupies one-tenth 
of the air space; coal-dust may be present in excess, 
aud yet practically leave the road full of air. 
Sir F. A. Abel, when experimenting on coal-dusts, 

observed tbat one ofthe samples of dust, consisting 
largely of stone dust, had the property of determining 
the ignition, of a mixture of fire-damp and air not 
inflammable per se. This led him to experiment under 
similar conditions with non-inflammable dust, such as 
calcined magnesia, and he obtained similar results— 
that is to say, a mixture of fire-damp and air not 
inflammable per se, became so on the addition of a non-
inflammable dust. This shows that coal-dust may act 
in two ways in explosions : lst, it may supply combus
tible matter; and 2d, it may cause mixtures of fire
damp and air not inflammable per se, to become cap
able of transmitting flame. 

Having satisfied ourselves that fire-damp and coal-
dust are the only bodies that, in conjunction with air, 
cause explosions in mines, we can investigate the sub
ject (1) by the study of actual explosions, and (2) by 
experiment. 
Explosions may be studied by observation made in 

the mine after their occurrence, or by the perusal of 
published accounts. 
Tbe writer has visited the scene ofa large number of 

explosions in mines, most of which were caused by the 
ignition of small quantities of fire-damp, and were not 
generally followed by any death, or caused much dam
age to tlie mine. Some of these ignitions resulted in 
one or two deaths—the persons injured usually living 
for a few days after tbe accident. In a few cases of 
undoubted (ire damp explosions, lives were lost in the 
mine, but ibis was exceptional. 
The most considerable explosion of (ire-damp which 

the writer has personally investigated occurred at 
Whitehaven Colliery on the 25th April, 1885* 
In a few cases of minor explosions, investigated by 

the writer, coal-dust has had some influence more as 
extending the flame of a gunpowder shot. 
The writer has bad opportunity of becoming 

acquainted with the circumstances attending the large 
explosions described in Tabic I., soon after their occur
rence, and he at the same time made more or less com
plete examinations of the mines ; he believes that in 
tbese explosions coal-dust played a leading part. 

Seaham. 

Trinnlou Grange. 

U* worth. 
Al tofts. 
Elemore. 
Walker. 

2...th Octoher, IH71 
sili September, 188u 
16th February, 1892 

1 Sth April, 1882 
19th April, 1882 

2 March, 188G 
'2 (.'ctober. 1886 
2 December, 1S8C 
•_Mt.li Orloli.-r, 1SS7 

Lives Flame causing ex-
Lost, plosion. 

26 Gunpowder shot. 

Fire in the mine. 

Coal-dust and *-. of 
fire-damp. 
Fire-damp. 

Agent causing ex
tension of ex

plosion. 

l'oint of origin of 
explosion. 

Intake air-way. 

I Engine landing 
next drowned 

( workings. 
Intake air-way. 
Working face. 

Intake air-way. 

of coal-dust and air. 
Mixtures of fire-damp and air are, however, only capa

ble of transmitting flame within certain limits. ' There 
must be from 5 to 20fe by volume of fire-damp in the 
mixture. The case, with respect to coal-dust and air 
does not appear to be parallel. 1 lb ofcoal dust and 100 
cubic feet of air are required for complete combustion. 
Assuming an air-way to be 8 ft. by 5 ft. sectional area, 
and taking ooal-dust* to weigh 26 lbs. per cubic foot, 
then for each 100 cubic feet of air in such a road to be 
supplied with 1 lb, of coal dust, the surfaces ofthe road 
would require to be coated with a film of dust 2£ T inch 
thick. Such a quantity is far below what in practice is 
present on ordinary dusty roads, along many of which it 
has been observed that an explosion "has passed 
with great force. These roads would, at tbe time of 
the explosion, have suspended in the air a quantity of 
dust in excess of 1 lb. to 100 cubic feet of air, and in no 
case where tbe dust was pure has the writer seem any 
evidence that the passage of an explosion has been 
checked by au excess of dust. It seems that in a coal-
dust explosion a minimum quanity of dust must be 
present, which is probably much greater than the quan-

Tbe explosions in the table are. it must be noted, no 
selected, but comprise all the large explosions the 
writer has personally investigated. 
Tbe reasons that lead to the conclusion that coal-dust 

was the principal factor in tbese explosions will be stat
ed shortly. 

First, there are reasons of a negative character de
pending on the apparent impossibility of ascribing the 
explosions to tbe combustion of fire-damp, the only 
body other than coal-dust likely to cause them. 
In Nos. 1, 2, 4„ and 7, the explosions were entirely 

confined to the intake air-ways; in Nos. 3, 6, and 8, tbe 
principal effects of the explosions were observed on the 
intake air-ways, although some of the working faces 
were traversed, and tbe return air-ways affected to a 
very limited extent. In No. 5 the intake air-ways, the 
working faces, and the return air-ways were all 
traversed. In No. 9, a small explosion,"the working 
face and return air way of one district were affected. 
In No. 10 the working face of one district and intake air-

*This explosion, as well as Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, aud 6, ln table I., are 
dascrlheti 111 delail in a book entitled " Explosions in Coal Mines," 
|>rt-|...ri_<J by Mr. W . N. Atl_.ms.un nm1 tlx- writer. 
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way were traversed, but owing to operations that were 
being carried out to isolate a fire at the working face, 
the direction of tbe air current had been changed 
shortly before the explosion, and a part of tbe intake 
air-way was return air-way at the time. 
On the whole the explosions had traversed longer dis

tances of intake air-ways tban other parts ofthe mines, 
in some cases being entirely confined to such roads. 
That is to say tbe roads least likely to contain fire
damp were most affected. 
Experience in mines would justify the expectation 

that an immensely greater proportion of explosions of 
fire-damp would extend along the return air-ways thau 
along the intake air-ways, whereas the reverse was the 
case in these explosions. 
In the North of England, where this feature had 

long ago been observed, it has been customary to say 
with what has been termed " the unlearned wisdom of 
experience'' that explosions of fire-damp always faced 
the fresh air, or that tbe gas sought the purest air. 
In some of these explosions it was observed tbat the 

blast, on arriving at points on the intake air-ways 
where the air current split, bad afterwards traversed 
one ofthe splits only. If the air current, before divid
ing, and in one of the splits, was in an explosive con
dition through the presence of fire-damp, how did the 
other split, escape beinw in a similar state? In one case 
it was observed that the split which escaped was a con
tinuation of the straight line which was the course ofl 
the explosion up to that point, the split traversed by | 
the explosion deflecting to one side. 
In Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, so far as a judgment 

could be formed, no person in this mine was in a state l 
of alarm at the moment of the explosion. 
In No. 10 the mine was on fire, and all the ordinary | 

workmen had left the pit. The persons who were in 
the mine at the time of the explosion, engaged in iso
lating the fire, were, however, under no apprehension 
ofa large explosion taking place likely to injure them; 
they were 600 yards from the fire. 
It does not seem possible in the first nine cases, that 

fire-damp could have entered the air currents in such 
volume as to have made the explosions possible with
out the officials or workmen observing it. 
In Nos. 1, 2. 4, 5, 0, 7, 8, and 9, a shot was fired, 

and was the point of origin ofthe explosions; had fire
damp been present in the air current in sufficient 
quantities to roake the explosions possible through its 
agency alone, it is highly improbable tbat any shot 
would have been fired. 
In the collieries where the ten explosions given in j 

the table occurred, safety-lamps only were used at the 
' working face, and in some of them also on the intake 
air-ways, therefore we must go to other explosions for 
a condition which supplies a negative reason why fire
damp is not the principal factor in some large explo 
sions. 
In many mines worked entirely, or nearly so, with 

naked lights, a great explosion has swept over the 
whjle pit. Scotland affords an example of this in the 
explosion at Blantyre in the splint coal. It does not 
seem possible that any great area of a seam in which 
naked lights are scattered here and there could be so 
charged with fire-damp as to render an extensive ex
plosion possible. A sudden fouling of the air current 
from any cause would lead to an explosion at the first 
open light encountered, and so would limit its extent 
Yet at Blantyre, Clifton Hall in Lancasbiie, Llanerch 
in Monmouthshire, and in many other cases, the mines 
were working with open lights, and all at once an ex
plosion traversed the whole seam, causing in the cases 
just mentioned the death of 207, 178, and 176 persons 
respectively. 
On exploring the mines after the occurrence of tbe 

explosions given in the table, there was no evidence of 
any outburst of gas or failure of the ventilation to ac
count for the presence of fire-damp in sufficient quan
tity to cause the explosions. In No. 9 a single issue of 
fire-damp could have explained the explosion. In the 
other cases the course taken by the blast could not be 
explained by supposing that fire-damp had entered the 
air current at any particular point; on such an as
sumption roads that should have been traversed were 
missed out, and roads were traversed that should have 
escaped. By no reasoning could the explosions be as
cribed with any degree of probability to fire damp only. 
The positive reasons that support the view that coal-

dust was the principal factor in these explosions are as 
follows: 
The intake air-ways were in all the cases, except No. 

9, also used as haulage roads. In Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 
8, and 10 mechanical haulage was in upe on these roads, 
the main and tail-rope system in all except No. 7, 
where the endless chain was in use. In No. 5 horses 
were employed. These roads were dry, they were 
traversed by* large currents of air, and coal-dust was 
blown off the trains of laden hutches passing, often at 
high speeds, in the opposite direction to the air current. 
The result was that fine coal-dust accumulated on the 
roof and sides, as well as coarser dust on the floor. 
Near the downcast shafts coal-dust, carried down with 
the air from the screens, assisted materially in forming 
these deposits. The writer has not seen a road in a 
colliery in Scotland containing so much of the upper 
or wind-borne dust as occurs on similar roads in the 
dry mines ofthe north of England. These dust-laden, 
intake air roads were the roads principally affected by 
the explosions, and, as already stated, in Nos. 1, 2, 4, 
and 7 the explosions were entirely confined to them. 
In Nos. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 the explosions originated on 
them. 
The inner portions of the haulage roads, where the 

laden hutches, drawn by horses and ponies moved at 
slower speeds against feebler currents of air, contained 
little ofthe upper dust, and often the coal-dust on the 
floor was much mixed with stone-dust. The explosions 
were often checked on reaching such points. 
In some cases, however, where these roads and the 

working face contained a considerable quantity of coal-
dust they were traversed by the explosions. 

The explosions were in many rases stopped by damp 
ground. This was sptciilly noticeable with regard to 
the explosions which extended lo the downcast shafts, 
which was tbe case in Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, 7, S, and 10. 
AVhen the downcast shafts were wet the explosion 
were arrested, and did not cross them. In No. 2 the 
shaft was dry, and tbe explosion crossed it. In No. 3 
the downcast shaft was very dry, and the explosion 
entered it and extended upwards to the surface, and 
downwards to four levels below. A dampness in the 
floor, it was observed, was not sufficient to arrest an 
explosion if upper dust existed. 
In Nos. 3,.5, and 9 short lengths of the return air 

ways were affected principally next the working face 
where coal dust was present in quantity greater than is 
usual in such roads. The return air-ways on the whole 
could be said to be free from coal-dust, and were not so 
dry as the intake air-ways At AI tofts the return air
ways were used as traveling roads for the colliers, and 
were full of stone-dust ground up from the floor of the 
seam. 
If the explosions were caused by the combustion of 

coal-dust, the absence of alarm on tbe part of the work
men can readily be understood. Tbe mines were in their 
normal state up to tbe moment of the explosion, and 
there was no new condition present calculated to cause 
alarm. 

Naked lights could be in use all over a dusty mine 
and be a source of no immediate danger, although the 
necessary elements for propagaling an explosion in the 
shape of coal-dust resting on the floor, roof, and sides, 
and pure air were everywhere present. 
The fact tbat someof the explosious were originated 

by the firing ofa shot, is strong evidence that tbe air 
current was not in an explosve condition from the pres
ence of fire-damp alone where tht- shots Wt-re fired, and 
affords some presumption that coal dust, either alone 
or in conjunction with such a proportion of fire-damp 
as not to be considered dangerous bv the person ignit
ing the shot, was the agent first inflamed, as the danger 
of coal-dust is not understood. 
The personal experience ofthe writer points strongly 

to the preponderating influence of coal-dust in large 
colliery explosions. H o w far this may be true for other 
large explosions, it is in many cases now almost impos
sible to sav- Until a few years ago coal dust was not 
recognized as a factor in these disasters and in pub
lished accounts of earlier explosions, it is only men
tioned incidentally. Tbe explosions were always re
ferred to fire-damp, and theories to account for its 
presence in sufficient quantity by a sudden outburst, 
the leaving open of ventilating "doors, or some other 
cause, were put forward with more or less confidence. 
There are, however, so many points of resemblance 

between the explosions briefly described and most 
other large explosions that the writer does not hesitate 
to express the opinion tbat in almost all widespread 
explosions the influence of coal-dust has been predom 
inant. 
It is not, however, probable that so large a propor

tion of other large explosions have been caused by coal-
dust in air practically free from fire-damp, being the 
a^ent first inflamed, as in the cases tabulated. Fire-
dump ignited by the flame of a naked light or safety-
L.mp or a mixture of coal-dust and air containing a 
2ii_all percentage of fire-damp ignited by the flame of a 
;tot, have probably been the origin of mo.t large ex
plosions. 
The experimental investigation of the influence of 

coal-dust in colliery explosions has been undertaken 
by individuals, Committees, and Government Commis
sioners, both at home ami abroad. 

Mr. H. Hall, H. M. Inspector of Mines for the West 
Lancashire District, and Mr. Clark, mining engineer, 
described in a paper read before the North of England 
Institute of Mining Engineers, in June, 1876, some 
experiments they made with coal dust in a mine from 
the surface. The mine was 45 yards long, and 30 feet 
sectional area. They scattered coal-dust on the floor 
and fired a cannon at tbe face to represent a blown-out 
shot. Tbe most decisive result obtained by them may 
be given in their own words : 
"Coal-dost having been scattered on deals the whole 

length of tbe slant (the tbill being very wet), fired 2A 
lbs. powder; in this case flame issued strongly at the 
mouth of the slant, having traveled 45 yards. The 
blast was very fierce, and would certainly have proved 
fatal to any one struck by it in its course." 
In 1890 Mr. Hall experimented by firing a small can

non at the bottom of shafts after coal-duBt bad been 
emptied into them, and caused explosions extending 
to the surface or in one instance 180 yards. 
These are the only experiments on a large scale in 

Great Britain. 
Mr. W m . Galloway, who was probably the first to 

recognize the great influence of coal-dust in large explo
sions, has conducted and published the results of many 
experiments on a small scale in which he demonstrated 
the inflammability of coal-dust. The Chesterfield 
and Derbyshire Institute of Engineers conducted 
experiments on a small scale, but obtained no very 
definite result, and appear to have been led by the 
negative results obtained to underestimate the import
ance ofthe question. 
Sir F. A. Abel carried out experiments with coal-

dust on a small • cale, at the request ofthe H o m e Secre
tary, in connection with the enquiry into the Seaham 
Colliery explosion (No. 2 in list). H e obtained no 
decisive result as regards the inflammability of coal-
dust and air alone, but he discovered, as already men
tioned, the effect of dust, as dust and apart from its 
inflammability in promoting the inflammation of 
mixtures of fire-damp and air. 
H e also conducted some experiments in larger galler

ies with coal-dust and blown-out shots, which showed 
that coal-dust " will feed the flame projected by a 
blown-out shot so as to carry it on to a comparatively 
considerable distance." 
The most important experimental work in connec

tion with this question is that of the Prussian Fire-

D a m p Commission, a translation of whose report will 
be found in Vol. 34, of the Transactions ofthe North 
of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engi
neers. 
The experiments were made in an elliptical gallery, 

1G7 3 ft. long, ami having a sectional area of 17T sq. ft. 
A side gallery 32 K ft. long was added to tbe main gal
lery at a later period. Shots were fired at one end of 
the gallery from cannons to represent blown-out shots. 
The Commission sum up the result of their labors at 
considerable length. They state : 

(1.) "The presence of coal-dust in more or less abun-
" dance in the immediate vicinity ofthe work-
" ing face, gives rise to m,ore or less considerable 
" elongation of the Jia in c projected by a blown-out 
" shot, whether small quantities of fire-damp be 
" preseid in the surrounding air or not. 

[2.) a. " ln the complete absence of lire-damp, the elonga-
" tion or propagation of flame is generalli/ of tim-
'Ated extent, however far the deposits of dust 
" may extend in the mine ways. 

b. " There are, however, certain descriptions of coal-
" dust which, if ignited by a blown out shot, 
" will not only continue to carry em thefiame, even 
"1o distances extending considerably betjemd the con-
" fines ofthe dust deposits, but wdl also give rise 
v'to explosive phenomena or results, in the complete 
" absence of any trace of fire-damp, which, in char-
" acter and effects are similar to those produced 
" with some other dusts in air containing 7 per 
" cent, of fire-damp. 

(3.) a. "All the phenomena produced by the burning of, 
"and propagation of flame by coal-dust ore intcn-
" sifted by the presence in the air of small propor-
" tions of fire damp. 

b. " Certain dusts which, under favorable condi-
" tions, appear to have the power of propagat-
" ing flame to an indefinite extent in a dust-
" laden area, the air being Iree from fire damp, 
"will, if only sparsely suspended in air containing 
"fire-damp in some, proparlion below 3 per cent., 
" render such a gas-mixture susceptible of explosion 
t" by a blown out shot. 

{4.} " Special experiments, in which the branch gal-
" lery, described as opening into the main gal-
" lery near its extremity, was charged with a 
"fire-damp mixture (retained by brattice 
" cloth), demonstrated that a coal-dust ignition 
" or explosion, developed in the complete absence of 
"fire-damp, can communicate ignition to an explo-
" tive gas-mixture existing at a very considerable 
" distance from the pohit of first ignition." 

The Royal Commission on Explosions from Coal-
Dust in Mines now sitting will probably experiment 
on a large scale. From the volume of evidence issued 
by the Comniissi"*n, il appears probable tbat an aitifi-
cial gallery, 200 yards in length, will be erected. This 
length will not be sufficient to test all the questions 
that arise. The writer's suggestion to the Commission 
was that some experiments should be made in a gallery 
not less tban half a mile long. 

From actual observation in mines, it appears that a 
coal-dust explosion proceeds from 50 to 100 yards from 
the point of origin before developing its m a x i m u m 
force. It is doubtful if this can be illustrated in a gal
lery 200 yards long. The arresting ofa coal-dust ex-
Closion, traveling with maximum force and velocity, 
y a space free from dust could not be tested in such a 

gallery. 

REMEDIAL MEASURES. 

The first step in this direction is to obtain a proper 
conception of the causes of explosions in mines. The 
danger arising from fire-damp is well known, and also 
the precautions necessary to prevent its accumulation 
and ignition, such as sufficient ventilation and the ab
sence of naked flame. The danger of coal-dust is not 
so generally understood or admitted, but it is hoped 
that this will be secured by the labors of the Royal 
Commission now sitting. 
Tbe danger arising from coal-dust in mines may be 

met (1) by precautions to prevent its ignition, and (2) 
by the adoption of means to prevent its accumulation 
or to render it innocuous. 
The formation of a cloud of coal-dust in mines and 

its subsequent ignition is practically caused by the 
disturbance and flame attending the explosion of shots 
or of mixtures of fire-damp and air ; both of these will, 
it is believed, under some conditions raise and inflame 
a cloud of coal-dust in air, and initiate a coal-dust ex
plosion which becomes self supporting. 

Most shots are fired at the working face, and in 
mines deep enough to be dry and dusty some fire-damp-
is nearly always present in the air in such situations, 
and fire-damp may be liberated by the shot: the coal-
dust, however, is confined to the floor, and is not so 
fine as the wind-borne dust on main haulage roads. 
At the working face a blown-out shot fired near the 
floor, or pointing to the floor, is most dangerous, and 
the dust must be present in considerable quantity be
fore a coal-dust explosion is. possible, and then the 
effect of the probable volume of fire-damp present in 
the air is to be considered. 
On main haulage roads where, after their completion, 

it must be noted comparatively few shots are fired, and 
where fire-damp is practically absent, coal-dust of the 
finest character is often found on the roof and sides, as 
well as coarser deposits on the floor, and strong cur
rents of air are usually present to sustain any cloud 
formed. 
The effect of a shot in disturbing dust on such roads 

is twofold. The powder gases rushing from the shot 
agitate the air in its vicinity, and shock or tremor is 
communicated to the solid sides of the passage. At 
the working face, the first cause only operates. Any 
tremor given to the floor on which the dust there rests 
would have no effect in raising a cloud; but where 
dust is on the roof and sides as well as on the floor 
both causes assist in forming a cloud. 
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Tbe combined effect of these conditions appear to 
make it much more dangerous to fire a shot ou an old 
haulage road, where there is much dust, tban at the 
working face. Nos. 1, 2, 4, 0, 7, and 8 explosions were. 
it is believed, caused by shots, whicli were not blown 
out fired in stone on old intake and haulage roads, 
where the air was practically free from lire-damp. 
Nos. 5 and 9 explosions were caused hy shots fired in 

stone at tbe working lace. In these cases there was an 
unu-.mil quantity of coarse dust on tbe floor near the 
shots, and tliere would probably be from 1 to 2 JS of 
fire-damp in tbe air. ln No. 5 the position of ibe shut 
hole could not be determined ; in No. 9 tbe shot was 
partially blown out, and pointed to the floor. 

Tbe raising ofa cloud of coal-dust by shots may be 
prevented by removing or damping the dust in their 
immediate neighborhood, as is required by the pre
sent Mines Act, without resorting to any general sys
tem of removal or damping. 
The use of a flaming explosive in conjunction with 

sonic material to kill the flame, or the use of a flame
less explosive (if such exist) arc remedies adopted. 
Tbe danger arising directly from explosions of fire

damp and air is a sufficient reason for adopting every 
reasonable precaution to prevent their occurrence. In 
dusty mines, where such explosions may be indefinite
ly extended by coal-dust, even greatei* precautions are 
necessary. 

No. 3 explosion was probably originated hy a local 
explosion of fire-damp at an open light; No. 10 was 
caused by lire-damp ignited by the flame of afire. Tbe 
fire-damp had collected in passages near the working 
face from which the air current had been cut ofl' by the 
erection ofa stopping in the intake in order to isolate 
the fire, tbe initial explosion so caused being extended 
to the downcast shaft by coal dust. 

Means to prevent the formation of dust deposits, or 

life occasioned thereby, as registered in tbe reports of 
the Inspectors of-Mines, from the year 1851 to 1S91_ 
both inclusive. There are 2104 separate explosions, 
causing the loss of 9172 lives, the average death rate 
per explosion being 4 36. 
It has occurred to the writer that some argument 

in support of or against tbe coal-dust theory may be 
founded on these figures. 
It will be observed that the number of explosions 

causing tbe loss ofone life is 1430, of two lives 303, and so 
On to the final explosion causing the loss of 334 lives. 
The number of lives lost by an explosion is, roughly 
speaking, in proportion to the area of the field of the 
explosion. 
Three assumptions may be made with respect to these 

figures: 
1st.—That the explosions are all due to lire-damp. 
2d.—That tbe explosions are all due to coal-dust. 
3d.—That the explosions arc due to both agents. 
The first assumption, that the explosions are all due 

to fire damp, bis been held until recently, and is still 
held by some persons, modified by the admission that 
coal-dust has aggravated or intensified some explosions. 
On this assumption then* appears to be some difficulty 
in explaining the figures, w h y should there be such 
an extremely rapid decrease up to a certain point of the 
number ofthe explosions as their fatality increases? 
If fire-damp is the cause of the large number of small 
explosions causing 1, 2, and 3 de .ths and also ofthe 
monsler explosions might not a considerable greater 
number oF intermediate explosions have been antici
pated? A reason that might be suggested is tbat the 
use of safety-lamps renders a large explosion possible 
in some mines by enabling a great length of air current 
to become explosive before it is ignited, while tbe use 
of naked lights in other mines causes the large number 
of small explosions. The explosions causing the loss 

LIST OF EXPLOSION'S CAUSING LOSS OF LIFE RESULTING F R O M T H E IGNITION OF FIRE-DAMP A N D COAL-DUSf 

COLLIERIES A M ) MINIS IN T H E UNITED K I N G D O M U N D E R T H E VARIOUS COAL A N D 

IRONSTONE MINES REGULATION ACTS. 

Number of Explosions, arranged according to '. 

1851 
1 .*--.__ 
].'•:,:; 

1804 
1S.JA 

165G 

185U 
18GO 
1861 
1802 
ise:i 
18154 
181... 
3S00 
1867 
1SGS 
18119 
1870 
11,71 
1872 
1873 
187. 
1875 
187t> 
1877 
187S 
1879 
]•-!. 

1681 
188*-
1883 
1681 
1885 
168C. 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1830 
1891 

Totals, 

42 
48 
4-i 
47 
41 
3G 
32 
38 
29 

?H 
33 
24 
20 
35 
17 
21 
14 
24 
19 
I.1) 

vi 
17 
12 
1:; 
11 
K 
Hi 
12 

1430 

! 6' 

1 
2 

1 1 
2 

— 

7. 

1 

1 

1 
1 
2 

1 

s 
2 

1 

97 

4 

__ 
1 

— 
1 

I.:. 

,, T, „ , _ , . Total Ni-. of Total Lives 
11 or more Lives-Each Explosion Explosions. Lost, 

given separately. ' 

18. SO. 52. 61,. 
12, 22, 36, 05,. 
11. 20. 58 
S9 

11. 11. 12, 114... 
I.. 40. lt-.li..... 
-. 19. -' 

13. 10, 20. 39,-. 

26, :.l 
12, 24. 27. 30, 38. 91. 
12, 14. 178 
26. 62 
11, 27, 37, 63. 59, 
19. 19, 20, 30 
19. 2-i. 2fi. 38. 70. 
11. 27, 3-1, 

1.2, 101, 120. 101. 
2*>, 48. 

11, 14. 

20, 23. 01 

11 (5) 
12 (C) 
13 (S) 
11(3) 

10 (I) 

22 (3) 
23 13) 
21 (1, 
23 12) 
23 (5) 
27(3) 
2B (2) 

30 (3) 
32 (1 
31 (2) 
33 (1) 
•••; 12) 
37 (2) 
33 (3) 
33 (2) 
40 (1) 

12 (1) 
]:: (2) 

13 (1) 
17 (1) 
48 1) 
32,1) 
53 (2) 
31 (11 
58 (1) 

53 (2) 
61 (1) 
32 (2) 
03 (11 
01 ll) 
05 (1) 

..1 
73 (1) 

74 (11 
7(1 (11 
61 (I) 
HI (D 

89 m 
91 (11 
101 (11 
IM (1) 
120 il) 

142 (1 
14:: (i 1 
ie-i (11 
IT-, ,1 
178 '2) 
18'.. (2| 
207 (1) 
21-S (ll 

834 (1) 

•ho render them innocuous, will be briefly glanced at. 
Main roads are watered on the floor, and in some 

cases mechanical sprayeis are used, so as to damp the 
roof and sides as well. Water pipes are laid along the 
main roads, the water issuing under pressure as a fine 
jef at intervals. Compressed air is used in connection 
with the water so as to secure a line spray, and both 
damp tbe roads and saturate the air current with 
moisture. 
In some cases the water pipes are simply provided 

with cocks at intervals, to whicli a hose pipe is attached 
when watering is necessary. 
At some collieries tbe laden hutches are watered at 

the engine landings. More attention is paid to the 
construction ofthe hutches, so as to prevent coal and 
coal-dust being shaken out of them. 

By the use of steam the temperature of the air d c 
soending the downcast shaft has been raised to tlie tem
perature of the mine and at the same time saturated 
with moisture ; the air current passing round the mine 
then ceases fo have any drying power. 

Hydroscopic or water absorbing salts have been 
sprinkled on the roads to secure dampness. 
Coal-duet from the screens on the surface should be 

prevented as far as possible from descending thedown-
cast shaft with the air current. 
The above table shows tbe number of fatal 

explosions due to fire-damp and coal-dust, and loss of 

I ofone life are undoubtedly nearly all due to fire-damp; 
this the writer can state from investigation of a large 
number of them. Had mines been free from coal-dust, 
probably tbe number of big explosions would have been 
less. As the rate of fatality increases, so it is believed 
does the influence of coal-dust. 
The second assumption is clearly untenable. Many 

explosions occur in mines free from coal-dust such as 
damp coal mines, oil shale, ironstone, and occasionally 
in lead mines; it may be noticed, however, that in such 
mines large explosions do not occur. If coal mines had 
been free from firedamp, thedust remaining the same 
probably the numberof small explosions would have 
been less. 
On the third assumption tbe figures may be ex

plained bearing in mind the following facts: Fire
damp is readily ignited and as many mines yielding it 
in small quantity are worked with naked lights, local 
explosions due to it are not unfrequent. On tbe other 
hand the danger ff firedamp is well known, and if 
present in large quantity suitable precautions are taken 
Coal dust is not readily ignited, and in the past no pre
cautions have been thought necessary with regard to it 
but if it is onci inflamed it lc likely tc rauiro a°hiy-*:_ex
plosion, because it is present in dry mines continuously 
over wide areas, and in many large explosions the loss 
of life has been practically that of aJl the miners under
ground. 

3oOK 'IEW. 

R E P O R T or THE D E P A R T M E N T O P M I N E S , N O V A SCOTIA, 

F O R T H E Y E A R 1891.—This report which is issued six 
months ahead of our Pennsylvania reports for thesame 
year gives full particulars of the production and sales 
of all the various minerals and metals. It also givesan 
account of the technical schools of-instruction now in 
existence in the Province. 

ANNUAL REPORT OP THE BOARD OF REGENTS OP THE 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION T O R T H E Y E A R S 1889 A N D 

1890.—These two volumes wliich have just reached ns 
contain complete reports of tbe operations, expendi
tures, and condition of the Institution. The\- also 
contain a number of papers on Mathematics, History, 
Travel, and Scientific Research, and are generously 
illustrated throughout. 

NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF LABOR 

A N D LNDUSTUIAL STATISTICS O F T H E STATE O F MICHIGAN. 

FEU. 1, 1892.— W e are indebted to Mr. Henry A. 
Robinson, Commissioner, for a copy ofthe above report. 
It is full of interesting statistics as to wages, hours of 
labor, yearly expenditures and savings, etc., etc. The 
volume contains several illustrations of the principal 
industries of the State. 

Additional Fast Express to the Southwest via Penn
sylvania Railroad. 

In order to better accommodate the increasing traffic 
to tbe Southwest, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
have placed in service a new fast train to Cincinnati 
and St. Louis, This train is known as the South western 
Express, and leaves New York at 8.30 P. M. daily ; New
ark, to take on passengers for the West, 8.56, Trenton 
at 10.03, Philadelphia at 11.10 p. M., Washington 9.40, 
Baltimore 10.40 p. HI., Harrisburg 2.05 A. M., Altoona, 
5.40, Johnstown 0.53, arriving at Pittsburgh 9.15 A. M., 
Cincinnati 6.15 p. M., and St. Louis 7.00 A. M. the 
second morning after leaving New York. It is com
pletely equipped with Pullman sleeping cars to Pitts
burgh, St. Louis, and Memphis, via Cincinnati, and 
coaches to Pittsburgh. A dining car is attached at 
Altoona, from which all necessary meals are served. 
The Southwestern Express is the fastest and bestequip-
ped train to the Southwestern territory, and is a great 
convenience to travelers to the -Mississippi River and 
beyond. 

The Western Pennsylvania Mining Institute. 

The Fifth Anniversary of the Western Penna. Mining 
Institute will be celcbraicd by a meeting in Mononga
hela City, Pa., on the 9th inst, commencing at 9 A.M. 
The following interesting and instructive papers will be 
read ami discussed : 

1. Health, Light, and H o w to Lessen the Force of an 
Explosion in Coal Mines, By John Foley, Courtney, Pa. 
2. Mining: Its Past and Presentand What it Might 

Be. By R, C. Campbell, California, Pa. 
The above two papers will occupy the morning 

session, Tlie programme for tbe afternoon session isas 
follows: 
1. Tbe Present Ventilation of Coal Mines on the 

Monongahela River, Compared With the Past_ By 0. 
Crede. 

2. Analysis of Fire-Damp Taken From Fayette City 
Mine. 
3. A T r a m p Through the Minute Book. By Wm.Sed-

don, Secretary ofthe Institute. 

On a recent visit bi Western Pennsylvania we were 
being shown through the pump-room of a largefurnace 
plant by the General Manager. Among the various 
pumps at work were several of the famous "Yough" 
pumps manufactured by Boyts, Porter & Co., of 
Connellsville, Pa. Laying his hand on one of them, 
the Manager said, 'Here i- a fin.t class all around 
pump. It works equally well with clean or gritty 
water, and I have seen good sized pieces ofcoal pase 
through one at our coal mines, without doing any 
damage to tbe pump. For general mine work it beats 
anything I have yet tried for efficiency and durability. 
It is especially constructed for rough usage, and Captain 
Boyts made no mistake when he placed it on tbe mar
ket as an ideal mine pump." 
The receipt of Messrs. Boyts, Porter & Co.'s new il

lustrated cafalogue reminded us of this remark. We 
advise our readers to send for a copy of this catalogue 
and learn more ofthe merits of the "Yough" puniptliao 
we have space to give here. Besides being a fine piece 
of typographical work it contains a considerable data 
and a number of valuable tables concerning the flow of 
water through pipes, flumping, and general hydraulics. 

Tbe largest single order ever received for Reducing 
Valves was placed on June 21st, by the Consolidated 
Car-Heating Co., with tbe Mason Regulator Co., of 
Boston, Mass. It was- for 500 locomotive reducing 
valves. There is an old adage that " the proof of the 
pudding is in tbe eating." It can in this case be para
phrased to 'the proof of superiority is evidenced by 
the demand." The Mason Regulator Co.'s Reducing 
Valves are most successful and the Consolidated Car-
Heating Co. naturally wanted them. 

Mr. Geo. I>. Whitcomb, proprieter of the well-known 
and mosit successful Harrison Jlining Machine, has re
moved his general offices from 175 Dearborn St., 
Chicago, to No. 1224 Manhattan Building, 307 to 321 
Dearborn St., same city, where be will be pleaded'to 
receive calls from all coal men interested in machine 
mining. 

http://unu-.mil
http://lt-.li
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FOR 

BEGINNERS 

IN THE STUDY OF THE 

A H T O F jyiipiipiG 
AND THE 

SCIENCES RELATED TO IT. 

Ihis department is intended for miners and others, who in 
their youth have not been able lo attend school and who are 
noio desirous to inform themselves in the theory of mining and 
to learn how to answer the questions in ventilation, mine sur
veying, and mechanics u-fiich are asked at the examinations for 
mine manager's and mine foreman's certificates, and which it 
•is important for them tn understand us foremen and officers of 
mines. All the questions asked at the different examinations 
for mine manager's and mine foreman's certificates and for 
mine inspectors in this country are printed and answered in-
this department. The principles involved are explained in de
tail so as to be easily understood and tlie calculations are 
worked out at length for the benefit of those who are not familiar 
with figures. 

GEOLOGY 

In Its Relation to Coal, Iron, Oil, Gas, and Ores 

100. What is the difference between a spouting well 
and a dry well ? 

When" boring for any ofthe three substances one 
may finally drill down into a stratum that contains 
them. It they aie under pressure they will spout up 
to the surface, otherwise not. For example, the well W , 
Fig. 14, is drawing water from the stratum B; if the 
accumulation is deep and extends up above the level 
of W , as at C, for instance, then the well will spout. 
But if the surface is more like that at D and AV is 
higher, the water will only rise to some point like F. 
Now the first example i-* one ofa spouting well, the 
second, ofone tbat is a pumping well, it requires power 
to raise the water. A dry well would be one that either 
did not reach B or else went through A and let the 
water out. 
101. Is that the same with petroleum and gas? 
Somewhat, though it is not like water in that there is 

noperennkil supply. The rain is continually feeding the 
stratum B with water, but there is nothing to keep up 
the supply of oilorga-.. Tbe accumulations of ages may 
be exhausted in a few months. The spouting oil wells 
are the lucky strikes into the reservoirs of nature that 
have been long collecting. 
102. H o w is it accumulated underground? 
In Figs. 15 and 10 you will see what I want now to 

explain. Rocks are quite porous, and some have caves 
caused by tbe action of 4inderground currents of water. 
Sandstone is verv porous, and so is shale, therefore oil 
and gas can circulate freely in them. Besides this 
limestone has caves in it something like Fig. 15. 
Water is very solvent as you have already seen in the 
description of iron ore formation. If it flows long, it 
eats away the cave like at M and as it trickles from the 
roof ofthe cave it forms icicles of lime called stalac
tites. The M a m m o t h Cave, of Kentucky, and Ouray 

Caverns are good ex
amples. Some caverns 
mav not have stalac
tites. In the rocks are 
such caverns which 
somehow accumulated 
the oil and gas like in 
Fig. 16. (til is lighter 
than water and so will 

v . float on top of it. So 
*IG- iD- also gas will gather 

above the oil as in the figure. Now one man may sink 
a well at B and get gas only ; another hole drilled at A 
will get oil and later gas ; the hole sunk in C will strike 
salt water. As these have accumulated from the de
composition of coal or 
organic matter with great 
heat, the gas is under 
heavy pressure, just like 
steam in a boiler. It 
forces itself out through 
B, or else A or C. driving 
out the other materials 
first. It may be a long 
time before the oil is all 
forced out at A but in 
time the gas will escape. 
This has been the his
tory of several neighbors 
in the oil country. 

103. Where should one bore for gas or oil ? 
If one can strike the rocks of the oil-bearing series, 

one should try to reach a spot on the top of the folds 
ofthe strata. Experience does not prove this to be 
always true, but it naturally tends to accumulate in the 
gently crumpled strata. 

104. W h y does the explosion of a cartridge at the 
bottom ofa dry hole bring oil or gas? 
In the oil country, you expect to find oil in certain 

rocks. If, however, you fail to get a pumping or a 
spouting well you simply have not bored into one of 
the caves or reservoirs. But you may be near one. So 
by putting 50 or 100 pounds of nitro-glycerine in tbe 
bottom of a hole and dropping a drill rod on it you 
may, possibly, break into a neighboring reservoir and 
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so get oil, but it is not certain. This method is never 
advisable in shelly ground unless the hole is lined 
with tubing, for tbe blast will cause a caving tbat will 
be forever troublesome and has often resulted in the 
abandonment ofthe bole. 

105. Are there any surface indications? 
Yes, what is called oil show is one. On the surface 

of pools or springs a scum floats and gives good sign ; 
while again there are what be called burning springs— 
rising gases which may be set fire to. 

100. Where does tbe petroleum come from? 
Russia and America are the chief oil-producing 

countries of the world. But other countries have large 
supplies. Geologically speaking it occurs with natural 
gas. 

107. H o w much oil is produced in America? 
Last year it was 1.160,000.000 gallons. And since 

1870 it has been steadily growing from 1000 wells giving 
201,471,000 gallons until there has now been produced 
altogether 18,400.000,000 gallons. Russia, during 1880 
alone turned out 2(i0,0i 10,000 gallons ; Scotland has slates 
tbat are mined and hoisted to the surface where tbe oil 
s sweated out of them. The Kimmcridge clay of Eng 
land, is able to furnish aone-half barrel of oil from every 
cubic yard. 

108. Is the supply without limit? 
Geologists estimate an area of over 200,000 square 

miles as having more or less oil. The amount can not 
be estimated but is still very large, and the number of 
spouting wells, while uncertain, has not been decreas
ing. The Census reports show tbat the United States 
produced ^223,060,388 worth of petroleum during the 
pastten years and ? 7.1,5 63,074 worth ofnatnral gas. Some 
of this came from Colorado and California but far the 
largest amount is produced in States bordering on the 
Ohio River. The natural gas supply will be much more 
quickly exhausted than the oil and that of Ohio and 
Indiana will not last as long as tbe Pennsylvania gas 
fields. The avenge pressure of the gas in the wells 
owned by the City of Toledo, Ohio, is now only about 
115 pounds to the square inch. In 18S9, it was 250 
pounds, and in 1890 it fell to 175 pounds. Many ofthe 
gas wells originally had a pressure of 400 pounds. 

109. W h y is the origin of oil associated with coal ? 
Do you remember bow in Q. 8 we showed the coal to 

be a marsh product? You are aware of the miasma 
and gas that comes from a marsh—we call it marsh gas. 
Now, coal, when burnedin the stove, or a coke oven or 
in a gas works, or in the analysis (See April number) 
gives oft'some gaseous material, coal gas; some volatile 
liquid, as naptha ; some liquid as coal oil; some tar and 
a little pit h. W e find in nature a similar series—gas 
called natural gas. or fire-damp if it occurs in a mine; 
that which comes out at springs or from bore-holes 
some light oils as rock-naptha ; liquid petroleum ; tarry 
substances like bitumen ; and some solid material like 
asphalt. From these similarities we believe that petro
leum had an organic origin. (See page 145, February, 
1S92, number of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER.) 

110 Has natural gas the same composition as marsh 
gas ? 

Natural gas is composed of Marsh gas 95-50% 
Hydrogen 2'00 
Oxygen 1'50 

Carbonic acid TOO 
Marsh gas is a compound of 1 part of carbon with 3 
parts of Hydrogen. Eire-damp is nearly pure marsh 
gas. (See Q. 65 of Ventilation of Mines, and also p. 66, 
October, 1891, number of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER.) 
You see the gases are about the same in composition, 
but fire-damp stayed in the seams and pores of the coal 
while natural gas succeeded in escaping. In the Anthra
cite region the rocks were nearly all broken up,thus 
giving escape to most ofthe gas which remained in the 
Bituminous districts. 
111. Is natural gas as dangerous as fire-damp? 
Exactly as bad. The blowers, as you call them, tbat 

let in lire-damp at the faces of the coal is practically 
natural gas. That is why there is so much complaint 
about the leaky main pipes that carry natural gas. At 
tbe points of leakage the gas works into the ground 
and affects the air of shallow mines near by. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

P O W E R IN MINING. 

The Elementary Principles of Mechanics—Steam— 
Boilers--Engines—The Machinery Employed in 

Mines. 
75. Does the power of water depend upon the height 

ofthe fall and the weight of water.? 
Yes, Niagara falls is 160 feet high and over twenty 

million cubic feet of water tumbles over it every min
ute. Each cubic foot weighs 62'5 pounds. So tbe work 
that mi'dit be obtained from tbe Niagara would be 
over 160 X 20,000,000 X 625 =-- 200,000,000,000 foot lbs. 
per minute or over 6,000,000 horse-power 

76. Can all the work be utilized? 
Not all of it. The moment that a piece of machinery 

is introduced, some work is lost in friction. No 
water wheel can give more than 85% of tbe work it 
receives—and that is only obtained from the best 
wheel. C o m m o n overshot'wheels will give 60%, while 
undershot water wheels give only abont40;». 

77. What is this called? 
Tbe ratio between the work a machine actually 

does and what it should do is called the efficiency, or 
modulus. The better the machine, the higher is its 
efficiency. For example, the efficiences of "the wheels 
quoted in Q, 76 are 0'So, 0'60 and 0'40 respectively. The 
modulus ofa steam engine is about 0"80; of a very good 
one, O'OO, and an ordinary one, 0'70. 

78. What bt comes of the remainder of the power ? 
It is lost in friction and imperfect machinery. Tbe 

steam that enters an engine cylinder loses some of its 
power by condensing or leakage and some power by 

not escaping freely from the cylinder. Then the fric
tion due to tight packing and the wearing of rubbing 
parts consumes some power. These causes take from 
10to30*7^ of tho steam power, leaving 90- to 70% with 
which tbe engine may perform work. (See p. 153, Feb
ruary, 1892, number of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER). 

19. What causes the loss of so much power in a water 
wheel as yon say in Q 76? 
The losses nf power in a water wheel are due to fric

tion on the bearing ; the loss from the water which 
splashes out nf the buckets and also tbat due to the fact 
that tbe wheel will not turn as fast as the water natu
rally would fall. 
SO. What is the principle of the water wheel ? 
The overshot receives water in the buckets and in its 

fall the wheel is turned. The weight of the water in 
tbe buckets falling a distance equal to the heightof the 
wheel gives the work of the water. As said, however, 
tbe wheel can not turn as rapidly as the free falling 
water would. So the efficiency ofthe wheel is not over 
00%. 

81. Ifa water wheel is 50 feet diameter, and a flume 
delivers 6 cubic feet per second to it. What power 
does the wheel give? 

Six cubic feet weigh 375 
lbs. and each minute the 
wheel receives 22,500 lbs. 
of water, which fall 50 
feet. This would give 
1,125,000ft. lbs; but the 
efficiency ofthe wheel is 
60%, w ich gives 675,000 
ft. lbs., or 20'4 horse-pow
er. 
82 If an undershot 

wheel is 20 feet high and 
receives 760 cubic feet of 
water per minute. What 
would be its power? 
The height of an under

shot wheel is of no consequence except for the dispos
ition of the buckets on it But we must know the fall 
ofthe water or its velocity. If the velocity of the 
water is 60 feet per 
second, the practical 
fall ofthe water is56'3 
feet, as we shall learn 
later. 
So, 760 X 625 X 56'3 
X 0'40 = 1,069,700 ft. 
lbs. 

83. H o w is it with a 
turbine wheel ? 
The principle is 

much the same. A 
timbered shaft or pen
stock, is built so that 
its top is on the level 
with the ditch or creek 
supplying the water 
and its bottom encloses a wheel, as in Fig. 17. Tbe 
water column presses upon the wheel; its weight and 
velocity of discharge determine the w*ork of the tur
bine. 

84. A turbine 20 inches in diameter under 10 feet of 
water gives what power? 

Ens UOT WH 

FIG. 16, U N D E R S H O T W H E E L . 

If the wheel can turn so fast as to consume 476 cubic 
feet of water (which weigh 211,750 pounds) per minute 
and these falling 10 feet give 297,500 ft. lbs., and if the 
wheel has an efficiency of 87%. then the wheel gives 
nearly 8 horse power." 476 X 621 X 10 X 070 -_- 33,000-
= 6'3 horse power. 

85. Then vou simply multiply the weight of the 
water consumed by the height through which the 
water falls ? 
Yes. Each cubic foot of water weighs 62'5 pounds 

and multiplying the number of cubic feet by 62%5 gives 
the weight of water. If you have gallons instead of 
cubic feet, multiply by 8*35 instead of 62-5, for each gal
lon weighs fi'35 pounds. Then the height of the pen
stock, in which the water is held above the wheel {as 
in Q. S3, the height of the overshot wheel) is multiplied 
by the weight of the water to get the theoretical work ; 
or, to get the amount actually performed, multiply by 
70%, or thereabouts. 
86. W h y do you multiply by the height ofthe water? 
W e call that height the " head " and when the water 

falls through a certain height, no matter if it takes a 
year to do it, or if the fall is affected in a minute; the 
work itis capable of doing, is tbe same that would be 
required to lift it the given height. The " head " is 
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always the equivalent height of water to that which 
produces the work. And whether the water is all ver
tically above tbe. turbine or not, the difference in level 
between the surface ofthe water and the point of dis
charge measures the " head." (See Fi<r. IS where T is the 
turbine, and 0 Tthe theoretical head.) Though there 
may be more water in tbe pipe N T than in 0 T, there 

"UVJ LAJ 

FIG. IS. 

willbenomorewaterdischiirgedfrom one than from the 
other at T, so that the work is the same in either case 
Perhaps the student may nit appreciate the statement 
that the inclination ha* nothing to do with the volume 
of water discharged (excluding the effect of friction) 
but let him try the case of a pipe almost horizontal. 
H e would find how slowly the water would flow out of 
it, whereas, if the pipe were held more nearly vertical 
the amount would be very great, as the water would 
pour out verv fist; while if the pipes were of different 
lengths ami so placed that their end-' were on the same 
level, the same amount of water would he collected 
from the pipes—indeed, owing to friction, the longer 
pipe would discharge less water than the short pipe. 
^87. What effect has friction upon the flow of water 
through the pipe ? 

It reduces the head so that the effective amount of 
water flowing is less than there would be if there were 
no friction. 

Will you explain ? 
88. I Van not now, but will later show how both the 

diameter and the length of the pipe affect the flow of 
the water. An air current flowing through the galleries 
ofa mine behaves in very much tbe same manner and 
both these will be discussed together. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

V E N T I L A T I O N IN MINES. 

Including a Description of the Gases Met "With in 

Mines and the Atmospherical Conditions Necessary 
to be Known to Understand the Laws of Ventila

tion. 
75. Then you think that the only security is in 

having a good air current ? 
Yes, that is all. 
76. H o w will an air current act? 
Just as you can mix vinegar and water and whisky 

together bv shaking, so you can sweep a current of air 
and it will mix the carbonic acid and fire-damp together 
and carry them out ofthe mine. 

77. H o w can you reach all tbe places where these 
gases are ? 
By a proper splitting ofthe air. I would drive 

it through every place. I would send plenty of 
air along the gob and goafand would carry it straight 
along every face of coal that is exposed ; each gang of 
men or each entry should have its own air, directly 
from the intake and after having passed along every 
nook, I would send it out to the return air-way or 
upcast, where it woultl meet the returns from all 
the other entries or panels. 

78, H o w much air is required? 
The amount should be enough to dilute the various 

mine gases to such a degree as not to be dangerous. 
The laws require from 100 to 200 cubic feet per man per 
minute. But the allowance should be made not only 
for the number of miners but also for the extent of the 
mine. A m i n e with a large goaf and a long working 
facu should have more air than a small mine which has 
less chance of being filled with gases. So 200 cubic feet 
per hour is added for every acre of goaf. 

79. What means aro there for distributing the air to 
the working faces? 
In some specially difficult mine-, to ventilate the faces 

receive air, through a pipe of iron or of wood and from 
a blowing fan that takes its supply from the main 
gangway. Other faces are ventilated by a brattice so 
placed in an entry as to give au ingoing aud outgoing 
current and which is always carried along as fast as the 
work advances. Check curtains are the quickest means 
for turning tho air to working places. 

80. What precautions should we take in using brat
tice ? 
The brattice is only good if it is air tight and well 

nailed, to cut the gangway into two separate air-ways, 
A working face can only be well aired by continuing 
the eurtains along behind you as fast as you advance. 
The rooms must have air carried up, into and through 
them to bo safe. Tbat is one reason why Longwall 
mav lie better ventilated than bord and pillar. 

81. What is the test for bad air? 
A test for bad air is not easy to give. Generally 

speaking bad air is that which has much carbonic acid 
(see Q. 60) or firs-damp or is bot. If a room receives 
an amount of frenh air oqual to 100 cubic feet per min

ute per man working therein, it has pretty good venti
lation. 

82. H o w can we know whether there is tbat much 
entering a room ? 
Go to a place in the entry feeding the rooms or to a 

through. Mea-ure offlOO feet or so of its length and 
also measure its size. If you fire off a little gunpowder 
at one end and see how long it takes for the smoke to 
travel the distance you measured off- Then the quan
tity of air moving in cubic feet per minute is found by-
dividing the distance measured by tbe numberof sec
onds it takes to travel that distance, then multiply this 
result by the area ofthe road and by 60. 

83. Is there not sume other method ? 
Yes. Instead of watching how long it takes smoke 

to travel, you could hold up an anemometer at arm's 
length from you and that will tell you how fast the air 
is moving. Let tbe wheels turn for exactly one min- I 
ute. Then multiply the reading by the area ofthe air- l 
way. See Fig. 4. 

I 

FIG. 4. 

84. What is the anemometer? 
See p. 163, February number of T H E COLLIERY E N G I -

NKER. The anemometer is like a weather vane and 
when held up in the air-current will revolve nearly as 
fast as the air-current. Its pointers show how fast it 
does turn. 

85. Could I not measure the air current by the 
candle ? 

Yes. Hold the candle out from you, its flame will 
be bent by the wind, but if you walk as fast as the 
wind the flame will remain upright. So the speed with 
which you must travel to keep the flame erect gives 
you the" speed of air-current._ 

86. Does the ventilation improve as the velocity is 
greater ? 

Not necessarily If a large air-way has air moving 
rapidly through it there may be a very large amount 
of air and plenty. But the velocity ofthe air-current 
may be great while the air-passage is very small. Then 
the aumunt ofairmaybe too small for good ventila
tion. 

87, But is not the air better as tbe current is faster ? 
To a certain extent, yes. But the air must not be too 

strong in tbe entries. It is chilling and uncomfortable 
It is unsafe in fiery mines and it increases the friction. 
too fast to he economical. 

8S. What should be the speed ofthe air-current? 
It may be anything up to, say, 600 feet in the air

ways while the velocity is often as much as 1000 ft. per 
minute in the shaft, slopes, or entries connecting mine 
with surface. Greater than 000 feet per minute would 
drive the flame against the gauze of the lamp (seep. 
285, July, 1891, number of T H E COLLIERY E N G I N E E R ) , and 
induce explosion. 

89. H o w does the friction affect the velocity? 
You will remember how in Q. 37 we spoke of the 

drag ofthe mine as influencing the height of the water-
gauge ? The greater the friction of the air in passing 
through a mine, the higher will the water-gauge stand 
and the greater must be the value for the pressure p 
(Q. 34) which is necessary to force the air through the 
mine. As p increases, so must the power u. required of 
the fan otr the furnace in the proportion u = pq. 
See also T H E COLLI KRY E N G I N E E R for discussion of this 

formula under " Power in Mines." 
Now the friction increases with the square of the 

velocity while the power necessary to drive a given 
volume of air q is proportional tothe cube ofthe veloc
ity. From this, it will been seen tbat it is cheaper to 
have tbe velocity as low as possible provided you get 
the requisite amount of air. 

90. But in reducing the velocity tbe amount of air is 
reduced, is it not? 
That is so when a certain air-way is considered. But 

as a given mine requires a stated amount of air, it be
comes necessary to so enlarge the air passages that the 
air will How readily at a safe velocity. 

91. AVhat fixes tbe amount of air to be delivered to a 
mipe ? 
The ordinary legal requirement of 100 cubic feet of 

air every minute for every man employed underground. 
92. Does a man breathe as much air as that? 
Oh, no. The average miner inhales into his lungs 

1,500 cubic inches of air every minute, and he expels 
from them 52"5 cable inches of carbonic acid, or about 
3£% of the amount inhaled every minute. Thin 
must be diluted with pure air and washed away at 
once, because it has a poisonous effect upou those 
breathing it. (See Q. 95). 
Then, again, a mine employs one mule for evnry 10 

miners and air must be furnished for the animal which 
should have 4,000 cubic feet every hour. The explo
sion of gunpowder produces gases which must be 
cleared away. And, finally, as the fresh coal face is con
tinually throwing off gas from its pores, an extra allow
ance of air must be made in proportion to tbe area of 
the working and worked-out faces. For each square 
foot of face, exposed, one-third ofa cubic foot per nour 
is added. Counting up all these allowances it will be 
found that for each man employed, there will be re
quired at least 100 cubic feet of air per minute. Some 
States insist upon 300 cubic feet a minute per man. 

93. What is tbe theory of the ventilating current ? 
To create a current of air large enough in volume to 

dilute tbe vairous gases produced in the mine to a very 
harmless proportion ; and sufficiently rapid to remove 
the gases at once. 

94. Is that the only means of giving pure air ? 
Yes and it is the only preventative of accident by ex

plosion of fire-damp. 

[TO BE CONTINUED]. 

ANALYSES OP COAL, ORES, ETC. 

Instructions in Sampling and in Making* Analyses to 
Ascertain the Quality and Value of Coal, Ores, 
&c, &c. 
Assay for Lead is performed in a crucible. W h e n the 

sample is received it is pulverized and thoroughly 
mixed. From various parts of the heap ten grammes 
(one gramme •= 15-432 grains) are taken. Pour into 
a crucible and add material which will help to fuse the 
ore and reduce the lead. [The simplest flux is a mix
ture of 1 part of flour and 10 of bicarbonate of soda. 
This should be made in quantity and kept in stock, as 
"black flux substitute."] With the ore thoroughly mix 
25 grammes ofthe "b. f. s." N o w insert 3 nails, points 
down, and cover all with salt. Place this in the muffle 
by means of the scorifier tongs. Then as many more 
crucibles, usually not more than 9, never more than 12, 
are charged as there are ores to be assayed, but never un
til the muffle lias become white hot. It usually takes about 
one and a half hours to get up heat enough for fusion. 
A zinc plate or a fire-clay stopper is put at the mouth of 
the mulfle and the furnace is kept up at high heat for 
one half or three-fourths hour, until the bubbling has 
ceased, and all is quiet in tbe crucibles. 
The mould, Fig. 14, is now placed on the shelf at D 

and the crucibles removed from the furnace by the 
right hand, while with the left tbe cupel tongs are em
ployed to gently pull out the nails. Tbe crucible is 
then tapped a little and its contents poured out into 
the mould. The crucibles in turn are .taken out, tbeir 
nails removed, tapped,and poured. 
In a short while the contents of the mould will be 

found to have cooled sufficiently, for handling. They 
will be found to consist ofa lead metallic button in the 
bottom, covered by a slag composed of all the other 
material in the ore. This button is handled with a 
pair of pincers, while it is pounded by a hammer into 
a small cube. The clean button is then weighed and 
represents the amount of lead in ten grammes of the 
ore. By simple proportion the percentage is found. If 
the button weighs 41 grammes, then the ore contains 
41 per cent, of lead, because 

10 :4-l :; 100 % : x 
Tbe precautions are: 
Keep up a very hot fire. 
Never use moist or wetsubstances in the furnace. 
Be expeditious in removing the crucible as soon aa 

the boiling ceases. 
Use the scorifier tongs for the crucibles, and the cupel 

tongs only for nails and for cupels. 
Be careful that none ofthe broken slag enters a fresh 

wound or cut in the hand. 
Unless very great accuracy is desired, one crucible 

charge is sufficient, otherwiscduplicates are put through. 
To avoid errors in the tests the assayer is advised to 
systematize bis work by numbering each test 1,2,3, etc. 
" In the note-book the 
tests are described oppo
site their respective num
bers. The weighing ofthe 
tests follows the same 
numerical order. Tbey 
must, be placedin the muf
fle intbesameway,observ
ing always the order 
shown in Fig. 15. This 
plan saves confusion and 
prevents mistakes. W h e n 
the crucibles are emptied 
into the mould, the order 
is again observed, No. 9 
being first emptied, but 
into its corresponding cup with 6 poureu in front of it 
and 8 emptied into the cavity alongside. 
Assaying for Silvir and Gold. The process described 

above is the industrial method of recovering lead from 
its ore:-*- on a large scale and includes the mode of saving 
the silver and thegold, but for many reasons the assayer 
has not carried out the latter part of the smelters'method 
in-hiw more delicate, yet not more efficient process. 
Tbe lead button which is weighed contains most of the 
precious metals, but not all, so another method called 
the Scorificatiou or roasting process is employed. Be
fore describing the method it is necessary now to ex
plain a few details of measurement*. 
At-11 of silver or gold contains 29,166i| Troy ounces, 

and all oroa are valuod by the number of ounces of gold 
or silver contained in a ton of ore. An ore of eighty 
ouiiaes silver per ton is very rich. One of 200 ounces 
is exceptional. It becomes necessary therefore to have 
some simple weight by which to compare the assay 
-results with the actual weights. Now, an ore of eighty 
ounces per ton avoirdupois is one which has eighty 
ounce* of silverout of29,166jj ounoes of ore; so an ore 
of 200 ounces has 200 parts out of 29,166ji parts of ore. 

OOO 
000 
000 15. 
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Suppose we take 29,166$ milligrammes (29T66S 
grammes) of the ore, then it should have 80, or 
200, milligrammes of silver in it, according to 
which ore we are assaying. Then if we make a 
brass mass, weighing 29'166'*i grammes we might call it 
an assay ton, [A. T.], letting each milligramme of it rep
resent an ounce of the actual ton of ore, and we might 
weigh up an A. T. of tbe ore and find how many roilli-
framro.es of silver the Are assay will produce out of it. 
'hen there are as many ounces of silver in the actual 

ton of oreas there were milligrammes of silver button 
reduced from* an assay ton of the sample. 
In general the assay of gold and silver ores are em

bodied in the following steps : 
1—Preparation of the sample. 
2—Reduction of the ore and the collection of the 

precious metals in the lead button. 
3—Tbe cupellation ofthe lead. 
4—Weighing the metallic globules after 3. 
5—Separation of the silver and gold. 
6—Weighing tbe gold. 
The first has already been explained. 
The second, in crucibles, has been indicated, but in

stead of relying solely upon the lead in the ore for the 
collection of the precious metals, lead is added in con
junction with other chemicals. 

The amount ofthe ore taken depends upon tbe prob
able richness of the ore. Forgold ores Irom 1 to 4 A.T. 
are taken. For silver ores, from ] to 1 A. T. 
Whatever tbe amount, it is placed in the crucible with 
sufficient litharge to furnish a lead button weighing 
about 20 gramme.. A n ore containing much lead may 
require little litharge for producing a button nf the most 
convenient size. An ore without lead should have 
litharge charged with it, pei haps as much as 50 
grammes. The object of set king to obtain a final 
button weighingabout 20 grammes is to facilitate cu
pellation, as will be seen later. 

To reduce the ore and melt lead out of the litharge, 
which is only an oxide, 1 gramme of argol or | gramme 
of charcoal must be added to the charge for -1 assay 
ton of the average ore requiring 50 grammes of litharge. 
Again, to obtain a clean fusion of the earthy matter of 
the ore, another agent must be introduced. If tbe 
earthy matter is silicious, add some borax (fused and 
pulverized); if it is basic and contains much zinc or 
spar, instead of quartz, add silica, finely ground. With 
care and a little observation on the part of the assayer, 
the required amounts of the various ingredients may 
soon become known. 
To recapitulate, tho assayer will weigh out from .] 

to 4 A. T. of ore and add about 50 grammes of litharge, 
a gramme of argol, or :\ gramme of charcoal, and silica 
or borax ; after mixing thoroughly on a clean sheet of 
paper, it is poured into a crucible, covered with a layer 
of salt, and inserted into the muffle. W h e n ebullition 
has ceased, the contents are poured into its proper 
cavity of the mould and allowed to cool, after which 
the lead button is cleaned and hammered into a cube, 
as before explained, and returned to its proper place in 
the mould for cupellation. Should the button happen 
to be of an excessive size, say over J inch on the side, 
there has been too much reduction. Tbe assayer may 
repeat the test, using less litharge, or less of the re
ducer, or adding some niter for oxydizing the ore, 
otherwise, he may place the lead button in a scorifier 
with a little boiax and conduct tbe operation as will 
be explained below. 
The process of scorirication is the more common one 

for silver and gold ores because it is simpler. The ma
jority ofthe ores of silver require roasting or oxidation 
of the sulphur. Tn accomplish this in a crucible re
quires niter which has the unhappy faculty of boiling 
over, destroying not only the analysis, hut also injur
ing the floor ofthe muffle. The broad exposure of sur
face of the scorifier permits of oxidation without any 
such risk, and hence is invariably employed. 
The ordinary-sized scorifier will receive a charge of 

^ A. T. of ore which having been carefully weighed is 
mixed with about a thimble full of pure granulated 
lead. The whole charge is then covered with another 
thimble full of granulated lead and topped with 
three or four lumps of fused borax about tbe size of a 
pea. If great accuracy is required or a large quantity of 
ore desired for assay, two, or even three scorifiers are 
used, each charged as above. As mentioned above, 
should the ore contain much spar, some powdered sil
ica is added. If zinc blende or grey copper be present 
in the ore, the charge of granulated lead should be in
creased. 

Having prepared as many tests as are to be "put 
through " in thegiven "run," thescorifiers are placed 
in order as previously observed. The muffle should be 
white hot, in which state it may receive nine charges 
without seriously reducing the temperature. The 
muffle is then closed by means of the stopper, S, while 
the fire is being stirred up. In five or ten minutes it is 
removed to allow a free, liberal access of air. The con
tents of thescorifiers, which should now be in fusion, 
the ore floating on the bath of molten lead. Fumes 
will be seen to arise, and as long as they continue, the 
oxidation should be permitted, but the draught should 
not be excessive. This may be' judged by the slow 
movementof the fumes. W h e n the ore disappears, the 
fire should be raised somewhat and white lead fumes 
will begin to escape, a ring of slag will form and grad
ually encroach upon the lead bath, the exposure of 
which grows rapidly smaller. If the slag does not 
appear to be very fluid, a little borax or silica is added 
by meansof the small shovel. If borax has been pre
viously charged, perhaps silica may assist the fusion of 
the pasty mass, otherwise add a little more borax. In 
about thirty minutes the lead will have oxidized suf
ficiently to be completely covered by the enlarging ring 
of slag, when the operation is complete. As soon as ail 
ofthe scorifiers are thus " closed," the doors are closed 
a moment to ensure a perfectly fluid slag. The con
tents are then poured out in proper places in the mould, 
Fig. 14, and allowed tp cool. In time, the lead buttons 
are freed from their adhering slag, bam mere*-! into a 

cube and replaced for cupellation. Should any ofthe 
lead buttons appear to be covered too quickly, a little 
granulated lead wrapped in paper is dropped into it by 
means ofthe cupel tongs. 
The lead button resulting from any of tbe processes 

mentioned should be malleable. A little granular but
ton indicates the presence of sulphur, arsenic or anti
mony. A button larger than twenty grammes must be 
re-scorified with borax ; brittle buttons, also, should be 
re-treated with lead before attempting to cupel them ; 
those containing copper cannot be cupelled and must 
needs be again scorified. 

[TO B E CONTINUED]. 

SURFACE APPLIANCES. 

The Preparation of Coal and Ores for Market 

83. Are they of same make? 
The machines are not identical with those used for 

coal because they are intended only for small quantities 
First, there comes the separators based upon the sec 

ond principle mentioned in Q. 21, called hydraulic sepa
rators. These are to separate tbe particles into two 
classes; First, those which have a given resistance to 
falling in a body of quiet water, or which fall 
with equal facility in still water; aud second, those 
whicli have a greater resistance than the first class. 
These are fed directly from the fine crushers. 
Second, the numerous forms of tables upon which the 

fine mineral is treated in a thin current of water. 
Fig. 8 is the view ofa concentrating mill, at which C 

is the crusher, R the rolls, E the elevator, S, S**, etc., the 
screens feeding to the jigs J1. J**', etc. Tbe tailings from 
tbe jigs after crushing go to IP, PP. H;1. etc. which in 
turn feed to certain machines at Bl, BA BJ, etc. 

S4. Describe the separators. 
These may be of two classes, according as to whether 

they are intended for tbe second or third method Q. 21, 
Thoseoperating upou the third method are very simple 
Imagine a long trough inclined at a convenient angle. 

At tbe head a stream of water and fine ore is received 
and washes down the plane with a velocity sufficient to 
carry everything before if. 4t about 6 feet down the 
plane,the trough suddenly widensout to twice the width 
ofthe firstO feet. The stream being spread over a great
er surface has its carrying capacity reduced. Six feet 
further on there is another sudden widening of the 
trough that still further reduces the ability ofthe water 
to wash away its suspended contents. If this consti
tuted the entire machine, nothing would be accom
plished. But at the end of each 6 feet length there is a 
pointed V box having its mouth open and the apex at 

S7. If each box produces such a variety of unsized 
material, why could not their contents be delivered to 
screens and thus beseparated in sizes? 
Tbat plan might be adopted, for by screening the 

material from each box separately, that which goes 
through the finest mesh screen is the heaviest, and 
is therefore the mineral; that through tbe next finest 
screen is still quite rich in heavy mineral; while that 
which fails to go through the coarsest screen is com
posed of large particles of quartz and spar. This 
method, however, is too expensive for practical work 
on a large scale, So the V box savings are treated on 
other machines. 
SS. Are there any means of producing at once a sal

able concentrate out of the fine material ? 
W e have several forms of machines and more every 

day being patented. You will readily appreciate the 
necessity for some efficient machines, when you recall 
that at least 40 % ofthe valuable mineral ofthe ore is 

the bottom closed by a valve. ' 
The first box is at tbe point where the second part 

of the trough suddenly widens. Therefore itis at the 
point where the carrying capacity of the current is di
minished and hence where some of the sandy mineral 
will be released. So in this first V box is received the 
mateiial which the current is the least capable of 
moving—the heaviest mineral is therefore the first col
lected. 
Meanwhile the current of water at a lower velocity 

continues until it encounters another V box, larger 
than the first, atanother point of change. Here again 
the stream parts with the next heavier material. After 
which the finest slime is deposited in the third V box 
in similar manner. 
In each box, the contents differ in weight and size, 

while the material that fails to settle in the third box is 
allowed to escape into the creek. Each box is being 
filled automatically, and no labor or attention is requir
ed beyond occasionally watching its piogress. Each 
box is emptied into its bin whence the contents are de
livered to the proper machines for concentration. For 
although the contents are classified according to their 
weight (that is the particles of heavy and light mineral 
are of such sizes as to weigh the same) we have merely 
an agglomeration of small heavy and large light par
ticles. 

85. Are not the products of these several clatsifiers at 
once salable? 

No. Each V box has collected quite a range of par
ticles, as mentioned, extending from the comparatively 
coarse quartz to the very fine galena, and unless they be 
further separated we have not accomplished a concen
tration. Hence the classifier is merely a preparatory 
stage in the treatment of fine mineral. 

S6. H o w large is the material you are now referring 
to? 
What I have called "coarse" is perhaps of the 

size of a small mustard seed or a grain of sand. The 
fine particles are those which are about T ^ of an inch 
in size and are called "slimes." The contents ofthe 
last V box are even finer than the material mentioned. 
Some of it will remain in still water, without settling, 
for several minutes; it is so very light. 

FIG. 9. 

present in the tailings of tbe jigs. In many mills even 
more than this amount is lost, especially if there is any 
free silver minerals. For though they are much heavier 
than water and should sink, tbey are FO flaky in char
acter as to be borne away on the current. It is to save 
this material that the majority of machines are con
structed. 

S9. What variety of machine will with one operation 
collect tbe concentrates in salable value? 
Conical separators receiving the pulverized tailings 

will separate the mineral quite effectively. A pair of 
cones are supported on stands in such manner that the 
distance between them may be regulated A hopper or 
sluice empties the wet slimes and sands into the trough 
thence into the space between the 2 cones, as shown by 
the arrow. W h e n they have arrived at the lowest point 

the coarsest grains separate and 
sink through the aperture at 
the bottom whence they are con
veyed to the table or finishing 
concentrator. Tlie finer sands 
which do not sink when they 
reach tbe bottom are carried up 
with tbe current a« shown (very 
little ofthe mineral will fallout 
of its ascending current). This 
finer material is delivered to 
another larger conical separator 
when the current is not swift. 
Here the lighter and smaller 
mineral settles and from it es
capes again the lightest of the 
slimes which are carried to tbe 
largest conical separator for final 
deposition. Each separator pro
duces a very good concentrate 
Which is at once salable, but 
if it is desired to further im
prove upon it, the savings 

are delivered to other machines. The speed of 
the flowing current is easily regulated, and this 
form of box gives very great satisfaction. Tbe only way 
of treating the concentrates of these separators is on 
tables, to be explained, where a thin layer of very diluted 
slimes eflect the washings. 

90. What are the forms of slime dressing machines? 
They are, in tbe main, but three varieties. 
A bumping table, called, sometimes, Rittinger table. 
A revolving inclined table, called, sometimes, buddle. 
A moving inclined belt like the Frue Vanner. 
91. Do these give salable concentrates? 
Yes, each one of these receive the accumulations from 

one of theV pointed boxes and separates tbe mineral from 
the gangue or waste. Sometimes tbe waste from one of 
these machines is delivered to one of the other variety 
of machines. 
92. Is there any difference in their behavior with 

slimes ? 
Yes, for example, as experience has taught that round 

sandy particles are better treated on the bumping or re
volving tables, w,hile flaky mineral is best saved by the 
inclined belts.it is evident that such a mixture of ma
terial as the V boxes deliver will contain .some flaky 
mineral that the Frue Vanner will save, and some sandy 
particles that will roll offfrom it. If these tailings should 
be delivered to a buddle or a Rittinger, tbe round 
mineral can thereon be recovered. If, however, a 
certain ore for which you are designing a mill should 
produce only flaky or only sandy slimes, then one 
should choose, in accordance with the above mentioned 
principles, a Frue Vanner or a Rittinger. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

METHODS IN MINING. 

Shaft Sinking*—Tunneling—Systems of "Working Coal 
•and Metals—Timbering in Mines. 

86. Why are return air-ways driven along with each 
coal gallery ? 
The return air-way is always carried parallel to and 

near the haulageway (which is the intake) for a long 
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distance ahead ofthe mining work to keep in advance 
ofthe winning. As the two are connected every few 
hundred feet, the gallery can be safely driven. Besides 
itis never safe to try to get along without a return air
way. Coal operators would like 10, if they could, be
cause this narrow work is expensive but tbey cannot 

FIG. 19. 

for two reasons, as will be explained in questions on 
Ventilation there must be two air-ways if a mine is to 
be ventilated (and I may say here that metal mines 
require ventilation just as much as do_ coal mines) 
one for incoming air and one for outgoing air. N o w 
one might divide the gallery into two parts by running 
a partition down its full length and from floor to roof, 
but that is dangerous. If the partition, leaks or if an 
explosion breaks it down there is no ventilation at all 
and the miners must suffer proportionately. Again it 
is a much more difficult arrangement to connect the 
working faces with the two parts of the same gallery so 
that the fresh air can be taken from one while the other 
receives the bad air. Finally the law, recognizingtbese 
risks and difficulties, has passed such regulations as will 
prevent such parsimonious efforts that invite dis
aster. 
£-. AVhile the gallery is driving a temporary partition is 
carried by the miner along with the face. Posts 
reaching from floor to roof have nailed to them heavy 
tarred canvas cloth (Fig. 19) so that, until the gallery 
hasadvaneed far enough for another break being made 
through the coal to the return air-way, the air current 
can travel as shown by the arrow. The return air-ways 
are always driven up hill from tbe gangway (that is to 
the rise). In thick coal seams the air way may even 
be in an upper bench or on top of the haulage-way. 

[TO B E CONTINUED.] 

A Simple and Practical Sight Feed Lubricator. 

Below isshown Lunkenheimer's "Senior" Sight Feed 
Lubricator, which is acknowledged by all users to be a 
very satisfactory and perfect working cup. It is 
guaranteed by the makers to give entire satisfaction. 

T H S "SENIOR." 

Description: B, oil reservoir; C, upper valve; E, filling 
plug; F, drain valve; H, union to connect condenser 
pipeand valve; K, discharge valve; L, valve for regulat
ing flow of oil; N, indicator glass; P, sight-feed glass 
valve to drain or blow out sight-feed glass P. 

Among its many and superior advantages are these: 
First, it is sitnule in construction. Second, it has no 
condensing bulb to freeze and burst. Third, tbe plugs 
8 facilitate the replacing and cleanning of glasses. 
Fourth, it has a vent to blow out the sight-feed glass P. 
Fifth, the shanks on the one third and one-half pint 
sizes are threaded for &// pipe instead of \/r, conse
quently they are easily attached to small steam pipes. 
Sixth, every cup is tested and warranted. 

These advantages combined with neat design and 
•superior workmanship and finish make the "Senior " 
the most modern and efficient sight-feed lubricator in 
the market. It is made in eight sizes from one-half 
pint to one-gallon inclusive, and can be supplied by any 
dealer in brass goods. Complete directions are sent 
with every cup. 
The "Senior" is manufactured only by The Lunken

heimer Brass Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A., 
who manufactureacomplete line of Superior Steam Spec
ialties, Regrinding valves, SighHreed Lubricators, Glass 
Oil Cups, Grease Cups, etc. It will pay every steam 
user to send for their new 1892 catalogue. 

The United States Mineral Wool Co., of No. 2 Cort
landt St., New York City, have lately added to their 
line uf specialties an improved Sectional Mineral Wool 
Covering. Having added to tbeir factory improved 
machinery, they can guarantee satisfaction ki the ex
ecution of orders for their prodnets. 

THE ANTHRACITE COAL SUPPLY AND 
THE READING LEASES. 

Abridged From an Article by A. &.. McLeod, Esq., in 
the July " Forum " 

There could—and let me say this at the outset—be no 
graver misuse of terms thun to call the Reading leases an 
" Anthracite trust." This is the creation of a phrase to at
tract toward the Reading Railway tlie unfriendly criticisms 
wliich trade combinations called 'trusts'" have awakened 
in certain ciicles. Nothing has been created by these leases. 
Under the Reading charter, the railway has simply contin
ued its policy of extension and enlargement, which it has 
systematically pursued in recent years, not only without 
adverse criticism, but with the benrty and sincere commen
dation of the public and the press ; and I think it cannot be 
successfully denied that tbe many additions and extensions 
acquired by tbe Reading company under tbe auspicesof the 
present management prior to those now under considera
tion, whenever sufficient time has elapsed to warrant a just 
conclusion concerning them, have resulted in every instance 
quite as much to tbe benefit ofthe communities affected by 
tliem as to tlie advantage of the company. The " Reading 
leases " mean simply that corporations, each with elements 
of strength and usefulness to the public which the others 
did not possess, came into close relations, the oue taking 
what tbe others guve and each giving what it could with 
advantage hestuw. The result has been a gain all around. 
not only t.. those concerned in the Reading management, 
but to the public, in whose service alone a profit can be 
found. The Reading has only followed the policy of other 
corporations, a policy made necessary by the stupendous 
growth of the country, and distinctly authorized and en
couraged by tbe statutes of every State in theUnion, though 
long neglected by this company from causes which seennd 
to be beyond the control of its management. 
To criticise the Reading system as a commercial mo

nopoly seekingartificial and oppres-ive gains at the expense 
ofa simrJe article of commerce is either the misrepresenta
tion of ignorance or the libel ofa wanton spirit. The Read
ing has followed the example of others who have developed 
the agencies of civilization. By precisely such combina
tions America crows in greatness. W e had this example 
in the consolidation of the New York Central and the 
Pennsylvania systems. What, in a word, the Reading 
leases mean is that comparatively small and dependent lines 
are gathered into one and made strong, useful, and inde
pendent. 
The Heading system proposes to itself a twofold duty. It 

will bring tbe products of its territory—coal among the 
rest-—home to the consumer upon surer and better terms, 
and to the manifold industries along its various lines the 
raw material and supplies which enter into their products. 
It will assure to the thousands of investers in the Reading 
securities their undoubted right to some return for the 
money invested. In this will be found a complete explana
tion of the motives of tbe management in negotiating the 
leases. It is a mistake to suppose that there is or has been 
recently any material or substantial competition between 
tbe transportation lines as to the carriage of Anthracite 
coal; the carrying of the coul from the various mines and 
from the various regions is mainly determined by the 
ownership or control ofthe lands or by the necessities im
posed by geographical location. Corporations have been 
formed acquiring the coal lands. These corporations, act
ing under existing laws, obtained tbeir properties and hold 
them by the tenure of law. They are as much the posses
sion of their owners as Government bonds or tbe home
stead deed. The corporations as coal-mine owners are in 
close relations with tbe Reading and other companies. As 
a consequence, the competition about which so much is 
written is between individuals and corporations producing 
and selling coal, and not between the transportation com
panies carrying thecoal to the market. This condition is 
in no wise altered by the Reading leases. The same mines 
are tributary to the same railroads as before: each line 
serves the same markets, and neither line gains nor loses a 
ton of Anthracite traffic as a consequence of our transporta
tion arrangements. 
In considering tbe Anthracite coal question we must re

member that the supply is exbaustable. W e are taking 
from a fixed quantity, the accretion of ages, whicli, when 
used, can never be recreated by any agency known to man. 
If squandered as other resources quite as valuable have 

been, we come to the real oppression of prices, for the cost 
would advance as tha supply grew less, until coal became 
an article of luxury. Economy in production mUst be ob
served by improved methods ; and in tbe unification and-
strengthening of industrial processes we have a more pru
dent, practical, and economical system of mining, enhanc
ing the security of tho investors in coal properties, promot
ing the cotnfurt and assuring the more regular employment 
of the laborer, and all ultimately inuring to the benefit of 
the consumer ofcoal. if not in the lowering of prices when 
tbey are already too low, considering the cost of production, 
at least in the way of continuing the supply at moderate 
prices. 
The allegation that the price* of coal have brien advanc

ed to extortionate rates under the recent arrangements is 
the burden of many articles ofthe preen. I read of "the 
untold millions" which are to be taken out of the meagre 
earnings of the noor as a consequence of the alliances and 
the proposed economies in the t;oal l.tu-iness. There can be 
no better reply than to itudy prices during the past lour 
years. Here are the commercial circulars giving prices in 
May, 1892, at the tidewater points of Weehawken, Hoboken, 
and Perth Amboy, Grate coal is quoied at $3.75 a 
ton. This is 30 cents higher than in 1888. 25 cents 
higher tban in 18.KI and 1891, and the same as it 
was in 1889. These figures show how little in four-
years pricefl have varied from the average. In egg coal | 
tbe circulars quote the May rate as $3.90. This was the 
quotation in 188!) while in 1838 it was $4.00, showing a fall 
in four years of 10 cents a ton. Stove <.oal quoted at $4.15 
was the same price in 1889 and $1,25 in 1888 ; in that also a 
declinft from 1888 of 10 cents a ton. Chestnut ooal is quoted 
at $3,90, as against $4 in 1889 and $4.25 in 1888, a decline of 
35 cents a ton. Compare the May quotations of grate, egg. 
stove, and chestnut coal in 1892 with the May quotations of 
1888, and we see that tn grate alone has been an advance. 
There basbeen a fall of 10 cents a ton in egg and stove and 
of35 tents a ton in chestnut. 
These latest reporis are oited to show tbat there has been no advance over that which ruled five years ago. A B a matter of fact, tliey show that coal in its various forma has kept an even pace, in some jears a trifle more andin. others a trifle less, the average about the Bame, subject to fluctuations of trade and those mutations in the supply and demand from which no business, commercial, financial, or railway, is free. While it is true that the Anthracite coal traffic is an element of great imporlance, it must be re-m*nbered that it ie only an incident in the problems of the Reading road. The company has other interests than Anthracite coal. If its police contemplate*) a permanent 

system, the becoming a part of the structure of our na
tional welfare, itmust accept the fact tbat Anthracite coal is 
a temporary and diminishing value, that it will last our 
time and. perhaps two or three generations more, but that 
other agencies must be cultivated lor the fulfillment of its 
work. A large proportion of its tonnage is Anthracite coal 
and will be for a longtime. Itis hy no means the major 
Eart, and the proportion in the general volume of its 
usiness will lessen from year to year. The Reading Rail

way will carry coal as it carries wheat and sugar and oil, 
but it is not upon the coal traffic that the future of the 
system depends. 
There are many discussions as to the mistakes made in 

the capitalization of the various companies in the Reading 
system, the wisdomof purchases of what might be called 
dormant properties in past years and tlie financial 
burdens involved in tbe necessity of holding them for devel
opment. The^e discussions do not apply tothe present 
Reading managment. It is in the presence of conditions 
which it did not create and which it is striving to strengthen 
and amend by every agency known to a prudent business 
direction of affairs. The Reading management is charged 
so to govern its properties that obligations shall be met and 
the rights of investors assured. This, as experience shows, 
canii"t be done by abandoning one interest to suit the 
whim of another. It can only be continued with due 
regard to the rights ofall. In the management of the coal 
supply it is done first by terminating tbe squandering 
methods under which such a large percentage of mining 
has been sheer waste. It will be done by the prevention of 
spasmodic production and the ignoring of the laws of supply 
und demand, which in coal, as in everything else, is sure to 
bring improvidence. This will prevent the inadequacy of 
prices, and. while maintaining the investors' rights, assure 
steady and well paid work. 
Over-production lias ever been the bane of all industry. 

Tbe recurring periods of ruin and depression which have 
swept over the country have been invariably accompanied 
by the continued production of some important article 
of commerce beyond tbe requirements of the market, 
whether uf cotton and corn, the products of the soil, or of 
the iron and copper and silver from our mines. The same 
inexorable law applies to Anthracite coal. Nature lias im
posed peculiar and unusual limitations upon the produc
tion and consumption of Anthracite. Tbese limitations 
govern and control both supply and demand, and must 
be recognized, either willingly or unwillingly, by all con
cerned. For a brief season in each year the requirements 
of the markets of the country absorb for consumption 
upwards of four millions of tons per month for a few 
months, or at tbe aggregate rate of about fifty millions of 
tons per annum; whereas the aggregate consumption 
scarcely exceeds the rate of forty millions of tons per year. 
To supply the extraordinary demands of the fall season 
the great producing companies have developed a capacity 
for production equal tothe supply required at times of the 
greatest activity; but it is obvious that if the production 
should be continued, regardless ofthe demand, at the 
rate of thefull capacity of all the mines, it would not be 
long before all the evils of disastrous over-production 
which I have pointed out would be upon us. 
The enormous development of tbe mining capacity ofthe 

Anthracite regions and the millions of capital invested in 
tlie mines to enable them to produce coal at the highest rate 
required by the market forbid that they should lie idle for a 
moment at any time when the product can be sold at a mod
erate profit. The interest account accumulates too rapidly 
upon tbese enormous investments to allow the producers to 
wait, even if they were so inclined, for an unnatural market 
stimulated by a short supply. Therealways has been and 
must continue to be a supply of mined coal in excess of the 
immediate demand, except perhaps occasionally for 
very short-periods of particular sizes. I have not alluded to 
the competition of Bituminous coal, which is present every
where, but. if there were no other reasons, its presence in 
every market operates as a prohibition upon any unreason
able advance in the price of Anthracite coal, even if the 
power and disposition to make such an advance existed, 
which is impossible under any condition of things. 
Upon one other pointl think a word may be profitably 

added. In tbe development and augmentation of local 
industries along its lines lies the path of prosperity for the 
future railway system. The concentration ofthe industries 
of the country in and about the large centers of population 
has been largely brought about by the establishment of inad
equate rates for transportation at competitive points and 
the maintenance of proportionately high rates at local inrer-
ior points which became necessary to preserve a sufficient 
average revenue to support tbe transportation system of the 
country. The time has now arrived when the material 
reduction of "what are called thrbiigh competitive rates has 
reached its limit, and the competition of the-future will be, 
not the competition of the railroads among tbeniselveu for 
thesame traffic, but the competition ofthe communities 
along tbe several lines of railroad with other communities 
along other lines for the markets ofthe country; and that 
community which, not served by lines of railroad reaching 
all parts of the country, at rates commensurate with those 
enjoyed by other communities on other lines, must fall be
hind in the race for progress, and the railroad which serves 
it must follow in their wake. Perceiving its duty to th* 
communities upon whose prosperity its own depends, the 
management of the Reading Railway has sought to equip 
it with all tbe means for entering upon the broader field of 
competition which the future is sure tu open ; and in doing 
so it has not overlooked the necessity of acquiring access to 
all tbe sources of supply which enter into the industries 
along its lines and to the markets to which their products 
must be carried. 
Finally, to rescue the Reading management from compli

cations which we have aceepted but not created ; to give 
the Reading system its standing among the natural 
necessary .transportation systems of the Middle States; to 
make the road an element of strength to every national 
and local interest, industrial as well a_. financial, is the under
lying thought of those who consummated the Residing 
leases. Experience thus far confirms the wisdom and 
equity of that transaction ; and when it is understood in 
all its relations and ramifications and seen likewise in the 
light of experience, tliere is no apprehension as to the 
reasonable and discerning judgment of the country. 

A Month's Record. 

Business generally is considered quiet and many 
complaints are made by machinery men. However, as 
a notable exception to this, we find thattheLidgerwood 
Manufacturing Co., of New York, makers of Hoisting 
Engines and Cableways, have broken all previous sales 
records during the month of May, just passed, having 
shipped 127 engines and 45 boilers ; an average of five 
engines per day. This speaks volumes for the charac
ter of the hoisting machinery as manufactured by this 
well known company. < • 
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Tool Sharpening by Acids. 

It has long been known that instruments and tools, such 
as knives, shears, scythes, and files which have become 
blunt by use may again have a keen etlge imparted to them 
by means of acids, as well as by the common methods of 
sharpening and whetting. Butso far the less usual process 
does not appear to have met with the favor whicli its merits 
deserve. All dilute mineral acid, are adapted for tool 
sharpening; for example, 10 parts of sulphuric acid hydrate 
to 100 parts of water. The desired end is more quickly at
tained if a portion of the sulphuric acid be replaced by 
nitric acid. A suitable mixture is: 1 litre of water, 50 
grammes of Chili saltpetre, and GO cubic centimetres of con
centrated sulphuric acid. This compound dissolves IA 
grammes of metal within ten minutes from an iron surface 
of one square centimetre; dissolution is slower where 
sulphuric acid alone is used. Steel is acted upon in the 
same manner as iron, with the exception tbat the process 
is not so rapid because of the polished surface becoming 
covered with a thin deposit of separated carbon. It hag 
been sought to strengthen tbe action of the acids, or, in 
other words, to shorten their period of action, by attracting 
tbe electric resistance of the iron with gas-retort coal or 
with other metals ; but up to the present no substantial ad
vantage has accrued from this method. In order to secure 
as uniform an acid action as possible, preliminary cleaning 
of the metallic surfaces, preferably with a soda solution, is 
recommended.— The Age of Steel. 

Use Good Graphite. 

A correspondent in the American Machinist says: If engi 
neers,machinists,and millwrights in general,and pipe-fitters 
in particular, knew ofthe good qualities of graphite, I dare 
say there would be ten times the demand for it. Its lubri
cating qualities are questioned only by the impractical and 
it is this quality alone that sounds its key note, so to speak. 
Let me describe a few of what I consider its most important 
uses. As above stated its primary object is lubrication and 
itis to this fact we must credit good pipe joints and cool 
bearings. In making pipe cement {or as I would term it, 
pipe smear), it is not necessary to use the best oil or grease, 
as it is the graphite and not the body in which it is sus-
spended, tbat makes the mixture valuable and the joint 
perfect. I use the drippings from line shaft bearings, 
caught in the ordinary way and mix it with the best Ticon
deroga flake graphite so that it can be applied with an or
dinary sash tool. 
During the past three years I have used about fifteen or 

twenty pounds of dry Ticonderoga flake graphite for pipe 
joints, cylinder heads, piston rod packing, etc. 
Bolts, smeared with graphite mixed as above, I have un

screwed after having been in the dampest places for up
ward of two years, or more, proving tbe antirusting quali
ties of graphite. To cool hot bearings put in on as thick 
as it will mix with oil. 
Almost any oil or grease will answer, but don't use poor 

graphite. 

this a part of bis mechanical education. Talking of such 
subjects will help a man; writing of them is excellent 
practice. 
A good mechanical eye is also an almost essential re

quisite in a good mechanic. No one can ever attain dis
tinction as a mechanic unless he is able to detect ordinary 
imperfections at sight, so that he can see if things are out 
ofplumb.ontof level, out of square, and out of proper shape, 
and unless he can also detect disproportioned or ill-shaped 
patterns. This is a great mechanical attainment, and one 
which can be readily attained by an ordinary person. Of 
course there are defective eyes as there are other defective 
organs; the speech, for instance, is sometimes defective, 
but the eye is susceptible of the same training as any other 
organ. The muscles, tbe voice, the sense of hearing, all re
quire training. Consider how the artist must train tbe 
organ of sight in order to detect the slightest imperfection 
in shade, color, proportion, shape, expression, etc. Not one 
blacksmith in five ever attains tbe art of harumeringsquare, 
yet it is very essential in his occupation. It is simply be
cause he allows himself to get into careless habits ; a little 
training and care is all that is necessary fur success. 
But in these cases the fact is that the eye is not half as 

much at fault as the heedless mind. Some carpenters ac
quire the careless habit of trying tbe tri-square every time 
they plane off a shaving, in place of giving their minds 
right to their business and properly training their eyes, and 
unless they cultivate this power ofthe eye they will always 
be at journey work, 
book at the well-trained blacksmith ; he goes across the 

shop, picks up the horse's foot, takes a squint, returns to 
his anvil, forges tbe shoe, and it exactly fits the foot. Con
trast him with the bungler who looks at tbe shoe, then fits 
the foot to it, often to the ruin of a fine horse. Now, the 
fault lies in ever aUowing himself to put a shoe on that is 
not in proper shape for the foot; he should determine to 
make the shoe fit tbe foot in place of the foot tilting the 
shoe, and be should follow it up until the object is accom
plished. 
A very good way to discipline the mechanical eye is to 

first measure an inch with the eye, then prove it with the 
rule, them measure a half-inch, then an eighth, and so on, 
and you will soon be able to discover at a glance the differ
ence between a twelfth and a sixteenth of an inch ; then 
go to 3 in., 6, 12, and so on. Some call this guessing; 
there is no guesswork about it. It is measuring with the 
eye and mind. Acquire tbe habit of criticising for imper
fections every piece of work tbat you see ; do everything as 
nearly as you can without measuring (or spoiling it), or as 
nearly as you can trust the eye at tbe present training. 
If you cannot see things mechanically, do not blame the 
eye for it; it is no more to blame than the month is be
cause we cannot read, or the finger because we cannot 
write. A person may write a very good hand with his eyes 
closed, the mind, of course, directing the fingers The eye 
is qecessary, however, to detect imperfections. Every oc
cupation in life requires a mechanically-trained eye, and 
we should realize more than we do the great importance of 
properly training that organ.— Metal and Iron Journal. 

Magnetic Iron Rust. 

The London Journal notes that at the recent meeting a 
Hobart, Tasmania, of the Australasian Association for the 
Advancement of Scieuce, Professor Liversidge, F. R. S., uf. 
the University of Sidney, read a suggestive paper on the 
rusting of iron. The author remarked that in books upon : 
chemistry it is usually stated that iron rust is composed of' 
the hydrated sesquioxide ol iron ; but on examining a 
very large number of specimens of rust from many different 
places, and from iron articles of various kinds, and 
formed under very varied conditions, Professor Liversidge 
has found that in almost every instance the rust contained 
more or less magnetic oxide. Indeed, in some cases the 
rust, although presenting the usual rust-brown color and 
appearance, was, when powdered, practically altogether at
tracted by the magnet. The specimens of rust which first 
drew the authur's attention to this subject were large rust 
scales obtained from some old tramway metals, which he 
was led to collect and examine on account of their resem
blance to the crust so often present upon metallic meteor
ites. Ou crushing these scales in a porcelain mortar, and 
testing the dust with a magnet, it was found to be wholly 
susceptible to magnetism, owing tothe small quantity of 
magnetic oxide present being mechanically inclosed in the 
rust particles. The production of this magnetic oxide does 
not seem to have been due to the presence of mill scale, be
cause, when bright iron wire, plates, rods, nails, etc., were 
artificially rusted in many ways with free access of oxygen, 
in almost every instance a large amount of magnetic oxide 
was formed. These observations have some practical bear
ing upon tbe problem uf tbe preservation of wrought iron 
structures from met 

Training the Eye. 

A good mechanic must have a good eye, must be able to 
detect inaccuracies and iraperfectieng at a glance. This is 
one of the important characteristics to be acquired, and 
must be apart of the education which makes a good me
chanic. The following from one-of our exchanges is so 
pertinent to tbe subject that it is worthy ofa repetition, and 
is recommended especially t* the young mechanic, who 
should make it useful to himself and a part of bis study : 
A good authority said some time ago: " Every man who is 

engaged in any kind of mechanical labor should cultivate 
studious and observant habits. There is scarcely any de
scription of knowledge bnt which be will at some time have 
use for. especially if he ever hopes to rise above the position 
of ordinary mechanical labor. No man can ever hope to 
attain distinction as a mechanic unless he educates his 
mind as well as his hands." 
One of the most important requirements of a mechanic 

is that he should be able to readily and lucidly convey ideas 
to another. There are many men who, while otherwise 
competent to direct others, have failed from laek of this 
faculty, or have refused good positions because they knew 
their weakness in this respect. Perhaps as many foremen 
fail from this ca-use as from any other. Undoubtedly, this 
faculty is one to be acquired; it is not one, if there are 
such, that is born with a man. Every man who works at 
a mechanical business ahould labor in the direction of acquiring the .habit of coneiselv A T ™ ^ - " •-• • : *•-- • ....king 

Exercise Better Than Medicine. 

Much of tlie food actually digested and assimilated is not 
used to the fullest extent for want of sufficient oxidation to 
make it yield the greatest amount of vitalizing power to tbe 
tissues of the body. Such parlially unoxidized products 
have an irritating effect on the organs and tissues, and 
predisposes them to disease if they do not directly affect 
them with it. 
Exercise has a stimulating effect on all parts of the body 

by inducing further oxidation in all the tissues and organs. 
This increased oxidation is attended by a greater demand 
oq tbe part of the system for oxygen—as indicated by the 
greater number, force, and frequency of tne respirations. 
During exercise the heart boats faster, and forces more 

blood through the lungs to all parts of tbe body, bearing in 
its little blood cells the precious life-giving factor, oxygen. 
These little cells-—one constituent of whicli, lnr.moglobin, 
has the wonderful faculty of quickly loading ami unload
ing itself with oxygen—thus act as direct aids to the process 
of oxidation in the tissues and organs. 
It is the combining of oxygen with nnoxidzed products 

in the blood that gives to each individual cell its possibility 
of sustaining life. Any process which increases the oxygen 
supplied to all parts of the body tends to strengthen the 
life in each individual cell, and to give it more power to 
resist disease. 
Exercise of all factors does this most effectively ; and be

sides actually producing in each individual cell a greater 
vitality, it gives a favorable opportunity for the waste 
products ofthe tissues to be thrown off rapidly. By thus 
causing a further oxidizing of certain matters in the blood, 
il conduces in a double sense to life and health. 
Habitual out-door exercise, with suitable protection from 

extremes of weather, is the .most effective means of pro
longing life to old age,— Fou(/rs Companion. 

The Aroma of Coffee. 

The aroma of coffee develops especially during the process 
of roasting ; its fatty oil oxidizes, is burned, and is changed 
into essential oil, or caffeine, a species of ether that can be 
isolated by distillation, and which we can sometiiwea see 
with the naked eye on the surface ofthe ordinary infusion. 
But coffee, like many other natural products, such as wine, 
tobacco, and cacao, requires a certain length of time after 
being gathered before it reaches its fu_l maturity. Exper
ience has shown that tho development of its aromatic prin
ciple is acquired by keeping it in a green state fFom one 
crop to another. But it well known that for about the last 
half century the caffeine seems to be lacking in the infu
sion o€ coffee, which has no longer the exquisite qualities 
due to its aroma. 
If now, on tbe one hand, we consider that the production 

of coffee is necessarily limited by the conditions of climate 
requisite for its growth, and that, on the other hand, the 
planter, in order to supply the demand which is constantly 
on the increase, is now obliged to deliver tbe crop as soon 
as it is gathered, we can do nothing but infer that the 
cause of the degeneration of coffee lies in the fact that it is 
supplied to trade too soon, while it has not yet developed 
ite constituent principles, and particularly its caffeine. 
The inference from this is evident, If we wish that our coffee should regain the quality through whieh formerly it 

was considered such an exquisite beverage, we shall have 
to go back to tbe traditional process of only supplying it to 
trade when tbe caffeine has acquired its full development. 
whicli can only be given to it by time, and by being kept in 
a green condition from one crop to the next. 
W e must not, however, expect that dealers are going to 

follow this rule, but, at;any rate, consumers can do it for 
themselves, by only roasting and using coffee which they 
have kept in a green condition for at least a year. 

Bicycle Riding. 

Among the main reasons which bicycle riders give for 
their choice of locomotion are the following : 
Bicycling,, is a popular, clean, healthful sport, and a 

wheel is good company. 
The wheel is a time-saving machine, and in this busy age 

time is money. 
Exercise on the wheel is better than walking, because the 

weight ofthe body is principally supported by the saddle. 
Strength is economized, and the exertion of force distribu
ted more generally throughout the muscles of the legs, 
arms, and body, and equal results in progress reached by 
far less exertion, or proportionately greater results by the 
same exertion. In other words, the wheelman rides ten 
miles in an hour with less fatigue than he would walk four 
in tbe same time, because in walking almost all the muscu
lar exertion is thrown on the legs. 
Few people breathe properly. They use only the upper 

portion ofthe lungs, and leave a large residuum of impure 
air. Bicycle riding causes thorough respiration, and tones 
up the general circulation. It is particularly beneficial to 
men and women of sedentary habits, and gives them such 
exhilarating pleasure that they do not feel the labor in
volved.—New York Ledger. 

Nutritive Value of Various Poods. 

In the committee which organized the Workingroan's 
Congress d'Hygiene that has just been held in Paris, was 
conceived the idea of having tbe seances of this congress 
preceded by a series of preparatory lectures destined to en
lighten the members on the present condition of science as 
regards the hygiene of food, dwellings, and workshops. 
One evening, M. Dujardin-Beaunietz. ofthe Academie de 

Medecine, treated the general question of food, one of the 
most important in the entire branch of hygiene, and at the 
same time one of tbe most difficult to solve. There is no 
one who is not concerned in this subject, which forms one 
ofthe leading preoccupations of all rulers and economists. 
The taking of food is done with a view to restoring the 

losses undergone by an organism in the course ofthe con
tinual destruction ofthe constituent elements of our tissues 
and to keep up to the heat of our bodies. My readers are 
undoubtedly aware ofthe fact that our frame is constantly 
consuming a portion of itself, tbat each day it loses a cer
tain quantity of nitrogen, carbon, water, and salts. Itis, 
of course, necessary that the food we take should be suffi
cient in quantity and quality to make good these losses, 
otherwise we must of necessity grow weak, dwindle away, 
and die. 

COMPOSITION 01** KOOP. 
This amount of nitrogen and carbon has been accurately 
estimated : in twenty-fuur hours a man consumes 20 gram
mes of nitrogen, 1.10 grammes of carbon, and gives off by 
the breath and by the different secreting organs two or 
three litres of water and about 30 grammes of salts. Our 
food, therefore, must be of such a nature as to allow the or
ganism to repair its losses, a food-stuff being a substance 
of many different origins, which when introduced into the 
living body may be used for nutrition. 
The inorganic kingdom supplies us, either directly or 

through the intermediary ofthe animals and plants with 
which we nourish ourselves, with water, Chloride of sodium, 
which is found in the blood and muscles, salts of Ume and 
particularly the phosphate and carbonate which constitute 
more than half of the framework ofthebody, andsaltsof 
sodium, potassium, magnesium, and iron, which are useful 
in different degrees for tissue formation. 
The vegetable kingdom gives to man substances composed 

of oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen, ternary substances, which 
are Btaruh, sugar, and fat, and, in addition, compound ma
terials made up of tbe three foregoing elements, to which 
a fourth—nitrogen—is added, such as gluten, whicli we find 
in many seeds, but particularly in cereals and tbe soft por
tion of plants. 
Tbe food which we derive from the animal kingdom con

sists ofa variety of forms of albuminoid or nitrogenous 
substances, such as albumen, fibrine. caseine, as well as non-
nitrogenous substances, such as fat and sugar of milk. 
A complete form of food, such as milk or eggs, contains 

all the elements necessary for our body, 
BELATIVE VALUE. 
Ternary forms of food, such as fat, which keep up the 
combustion that takes place in the depth of our tissues, 
sometimes go by the name of respiratory forms of food; 
whereas the nitrogenous or quarternary substances are 
often called plastic food elements, as tbey are specially des
tined to replace lost tissue. Tlie importance of the latteris 
shown by the fact that the nitrogenous substances predom
inate in the blood and muscles. 
Our food contains greater ur less quantities of oxygen, 

hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen, and those substance* 
which contain them all in the exact proportion necessary 
for the restoration of organic ti_sues are, as I have already 
said, complete forms of food. At the bead of this class we 
must place milk and eggs, and meat is the most nutritive 
element after them ; it contains the most nitrogenous sub
stance, and its composition is about tbe same, no matter 
from what species it is taken. Fish ia very similar to many 
forms of meats, and its nutritive value is very nearly iden
tical. Just as is the case with meat, fish with fatty flesh is 
tbe most nourishing Tariety. 
Dried vegetables, sueh as peas and beans, eontain more 

nitrogenous matter than ceTeals, and even than the flesh of 
animals ; but as regards their nutritive value, it should not 
be thought that it is a matter of indiffsrenee to uee either 
one or two forms of food which contain about the same 
amount of nitrogen and carbon. Thus, although 100 
grammes of beans contai* more nitrogen and carbon than 
a similar amount of meat, still they could not replace 100 
grammes of this substance. That tbey are chemically 
equivalent is not sufficient, as the one ia not so easily assimi
lated as the other. 
CBBBALS ANP VEGETABLES. The cereals supply us with flour, which is used every day in making bread. Tbie form of food has a high nutritive value. The finer kinds of bread contain more nitrogen, but less saline matter, which is found in larger quantities 
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in common bread, of which the flour lias been less carefully 
bolted. 
Certain vegetables) such as peas, beans, and lentils, con

tain a very high proportion ol nitrogen and starch, and are 
so nourishing on this account that tbey have been called 
the poor man's meat. Potatoes, rich in starch, but lacking 
in nitrogen, are not so nutritive, but go very well combined 
with meat. Cheese, which is very rich in nitrogen has a 
highly alimentary value. 
I sha_l not carry this study of detail any further, but 

there is one point to which 1 should like to draw atten
tion—namely, the necessity uf seeking the elements of 
nutrition in'both ofthe kingdoms, both animal and_ vege 
table, man being an omnivorous creature To obtain 310 
grammes of carbon it would be necessary to absorb 1,183 
grammes of meat, which, in addition to the cost, would 
require tbe organism to do such an amount of work that it 
might suffer inconsequence. In tbe same way a purely 
vegetable diet would require us to absorbsuch an enormous 
weight of food that our digestive tube would not be able to 
stand it, as the intestines of men have neither the form 
nor dimensions of those of animals. 
ALIMENTARY RATIONS. 
The exact knowledge of tbe losses incurred by an organ'' 
ism lead us to an estimate ofthe amount of alimentary sub
stances necessary for the support of each individual. It is 
necessary to replace regularly the daily loss, but, in addi
tion to this, when a person works—that is, to say, pro
duces heat and movements, and, in consequence, consumes 
his tissues—it is necessary, in order that the equilibrium 
indispensable to health and even lo existence may be up
held, that the organism should receive an amount of ali
mentary substances proportional to the expenditure due to 
tbe labor. In other words, we have to distinguish between 
the amount sufficient for every day needs and tbe amount 
required by a working organism. 
Tbe alimentary regimen must be modified in its quantity 

according to whether a person works a little or a great deal. 
andin its quality according to climates. The inhabitant 
of warm climates eats little meat, but relics chiefly un vege
tables and street mid slightly acid fruit; he should be very 
careful about Ihe effect nf alcoholic drinks. On the other 
hand, the inhabitant of cold climates prefers nitrogenous 
food and fats. The tonic action of ihe cold gives greater 
activity in the digestive functions, and enables the organ 
ism to accumulate the materials necessary forthe produc
tion of heat, which places the body in the position to resist 
tlie action of any low degree of temperature.—New Vork 
Herald. 

Disciplining the Mind. 

If for a moment we could lay aside the thought of the es 
tablisbed routine which we have become accustomed to 
calling education we should, I think, easily see that facts 
about things which we do not come in contact with are not 
helpful, while tbey usurp the place of those things wliich 
are needed for every-dny life. Do you say tbey discipline 
tbe mind and strengthen the memory . This is the reason 
given for many uf tbe arbitrary rules and studies in the 
schools, but this is assuming that what is uninteresting and 
dry is better fur development and asa preparation for life 
than are those things which are gratifying and agreeable. 
The body can only be fully nourished by eating such food 
as is pleasant to the taste'. The nerves of sensation must be 
pleasantly excited to secure perfect digest'un and assimila
tion, and it is a serious mistake in our ideas of educatiun 
that we fail tu recognize this beautiful law in intellectual 
processes. 
There is a deal of nonsense about discipline of the mind, 

ofthe will, and ofthe body. Life is, or ought to be. for all 
normal human beings it continual discipline of brain, body, 
and will, and the means fur this discipline are furnished in 
the needs and processes uf life. Our failures come from not 
recognizing tbese processes, or from being out of place. In 
either case we are out of harmony with tbe " inflowing 
universe," and so fail to gel our discipline in God's own 
way, ' Then we formulate our arbitrary methods to supply 
the place ofthe natural order, very much in the same way 
as artificial limbs, teeth, and other organs are supplied by 
science when tbe natural ones have failed us from careless
ness, accident, or disease. 
This false and exaggerated idea of our responsibility in 

furnishing discipline hist grew out of the belief tbat the 
human being is all wrong till weset him right, and though 
total depravity is practically a thing ofthe past, yet the op
posite theory—that the child is right till we lead Iii in wrong 
by our false estimates of values— has failed tu find its way 
very generally into old avenues of thought. Still less 
have we learned to follow and obey nature, and thereby 
transform our educational system from arbitrary and un
attractive methods to those which meet glad acceptance— 
glad, because tbe brain in its natural condition enjoys its 
supply of knowledge as tbe body enjoys its food. The flow-
era bloom and fruits ripen when we make the conditions 
right fur them, and then let them alone to revel in tbe oper
ations of unerring and beneficent law.—From Harper's Ba
zar. 

M o b L a w IB Lawlessness. 

There are many excuses for lynching, but no justification-
The crime uf the victim may he horrible in the extreme, 
the process of the law's administration may be exasperat-
ingly tedious, but wherever law exists, by law should all 
abide.. 
The men who usurp its sacred functions by taking pun

ishment into their uwn bands are doing the same thing in 
a lesser degree for which they inflict1 the awful penalty of 
death. The negro who was recently-burned at tbe stake in 
this country broke a sacred law, but so did the men who 
burned him. For all good laws are sacred, and, to be kept 
so, must be executed by their proper authorities. 
Another point deserves mention: 
Every lynching mokes more murderers. This is an absolute 

fact of observation, however accounted for, and it has 
always been so. 
In past ages men were crucified, boiled in oil, and con

signed by tbe theology in which they all devoutly believed 
to eternal torment in a literal bell. 
But none of these things prevented them from commit

ting the most horrible crimes. Only as far back as the 
eighteenth century men were hung by the hundred every 
year in England fur trilling offenses; and despite the gal-

luws, black deeds were never more rampant. Jack Shepard 
and Dick Turpin were the admired captains ofa great mul
titude, who murdered with a red hand and died glorying 
in their shame. 
The truth is, no punishment, in and of itself, can make a law-

breaker a goad citizen. And least ofall can that punishment 
do so which is itself a breaking of law. 
Nor can its terrors withhold scamps from lawlessness 

nearly so much as some people imagine. 
Tbe brave man and tbe good citizen respect tbe majesty 

of government. The coward and the ignorant, brutalized 
criminal, lack tbat education uf the mind which induces 
such respect, and so tbey exalt the criminal spirit. "Out
wit the law, and it can not reach me," says the lynched one. 
" Leave alone the law ; it is not speedy enough for our hat
red," says the lyncher. And between the two, law is left— 
entirely out of the tragedy, which then goes on to repeat 
itself in increasing ratio. Educate men to abide by law, and 
control their passions, and both lynched and lyncher will 
soon be a thing of the past.—New York Ledger. 

The Care of One's Clothes. 

One's apparel will last much longer, and also much re
plenishing be saved, if everything is well taken care of. 
Nothing pays better than this watchfulness, which only 
takes a little extra time and patience. Always, if possible, 
look over every article of wearing apparel each time it is 
taken off. Shake dresses, brush them thoroughly and care
fully ; hang them away in the closet, and be sure that tbe 
loops are placed in the right places ; a drecs should never 
be hung up without loops. Many prefer to fold handsome 
dresses, wrap them in an old sheet and lay them in a draw
er. I bang all of mine up in closets, always keeping a 
sheet pinned across evening or light dresses. Never throw 
dresses over a chair, or hang other articles over them in the 
closet, as it makes ihem badly wrinkled and injures the.ni 
badly. Cloaks and wraps, after being well brushed, should 
be hung up by a loop at the back of the neck, or they may 
be carefully laid in a drawer. Fold shawls in their original 
creases, and either lay them in a drawer or on the shelf, but 
never hang tliem up. Hats and bonnets should also have 
as good care putting them in boxes; orif laid un the shelf 
they should be wrapped in a piece of white cloth to keep 
them from tbe dust. When taking bonnets off, straighten 
ami smooth the ribbons and flowers before laying away. 
One large drawer in the dresser should be kept and espec
ially dedicated to one's ribbons, laces, handkerchiefs, gloves, 
etc., also liaving separate boxes in tbe drawer fur articles of 
a kind—luces by themselves, ribbons, etc, -Always, when 
taking uffgloves, pull them out lengthwise, smooth them 
and lay carefully in a box set apart for them; never roll 
them up together and toss them aside like a bit of rubbish ; 
and, if possible, do not fold them over in the center. Laces 
should be well looked after, and kept fresh, neat, and 
smoothly folded. Donot allow any of tbese smaller ar
ticles of the toilet to be thrown altogether in a drawer in a 
mass of confusion ; it will take the freshness and neatness 
from them. 
Shoes should never be thrown about, left to lie on the 

floor under the bed, to collect the dust, which surely injures 
them ; smooth them out, brush them, and if no buttons are 
off, no rips found, place them in the shoe bug or box. 
Never allow a button to stay off a shoe, as it shows great 
negligence, besides hurting the appearance of the shoe. 
Always have a brush broom, a bonnet brush, a sponge and 

pieces of soft flannel, bottle-* containing ammonia, benzine 
and alcohol, and some cleansing fluid, to aid in removing 
spots of dust and dirt, stains, etc., from the clothing. Keep 
every article carefully mended, as by that means it can be 
made to last much lonper. Verily, a stitch in time does save 
more than nine. And by all means never wear a stocking 
with even a vory small hole in it, bub change it as quickly 
as possible and darn it very neatly ; so with all articles of 
wearing apparel.— Good Housekeeping. 

Photographing In Colors. 

A little more than a year ago we reported, in some detail, 
the experiments in photography of colors that had been 
made by Mr. Lippmann, in Paris, and their results. The 
process employed by him, it will be remembered, consisted 
in placing a reflecting surface behind the sensitized plate, 
so that tlie rays of light, after penetrating the film, would 
be turned back through it again. Thus Mr. Lippmann 
succeeded in producing several negatives in whicli the 
colors of a stained glass window were pretty faithfully 
introduced. Tbe chief difficulty with wliich he had to 
contend was the character of the sensitive film, which was 
too course in quality and too slow in action. His opera
tions since that time have beeu largely directed toward an 
improvement ofthe film, and the success attained by him 
is now made known in tbe last number of the " Comptes 
Rendus." 
By the use of albumen-bromide of silver films, made 

ortbocbrumatic with azalin and cyanin, Mr. Lippman has 
obtained very brilliant photographs of the solar spec
trum. All the colors, secondary as well as primary, 
even including tbe red. appear in all their natural vivid
ness, and that without the use of any color-screen. The 
exposures of tbese plates varied from live to thirty seconds. 
On the same theory he also proceeded to photograph 
various objects of blended and complex colors, such as a 
stained glass window, some draperies, a plate of oranges 
surmounted by a red poppy, and a many-hued parrot. 
The draperies and the parrot required exposures of the 
plate of from five to ten minutes, in sunlight, and the 
window and the oranges of several hours in a compar
atively dim light; but the results obtained were altogether 
satisfactory, On other negatives he accurately fixed the 
blue of the sky, the green of foliage, and the pale grey of 
a stone wall. 
Mr. Lippmann is Confident, therefore, that this interest

ing problem is practically solved. It remains only to 
intensify the orthochromatic quality of tbe film, and to 
increase its sensitiveness to light. How much tbe sensi
tiveness must be increased may ,be judged by any one who 
is accustomed to practical photography. A plate tbat re
ceives a vivid impression on exposure to white light for a 
fraction ofa secupd may be exposed for some time to a red 
light without lieing affected in the least. But in color 
photography it must respond instantaneously to the red 
rays, and the yellow, as well as to the white and the blue. In handling such plates, the " dark-room " will have to be 

really dark, and not. as at present, illuminated by the radi
ation of a ruby lantern. 
It seems to us entirely within the bounds of reason to ex

pect tbat perfect and practicable orthochromatic photo
graphy will presently be attained; perhaps on the lines 
indicated by Mr. Lippmann, perhaps by some other 
method. Such un achievement requires no greater advance 
upon the photography of to-day than the instantaneous 
dry-plate system of to-day marks upon the slow wet-plates 
of a few years ago.—New York Tribune. 

Notes of Recent Inventions. 

The man who observed tbat he would not go abroad 
until he could cross the ocean in a car may not have to 
wait so very long after all for the realization of his hopes. 
There comes from Sweden news of tbe construction at 
Cbristianstad of what is called a locomotive steamboat. 
It was built for use on a chain of small lakes in Sweden 
wliich are separated by waterfalls, and to get around these 
the steamboat has been fitted with wheels like those of a 
locomotive, and on leaving tbe water runs smoothly along 
un the land on tracks built for its accommodation, A 
canoe built on this same principle for use in the Adiron
dack lakes wuuld be delightful. It could be paddled on 
the water and propelled after the fashion of the bicycle on 
the land, so saving the tourist a great deal oi time and 
many wearisome "carries." 
An ingenious resident of Bridgeport has worked out an 

invention which should becume a great boon to unfortu
nates afflicted with deafness. It is briefly a device which 
makes the deaf hear. It is the same to the ears as glasses-
are to the eyes, and consists of a soft rubber disk and spring, 
su shaped that when inserted in the ear it will focus tbe 
waves uf sound on the natural drum of the ear with such 
intensity, that the afflicted person receives impressions-
from the outside tbat nature had seemingly desired to with
hold. 
A patent bowling machine has just been tested in Eng

land for the use of cricketers in practice. It is found 'o be 
more unerring in its aim than most mortal bowlers, and 
takes the middle stump uf expert batsmen as easily as though. 
the batsman used a feat tier instead uf bis bat. The machine is 
sighted just as a gun is sighted, and tbe revolving iron 
hand from which the ball is thrown can bowl overhand or 
under-hand, according tu the desi ies of the manipulator. Itis 
not entirely beyond the possibilities that a mechanical bats
man will soon be devised, so that in the next century boys 
and girls, and we ourselves, who will probably be the 
grandfathers of those buys und girls, may expect to be in
vited to witness a cricket game played entirely by automa
tons. 
Some remarkably clever person in St. Petersburg has ar

ranged and placed un exhibition a clock with a phono
graph attachment tbat will repeat at an hour set, according 
to the possessor's desire, nny orders or announcements as 
may be committed to it. This the New York Tribune right
ly calls a great boon to tbe tired bouse molher, and add3 
that in the nursery the solemn time piece could be made 
tu say, "Children, it is time to get up; dress quickly, and 
du not dawdle " In the kitchen, at an early hour, it would 
be ready with," Breakfast at eight sharp, Mary : don't for 
get"; and in the breakfast-room, " You must start in ten 
minutes, or you will lose your train." The dial of this clock 
ofthe future is, we are told, a human face, from whose un
canny mouth conies the announcement ofthe hours as-
well as any directions that may be left with it.—From Har
per's Young People. 

Tobacco and Depopulation. 

Thoughtful Frenchmen are coming to regard with some 
uneasiness the signs uf stagnation, if not of actual decrease. 
in tlie population uf their country. Under tbe heading of 
" Le Tabor et la Depopulation de la France" M. Dccroix, 
who is the founder ofa society intended to check the abuse 
of tobacco, maintains that among tbe causes of such stag
nation a prominent place must be assigned to the influence 
oftubaccu. The arguments by which be seeks to fortify 
this opinion are ingenious, and he supports them by infor
mation contributed by various medical men. and by the vital 
statistics afforded by different departments of the country. 
Among the former there seems to be a consensus of opinion 
that tobacco consumed in excess exhibits in various degrees-
a constant weakening influence; and experiments by Dr. 
Depierras are quoted in order to show that tbe same rule 
holds good among the lower animals. In this case, the off
spring of cocks and male rabbits exposed to tbe fumes of 
tobacco are said to have proved feebler and shorter-lived 
than those born under natural conditions. After compar
ing ten departments in which a greater, with ten others in 
which a less, amount of tobacco is consumed. M. Decroix, 
by summing up their collected disparities, has no difficulty iu 
showing that in the former there is a marked excess of deaths,. 
still-births, of divorces, and falling-off'in the size of fami
lies. When, however, we compare the departments with 
each other separately, we frequently miss that evident con
nection between cause and effect which the author would 
wish us to expect, and it is clear that we must, in many 
cases, allow for tbe action of other influences in producing 
tbe result for which it is blamed. Under the circumstances-
all persons cannot agree with all tbe propositions advanced 
by M. Decroix. At thesame time, it cannot be denied that 
tbe continued use of" the weed " is to be numbered among 
tbe forces opposed to a continuance of healthy life.—New 
York Ledger. 

Artificial Production of Rain. 

At the close of a paper read before the Electrical Section 
ofthe Franklin Institute, Professor Edwin Houston said 
tbat tbe following general conclusions might, in view of 
tlie present state of meteorological science, be properly 
drawn concerning the artificial production of rain ; 1. 
That rain can never be made to fall at will by mid-air ex
plosions on any part of tbe earth's surface, irrespective of 
the climatic conditions there existing. 2. That during 
certain meteorological conditions mid-air explosions may 
result in rainfall over extended areas. 3. That tbe libera
tion of energy necessary for such rainfalls is due not to mid 
air explosions, but to the energy stored up in the moist air 
from wliich the rain is derived. 4, That the meteoro
logical conditions which must exist for the successful ac
tion of mid-air explosions would probably, in most, though 
not in all cases, themselves result in a natural produc
tion of rain. 5. That a comparatively high difference of 
electric potential between different parts of the air, or be
tween the air and tbe earth, is possibly favorable when 
taken in connection with other meteorological conditions 
for artificial rain-making, (i. Tbat an undirected mid
air explosion is not as likely to produce rain as an explo
sion in which the main tendency ofthe energy liberated-
is to cause a general up-rush ofthe air. 
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HOT-BLAST STOVE. 

No. 469,820. G E O R O E W . M C C L U R E AND C A R L AMSLKI., 
PITTSBURGH, PA. Patenied March 1st, 1S92. Fig. 1 shows in 
vertical ceutral section tbe upper part, or dome, and the 
lower part of our improved hot-blast stove. The part of 
this figure at the lower right-hand corner is in section on 
the line x x of Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a horizontal sectional view 
in four different section planes—viz., on the planes shown 
by the lines A A, B B, C C, and D D, respectively, 
Tbe stove as shown is divided into a number of concen

tric flues, of which 3 is the central flue of the stove, the 
base of which serves as the combustion-chamber, while the 
upper part terminates below the stove crown 4 and com
municates with an annular flue 5, formed by an outer 
cylindrical wall 6, which extends from the crown to the 
stove's base. 
7 is au outer Hue constituted by the annular space inter

vening between the walls 6 and 2. Tbe Hue 5 is divided 
into a number of parts by radial partition-walls 8, wliich 
serve to increase the heating-surface of the stove, and the 
flue 7 is also divided by an annular wall 9 and cross-parti
tions 10. The flues 5 and Tare connected by ports 11 at the 
lower part of tbe stove. These ports 11 enter the middle of 
the flues, and in addition thereto there are other connect
ing-ports ll1 at tbe sides ofthe ports II, which insure even 
flow of the gas to all parts of the tine and prevent unequal 
distribution of the gas. All the radial walls in the outer 
flue 7 terminate above tbe level of tbe ports, so as to afford 
an open continuous flue-chamber at the base of said flue. 
12 is a gas-inlet port opening into the base ofthe flue 3.' 
13 is a gas-burner pipe adapted to discharge gas there

into, and 14 is an air-inlet port through which air is admit
ted tu support combustion of tbe gas. 
15 is the hot blast main provided with a suitable valve 

16 and leading from the base of the line 3 This main is 
also provided with an air-port 17 for the inlet of air to 
assist in combustion of the gas. 

18 is a dome or arch which Bur mounts tbe outer wall 2 
and is separate from the crown af tbe stove, so as to afford 
an intermediate flue or pas-sage 22, connecting all the divi
sions ofthe outer flue 7 with a central shick-liue 19 for tbe 
exit ofthe products of combustion, 

20 is a valve for closing tbe slack-flue, and 211 is tbe cold-
blast-inlet pipe, which discharges into the stack-flue below 
said valve and is itself provided with asuitable controlling-
valve by which the admission of air may be regulated. 
2121 are holes tlirough which may be drawn chains 

attaciied to suitable brushes or scrapers in the flues. 
The operation of the stove is as follows : To heat the flues 

the stack-flue valve 20 is opened, the valve of the hot-blast 
main is closed, and combustible gas is introduced into the < 
gas-inlet 12. Tbe gas, uniting with air admitted through 
the air-inlets, burns in the flue 3, asceuds through this flue 
to the crown ot the stove, then descends through the 
several divisions of tbe annular flue 5. and at the base 
thereof passes through the ports 11 and ll1 into the outer 
flue 7, and ascends through the divisiuns of this flue, and 
finally passes through tbe flue 22 to tbe stack. When the 
•fluse have been heated in this manner to a sufficiently high 
degree, as in ordinary hot-blast stove practice, tbe gas and 
air inlets iuto the base of tbe flue 3 are closed, the stack-
valve 20 is also closed, and the valves ofthe cold-blast pipe 
and hot-blast main are opened. The airthen enters through 
the cold-blast main, descends through tbe flue 22, and passo** ; 
in suocession and in reverse direction to the movement of 
the burning gases (employed in beating) through all the I 
flues, and passes otfthrough the hot-blast valve 16 to the main 15. I 

GAS APPARATUS. 
No. 472,077. HENRY C. KEW, CHICAGO, III. Patented 
April 5, 189S. The coking chambers A are inclined so 
that the coal will feed downward toward tlie tire pot D by 
gravity. The chambers are made in pairs A and A1. Fig, 
2 is a cross section, at right angles to Fig. 1 showing also 
two regenerators E, El. Additional grates 0-G, are pro
vided in the inclined floor of tbe coking-chambers to assist 
tbe coking of slow burning coal. 
The operation ofthe apparatus is as follows : Tbe fuel-

chambersA, A1, A-, A3, G, G.are first filled with coke or hard 
coal through the tight feeding apparatus H H, and the 
openings at the top are then tightly closed. The fuel is 
ignited in tbe base of chambers A A 1 and in the receptacles 
G G in the cuking chambers. Air is supplied from a fan-
blower through pipes and air-ports D. rf rf, to raise tbe fuel to 
incandescence. At the same time tbe exhauster is put in 
operation. Tbe outlet-pipes being open, the primary pro
ducts of combustion pass through flues L LHnto the regen
erators E E 1 . Heated air to burn the gases is supplied 
through pipes F, and the final burned products of combus
tion pass down through tbe regenerators E E 1 through 
outlet pipes and exhauster, and are discharged into the open 
air. This operation raises to incandescence the fuel in the 
steam-decomposing chambers A A 1 and in the combustion 
chambers G G located in the bases of the cuking chambers. 
The heat generated by burning the primary products nf 
combustion is stored in the regenerators.. When the ap

paratus is properly heated, as seen through properly pro
vided sight-holes, tbe air supply pipes are closed and steam 
is simnltaneouslv admitted to the base ofone of tbe regen
erators, by opening the valve in pipe J, which is connected 
with outlet-pipe 0. The valve o in outlet-pipe 0 is then 
closed, which directs the steam upward through regenera
tor E and through the flue L highly superheated, into and 
down through the incandescent fuel in chamber A, in 
which itis partially decomposed. The resulting water gas 
and undeenmposed steam then pass through the flue C into 
and up through tbe incandescent fuel in chamber A1 and 
the resulting water gas (the steam being thus completely de
composed) passes into tbe heated regenerator E'. At the 
same time the valve in pipe A 1 connecting the tops of the 
coking-chambers Aa A 3 is wholly or partially opened to 
permit the passage ofthe coal-gas generated in tlie coking-
chamber A- through said pipe into chamber A 3 ami thence 
through space A 5 into the regenerator El without passing 
through the incandescent fuei. A mixture of water-gasand 
volatile hydrocarbons distilled from soft coal are thus 
mingled and passed into the regenerator E1, which are con
verted into a fixed illuminating gas, consisting of carbonic 
oxide and light carbureted hydrogen by passing down 
through the heated refractory material. The gas is 
drawn from the base of the chamber E through 
pipe 0 through the condenser, washer, and exhauster. 
Tlie valve controlling the outlet-pipe for the final 
burned products is then closed and the valve to the 
gas-bolder is simultaneously opened by a lever con
nected with both valve., thus directing the combustible 
gas into its proper holder. When the heat in the appara- ; 

tus has been reduced by tbe superheating and decumpo- ! 

sition ofthe steam and by the fixing ofthe gases, the steam . 
is shut offand the air is again admitted to tbe combustion 
and coking chambers for heating up and the valve in out
let-pipe 0 is opened. It is thus seen that tbe operations of 
heating up and of making gas are alternate, the exhauster 
being kept .steadily in operation. 

ROTARY PUMP. 
No. 471,280. BKNJAMIN F. TABER, BUFFALO, N. Y, 

Patented March 22, 1S92. Fig. 1 is a vertical section parallel 
with the driving shaft, and Fig. 2 is a cross-section on the 
line x x of Fig, 1. 
A represents tbe casing of the pump, having the usual 

suction chamber B and discharge chamber C. 
D is the rotating cylin der or currier, arranged eccentrically 

in the cosing, and e is tbe abutment, against which the ad
jacent side of the cylinder runs. 
F are the movable pistons, attached to the cylinder and 

arranged in pockets or recesses G, formed in the cylinder. 
These pistons each consist of a curved longitudinal plate/. 
pivoted at its inner rdge tu the front wall of its pocket and 
provided at its outer free edge with an outwardly extending 
bucket or receptacle/1. These buckets are arranged un tbe 
front or advancing side of tlie pistons, and each bucket is 
composed of a longitudinal bottom plate/', arranged at an 
an angle to the piston plate / and curved concentric with 
the pivot of the piston, end plates P, and a longitudinal 
front plate/*'. Tbe pistons with their bucket)? are free tore-
cede inwuffdfy into their pockets in passing the abutment e 

and to move outwardly, so that the outer edges of their 
buckets run in contact with the inner surface of the case. 
The pockets G are made of the proper form to receive the 
bucket pistons. The latter are provided at their inner 

edges with cylindrical knuckles/1*, whicli are seated in cor 
respondingly shaped sockets g, formed in ihe front ends o 
the pockets. The interlocking books of the knuckles and 
sockets are so arranged relatively to each other that the 
knuckles will be confined in the sockets in ull positions of 
the pistons, so that the pistuns must be attached to tbe 
cylinder before inserting the latter in the casing by swing
ing the pistons outwardly beyond their normal position, 
I represents a stationary cam or projection arranged on 

one of tbe beads I1 of the pump casing on the side of the 
cylinder opposite the abutment**, and whereby the swinging 
pistons are positively moved outwardly against tlie inner 
wall ofthe cose after passing the abutment and in descend
ing on the opposite side ofthe cylinder. The arms orsolid 
portions /• of the cylinder, whicli separate the pockets G, 
are provided with notches or recesses /.*', arranged in the 
path of tlie cam I, whereby the cylinder clears the cam. 
The shaft ofthe cylinder extends tlirough the beads of the 
casing and is provided with the usual pulley for driving 
the cylinder. The pistons upon reaching the upper side of 
the cylinder and clearing tlie cam I drop into their pockets 
by gravity, and they are retained therein by the abutment 
e until they have passed below the latter. They then grad
ually move outwardly by gravity and in ascending on the 
opposite side of the cylinder ride over the cam I, whereby 
tbey are positively moved outwardly until the outer edges 
of their buckets bear against tbe inner surface ofthe pump 

, casing. In passing from *he suction chamber to tbe dis
charge chamber the pistons elevate the liquid and expel 
| thesame through tbe discharge chamber in tbe usual man-
! ner. Foreign substances, such as sand, stones, nails, etc., 
I wliich are too heavy to be carried out by tbe current of 
liquid, lodge in tbe cupsbaped part of the buckets, and re
main there until removed by band. A bund hole / is pro
vided fur tbat purpose. Thus they are prevented from 
jamming in the working parts of the pump and damaging 
the machine. Tbe pump is designed for pumping thick 
and dirty liquids or sludge. 

PROSPECTING DRILL. 

No.473,549. WILLIAM GEHRTNG, SAN DIEGO, CALIFOR, 
NIA. Patented April 26, 1S.92. This is a small portable 
machine intended for miscellaneous worksnch as prospect
ing, drilling, chiseling, or pulverizing test samples. The bit 
T is attached to the end of the piston rod P, by a suitable 
socket (not shown) and different tools are used for various 
purposes. A square ended tool is used for crushing or puU 
verizing ores. Tbe piston Q has its edges beveled as shown, 
and operates two small tappet valves c, located in the upper 

tide ofthe cylinder, which open the ends of the steam chest 
2 and 3. Fig. 2, to the exhaust alternately, through the ports 
3 and N, shown clearly in Fig. 3. This figure is a top view 
of the joint or face between tbe steam chest aud the main 
cylinder A. The valve piston o? move* a small D valve /, 
across the ports rf, rf1 and z, of which z is the exhaust port. 
Steam or compressed air enters at C and is controlled hy a 
throttle valve D. The back head of a cylinder is provided 
with an adju_ljable leg G, by which the machine may be 
inclined as desired. Tbe cylinder has also a boss K and 
tockefc L, by which it may be attached to a sock&t or post. 
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MINING M A C H I N E . 

No, 473,604. ARCHIHALO BAILEY, PHI LIPS.IURCH, PA. 
Patented April 26,1892. This machine employs a rotary cut
ter bar 24 which is driven by a peculiar driving shaft 22 lo
cated close behind it. Fig, 1 is a tup view of the machine: Fig. 
2 is a partial elevation showing the feed works ; Fig. 3 shows 
how the cutters pass by the driving chains, and Fig. 4 shows 
the construction of tbe cutter shaft and driving shaft. The 
driving shaft 22 is driven by four chains 20, from the rear 
chain shaft 17. The sprocket wheels employed are shuwn 
in detail in Fig. 3. Power is supplied by the engines 11 
which drive the crank shaft 14 and gears 15 and 16. The 
feed works are dri ven by a pai r of bevel gears 32, 33, and a 
vertical shaft 25. The engine shaft carries a worm 28 which 
turns the worm wheel 28, and tbe gear-wheel 16 is provided 
with a spiral thread 31 on its side, which turns the worm 
wheel 30 in the opposite direction from 28. By means of 

the clutch 35 either 28 or 30 may be coupled to the shaft 25, 
and so rotate the nut 34 in either direction. Tbe screw 9 is 
stationary, and is fastened to the main frame. Tbe engines 
and all tbe moving parts are attached to tbe sliding frame 
5, 5, 7, and 23. The bars 5 slide in between the flanges of 
channel bars 6, which constitute the side bars of tbe main 
frame. The principal novelty is in the means used to drive 
tbe cutter bar. The cutters 42 are arranged in spiral order, 
as shown in Fig. 4, Behind each cutter is a single cog or 
gear tooth, and a correspon ling set of cogs are formed on 
the driving shaft 22. Almost any number of teeth may be 
employed, thus making the motion very smooth. Clog
ging tbe teeth by dirt is impossible. As shown at A in 
Figs. 3 and 4, cutters may operate directly in front of the 
chains without t iuch ing them. The driving shaft is spotted 
or flattened off" oppose each cutter tn allow the cutter to 
project as much as possible from its shaft. 
MINING MACBINE. 

No. 472,363. A D A M K I E L ANII A N T O N E. WESTERDAIIL-
PITTSBURGH, PA. Patented April 5, 1S92. In its general 
features this machine resembles the one illustrated in the 
June number of T H E COLLIERY ENGINEER by the same invent
ors. Tbe cutters are attached to achainK which runs around 
the front cross-bar 2, around t be guide pulley= 3 and sprocket-
wheel H. The sprocket-wheel is keyed on tbe lower end of 
a vertical shaft /., wliich is driven by a motor attached to 
the plate J. The chain is thus carried very close to the 
floor—as low in fact as may be desired. Tbe main frame 
A stands above the sliding frame F. and rests on three 
feet—two. 4.4. being at the rear, and one 5, at the front end. 
Tbe bearing of 5, is as wide as the spread uf the cutter 
chain will permit. The sides offrame A ure madeof angle 
bars, and the carriage which supports the niulor and gear
ing is provided with rollers ! which bear of the flanges uf 
the side bars of A. Two jacks (shown in section at 6) are 
employed to bold A, in place. A screw G, which is jour-
nulled in each end of A, is employed for muving the slid
ing frame forward and back. The sprocket shaft,h, by means 

S A F E TY-LAMP. 

No. 472,098. LEWIS NOAH WILLIAMS, ABEROARE. ENG
LAND. Patented April 5, 1892. This invention consists of 
an improved method of supplying air to a miner's safety-
lamp. In the accompanying drawings, Fig. 1 represents a 
part vertical section ofa miner's safety-lamp constructed in 
accordance with this invention. 
Tbe air whereby tbe flame is fed with oxygen enters the 

lamp by orifices a, provided in the top ring b as 
seen more particularly at Fig. 2, which represents 
a plan of the top ring on and above the line x x. 
Fig. 1. The orifices a communicate with the annu
lar space c in the ring d surmounting the glass e. 
Thence by the hollow pillars/the #ir is conducted to the 
space g, provided around tbe ring li. on which the glass e 
rests. From the space g the air is admitted by the orifices ., 
guarded by the band of gauze k, to the burner at a level 

to hoist out the apparatus. The apparatus is lifted by a 
rope and ordinary derrick, and when itis removed from tbe 
shaft, the holes made by the drills are loaded and fired. The 

below tbe flame. Accordingly the air is fed to the flanie i 
an u 11 agitated or steady current, so that the risk of bio win.. 
the flame through the gauze is lessened and an adequate 
supply of air is insured. 
The lamp is lucked at the bottom by an ordinary binding-

screw j, by which tbe outer shell is clamped to the oil 
chamber. 
Surplus air entering tbe annular space 1: in the ring a 

passes through orifices / into the space exist ng between 
the interior of tbe shield or bonnet .« and the usual gauze 
chimney u. At Fig 3 is shown a view ofthe ring rf inverted The air which by tbe orifices / into the space betw 

the shield and the gauze chimney 11 __ 
capes with the products uf combustion 
through the apertures 0 at the top of 
the' 

SHAFT SINKING APPARATUS. 

of bevel gears, drives a shaft 7, which carries a clutch 11, 
and two loose pinions 9 and 10, Wheel 10 gears directly 
witli a pinion 11, mounted 011 tbe screw G, and whicli has 
a feather engaging the slot in tbe screw. Wheel 9 meshes 
with an intermediate on the shaft n and drives a wheel 12 
which also serves to drive the screw G in the opposite 
direction frum 11, and at much lower speed. Tlie slow 
speed is used for cutting and the fast speed for backing out. 
Either one is brought into use by coupling the clutch n, 

with pinion 9 or 10. The nut for tbe screw is formed in the 
boss 13, which also provides a bearing for the sprocket 
abaft, 

No. 473,570. FULTON GARDNER, CHI 
CAGO, III. Patented April 26, I89S. Thi; 
apparatus is designed to cut a circular 
shaft of any tlesired diameter, having 
its walls smooth and straight. The 
drawing is a vertical section through 
the apparatus, in place in a shaft. The 
mechanism is encased in a circular shell 
A, which is divided into live section*.. 
Section 1 is a water tank, section 2 con
tains a pump which takes up tbe water 
from the bottom of tbe hole, by a pipe 
P, and delivers it to the tank 1. Sec
tion 3 contains un electric motor which 
is employed to turn the pump in sec
tion 2, and to operate the drills. Sec
tions i contains the gearing by which 
the motion is taken from tlie motor .shaft 
D, and transmitted to tbe rotary drills 
G, and to the large circular cutter I. 
The head B is firmly attached to the 
lowest head F by several posts /. It is 
also made with u large groove 6 around 
its rim. Tbe cutter shell I is attached to 
a ring7, which runs between theheadsF 

and B, and has internal gear teeth 8 around its interior; 
by which itis driven by one of the gang uf'gears IC. The 
ring is also supported by rollers in the groove 6. The cut-

' 't standing as a cure, and the 
1 the core may be readily brok-
* supplied to the drills hy a pipe 
*,* shaft D and coupling by a 
luffing pipe L. Each drill is 
oiled by a valve M at the top of 
I N extends into section 5, and 

effect ofthe shots does not exten 
the cutter I, consequently the s 
tlie shaft is easily kept straight. 

d the cut made by 
left smooth, and 

HYDRAULIC WELL DRILL. 
No. 470,593, CHARLES H, OXLEY, NORFOLK, NEBRASKA. 

Patented March 8,1892. This drill is intended for boring 
wells for water in earth, etc. The drill tube is provided 
with a hollow auger point A, constructed of the form 
shown, so that the water can pass tlirough it, its upper tub
ular end lieing formed with a screw thread, while the lower 
end of this hollow cutting-point is enlarged and divided by 
equally distant slits, tbe sections (bus formed heing twiste 
so that their straight free lower ends meet in radial lines e 
tending at right angles to each other, as clearly shown 
the drawings. To the upper end ofthis auger is connect-
by a coupling 0 the screen tube B ofthe usual constructin 
and the upper end of this screen is connected by a coupla 
D with tlie lower end of the well-tube when the well-pob 
is to be used. 
E indicates a water tube, on the lower end of which 

secured a circular valve-plate I. the central opening 
which is closed under upward pressure by a do wnwardlj 
opening valve I1. The valve plate I is of such size that Y 
will Ht against the lower end of the screen tube B. ar 
upon the upper end ofthis tube fits a valve-plate FT, bavir 
a central aperture through which the upper end of tl* 
water tube E passes, and having four ports or openings E 

ter I leaves the 
drills G bore holes b> 
en up by blasting. V 
running down throi 
swivel ioiut with the 
hollow. The water i 
the shaft D. A "feel 
when it touches the bottom ofthe hole it shuts tbe valve M, 
and touches an electric button N 1 on the top bead, which 
rings a bell at the top of the shaft, and notifies the Operate-

formed in it as shown. Upon the upper side of the valvi 
plate H rests a leather valve G, und the water-tube am' 
valves are all held (irmly in position by a binding nut ¥ 
The valve-plates II'and I are preferably formed of brass,f 
as to be non-corrosive. 
In operation the motor liquid or water used in linking 

the drill, is forced from the surface by a force-pump 
through tbe well-tube, when its downward pressure closes 
tbe valve G and forces it to descend through the central 
water-tube E, when it will open the valve l1 at the lower 
end therof and be forced out through the hollow auger 
point A. thus removing ail dirt from the auger and passing 
up to the surface around the outside ofthe well-tube. 
When the desired water is reached by the boring-auger the 
force-pump is stopped and the pressure of the water from 
below will close the valve I1, thereby preventing sand, &c, 
from passing tip through the central tube E. the water en
tering the well passing up thruugh the screen tube B, open
ing the valve G at the upper end thereof and rising up 
through the well tube, as will be clearly understood. 

tube, 










